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Page 17 Page 19
1 A Yes 1 of the question
2 Q Who is the independent director of the 2 A Streeter Brothers is an originator
3 subsidiary 3 Q All right I noticed in reviewing the
4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 4 documents at least some ofthe documents
5 of the question 5 Iveseen regarding your company that some
6 A Bruce Posey 6 of the original members were Fannie Mae and
7 Q Itsmy understanding that your corporate 7 Freddie Mac is that correct
8 structure of the subsidiary requires that 8 A Yes
9 the independent director have no 9 Q And at the time they became members is it
10 affiliation with the parent corporation is 10 fair to say that they had a significant
11 that correct 11 influence on the mortgage industry as a
12 A I I dont know what the question means 12 whole
13 Q When you structured the subsidiary from a 13 A Yes
14 parent you structured the subsidiary with 14 Q Is it fair to say that the mortgage
15 the idea of creating a bankruptcyremote 15 industry generally looks to those two
16 entity is that correct 16 entities for industry standards regarding
17 A Thats correct 17 things like mortgage servicing and document
18 Q And one of the requirements of doing that 18 custodianship arrangements and that sort of
19 was that you have at least one independent 19 thing
20 director correct 20 A Idontunderstand the question
21 A Yes 21 Q Are the Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
22 Q And according to your understanding what 22 published guidelines with respect to
23 are the requirements of independents to 23 mortgage servicing typically considered to
Page 18 Page 20
1 meet that test so that that entity 1 be an industry standard
2 qualifies for bankruptcy remoteness 2 A Among others
3 A Well at a very basic level cantbe a 3 Q Are they also considered to be an industry
4 shareholder or a director of the parent 4 standard with respect to document custodial
5 Q And how is it determined well let me 5 agreements between mortgage securitization
6 rephrase 6 participants
7 Outside ofMr Poseys service on the 7 A I dontknow
8 board of the subsidiary corporation do you 8 Q But you would agree that at the time they
9 know ifhesotherwise employed 9 became members ofMERS they did have a
10 A Yes 10 significant influence in the mortgage
it Q And how is he employed 11 industry
12 A Hes the CEO ofStreeter Brothers Mortgage 12 A Yes
13 Q So is Streeter Brothers Mortgage what the 13 Q Is it your opinion that the MERS concept
14 industry would commonly refer to as an 14 could have taken root without their
15 originator 15 participation
16 A An originator 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
17 Q A company that originates mortgage loans 17 of the question to the extent
18 A Yes 18 it calls for an opinion and
19 Q So although he has no ownership interest 19 speculation
20 with the parent corporation he is his 20 A I dontknow
21 company is involved in the mortgage lending 21 Q Were they afforded any special
22 industry 22 considerations for becoming members ofMERS
23 MR BROCHIN Obiect to the form 23 when MERS was originally formed
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Page 21 Page 23
1 A No 1 referred to simply as MERS MERS Is
2 Q Did they make an equity contribution to 2 that how you typically refer to the
3 MERS when it was formed 3 subsidiary
4 A Yes 4 A No
5 Q Do you remember the amount of that 5 Q How do you refer to the subsidiary
6 contribution 6 A Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
7 A Well it was a rollover from a from the 7 Inc
8 previous company 8 Q For the sake ofmy voice can we agree to
9 Q Okay So youretalking about old MERS 9 refer to the subsidiary as MERS Inc Is
10 right 10 that sufficient to delineate the two for
it A OldMERS 11 the purpose of this deposition
12 Q The original company that was formed when 12 A As opposed to MERS
13 they made their equity contribution was to 13 Q As opposed to simply MERS the
14 the new company that was formed that is the 14 subsidiary for the purposes of this
15 present company 15 deposition if you and your lawyers can
16 A In 1995 theymade equity contributions 16 agree to it Id like to just refer to the
17 Q Okay And do you remember the dollar 17 subsidiary as MERS Inc Is that okay
18 amounts ofthose contributions 18 A Okay
19 A In 1995 19 Q You testified in the Trent case thatyou
20 Q Uhhuh positive response 20 were part of the original executive team
21 A No 21 for that was hired by MERSCORP is that
22 Q Are there any documents available through 22 correct
23 any public resource thatwould indicate the 23 A There wasnta MERSCORP
Page 22 Page 24
1 dollar amount of those contributions by 1 Q At that time
2 those two entities 2 A At that time
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 Q Right And that would I mentioned a
4 of the question Calls for 4 moment ago old MERS That was the original
5 speculation 5 incarnation of this company in the state of
6 A I dontknowwhat what documents there 6 Delaware correct
7 are 7 A In 1995
8 Q Mr Arnold you testified in the Trent case 8 Q In 1995 And just briefly because I
9 that you were a member of the first 9 think the judge and the jury would want to
10 executive team that was hired by MERS is 10 understand this issue can you briefly
11 that correct 11 outline the corporate history from 1995
12 A Yes 12 until we reach this present structure where
13 Q And I guess before we go any further I 13 we have MERSCORP and MERS Inc
14 guess you and I and your lawyers should 14 Just andIm not asking you for
15 agree on how wer going to delineate 15 specific days I knowya11 have produced
16 between these two companies as we talk 16 some documents relative to some of that
17 about it 17 Butjust in general can you lay out for the
18 I have been referring to the parent 18 jury and the judge the transformation of
19 corporation as MERSCORP Is that correct 19 this corporation till it reached its
20 A Thats correct 20 present state please
21 Q Okay And so if I say MERSCORP I am 21 A It was old MERS as you referred to it
22 discussing the parent 22 was created in 1995 with temporary
23 The subsidiary I have typically 23 officers It was capitalized maybe up to
001426
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Page 25 Page 27
1 50percent level and that was a 1 A Jim Dowell
2 combination of equity and debt 2 Q Is that DOWELL
3 Q And is that Im sorry Ididntmean to 3 A I believe so
4 interrupt you But is that the 4 Q What was his position
5 contribution we mentioned awhile ago from 5 A Chief technology officer
6 Fannie and Freddie 6 Q Is he still employed by either the parent
7 A Yes And it was a combination of equity 7 or the subsidiary
8 and debt and you asked about equity 8 A No
9 Q Sure All right Go ahead Im sorry 9 Q Do you have any relationship with
10 A So the first task of course was to hire 10 Mr Dowell
11 permanent officers And that was the 11 A Cocktail every three years
12 original executive team that you referred 12 Q Do you know how hescurrently employed
13 to And that happened in December of 1995 13 A No
14 Q Other than yourself do you recall who else 14 Q Who else was hired
15 was hired as a member of the executive 15 A Dan McLaughlin
16 team 16 Q And do you recall his position
17 A Paul Mullings 17 A He was the operations officer
18 Q Is he still employed by either the parent 18 Q Is he still employed by either the parent
19 or the subsidiary 19 or the subsidiary
20 A No 20 A Yes
21 Q Is his last name spelledMULLINGS 21 Q And how is he presently employed
22 A Yes 22 A Hes executive vice president over the
23 Q And do you know what his employment had 23 productdivision
Page 26 Page 28
1 been prior to this hiring 1 Q And is that for the parent or the
2 A No 2 subsidiary
3 Q Was he a member of the team that you were 3 A Parent
4 part of which was charged with implementing 4 Q Who else was on the initial executive team
5 this concept 5 A No one
6 A Yes 6 Q So other thanyourself
7 Q And what was his function on that team 7 A Witness nods head
8 A He was the CEO 8 Q Right
9 Q Okay So he was the initial CEO 9 A Yes
10 A Yes 10 Q And how were you initially employed
it Q Do you still have a relationship with it A Senior vice president and general counsel
12 Mr Mullings 12 and secretary
13 A Onceayear cocktail 13 Q And those persons all came on board
14 Q Okay As you sit here today do you know 14 December of 1995
15 how he is currently employed or if he is 15 A Paul and I
16 currently employed 16 Q Okay And how far behind the two of you
17 A Yes 17 were Jim and Mr McLaughlin Jim Dowell and
18 Q Okay And how is that 18 Jim Dan McLaughlin
19 A He works for Freddie Mac 19 A A month
20 Q And do you know the position he holds with 20 Q Okay So more or less contemporaneously
21 Freddie Mac 21 A Witness nods head
22 A No 22 Q Iassume then from that all four of
23 Q All right Who else was hired initially 23 you were a member ofthat initial
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1 implementation team is that correct 1 concern or the perceived concern with
2 A Yes 2 respect to public land records and
3 Q And did you hold corporate meetings or 3 assignments ofmortgages
4 discussions about how to structure this 4
A
MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5
Q
organization how to implement this 5
Q
of the question
6 concept 6 Q And if thats not a fair statement I
7 A Yes 7 dontwant to mischaracterize anything
8 Q Did you maintain records of those meetings 8 But what Ive read in any case that there
9 A I dontknow 9 was a concern with issues with regard to
10 Q You were the secretary correct 10 chain of title and paper moving to the
11 A Yes 11 market and that sort of thing Is that
12 Q Would that have been within your job 12 fair
13 function 13
A
MR BROCHIN Well is it fair
14 A No 14
Q
that youread that
15 Q Would you have had an assistant who would 15 Q Imean is that was that the concern or
16 have had that function 16 was there some other concern
17 A No 17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form










being a concern from that period
21 A Not no not really 21 Q So was this a profitdriven concept
22 Q What was the purpose for this concept I 22 A No
23
A
mean why did you why did your company 23 Q And truly never has been profitdriven to
Pages 29 to 32
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Page 30 Page 32
1 feel it was necessary 1 the extent ofMERS or the parent or the
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 subsidiary has it
3 of that question 3 Correct
4 Well and let me reask it because that 4 Is it fair to say that MERSwas created not
5 might be considered a compound question 5 as a not necessarily as a corporation
6 What exactly was the concept you were 6 for profit but as a corporation which would
7 trying to implement 7 hope to sustain itself by covering its cost
8 A We were setting up a system to eliminate 8 ofexistence
9 unnecessary assignments and track mortgage 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 loans 10 of the question If you
11 Q And the timing of this entity had you 11 understand it
12 been involved with any discussions prior to 12 Yes
13 this initial formation of the companywell 13 And was that the at least a portion of
14 call old MERS about the need or the 14 the reason that the company chose to
15 perceived need for this type ofentity or 15 initially form as a member corporation
16 concept 16 rather than a stock corporation
17 A Prior to old MFRS 17 Iwouldn characterize it that way but it
18 Uhhuh positive response 18 did start as a membership corporation
19 No 19 And for people that are unfamiliar with
20 Q So prior to being hired you had not taken 20 that term could you briefly tell them the
21 part in any of this 21 difference between a membership corporation
22 No 22 and a stock corporation
23 Q With respect to the concept what was the 23 A Well rather than get into the legal
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1 differences its membership corporation 1 Q Is it your testimony that none of the four
2 would be essentially one company one vote 2
Q
of you maintained any records about how to
3 Q And so every company that became a member 3 do this or the legalities of it or how to
4 of old MERS which is a member corporation 4 make sure that it functioned correctly and
5
A
would in effect have one vote regarding the 5 as intended There were no records of any
6 governance of that corporation 6 of those types of conversations or meetings
7 A Shareholders 7
A
or anything
8 Q Shareholders 8
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 A Every company shareholder would have one 9 of the question
10 vote 10 A Yeah I couldntspeak for every every
11 Q Right As opposed to a stock corporation 11
Q
possible piece of paper but writing was
12
Q
where there might be 10000 stockholders 12 not was not one ofthe one of the
13 but two of them might own 70 percent of the 13
A
characteristics of our meetings
14 shares right 14 Q And once those meetings began I guess in
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15
Q
earnest in January of 1996 how long did
16 A In theory yes 16 those meetings take place before you began
17 Q And I guess a stock corporation the extent 17 to take action outside of your group
18 of ownership would be determined more by 18 A I guessImnot sure I understand what
19
A
the shares ofstock 19
Q
youreasking The we had to establish
20 A Yes 20 a technology relationship with another





ofwhere we started but Imjust trying to 22 Q Was that the first step in the process
23 fill in some blanks 23 A That and the concept The concept and the
Page 34 Page 36
This group of four that began the technology were probably the two things
2 company that we refer to as old MERS which 2 that took up the time
3 is a member corporation how long did the 3 And I want to drop back for a second and
4 four of you meet to formulate your plan 4 just clarifysomething so that anybody who
5 about implementing this concept 5 hears your testimony understands it in
6 Well we never really stopped formulating 6 context
7 the concept We met 7 You are a licensed attorney right
8 Q Imsorry 8 Yes
9 A intensively 9 And do you still maintain an active law
10 Q All right And over what period of time 10 license
11 did those meetings take place it A Yes
12 A Well before until Jim Dowell exited 12 Is it purely for the state of Virginia or
13 All right With well with respect to 13 is it any other state
14 when the original four came on board you 14 Its not Virginia Its Oklahoma and
15 said they should have all been in place by 15 Texas
16 approximately January of 1996 16 Right And you practiced law for a period
17 A Yes 17 of time before you ultimately obtained this
18 Q And you said yall began to meet 18 position correct
19 intensively about this concept 19 A Yes
20 Yes 20 And are there any other members of this
21 Q and how to most effectively implement 21 group of four who are also attorneys
22 it 22 No
23 Yes 23 Q With respect to the implementation of the
Pages 33 to 36
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ll t. ith -- ell, ith respect to  is it a  t er state? 
hen t e ri inal f r   ard --   . It's not irginia. It's klaho a and 
s id t  s ld  ll ee  i  lace   . 
r i ately J r  f 6?  . Right. And you practiced law for a period 
e .  of ti e before you ulti ately obtained this 
nd o  id 'all e a  to eet  position; correct? 
inte i el  a ut this t --  . e . 
.  . And are there any other members of this 
-- and ho  to ost effectively i ple ent  group of four who are also attorneys? 
it? 2 . . 
.  . ith respect to the i ple entation of the 
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1 concept what you were I think you 1
A
MR BROCHIN Legal conclusion
2
A
mentioned before you wanted to create a 2 MR WOOTEN Okay Just want to
3
Q
situation where you didnthave to record 3 make sure I understand you
4 assignment when the promissory note changed 4 Q So is it your contention then that the
5 hands is that correct 5 public recording records typically the
6 A No 6
Q
assignment of a mortgage is not undertaken
7
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the 7 to give notice to the world that the
8 form excuse me Object to 8 ownership of the debt has changed hands
9 the form of the question 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 A Thats not correct 10 of the question to the extent
11 Q All right Explain then in your own 11 it calls for a legal
12 words what the concept was 12 conclusion and generalizes
13 A The concept or the purpose 13 some 50 states
14 Q Well both Letsstart with the concept 14 Q Well welltalk specifically later Im
15 A Well the purpose was to eliminate 15 just talking about generally what you
16 unnecessary assignments 16 learned in law school the big thick books
17 Q And when you say unnecessary assignments 17 like that that they give us
18 tell me how you define an unnecessary 18 A Yeah Its more than a contention Its
19 assignment 19
Q
just not right Its assignments are
20 A Well it had nothing to do with notes at 20
A
not recorded never were when notes move
21 all 21 Q And is that one of the premises that
22 Q Okay When you went to law school did you 22 underlay your companysconsideration in
23 take classes in real property and that sort 23 its implementation of this idea
Page 38 Page 40
1 of thing 1 A Its one of the fundamental underpinnings
2 Yes 2 ofnegotiable instruments and the entire
3 And you discussedmortgages and you worked 3 mortgage industry Notes have never been
4 in that area some as you practiced Is 4 recorded and assignments are not recorded
5 that fair 5 in connection with notes
6 A Yes 6 Lets don do like we did in some other
7 Pm not asking you about any state in 7 places and conflagurate the two terms
8 particular Pm just talking about as a 8 When I talk about a promissory note Im
9 general concept general legal principle 9 talking about the obligation that the
10 Typically when the transfer of a promissory 10 borrower signs that is the debt
11 note which is secured by a mortgage takes 11 instrument I willpay you Xamount of
12 place generally speaking typically 12 money per month for 30 years for my home
13 theresa contemporaneous assignment ofthe 13 mortgage the loan that you give me to buy
14 mortgage for the public record is that 14 my home That is contained in the
15 correct 15 promissory note right
16 MR BROCHIN Object 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
17 A That is not correct 17 of the question
18 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object 18 A Its universally called a note
19 to the form of the question 19 Right And that is the debt instrument
20 That is not correct and 20 Yes
21 youreasking for a legal 21 Q Okay The mortgage is the lien which the
122 conclusion 22 borrower grants on their real estate to23 MRWOOTEN Asked for what sir 23 secure payment of that nromissory note
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 t, t   --  t i    .. HI : l l i . 
 tione  f r   te  t  r t    .. : . t t t  
 it ti  r   i n't  t  r r       . 
 assi e t e  t e r iss r  te c a e   . SO is it r c te ti , t en, t at t e 
 hands; is that correct?  lic r r i  r r  -- t i ll  t  
 . .  ssi t f  rt  is t rt  
 .. I : j t t  t   t  i e ti  t  t  rl  t t t  
  -- s  . j t t   o nership of the debt has changed hands? 
 the for  of the question.  .. HI : bject to the for  
 . at's  ct.  f the question to the extent 
 . ll i t. l i , t , i     it calls f r a le al 
 rds at t e c ce t as.  l si   r li es 
 . e t   se?    . 
 . ell, both. Let's start ith the concept.  . ell, e'll talk specifically later. I'm 
 . ll, t  ose  t  li inat   just talking about generally hat you 
 unnecessary assign ents.  lear e  i  la  school, t e i  t ic  s 
 .     r  i t ,  like that that they give us. 
     ne    . h. t's    tention. t's 
 assi ent.  just not right. It's -- ssi ts r  
 . ell, it a  t i  t   it  tes at  t r r d, r r ,  t s e. 
 ll.  .  i  t t   t  r is  t t 
 . ay. e   e t t  la  sc ol, i   22 rl  r pany's i r ti  i  
 e lasses        ts e    a? 
    
  t i g?  . It's one of the funda ental underpinnings 
 . s.  f ti l  i str ts  t  tir  
 . nd you discussed ortgages and you orked  rt  i try. tes  r  
 i  that area so e as you practiced. Is  r r d,  i t  r  t r r  
  ir?     s. 
 . s.  . et's n't  e      
 . I'  t i   t  t t  i   places and conflagurate the two terms. 
 particular. r just talking about as a  hen I talk about a promissory note, I'm 
 general concept, general legal principle.  tal i  a t t e li ati  t at t e 
 ypically hen the transfer f a pro issory  rr r si s t t is t  t 
 note which is secured by a mortgage takes  i tr t. I ill   "X" t  
 place, generally speaking, typically  oney per onth for 30 years for y ho e 
 there's a conte poraneous assign ent of the  ortgage, the loan that you give e to buy 
 ortgage for the public record; is that  y ho e. hat is contained in the 
 rrect?  r iss r  te; ri ht? 
 . I : bject--  . CHIN: j t t  t  f r  
 .    t.   t  stion. 
 .. I : s  e. j t  . It's universally called a note. 
 t  t e f r  f t e estion.  . ight. nd that is the debt instru ent? 
 t is t rr t,   . s. 
 you're asking for a legal  . Okay. The mortgage is the lien which the 
22 cl sion.  borro er grants on their real estate to 
 . :   t, ir?   j2~ent  j2 s  te; 
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1 right 1 right
2 A Yes 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 Q So Idontwant you to be confused 1 3 of the question
4 didnt say that a promissory note had to be 4 A Thats a check
5 recorded or that an assignment of a 5 Q Right
6 promissory note had to be recorded okay 6 A But thats a negotiable instrument
7 A Uhhuh positive response 7 Q And that would be a blank endorsement
8 Q What Im saying is is that when an 8 right
9 originator sells that note to an aggregator 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 or a warehouse lender or some other entity 10 of the question
11 that intends to securitize it on Wall 11 Q Just signing my name on the back of it so
12 Street that typically they endorse that 12 that anybody that had it could take it and
13 note by some agreedupon method correct 13 cash it right
14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
15 of the question Calls for 15 of the question
16 speculation 16 A UnderArticle 3
17 A Yeah The agreed form agreedto form is 17 Q Sure And when you say Article 3 youre
18 the endorsement of the note 18 talking about the UCC
19 Q Right 19 A Yes
20 A under Article 3 20 Q Uniform Commercial Code
21 Q Sure And it can be in blank or to order 21 But if I said on the back ofthat
22 right 22 check ifI wrote Nick Wooten to
23 A Yes 23 RKArnoldthatsa specific endorsement
Page 42 Page 44
1 Q And when we say in blank it says pay to 1 right
2 the order of and then they sign off 2 A Yes
3 right 3 Q And so when entities transfer promissory
4 A Well thatsnot blank 4 notes which are secured by mortgages they
5 Q Just sign offjust like signing the back of 5 transfer those notes in a similar fashion
6 a check right 6 either in blank or specifically between
7 A Thats blank 7 those two entities right
8 Q Okay But when you endorse to order you 8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 endorse from you know the originator 9 of the question
10 directly to the entity thatspurchasing 10 A Yes
11 right it Q And with respect to the mortgage lien
12 A Specific 12 the lien not the note if the company
13 Q Right Its to from the company that 13 who received the note wants to make the
14 the note is made to to the company that it 14 world aware that they now own the debt
15 is sold to correct 15 theywould typically file an assignment of
16 A Yes 16 the mortgage as a debt owner right
17 Q So if you and I had a check between us 17 MR BROCHIN Object no
18 which is a form of a negotiable instrument 18 Object to the form of the
19 and I had a check made out to me and it 19 question And its asking for
20 said cash pay to Nick Wooten 300 if 1 20 legal conclusions and is
21 wanted to endorse that note to you I could 21 calling for speculation and
22 do it two ways I could turn it over on 22 mischaracterizes his
23 the back and I could sign Nick Wooten 23 testimony
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right? 1 right? 
es. 2 . OCHIN: bj ct to t  f r  
O I on't   t   nf sed. I 3 f t  uestion. 
idn't  t   r i or  t  had t   4 . hat's a eck. 
r r     ssi  f a 5 . ight. 
r i or    t   corded; kay?  . t that's a negotiable i stru ent. 
-h  (p  r sponse).  .  t t l    l nk ndorsement; 
 'm yi  , i  t t   8 right? 
ri t r l    t   g r ator  R. CHIN: bject to the for  
r  r  l r r  t r ntit   of the question. 
t    r  i   l   . J st si i   a e  t e ac  f it s  
tr et,  l      t at a  t at a  it c l  ta e it and 
   -up  thod; r ect?  cash it; right? 
. HIN:   t    . HI : j t t  t  f r  
  stion.    of the question. 
culation.  . r  . 
.    -- -t   i   . Sure. nd hen you say rticle 3, you're 
t  rs t f t  t  --  t l i  t t  D  --
t.  . s. 
-- under rticle 3.  . --   de? 
.  t       r;   !  --    f t 
ht?         
s.  R.K. rnold, that's a specific endorse ent; 
  Page 44 
 he  e  i  l , it   t   i t? 
t e  f,  t  t  i  ff;  . s. 
t?  Q. And so when entities transfer promissory 
l , at's  k.  notes which are secured by mortgages, they 
st   just ike      tra sfer t se tes i  a si ilar fas i , 
 ck; t?  either in blank or specifically bet een 
That's blank.  those t o entities; right? 
. t he   rs  t  r r,   R. I : bject to the for  
rse fr ,  , t e ri i t r  of the question. 
ir tl  t  t e tit  t t's r i ;  . . 
t? 11 . nd ith respect to the ortgage lien --
if .  the lien, not the note -- if the co pany 
. It's t  -- fro  the a     e  t  te ts    
the note is ade to to the co pany that it  world aware that they now own the debt, 
is s ld t ; t?  they would typically fIle an assign ent of 
.  the ortgage as a debt o ner; right? 
SO if   I had a che  et een s,  R. I : bject -- no. 
hich is a for  f a tia le instr t,  bject to the for  of the 
a d I had a  ade  t  e a  it  question. And it's asking for 
said , pay to ick oot , $300 -- if!  legal conclusions and is 
anted to e dorse that ote t  y , I ld  calling for speculation and 
do it t o a . I c ld turn it e   2 ischaracterizes is 
the a  a d I co ld sign ic  oot ;  t . 
'0 
" -
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1 A And its incorrect Its not the case and 1 A The owner ofthe debt
2 its never been the case 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 Q So your contention is that all the 3 A doesnthave to be a MERS member
4 assignments are filed in land records 4 Q Okay You would agree withme would you
5 throughout Alabama that evidence change in 5 not that MERS cannot act on behalf of an
6 the ownership of the debt they dont 6 entity that it does not have a membership
7 matter Is that your contention 7 agreement with can it
8 MR BROCHIN Objection Object 8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 to the form of the question 9 A Not you know IwouldntI wouldn
10 Youremischaracterizing his 10 concede that Wev got our membership
11 testimony it structure
12 Q Why would amortgage assignment be 12 Q And your membership structure is the
13 recorded What does it do Whats the 13 nominee structure right
14 purpose of a mortgage assignment 14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
15 A To move the lien interest 15 of the question
16 Q Right And who does it move it to 16 A We have members ofMERS
17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 17 Q Sure I agree with you And wev got
18 of the question 18 bunches of documents to go through Wer
19 A Whoeversname is in the land records 19 going to get to that in a minute ButIm
20 Q Well ifyou assign the original mortgage 20 just trying to talk about what youve
21 the name in the land records is going to be 21 conceded numerous times either through your
22 the name on the mortgage right 22 attorneys or through yourself or through
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 Mr Hultman or throughMs Horstkamp in
Page 46 Page 48
1 of the question 1 either an affidavit or written testimony
2 A I dontunderstand the question 2 that you dontact on behalf of parties who
3 Q Well letsjust talk about a MERS as 3 are not members ofMERS right
4 mortgagee mortgage There are 53 million 4 A Not not through the membership
5 of them roughly today in the country 5 agreements
6 A 62 million 6 Q Right Because your right to act flows
7 Q 62 million And of those 62 million they 7 through that membership agreement right
8 all say that MERS is the mortgagee 8 A With somebody on the loan sure
9 A Yes 9 Q Right Because yourea Imean youre
10 Q So ifyou wanted to transfer that to a 10 a nominee Youreacting more or less as
11 nonMFRS member how then would you do 11 an agent of some sort is that right
12 that sir 12 A Yes
13 A Record an assignment in the land records 13 Q So you know an agency agreement youre
14 Q Okay And what would be the purpose of 14 pretty much bound by the written terms of
15 that assignment 15 that agency agreement aren you
16 A To take MERS out of the land records 16 A Sure
17 Q Okay And would that be because the owner 17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
18 of the debt was no longer a MERS member 18 Q So if you donthave an agency agreement
19 MR BROCHIN Object to the 19 for someone you certainly shouldntbe
20 form 20 able to act on their behalf right
21 A No 21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
22 MR BROCHIN of the question 22 of the question
23 Q What other reason would that occur 23 A Yeah I dontreallv understand the
001432
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1 . nd it's incorrect. It's not the case and 
2 it's e er ee  t e case. 
 . O  t ti  i  t t ll t  
 assign ents are fIled in land records 
 t r t laba a t at e i e ce c a e i  
      --  on't 
7 tt r.    tention? 
8 . I : j cti .  
      stion. 
 ou're i t ri i  i  
 testi ony. 
 .    tga e si   
 r orded? t s it o? hat's t  
 ose   t a  signment? 
 .    ie  t. 
 . t.    t e  ? 
17 . HI : j t t  t   
 of the question. 
 . ver's      r . 
 . ll, if  ssi  t  ri i l rt , 
 t e a e i  t e la  rec r s is i  t   
 t    t e rt ; ri ht? 
23 . I : j t t  t  f r  
  
 f the question. 
 . I don't understand the question. 
3 . l , t's s       
 rtgage  rt . r  r   illio  
  t  r l  t  i  t  ntry? 
 .  i . 
 . 62 illion. nd f those 62 illion, they 
 all sa  t at S is t e rt agee? 
9 . s. 
 . O if  a te  t  tra sfer t t t   
 non-MERS e ber, ho , then, ould you do 
 t t, ir? 
 .   i   .the  r s. 
 . a . n  at l  e t e r se f 
  si n ent? 
 .  ta e S t   a  . 
 . .  o ld t t e s  t  e  
 f the debt as no longer a  e ber? 
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.  r f t  t --
. CHIN:  t  t  r . 
. -- esn't      ber. 
. y.  l  r  it  e, l   
t,      l    
tit  t t it s t   rs i  
r t ith,  it? 
. I : j t t  t  f r . 
.  --  ,  uldn't --  uldn't 
concede that. e've got our e bership 
tr cture. 
.   r i  tr   t  
no inee structure; right? 
. HI : j t t  t  f r  
of the question. 
.    f S. 
. r .   it  .  e've t 
     gh. e're 
going to get to that in a inute. But I'm 
just trying to talk about hat you've 
 r s ti  it r t r  r 
attorneys or through yourself or through 
. t a    .   
a e  
eit er a  affi a it r ritten testi  
t t  on't t  lf f rties  
r  t r  f ; ri ht? 
. t -- not through the e bership 
agree ents. 
. i t. eca se r ri t t  act fl s 
through that e bership agree ent; right? 
. ith so ebody on the loan, sure. 
. i t. s  ou're  -- I , ou're 
a no inee. ou're acting ore or less as 
an agent f so e sort; is that right? 
. . 
. O,  , a  a e c  a ree e t -- ou're 
r tt     t  ritte  t r s f 
t t  r nt, ren't u? 
. r . 
. I : bject to the for . 
. SO if you don't have an agency agree ent 
for so eone, you certainly shouldn't be 
l  t  t  t ir alf; ri t? 
. HI : bject to the for  
of the question. 
. . I n't r lly rsta  t  













1 question We have a membership 1 of the question
2 relationship with the loan 2 A With respect to the loan we will act
3 Q With the loan 3 within the context of our authority to act
4 A The servicer 4 under the member agreements
5 Q Mr Arnold I understand that this is kind 5 Q True And the member agreements are only
6 of a complex area for a layman so I try to 6
Q
with MERS members
7 be pretty precise about my terminology 7 A Yes
8 But you just said that you have a 8 Q So there is no right of MERS to act for
9 membership relationship with the loan 9
A
anyone that they do not have a written
10
Q
Okay The loan consists of the 10
Q
agreement with
11 promissory note and the lien right it MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 A Yes 12 of the question
13 Q And those are intangible things right 13 A Well wer mortgagee of record on the





documents 15 Q Well wellget around to that in a moment
16 Q Sure But youjust said you had a 16 okay I understand thatsyour position
17 membership agreement with a loan not a 17 but what Im talking about is much more
18 member but a loan I justwant to be real 18 esoteric
19 clear about that 19 A Maybe thatswhyIm having some difficulty
20 A Well thenPll rll say that we have a 20 with it
21 membership agreement with somebody involved 21 Q Okay Well letssay that I bought a
22 in the loan 22
Q
mortgage loan from someone There are lots
23 Q Okay And that I can deal with But you 23 of people buying distressed loans today
Page 50 Page 52
dont have any agreement that says loan And I dont have a MERS membership
2 number 12345678 nominates MERS as nominee 2 agreement but you have aMERS mortgage
3 do you 3 You donthave any authority to act on my
4 A No 4 behalfbecause we donthave a membership
5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 5 agreement
6 Q Okay Well I mean thatsliterally what 6 A Thats incorrect
7 you testified to right 7 So what authority would you have to act on
8 MR BROCHIN No Objection to 8 my behalf ifyou donthave a membership
9 the form The record will 9 agreement
10 reflect what he testified to 10 Wer the mortgagee of record
11 Now I can understand having a membership 11 Sure And youvewritten extensively in
12 agreement with a party to a loan 12 pleadings and taken positions in court the
13 A Okay 13 general rule that the lien follows the
14 Q And you do have numerous agreements of that 14 note right
15 nature right 15 Generally
16 Yes 16 Q So if someone who is not a MERS member
17 Q Okay But I think my initial question that 17 becomes owner of the debt the note then
18 triggered that was much simpler in that 18 as a general proposition they would have
19 yourenot going to testify that you have 19 the right to enforce that lien irrespective
20 the right to act on behalf of someone that 20 of the fact that you were named mortgagee
21 you are not the nominee or agent ofthrough 21 of record right
22 one of your written agreements are you 22 A Yes
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 Okay So there would be no reason for you
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1 question.   a ershi  1 
2 l t i  i   l an.  
3 .  t  l an?  
4 . he servicer.  
5 . r. ld, I r t  t t t i  i  i  5 
6   l  r    l y an,    t  6 
7  t     t r inology.  
8    i       
9 e ers i  relati s i  it  t e l an.  
10 ay.  l     1  
11 r is r  t   t  li n; ri ht? 11 
12 . es.  
13 .    i  i gs; ht?  
14 . l , at's   r .  , hey're  
15 c e ts.  
16 . r . t  j st i      
1 7      -- not a  
18 r,   n.      l  
19   t.  
20 . l ,  I'  -- I'        
21     e   
22 in the loan.  

























n't   r t t t  l   
nu ber 12345678 no inates S as no inee,  
 ?  
. o.  
. : je t t  t  nn.  
. . ll, I , t at's liter ll  t  
ou ie  ; r t?  
. I : . je tion t   
t e f nn.  r r  ill  
r fle t t e testified t .  
. , I  nderstand i   r i   
re t ith  t  t   l .  
. .  
. nd   a e u erous a ree ents f t at  
; ri t?  
. es.  
. . ut I think y initial  that  
triggered that as uch si ler in that 8 
u're not going to testify that you e 9 
the right to t on be f of s eone t at  
you are not the no inee or agent of through  
ne of your ritten a re t , are y ?  
. I : bject to the fonn  
September 25, 2009 
Page 51 
of t  question. 
. it  res ect t  t e l an, e ill act 
ithin the context of our authority to act 
un er t e e ber agreements. 
Q. True. And the e ber agree ents are only 
i   bers? 
. es. 
. SO there is no right ofM  to act for 
anyone that they do not have a written 
agree ent ith? 
R. BROCHIN: Object to the fonn 
of the question. 
. ell, e're ortgagee of record on the 
n. 
. ell, e'll get around to that in a o ent; 
kay? I ersta  t at's r sition, 
but hat I'm talking about is uch ore 
oteric. 
A. aybe that's hy I'm having so e difficulty 
 . 
. kay. ell, let's say that I bought a 
ortgage loan fro  so eone. here are lots 
of people buying distressed loans today. 
Page 52 
nd I don't have a ERS e bership 
agree ent, but you have a ERS ortgage. 
ou don't have any authority to act on y 
behalf because e don't have a e bership 
agreement? 
. at's ct. 
. SO what authority would you have to act on 
my behalf if you don't have a membership 
agree ent? 
. e're t e rtgagee f rec r . 
. Sure. And you've written extensively in 
pleadings and taken positions in court the 
r l r l  t t t e lien f llo s t e 
note; right? 
. enerally. 
. SO if so eone ho is not a E S e ber 
becomes owner of the debt, the note, then 
as a general proposition they ould have 
the right to enforce that lien irrespective 
of the fact that you were named mortgagee 
of record; right? 
. e . 
. ka .  there ould e o reason for  
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1 to act on their behalf if you had no 1 closing costs interest rate that type of
2 agreement with them right 2 thing right
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
4 of the question 4 Q Yourefamiliar with a goodfaith estimate
5 A Yeah I wouldn concede that 5 right
6 Q And is that because of your position with 6 A Yes
7 respect to the lien which nominates you as 7 Q And yourefamiliar with the typical
8 mortgagee of record 8 contents ofthose documents
9 A Yes 9 A Yes
10 Q Because in fact what youreclaiming is 10 Q And theresnot a checkthebox for who
11 in fact ownership of the lien right 11 youdlike to serve as mortgagee of record
12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 12 is there
13 of the question 13 A No
14 A No Were we are the mortgagee in the 14 Q No So as far as you know when a consumer
15 land records and we have duties that go 15 goes to a broker or lender and asks for a
16 along with that And we carry out those 16 mortgage they donthand them a copy of
17 duties according to whatwev agreed to 17 your form mortgage and say hey look this
18 do 18 over and tell me if you got any problems
19 Q Okay Is it not your testimony that MFRS 19 with it do they
20 owns the lien 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 21 A Well the consumer is entitled to the
22 of the question 22 documents ahead oftime
23 A I dontknow what that means We are the 23 Q Theyr entitled to a goodfaith estimate
Page 54 Page 56
1 mortgagee in the land records We were 1 right
2 made mortgagee by the borrower on a 2 A And theyr entitled to the documents
3 security instrument 3 Q Okay And you would agree that the lender
4 Q Well lets talk about that for a moment 4 is going to place whoever they deem
5 if we can 5 appropriate in the slot as the mortgagee
6 You would agree that the mortgagee on 6 through the use of a preprinted form
7 the MERS mortgage is not a 7 right
8 fillinthe blank is it 8 A Well its a condition of the loan
9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 9 Q Right Its not a negotiable issue is it
10 of the question 10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
11 A Its a pre prefab document 11 A I dontknow
12 Q Right I mean itsnot a multiplechoice 12 Q You ever had any documents come through
13 question as to whosthe mortgagee is it 13 your system where a mortgagee was scratched
14 A No 14 off and somebody else was written in
15 Q And you would agree that theresno time at 15 A We wouldnthave a document that didn
16 any time during the negotiation or 16 make MFRS the mortgagee
17 solicitation of any mortgage loan where 17 Q Right So to the extent that thatsan
18 its ever discussed with the consumer who 18 issue again its apreprinted form thats
19 will serve as the mortgagee of record 19 presented to the consumer for signature
20 A I cantvouch for what discussions take 20 typically at closing right
21 place 21 A Yes
22 Q Well you know typically consumers see 22 MRBROCHIN Asked and answered
23 things on a goodfaith estimate like 23 O Okay So thev mivht shop around for
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1 interest rates or payment amounts or 1 A Yes
2 closing costs or that kind of thing or 2 Q Can you tell the judge and the jury every
3 approval even 3 interest that your company recognizes in a
4 A Or companies 4 mortgage loan
5 Q Or companies But typically they dont 5 MR BROCHIN Im sorry Could
6 negotiate about who is the mortgagee of 6 you read the question
7 record do they 7 MR WOOTEN I can restate it if
8 MR BROCHIN Objection Calls 8 youdlike
9 for speculation Asked and 9 Q Can you tell me every interest that your
10 answered 10 company recognizes in a mortgage loan
11 A They shopped around for the company it MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 Q So if the companies all use MERS as 12 A Yeah I dontunderstand what you mean by
13 mortgagee is there any choice for the 13 interest
14 consumer 14 Q Well letstalk about the mortgagee
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 interest Define that for me
16 A Companies dontall use MERS 16 A I think of the mortgagee interest as being
17 Q 60 percent Is that about right 17 just bare legal title
18 A Probably 18 Q When you say bare legal title is that
19 Q Maybe twothirds now 19 merely being the name in the land records
20 A I doubt it 20 A Yes
21 Q But sneaking up on it maybe 21 Q That is not ownership of the lien which
22 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 22 secures the payment of the promissory note
23 A It may it may even be creeping back 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Page 58 Page 60
1 Q And I mean your stated goal is that every 1 A No not in mymind
2 mortgage would be a MERS mortgagee 2 Q Have you ever testified to such or allowed
3 A Thats our mission 3 anyone to testify as such on behalf of your
4 Q Right 4 company
5 I mean thatswhat youretrying to 5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
6 get to 6 of the question asking a
7 A Yes 7 witness to recall testimony
8 Q Yourestill sitting there with that 8 and particularly to the part
9 transcript in front of you If you will 9 of the question that is asking
10 flip over to page 39 of that transcript 10 the witness whether hes
11 please sir 11 allowed somebody to testify
12 A Which page 12 Thats doesntmake much
13 Q 39 13 sense
14 Well and before I even ask you that 14 A Well theresa lot ofjargon and slang in
15 question let me step back and ask a more 15 this industry
16 general question 16 Q Well letstry to avoid that
17 Your company spends a lot of time 17 A Lets try
18 talking about interest in a mortgage loan 18 Q I am talking about the owner of the lien
19 right 19 A And I dontknow what that means
20 A Witness nods head 20 Q Okay What about the interest in
21 Q And I notice thatyall speak in terms of 21 servicing Is that an interest that your
22 beneficial interest and things of that 22 company recognizes in servicing rights of
23 nature 23 a Darticular loan
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. an you tell the judge and the jury every 
interest that your co pany recognizes in a 
rt  l an? 
R. BROCHIN: I'm sorry. Could 
you read the question? 
. TEN: I  r st t  i  i  
you'd like. 
Q. Can you tell e every interest that your 
 r i s i   rt  l an? 
MR. BROCHIN: Object to the form. 
A. Yeah. I don't understand what you mean by 
i t rest. 
. ell, let's talk about the ortgagee 
st.  t    . 
A. I think of the ortgagee interest as being 
just bare legal title. 
. hen you say bare legal title, is that 
erely being the na e in the land records? 
. . 
. That is not o nership of the lien hich 
secures the payment of the promissory note? 
. HI : bject to the for . 
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. a e  e er testifie  t  s c  r all e  
anyone to testify as such on behalf of your 
co pany? 
. I : bject to the for  
of the question, asking a 
witness to recall testimony, 
and particularly to the part 
f the question that is asking 
 itness et er e's 
allo ed so ebody to testify. 
at's -- sn't   
. 
A. ell, there's a lot of jargon and slang in 
this industry. 
. ell, let's try to avoid that. 
. et's try. 
. I a  talking about the o ner f the lien. 
. nd I n't kno    . 
. a . at a ut t e interest in 
servicing? Is that an interest that your 
company recognizes, in servicing rights of 
 p icular lo ? 
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Page 61 Page 63
1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 Q regional or area
2 of the question 2 A I dontknow about the demarcation but
3 A We track servicing rights 3 there are hundreds and hundreds of
4 Q Okay And I notice that you make a big 4 servicers
5 deal about the fact that those transfer 5 Q Right And they when you say a
6 between parties by contract and that those 6 servicer youretalking about not only the
7 are not recordable interests 7 person who collects payments for a normal
8 A Correct 8 performing mortgage loan and everybody pays
9 Q Those exist purely between the parties who 9 on time youretalking about subservicers
10 own mortgage loans the notes and the 10 who handle default servicing subservicers
11 parties who service those loans on their 11 who handle foreclosures subservicers who
12 behalf right 12 handle realestateowned property
13 A I I couldntagree with that 13 subservicers who handle property
14 Q Servicing interest 14 preservation
15 A The servicing interest is the company that 15 A Yes
16 has an obligation to collect the payments 16 Q Those are all servicers right
17 on the loan 17 A Those are all servicers
18 Q But servicing accomplishes or 18 Q And all those rights pass by contract
19 encompasses more than simply collecting 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 payments right 20 A There are there are contracts and those
21 A Yes it does 21 contracts can be sold by their nature
22 Q And typically servicing rights with respect 22 Q Right Like pretty much any other
23 to the secondary mortgage market are 23 contract right
Page 62 Page 64
1 contained in several types of agreements 1 A Not really like any other contract I
2 right 2 mean its got its a specific type of
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 contract Servicers know how to deal with
4 of the question 4 borrowers on a daily or monthly basis
5 A Can be 5 Q Right But those interests would exist
6 Q In a typical securitization a pooling and 6 with or without MERS right
7 servicing agreement would set out servicing 7 A Yes
8 rights wouldn it 8 Q And servicers would change and servicing
9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 9 rights would change whether MERS was ever
10 of the question 10 created right
11 A Yeah I dont I dontthink that the 11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 two are directly related For one thing 12 A Yes
13 when we talk about jargon and slang even 13 MR WOOTEN Imsorry
14 the term servicing rights is its a 14 Mr Brochin
15 weird term Thats a contract right thats 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
16 sold and then theresasecondary market 16 Q So when you start talking about MERS
17 that developed in that 17 impact on servicing rights if something
18 Q Sure And there are 34 or so national 18 happened and MERS no longer existed
19 mortgage servicers today as we sit here 19 servicing rights are still going to change
20 roughly Is that about right 20 hands in mortgages right
21 A Just way more than that 21 A I dontknow about the future
22 Q National mortgage servicers not just 22 Q Well judging by the last 30 years
23 A I dont 23 servicins rivhhts are boueht and sold every
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1 day arentthey 1 superior interest in that note over someone
2 A Judging by the last year we dont know 2 who has paid nothing and does not own that
3 what the future holds 3 note right
4 Q Right And with respect to the beneficial 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 interest in a mortgage loan when you talk 5 of the question in that it
6 about a beneficial interest what are you 6 calls for speculation and a
7 talking about 7 legal conclusion based on that
8 A The generally theparty that is 8 speculation
9 ultimately entitled to the funds 9 A Itd depend on the documents At that
10 Q Would that be the owner of the debt 10 point itsbeen atomized into many many
11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form it many interests
12 A Closer 12 Q Right And those are things that wev all
13 Q Okay Well just as a general rule if 13 become familiar with like trenches and
14 someone who was a MERS member had andwe 14 swaps and CDOs and things like that right
15 really haventtalked about this term 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
16 yet but someone who had been designated 16 of the question
17 a certifying officer ofMERS went out 17 A Its just a security So its in
18 without anybodysauthority and transferred 18 everybody 401ksand all that
19 a MERS mortgage into some other entitys 19 Q Right And thatsthe cash flow
20 name and that otherentity foreclosed 20 represented by the payments on that
21 without ownership of the debt they would 21 mortgage loan right
22 have no right to foreclose would they 22 A Cash flow is part of it
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 Q But the right to foreclose the right to
Page 66 Page 68
1 of the question Calls for 1 come and take Ms Henderson home that
2 speculation and a legal 2 flows to the owner of the note right
3 conclusion based on 3 A It depends on state law
4 speculation 4 Q And when you say it depends on state law
5 A Yeah I dontunderstand the question 5 are you making that qualification based
6 Q Is it fair to say that the right to 6 upon the right the fact that the owner
7 foreclose flows from the right to payment 7 might designate someone else to take that
8 of the debt 8 action on their behalf
9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 of the question 10 A There are places where that happens
11 A Depends on state law 11 Q Sure Before your company came into
12 Q And againwelltalk more specifically 12 existence it wouldn be uncommon to see
13 Im talking about generally 13 seven eight nine ten 15 mortgage
14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 14 assignments over a ten or 15 year period
15 of the question 15 where a loan flowed amongst various owners
16 Q Is it fair to say that the person who owns 16 would it
17 the debt is the person who has the right to 17 MR BROCHIN Is that a question
18 payment of the debt 18 MR WOOTEN Yeah
19 A Yes 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 Q So if a person a New York securitized 20 of the question Calls for
21 trust has paid value for a mortgage loan so 21 speculation
22 that it could securitize it create REMIC 22 A Yeah And the loan might not have been
23 interest and sell bonds they have a 23 whatsflowing That could have been the
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1 servicing rights 1 became a servicer and so there would be an
2 Q Sure But it wouldn have been uncommon 2 assignment evidencing a change in that
3 to see a document in the probate records 3 interest
4 evidencing that change would it 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the
5 A With the servicing change 5 A Its not evidence
6 Q With the change in ownership of the debt 6 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object
7 A Thats never recorded 7 to the form of the question
8 Q Are you saying that the change in servicing 8 A Yeah Being mortgagee doesntmean that
9 rights would have been recorded 9 somebody made the loan
10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 10 Q Well not with respect to MERS right
11 A That was what caused a lot of unnecessary 11 A Or anybody else
12 assignments It had nothing to do with 12 Q But Imean your whole MERS as mortgagee
13 notes 13 system is built upon the premise that you
14 Q So youresaying that the transfer of the 14 never make a loan s
15 servicing interest in loans caused a lot of 15 A We never make a loan
16 unnecessary assignments 16 Q And you never have the right to collect any
17 A Imnot calling servicing an interest in 17 money on any mortgage loan
18 the loan Thats a contract 18 A Do not
19 Q Right 19 Q And you exist as mortgagee ofrecord so
20 A to service the loan 20 that assignments do not have to be recorded
21 Q And a servicer is not the owner of the 21 when transfers occur between MERS members
22 debt is it 22 right
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 A Servicing transfers
Page 70 Page 72
1 A Can be 1 Q Okay What about transfers of the
2 Q Typically a servicer is acting on behalf of 2 ownership of the debt
3 the owner of the debt is it not 3 A Its never recorded never was
4 A The servicer could own a debt 4 Q Okay So your testimony is is that no
5 Q Could 5 matter how many times a promissory note is
6 A Witness nods head 6 endorsed and transferred for value between
7 Q but typically a servicer is acting on 7 various purchasers for whatever reason
8 behalf ofthe owner 8 that there was never contemporaneous
9 A Yes 9 assignments of those mortgages which
10 Q And thatswhy I said you indicated that 10 secured the payment of that note
it changes in servicing caused a lot of it MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 unnecessary assignments is that right 12 Thatsnot his testimony The
13 A Yes 13 record will reflect his
14 Q Why would a change in servicing trigger any 14 testimony
15 assignment of a mortgage 15 A Can you repeat the question
16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 16 MR WOOTEN Can you read it
17 A Because the servicer was the mortgagee 17 back
18 Q So are you speaking in the context of the 18 Requested portion of the record
19 situation where a company like Wells Fargo 19 was read by the court reporter
20 originates a mortgage loan and they are 20 A Yeah I guess the problem is the word
21 named as mortgagee because they were the 21 never But as a matter of course when the
22 lender And then at some point they 22 note moves there its never been the
23 securitized that loan and some other entity 23 case that there were Generally assignments
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1 that reflected that 1 Plaintiffs Exhibit 3 I represent to you
2 Q Would you agree that thatssomething that 2 that that is two pages from BlacksLaw
3 we lawyers would call a legal issue 3 Dictionary one dealing with beneficial
4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 4 interest the other dealing with nominee
5 A Well notes are freely transferrable so 5 Are those defmitions accurate
6 theres 6 definitions of your corporation
7 Q I dontdisagree with that My question 7 interpretation of the beneficial interest
8 was the purpose of a mortgage assignment 8 and nominee with respect to your actions
9 is typically a legal issue on a 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 statebystate basis right 10 of the question and I
11 A Sure 11 instruct the witness not to
12 Q And did your company undertake to research 12 answer
13 the law of the several states with respect 13 MR WOOTEN Mr Brochin
14 to why those states say that a mortgage 14 MR BROCHIN Brochin
15 assignment should be filed in the public 15 MR WOOTEN Brochin
16 land records 16 Im I bend over
17 A Yes 17 backwards to be as polite as I
18 Q Okay Didyou personally review that 18 could be butIvebeen
19 research 19 through one of these
20 A Yes 20 depositions before where the
21 Q And you as we said earlier are a lawyer 21 opponent felt like that they
22 and have had legal training 22 had a right to instruct the
23 A Yes 23 witness not to answer
Page 74 Page 76
1 Q And are you satisfied that there is no 1 Ill be glad to take a
2 state that requires or that the purpose 2 minute if youdlike to
3 of the mortgage assignment is to provide 3 consult withMr Ramey whos
4 notice to the world that the ownership of 4 here from Sirote whos an
5 the debt is transferred between two 5 Alabama lawyer But the law
6 different parties 6 in Alabama is quite clear that
7 A Yes 7 you donthave the right to
8 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Are you 8 instruct your client not to
9 askinghim if that if hes 9 answer the question
10 satisfied that that is the 10 MR BROCHIN I believe your
11 current law 11 question calls for privileged
12 MR WOOTEN I am asking him in 12 information
13 reviewing that research that 13 MR WOOTEN Okay
14 his company relied on was he 14 MR BROCHIN And I believe I have
15 satisfied that 15 every right to instruct him
16 MR BROCHIN At that point 16 not to answer when you ask him
17 MR WOOTEN At the point he 17 questions about the legal
18 reviewed the research 18 position of a company and ask
19 MR BROCHIN Okay 19 for legal opinions based on
20 A Yes 20 that so
21 Plaintiffs Exhibit 3 was marked 21 MR WOOTEN Well Mr Brochin
22 for identification 22 are you licensed in the state
23 Q I show you this document I marked as 23 ofAlabama
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1 MR BROCHIN My objection and 1 objectionable
2 instruction stands 2 MR BROCHIN Go ahead Ifyou
3 MR WOOTEN Okay Shaun before 3 want to rephrase it go ahead
4 I break to call the judge do 4 and rephrase it
5 you want to try to work this 5 Q Ifyou will pass that document back
6 out 6 Mr Arnold Ijust want to make sure I
7 MR RAMEY I dontknow if there 7 phrase this correctly
8 is anything to work out if 8 I highlighted three definitions One
9 its a Imean wer 9 was beneficial interest one was beneficial
10 talking about an 10 owner and the other was nominee And
11 attorney client privilege 11 those directions Im representing to you
12 issue 12 were pulled or those definitions were
13 MR WOOTEN Thats not what I 13 pulled from BlacksLaw Dictionary And my
14 asked him 14 question to you first of all with respect
15 MR RAMEY Well I guess what is 15 to beneficial interest is does the
16 the question 16 definition from BlacksLaw Dictionary
17 MR WOOTEN Imean the question 17 agree with your understanding of the
18 is does he agree with those 18 beneficial interest as your company
19 definitions ofbeneficial 19 recognizes it in these mortgage loans
20 interest and nominee with 20 MR BROCHIN That is different
21 respect to the interests that 21 Now do you understand
22 he indicates are his company 22 the question BecauseImnot
23 interes in these loans 23 sure I do
Page 78 Page 80
1 MR BROCHIN Thats not what your 1 A Well the definitions use Latin And you
2 question was 2 know my Latin is not my first language
3 MR WOOTEN Well Illbe glad to 3 So you know as a general proposition make
4 restate the question if you 4 a distinction between the beneficial
5 have if you believe that I 5 interest and the legal interest which is
6 was asking about information 6 generally in line with our concept
7 that he obtained from his 7 Q All right Then explain to me what your
8 attorney which I didntask 8 company defines as the beneficial
9 for Im asking for his 9 interest
10 opinion 10 A Its the interest that goes along with
11 MR BROCHIN I think the question 11 entitled to receive payments
12 is you asked it called for 12 Q So the beneficial interest is the right to
13 him to disclose information 13 receive payments not the ownership of the
14 that was obtained through his 14 note
15 counsel and the counsel ofhis 15 A No Iwould say proceeds I should say
16 company 16 proceeds So the beneficial interest is
17 MR WOOTEN Well that wasn 17 the interest that coincides with the right
18 your objection So Illbe 18 to the proceeds
19 glad to rephrase my 19 Q And the right to the proceeds generally
20 question 20 belongs to the person who has the right to
21 MR BROCHIN That was my 21 enforce the note
22 objection so 22 A That would depend on state law
23 MR WOOTEN to make it not 23 Q It would also depend upon avreements
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1 between the parties right 1 A Yes
2 A Yes 2 Q You wont go beyond what your membership
3 Q So you could possess a note but not be 3 agreement says you can do will you
4 entitled to payment of any of the proceeds 4 A No No
5 A Absolutely 5 Q I mean in fact you say that you will take
6 Q And that occurs all the time 6 your instructions from the owner of the
7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 7 debt right
8 A Often 8 A Yes But we also we have
9 Q Andyouregenerally familiar with the 9 responsibilities to the public and so
10 notions of securitization with respect to a 10 we you know we have an obligation to do
11 secondary mortgage market right it what mortgagees have to do
12 A Less so than the primary market 12 Q When you say youhave a responsibility to
13 Q Sure But yourefamiliar with the concept 13 the public what exactly is that
14 ofa document custodian 14 A Well itsjust not the case that there
15 A Yes 15 arentother factors that have to be
16 Q And document custodians may hold billions 16 considered in our actions
17 of dollars worth of notes that they have no 17 Q What are those factors
18 right to payment on is that correct 18 A We have we have obligations as
19 A Yes 19 mortgagee
20 Q And in fact a company could hold a note 20 Q And what are those obligations
21 endorsed in blank but have no right to 21 A At you know at the end of the day it
22 payment of any sum represented by that 22 might be to maintain the property
23 note 23 Q I seem to have read something one time
Page 82 Page 84
1 A Yes 1 where you said something in some media
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 piece about you couldntidentify who the
3 Q Did 3 holder of the note was Your company had
4 A Yes 4 to go out and cut the grass or something
5 Q The definition of a nominee contained in 5 like that
6 Blacks is the one whosbeen nominated or 6 A Yes
7 proposed for an office One designated to 7 Q Now Iunderstand it might have been a
8 act for another in his or her place Is 8 little tongueincheek But what youre
9 that a fair description of what MERS 9 saying is is that iftheres ahome thats
10 position is with respect to a MERS as 10 been foreclosed on by someone inMERS name
11 mortgagee loan 11 and the mortgage or the ownership now
12 A Well again I think theres some Latin in 12 rests in MERS name and the house is
13 that definition But I think you know 13 sitting there with the windows broke out
14 wer talking about as a general 14 and you know the copper stolen and grass
15 proposition that yes agency 15 not cut that ultimately it falls to you
16 representative 16 because yourethe owner in the land
17 Q And is it in fact a limited agency thats 17 records byvirtue of the foreclosure to fix
18 based upon your agreement with your member 18 that up and make it comply with the city
19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 19 code right
20 Membership agreement will 20 A Yes But that could also be the case as
21 speak for itself as to terms 21 mortgagee
22 ofthe limitations 22 Q Sure
23 Q Is that correct 23 A And it
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1 Q Well after a foreclosure it would be 1 A Yeah I dontreallyunderstand the
2 because of title vested right
3
2 question Your your this whole line
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
and subordinate to whatever kind of
3 of questioning it basically started with
4 A Could be It could also be with regard to 4 you saying that we couldntdo anything
5 being amortgagee And you know your
5
5 thatsnot spelled out in the membership
6 question was very categorical And one of
We have to comply by the laws of the
6 agreement And I named numerous situations
7 the benefits ofMERS is that if a servicer 7 where wev got obligations that go beyond
8 just disappears MFRS is still there MERS
8
8 the membership agreement
9 has still got the responsibilities So
As a percentage of your business what
9 Q Okay What I said was andIlljust
10 they could be in prison and wer not 10 reask the question so we donthave any
11 going to take instructions from that
10
11 misunderstandings
12 direction Wer going to wer going
The laws of the respective state
12 When youreacting on behalf of your
13 to perform our obligations as mortgagee
Q
13 principal by virtue of your membership
14 Q Sure Well its a fact isn it sir
13
14 agreement with them you are not going to
15 that your system will identify the owner of
Zero
15 exceed the authority you have in that
16 every interest in any loan at any given
Q
16 membership agreement to act on behalf of
17 moment right
15
17 that principal are you
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Whatever the law is we have to comply
18 A Its subject to what the state law would
19 of the question 19 be Its subject to what other obligations
20 A Yeah Interest I guess is a wordIve
18
20 we might have
21 had a problem with from the start of the
foreclosing in the name ofMERS
21 I guess my debate is about the
22 deposition We track or our system
A
22 categorical nature of your statement As a
23 tracks certain information about the loan
20





Q Other than those obligations that youjust agreement dictates our actions Thats
2 mentioned about cutting grass and that sort 2 subordinate to our obligations as a citizen
of thing being there if the servicer 3
4 evaporates what other obligations does 4 specific law might be the case
5 MERS have to the general public Q Okay Well lets talk about that with
6 A 6 respect to your obligations as to the
7 respective state 7 general public
Q Well thats a pretty generic term I 8
9 mean what do you mean comply by the laws 9 percentage of your business is conducting
10 What laws are you complying with foreclosure activities for the members
11 A 11 A The revenue
12 Is that with respect to the 12 Q Sure
A Anything 13 A
14 Q status of the mortgagee of record or 14 Okay And as a percentage of time and
15 zoning ordinances effort of your staff and employees what
16 A 16 percentage of the time and effort of your
17 with MERS doesn have 17 staff and employees is involved in
Q Now thats a thats a duty to comply 18
19 with laws Allegedly all citizens and 19 Without getting specific about a
20 corporations are responsible to comply with percentage it is it is huge
the law and you testified that you had Q Andyouvetestified well I wontsay
122 obligations to the general public What 22 youvetestified But you say on your23 are those obligations 23 Website that You have the right to
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1 foreclose in all the states in the country 1 seen either writings or testimony from your
2 based on your membership agreement and the 2 company indicating we talked earlier
3 documents right 3 about the servicing interest andor
4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 4 servicing rights to any loan So thats
5 A Its based on our status with regard to the 5 part ofwhat your company tracks
6 mortgage loan and the state law 6 A Yes
7 Q Okay But you stopped foreclosing in 7 Q Andwev talked about the beneficial
8 Florida 8 interest which you indicated is the person
9 A Yes 9 who has the right to payment Is that fair
10 Q And why did you stop foreclosing in your 10 to say
11 name in Florida 11 A Generally
12 A Well there was a trial court ruling that 12 Q And youveindicated the mortgagee
13 created confusion about whether we could or 13 interest which is what your company holds
14 not And so we instituted a moratorium 14 A Yes
15 until we could get that clarified which we 15 Q Is it fair to say that in every case of
16 did through the appellate process and won 16 63 62 million loans that are recorded
17 both cases unanimously 17 where mortgages are recorded MERS as
18 Q And both of those cases held that when you 18 mortgagee that the lender in those loans
19 were the note holder that you had the right 19 has not recorded a lien solely in their
20 to foreclose right 20 name
21 A Yes 21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
22 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 22 A Yes
23 Q And youretalking about the Cabrera case 23 Q All the liens for those 62 million loans
Page 90 Page 92
1 and Judge Logans case right 1 are in the name ofMERS as mortgagee
2 MR BROCHIN Im sorry Would 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 you repeat that I didnt 3 A They are in the name ofMERS When you
4 hear it 4 say you said earlier MERS Inc
5 Q Youretalking about the Cabrera case 5 Q Okay Right And lets be clear You
6 MR BROCHIN Cabrera 6 call the MERS as original mortgagee
7 Q and Judge Loganscase right 7 mortgage form I thinkyall refer to it
8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 8 as a MOMmortgage
9 A I think of it as Logan and Gordon 9 A Yes
10 Q Right The judges 10 Q And when we talk about the mortgagee of
11 Now youjust testified that you won 11 record youretalking about the subsidiary
12 both of those cases unanimously on appeal 12 company MERS Inc is that correct
13 right 13 A MERS Inc
14 A Yes 14 Q Right
15 Q Why arentyall back in business 15 A Yes
16 foreclosing down there then 16 Q And you agree with me that in every one of
17 A We just haven turned it back on 17 those mortgage loans the lien is in the
18 Q And so you haventturned it back on You 18 name of MERS Inc
19 dontthink theres any other legal 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 impediment to your right to turn it back 20 A Yes MERS Inc being Mortgage Electronic
21 on as you phrased it in Florida 21 Registration Systems Inc
22 A No 22 Q Right And you also agree with me in all
23 Q In reading preparing for today I have 23 62 million of those loans that MERS has
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.. HI : rera?  call the  as original ortgagee 
--   an's ; t?  rtgage f r  -- I t i  'all refer t  it 
.. I : ject to the f r .  as a  rt age? 
I t ink f it s ogan  r .  . . 
t. he jud .  . nd when e talk about the ortgagee of 
,  just t stifie  that  on  record, you're talking about the subsidiary 
th  those ases i l   l;  co pany, ERS, Inc.; is that correct? 
r t?  . E S, Inc. 
es.  . Right. 
hy n't 'a l a  in business  . . 
foreclosing n t , t n?  . And you agree with me that in every one of 
e just h n't turned it back . 7 those rtgage loans the lien is in t e 
nd so you n't turned it ack . ou 8 na e f , I c.? 
n't think t re's y the  legal  R.. BR C I : bject to the for . 
i pe i e t to your right to turn it back 0 . es. ERS, Inc., being ortgage Electronic 
, as you phrased it, in l ri ?  egistration Syste s, Inc. 
o.  . ight. nd you also agree ith e in all 
In re , preparing for t , I have  62 illion f those loans that ERS as 
~./ii,\..~ ~w..,.::w"*. " 
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1
Q No announcements
never made a single loan to a borrower or 1
Yes
that that its just where I
2
2
acted as a lender 2
3
read this transcript and made
3 A Yes 3
about earlier andwe kind of got off track
highlights
4 Q And you agree with mewith respect to those 4
5
MR BROCHIN I just want the
5
6
62 million loans that although the lien is 5
Q
record to reflect its not a
6
MR WOOTEN Sure
in the name of MERS Inc that MERS Inc 6
position that your company owns the lien
clean copy of the transcript
7
8
is never entitled to a penny of the money 7
9
MR WOOTEN Sure Its got my
8 that is owed onthe note which is secured 8
what was originally marked as
highlights on it
9
Yeah Idhave you know ownership of
by the lien that exists in MERS Incs 9 Q But the actual testimony in this transcript
10
12
name 10 is yours right Theresno you dont
11 A Yes 11
Why is that
deny that you gave that deposition three
12 Q Prior to your companysformation has 12
15
years ago today in that case do you
13
Q
there ever existed in the history of this 13




country a company who attempted to do what 14 A Yes
15
18
your company is doing 15 Q You dontdeny that you gave that
16 A I dontknow 16
mortgagee of record
deposition three years ago today in that
17 Q Do you have any other company who is 17 case do you
18 attempting to implement a system similar to 18 A No I dont
19
Its bare legal title
or competitive with your company 19 Q And in this deposition is it true that
20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 20 youreacting in the capacity as a30b6
21 A I dontknow 21 witness for your corporation
22 Q Are you aware of any company 22 A This one
23 A Rumors 23 Q Yeah
Page 94 Page 96
1 1 A
2 A No Q And today yourehere not as a 30b6
Q Page 39 in that transcript we were talking 3 witness but under30b1as a fact
4 4 witness right
5 MR BROCHIN Can I just make a A Thatsmy understanding
note for the record 6 I want to ask you again is it your
7 7
8 MR BROCHIN that you MR BROCHIN Object to the form
substituted an exhibit for 9 Asked and answered
10 10 A
11 the transcript pulling one 11 the lien is not really it doesn really
copy that had markings on it 12 fit
13 and substituting another But 13 Q
14 the copy that is in front of 14 A We hold the lien interest
the witness also has various 15 What is
16 16 A
17 underlining and 17 Q Imsorry What is the lien interest
MRWOOTEN Sure 18 A Its the mortgage interest Wer the
19 MRBROCHIN perhaps notes on 19
20 it 20 Q What is the mortgagee Imean is that the
MR WOOTEN AndIlljust 21 person who has the lien
12122 represent to you Mr Brochin 22 A23 for vour so you understand 23 O So what voure saving then is when you
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1 say you hold the mortgagee interest or the 1 A Ididntsay that
2 lien interest youresaying simply that 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 this mortgage lien is in your name in the 3 of the question Thatsnot
4 public land records 4 his testimony You continue 3
5 A Thatsright 5 to mischaracterize whathes
6 Q And you have no right to enforce that lien 6 saying
7 as owner 7 Q Well what are the qualifications of your
8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 8 right to foreclose under that paragraph
9 of the question Thats not 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the
10 what he said 10 A Well ifyoure
11 A Yeah And I wouldntagree with that 11 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object
12 either The security instrument gives MERS 12 to the form of the question
13 the right to foreclose 13 Again the document would
14 Q The form mortgage says that you have the 14 speak for itself as to what
15 right to foreclose 15 limitations or enabling
16 A Yes 16 provisions are in that
17 Q What are the qualifications of that right 17 mortgage Maybe you want to
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18 show it to him
19 of the question 19 A When you say qualifications I dont I
20 A I dont know what you mean by 20 dont know what that means And then you
21 qualifications 21 say limitations Thats I understand
22 Q Arentyou familiar with the mortgagee 22 that
23 clause in the MOMmortgage 23 Q Okay Imusing the terms
Page 98 Page 100
1 A Yes 1 interchangeably Is there any limit on
2 Q And doesnt it say that youreacting as 2 your right to foreclose contained in the
3 nominee for the lender their successor 3 MERS as mortgagee document
4 and their assigns 4 MR BROCHIN Same objection
5 A Yes 5 A Yes
6 Q And it says your right is subject to 6 Q And what are those limitations
7 limitations imposed by law basically 7 MR BROCHIN Same objection to
8 MR BROCHIN Objection to the 8 the extent the document speaks
9 form of the question First 9 to its speaks for itself
10 of all the document will 10 A Yeah Id have to say the same thing The
11 speak for itself and I think 11 document you know there Im
12 itsan overgeneralization of 12 comfortable with saying there are
13 a probably 30page document 13 limitations
14 Q Well we can agree that the mortgagee 14 Q So your equation of ownership of the
15 clause where your companysname is 15 mortgagee interest is merely your companys
16 inserted is not 30 pages is it 16 name in the public land records
17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
18 Wellagree to that 18 of the question
19 A The grantor clause is just a reasonable 19 A We are the mortgagee on the security
20 size paragraph 20 instrument and we have to be recorded as
21 Q And is it your testimony that there are no 21 such in the land records
22 limitations on your right to foreclose as 22 Q Okay Do you have the right to foreclose
23 nominee for the lender 23 absent ownership of the underlvina debt
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Page 97 Page 99 
sa   ol  t   i t or t   . I idn't say t at. 
l  i t rest, ou're ayi  si l  t   R. CHIN: j t to t  f r  
t i  rt  li  i  i  r  i  t e  of the question. That's not 
l  l nd r cords?  i  testimony.  ti  
hat's ht.  t  t ri  t e's 
    i t  f  t t l   saying. 
 ner?  . ell, what are the qualifications of your 
R.. CHIN:  t  t    right to foreclose under that paragraph? 
f t  stion. at's t  R. BR CHIN: bject to the--
at e said.  . ell, if you're --
h.   uldn't  it  t t  MR. BROCHIN: Excuse me. Object 
i r.  curit   i    to the for  f the question. 
   .  ain, t e c e t l  
         s k f r its lf s t  t 
  close?  li itations or enabling 
es.  provisions are in that 
   ications   i ht?  ortgage. aybe you ant to 
.. HIN: j t t  t  f r      i . 
 t  ti .  . hen you say qualifications, I don't --  
 n't  t     don't kno  hat that eans. nd then you 
lif ti s.  say li itations. hat's --   
n't     t a   t. 
l s  i  t   rt ge?  . . I'm si  t  t r s 
  Page 100 
es.  interchangeably. Is there any li it on 
 sn't it  t t ou're ti     i t t  r l s  t i  i  t  
inee   er,  sor,  S as ortgagee document? 
  signs?  R. BROCHIN: Same objection. 
e .  . . 
    i t is    .  at are t se li itati ns? 
li itations i s   l  sically?  R. BR C I : Sa e objection to 
. I : je tion    the extent the docu ent speaks 
r    ti . rs     -- speaks for itself. 
 ll,     A. Yeah. I'd have to say the same thing. The 
 for t lf,  I t    -- you kno , there -- 'm 
it's  r r li ti  f  co fortable ith saying there are 
 l  -page t.  i it . 
l , e ca  ree t at t e ortgagee  Q. SO your equation of ownership of the 
clause here r c any's a e is  mortgagee interest is merely your company's 
inserted is t  , is i ?  a e i  t e lic la  rec rds? 
.. : je  t  the for .  R. BROCHIN: Object to the for  
e'll a ree t  t .  f t  sti . 
he ra t r clause is just  rea le  A. e are the ortgagee on the security 
size para .  instru ent, and e have to be recorded as 
nd is it your testi ony that there re o 21 s  i  the land re . 
limitations n our right to foreclos  as 22 Q. Okay. Do you have the right to foreclose 
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Page 101 Page 103
1 MR BROCHIN Objection Asked 1 Q Assuming that its recorded by the
2 and answered 2 servicer right
3 A It would depend on the state law 3 A Yes
4 Q With respect to my client you began a 4 Q But with respect to any action with any
5 foreclosure in the name ofMERS How does 5 foreclosure thats taken in the name of
6 MERS determine that its time to go 6 MERS at the time the foreclosure is
7 foreclose on someone 7 instituted MERS has no idea what the legal
8 A Thats determined by the servicer 8 status of that mortgage account is does
9 Q And with respect to myclient who is the 9 it
10 servicer 10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
11 A Isntit GMAC 11 of the question
12 Q I think so What is the process by which 12 A You know like you said Im you know
13 GMAC notifies MERS to go and foreclose 13 Ima30b1witness And you asked
14 A Well GMAC will handle the foreclosure and 14 earlier about personal knowledge And I
15 they report that over the MERS system 15 donthave any personal knowledge about
16 Q And how is that accomplished What are the 16 that
17 mechanics of thatprocess 17 Q Did you review the information contained in
18 A Electronically 18 the MERS system for Ms Henderson loan
19 Q Do you have any firsthand personal 19 before you came here today
20 knowledge whether Debra Henderson was 20 A I glanced through the file
21 behind on her mortgage payment when this 21 Q And is it fair to say that nothing in the
22 foreclosure began 22 MERS system provides you any information
23 A No 23 about the status of her loan what payments
Page 102 Page 104
1 Q Would MERS have any firsthand knowledge of 1 have been made what payments have been
2 whether she was behind when this 2 missed anything like that
3 foreclosure began 3 A Thats a fair statement
4 A No 4 Q And so when a foreclosure is undertaken in
5 MR BROCHIN Objection Calls 5 the name of MERS MERS has no information
6 for speculation 6 about the validity of the act being
7 Q Does it call for speculation 7 undertaken
8 A The answer is no 8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 Q You donthave any records do you 9 of the question
10 MR BROCHIN Im sorry 10 Q simply being told that a foreclosure is
11 Q with respect to her payment history 11 being taken in its name right
12 A No 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 Q You dontget that information from a 13 of the question
14 servicer ever do you 14 A Well we have we have rules and its
15 A No 15 all part of the membership agreement
16 Q And you wouldnthave any idea if she paid 16 Q Right But
17 the loan off and they were still trying to 17 A There are limitations as you say
18 foreclose would you 18 Q Right But with respect to any particular
19 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Are you 19 foreclosure act MERS never receives any
20 talking about Mr Arnold or 20 information where MERS could determine
21 are you talking about MERS 21 whether or not thereseven a right to
22 MR WOOTEN Either 22 begin a foreclosure is that correct
23 A We get notified if the loan is paid off 23 A Well the member has a certifving officer
001446
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Page 105 Page 107
1 Q Right And when you say certifying 1 A Well the certifying officers have only
2 officer just so nobody misunderstands 2 limited authority
3 thats any employee that the member 3 Q With respect to their limited authority
4 designates that they would like to have 4 what is it limited to
5 execute documents in the name ofMERS 5 A I think theresseven categories
6 A Its not any employee 6 Q Okay What are the seven categories
7 Q Who are they 7 A Can execute releases execute assignments
8 A Well theyhave to be an officer of the 8 execute modifications matters regarding
9 member 9 foreclosure
10 Q And an officer of the member do you mean 10 Q And letme pause you there When you say
it an executive officer who has a right to 11 matters regarding foreclosure would that
12 bind the company 12 be like an affidavit ofdefault
13 A Any officer has the right to bind the 13 A Yes
14 company 14 Q And that could be undertaken in the name of
15 Q So in contemplating that requirement was 15 MERS
16 it your companysintention that persons 16 A Not necessarily
17 designated as certifying officers would be 17 Q They could right
18 persons with sufficient authority to bind 18 A Actions in a foreclosure that are
19 the corporation 19 necessary one of their authorities
20 A MERS Inc 20 Q All right That means that they have to
21 Q The membership agreement authorizes the 21 certify the amount of the default through
22 member to designate certifying officers 22 sworn testimony
23 right 23 A Whatever whatever the state law
Page 106 Page 108
1 A Well designate they report to us and we 1 requirements are
2 approve that 2 Q And they can certify that in the name of
3 Q But the member tells MERS who they would 3 MERS
4 like MERS to designate as a certifying 4 A I dontthink its in the name ofMERS
5 officer 5 MERS is not MERS is not certifying that
6 A Yes 6 anybody is in default An affidavit may
7 Q Fair 7 come from somebody with personal knowledge
8 A Fair 8 Q And if they sign that affidavit as a
9 Q And your membership agreement says that 9 certifying officer ofMERS then they would
10 those persons will be officers of the 10 be giving the impression to the receiver of
11 member 11 that affidavit that MERS is certifying the
12 A Yes 12 amount of the default right
13 Q And if the member is a corporation is 13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
14 there an expectation that they would be a 14 ofthe question
15 corporate officer 15 A Yeah I think an affidavit is going to
16 A Anofficer 16 come from a person with personal knowledge
17 Q Right 17 of that so
18 A Yes 18 Q Do you have a specific prohibition against
19 Q And you would expect that if they were 19 a certifying officer certifying the amount
20 certified as a certifying officer that they 20 of a delinquency or default under oath in
21 would be able to bind the member when the 21 any judicial proceeding
22 member requested that they be designated as 22 A It depends on what the state law is and
23 certifving officer by you MERS by MERS 23 whether they have personal knowledge ofit
001447
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1 Q MERS would have no corporate records of any 1 1 testimony thatsoccurred over the years
2 type and no business records of any type 2 with respect to different cases your
3 with respect to the existence or the amount 3 company has been involved in testimony
4 of a default on any mortgage loan would 4 youvegiven Is it your companys
5 it 5 intention to supplement or assist the
6 MRBROCHIN Object to the form 6 public land records of the several states
7 A At the corporate headquarters 7 with the MERS system to make it more clear
8 Q MERS period 8 about who owns what
9 A Well if theres the certifying officer 9 A No
10 with personal knowledge ofthat then so be 10 Q Is it your companysintent to supplant the
11 it 11 mortgage land records of various states
12 Q Youveheard of a company called LPS 12 with its system
13 haventyou 13 A No We layer it on top is the way to think
14 A Yes 14 ofit
15 Q And does MERS certify employees ofLPS as 15 Q When you say layer it on top explain that
16 certifying officers 16 please
17 A I dontknow 17 A Well the MERS system couldntexist if the
18 Q Youreaware ofLPSs position in the 18 recording system didntexist
19 industry correct 19 Q But the recording system can exist without
20 A No 20 MERS
21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 21 A Certainly So we are the mortgagee of
22 Q Do you know that LPS is the owner 22 record and there has to be a place for us
23 proprietor licensor of the software system 23 to establish that And then we track the
Page 110 Page 112
1 called Mortgage Servicing Platform or MSP 1 servicer
2 for short 2 Q You actually track more than a servicer
3 A Yes 3 too dontyou
4 Q Are you aware that that software program is 4 A Yes we do
5 used by approximately 80 percent of all the 5 Q What else do you track
6 mortgage servicers in the country 6 A Well we track the note
7 A No 7 Q And what do you when you say you track
8 MR WOOTEN Lets take a moments 8 the note what exactly are you tracking
9 break He needs to change the 9 about the note
10 tape Doyall need a break 10 A And even when I say we its really the
11 Wev been going for a 11 system The members utilize the system to
12 while 12 track the note
13 THE VIDEOGRAPHER We are going 13 Q I think youvereferred to this in various
14 off the record The time is 14 documents as a book entry system
15 now 1206pm 15 A That term has been used It doesn have a
16 A brief recess was taken 16 whole lot of application in it when it
17 THE VIDEOGRAPHER This is Disk 2 17 comes right down to it but that term has
18 in the continuing deposition 18 been used
19 ofRKArnold and the time 19 Q So when we ask MERS in this lawsuit to tell
20 is now 122 pm 20 us who the holder of a note is you can
21 Q Mr Wooten continuing Mr Arnold we 21 look in your system and tell us that
122 took a short break to take care of a few 22 information cantyou23 things We were talking about some various 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
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 A. t the corporate headquarters?   t  : ER        
 . : ERS ri .     at? 
 . ll, if t re's t  rtif ing ffic r  . . 
 ith personal kno ledge of that, then so be  .  it  pany's i t t t  l t t  
 i .  rt a  l  r r s f ri s st t s 
 . ou've ear  f a c a  calle  ,  it  ts tem? 
 n't ?  . .           
 . s.   . 
 . nd does: S certifY e ployees of PS as  . hen you say layer it on top, explain that, 
 rtif in  ffi rs?  lease. 
 .  n't .  . ll, t   t  uldn't i t if t  
 . ou're   S's iti  i  t     idn't i t. 
 industry; correct?  . t t e rec r i  s ste  ca  e ist it t 
 . .  : E ? 
 . I : j t t  t  f r .  . rtainly.   r  t  rt  f 
 .    t t  i  t  r,  ,  t   t    l    
 proprietor, licensor of the soft are syste     t.      
    
 called ortgage Servicing Platfor , or SP  . 
  ort?  .  t ll  tr  r  t   r i r, 
 . .  t , on't u? 
 . re you a are that that soft are progra  is  . ,  . 
 used by approxi ately 80 percent f ll the  .     ck? 
 ortgage servicers in the country?  . ll,  tr  t  t . 
 . .  .  t   --     tr  
 . : t's   ent's  t  t , t tl  r   tr i  
 r k.   t   t     ote? 
 tape. o y'all need a break?  .      e, it's ll  t  
 e've been going for a  system. he e bers utilize the syste  to 
 .    t . 
 T E I E R P ER: e are going  . I t i  ou've r f rr  t  t is i  ri s 
   rd.     t     tr  stem. 
 no  12:06 p.rn.  .     ed.  esn't   
 (A brief recess as taken.)  hole lot f application in it hen it 
  :      c es ri t  t  it, t t at ter  as 
 i  t e c ti i  e siti    ed. 
 f .K. r ld,  t  ti   . SO   s  : E  i  t is l s it t  t ll 
 i   2: 2 .m.    t  l r f  t  i ,   
 . (Mr. ooten continuing:) r. rnold, e  look in your syste  and tell us that 
22   r          infor ation, can't you? 
 .   l      . CHIN: i     
Pages    
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1 of the question 1 A The UCC wouldntcover any of that
2 A Our system tracks the beneficial interest 2 Q The UCC would cover who is entitled to
3 Q And the beneficial interest is the entity 3 enforce an instrument wouldn it
4 entitled to payment of the money on the 4 A No
5 note 5 MR BROCHIN Imsorry I
6 A Beneficial interest is generally entitled 6 cantcouldnthear you
7 to the proceeds of the debt 7 Q I said the UCC would cover who is entitled
8 Q My understanding is during the foreclosure 8 to enforce an instrument wouldn it
9 process at some point the beneficial 9 A No
10 interest holder as your term is will 10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
11 physically place in the possession of the 11 A I dontthink so I think the UCC
12 servicer or the servicer attorney the 12 establishes what a holder is
13 actual promissory note is that correct 13 Q Okay Is it your testimony that every
14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 14 mortgage note every promissory note
15 A We have a requirement that the actual 15 which secures or which is secured by a
16 promissory note be available at the right 16 MERS as mortgagee loan lien is endorsed
17 point as dictated by state law in a 17 in blank as part of complying with the MERS
18 foreclosure 18 membership agreement
19 Q Is it fair to say that at the point in time 19 A I dontknow
20 a foreclosure is initiated by publication 20 Q You will agree with me that MERS requires a
21 in Alabama which is a nonjudicial 21 promissory note to be endorsed in blank at
22 foreclosure state in the name of MERS 22 the time that it presents it during a
23 that MERS does not possess the promissory 23 foreclosure proceeding right
Page 114 Page 116
1 note 1 MK BROCHIN Object to the form
2 MK BROCHIN Object to the form 2 A Yeah It wouldn have to be in blank
3 of the question 3 It it has to be available in the
4 A Depends on the situation 4 foreclosure Thatsone ofour
5 Q Im speaking of physical possession 5 requirements And a note doesnthave to
6 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 6 be endorsed in blank It can move without
7 of the question 7 endorsement
8 A AndIm saying I you know it depends on 8 Q It can move by transfer of possession
9 the requirements of state law 9 right
10 Q Okay Is it your understanding that 10 A Yes It does move by transfer of
11 Alabama requires the holder of the it possession
12 promissory note to be the one to enforce 12 Q Without an endorsement
13 it 13 A It can
14 A I dontknow Alabama law 14 Q Now typically the person with possession
15 Q Is that a general rule of the UCC 15 is entitled to enforce the note right
16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
17 of the question 17 of the question
18 A Its certainly not part of the UCC 18 A It would depend on what the state law
19 Q Okay Is it your testimony that the UCC 19 requirements are
20 does not require a holder to enforce a 20 Q Is that what your rules with respect to
21 note 21 foreclosures call for
22 MK BROCHIN Object to the form 22 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
23 of the question 23 of the auestion The
001449
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1 f t  question. 
2 . r t  tr  t  nefi i l i t rest. 
3 .  t  nefi i  i  i  t  entit  
4 entit  t  y t f t    t  
5 note? 
6 . fi i l i t r t i  nerall  entitl  
7 t  t   f t  bt. 
8 .  r t i  i  ri  t  l  
9 ,   i t  nefi i l 
10 t older,    , il  
11 i ll     i    
12 r i r r t  ervicer's tt r  t  
13 t l  te;   or ect? 
14 . HI : j t t  t  . 
15 .       t l 
16        
1 7         
18 foreclosure. 
19 . Is it fair t  sa  t at at t e i t i  ti e 
20    tiate    
21 i  la , i  i   j i i l 
22 f re l s r  t te, i  t   f , 
23 t t   t ss  t  is  
  
1 te? 
2 R. I :    r  
3   ti . 
4 . e ends   i ti . 
5 . I'm i g  sical si . 
6 . I : j t t  t e or  
7   ti . 
8 . n  'm  I -- ou , t e ends  
9 the e ire ents  tate la . 
0 . kay. Is it your understanding that 
1 laba a ires t e lde  f e 
2 iss  te  e t e  t  rce 
13 it? 
14 . I 't kno  laba a la . 
5 . Is that  al rule  the D ? 
16 . I : je t t  t e for  
17 of the qu ti . 
18 . I 's  t   the D . 
19 . . Is it your tes i ony that the D  
20 oes not require a h lder to orce a 
21 note? 
22 R. : e  to the for  




1 . he  ouldn't cover any of that. 
2 .   l  co r  i  entitl  to 
3 enf r  an i stru ent, ouldn't it? 
4 . o. 
 . CHIN: I'm sorry. I 
 can't -- couldn't hear you. 
 . I sai  t   l  cov r  i  entitl  
8 t  f   i tr ent, uldn't it? 
9 . o. 
10 R. BROCHIN: Object to the form. 
 . I on't  o.   t   
 t l  t  l r is. 
 . kay. Is it your testi ony that every 
 ortgage note -- every pro issory note 
15 i   -- or which is secured by a 
  as rt a ee l a  --    
  in blank as part f co plying ith the  
 e bership agreement? 
 .  on't ow. 
 Q. You will agree with e that ERS requires a 
 pro issory note to be endorsed in blank at 
 the time that it presents it during a 

























R. I : bject to the for . 
. h.  uldn't     l k. 
It -- t       
re. at's    
require ents. nd a note doesn't have to 
   .   e t  
nt. 
Q. It can move by transfer of possession; 
right? 
. es. It does ove by transfer of 
possession. 
. itho t a  e rse ent? 
. t . 
. o , typically the person ith possession 
is entitled to enforce the note; right? 
. I : bject to the for  
of the question. 
. It ould depend on hat the state la  
require ents are. 
Q. Is that what your rules with respect to 
foreclosures ca l f r? 
. I : bject to the for  
 t e q ti . he 
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1 documents speak for 1 ofthat
2 themselves 2 Q That question and answer lines page 76
3 A One of the requirements is that state law 3 lines six through nine is that a fair
4 has to be followed Another requirement is 4 statement of your position that MERS
5 that the note has to be available 5 becomes a holder of a mortgage note in the
6 Different courts different states It 6 foreclosure process
7 just depends on what the particular 7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
8 jurisdiction requires But you always have 8 of the question on the same
9 to go by state law and the note has to be 9 basis as it is not appropriate
10 available 10 to ask a witness a question
11 Q And you would agree thatunder no 11 about previous testimony and
12 circumstances is any mortgage note ever 12 then say is that his position
13 endorsed to MERS by a MERS member 13 by just referring to one
14 A I wouldntsay that 14 question and answer
15 Q If you will flip over to page 76 of that 15 Q Well let me ask you this Mr Arnold How
16 transcript please sir 16 do you define holder
17 Beginning at line six you were asked 17 A Well it would depend on the state law
18 letme ask about mortgage notes DoesMERS 18 specifically the Uniform Commercial Code as
19 ever take an assignment of a mortgage 19 adopted Article 3 and whatever cases have
20 note 20 interpreted that in that state
21 And your response was no sir We 21 Q So your definition of holder rests upon the
22 become the holder of the mortgage note 22 UCC definition ofholder
23 With respect to your position that you 23 A Yes
context So I think that that
Page 118 Page 120
become the holder of the mortgage note are Q You are not contending that being in mere
2 you using the term holder in the sense of 2 physical possession is what you mean by
3 the Uniform Commercial Code and its 3 holder
4 definition or are you using the term 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 holder in the sense of bare physical 5 A You know thatspart of being holder
6 possession 6 Q I said mere physical possession
7 MR BROCHIN Just so I understand 7 A Yeah And thats the word that I dont
8 the question youreasking 8 understand
9 him are you asking him how 9 Q Because we talked earlier about the fact
10 hes using the term holder in 10 that document custodians hold billions of
11 the answer to this deposition 11 dollars worth ofmortgages that they have
12 MR WOOTEN Thatsright 12 no rights to or mortgage notes they have
13 MR BROCHIN Okay I object to 13 no right to any payments on right
14 the form of that question I 14 A Right
15 think itsinappropriate to 15 Q And anyone who would represent merely
16 ask one Q and A out of a 16 possessing a promissory note entitles them
17 deposition transcript and ask 17 to payment thatsnot the definition of
18 a witness to interpret what it 18 the UCC holder is it
19 means without the entire 19 A Well you asked about the definition of the
20 20 holder and it depends on the state law
21 question is inappropriate 21 specifically the UCC Article 3 in that
122 Q Well letme rephrase that question okay 22 state cases And then yourereferring to23 MRBROCHIN I object to the form 23 a situation thatssot documents
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1     f t at. 
2 the selves.  . t sti   nswer, li s --  , 
3 .      t t       i e, i  t t  i  
4  t   ll . t er i t i   t t t   siti n, t t  
       il l .  beco es a holder of a ortgage note in the 
 ffere  rt , e  t t s.   f recl s re r cess? 
        : . CHIN: j t    
8 s  i .        ti     
             basis as it is not appropriate 
 il l .  t    it   ti  
 .   l   t t    about previous testi ony and 
 sta ces   t a     then say is that his position 
       ber?    f r    
 . I uldn't sa  t at.  ti   r. 
 . If  ill, fli  r t    f t t  . ell, l t  s   t is, r. r old:  
 script, , ir.    fm  older? 
   ine    k d,  . ell, it l    t  t t  l , 
    t  s.    s cifi ll  t  ifor  r i l  s 
 r t   ssi t f  rt   adopted, rticle 3, and hatever cases have 
 te?  interpreted that in that state. 
   s  , , ir.   . SO your defmition f holder rests upon the 
 beco e the holder f the ortgage note.   fm o   l er? 
 ith res ect t  r siti  t at   . s. 
    
      rtgage ,   .  r  t t i  t t i  i  r  
  i  t  t r  l r i  t     i l i  i  t    
    e  ts  l er? 
 defmition, or are you using the ter   : . I : bject to the for . 
5 l er i  t e se se f are sical  . You know, that's part of being holder. 
6 ssession?  . I said ere physical possession. 
 : . CHIN:    sta d  . h.  at's     on't 
 the question, you're asking  t nd. 
 i  -- are you asking hi  ho   . ecause e talked earlier about the fact 
 e's         a s  lions  
 t e a s er t  t is eposition?  dollars' worth of ortgages that they have 
 :MR. TE : That's right.  no rights to -- or ortgage notes they have 
 : R. BR C I : kay. I object to  no right to any payments on; right? 
 the for  of that question. I  . ight. 
 think it's inappropriate to  . nd anyone ho ould represent erely 
          possessing a promissory note entitles them 
 e siti  tra script a  as   to pay ent, that's not the defmition of 
 a itness to interpret hat it  t   l r, i  it? 
 ea s th  t e re  . ll,   t t  mition  t  
 t xt.   t   t at  holder, and it depends on the state la , 
 question is inappropriate.  specifically the , rticle 3, in that 
22 . l ,  e rase t at ti ; y?  state, cases. And then you're referring to 
 :M . I :  e t   or     at's g t t , 
a es    
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Page 121 Page 123
1 contracts and those contracts would 1 A No problem
2 dictate within the confines of state law 2 Q How do you effectuate or assist that
3 Q Right And your membership agreements 3 beneficial owner in accomplishing that
4 state that even though you may obtain 4 A Well there would need to be an assignment
5 possession of a note you are never 5 out ofMERS
6 entitled to payment under the note 6 Q How would that be accomplished
7 A Yes 7 A A MERS certifying officer ofthe member
8 Q So again I want to make sure that youre 8 would execute an assignment out ofMERS and
9 not contending that merely having a note 9 that would be recorded in the land records
10 endorsed in blank makes you or anyone else 10 Q And that certifying officer who made that
11 a UCC holder 11 assignment he would be hewould be
12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 12 assigning everything that MERS owned
13 of the question to the extent 13 right
14 it calls for a contention and 14 A But he would be assigning the mortgage
15 a legal conclusion 15 interest
16 A Yeah I thinkyouretrying to draw a 16 Q And who owns that
17 legal line there thats that doesn 17 A Well the ownership of that is something
18 work All holders are not entitled to the 18 thatIve had aproblem withsince the
19 proceeds of a note 19 start ofthe deposition Its its a
20 Q And isntit true that every time that MERS 20 its a status It is the mortgagee Its
21 presents a note even if it is endorsed in 21 a legal interest
22 blank that it is presenting that note on 22 Q Is it is it your understanding that a
23 behalf of the person who is entitled to 23 party could theoretically assign an
Page 122 Page 124
1 payment 1 interest that they do not own
2 A Yes 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 Q And so the mere physical possession of the 3 of the question Calls for
4 note endorsed in blank does not entitle 4 theory
5 MERS to the payment of those proceeds 5 Q Imean isntit a fundamental law a
6 A Correct But yourethe holder 6 fundamental principle that you can only
7 Q Imgoing to let that lay for a minute 7 assign what youactually own
8 If the beneficial owner of a promissory 8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 note that is secured by a MERS as mortgagee 9 A Yes
10 mortgage chooses to foreclose in a name 10 Q So a recorded MERS assignment is an
11 other than MERS your company does not 11 assignment ofwhatever MERS owns
12 oppose that practice does it 12 A Well youre youwant to say that MERS
13 A When you say beneficial owner of a 13 owns the legal interest And you know
14 promissory note 14 MERS MERS assigns the legal interest
15 Q The person identified on the MERS system as 15 Ownership Imnot really sure what that
16 having the right to payment on the 16 word means in this context
17 promissory note right 17 Q Yourecertainly familiar with the
18 A Okay 18 pleadings and briefs and transcripts from
19 Q If they determine that theywould like to 19 the Jewelean Jackson versus MERS case up in
20 foreclose in a name other than MERS you 20 Minnesota arentyou
21 donthave a problemwith that do you 21 THE WITNESS Is that
22 A In a name other than MERS 22 MR BROCHIN Are you asking him
23 Q Nods head 23 if hes familiar with it
001451















































  a e 12  
t cts,      . o problem. 
i t t  it i  t  fm  f t t  l .  . o  do you effectuate or assist that 
. i ht.  r r hi    beneficial o ner in acco plishing that? 
   t      . ell, there ould need to be an assign ent 
   te,     of . 
titl  t  t r t  ote?  .  l  t at e accomplished? 
. s.  .  ERS certifying officer of the e ber 
. O, ain,  t t    t t ou're  l  t   ssi t t f   
         l   r  i  t   ords. 
         . nd that certifying officer ho ade that 
 V  l r.  assign ent, e l  e --  l   
.. CHIN: j t t  t  f r   assigning everything that  o ned; 
  t      ri ht? 
it calls for a contention and  . But he ould be assigning the ortgage 
  l i . 15 r st. 
. .  i  ou're      .    t at? 
 ine  at's -- t t esn't  A. ell, the ownership of that is something 
rk. ll    t     that I've had a proble  ith since the 
r cee s f  t .  start of the deposition. It's -- t's --
.  n't         it's a status. It is the ortgagee. It's 
  ,   t     a legal interest. 
blank, that it is presenting that note on  . Is it -- is it your understanding that a 
l   t  s   i  title  t   party could theoretically assign an 
  a e 124 
ent?  interest that they do not o n? 
. s.  . HI : ject t  t e f r  
. nd s  t e re sical ss ssi  f t e  of the question. Calls for 
te rs   a   t le  theory. 
 t  t  t  t ose ds?  . I ean, isn't it a funda ental la  --  
. t. t ou're  r.  funda ental principle that you can only 
. I'm i  t  let t at la  f r a i te.  assign what you actually own? 
 e ial    s   R. BROCHIN: Object to the form. 
te  s      t a   . . 
rtgage oses  foreclose   e  . SO a recorded  assign ent is an 
t er t an , ur c a  es t  assi e t f ate er  ns? 
ose t t r ti , es it?  . ll, ou're -- you ant to say that ERS 
. hen ou s  al ner    o ns the legal interest. nd, you kno , 
pro issory note ...  S -- ERS assigns the legal interest. 
. he person identified on the E S syste  as 15 nership -- I'm not really sure hat that 
having the right to pay ent on the  rd s  s xt. 
ro iss r  n ; r t?  . ou're certainly fa iliar ith the 
. .  lea ings a  riefs a  tra scripts fro  
. If  ne t   ould ike t   the Jewelean Jackson versus ERS case up in 
oreclose   e ther than ,   innesota, aren't you? 
d n't a e a r le  ith t at,  ?   : s  --
. I  a a e t er than ? 2 R. BROCHIN: Are you asking hi  
. (Nods h d.)  e's a ia  th i ? 
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1 A You have to give memore than that 1 the significance of a ruling that you have
2 Q Youreaware that there was a lawsuit up 2 no right to foreclose in a state right
3 there that said that you werentrecording 3 A I do
4
A
assignments right 4 Q It would be detrimental to your business
5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 5
A
model wouldntit
6 of the question 6 A I wouldntconcede that
7 A That went to the State Supreme Court 7 Q So I mean is it your testimony that you
8 Q Right 8 have not reviewed the pleadings and
9 A Yes 9
A
affidavits that were filed on behalfof
10 Q Andyourefamiliar with the fact that that 10
Q
your company in that case
11 state had adopted a special statute dealing 11 A Yes
12 with nominees that they were referring to 12 Q Have you reviewed any of the transcripts of
13 as the MERS statute right 13
A
that case
14 A Yes 14 A Iwas there at the argument
15 Q And I mean isntit a fact that in that 15 Q Is that the argument between Ms Hawkins
16
Q
case MERS argued both to a Federal District 16
Q
and Mr Pratt
17 Court and to the State Supreme Court that 17 A Therewere two
18 MERS was the owner of the mortgage and that 18 Q Were you at the trial court transcript or
19 the notes could be sold repeatedly without 19
Q
the Supreme Court hearing
20
A
any effect on the actual lien 20 A Both
21
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 21 Q As I understand it Mr Pratt your
22 of the question to the extent 22
A
attorney up there seemed to be pretty
23 youretrying to ask the 123 accomplished He actually helped craft
Page 126 Page 128
witness what positions were your MERS statute and helped to get it
2 argued in the Minnesota 2 passed right
3 Supreme Court But if you 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
4 know 4 of the question
5 Yeah Imnot familiar with everything 5 Q Isntthat true
6 that was that was said and done in the 6 Whatsthe question
7 lawsuit 7 Q Your attorney in the case in Minnesota
8 Q Although yourehere as a fact witness I 8 actually helped draft the MERS statute for
9 mean yourestill the CEO of MERS right 9 Minnesota correct
10 A Yes 10 Yes he did
11 Q And this lawsuit basically challenged the 11 And that MERS statute specifically
12 validity of your right to foreclose in 12 authorized the nominee to undertake certain
13 Minnesota right 13 actions right
14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 14 It clarified Minnesota is a Torrens
15 of the question 15 state So the county clerks wanted
16 A Yes 16 clarification ofwhat a nominee was
17 And Im assuming that you would have had 17 And when you say Torrens youretalking
18 discussions at some point among your team 18 about a recording system right
19 or your executive officers about the 19 A Yes
20 potential impact of that case 20 And a Torrens state requires that only
21 Yes 21 certain specific instruments may be
22 We talked about the fact thatyourean 22 recorded right
23 attorney who practiced law You understand 23 Well I dontthink of it that way
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ideo siti  f .K. rn ld  ,  
    
 . o  e  e  re t a  t.   ficance   in     
 . ou're a are that there as a la suit up   ri t t  f reclose in a state; ri t? 
 there that said that you eren't recording  .  . 
 assign ents; right?  . It l   tri t l t  r i es  
 lM . I : e  t   r   l, ldn't it? 
 f the question.  .  ldn't e t. 
 . at e t t  t e tate re e urt?  . SO, I ean, is it your testi ony that you 
 . i t.   t ie e  t  l i s  
 . .  ida ts   ile   l   
 .  u're fa iliar ith the fa t t t t t  r c a  i  t at case? 
 st te  te   s ial st t te li   . s. 
 ith no inees that they ere referring to  .   r ie ed  f t  tr s ri ts f 
 as the  stat te; ri t?   se? 
 . .  .  a     nt. 
 . , I , i n't it  fa t t t i  t t  . Is t at t e ar e t et ee  s. a i s 
 ase lvfE   t  t   l ist i t   . ratt? 
 rt  t  t  tate r  rt t t  .  e . 
 S  t e ner  t  rtgage  t t 18 . r   t t  tri l rt tr s ri t r 
 the notes could be sold repeatedly without  the Supre e ourt hearing? 
 any effect on the actual lien ?  . . 
 l . I : bject to the for   .    , r. tt,  
 of the question to the extent         
 ou're tr in  t  s  t  23 acc plis ed. e act all  el e  craft 
    
 itness hat positions ere  your S statute and helped to get it 
 argued in the innesota  passed; right? 
 re e rt. t if   .. HI :     
  ...  f t e estion. 
S . e . I'm t f iliar it  r t i   . Isn't t t tr e? 
   --       e  . hat's the question? 
 it.  . our attorney in the case in innesota 
 . lthough you're here as a fact itness, I  actually helped draft the S statute for 
 ean, you're still the CEO oflvfERS; right?  t ; rrect? 
 . .  . es, e i . 
 . nd this la suit basically challenged the  . And that lvfERS statute specifically 
 validity of your right to foreclose in       rt i  
 innesota; right?  ti s; i ht? 
 l R. BROCHIN: Object to the form  .  l i ie  -- inne t  i    
 f t e estion.  t .      
 . .  ica  f t  e  . 
 . nd I'm assu ing that you ould have had  .    s  rr s, ou're t l i  
 i i  t  i t  r t   a t a rec r i  system; ri ht? 
 or your executive officers about the  . s. 
 potential impact of that case?  .   rr  t t  r ir  t t l  
 . .  certain specific instru ents ay be 
 . e talked about the fact that you're an  recorded; right? 
    .    . ell, I don't think of it that ay. 
a es    
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Page 129 Page 131
1 Q Okay 1 document as filed in the
2 A Itsmore the clerk is establishing the 2 court
3 validity of the document 3 MRWOOTEN Certainly
4 Q Okay And in the case at issue what the 4 MR RAMEY And obviously our
5 plaintiffs and Ms Hawkins were complaining 5 relevancy objections on this
6 about was partially the allegation that the 6 are all preserved
7 note had changed hands many times but 7 MR WOOTEN Yeah
8 there was no record of who the true owner 8 A So youhave questions
9 ofthe note was that could be ascertained 9 Q Yeah If youwill hand it back to me and
10 from the recording statute right 10 Illrun those Illrun through those
it MR BROCHIN Object to the form 11 with you right quick
12 of the question to the extent 12 Mr Hultman has been with you guys
13 youreasking this witness 13 since when
14 about facts of a case in 14 A February 1998
15 Minnesota 15 Q And has he basically been part of your team
16 A Well we talked about this earlier The 16 that entire time
17 notes were never recorded in the land 17 A Yes
18 records So the argument didn the 18 Q Andyoureaware that he filed an affidavit
19 argument lost 19 in the Henderson case also
20 Q Right And what wev talked about is is 20 A As part of his job
21 what is recorded is the lien which secures 21 Q Is to file affidavits
22 the payment of the note by the right to 22 A Yes
23 sell the real property 23 Q In paragraph three he says the MERS system
Page 130 Page 132
1 A Fair enough 1 keeps track of such servicers and answers
2 Plaintiff s Exhibit 4 was marked 2 inquiries as to who currently services a
3 for identification 3 given mortgage loan providing critical
4 Q I want to mark as Plaintiffs Exhibit 4 the 4 information that was not available prior to
5 Affidavit ofWilliamHultman that was filed 5 the creation ofMERS
6 in the United States District Court for the 6 Isntit a fact Mr Arnold that the
7 District ofMinnesota And because I did 7 servicer is the entity to which the
8 not have the opportunity to make duplicates 8 borrower pays their payments
9 of thatImgoing to ask you to glance 9 A Yes
10 through it and then Illask you some 10 Q So that information is available to the
it questions about it okay 11 borrower every month by virtue of a payment
12 A Yes 12 coupon right
13 MR WOOTEN And again there are 13 A Well the payment coupon is issued at the
14 highlighted portions that Ive 14 time the loan is made so it changes
15 highlighted in that as I read 15 Q Theres a monthly mortgage statement sent
16 through it 16 right
17 MR BROCHIN Theres highlighted 17 A Maybe
18 portions for the record 18 Q And it advises the borrower who to pay
19 Theresnotations made on it 19 right
20 handwritten notations 20 A Theres also a hellogoodbye letter
21 MR WOOTEN Sure 21 Q Which is a requirement under federal law
22 MR BROCHIN Theresunderlining 22 A Right
23 on it And its hardly the 23 Q that notifies the borrower when theres
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fida t  ia  t    lie     . 
 t e ited  s      Isn't it a fact, r. rnold, that the 
  inne . d se    ser icer is t e e tit  t  ic  t e 
t a e the rt it  t  a e licates  borrower pays their pay ents? 
 t t, 'm n     t  a   . s. 
t r  it,  then I'll s   s   . O t t i for ti  is il l  t  t  
esti s a t it; ay?  borrower every onth by virtue of a pay ent 
es.  ; ri t? 
R. TE : nd, again, there are  A. Well, the payment coupon is issued at the 
highlighted portions that I've  time the loan is made, so it changes. 
i lighted i  t t   rea   . There's a onthly ortgage state ent sent; 
through it.  right? 
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re's tations a e  ,  right? 
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Page 133 Page 135
1 a change in the servicer 1 Q Right Those inure to the benefit of the
2 A Right 2 lenders and servicers not the consumers
3 Q And thats under the RESPA law right 3 A Icouldntagree with that at all The
4 A Right 4 borrower needs to know where to send their
5 Q So that information is available whether or 5 payment
6 not MERS exists 6 Q Sure
7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 7 A And there shouldntbe a question about
8 A Not in the land records 8 that
9 Q But you testified earlier that assignments 9 Q And theyr going to get that information
10 were filed to disclose who the servicer was 10 in the form of hellogoodbye letters and
11 prior to the MERS system right 11 mortgage statements right
12 A The servicer was the mortgagee So every 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 time the servicer changed there had to be 13 Asked and answered
14 an assignment 14 Argumentative
15 Q And so even if MERS didntexist the 15 A Its not its not that easy
16 servicer would still be in the land 16 Q Servicers have a strict liability duty to
17 records right 17 comply with RESPA right
18 A Six months 12 months 18 months late 18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
19 filed in the wrong order lost 19 of the question
20 misrecorded misspelled 20 A Servicers have to comply with RESPA
21 Q And those are obligations of the parties 21 Q Right And there are borrowers have
22 performing those acts Those are not the 22 private lawsuits There are FTC actions
23 consumers obligations right 23 There are attorney general actions There
Page 134 Page 136
1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 are Department of Justice actions for
2 A Idontunderstand the question 2 servicers who dontcomply with RESPA
3 Q Well you know part of this argument that 3 right
4 you guys are making around the country is 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 is that you provide these greatbenefits to 5 of the question
6 consumers And one of the things that you 6 A Yes
7 identify in this affidavit and the 7 Q And if a borrower cantlocate the person
8 affidavit in the Henderson case is that you 8 whos supposed to receive their payment
9 tell the world who the servicer is 9 they have the right to file an action in
10 A Instantaneously 10 court and have the court determine what
11 Q However wejust talked about the fact that 11 they should do or pay money to the court
12 if you didntexist the servicers 12 pending the identification of a servicer
13 information would be in the land records by 13 right
14 virtue of an assignment right 14 A Ifthey want to hire a lawyer probably
15 A Six months 12 months 18 months late 15 Q Well typically they hire a lawyer when a
16 filed in the wrong order wrong names 16 servicer theyv never heard of shows up to
17 misfiled 17 foreclose But thepoint being your
18 Q And those issues 18 indication is that this is a benefit to
19 A stacked up in a closet somewhere 19 consumers when it truly provides benefit to
20 Q And those issues are lender servicer 20 the industry right
21 issues Theyr not consumer issues 21 A Well it certainly
22 right 22 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object
23 A And clerk issues 23 to the form of the Question
001454
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1 Go ahead 1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
2 A It certainly provides benefits to the 2 I dontknow what you mean by
3 industry Thats 3 prior MERS system
4 Q Right 4 Q Before MERS existed every one of these
5 A Thats why the system was created 5
A
assignments wer talking about would have
6 Q And lets talk 6 been recorded right
7 A And I dontthinkwev ever alleged that 7 A Well what assignments are you talking





borrowers 9 Q Ifthe servicer became the mortgagee they
10 Q Sure 10
A
would record an assignment to that effect
it A But its a benefit to borrowers to know who 11
Q
right
12 the servicer is instantaneously 12 A Well before MERS the originator and the
13 Q Well lets talk about the benefit to the 13 servicer and the investor many times were
14 industry for a second 14 the same
15
A
Your associate Mr Hultman testified 15 Q Okay
16
Q
that as of27 of2008 there were 16 A The industry has changed a lot
17 53 million mortgage loans on the MERS 17 Q And thats part of private label
18 system and you said earlier today its now 18 securitization is that right
19
A
62 million And he also testified that the 19 A Well thatsjust a name of for you
20
Q
average cost of filing an assignment is 20 know a type of product in the secondary
21
A
40 right 21 market
22 A At least 22 Q And it also deals with securitizations
23 Q Right And so some states may be higher 23 involving companies that are securitizing
Pages 137 to 140
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Page 138 Page 140
1 Some states may be lower But lets just 1 assets which are not subject to a
2 take that number 2 government backing through a GSE also
3 If your system saves the industry one 3 right
4 mortgage assignment on 62 million loans 4 Yeah The GSEs have limits on what they
5 the industry has saved approximately24 5 can buy and thatmaintains a market for
6 billion dollars in recording costs hasnt 6 securitization thatscalled nonconforming
7 it 7 And speaking of GSEs what are the GSEs
8 Yes 8 that are members ofMERS
9 Q And are you familiar with the typical 9 Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
10 number of transfers of ownership in a 10 What about Ginnie Mae
11 securitization where a loan is sold through it A Ginnie Mae is a theyr critical to
12 two or three or four or five true sales to 12 MERS but they dont have an ownership
13 reach an investment trust 13 interest
14 Depends on the transaction 14 Q Are they a member
15 Right But you know enough about it to 15 A Ginnie Mae is a member They have a
16 know that a key portion of securitization 16 special membership agreement Ginnie Mae
17 is the concept of true sale right 17 is the United States
18 Yes 18 Q Okay We talked about the fact that if
19 Which is transfer ofownership 19 MERS saved one assignment on 62 million
20 Witness nods head 20 mortgages that the industry realized
21 Q So under the prior MERS system every time 21 approximately 24billion in unpaid
22 that ownership was transferred there would 22 recording costs right
23 be some evidence right 23 A By that mathematic
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Page 141 Page 143
1 Q And I understand its imprecise 1 A Well thats your testimony You know
2 A Well its not just imprecise because 2 what I would say is that we eliminate
3 theresno way to tell how many assignments 3 unnecessary assignments And the number of
4 have been saved 4 those assignments is the same as how many
5 Q Right 5 loans are made Its a mystery So
6 A And theres no such thing as an average 6 theresnot anyplace that we can go to find
7 assignment even though you may hear 7 out how many assignments have been
8 somebody say that Its no different than 8 eliminated And I think its an
9 knowing how many loans are made in the 9 exaggeration to say one has been eliminated
10 United States Nobody knows that 10 for every loan thats been registered
11 Q So when we when Mr Hultman generalized it Q Well heres one thing thats for sure
12 he was generalizing based on his best 12 Every MERS as mortgagee mortgage in this
13 understanding 13 country there was an assignment eliminated
14 A Yes 14 there because you start out with your
15 Q Buthe was not speaking with specific 15 company as the mortgagee when some other
16 knowledge 16 company was actually the lender right
17 A Nohe wasnt 17 Na BROCHIN Object to the
18 Q Now 18 A But there wouldnthave been an assignment
19 A But what Mr Hultman did not say is that 19 there
20 there is one assignment saved per loan 20 MR BROCHIN Yeah Object to the
21 Q Absolutely And 1 didnt either I just 21 form
22 said if it saves one because in truth you 22 Q All right And so what youresaying is
23 and I know it probably would be multiple 23 is that if MERS didntexist who would
Page 142 Page 144
1 per loan right 1 have been the mortgagee on those loans
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 A The servicer
3 Q Over the life of the loan 3 Q The servicer
4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 4 A Usually
5 A Yeah And many many many many many 5 Q And the servicer was the same as the
6 loans never change hands 6 lender
7 Q But for those that were securitized they 7 A Yeah Back in the old days
8 typically would change hands three to four 8 Q Right And so when you first implemented
9 times in the securitization process 9 this system you gained market share or
10 wouldn they 10 loans on the system by having MERS take an
11 A It would depend on the situation I think 11 assignment of the lien into MERS name
12 thatsan overgeneralization I think its 12 right
13 an exaggeration of the number of 13 A But we got no market share We got no
14 transactions that are taking place This 14 registrations that way We went for over a
15 is all in the context ofwhat happened 15 year with no registrations That model did
16 before MERS And so there are unnecessary 16 not work
17 assignments that have been eliminated with 17 Q Why didntthat model work
18 MERS but theres not really a way to 18 A Because that created an assignment instead
19 figure out how many of those are 19 ofeliminating it
20 Q Sure And I didntsay that there was 1 20 Q So is it your testimony that there were no
21 just said that use of this process has 21 assignments of anymortgage lien to MERS
22 saved the industry untold fortunes in 22 where the mortgagee on the loan or on the
23 recording costs 23 mortQan instrument was someone other than
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Page 145 Page 147
1 MERS 1 witness
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 MR WOOTEN Right Im asking if
3 A Can you repeat that 3 he came up with that statement
4 Q Illtry I understand it was a long 4 based on his knowledge of the
5 question 5 company experience in the
6 We talked about the fact that on the 6 industry
7 security instrument the mortgage prior to 7 A Id say that statement for him is based on
8 MERS existence your testimony is is that 8 his knowledge of the industry generally
9 your understanding is the servicer would 9 Q Okay And then he says in paragraph ten
10 have been named as the mortgagee on the 10 that consumers are benefited because
it original mortgage executed by the borrower 11 originating lenders typically pass the
12 A Probably Because thatwas the originator 12 costs of assignments on to the borrowers to
13 as well 13 the extent they know in advance that the
14 Q So it would have been the lender 14 loan will be sold immediately subsequent to
15 A Very often Didnthave to be 15 the closing
16 Q And is it your testimony that the lender is 16 A Yes
17 not the party entitled to the lien 17 Q Now once letsjust for the sake of
18 A No Those are apples and oranges The 18 the argument letsjust give you that
19 lender is the one making the loan or 19 Letssay that the lender charges a client
20 originator as you referred to them 20 50 because theyr going to immediately
21 Q The person making the original mortgage 21 assign the mortgage Beyond that charge
22 loan 22 any subsequent assignments which occur do
23 A Yes 23 not fall to the consumers costs They are
Page 146 Page 148
1 Q And the mortgage document your MERS as 1 between the parties that have transferred
2 original mortgagee document says that the 2 those rights correct
3 lender is the company that provided the 3 A It doesn directly fall on consumers
4 money for the loan 4 Q Right
5 A Yes 5 A Indirectly it does
6 Q Now in securitization parlance that is the 6 Q So but the insinuation that all costs of
7 originator 7 all assignments are passed on once the
8 A I believe so 8 original assignment takes place and
9 Q Mr Hultman said in his affidavit 9 again if that is done because the lender
10 paragraph nine that over the life of a 10 knows theyr about to immediately
11 mortgage loan the servicing rights of a 11 transfer once that assignment is passed
12 loan may be sold and resold many times 12 any subsequent assignments would fall
13 A Yes 13 between the parties that made that transfer
14 Q That is based upon industry experience 14 of interest right
15 right 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
16 A Maybe yes 16 of the question
17 Q Is that based on your companysresearch 17 A Yes But that would fall on the borrower
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18 indirectly
19 of the question Youre 19 Q He also says that the MERS system further
20 talking about is Mr Hultmans 20 benefits consumers by speeding up the flow
21 testimony based on the 21 of funds enabling the consumer to easily
22 company research Thats 22 and instantly determine which lending
23 what youre asking this 23 institution owns or services his or her
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oney for the loan?  . i t. 
.  . I irectl  it es. 
o , i  securitization parlance that is the  . SO --     l  s  
originator?  all assi e ts are asse   ce t e 
 ie e .  ri i al assi e t ta es lace -- d, 
r. Hult an said in his affidavit,  again, if that is done because the lender 
paragraph nine, that over the life of a  kno s they're about to i ediately 
mortgage loan the servicing rights of a  tr sfer,  t t si t i  ed, 
loan ay be sold and resold any ti es.  any subsequent assign ents ould fall 
.  bet een the parties that ade that transfer 
That is based upon industry experience;  f i terest; ri ht? 
right?  . CHIN:     
aybe, yes.  of the question. 
Is that based on your company's research?  . s.    l     
. HI : ject t  t e f r   i irectly. 
f t e estion. ou're  .  ls  s s t t t   s st  f rt r 
t l i  t is r. lt an's  fits s rs  s edi   t  fl  
testi ony based on the  of funds enabling the consu er to easily 
co pany's research? That's  and instantly deter ine hich lending 
t ou're i  t i   ti    r     
~~~ 'v ~.h»~~~:::>A'"tU~' 
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1 mortgage loan by calling a tollfree number 1
Q
out
2 which is available 24 hours a day seven 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 days a week right 3 Q Right
4 A Yes 4 A Thats you mean could we have done
5 Q Isnt it true that your system will under 5 that
6
Q
no circumstances disclose the owner of a 6 Yes
7
A
loan to a consumer 7 Q Just as easily as yougive the consumer the
8 A You mean the beneficial interest 8 servicer information right
9 Q Let me ask that a betterway 9 A Not as easily
10 There is no way to use the MERS system 10 Q And the reason you couldntis because of
11
A
to determine who owns the promissory note 11
A
the transfer of the interest to
12
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 12
Q
securitization vehicles right
13 A We actually have a product that does notify 13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
14 the borrower if the note moves 14 A I wouldntsay that It had never been
15 Q And that is a product that was developed in 15 done before
16 response to the recent crisis that wev 16 Q But there has never been a time that your
17 been living through in the economic 17
Q
system has been in implementation that you
18 markets right 18 were not able to look at any loan by its
19 A That and the fact that theresa statute 19 MIN which we have not talked about
20 Q Theresan amendment now to the Truth in 20
A
that But a MIN is a term ofart your
21 Lending Act right 21
Q
company uses for the term mortgage
22 A Yes 22 identification number
23 Q But the fact of the matter is is that 23 A Yes
Page 150 Page 152
1 prior to your implementation of that 1 And you give a unique MIN to every loan
2 system you could have made that 2 registered on your system
3 information available from the information 3 A Yes
4 on your system couldntyou 4 Q And as part of tracing that MIN you have
5 A I suppose 5 available what company is registered as the
6 I mean its there isntit 6 owner of thatnote right
7 Its there 7 A Thats the company thatsregistered as
8 Q So just the same as you gave them the 8 the beneficial interest owner
9 servicer identification you could have 9 Q And that information has been available to
10 gave them the owners couldntyou 10 your company from day one right
it Yes 11 Yes
12 So if a borrower is having trouble with a 12 So every loan that has ever been registered
13 servicer and thought they were being 13 on your system that information has been
14 treated unfairly and they came to the MERS 14 available from the very day this system was
15 system and said tell me who the owner is 15 implemented
16 Id like to complain about my servicer you 16 A But never in the land records
17 say no you got to talk to your servicer 17 Right Whatsin the land records is the
18 right 18 person whos identified as the owner of the
19 A Yes 19 mortgage right
20 Q And but during the whole period of time 20 As the mortgagee
21 youvebeen in existence you could have 21 AndMr Hultman goes on to say in that
22 told them oh well heres your owner 22 paragraph that if the MERS mortgage is not
23 contact them and maybe they can help you 23 used the borrowe will pay approximately
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1 ortgage loan by calling a toll-free nu ber 1 o t? 
2 hich is a ailable 4 hours a , s en 2 . : bject t  t e for . 
3 days a week; right? 3 . t? 
4 A. e . 4 . T t's -- o  ea  c ld e a e e 
5 Q. Isn't it true that your system will under 5 t t? 
6 no circumstances isclose the ner  a  e . 
7 loan to a c r? 7 . st as il    ive t  s er the 
8 . ou e  t e be icial int t?  rvicer's infor ; t? 
9 . et e as  that a tt r a .  . ot  il . 
10 here is  a  to se the l\1ERS s st   . n  the  o  l 't is ecause  
11 to deter ine ho o ns the pro issory note?   tra    te  t  
 . I : bject to the for .   ; t? 
 . e actually have a product that does notify  . I : je t t  t  . 
  rro er f t  te .  .  ldn't  . t    
 . nd that is a product that as developed in   . 
 response to the recent crisis that e've  . t t      ti e   
 been living through in the econo ic      ple e t    
 arkets; right?     t       t  
 . hat   a   t re's  .   -- c    t e   
 . here's an a end ent no  to the ruth in  t.          
 Lending Act; right?       rtga e 
 . .   ber? 
 . t t e fact f t e atter is, is t at  . . 
    
 prior to your i ple entation of that  .   i   i e I  t  r  l  
 system, you could have ade that  i t    tem? 
 i ti  il l   t  i ti   . . 
 on your syste , couldn't you?  .       I ,   
 . I suppose.  i        
 . I ean, it's there, isn't it?    t te; i ht? 
 . t's .  . at's -- t   t at's i t   
 Q. SO just the same as you gave them the   fi l  r. 
 servicer's identification, you could have  .  t t i ti    il l  t  
 gave them the owners, couldn't you?  your co pany fro  day one; right? 
11 . s.  . s. 
 Q. SO if a borro er is having trouble ith a  . O  l       
 servicer and thought they ere being   r tem, t t i f r ti    
 treated unfairly and they came to the l\1ERS  v il l  fr  t  ry y t i  t   
 system and said tell me who the owner is,  i ple ented? 
 I'd like to co plain about y servicer, you  . t v r i   l  rds. 
 say, no, you got to talk to your servicer;  . ight. hat's i  t  l     
 right?  r  ho's i tifi  as t  o r f t  
 . s.  ortgage; right? 
 Q. And -- but during the whole period of time  .  t  rt age . 
 you've been in existence you could have  .  r. lt n  on t  say i  t t 
 t l  t e , oh, ell, ere's r ner,  ara ra  t at if t e l\1  rt a e is t 
 c t t t    t   l   3 sed, t  or ower ill y pproxi t l  
Pages  t   
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1 40 or more dollars to record an assignment 1 amicus when you were practicing
2 of a traditional mortgage from one lender 2 A Not that I recall
3 to another lender as well as additional 3 Q Do you know if the Supreme Court of
4 document preparation fees to prepare such 4 Minnesota or the Supreme Court ofKansas
5 assignments 5 would have allowed MERS to file two
6 Again that would only be permissible 6 separate briefs in the same case
7 with respect to the initial transfer when 7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
8 it was contemplated as part of the funding 8 of the question
9 correct 9 A I dontthink thatswhat happened there
10 A Well the basis for that requirement is 10 Q You think its relevant to the issues that
it that RESPA forbids collection of payments 11 American Land Title was an undisclosed
12 for third parties that aren dispensed 12 shareholder of your company
13 So the effect is what youvesaid Unless 13 MR BROCHIN Is this are we
14 you know that the loan is going to be 14 is this a case are you
15 transferred you cantreally collect the 15 arguing about the Minnesota
16 money 16 case What is this about
17 Q Youreaware that in Minnesota there was an 17 MR WOOTEN Imtaking a
18 amicus brief filed by the American Land 18 deposition
19 Title Association 19 MR BROCHIN I thoughtyou were
20 A Yes 20 taking a deposition in a case
21 Q They also filed an amicus for you in Kansas 21 thatspending in Alabama
22 in the Landmark versus Kesler case is that 22 MR WOOTEN I am
23 right 23 MR BROCHIN And this has
Page 154 Page 156
1 A Yes 1 something to dowith it
2 Q Are you aware of whether or not in either 2 MR WOOTEN Uh huh positive
3 instance American Land Title disclosed to 3 response
4 either court that it was a shareholder of 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 MERS 5 of the question If you know
6 A I dontknow 6 the answers to the rules in
7 Q You think that might have been relevant 7 Minnesota
8 when the courts were considering their 8 A Yeah Idontunderstand the question
9 statuses in amicus 9 undisclosed shareholder Its I mean
10 MR BROCHIN Objection to the 10 theyr a shareholder ofMERS and they
11 form of the question it filed an amicus as the American Land Title
12 A I dontknow 12 Association on behalfof their membership
13 Q Didyou make a request or anyone to your 13 Q And I guess my question to you is whether
14 knowledge make a request that the 14 or not youreaware whether or not they
15 shareholders file an amicus brief in those 15 made any effort to disclose to the court
16 cases 16 their financial interest in MERS
17 A Did we have a discussion with the American 17 A I
18 Land Title Association about that 18 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Youre
19 Q Didyou ask them to do it 19 asking him does he know if
20 A They offered 20 ALTA made any effort in the
21 Q And again they are shareholders ofMERS 21 case in Minnesota to disclose
22 A They are shareholders 22 their financial interest in
23 Q Did you ever participate inpreparing an 23 MERS Is that your question
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   l  t    si   i     racticing? 
  t i l    l r  .  t  r call. 
t  t r l r  ll  dditi l  .    if t e re e rt f 
t r r ti  f s t  r r  s   i s t  r t  r  rt f s s 
si t .  l   ll   t  fi   
in,   l   r i i   separate briefs in the sa e case? 
   t  i i l    . CHIN: bject to the for  
it as conte plated as part f the funding;  of the question. 
rrect?  . I don't t i k that's hat happened there. 
ell,    t    .  t i  it's rele a t t  t e iss es t at 
    l       i    s  
f r t ir  rties t t ren't i ed.  shareholder of your co pany? 
 t  t i  t ou've id. l   . CHIN:   --   --
          i  t i    -- are  
f rr d,  an't l     arguing about the innesota 
y.  se?    bout? 
ou're    nne      . TEN: I'm taking a 
i  ri f fil   t  ri    ositi n. 
itle ssociation?  . CHIN: I thought you ere 
.  taking a deposition in a case 
  le         that's pending in Alabama. 
     e;    . :  . 
ht?  . CHIN:    
    
.  t i  t   it  it? 
    t   t i  it   R. OOTEN: Uh-huh (positive 
sta e ica   tle s lose    response). 
    a   l    R. BROCHIN: Object to the form 
S?  of the question. If you know 
I n't .      es  
    e    ota. 
e  t e rts r  si ring t ir  . ea . I n't ersta  t e estion, 
stat ses i  a icus?  is lose  reholder. t's -- I ean, 
. HI : bjection to the  they're a shareholder of MERS, and they 
r   t e ti . 11 Ile     e ica   tle 
 n't .  Association on behalf of their membership. 
i  ou a e a re est r a one to r  . nd I guess y question to you is hether 
no ledge a e  est t  t   or not you're aware whether or not they 
ders ile  s   t os   a e a  eff rt t  iscl se t  t e c rt 
s?  r ma  interest in . 
id e e  iscussion ith the erican  . 1--
a  itle ss iation t t t?  . I : cuse . ou're 
i  o  as  the  t   it?  asking hi  does he kno  if 
 ffere .  LT  ade any effort in the 
, i , t   l s S?  ase  innes ta  isclose 
 e s l .  t r fma  interest in 
id you e er articipate i  preparing   . s t   stion? 
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1 many states like Minnesota passed a
Page 157




MR WOOTEN That was my question 1
3
on the record and the time is
2
A




In fact what your system does is tracks
of the question Ifyou know 3 Q MrWooten continuing Mr Arnold we
4 A I dontknow 4 took a short break so everybody could have
5 Q But its your testimony that they asked you 5
things that wev been talking about most
a little lunch Ask you a couple of
6
8
or offered to provide you the amicus that 6
9
questions about MERS the business itself
7
A
MERS did not ask them 7
Q Today can a consumer go to the MERSWebsite
It is true that your company has
8 A Imnot Imnot going to sparse it that 8
11
nothing to do with origination or
9
12
way I they agree with the MERS 9 underwriting any mortgage loan
10
A No
concept It saves them money It saves 10 A Yes
11
14
the industry money It saves the borrower 11 Q And it is true that your company never
12 money Its good policy for the industry 12
take about 30 minutes if
extended credit to any consumer
13
documents correct
Everyone benefits from it So theyr 13 A Yes
14
18
Im quite sure that they filed that because 14 Q And its true that your company does not
15
THE VIDEOGRAPHER Wer going off
they felt that the legal issues justified 15
Sure And that would be in your batch
purchase or sell mortgage loans
16
20
it 16 A True
17 Q Do you know how many states have filed or 17 Q And its true that your company is never an
18
transaction over the system
have passed a socalled MERS statute 18
23
investor in a mortgage loan
19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 19 A True
20 of the question 20 Q Your system does not actually create any
21 A Well there are states that have utilized 21 beneficial interest in a mortgage loan
22 the MERS system in their statutes 22 does it
23 Q WhatIm talking about is do you know how 23 A True
Page 158 Page 160
1
2 specific piece of legislation that interest in a mortgage loan does it
addressed by name MERS right to act as 3 True
4 4 Q
5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 5 the paper documents which are the subjects
6 of the question 6 of these agreements and endorsements and
7 A Minnesota does not use MERS Incsname 7
8 So there are statutes that rely on the MERS of the morning right
system for their implementation 9 Yes And its the members that utilize the
10 10 system to track it
11 and determine who the owner oftheir note Q Right And the point being is is that
is 12 simply registering a transfer of an
13 13 interest on your system does not mean that
14 MRWOOTEN Lets do this Lets legally the transfer of that interest took
15 break for lunch right now 15 place That is dependent on the underlying
16 16
17 thats all right withyall 17 A True Although the parties might use that
MR BROCHIN Okay 18 as an initiator
19 19 Q t t l i t
20 the record at this time and process system is that right
21 the time is now19pm 21 A Well any any registration and
22 Alunch recess was taken 22
23 THE VIDEOGRAPHER We are nowback O Well and thatswhatImsaving Youre
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 . :    stion.    ord,    s 
 . HIN: bject to the for    :13 .m. 
 f the question. If you kno .  . (Mr. ooten continuing:) r. rnold, e 
 .  n't .  t   t   r  l   
 . t it's r testi  t at t e  as e    a little lunch. sk you a couple f 
 r ffere  t  r i e  t e a ic s, t at  questions about , the business itself. 
   t  ?   s      
 . 'm  -- I'm not going to sparse it that  nothing to do ith origination or 
 ay. I -- they agree ith the   under riting any ortgage loan? 
 concept. It saves the  oney. It saves  . . 
  s ry .      .  it i  t  t t    
 . It's  li  f r t  i str .  e     sumer? 
 Everyone benefits fro  it. So they're--  . s. 
 I'm quite sure that they filed that because  .  it's tr e t t r  s t 
 t  lt t t t  l l is es j ti ie   purchase or sell ortgage loans? 
 it.  . e. 
 .      t t   Ile    .  it's tr  t t r  is r  
    -ca led  t te?  i e t r i   rt  l n? 
 . I : ject t  t e f r   . . 
 f t  stion.  . our syste  does not actually create any 
 . ll, t r  r  t t  t t  tilize   e eficial i terest i  a rt a e l an, 
 t   t  i  t i  t t t .   t? 
 . t I'm t l i  t i ,      . . 
a e    
 any states like innesota passed a  .  it  t tr f r  fi i l 
 specific piece oflegislation that  interest in a ortgage loan, does it? 
 addressed by na e E S' right to act as  . . 
 i ee?  . I  fact, at r s ste  es is trac s 
5 . I : ject t  t e f r   the paper docu ents, hich are the subjects 
 of the question.  of these agree ents and endorse ents and 
 . innes ta  t  , I c. 's .  things that e've been talking about ost 
 So there are statutes that rely on the E S  of the orning; right? 
 syste  for their i ple entation.  . .  t's    ize  
 . oday can a consu er go to the S ebsite  syste  to track it. 
  ine  e      . Right. And the point being is, is that 
 ?  si ply registering a transfer of an 
 . .  interest on your syste  does not ean that 
 . : t's  . t's  legally the transfer of that interest took 
 break for lunch right no ,  place. hat is dependent on the underlying 
 e   ,   c ents; c rrect? 
 t at's all rig t it  yaH.  . True. lthough the parties ight use that 
 . I : y.    r. 
  I : e're i  ff  . r .  t t l   i  r t  
    s i e   process system; is that right? 
 the ti e is no  1: 19 p.m.  . ell, a  -- any registration and 
 (A lunch recess as taken.)  tra sacti  er t e s ste . 
  I : e     Q. ll,  t at's t 'm yi . ou're 
s    
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1 saying they might use your system to 1 issued with MERS as the grantee that would
2 initiate the transfer one parry provide to 2 be a violation of the rules ofmembership
3 the other notice Wedlike to give you 3 wouldntit
4 this interest or wed like to take this 4 A Iwouldn go that far It yeah Id
5 interest pursuant to an agreement But the 5 have to know the purpose ofwhy they wanted
6 actual change in ownership of that interest 6 to do it that way At no point would we
7 depends on documents that are not contained 7 claim to be entitled to the final proceeds
8 on the MERS system 8 Q Well what about the event wherein the
9 A True And what I meant was that the side 9 foreclosure takes place and the cry takes
10 documents might say when it moves in the 10 place at the courthouse steps and then the
11 MERS systemthatswhen the documents say 11 deed is transferred actually transferring
12 something else kicks in 12 the title in the public land records to
13 Q Sure Is it also true that MERS is not a 13 MERS I mean in that instance you still
14 party to the mortgage indebtedness or the 14 would be claiming to hold that as nominee
15 promissory note which underlies the 15 for the party that truly had the right to
16 mortgage that is recorded with MERS as 16 that property correct
17 mortgagee 17 MR BROCHIN I object to the form
18 A True 18 of the question
19 Q Even if a property were taken through 19 A Youretalking about the fee interest
20 foreclosure in the name ofMERS and a 20 Q Right
21 foreclosure deed were entered in the name 21 MR BROCHIN Same objection
22 of MERS MERS would not claim any interest 22 A Were wer not holding that as our own
23 in that property whatsoever would it 23 asset
Page 162 Page 164
1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 Q Thats right
2 A As far as proceeds are concerned 2 A Right
3 Q Im talking about when a foreclosure sale 3 Q Youreholding it for the benefit of
4 is completed and a foreclosure deed is 4 someone else
5 recorded and it lists MERS as the grantee 5 A Yes
6 of the foreclosure deed by virtue of the 6 Q If a foreclosure deed were recorded showing
7 sale MERS would never claim to be the 7 that MERS was the grantee who would have
8 owner of that piece of real property 8 the right to possession after that had
9 right 9 taken place
10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 10 A It would depend on all the circumstances
11 of the question 11 and documents and with regard to the
12 A Yeah You know youretalking about 12 property
13 matters ofstate law We would never claim 13 Q If a party issues a payment to MERS because
14 to be entitled to the final proceeds of 14 MERS is shown in the land records as
15 liquidation of that property 15 mortgagee what is MERS standard practice
16 Q In fact you wouldn claim right to 16 for that payment
17 ownership of that real property even though 17 A Itsto get the check to the proper party
18 it was deeded in your name right 18 Q And your provisions in your membership
19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 19 agreement allow certifying officers to
20 of the question 20 endorse a MERS check for deposit with the
21 A It just depends on the circumstances of 21 servicer correct
22 the of the way that thats handled 22 A Yes Thats one ofthe seven authorities
23 Q Well if a mortgage foreclosure deed was 23 Q And you would never under anv circumstances
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ayi   i     t   issued ith S as the grantee, that ould 
i iti t  t  tr sf r,  rt  r i  t   be a violation of the rules of e bership, 
t  t r otice. e'd li  t  i    ouldn't it? 
t is i terest r e'd li e t  ta e t is  . I ouldn't go that far. It -- yeah. I'd 
    greement.    have to know the purpose of why they wanted 
actual change in o nership of that interest  to do it that ay. t no point ould e 
        clai  t  e e title  t  t e fmal r ceeds. 
   ystem?  . ell, t t t  t r i  t  
.        i   foreclosure takes place and the cry takes 
ts i t s  --  it s i  t   place at the courthouse steps and then the 
 stem, t at's  t  t    deed is transferred actually transferring 
 l   .  the title in the public land records to 
r .           ERS? I ean, in that instance you still 
   t a  te e     l   l i i  t  l  t t s i  
s       for the party that truly had the right to 
        t t r erty; rrect? 
rt gee?  .. HI : I j t t  t  f r  
r .   t  stion. 
 if  r rt  r  t  t r   . ou're talking about the fee interest? 
         . ight. 
        .. HI : a e objection. 
f ,  ould not clai  any interest  . 're -- we're not holding that as our own 
n   r,  ?  sset. 
  Page 164 
. I :    .  . at's ri ht. 
s   roceeds  rned?  . i t. 
I'm t l i  t hen  f re los re le  Q. You're holding it for the benefit of 
is co pleted and a foreclosure deed is   lse? 
recorded and it lists  as the grantee  . . 
 t e oreclosure   t   e  Q. If a foreclosure deed ere recorded sho ing 
. ERS ld     e  that ERS as the grantee, ho ould have 
er f t at iece f real r erty;  the right to possession after that had 
t?  ta e  l ce? 
.. I : je t t  t e f r   . It ould depend on all the circu stances 
f t e sti .   ts  -- ith regard to the 
. ou , u're t l ing t  property. 
a ters  te la . e ld    Q. If a party issues a payment to ERS because 
to be entitled to the fmal proceeds f  ERS     la d   
liquidation f that property.  mortgagee, what is ERS' standard practice 
I  fact,  l n't clai  ri t t   for t at a ent? 
ners ip f t at re l property e en t   . It's to get the check to the proper party. 
it as  in r ; ri t?  Q. And your provisions in your membership 
.. I : je t t  t  f r   agree ent allo  certifying officers to 
f the ti .  endorse a S check for deposit ith the 
It just depends on the circumstances of  i ; rr ct? 
the -- f  ay t  t at's . 2 . . t's e  e  ri . 
ll, if  ortgage foreclosure ee  as  . nd  l  r der y ircumstances 
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1 list those payments as income to the 1 A Yes
2 benefit ofMERS right 2 Q And would you agree that that is not a
3 A Never 3 principal purpose of MERS today
4 Q Andyouvenever claimed such on any tax 4 A Yes
5 return have you 5 Q Would you agree that it is merely
6 A Never 6 antecedent to your stated corporate purpose
7 Q All these 62 million mortgages in this 7 of attracting interest in mortgage loans
8 country that are listed with MERS as 8 A I dontknow that I knowwhat antecedent
9 mortgagee none of those mortgages are 9 means but it derives from that
10 listed anywhere as an asset ofMERS are 10 Q Right And MERS has no personal interest
11 they 11 in whether or not any borrower ever pays
12 A True 12 any payment on any mortgage loan
13 Q And if any of those properties are 13 A No
14 foreclosed on and there is a failure to 14 Q And you agree or one of the principal
15 collect any amount ofmoney on any of those 15 purposes of your system is to eliminate
16 mortgages none of those losses are 16 changes in the name of the lienholder while
17 accounted for on MERS books right 17 the promissory note and the servicing
18 A No 18 rights continue to change hands and are not
19 Q And MERS has no risk as to the nonpayment 19 recorded in the public record
20 of any mortgage for which it is a nominee 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the
21 A No 21 form
22 Q Does MERS ever suffer a default when a 22 A Ididntsay that
23 mortgagee fails to pay or when a borrower 23 MR BROCHIN Yeah Object to the
Page 166 Page 168
1 fails to pay the payment on a mortgage 1 form of the question
2 note 2 Q Maybe I ought to break that down some more
3 A No 3 One of the things youvepreviously
4 Q And MERS suffers no injury of any type if a 4 stated or your company has previously
5 borrower fails to pay the mortgage note 5 testified to is that MERS immobilizes the
6 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 6 mortgage lien is that correct
7 A It probably costs additional manpower 7 A Yes
8 Q And thats because of the way MERS chose to 8 Q And you do not dispute that after you
9 structure the system is that right 9 immobilize the mortgage lien the
10 A Yes 10 promissory note can continue to be bought
11 Q And as I understand it you did not 11 and sold repeatedly
12 originally intend to be in the foreclosure 12 A Yes
13 business when you set this system up did 13 Q And servicing rights can continue to change
14 you 14 hands by contractual agreements
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 A Yes
16 A I dontthink I could agree with that 16 Q And that there is no entry in the public
17 Q Would you agree that foreclosure is not 17 record reflecting anything with respect to
18 the let me strike that please Let 18 either of those types of transactions
19 me restate that 19 A Well neither one of those transactions
20 Would you agree that MERS was not 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
21 principally formed to act as an agent 21 A were ever reflected in the land records
22 conducting foreclosures for the beneficial 22 Q Sure AndImjust saying that once MERS
23 owners ofpromissory notes 23 settles in as mortmizee be it by an
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1 assignment orbe it by this MERS as 1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
2
Q
original mortgagee system no matter how 2
Q
of the question Also calls
3
A
many times a promissory note changes hands 3
A
for a legal conclusion
4
Q
the lien is always going to be in MERS 4 A Im going to have to ask to hear that one
5 name 5 again too
6 A Yes 6 Q When you obtain possession of a note from a
7 Q In the ordinary course ofbusiness MERS 7
A
holder when I say you Imean MERS
8 does not act as a UCC holder ofpromissory 8 you do not pay any consideration to obtain
9 notes does it 9
Q
that note do you
10 A I dontunderstand the question 10 A No consideration
11 Q Well earlier we talked about the fact that 11 Q And you do not receive any consideration
12 when you testified that MERS would become 12 for accepting that note do you
13 the holder that that would be a holder 13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
14
A
under the UCC 14 of the question Calls for a
15 A Thatswhat I mean 15 legal conclusion
16 Q Okay Andwhat Imsaying is is its not 16 A At that specific moment we derive
17 part of your stated business purpose to be 17 compensation for all of this but theres
18
Q
a holder ofpromissory notes 18
A
no exchange for that specific thing
19 A Well we routinely do become holder of 19 Q Thatsa good point so let me deviate for
20 promissory notes 20
A
a moment
21 Q You routinely obtain possession of 21
Q
What exactly are youpaid by the
22 promissory notes for the benefit of the 22 beneficial owner of the promissory note for
23 beneficial owner right 23 use of your system
Page 170 Page 172
MR BROCHIN Object to the form Well first I presume youretalking about
2 of the question 2 MOMS
3 Is that correct 3 Right
4 Holder 4 A Specifically the beneficial interest owner
5 And you agree that your rules do not 5 would not necessarily be the one that pays
6 require a certifying officer to be in 6 us
7 possession of a promissory note when a 7 Q Okay Who would pay you
8 foreclosure begins in a nonjudicial 8 It would someone would pay us at the
9 foreclosure state 9 time of registration
10 MR BROCHIN Im sorry Could 10 Okay And that might be the originator or
11 you reread the question it some intervening purchaser
12 please 12 A It it its going to come early
13 Requested portion of the record 13 because our rules require that registration
14 was read by the court reporter 14 occur within ten days of closing and then
15 Iwouldntagree with that The rules are 15 in the normal course ofbusiness we would
16 subordinate to state law And so whatever 16 expect payment to bemade
17 the state law requirement is thatswhat 17 Q And that is the fee that you charge for
18 we require 18 registration
19 Okay You would agree that when MERS 19 Yes
20 obtains physical possession of the mortgage 20 Q And is that the495 fee
note that there is no exchange of 21 Its695 now
12122 consideration between MERS and the owner of 22 Okay Beyond that fee thats paid as a23 the beneficial interest ofthat note 23 result of registration are you paid anv
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(Requested rti  f t e rec r   because our rules require that registration 
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1 other compensation by any holder of a 1 Q But with respect to the actual point in
2 beneficial interest in a promissory note 2 time where MERS gains physical possession
3 that is registered to your system 3 of the note they do not receive any
4 A Well you said beneficial holder 4 compensation for obtaining possession at
5 Q And I say that because or beneficial 5 that time
6 owner I say it because you use that 6 A True
7 terminology in your materials and your 7 Q Right
8 testimony 8 A True
9 A Well there are two other forms of payment 9 Q And they dontgive any consideration at
10 that we would receive 10 that time
11 Q Okay What are those 11 A True
12 A One would be a membership agreement 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 membership fee which is you know not a 13 of the question to the extent
14 lot for to be a member And then there 14 it calls for a legal
15 are transfer fees 15 conclusion
16 Q Okay 16 Q There is no payment of any readily
17 A And that is charged when a theresa 17 identifiable sum ofmoney for either
18 servicing transfer more than 270 days after 18 receiving the note or getting the note
19 the origination 19 right
20 Q Is that what you refer to as a seasoned 20 A True
21 transfer 21 Q Let me ask you this When MERS obtains
22 A Yes 22 physical possession of the note is that
23 Q All right At the time thatMERS obtains 23 documented in the MERS system forpurposes
Page 174 Page 176
1 possession of a promissory note foruse in 1 of foreclosure
2 a foreclosure proceeding is there any 2 A No
3 compensation or consideration received by 3 Q Okay So in the MERS system it does not
4 MERS for obtaining possession of that 4 indicate any transfer of anybeneficial
5 promissory note 5 interest away from the entitywhich has the
6 A None that I have not mentioned 6 beneficial interest in the promissory note
7 Q Well you mentioned the membership 7 at that time
8 agreement That pays a fee for membership 8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 right 9 of the question
10 A Yes 10 A True
11 Q The transfer agreement is a fee for 11 Q Your system is capable of tracking every
12 transferring servicing interest between 12 time that the beneficial interest in the
13 services 13 note changes hands
14 A Not the note 14 A Our system is capable of being used to
15 Q Not the note And then the registration 15 track that if the members utilize it for
16 fee is for physically registering the loan 16 that reason
17 and the note and the lien on the MERS 17 Q In fact the coding of your system is such
18 system through the use of the MIN right 18 that if you were doing research on the MIN
19 A Youreregistering the loan 19 it would show you every time that the
20 Q Right 20 beneficial interest or the servicing rights
21 A and getting the MIN 21 changed correct
22 Q And thatsthe purpose of the695 22 A It depends on what kind of access you have
23 A Thatsright 23 Q Sure But in your system there is the
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1 built in inherent capability to keep a 1 it
2 record of every time that the beneficial 2 Q And is that typically done through the
3 interest in that note changes hands 3 process of an upload or like a batch file
4 A If the members use it for that purpose 4 A Preferably
5 Q Right And typically as part of their 5 Q Andyall have internal coding that tells
6 changes in ownership of that instrument 6 you what each of those types of
7 they would typically record that wouldn 7 handshakes was your term what each of
8 they 8 those are right
9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 9 A Yes
10 of the question as far as 10 Q And so if you have those codes you know
11 typically and record 11 exactly what was changed hands and at what
12 A Yeah I would those would be my two 12 point in time according to those parties
13 points too that you know typically 13 right
14 would depend on the business model for the 14 A Yes And thatswhat makes the system
15 company member that wer talking about 15 instantaneous
16 And then theresnothing recorded on the 16 Q Correct But the system relies upon the
17 MERS system 17 actual execution of the underlying
18 Q Transfer of the beneficial interest is not 18 agreements and documents
19 recorded on the MFRS system 19 A Yes
20 A Its a transfer of the beneficial interest 20 Q So while your system may indicate the
21 Q Well when I say recorded in the sense of 21 intent to undertake a certain act it is
22 it is entered on the MERS system when the 22 not proof that that act actually was
23 transfer of the beneficial interest takes 23 undertaken is it
Page 178 Page 180
1 place right 1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
2 A Well therein lies the jargon and slang 2 A As far as its evidentiary nature you know
3 that has caused a lot ofconfusion 3 I that would depend onwhatever the
4 Theresno recording on the MERS system of 4 circumstances were But its not intended
5 anything 5 to reflect the actual transaction Its
6 Q Well what do you term the data that is 6 not the transaction Its tracking that
7 entered on theMERS system then 7 transaction
8 A Its either a registration or a transfer 8 Q Sure It is in fact a memorialization of
9 Q Okay So whenever a transfer occurs of any 9 the underlying paper that is allegedly in
10 interest be it beneficial interest in the 10 existence between the parties
11 promissory note or be it servicing 11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 interest those you expect to be entered on 12 A You know the basically its a we
13 the MERS system 13 operate a system that lets the members
14 A Its not so much that we expect it We 14 through electronic handshakes tell us who
15 operate a system that offers that 15 wer working for And thats the extent
16 capability So itsalways the parties 16 of it So we serve in the land records for
17 that transact by an electronic handshake 17 the members and then the systemtells us
18 Q An electronic handshake Thats an 18 who wer serving for
19 interesting term What exactly does that 19 Q Letme ask you this In the absence of
20 mean 20 MERSwould those agreements transferring
21 A One company goes in and stages it 21 the beneficial interest how would they
22 electronically and it waits in a status 22 be memorialized between parties
23 until another company comes in and confirms 23 A That whatwer talking about here did
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1 not exist 1 of the question
2 Q Right 2 A I dontknow anything about what youre
3 A So they would not have been recorded in the 3 talking about
4 land records They would have been kept 4 Q With respect to the conduction of any
5 track of by those two companies 5 foreclosure MERS takes all of its actions
6 Q In the form of their respective contracts 6 at the direction of the servicer is that
7 and if they were transferring ownership of 7 correct
8 promissory notes there would be 8 A Well the servicer is conducting the
9 endorsements and transferreceipts and 9 foreclosure
10 delivery confirmation and those types of 10 Q The servicer is conducting the foreclosure
11 things right 11 but itsdone in the name ofMERS
12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 12 A Yes
13 of the question 13 Q MERS has no interest whatsoever in the
14 A Well there still are all those things 14 money that is due on the note
15 Q Right 15 A True
16 A So MERS is additive 16 MR BROCHIN Imjust going to
17 Q Are you familiar with the timing of the IRS 17 object I dontknow how many
18 ruling which allowed originators to 18 times youveasked that same
19 instantaneously securitize assets 19 question And itsbeen asked
20 A I dontbelieve so 20 and answered but
21 Q Do you have any idea if it occurred around 21 Q So MERS allows another entity to use its
22 1998 or 1999 approximately the same time 22 name to conduct a foreclosure
23 your system sort of appeared on the scene 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Page 182 Page 184
1 MR BROCHIN Im sorry Did what 1 of the question
2 occur 2 A Well wer the mortgagee so the
3 MR RAN EY He said the system 3 foreclosure is done in our name And the
4 appeared on the scene 4 security instrument gives MERS the
5 MR BROCHIN Can you reread the 5 authority to do that
6 question 6 Q After a default right
7 Requested portion of the record 7 A After a default
8 was read by the court reporter 8 Q And MERS never experiences a default
9 MR BROCHIN I ask that you 9 right
10 rephrase it and tell him what 10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
it it means 11 of the question
12 MR WOOTEN Sure 12 A True
13 A I dontknow what it is 13 Q Because in effect the only person that
14 Q Okay I will represent to you that near 14 can experience a default on a note is the
15 the end of the 90s there was a ruling by 15 person that owns or has the beneficial
16 the IRS that allowed an entity that 16 interest in the note right
17 originated an asset acontract a 17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
18 mortgage a credit contract to securitize 18 A I true
19 it once it had been originated Do you 19 Q MERS does not incur attorneys fees or
20 have any familiarity if that ruling 20 litigation costs in the conduct of a
21 coincided with or was at or near the time 21 foreclosure does it
22 that your system began to be implemented 22 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
23 MRBROCHIN Object to the form 23 of the question
001466
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1 A Well we certainly have in this case 1 MR WOOTEN Talking about Debra
2 Q Yes sir But assuming that some consumer 2 Hendersonscase
3 doesnthappen to know some lawyer like 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
4 myself and MERS just conducts a foreclosure 4 of the question because as
5 without interruption the fees associated 5 hes already said he has not
6 with undertaking that foreclosure and the 6 reviewed the papers in this
7 costs associated with undertaking that 7 matter
8 foreclosure are not borne by MERS are 8 A Yeah I wouldn agree with that
9 they 9 Q What exactly does the VA guarantee protect
10 A True 10 then
11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 of the question 12 of the question
13 Q Let me ask you this Mr Arnold You said 13 A Imno expert on that
14 that the servicer is conducting the 14 Q Do you have a general familiarity with it
15 foreclosure The servicer is not the owner 15 A Theres its similar to FHA in the sense
16 of the note It has not experienced a 16 that there is a government guarantee
17 default has it 17 Q And what does it do
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18 A Again Im not an expert on payment under
19 of the question 19 that plan
20 A Thats going to depend on the relationship 20 Q Are you aware as to whether or not the
21 between the servicer and the note owner 21 persons who are acting as certifying
22 Q Right Have you examined Ms Henderson 22 officers for MERS in this case are actually
23 documents in this case 23 officers ofGMAC
Page 186 Page 188
1 A No I have not 1 A Its a requirement
2 Q Were you aware that she was a veteran of 2 Q Who enforces that requirement
3 our Armed Forces 3 A Well its part of our rules
4 A I was not 4 Q Who enforces your rules
5 Q Were you aware that she had received a 5 A MERS
6 rating of a 100 percent disability from the 6 Q Do you have a MERS policeman that audits
7 Department of Veterans Affairs 7 these folks that get these titles to see if
8 A No 8 they actually are complying with these
9 Q You are aware that the Department of 9 recommendations
10 Veteran Affairs guarantees mortgages for 10 A There is aprocess
11 veterans who qualify right 11 Q Can you explain that to me
12 A Yes 12 A Well we went over it a bit earlier
13 Q And you are aware that if that veteran 13 Q Well let me narrow your focus a little
14 defaults that Veterans Affairs will step 14 bit
15 in and pay its mortgage insurance to the 15 Tell me everything that MERS does to
16 owner of that note right 16 ensure that persons who are identified as
17 A According to the terms of the insurance 17 certifying officers are actually officers
18 Q Right So even if there were actually a 18 of the corporation that theywork for
19 default on the note there was a remedy 19 A Well it starts with a requirement
20 short offoreclosure available to the owner 20 Q And that is in the form which they download
21 of the note right 21 from the Internet requesting appointment as
22 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Which 22 certifying officers
23 case are you talking about 23 A Yes
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Page 189 Page 191
1 Q And that form is available today 1 A WAMU
2 A Yes 2 Q Well Im talking more generally about your
3 Q And anybody whosa member can go on line 3 form thats on line that requests
4 fill out a form and request that MERS make 4 certifying officers right
5 them a certifying officer 5 A Well all our documents are on line
6 A No 6 Q Right
7 Plaintiffs Exhibit 5 was marked 7 A Wer a very open company So you can go
8 for identification 8 on line and look at practically every
9 Q Ishow you whatIvemarked as Plaintiffs 9 document that exists
10 Exhibit 5 in this case and ask you to take 10 Q Right And again my point being when a
it a look at that and tell me if it is a 11 service or a member asks MERS to designate
12 specimen copy of your agreement for having 12 certifying officers they represent to MERS
13 persons designated as certifying officers 13 that the persons theyr askingyou to
14 A Yeah This is not this is not the 14 designate are corporate officers right
15 certifying officer form that youretalking 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
16 about 16 of the question
17 Q Okay What is that form 17 A Whatever this says
18 A Well this is where in this exhibit 18 Q Okay So if it says that you would agree
19 this is where WAMU is getting authority for 19 with it
20 Fidelity to take certain actions 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
21 Q And thatsbecause theyprovide services to 21 of the question I dontknow
22 servicers as part of their outsource 22 what youretalking about
23 provider of contracts 23 Q And it says that with respect to those
Page 190 Page 192
1 A In their business model 1 issues once a person is certified by MERS
2 Q And that company is and that document is 2 as a certifying officer does MERS ever
3 Fidelity National Foreclosure Bankruptcy 3 undertake any action to verify that those
4 Solutions right 4 persons are actually corporate officers of
5 A Yes 5 the company that they have certified
6 Q And that document is an example of MERS 6 themselves to be so
7 authorizing persons to sign as MERS 7 A Well first off it has not always been a
8 certifying officers who are employees of 8 requirement that they would be officers of
9 at that time Fidelity now known as LPS to 9 the member
10 act on behalfof Washington Mutual right 10 Q Right And so youvecertified whomever
11 A Yes 11 theyv asked right
12 Q And does that document require that those 12 A Yes
13 persons certify to MERS that they are 13 Q And irrespective of how many persons there
14 officers of that corporation 14 were right
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 A It the bigger the company the more
16 The document speaks for 16 certifying officers theyr probably going
17 itself 17 to want to have
18 A Whatever it says 18 Q Especially nowadays right
19 Q And the form is downloaded from the Web 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 These persons who request that you identify 20 of the question if thats a
21 them as certifying officers they all give 21 question
22 you this information and say yes these 22 Q A lot more foreclosures going on today than
23 people are our corporate officers right 23 lately right
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1 A Actually it plateaued off So its held 1 MR WOOTEN How close are you on
2 pretty steady for the last year 2 the tape
3 Q At more or less historically high levels 3 How close are you on the
4 A Yes 4 tape
5 Q Not seen since the Great Depression 5 THE VIDEOGRAPHER Okay Wer
6 A Im only 54 I dontknow 6 going to go off the record for
7 Q Again when did you implement this 7 a moment Thetime is now
8 requirement that these persons with signing 8 threeoclockpm
9 authority be officers of the corporation 9 Abrief recess was taken
10 A Within the last couple of years 10 THE VIDEOGRAPHER This is Disk 3
11 Q Is it your contention that anyone who is 11 in the continuing video
12 signing as a certifying officer who is not 12 deposition ofRKArnold and
13 an officer of the corporation is not 13 the time is now308
14 validly acting on behalf ofMERS 14 Q MrWooten continuing Mr Arnold when
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 we took that break to change the tape we
16 of the question 16 were talking about the certifying
17 A No I wouldn agree with that 17 officers Is it your testimony that MERS
18 Q Do you have any idea how many people are 18 has a record of every person that is
19 certified as certifying officers ofMERS in 19 certified as a certifying officer in its
20 the country today 20 system
21 A Me personally Me personally 21 A Yes
22 Q Through you personally or through your 22 Q And so if we asked you to give us the name
23 company what you know as CEO ofMERS 23 of every person whosbeen nominated or
Page 194 Page 196
1 A Well you say any idea 1 made by resolution a certifying officer for
2 Q Imean ballpark 2 GMAC somewhere there would be a button you
3 A Wev got a very good idea 3 could push and print that information off
4 Q Do you know exactly how many 4 A Well Im sure its more complicated than
5 A We we have every name 5 that
6 Q Okay And do you track every transaction 6 Q But its available in your computer system
7 that they undertake inMERS name 7 right
8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 8 A We know who the certifying officers are
9 of the question 9 Q And do you know what the total number of
10 A No 10 certifying officers are as of today
11 Q Do you have any idea how many transactions 11 A Again youreaskingme
12 are conducted daily bypersons who are 12 Q Well
13 identified as certifying officers of MERS 13 A MERS knows
14 A I dont understand the question any idea 14 Q Sure And but as CEO have you been
15 Q Do you keep any record of the number of 15 privy to that information Have you seen
16 transactions undertaken by persons who are 16 that number
17 designated as certifying officers of MERS 17 A Oh Ive you know I hear that number
18 on a daily basis in this country 18 Q Yeah But and Imnot trying to hold
19 A There is certain things that the system is 19 you to anything specific Imjust trying
20 required to be updated to reflect so yes 20 to get a ballpark Do you not have a
21 Q What are those things 21 ballpark of how many people that is
22 A When a loan is paid off when a foreclosure 22 A Thousands
23 begins 23 Q Thousands And you said that certain
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Page 197 Page 199
1 transactions that were required to be 1 Q And they file documents evidencing the
2 entered on the MFRS system youwould have 2 amount of default with those proofs of
3 a record ofthe number ofthose 3 claim
4 transactions that were effected by your 4 A They can
5 certifying officers right 5 Q And if that takes a form of an affidavit
6 A Well we know how many changes in records 6 done in the name of MERS youreokay with
7 take place 7 that because what the certifying officer is
8 Q As a result of actions by certifying 8 certifying is actually the servicer
9 officers 9 records and the certifying officer is
10 A Not necessarily by certifying officers 10 actually the servicer right
11 Q Okay I guess that whatImtrying to 11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 get at Is there any way that MERS tracks 12 of the question
13 or attempts to track the actions of those 13 A Well if the affiant haspersonal knowledge
14 persons it has designated as certifying 14 or institutional knowledge thenwer
15 officers 15 comfortable with the affidavit
16 A Well theyhave limited authority And 16 Q And again if theresa problem with it
17 wer comfortable with them operating in 17 theyr going to indemnify you right
18 the name ofMERS under that limited 18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
19 authority 19 of the question
20 Q And Idontwant to oversimplify this But 20 A Thats one thing
21 the reason that yourecomfortable with 21 Q Theres no vehicle by which you can
22 that is is that your membership agreement 22 electronically track the number of
23 provides an indemnity running to MERS from 23 affidavits or documents that certifying
Page 198 Page 200
1 the member for those types of acts right 1 officers might have executed once they have
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 been given thatdesignation by your
3 A Thatsone thing that gives us comfort 3 company right
4 Q Right And the other reason that you feel 4 A Within the bounds of the limitations of
5 comfortable I would presume or another 5 their authority they can execute as many
6 reason is is because what you indicated 6 documents as are necessary within those
7 that the servicer is actually really acting 7 categories those seven categories that I
8 in his own stead Hesjust using your 8 mentioned as long as theyr true and
9 name 9 correct
10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 10 Q What happens if theyr not true and
it A As mortgagee 11 correct
12 Q Right As an incident to the work that 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 these servicers do yourefamiliar with 13 A Then that is either pointed out and
14 them filing documents related to both 14 corrected or not
15 foreclosures and bankruptcies where 15 Q How would MERS find out that a certifying
16 mortgagers borrowers have filed 16 officersaction wasnttrue and correct
17 bankruptcy because they couldntmake their 17 when it ends up in front of a lawyer like
18 mortgage payment 18 me
19 A Thatsanother category of authority 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 Q Right And they file documents in 20 A It is isntthat what youredoing
21 bankruptcy court called proofs of claim in 21 Q Well yeah I mean what Im saying is is
22 the name ofMERS 22 that short of being sued or short of being
23 A Yes 23 held in a court by a fudge whos mad about
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a document is there any way for MFRS to 1 A Yeah I wouldntagree with that I mean
2
Q
know that a certifying officer has done 2
A
wev got a very strict membership
3 something improper 3 structure Wev got limitations on their





those seven categories of authority And
6 Q Well lets talk about that instance where 6 if a problem comes to our attention then
7
A
a certifying officer does something 7 we take corrective action up to and
8 improper but nobody bothers to tell MERS 8 including terminating the members
9
Q
I mean you have no way to find out on your 9 membership So
10 own do you 10 Q Sure
11
A
MR BROCHIN Object to the form it A theres a lot ofincentive for the
12 of the question 12 members to go by the rules in executing
13 A Yeah I wouldntsay that 13 these documents within the seven categories
14 Q Does MFRS have employees or staff dedicated 14 of authority Thatsthe whole purpose of
15
Q
to auditing the actions of certifying 15 certifying officers And like you
16
A
officers 16 Q And I agree I mean thats the purpose
17 A Well we have quality reviews on our loans 17 but Im asking you is that a practice
18
Q
from time to time 18 A And the knowledge about whether the loan is
19 Q And what is exactly entailed in a quality 19 in default is right therewith the
20 review 20
Q
servicer So you reference preMERS
21 A I dontknow 21
A
PreMERS it was always that way preMERS
22 Q Who would know that 22 So its that way postMERS Officers
23 A My team 23 execute documents on behalf of
Page 202 Page 204
Huh corporations
2 Myteam 2 Q Sure
3 Who would be on your team that would know 3 So the only difference between me and the
4 that 4 certifying officers are they have limited
5 A I dontknow that 5 authority and I have general authority
6 Do youhave a department a quality review 6 Right And with respect to that againmy
7 department 7 issue basically is the same as what youre
8 Wev got a performance department Wev 8 saying If you have a general officer of
9 got a law department 9 MERS I think youvereferred to them
10 Okay Who heads your performance 10 previously as executive officers and
11 department it they go offthe reservation and go out and
12 Well I dont Imnot exactly sure what 12 start doing things you have a system at
13 your question is about about the 13 MERS to identify that problem and address
14 certifying officers the there is a list 14 it right
15 ofcertifying officers 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
16 Okay 16 of the question
17 And so what is your question about those 17 A WellImnot sure I do in the way that you
18 certifying officers 18 seem to want to make the distinction I
19 Well my question Mr Arnold is this 19 mean all officers have different degrees
20 MERS really doesn even make an effort to 20 ofauthority
21 keep up with the actions of certifying 21 Sure
122 officers once theyr designated do they 22 Imthe chief executive officer so I have23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 more authority than the next level down
Pages 201 to 204
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re-:ME , it as al a s t at a  re-:ME . 
 it's t t  st- . ffi rs 




. o the only difference bet een e and the 
certif i  fficers are t e  a e li ite  
t rit   I  r l thority. 
. ight. nd ith respect to that, again, y 
issue basically is the sa e as hat you're 
saying. If you have a general officer of 
S -- I t i  ou've r f rr  t  t  
i l   ti e ice  --  
they go off the reservation and go out and 
  s,      
 to identify that proble  and address 
it; ri t? 
. I : ject t  t e f r  
f t  sti . 
. ll, I'm t s r  I  i  t   t t  
  t    i ti .  
ean, all officers have different degrees 
f t rit . 
. r . 
. 'm t  i  ti e i r,    
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1 And as far as our representatives are 1 this affidavit ofRK Arnold And so its
2 concerned lawyers that work for us have 2 September 25 2009 at 4pm Im this
3 limited authority too So 3 is what Imdoing
4 Q Well they serve at the leisure of the 4 A Uhhuh positive response
5 client right 5 Q And every time they take an act in their
6 A And certifying officers do as well So 6 office as notary they keep a record
7 certifying officers within the cat those 7 right
8 seven categories that I mentioned they 8 A Yes
9 have latitude to execute documents within 9 Q And so that record if itskept properly
10 those seven categories And the knowledge 10 tells you everything theyv ever done as a
11 about whether those are true or not are it notary right
12 right there at the company that theyr 12 A Witness nods head
13 employed by 13 Q Is that fair
14 Q Sure And I think youremaking this much 14 A Iguess it depends on
15 more difficult than the questionIm 15 Q As a hypothetical assuming they do it the
16 asking 16 right way
17 What Imsaying is is that MERS does 17 A It depends on the state
18 not track the acts of those persons that it 18 Q Sure
19 has designated as corporate officers 19 A But you know its a fair question
20 A Well you you know thats your 20 Q And you know Im a lawyer with a trust
21 testimony Imnot 21 account Im supposed to keep up with
22 Q No Its a question Does it Do you 22 every deposit and you know every
23 A Yes 23 withdrawal who it was for and what it
Page 206 Page 208
1 Q Okay So you track 1 was yourefamiliar with those rules
2 A They have limited authority We have 2 right
3 limited their authority 3 Its an obligation Im an officer of
4 Q Okay 4 the court right
5 A Officers are certifying officers have to 5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
6 stay within these seven categories and 6 of these questions
7 within these seven categories they have the 7 Q But with respect to your officers
8 latitude to execute whatever documents are 8 Mr Arnold these people that you designate
9 necessary to performunder those seven 9 that you have thousands of you dontknow
10 categories 10 what thesepeople do on a dailybasis do
11 Q Okay Now with respect to the documents 11 you
12 they execute do you have any record of 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 those acts 13 Asked and answered
14 A Certain of those would require updates to 14 A Does Ms Henderson know what youredoing
15 the MERS system 15 Q She knows Im representing her
16 Q Beyond those that require updates do you 16 A And I know that the certifying officers
17 have any record of the acts of your 17 have limited authoritywithin these seven
18 certifying officers 18 categories
19 A I dontunderstand the question 19 Q Okay And what Pm asking you
20 Q Well youveheard of a notarybook hadnt 20 Mr Arnold because what your company
21 you 21 deals with is taking peopleshomes from
22 A Yes 22 them in the context of foreclosure Do you
23 O Where a notary says todav Imnotariziniz 23 do anvthing to monitor the actions ofthese
001472
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 nd s far s r r r s t ti es r   t is ida it .K. l . nd  it's 
 r , la yers that rk for s e  t r , , t  .m. 'm -- this 
 limited authority too. So--  is at 'm i . 
 . ell, they serve at the leisure of the  . -huh (pos ti  onse). 
 client; right?  . nd every ti e they take an act in their 
 . nd ing icers  s l .   ice  ry,    r ; 
 certifying officers within the cat -- s   t? 
 seven categories that I entioned, they  . . 
 e tu  t  e te ts thin  . nd so that record, if it's kept properly, 
 t ose  t ri . n  t  ledge  tells you everything they've ever done as a 
 t  t ose e  r t  11 t r ; i t? 
 ig t t  t t e  t t t ey're  . (Witness  ad.) 
 e ployed by.  .  t  ir? 
 . re.  I t in  u're a i  t is c   . I ss it s  --
IS ore difficult than the question I'm  . s  t ti al, i  t   it t  
 as i .  ri t . 
 at I'm sa i  is, is t at  es  . It s  t  st te. 
 t tra  t  ts f t s  rs s t t it  . r . 
 has designated as corporate officers?  . ut, you kno , it's a fair question. 
 . ell, you -- you kno , that's your  . nd, you kno , I'm a la yer ith a trust 
 testi ony. I'm not--  account. I'm supposed to keep up ith 
 Q. No. It's a question. Does it? Do you?  e er  e sit a d,  , e er  
 . .  it r al,  it s f r  t it 
    
 . kay. So you track -- I  -- you're fa iliar ith those rules; 
 A. They have limited authority. e have  right? 
 li ited their authority.  It's an obligation. I'm an officer of 
 Q. Okay.  the court; right? 
 . icers  -- certifying officers have to  .. HI : j t t  t  f r  
 stay ithin these seven categories, and  of these questions. 
 within these seven categories they have the  . ut ith respect to your officers, 
 tude  t      r. rnold, these people that you designate 
 necessary to perform under those seven  that you have thousands of, you don't kno  
 categories.  hat these people do on a daily basis, do 
 . Okay. Now, with respect to the docu ents  you? 
 they execute, do you have any record of  .. HI : j t t  t  f r . 
 s  cts?    r d. 
 A. Certain of those would require updates to  .  .   t ou're ing? 
 the  syste .  .   'm  r. 
 . Beyond those that require updates, do you  .  I  t at t e certif i  fficers 
 have any record of the acts of your   li it  uthorit  it i  t s  s  
 certifying officers?  t gori s. 
 . I don't understand the question.  . kay. nd hat I'  asking you, 
 Q. ell, you've heard of a notary book, hadn't  r. l  --     
 you?  deals ith is taking people's ho es fro  
 . s.  t e  i  t e c te t f f recl sure.   
 Q.   r   y 'm ing   yt i  t  it  t  ti  f t  
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1 people that your company has authorized to 1 Q And how would you know other than bybeing
2 use your name to take peopleshomes 2 sued if a servicer sued in the name of
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 MERS in Florida on a foreclosure
4 of the question 4 A If we became aware ofit through the normal
5 A Yes 5 course ofbusiness
6 Q Okay And tell me everything your company 6 Q I mean would they update the system and
7 does to monitor and be aware of those 7 say heywer foreclosing in your name
8 actions 8 select what is it option one when they
9 MRBROCHIN Asked and answered 9 foreclose in your name Is that right
10 A They have to update the MERS system as to 10 A Its actuallyoption two
11 certain oftheir actions 11 Q Option two Option one is when they
12 Q Okay 12 transfer it out of your name right
13 A They have to performwithin these seven 13 A Right
14 specific categories And within those 14 Q And thatsan internal coding in your
15 categories they are the ones with personal 15 system
16 knowledge and they as you mentioned 16 A Yes
17 wer talking about affidavits Those are 17 Q And theyr supposed to put that
18 under oath filed with the court I presume 18 information in there when they start a
19 that those are true And thats the 19 foreclosure right
20 structure that we have 20 A Yes
21 Q Okay And do you know every time an 21 Q And so you can know iftheyr foreclosing
22 officer executes an affidavit 22 in your name or if theyr foreclosing by
23 A No I do not 23 virtue of an assignment right
Page 210 Page 212
1 Q Do you know every time an officer testifies 1 A Yes
2 as an officer ofMERS 2 Plaintiffs Exhibit 7was marked
3 A No 3 for identification
4 Q Would you ever agree to have an employee of 4 Q I show you a copy of a deposition that I
5 a servicer testify as a 30b6 5 received and let your lawyer take a look
6 representative of MERS 6 at that also dated April 22nd 2009
7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 7 Ill give you a minute to take a look at
8 of the question 8 that
9 A Depends on the circumstance Theyr 9 MR BROCHIN Okay Imean I
10 officers ofMERS 10 haventseen this andIm
11 Q Would you well lets talk about 11 just but I do want to note
12 Florida for instance Yall have this 12 for the record it appears to
13 prohibition on foreclosures in your name in 13 be a deposition from a case in
14 Florida right 14 Palm Beach County Florida
15 A Its a moratorium 15 the deposition of some Jill
16 Q Moratorium But as in the membership 16 Orrison taken in Raleigh
17 agreement you state specifically that 17 North Carolina And like
18 members shall not foreclose in your name in 18 other exhibits it too has
19 Florida right 19 markings on it highlights and
20 A Yes 20 the like
21 Q And you charge them how much if they do 21 Q Would you take a moment and just read
22 that 22 through the first few pages of that
23 A 10000 23 deposition about that vounR ladvs
001473
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l  t t    ut ri  t  1 . nd ho  ould you know, other than by being 
   t   ople's es? 2 sued,   servi   i  t   f 
: . HI : j t t  t      l ri  n  closure? 
  stion.  . If e eca e a are f it t r  t e r al 
. s.   f si ss. 
. y.  t ll  r t i  r y  . I ean, ould they update the syste  and 
         say, hey, e're foreclosing in your na e, 
acti s.  l t -- hat is it, option one, hen they 
: . HIN:   r d.  foreclose in your na e? Is that right? 
.       t     . It's actually option t o. 
t i   t i  ti s.  . ti  t o. ti  e is e  t e  
. .  transfer it out of your name; right? 
.   t  rf r  it i  t    . ight. 
i  r .    14 . nd that's an internal coding in your 
t ri s,        system? 
e,   --   ti d,  . . 
e're l   f it .    Q. nd they're supposed to put that 
r t  fIle  it  t  rt. I r s   i f r ati  i  t ere e  t e  start a 
t t t s  r  tr .  t at's t   foreclosure; right? 
tr t r  t t  .  . . 
. y.     r  ti    Q. And so you can know if they're foreclosing 
ic    ffi avit?  in your na e or if they're foreclosing by 
. ,   t.  irt e f a  assign ent; ri ht? 
  Page 212 
.          . . 
s  ffic r f S?  (plaintiffs xhibit 7 as arked 
. .  for identification.) 
. ould you ever agree to have an e ployee of  Q. I show you a copy of a deposition that I 
a ser icer testif  as a  O(b )( 6)   --  l t r l r t   l  
  S?     -- t  ril , . 
: . I :      I'll i    i t  t  t   l  t 
  ti .  t. 
. epe ds  t  irc st . hey're  . I : kay. I ean, I 
fficer  f .  ven't  t i ,  I'm 
.   -- l , t's    just -- t   t t  t  
,  . 'a l  s  for the record, it appears to 
prohibition on foreclosures in your na e in  be a deposition fro  a case in 
l ri a; ri t?  Pal  Beach County, Florida, 
. t's  t ri .  t e e siti  f s e Jill 
. r t ri . t s i  t  rs i   rrison, taken in Raleigh, 
a r t,  state s ifi ll  t t   l .  like 
e ers ll t f re los  in r  in  other exhibits, it, too, has 
l ri ; ri t?  markings on it, highlights and 
. e .   i . 
. nd  ar e t   uc  if t    . ould you take a o ent and just read 
t at?  through the first few pages of that 
. $1 ,0 0.  iti  t t at young l dy's 
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1 certifications to what she was there to 1 your servicer is supposed to indicate that
2 testify to and for I donteven mind 2 they transferred that mortgage out ofMERS
3 if the others need a break we can take 3 name for the purpose of that foreclosure
4 five or ten minutes and let you sit and 4 right
5 read it and come back on the record if you 5 A Uhhuh positive response
6 want to 6 Q Do you have a system in place to determine
7 A Okay 7 if a foreclosure is instituted in Florida
8 Q You had no idea that foreclosure was filed 8 in MERS name
9 in MERS name inFlorida did you 9 A I dontknow I dontunderstand what the
10 MR BROCHIN Youreasking if he 10 question is We we have a moratorium on
11 personally knew 11 foreclosure in our name in Florida
12 Q Did you know that 12 Q Okay
13 A Whether MERS knew 13 A To institute a foreclosure in the name of
14 Q Well did you personally know that that 14 MERS you pick option two
15 foreclosure action was filed in MERS name 15 Q Right Let me take a look at that
16 inFlorida 16 transcript foryou I want to pull out
17 A Did I personallyknow 17 something and let youtake a look at it
18 No 18 MR RAMEY And Nick just as far
19 Q As the CEO ofMERS do you have some system 19 as an objection for the
20 in place to be notified if theres a 20 record since we dontknow
21 foreclosure filed in the name ofMERS in 21 what this deposition is or
22 Florida 22 when this action occurred
23 MR RAMEY Is that inFlorida 23 wer just taking some of your
Page 214 Page 216
1 MR WOOTEN Uhhuh positive 1 statements right now as if
2 response 2 this was filed at a certain
3 MR RAMEY Okay Sorry It was 3 time and that MERS itself the
4 a North Carolina 4 entity had no knowledge of
5 MR WOOTEN The deposition was 5 it et cetera So I just
6 taken by telephone and the 6 wanted that stated for the
7 lady is employed by HomEq 7 record
8 And shein Charlotte 8 MR WOOTEN Well it says
9 A So whatsthe question 9 April 22nd 2009
10 Q Do you have any mechanism in place to be 10 MR RAMEY Is that when the
11 notified if a foreclosure is instituted in 11 deposition was taken
12 the name ofMERS in Florida 12 MR WOOTEN Uhhuh positive
13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 13 response
14 of the question 14 MR RAMEY Okay I was asking
15 A We have a moratorium on foreclosure in 15 when the action was filed
16 Florida 16 MR WOOTEN Well thatwould
17 Q In your name 17 probably be
18 A In our name 18 Q Because you guys had taken care of all the
19 Q Andwev talked about that right 19 pending foreclosures that you knew about in
20 A Yes 20 the name ofMERS when these other lawsuits
21 Q And you 21 were going on Trent and some of the other
22 A Several times 22 cases right
23 O And you have an issue where in vour system 23 MR BROCHIN Obiect to the form
001474
ideo sition f .K. rnold e te er ,2  
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 ications    a  re          
 t    fOf.  n't   --  t e  tra sferre  t at rt a e t f ' 
  t  t rs   k,   t   e f r t  r se f t t f r l s re; 
 five or ten inutes and let you sit and  ri ht? 
5 rea  it a  c e ac   t e rec r  if   . -huh (positive ponse). 
6 t t .  .     t  i  l  t  t i  
 . .    l  i  i tit te  i  l i  
 .    i  t t f r l s r   fil    ' e? 
 in S' na e in Florida, did you?  .  n't  --  on't    
 Iv.1R. I : ou're asking if he  ti  i .  --    t   
 personally knew?       l ri . 
 . id   t at?  . . 
 . hether S w?  .         
 . ell, did you personally kno  that that  ERS, you pick option t o. 
    le   '   . i t. et e ta e a l  at t at 
 i  l ri a?  transcript for you. I ant to pull out 
 . id I personally know?  so ething and let you take a look at it. 
 o.  Iv.1R. R EY: nd, ick, just as far 
 . s t   f ,    s  s st   as an objection for the 
 i  l  t   tifie  if t re's   r , i e  n't  
  ile    e    hat this deposition is or 
 ri a?  e  t is acti  cc rred, 
 Iv.1R. EY: I  t t i  l ri a?  e're j st ta i  s e f r 
    
 . : h-huh (positive  state ents right no  as if 
 response).    Il     
 . : ay. rry. It as      lf,  
   ina--  entity, had no kno ledge of 
 R. TE : The deposition as  it, et cetera. So I just 
 t   t l e,  t        
 lady is e ployed by o q.  rd. 
  he's  rl .  . TEN: ll, it  
 . o hat's the question?  pril 22nd, 2009. 
 . Do you have any echanis  in place to be  . Y:     
 ie    s   tuted   deposition as taken? 
  e S  l rida?  . : -hu  (positiv  
 . I : bject to the for   response). 
 f the question.  . : kay. I as asking 
 .    t iu   l s  i     t   d. 
 .  . : ell, t at l  
 . I  r e?  probably be ... 
 .   .  .     t  r  f ll t  
 . nd e've talked about that; right?  i  f r l s r s t t   t i  
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 . nd you--  ere going on, rent and so e f the other 
 .  .  cases; right? 
 Q. _       y    . HI : j t    
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1 of the question I donteven 1 MR BROCHIN But ask but ask
2 understand it but 2 your questions
3 Q You had assigned themout ofMERS name or 3 MR WOOTEN What it has to do
4 something like that to deal with them 4 with this transcript is this
5 MR BROCHIN Object to the 5 You have a person who is
6 form 6 employed by HomEq giving a
7 A Not necessarily 7 deposition as a 30b6
8 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object 8 representative of MERS when
9 to the form of the question 9 MERS does not even know that
10 I assume this line of 10 the lawsuit is going on
11 questioning has some relevancy 11 MR RAMEY Assuming thatsthe
12 to the case pending in 12 case
13 Alabama 13 MR WOOTEN or that this
14 MR WOOTEN Well if it doesn 14 person is acting in that
15 you can object 15 capacity
16 MR BROCHIN And I assume theres 16 MR RAMEY And once again I
17 some good well I know 17 mean
18 But there should be some 18 MR BROCHIN I know thats your
19 goodfaith basis here to be 19 testimony and I appreciate it
20 asking questions related to 20 but I still want to try to
21 the purpose ofthe deposition 21 understand what the relevancy
22 MR WOOTEN Yeah The goodfaith 22 is for the witness here that
23 basis is is that there are 23 youre supposed to be takiniz
Page 218 Page 220
1 thousands and thousands and 1 the deposition of
2 thousands ofpeople certifying 2 And Imsure its not
3 activities on behalfofthis 3 because youreupset over what
4 company every day and this 4 MERS is doing Im sure it
5 company has no idea that its 5 has something to do with the
6 going on And people are 6 lawsuit you have
7 losing their houses because 7 MR WOOTEN It does
8 people are lying in the name 8 MR BROCHIN Yeah okay
9 ofMERS to take their houses 9 Hopefully that will become
10 So thats the goodfaith basis 10 clear
11 of offering a deposition it Q Would you ever agree to designate an
12 MR BROCHIN Well I still dont 12 employee of a servicer who is a litigation
13 understand what it has to do 13 management liaison to act as your30b6
14 with this transcript and that 14 representative in a foreclosure action in
15 testimony with the case 15 the state ofFlorida
16 MR WOOTEN What it has to do 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
17 with this transcript is 17 of the question Calls for
18 THE COURT REPORTER Hold on 18 speculation Hypothetical
19 MR BROCHIN that you have 19 A Depends on the circumstance Are you
20 pending in Alabama 20 saying thereslies
21 MR WOOTEN What it has to do 21 You did
22 with the transcript 22 Q Huh
23 Mr Brochin is this 23 A You said there are lies
Pages 217 to 220
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1 f t  estion. I on't   
  
. CHIN:  sk --  sk 
your questions. 2  , t --  
3 .   si  t   f '    . TEN: t i  s t   
i  t i  t cri  i  t is: 4 t i  l  t t  l  em? 4 
 . CHIN:   t    ave a ers   is 
e l e    i i  a 
siti  s  0(b)( 6) 
r r sentati  f   
     t 
the la suit is going on --
 --  
7 .  cessarily.  
8 . HI :  . j t  
9      stion.  
10 I ssu  t is li  f  
11 ti i    r l   R.. EY: ssu ing that's the 
se.  to the case pending in  
13 l a.  . N: -- r t t  
r  i  ti  i  t t 
pacity. 
14 . EN: l ,  esn't,  
15   j ct.  
 . HIN:  I  t ere's  . EY: nd, once again, I 
--17   -- ll, I lm .  
 t t r  l     . HI : I lmo  that's your 
testi ony and I appreciate it, 19 -fait       
 i  ti s l t  t   but I still want to try to 
understand what the relevancy  the purpose of the deposition.  
22 . : ea . e -fait      tne   t 
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 t  iti  f. 
  'm  t's  
 because you're upset over what 
 ERS is doing. I'm sure it 
 as s et i  t   it  t e 
 l s it  . 
 . :  s. 
 R. I : eah, okay. 
 opefully that ill beco e 
 r. 
11 . ould you ever agree to designate an 
 employee of a servicer who is a litigation 
 management liaison to act as your 30(b)(6) 
 representative in a foreclosure action in 
    i a? 
 . I : ject t  t e f r  
  f t  sti n. lls f r 
 speculation. ypothetical. 
 A. Depends on the circumstance. Are you 
 saying there's lies? 
  . 
2 . uh? 
 . ou s i  t er  r  li . 
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1 Q Well she testifying as an employee of 1
Q
endorsed in blank correct
2
A
MERS a 30b6representative ofMERS 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 when shenot 3 of the question The document
4
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 4 will speak for itself
5 if thats a question 5 Q Certainly So whydontyou read that last
6 A Are you saying thats a lie 6 paragraph rve got highlighted down there
7
Q
That seems to be the word of the day 7 Mr Arnold
8 but 8 A The last beginning paragraph
9 Q Imean is she is Ms Orrison an 9 Q The one that begins right before the end of
10 employee ofMERS 10
A
the page
11 MR RAMEY And with all due 11 A The agencies
12 respect its my understanding 12 Q Yes sir
13 that a company can designate 13 A The agencies parer FannieMae Freddie
14
A
another person of the 14 Mac and Ginnie Mae require the promissory
15
Q
different companies that 15 note to be endorsed in blank when the
16 inaudible 16 sellerservicer sells a mortgage loan to
17 MR WOOTEN Sure Thatswhy I 17 them Therefore thenote should remain
18 asked the question 18 endorsed in blank when the foreclosure is
19 MR RAMEY Right 19 commenced in the name ofMERS However we
20 Q I mean I asked the question would you 20
A
have been advised that sometimes there is
21 designate a paralegal at HomEq to be your 21
Q
an endorsement ofthe promissory note to
22 30b6representative 22 the servicer prior to foreclosure We
23 A It depends on the circumstance 23 recommend that the agencies policies be
Page 222 Page 224
MR BROCHIN And he answered it followed
2 Q Okay 2 Okay Part of your preferred rules are
3 And witnesses can make mistakes I may 3 that the mortgage note promissory note
4 have made one today 4 be endorsed in blank
5 Maybe so 5 MR BROCHIN Object
6 Plaintiffs Exhibit 6 was marked 6 Q preferably right
7 for identification 7 MR BROCHIN Objection Asked
8 Let me show you this document You said 8 and answered several times
9 that your documents were pretty much freely 9 And again these documents
10 available on the Website 10 speak for themselves
11 I apologize MrArnold I shouldnt 11 I dontthink wer specific about the type
12 have thrown that toward you I didntmean 12 ofendorsement
13 to Ijust wanted to make sure it got to 13 Q Has your firm considered the situation
14 you 14 where there is a specific endorsement to
15 Thats fine 15 either an agency or a securitized trust and
16 The document before you is currently on the 16 the servicer then attempts to foreclose
17 Website as the foreclosure practices for 17 with a promissory note that is endorsed to
18 the state ofAlabama And as you said 18 someone other than the servicer or in
19 your company is very transparent That 19 blank
20 document highlighted a couple of entries 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
21 But in particular down at the bottom of 21 A Do I have knowledge of that
22 the front page it indicates that MERS would 22 Have you considered that Have yall
23 like to obtain Dossession ofthe note 23 talked about that Has that occurred
Pages 221 to 224
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ide   .K. r  t r ,  
    
 . ell, she's testifying as an e ployee of 1   k; rrect? 
  -- a 30(b)(6) representative of S  . I : ject t  t e f nn 
 e  he's t.  f t  stion.  t 
 J\t1 . I :    ,  ill s  f r itself. 
 f at's  stion.  . rtainly.   n't  r  t t l t 
 . re   at's  ?  r r  r  t i li t   t re, 
 at see s t  e t e r  f t e ay,  r. l . 
  --  . The last beginning paragraph? 
 . I , is  -- s . s    .   t t i  i t re t    
 loyee S?  the page. 
 J\t1 . Y:  ith ll   . e a encies? 
 ect, t's   12 . s, ir. 
 t at a c a  ca  esi ate  .  i s, ren, i  , r ie 
 t r rs n f t   ac, and innie ae, require the pro issory 
 iffere t c a ies, t at          
 (inau i l ) --  ll /service  ll   rtga e l  t  
 . : r . t's hyI  t . f r , t  t  l  i  
 asked the question.         
 J\t1R. EY: ight.   i  t   f . er,  
 . I ean, I asked the question ould you         
 designate a paralegal at o q to be your   r t f t  r i r  t  t  
 30(b)( 6) representative.  t  i  i  t  l r . e 
 . It depends on the circu stance.  reco end that the agencies' policies be 
    
 J\t1 . HI :    .  . 
 . y.  . . t    le   
 .  itnesses  e s.      t a   --   
 a e a e e t ay.   r  i  l  --
 . be s .  J\t1R. BROCHIN: Object--
 (plaintiffs Exhibit 6 as arked  . -- preferably; right? 
  i ntifi ation.)  . CHIN: bjection. sked 
 . et e sho  you this docu ent. ou said     s. 
 that your documents were pretty much freely  nd, again, these docu ents 
    it .  speak for the selves. 
 I l i , r. r l . I s ouldn't  . I don't think we're specific about the type 
  t r  t t t ar  . I i n't    ent. 
 t .  j t te  t    it t t   .  r fir  i r  t  it ti  
 you.  here there is a specific endorse ent to 
 . at's m .       curi    
 . The docu ent before you is currently on the  t e ser icer t e  atte ts t  f recl se 
 ebsite as the foreclosure practices for  ith a pro issory note that is endorsed to 
 t  t t  f la . ,   i ,      r    
 your co pany is very transparent. hat  l nk? 
 docu ent highlighted a couple f entries.  . CHIN: bject to the for . 
 But, in particular, down at the botto  of  . Do I have knowledge of that? 
 t  fr t  it i icates t t  ld  . ave you considered that? ave y' all 
 e   p       t at?   re  --
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1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 record is clear since I dont
2 Q to your knowledge 2 think I dontknow if you
3
the right to assign the lien is there not
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 marked this as an exhibit
4 if thatsa question 4 MR WOOTEN Ihaventbut I can
5 A I dontremember 5 if you want me to
6 Q You would agree with me that if a nonMERS 6 MR BROCHIN Well I just want
7 member owns the note that there would be 7 the record to reflect whats
8
6
no right of a MERS member to endorse that 8 in front of him is
9
response
note 9 MR WOOTEN It is the
10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 10 affidavit
11 A I disagreed with that earlier 11 MR BROCHIN Appears to be the
12 Q The note 12 affidavit with the attachments
13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 13 and specifically pointing to
14 A Yeah As far as our authority to do 14 Rule 3 which is titled
15
authority
something thatsgoing to depend on the 15 obligations ofMERS and
16
Q
circumstances 16 again noting that theres
17 Q With respect to the assignment ofmortgages 17 highlighting and handwritten
18
Whats the title
out of the name ofMERS membership Rule 3 18 marks on it
19 addresses that right of your certifying 19 Q The subsection there that I just pointed
20
16
officers correct 20 out to you Mr Arnold sets forth the
21 A Rule 3 21 powers that you grant to your certifying
22 Q Uhhuh positive response 22 officers one ofwhich is the right to
23 A I cantremember the rule number 23 assign the lien There is a limitation on
Pages 225 to 228
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1 Q Do you remember that that is one of the 1
2 powers you grant your certifying officers 2 MR BROCHIN Youreasking him is
3 A Yes Well youretalking about the 3 there a limitation contained
4 resolution appointing the certifying 4 in this document
5 officer 5 MR WOOTEN Uhhuh positive
Q Im talking about Rule 3 of your membership 6
7 agreement 7 MK BROCHIN Objection to the
8 A Okay 8 extent that the document
9 Q It says that your certifying officers have 9 speaks for itself
10 the right to assign the lien right 10 A Yeah And this is not the actual grant of
11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 11
12 The document will speak for 12 Okay
13 itself Ifyou know 13 A This is the this is the agreement with
14 A 14 the member
15 MR BROCHIN If you want to show 15 Q Okay And theres a section in that
him the document but 16 agreement that deals with assignment of the
17 A Whats the title ofRule 3 17 lien right
18 Q Membership I believe 18 MR BROCHIN Objection The
19 Let me show you that And Ill 19 document speaks for itself
20 represent to you that that is an attachment 20 Q What subheading what subnumber under that
21 to the affidavit ofMr Hultman that was 21 paragraph is that
22 filed in this case 22 A Romanette two
23 MR BROCHIN Okay Just so the 23 O Okay And what is the actual verbiage of
001477
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te?  . : t i  t  
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. I : j t t  t  f r .  and specifically pointing to 
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resses t t rig t f r rtif ing  . The subsection there that I just pointed 
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er?  . N: h-huh (positive 
I'm talking about Rule 3 of your e bership  sponse). 
r t.  R. I :    
ay.  t t   
It says that your certifying officers have  s ea s f r itself. 
the right to assign the lien; right?  . ea .  t is is t t e act al ra t f 
. HIN: j t t  t  f r .  thority. 
The docu ent ill speak for  . y. 
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1 that grant or that authority 1 grants contained in the resolution or is it
2 A To permit such member to assign the lien 2 your intention that they be identical
3 with any mortgage naming MERS as the 3 A Generally I wouldn say identical
4 mortgagee when the member is also the 4 Q But that they convey the same authority
5 current promissory note holder or if the 5 A The resolution is what limits the
6 mortgage is registered on the MERS system 6 certifying officersauthority to act
7 is shown to be registered to the member 7 This deals with a request from the member
8 Q So what youresaying is when theyeither 8 that we would grant that authority
9 have the note as a holder or when the 9 Q So youretelling them there what they can
10 system shows them as the owner of the 10 request that you grant to them and then the
11 beneficiary beneficial interest 11 resolution grants it
12 A Or registered to the member 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 Q And thats beneficial interest is what 13 A Yes
14 thatsreferring to right 14 Q And I guess because of the way that you
15 A Or servicer 15 answered the question earlier Im trying
16 Q Okay So youresaying that that should be 16 to clarify This says assign the lien that
17 interpreted to mean that theyr either the 17 a current promissory note holder or is
18 note holder or the beneficial interest 18 shown on the system Are you saying that
19 holder or the servicer 19 if they have either the servicing rights or
20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 20 the beneficial interest they have the right
21 of the question 21 to assign the lien
22 A Well this is talking about our 22 A Yes
23 relationship with the members 23 Q And that again is subject to what the
Page 230 Page 232
1 Q Uhhuh positive response 1 actual documents show
2 A And it begins by saying upon request from 2 A Yes
3 the member 3 Q So irrespective of the fact that you grant
4 Q Right 4 them the right to change the name on the
5 A we will grant authority 5 lien out of your name they still need the
6 Q Right 6 legal right to do it based on the documents
7 A And then theresa resolution where the 7 that underlie that registration
8 secretary of the corporation grants that 8 A Yes And understate law
9 authority on behalf of the company 9 Q Right So ifsomeone attempts to assign a
10 Q Is the authority granted by the resolution 10 lien out ofMFRS name that is not allowed
11 different from the authority stated there it to make that assignment or state law the
12 with respect to assigning the lien 12 fact that youvesaid its okay for them to
13 A Its not intended to be 13 do that is not relevant right
14 Q Okay So what wer reading there is the 14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
15 authority that you intend to grant through 15 A Our grant of authority for certifying
16 the resolution 16 officer would at all moments be subject and
17 A Well this is our agreement with the 17 subordinate to state law
18 member And then the resolution delineates 18 Q Okay So any argument that the mere fact
19 the seven categories of authority And 19 that you grant the power allows them to do
20 whether that lines up with these Romanettes 20 it is not probative of the legal question
21 or not I dontknow 21 ofwhether they have the separate right
22 Q Imjust asking you are the particular 22 under the state law
23 wants mentioned there identical to the 23 MRBROCHIN Object to the form
001478
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1 that grant or that authority? 1 grants contained in the res lution or is it 
2 A. To per it such e ber to assign the lien 2 your intention that the  be ide l? 
3 with any mortgage naming ERS as the 3 A. e . I 't say ide . 
4 mortgagee when the member is also the 4 . ut that the  convey the sa e a t rit ? 
5 current pro issory note holder or if the 5 . he res lution is hat limits the 
6 ortgage is registered on the ERS syste  6 certifying offi r's a t rity t  t. 
7 is sho n to be registered to the e ber. 7 his eals ith a e uest fro  t e e ber 
8 Q. SO what you're saying is when they either 8 that e ould gra t that a . 
9 have the note as a lder or he  t e 9 . O u're in  the  t ere hat the  ca  
10 system shows them as the owner of the  re uest that  ra t to t e  a  t e  t e 
1 beneficiary -- be ial inte t?  re tion ra ts ? 
2 A. Or registered to the e ber.  . I :   the fo . 
3 Q. And that's -- a  interest is hat  . e . 
4 that's referring to; right?  . nd  uess a s  f  a    
5 . r r i r.  e    rli r, 'm i  
 Q. Okay. So you're saying that that should be  t  rif .  s  e ie   
17 interpreted to ean that they're either the   re t iss     s 
 te e  r the  terest     t . re    
 lder  t e r i r?  if        
 R. BR C I : bject to the for   t  ial interest t     
 of the question.  t  i  t  li n? 
 . ell, this is talking about our  . . 
 relationship with the members.  .  t, ain,      
    
 Q. Uh-huh (positive response).  t l ts s ow? 
 . nd it begins by saying upon request fro   . s. 
   --  . O i ti   t  t t t  t 
4 Q. Right.           
 . -- we will grant authority.     r e,  til    
 Q. Right.  l    i    t   
 .   ere's      t t rli  t t r istration? 
 secretary of the corporation grants that  . s.   st  . 
9 authority on behalf of the co pany.  . i ht.  i   tt t  t  i   
 Q. Is the authority granted by the resolution  l  t f E '     l  
 different from the authority stated there 11 t   t sign ent, r st t  w,  
 with respect to assigning the lien?  f t t t ou've sai  it's o  f r t  t  
 . It's t i te e  t  e.   t t i  t relevant; right? 
 . kay. So hat e're reading there is the  . CHIN: j t t  t  f r . 
15 authority that you intend to grant through  .  r t f t orit  f r rtif i  
 t  r solution?  f r l   l   b  j  and 
 A. ell, this is our agreement with the 1  sub r i  to stat  l w. 
 e ber.  t  t  r soluti  li t  1  . ay. So any argu ent t at t e ere fact 
 the seven categories of authority. And 1  t t u r t t  po er al o s t e  t   
 whether that lines up with these Romanettes  it is ot pr ti  f t  l l sti  
 or not, I don't know.  f t r t y have t  separat  ri t 
 Q. I'mjust asking you, are the particular  under t  state's law? 
23 gr ts enti  t r  i nti al to the  R. OCHIN: j t to t  f r  
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Page 233 Page 235
1 of the question in that it 1 ofthe affairs ofMERS
2 asks for a legal conclusion 2 A No
3 and compound and vague If 3 Q Is it fair to say that persons who are
4 you understand it you can 4 designated corporate officers of or
5 answer it 5 certifying officers ofMERS are basically
6 A Everything is subordinate to state law 6 granted a right to execute documents as an
7 Q So in truth we really dontneed to 7 accommodation of your agency agreement with y
8 concern ourselves with the MERS agreement 8 the member
9 We need to concern ourselves with the 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 documents that underlie the transactions to 10 A Accommodation I dontknow about that
11 determine who truly has the right to change 11 word but its its part of our business
12 these interests under state law right 12 model in our relationship with our members
13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 13 that our members would conduct certain
14 of the question and the term 14 types of business transactions in the name
15 concern ourselves 15 ofMERS through certifying officers
16 A Everything matters 16 Q Andthat is because of your status as the
17 Q Right Well your the power you grant 17 mortgagee ofrecord in the land records
18 to GMAC is based upon the premise that they 18 A Yes
19 have the underlying right under state law 19 Q There is no other economic or legal reason
20 to do what they claim to be doing in your 20 for those acts to be conducted in your name
21 name by the grant of that power 21 other than the fact that you exist as
22 A True 22 mortgagee of record
23 Q The grant of the power from you does not 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Page 234 Page 236
1 supercede the state law requirement that 1 of the question
2 they have the right to take that action 2 A True
3 independently of your relationship with 3 Q With respect to ifyoullflip over to
4 them 4 Rule 8a that is your rule that addresses
5 A True 5 foreclosure Is there a highlighted
6 Q Doesyour company ever audit any actions of 6 portion of that Rule8a
7 any member or anyperson designated as a 7 MR BROCHIN You highlighted a
8 certifying officer of any member 8 good deal of it
9 A We do member audits 9 Q Could you read the highlighted portion of
10 Q And what is contained in that audit 10 that rule
11 please sir it A In subA
12 A I dontknow 12 Q Yes8a
13 Q Do you have an idea ofwho might know 13 MR BROCHIN Oh8a Im
14 A My team 14 sorry
15 Q Does your company pay any compensation to 15 THE WITNESS Yeah
16 anyperson designated as a certifying 16 A Section 18a
17 officer 17 Q The highlighted portion under subpart A
18 A No 18 If youdjust read the highlighted portion
19 Q Does any certifying officer have any right 19 ofthat rule
20 to participate in the governance of MERS 20 A Section 1 subsection8a
21 A No 21 Q Uhhuh positive response
22 Q Does any certifying officer have any 22 A Foreclosure proceedings with respect to
23 interest in the daily control for direction 23 such mortgage loans shall be conducted in
001479
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s r it. S certifying officers of ERS are basically 
 i     l .  r t   ri t t  t  ts s a  
O,  th,  ll  on't    cco ati  f r  r t it  
 l  it  t   greement. S t  ember? 
  t   l  it  t  9 : . CHIN: j t t  t  f nn. ~~ 
t  t t rlie t  tr ti  t   . t  --  on't    
t r i   tr l  s t  ri t t    rd, t it's -- it's part f our business 
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: . CHIN: j      t t   l   rt i  
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 l .  of E S through certifying officers. 
 tt rs.  . nd that is because of your status as the 
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supercede the state la  require ent that  of the question. 
         . . 
i tl  f ur r lations i  it   . ith respect to -- if you'll flip over to 
t em?  Rule 8(a), that is your rule that addresses 
rue.  foreclosure. Is there a highlighted 
    it  ti    portion of that ule 8(a)? 
    s n     :MR. BROCHIN: You highlighted a 
certifying officer f any e ber?  good deal f it. 
e  er i .  . Could you read the highlighted portion of 
n   s t ine  in t it,   le? 
, ir? 11 .  -A? 
I n't .  . es, (a). 
  e  idea    w?  R. BR C I : h, 8(a). I'm 
 t .  sorry. 
oes r    ti  t    : h. 
any person designated as a certifying  . Section 1-8( a)? 
i r?  . The highlighted portion under subpart A. 
o.  If you'd just read the highlighted portion 
oes a  certifying fficer a e a  ri t   that . 
to participate in the governance f S?  . Section 1, subsection 8(a)? 
.  . Uh-huh (positive response). 
oes a  certifying fficer a e a   . Foreclosure proceedings with respect to 
interest  t e d ly c trol or re   ch ortgage a s s l e cte   
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Page 237 Page 239
1 the name ofMortgage Electronic 1 the records how would your company be
2 Registration System Inc the name of the 2 harmed in that scenario
3 servicer or the name of a different party 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
4 to be designated by the beneficial owner 4 A Well the intent ofthe parties including
5 And thatswith respect to each mortgage 5 the borrower is that MERS can foreclose
6 loan 6 Q Well have you ever interviewed a borrower
7 Q So that is simply a reaffirmation of the 7 to ask them even if they knew who MERS was
8 principles wev been talking about all day 8 A Its in the first paragraph ofthe security
9 that the rights ofparties that are members 9 instrument
10 are defined by their agreements and their 10 Q Sure And like we talked about MERS is a
11 documents and their transactions 11 the mortgagee Imean
12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 12 A Yes
13 of the question 13 Q Sower talking about from that
14 A True 14 perspective again MERS is never going to
15 Q And if they conducted a foreclosure in the 15 suffer a default nomatter what a client
16 name ofMERS it would not be because MERS 16 does right
17 has anything at stake other than its name 17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
18 as mortgagee of record It would be for 18 ofthe question to the extent
19 the convenience of those parties 19 there is a legal question
20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 20 there Thatsmy objection
21 of the question 21 A Well the security instrument makes MERS
22 A Yeah And you say anything at stake other 22 the mortgagee and thatsexecuted by the
23 than our name Ourname is probably the 23 borrower And the security instrument
Page 238 Page 240
1 most important thing that would be at 1 specifically says in another paragraph that
2 stake 2 MERS has the right to foreclose And those
3 Q Sure I understand that you built this 3 documents under federal law are provided to
4 business model within the industry and 4 the borrower well before closing
5 youvegot all these loans registered and 5 Q And if the borrower is dealing with a
6 your name is on all these liens But you 6 lender who uses theMERS as mortgagee form
7 know if a court in Alabama ruled that you 7 and thatsthe only form they use then
8 had no right to foreclose on any loan in 8 that borrower has no choice as to whose
9 Alabama I mean if they didnt say you 9 name is mortgagee of record in the records
10 didnthave the right to serve as mortgagee 10 does it
it of record you just didn have the right 11 MR BROCHIN Objection Asked
12 to foreclose what harm would MERS suffer 12 and answered I thought we
13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 13 covered that this morning
14 of the question 14 But you can answer it
15 A Yeah I wouldn I wouldn be able to 15 A Well theyhave a choice as to which lender
16 speculate about that We dont anticipate 16 they use
17 that happening 17 Q And exactly how deep do they have to go in
18 Q WellImsure you dontImtalking 18 the process to find out that that lender
19 about hypothetically 19 only uses the MERS as mortgagee form
20 If you had the right to continue to be 20 A Maybe walk across the street I dont
21 mortgagee of record but the right to 21 know
22 foreclose was determined by the underlying 22 Q Is it disclosed in a goodfaith estimate or
23 documents not merely that your name is in 23 anywarnines prior to closine if thats the h
001480
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1 case 1 A Actually it would be required by the
2 NM BROCHIN Objection 2 investor
3 Compound Asked and answered 3 Q Did you take any part in answering the
4 this morning 4 interrogatories that were filed in this
5 A Its in the first paragraph of the security 5 case
6 instrument and federal law requires that 6 A In the Henderson case
7 they be given a copy of those documents 7 Q Nods head
8 well before closing 8 A No
9 Q Ijust want to make sure I understand You 9 Q Okay Have you reviewed them
10 are perfectly willing to allow any 10 A No
11 beneficial owner of any mortgage note it Plaintiffs Exhibit 8 was marked
12 registered on your system to transfer that 12 for identification
13 lien out of your name and conduct 13 Q I show you a documentIvemarked as
14 foreclosure on their own 14 Plaintiffs Exhibit Number 8 Are you able
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 to identify that document
16 A Yes 16 A Its one ofthe one ofthe documents
17 Q But you somehow claim to be harmed if a 17 generated out of the MERS system
18 court were to say that you had no 18 Q And what level of access would you have to
19 enforceable interest in the foreclosure 19 have to receive that document
20 proceeding 20 A This would be top level access
21 MR BROCHIN Objection to the 21 Q So that would be somebody way up the food
22 form Youre 22 chain
23 mischaracterizing his 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Page 242 Page 244
1 testimony And I also object 1 of the question
2 for the previous reasons I 2 A It would be somebody that is already in
3 objected when you asked it 3 this file
4 last time 4 Q Okay So is that file frozen from access
5 A Yeah I had trouble following that because 5 to people who are not already involved in
6 the security instrument signed by the 6 it or something
7 borrower gives us the right to foreclose 7 A Yes
8 And if we hold the note like our rules 8 Q And is that because of this lawsuit
9 require its hard to envision that we 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 cantforeclose 10 A No Its because of the access level
it Q The right to foreclose is defined by state 11 Q Okay And what could aperson reviewing
12 law right 12 that document what could they learn from
13 A Always subject to state law 13 the contents ofthat document What does
14 Q And your MERS as mortgagee form is merely 14 that document tell us
15 an extension of your agreement with your 15 A Its got all kinds of information on it
16 members right 16 but its very basic
17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 17 Q And what exactly is there
18 A Well thats the uniform document thats 18 A You mean every single piece of information
19 used by anyone that is going to register 19 on it
20 the loan on the MERS system 20 Q Well you can summarize it Whatson that
21 Q Absolutely But that form is a form that 21 documentjust by reading it What am I
22 you require of the members to use who are 22 supposed to be able to determine by that
23 going to register the loan right 23 A Well you determine who the parties to the
001481
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loan are 1 A Not really
2 Q Okay 2 Q What can you ascertain from looking at that
3 A The only thing it establishes is that this 3 document what information can you glean
4 is a MOM 4 from that document
5 Q Okay Anything else 5 A Idhave to have one ofmy my team help
6 A It says its in foreclosure 6 me with that
7 Q Is that part of a standard form of course 7 Q Who would be the person thatcould
8
Q
that can be generated or is generated 8 interpret that document for you
9 routinely through your company 9 A Somebody on my team
10 A Ifyou have the authority 10 Q Got any idea who that would be
it Q Is that authority available to GMAC 11 A Well its very its very basic So it
12 A Yes 12 would just need to be somebody that knows
13 Q Is it available to anyone else 13 how to read it
14 A By this document 14 Q Can I have that document for a moment
15 Q Nods head 15 please sir
16 A No 16 In looking at this document reading
17 Q And when was that document effective 17
A
from right to left it says that
18
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18
Q
December 20th 2004 there was a batch
19 of the question 19 uploaded by an organization that was IDd
20 Q Is there anyway to tell when that 20 as 1000249 And the next entry says that
21
Q
situation came to be where only GMAC was 21 the transfer status says pending and then
22 aligned with that particular loan 22 complete Would that represent a handshake
23 A Whenever whenever the registration was 23 that we talked about earlier
Page 246 Page 248
and then transfers since then That sounds like it
2 Would that be a MIN transfer audit 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 A A MIN transfer 3 I think the witness said hes
4 Q A MIN transfer audit Would that give you 4 not in a position to offer
5 that same information 5 that testimony for this
6 A Oh you mean a report like that 6 document
7 Q Nods head 7 MR WOOTEN All right Well
8 A I dontknow 8 wer Imgoing to examine
9 Have you reviewed the MIN transfer audit 9 him onwhat he can tell from
10 for this particular loan 10 it based on what I can tell
11 A I dontrecall it from it
12 Plaintiffs Exhibit 9 was marked 12 Q And it indicates that all three of those
13 for identification 13 transactions indicated a transfer status
14 Q Let me show you a document Ive marked as 14 and a transfer success indicator occurred
15 Plaintiffs Exhibit 9 Have you reviewed 15 on 1220 of2004 and that the transfer
16 those documents as part of your employment 16 success indicator was yes Does that mean
17 in the past 17 that the handshake was complete
18 A Not really 18 I dontknow
19 Are you familiar with the contents of those 19 All right The column on the farthermost
20 documents 20 righthand side has a series of
21 A Generally 21 organizational ID numbers Do you have a
22 Are you able to testify as to what that 22 database which would provide you the
23 document revresents 23 identity ofeach of the entities by that
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1 organization ID number 1 United States Government
2 A Yes 2 Q Okay And how are they different from the
3 Q And you can actually look up those entities 3 other investors
4 on your Website by that ID number cant 4 A They probably never actually have the note
5 you 5 Q But you dontknow that
6 A Do those numbers have seven digits 6 A I dontknow that
7 Q Yes they do 7 Q And again you would defer to what the
8 A Yes 8 actual documents say right
9 Q Okay And in examining those documents on 9 A Well if those are documents out of the
10 your Website I represent to you and be 10 MERS system I would certainly go by them
11 glad to take a moment to look it up and it Ijust I dontread those in the normal
12 show it to you ifyoud like but that 12 course ofmy work
13 1249 or 1000249 was a number for GMAC 13 Q Well you understandIvenever seen them
14 Have you reviewed those numbers and are 14 before either
15 familiar with them 15 A Yeah And theyr not not that
16 A I know they have seven digits and they keep 16 difficult to read I just would be
17 track ofour members 17 guessing
18 Q Okay So if it indicated that on 18 Q Put that with the other ones
19 12202004GMAC transferred the note and 19 This is a twopage
20 there was a handshake for it you would 20 Brief interruption
21 have no reason to doubt that thats at 21 Plaintiffs Exhibit 10 was marked
22 least allegedly what transpired right 22 for identification
23 A I dontknow whether it had to dowith the 23 Q Imgoing to clip these separately Well
Page 250 Page 252
1 note or not 1 mark these as Plaintiffs Exhibit 10
2 Q Okay With respect to that particular 2 Do you know what a MIN audit is
3 document there is a date entered of 3 A As opposed to a MIN transfer audit
4 September 18th 2009 And it says that the 4 Q Right
5 MIN transfer confirmation from the current 5 A I might if I look at it
6 investor and that it was confirmed The 6 Q All right Let me let you take a look at
7 current investor according to the earlier 7 that And again Idontmean to throw
8 transaction 8 that at you Imsorry Imjust trying
9 The number for the current investor was 9 to make sure you can get your hands on it
10 1000375 And when I looked that number up 10 A Uhhuh positive response
11 it came back to Ginnie Mae Would you have it Yeah These are documents that an
12 any reason to doubt that that was who was 12 expert could read Straightforward but
13 the current investor at the time that the 13 you would have to have experience to be
14 transfer tookplace 14 able to read them
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 Q Okay Would you be able to take your
16 of the question 16 procedures manual and those documents and
17 Q based on your records 17 pretty muchbe able to tell what was meant
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18 by most of those entries
19 of the question 19 A My team could
20 A Well Ginnie Mae is a little different than 20 Q Sure Let me take a look at that
21 any other investor 21 document
22 Q In what respect 22 At the bottom of this page theresan
23 A Theyr actually a guarantor Its the 23 entry for 12 202004 and it gives an
001483
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1 agency number and says its a part of a 1 asset the note is for the beneficial
2 batch file And then on 8182007 as part 2 interest right
3 of a batch file it indicates that its in 3 A I wouldn say requires In all of these
4 foreclosure status pending under option two 4 entries youretalking about like you said
5 and says comma retained on MERS So that 5 earlier theres corollary documents
6 would indicate to you that foreclosure was 6 Q Right There are underlying documents
7 instituted in the name ofMERS right 7 Wer talking about for the purposes of
8 A Yes 8 your system Everything thatson this
9 Q And the organization ID at that point in 9 report as of this day this information E
10 time says 1000375 which earlier I said 10 should have been available to GMAC and
11 when I looked it up was GMAC 11 Ginnie Mae whenever they looked at this MIN
12 A It was GMAC 12 number right
13 Q GMAC GMAC Mortgage LLC 13 A Yes
14 MR BROCHIN I thought you said 14 Q And right above that entry that indicates
15 Ginnie Mae 15 the investor pool number there is an
16 MRRAMEY Yeah You said 375 16 investor Org ID which I read to be the
17 said Ginnie Mae 17 investor organization ID is that correct
18 MRWOOTEN 100249 is Ginnie Mae 18 A Sounds like it
19 MR RAMEY Oh okay You said it 19 Q Okay And it indicates 1000249 is the
20 backwards earlier 20 before value which is the value for Ginnie
21 THE WITNESS Yeah 21 Mae And then the after value is 1000375
22 MRRAMEY Because I did write it 22 which is the value for GMAC Mortgage LLC
23 down whenever it came out the 23 Is that also another handshake evidencing a
Page 254 Page 256
1 first time So that may 1 change in the interest of this loan
2 change how the testimony 2 A Its an update
3 was 3 Plaintiff s Exhibit 11 was marked
4 MR WOOTEN I apologize if that 4 for identification
5 was the case 5 Q Im going to hand you another pageIve
6 Q But this follows a theres an entry of 6 marked as 11 It is also dated
7 August 18th 2007 indicating foreclosure 7 December 20th 2004 It indicates that the
8 status September or October 23rd 2007 8 investor organization ID is 1000375 which
9 indicating foreclosure status and 9 is GMAC and the after value is 1000249
10 June 14th 2008 indicating foreclosure 10 which is Ginnie Mae And it also indicates
11 status But then theresan entry on 11 the investor pool number which matches the
12 September 18th 2009 indicating an 12 investor pool number shown on
13 investor pool number and it has a code or 13 September 18th 2009 correct
14 a value that says 634653XSF Somewhere 14 Imean Ill show it to you But you
15 that value is defined in your system isnt 15 can take a look at that and you can compare
16 it 16 it
17 A Imsure it is 17 Okay Compare it to the numbers on
18 Q And that was intended to identify an 18 that document
19 investor pool right 19 In reviewing those documents that
20 A Whatever that value is shown in the system 20 would indicate to you would it not that
21 Q Okay And your policies and procedures 21 the interest in that note changed hands
22 manual requires servicers and investors to 22 first from GMAC to Ginnie Mae on December
23 indicate the Dool or the trust where the 23 the 20th of2004 and went to a specific
001484
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1 pool and then it came back from that pool 1 that it does use the term Government
2 and Ginnie Mae to GMAC in September of 2 National Mortgage Association which is
3 2009 Would you agree with that based on 3 Ginnie
4 those two documents 4 Q Right
5 A Iwould say that the documents show what 5 A So this report a little more intuitive
6 they show 6 Q Right It gives you the information I gave
7 Q Is that what those documents would indicate 7 you earlier with respect to the
8 to you by those entries 8 organizations ID number and their name
9 A I I donthave experience in reading the 9 right
10 MIN audit reports 10 A Its got names
11 Q Have you ever read a milestone 11 Q Its also got their ID number doesntit
12 A Amilestone 12 A Yes
13 Q Uhhuh positive response 13 Q And do those numbers and names match what I
14 A I know what I know what that is 14 told you about the earlier exhibits
15 Q Have you read any before 15 A The second time around
16 A Ive seen milestones 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
17 Q Do you know what a milestone report is 17 Q So in reviewing that document does it
18 supposed to do or supposed to tell you 18 indicate that Ginnie Mae became an investor
19 A I dontknow that I could answer that 19 on that loan in December of2004
20 Q Well maybe I can fill in the gaps for you 20 A Well itsreferred to as new investor
21 a little bit 21 Q Okay
22 Plaintiffs Exhibit 12 was marked 22 A And that is December 2004
23 for identification 23 Q And that was done under a process that your
Page 258 Page 260
1 Q Ishow you this document Its Plaintiffs 1 company calls option one for the
2 Exhibit 12 2 registration of that loan on the system
3 MR BROCHIN Just so the record 3 correct
4 will reflect it that the 4 A It says option one
5 document has highlighted 5 Q Do you know what option one means
6 markings in it multicolors 6 A In this context
7 MR WOOTEN Sure Thatswhat 7 Q Uhhuh positive response
8 you do when you hadnt slept 8 A Transfer beneficial rights option one
9 all night and youretrying to 9 Q Do you know what option one is withrespect
10 stay awake You mark it in 10 to the transfer of beneficial rights
11 funny colors it A No
12 Q The milestone report take a minute and 12 Q Do you know how many options there are for
13 read it over 13 transfer of beneficial rights
14 Does it indicate that that loan 14 A No I think its got to do with Ginnies
15 transferred from GMAC to Ginnie Mae in 15 special status I dontknow
16 December of2004 16 Plaintiffs Exhibit 13 was marked
17 It would be on your left or your 17 for identification
18 righthand column down at the bottom of the 18 Q I show you this documentIve marked as
19 page 19 Plaintiff s Exhibit 13 Its a portion
20 A In pink 20 of itIvehighlighted Does it explain
21 Q There will be a number of colors but its 21 what option one is
22 the lower entries 22 A Its their special status
23 A Well this report is different in the sense 23 Q Ripht And what does that section sav
001485
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1 option one is 1 foreclosure status
2 A Option one requires no confirmation and 2 A It looks like a seasoned servicing
3 they can remove any interim fonder or 3 transfer
4 warehousegestation lender interests from 4 Q Okay That would have been something we
5 the loan 5 discussed earlier today where there was a
6 Q And by reading option one and looking at 6 fee paid for a servicing change that
7 that milestone report does it appear at 7 occurred on a loan that was more than 270
8 least as it was represented on your system 8 days old is that right
9 that Ginnie Mae became the investor on that 9 A I believe so
10 loan in December of2004 10 Q And does that indicate who the new servicer
11 A Under option one 11 would have been
12 Q Okay Going back to the previous 12 A The old and the new are the same
13 exhibit I guess it was Number 12 the 13 Q So its Homecomings taking from
14 milestone report it indicates going up 14 Homecomings
15 the righthand column the transfers that 15 A Its GMAC
16 took place on your system registration is 16 Q Or GMAC Imsorry Youreright
17 that correct 17 What is the next status change
18 A It was registered on November 20th 2004 18 indicated by date chronologically on that
19 Q November or December 19 form
20 A The registration 20 A Foreclosure status
21 November 21 Q And what date is that
22 Q Would that be the preregistration with an 22 A August 2007
23 anticipated closing date 23 Q What is the next date entry that indicates
Page 262 Page 264
1 A Thatspossible 1 a change in the investor on that report
2 Q Right If there was a commitment to lend 2 A Looks like September 2009
3 and they knew they were going to use the 3 Q September 2009 And does that at that
4 MOM form wouldn they go ahead and 4 point change from Ginnie Mae to GMAC
5 preregister to get the MIN 5 Mortgage LLC
6 A They can 6 A Old investor to new investor Ginnie to
7 Q Right And thatsso they can put the MIN 7 GMAC
8 on the documents right 8 Q And again you can take the pool number
9 A Couldbe 9 that is included on those exhibits and
10 Q Sure Now I know you started in November 10 someone at MERS can tell us whatever
11 but going forward in time fromNovember of 11 information is in the system which
12 2004 is the next entry the December entry 12 identifies what that pool is supposed to
13 where Ginnie Mae was indicated to be the 13 be right
14 investor 14 A What do you mean by pool
15 A Yes 15 Q There is if youllletme see that
16 Q And that indicates they took from GMAC 16 milestone report Illpoint it out for
17 right 17 you
18 A GMAC Mortgage is listed as the old 18 Thank you
19 investor 19 Well actually you know what I guess
20 Q Okay And the next transfer occurred 20 you need to go back to Number 11 Because
21 according to the milestone report when 21 the Exhibit 11 would show you and
22 A October 2006 22 there is it a series number that
23 O Okay And is that the update re2ardiniz 23 indicates on that in the unner transaction
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1 or a pool number 1 does that occur Do you know
2 A Investor pool number is what it says 2 A You just wouldn be able to go in and
3 Q Right And is there a specific portion of 3 change anything that had been done Youd
4 your procedures manual that requires that 4 have to update it
5 that be indicated 5 Q So if is there a way to make an entry
6 A I dontknow 6 which would allege that the prior entry was
7 Q You dontknow 7 an error and it be replaced on your system
8 Plaintiffs Exhibit 14 was marked 8 A You could correct a prior entry with a new
9 for identification 9 entry
10 Q Let me show you what Ive marked as 10 Q Would the old entry be deleted if you
11 Exhibit 14 I represent to you that that 11 correct it
12 came from your procedures manual And does 12 A No
13 that procedures manual require that you 13 Q So even if say somebody decided that they
14 identify the pool number or the investor 14 didntlike the timing of some of these
15 with a Ginnie Mae loan 15 transfers in one of these reports even if
16 A Ifrequired by the investor 16 they tried to go back and change the dates
17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 17 with a correction it would still show the
18 The document speaks for 18 previous entries
19 itself 19 A Yes
20 A If the investor requires it itsrequired 20 Q Your technology provider where are they
21 Q Right 21 located
22 MR WOOTEN I need to take a 22 A EDS
23 short break and look at a 23 Theyr a worldwide company
Page 266 Page 268
1 couple of things Letstake 1 Q Do they have a location that is dedicated
2 about ten minutes Imight be 2 towards your technology systems
3 able to cut off 3 A Well theres Ithink of it as being the
4 THE VIDEOGRAPHER We are going 4 Plano headquarters
5 offthe record at this time 5 Q Plano
6 It is now431pm 6 A Plano Texas
7 Abriefrecess was taken 7 Q Thatswhat I was getting at Is that
8 THE VIDEOGRAPHER We are back on 8 the is that your national data center
9 the record and the time is 9 A Thats theirnational data center But I
10 now43 pm 10 know that thereswork done in other
it Q Mr Wooten continuing Mr Arnold we 11 places
12 looked at several reports generated as part 12 Q Is there a physical location where your
13 of this discovery And specifically to 13 electronic data is centrally reposited
14 those issues is there any method that 14 A Yes
15 youreaware ofwhereby auser of the MERS 15 Q Is that Plano
16 system could go back and alter any ofthose 16 A I dontthink so but thats thats a
17 transactions that have been entered or 17 guess
18 registered on the system change any of the 18 Q Has EDS created data integrity audits which
19 terms or the timing or anything like that 19 will verify the reliability of the data
20 A No 20 entered in your system
21 Q Is that a is there some sort ofaudit of 21 A I dontknow
22 the technology to assure that that can 22 Q With respect to the various certifications
23 take place or some sort of firewall How 23 that vour certifving officersmake in vour
001487
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1 name the data that they are certifying as 1 Q Okay Let me ask it this way With
2 correct in your name is not MERS data is 2 respect to the mortgage servicing
3 it 3 function
4 A Well they have either personal or 4 Okay
5 institutional knowledge with regard to the 5
A
that is conducted by a mortgage
6 loan itself 6
Q
servicer correct
7 Q Sure 7 A Yes
8 A And the member 8 Q And that servicer is most likely a member





of MERS data that actually belongs to the 10 A Yes
11 member correct 11 Q Thepersons that you have designated as
12 A In some cases 12 certifying officers ofMERS who are
13 Q Right Because other than with respect to 13 employees of that mortgage servicer
14 the entries like wev talked about in your 14 those persons when they certify on behalf
15 system the registrations and the fact 15 ofMERS the servicing activities of the
16
A
that the loan names your company as 16 servicer they are certifying not MERS data
17 mortgagee of record data with respect to 17
A
and documents but the servicer data and
18
Q
the account the documents that created the 18 documents
19 mortgage loan the custodial files all 19
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 that information would be in the possession 20 of the question
21 of some other entity most likely that 21 A Generally those servicing documents are
22 member making that certification 22 from the member
23 A Yes 23 O Is the milestone report that we were
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1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 referring to earlier here Number 12 is
2 of the question 2 that a document or a report that is
3 MR WOOTEN Do I need to reask 3 produced by MERS
4 the question and make sure we 4 Yes Its generated from the MERS system
5 donthave an objection about 5 Is MERS able to go onto the MERS system and
6 that 6 request a milestone report for any MIN
7 MR BROCHIN I do object to the 7 A Yes
8 form of that question 8 And a servicer may also do so
9 When a MERS certifying officer makes a 9 A Yes
10 certification inMERS name based upon the 10 MR RAMEY Just to clarify is
11 mortgage account the mortgage documents 11 that certify a servicer can
12 the custodial documents the mortgage file 12 go in on any loan that it can
13 those documents are not MERS documents 13 input can it put in the
14 correct 14 milestone report for any loan
15 We have certain documents but none of them 15 that it has an interest in
16 are mortgage documents 16 I should clarify that Its when you
17 So any document related to the servicing of 17 say member it should be the member
18 a mortgage loan other than the MERS as 18 Okay So if a MIN is identified to a
19 mortgagee document the lien that is being 19 servicer or a beneficial owner
20 certified inMERS name is a certification 20 A Yes And Imisspoke Its any servicer
21 of documents that belong to another entity 21 cannot get a milestone report on any loan
22 A When you say any that seems a little 22 Q And I think you and I were talking about
23 categorical to me 23 the same thing but maybe weren clear
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What I was speaking about is in this 1 Q Does that note have a rider just above the
2 particular case MERS has the right to get a 2
Q
signature line addressing the modification
3 milestone report and GMAC 3 of the terms of that note due to the VA
4 A Yes 4 guarantee
5 Q And whoever the investor on the note is or 5 A I dontunderstand the question
6 was right 6 Q Is there amodification of the terms of the
7 A Yes 7 note with respect to a VA guarantee just
8 Q IfMERS presents a note which it has 8 above the signature page of that note
9 obtained possession of that is endorsed in 9
A
MR BROCHIN Objection The
10 blank and a payment is made to satisfy that 10
Q
document speaks for itself
11
A
note as a result ofMERS presentation may it A I have not seen any reference to the VA
12 MERS simply take that money and do with it 12 Q Ifyou will if youllhand that to me
13 what it wishes 13 Ill tell you
14 A No 14 A It says its insured under the United
15 Q Is that because of the express terms of 15 States Code
16 your agency with your members 16 Q Right And at the top of the note it
17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 17 says it has a VA number and says that
18 A Its one ofthe reasons 18
A
itsnot assumable without the approval of
19 Q And its also because you never have the 19
Q
the Department ofVeterans Affairs or its
20 right to any of the money under that note 20 authorized agent right
21 A Thats another reason 21
A
MR BROCHIN Youreasking him if
22 Q And youvetestified previously that you 22 thatswhat it says
23 would consider that almost to be a criminal 23 Q Thats what it says right
Page 274 Page 276
action right MR BROCHIN Object to the form
2 No 2 ofthe
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 AndIll show that back to you
4 of the question 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 A No I dont I dontthink it would be a 5 of the question
6 criminal act but it would it would be a 6 Q The section under 11 says prepayment and
7 mistake that would need to be corrected 7 acceleration In your experience in your
8 Q In every membership agreement with every 8 employment in the mortgage industry are
9 member you have that same agreement that 9 you familiar with that terminology
10 you will never claim to be entitled to any 10 The two concepts
11 of the money from any promissory note 11 Right And does that paragraph address
12 Yes 12 modifications to the terms of the mortgage
13 Plaintiffs Exhibit 15 was marked 13 based on the guarantee thats recited in
14 for identification 14 that paragraph
15 Q I show youwhat Ill mark as Exhibit 15 15 MR BROCHIN Objection to the
16 which are documents 61 and 62 by your 16 extent the question calls for
17 Bates stamping Thatsa copy of the note 17 a legal conclusion and the
18 in this case Does that note appear to be 18 document speaks for itself
19 a copy of the note executed by Debra 19 Yeah I dontseemodification
20 Henderson 20 Read that paragraph into the record
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 21 please sir
12122 of the question 22 A Prepayment and acceleration paragraph23 A Appears to be 23 If the indebtedness secured herebv is
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1 guaranteed or insured under Title 38 1 Q are they any different in any other
2 United States Code such title and 2 state than the explanation provided in that
3 regulations issued thereunder and in effect 3 document
4 on the date hereof shall govern the rights 4 A Generally speaking no
5 duties and liabilities ofborrower and 5 Q Okay Ifyou will let me take a look at
6 lender Any provisions of the security 6 that for just a second
7 instrument or other instruments executed in 7 I highlighted a portion of that
8 connection with said indebtedness which are 8 document in pink and that is the
9 inconsistent with said title or 9 acknowledgement clause where the borrower
10 regulations including but not limited to 10 acknowledges thatMERS is the mortgagee of
11 the provision for payment of any sum in 11 record on behalf of the lender is that
12 connection withprepayment of the secured 12 right
13 indebtedness and the provision that the 13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
14 lender may accelerate payment of the 14 The document speaks for
15 secured indebtedness pursuant to Section 18 15 itself
16 of the security instrument are hereby 16 Q Imean is that that is in effect
17 amended or negated to the extent necessary 17 Mr Arnold the magic language that is
18 to confirm such instruments such 18 inserted in all these mortgages isntit
19 instruments to said title or regulations 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 Q Are you familiar with any special 20 of the question the term
21 protections afforded by to Ms Henderson 21 magic language
22 by virtue of this loan being guaranteed by 22 A This is the granting clause the words of
23 the VA 23 conveyance
Page 278 Page 280
1 A Well this paragraph seems to say there 1 Q Right That give you the right to sit as
2 cantbe a prepayment penalty and there are 2 mortgagee of record right
3 certain restrictions on acceleration 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
4 Q Okay Are you familiar with any of those 4 A Theborrower makes MERS the mortgagee of
5 changes because of the VA guarantee 5 record
6 personally 6 Q Right Thats what Im saying That
7 A What do you mean 7 portion of that clause is the language that
8 Q Do you know what the specific protections 8 you rely on to make you the mortgagee of
9 are which are affordedby that clause 9 record for the land record right
10 A Well I know you canthave aprepayment 10 A Yes
11 penalty 11 Q Okay Let me have that document for just a
12 Plaintiffs Exhibit 16 was marked 12 second
13 for identification 13 With respect to this clause youve
14 Q Exhibit 16 is the Henderson mortgage That 14 explained your concept of legal title as
15 is the standard form language for all 15 being the right to appear as mortgagee of
16 62 million MERS mortgages in existence is 16 record right
17 that right 17 A Its the bare legal title Wer in the
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18 land records as mortgagee
19 of the question 19 Q The name in the book right
20 A Its an Alabama mortgage 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
21 Q The clauses dealing with MERS and its 21 A And the interest that goes with it
22 rights 22 Q And the clause says that the borrower
23 A Yes 23 understands and agrees that MERS holds only
001490
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1 legal title to the interest granted by the 1 Q Who prepared it
2 borrower in this security instrument but 2 A Whoever closed the loan
3 if necessary to comply with law or custom 3 Q Okay And this is a standard form
4 MERS as nominee for lender and lenders 4 document Fannie Mae FreddieMac who are
5 successors and assigns has the right to 5 shareholders ofMERSwith theMERS
6 exercise any or all of those interests 6 granting clause
7 including but not limited to the right to 7 A Yes
8 foreclose and sell the property 8 Q that you chose MERS chose right
9 Now the clause says if necessary to 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 comply with law or custom right 10 A Iwouldntsay that we chose it
11 MR BROCHIN Youreasking him if it Q Who came up with the granting clause then
12 thatswhat the document says 12 A Well the member is the one that put it in
13 MR WOOTEN Right 13 the document and the borrower is the one
14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 14 that executed it
15 of the question The document 15 Q Themember is actually using a form
16 speaks for itself 16 provided as a uniform instrument by Fannie
17 Q I mean this was your language 17 and Freddie right
18 A Yes 18 A Yes
19 MR BROCHIN Well object to the 19 Q So the actual granting language the
20 form of the question in terms 20 verbiage the terminology that was MERS
21 of what your language means 21 right
22 Q Ifnecessary 22 A Iwouldn say
23 A Thats the language where the borrower 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Page 282 Page 284
1 makes us the mortgagee 1 A that
2 Q If necessary to comply with law or custom 2 Q Ifit were notMERS who chose that
3 MERS has the right So if its necessary 3 language
4 to comply with law or custom you have the 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 right 5 A Fannie and Freddie and the lender
6 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 6 Q And Fannie and Freddie are Class A
7 of the question 7 shareholders ofMERS
8 Q Correct 8 A Yes
9 MR BROCHIN Do you understand 9 Q And tell the ladies and gentlemen of the
10 the question 10 jury what a Class A shareholder is versus
it A Its the granting clause that the borrower 11 the rest ofus
12 conveys the interest 12 A A Class A shareholder is in a class all
13 Q So ifnothing in law or custom is necessary 13 their own
14 and would require you to foreclose you 14 Q And they are afforded special treatment
15 donthave to right 15 within the classes of shareholders ofMERS
16 MR BROCHIN Hes are you 16 right
17 asking him based on this 17 A Not special treatment They have a few
18 document 18 additional rights
19 MR WOOTEN Im asking him based 19 Q They form the management committee that has
20 on his document yes 20 the right to act as the board of directors
21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 21 in certain circumstances correct
22 of the question 22 A No
23 A Its the borrowersdocument 23 O Thatsnot in vour bvlaws
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1 A Theyr on that committee 1 A Many holders do
2 Q Right Thats made up ofClass A 2 Q Correct
3 shareholders right 3 A Witness nods head
4 A Well half of halfof that committee is 4 MR WOOTEN I thinkImdone
5 made up ofClass A shareholders The other 5 Thank you
6 half are not Class A 6 MR BROCHIN Just put back you
7 Q Okay So when you say that the consumer 7 know on the record so wer
8 obviously a consumer signed this mortgage 8 clear we do not waive reading
9 Ms Henderson But this mortgage was 9 of the deposition
10 presented to her in printed form She did 10 Andjust I dontknow
11 not write the language thats contained in 11 if I put this on the record
12 this preprinted form right 12 but this will be attached as
13 A True 13 Exhibit Number 1
14 Q And irrespective of your agency grant by 14 MR WOOTEN Sure
15 your member you are not testifying that 15 MR BROCHIN which is a
16 any court should look past the actual 16 discovery and confidentiality
17 documents that underlay this transaction to 17 agreement which has been
18 determine your rights are you 18 signed it doesn look by
19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 19 all but certainly I would
20 of the question If you can 20 MR WOOTEN Its going to be
21 answer it 21 countersigned by the other
22 A What the court looks like is I am 22 cocounsel Theyv made the
23 comfortable saying that they would have to 23 agreement And asIve told
Page 286 Page 288
1 look at the mortgage What else they look 1 Shaun we have no interest in
2 at is up to the court 2 disseminating the video
3 Q You testified earlier that the ownership of 3 Wer not going to do it
4 the promissory note the right to enforce 4 MR BROCHIN Very good
5 it all of that is determined by state law 5 THE VIDEOGRAPHER This concludes
6 A Yes 6 todaysdeposition The time
7 Q Not by your mortgage or your membership 7 is now519pm
8 agreement 8 Deposition concluded at
9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 9 approximately 519pm
10 of the question 10
11 A Yeah I you know thats very 11 FURTHER DEPONENT SATTH NOT
12 theoretical you know The bottom line is 12
13 youvegot the note Youve got the 13 REPORTERSCERTIFICATE
14 mortgage And under state law thatsa 14 STATE OF ALABAMA
15 secured transaction 15 MONTGOMERY COUNTY
16 Q And that is assuming that you do not hold 16 ITracye Sadler Blackwell Certified
17 the note under a separate agreement that 17 Court Reporter and Commissioner for the State of
18 limits your rights to that note correct 18 Alabama at Large do hereby certify that I reported
19 A Well if you hold the notes youreholder 19 the deposition of
20 ofthe note 20 RKARNOLD
21 Q But you hold the note with specific 21 who was duly sworn by me to speak the truth the
22 restrictions by written agreement with your 22 whole truth and nothing but the truth in the
23 member 23 matter of
001492
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1 DEBRA A HENDERSON
2 Plaintiff
3 vs
4 MERSCORP INC et al
5 Defendants
6 IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR
7 MONTGOMERY COUNTYALABAMA
8 Case Number CV08900805
9 on September 25 2009
10 The foregoing 288 computer printed pages
11 contain a true and correct transcript of the
12 examination of said witness by counsel for the
13 parties set out herein The reading and signing of
14 same is hereby not waived
15 I further certify that I am neither of
16 kin nor of counsel to the parties to said cause nor
17 in anymanner interested in the results thereof






22 Certified Court Reporter
and Commissioner for the State
23 ofAlabama at Large
Page 290
2 WITNESS SIGNATURE PAGE
g
4
5 IN RE HENDERSON vs MERSCORP INC et al
6
7
IRKARNOLD hereby certify that Ihave
8
read the foregoing transcript ofmy deposition
9
given on September 252009 and it is a true and
10
correct transcript of the testimony given by me at
11
the time and place stated with the corrections if
12
any and thereasons therefornoted on a separate
13




17 SWORN TOAND SUBSCRIBED before me this














IN RE HENDERSON vs MERSCORP INC etal
Dear MrArnold
Enclosed is a copy of the transcript of your
deposition taken on September 25 2009 Please read
the transcript and make any corrections on the
correction sheet provided specifying the page and
linenumber of eachcorrection
You will find the original signature page attached to
the front of the transcript Even ifthere are no
corrections please sign the original signature page
and have your signature notarized
Please return the signature page correction sheet
and transcript within thirty days The list of
corrections will be attached to the original
deposition and all parties will be notified ofany
changes












IN RE HENDERSON vs MERSCORP INC et al
Dear Mr Wooten
In response to your inquiry I am writing to confirm
that I have not received an errata sheet and
notarized signature page from Mr RX Arnold The




cc Mr Shaun Ramey
Pages 289 to 292
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3342634455
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I  T  CIRCUIT COURT OF T  COUNTY, ALABA A 
DEB  A. HE E S , ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) Case No. :CV-08-900805.00 
MERSCORP, INC., et al., ) 
Derendanu. ) 
DISCOVERY AND CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 
This Discovery and Confidentiality Agreement ("Agreemenfj is entered into by 
and between the Plaintiff Debra Henderson and her counsel ("Plaintiff' or 4'Henderson') and 
Defendants MERSCORP, Inc. and Mortgage Electromc Registration Systems, Jnc. (collectively, 
the "Defendants")~ For the remainder of the Agreement, Plaintiff and Defendants shall 
collectively be. referred to as the "Parties". 
WHEREAS, this Agreement is h,eing entered into in connection with the present 
lawsuit of Debra Henderson v. MERSCORP, Inc., etaJ.; CV -08-900805.00, presently pending in 
the Circuit Court of Montgomery COl.mty, Alabama (the ''Lawsuit''); 
WHEREAS,R K. Arnold, MERS' President and CEO, is being made available 
for a video deposition in this Lawsuit; 
WHEREAS, the Parties acknowledge and agree that videos are easily 
disseminated and/or published or otherwise made widely available via the Internet or other 
means; 
WHEREAS, the Parties desire to prevent misrepresentations and/or distortions of 
the testimony given at Mr. Arnold's deposition; 
DOCSBHM\1650 173\4\ 
NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the above premises the Parties hereby
agree as follows
1 The video recording ofIArnoldsdeposition in this matter will be held
and treated by the Parties their agents their experts andortheir attorneys in confidence
2 The video recording of Mr Arnoldsdeposition in this matter will not
except as herein provided be disseminated or published by the Parties their agents their experts
andortheir attorneys without the prior written consent ofDefendants or via a court order
3 The Parties may disseminate andor publish the video recording of Mr
Arnoldsdeposition to their attorneys agents andorexperts in connection with this Lawsuit
4 The Parties agree that this Agreement does not address the admissibility of
Mr Arnoldsdeposition testimony or the video recording thereof in any other lawsuit The
Parties further agree that this Agreement shall not be construed as permitting or not permitting
the use of such deposition testimony or the video recording thereof in any other lawsuit The
right to use this video recording is subject to any applicable right to exclude the testimony under
the Rules ofEvidence Procedure or the case law applicable to that litigation
5 The Parties agree that they their agents their experts andor their
attorneys will not directly or indirectly publish the video recording of Mr Arnolds deposition
via the Internetor othermeans
6 Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as imposing any duty or
liability on the Plaintiff or any of her agents experts or attorneys if this video is disseminated
by any person not a party to this litigation who obtains a copy of this video recording lawfully
and without the direct involvement and assistance of any party to this agreement
DOCSBFW16501734 2
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above premises, the Parties hereby 
agree as follows: 
1. The video recording of Mr. Arnold's deposition in this matter will be held 
and treated by the Parties, their agents, their experts, andlor their attorneys, in confidence. 
2. The video recording of Mr. Arnold's deposition in this matter will not, 
except as herein provided, be disseminated or published by the Parties, their agents, their ~xperts, 
andlor t ir ttorneys, it t t  ri r ritt  co sent f f ts or vi  a court order. 
3. The Parties may disseminate andlor publish the video recording of Mr. 
rnold's deposition to their attorneys, agents, andlor experts in connection ith this La suit. 
4. The Parties agree that this Agreement does not address the admissibility of 
Mr. Arnold's deposition testimony, or the video recording thereof, in any other lawsuit. The 
Parties further agree that this Agreement shall not be construed as permitting or not pennitting 
the use of such deposition testimony, or the video recording thereof, in any other lawsuit. The 
right to use this video recording is subject to any applicable right to exclude the testimony under 
the Rules of Evidence, Procedure or the case law applicable to that litigation. 
5. The Parties agree that they, their agents, their experts, andlor their 
attorneys will not directly or indirectly publish the video recording of Mr. Arnold's deposition 
via the Internet or other ea s. 
6. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as imposing any duty or 
liability on the Plaintiff, or any of her agents, experts, or attorneys, if this video is disse inated 
by any person not a party to this litigation who obtains a copy of this video recording lawfully 
and without the direct involvement and assistance of any party to this agree ent. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE DIVISION
SANDY S TRENT SARALEY INEZ MEISMER
ANDREW TURNER JABINO TURNER
VERONICA TAYLOR RICO TAYLOR
BRUCE S TUCKER MICHELLE TUCKER
and FRANCES PULLINS on behalf of










Monday September 25 2006
VIDEO DEPOSITION OF
RK ARNOLD
called for oral examination by counsel for the
Plaintiffs pursuant to notice duces tecum at the
offices of Capital Reporting Company
8200 Greensboro Drive Suite 900 McLean Virginia
before Donna L Linton of Capital Reporting a
Registered Merit Reporter Certified Court Reporter
and Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of
Virginia scheduled to begin at 105 am when
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1 APPEARANCES 1 CONTENTS
2 2 EXAMINATION BY PAGE
3 On behalfofPlaintiffs 3
4 BRIAN L WEAKLAND ESQUIRE 4 Counsel for Plaintiffs 6
5 10015 West Broad Street 5
6 Glen Allen Virginia 23060 6
7 804 3462400 7 DEPOSITION EXHIBITS PAGE
8 and 8 1 Trent mortgage document 56
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i
9 APRIL CARIECHARNEYESQUIRE 9 2 Taylor documents 83
10 Jacksonville Area Legal Aid Inc 10 3 December 3 2004 document 148
11 126 West Adams Street 11
12 Jacksonville Florida 32202 12
13 904 356 8371 13
14 14 Exhibits attached by counsel
15 On behalf ofDefendant 15
16 ROBERTM BROCHIN ESQUIRE 16
17 Morgan Lewis Bockius LLP 17 1
18 200 South Biscayne Boulevard Suite 5300 18
19 Miami Florida 33131 19
20 305 4153456 20







1 APPEARANCES continued 1 PROCEEDINGS
2 2 THE VIDEOGRAPHER This is Tape Number 1
3 SHARON McGANNHORSTKAMP ESQUIRE 3 ofthe videotaped deposition ofMr RKArnold a
4 MFRS Vice President and General Counsel 4 taken in the matter of Sandy S Trent et al
5 1595 Spring Hill Road Suite 310 5 Plaintiffs v Mortgage Electronic Registration a
6 ViennaVA 22182 6 Systems Inc Defendantpending in the United
7 703761 1280 7 States District Court for theMiddleDistrict of
B 8 Florida Jacksonville DivisionCase Number
9 ALSO PRESENT 9 3 06CV374J32HTS
10 WILLIAM C HULTMAN Senior Vice President MFRS 10 This deposition is being held at the
11 Daniel Holmstock Videographer 11 offices ofCapital Reporting Company
12 12 8200 Greensboro Drive McLean Virginia on
13 13 September 25th 2006 at approximately 107am
14 14 My name is Daniel Holmstock from the firm
15 15 ofCapital ReportingCompany and I am the
16 16 certified legal video specialist The court
17 17 reporter today isDonna Linton in association with
18 18 Capital Reporting Company
19 19 For the record will counsel please
20 20 introduce themselves and whom they represent
21 21 MR WEAKLAND Myname is Brian Weakland
22 22 and I represent the Plaintiffs in this action
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8200 reensboro rive, cLean, irginia, on 
Septe ber 25th, 2006, at approxi ately 10: 17 a. . 
 e is i l l st  fr  t e finn 
of apital eporting o pany, and I a  the 
certified legal video specialist. The court 
reporter today is onna Linton, in association ith 
it l e rti  . 
For the record, will counsel please 
 introduce the selves and ho  they represent? 
. : y na e is rian eakland. i  
"  and I represent the Plaintiffs in this action. ~ 
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1 MS CHARNEY April Chamey Jacksonville 1 A Yes sir
2 Legal Aid on behalfof thePlaintiffs 2 Q Is MFRS Corp a public corporation
3 MR BROCHIN My name is Bobby Brochin 3 A No sir
4 Morgan Lewis Bockius and l am counsel for the 4 Q Is there anyone at MERS that you would
5 Defendant 5 report to sir
6 MS HORSTKAMP Sharon Horstkamp 1 am 6 A Other than the board of directors no
7 general counsel with MFRS the Defendant 7 Q How many members are there on the board of
8 MR HULTMAN William Hultman andImthe 8 directors of MERS
9 senior vice president of MERS 9 A Five
10 THE VIDEOGRAPHER Okay Will the court 10 Q Are they the same members as in the board j
11 reporter please swear or affinn in the witness 11 of directors ofMERS Corp Inc
12 WHEREUPON 12 A No sir That company has 15 directors
13 RK ARNOLD 13 Q rAre there any common directors in the two s
14 called as a witness and having been first duly 14 companies
3
15 swom was examined and testified as follows 15 A There are a fewcommon
16 EXAMINATION BY COUNSELFOR THE PLAINTIFFS 16 Q How long have you been president and CEO
17 BY MR WEAKLAND 17 ofMERS Inc
18 Q Good morning sir 18 A Over eight years 1
19 A Good morning 19 Q When was MERS Inc incorporated
20 Q Could you state your name for the record 20 A Which company arc you referring to r
21 A RKAmold 21 Q MERS
22 Q And by whom are you employed 22 A MERS g
r
Page 7 Page 9
1 A MERS Corp Inc 1 Q Yes
2 Q In what capacity 2 A It was in the in thesummer of 1998
3 A I am president and CEO 3 Q Were you the initial president and CEO of
4 Q Are you affiliated at all with a company 4 MERS
5 called Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems 5 A Yes sir
6 Inc 6 Q When was MERS Corp Inc incorporated 1
7 A Yes sir 7 A 1995
8 Q And how are you affiliated with that 8 Q What is the business ofMERS Corp Inc
9 company 9 A MERS Corp Inc operates theMERS system z
10 A Impresident and CEO ofthat company as 10 Q Can you tell me a little bit generally
11 well 11 what that entails
12 Q And what is the relationship between 12 A Its an electronic system that keeps track
13 MERS or rather can we for the record call 13 of interest in loans that have been registered
14 Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems MERS 14 Q MERS Corp does that is that correct
15 A Yes 15 A MERS Corp does that
16 Q What is the relationship between MERS and 16 Q All right What does MERS do then f
17 MERS Corp 17 A MERS serves as mortgagee of record in the
18 A MERS is a wholly owned subsidiary ofMERS 18 county land records of the respective loans
19 Corp Inc 19 Q Does MERS have separate financial
20 Q Is MERS a Delaware corporation 20 accounts
21 A Yes sir 21 A Yes sir
22 Q Is it a private corporation 22 Q Are the assets ofMERS also the assets of
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A It was a dispute with the county clerk
Q Was MERS a party to that case
A Yes sir
Q Did MERS sue the county clerk in that
case
A Yes sir
Q Has that case been completed to your
knowledge
A The case has run its course and is now
before the Court of Appeals in New York which is
the highest court in that state
Q Did that case involve HERS trying to get
an order requiring the clerk to file certain MERS
documents
A Yes sir
Q What if you can briefly Idont
want to spend awhole lot of time on this go
over your educational background
Did you graduate from college
A Yessir
Q What college and what was your degree
Page 13
A I have a bachelorsfrom the University of
Oklahoma in finance I have an NBA from the
University of Dallas and I have a law degree from
Oklahoma City University
Q Pm sorry Oklahoma University
A The bachelor is from the University of
Oklahoma
Q Right And your law degree is from
A Oklahoma City University
Q Are you a practicing attorney
A Iam licensed in Oklahoma and Texas
Q Do you practice law in Oklahoma and Texas
A No Idont
Q Is your license are your licenses still
current in thosestates
A Yes sir both licenses
Q Do you reside in the Commonwealth of
Virginia
A Yes sir
Q Mr Arnold before you became president
and CEO of I ERS did you work in the banking
industry




1 MERS Corp Inc 1
2 A Only to the extent that its a wholly 2
3 owned subsidiary 3
4 Q Are you here today sir in the capacity 4
5 of a representative ofMERS 5
6 A Yes sir 6
7 Q Have you had an opportunity to view the 7
8 notice ofyour deposition today 8
9 A Yes sir 9
10 Q Are you an individual at MFRS whohas 10
11 knowledge of the general nature ofthe business of 11
12 MFRS 12
13 A Yes sir 13
14 Q Do you have knowledge of MERSsbusiness 14
15 relationship with mortgage lenders who have 15
16 provided financing for residential real estate 16
17 purchases by the named plaintiffs in this case 17
18 A Yes sir 18
19 Q Are you familiar with NMRSsbusiness 19
20 operations in the state of Florida including but 20
21 not limited to its involvement in mortgage 21
22 foreclosure actions and suits to collect unpaid 22
Page 11
1 debts in the state ofFlorida 1
2 A Yes sir 2
3 Q Are you the person at MFRS whosin the 3
4 best position to have knowledge of those areas 4
5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of that 5
6 question 61
7 THE WITNESS Considering all the areas 7
8 combined I believe so 8
9 BY MR WEAKLAND 9
10 Q Now have you ever had your deposition 10
11 taken before 11
12 A Yes sir 12
13 Q How many times 13
14 A As in mycurrent capacity 14
15 Q Yes 15
16 A Once 16
17 Q When was that 17
18 A That was in a I forget the exact time 18
19 but it was in another lawsuit 19
20 Q What state was that in 20
21 A New York 21
22 Q Can you briefly tell me what the nature of 22
001534
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Q Can you briefly tell me some of the
positions that youveheld
A For the five years immediately prior to
coming to MERS I was vice president and counsel
for ATT Universal Card in Jacksonville Florida
And prior to that I was counsel for USAA Bank in
San Antonio Texas
Prior to that I practiced law with
Holloway Dobson in Oklahoma City Prior to that I
worked for Johnson Johnson in Sherman Texas
Q Is that the corporation Johnson Johnson
A Yes sir
Q In what capacity
A At that point in mycareer I was an
accountant
Q That was before law school
A Yes sir
Ive also worked for Liberty National
Bank
Q Okay In what capacity













Q That was prior to law school
A That was actually during law school So I
graduated from college with a bachelorsfrom OU
went to the Army for four years
After that I went to work for
Johnson Johnson for two years where I gotmy MBA
and after that I worked for Liberty National Bank
for three years while I gotmy law degree
Then I went towork for Holloway Dobson in
theprivate practice of law in Oklahoma City Then
Iwent was hired by USAA Bank in San Antonio
12 Texas then Iwas hired by ATT in Jacksonville
13 Florida and then MERS hired me
14 Q Did you live in Jacksonville Florida
15 A Yes sir
16 Q What time period was that
17 A 1991 through 1995
18 Q And then you came to Virginia as president
19 and CEO ofMERS Corp
20 A Yes sir over the Christmas holidays
21 Oh check that I came as senior vice
22 president and general counsel
Page 16
1 Q Was the company already incorporated at
2 the time you started
3 A It had been incorporated for a few months
4 prior to hiring me
5 Q Were you one of the incorporators ofMERS
6 Corp
7 A I was not one of the incorporators I was
8 one of the first officers hired
9 Q Is there any individual that youcould
10 point towho would be the main incorporator of MERS
11 Corp or the driving force or however you would
12 identify it the individual who was chief person
13 behind MERS Corp
14 A Well there are many people that deserve
15 credit for how MERS came about
16 To answer that question I would say that
17 I was on the original executive team So it was
18 basically a corporation to the Secretary of State
19 until such time as officers were hired and I was
20 on oneofthe original teams that was hired
21 Q lhd you generate t1ieasRa
22corporatiog as mortgagee o recor
Page 17
2 A smartswast Iementang tceam
3 fir tl al PVnc Ivoufid say really
9 beleng toiopeisott
5 It it was generated by various
6 committees in the mortgage industry It was
7 germinated by the Mortgage Bankers Association
8 Fannie Mae Freddie Mac had a lot to lot of
9 input into that and it was a collective idea that
10 moved around in the mortgage industry
11 And ultimately it was determined that it
12 made a great deal of sense for both the industry
13 and consumers and thats when the company was
14 created on paper and that board of directors hired
15 the first executive team which I was part of
16 Q Thank you W iJ be fair to say that
17 you weze ptesettt through the development of the
18 MERlaecordea
19 A WeII Idontwaitf6Verstate anything
20 except saythat Iwas a key player in the entire
21 process
22 Q Prior to MERS Corp and MERS had there
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1 been any entity m the United States that did a
2 similar business
3 F A Nosir
4 Q As we sit here today is there any
5 competitor of MERSdoing the business that MERS is
6 doing
7 we think f our competition as being
8 the status quo and sowe donothavef1p ercent
uuuANilLlO1G1V1 naLV4lG JVU15PIGdirl I11VILgarp
10 companies that that use our systemanthere are
11 moitgagecomp rfim that dont land to that extent
12 we weliave to compete fortheir business
13 Q I see Whenyou say 100 percent of the
J
14 market share is the market share equal to all of
15 the residential mortgages in the United States
16 A For the purposes ofmy answer I thats
17 what I meant We donthave 100 percent of those
18 Q Can you estimate what your market share
19 is
20 A It wouldjust bean estimate because as
21 you may know their the mortgage industry flows
























hot and sometimes its its lower
We are I would be very comfortable in
saying that we have a 60 percent market share
Q Is that share any different in Florida
for example
A Probably not If it is it would be in
that vicinity
Q Now if we if we can just look at
Florida for a second and Imnot going to hold
you to that 60 percent number because I understand
that its itssomewhat fluid Itis
A I appreciate that because its a its
a dill you know the government revises its
numbers all the way 18 months after theend ofa
year So it could look like its 60 but in the
in the final analysis it could be it could
be 55 It could even be 50 And on an origination
basis thatsa different number still
For example out of all the loans in the
United States that are currently active we
probably only have about 25 or maybe 26 percent of
those
Page 20
1 So as far as the number of homeowners in
2 the United States that we have a relationship with
3 visavis MERS thatsprobably only 1 in 4 And
4 the numbers I was giving you is on an origination
5 basis so were talking only new ones there
6 Q Okay So I understand this would it
7 would it be fair to say that Imjust going to
8 say 50 percent because that was the lowest number
9 you gave me 50 percent of the new loans and
10 wer talking residential loans right
11 A Nodding head
12 Q Yes
13 A Yes sir
14 Q Okay 50 percent of the new residential
15 loans that are happening in Florida right now are
16 affiliated with the MERS system
17 A Yes sir And I think the numbers
18 probablywould be if we could agree on
19 50 percent on an origination basis and 25 percent
20 of the existing loans out there in the United
21 States Imvery comfortable with that answer
22 Q Okay Ijustwt stickwith Florid
Page 21
1 for a second
2 Would you say 25 percent of all loans in
3 Florida are involved with MERS
4 A Well Florida is such an important state
5 Itsthe its the third or fourth largest state
6 in the United States and so myeducated guess
7 would be that that footprint would be similar to
8 what we have nationwide
9 Q I see Okay Give me one second
10 Now when this case was moved into federal
11 court therewas a document called Notice of
12 Removal and there were some figures in here Let
13 me let me see ifI can just ask you to comment
14 on these
15 Well first would you agree that there
16 are more than 100 mortgage foreclosure actions
17 brought in the name ofVIERS in the state ofFlorida
18 in the last four years
19 A Well there are nonenow
20 Q Right But in the last four years
21 A I I believe that there would beat
22 least a hundred
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  lved  S? 
. ell, Florida is such an i portant state. 
It's the - it's the third or fourth largest state 
in the nited States, and so y educated guess 
ould be that that footprint ould be si ilar to 
hat e e . 
. I see. ay. i e e e sec . 
, he  t i   as e  i t  e l 
t, t  as a t lled otice  
Re oval and there were so e figures in here. Let 
e -let e see if I can just ask you to co ent 
 t . 
ell, frrs!' ould you agree that there 
are ore than 100 ortgage foreclosure actions 
brought i  the na e fM S i  the state f l rida 
in t e last fo r ears? 
. ell, there are none no . 
Q. Right. But in the last four years? 
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Q The notice of removal says if l may
between the period of March 17 2002 through
March 17 2006 there were a total of 19646
pending and completed foreclosures that were
brought in the name ofMERS as plaintiff in
Florida
Would you agree with that
A That number is taken directly from our
system so yes I would agree with that
Q And those arejust the cases themselves
would that be correct
A Those are the cases shown on theMERS
system as being foreclosed in Florida
Q Can you estimate at the time this document
was filed which was in April of this year how
many were pending and how many were completed
A Nosir I cantestimate that
Q Would you would you agree that the
number of completed foreclosures would bemore than
half ofthe 19646
A Well I can say that the document youre
























for the purpose ofremoval And whatever that
says that came directly from searches on the MERS
system at the time
Q The document also says that this number is
less than thenumberof individuals who have been
sued by MERS in Florida would you agree with that
In other words
A The number that have been completed
Q No Let me see ifI can rephrase that
The number of mortgage foreclosure cases
brought by MERS as plaintiffis less than the
number of individuals and entities who have been
sued by MERS in mortgage foreclosure complaints
A Well that that is a matter ofcourse
because there are multiple borrowers and they would
be sued in the same foreclosure
Q So you agree you would agree that the
number of individuals sued by MERS in foreclosure
actions in Florida in the last four years would be
greater than 19646
A And the document says that 19646 are the
number of foreclosures
Page 24
1 Q Yes And my question is the number of
2 individuals who have been sued by MERS would be
3 greater than that number correct
4 A Yes sir handing
5 Q Thank you I believe you testified a few
6 minutes ago that there are no cases pending at the
7 moment in Florida where MERS is named as a
8 plaintiff is that what you said
9 MRBROCHIN Object to the form I dont
10 thinkthats what he said but
11 BYMR WEAKLAND
12 Q I didntunderstand what you said
13 A Well any foreclosure filed in Florida
14 we have a moratorium in Florida on foreclosures so
15 all foreclosureswere to cease in Florida as of I
16 believe June of2006
17 So it if there were a foreclosure it
18 would be rogue and I do not believe that there is
19 one
20 Q When you say moratorium can you define
21 what you mean by that
22 A None
Page 25
1 Q None Is themoratorium in place to stop
2 futurecases
3 A The moratorium is in place to keep future
4 cases from being filedby MERS
5 Q What about cases that are pending where
6 MERS is a plaintiff
7 A Fellpending cases we have we have
B dealt with them on a casebycase basis Depending
9 on what what point in the foreclosure process
10 the case is we have dealt with that on a
11 casebycase basis Many of them have been
12 assigned out
13 Q Is there any case that youre aware of as
14 we sit here today where MERS is the sole plaintiff
15 in a foreclosure action in Florida
16 A Currently pending
17 Q Yes
18 A I am not personally aware of that There
19 may be one
20 Q Is that what you referred to as a rogue
21 case
22 A Well that would be rogue only if its
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Q. Yes. And my question is the number of 
individuals who have been sued by ERS would be 
greater than that number, correct? 
A. Yes, sir (handing). 
Q. Thank you. I believe you testified a few 
minutes ago that there are no cases pending at the 
moment in Fl ri  r   is named as a 
plaintiff; is that what you said? 
MR. BROCHIN: Object to the form. I don't 
t ink that's t he said, b t-
 R. EAKLAND: 
Q. I didn't understand what you said. 
. ell, ny f r l s r  fil d i  Fl ri  --
we have a moratorium in Florida on foreclosures, so 
all foreclosures ere to cease in Florida as of, I 
li ve, J  f 06. 
So it - ifthere ere a forecloslll'e, it 
ould be rogue, and I do not believe that there is 
e. 
Q. hen you say moratorium, can you defme 
what you mean by that? 
. . 
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Q. None. Is the moratorium in place to stop 
 s? 
A. The moratorium is in place to keep future 
cases fro  being filed by S. 
Q. hat about cases that are pending where 
ERS is a plaintiff? 
. Well, pending cases, e have - e have 
dealt with them on a case-by-case basis. Depending 
on what -- what point in the foreclosure process 
the case is, e have dealt ith that on a 
case-by-case basis. Many ofthem have been 
i ned t. 
13 sued by ERS in ortgage foreclosure co plaints. 13 Q. Is there any case that you're aware of as 
14 A. , that -- t at is a atter f course 14 we sit here today where MERS is the sole plaintiff 
15 because there are ultiple borro ers and they would 15 
1 6 be sued in the sa e foreclos re. 1 6 
1 7 Q. SO you agr e - you would agr e that the 1 7 
18 number of individuals sued by ERS in foreclosure 1 8 
19 actions in Florida in the last four years ould be 19 
20 greater than 19,6461 2 0 
21 A. And the document says that 19,646 are the 21 
22 number of foreclosures? 2 2 
in a foreclos re action in Fl ri a? 
A. Currently pending? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I am not personally aware of that. There 
ay be one. 
Q. Is that what you referred to as a rogue 
ca ? 
A. Well, that would be rogue only if it's 
I 
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1 been filed after June And when I say rogue 1 What are the reasons MERS has imposed a
2 theres a theres a ratherharsh penalty 2 moratorium as you are testifying z
3 associated with that Theresa10000penalty if 3 A Well as a general proposition and thats
4 that is done which is way more than enough to curb 4 the reasonwer here today what we do in the
5 the activity by our members 5 realm of foreclosure has been challenged
6 Q 10000 penalty imposed byMERS 6 And rather than cause just compounding
7 A Yes 7 issues as far as the numbers that are piling up and
8 Q On amember 8 how its been done wer not interested in 3
9 A On amember ifhewere to file a 9 misleading anyone And so when that question was I
10 foreclosure in our name That was put in place 10 raised really out of the clear blue again we
11 until we get all this sorted out 11 have been conducting business for at least
12 Q I see Now you just testified that the 12 eight years without a problem atall and then the
13 pending cases are dealt with on a casebycase 13 question was raised and and that became an issue
14 basis is that correct 14 in the lawsuit
15 A Yes 15 And really as a matter of guidance to our
1
16 Q Can you enunciate any standards that you 16 members and making sure that wewerenttrying to
17 have communicated to servicers or attorneys on how 17 mislead anyone and thinking frankly in terms of
18 to handle these cases that are still pending 18 consumer impact wejust decided that its an i
19 A Well the moratorium ofcourse applies 19 incidental part of our business and letsjust put
20 to all cases going forward We had con wehad 20 in a moratorium appeal the cases and lets
21 conducted foreclosures for eight years with no 21 letsfind out
22 trouble whatsoever and then encountered some 22 And once we win those which we think that
i
Page 27 Page 29 h
1 challenges that seemed to confuse the issue 1 we will then the problem will be answered with
2 So to keep the problem from getting more 2 clarity and andwe can you know we can make
3 confusing if you will we decided to go ahead and 3 the decision at that point Again like I said
4 put in the moratorium and appeal those cases So 4 its an incidental part ofour business
5 those cases are on appeal 5 Q Is the moratorium in effect in states
6 And as far as the cases that were pending 6 other than Florida y
7 at the time for example some of those are 7 A Nosir
8 undisputed cases where the the defendant in the 8 Q Florida is the only state
9 foreclosure action has already voluntarily moved 9 A Yes sir
10 out and in that circumstance we wouldntfeel 10 Q Was the decision for a moratorium doneby
11 compelled to assign that out ofMERS 11
a
you Who decided to do a moratorium
12 On the other hand if a challenge is 12 A Based upon advice from my team the
13 raised in a foreclosure action we might very well 13 decision wasmine
14 assign it out Now we might also attempt to 14 Q Did the board ofdirectors determine to do
15 convince the court that what were doing is fine 15 amoratorium
16 because we believe it is fine 16 A The board of directors approved a
17 So itson its on a casebycase 17 recommended rule that made it made it a board
18 basis just depending on exactly whatsgoing on in 18 rule a membership rule Its a condition of r
19 that case Every case is different 19 membership ofM ERS
20 Q I didntask you this You touched on it 20 Q The lawsuit werediscussing today is a
21 a little bit but I let me ask a question and 21 class action in federal court in Jacksonville
22 see if you can give me a more complete answer 22 Did this lawsuit have any effect in WRSs
001538
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1 decision to have a moratorium in Florida 1 Q William Heller
2 A No 2 A Yes
3 Q Was there a particular lawsuit that had 3 Q You know that name
4 that effect 4 A Yes sir
5 A Yes sir The first one was in Pinellas 5 Q And Mr Heller is an attorney with Akerman
6 County 6 Senterfitt
7 Q Was that the decision by Judge Logan 7 A Yes sir
8 A Yes sir 8 Q ThatsAKERMAN SENTERF ITT
9 Q Mr Arnold let meask just a couple 9 And has the law firmofAkerman Senterfitt
10 questions about some of the names that appear on 10 filed foreclosure actions on behalfofMERS
11 Defendant initial disclosures toPlaintiffs 11 A Yes sir
12 I dontknow if you have seen this If I 12 Q Do you know the nameMarisa Ajmo AJMO
13 may show it to the witness handing 13 A I cantsay that I recall that name
14 Do you recognize the name ofDonna Glick 14 Q Do you know the law firm of ti
15 A I have heard that name 15 Shapiro Fishman
16 Q Do you know if she an attomey with the 16 A Yes sir j
17 LawOffices of David Stem 17 Q Out ofBocaRaton
18 A Ibelieve so 18 A Yes sir 3
19 Q Does Donna Glick have any professional 19 Q And does that law firm prosecute s
20 relationship with MERS 20 foreclosure actions in the name ofMERS a
21 A Ibelieve that Donna is one ofthe 21 A Yes sir
22 attorneys that files foreclosure actions in the 22 Q Those law firms that we just discussed
E
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1 name ofMERS 1 David Stem Marshall Watson Akerman Senterfitt f
2 Q Okay Let me show you the next name 2 Shapiro Fishman have they been retained by MERS
3 H Keith Tommerson Do you recognize that name 3 to prosecute foreclosure actions in the state of F
4 A I dontrecognize the name 4 Florida
5 Q Patricia Arango ARANGO Do you 5 A Yes
6 recognize that name 6 Q Do those law firms bill MERS for their
7 A Ive never heard that name 7 work
8 Q How about the Law Offices of Marshall 8 A Nosir
9 Watson are you familiar with that 9 Q Who do they bill doyou know
10 A I have heard ofthose law offices 10 A They bill the servicex responsible for
11 Q Okay And what do you know about those 11 servicing the loan
12 law offices 12 Q Are you awareofwhether these law firms 1
13 A I believe thats 13 were the law firms involved in the foreclosure
14 MRBROCHIN Excuse me Object to the 14 actions against the named plaintiffs in our case
15 form of the question 15 A I believe thereare some I dontknow
16 THE WITNESS I believe thats a law 16 whether theyr an exact match or not
17 office that prosecutes foreclosures in the name of 17 Q I neglected to ask you about
18 MERS 18 Renshaw Culbertson Is that another law firm
19 BY MR WEAKLAND 19 that does foreclosure actions on behalf ofMERS
20 Q Barry J Marcus have you seen that name 20 A Itmight be That that name doesnt
21 before 21 hit me as one ofour pause
22 A No I havent 22 Q The attorneys who have prosecuted
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1 a e f .  David Stern, arshall atson, Akennan Senterfitt, ~ 1 
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12 la  offices?  . re you a are f hether these la  finns ;1 ~i 
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14 . BR : xcuse e. ject to the 4 actions against the na ed plaintiffs in our case? !1 
15 for  f the q .  A. I lie e there are . I 't  1 
i 
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',1 
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1 foreclosure actions against the named plaintiffs in 1 Q Beyond the website are there any other
2 our case do they report to anybody at MFRS 2 resources that these attorneys could look to for
3 A Well we have a certifying officer 3 MERSspolicies
4 colocated with eachmember and so theresa dual 4 A Well the member is another resource The
5 reporting responsibility there 5 member has copies of everything having to do with
6 Q Dual the attorney reports both to the 6 their membership in MERS and what the rules and
7 servicer and to MERS 7 procedures are
8 A Yes 8 Q Are there opportunities for an attorney
9 Q The certifying officer is that an 9 who has a question to go online and get their
10 employee ofMERS 10 question answered
11 A Thatsan officer ofMERS 11 A Theresan opportunity for that and they
12 Q Is there one person who occupies that 12 can also contact us directly by Email or
13 position 13 telephone or they can post a question on the forum
14 A There is at least there are four 14 and it would be answered anonymously ifthey if
15 executive officers ofMFRSand then there are at 15 they would like
16 least one certifying officer colocated with every 16 And thatsjust forMERS They can also
17 one of our members 17 get all those all that information from the
18 Q Are you a certifying officer 18 member also
19 A I think I would be more correctly referred 19 Q I see Is there a closed list of
20 to as an executive officer 20 attorneys that MERS uses in Florida for foreclosure
21 Q Do the certifying officers report to you 21 actions
22 A Yes sir 22 A Iwouldntdescribe it as closed because
Page 35 Page 37
1 Q Do the attorneys involved in these 1 theresalways the possibility that a that a new
2 foreclosure actions in Florida ever reportd 2 firm would come in and pass muster There are law
3 to you 3 firms that we would not use 1
4 A There have been times whenIvehad 4 Q The law firms that you use do you feel
5 conversations with them yes And in fact the 5 confident that those are law firms that are skilled
6 ones that I express personal knowledge of knowing 6 in foreclosure law
7 in several of those cases that was because Ive had 7 A Yes Ibelieve I believe I can say
8 conversations with them 8 that
9 Q Does MERS direct the attorneys in the 9 Q Have you reviewed anything prior to your
10 foreclosure actions in Florida 10 coming to the deposition today
11 A Well MERS sets guidelines of what they 11 A Yes sir
12 are doing for us which is foreclosures nothing 12 Q Did you review the files or individual
13 else And our guidelines are to be followed and 13 foreclosure actions of the named plaintiffs
14 thatsan incident of membership 14 A I dontthink that I went through every
15 Q Are these guidelines published 15 single one of the foreclosure complaints no
16 A They are published 16 Q Is there any foreclosure Imtalking
17 Q Do the attorneys who do the foreclosure 17 about the named plaintiffs now anyof those
18 actions have access to these published guidelines 18 foreclosures that were not brought in the name of
19 A Theyare on our website 19 MERS
20 Q Is that something that I could access as a 20 A I believe they were all brought in the
21 member of the general public 21 name ofMERS
22 A Yes sir 22 Q And as we sit here today do you know
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1 f r l s r  acti s against t e na ed plaintiffs i  1 . Beyond the ebsite are there any other 
2 o r case,  t  r port to  at ERS? 2 resources that these attorneys could look to for 
3 . ell,  have a certif  of i r 3 ERS's policies? 
4 col t  i  each ber,  so there's  dual  . ell, the e ber is another r source.  
5 rti  responsibilit  re. 5 e ber has copies of everything having to do with 
6 . l -- t  at r  r r  t  t  t  6 their e bership in S and hat the rules and 
7 s r i r and t  RS? 7  re. 
S A. es. B . re there opportunities for an attorney 
9 .  rti  f i er, i  t    who has a question to go online and get their 
10  f RS? 1  sti  nswered? 
11 . at's  ffi r f f\A . 11 . There'S an opportunity for that, and they 
12 .  t     i  t t   l  t t s ir tl  y - il r 
13 osition?  tele ne, r t ey ca  st a esti   t e f r  
14 . here is at least - there are four  and it would be answered anonymously, if they -- i  
15 t  ce   E S,       t  l  li . 
16 l st  rtif i  fficer l t  it  r   And that's just for ERS. They can also 
17 one f our e bers.  et all t se -- ll     
18 . re   rti  r? 18  lso. 
19 .       tl   19 . I e. I  t r   l  li t f 
20 to as an executive officer.  attorneys that  uses in lorida for foreclosure 
21 .   r i  ficers   u?  ti s? 
22 . s, sir.    l n't cri  it  l   
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1 . o t  s involved  es   there's al ays the possibility that a -    
2 foreclos re ti ns i  lorida r r rt irectly  fIr  ould co e in and pass uster. There are la  
3 t  u?  fi    o l   . 
4 . here a e e  ti es he  rve   Q. The law firms that you use, do you feel 
5 conversations ith t , yes. , i  f t, t e 5 ide t t t    fir s    
6 es t t I press rs l no ledge f i , 6 i   ? 
7 in  of t ose as s that as ecause rve   . e . I elieve -- I believe I can say 
B nversations ith t . 8 t t. 
9 . oes ERS irect t e att rneys in the  . Have you reviewed anything prior to your 
10 foreclosure actions in Florida?  coming to the deposition today? 
11 . e , ERS sets idelines  hat the  1 . es, sir. 
12 are doing for u , hich is foreclos r , t in  12 . id you revie  the files or individual 
13 l . And our guidelines are to e foll ,  3 foreclosure actions of the na ed plaintiffs? 
14 t t's an incident of e ber i . 14 A. I don't think that I went through every 
15 Q. re these guidelines p d? 5 single one of the foreclosure co plaints, no. 
16 A. hey are publishe . 6 . Is there any foreclosure -- I'm talking 
17 Q. Do the a torneys ho do the foreclosure 7 about the na ed plainti ffs no  -- any of those 
18 actions have access to these published guideli s? 8 foreclosures that were not brought in the name of 
19 A. The  are on our e . 9 ? 
20 Q. Is that so ething that I could acce s as a 20 A. I believe they were all brought in the 
21 ember of the general p li ? 21 name of ERS. 
22 A. Yes, si . 22 Q. And as we sit here today, do you know 
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1 whether all of those foreclosure actions are still
2 being brought in the name ofMERS
3 A I think those of the named plaintiffs have
4 been assigned out
5 Q Okay Letstalk about the assignment
6 and Im going to talk generally and if I might
7 get into the individual plaintiffs but let me ask
8 you just generally
9 When you say assigned out what is being
10 assigned
11 A As I said in the beginning the primary
12 business ofMERS is serving as the mortgagee of
13 record in the county land records and thats
14 pursuant to either a mortgage that has directed
15 that we are the mortgagee or by assignment making
16 us the mortgagee So in both of those two events
17 we are the mortgagee of record in the county land
18 records
19 referiaassttuii a
2 0 Imre ano er Ohara e l a
21 ceati o car ofMERS assigning that mortgagee
222 rritei esf to a serrncer
Page 39
1 Q Define xhemoMagee raterest What is
2 themortgagee interest
3 A Ifs tlt legal ownership ofthe the
r
4 mortgage 1 e It rs the partof ownership that
5 has to do with being theone slbwriiitthe county
6 land records which isreally all that twedo
7 Q And are those assignments recorded
8 A Well its not a requirement that the
9 assignment be recorded The assignment certainly
10 could be recorded The assignment would be
11 available to be recorded
12 It might be presented to the judge if the
13 judge wanted to see it but I think when I say
14 assign out what I mean is MERS is no longer
15 prosecuting that foreclosure
16 Q Who are taldng these assignments froth
17 MERS
18 A The assignment wouldalmost universally be
19 to theservrcera It eouldbe 16 another party
20 directed by the servicefiat itisusitally to the
21 smicer
22 Q Let me back up a little bitbecause I
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1 wanted to you mentioned the term MFRS members
2 What is what is a MERS member
3 A Well in its basic form its someonewho
4 has someone typically a corporation some very
5 small some very large who has filed an
6 application with us seeking to become a member
7 And part of that is that they have agreed to go by
8 the membership agreement and the rules governing
9 membership
10 Q Does the MERS member receive stock in the
11 company
12 A No
13 Q hatduties does MERS provide tq the
14 members
ate
15 A We serve as mortgageeofrecord in the
16 countylaritirerda
17 Q Why would the member want you to do that
18 A VIell we serve as thatshowwekeep
19 track Thats how th MERS system keeps track of
20 trevanous Own rshtp mterestinthe trrobth And
21 that waywe receive service of process and so
22 theresno question that we are thecorrect place
Page 41
1 to lookwh youre determining what the various
2 ownership interests are on a loan
3 So the MERS system is actually on top of
4 the county recording system Wegiv additional
5 information having tod with forezarnpley hothO
6 serviceris r
7 Q What what is in the land records of the
8 county What could I see if went to the land
9 records of the county
10 A You would see one of two things either a
11 mortgage naming MERS as the mortgagee or an
12 assignment naming MERS as the mortgagee And that
13 assignment would have been from a mortgage that did
14 not name MERS as mortgagee probably
15 Q So an initial mortgage could name a MERS
16 member and then an assignment from that MERS
17 member to MERS could appear in the records at some
18 later point
19 A Yes sir And maybe one in 20 come in
20 that way At least 18 or 19 out of 20 come in with
21 MERSsname on the mortgage
22 Q Does the mortgag thais recorded
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1 r all  t  l r  acti  r  stil   an ted to -- you entioned the tenn E  e bers. 
2 i  br t i  t   fMERS? 2  i  -- at i  a  ember? 
3 . I t i k those of the na ed plaintiffs have  . ell, in its basic fonn, it's so eone ho 
4  i  out.  s -- so eone, typically a corporation, so  very 
5 . y. et's t l  t t  assignment, 5 s all, so e very large, ho has filed an 
6  I'm i  t  t l  enerally  if -- I i t 6 a licati  it  s seeld  t  eco e a ember. 
7   b  l l intif s,  l   s  7 nd part of that is that they have agreed to go by 
8   neral y.  the e bership agree ent and the rules governing 
9    i  ut, t i  i   e bership. 
1 0 ssigned? 10 .  t   er i  t  i  t  
1 1 . s I sai  i  t e egi i , t e ri ar   
1 2 i    i  er i   t  t a ee   
1 3      ,  at's  
1 4 t  t er      14 
1 5     tgagee   si    
16   .   t     t ,  
1 7 e are the ortgagee f record in the county land 17 
1 8 records.  
  
 . ll, it's not  req ire ent t at t e 
9 .assi n ent e r r . he ssi ent rt i ly 
10 could e re r . he ssi n ent ould be 
 a lable to e rec . 
1 2 It ight e presented  t e judge if the 
13 judge wanted to see it, but I think when I say . 
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c ty? t l  I e i ! t t  t  land 
 records of the county? 
l O A. You would see one of two things, either a 
1 mortgage naming MERS as the mortgagee or an 
 assignment naming MERS as the mortgagee. And that 
1 3 assignment would have been from a mortgage that did 
14 not name ERS as mortgagee probably. 
1 5 . So an initial ortgage could na e a ERS 
1 6 e ber, and then an assign ent fro  that ERS 
17 e ber to ERS could appear in the records at so e 
1 8 later point? 
1 9 A. Yes, sir. And maybe one in 20 come in 
2 0 that . t le st 8 or 19 t of  come in with 
1 ERS's name on the mortgage. 
22 . Does the mortgage that is recorded 
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1 identify the lender 1 the money
2 A On the mortgage 2 A Well theyr giving a mortgage back to
3 Q Yes 3 theparty thatsleridirigthem wont it e
4 A Probably in most cases Its not a 4 purposeofsecyu that loan heyrenaiiimgfhe
5 requirement but in most cases it would i 5 party thatwilhtbe to the county and xerds
6 Q On those mortgages is MFRS named as a 6 And so thatswhy whenIsaywerts
7 nominee for the lender 7 ownerbtth mortgageall wedo is sit here
8 A Yes although not in every case 8 in the coufttyland records
9 Q What is a nominee 9 All the other parties that are involved in
10 A Well the nominee is a Iguess you 10 a standard loan mortgage loan as Ive described
11 could describe it seveialways Its a form of 11 still do virtually those samejobs We just now
12 agency hts a placeholder Ifs an attemptto 12 have the MERS company that has agreed because of
13 make it clear that we donthaveallofthe 13 the membership relationship that we have wev
14 interests that were acting in a representative 14 agreed to be in the county land records tomake
15 capacity Thats thatsmeaiimgo0 tlie word 15 sure that it protects the lien interest so no other
16 nominee 16 instrument can prime that first lien position
17 Q I didntdovery well in real estate law 17 Q Now for the Plaintiff Sandy Trent it
18 in law school so youre going to have to help me 18 appears that the note shows that she borrowed
19 through this 19 1 12730from a company called United Capital
20 When there is amortgage when a buyer 20 Mortgage Corporation
21 buys a house I always thought that you got a 21 Do you recognize that as a member ofMFRS
22 mortgage from the person who loaned you the money 22 A Well we have 3000members and a lot of
Page 43 Page 45
1 Is that whathappens in these cases MERS 1 them have similar names so Im Imnot sure
2 cases 2 Q Okay Thats fair
3 A And thats common parlance Its and 1 3 In this case MERS was named as the
4 would have to disagree with that to the extent that 4 mortgagee correct
5 what youre getting from the mortgage company is a 5 A Is that are you showing me the
6 mortgage loan Its a lot of times referred to as 6 mortgage
7 a mortgage in the journalistic world but youre 7 Q Ill show you the Ill show you the
8 not getting a mortgage Youre getting a mortgage 8 mortgage
9 loan or a loan for the purpose ofbuying real 9 MR BROCHIN Maybe we canmark it as an
10 property 10 exhibit
11 Theborrower is actually givingback a 11 THE WITNESS The note typically does not
12 mortgage in exchange for that loan so its a 12 refer to MERS
13 secure transaction So the term getting a mortgage 13 BY MR WEAKLAND
14 is actually everyone knows what that means and 14 Q This might not be a good example
15 so its not its not piddled with as far as 15 handing
16 being incorrect 16 A This does not appear to bea MERS
17 But a correct answer to your question 17 mortgage
18 was that would be that the borrower is not 18 Q Okay
19 getting a mortgage Theyr getting a mortgage 19 A Okay rm wrong It is MERS as nominee
20 loan and theyr giving amortgage back 20 for the loan It is a MERS mortgage
21 Q But in this case theyr giving a 21 Q All right So in this case
22 mortgage back not to fzegersonttikesTending therm 2 2 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Do you have an
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Is that hat happens in these cases, E S  
s? 2 
.  t at's  rl . It's --  I 3 
ould have to disagree ith that to the extent that  
hat you're getting fro  the ortgage co pany is a 5 
ortgage loan. It's a lot of ti es referred to as 6 
a mortgage in the journalistic world, but you're 7 
not getting a ortgage. ou're getting a ortgage  
loan or a loan for the purpose of buying real 9 
r ert .   
he borro er is actually giving back a  
ortgage in exchange for that loan, so it's a 12 
secure transaction. So the tenn getting a ortgage 13 
is actually -- r   t t t ,  14 
 t's t -- it's not piddled with as far as  
being incorrect.   
  ut a correct ans er to your question  
    --      i  t  
s re that it r tects the lie  i terest s   t er 
st e t  i e  irs   i . 
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 t t t e t  s t t   
$1 2,730    l  ite   
ortga  ti . 
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. y. at's f ir. 
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. s  -      
t age? 
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MR BROCHIN Maybe you can get a copy
too
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 114am
Weregoing offthe record
Recess
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 1132am
Were back on the record
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Mr Arnold what is the MERS registry
A That refers to theMFRS system which is a
registered trademark for the electronic system
that keeps track ofmortgage interest and thats
owned and operated by MFRS Corp Inc
Q I see Is that something that I could
have access to
A You could have access to find out who the
servicer of the loan is
Q So if I have a if 1 have a mortgage
thatsregistered with MERS as mortgagee could I
find out who the servicer ofmy loan is
A Yes
Q Could I find out who was the current owner
Page 49
of my mortgage note
A You would have to find that out through
the servicer So the reason that we that we
give you the servicer is because the servicer is
really the best source for all that information
Theservicer knowswhere the note isthe
are the servicer would beable to tell you for
example within 48 hours ofreceiving a payment
whether the payment was credit6d16 your account
MERS would be an unnecessary barrier
there So what our system what the MERSs
system does is give you the servicer and the
servicer has all that information
Q Does MERS have an 800 number that I could
call and ask questions about my loan
A The MERS system has a 1800 number
Q Okay Is that for
A You said you said MERS
Q Im sorry
A Does that the MERS system is actually
part of MERS Corp Inc
J




1 extra copy i 1
2 MR WEAKLAND Lets actually lets 2
3 mark that as Exhibit 1 which is the the Sandy 3
4 Trent mortgage and wellmake a copy at the break f 4
5 if you dontmind 5
6 MR BROCHIN Okay 6
7 THE WITNESS Yes This is what we call 7
8 the MOM MERS as original mortgagee 8
9 THE REPORTER Im sorry 9
10 MR BROCHIN Can I just see the 10
11 THE REPORTER what did you call it 11
12 THE WITNESS MOM MOM MERS as 12
13 original mortgagee 13
14 MR BROCHIN So what youre going to mark 14
15 is the complaint 15
16 MR WEAKLAND No 16
17 MR BROCHIN amended complaint 17
18 MRWEAKLAND Pm going to mark the 18
19 mortgage 19
20 MR BROCHIN Just the mortgage 20
21 MR WEAKLAND Yes 21
22 MR BROCHIN Okay Then theres a note 22
Page 47
1 attached Are you going to mark can we just be 1
2 clear what wer going to mark as an exhibit 2
3 MRWEAKLAND Were going to mark this 3
4 I think its six pages of a mortgage 4
5 MR BROCHIN So the recording 5
6 information youre going to mark pages 1386 6
7 through 1391 7
8 MR WEAKLAND You have it I donthave 8
9 an extra one Sorry 9
10 MR BROCHIN Youdonthave it 10
11 MR WEAKLAND No 1 have a 11
12 MR BROCHIN Oh Imsorry 12
13 MR WEAKLAND an abstract of it 13
14 MR BROCHIN But I just want the 14
15 record to be clear what youre marking as an 15
16 exhibit 16
17 MR WEAKLAND Okay 17
18 THE WITNESS AndImnot that used to 18
19 reading those so yes it is a MOM 19
20 MR WEAKLAND Well actually lets take 20
21 a break now its an hour and wellget this 21
22 marked and come back 22
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A and yes sir
Q Does the MFRS system have a database that
would show the borrowers in Florida
A Yes sir
Q Ifat some point in this litigation we
would ask MFRS to give us a list of all the
borrowers in Florida for whom MERS is a mortgagee
is that something that could be accomplished
A Its not something that we would do
Q Could it be done
A It could probably be done
Q All right Over the break we had
pardon me
Discussion off the record
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q When you say it probably could be done
what would be the difficulties with doing that if
there are any
A Well it would take programming It would
take man hours It would be unnecessary Youve
got borrowers in Florida Why why would we
disclose the name of ofborrowers to anyone
Page 53
Those people arentinvolved in foreclosures
Foreclosures are make up less than
1 percent of all the loans that we have on the MERS
system Less than 1 percent of those loans go into
foreclosure and this lawsuit about foreclosures
Q I think asked you at one point the
services thatMERS provides to members
Is foreclosure litigation one of those
services that MERS provides to its lenders or to
its members
A I would say that thatsincidental to our
primary service which isthat we agree to serve in
the county land records as the mortgagee of record
and we receive service of process and all ofthat
because ofthat
So our primary purpose is dwarfs any
sort offoreclosure that we have So I think the
proper way to describe our involvement with
foreclosure is that itsan incident ofthe fact
that we are the mortgagee of record
Again its less than 1 percent of all the
loans that we have




1 Q Is that something a consumer would call to 1
get information on their mortgage loan 2
3 A Yes sir 3
4 Q Do you provide consumers with the name of 4
5 the most recent or the currentmortgage note holder 5
6 or owner 6
7 A No We provide the servicer the current 7
8 servicer and that can be updated instantaneously 8
9 So theres no lag like there would be with the 9
10 county land records for example 1 10
i 1 The the servicer that we give you is j 11
12 the actual company that has your file and that is 12
13 the proper company to tell you to answer 13
14 whatever kindofquestion you might have about your 14
15 loan is
16 Q Now the servicer and themortgage note 16
17 owner could be one and the same company is that 17
18 correct fS18
19 A Yes sir 19
20 Q Is that more often the case than not 20
21 A Its often the case Its often not the 21
22 case The notes themselves are to be liquid and 22
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1 they can move rapidly from party to party They 1
2 wind up in peoples401ksand and so 2
3 its the numbers you hear on the television 3
4 about how huge the mortgage industry is the reason 4
5 for that largely is because those notes can be 5
6 bought and sold and it drives down the cost of 6
7 getting a home loan because those notes are so T
8 liquid 8
9 Q Does IV1ERS keep track of all ofthose sales 9
10 of the mortgage notes 10
11 A The servicer keeps track ofThat 11
12 Q Not MERS 12
13 A Not not MERS You could use the system 13
14 to keep track of it You could utilize this MERS 14
15 system to track some of that fora member A 15
16 member might be able to use the MERS system for 16
17 that but really the party to go to to find out 17
18 where the note is is the servicer 18
19 Q Does the MERS registry list the names of 19
20 the borrowers 20
21 A Its the MERS system 21
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Q. Is that something a consumer would call to 1 A. -- and yes, sir. 
get infom1ation on their mortgage loan? 2 Q. oes the MERS system have a atabase that 
A. Yes, sir. 3 would sho  the borrowers i  lorida? 
. Do you provide consumers with the name of 4 A. e , si . 
the most recent or the current mortgage note holder 5 Q. If at s e point in this litigation e 
or o ?  o ld  ERS to give s a list f a l the 
A. o. e provide the servicer, the current 7 borrowers i  lorida for whom ERS is  rtga e , 
servicer, and that can be updated instantaneously.  is that s et ing that uld be l ed? 
So there's no lag like there would be with the 9 A It's ot s  that e ould . 
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The -- the servicer that e give you is 1  It could l  e . 
the actual co pany that has your file, and that is 12 . ll ri . ver the , e a  --
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whatever kind of question you might have about your  (Discu sion  e ord.) 
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1 Q That number that youvejust provided is 1 A Uhhuh
2 that something that youve done a study of that you 2 Q Before the break Mr Arnold we were
3 know thatsthe percentage 3 discussing the mortgage loan of Sandy Trent
4 A The less than 1 percent 4 Do you remember that conversation
5 Q Yes 5 A Yes sir That is a MERS mortgage
6 A Yes sir Its actually 7 percent so 6 Q Let me let me show you
7 its actually significantly less than 1 percent 7 MRWEAKLAND In factImgoing to have
8 Q So ofall the mortgages wherein MERS is a 8 the court reporter mark that as Exhibit 1
9 mortgagee less than 1 percent of those end up in a 9 Plaintiffs Exhibit Number 1 was marked
10 foreclosure filed by MFRS 10 for identification
11 A Go to foreclosures 11 BY MR WEAKLAND
12 Q Go to foreclosure 12 Q Now I think this has become a a
13 A That result in foreclosure 13 document with more than one more than one
14 Q And thatsnot youre talking 14 document enclosed
15 nationally now 15 This is I think for the record the
16 A Well I would give the same answer 16 first two pages appear to be the Amended Complaint
17 Thats anational figure but Florida is so 17 of Foreclosed Mortgage the third page is a
18 significant as a as a percentage of the national 18 titled Notice Required by the Fair Debt Collection
19 number that I think youd find that its comparable 19 Practices Act and the fourth page starts the
20 in Florida as well 20121 mortgage s21 Q In the last four years are there So Imgoing to ask ifyou could turn to
22 foreclosures in Florida wherein MERS was the 22 the fourth page of that Exhibit 1
Page 55 Page 57
1 mortgagee that were not instituted by MERS 1 I believe you testified correct me if
2 A WhereMERS is the mortgagee 2 Imwrong that this is aMOMor MERS original
3 Q Yes 3 mortgagee
4 A Wel theforeclosures are mstitated 4 A Yes sir
5 jointlybyMERS and the member ItsStsdone 5 Q Is that is that what the term is
6 in the name ofMERSbecausewdrethemortgagee of 6 A Nodding head
7 record and the mortgage says that we hale the nigh 7 Q And you can see that by the language in
8 toforeclose 8 the mortgage is that correct
9 Eutthemember is heavily involved in 9 A Yes sir
10 that for example we would not know that a loan 10 Q And you testified that in some cases MERS
11 is in default and should go to foreclosure without 11 would not be named on themortgage but would become
12 the involvement of themember 12 amortgagee through a later assignment
13 Q A member could be a servicer 13 A Exactly And that might be one or two out
14 Yes slr 14 of 20
15 Q Allright In your experelc mFlorida 15 Q Does themortgage in this caseinhi
16 have the servicers on their own filed foreclosures 16 Exhibit 1 indicate that MERS is entitled to collect
17 in caseswhere MERS was themortgagee 17 moneg on the undecIymg debt
18 A Well we have a certifying officer 18 MR BROCHIN Objection to the extent the
19 colocated with them so I think the answer is is 19 document speaks for itself
20 no Its it proceedswith the involvement of 20 THE WITNESS dontthat is itot
21 MERS 21 the case MERS has themortgage tFtterest pnly
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that collect the debt
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Sir if you could go to the last two pages
of this document and if you could identify what
this is
MR BROCHIN Could you identify what
exactly by page number or something youre
referencing
MRWEAKLAND Well it would be in the
upper righthandpart of the page it would be
page 18 in the fax line 018 and 019
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q And what is this sir
A 1 believe its a note promissory note
Q Would this be the mortgage note
AYes str exactt
17 Q Ands kngwtheclocwnentspeaksfori
18 but canyouseeattythmg onfhe doctunent thai
19 indicate that MERSisa partyto thts ote
20 A W typically are not on notesoitsno
21 on this note and I dottthtnkyoullfind it on
22 other notes either
Page 60
1 money to MERS
2 A Theborrower does not pay anymoney to
3 MERS
4 Q Does MERS receive anymoney from the
5 borrower
6 A No
7 Q Do you know whether the HUD1 statemcut on
8 these transactions would show a payment to MERS as
9 a closing cost for the buyer
10 A There would not be apayment toMERS from
11 theborrower regardless ofwheth it was on the
12 HUD1 ornot That money itcouldbeon the
13 HUD1 and if it were on the HUD1 that represents
14 a payment to the leader
15 Q So the borrower would pay the lender a sum
16 ofmoney and the lender would pay the money to
17 MERS
18 A If it were on the HUD1
19 Q Is there a standard charge for a
20 standard charge that MERS imposes for each
21 mortgage
22 A Yes
16 Pages 58 to 61
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Page 59 Page 61
i Q And to complete Exhibit 1 if you could go 1 Q What is that charge
2 back to the first page which has a 007 on the 2 A 395per loan
3 top do you see that 3 Q Is there a cost basis that MERS has
4 A Yes 4 developed to reach that figure of395 Is there
5 Q And what is this document 5 some rational basis for 395as compared to 5 or
6 A Its title is Amended Complaint to 6 10
7 Foreclose Mortgage 7 A A large part of it is the fact that we are
8 Q And is MERS a plaintiff in this 8 an industry utility created for the purposeof
5 foreclosureaction 9 lowering the cost ofborrowing money for conswners
10 A Yesweare 10 And so our prices are kept as low as possible yet
11 Q And on the second page there is a 11 high enough to ensure the profitability ofMERS and
12 signature line for Donna Glick Do you see that 12 the care andmaintenance ofthe MERS system
13 A Yes sir 13 Q Is there a per unit cost to MERS for each
14 Q And who does she represent in this action 14 mortgage Do you understand what Imean
15 A She would represent both MERS and 15 A I think I understand what youre asking
16 CitiMortgage 16 and it varies widely
17 Q And the third page which is has a 009 17 For example every situation where theres
18 at the top what is that 18 a challenge to a foreclosure the the cost to
19 A The title is notice required by the Fair 19 MERS far outstrip 395 But as I said thats
20 Debt Collection Practices Act 20 well less than 1 percent of all of the loans we
21 Q Okay In the mortgage transactions in 21 charge that for So 99 plus percent ofthe loans
22 Florida does the mortgagor oraheborrower pay any 22 just pass and people make their payments according
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to the schedule and in those cases the cost is
dramatically lower
Q There is some cost to HERS though
A Yes sir
Q for each mortgage
A Yes sir
Q And the cost would include what types of




Q Other than the foreclosure costs and so
forth
A Well thats thats a major part of the
costs
Ifyoure talking about MERS itself MERS
is the company that serves in the county land
records and goes forward with the foreclosure to
the extent that that becomes required
The costs of that litigation are bome by
the member and those costs are balled up in the
























Q So if I if what I understand is
correct you have less than I percent of all
mortgages end up in foreclosure
A Of our mortgages
Q Of yourmortgages
A Nodding head
Q And the cost of litigation are not pall by
MFRS
A I didntsay that The cost of the
foreclosure would not be paid by MFRS It wouldbe
paid by the respective member
Cost of litigation generally for
example this litigation wer talking about
involved in right here MFRS is the defendant and
it adds up to a shocking amount ofmoney
Q The395though is less than what is
paid to record a mortgage isntthat correct
A Well when you asked me earlier about
whether MERS has competition thats thats a
you know we have to keep our fees as low as
possible And so yes thats a very low fee and
it while its not related to recording costs it
Page 64
1 gives you an example of how low our fees are
2 because yes to record a document with the county
3 land records costsmany many many times that
4 much
5 Q Does the borrower pay that fee of
6 recording to the lender as part of the settlement
7 costs
8 A Yes
9 Q So the lender bears the recording fee of
10 the mortgage is that correct
11 A Yes
12 Q The members also pay a membership fee
13 A Yes sir
14 Q correct
15 Is there a flat rate for the members to
16 pay
17 A Unlike the registration fee which is
18 395 per loan we do have tiers for membership
19 So ifyou are a say a mom and shop sic
2 0 mortgagecompany thatsjust very small 50 loans a
21 year youre going to pay a low membership fee
22 And ifyoure a large mortgage company probably of
Page 65
1 the names youvecommonly heard Countrywide Wells
2 Fargo Chase theyr going to pay a lot more in
3 the form ofmembership
4 Q is that based on thenumber ofloans
5 A Its actually based for example upon the
6 number ofcertifying officers that they would have
7 So avery a very small mortgage company
8 might have one certifying officer and thatmight
9 be theCEO So the cost for that mortgage company
10 for us to maintain our relationship with them is
11 dramatically lower than say a Countrywide which
12 may have a hundred or more certifying officers
13 And we keep track of all our certifying officers so
14 weknow who they are
15 Q e costt er standpptnt doesthe
16 consumee pay moneyt MERSat any timeduring the
17 mortgage Ioap process
18 A Never
19 MR BROCHIN Just so were clear when
20 you you mean sic consumer you mean the
21 borrower
22 MR WEAKLAND The borrower correct
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Q All right But the borrowerslender pays
money to MERS not only on the mortgage but on the
membership fee
A Ifthey are a member
Q They donthave to be a member
A Theres no requirement to be a member of
MERS
Q Can the lender whos not a member of MERS
enjoy any of the MERS services
A No they cannot They have to be a member
and go by the membership agreement and the rules of
membership and part of that is that they would
have to pay the appropriate fees
Page 68
1 national bank or some other large facility that has
2 stainless steel vaults and its its likemoney
3 And so that note the real question about
4 the holder of note iswho has authority to access
5 it and get it out ofthat facility And and so
6 you know as we as we get into the foreclosure
7 process MFRS gains that authority to get that
8 note
9 MR WEAKLAND Lets take a break
10 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 1159am
11 This completes Tape Number I of the videotaped
12 deposition ofMrRK Arnold
13 Discussion off the record
14 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 1200pm
15 and this is Tape Number 2 of the videotaped
16 deposition ofMr RKArnold
17 BY MR WEAKLAND
18 Q Mr Arnold backing up just a bit we
19 talked about the HUDI statement and what the
20 borrower pays in closing costs
21 Ifthat 395were listed as apayment as
22 a closing cost would the borrower pay that at the
18 Pages 66 to 69
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Page 67 Page 69
1 since themoratonum thatswhatshappening in a 1 time of closing
2 large way inFlorida 2 MR BROCHIN Objection to the form of the
3 Its an incident of the fact that were 3 question I think thatscalling for a lot of
4 thenoitgagee of record If they choose not to 4 speculation there
5 take advantage of it thatsno different than that 5 THE WITNESS Yeah Idontknow whats
6 99 percent of the loans that don go into default 6 paid and what not is not paid If its on the
7 Q Iniflallywhen the borrower assigns 7 HUD1 its disclosed as a potential fee
8 mortgage notesI think that you testified that 8 BY MR WEAKLAND
9 MERS is not aparty to them6itgrige note is that 9 Q Can you give me an idea ofthe range of
10 correct 10 the membership fees from the smallest mom and pop
11 A The note 11 operation to SunTrust for example
12 Q At same tnme1urng the course of loan 12 A The smallest would be what we call a lite
13 serncing does MERSbecomeagartyto tliemortgage 13 membership which would be 264 annually
14 note 14 Q Did you say light
15 A Webecome a holder ofthenote 15 A Thats a lite member Thats a
16 Q Atwhat tune does that happens 16 Q LIGHT
17 A It attheimeoffoi closar 17 A LITE like a lite beer
18 Q TheJudgment in foreclosure or the the 18 Q Okay
19 domptaintln foreclasure7 19 A And that just expresses the fact that
20 A Well thenote is typically field in a 20 theyr theyr less of a drain on our on our
21 secure vault Adone of the thingsLgde s 21 resources by the way that you think that number
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A It could be bought and sold Its a
negotiable instrument




A Well itsa negotiable ins rtrment and
theresno requirement to update the MERS system
If the if the member wanted to do that then
they can utilize the MERS system for that But the
move freely So it could be pledged it canbe
transferrer tt canmove
Q If I had access into the MERS registry I
think you testified that I would be able to see the
current servicer
A Yes
Q If that servicer changed over time would
I be able to see the progression of servicers over
the course ofmy loan
A Well the MERS system would show the





1 loan a month and it goes up to7500 a year for 1
2 the largest mortgage companies i 2
3 Q Would the average be somewhere right in 3
4 the middle ofthose two numbers 4
5 A Well there are very few large companies 5
6 so I dontknow what the average or the 6
7 Q I guess the average would be right in the 7
8 middle What would be the median 8
9 A Well the median both numbers we 9
10 have a lot oflite members Over a thousand 10
11 probably 11
12 Q Out of how many total members 12
13 A I would say3000 The very largest 13
14 mortgage companies begin to drop off pretty 14
15 quickly So once you get past the top 10 it 15
16 starts to go down pretty significantly By the 16
17 time youre through with the top 30 you start 17
18 corning out on a on a different list in the 18
19 newspaper in the newspaper 19
20 Q Okay Are there services servicers who 20
21 are not lenders as members of MERS 21
22 A There are servicers who are not members of 22
MERS Act the previous servicer would have to have sent
2 Q Let me rephrase that 2 a notification to the borrower to change where they
3 Are there servicers who are members of 3 send the payments and the new servicer would have
4 MERS who are not lenders 4 to send a letter to the borrower saying now send
5 A Yes 5 the payments to us Its called a hellogood bye
6 Q Are those servicers included in the3000 6 letter
7 total that you just discussed 7 And so the borrower receives notice that
8 A Yes 8 the servicer has transferred and the MERS flag
9 Q About how many of those would be servicers 9 would point to the newservi You get the
10 but not lenders 10 current servicer from the MERS system
11 A In fact I donteven know that we would 11 Q Did MERS lend any money to any ofthe
12 be able to determine that because they could 12 named plaintiffs in thiscase
13 become they could have become a lender or 13 A No
14 stopped lending 14 Q Did MERS provide financing for any
15 Q During the courseofa iortgage loan where 15 residential real estate purchases in Florida
16 the boriower is paying itoff that mortgage1oan 16 A No
17 could be transferred many times during that period 17
E a
Q Is MERS in the business of lendingmoney
18 correct 18 A Nosh
19 A The rortgage loan 19 Q Did MERS buy any mortgage loan paper of
20 Q Yes 20 thePIaintiffsforfair value
21 A The note 21 A No
22 Q Yes 22 Q Did MERSbnyany residential mortgage loan
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paper in Florida for fair value
A Would you repeat that
Q Did MERS buy any residential mortgage loan
paper in Florida for fair value
A No sir
Q Is MERS in the business ofbuying
residential mortgage loan paper for fair for
fair value
A No sir
Q Has MERS ever obtained a license to act as
a mortgage lender in Florida
A No sir
Q Has MERS purchased the right from any of
the Plaintiffs lenders to foreclose on their
mortgage loans
A No sir
Q Does MERS provide money consideration when
mortgages are assigned to MFRS
MR BROCHfN Excuseme
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Do you understand

























Could you rephrase that
MR WEAKLAND What The last question
MR BROCHIN Yes please
MRWEAKLAND Okay
MR BROCHIN or reask it Or could
the court reporter read back
MRWEAKLAND Yes I lost it
THE REPORTER Question Does MERS




Q Could you do you okay Let me
let me see if I can rephrase that
At some point I think you testified that
mortgages are assigned to MERS Maybe not on
en lim phonetic spelling cases but at some later
point
A Yes sir
Q On those assignments does MERS pay money
to the origina mortg
Page 76
1 A No
2 Q Is there any consideration that is paid by
3 MFRS to the original mortgagee for those
4 assignments
5 A No
6 Q Let me ask about mortgagenotes Does
7 MFRS ever take an assignment of a mortgage note
8 A No sir We become the holder of the
9 of the mortgage note
10 Q Atwhat point do you become the holder of
11 the mortgage note
12 A As the loan begins to move toward
13 foreclosure it becomes more and more evident that
14 we might have to present the note in foreclosure
15 and theresan instruction to MERS that they are to
16 foreclose and that makes us the holder
17 Q Whenyou say as the loan begins to move
18 fonvard to foreclosure what events move the loan
19 forward to foreclosure
20 A Well there has to be a default The
21 member has to determine that the loan is in
22 default A an update has to be sent to the MFRS
Page 77
1 system that foreclosure is to begin and that is
2 the instruction thatinitiates the foreclosure
3 The certifying officer asIve said is
4 colocated with the member and so that certifying
5 officer is involved in the foreclosure And so the
6 access to the note as the foreclosure begins it
7 becomes more and more evident for example ifthey
8 pay immediately the notewill remain in that
9 vault
10 As the foreclosure moves forward to the
11 filing phase it has to become more and more
12 evident that MERS might very well have to produce
13 that note And under the membership agreement and
14 the rules we are to become theholder
15 Whether or not the note is actually pulled
16 out of the vault and presented in the court depends
17 on what thejudge requires It depends on the
18 state So at the time of for example a
19 foreclosure judgment the note wouldbepresented
20 to the judge
21 Prior to that its held in as secure a
22 location a possible because it is paramount to
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money and its not a smart idea to have it in
briefcases and accordion files and stufflike that
So to the extent we can keep it in
custody thats what we do and who has the
authority to receive possession of that note shifts
to NIERS as we move into the foreclosures
Q These notes are held in different banks
around the country
A Yes sir and theyr typically any
mortgage company of size is going to have a
relationship with a facility like that
Q When the notespulled out of whatever
depository its in is the is there an
assignment of the note is there some quick changes
done to the note or is it presented to the court
exactly as it was in the vault
A It is It is typically presented to the
court just exactly as it appears in the vault It
could be endorsed over to one party or another
Its a negotiable instrument so it can it can
move freely
























vault and would ultimatelybe shown to the judge
but and canceled by the court But its
between theresa lot of space between lip and
cup there that you dontwant to lose the note
Lost notes are an issue in the mortgage industry
because theresso many billions of it
So every precaution is taken to try to
keep from losing track ofthat note and the best
way is to keep it in a secured facility
Q Is there you outlined a procedure as to
when the loan begins to move forward to
foreclosure and I was I wanted to ask you is
there any procedures in place by VIERS that include
maybe negotiating a settlement with the consumer
prior to foreclosure
A We never had any involvement in that at
all
Q Why not
A We donthave that expertise We dont
have that information We we know nothing about
how to work that out That would depend upon the
servicer relationshipwith thewiththe
Page 80
1 beneficial owner of the loan
2 Ourjob is to serve as mortgagee of record
3 in the county land records and part of that is we
4 would need to be a party to the foreclosure
5 Q Does the servicer have the discretion to
6 work out a deal with the borrower before involvin
7 MFRS in a foreclosure action
8 A I would say that the servicer always has
9 that authority It is almost always contained by
10 some sort of requirement from the beneficial owner
11 So I would say yes the servicer has certain
12 latitude but they they are not the beneficial
13 owner in those cases and so they would they
14 would have to be operating within instructions
15 For example forgiveness of a late
16 payment A servicer might beable to do that
17 whereas they might not be able to accept less than
18 the face value of the note
19 Q When a loan a mortgage loan goes into
20 default is there any risk to MFRS
21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form ofthe
22 question
Page 81
1 THE WITNESS 1 would sayno Theresan
2 obligation that we wouldplaya role inthe
3 foreclosure
4 BY MR WEAKLAND
5 Q But as faras losing money if the
o borrower didntpay would MERS lose money
7 A No sir
8 Q Of the named plaintiffs in this case did
9 MERS ever acquire ownership of their mortgage
10 notes
11 A Well we are the legal ownerof the
12 mortgage and ie ultimately during the foreclosure
13 become the owner and the bolde of the note for tie
14 purposes of foreclosure
15 Q How does MFRS become owner of the niortg
16 note
17 A Well we gain possession of it for the
19 purpose of foreclosure and wev done it that way
19 for eight years Its very recently that
20 somebody challcm that and thats thats
21 what were resolvin here
22 But we become the mortgage says that we
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1 have the authority to foreclose And so wer 1 for identification
2 taking that authority and doing what needs to be 2 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 15pm
3 done to do our iob to foreclose Part of that is 3 and wer back on the record
indicate that MERS holds a portfolio of residstt
becoming the holder of the note so that ultimately 4 MR WEAKLAND Thank you
we can present it to the judge if need be 5 BY MR WEAKLAND Resumed
6 Q Other than the physical possession of the 6 Q Mr Arnold let me just go back and touch
7 note is there any document that indicates that i 7 on a couple things that I didn ask you
8 VLERS has ownership interest in the mortgage note 8 We talked about the MERS members and I
1
A There is a rule that requires that we be 9 thinkwev identified lenders and servicers Are
1 the holder of the note 10 there any other categories that are MERS members
i1 Q Is there an assignment of the mite to 11 A There could also be a category ofmembers
12 MERS 12 who just want to be a part of MERS say for
13 A Notes are not assigned 13 example a journalist or or a some expert
14 C Is there a sale of the note to MSRS 14 in mortgage lending or a county recorder a
15 A They donthave to be sold We gain 15 county we have county recorders or county
16 uossession because of our deity as the legal owner 16 government officials that are MERS members and if
17 of the mortgage We have to have possession of the 17 theyr with the government they would not pay the
18 note so that we can move forward with that 18 membership fee
15 It is in a representative capacity because 19
Y
20 theres a beneficial interest owner and wer 20A l
21 operating on their behalf 91 kind of ategoryIvejust m ed
22 Q Does VIERS have a portfolio of residential j 22 of say companies that do work for mart ge
Pa9e 83 Page 85
loans payable to MERS
A No 2
3 Q Does I n liw financial statements 3
4 A Ycs sir 4
5 Q Do the statements in the past four years 5
6
mortaQe notes 7
8 A No sir 8
9 Q Has A9 ERS prevaalcd in anyof the 9
10 foreclosure actions in the state ofFlorida in the 10
11 Last two years 11
A No sir 12
13 Q Has MERS obtained money judgtncntsi 13
14 foreclosure actions in Florida in the last 14
15 two years 15
16 A No sir Wedontwedontcollect 16
1r money 17
18 MR WEAKLAND Lets take a break 18
19 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 129pm 19
20 Were going off the record 20
21 Luncheonrecess 21
22 Plaintiff s Exhibit Number 2 was marked 22
companies
Q Title companies for exarriple
A Title companies could be members
Q there title insurance companies
A Could could be Membership is
typically o eri
Q How does MERS assess the fee for those
members who donthave transactions on the MERS
system
A As I said in the case of a governmental
entity we would we wouldntcharge it For
example FHA pays no no membership fee
Onsome of the other categories it would
probablybe1000annually
Q Does MERS make more money from the395
fee or the membership fee
MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
question
THE WITNESS Much more with the395 fee
BY MRWEAKLAND
Q WhenMERprev l nUfechbsr
litirationinFdoMBRSobtain a judgm
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1 A When we foreclose in Florida 1 BY MR WEAKLAND
2 Q Yes 2 Q The risk that you described is a risk of
3 A Yes Ultimately we obtazn a judgment 3 loss of futurebusiness
4 And I think you asked me earlier whether we had 4 A That I suppose woulddepend upon how
5 whether there was anything at risk in that in 5 significant our members consider the incident of
6 that foreclosure And my answer was really in line 6 foreclosure to be in the overall MERS proposition
7 with your Other questions which was financial 7 As 1 said several rimes earlier less than
8 risk We are heavily at risk as faras you know 8 1 percent of loans registered on the MERS system go
9 having to fotlow the rules of court and enforcing 9 to foreclosure And and so I think if if
10
J
our rules that ourmembers must go by 10 a ifyou lost the ability to foreclose I think
11
kq
WeriRalso we also have Ieopai dy as far 11 you know you have you have a loss in our value
12 as if we
wer to fail in the foreclosureealm
12 proposition
13 that woold a paptf our value proppsition that 13 Q Lets take the Trent foreclosure which is
14 would not be thereend I mentton her that 14 in front of you as anexample
15 thats that
w
tnci a to our mamhn f 15 If for some reason MERS lost that case
16 business w hi g as mortgag oaf record 16 tell me what item ofvalue or each item ofvalue
17 but its a pi of value that the m ers are 17 that MERS has lost
18 entitled to an th o be able to use r 18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
19
f
foreclosures a 19 question
2 0 Soye eve a good bit at riswhen 2 0 THE WITNESS Well itwould be to our
21 it comes to thet i sure itself It has t e
guns
21 value proposition as opposed to you know as
22 done right and egcounte 122 I as I answered earlier you know we unless
t yage 87 Page 89
which is in essence what has happened in
2 this case 2
3 So we once we go to court and weget 3
4 involved in the foreclosure we have a lot at risk 4
5 but ofcourse it would have to do with whether or 5
6 not wer doing whatwer supposed to doin terms 6
7 of that foreclosure and our obligation to foreclose 7
8 that wev undertaken through our membership 8
9 Q LS that risk similar to the risk that an 9
10 attorney would have if he didntdo a good job in 10
11 the litigation 11
12 MR BROCAIN Object to the form 12
13 THE WITNESS Its you know I would 13
14 1would think that that example is a fair one in a 14
15 lot of respects The key difference though is an 15
16 attorney is doing work for a third party 16
17 In our situation we are the first party 17
18 We are actually the owner and holder of the 18
19 mortgage and note proceeding forward with the 19
20 litigation and so ours is not a third pain kind 20
21 of professional risk that a lawyer would have 21
22 Ours is a first patty risk as a litigant 22
it came to the form of a counterclaim that we lost
we wouldntfinancially lose money if this didnt
goforward in our name but it would draw away from
our value proposition which is that ofserving as
mortgagee of record And our members understand
that to be something thats standard and part of
that is that the foreclosurewill go through the
MERS process if need be
So we would lose that part of our value
offering
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q What interest is MERS advancing on its own
behalf in the Trent case
A We have contracted we have two key
pieces of this One is that the borrower has made
us the mortgagee of record through the mortgage and
that mortgage says that we have the right to
foreclose
The obligation to foreclose comes with our
relationship with our member who is the servicer or
Iender or whoever it may in the case ofthat
loan So wer really joined at the hip sort of
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1 from the beginning from particularly on the
MONIs NIERS as original mortgagee Theborrower lia
made us the mortgagee of record Thats clearly
4 stated in the mortgage and they clearly give us
5 the authority to conduct the foreclosure
6 As far as whether the foreclosure will be
7 conducted in our name thatsadetermination that
8 our member would make whether they wanted to avail
9 themselves ofthat indicia of us serving as legal
10 ownerattd n tgagee of record
11 And as I mentioned earlier in Florida
12 wev instituted a moratorium on that aspect until
13 we get all this resolved because we really are
14 looking to better the process and we just
15 determined that to the extent that we have
16 litigation that brings this into question lets
17 put in a moratorium and lets litigateand just do
18 it through the courts like like is really the
19 only way wer going to get a resolution to this
20 Q Is your when I mean your I mean
21 MERS is MERS bottom line affected whether it
22 wins or loses that case Exhibit I
Page 91
1 MR BROCHIN Objection 1 object to the
2 form of the question
3 THE WITNESS I would say absolutely we
4 are affected
5 BY MR WEAKLAND
6 Q How is it affected
7 A It impacts the obligation that wev
8 undertaken through a membership with the member
9 Q The member stops paying you
10 A No The member paid us We were paid for
11 it
12 Q Okay Again the question is what loss
13 would you suffer financially if you lost that case
14 MERS
15 A Well nowyou say financially We for
16 one thing to litigate the case costs us money
17 as as we sithere today
18 As far as you know financial loss we
19 get into a lawsuit and there are counterclaims
20 That impacts us definitely from a cost standpoint
21 Q Do you have a fee agreement with the
22 lawwho is representing MFRS in the Trent case
Page 92
1 A No sir That is that a well a fee
agreement we pay the member is actually the one
3 that pays but its sort of a threeway agreement
4 and thatsthe same way as an insurance defense is
5 handled maybe in a car wreck There is a fee
6 thatsbeing paid to the attorney
7 Q But not by MFRS
a A Not byMFRS
Q Did MFRS ask for attorney fees in the
10 Trent case and awaidied attomey fees
11 MR BROCHIN Objection to the extent the
12 complaint Pm sure speaks for itself
13 THE TINESS Yeah And that that is
14 probably a standard Dart of any lawsuit Whether
15 they were awarded or not is something that I guess
1 E would remain to be seen ultimately But there may
17 be a prayer for that but in no event would that
1 k money go to MLRS That would go to the attorney
19 BY MR WEAKLAND
20 Q When MERS obtains a judment in its
21 foreclosure actions does NfERS reflect those




3 Q Can you estimate the total dollar amount
4 ofjudgments obtained by MERS in Florida
5 foreclosure actions since 2002
6 MR BROCHIN Hold on a minute
7 Will you re read the question so he could
8 hear it again please
9 THE REPORTER Question Can you estimate
10 the total dollar amount ofjudgments obtained by
11 MERS in Florida foreclosure actions since 2002
12 THE WITNESS We haven received we
13 dontact moncy judDnents The only thing that
14 would come close to that is the actual foreclosure
15 itself which is an in rem action for title to the
16 property
17 1 dontwant to mislead you
18 BY MR WEAKLAND
19 Q Thatsokay
20 A Ican easily say zero
21 Q ajudggment is entered by the court in
22 these foreclosure actions who is the judgment
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A Theres noiudgment creditor as far as
MERS is concerned The property is foreclosed the
court does whatever it does in the appropriate
jurisdiction to move title to in most cases the
servicer Y x
So MERS is really only only involved on
an in rem basis ltsa foreclosureaction not for
rnoney Its a foreclosure action for property
Were not involved in an action for money
at all Now Pm not saying that that isn also
contained in there but thats on behalf of another
partner
Q What other party are you talking about
MFRS is the only party on the
A Well I think this might bea good
example Trent Its a foreclosure in the name of
MFRS and CitiMortgage And it might be the case
that CitiMortgage has some claim that it wants to
then try to go for money damage claim but thats
based upon the fact that the debt might exceed the
value of the property
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MERS is not involved in anything tike
that Our we have no knowledge of what the
outstanding debt is We know that its in default
and our job is to foreclose it And the extent of
our involvement and the extent of our expertise is
that we would do whats necessary within the rules
of the court to plead that and have that mortgage
interest moved by the court to probably the member
Q I understand DidntMERS as for
deficiency judgment in the Trent case and hasnt
it asked for deficiency judgments in other cases of
the Plaintiffs
k
A To the extent that there is something like
that that would be thecreditor or the the
lender or the servicer going forward and and
trying to get some money judgment
Once the foreclosure is granted the
extent ofthe MFRS involvement is over with
Q Does MFRS in its foreclosure actions in
the state of Florida ask for deficiency judgments
MR BROCHIN Are you talking about any
foreclosure acti
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1 MR WEAKLAND Yes
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
3 question
4 BYMR WEAKLAND
5 Q Well any of the foreclosure actions of
6 the named plaintiffs
7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
8 question It calls for a legal conclusion in which
9 Imsure the operative pleadings would cover
10 BYMR WEAKLAND
11 Q You can answer
12 A Well Ive expressed what we do which is
13 were involved in an in rem action There may be
4 other parties that are seeking collection of the
15 debt or full payment over and above what the
16 property is ultimately said for but the very
17 nature of a deficiency judgment by definition would
18 require the determination of the deficiency And
19 typically we have to go back in and prove howmuch
2 0 the property sold for and at that point MFRS
21 would not even be a have any involvement in that
22 whatsoever ice
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1 Sd our involvement is for the purpose of
2 getting the property getting possession of the
3 property lawfully by the court put over to one of
4 the parties involved probably the servicer Then
5 the property is sold often at auction and then
5 there typically has to be a reassessment to the
7 court of Nvhat that deficiency is I ERS would have
8 no involvement in that whatsoever
9 Q At some point does MERS have right of
10 possessionof the property after a foreclosure
i 1 action
12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
13 question It calls for legal conclusions
14 BY MRWEAKLAND
15 Q In Florida
16 MR BROCHIN Same objection
17 THE WTfNESS And the reason Imbeing
18 careful here is because I dontwant I want to
19 give you a fair answer I hope I hope Pve
20 tried to do that all day
21 The intention is never that the property
2 would come to VIERS 1 re not the beneficial
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1 owner Wev never claimed to be the beneficial j 1 has been foreclosed and that it can now be sold at
2 owner and in fact our membership agreement and 2 a sheriffs sale And we donteven want to be
3 rules make it clear were not the beneficial owner 3 involved in the sheriffs sale except we are to the
4 So for us to become the actual owner in the form of i 4 extent its necessary to comply with what the
5 a sheriffs deed is something that we dontwant to 5 sheriffs requirements are
5 do 6 So when we go to the sheriffs sale the
Now if that happens it might happen as 7 sheriff announces that MFRS has an in rem judgment
8 an accommodation in a particular situation so Im 8 on the property We donthave a problem with
9 not saying that it would never happen Im saying 9 that What we would prefer not to have happen is
10 that that would be a special situation that a 110 when the property is sold for somehow then the
11 certifying officer would not be able to authorize 111 deed to come to us The deed ought to go to the
12 hatsnot routine for us to become the owner of 12 party that paid value for that
13 the property 13 A judgment creditor as I understand it
14 What we do is foreclose the property 14 is someone who has a judgment saying that they can
15 The the necessary actions in foreclosure are collect money firom someone and we just do not do
1 h conducted by us with involvement from the other 6 that
17 members and we take that forward and do what has 117 BY vMWEAKLAND
18 to be done within the rules of the court to obtain 18 Q Allright You just testified that MFRS
19 a foreclosure judgment That by definition is an 19 has an in rem judgment
20 in rein action so its only for the property k 20 A Yes
21 At that point itwould an to the 21 Q Does PIERS report in its finid
22 sheriffssale And yeah there have been 22 statements the value of that in rem judgment
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1 situations where the sheriffmistakenly put MFRS an 1
2 he deed but we try to quickly correct that and i 2 MRBRO Object objection Asked
3 get the property over to the true beneficial owner 3 and answered
4 BY MR WEAKLAND 4 BY MR WEAKLAND
5 Q Mr Arnold whatIm trying to find out is 5 Q Is VIERS involved in Florida in pursuing
6 what does the judge do If the judge has a 6 deficiencyjudgl3ents in foreclosure actions
7 complaint with a prayer of relief with MFRS as the 7 NI c BROiHLi Objection Asked and
8 only plaintiff does the judge at the time of 8 answered
9 entering thejudgment substitute a third party as 9 THE WITNESS No
10 he judg 10 BY MR WEAKLANDAl
11 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object to the 11 Q Is MERS involved m pI c ng lis pendens on
12 question on twofold One youreasking for a 12 the record foreclose actrod Florida
13 legal conclusion and youre also asking him to 13 A W lis pe dens is Jus t make it
14 ave an answer generically when the it may 14 clear that at the certaings that are
15 differ from case to case depending on the 15 happening itigatiorh t the vitord is being put
16 circumstances of the file 16 on notice to the ezfent that difivolves the
17 MR WEAKLAND WellI object to the 17 legal own ofthe ortgage Brest we would
x
18 THE WITNESS Werenot a were not a 18 certainly whateverl01 e there ould bet15 judgment creditor We we dontwe donthave 19 appropria
20 ajudgment for the right to collect money from the 20 Sot ere is a foreclosure ding in
21 borrower The only judgment that we strive for is 21 the name ofRS antlte standard in the
22 an in rem judgment that declares that the property 22 jurisdicrion that thatwould somehow be
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1 expressed in the county land records certainly 1 foreclosures are conducted in the jurisdiction and
2 Q The question was has MERS filed lis 2 we relyon the judgment ofour outside counsel to
3 pendens in foreclosure actions in Florida Is your 3 follow local practice
4 answer yes 4 Q Mr Arnold Imgoing to show you whats
5 MR BROCHIN Objection Asked and 5 been marked as composite Exhibit Number 2 which
6 answered 6 Ill state for the record is actually three
7 BY MR WEAKLAND 7 documents all pertaining to the plaintiffs the
8 Q Well is your answer yes 8 Taylors in this case
9 MR BROCHIN Objection Asked and 9 MR BROCHIN Let me ask you a question
10 answered 10 for the record You handed me a copyofExhibit
11 THE WITNESS We may have 11 Number 2 In my copy the third page is blank
12 BY MR WEAKLAND 12 which I believe had some important language on it
13 Q As you sit here today do you know whether 13 MRWEAKLAND May I see the original
14 you have or not 14 Actually Mr Brochin thats whatyou
15 MR BROCHIN Are you talking about any 15 see on page 3 is actually should be on the
16 case 16 bottom of page2 It just broke like that
17 MR WEAKLAND N ERS 17 MR BROCHIN Okay But its just I
18 MR BROCHIN Are you talking about in any 18 dontknow if this is incomplete intentionally or
19 foreclosure action 19 not but the mortgage says page 1page 2 The
20 MR WEAKLAND In Florida 20 third page is blank which says page 2 of 12 pages
21 MR BROCHIN Are you saying 21 and then the fourth page is page12 of 12 pages
22 THE WITNESS Im saying that we 22 So it seems to be a rather incomplete copy of the
Page 103 Page 105
1 would be 1 mortgage itself
2 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Are you talking 2 MR WEAKLAND Let me take a break to see
3 about anyone in the state of Florida or are you 3 ifwe have the complete document
4 just talking about these sixcases 4 THE VIDEOGRAPHER Off the record
5 MR WEAKLAND Im talking about MERS 5 MR WEAKLAND Yes
6 filing lis pendens in foreclosure actions in 6 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 142pm
7 Florida in the last four years 7 Weregoing offthe record
8 MR BROCHIN In any case 8 Recess
9 MR WEAICLAND In any case 9 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 150pm
10 MR BROCHIN Objection to the form ofthe 10 Wereback on the record
11 question 11 BY MR WEAKLAND
12 THE WITNESS It may have happened I 12 Q Okay Wev scoured our files here and we
13 have no personal knowledge of a particular case 13 dontfind the complete mortgage for the Taylors
14 where it has happened My answer is to the effect 14 Imonly interested really in the first pageof
15 that its something that is incident to the 15 that mortgage so ifyou could lookat the fast
16 foreclosure itself 16 page ofExhibit 2
17 BY MR WEAKLAND 17 MR BROCHIN Okay So wer wer
18 Q Does MERS have any procedures in place to 18 agreeing
19 advise servicers or attorneys in Florida when to 19 MR WEAKLAND Yes
20 file lis aq 20 MR BROCHIN or making it clear for
21
e
os 21 the record that the exhibit is not a complete set
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MRWEAKLAND Its not the complete
mortgage that is correct
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Now if you could look at that first page
Is this an MOMMERS mortgage
A Yes it is
Q All right So that means that the initial
mortgage signed by in this case the Taylors MERS
was named as the mortgagee
Q Yofiretheoriginal mortgagee
A Yes
Q Okay The fifth page ofthis exhibit is
entitlednote Do you see that sir
A Yes
Q And do you know whether at any time iiiMe
litigation with the Taylors MERS obtained any
rights to the mortgage note
A Well we obtained the right as the Iioldcr
Page 107
of the note for purposes of foreclosure
Q And you became holder ofthe note because
you physically took possession of the note
A Well that note as I said earlier
probably remains in a custodial facility as long as
possible
ssession of the note really has to do
with who has the authority to go and get it and
during the foreclosure process that possession
needs to shift to MERS so that we can ultimately
at the request of the judge present the note to
the defendant
And also as far as items involved in that
judgmentoflawsuit we can and are involved in
x
other thin going along with that lawsuit one of
which is 06tentially the filing ofthe lis pendens
jy
another ofwhich might be a judgment for attorney
fees whielithe mortgage also provides for Another
aught beeme sort ofdeficiency judgment that is
pursued fut will not windup being paid to MERS
So e are along for the ride on the
foreclosure fully and so whatever needs to be pled
Page 106
1 in the foreclosure as long as theyefollowing
2 our rules and as long as the debt actually in
3 default whatever rights come fr the mortgage and
4 the mortgage note we can andnioht verywell be
5 involved in any of that as far asbeing a named
6 party k x
7 And I am caught betweengiving you a fair
8 answer and and possibly leaving something out
9 here so Da trying to go overboardAbmake sure
10 that you Imow once we go dowithe foreclosure
11 path w4An it all the way We have
12 responsibilz3y for hi6 its condu td We have
13 encountrCd coon claims one many of which
14 have involved th 1ves in F1on
ut in the torium15 Tlaatswhy
16 because we want Clear answeom the courts of
17 what we are actua doing Th 3 thing we want
18 is to make the propgss of mortg ending more
19 complex We w Yto make it for people to
20 borrow money an ess expensi r them to buy
21 homes And so ti e extent th becomes
22 confusing wecerinlydon be part of
Page
1 that and thatswhyfhemoratoriutninFlorida
2 Q Okay l
3 A As far as theconduc tithe foreclosure
4 itself v nataver associated sociated with
5 that foreclosure were invol
J
in And the pa
6 I meant a few minutes ago rs F none of that
7 money will come to T ERS 411 is thatsthe
8 difference
9 So we m ght be involved aparty but
10 for example a deficiency for legal fees that
11 moneyUM ultimately rightfully be paid to th
12 member who is the one who footed the bill for tl
13 legal fees all along
14 Q You mentioned that at some point MERS
15 theauthority to go get the note
16 Vlat triggers that authority Is there
17 some document or solve agreement
18 A Its a rule
g Q By whom
2 4 A Wemust by MFRS Forus to do the
21 foreclosure we must be a holder
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1 capacity because wer never the beneficial owner
2 But as far as being a holder for the purpose of
3 presenting the note to the judge at the time that
4 the foreclosure judgment is issued we are the
5 responsible party for that
6 Q Do you get into possession of the note by
7 virtue of physically holding the note
8 A We ultimatelywould but maybe only as its
9 presented to the judge because as Isaid its
10 going to be held in a secure facility as long as it
11 possibly ci be That Why you get copies
12 presented court Ths why youllget you
13 could get a certified cop presented itrcourt
e
14 Thats why1 for exa le might have an
15 affidavit sagthat thedote is m sucha place
I1
16 And this is done as ne d be with thejudge in
17 control
18 Soon 7 a judge says I want tfi mote
19 right herein nt ofmoIcan can it so
a
20 that this debto anddefWant can thet go on about
21 their businessariddeclare this foreclosure
22 complete we the respnsible party
Page 112
1 THE REPORTER Question Youmentioned
2 that at some point MERS has the authority to go
3 get the note What triggers that authority Is
4 there some document or some agreement
5 Answer Its a rule
6 Question By whom
7 Answer We must by MFRS For us to do
8 a foreclosure we must be aholder
9 Now yes thats in a representative
10 capacity
11 MR WEAKLAND Thank you Thats
12 thats fine
13 BY MR WEAKLAND
14 Q Let mego back to that when 1 asked you
15 by what authority does 19ERS obtain the note and you
16 said by a rule
17 What rule are you talking about
18 A The rule of membership in MERS is that to
19 proceed with aforeclosure we have to be the
20 holder
21 Q is that a MERS rule
22 A That is a MERE rule
Page 113
Q Imsong I tliougbt it was a judge rule
Okay So before MERS well strike
that
Does MFRS always have the authority to go
get the note
A Only in a foreclosure
Q Only after default
A Only afterdefault Were wer the
holder for the purpose of foreclosing and wouldnt
have any need to hold the note otherwise
Q Does the lender have any right rights
with regard to that note at the time MFRS obtains
it
MR BROCHIN Object to the form ofthe
question It calls for legal conclusions relating
to a lender
THE GWf1NESS The someone else holds
all the other rights so the the note has a
numberofthings associated with it One is the
fact that itsgot a mortgage attached to it and
that mortgage has all kinds of things for example
the right tofeclose The mortgage says th the




1 of that notes in aAnd Nether o111
1
2 secure facilt for ex we would not bee 2
3 able to go get that nijke in the midMeofthe 3
4 night So y there arecharacteristics ofa 4
5 secure foci that we world need to deal with 5
6 As far having aright to go in and get
i
c
7 that note yf we are thebolder for purposes of 7
8 foreclosure Ve wouldnot have any other rights 8
9 so we don tliave the right to be paid thenote We 9
10 have the riA to foreclose the note We hold the 1
11 note for thepurpose of foreclosure I 1
12 MR EAKLANDi Madam court reporter could 121313 you read the last question back and the beginning
14 ofhis answer 14
15 THE REPORTER Question Do you get into 15
16 possession of the note by virtue ofphysically 16
17 holding thenote 17
18 Answer We ultimatelywould but maybe 18
19 only as its presented to the judge because as I 19
20 said its going to be held in a secure facility 20
21 MR WEAKLAND Let me interrupt Goback 21
22 please twoquestions ago 22
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foreclosure recorded in court records under the
name of MERS




MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
question
THE WITNESS The the lawsuit that is
filed to foreclose on the piece ofproperty
whatever is involved in that as a characteristic
of of the way foreclosures are done according to
the court rules in that jurisdiction and I
realize in this case wer talking about Florida
but this applies nationwide theres always local
counsel involved in those pleadings
Theresnever been a situation where an
employee ofMERS has filed a foreclosure action
Its always done with a local attorney licensed to
practice law The pleadings plead us in the way
necessary to express the interests that Pie
described to you to a
Page 114
1 mortgagee has the right to foreclose 1
2 As far as collectingpayments MFRS I 2
3 doesnthave the right to collect payments The 3
4 note says that those payments need to be sent
5
somewhere else And sometimes that noteven to 5
6 the note holder That would be to the servicer 6
BY MR WEAKLAND 7
8
Q This rule that you talked about is that 8
9 rule contained in the membership agreement between 9
10 VIERS and the servicer 10
1y A Its part of the membership agreement 11
12 it part of our recommended foreclosiire procedures 112
13 grid it has also been reincorporated into the most 13
14 recent rule changes that wev made And that of 14
15 course is on top of the fact that in foreclosure 15
16 we dontdoforeclosures anymore until we get all 16
17 of this resolved 17
18 Q You also testified that none of thecoon 18
19 comes to VIERS in the foreclosure 19
2 G A Yes sir 20
21 Q Is that because ofth6agreement that you 21




legal owner of the niorc ae wer the mortgagee of
record The mortgage says that we have a right to
foreclose and our rules say and our agreement with
the member says that we are to become the holder at
the time necessary during foreclosurewhich in any
event would be at the final thing if the judge
requires it 6
Now whetherlie loan is to default
thatsa determinattonbythe member They
instruct us that the loan is in default and that
invokes their contractial relationship with us so
that now we must go forward and foreclose that
mortgage We hire local counsel to do that The
member is heavily involved there
And as Isaid itsmuch itsmuch like
insurance defense The attorney going in there has
a routine relationship with both the member and
MFRS and the foreclosure is filed in the name of
MERS
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q What prevents DEERS from just takinc that
judgment in foreclosure and running with it





A Well its a combination ofseveral 1
2 things For one thing we donthave a right to 2
3 collect the money And thatsprobably the 3
4 predominant thing Its a its a note to a 4
lender Its nota note to VIERS And as Isaid 5
6 earlier we haventpurchased an rigzt to collect
11
6
moneys uni the ii te te 7
Q Did you purchase the rgght to bblatn a 8
1 judgment 9
1 o A No we we didnot do that We received 10
11 a fee in return for our agreement to serve as 11
12 morta0eeof record in the county land records an 12
13 incident to which wouldbeourinvolvement in a 13
14 foreclosure 14
15 Q I HERS providing legal services for its 15
16 members 16
17 A No 17
18 Q foreclosure 18
19 A No Were the mortgagee ofrecord We 19
20 almost have to bepart of the foreclosure because 20
21 v re mortgagee ofrecord 21
2 Q Are any ofthejudgmnentsobtainedin
001560
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1 MR BROCHIN Object to the
2 BY MR WEAKLAND
3 Q not not getting the lender involved
4 at all in the process at that point forward
5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
6 questton4
7 TH WITNESS Well tha would violate o
6 rules because we have to have aNdetennination th
9 theres a been a default from the member It
10 would also it wouldalso viol aYrour contract
11 because our riahts ai only thatff a mortgagee of




13 requirernent that wewould taat to the next
19 step Ad foreclose and you know whatever other
15 wronflness is associated wiY people that don
16 do their duty andjust take off fi
17 Wereverfr wereve focused on on
18 minimizing thiso the exted that we can So
19 anytime a member choosein t to foreclose in the
20 name of MERS were i re fine with it
21 5W




1 total of thats whatwe do
2 Q Theattorneys who file foreclosure actions
3 in Florida who have filed foreclosure actions in
4 Florida on behalf of MERS how are they chosen
5 A They are first ofall they have to be
6 licensed and second they have to want to be in
7 this sort of business And foreclosures is a niche
8 of the of the law the practice of law which
9 you probably know So unless you are the kind of
10 lawyer that handles foreclosures routinely you
11 wouldntbe asked to do this
12 The member oftentimes has a preference on
13 which law firm is used and MERS would try very
14 hard to use that law firm unless we had determined
15 that we donthave confidence in that lawyer
16 Q In the class representatives cases who
17 is the lawyersclient
18 A Well I would Iwould use the insurance
19 defense analogy because I think its applicable in
20 this situation
21 The pleadings are in the name ofMERS
22 There are certain things that MERS would have the
Page 119
obligationthat MERS has with its member thatwould
prevent MERS from taking to itse19foreclosure
3 judotnents
A Weil 1 think its that plus in equity
5 wer not wer not entitled to that so 1 would
6 think that anything that was done as far as that
VcB wOuiu bc viiiu vc 6vctwtiicu
8 Q Is that contractual obligation does that
9 appear in any document siLmed by the borrower
10 A That we cantsteal money
11 Q That indicates that where MERS is suin in
12 foreclosure that theresthis contractual
13 obligation that MERS has with the lender to dispose
14 ofassets to the lender
15 A Well the inortaitself says that MERS
16 has the right to foreclose according to the terms
17 of the mortgage which is according to the terns of
18 the note
19 So the note must be in default So the
20 borrower is agreeing that upon default whate er
21 the terms are in the mortgage and the note can be
2 enforced against tbem in court And thatsthe sum
Page 121
1 right to control For example our name cannot be
2 used in a way that we determine is a conflict to
3 what our obligations are
4 That having been said the information
5 about the loan itselfand where the payments have
6 been going to and who would need to be involved in
7 working things out with the borrower thats the
8 member
9 So for example you go to a hearing and
10 theres a request or a suggestion by the defendant
11 the borrower that they would like to try to work
12 somethingout well whether its the MERS
13 certifying officerwho hears that or its the
14 attorneywho hears that they must get in contact
15 with the member In factthe member might have
16 been there and heard that
17 Q So to use your insuranceanalogy who is
18 the we have three parties in each ofthose
19 cases Youve got the plaintiff well youve
20 got the individual policyholder for example and
21 wellsay thats the same as the borrower okay in
22 our case
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1 A I would 1 the MERS context The attorneyhas habitual
2 Q Well Im trying to use your insurance 2 relationships with mortgage companies and g
3 analogy 3 oftentimes they have a habitual relationship with
4 A Yeah And the way I would set it up would 4 MFRS The fact that the two come together in a fi
5 be that we were in the case of the policyholder 5 lawsuit just means that the attorney has to take
6 Q MERS and the policyholder are in the same 6 instructions from both One is paying them the
7 position 7 member and the member is only going to pay them
8 A Thatswhat I would say 8 for the work that is covered under the membership
1
9 Q Okay And in your analogy who would be 9 agreement
10 the insurance company 10 So theirjob is to foreclose MFRS is the Yn
11 A The member 11 party that is actually controlling the foreclosure
12 Q And who would and the othertwo parties 12 if you will because its our name being used
13 would be the insured Imsorry the victim in 13 That may have been long winded but thats
14 the insurance and the borrower 14 thatshow it lines up r
15 A No not the not the victim The victim 15 Q Okay Does the attorney in the MERS
16 is the policyholder 16 situation a foreclosure case owe a primary duty
17 The the party that injured is 17 to MERS or to the servicer
18 Q The tort feasor 18 MRBROCHIN Object to the form of the It
19 A the tort is the the tort feasor 19 question t
20 would be the borrower I think if you lined up 20
i
THE WITNESS The two dontcome into
21 contract law with tort law thatsthe lineup that 21 conflict and I need to differentiate it that way
22 you get 22 I think ultimately MFRShas the final say but the
Page 123 Page 125
1 It ultimatelyboils down to the borrower 1 money is actually owed to the member
2 making goodon the promise that they made in return 2 And so the contract between 1VIERS and the
3 for being able to buya home Theypromise to pay 3 member is such that we really cantand wontget
4 the mortgage loan and they granted a mortgage which 4
a
ourselves in conflict with the member and that I
5 says that if the loan is not paid the house can be 5 think raises the good example of if the borrower
6 taken So the borrower has an obligation and has 6 shows up at court and says Ive got a new job and
7 made a promise to pay the note 7 its going to take me a few weeks to get that first
8 In a foreclosure scenario they have not 8 paycheck but things have changed and can I get on
9 done that So the question is what rules apply and 9 some sort of a payment plan MFRS wouldhave the
10 who is it thats going to enforce the mortgage that 10 duty to under our agreement with themember to
11 says that they granted the authority to foreclose 11 make sure that the member knows that
12 Q Okay 12 And as I said earlier the MERS system
13 A So with regard this is all in the 13
Y
will show the servicer and so we will tell the
14 context of your question about the attorneys 14 entire world who that servicer is So theres
15 representation The attorney really is talking to 15 really no question who the right party to talk to
16 two parties there One is the insurance company 16 is We even give a phone number and an Email
17 which would be the member and the insured which 17 number sic that they can contact the member
18 would beMERS And in both scenarios there are 18 Sowe cantworkout a payment arrangement t
19 obligations that go to both of them But in the 19 with them but its our duty to avail them the
20 case ofthe lawsuit the named party is the 20 opportunity if theywant to talk to the member n
21 insured 21 And so our our responsibilities are both to the
122 So that is very close to what happens in 122 borrower because we can only go according to the
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mortgage and it has to be in default Our
obligations are to the member by virtue of our
contract with them
MR BROCHIN I need a restroombreak
whenever you get a break
MR WEAKLAND Well wer good for
breaks
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is218 pan
Wereoffthe record
Discussion off the record
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is27pm
Werebackon the record
MR BROCHIN The question pending was can
I take a bathroom break
MR WEAKLAND Good thing I was answering
in the affirmative
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Mr Arnold before the lunch break we
were discussing the loan beginning to move forward
to foreclosure certain events happening

























A Well it would depend on a particular
case Each situation is different Iwould at
the very least the attorney is involved in
drafting the pleading
Q Is the attorney chosen by the lender or
servicer
A MERS has the final call on everything
having to dowith the foreclosure We do that to
the best ofour ability and cooperation with the
member So themember its the membersnote
that theyr entitled to get paid on
So to the extent that they have people
that they like to workwith we certainly tryto
workwith those people as well And many times
those are the people that are most knowledgeable
about a particular situation so it behooves us to
workwith the people that are the most effective
and knowledgeable
But in the end MERS has the authority to
say yes or no at virtually any point in the
foreclosure And in fact there are attorneys we
willnot use
Page 128
1 Q Is that the certifying officerwho passes
2 on the attorneys
3 A The certifying officerwould be one The
4 MERS headquarters wouldbe another place where we
5 could run afoul say of an attorney we dontwant
6 to workwith
7 But the certifying officer is the MERS
8 officer thats coiocated with themember and
9 oftentimes is the one that is in the position to
10 make the best judgment for MERS
11 Q Do you know whether the lawyers that were
12 retained to prosecute the foreclosures of the class
13 representatives in this case or the potential
14 class representatives were initially chosen by the
15 servicers
16 A Those attorneys were chosenby MERS The
17 fact that it was at the recommendation of the
18 member or the fact that it was a relationship that
19 existed in other ways with the member is just a
20 factor that was considered ItsMERS that
21 approves using a particular law firm
22 Q Do these attorneys used for foreclosure
Page 129
1 actions in Florida have standard fee agreements
2 that apply in MERS cases
3 MR BROCHIN Yeah I think you
4 MRWEAKLAND Maybe thats not correct
5 I may let me rephrasethat That wasnvery
6 good
7 BY MIL VvIAKiANID
8 Q Are the attorneys whoare prosecuting the
9 cases against the class representatives in Florida
10 the foreclosure cases do they have the same fee
11 agreement same language in their fee agreement
12 A Iwouldn know that
13 MR BROCHIN Okay I was going to
14 caution you about some privileged information But
15 if you dontknow you dontknow
16 MRWEAKLAND Okay
17 BY MR WEAKLAND
18 Q Are there any standards that MERS sets out
19 as far as what can becontained in fee agreements
20 for attorneys working in foreclosure cases
21 A Other than the general caveat that they
22 have to cam the fees that they get paid you know
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the specific amount ofthe fee that themember is
paying is is a matter between them and the
member
Q Do the hourly rates ofthese attorneys
handling these foreclosure cases in Florida do the
hourly rates vary
MR BROCHIN If you know I just want to
be careful about privileged information So if
you I dontknow if you know or not but
THE WITNESS I dontknow but its very
competitive Itsa competitive sector so their
fees can be vary too widely I would guess
BY MRWEAKLAND
Q Now in Exhibit 1 ifwe goback to
that I can help you out here on page 3
youve identified this by its heading notice
required by the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act
Do you see that
A Yes sir
Q And do you know whether this notice was
sent to SandyTrent
A I dontknow Its part of that file
Page 131
Q Is MERS a creditor to whom the debt is
owed in theTrent case
MRBROCMN Object to the form ofthe
question to the extent it calls for a legal
conclusion
THE WITNESS Are you referring to the
reference to creditor
BYMR WEAKLAND
Q Im referring to the language in the on
page 3 ofthat document
MR BROCHIN Well that wasnyour
question though Imean
BY MRWEAKLAND
Q Well I used the language at on page3
and so myquestion again would be was MERS the
creditor to whom the debt is owed in the Trent
case
MRBROCHIN Object to the form ofthe
question to the extent it calls for a legal
conclusion




2 Q So is the answer no
3 MRBROCHIN Object to the form of the
4 question
5 BY MRWEAKLAND
6 Q Let me put that another way
7 Is it a true statement that MFRS is the
8 creditor to whomTrent owed a debt
9 MR BROCI IIN Object to the form of the
10 question to the extent it calls for a legal
11 conclusion
12 THE WITNESS I have to agree to that
13 being as to a legal conclusion The the
14 beneficial owner is notMERS Our interest is as
15 the legal owner of themortgage as mortgagee of
16 record andwere the owner andholder ofthe note
17 for purposes offoreclosure
18 So regardless of how the money is
19 ultimately paid or should be paid it would not
20 come to MFRS
21 BYMR WEAKLAND
22 Q Was the LawOffices ofDavid Stem the
Page 133
1 attorney for MERS at the time the complaint was
2 filed in this case
3 A Icanttell that by the file but they
4 but they may have
5 I would say with regard to your question
6 about the word creditor if during the process of
7 a foreclosure the borrower files bankruptcy MFRS
8 would be a creditor in bankruptcy even though no
9 money is owed to us
10 So the referring to MERS as a creditor by
11 a law firm who is foreclosing based upon a
12 defaulted obligation might very well use the word
13 creditor in that context because ifa bankruptcy
14 was filed then MERS would immediately
15 instantaneously based on the automatic staybe a
16 creditor and wouldhave to then file a claim in
17 bankruptcy as a creditor
18 So its possible to be a creditor without
19 having money owed toyou
20 Q Is that what happened in this case the
21 Trent case
22 A We have no beneficial interest in a loan
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Page 134 Page 136
1 ever So ifwer referred to as a creditor it 1 Debt Collection Practices Act
2 might very well be either because we had the right 2 Q And I thinkyou testified that Marshall
3 to foreclose or the fact that thebankruptcy code 3 Watson was a law firm that MFRS has used in
4 would call us a creditor iftheresa bankruptcy 4 foreclosure actions in Florida correct j
5 and you are talking about a defaulted situation 5 A Yes sir
6 So it oftentimes happens that during a 6 Q And the date of this letter is
7 foreclosure there is a bankruptcy And instantly 7 September 1 2004 do you see that
8 in the automatic stay creditors are stayed and 8 A Yes Yes sir
9 MERS is acreditor and would have to file a claim 9 Q Could you read the first paragraph there
10 in bankruptcy as a creditor 10 A The Plaintiff Mortgage Electronic
11 So the reference to MERS as a creditor for 11
ii
Registration Systems Inc as nominated for GMAC
12 some purposes might might very well be 12 Mortgage Corporation is the creditor to whom the
13 legitimate Thatsnot because the money is owed 13 debt is owed by those individuals who are obligated 1
14 to MERS 14 under thepromissory note and mortgage
15 Q The second part of that statement the 15 Q Was Mortgage Electronic Registration
16 creditor to whom money is owed did Sandy Trent 16 Systems the creditor to whom the Taylors owed a
17 ever owe any money to MERS 17 debt
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the 18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form ofthe
19 question It calls for legal conclusions 19 question to the extent it calls for legal
20 THE WITNESS Our obligation is as the 20 conclusions
21 mortgagee of record 21 THEWITNESS Well it says as nominee for
22 BY MRWEAKLAND 22 as GMAC Mortgage Corporation
Page 135 Page 137
1 Q I understand that Did Sandy Trent ever 1 BY MR WEAKLAND
2 owe any money to MERS 2 Q Did the Taylors owe any money at any time 3
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the 3
a
to MERS
4 question It calls for a legal conclusion 4 A They owed money to GMAC Mortgage
5 THE WITNESS This 5 Corporation and we are that companysnominee
6 MR BROCHIN Asked and answered 6 Q Did they oweany money to MERS
7 THEWTINESS And this says the 7
s
MR BROCHIN Objection Asked and
8 plaintiff there are two plaintiffs Themoney 8 answered F
9 is owed to one plaintiff and the other plaintiff 9 THE WITNESS Andthis is a communication
10 has the mortgage interest to foreclose 10 from a from a law firm and it says MERS as 2
11 Soits not a goodexample because the 11 nominee for GMAC and the Plaintiffs owe money
12 the question about creditor does not necessarily 12 BY MR WEAKLAND 1
13 even apply to MERS in this case Creditor to whom 13 Q Did the Taylors ever oweany money to
14 money is owed theresno question that money is 14 MERS
15 owed to a creditor and that might very well be 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
16 Citi 16 question
17 BY MR WEAKLAND 17 THE WITNESS No
18 Q Okay Imshowing you Exhibit 2 the last 18 MR BROCHIN to the extent it calls
19 two pages of that exhibit and if you could 19 for a legal conclusion It was asked and answered
20 identify what the last two pages are ofthat 20 MR WEAKLAND Okay Lets take a break
21 exhibit 21 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 241pm
122 A The title is Notice Required by the Fair 122 This completes Tape Number 2 of the videotaped
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deposition ofMr RK Arnold
Recess
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is255pm
This is Tape Number 3 of the videotaped deposition
of MrRK Amold
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Mr Arnold in the cases of the named
plaintiffs the debt that they owe is to their
lenders is that correct
A Well MERS has the right to enforce that
debt but not the right to apply the proceeds to
their business
Q I understand So the debt is owed to the
lenders is that correct
MR BROCHIN Object to the form to the
extent it calls for a legal conclusion and I think
thats the fifth time youveasked that question
THE WITNESS The debt is owed and MERS
has the right to enforce that debt We wouldhave
to turn those proceeds over to the beneficial
owner and were never the beneficial owner
























enforce the debt and foreclose the property and for
that we become the holder for the purposes of
foreclosure So our right to enforce the debt is
part and parcel to our right to foreclose because
you can only foreclose if the note is in default
So MERS has the right to foreclose the
mortgage Italso part and parcel to that has
the right to enforce the debt And in these
letters first ofall these letters come from
law firms Theydidntcome from MERS They
typically nameMERS as nominee for GMAC or Citi and
is pursuant to a right that MERS has to enforce the
terms of the note So these letters arejust
informing borrowers that theresa demand for
paymentof the note
BY MR WEAKLAND





Q Are you testifying that MERS has a right
Page 140
1 to obtain a judgment but just can keep it
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
3 question
4 TBE WITNESS We have the right to obtain
5 a judgment in foreclosure We have the right to
6 foreclose the notewhich the mortgage is attached
7 to giving as the right to foreclose You cant
8 foreclose unless its in default
9 And at the end of the day we take that
10 all the way through to conclusion But as you
11 asked me earlier we donttake that to our balance
12 sheet because that debt is actually the
13 beneficial ownership of that debt actually belongs
14 to another party
15 BY MR WEAKLAND
16 Q You in foreclosure you collectmoney
17 and give it to a third party is that
18 MRBROCHN Object to
19 BYMR WEAKLAND
20 Q Is that what youre saying
21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
22 question I dontthink thatswhat he said bu
Page 141
1 also to the extent it calls for a legal conclusion
2 THEWITNESS We dontcollectmoney We
3 prosecute a lawsuit and that is to enforce a note
4 And with an abundanceof caution or in some some
5 way his legal judgment this law firm determined
6 that a notice shouldbe sent to the borrower And
7 that that letter looks like a good faith attempt
8 to enforce or to inform the borrower that MERS
9 has the right to enforce the debt It doesnmean
10 that the debt would be applied to our financial
11 statements
12 BY MR WEAKLAND
13 Q In the foreclosure actions does MERS
14 collect something ofvalue onbehalf of another
15 party
16 MR BROCHIN Object to the forma of the
17 question as it calls for a legal conclusion
18 THE WITNESS Everythingwe do is in the
19 context of prosecuting a lawsuit And I as far
20 as the description of who is what in that lawsuit
21 we are the plaintiff in the lawsuit wev engaged
22 counsel to pursue a lawsuit Theattorn might
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1 very well have determined that there should be a 1 THE REPORTER In the foreclosure actions
2 letter going somewhere and that was an attempt to 2 in Florida does MERS obtain something ofvalue
b
3 comply with whatever Florida law is a good faith 3 that it passes on to another party
4 attempt to comply 4 Mr Brochin Objection to the form of the
5 So at the end of the day our obligation 5 question on two grounds First it was asked and Y
6 is to get the foreclosurejudgment Any funds that 6 answeredand second objection to the extent it
7 would come from that the beneficial ownership is 7 calls for a legal conclusion
8 not with MERS Those funds would need to be sent 8 The Witness We just prosecute a lawsuit
9 to themember 9 Wejust prosecute a lawsuit Thats what we do
10 BYMR WEAKLAND 10 BY MR WEAKLAND
11 Q In the foreclosure actions in Florida 11 Q Is that testimony accurate sir
12 doesMFRS obtain something of value that it passes 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the farm of the
13 on to another party 13 question
14 MR BROCHIN Objection to the form ofthe 14 THE WITNESS I believe so
15 question on two grounds First it was asked and 15 BY MRWEAKLAND s
16 answered and second objection to the extent it 16 Q So MERS has no direct stake in the outcome
17 calls for a legal conclusion 17 ofaforeclosure action
18 THEWITNESS We just prosecute a lawsuit 18 MR BROCHIN Object to the word
19 We just prosecute a lawsuit Thatswhat we do 19 BY MRWEAKLAND
20 BYMR WEAKLAND 20 Q jis that correct
21 Q What does MERS do in prosecuting a lawsuit 21 A I think we




1 A Imnot sure I understand that 1 Object to the form of the question to the extent it
2 MR BROCHIN Yeah I was going to say 2 calls for a legal conclusion
3 Imnot sure I understand that either and that 3 THE WITNESS We wehave astake in the
4 certainly calls for some legal conclusion and maybe 4 litigation We have anobligation to go forward
5 you could clarify it 5 with it and follow the rules and we have we
6 BY MR WEAKLAND 6 have a lot at stake Ifwe ifwe losethen it
7 Q I mean you testified did you not sir 7 takes away from ourvalue proposition We have
8 that all MERS does is prosecute a lawsuit 8 itsvery important to us that we be able to
9 MR BROCHIN Objection 9 performwhatever obligations we have as the
10 BY MR WEAKLAND 10 mortgagee of record We have the rights of any
11 Q Is that what you testified to sir 11 mortgagee of record and that iswhat this lawsuit
12 MR BROCHIN Well first ofall the 12 will prove
13 record will speak exactly to what he testified to 13 BYMR WEAKLAND
14 in the context of the question asked 14 Q Mr Arnold MERS files foreclosures to
15 MR WEAKLAND Can we read back his 15 collect debts in Florida does it not
16 statement 16 MRBROCHIN Object to the form of the
17 THE REPORTER Which statement 17 question It calls for a legal conclusion
18 MR WEAKLAND Where hesays all we do is 18 THEWITNESS We file lawsuits to
19 prosecute a lawsuit 19 foreclose on property and to enforce the terms of
20 THE REPORTER Question In foreclosure 20 the note thatpledged the property for payment of
21 act 21 the note
22 MR BROCHIN Thats before that 22 BY MR WEAKLAND
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1 Q Does MFRS collect debts in Florida 1 break tomake sure that we have everything
2 MR BROCHIN Objection to the form ofthe 2 altogether that we want
3 question to the extent it calls for a legal 3 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 308 pm t
4 conclusion and to the extent its been asked and 4 Were goingoffthe record
5 answered on numerous occasions 5 Recess
1
6 THE WITNESS We do not collect debts in 6 Plaintiffs Exhibit Number 3 was marked
7 Florida We prosecute lawsuits 7 for identification
8 BY MRWEAKLAND 8 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is316pm
9 Q Do the mortgages that the plaintiffs have 9 Were back on the record i
10 in this case require them to repay the loan to 10 MR WEAKLAND Thank you
11 MERS 11 BY MR WEAKLAND
12 A No The notes will designate exactly 12 Q Almost done here Mr Arnold
13 where those payments should be sent They should 13 A No problem z
14 never be sent to MERS 14 Q Im showing youwhatsbeen marked as
15 Q Do those mortgages secure the performance 15 Exhibit 3 and you see on the bottom there is a
16 by the plaintiff performance to MERS ofany 16 notation MERS 0041 and on the second page MERS
17 obligations 17 0042
F
l
18 A Only to the extent that we have the right 18 A Yes sir a
19 to enforce the note and wer doing that as these 19 Q Do you know if this document was produced
20 notices say Were doing that as nominee We bad 20 by your counsel in response to a document request
21 the right to foreclose We had the right to 21 in this case t
22 enforce the note in a lawsuit which is exactly 22 A Imnot sure how it was produced
Page 147 Page 149
1 what wedo 1 Q Was this document in the files of MERS if
2 BY MRWEAKLAND 2 you know
3 Q Do those mortgages provide that MERS has 3 A Idontknow that either
4 the right to accelerate sums upon default 4 Q Have you ever seen this document before
5 MRBROCHIN Objection to the foraof the 5 A Imnot sure I recall seeing this
6 question I believe the mortgages although not a 6 particular document
7 complete one as an exhibit speak for themselves in 7 Q Doyou see the date on this document
8 terms of what they do and do not say 8 A December3 2004
9 MRWEAKLAND I would object to the 9 Q And do you know who Frank Reder is
10 speaking objections 10 REDER
11 BY MR WEAKLAND 11 A Idontknow Frank Hesprobably an
12 Q Go ahead 12 attorney for Butler Hosch
13 A Thatstypically a provision contained in 13 Q Is Butler Hosch one ofthe law firms
14 a note 14 that has been retained byMFRS to prosecute
15 Q I understand that But do the accelerated 15 foreclosure actions in Florida
16 payments go to MERS 16 A Yes sir they are
17 A No Payments never go to MERS Wedont 17 Q In your preparation for the deposition
18 have thebeneficial interest 18 today sir did you have a chance to review the
19 Q Is MERS licensed as a debt collector in 19 complaints in foreclosure that were filed against
20 the state ofFlorida 20 the named plaintiffs
21 A No sir 21 A Ithink that was one ofthe first
22 MS CHARNEY Can wetake a fiveminute 22 questions you asked me and I I dontrecall t
001568
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1 Q. Does:MERS collect debts in Florida? 1 break to make.sure that e have ever trung 
2 R. I : bjection to the form of the 2 altogether that e a t? j 
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., 
4 conclusion and to the extent it's been asked and 4 
5 ans ered on numerous o casions. 5 
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Q. Do those mortgages provide that ERS has 
the right to accelerate sums upon default? 
lvI . I : bj ection to the form of the 
question. I believe the ortgages, although not a 
complete one, as an exhibit speak for themselves in 
ter s of hat they do and do not say, 
R. EAKLAND: I would object to the 
speaking objections. 
 . : 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. That's typically a provision contained in 
 te. 
Q. I understand that. But do the accelerated 
payments go to MERS? 
. o. Pay ents never go to E S. e don't 
a e the eneficial i terest. 
Q. Is MERS licensed as a debt collector in 
the state of lorida? 
A. o, sir. 
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1 going through each of the foreclosure complaints 1 BY MR WEAKLAND
2 Q Have you seen them at some time in your 2 Q Generally sir does MERS retain
3 capacity as CEO ofMERS 3 litigation files on foreclosure actions
4 A Well Im familiarwith with what a 4 A Generally no Although to theextent that
5 foreclosure complaint is As far as the and 5 there would be counterclaims and there wouldbe a
6 they may have even been at that table I dont 6 need for somebody at headquarters to get involved
7 I dont recall going through the foreclosure 7 that would become a file But as a general
8 complaint itself 8 proposition they are handled by the certifying
9 Q Sir yourehere today in your capacity as 9 officer and colocated with the member
10 the corporate representative ofMERS 10 Q I thinkyou testified that you have
11 Is there anybody else at MERS whowould 11 reviewed some documents before you came here today
12 have knowledge of Exhibit 3 being in the files of 12 A Yes sir
13 MERS 13 Q Canyou just generally describe what those x
14 A This this letter 14 documents are 4
15 Q Yes 15 A Of course the the complaint in this
16 A Fromthe law firm 16 lawsuit oar answer the rebuttal filing Ive 3
17 Q Yes 17 reviewed our rules and procedures Ive
18 A Are you telling me that this was produced 18 reviewed one of your first questions was the t
19 pursuant to a request for documents 19 general business ofMERS and Ivespent a good bit
20 MRBROCHIN No May I Leisjust be 20 oftime making sure that I could fairly answer that
21 clear what the question was 21 onbehalf ofmy team
22 MRWEAKLAND Lets gooffthe record for 22 The documents that had todo with some of
a
Page 151 Page 153 z
1 a minute 1 the notices that youasked me about Ive looked at
2 MR BROCHIN Okay 2 those The foreclosure rules in detail Ive
3 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 320pm 3 looked at those We spent a few days getting ready
4 Weregoing offthe record 4 for it over the you know a day here and a day
5 Discussion offthe record 5 there getting ready for it
6 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is321pm 6 MR WEAKLAND Okay Thats all I have 5
7 Were back on the record 7 MR BROCHIN Okay
8 THE WITNESS So we got all that worked 8 MR WEAKLAND Will you read or waive
9 out 9 MRBROCHIN Nowe do notwaive he
10 BY MR WEAKLAND 10 does not waive reading We want to read a
11 Q I think we have a wev agreed to a 11 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is324pm
12 somewhat cloudy understanding ofthis document 12 on September 25th 2006 This completes the
13 MR BROCHIN Awhat 13 videotaped deposition ofMr RX Arnold
14 MR WEAKLAND A cloudy understanding of 14 Whereupon at324pmthe deposition
15 this document 15 ofRK Arnold concluded
16 MR BROCHIN Oh cloudy You want to 16
17 know if I understand you right where Exhibit 3 17
18 came from when we produced it 18
19 MR WEAKLAND Yes 19
20 MR BROCHIN And I will go back and find 20
21 out where that is and provide you that information 21 4
22 MR WEAKLAND Okay 22
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on September 25th, 2006. This completes the 
videotaped deposition of r. .K rnold. 
(Whereupon, at 3:24 p.m., the deposition 
f .K. r l  luded.) 
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I DONNA L LINTON RMRCCRCLR the
officer before whom the foregoing deposition was
taken dohereby certify that the witness whose
testimony appears in the foregoing deposition was
duly sworn byme that the testimony ofsaid
witnesswas taken byme in stenotypy and thereafter
reduced to typewriting undermydirection that
said deposition is a true recordof the testimony
given by said witness that I am neither counsel
for related tonor employed by any of the parties
to the action in which this deposition was taken
and further that I am not a relativeor employee
ofany counsel or attorney employedby the parties
heretonor financially or otherwise interested in
the outcome of this action
DONNA L LINTON RMRCCRCLR





1 Robert M Brochin Esquire
2 Morgan Lewis Bockius LLP
3 200 South Biscayne Boulevard Suite 5300
4 Miami Florida 33131
5 IN RE SANDY TRENT et al v MERS
6 DearMr Brochin
7 Enclosed please find your copy of the
8 deposition ofRK Arnold along with the original
9 signature page As agreed you will be responsible
10 for contacting the witness regarding signature
11 Within 30 days of receipt please forward
12 errata sheet and original signed signature page to
13 counsel
14 If you have any questions please do not




19 Donna L Linton RMRCCRCLR
20 ReporterNotaryPublic
21 cc Brian L Weakland Esquire
22 April Carie Chamey Esquire
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DEPONENT
1RKARNOLD do hereby acknowledge Ihave read
and examined the foregoing pages of testimony and
the same is a true correct and complete
transcription of the testimony given by me and any
changes or corrections if any appear in the
attached errata sheet signed by me
Date RK ARNOLD
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Kept Dy police oee also Arrest recora uooKIng
Bench conference A meeting at the judges bench
prior to during or after a trial or hearing between
counsel and the judge to discuss a matter pertaining to
such proceeding Commonly called to discuss questions
of evidence out of hearing of jury it may or may not be
made part of the written record of the proceeding
Benchers In England principal officers of each inn of
court in whom the government of such is vested See
Inns of Court
Bench legislation See Judgemade law
Bench mark A mark on a fused and enduring objept
indicating a particularelevation and used as a reference
in topographical surveys and tidal observations Ace
Const Co v U S 185 CtI 487 401 F2d 816 820
Standard unit for basis of comparison
Bench trial Trial held before judge sitting without a
jury jury waived trial
Bench warrant Process issued by the court itself or
from the bench for the attachment or arrest of a
person either in case of contempt or where an indict
ment has been found or to bring in a witness who fails
to obey a subpoena
Bene biyniy Lat Well in proper form legally
sufficiently
Benedicta est expositio quando res rediaiitur a de
structione benadikta at ekspozishiyow kw5ndow riyz
radimatar ey dastrakshiyowniy Blessed is the exposi
tion when anything is saved from destruction It is a
laudable interpretation which gives effect to the instru
ment and does not allow its purpose to be frustrated
Benefice benofos In ecclesiastical law in its technical
sense this term includes ecclesiastical preferments to
which rank or public office is attached otherwise de
scribed as ecclesiastical dignities or offices such as bish
oprics deaneries and the like but in popular accepta
tion it is almost invariably appropriated to rectories
vicarages perpetual curacies district churches and en
dowed chapelries A term derived from the feudal law
in which it signified a permanent stipendiary estate or
an estate held by feudal tenure 4B1Comm 107 See
English Patronage Benefices Measure Act 1986 The
modern term designates an office with care for souls but
not an office as vicar or in a church
Benefice beyneyfiys Fr In French law a benefit or
advantage and particularly a privilege given by the law
rather than by the agreement of the parties
Benefice de discussion Benefit of discussion The
right of a guarantor to require that the creditor should
wnny w une zngnsn iaw aoctrine tnat the executor
properly accounting is only liable to the extent of the
assets received by him
Beneficiaire beyneyfiysyer The person in whose fa
vor a promissory note or bill of exchange is payable or
any person in whose favor a contract of any description
is executed
Beneficial Tending to the benefit of a person yielding
a profit advantage or benefit enjoying or entitled to a
benefit or profit This term is applied both to estates as
a beneficial interest and to persons as the beneficial
owner
Beneficial enjoyment The enjoyment which a man has
of anestate in his own right and for his own benefit and
not as trustee for another
Beneficial estate An estate in expectancy is one where
the right to the possession is postponed to a future
period and is beneficial where the devisee takes solely
for his own use or benefit and not as the mere holder of
the title for the use of another
Beneficial holders of securities In securities law
persons who have the equitable or legal title to shares
but who have not registered the shares in their names
on the records of the corporation
Beaefi liaxr Profit benefit or advantage result
ing from a contract or the ownership of an estate as
distinct from the legal ownership or control When
considered as designation of character of an estate is
such an interest as a devisee legatee or donee takes
solely for his own use or benefit and not as holder of
title for use and benefit of another
In trust law refers to interest of the beneficiary in
right to income or principal of trust funds in contrast to
trustee who holds legal title
Ben Yo WTerm applied most commonly to
cestui que trust who enjoys ownership of the trust or
estate in equity but not legal title which remains in
trustee or personal representative Equitable as con
trasted with legal owner
One who does not have title to property but has rights
in the property which are the normal incident of owning
tthe property The persons for whom a trustee holds
title to property are the beneficial owners of the proper
ty and the trustee has a fiduciary responsibility to
them
Beneficial power A power which has for its object the
donee of the power and which is to be executed solely
for his benefit as distinguished from a trust power
which has for its object a person other than the donee
and is to be executed solely for the benefit of such
person
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NOMINATION TO A LIVING
Nomination to a living In English ecclesiastical law
the rights of nominating and of presenting to a living
are distinct and may reside in different persons Pre
sentation is the offering a clerk to the bishop Nomina
tion is the offering a clerk to the person who has the
right of presentation Also called Advowson
Nominativus pendens nomanotiyvos pendenz Lat
A nominative case grammatically unconnected with the
rest of the sentence in which it stands The opening
words in the ordinary form of a deed inter partes This
indenture etc down to whereas though an intelligi
ble and convenient part of the deed are of this kind
Nomina transcriptitia nomana tramskraptishiy In
Roman law obligations contracted by litermie literis
obligations were so called because they arose from a
peculiar transfer transcriptio from the creditorsday
book adversaries into his ledger codex
Nomina villarum nomana valeram In English law
an account of the names of all the villages and the
possessors thereof in each county drawn up by several
sheriffs 9 Edw ID and returned by them into the
exchequer where it is still preserved
Nomine nomaniy Lat By name by the name of
under the name or designation of
Xoml ee fnia ani One who has been nominated or
proposed for an office One designated to act for anoth
er in his or her place
A form of securities registration widely used by insti
tutional investors to avoid onerous requirements of es
tablishing the right of registration by a fiduciary
One designated to act for another as his representa
tive in a rather limited sense egstock held by broker
age firm in street name to facilitate transactions even
though customer is actual owner ofsecurities It is used
sometimes to signify an agent or trustee It has no
connotation however other than that of acting for an
other in representation of another or as the grantee of
another Schuh Trading Co v Commissioner of Inter
nal RevenueCAM95 F2d 404 411
Nominee trust An arrangement for holding title to
real property under which one or more persons or corpo
rations pursuant to a written declaration of trust de
clare that they will hold any property that they acquire
as trustees for the benefit of one or more undisclosed
beneficiaries
Nomine pcenae nomaniy piyniy In the name of a
Petty a
In the civil law a legacy was said to be left norrtine
poem where it was left for the purpose of coercing the
heir to do or not to do something
The term has also been applied in English law to
some kinds of covenants such as a covenant inserted in
a lease that the lessee shall forfeit a certain sum on
non payment of rent or on doing certain things as
plowing up ancient meadow and the like
Nomocanon nowmokon 1 A collection of canons
and imperial laws relative or conformable thereto The
first nomocanon was made by Johannes Scholastici etdecima
554 Photius patriarch of Constantinople in 8g3s peynaents ma
piled another nomocanon or collation of the civ is of churchf
with the canons this is the most celebrated a8 gsbelonging G
wrote a commentary upon it in 1180 2 A collec ngfit of the the
the ancient canons of the apostles councils and fah B Lack of
without regard to imperial constitutions the legal
Nomographer nomografor One who writes on nyears of
subject of laws
o nm or non






Nomotheta nowmathiyto A lawgiver such
modoand Lycurgus among the Greeks and Cmsar lio l
and Sylla among the Romans
habet c
Non Lat Not The
yeytar a lak
common prefix of negatwn n aeyshi v
Non ability Want of ability to do an act m 1avv
tiv than aca
sue A plea founded upon such cause a sign
Non acceptance A buyers right under a con r cum mani
e ndn eylatai
sale to reject the goods because of nonconformance k
the contract UC 2601a Failure or refs i testatoramdrawee to accept a draft or bill The refusal to
cation of wolanything
nformabIs tc
Non aces tavit non mkse toP P yvat In common
L
anseta
pleading the name of a plea to an action of than b
brought against the drawee of a bill of exch or by de
which he denies that he accepted the same X i being no otl
Non access Absence of opportunities for sexual s hired by pi
course between husband and wife or the distingu
such intercourse Defense interposed by alleged ti on of lav
in paternity cases y n a ateat eas
Non accipi debent verbs in demonstrationemf am 1 essement
qua competunt in limitationem veram nbn t
s
i appearance
debont varba in demanstreyshiyownam folsatn rofthe defends
kompotant in limateyshiyownam viram Words ault
not to be taken to import a false demonstrationP nessable T
may have effect by way of true limitation
Ts idoes not cane
Non accrevit infra sex annos non akriyvot mfrs tntE due upon
knows It did not accrue within six years The holding of sucl
of a plea by which the defendant sets up the stela pulation aga
limitations against a cause of action wtuch8x aaaton after tku
after six years shall hav
Nonacquiescence An administrative agencysp
declining to be bound by judicial precedent w7n
3T PA 2
I4mpsit ni
contrary to the agencysinterpretation of its on of asst
statute until the Supreme Court has ruled on C avers the
At its most extreme it is the policy of disre eby the p
decisions of federal courts within the circuit mpsit ini
they sit when those decisions conflict anthe a rows He
tarysown policies Stieberger v Heckler D C IJ name of the pl
FSupp 1315 1321 A more limited versions ofrtssumpsil
cys refusal to give nationwide effect to the ditur
etparticular court of appeals Lopez V Heckler i PHe wht
Cal 725 F2d 1489 1503 Sometimes abbrev
tq confesses
nonacqu or NA Compare Acquiescence fAneeting de
Non admission The refusal of admission 01egnlaw of
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FORTHE DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA
Jewelean Jackson Ethylon and William Brown
Brenda Doane and David Williams on behalf
of themselves and all others similarly situated
Plaintiffs
Page 1 of 9
Civil ActionNo 08CV305 JNEJG
kv
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc and Richard W Stanek in his official
capacity as SheriffofHennepin County
Defendants




William C Hultman being duly sworn deposes and states
PLAINTIFFS
tHIBR
I am a Senior Vice President ofMERSCORP Inc MERSCORP and the
Secretary and Treasurer ofMortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS Except
as to the matters stated upon information and belief I have personal knowledge of the facts and
circumstances of the matters stated herein
MERS ANDTHE MERS SYSTEM
2 MERSCORP is the operating company that owns and operates the MERS
System The MERS System is a national electronic registry established to track beneficial
ownership interests and servicing rights in mortgage loans MERS serves as the common
nominee or disclosed agent for approximately3100 mortgage lenders in the United States
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1. I   i r ice r si t f  • I . ("MER RP")  t  
ecretary and reasurer f ortgage lectronic egistration yste s, Inc. ("M S',), xcept 
as t  t e atters state   infor ation a  elief. I a e ers al ledge f t e facts a  
ircu stances  t e atters t t  r i . 
ERS  m  S®  
. ERSCORP is the operating co pany that o ns and operates the ERS® 
st . he S® ste  is  tional l tr ic re istry st lis e  t  tra  fi ial 
o nership interests a  ser icing rights in ortgage loa s. ERS ser es as t e c on 
inee or disclosed t for r i atel  ,1 0 ortgage lenders in the ite  t t s. 
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3 Although the mortgage industry has historically used agents egservicers in
mortgage related transactions and activities even prior to the creation of MERStheMERSO
System keeps track of such servicers and answer inquiries as to who currently services a given
mortgage lam providing critical informationthatw snot available prior othec Bastion of
MFRS
4 MERS is made the mortgagee and is the agent or nominee for the MERS Member
Lender in the MERS Mortgage As set forth in the accompanying memorandum Minnesota
statutory law specifically recognizes an agent or personal representative of a lender as a proper
mortgagee
5 MERS becomes the mortgagee with respect to such mortgage loans as nominee
for such lenders in one of two ways i the borrower and the lender name MERS as the
mortgagee of record at the time the mortgage loan is originated sometimes referred to by the
acronym MOM standing for MERS as Original Mortgagee or iithe lender causes a
mortgage loan that was previously originated or acquired by such lender to be assigned of record
to MERS so that MERSbecomes the mortgagee of record in the land records in which the
mortgage was recorded In either case the security instrument constitutes a MERS Mortgage
6 The MERS Mortgage names MERS as mortgagee in theoriginal security
instrument It identifies the name and address of the mortgagor the borrower the lender and
MERS as the mortgagee It provides a description of the secured real estate and refers to the
note executed contemporaneously with the mortgage The mortgage also demonstrates a
conveyance of an interest in the security real estate to the lender and to MERS as the mortgagee
and as nominee for the lender The mortgage is signed by the mortgagor and such signature is
also acknowledged by a notary More importantly for purposes of this proceeding the MERS
2
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Mortgage identifies that MERS serves as the disclosed agent for the lender and the lenders
successors and assigns and sets forth MERS rights relating to the real property instrument
7 Once MERS becomes the mortgagee of record MERS remains the mortgagee of
record when beneficial ownership interests or servicing rights are sold from one MERS Member
to another and the transfer is tracked electronically on the MERSV System At all times during
this process the original mortgage or an assignment of mortgage to MERS remains of record in
the public land records where the security real estate is located providing notice of MERS
disclosed role as the agent for the MERS Member Lender and the lenders successors and
assigns
8 The homeowner is notified by both the selling MERS Member and buying MERS
Member under applicable federal and state laws of any transfer Anyone has access to the
updated servicer by calling a toll free number that appears on every recorded document naming
MERS as the mortgagee In addition the MERSO System identifies each county clerks office
in which MERS Instruments are recorded If rights are transferred from a MERS Member
which has appointed MERS to act as the lendersagent to a nonMERS member which has not
appointed MERS to act as their agent on the loan an assignment from MERS to the nonMERS
member is recorded in the county where the secured property is located To date approximately
53 million mortgage loans have been registered on the MERS System nationwide
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the public land records here the security real estate is located, providing notice of ' 
     r       l nder's   
signs. 
8. The homeowner is notified by both the selling ERS ember and buying ERS 
ember under applicable federal and state laws of any transfer. Anyone has access to the 
updated servicer by calling a toll free number that appears on every recorded document naming 
ERS as the mortgagee. In addition, the ERS® System identifies each county clerk's office 
i  hich  st e ts  . f i ts r  t  fr    r, 
hich has appointed S to act as the lender's agent, to a non- ER  e ber. hich has not 
a inted ERS t  act as t eir a e t on t e l a . an assi e t fro   to t e - ER  
e ber is recorded in the county where the secured property is located. To date, approxi ately 
53 illion ortgage loans have been registered on the S® yste  nation ide. 
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THE MERS SYSTEM PROVIDES SUBSTANTIAL BENEFITS
TO LENDERS TITLE COMPANIES AND BORROWERS
9 Upon information and belief in 2007 there were approximately 11 trillion in
residential mortgage loans outstanding in the United States Over the life of a mortgage loan
servicing rights of a loan maybe sold and resold many times By serving as the agent for the
MERS Member Lender and by tracking transfers occurring in the mortgage markets MERS
provides tremendous benefits to and has been accepted and is regularly used in the primary and
secondary mortgage market
10 The MERSSystem benefits both lenders and consumers Lenders are benefited
because transfers among MERS Members can be reflected instantaneously on the nationwide
MERSSystem electronically on the date on which they occur v ezar benefited
because originating lenders typically pass the costs of assignments unto theborrooweks to the
extent they knowin advance11iat4w loan will be sold irnmediately subsequent to the closing
Through the use of the MERS System these costs are eliminated On over 53 million
mortgages in which MERS has been retained as the agent for the MERS Member Lender in the
aggregate these cost savings to consumers are substantial TheMERS System further benefits
consumers by speeding up the flow offunds and enabling the consumer to easily and instantly
determine which lending institution Ownsr services his or her mortgage loan by calling a toll
free number which is available 24 hours a dayseven days a week When usingMERS the
lender may seek reimbursement from the consumer as borrower of a nominal disclosed fee of
495as the lenders transaction cost to enroll the borrowersmortgage loapin the MERS
System By contrast if the MERSMortgage is not used the borrower will Dav approximately
400 ormore to record an assignment of a traditional mortgage from one lender to another
lender as well as additional document preparation fees to prepare such assignment
4
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aggregate these cost savings to consu ers are substantial. he RS® Syste  further benefits 
consu ers by speeding up the flo  offun?\, and enabling the consu er to easily and instantly 
determine which lending institution ~; services his or her mortgage loan by calling a toll 
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lender ay seek rei burse ent fro  the consu er, as borro er, of a no inal disclosed fee of 
$4.95, as the lender's transaction cost to enroll the borrower's mortgage l0llf\. in  RS® 
• 
Syste . y contrast, if the S ortgage is not used, the borro er ill pal approxi ately 
$40.00 or ore to record an assign ent of a traditional ortgage fro  one lender to another 
lender, as ell as additional docu ent preparation fees to prepare such assignment(s}. 
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T
11 Thetitle indus authorityofMERS to act as the agent for the
lender and the lenders successors and assigns The primary benefit ofMERS to the title
industry relates to the loan payoff and lien release process The title industry has confidence that
when MERS is the mortgagee the chain of title is clear without the worry of unrecorded
incorrect or intervening assignments In addition the title industry recognizes real property
instruments executed by MERS in its agency capacity for the MERS Member Lenders




expeditiously find the name ofth current servicing agent of a mortgage loan to ascertain the
amount ofthe loan payoff This can sometimes be a timeconsuming and frustrating task
because the land records throughout Minnesota do not reflect the name of the servicer but rather
the entity that initially held the mortgage lien that may or may not be the current lien holder or
current loan servicer Without MFRS even after checking the land records a title company will
typically ask the borrower to provide additional information such as monthly payment coupons
to confirm the identity of the servicing agent The title industry and consumers greatly benefit
from MERS because knowing that MERS has been contractually retained to act as the lenders
agent by serving as the mortgagee in the land records provides them with an efficient and reliable
method of obtaining the name of the current servicer This allows the payoffprocess to be faster
which results in a faster and reliable lien release process
13 The MERSMortgage permits anyone who examines it in the public records to
contact MERS via a toll free telephone number to identify the current servicer of the given
mortgage loan Again the identity of such servicer has not been shown in the public records in
the past nor is there any legal requirement to file or record the identity ofmortgage loan
servicers in public recorders offices This information however in light ofmultiple transfers of
001577
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because the land recOrds throughout innesota do not reflect the na e of the servicer but rather 
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t  f t i i  t   f t  rr t s rvi r. is ll s t  ff r cess t  e f ster, 
i  r s lts i   f st r  r li l  li  r le s  r ss. 
.   ortgage r it    i  it i  t  li  r r  t  
contact E S via a toll-free telephone nu ber to identify the current servicer of the given 
ortgage loan. gain, the identity of such servicer has not been sho n in the public records in 
the past, nor is there any legal require ent to file, or record the identity of ortgage loan 
servicers in public recorders' offices. This infonnation, ho ever, in light of ultiple transfers of 
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not and mortgagesin the secondary mortga e ail is critical to the efficient an RU
operation of suchmarket It enables consumers mortgage lenders servicers and title insurers to
arrange among other things for consolidations modifications releases or discharges of such
mortgages in a timely and reliable manner When such arrangements have been completed then
MERS also serves as the mortgagee of record to execute and deliver such consolidations
modifications releases or discharges or similar documents as the nominee for the lender
MERS HAS AUTHORITY TO CONDUCT THE FORECLOSURES G
14 A reading of each MERS Mortgage shows that all of the borrowershave
expressly conveyed a security interest in the real estate that serves as collateral for the loan to to
MERS as the nominee for the designated lender and the lenders successors and assigns
15 The MERS Mortgage clearly discloses that MERS serves as the mortgagee and as
nominee for the lender its successors and assigns
16 The MERS Mortgage clearly demonstrates the lendersdelega of authority to
MERS and the borrowersacknowledgement and acceptance of MERS as the disclosed agent of
the lender and its successors and assigns At
8
17 The MERS Mortgage expressly authorizesMERS to foreclose on the subject
property in accordance with the terms of the mortgageand security instrument on record in the
County RecordersOffice The language contained in the mortgage states
For this purpose Borrower does hereby mortgage grant and convey to MERS
solely as nominee for Lender and Lenderssuccessors and assigns and to the
successors and assigns of MERS with power of sale the following described
property
THERE ARE NO ASSIGNMENTS OFPLAINTIFFS MORTGAGES
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ERS as the nominee for the designated lender and the lender's successors and assigns. 
15.   t   s loses      tga e  d~. ~ +0 ~ J 
no inee for the lender, its 8UCcesso" and assigns. ?I )1,.,,( *-J JJ")~ 1', jk ~ 
16. he S ortgage clearly de onstrates the lender's delegation f authority to __ w__ ______ 
ERS, and the borrower' ~ acknowledge ent and acceptance of ERS as the disclosed agent of 
--the e r, d its s  i s. 1 
6 
17. The ERS ortgage expressly authorizes}.rnRS to foreclose on the subject 
/'" property in accordance ith the ter s of the ortgage and security instru ent on record in the 
-------ounty ecorder's ffice. he language contained in the ortgage states: 
For this purpose, Borrower does hereby mortgage, grant and convey to ERS 
(solely as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns) and to the 
successors and assigns of ERS, with power of sale, the following described 
p perty ... " 
THERE RE NO ASSI ENTS F P INTIFF ' ORTGAGES 
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18 Jewelean Jackson obtained a loan from BNC Mortgage Inc on
February 20 2006 which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically
designated as the mortgagee on the property located 1618 Fremont Avenue North Minneapolis
Minnesota which was filed with the Hennepin
County Recorder on February 27 2006 as
Document No 8755757 D b
SU
19 1hee hasbeen assgnTneYcifhewJew leaaJacsafiotadentified in the
preceding paragraph
20 THpzwasthe subject of foreclosure proceedings commenced on MERS
behalf asartgagee 6frecord
21 Ethylon and William Brown obtained a mortgage loan with Mortgageit on
June 7 2007 which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically designated as
the mortgagee on the property located at 2025 James Avenue North Minneapolis Minnesota
Said mortgage was filed with the Hennepin County Recorder on July 3 2007 as Document
No 9002744
22 There has been no assignment of the Ethylon and William Brown mortgage
identified in the preceding paragraph
23 Theproperty was the subject offoreclosure proceedings commenced on MERS
behalf as mortgagee of record
24 David Williams obtained a loan from Ownit Mortgage Solutions Inc on
July 7 2006 which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically designated as
the mortgagee on the property located at 3953 20th Avenue South Minneapolis Minnesota
Said mortgage was filed with the Hennepin County Recorder on July 25 2006 as Document
No 8834546
001579
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18. Jewelean Jackson obtained a loan fro  B e Mortgage, Inc. on 
February 20,2006, which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically 
designated as the mortgagee on the property located 1618 Fremont Avenue North, Minneapolis, 
21. Ethylon and illiam Brown obtained a mortgage loan with Mortgageit on 
June 7,2007, which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically designated as 
the mortgagee on the property located at 2025 James Avenue North, inneapolis, innesota. 
Said ortgage as filed ith the ennepin ounty ecorder on July 3,2007, as ocu ent 
No. 9002744. 
22. There has been no assignment of the Ethylon and illiam Brown mortgage 
ide ified in t e rece ing . 
23. The property as the subject offoreclosure proceedings co enced on E S' 
be f as ortgagee of re . 
24. avid illiams obtained a loan fro  Q nit ortgage Solutions, Inc. on 
July 7, 2006, which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically designated as 
the mortgagee on the property located at 3953 20th Avenue South, inneapolis, innesota. 
Said mortgage was filed with the Hennepin County Recorder on July 25, 2006, as Document 
No. 8834546. 
7 
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25 There has been no assignment of the David Williams mortgage identified in the
preceding paragraph
26 The property was the subject of foreclosure proceedings commenced on MERS
Ar
behalf as mortgagee of record i 5 G Nt 105 t CvG
27 Brenda Doane obtained
r
aloan frorn AccreditedHome Lenders Inc on April 7 J
2006 which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically designated as the
mortgagee on the property located at 6423 Grand Avenue South Minneapolis Minnesota Said
mortgage was filed with the Hennepin County Recorder on May 25 2006 as Document
No 8802955
28 There has been no assignment of the Brenda Doane mortgage identified in the
preceding paragraph
29 The property was the subject of foreclosure proceedings commenced on MERS
behalf as mortgagee of record
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
30 MERS status as a nominee is a common occurrence in public land records
Based on my experience grantors grantees lenders and other parties in real estate and loan
transactions frequently confer rights to a nominee agent fiduciary or trustee to enable
that individual to act on their behalf
31 MERS regularly participates in a variety of transactions in furtherance of its
delegation of authority as nominee or agent of the lender including but not limited to execution
and delivery ofmortgage assignments consolidation modification and extension agreements
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29. he property as the subject offoreclosure proceedings co enced on ' 
    rd. 
  
. ERS' status as a "nominee" is a common occurrence in public land records. 
ased on y experience, grantors, grantees, lenders and other parties in real estate and loan 
transactions frequently confer rights to a "no inee," "agent," "fiduciary," or "trustee" to enable 
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32 MERS operates the MERSO System in all fifty states and the District of
Columbia MERS Mortgages and other MERS Instruments and foreclosures are regularly
accepteaiby over 3w 000 my clerks and county recorders throujtithe United States
inch din 01 county recorders and registrars of E esota
j
Mckk
33 09S and the other parties to these instrumentsfully intend that such
instruments will not merely be accepted for recording but also enforced in accordance with their
V Therefore affiant respectfully requests that this Court recognize MERS as the lawful
i Z 5 9 nominee and agent ofthe lender and give full effect and validity to MERS actions including
UJ MERS foreclosure proceedings regarding the mortgages at issue in this proceeding




Subscribed and sworn to before me
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'~ 'l~ vi . E S' foreclosure proceedings regarding the ortgages at issue in this proceeding. 
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this 7th day of ebruary, 2008. 
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AGREEMENT FOR SIGMNC AUTTIORIIY
MERSCORP INC MERS and its subsidiary MORTGAGE
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC WaShington Mutual Bask Irk
FidelityNationalForeclosnre Bankruptcy Solutions 41delhy hgcby t
v
no purpose of this agreement for sifling authority theA entand obligations of the parties when Fidelity performs U
attached corgnrate resolution the Resolution relating to 1
on the MEASO System and shown on thcMERSO System to be aid
2 WAMU is a giber of MFRS and has si a men a
incoToiated herein by refferoncc WAMIJ has c conl










respectivelyy orm o security instr ment and 1estltate taw
3 The parties acknowledge tbat Mort cetSrati y Inc may be tixcmortgagor of record on WAMU mo fidel to perform itscontractual dittoes to WAMU t ill grant employees ofFidelity the limited auority of M Forts certain duties Suchauthority is sot forth in the isE m this Age ucnt
4 The partic s a A vide ry information and instructions toFidelity to pafarm in dui where M nic Registration Systems Inc actsas the more C rcco 1 Pa i13Flt 1V4M and Medmwes Electronic
Itergrgtzp a of c r the accuracy of any Inibrmation providedbyrA Fi elity o Info n into the MFRS System by or an behalfofW pm ilOrns re information rinstructions between WAMIJ andFi t lvcd bet woparties
and a n nify and hold harmless me tS Mortg age ElectronicR n tctna Inc employee director officer agoraoraffiliate ofMEFtS or
nicItistra ran Systems Inc MERS Partysfrom and against any and all
i party claims losses penalties find forfeitures nable utt mey fees and relatedoc
udgMerits and any other costs fees and expenses that result from the weigencocrro and emissions breach of confidentiality or willful misconduct of Fidelity in
Performing certain duties whem Mortgage Bloctamic Registration Systems Inc is the
mortgagee of record
b Fidelity shall maintain appropriate insurance coverage That shall includecovrralo far any
negligence errors and omissions or willful misconduct of all employ authorized to sign as
offices OfWrtgage Electronic Rogistration Systems Inc
001582
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AGREEMENT FOR. SIGNINC AV11l0RITV 
MERSCORP. INC. (" ERS") and itssttbsidiury, MOR.TGAGE 
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., Washington Mutual Bank. F.A. ("-




T.h.:pu~se of this agreetnent for signing authority (the ~n.J(JI\Ao'iU 
aria obli tiollS thc parties whon Fidclit pcrfonns 
uttached corporale~Jution (the " esolution,,). relating t ~~1UtO 
on the R ® Syste  and $11O'W  on the MBRSe System lobe 
~rf¢':I~ry infor ation and instructions to 
Rle Regi$tration Systems, mc. acts 
'1:IIII:1!!~ "'"~~ thatMERS and Mortgage BJectronic 
r the accur~ of any infotmation provided 
 into the MERS®System by or onbcbal( 
igaii~~~information or instruccions between A U and 
~d~~M.  parties . 
. m:cll.~>'i:n nifyund hold harmless MERS, Mort&aIC BJCCtnJnic 
~tcm:s, Inc. a .omployee. dircctor,omccr~ agent or ·affiliate of ERS or 
~J~age"~ctmnic R.cgistraoonSystem.It, Inc. (''MBRS Party~ from and against any and all 
1>flrty claims, 10$S~ penaltics, fines, forfcitul'C9,rcasonabte n1tom~y fees and related 
'udgmonb$, and any other costs, fees and ex.penses that result from the negligence, 
erro and omi$SiOJUl,b'rcach of confidentiality or wiHfuJ m.isconduct ot' Fidelity, in 
pcrfonTiing certain duties where Mortgage Bleetronic R~tl'ation Systems, Inc.ls the 
mortgElgec of'rccorcl. 
6. Pidclityshatl maintain appropriate insurance coverage that shall include ..average for any 
negligence, errors and omissions OT willful misconduct ofall cmplo~ authorizcdto sign as 
officers at'Mortgage Electronic Rogistration Systems. Inc. 
08162005 TUE 1458 FAX
7 Upon termination of the contract between WAMU and Fidelity this agreement shallconcurrently terminate and the corporate resolution shell be revoked at such time
R This Agreement shall he governed by and construcd in accordance with the laws of tho
Commanwcttltii of VirgWa without regard to ita choice of law provisions
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t 
7. Upon termination of the contract between WAMU and Fidelity, this agreement shall 
concurrently terminate and the corpomte resolution shall be revoked at such time, 
8. This Agreement l\halJ he governed by and construed in accordance with 
Comm(mweulth ofVirgiuia without regard to it!! choice of law provisions. 
laws of the 
The parties have executed this Agre ment intending to be bound as oftne,.{lal~es/l96-I...~I~.petQw. 
MERSCORP, INC. 
:By: 
itle; ice President 
Dated: __ --::;.!l+"LI..!-:1 '!U:l;~o..:.;'1-____ _ 
 UT AL , 
62005 TUB 1468 FAX
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MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATIONSySTEMS INC
CORPORATE RESOLUTION
Be it Resolved that the attached list of candidates arc employees of Fidelity National Foreclosure
Bankruptcy Solutions and are hereby appointed as assistant secrctaries and vice presidents of MortgageElectronicRegistration Systems ltrc MERS land as such are authorized to
execute any and all documents necessary to foreclose upon the properly securing mortgagoloan registered on the MERS System that is shown to be registered to the Me ding butnot limited toa substitution oftmstce on Deeds offrust b Trustee pee ubehalf ofMFRSc Affidavits ofNonmilitary Status dAffidavits ofJ
of Debt f quitclaim deedsgAffidavits regarding lost promi
f s proem
davits
of promissory notes to VA or HUD on behalfofMFRS as a n rsemeth
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MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRAnON SYSTEMS, INC. 
CORPORATERESOLU!lON 
Be it Resolved that the atlached list ofcandidams arc cmplO)'ecs of'Fidelity National Foreclosure & 
Bankruptoy Solutions.md are h"",by appointed as assjstant sccretaries and vice presidents of Mortgage 
Electronic RogistratiDn System~ Inc" (<<MBRS") and, as such. are authorr~d to; 
I, William C. Hulbnan. being the Cgrpomt& s cretary of Mo 
hereby certify that the foresoina is a trlle copy of a Resolutia 
said corporation ef ectivc as oftl c 16th day or April, 20 4. 
and dOM not conflict wit  th  Certifi te oflncorporation or 
~P04/005 
























Fidelity National Foreclosure Bankruptcy Solutions
Mortzatre Electrmie Registration Systems Inc
Cefj Officers
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Version 1 1 11 November 1999
Foreclosing a loan in the name of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc is something new in the foreclosure arena However when the role of
MERS is examined it becomes clear that MERS stands in the same position to
foreclose as the servicer MERS like the servicer will be the record mortgage
holder It is through the mortgage or deed of trust that MERS is given the
authority to foreclose
To help make a smooth transition from foreclosing loans in the name of the
servicer to foreclosing loans in the name of MERS we have developed state by
state recommended guidelines to follow These guidelines were developed in
conjunction with experienced foreclosure counsel in your state We have been
able to keep the MERS recommended procedures consistent with the existing
foreclosure procedures The goal of the recommended procedures is to avoid
adding any extra steps or incurring any additional taxes or costs by foreclosing
in the name of MERS instead of the servicer
MERS will continually review the guidelines and if necessary will issue
revisions The recommended guidelines to follow in vour state are as follows
Mortgages are foreclosed non judicially under power of sale Local counsel
advises that a foreclosure can be brought in the name of MERS Notice of the
foreclosure sale is published with Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc MERS named as the foreclosing entity instead of the servicer
Employees of the servicer will be certifying officers of MERS This means they
are authorized to sign any necessary documents as an officer of MERS The
certifying officer is granted this power by acorporate resolution of MERS In
other words the same individual that signs the documents for the servicer will
continue to sign the documents but now as an officer of MERS
The agencies Fannie Mae Freddie Mac and Ginnie Mae require the
promissory note be endorsed in blank when the sellerservicer sells a
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when the foreclosure is commenced in the name of MERS Howeverw have
been advisedthatsometimes there is an endarsemenfof the promissory note
to the servicer prior to foreclosure We recommend that eagenciesOoll i
be followed
At the foreclosure sale the certifying officer will instruct the foreclosing
attorney regarding the bid to be entered on behalf of MERS If the bid is the
highest bid then the auctioneer will be instructed to deed the property directly
to the investor We have been advised that this is the same procedure followed
when foreclosing in the name of the servicer Because the MERS
recommended procedure follows the same procedure that is used when the
servicer forecloses in its name no additional taxes are incurred by foreclosing
in the name of MERS
Evictions are handled the same way they are handled when the servicer
commences the foreclosure as the foreclosing entity If it is an FHAinsured
loan and an eviction is necessary then the auctioneer deed can be issued to
the servicer This way the eviction can be brought in the name of the servicer
Once the eviction is completed then the servicer can issue a deed to HUD
Again you should follow the same procedures you follow when foreclosing in
the name of the servicer
If the debtor declares bankruptcy the proof of claim should be filed jointly in
the name of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc and the servicer It
is advised to file in both names in order to disclose to the court the relationship
of MERS and theservicer The address to be used is the servicer address so
that all trustee payments go directly to the servicer not to MERS The Motion
for Relief from Stay may be filed either solely in the name of MERS or jointly
with the servicer If MERS is the foreclosing entity then it is MERS that needs
the relief from the bankruptcy
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE 15TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR PALM BEACH COUNTY FLORIDA
GENERAL JURISDICTION DIVISION
50 2008 CA 034713XXXX MB
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC





RANDY S PERSTEN VIVIAN
STEPHANIE PERSTEN THE
FOUNTAINS OF PALM BEACH
CONDOMINIUM INC NO 7
UNKNOWN PARTIES IN POSSESSION 9
1 UNKNOWN PARTIES IN
POSSESSION 2 IF LIVING AND
ALL UNKNOWN PARTIES CLAIMING
BY THROUGH UNDER AND AGAINST
THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS
WHO ARE NOT KNOWN TO BE DEAD
OR ALIVE WHETHER SAID UNKNOWN
PARTIES MAY CLAIM AN INTEREST
AS SPOUSE HEIRS DEVISEES
GRANTEES OR OTHER CLAIMANTS
DEFENDANTS
DEPOSITION OF JILL ORRISON
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A P P E A R A N C E S
For the Plaintiff
JOHN GRUNER ESQ Via Telephone
Shapiro Fishman LLP
2424 North Federal Highway Suite 360





THOMAS E ICE ESQ Via Telephone
Ice Legal PA
1975 Sansburys Way Suite 115
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Deposition of Jill Orrison taken by the
Defendant at HomeEq 701 Corporate Center Drive
Suite 300 Raleigh North Carolina on the 22nd
day of April 2009 at 1127 am before Meredith
R Johnson Notary Public
C O N T E N T S
The Witness Till Orrison
Examination By Mr Ice4
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P R O C E E D I N G S
Whereupon
Jill Orrison
having been duly sworn
was examined and testified as follows
EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT
BY MR ICE
Q Could you state your full name for the
record please
A Jill Orrison
Q Okay And what is the business address
A 701 Corporate Center Drive Raleigh
North Carolina 27607
Q Thank you And I understand that your
employer is HomEq
A Yes
Q And your title there please again
A Litigation Management Liaison
Q Are you an employee of MERS
A No
Q Are you compensated by MFRS in any way
A No
Q Are you shareholder of MERS
A No
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51 MERS
2 A I dontknow
3 Q Is Barclays Capital a Shareholder of
4 MERS
5 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
6 A Idontknow
7 Q Who isRKArnold
8 A I dontknow
9 Q Who is the president and GEQ of MERS
10 Corp and the subsidiary of MERS
11 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
12 A Idontknow
13 Q Who is the executive vice president and
14 product division manager ofMERS
15 MR GUNER Objection
16 A Idontknow
17 Q Who is the senior vicepresid nt and
18 corporate division manager of KW
19 MR GUNER Objection
20 A Idontknow
21 Q Whosthe vice president of the customer
22 group of MERS
23 MR GUNER Objection
24 A I dont know
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McLaughlin Bill Hultman or Douglas Danko
A I cant recall no
Q Does MERS have a legal department
MR GUNER Objection
A I dontknow
Q Is Sharon Horstkamp the VP and general
counsel of MERS
A Idontknow
Q Have you ever spoken with her
A No
Q Have you ever spoken with Richard
Anderson at MERS
A No
Q Have you spoken with Chris Mullins at
MFRS
A No
Q Have you ever spoken with JosephPatry
at MERS
A No
Q Have you ever spoken with Brandie
Peeples at MERS
A Yes
Q Who is Brandie Peeples
A An employee of MFRS
Q Okay What is her position there
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71 A I dontknow
2 Q Have you spoken with her with respect to
3 this case
4 A No
5 Q Would you agree with me that anyone in
6 the MERS legal department would have more
7 knowledge than you would on the items in Exhibit
8 B
9 MR GUNER Objection Form
10 A I dontknoV
11 Q Tito decided that you weid appear for
12 MERS today
13 A HpmEq Se rvicing
14 Q who at HomEq Servioin
15 A Cathy Axtel
16 Q Do you know if MFRS was consulted about
17 your appearance today as a onbehalf of MFRS
18 MR GUNER Objection
19 A I dontknow
20 Q Do you think that anyone who works at
21 MERS as an employee is aware that you are
22 testifying today on behalf of MEM
23 A Idon know
24 Q Do you have signing authority to sign as
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MERS would have more knowledge of
Exhibit B to your deposition
MR GUNER Objection Form
A I dontknow
Q By the way is there anyone in the room
with you other than the court reporter
A No
Q Does your room have in it a computer
thatsconnected to the records at HomEq
A No
Q Letstake a look at item number one
which is The MERS rules of membership including
but not limited to rule Bc to wit
In the state of Florida the
authority to conduct foreclosures in the
name of MERS granted to a Members
Certifying Officers under Paragraph
Three of the MembersMERS Corporate
Resolution is revoked Effective June
1 2006 the members shall be sanctioned
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01 foreclosure in Florida in the name of
2 MERS
3 Are you the person at MERS with the most
4 knowledge regarding this rule
5 MR GUNER Objection regarding any questions
6 concerning item number one on Exhibit B to the
7 notice of taking deposition based on relevancy
8 with regard to this foreclosure action
9 You can answer Jill
10 A No
11 Q Who at MERS would have more knowledge
12 MR GUNER Objection Form
13 A I dontknow
14 MR ICE What was the specific fox
15 objection
16 MR GUNER Calls for speculation Youd
17 like her to know as to who wouldhave mora
18 knowledge out of potentially hundreds of people
19 that work for MERS
20 MR ICE Speaking of which potentially
21 hundreds of people working at MERS
22 MR GUNER I just put that out there I
23 donteven know how many it is
24 Q The question t9 the witness is you are
25 not one of those employees correct
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2 Q Even though as it stands today MERS is
3 the plaintiff in this action correct
4 A Yes
5 Q When did you first become familiar with
6 that rule 8c
7 MR GUNER Objection Form
8 A Im not familiar with it
9 Q Well whens the first time you saw the
10 rule
11 A Reading it on Exhibit B
12 Q Okay I take it then you didnthave
13 any involvement in having this rule pasted
14 correct
15 A Right
16 Q You didnthave any involvement in
17 presenting or advocating for this rule for MFRS to
18 pass this as one of its membership rules correct
19 A Correct
20 Q Do you know when it became a rule
21 A No
22 Q Do you know what the process is at MERS
23 to have these membership rules passed
24 A No
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Q Did you ever have an opportunity to vote
for or against the rule
A No
Q Do you know what the purpose of the rule
is
A No
Q Would you agree with me that the MEIAS
legal department employees wouldknow more about
that than you do
MR GUNER Objection Form
A Idontknow
Q Are there any other states where members
cannot sue in MERS name
A I dont know
Q Do you know why Florida is singled out
in this rule as a state where met6ers cannot sue
in a MERV members name
A No
Q Is HomEq a meAbcrof RV
A NO
Q Is Barclays Capital Real Estate Inc
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Q Is Sutton Funding LLC a member of MERS
A I dontknow
Q Is Barclays Group US Inc a member of
MERS
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A I dontknow
Q Now this case was instituted in the name
of MERS correct It was commenced in the name of
MERS correct
A Looks like it yes
Q Okay Who made the decision as to using
MERS name as a plaintiff in this case
MR GUNER Objection Calls for legal
conclusion
A I dontknow
Q Do you know whether the person who made
that decision was someone at MERS
A No I dont
Q Do you know whether the person that made
that decision was someone at HomEq Servicing
A No I dont
MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered
Q Would you agree with me that Rule 8c
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MR GUNER Objection Calls for a legal
conclusion
A I dontknow
Q Well the rule is pretty
straightforward It says you cantbring it in
MFRS name and this case was brought in MERS
name right
A Its brought in MERS as nominee for
Equifirst
Q Right Is it your testimony that adding
the phrase nominee for Equifirst takes it out of
this rule
MR GUNER Objection Calls for legal
conclusion
A I dontknow
Q Has HomEq been fined 10000 in this
case for having brought this case in the name of
MERS




Q Does anyone at MERS even know about this
case That it was brought in the name of MERS1
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
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Q And I should rephrase that and say
anyone other than you because youre being
produced here today as an employee of MERS
correct
A Im not an employee of MERS no
Q Isntit true that HomEq filed hundreds
of cases in Florida in the name of MERS
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A I dontknow
Q Were you aware of any cases filed in
Florida in the name of MERS other than this one
A I dontknow
Q You dontknow whether you were aware
A Im not aware no
Q Okay So I take it from that youre
not aware that there was a change in a number of
cases at least 28 that Im familiar with in Palm
Beach where the party plaintiff was changed from
MERS to some other plaintiff
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
Q that were all serviced by HomEq
A No Im not aware
Q Were you aware that in the 28 cases that
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substituted in for another party plaintiffs the
new party plaintiff was a bank that was operating
as a trust well let me end the question there
In whose name was the trust
MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered
A No Im not aware
Q And were you aware that this is the only
case out of all of those where Sutton at least
that I was able to find information about who was
substituted that this is the only one that Sutton
was substituted
MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered
A No Im not aware
Q If in fact thatstrue and Sutton
this is the only case where Sutton Funding LLC
was substituted or attempted to be substituted as
a party plaintiff do you have any explanation for
that
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A No
Q Do you know of any other firms other
than Shapiro and Fishman that HomEq directed and
started foreclosures in the name of MERS
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A I dontknow
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1 Q Do you know who made the decision to
2 change all the cases from MERS to other entities
3 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
4 A No
5 Q Do you know who made the decision to try
6 to change the name of the plaintiff in this case
7 from MERS to Sutton Funding LLC
8 A No
9 MR GUNER Again
10 Q Item number two on the litis he
11 attached training department brochure Exhibit i
12 including but not lira ted to thestatenent that
13 foreclosure in tyre name of MFRS is allowable in
14 all states except Florida butMERs may fteArer b
15 pled as note owner Are you the personat MERS
16 with the most knowledge of that train n
17 department brochure
18 MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered
19 A No Imnot
20 Q Had you ever read that or know about
21 that before getting the notice for this
22 deposition
23 A No
24 Q I take it then that you did not
25 participate in drafting the brochure is that
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3 Q Do you know who did
4 A No I dont
5 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
6 Q Would you agree that with me that
7 whoever did would have more knowledge about the
8 brochure than you did
9 MR GUNER Objection Form
10 A Yes
11 Q The rule that MERS may never be pled as
12 the note owner was violated this case correct
13 MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered at
14 length
15 A Idontknow
16 MR ICE Just so were clear on the record
17 John my first questions on item one were about
18 bringing it in MERS name Now my questions are
19 about specifically pleading MERS as the note
20 owner I dont think its been asked and answered
21 until now
22 MR GUNER Thatsfine
23 Q What was in all that I missed the
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t cifi ll  lea ing ERS s the te 
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til no . 
R. G ER: at's fin . 
 hat was -- in l th , I issed the 
24 a , hat was i ? ould you repeat the ans er, 
25 plea . 
17 
18
1 Why dont I just read the question
2 again
3 The question is the rule that MERS may
4 never be pled as the note owner was violated in
5 this case correct
6 A I dontknow
7 Q Well you would agree with me that the
8 complaint alleges that MERS is the owner of the
9 note correct
10 A MERS as the nominee for Equifirst
11 Q Okay Is the owner of the note
12 correct
13 A As nominee for Equifirst
14 Q Youreagreeing with me that as nominee
15 for Equifirst MERS is the owner of the note
16 correct
17 MR GUNER Asked and answered
18 A Its down as MERSas nominee for
19 Equifirst that was the plaintiffo the note
20 on the complaint
21 Q Okay And the complaint alleges that
22 the plaintiff owns the note correct
23 A I dontknow
24 MR GUNER Objection Calls for legal
25 conclusion
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Q Do you have the complaint in front of
you the original complaint
A No I dont
Q Are you familiar with Rule 8 section
2aI of the rules of MFRS membership that has the
same rule that MERS cannot be pled as the note
owner are you familiar with that rule
A No
Q Are you familiar with rule 8 section
2aIII which states If the note is lost or cannot
be located the member shall not commence a
foreclosure action in the name of MERS but rather
must assign the mortgage out of MERS
A No Im not
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
Q Would you agree with me that in the
original complaint the allegation was that the
note was lost
A Im sorry what was that
Q would you agree with me that in the
original complaint the plaintiff MERS as the
nominee for Equifirst alleged that the note was
lost
A I dontknow
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of the MERS rules of membership which says that
The member will be fined a thousand dollars for
each instance where it believes a note is lost
while using the MERS name as the plaintiff
MR GUNER Im going to object on all
questioning regarding the MERS rules of membership
based on relevancy and Ms Orrison already
stated she has no knowledge regarding the rules of
membership
So if youd like to continue I mean
youre just racking up your court reporters bill
with these questions If thats your intention
feel free but wev already advised you that
she not an employee of MERS and she does not
have knowledge of MERS membership rules
MR ICE Are you acknowledging John that
you didntproduce the person today with the most
knowledge of the items on my list
MR GUNER Well Tom we did move for a
protective order and we did inform you that Jill
Orrison was going to be the one produced today and
you were informed that she was not an employee of
MERS or Sutton Funding prior to this deposition
I can continue on as youd like
MR ICE And we advised you its really
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20 
1 f t    f e bershi    t at, 
2 "Th   i   f   t  l  f  
3 eac  i    l  a   l ' 
4 i  i   '    laintif ?" 
5 . NER: I'm     l  
6 ti i  r i  t   l  f i  
7   r l   s. rrison's lr  
8     e  r     
9 rship. 
10   ou'd li  t  ti , I  
11 ou're j st rac i  up your c rt r porter's ill 
12 t   sti s.  at's  ti , 
13 l ,  e've  s    
14 he's   e        
15 e ledge  '  . 
16 . I : re  l i , ,  
17  i n't roduce t  s  t  t   t 
18 ledge f the ite s   li t? 
19 . : l , rn,   e   
20 r tective rder and e id infor  you t t ill 
21 rris  as ing to e t  e r duce  t a   
22 ou ere informed t t s e as t an l yee  
23 ERS r tton in  or t  t is it . 
24 I ca  tinue on as u'd li . 
25 . IC : nd e ised you -- it's reall  
21
1 disingenuous to leave the record like that We
2 advised you that we didntthink she qualified for
3 that but you insisted on producing her anyway is
4 that right
5 MR GUNER You insisted on taking the
6 deposition We moved for a protective order and
7 it was denied and thats why wer here today
8 MR ICE Okay So you produced someone who
9 is not an employee ofMERS and does not have the
10 requisite 1cnowledge
11 MR GUNER Well I guess that to be
12 detemined
13 BY MR ICE
14 Q Okay Number three The MFRS Training
15 Bulletin number 2008 03 date March 24 2008
16 including but not limited to the statements that
17 the MERS rules of membership do not allow
18 foreclosure in the name of MFRS in the state of
19 Florida Are you even familiar with that
20 training bulletin
21 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy to all
22 questions concerning item number three on Exhibit
23 B in reference to this foreclosure action
24 A No Im not
25 Q Did you participate in drafting that
001608
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3 Q Do you know who did
4 A No
5 Q Would you agree with me that person
6 would know more about the bulletin than you do
7 A Yes
8 Q Number four The member which is
9 conducting the foreclosure in MERS name Who is
10 that
11 A Idontknow
12 Q You dontknow what member of ME is
13 conducting this foreclosure in MFRS name
14 A No
15 Q Is HomEq conducting this foreclosure in
16 MERS name
17 A Youre referring to HomEq as a member
18 Q HomEq Servicing the company you work
19 for
20 A Its Barclays Capital Real Estate as
21 nominee Im sorry Its Barclays Capital Real
22 Estate doing business as HomEq Servicing
23 Q Is conducting thisforeclosuxe inMERS
24 name
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for as the servicer yes
Q Im sorry as the servicer for MERS
A Yes
Interruption
Q There was a noise there did I get an
answer to the question
A Yes
Q Okay And the answer was yes to the
question
A Right
Q Okay Do you know who the certifying
officers for MERS are at HomEq servicing
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A No
Q Who at MERS would know that more than
yourself
MR GUNER Objection Form
A I dontknow
Q Who at HomEq Servicing would know that
more than yourself
MR GUNER Objection Form
A I dontknow
Q That was item number five by the way
Numbersix is How MERS became the legal andor
equitable owner of the note as alleged in
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paragraph six of the complaint Are you the
person at MERS with the most knowledge of that
subject
A No
MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered
A No Imnot
Q Who at MERS would have more knowledge of
that
MR GUNER Objection Form
A I dontknow
Q Number seven is How MERS acquired the
right to enforce the subject note when lost or
destroyed as alleged in paragraph 26 of the
complaint Are you the person at MERS with the
most knowledge of that subject
A No
Q Do you know who at MERS would have more
knowledge than you
A No I dont
Q Number 8 is The meaning of MIN Status
Active on the MERS servicer identification system
including but not limited to the following quote
from the administrator on the MERS forum And
its a lengthy quote you have that in front of
you correct
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2 Q Are you the person with the most
3 knowledge on that subject
4 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
5 A No
6 Q Who at MERS would have more knowledge
7 than you on that subject
8 A I dontknow
9 Q Is the loan which is the subject of this
10 lawsuit deactivated from the MERS system
11 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
12 A Im sorry what was the question
13 Q Is the loan is the subject loan
14 Mr Perstens loan deactivated from the MERS
15 system
16 A I dontknow
17 Q Do you even know what that means
18 deactivated from the MERS system
19 A Im assuming taken off a computer system
20 for them or something I dontknow
21 Q is there someone at MERS who would know
22 that
23 MR GUNER Objection Form
24 A I dontknow
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 Is there e  ERS ho   
R. GUNER: . . 
A 
Q 
I n't kno . 
Number 9 is a other uote from the 
25 
26
1 administrator on the MERS forum Are you the
2 person with the most knowledge of the information
3 in that quotation
4 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy Any
5 questions concerning number nine as it relates to
6 this foreclosure action
7 A No
8 Q Who at MFRS would have more knowledge of
9 that subject
10 A I dontknow
11 Q Number 10 is the MIN transfer audit for
12 MIN 100200104102419476 Are you the person at
13 MERS with the most knowledge about that transfer
14 audit
15 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
16 A No
17 Q Im sorry I talked over you What did
18 you say
19 A No
20 Q Okay Who at MERS would have more
21 information about that
22 A I dontknow
23 Q Do you know what MIN the MIN at the
24 beginning of that means
25 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
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A I just found out before walking in here
it stands for mortgage identification number
Q And thatsa MFRS mortgage
identification number correct
A Yes
Q Thatsa number assigned to each loan in
MERS correct
A Im assuming yes
Q Okay Did you also find out what a
transfer audit was
A No
Q Did anyone give you the MIN transfer
audit before your appearance at this deposition
A No
Q Do you as the person working at HomEq
have access to the MERS tracking data
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A No
Q Is there someone at HomEq who does
A I dontknow
Q Did you ask anyone if they could get you
this MIN transfer audit before you appeared for
your deposition today
A No
Q Do you know whether that number that
001614
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Ive listed out there is the one thatson Mr
Perstens mortgage
A No I dont
Q Number 12 is the MIN audit as opposed
to the transfer audit the MIN audit for that
same MIN number Are you the person at MERS with
the most knowledge of that
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A No
Q Do you know who at MERS would have more
information about that
A No
Q Do you know who at HomEq would have more
information about that
MR GUNER Objection Form
A No
Q What is a MIN audit
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A I dontknow
Q Do you know how it would differ from a
MIN transfer audit
A No
Q Next one number 12 is the same
question as to a MIN summary Are you the person
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for the MIN number identified on Exhibit B
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A No
Q Do you know what a MIN summary is
A No
Q Number 13 is a meaning of foreclosure
pending Option 1 in a MIN summary Are you the
person with the most knowledge of that subject
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A No
Q Number 14 is the meaning of foreclosure
pending Option 2 in the MINs summary Are you
the person at MERS with the most knowledge
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A No
Q Number 15 is the identity of the
investor org if any with respect to again that
same MIN number Are you the person at MERS with
the most knowledge of that subject
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A No
Q Who at MERS would have more knowledge
than you on that subject
MR GUNER Objection Form
A I dontknow
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1 Q Isntit true that the investor org
2 identified on that MIN number is Deutsche Bank
3 MR GUNER Objection Form
4 A I dontknow
5 Q Number 16 is the Florida law firm which
6 are members of MERS Are you the person at MERS
7 with the most knowledge of that subject
8 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
9 A No
10 Q Would you agree with me that somebody
11 who actually works at MFRS would know that
12 MR GUNER Objection Form
13 3
14 Q Number 17 MERS official position on
15 whether attorneys forclosures on behalf
16 of servicers or investors may act as certifyiag
17 officers and if so whether such attorneys may
18 execute assignments to their own clients Pere
19 you the person at MERS with the most knowledge of
20 that subject
21 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
22 A No
23 Q Who at MERS would know more than you
24 about that subject
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31
1 A I dontknow
2 MR ICE What is the form objection
3 MR GUNER Calls for speculation as to what
4 someone else might know at MFRS
5 Q Let me rephrase the question this way
6 do you know who at MFRS if anyone would have
7 more knowledge than you about that subject matter
8 A No
9 Q Number 18 The statement on the MERS
10 website that beneficiaries of MERS include
11 consumers and how that comports with the fact that
12 mortgage loan that mortgage loan information such
13 as that in the MIN audit transfer audit and MIN
14 summary is not made available to the consumer
15 Are you the person at MERS with the most knowledge
16 of that subject matter
17 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
18 A No
19 Q Do you know who at MERS if anyone
20 would have more knowledge than you on that subject
21 matter
22 A No I dontknow
23 Q Nineteen is The MERS Corporate offices
24 self appointment scheme through its corporate





A I on't ow. 
R. ICE: t i  t  f r  objection? 
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 8, "The     
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14  s   i    nsumer." 
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 , I n't k . 
23  ineteen is "TheM S c rate offi' E!rS 
24 s lf-app i t e t sche e through its rporate 
25 res l tion and how that comportslStith tfue 
31 
CPA
1 solemnity requirements of Florida statutes Are
2 you the person at MERS with the most knowledge of
3 that subject matter
4 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
5 A No
6 Q would you agree with me that somebody in
7 the legal department at MERS would be able to
8 speak to that
9 MR GUNER Objection Form
10 A I dontknow
11 Q Number 20 MERS official position on
12 the meaning of and wev been talking a little
13 bit about this today as nominee for under
14 Florida agency law including but not limited to
15 whether the certifying officer of one MERS member
16 may execute documents on behalf of MERS as nominee
17 for some other member of MERS the nominating
18 member particularly where and then it gives
19 four different areas or four different scenarios
20 where people might be certifying officers or
21 trying to certify documents as certifying
22 officers You have that in front of you and you
23 see the entire question
24 A Yes I do
25 Q Are you the person at MERS with the most
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knowledge of the subject matter in item 20 of
Exhibit B to your deposition
MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
A No
Q Do you know if there is anyone at MERS
who has more knowledge than you on that subject
A I dontknow
Q On any of these that wev been talking
about did you contact anyone from MFRS to see if
they knew any the answers to any of those
questions
A No
Q Do you feel you have the authority to
bind MFRS with any of the answers that youve
given to this deposition
MR GUNER Objection Calls for legal
conclusion
A No
MR ICE Let me just check my notes over I
think thats pretty much wrapping it up Do you
have any questions John
MR GUNER I have no questions
MR ICE Let me just double check here
There was one thing Its not actually
a question I forgot to make the notice of
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1 appearances at the beginning I am appearing on
2 behalf of Mr Persten
3 John can you make your appearances
4 please
5 MR GUNER John Guner on behalfo the
6 plaintiff
7 MRICE And the p1aintiff being
8 MR GUNPR The plaintiff is listed MERS
9 currently
10 MR ICE Okay So you are representing MFRS
11 today
12 M GUNER That is how theyr listed as
13 nominee for EqUifirst Corporation
14 MR ICE Okay Well I IM vow hp it I s
15 listed but are you appearing asttheir
16 today
17 MR GUNER Counselor Ive stated my
18 position Im not the one that Is beiing deposed
19 here Ive made my appearance
20 MR ICE I just like to know who shows up at
21 my depos In this particular deposition were you
22 apperiTig oxi behalf of utton
23 4R GUNNER Im sorry
24 MR ICE In this deposition the MERS
25 deposition were you appearing also on behalf of
001621
 
1 s t t  i i g. I  ari   
 lf f r. r ten. 
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4 e. 
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6 l. i tif . 
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1 Sutton
2 MR GUNER Mr Ice Im not the one being
3 whos deposed here today
4 MR ICE Okay So youre refusing to
5 announce who youre appearing for
6 MR GUNER Im under no obligation to answer
7 any of your questions other than makingy
8 appearance and making objections
9 MR ICE Okay What aboutHomEq are you
10 representing HomEq here today
11 MR GUNER Again same answer
12 MR ICE All right W l I don t have any
13 further questions Thank y25u Very much
14 MR GUNER Thank you for your time today
15 Signature waived
16 Whereupon at 121 pm the












2 R. UNER: r. , 'm t t   i  
3 ho's   day. 
4 MR. ICE: kay.  ou're   
5   ou're r  r. 
6 . ER: I 1m q ~r 0;0    
7  f- - t  - rthanma-k±ng--nry--
8 a ceandmakin,  bj§91;;j.;PP:S. 
9 . I E: . t bOut HornEq,ar   
10 t    t day'? 
11 . NER: airi,  nswer . 
12 . I :  ht . weIll' I n I    
13  sti s.  o  'v  h. 
14 . NER: hank you t r your ti e today. 
15 (Signature ived.) 
 (Whereupon, at 12:11 p.m., the 




































STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
COUNTY OF WAKE
I MEREDITH R JOHNSON the officer before
whom the foregoing deposition was taken do hereby
certify that the witness whose testimony appears
in the foregoing deposition was duly sworn by me
that the testimony of said witness was taken by me
to the best of my ability and thereafter reduced
to typewriting under my direction that I am
neither counsel for related to nor employed by
any of the parties to the action in which this
deposition was taken and further that I am not a
relative or employee of any attorney or counsel
employed by the parties thereto nor financially
or otherwise interested in the outcome of the
action
This the 1st day of May 2009
MEREDITH R JOHNSON
Notary Public in and for
County of Gaston
State of North Carolina
Notary Number
001623
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MIN SUMMARY
3umraarx
1000375di5741644tI6 y Active Registered
Saab J141 l 1itUl4 AY
Ioreciourepending Miitn 2i setutried on MaS
vf t3tti1
MONTGOMERYAl 36117 Fimt Lien
Reg Date 1 2012004
Qtmty Monigcxnary QR N
Primary liinmwu HFNDKRS3 DL3RA MN 2
Pool Number NIA Investor Loan Number NIA
NoteArmuni 5108000E NoteDate ittl Hkt
Serviccr 10375 GMIACMortgage LLC
Custodrn MA




Property Preservation Co Nir
PendingBaes
Batch
lramtcriype Stuittti TranslerlDate Sale DateNumber
No Pending Bawbcsl




S m y 
;\1 ·0 74164406"9 
b-4b ~\"i:l:.1 \\001) \\r\  
Y. I.  
 l  
Count} 
a  Burro er 
l Ul11ber 
:'-t  mo t 
stodtan 
cM  
I t  )'Im<ler 
j u jt r.l ulic)I\ 
Property l'rcM:IVillio!;t t). 
nUlcli 
r lr.!II\ICr lype 
t) Pending B;w:hcI1! 
Activc(Regi~lcn:d} 
r' rcclosurc  (Orbon ). It!l m tl  bRS 
M )M 
112012004 
u t omer  
irsl i  
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SIOB,SOO.OO 
 l.OlI  ll lre  
Ole lite 
WOO375 • MAC Mon&lIge, LL  
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Page 1 of 1 
MIN Transfer Audit for 1000375-0574164406-9 o 
(1 - 8) 
Date Field Name BeforcVaIu41 Aft;erValue Updated By User Name 
Action BatcbNbr Oil ID 
09/1812009 Transfer status Transfer Pendin$ Transfer C<lntplete Batch User lD 
Update 6681287 1000001 
0911812009 Transfer S~SB indicator Yes Batch User .ID 
Updatc 668]287 1000001 
09/1812009 MIN lTIUlsrer confirmation from the CI.Irrent ConfU'llled Susan Railey 
mvestor 
.. 
Update 6681287 1000249 
0911812009 Jennifer Harken 
Add 6681287 1000375 
1012812006 MERSDBA 
Add 3933()71 
12/20flOO4 Transfer succeS/i indicator Yes Birtch 
Update 2010650 1000001 
12120/2004 Transfer status Transfcr Pending Transfer Complete Batch 
Update 2010650 1000001 
12120/2004 Batch 
Add 2010650 1000249 
https:llwww .mersonline.org/mefSlmininfolminviewtrfaugit.jsp?page_num;::1&:~~54F444C'3C32278ECB807C6F36C14862... 9123/2009 
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Page 1 of 1
MILESTONES for 1000375 05741644069
Description Date Initiating
Organization User




Foreclosure Status 061412008 1000375 GMAC Mortgage LLC
Update
Batch
Foreclosure Statue 1023007 1000375 GMAC Mortgage LLC
Update
Batch





















MIN Status Active Registered
Foreclosure Status Foreclosure
Pending option 2retained on
MFRS
Quality Review N
MIN Status Active Registered








MIN Status Active Registered
New Servicer 1000375 GMAC
Mortgage LLC
Old Servicer 1000375 GMAC
Mortgage LLC
Batch Number 3933071






MIN Status Active Registered




hrtps llwwwmersonlineorg linersmininfominviewmilesj spaux7756F5 57F6FB45FF3E 923009
MERSHenderson 0093001629
I  for 10003 -0574164 -  
Description Date 
~-09118-/2009'" 
Foreclosure Status 06/14/2008 
Update 
Foreclosure Statu,~ 1012312007 
pdate 
Foreclosure S[atllS" OgIl8l200'7~ 
pdate 
Transfer Seasorred ~m~miilmi'(1 
"'transfer ) 212012004 . 
e tcialRlghts -
OPl o~1 1 -, 
Registration 11n0l2904 
Initiating 
Organizalion I User 
l.QQ!lill GM  ortgage. U C 
Jennifer Harken 
100037   ortgage. L  
alch 
  rt age.  
atch 
.lOOroli  rt ge.  
t  
Batch 
1000249 Oavem elil ational ortgage ; 
s , l on • 
atc  
10 03]5 AC ortga , l  
Balch 
Page 1 of 1 
Milestone Infor ation 
Balch Number: 6681287 
r sf r D:1(e: 09/1812009 
MIN Status: Active (Registered) 
F r cl ure Status: r  
Pending (option 2). retained on 
E  
uality eview:  
MIN Status: Active (Registered) 
r l s r  laws : i slIll d r 
modified (option 2) 
uality eview:  
Quality Review:  
MIN Status: Active (Registered) 
 rvi r:   
ongage. LLC 




MIN Status: Active (Registered) 





https :ll ww.mersonline.org/mers/mininfo/minviewmiles.jsp ?aux== 77 56F 5 57F6F 4 5FF3E... 912312009 
MERS/Henderson 0093 
I 
Transfer of Beneficial Rights
Overview
The Transfer ofBeneficial Rights TOB transaction is used to
track the transfer of beneficial rights from one investor to another
There are two types of investors in the MERS System
Member Mvestors InvestorswhgeeMERS Merttbers
Member Investors sign a MERS Application pay MFRS
membership fees and have full access to the MERS System
As a Member Investor you have the choice ofprocessing
confirmations of Transfer ofBeneficial Rights transactions and
all other transactions manually or automatically
Non Member Investors
Non Member Investors do not sign a MERS Application or pay
MERS fees and have no ability to access the MERS System
confirm MFRS transactions or retrieve MFRS reports A
MERS Member must represent them on the MFRS System
There are twatypes ofTOB transactions on theMER System
eitherofwhichi aybeinitiatedoniinervia batch
Otgion l
Used only by Option I or Agency investors such as Freddie
Mac Ginnie Mae and Fannie Mae to claim investor rights on
loans transmitted via MIDANET GinnieNet MORNET etc
Option 1 transfers require no confirmation and remove any
Interim Funder or WarehouseGestation Lender interests from
the loan
MERS Procedures Manual Release 180618109 Transfer ofBeneficial Rights 65
MERSHenderson 0171
option 2
Used by most MERS Members Option 2 transfers require
PLAINTIFFS confirmation from the new Investor They do not remove
EMISIT
Interim Funder or WarehouseGestation Lender interests from
the loan
The MERS System wil l allow aMIN to coexist in an Option 2
TOB batch and a Transfer of Servicing TOS batch only if the
New Servicer and New Investor are the same entity
The MERS System will allow a MIN to co exist in an Option 1
TOB batch and a Flow or Seasoned TOS batch
00163
   i ts 




 r f r f fi i l i t  (T ) tr ti  is  t  
tr  t  tr f r f fi i l ri t  fr   i t r t  t r. 
     est rs   RS® te : 
li':" ~J 'iiib'il?lltwes-t&1:: ! flttye-stt5t1s/iW.lifitaif f U'r m ,'m)l! 
r I st rs si    li ti .  IvfER  
rs i  f s,   f ll ss t  t  RS® st . 
   i stor,   t  i  0/ i  
confir ations of Transfer a/Beneficial Rights transactions and 
ll t r tr s ti s ll  r l aticaJiy. 
• - 'IYerlnve  
- e er I est rs  t sign a rvIE  licati  r a  
     i     RS® te , 
fir  E  tr ti  r r tri  E  r rt .  
 r st r r s t t   t  E S® st . 
n e-ar~v.ib"ftype : ~Xe'Bf'ffansacl~tlLQn·i ~J:MERS~'f' ~"1'" 
eithei:,,0f'\\lliicn-'7iifayit>eiriffi1.ted·'8'rlif~~iVWat , 1i~ 
• ~'feJWJ,~ hZ1& 
{cI; IiTY~. xOpti  1 (or ency)  511:,<h,!lS'  
aC'.; i ni~1V1 e,  i  , t  l i  i t  i t   
l  tr itt  i  I , i i t, T, tc. 
"'q ~i:riV~ siers teq-ilire. confirmatioD" .a ,re oY,e' ril 
"r l F    ~h /G t t o  ri ' 'nter St  t  
: ri." 
·. ";rJplriJf;:'~  
s   t  r . ti   tr f r  r ir  
fir ti  fr  t   I t r.   t r  
   are s /Ges    i'  
 n. 
he ERS® Syste  iII aJJo  a I  to co-exist in an ption 2 
TOB batch and a Transfer of Servicing (TOS) batch only if the 
 r i r a   I st r r  t  s  tity. 
 RS® st  ill ll   I  t  -e ist i   ti   
        . 
 r  r  nual- l  8.0- / /  Transfer of Beneficial ights.  
/He   
MERS Procedures Manual Release 180 618109 MERS Loan Registration 31
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9 Enter the following miscellaneous information if
applicable
Required when registering loans Investor funding amount
sold to Fannie Mae or Freddie
Mac
Investor funding date if Investor requires it
Investor loan number if required by the Investor
FHANA Case Number or MI Certificate Number
Required when registering loans Torrens Certificate Number
issued in a Ginnie Mae or Fannie
Mae pool Agency ID if required by the Investor
Investor pool number if required by the Investor
Taxpayer Identification Number of thirdparty
For all MOM Loans you must originator ifapplicable
receive and enter all security
Instrument recording information 10 Enter the following security instrument information
within 30 calendar days ofthe
Registration Date
a MOM indicator
Defaults to MOM MERS is the original
If MERS is not maned as the mortgagee on the security instrument
original mortgagee on the security
instrument you must prepare and Set to NonMOM only ifthe loan was originated on
send to the county recorderan a standard security instrument and assigned to
assignment to MERS within 14
calendardays after the registration
MERS
date You must update theMERS For loans neither originated with MERS asSystem
ares da to reflect the assigen date You must also update mortgagee nor assigned to MERS see the
the MERSystem with the iReeistra chapter
recorded assignment and security
instrument information vruthin six
OriOriginal mortgagee or beneciaryif MERS is not
monfhsof the registration date mortgagee on the security instrument
Refer to the OUaWAssimce
proceeMn foradditional Trustet if applicable
intormanon
Security type eg Mortgage DOT etc
Recording and rerecording information
11 Enter the following assignment information on the MERS
PWNTIFFS System if the loan is not recorded with MERS as the
OBIT original mortgagee on the security instrument
Assignment type
Assignment sent date
Assignee name and address
Assignor name and address
Although recording Information is
typically not available at loan Recording and rerecording information including
closing the registration transaction Recording date
not considered complete untilIs
recording has been Recordi instrument or document number
entered You must however enter Recording book or Liber number
the Assignment sent Date for a
loan assigned Into MERS Recordig page or folio number
001631
Required when registering loans 
sold to Fannie Mae or Freddie 
Mac. 
ir   registerin  loan  
issued in a Ginnie Mae or Fannie 
Mae pool. 
r ll  s,  t 
receive and entec all s c rity 
I str nt r9COItIlng I f r ll  
it i   l r  f t  
Regislrallon Date 
If ERS is not named as the 
ri i l rt   t  nl  
nt,   'r   
 t  e ty   
8$sfgnment to MERS wfthln 14 
l  days ft r ! e l f r. 
dale. ou ust update the s"' 
System to retlect!  ssigmnent 
lI t l .  ust ls  data 
t e - System ith t  
r r  i t  rit  
instrument Inlor a1ion wilhin six 
onthS of the registration date. 
Refer 10 the Qya!ityAssurence 







Although recording Information is 
typically not avaRabie at Joan 
closing. the reglsfratlon transaction 
Is not considered com piela until 
recording Infonnalion has been 
entered. You must, however, enter 
the Assignment Sent Date for a 
loan assigned into MERS. 




Investor funding amount 
Investor funding date (if Investor requires it) 
Investor loan number, if required by the Investor 
• FHNVA  er or 1 Certifi t  er 
• 
• 
T r  ertif  er 
gency 10, if required by the Investor 
Investor pool nu ber, if required by the Investor 
Taxpayer Identification Number of third-party 
originator (if applicable) 
10. ter t e f ll i  securit  i str e t i f r ati  
•  t r: 
• Defaults to MOM -l\.1ERS is the original 
ortgagee on the security instru ent 
• Set to Non-MO  only if the Joan was originated on 
a standard security instrument and assigned to 
 
• For loans neither originated ith E S as 
mortgagee nor assigned to ERS, see the 
iRegistration chapter 
• riginal ortgagee or beneficiary. if ERS is not 
ortgagee on the security instru ent 
• ste , if a licable 
• Security type (e.g. ortgage, DOT, etc.) 
• ecording and fe-recording infor ation 
11. Enler lhe follo ing assign ent infor ation on the l\1ERS® 
Syste  ifthe loan is not recorded ith ERS as the 
original ortgagee on the security instru ent. 
• ssign ent type 
• A signment sent date 
• A sign e na e and addre s 
• Assignor name and a dress 
• Recording and re-recording information, including 
=> Recording date 
=> Recording instrument or document number 
=> Recording book or Liber number 
=> Recording page or folio number 
MERS Procedures Manual- Release 18.0-618/09 MERS Loan Registration. 31 
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Reports
The following reports are generated as a result of the Registered
Loans in Rated Securities process For a detailed description of
each report see the AMRReports Handbook
Transfer ofBeneficial Rights RejectslWarnings
Pending Transfer ofBeneftclalRights
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he follo ing reports are generated as a result of the egistered 
Loans in ated Securities process. For a detailed description of 
 ort,  t  ME~ t  book: 
'" f r / fi i  i t  j cts/ ar i  
... i  j' f  f fici l i t  
*    eJ f   
* ysic l r sjer f e efici l i ts 
:I; aintenance Verification eport 
* inte  i ings 
 r r  anual- l  8.0- /8/09  i t   I  t  iti s ..  
/Henderson  
NOTE VA NO LAPPOS66931
NOTICE THIS LOAN IS NOT ASSUMABLE WITHOUT THE
APPROVAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OFVETERANS AFFAIRS OR
ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT W
November 19 2005 Kontgomery AL y
Dude 10H1
R
5646 Sweetwood Way Montgomery AL 36117 M r rlj
1Pfapao
1 BORROWERSPROAM TOPAY
In return for a loan that have received Ipromise to payUS3308500 this amount iscalled
Principal plus interest to the order of theLender The Lender is
GMAC Mortgage Corporation
IwillTn all payrtients underibb Note in the form ofcash check or money order
1 understand that the LhWermay Linda this Note The Lander or anyone who takes this Note by transfer and who
is entitled to rCCGtYepayments Note is tailed the NoteHolder
2 rNTtFStk
lnteWilllie carh 6 unpaid principal until the full amount of Principal has been paid I will prig interest ata
geaxly ti of S306 S




I will pay principal and imemt by mating apayment everymonth
I will snake fay mommy payment On the lot day of each mouth beginning an January 1
2005 I will make thew payments every month untillhave paid all of the principal and interestand any other
charges described below dual may owe underthis Note Each monthly payment wtllbeappliW as of its schmiuled due
date and will be applied to interest bd Pfiaapal If on December 1 2034
I still oweamounts under this NoteIwill pay dhmse amoums inMon that date whichAs caiied the Maturity Date
Imakemymoathiy payments at PO Box 790 Waterloo 1A 50702 ATTU
Payment Processing or atadifferent place if required by the NomBolder
B Ammart ofMonthly Payments
My u hly payment will be in trite amount ofUS 6160
4 BORROWERS1UG1HT TOPREPAY
I have the right to make paymmas of Principal at any timebefore they are due A payment of Principal only is
known as a Prepayment When I mete a Prepayment Twill tell the NoteBolder in writing that I am doing so Imay
not desigmue a paytnea as a prepaYruM if Thrive sent made all themonthly payments dw under theNOM
Imay makeaM Prepaymentor partial Prepayments without paying a Prepayment charge The Now Holder
use my Prepayments toxeduce dte amount ofPrirkdpal thatl oweunder tbiSLNote Howaver the Note Holder may apply
my Prepayment to the accrued and napW interest on thePrepayment amotrat belme applying my Prqmym to reduce
the Principal amount of theL Note If I makeaptWPrepayment there will be no changes in the due date or in the
atmtttut ofmy monthly payment unless the Note Holder agrees in writing to those changes
S LOANCEURGES
If a law which applies to Hits loan and which sets maximum loan charges isfmaliyintetpreted so that the interest
or other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection with this loan exceed the permits limits tLen aany
such loan charge abail be reduced by the amountnecessary to reduce the charge to thepetmiued Iimit and bany sums
alreadycollected from me which exceededpermitted limits willbe refunded to me TheNote HOW may choom to make
this mfimd by reducing the Principal I owe under this Note or by mating a direct payment to me If a refund reduces
Principal the reduction will be treated as aPartial Papayment
6 BORROWERSFAMIMTOPAY ASREQi71RD
Atats Charge for Overdue Payments
If ft Note Holder has not received the full amountof anymondily payment by the end of 15 calendar days
after the date his due I will pay a lateclargeto theNoteHolder Tice amount of the charge will be 4000
Of myovducpeyateat ofprincipal and interest I will pay thisIrecharge promptly but only once on each IBM Payment
B Default
If 1 do net pay thefuli amountof each monthly payment on the date it Isdue I will be in default
Cluloticeof Default
If 1 am in default the Note Holder may send me awritten notice tellingme that if I do not pay the ovadae amount
by a certain date the Note Holder may require me to pay immedindy the fun amount ofPrincipal which has not been
paid and all that interest that I owe on that amoumt Mlat date mist be at least 30 days after the date onwhich the noticem is
mailed to rte or delivered by othermesas
13 NoWaiver By NoteHolden
Even if ata time when I am in default ft Note Holder does not raptim me to payimmediately infall as described
above theNote Holder will still have the right to do sc if I am in default at alater tine
LOAN NO 574164406
Mt1UWATE3rEMDRATENOTE sr Fwlbrkmrms
Pale Z 02 273953720 1M
GMACMvfA MC0101
MERSlHenderson 0061 001633
 .A. , r.. 1' - 66113l. 
:  W       
      I   
S  . 
ove ber , (}4 
{DOl ] 
Montgo er  
[CityJ 
 od a  t ery, J\  ·U  
[Propety~ 
.. ROWER!S OMlSE   
I.. 
{8mIL) 
uetllIll   loa  ! t lll e i d,  is    .S. $ loa, 500.00 (this lIIXID1IIIt $ Il  
"Principal"). s t, t      e r ..    
 ortgage ion , 
I llmalaiaI1~ rtbi's t  i  t e nn  h, orIlJllD Y r r. 
 I1d at t e Und r  tra sfer  .  e r a ue      .m  mi  
is e  rO ecerve~~ umrci.rtbis. o   c l   "Not  lder," 
• ", 'il'- . ":" " ... ' 
:' ~::.~,. <. ,~::"'::"'-:":"" 
Jntm:st .y.nu be eI1ar8I)!i Qn'Unpaid priilC1pal til t e f ll a t f rl cipaI as  id. r ill. ay i tetest t  
ye8dYD f "5:500,$, 
il tCaiat'lQ!.~ ,! i& ti0ll  i  e t   il  p   re'     a:r  i  
 (B)o   t . \, 
.  
 lJa  .Pla o1' uim  
I ill pay principal lIIIdi Mest hy aking a Pa:r=t eveti oiuh. 
I ill make my IiIaIiThly pa}'ttlt:Dt o  the 1st  f. n  giJ:mi :r  o  nua:   • 
2005 • I ill ake these pay entS every onth. lIIlIil I ha'Yc paid ill ofthepr.iDcipal aJld lIIIerest and any other 
charges described below that I may. owe under this ·Note. Bach lIIOJlthl.y payment will. be applied.as .of its schecIuIecl duIt 
, Jl      intet S  efore riDci Iil. f,   l., :' . .. 
I stilloweanlOUllts under this ote, t ill pay those 8IIlDUIIi& iIlfullcm. that date, hich.is Caned the" atmity ])ate," 
I will. k   lIIOIIthly a ents t  .'0.  8 , t rlco, I  07D2-1).780, "nl': 
e t r ri  oratadifferent place ifIeqwred by the Note.Holder; 
(B) mt of onthIyPay eats 
ymonthly pay eot ill bem the a ount f .S. $ -61.6 .• 06 
. ROWER'S l  B ..l  
I have t li right to iIke ~ f ri ci al at any ti  efore they are due.  pay mtt f riiIci l l  is 
Wll.   -Pr yD:I I¢." he  l ik   pa. DleDt, I ill. t U t  t  Holder .i  iti  t  doiD  . .  i:Da  
t desisnate a payment as a Prepayment fl~not 8i1eill the onthly paJI11I!II!s ue lIIIIl« the Note. 
I ay ake afull Prepay ent or partlalPrepay enlS .~ payiDg a Prepay ent charge. The NOte older will 
se Prep mr to.tIlduceth  liIIIOUlItof1'riIu:i l t tJ : e r t isNQre. ever, t e Ote l e:r  l  
y PrepaylDent to the accmed ami unpaid interest on the 1'repay enta ount, before applylDg y Prt:paymem to zedace 
the Principal a ount of the ote. If I lkea.partiaI Prepay ent, there ill.beoo changes i  the due date or in. the 
ount  tbl  t a l  t  t  l  es.in dtiDg t . t se S. 
.LOAN CHARGES 
If a la  . ic  a lies t  this 10m i it seta inm  l a  charges, il finally.interpr ted s  t t t e i t r t 
or other loan charges collected or to be collCeted in COJmeCIlonwilh this 10m e:a:ecd the pemD.tted li its. thal:(a) any 
Slll.ihl a  c ar e shall e t   t  t c ss ry t  r  t e arge t  th permiue li il;;ao  (b)lIIIYSI1IIl8 
lr~ collemed fto e hich exceeded per itted li itil ill be refandc:d to e. The ote older ay choosc.to ake 
this refund by reducing the Principal I o e under this ote or by al:iu8 a clirect pay em to e. !fa i:eiimd reduces 
rincipal, the reduction ill be treated as tipaitla1 repay ent. . 
. OWER'S ILURE    UIRED 
W Late    s 
 the  l  ili  e  e r n  f  IIlIlI1Ihl  t   CIIIi   Cllli   
ft:I:r  te it is ,  ill   Iat liarge to t  t  l r. be t  t e e iU  . • 0 0 " 
of y ov=!uepayment of principal and interest. I ID pay this late charge pro ptly but only once on eachlatcpaymcnt. 
(I) efa lt 
If I do not pay the full a ount of each onthly payment on the date it is due, I ill be in default. 
(C) Notl e  f lt 
If I a  in default, the ote older ay send e a rliIen oolice tdIing e that if I do not pay the oven:Iue 8I1lOUIIt 
 n rt i  t . t  ote lder a  r it   t   itn diatcl  t ef lllUllllUllt f ri i l i  s o t  
paid and ill the interest that! o e on that a ount. 'lbat.date ust be at least 30 days after the date 011. hich the notice ta 
  me  c wr    an . 
(D)  i r  t  lder 
e  if. at a ti e hen [ a  i  default, the ote l er does not IeqUiIe e to ay i e iatel  i .full as desc:ribed 
,  t  older     ight   o      t  m . 
 : 5 5 MllLTlSTATE!'IXEI> RATE NOTE -SlulleP ... "-__ _ 
1JNII'IlRK11ISl1IIaGINl' __ lJDt _torVA ~ 
~ Itd ) 273953730 IattJ:iJs: A 
 ·'VNM.0242.F.IX (01 ) 
/   
MPayment of NoteHolders Costs and Expenses
If the Note Holder has required me to pay immediately in fall as described above the Note Holder will have the
right to be paid back by me for all of its costs and expenses in enforcing this Note to the extent not probibited by
applicable law Those expenses include for example reasonable attorneys fees
7 GIVING OF NOTICES
Unless applicable law requires a different method any notice that most be given to me under this Note will be
given by delivering it or by nailing it by fast class mail to me at the Property Address above or at a different address if I
give the Note Holder anotice ofmy different address
Anynotice that mus be given to the Note Holder under this Notewill be given by delivering it or by mailing it by
first class trail to the Note Holder at the address stated in Section 3Aabove or at a different address if I am given a
notice of that different address
8 OBLIGATIONSOF PERSONS UNDER THISNOTE
If more than one person signs this Note each person is fully and personally obligated to keep all of the promises
made in this Note including the promise to pay the full amount owed Any person who is a guarantor surety or
endorser of thisNote is also obligated to do these things Any pa mtwho tastes over these obligations including the
obligations of a guarantor surety or endorser of this Note is also obligated to keep all of the promises made in this
Note The Note Holder may enforce its rights under this Note against each person individually or again all of us
together This means that any one ofus may be required to pay all ofthe amounts owed under this Note
9 WAIVERS
I and any other person who has obligations under this Note waive the rights of Presentment and Notice of
Dishonor Presentment means the right to require the Note Holder to demand payment of amounts due Notice of
Dishonor means the right to require the NoteHolder to give notice to other persons that amounts due have not been
paid
10 ALLONGETOTHIS NOTE
If an allonp providing for payment adjustments or for any other supplemental information is tied by the
Borrower together with this Note the covenants of the allonge shall be incorporated into and shall amend and
supplement the covenants ofthis Note as if the allmp were a part of this Note Check applicable box
Graduated Payment Atlonge Other specify Other specify
n UNIFORMSECURED NOTE
This Note is a uniform innctrtinstwith limited variations in some jurisdictions In addition to theprotections given
to the Note Holder under this Note a Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the Security lostrumenr dated the
same date as this Note protects the Note Holder from possible losses which might result if I do not keep the promises
which Imake in this Note That Security Instrument describeshow and under what conditions Imay berapdred to matte
immediate payment in full of all amounts I owe wader this Note Some of time conditions are described as follows
PREPAYMENT AND ACCELERATION If the indebtedness secured hereby is guaranteed or Insured
under Tide 38 United States Code such Title and Regulations issued thereunder and in effect on the date hereof
shalt govem the rights duties and liabilities of Borrower andIeada Any provisions of the Security Instrument or
other instruments executed in connection with said Indebtedness which ate inconsistent wick said Tide or
Replations including but not limited to the provision far payment of any sum in connection with prepayment of
the secured indebtedness and the provision that the Leader may accelerate payment of the secured indebtedness
purslrant to Section 18 of the Security Instrument ate hereby amended or negated to the extent necessary to
conform such instruments to said Title or Regulations
WITNPSSTIMHANDSANDSBALOFTHE UNDERSIGNED
PAYTOTHE ORDEROF 0 Seal
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(E) l' . I1t of ote Ho r's osts and xpeu8I'S 
If the ote older has required e t   i e i t l  i  full as described a , t e ote older ill a e the 
right to be aid ba  by me for all f ifl; costs and xpenses in f rt;iu  t i  ot  t  the eJtteIlt DOt r ibited by 
applicable la . Tlwsc exp=es include, for exa ple. reasouabIe attomeys' fees. 
7. ING F ICES 
nle s lica le la  I Uires  i ferent t , a  tice t t DlIISt  give  t  e 1IIIder tbi$ te m o 
iven by e1ivering it r y mailing it  first class il to e at t e roperty ddress a e r at a ifferent a ress if I 
i e the ote al   notice f y i fere t ms. 
ny notice that lIIWIt be given to the ote older under this ote ill be given by delivering it or by ailing it by 
first class ma l t  t e ote older a  t  a dress t ted i  e tion (A) e  a   i ferent ress  1  e   
uce of that i ferent ac:Idres . 
. l I   P S S E    
f ore t  ODe ers n u DS t is .  pers II i  l   cn  ligated  eep l f the r ises 
a e i  t is t , i l i  the r is  t  a  t e f ll a t d. ny r   i   r.mtor. nr t  r 
ndorIer  t is . is  obligated   t ese t .  pedOl1 ho t k  over  d m, i l i   
obligaliom of 11 guarantor. surety or endorser of Ibis ote, is also obligated to bep all of the pro ises ade in this 
. he ote a  ay c tce lS rights lID   ote ap st  m .   alnat    
toge . 'Ibis eans t   ODe  us ay e ze irc   a  lI  the aIlIOIIDI:lI o e  1UIder t is . 
. I E  
I and any other pmoD ho has obligations under this ote aive the rigl11S of Present lmt and otice of 
ish . "Prese l e ' eans t e rig t t  iI   ote r:     IIIIOUDlS . "Notice  
is " eans  rig t  re r    lde  t   tice t     1III01IDts  e t  
p i . 
.   BIS  
If a  ll nge r i i  f r t a j st e lS r f r  t er s pl=ta1 i fOImlli  i  =te   t  
orro er t pt er ith t is ote, t e coVCIIIIIIs f t e all e s all e i cm r t  i t  · s ll a e  a  
supple. ent the covenants f this ote as if the a1IOIIF ere a part f this ote. [ChcQk applicable box] 
o ra r.ed , e t llonge 0 t r [s ifyJ 0 t er [s cify] 
. B :   
'Ibis ote III  n u  stnJment I  l ite  ri ticm    .  i      
to the ote older onder this ote, a ortgage, eed of rIIIt or Security eed (the "Security Instru ent"), dated the 
e t   t is t , r t t  t  t  l   i l  l ss s i  i t lt If   t K  t  r i  
ic   a e   . at  lIIstr =nt ri    o   i cm   ,   JeqUirc   k  
irmnecliate pay ent in full of allllll101llltS I o e onder this ote. So e of those COIIditicms are desllnurxI. as iOllo s: 
  I .   c ll 5 em    mntcc   iIl c  
er itle 38, nited lates ocle. such itle and egulations issued thereunder and I  ff ct on t e ate r f 
shan gove  the rights, duties and liabilitiC$ of BOIIOWer and Lender. Any provisicms of the SecIlrlty JDstru ent or 
b=: lDstr nl= r     t   i te ess b  r   th i  tl   
cgnIatiCllll, Includin&. but not llinited to, the provision fur pay m!l: of any su  i  colll1cction ith prepay ent f 
the secured indebtcdIless and the provision that the Lender may accelerate payment of the secured indebtedness 
pursuant to Section 18 of the Security lDstJumem, are hereby amended or negated to the extent necessary to 
c f r  s c  iDstru enIs t  said itle r c ulaticms. 
Wll'NIlSS TBI! BAND(S) .,., SBAL(S) OF".. VNJlI!lllllONED ~,//1 
• Im lt  ..".:fi--=-:"--_(J'---..... J; ...... ~-'_+-___ _ ~enderson -Botro cr ( al) 
ich l li s 
Li ited Sianinc fficer 
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NOTICE THIS LOAN IS NOT ASSUMABLE
WITHOUTTHE APPROVAL OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS OR ITS AUTHORIZED
AGENT
DEFIN ONs
Words used inmultiple sections of this documeAt are defined blow and other words are defined
in Sections 3 11 13 18 20 and 21 Certain rules regarding the usage of words Used in this
document are also provided in Section 16
A Security Iastrurnent mamas this document which is dated November 19
2004 together with all Riders to this document
A Borrower is
Debra A Henderson
Borrower is themortgagor under this Security Instrument
C WRS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc hffiRS is a separate
corporation that is aging solely as a nominee for Lender and Lender succcssors and assigns
N ERS is the mortgagee under this Security Instrument MFRS is organized and existing
under the laws of Delaware and has an address and telephone number ofPOBox 2026 Flint
MI 485012026 tel 888679MERS
ALASAMA m7mdemwcawrarv4
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rr er is t e rt a r er this ecurity I str e t. 
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Lender is a Corporation organized and existing under the
laws of Pennsylvania Lendersaddress is
100 Witmer Road P0 Box 963 Horsham PA 19044
E Note means the promissory note signed by Borrower and dated November 19
2004 The Note states that Borrower owes Lender
one Hundred Sight Thousand Five Hundred and oo100
Dollars US 10 8 5 0 0 o 0 plus interest Borrower has promised to pay this
debt in regular Periodic Payments and to pay the debt in full not later than
December 1 2034
M Property means the property that is described below under the heading Transfer of
Rights in the Property
G Loan mesas the debt evidenced by the Note plus interest any prepayment charges
and late charges due under the Note and all sums due under this Security Instrument plus
interest
H Riders means all Riders to this Security Instrument that are executed by Borrower
The following Riders are to be executed by Borrower check boa as applicable
M Adjustable RateRider 0 Condominium Rider 0 Second Home Rider
Balloon Rider C Biweekly Payment Rider 0 14 Family Rider
VA Rider Planned Unit Development Rider
E Othersspecify
p Applicable Law means all controlling applicable federal state and local statutes
regulations ordinances and administrative rules and orders that have the effect of law as well
as all applicable final nonappealable judicial opinions
3 Community Association Dues Nees and Assessments means all dues fees
assessments and other charges that are imposed on Borrower or theProperty by a condominium
association homeowners association or similar organization
Q Electronic funds Transfer means any transfer of funds other than a transaction
originated by check draft or similar paper instrument which is initiated through an electronic
terminal telephonic instrument computer or magnetic tape so as to order instruct or authorize
a financial institution to debit or credit an account Such term includes but is not limited to
pointofsale transfers automated teller machine transactions transfers initiated by telephone
wire transfers and automated clearinghouse transfers
L Escrow Items means those items that aredescribed in Section 3
M 1Vfiscellaneous Proceeds means any compensation settlement award of damages or
proceeds paid by any t drd ply off than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages
described in Section S for i damage to or destruction of the Property ii condemnation or
other taking of all or any part of the Property conveyance in lieu of condemnation or iv
misrepresentations of oromissions as to the value andorcondition of theProperty
AMAshwtFauyFmormmuFmid mwumronimsmu Fmodifi rvA Fam3601 1101
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( ) "Lender" is 
  r r ti  
r i   r r ti  organized and existing under the 
l  f syl  nder's  i  
  ad, .O.  63, ham,   
(E) "N "     i   ITO   t   19 I 
2004 .   t t      
  Ei   i    00/10  
 ( .S. $ B, .0  ) l s i t r st. n r s r is  t   t is 
t   ri     PlrJ  t  f ll  r t  
r ,  
(F) "Pr rtyll  t  PIO rt  t t i  ri  l  1.Ill e:r t  di  "Tra f r f 
   r perty. II 
(~ ''Loa ll eans t e debt e i e ce  y the ote, l s i terest, any re a e t c ar es 
and late charges due 1.Illder the ote, and all su s due under this Security Instru ent, plus 
interest. 
(B) "Rid rs" ea s ll i rs t  t is ec rit  I str t t t r  t   no er. 




just    
all  i er 
D i i  i r D 
D    D 
D l  it l e t i  
   
1-4 a ily ider 
 i  
D tber(s) [sp if ] 
(I) n A pJicable aw" ea s ll c tr lli  a lica le fe eral, state  l cal stat tes, 
. inances  s e    (that   e t  )  ll 
 ll lica le i l, -appe 1able j i i l i i . 
(J) "Commu it  .A sociati  , F ,  ss ts"  U 1l s, f s, 
assess ents and other charges that are i posed on orro er or the Property by a condo iniu  
association, e ners ass ciati  r si ilar r a izati . 
(K) l'Electr Dic Funds sfer" ea s    ,     
originated by check, draft, or si ilar paper instru ent, hich is initiated through an electronic 
t mli l, t le ic i tr t. t r, r ti  t    t  r r, in tr t. r t rize 
 fina ial i stit tion to it r r it an. t. c  t r  in l s. t is t li ited t , 
point-of-sale mmsfers, automated teller machine transactions, transfers initiated by telephone, 
ir  tr , nd a t ate  learinghouse t I . 
(L) "Escro  It ll eans those ite s t at  es ribed i  ti  . 
(M) "Miscellaneous r sll ea s  s ti , s ttl nt. r  f s. r 
proceeds paid by any third party (other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages 
described in Section 5) for: (i) damage to, or destruction of. the Property; (li) condemnation or 
t  ta ing of a l r a  part  t  Pr ; ("lii) conveyance in lien of condemnation; or (iv) 
isrepresentations of, or o issions as to. the value and/or condition of the Property. 
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N Mortgage Insurance means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of
or default on the Loan
0 Periodic Payment means the regularly scheduled amount due for 1 principal and
interest under the Note plus iiany amounts under Section 3 of this Security Instrument
P RESPA means the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 12USC2601 et seq
and its implementing regulation Regulation X 24 CFRPart 3500 as they might be
amended from time to time or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs
the same subject matter As used in this Security Instrument RESPA refers to all
requirements and restrictions that are imposed in regard to a federally related mortgage loan
even if the Loan does not qualify as a federally related mortgage loan under RESPA
Q Successor in Interest of Borrower means any party that has taken title to the
Property whether or not that party has assumed Borrowersobligations under the Note andor
this Security Instrument
TRANSFER OF RIGHTS IN THE PROPERTY
This Security Instrument secures to Lender i the repayment of the Loan and all renewals
extensions and modifications of the Note and ii the performance of Borrowerscovenants and
agreements under this Security Instrument and the Note For this purpose Borrower
irrevocably mortgages grants and conveys to MFRS solely as nominee for Lender and
Lenderssuccessors and assigns and to the successors and assigns of MERS with the power of





See attached Legal Description Schedule A
SSLAAOT1pp9BLLgCCKCCgg ACCORDING TO THE NAP OF OOWYEENBggRgOOK PLAT No 4 AS1G7OkTIVI1TPAT 44 JRWE9gPROBATE OF
MINERALS AND MINING RIGHT EXCEPTED
which currently has the address of
5646 Sweetwood Way
Street
Montgomery Alabama 36117 Property Address
City trn COI
TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property and
all easements appurtenances and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property All
replacements and additions shall also be covered by this Security Instrument All of the
foregoing is referred to in this Security Instrument as the Property Borrower understands and
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(N} "Mortgage Ins r " eans insurance rote ting Lender i st the nonpa ent f, 
or efa lt o , the oa . 
(0) "Periodic Pay ent" eans the regularly scheduled a ount due for (i) principal and 
interest under the Note, plus (ii) a y a ounts under ion 3  t is  Instr . 
(p) PlRESP " eans the e  state ettle ent Procedures ct (12 .S.C. §2601 et s q.) 
and its implementing regulation, Regulation X (24 C.P.R. Part 3500), as they might be 
a e de  fro  time to time, r a  tio a  r  legislation r  tha1 erns 
the sa e subject atter. s used i  this ecurity Instru ent, "RE A" refers to all 
require ents and restrictions that are i posed in regard to a "federally related ortgage loan" 
e e  if the Loan does t alify as a "federall  related rtgage l a " er . 
(Q) "Successor in Interest f rr er" eans any art  t at as ta e  title to t e 
roperty, hether or not that party has assu ed orro er's obligations under the ote andlor 
this Security Instrument. 
NSFE   I S  I:IE  
This Security Instru ent secures to Lender: (i) the repay ent of the Loan. and all rene als, 
e te sions  ificatio s f the t ;  (ii) t  rfor ance f rr er's llllJlt&  
agree ents under this Security Instru ent and the ote. For this purpose, Borro er 
irrevoca l  rtga , r t    t  ERS (sol l  s i e  f r r  
er's s ess rs a  ssi ns) a d t  t  s ss rs a  ssi s f , it  the r f 
sale, the f llo in  escri e  r ert  located i  t e 
t  
[Type f eording J risdieti J 
of ontgo ery 
[Na  Qf ec:ordiug Jurisdil:tion1 
   on  "A" 
LOT 19, BLOCK C, ~ DI    M P F WYNBROQK  O. ,  
Ma~¥~RtP~H~~FAfIbRaR,I'NT~¥~9~ ~frT~' ~~E19~.PROBATE OF 
I   I I  I  D. 
hich currently has the address of 




,Al b   
[Zip ode] 
("Pr ert  ress"): 
 I  ll t  i r e ts  r r ft r r t   t  r perty, a  
all ease ents, appurtenances, and fixtures no  or hereafter a part of the property. ll 
replacements and additions shall also be covered by this Security Instrument. All of the 
f r i  is r f rr  t  i  t is curit  I stnnn t s t  · r perty. ·BOr ~~,t!t!4~d #.  
·:;~!.~!l~~;(~tl~·· 
requi;ed:qf l.ender:inCrtiding; ';bllt' not ·liniited to. reIeasing"and"eanceimgthls ~ 
. iIisirUmenl~ 
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BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby
conveyed and has the right to grant and convey the Property and that the Property is
unencumbered except for encumbrances of record Borrower warrants and will defend
generally the title to the Property against all claims and demands subject to any encumbrances
of retard
THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniform covenants for national use and
non uniform covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security
instrument covering real property
UNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender covenant and agree as follows
1 Payment of Principal Interest Escrow Items Prepayment Charges and Late
Charges Borrower shall pay when due the principal of and interest on the debt evidenced by
the Note and any prepayment charges and late charges due under the Note Borrower shall also
pay funds for Escrow Items pursuant to Section 3 Payments due under the Note and this
Security Instrument shall be made in US currency However if any check or other instrnazent
received by Lender as payment under the Now or this Security Instrument is returned to Lender
unpaid Lender may require that any or all subsequent payments due under the Note and this
Security Instrument be made in one or more of the following forms as selected by Lender a
cash b money order c certified check bank check treasurerscheck or cashier check
provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal
agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic Funds Transfer
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received at the location designated in
the Note or at such other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice
provisions in Section 15 Lender may return any payment or partial payment if the payment or
partial Payments are insufficient to bring the Loan current Lender may accept any payment or
partial payment insufficient to bring the Loan current without waiver of any rights hereunder or
prejudice to its rights to refuse such payment or partial payments in the future but Lender is not
obligated to apply such payments at the time such payments are accepted If each Periodic
Payment is applied as of its scheduled due date then Lender need not pay interest on unapplied
funds Lender may hold such unapplied funds until Borrower makes payment to bring the Low
current If Borrower does not do so within a reasonable period of time Lender shall either
apply such funds or return them to Borrower If not applied earlier such funds will be applied
to the outstanding principal balance under the Note immediately prior to foreclosure No offset
or claimwhich Borrower might have now or in the future against Lender shall relieve Borrower
from making payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument or performing the
covenants and agreements secured by this Security Instrument
2 Application of Payments or Proceeds Except as otherwise described in this
Section 2 all payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the following order
of priority a interest due under the Note b principal due under the Note c amounts due
under Section 3 Such payments shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order inwhich
itbecame due Any remaining amounts shall be applied first to late charges second to any other
amounts due under this Security Instrument and then to reduce the principal balance of the
Note
LOAN N0 574164406
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 I'  t at rr er is la f ll  seise  f t e estate hereby 
conveyed and has the right to grant and convey the Property and that the Property is 
red, pt f r enc  f cord. r   ID  
r ll  t  titl  t  t  r rt  i t ll l i  a  nds, su j t t  any I  
of record. 
 I   h     ti l e  
non-unifonn covenants' ith li ited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniforJD security 
   perty. 
I  . rr er and e er c e a t a  agree as follo s: 
1. ay ent of 'Principal. Interest, scro  Ite s, repay ent harges. and ate 
.  ll    t  i i l f,  i t t , t  t i   
          r t  te.   l o 
       t  .        
      .S. rrency. r.   ck:   i um t 
r i   r s t r t  te r t is c rit  I str t is r t r  t  r 
i ,   i       t        
Security Instru ent be ade in one or ore of the fono ing for s, as selected by ender: (a) 
; (b)  r r; (c) rtifie  ck,  ck, tr surer's  r shier's ck. 
provided any such check is dra n upon an institution hose deposits are insured by a federal 
. i t t lit .  ntity;  Cd) Bl t i   fer. 
Pay ents are dee ed received by Lender hen received at the location designated in 
t e ote r at s c  t r l ti  as a  e esi ate   r i  acc r a ce it  t e tice 
provisions i  ection 15. ender ay retum any pay ent r partial pay ent if the pay ent or 
partial pay ents are iosufficient to bring the oan current. ender ay accept any pay eJll or 
rti l t i s ffi i t t  ri  t   rr t, it t i r f  ri ts r r x 
rej ice t  its rights t  ref se s c  a e t r artial a e ts i  t e f t re, t r i  t 
ligate  t  a l  s c  a e ts at t e ti  s c  a e ts are acce ted. If c  eri ic 
ay ent is applied as f its scheduled due date, then ender need t pay interest  unapplied 
funds. ender ay hold such unapplied funds until orro er akes pay ent to bring the om 
current. If orro er does not do so ithin a reasonable period of ti e, Lender shall either 
apply such funds or return the  to Borro er. Ifnot applied earlier. such funds ill be applied 
to the outstanding principal balance under the Note immedia:te1y prior to foreclosure. No offset 
r l i  hich r e  ight e  r i  t  t re   ll  O Io e  
fro  aking pay ents due under the ote and this Security Instru ent or perfo ling the 
ts d r t  r   t is rit  I str t. 
2. pplication of ay ents or roceeds. xcept as other ise described i  1his 
Section 2, all payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the fonowing otder 
of priority: (a) interest due under the ote; (b) pr.incipal due under the ote; (c) a ounts due 
under Section 3. Such pay ents shall be applied to each Periodic Pay ent in the order in hich 
it beca e due. Any re aining a ounts shall be applied first to late charges, second to any other 
a ounts due under this Security Instnunent, md then to reduce the principal balance of the 
te. 
 O: 5 05 
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If Lender receives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which
includes a sufficient amount to pay any late charge due the payment may be applied to the
delinquent payment and the late charge If more than one Periodic Payment is outstanding
Lender may apply any payment received from Borrower to the repayment of the Periodic
Payments if and to the extent that each payment can be paid in full To the extent that any
excess exists after the payment is applied to the full payment of one or more Periodic Payments
such excess may be applied to any Iate charges due Vohmtary prepayments shall be applied
first to any prepayment charges and then as described in the Note
Any application of payments insurance proceeds or Miscellaneous Proceeds to
principal due under the Note shall not extend or postpone the due date or change the amount of
the Periodic Payments
3 Funds for Escrow Items Borrower shalt pay to Lender on the day Periodic
Payments are due under the Note until the Note is paid in full a sum the Funds to provide
for payment of amounts due for a taxes and assessments and other items which can attain
priority over this Security Instrument as a lien or encumbrance on the Property b leasehold
payments or ground rents on the Property if any c premiums for any and all insurance
required by bender under Section 5 and d Mortgage Insurance premiums ifany or any sums
payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of Mortgage Insurance premiums in
accordance with the provisions of Section 10 These items are called Escrow Items At
origination or at any time during the term of the Loan Lender may require that Com enmity
Association Dues Fees and Assessments ifany be escrowed by Borrower and such dues fees
and assessments shall be an Escrow Item Borrower shall promptly furnish to Lender all notices
of amounts to be paid under this Section Borrower shall pay Lender the Funds for Escrow
Items unless Lender waives Borrower obligation to pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items
Lender may waive Borrowersobligation to pay to Lender Funds for any or all Escrow Items at
any time Any such waiver may only be in writing In the event of such waiver Borrower shall
pay directly when and where payable the amounts due for any Bscrow Items for which
payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and if Lander requires shall furnish to Lender
receipts evidencing such payment within such time period as Lender may require Borrower
obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be deemed to be
a covenant and agreement contained in this Security Instrument as the phrase covenant and
agreement is used in Section 9 If Borrower is obligated to pay Escrow Items directly
pursuant to a waiver and Borrower fails to pay the amount due for an Escrow Item Lender may
exercise its rights under Section 9 and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated
under Section 9 to repay to Lender any such amount Leader may revoke the waiver as to any
or all Escrow Items at any time by a notice gives in accordance with Section 15 and upon such
revocation Borrower shall pay to Lender all Funds and in suclL amounts that are then required
under this Section 3
Lander may at any tithe collect and hold Funds in an amount a sufficient to permit
Larder to apply the Funds at the time specified under RESPA and b not to exceed the
maximum amount a lender can require under RESPA Lender shall estimate the amount of
Funds due on the basis of current data and reasonable estimates of expenditures of f inure Escrow
Items or otherwise in accordance with Applicable Law
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If ender r i   t fr  rr r f r  li t ri i  t i  
i cludes  s fft¢ t t t    l t  c ar e , t  a e t  e li  t  t  
eli e t pay ent and t e late c ar e. If re t a  e eri ic ay ent is tsta i , 
ender ay apply any pay ent received fro  orro er to the repay ent of the eriodic 
Pay ents if. and to the extent that, each a~t can be paid in full. To the extent that any 
 i t  ft r t  t is li  t  t  f ll t f  r r  ri i  t . 
such excess ay be applied to any late charges due. oluntary prepay ents s ll e applied 
first t  any re a e t c ar es and t e  as described i  t e ote. 
Any application of pay ents. insuran.ce proceeds, or iscellaneous Proceeds to 
principal due under the ote shall not extend or postpone the due date, or change the a ount, of 
t  ri i  t . 
. s   .  l   r     
a e ts are due er the ote, til t e ote is ai  i  f ll. a su  (the "Funds") t  r i e 
for pay ent of a ounts due for: (a) taxes and assess ents and other ite s hich can attain 
priority over this Security Instru ent as a lien or encu brance on the Property; (b) leasehold 
pay ents or ground rents on the roperty, if any; (c) pre iu s for any and aD insurance 
required by Lender under Section 5; and (d) ortgage Jnsurance pre i1IlllS. if any. or any su s 
payable by orro er to Lender in lieu of the pay ent of ortgage Insurance pre iu s in 
r  it  t  r isions f ti  . s  it s r  ll  "Escr  It s.· t 
ri i ti  r t  ti  ri  t  r r  f t  . t  r ir  t t munit  
s  .   s nts,  y,  r .  r.   :i. s. 
and assess ents shall e an scro  Ite . orro er s ll pro ptly f r is  to ender all notices 
of a ounts to be paid under this Section. orro er shall pay ender the Funds for scro  
Ite s unless Lender aives orrower's obligation to pay the Funds for any or all Escro  Ite s. 
Lender ay aive Borrower's obligation to pay to Lender Funds for any or all Bscro  Ite s at 
 ti e.  s c  i r a  l   i  riti . I  t  t f s c  i r, rr r s all 
 ir tl .   r  l . t  ts  f r a  Es r  It s f r i  
a e t f unds has been aived  ender and, if e er re ires, shall f r is  to r 
receipts evidencing such pay ent ithin such ti e period as ender ay require. orrower's 
obligation to ake such pay ents and to provide receipts shall for all pwposes be dee ed to be 
 t  r e t t i  i  t i  rit  .Instr t,  t  ras  "covena t  
r e ent" i  s  i  ti  . If rr r is li at  t   s r  It s irectly. 
rs a t to a aiver, and rr er fails to pay t e a t e for a  scro  It , e er ay 
exercise its rights under Section 9 and pay such a ount and orro er 5haIl then be obligated. 
under Section 9 to repay to Lender any such a ount. Lender ay revoke the aiver as to any 
or all Escrow Items at any ti e by a notice given. in accordance with Section 15 and, upon such 
revocation. orro er shall pay to ender ll unds, and i  such a ounts, that are then required 
 t i  ti  . 
Lender ay, at any time. collect and hold Funds in an a ount (a) sufficient to per it 
Lender to apply the Funds at the ti e specified under RBSPA. and (b) not to exceed the 
a i  a t  l r ca  r ir  r P A. e er s all esti ate t  t f 
unds e on the basis f c rre t data and reasonable esti ates f expenditmes f fut re scro  
Ite S or other ise in accordance ith pplicable a . 
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The Funds shall be held in an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal
agency instrumentality or entity including Lender if Lender is an institution whose deposits
are so insured or in any Federal Home Loan Bank Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the
Escrow Items no later than the time specified underRBSPA Leader shall not charge Borrower
for holding and applying the Funds annually analyzing the escrow account or verifying the
Escrow Items unless Lender pays Borrower interest on the Funds and Applicable Law permits
Lender to make such a charge Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law
requires interest to be paid on the Funds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any
interest or earnings on the Funds Borrower and Tender can agree in writing however that
interest shall be paid on theFunds Lender shaA give to Borrower without charge an annual
accounting of the Funds as required by RESPA
If there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall
account to Borrower for the excess funds in accordance with RESPA If time is a shortage of
Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall notify Borrower as required by
RESPA and Borrower shall pay to Lender the amount necessary to make up the shortage in
accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12 monthly payments If there is a deficiency
of Funds held in escrow as defined underRESPA bender shall notify Borrower as required by
RESPA and Borrower shall pay to Lender the amount necessary to make up the deficiency in
accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12 monthly payments
Upon payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall
promptly refund to Borrower any Funds held by Lender
4 Charges Liens Borrower shall pay all taxes assessments charges fines and
impositions attributable to theProperty which can attain priority over this Security Instrument
leasehold payments or ground rents on the Property if any and Community Association Dues
Fees and Assessments if any To the extent that these items are Escrow Items Borrower shall
pay them in the manner provided in Section 3
Borrower shall promptly discharge any lien which has priority over this Security
Instrument unless Borrower a agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by
the lien is a manner acceptable to Lender but only so long as Borrower is performing such
agreement b contests the lien in good faith by or defends against enforcement of the lien in
legal proceedings which in Lendersopinion operate to prevent the enforcement of the lien while
those proceedings are pending but only until such proceedings arc concluded or c secures
from the holder of the lien ao agreement satisfactory to Lender subordinating the lien to this
Security Instrument If Lender determines that any part of the Property is subject to a lien
which can attain priority over this Security Instrument Lender may give Borrower a notice
identifying the lien Within 10 days of the date on which that notice is given Borrower shall
satisfy the lien or take one or more of the actions set forth above in this Section 4
Lender may require Borrower to pay a onetime charge for a real estate tax verification
arNor reporting service used by Lender in connection with this Loan
5 Property Insurance Borrower shall keep the improvements now existing or
hereafter erected on the Property insured against loss by fire hazards included within the term
extended coverage and any other hazards including but not limited to earthquakes and
floods for which Lender requires insurance This insurance shall be maintained in the amounts
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e unds shall be el  i  a  i stit ti  hose deposits are insured by a federal 
agency, instru entality, or entity (including Lender, if Lender is an institution hose deposits 
are so insured) or in any Federal o e Loan Bank. Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the 
cro  It   l t r t  t e ti  specifi  r E PA. n r ll not charge rr r 
for holding and applying the unds, annually analyzing the escro  account, or verifying t e 
scro  Ite s, unless ender pays rr er i terest  t e s and lica le a  er its 
Lender to ake such a charge. nless an agree ent is ade in riting or pplicable La  
requires interest to be paid on the Funds, Lender shall not be required to pay OII'o er any 
i t r st r r i s  t  ds. rr r  L r  a ree i  riti g, o ever, t at 
i t r st shall  i   t  s. r ll i  t  rr r, it t arge, an l 
ccounti  f      PA. 
  i   r    l  i  scrow, s   PA.  al  
t t  rr r f r t  ss f s i  c r  it  SPA. If ther  i   rt  f 
s l  i  escrow, as efi e  r SPA, r s all tif  rr r as r ir   
sPA, and orro er shall pay to r the a ount necessary to ake  the shortage in 
accordance ith SPA, but in no ore than 12 onthly pay ents. If there is a deficiency 
f s l  i  scro , s fi  r PA. L r ll tif  rr r s r ir   
P A,  rr er s all a  t  e er t e a t ecessar  t  a e  t e eficie c  i  
  PA,       l  entS. 
pon pay ent in f ll f all su s secured y t is ecurity Instru ent, ender shall 
pro ptly refund to orro er any Funds held by ender. 
4. harges; Liens. orro er shall pay all taxes, assess ents, charges. fines, and 
i positions attributable to the Property hich can attain priority over this Security Inst:rurnent. 
l l  e ts r r  r t   t  r erty, i  y,  it  i ti  , 
ees, a  ssess ents, if any. o t e extent t at t ese it s are scro  Ite s, orro er shall 
        . 
orro er shall pro ptly discharge any lien hich has priority over this Security 
I str e t l  rr r: (a) r s i  riti  t  t  e t f t  li ti  r   
t  li  in  IlllIDDCI t le t  r, t l   l  s rr r i  rf r i   
r t; (b) c tests t e li  i   f it  , r f s i t f r t f t  li  i . 
le al r cee i s hich in e er's i i  erate to re e t t e e f rce e t f t e lie  ile 
those proceedings are pending, but only until such proceedings are concluded; or (c) secures 
fro  the holder of the lien an agree ent satisfactory to ender subordinating the lien to this 
Security Instru ent. If Lender deter ines that any part of the Property is subject to a lien 
hich ca  attai  ri rit  over this ectttity Instr e t. ender ay give orro er a notice 
i ti i  t  li . it i  0 ays  t  t   i  t at ti  i  i ,  ll 
 t e lien r t  e r re  the ns  f rt   in t is  . 
Lender may require Borrower to pay a one-time charge for a real estate tax verification 
nd/o   ce us  y ender i  c  il  i  o . 
5. Property Insurance. OII'ower shall keep the i prove ents no  existing or 
hereafter erected on the Property insured against loss by fire, hazards included ithin the ter  
"extended coverage, II and any other hazards including, but not li ited to, earthquakes and 
floo , for hich ender requires i s . his i s ra ce s ll be i t i  i  the t  
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including deductible levels and for the periods that Lender requires What Lender requires
pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the term of the Loan The insurance
carrier providing the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lendersright to
disapprove Borrowerschoice which right shall not be exercised unreasonably Lender may
require Borrower to pay in connection with this Loan either a a onetime charge for flood
zone deteramivation certification and tracking services or b a onetime charge for flood zone
determination and certification services and subsequent charges each time remappings or similar
changes occur which reasonably might affect such determination or certification Borrower shall
also be responsible for the payment of any fees imposed by the Federal lmmgency Management
Agency in connection with the review of any flood zone determination resulting from an
objection by Borrower
IfBorrower fails to maintain any of the coverages described above Lender may obtain
insurance coverage at Lendersoption and Borrowersexpense Lender is under no obligation
to puhase any particular type or amount of coverage Therefore such coverage shall cover
Lender but might or might not protect Borrower Borrowersequity in the Property or the
contents of the Property against any risk hazard or liability and might provide greater or lesser
coverage than was previously in effect Borrower acknowledges that the cost of the insurance
coverage so obtained night significantly exceed the cost of insurance that Borrower could have
obtained Any amounts disbursed by Leander under this Section 5 shall become additional debt
of Borrower secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest at the Note
rate from the date of disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from
Lender to Borrower requesting payment
All insurance policies required by Lender and renewals of such policies shall be subject
to Lendersright to disapprove such policies shall include a standard mortgage clause and shall
name Lender as mortgagee andor as an additional loss payee Lender shall have the right to
hold the policies and renewal certificates If Lender requires Borrower shall promptly give to
Lender all receipts of paid premiums and renewal notices If Borrower obtains any form of
insurance coverage not otherwise required by Lender for damage to or destruction of the
Property such policy shall include a standard mortgage clause and shall name Lender as
mortgagee andor as an additional loss payee
In the event of loss Borrower shall give prompt notice to the insurance carrier and
Lender Lender may make proof of loss if not made promptly by Borrower Unless Lender and
Borrower otherwise agree in writing any insurance proceeds whether or not the underlying
insurance was required by Lender shall be applied to restoration or repair of the Property if the
restoration or repair is economically feasible and Lenderssecurity is not lessened During such
repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to hold such insurance proceeds until
Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work has been completed
to Lenderssatisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly Lender
may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series of
progress payments as the work is completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or
Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such insurance proceeds Lender shall not be
required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such proceeds Fees for public adjusters
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(including deductible levels) and for the periods that ender requires. hat ender requires 
r t t  t  r i  t    ri  t  t r  f t  .  i r  
rri r r i i  t  i s r  ll  s   rr r s j t t  er's ri t t  
disapprove Borrower's choice, which right shall not be exercised unreasonably. LeDder may 
require orro er to pay, in connection ith this oan, either: (a) a one-time charge for flood 
 mination,    r i ;  (b)  -time  r l  mn.  
t r i ti   rtifi ti  r ices  t r   ti  r i  r i il r 
es c:cur ich r s l  i t ff t s  t r i ti  r rtifi tion. rr r s ll 
ls  e res si le f r t e a e t f y fees i pose   t e e eral E er e c  a a e e t 
gency in connection ith the revie  of any flood zone deter ination resulting fro  an 
  . 
 rr er s      er  ri  ove,   i  
i s ra ce r , t der's ti   r wer's . ml r i  r  li ti  
t  urchase  rti l r t e r t f r . r f r , s  r  s ll r 
e er, t ight r i l: t protect rr er, rr er's e it  i  the r erty, r t e 
t ts f t  r erty, i st  ri k, r  r li ilit   i t r i  r t r r l r 
erage t  s r i sl  i  ~ffect. rr r le ges t t t  st f t  i s r  
c erage so tai e  mig t si ifica tl  e cee  t  c st f i s ra ce t at rr er c l  a e 
obtained. AJJ.y a ounts disbUISed by ender under this ection 5 shall beco e additional debt 
of orro er secured by this Security Inst:ru ent. hese a ounts shalI bear interest at the ote 
r te fr  t  t  f is r t  ll  l , it   i t r st,  ti  fr  
  xr  t  t. 
ll i s r  li i  r ir   r  r ls f s  licies ll  s j t 
t  e er's right t  isa r e s c  licies, &balI i cl e a sta ar  ortgage cla se, a  s aIl 
na e ender as ortgagee and/or as an additional loss payee. ender shall have the right to 
hold the policies and rene al certificates. If ender requires, on-o er shall pro ptly give to 
ender ll r i t  f i  r i   r l ti .  rr r t i s  f r . f 
i s ra ce c era e, Dot t er ise re ire  y e er, f r a a e t , r estr cti  f, t e 
r ert , s c  lic  s all i cl e a standanI rt a e cla se a  s all a e e er as 
ortgagee and/or as an additional loss payee. 
In the event of loss, orro er shall give pro pt notice to the insurance carrier and 
r. e der   r f f l  i  t  r tl   rr r. l  r  
rr er t er ise a ree in riti . a  i s ra ce r cee s, et er r not t e erl i  
insurance as required by Lender, shall be applied to restoration or repair of the Property, if the 
restoration or repair is econo ically feasible and ender's security is not lessened. uring such 
repair and restoration period, Lender shall have the right to hold sucll insurance proceeds until 
r has had an rttmit  to inspect s c  roperty t  e s re t  rk has been co pleted 
to lender's satisfaction, provided that such inspection shall be undertaken pro ptly. ender 
ay disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single pay ent or in a series of 
progress pay ents as the ork. is co pleted. nless an agree ent is ade in riting OT 
lica l  a  r ir s i t r st t   i   s  i s ra ce r s, r s ll t  
re ire  to pay rr er any i terest or ear i s  such r cee s. ees f r lic adjusters, 
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or other third parties retained by Borrower shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and
shall be the sole obligation of Borrower If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible
or Lenders security would be lessened the insurance proceeds shall be applied to the sums
secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with the excess if any paid to
Borrower Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order provided for in Section 2
If Borrower abandons the Property Lender may file negotiate and settle any available
insurance claim and related matters If Borrower does not respond within 30 days to a notice
from Lender that the insurance carrier has offered to settle a claim then Lender may negotiate
and settle the claim The 30day period will begin when the notice is given In either event or
if Lender acquires the Property under Section 22 or otherwise Borrower hereby assigns to
Lender a Borrowersrights to any insurance proceeds in an amount not to exceed the amounts
unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument and b any other of Borrowersrights other
than the right to any refund of unearned premiums paid by Borrower under all insurance
policies covering the Property insofar as such rights are applicable to the coverage of the
Property Lender may use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the Property or to
pay amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument whether or not then due
6 Occupancy Borrower shall occupy establish and use the Property as Borrower
principal residence within 60 days after the execution of this Security Instrument and shall
continue to occupy theProperty as Borrower principal residence for at least one year after the
date of occupancy unless Lender otherwise agrees in writing which consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld or unless extenuating circumstances exist which are beyond Borrower
control
7 Preservation Maintenance and Protection of the Property Inspeetions
Borrower shall not destroy damage or impair the Property allow the Property to deteriorate or
commit waste on the Property Whether or not Borrower is residing in theProperty Borrower
shall maintain the Property in order to prevent theProperty from deteriorating ordeasiing in
value due to its condition Unless it is determined pursuant to Section 5 that repair or
restoration is not economically feasible Borrower shall promptly repair theProperty if damaged
to avoid further deterioration or damage If insurance or condemnation proceeds are paid in
connection with damage to or the taking of the Property Borrower shall be responsible for
repairing or restoring the Property only if Lender has released proceeds for such purposes
Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a singlepayment or in aseries of
progress payments as thework is completed If the insurance or condemnation proceeds are not
sufficient to repair or restore the Property Borrower is not relieved of Borrowersobligation for
the completion of such repair or restoration
Lender or its agent may make reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property
If it has reasonable cause Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property
Lender shall give Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection
specifying such reasonable cause
8 Borrower Loan Application Borrower shall be in default if during the Loan
application process Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borrower or
with Borrowers knowledge or consent gave materially false misleading or inaccurate
information or statements to Lender or failed to provide Lender with material information in
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r t er t ir  arties, retained by rr er shall t be ai  out f the i s ra ce proceeds a  
s ll e t e s le li ati  f rrower. If t e rest rati  r repair is t econo icall  feasible 
or Lender's security ould be lessened, the insurance proceeds shall be applied to the su s 
r   t i  ecurit  I tru ent, t r r t t  ue, it  t  exc ss, i  any, i  t  
rr r.  i s r  r s shall  ppli  i  t e r r r i  f r i  Sectio  . 
If rr er abandons the roperty, e er ay file, e tiate and settle any availa le 
insurance clai  and related atters. If orro er does not respond ithin 30 days to a notice 
fr .  t t t  i  rri r   t  ttl  a claim, t  r y ti t  
 ettl  t  l i .  0-day ri  ill i   t  ti  is i en. I  it r nt, r 
if r ir s t  r rty r cti   r t er ise, rr r r  assi s t  
 (a) r ower's  t  ny i    an a t t t    a  
unpaid under the ote or this Security Instru ent, and (b) any other of orrower's rights (other 
t  t  ri t t   r f  f tm m  r i  i   rro er) r ll i r  
li i s ri  t  r perty, i s f r as s c  ri ts are li l  t  t e r  f t  
roperty. ender ay use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the roperty or to 
 t  i   t  t   t i  rit  tr nt, t r  t t  . 
6. Occupancy. Borrower shall occupy, establish. and use the Property as Barrower's 
ri ci l residence ithin 60 days after the execution of this ecurity Instru ent and shall 
continue to occupy the Property as orrower's principal residence for at least one year after the 
t   cy, l  e r t r i  r  i  riti , i  t ll t  
l  it l ,  w  t ti  i sta ces i t i  r   rrower's 
control. 
. reservati , ai te a ce a  r tecti  f t e r erty; I s ecti s. 
orro er shall not destroy, da age or i pair the roperty, allo  the roperty to deteriorate or 
co it aste on the Property. hether or not orro er is residing in the Property, orro er 
shall aintain the Property in order to prevent the Property fro  deteriorating or decreasing in 
value due to its condition. nless it is deter ined pursuant to Section 5 that repair or 
rest rati  is t ec icall  feasible, OIl'Ower s all r tl  re air t e r rty if a a e  
to avoid f rt r deterioration or da age. If insurance or conde natiOll proceeds are paid in 
coDDeCtion ith da age to, or the taIdng of, the Property, OIl'Ower shall be responsible for 
repairing or restoring the Property only if Lender has released proceeds for such putposes. 
Lender ay disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single pay ent or in a series of 
progress pay ents as the ork is co pleted. If the.insurance or conde nation proceeds are not 
sufficient to repair or restore the roperty, orro er is not relieved of orro er's obligation for 
t  c letion   re r  t r ti n. 
Lender or its agent ay ake reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property. 
If it has reasonable cause, Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property. 
ender shall give orro er notice at the ti e of or prior to such an interior inspection 
s ing  :reas a le . 
8. orro er's Loan pplication. orro er shall be in default if, during the Loan 
applicatian process, Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borro er or 
with Borrower's knowledge or consent gave aterially false, isleading, or inaccurate 
infor ation r state e ts to ender (or failed. t  r ide ender ith aterial infor ati ) in 
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connection with the Loan Material representations include but are not limited to
representations concerning Borrowers occupancy of the Property as Borrower principal
residence
9 Protection of Lenders Interest in the Property and Rights Under this Security
Instnment If a Borrower f0s to perform the covenants and agreements contained in this
Security Instrument b there is a legal proceeding that might significantly affect Lenders
interest in the Property andor rights under this Security Instrument such as a proceeding in
bankruptcy probate for condemnation or forfeiture for enforcement of alien which may attain
priority over this Security Instrument or to enforce laws or regulations or c Borrower has
abandoned the Property then Lender may do and pay for wbatever is reasonable or appropriate
to protect Lendersinterest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument including
protecting andor assessing the value of the Property and securing andor repairing the
Property Lenders actions can include but are not limited to a paying any sums secured by a
lien which has priority over this Security Instrument b appearing in court and c paying
reasonable attorneys fees to protect its interest in the Property andor rights under this Security
Instrument including its secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding Securing the Property
includes but is not limited to entering the Property to make repairs change locks replace or
board up doors and windows drain water from pipes eliminate building or other code
violations or dangerous conditions and have utilities turned on or off Although Lender may
take action under this Section 9 Lender does not have to do so and is not under any duty or
obligation to do so It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability for not taking any or all actions
authorized under this Section 9
Any amounts disbursed by Lenderunder this Section 9 shall become additional debt of
Borrower secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate
from the date of disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from Lender
to Borrowerrequesting payment
If this Security Instrument is on a leasehold Borrower shall comply with all the
provisions of the lease IfBorrower acquires fee title to the Property the leasehold and the fee
title shall not merge unless Lender agrees to themerger in writing
10 Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition of
making the Loan Borrower shallpay the premiums required to maintain theMortgage Insurance
in effect If for any reason the Mortgage Insurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be
available from the mortgage insurer that previously provided such insurance and Borrower was
required to make separately designated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance
Borrower shall pay the premiums required to obtain coverage substantially equivalent to the
Mortgage Insurance previously in effect at a cost substantially equivalent to the cost to
Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect from an alternate mortgage insurer
selected by Lender If substantially equivalent Mortgage Insurance coverage is not available
Borrower shall continue to pay to Lender the amount of the separately designated payments that
were due when the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect Lender will accept use and retain
these payments as a non refundable Ioss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance Such loss
reserve shall be nonrefundable notwithstanding the fact that the Loan is ultimately paid in full
and Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such loss reserve
Lender can no longer require loss reserve payments if Mortgage Insurance coverage n the
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amount and for the period that Lender requires provided by an insurer selected by Lender again
becomes available is obtained and Lender requires separately designated payments toward the
premiums for Mortgage Insurance if Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition of
making the Loan and Borrower was required to make separately designated payments toward the
premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain
Mortgage Insurance in effect or to provide a nom refundable loss reserve until the Lenders
requirement for Mortgage Insurance ends in accordance with any written agreement between
Borrower and Lender providing for such termination or until termination is required by
Applicable Law Nothing in this Section 10 affects Borrower obligation to pay interest at the
rate provided inthe Note
Mortgage Insurance reimburses Lender or any entity that purchases the Note for
certain losses it may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed Borrower is not a
party to the Mortgage Insurance
Mortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insurance in force from time to
time and may enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk or reduce
losses These agreements are on terms and conditions that are satisfactory to the mortgage
insurer and the other party or parties to these agreements These agreements may require the
mortgage insurer to make payments using any source of funds that the mortgage insurer may
have available which may include funds obtained from Mortgage Insurance premiums
As a result of these agreements Lender any purchaser of the Note another insurer
any reinsures any other entity or any affiliate of any of the foregoing may receive directly or
indirectly amounts that derive from or might be characterized as a portion of Borrowers
payments for Mortgage Insurance in exchange for sharing ormodifying the mortgage insurer
risk or reducing losses If such agreement provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of
the insurer risk in exchange for a share of the premiums paid to the insurer thearrngement is
often termed captive reinsurance Further
a Any such agreements will not affect the amounts that Borrower has agreed to
pay for Mortgage Insurance or any other terms of the Loan Such agreements will not
increase the amount Borrower will owe for Mortgage Insurrance and they will not entitle
Borrower to any refund
b Any such agreements will not affect the rights Borrower has if any with
respect to the Mortgage Insurance under the Homeowners Protection Act of 199 or any
other law These rights may include the right to receive certain disclosures to request and
obtain cancellation of the Mortgage Insurance to have theMortgage Insurance terminated
automatically andorto receive a refund of any Mortgage Insurance premiums that were
unearned at thetime of such cancellation or termination
11 Assignment of Miscellaneous Proceeds Forfeiture All Miscellaneous Proceeds
are hereby assigned to and shall be paid to Lender
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If the Property is damaged such Miscellaneous Proceeds shallbe applied to restoration
or repair of the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and Lenders
security is not lessened During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right
to hold such Miscellaneous Proceeds until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such
Property to ensure the work has been completed to Lenders satisfaction provided that such
Inspection shall be undertaken promptly Lender may pay for the repairs and restoration in a
single disbursement or in a series of progress payments as the work is completed Unless an
agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings
on such Miscellaneous Proceeds If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or
Lenders security would be lessened the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums
secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with the excess if any paid to
Borrower Such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied in theorder provided for in Section 2
In the event of a total taking destruction or loss in value of the Property the
Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument
whether or not then due with the excess ifany paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which
the fair market vahie of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss
in value is equal to or greater than the amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument
Immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value unless Borrower and Lender
otherwise agree In writing the sums secured by this Security Instrument shall be reduced by the
amount of theMiscellaneous Proceeds multiplied by the following fraction a the total amount
of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss is value divided
by bthe fairmarket value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or
loss in value Any balance shall be paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which
the fair market value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss
in value is less than the amount of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking
destruction or loss in value unless Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the
Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether
or not the sums are then due
If the Property is abandoned by Borrower or if after notice by Lender to Borrower
that the Opposing Party as defined in the next sentence offers to make an award to settle a
claim for damages Borrower fails to respond to Lender within 30 days after the date the notice
is given Lender is authorized to collect and apply the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to
restoration or repair of the Property or to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether
or not then due Opposing Party means the third party that owes Borrower Miscellaneous
Proceeds or the party against whom Borrower has a right of action in regard to Miscellaneous
Proceeds
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Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding whether civil or criminal is
begun that in Lendersjudgment could result in forfeiture of the Property or other material
impairment of Lender interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument
Borrower can cure such a default and if acceleration has occurred reinstate as provided in
Section 14 by cansing the action or proceeding to be dismissed with a ruling that in Lenders
judgment precludes forfeiture of the Property or other material impairment of Lendersinterest
in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument The proceeds of any award or claim for
damages that are attributable to the impairment of Lendersinterest in the Property are hereby
assigned and shall be paid to Lender
All Miscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Property
shall be applied in the order provided for in Section 2
12 Borrower Not Released Forbearance By Lender Not a Waiver Extension of
the time for payment or modification of amortization of the sums secured by this Security
Instrument granted by Lender to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not
operate to release the liability of Borrower or any Successors in Interest of Borrower Lender
shall not be required to commence proceedings against arty Successor in Interest of Borrower or
to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify amortization of the sums secured by
this Security Instrument by reason of say demand made by the original Borrower or any
Successors in Interest of Borrower Any forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or
remedy including without limitation Lendersacceptance of payments from third persons
entities or Successors in Interest of Borrower or in amounts less than the amount then due shall
not be a waiver of or preclude the exercise ofany right or remedy
13 Joint and Several Liability Cosigners Successors and Assigns Bound
Borrower covenants and agrees that Borrowersobligations and liability shall be joint and
several However any Borrower who cosigns this Security Instrument but does not execute the
Note a cosigner a is cosigning this Security Instrument only to mortgage grant and
convey thecosigner interest in the Property under the terms of this Security Instrument b is
not personally obligated to pay the sums secured by this Security Instalment and c agrees that
Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend modify forbear or make any
accommodations with regard to the terms of this Security Instrument or the Note without the
cosigner consent
Subject to the provisions of Section 18 any Successor in Interest of Borrower who
assumes Borrower obligations under this Security Instrument in writing and is approved by
Lender shall obtain all of Borrower rights and benefits under this Security Instrument
Borrower shall not be released from Borrowersobligations and liability under this Security
Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in writing The covenants and agreements of
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14 Loan Charges lender may charge Borrower fees for services performed in
connection with Borrowersdefault for the purpose of protecting Lender interest in the
Property and rights under this Security Instrument including but not limited to attorneys fees
property inspection and valuation fees In regard to any other fees the absence of express
authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific fee to Borrower shall not be construed
as a prohibition on the charging of such fee Lender may not charge fees that are expressly
prohibited by this Security Instrument or by Applicable Law
If the Loan is subject to a law which sets maximum loan charges and that law is finally
interpreted so that the interest or other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection
with the Loan exceed thepermitted limits then a any such loan charge shall be reduced by the
amount necessary to reduce the charge to the permitted limit and b any sums already collected
from Borrower which exceeded permitted limits will be refunded to Borrower Lender may
choose to make this refund by reducing the principal owed under the Note orby making a direct
payment to Borrower If a refund reduces principal the reduction will be treated as a partial
Prepayment without any prepayment charge whether or not a prepayment charge is provided for
under the Note Borrowers acceptance of any such refund made by direct payment to
Borrower will constitute a waiver of any right of action Borrower might have arising out of such
overcharge
15 Notices All Notices given by Borrower or Lender in connection with this
Security Instrument must be in writing Any notice to Borrower in connection with this Security
lastruument shall be deemed to have been given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail or
when actually delivered to Borrowersnotice address if sent by other means Notice to any one
Borrower shall constitute notice to all Borrowers unless Applicable Law expressly requires
otherwise The notice address shall be the Property Address unless Borrower has designated a
substitute notice address by notice to Lender Borrower shall promptly notify Lender of
Borrower change of address If Lender specifies aprocedure for reporting Borrowers change
of address then Borrower shall only report a change of address through that specified
procedure There may be only one designated notice address under this Security Fnstrument at
any one time Any notice to Lender shall be given by delivering it or by mailing it by first
class mail to Lenders address stated herein unless Lender has designated another address by
notice to Borrower Any notice in connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed
to have been given to Lender until actually received by Lender If any notice required by this
Security Instrument is also required under Applicable Law the Applicable Law requirement will
satisfy the corresponding requirement under this Security Instrument
16 Governing Law Severability Rules of Construction This Security Instrument
shall be governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdiction in which the Property is located
All rights and obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any requirements
and limitations of Applicable Law Applicable Law might explicitly or implicitly allow the
parties to agree by contract or it might be silent but such silence shall not be construed as a
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If the Loan is subject to a la  hich sets axi u  loan charges, and that la  is finally 
i t r r t  s  t t t  i t r st r t r l  r s ll t  r t   ll t  i  ti  
ith the Loan exceed the per itted li its, then: (a) any such loan charge shall be reduced by the 
 r       t  r i  it;  (b)   lr dy  
fro  orro er hich exceeded per itted li its ill be refunded to Borrower," Lender ay 
choose to ake this refund by reducing the principal o ed under the ote or by aking a direct 
pay ent to Borro er, If a reftmd reduces principal, the reduction will be treated as a partial 
prepay ent ithout any prepay ent charge ( hether or not a prepay ent charge is provided for 
under· the ote), Borrower's acceptance of any such refund ade by direct pay ent to 
rr r ill stit t   i r f a  ri t f ti  rr r i t  risi  t f s  
r e. 
. tices. ll tices i e  y rr er r e er i  c ecti  it  t is 
ecurity Instru ent ust be in riting. ny notice to orro er in coDneCti.on ith this Security 
Instru ent shall be dee ed to have been given tG orro er hen ailed by "first class ail or 
hen actually delivered to orrower's notice address if sent by other eans. otice to anyone 
orro er shall constitute notice to all orro ers unless pplicable La  expressly requires 
other ise. The notice address shall be the Property ddress unless Borro er has designated a 
      r. Borrower shall promptly notify Lender of 
OIIO er's change of address. If ender specifies a procedure for reporting ouower's change 
Df address, then orro er shall only report a change of address through that specified 
procedure. There ay be only one designated notice address under this Security Instru ent at 
anyone ti e. Any notice to Lender sball be given by delivering it or by ailing it by iirst 
class ail to Lender's address stated herein unless Lender bas designated another address by 
notice to orro er. ny notice i  coIlIlCCtion ith this ecurity Instru ent shall not be dee ed 
to have been given to ender until actually received by ender. If any notice required by this 
Security Instru ent is also required under pplicable a . the pplicable a  require ent ill 
s tisf  t  rres i  r llire e t der t i  rit  IDstr t. 
16. Governing Law; Severability; Rules of Construction. This Security Instru ent 
shall be govemed by federal la  and the la  of the jurisdiction in hich the roperty is located. 
ll rights and obligations contained in this Security Instru ent are subject to any require ents 
and limitations of Applicable Law. Applicable Law ight explicitly or i plici.Ily allow the 
parties t  a ree by c tract r it ight be sile t, t such sile ce s all t e COllStIued as a 
LO N : 574164406 
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prohibition against agreement by contract In the event that any provision or clause of this
Security Instrument or the Note conflicts with Applicable Law such conflict shall not affect
other provisions of this Security Instrument or the Note which can be given effect without the
conflicting provision
As used in this Security Instrument a words of the masculine gender shall mean and
include corresponding neuter words or words of the feminine gender b words in the singular
shall mean and include the plural and vice versa and c the word may gives sole discretion
without any obligation to take any action
17 Borrowers Copy Borrower shall be given one copy of the Note and of this
Security Instrument
18 Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Merest in Borrower As used in this
Section 18 Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property
including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed contract
for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement the intent of which is the transfer of
title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred
or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or
transferred without Lenders prior written consent Lender may require immediate payment in
hill of all sums secured by Stis Security Instrument However this option shall not be exercised
by Larder if such exercise is prohibited byApplicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The
notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in
accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security
Instrument If Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to The expiration of this period Leader
may invoke any remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further notice or demand
on Borrower
19 BorrowersRight to Reinstate After Acceleration If Borrower meets certain
conditions Borrower shall have the right to have enforcement of this Security Inshument
discontinued at any time prior to the earliest of a five days before sale of the Property
pursuant to any power of sale contained in this Secuity Instrument b such other period as
Applicable Law might specify for the terminati of Borrowersright to reinstate orc entry of
a judgment enforcing this Security Instrument Those conditions are that Borrower a pays
Lender all sums which then would be due under this Security Instrument and the Note as if no
acceleration had occurred b cures any default of any other covenants or agreements c pays
all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instrument including but not limited to
reasonable attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees and other fees incurred for the
purpose of protecting Lenders interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument
andd takes such action as Lender may reasonably require to assure that Larders interest in the
Property and rights under this Security Instrument and Borrowersobligation to pay the sums
secured by this Security Instrument shalt continue unchanged Lender may require that
Borrower pay such reinstatement sums and expenses in one or more of the following forms as
selected by Lender a cash bmoney order c certified check bank check treasurers check
or cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are
insured by a federal agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic Funds Transfer
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r i iti  i t r t  tract. I  t  t t t any rovision. or l  of t i  
curit  Instru t r t  t  confli t  it  li l  aw,  conflict. shall t ff t 
t r r isi s f t is ecurit  I str t r t  t  i    i  eff ct it t t  
fl  i i n. 
 d i   ecurity tr ent: (a)   t  c li   hal  n  
i l  r i  t r  r   t  f i i  ender; ( )  i  t  sin l r 
shall  a  i l  t  l r l n  vice rsa; and (e) t e r  "m y" gi s sol  discretion 
  li ti   t   ction. 
. rrower's py. rr er shall  i e  e c  f t e te and f t is 
c ri  tr nt. 
.   t  r rt    idallntere t I  OlT er. 3 ed i  t i  
Section 18. "Interest in the Property" eans any legal or beneficial hrterest in the Property, 
i l i g, t t li it  t , t s  fi i l i t r sts tr sf rr  i  a  f r ed, tr t 
f r deed. i stall e t sales contract. r escr  a ree ent, t e i te t f ic  i  t  tra sfer f 
titl    t  t  t  t   ser. ' 
If ll r  rt f t  r rt  r  I t r t i  t  r rt  i  l  r tr f rr  
(o   Il'O e  s t      f  i  i    l   
transferred) ithout ender's prior ritten consent, ender ay require i ediate pay ent in 
full of all su s secured by this Security Instru ent. o ever, this option shall not be exercised 
 en r if  r is  i  r i it   lica le . 
H e er e ercises t is ti , e er ll i  rr r ti  f leration.  
notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days fro  the date the notice is given in 
accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay all SUIllS secured by this Security 
Instru ent. If Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period, Lender 
ay invoke any re edies pennitted by tbis Security Instru ent ithout further notice or de and 
on orro er. 
. erts t  nstate ter e J.e .     
c iti s. orro er &haIl a e the right to a e e f rce e t f t is ecurity I str e t 
discontinued at any time prior to the earliest of: (a) five days before sale of the Property 
pursuant to any po er of sale contained in this Security Instrument~ (b) such other period as 
pplicable La  ight specify for the termination of Borrower's right to reinstate; or (c) entry of 
a judg ent enforcing this Securl1y Instru ent. Those conditions are that Borrower: (a) pays 
e er ll su s hich the  l   due er t is ec rit  I str e t and t e ote as if  
acceleration had occm::red; (b) cures any default of any other coven..ants or agree ents; (c) pays 
ll penses incurred i  f r ing t i  rit  I stm t. i l i , t t li it  t , 
r s l  tt r s' fees, r perty i s ti n  l ti  fees,  t r fees i rre  f r t  
purpose f protecting ender's interest i  the roperty and rights under t is ecurity Instru ent; 
and (d) takes such action as ender ay reasonably require to assure that ender's interest in the 
Property and rights under this Security Instru ent, and orro er's obligation to pay the su s 
secured by this Security Instru ent, shall continue unchanged. Lender ay require that 
rr er  such. reinstate e t s s a  e penses in  r re f t  f ll in  f r s. as 
selected y lender: (a) cash; (b) oney order; (c) certified check, bank check, treasurer's checlc 
or cashier's chcck, provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are 
insured by a federal agency, instru entality or entity; or (d) Electronic Funds Transfer. 
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Upon reinstatement by Borrower this Security Instrument and obligationssecured hereby shall
remain fully effective as if no acceleration had occurred However this right to reinstate shall
not apply in the case ofacceleration under Section 18
20 Sale of Note Change of Loan Servicer Notice of Grievance The Note or a
partial interest in the Mote together with this Security Instrument can be sold one or more
times without prior notice toBorrower A sale might result in a change in the entity lmown as
the Loan Servicer that collects Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security
lnstmment and performs other mortgage loan servicing obligations under the Note this Security
Instrument and Applicable Law There also might be one or more changes of the Loan Servicer
unrelated to a sale of the Note if there is a change of the Loan Servicer Borrower wM be
given written notice of the change which will state the name and address of the new Loan
Servicer the address to which payments should be made and any other information RESPA
requires in connection with a notice of transfer of servicing If the Note is sold and thereafter
the Loan is serviced by a Loan Servicer other than the purchaser of the Note the mortgage loan
servicing obligations to Borrower will remain with the Loan Servicer or be transferred to a
successor Loan Servicer and are not assumed by the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided
by theNote purchaser
Neither Borrower nor Lender may commence Join or be joined to any judicial action
as either an individual litigant or the member of a class that arises from the other partys
actions pursuant to this Security Instr or that alleges that the other party has breached any
Provision of or any duty owed by reason of this Security Instrument until such Borrower or
Lender has notified the other party with such notice given in compliance with the requirements
of Section 15 of such alleged breach and afforded the other party hereto a reasonable period
after the giving of such notice to take corrective action If Applicable Law provides a time
period which must elapse before certain action can be taken that time period will be deemed to
be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph The notice of acceleration and opportunity to cure
given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to Borrower
pursuant to Section 18 shall be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective
action provisions of this Section 20
21 Hazardous Substances As used in this Section 21 a Hazardous Substances
are those substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances pollutants or wastes by
Environmental Law and the following substances gasoline kerosene other flammable or toxic
petroleum products toxic pesticides and herbicides volatile solvents materials containing
asbestos or formaldehyde and radioactive materials b Environmental Law means federal
laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the Property is located that relate to health safety or
environmental protection c Environmental CIeanup includes any response action remedial
action or removal action as defined in Environmental Law and d an Environmental
Condition means a condition that can cause contribute to or otherwise trigger an
Enviroamentat Cleanup
Borrower shall not cause or permit the presence use disposal storage or release of any
Hazardous Substances or threaten to release any Hazardous Substances on or in the Property
Borrower shall not do nor allow anyone else to do anything affecting the Property a that is in
violation of ally Environmental Law b which creates an Environmental Condition or c
which due to the presence use or release of a Hazardous Substance creates a condition that
LOAN NO 574364406
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 t  r.     ti s.   l  
        . r.  t   ll 
  i        . 
. l  f t ; u  f  nicer; ti  f ri e.  t  r  
rti l i ter t i  t  N t  (together it  t i  rit  I str ent)   s l   r r  
 t     .    l        (kno   
the "Loan ervicer") that collects eriodic ay ents due under the ote and this ecurity 
Instru e t  rf r  t r rt a e l  r i i  li ti s r t  t , t is rit  
I str t, a  lic l  . r  ls  i t   r r  s f t   r i r 
r l t  t   s l  f t  t . If t r  is   f t  oa  r i r, rr r ill.  
i e  ritt  tice f t e c a e ic  ill state t e a e a  a ress f t   a  
ervicer, the address to hich pay ents should be ade and any other infor ation B  
         rvici g.    i  l    
t   i  i    a  i  t  t  t  as   t  t , t  t a  l  
r i i  li ti s t  rr r ill r i  it  t e  r i r r  tr sf rr  t   
successor oan ServiceI' and are not assu ed by the ote purchaser unless other ise provided 
 . ote llICha . 
either rr r r r  , join, r  j ine  t   j i i l ti  
(as either an individual litigant or the member of a class) that arises from the other party's 
actions pursuant to this ecurity JJlstrument or that alleges that the othet party has breached any 
provision of. or any duty o ed by reason of, this Secmity Instru ent, until such orro er or 
r  tifie  t  t r rt  (with  ti  i  i  li  it  t  r ir t  
f ti  ) f  ll  r   ff r  t  t r rt  r t   r l  ri  
ft r t  i in  f s  ti  t  t  rr ti e ti . If lic l   r ides  ti  
eri  bic  st ela se ef re certai  acti  ca  e ta e , t t ti  eri  ill e dee ed t  
be reasonable for pmposes of this paragraph. he notice of acceleration and opportunity to cure 
i  t  e  t t  ti    t  ti   l ti  i  t   
rs t    l             
acti  r isi s f t is ecti  . 
. lI zardoDS .    s  : (a) "Hazar  tances" 
are those substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances. pollutants. or astes by 
ir e t l   t  ll i  t : li , e, t  la a le  t i  
tr l  r t , t i  ti i   r i i s, l til  l t , t ri l  t i i  
  ,   ri l ; (b) "Environmenta  w" s r l 
la s and la s of the jurisdiction here the roperty is located that relate to health, safety or 
enviromnental protection; (c) "Environ ental Cleanup" includes any response action. re edial 
ti . r ImlO l ti .  fi  i  ir t l ;  (d)  "Environme t l 
iti n" eans a c iti  t at ca  ca se, c tri te t , r t er ise tri er a  
ir n e tal lea . . 
orro er shall Dot CI1USe or per it the presence, use, disposal, storage, or release of any 
azardous Substances. or threaten to release any azardous Substances, on or in the Property. 
orro er shall not do, nor allo  anyone else to do. anything affecting the Property (a) that is in 
i lati  f my ir e tal a , (b) hich creates an ir e tal iti , r (c) 
,    ce, e,  leas     ,     
 : 7 154405 
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adversely affects the value of the Property The preceding two sentences shall not apply to the
presence use or storage on the Property of small quantities of Hazardous Substances that are
generally recognized to be appropriate to nomad residential uses and to maintenance of the
Property including but not limited to hazardous substances in consumer products
Borrower shall promptly give Lender written notice of a any investigation claim
demand lawsuit or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party
involving the Property and any Hazardous Substance or Environmental Law of which Borrower
has actual knowledge b any Environmental Condition including but not limited to any
Spilling leaking discharge release of threat of release of any Hazardous Substance and c any
condition caused by the presence use or release of a Hazardous Substance which adversely
affects the value of the Property If Borrower learns or is notified by any governmental or
regulatory authority or any private party that any removal or other remediation of any
Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary Borrower shall promptly take all
necessary remedial actions in accordance with Environmental Law Nothing herein shall create
any obligation on Lender for an Environmental Cleanup
NONUNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as
follows
22 Acceleration Remedies Lender shall give notice to Borrower prior to
acceleration following Borrowersbreach of any covenant or agreement in this Security
Instrument but not prior to acceleration under Section 18 unless Applicable Law provides
otherwise The notice shall specify a the default b the action required to cue the
default c a date not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given to Borrower by
which the default must be cured and d that failure to cure the default on or before the
date specified in the notice may result in acceleration of the sums secured by this Security
Instrument and sale of the Property The noticeshall further inform Borrower of the right
to reinstate after acceleration and the right to bring a court action to assert the
non existence of a default or any other defense of Borrower to acceleration and sale If the
default is not cured on or before the date specified in the notice Lender at its option may
require immediate payment in Frill of all sums secured by this Security Iustrcunent without
further demand and may invoke the power of sale and any other remedies permitted by
Applicable Law Lender shall be entitled to collect all expenses incurred in pursuing the
remedies provided in this Section 22 including but not limited to reasonable attorneys
fees and costs of titleevidence
If Lender invokes the power of sale Lender shall give a copy of a notice to
Borrower in the manner provided in Section 15 Lender shall publish the notice of We
once a week for three consecutive weeks in a newspaper published in
Montgomery County Alabama and thereupon shall
Sell the Property to the highest bidder at public auction at the front door of the County
Courthouse of this County Lender shall deliver to the purchaser Lenders deed conveying
the Property Lender or its designee may purchase the Property at any sale Borrower
covenants and agrees that the proceeds of the sale shall be applied in the following order
AIANAWFityFsUadFieftaMeUMPORMAY MJZWlrFaemM
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adversely affects the value of the Property. The preceding two sentences shall not apply to the 
presence, use, or storage on the Property of small quantiti s of Hazardous Substances that are 
generally recognized to be ap ropriate to nor al residential uses and to maintenance of the 
Property (including. but not limited to, hazardous substances in consumer products). 
Borrower shall promptly give Lender wr.itten notice of (a) any investigation, claim, 
de and, lawsuit or other action by any govem cntal or regulatory agency or private party 
i v l i  t e Property and any Hazardous Substance or Environ ental Law of hich Bor ower 
has actual knowledge, (b) any EnvirolllDl!ntal Condition, including but not limited to, any 
spilling, leaking, discharge, Ielease or threat of release of any Hazardous Substance, and (c) any 
condition caused by the presence, use or release of a Hazardous Substance which adversely 
affects the value of the Property. If Borro er learns, or is notified by any govern ental or 
regulatory authority. or any private party. that any re oval or other re ediation of any 
Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary, Borrower shall promptly take all 
necessary remedial actions in accordance with Environmental Law. Nothing herein shall create 
n  li ti   r f r an nvi t l l anup. 
NON-UNIFORM COVENANrS. Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as 
follo s: 
22.. cceleration; Re edies. Lender shaD. give notice to Borro er prior to 
acceleration fonowing Borrower's breach or any covenant or agreement in this Security 
Instrument (but not prior to acceleration under Section 18 unless AppHcable Law provides 
otherwise). he notice sbaD specify: (a) the default; (b) the action required to cure the 
default; (c) a date, not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given 10 Borrower, by 
i  t  lt t  r d;  (d) t t f il r  t  r  t  f lt   f r  t  
date specified. in the notice ay result in acceleration of the su s secured by this Security 
IDstrmnent and sale of the Property. The notice shall further infor  orro er of the right 
t  reinstate after accelerati   t  ri t t  ri  a mt acti  t  assert t  
-e iste ce f a default r any other defense f orro er to accelerati  a  sale. n t e 
default is not cured on or before the date speclfi.ed in the notice, ender at its option ay 
require i ediate pay ent in .full of all su s secured by this Security JDStrumeut ithout 
further de and and ay invoke the po er of sale and any other re edies per itted by 
Applicable Law. Lender shall be entitled to collect all expenses incurred in pursuing the 
remedies provided in this Section 22, including, hut not limited to, reasonable attorneys' 
fees and costs of title evidence. 
If Lender invokes the power of sale, Lender shall give a copy of a notice to 
Borro er in the JD8llDE!l" provided in Section 15. Lender shall publish the notice of sale 
once a week for three consecutive weeks in a newspaper published in 
ontgomery County, Alabama, and thereupon shall 
sell the Property to the highest bidder at publie auction at the front door of the ounty 
Courthouse of this County. Lender shan deliver to the purchaser Lender's deed conveying 
the Property. Lender or its designee may purchase the Property at any sale. Borrower 
c:oveaants and agrees that the proceeds of the sale shall be appHcd in the following order: 
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a to all expenses or the sale including but not limited to reasonable attorneys Pees b
to all s nis secured by this Security Instrument and c any excess to the person or persons
legally entitled to it
23 Release Upon payment of all sums secured by this Security Instrvment Lender
shall release this Security Instrument Borrower shall pay any recordation casts Lender may
charge Borrower a fee for releasing this Security Instrument but only if the fee is paid to a third
party for services rendered and the charging of the fee is permitted under Applicable Law
24 Waivers Borrower waives all rights of homestead exemption in the Property and
reliniquishes all rights ofcurtesy and dower in the Property
BY SIGNING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants
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(a) t  n  f t  ale, i l ding, t t li it  t , r o bl  tt r y ' fe s; (b) 
t  ll su Is s c r   t i  ecurit  I str ent;  (c)  e cess t  t e rs  r rs s 
l  nti   t. 
. l se.  t  ll  r   t i  ecurity I tru nt, r 
shall release this Security lnstnune:nt. OIIo er shall pay any recon:lation costs. Lender ay 
charge Borrower a fee for releasing this Security Instrument, but only if the fee is paid to a third 
  r     r i      r i    . 
24. aivers. orro er aives all rights of ho estead exe ption i  the roperty and 
s e  ll  f    i   r perty. 
 I  .  t    t  t  t   t  
      I          
it. 
itnesses: 
 : 4164406 
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INDPVWUAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT
STATEOF ALABAMA
COUNTY OF Montgomery SS
I the undersigned Notary Public in and for the State and County aforesaid hereby
certify that
Debra A Henderson
whose names isare signed to the foregoing instrument and who Ulare known to me
acknowledged before me on this day that being infonned of the contents of the said instrument
heshetheyexecuted the same voluntarily on the day the same bears date
19th day of November 2004




This instrument was prepared by
Lynn Russell
for GMAC Mortgage Corporation
ALABAMA umummmuarrao 3m vat
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I. the undersigned otary Public in and for the State and ounty aforesaid, hereby 
ertif  t  
e ra . e ers  
• 
 me(s) i l  si  t  t  f r i  imtrument,   is/ r  kno n t  e, 
l  f r    t i   t at. i  i f rm  f t  t ts f t  s i  i str nt, 
he/she/they executed the sa e v l t rily  the y the sa e rs date. 
t   f r ,  
I IT J38S B E P. 1_~""'Officio1""'. 
- li  
.'  s  ires 
q;/II/;; r 
 t as  : 
 l  
for: C rtga   
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NOTICE THIS LOAN IS NOT ASSUMABLE
NITHOUT THE APPROVAL OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS OR ITS AUTHORIZED
AGENT
THIS VA LOAN RIDERis made this 19th day of November
2004 and is incorporated into and shall be deemed to amend and supplement the
Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the Security Instrument of the same date given
by the undersigned the Borrower to secure BorrowersNote to
GMAC Mortgage Corporation




VA GUARANTEED LOAN COVENANT In addition to the covenants and agreements
made in the Security Instrument Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
If the indebtedness secured hereby is guaranteed or insured under Title 38 United States
Code such Title and Regulations issued thereunder and in effect on the date hereof shall govern
the rights duties and liabilities of Borrower and Lender Any provisions of the Security
Instrument or other instruments executed in connection with said indebtedness which are
inconsistent with said Title or Regulations including but not limited to the provision for
payment of any sum in connection with prepayment of the secured indebtedness and the
provision that the Lender may accelerate payment of the secured indebtedness pursuant to
Section 18 of the Security Instrument are hereby amended or negated to the extent necessary to
conform such instruments to said Title or Regulations
LOAN NO 574164406
MULTISTATE VA LOAN RIDER
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TRANSFER OF TBE PROPERTY If all or any part of the Property or any interest in it
is sold or transferred this loan may be declared immediatel due and payable upon transfer
assumption of the property securing such loan to any transferee e assumer unless the
acceptability of the assumption and transfer of this loan is established by the U S Department
of Veterans Affairs or its authorized agent pursuant to 38USC3714
An authorized transfer assumption of the property shall also be subject to additional
covenants and agreements as set forth below
a ASSUMPTION FUNDING FEE A fee equal to onehalf of 1 percent 5096 of the
unpaid principal balance of this loan as of the date of transfer of the Property shall be payable at
the time of transfer to the Loan Holder or its authorized agent as trustee for the U S
Department of Veterans Affairs If the assumer fails to pay this fee at the time of transfer the
fee shall constitute an additional debt to that already secured by this instrument shall bear
interest at the rata herein provided and at the option of the payee of the indebtedness hereby
secured or any transferee thereof shall be immediately due and payable This fee is
automatically waived if the assumer is exempt under the provisions of 38USC3729 c
b ASSUMPTION PROCESSING CHARGE Upon application for approval to allow
assumption and transfer of this loan a processing fee may be charged by the Loan Solder or its
authorized agent for determining the creditworthiness of the assumer and subsequently revising
the Holdersownership records when an approved transfer is completed The amount of this
charge shall not exceed the maximum established by the U S Department of Veterans Affairs
for a loan to which 38USC3714 applies
e ASSUMPTION MEMN LIABILITY If this obligation is assumed then the
assurer hereby agrees to assume all of the obligations of the veteran under the terns of the
instruments creating and securing the loan includingtheobligation of the veteran to indemnify
the U S Department of Veterans Affairs to the extent of any claim payment arising from the
guaranty or insurance of the indebtedness created by this instrument
THIS SPACE INTENTIONALLYLEFT BLANK
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T   H  PROPERTY: If all or any part of the Property or any interest in it 
is sDld or transferred, this loan may be declared immediately due and payable upon transfer 
("ass ption") of the property securing such loan to any traru:f r e (H ssumer"). unles  the 
acceptability of the assumption and transfer of this loan is established by the . S. Depart ent 
 t r  f i  r i  authori  agent p r t  3  .S.C. 3714. 
 authori d transfer ("a ") of the property shall also be subject to additional 
t  and agr e t  as set f rt  below: 
(a) ASSU PTION FUNDING FEE: A fee equal to one-half of 1 percent (.50%) of the 
unpaid principal balance of this loan as of the date of transfer of the Property shaIl be payable at 
the ti e of transfer to the oan older or its authorized agent, as trustee for the . S. 
e art e t f etera s ffairs. If t e assu er fails to a  t is f  at t e ti e f transfer, the 
f  shall c stit te a  additi al e t t  t at alrea  sec re   t is i stn nent, s ll ear 
interest at the rate herein provided, and, at the option of the payee of the indebtedness hereby 
secured or any transferee thereof, shall be i ediately due and payable. his fee is 
auto atically aived if the assu er is exe pt under the provisiOllB of 38  .S.C. 3729 (c). 
(b) ASSU PTION PROCESSING CHARGE: Upon application for approval to allow 
assu ption and transfer of this loan, a processing fee ay be charged by the loan Holder or its 
authorized agent for determining the creditworthiness of the assumer and subsequently revising 
the older's o nership records hen an approved transfer is co pleted. he a ount of this 
charge sbalI not exceed the axi u  established by the . S. epart ent of eterans ffairs 
f r  l a  t  i   .S.C.  li s. 
(e) S I  INDEMNlTV I I I : If this obligation is assu ed. then the 
assumer hereby agrees to assu e all of the obligations of the veteran under the terms of the 
instru ents creating and securing the loan, including·the obligation of the veteran to inde nify 
the U. S. Department of Veterans Affairs to the extent of any claim payment arising from the 
r t  r ins ra ce f t e indebtedness create   t is instr t. 
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MAY 0 8 2012
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV







In Response to Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment Plaintiff submits that the
Affidavit ofKyle Lucas in Support ofDefendants Motion for Summary Judgment fails to address
any issue of fact or law to be determined by this Court For this reason Defendants Motion for
Summary Judgment should be summarily denied
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In esponse to efendants' otion for Su ary Judg ent, Plaintiff sub its that the 
ffidavit f yle Lucas in Support f efendants' otion for Su ary Judg ent fails to address 
any issue of fact or la  to be deter ined by this ourt. For this reason, efendants' otion for 
Su ary Judg ent should be su arily denied. 
I TIFF'S   '    ENT-
Page 1 
0The Defendants must comply with Idaho and Federal law The many ways they have
failed to comply with the law are set out in PlaintiffsMotion forPartial Summary Judgment
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment demonstrates the faulty premise on which
the Defendants claim to be entitled to foreclose Plaintiff interest in his home Plaintiff has not
and does not contend that Defendants have failed to follow the procedure set out in the Idaho
Trust Deeds Act See PlaintiffsMotion forPartial Summary Judgment Requested RulingNo5
It is and has been Plaintiffs contention that Defendants have no substantive right to
foreclose Plaintiff interest in his home and that they have failed to comply with applicable
laws See PlaintiffsMotion forPartial Summary Judgment Requested Ruling Nos 3 and 4
II
MERSCORP INC DEPOSITION
The deposition of RK Arnold President and CEO of MERSCORP Inc taken on
September 25 2009 is the subject of PlaintiffsSecond Request for Judicial Notice In his
deposition Mr Arnold explicitly states the following
Q So irrespective of the fact that you grant
them the right to change the name on the
lien out of your name they still need the
legal right to do it based on the documents
that underlie that registration
A Yes And understate law
Page 232 Lines 38
Video Deposition ofRK Arnold 09252009
A Our grant of authority for certifying
officer would at all moments be subject and
subordinate to state law
Page 232 Lines 1517
Video Deposition ofRKArnold 09252009
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 fe a ts t l  it  I   r l l .   s t   
il  t  l  it  t  l   t t i  laintiff's ti  f  ti l  nt. 
f t ' ti  f   t tr te  t  f lt  r is   i  
 ts    le   s  laintiff's    e. l i ti    
a  es t c te  t at efe a ts a e faile  t  f ll  t e r ce re set t i  t e I a  
rust ee s ct. ee l intiff's ti  f r rti l ry J ent, e este  li  o.5. 
It is and has been laintiff's contention that efendants have no substantive right to 
 laintiff's te e   s          l  
la s. See Plaintiff's otion for Partial Su ary Judg ent, equested uling os. 3 and 4. 
. 
, I . I I  
e e siti  f .K. r old, resi e t a   f , I c., ta e   
epte ber 25, 2009, is the subject f laintiff's Second equest for Judicial otice.   
deposition, r. rnold explicitly states the follo ing: 
. So irrespective ofthe fact that you grant 
the  the right to change the na e on the 
lie  t f r a e, t e  still ee  t e 
legal right to do it based on the docu ents 
that underlie that registration? 
. .   st  . 
Page 232, ines 3-8, 
ideo eposition f .K. rnold, 09-25-2009 
A. ur grant of authority for certifying 
officer ould at all o ents be subject and 
   . 
Page 232, ines 15-17, 
ideo eposition f .K. rnold, 09-25-2009 
I TIFF'S   '    ENT-
a e  
A Everything is subordinate to state law
Page 233 Line 6
Video Deposition ofRK Arnold 09252009
Q Right Well your the power you grant
to GMAC is based upon the premise that they
have the underlying right under state law
to do what they claim to be doing in you
name by the grant of that power
A True
Q The grant of the power from you does not
supersede the state law requirement that
they have the right to take that action
independently of your relationship with
them
A True
Page 233 Lines 1723 Page 234 Lines 15
Video Deposition ofRK Arnold 09252009
Q There is no other economic or legal reason
for those acts to be conducted in your name
other than the fact that you exist as
mortgagee of record
A True
Page 235 Lines 1929 Page 236 Line 2
Video Deposition ofRK Arnold 09252009
III
AFFIDAVIT OF KYLELUCAS IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Mr Lucas claims to be over 18 years of age and the Senior Litigation Analyst for GMAC
Mortgage LLC Beyond these two facts Mr Lucas makes no claim
Mr Lucas does not claim that he is familiarwith Idaho law
Mr Lucas does not claim that he is familiarwith federal law
Mr Lucas does not state his relationship if any to Defendant Homecomings Financial
PLAINTIFFSRESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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. verything is subordinate to state la . 
 , i  , 
Video eposition of R.K. Arnold, 09-25-2009 
. i ht. ell, our ... t  r  r t 
t   is s   t  r ise t t t  
 t  rl i  ri t r st t  l  
t   at t e  clai  t  e i  i   
a e  t e ra t f t at er? 
. . 
. he grant f the po er fro  you does not 
supersede the state la  require ent that 
they have the right to take that action 
independently f your relationship ith 
m? 
. r . 
a e , ines -2 ; a e , ines -5, 
Video eposition of R.K. Arnold, 09-25-2009 
. ere is  t er ec ic r le al reas  
f r t se acts t  e c cte  i  r a e 
other than the fact that you exist as 
ortgagee f record? 
. . 
 , ine  -2 ;  , i  , 
ideo eposition f .K. rnold, 09-25-2009 
II. 
I I        
'     
r. Lucas clai s to be over 18 years of age and the Senior Litigation Analyst for G AC 
ortgage, . eyond these t o facts r. ucas akes no clai . 
r. ucas      s i  t   . 
r. ucas      s i  t   . 
r. Lucas does not state his relationship, if any, to efendant o eco ings Financial, 
I TIFF'S   '    ENT-
a e  
LLC Homecomings Mortgage Electronic Systems Inc MERS or to Executive Trustee
Services LLC ETS
Mr Lucas does not claim that he has any personal knowledge of the terms of the
Renshaw Deed ofTrust
Mr Lucas does not claim that he has anypersonal knowledge of the applicable law
Mr Lucas does not claim that he has any personal knowledge of the statutory
requirements for foreclosure under the Idaho Trust Deeds Act either procedural or substantive
Mr Lucas does not claim that he has any personal knowledge of this litigation
Mr Lucas does not claim that he has any personal knowledge of the recorded documents
concerningPlaintiffshome
Mr Lucas does not claim that any authority granted him is subject to Idaho and Federal
law
Mr Lucas does not claim that he has personal knowledge of the MERS membership
rules
IV
AFFIDAVIT OFMATTHEW J MCGEE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT
The affidavit of Mr McGee counsel for Defendants provides the Court with additional
copies of Plaintiffs Deed of Trust the Notice of Default the Limited Power of Attorney
executed by Pioneer Trustee Services and Affidavits recorded in the Ada County Recorders
Office
Plaintiff has no objection to any of these documents as they have all been admitted into
the record
PLAINTIFFSRESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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 ("Homeco in "), rt a e lectr ic ste s, I c. ("ME "), r t  cuti   
rvi s,  ("E "). 
r. ucas does not clai  that he has any personal kno ledge of the ter s of the 
   st. 
r.   t l i  t t   ny l l   t  li l  l . 
r. ucas does not clai  that he has any personal kno ledge of the statutory 
require ents for foreclosure under the Idaho Trust eeds ct, either procedural or substantive. 
r. Lucas does not clai  that he has any personal kno ledge of this litigation. 
r. s s t l i  t t  s  rs l l  f t  r r  ts 
c cer i  laintiff s e. 
la . 
r l s. 
r. ucas does not clai  that any authority granted hi  is subject to Idaho and ederal 
r. ucas does not clai  that he has personal kno ledge of the S e bership 
. 
   .     
' I     
he affidavit f r. c ee, counsel for efendants, provides the ourt ith additional 
copies of Plaintiffs eed of rust, the otice of efault, the i ited Po er of ttorney 
executed by Pioneer Trustee Services, and ffidavits recorded in the da County Recorder's 
i . 
Plaintiff has no objection to any of these docu ents as they have all been ad itted into 
the r r . 
IFF'S S   ' I    ENT-
a e  
The Idaho District court cases attached to Mr McGeesaffidavit are certainly relevant
and should be considered by this Court However these cases are easily distinguishable from the
case to be decided by this Court
1 Dillon v GMAC Morta LLC et al Bonner County District Court Case No CV
2011 1328 Sept 22 2011
Unlike the case before this Court in Dillon v GMAC Mortg LLC et al the issue
addressed was the split the note and showme the note claims
Unlike the case before this Court the Plaintiff in Dillion v GMAC Mortg LLC et al
had previously entered into a Loan Modification Agreement which renewed and extended the
deed of trust and acknowledged GMAC as the current beneficiary
2 Stanton v First Horizon Home Loan Corp et al Ada County District Court Case
NoCVOC1102836 Sept 14 2011
Unlike the case before this Court in Stanton v First Horizon Home Loan Corp et al the
trusteessale took place
Unlike the case before this Court the Deed of Trust was assigned out ofMERS prior to
the foreclosure
Unlike the case before this Court the homeowner contended the Deed of Trust was void
3 Edwards v Mortg Elec Registration Svc Inc et al Kootenai County District Court
Case No CV10 274S Nov 16 2010
Unlike the case before this Court the homeowner in Edwards v Mortg Elec
Registration Sys Inc et al asked the court to modify her loan to create payments that she could
afford
PLAINTIFFSRESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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The Idaho istrict court cases attached to r. cGee's affidavit are certainly relevant 
and should be considered by this Court. o ever, these cases are easily distinguishable fro  the 
 t      ourt. 
1.  v.  rtg .• , t i,  t  i t  ourt,  o.  
-1  (S t. , 11) 
li  t   f r  t i  urt, i  ill  .  ortg., , t I, t  i  
   "s   te"  "s    te" i s. 
nlike the case before this ourt, the Plaintiff in illion v. A  ortg., LL , et aI, 
a  re i sl  e tere  i t  a a  ificati  ree e t ic  re e e  a  e te e  t e 
ee  f tr st a  ac le e   as t e c rre t e eficiary. 
2.  .  iz    orp.,  i,    urt,  
. -O -11-0283  (Se t. , 11) 
Unlike the case before this Court, in Stanton v. First Horizon Home Loan Corp., et aI, the 
tee's   . 
Unlike the case before this Court, the Deed of Trust was assigned out of ERS prior to 
 r . 
like t e ase fore t is rt, t  r t  t   f rust a  i . 
. ds . t . le . i t ti  vs" I c., t i, te i t  i trict rt, 
ase . -I -274S (No . , 10). 
nlike t e case efore t is rt, t e e ner i  rds v. rt . lec. 
Registration Sys., Inc., et aI, asked the court to modify her loan to create payments that she could 
aff r . 
P I I F'S ES S   ' OTION F  R  J GMENT-
Page 5 
Unlike the case before this Court the homeowner contended that Defendants had no
standing to foreclose
Unlike the case before this Court the trustee was statutorily authorized to act as trustee
and had permission to operate in the State ofIdaho pursuant to the Idaho Secretary ofState
4 Trotter v Bank ofNew York Mellon et al Kootenai Countv District Court Case No
CVI095 July 2 2010
The factual distinctions between the case before this Court and Trotter v Bank ofNew
YorkMellon et al are set forth in Section C Factual Distinctions in PlaintiffsMemorandum in
Support ofPlaintifs Motionfor Partial Summary Judgment
V
CONCLUSION
Plaintiff does not dispute that the Idaho Trust Deeds Act allows Defendants to initiate
nonjudicial foreclosure This is black letter law However once nonjudicial foreclosure is
commenced Plaintiff has the contractual right to bring this Court action to assert the non
existence of a default or any other defense to acceleration and sale Section 22 Acceleration
Plaintiffs Exh 7 page 13 of 15
As United States Magistrate Judge Boyle stated one could not reasonably contend that
compliance with a procedure gives substantive rights not otherwise possessed See Plaintiffs
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Requested Ruling No 4 see also Plaintiff Requestfor
Judicial Notice No 82
For these reasons Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment should be summarily
denied
PLAINTIFFSRESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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l   c  f  t i  ourt, t  ho eo r  t t f  had o 
t ndi  t  f r close. 
li  t   f  t i  ourt, t  t t   tatutoril  auth ri  t  t s t t  
and had per ission to operate in the State of Idaho, pursuant to the Idaho Secretary of State. 
4. r t r .    r  el on.  i, i ty i tri  ourt,  . 
-IO-95 (Ju  ,2010). 
The factual distinctions bet een the case before this Court and Trotter v. Bank of New 
 ll ,  I,     ti  .    laintif s   
Support f laintiff's otion for artial Su ary Judg ent. 
. 
 
l i tiff  t i t  t t t  I  rust  t ll  f t  t  i itiat  
-judicia  . is    . o ever, once non-judicial foreclosure is 
c e ce , lai tiff as t e c tract al ri t t  ri  t is rt acti  t  assert t e n-
ste e   lt    e se    l .  . c  
ffs . , age   . 
As United States agistrate Judge Boyle stated, "one could not reasonably contend that 
compliance with a procedure gives substantive rights not otherwise possessed. See Plaintiff's 
otion for Partial Su ary Judg ent, equested uling o.4; see also Plaintiff's Request for 
J  otice . . 
For these reasons, Defendants' otion for Summary Judgment should be summarily 
denied. 
P I I F'S ESP NSE O E ' OTION  R  J E T -
Page 6 
DATED this 8ch day of May 2012
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this Bch day of May 2012 a true and correct copy
of the foregoing PLAINTIFFSRESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT was served upon opposing counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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TI I   ERVI  
he undersigned hereby certifies that on this 8th day f ay 2012, a true and correct copy 
 t  f r i  LAINTIF 'S   FENDANTS'   
   ser   i  c l  f ll s: 
tt  .  
ffat , s, rr t ,  & ields, htd. 
 . i  lvd.,   
Post ffice ox 829 
,   
l  co ings, E ,  t  




 &    I ,  
Y:~~ 
 .  
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
Case No CV OC 1023898
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
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COME NOW Defendants Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc and Executive Trustee Services LLC hereinafter the Defendants
through undersigned counsel and pursuant to Rules 12f and 26 of Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure and Idaho Rules of Evidence 104 respectfully move this Court for an order striking
the expert opinions and testimony of Richard M Kahn for failure to meet the requirements of
Idaho Rule ofEvidence 702
This motion is based on the pleadings on file herein as well as the Memorandum
in Support of Motion to Strike Expert Disclosure of Richard Merrill Kahn filed
contemporaneously herewith
DATED this 8th day of May 2012
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
By
Matthew J McGee Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
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  efe a ts ec i s i a cial, , rt a e lectr ic 
egistration yste s, Inc. and xecutive rustee ervices,  (hereinafter the "Defendants"), 
through undersigned counsel, and pursuant to ules 12(f) and 26 of Idaho ules of ivil 
Procedure and Idaho ules of vidence 104, respectfully ove this ourt for an order striking 
the expert opinions and testi ony of ichard . ahn for failure to eet the require ents of 
    . 
his otion is based on the pleadings on file herein, as ell as the e orandu  
III Support  tion   ert    errill a n,  
conte poraneously herewith. 
 this 8th day of ay, 2012. 
, , ,  & 
I ,  
Y~_ 
t  .  -    
Attorneys for Defendants 
      
 I  -  t: 26126.1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of May 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO STRIKE REPORT OF RICHARD MERRILL
KAHN to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to the following
JonM Steele USMail Postage Prepaid
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES Hand Delivered
1020 W Main Street Suite 400 Overnight Mail
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IINTRODUCTION
Renshaws case and his recent Motion for Partial Summary Judgment rely
almost exclusively upon the expert report of a self described forensic loan auditor instead of
relying upon Idaho Code and the judicial precedent of the courts of Idaho In an effort to bring
to the Courtsattention to Renshawsblatant attempts to take the interpretation and construction
of Idaho law out of the hands of the Court and place it in the hands of a Florida expert with no
discernable legal expertise Defendants bring this Motion to Strike the expert opinions and
testimony of Richard M Kahn Kahn The Motion concerns the inadmissibility ofKahns
expert opinions and testimony for failure to meet the requirement of Idaho Rule ofEvidence 702
On March 12 2012 Plaintiff produced his Expert Witness Disclosures disclosing
Kahn as a testifying expert If permitted Kahn is expected to testify as to the information
contained in his affidavit dated March 9 2012 and the two reports he prepared for Plaintiff
collectively the Expert Disclosure Boiled down based on the Expert Disclosure Kahn is
expected to testify that there has been misrepresentation in the foreclosure procedure with
intrinsic and extrinsic concealment in the process and that the Trustee appears to be willfully
employing questionable faulty practices to foreclose KahnsExpert Disclosure contains only
bare speculation Nothing in Kahns Expert Disclosure contains scientific technical or
specialized knowledge that will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence Kahn
articulates no hypothesis nor does he establish any scientific methodologies Moreover the
majority of Kahnscontentions concern questions of law that are settled in Idaho and are within
the purview of the Court as opposed to a jury If admitted as evidence KahnsExpert
Disclosure and any subsequent testimony will serve only to undermine the integrity of this
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE EXPERT
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discernable legal expertise, efendants bring this otion to trike the expert opinions and 
testi ony of ichard . ahn ("Kahn"). he otion concerns the inad issibility of ahn's 
rt i i s  t sti  f r f il r  t  t t  r ir t f I  l  f i e  2. 
On arch 12,2012, Plaintiff produced his Expert itness Disclosures disclosing 
ahn as a testifying expert. If per itted, ahn is expected to testify as to the infor ation 
contained in his affidavit dated arch 9, 2012, and the t o reports he prepared for laintiff 
(collectively, the "Expert isclosure"). oiled do n, based on the xpert isclosure, ahn is 
expected to testify that there has been "misrepresentation in the foreclosure procedure ith 
intrinsic and extrinsic conceal ent in the process" and that the rustee "appears to be illfully 
e ploying questionable, faulty practices to foreclose." Kahn's Expert Disclosure contains only 
bare speCUlation. othing in ahn's xpert isclosure contains scientific, technical, or 
specialized kno ledge that ill assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence.  
articulates no hypothesis, nor does he establish any scientific ethodologies. r r, t  
aj rit  f ahn's c te tions c cer  esti s f la  t at are settle  i  I a  a  are it i  
the purview of the Court, as opposed to a jury. If ad itted as evidence, ahn's xpert 
isclosure and any subsequent testi ony ill serve only to under ine the integrity of this 
      I   
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proceeding As such Defendants respectfully request that this Court strike Kahns Expert
Disclosure as well as preclude any further testimony by Kahn
II
BACKGROUND
Kahn is the incorporator and president of Forensic Professional Group USA Inc
FPGUSA previously operating under the name Foreclosure Prevention Services Group
USA Inc FPGUSA advertises on its website that it provides powerful evidentiary findings
and reports that undermine the ability for a lender to foreclose See http wwwfpgusacom
The website further advertises that hese reports and findings are designed for use in court as
evidence to draw judicial attention to conclusions in support of ruling verdicts in the borrowers
favor Id These reports are offered alacarte Id
Plaintiff initially ordered an alacarte Forensic Lender Discovery Document
Review and Assessment from KahnFPGUSA See PlaintiffsDisclosure of Expert Witness
Exhibit 76 at PLF 03011 KahnFPGUSA issued such a report December 22 2010 Id at PLF
03012 15 This report is approximately four pages containing only an Executive Summary
and Statement of the Expert The main thrust of the Executive Summary and Statement of the
Expert is to notify Plaintiff that Kahn acceptsthis case for an upgrade to a State One
Evidentiary Findings trust not id sic The summary contains conclusory statements
regarding Kahnsbelief that there are issues of the ownership of the loan documents at issue and
See Corporate Records Florida Secretary of State
http ccfcorpdosstateflu scriptscordetexeaction DETFILinqdocnumberP0800005206
1inqcamefro NAMFWDcorwebnamess qnumber 0001nameseindnam
escornumbernameseseq namesname indnamesco peFORENSICPR
OFESSINALGROUPUSAnamesfilingtyp
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isclosure, as ell as preclude any further testi ony by ahn. 
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 - 15. his report is approxi ately four pages, containing only an xecutive u ary 
and tate ent of the xpert. he ain thrust of the xecutive u ary and tate ent of the 
Expert is to notify Plaintiff that ahn "accept [ s] this case for an upgrade to a State ne 
Evidentiary Findings, trust not id' d [sic]." The su ary contains conclusory state ents 
regarding ahn's belief that there are issues of the o nership of the loan docu ents at issue and 
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invites Plaintiff to order a Stage One trust Not Id sic in our alacarte reporting services area
ofour securitization audits See Exhibit 76 PLF 03012 PLF 03015
Plaintiff subsequently ordered a second report from KahnFPGUSA Kahn
issued the Forensic Lender Discovery State One Loan Securitization Audit Report on January 4
2011 This second report is approximately 27 pages See Exhibit 76 at PLF 03016 43 Page 3
of the second report contains an Executive Summary and Statement of the Expert summarizing
the information that Mr Kahn will testify to specifically
1 this loan has been securitized
2 subsequent sales or transfers have not been revealed
3 Mr Renshaw Note and Deed ofTrust
a have been paid in full
b have been separated bifurcated
6 the Trustee documents are faulty
7 the chain of ownership is faulty
8 robo signing has taken place
9 the documentation has been reverse engineered
10 federal loan modification requirements have not been met and
11 consumer protection requirements have not been followed
Finally Kahn prepared an Affidavit and Testimony of Richard M Kahn which
attached his first and second reports and further delineated his experience and purported
qualifications as an expert witness See Exhibit 76 PLF 03000 3007 As noted above Kahns
first report second report and affidavit are collectively referred to herein as the Expert
Disclosure
The majority of the contentions contained in KahnsExpert Disclosure concern
questions of law that are settled in Idaho and within the purview of this Court The remainder of
the contentions express factual opinions based exclusively on speculation Nothing in Kahns
Expert Disclosure contains scientific technical or specialized knowledge that will assist the trier
of fact to understand the evidence Kahn articulates no hypothesis nor does he establish any
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i it s l intiff t  r r  "Sta   tr st t Id'd [si ] i  r -la-cart  r porti  ser i s r  
f  ecuriti ti  udits."  i i  6,   -  3015. 
l i ti  equentl    c  rt f  ahn/FPG- .  
iss e  t e re sic e er isc er  tate e a  ecuritizati  it e rt  Januar  4, 
11. is sec  re rt is a r i atel   a es. ee i it 6, at   - 3. a e  
f the second report contains an xecutive u ary and tate ent f the xpert, su arizing 
the infor ation that r. ahn ill testify to, specifically: 
.     curiti d; 
. t l   t   t  l d; 
. r. nshaw's      
.   i  i  f ll 
. a e ee  se arate  (bifurcated); 
. t e r stee c e ts are fa lty; 
7. the chain f o nership is faulty; 
. robo-signing has taken place; 
. t e c e tati  as ee  re erse e i eere ; 
. federal loan odification require ents have not been et; and 
. c s er r tecti  re ire e ts a e t ee  f ll ed. 
ll , a    fida   t    . ,  
attached his first and second reports and further delineated his experience and purported 
lifications s  rt it .  i it ,   - 3007. s noted above, ahn's 
first report, second report, and affidavit are collectively referred to herein as the "Expert 
i l sure. " 
he ajority of the contentions contained in ahn's xpert isclosure concern 
estions f l  t at r  s ttle  i  I   ithin t  r i  f t is rt.  r i r f 
the contentions express factual opinions based exclusively on speculation. othing in ahn's 
ert isclosure c tains scie tific, tec ical, r s ecialize  le e t at ill assist t e trier 
of fact to understand the evidence. ahn articulates no hypothesis, nor does he establish any 
 IN   ION  E P  
IS OS   IC  E L  -  li :2 128.2 
scientific methodologies Accordingly Kahns Expert Disclosure fails to satisfy the
admissibility standards set forth in Idaho Rule of Evidence 702
III
ARGUMENT
The Court determines threshold questions of admissibility of evidence pursuant to
Idaho Rule of Evidence 104a which providespreliminary questions concerning the
qualification of persons to be witness or the admissibility of evidence shall be determined by
the court With regard to the admissibility of expert testimony Idaho Rule ofEvidence 702
controls That rule provides
If scientific technical or otherwise specialized knowledge will assist
the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in
issue a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge skill
experience training or education may testify thereto in the form of an
opinion or otherwise
IDAHO R EVID 702 As such the question under the evidence rule is simply whether the
expertsknowledge will assist a trier of fact to determine a fact that is in issue State v Merwin
131 Idaho 642 646 962 P2d 1026 1030 1998 The admissibility of an expertsopinion
testimony depends on the experts ability to explain pertinent scientific principles and to apply
those principles to the formulation of his or her opinion Ryan v Beisner 123 Idaho 42 46 844
P2d 24 Ct App 1992
Idaho Rule of Evidence 403 provides that lthough relevant evidence may be
excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice
confusion of the issues or misleading the jury or by considerations of undue delay waste of
time or needless presentation of cumulative evidence An experts opinion that is
unsubstantiated by facts in the record or which is speculative or conclusory has little or no
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ci nti  t odol gi s. rdingly, ahn's xpert isclosure fails to satisfy the 
d issibili  t    i   l    2. 
II. 
 
he ourt deter ines threshold questions of ad issibility of evidence pursuant to 
Idaho ule of Evidence 104(a), hich provides "[p]reliminary questions concerning the 
lific ti  f rs s t   it ss ... r t  d issibilit  f i  s all  t r i   
t  rt .... " ith r r  t  t  i sibilit  f rt t ti y, I  l  f i   
tr ls. t r l  r i s: 
If scientific, technical, or other ise specialized kno ledge ill assist 
            t  
, a itness qualified as an expert by kno ledge, kill, 
ri e, tr i i , r ti   t stif  t r t  i  t  f r  f  
i ion r t r i . 
I  . I . . s such, the question under the evidence rule is si ply hether the 
ert's le  ill ssist  tri r f f t t  t r i   f t t t is i  iss . t t  . r in, 
 Ida  , ,  .2d ,  (1 8). The ad issibility of an expert's opinion 
testimony depends on the expert's ability to explain pertinent scientific principles and to apply 
t s  rinciples t  t e f r l ti   is r r i i .  . i r,  I  , ,  
.2d  (Ct. . 92). 
Idaho ule of Evidence 403 provides that "[a]lthough relevant, evidence ay be 
e cluded if its r ative alue is s sta tiall  t eighe   t e a er f fair rej ice, 
confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of 
ti , r e less pres tation  l ti e i nce." n expert's opinion that is 
unsubstantiated by facts in the record, or hich is speculative or conclusory, has little or no 
E OR N  IN   ION    
IS LOS E     -  li : 6128.2 
probative value and therefore may be excluded because its probative value is substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice confusion of the issues or misleading the jury
Id citing McGlinchy v Shell Chem Co 845 F2d 802 806 9 Cir 1998 district court
properly excluded opinion testimony of expert who did not substantiate his opinion
Defendants respectfully request that this Court strike Mr Kahns Expert
Disclosure for failure to comply with Idaho Rule of Evidence 702 Specifically KahnsExpert
Disclosure fails to contain the scientific technical or otherwise specialized knowledge required
by Idaho Rule of Evidence 702 KahnsExpert Disclosure contains only speculative conclusory
and unsubstantiated conclusions and KahnsExpert Disclosure is irrelevant to the extent it
reaches conclusions that that are matters of law for the Court
A KahnsExpert Disclosure Is Speculative Conclusory And Unsubstantiated
An expert may not give net or conclusory opinions but only opinions that are
substantiated by facts in evidence See Ryan v Beisner 123 Idaho at 46 citing McGlinchy v
Shell Chemical Co 845 F2d 802 806 9th Cir 1988 Where an expert fails to back up his
opinion with specific facts but merely gives an opinion that is speculative and resting on
unsupported assumptions his testimony is properly excluded Id citing Theonnes v Hazen 37
Wn App 644 681 P2d 1284 1984
Nothing in KahnsExpert Disclosure absent the timeline addresses the specific
facts of this case or the loan documents at issue Although the Expert Disclosure purports to be
tailored for Plaintiff it contains little more than generalizations about the lending industry and
the secondary mortgage market The following facts and only the following facts form the
basis ofKahnsconclusory opinions
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  nd, r f r ,      ti    "subs t l  
t ei e   t e a er f fair rej dice, c f si  f t e iss es, r islea i  t e j ry." 
Id. (citin  c linchy v. Shell hern. o., 845 .2d 2,  (9th ir. 98) (district c rt 
l  l  i i  t ti   t  i  t t ti t  i  pinion)). 
efendants respectfully request that this ourt strike r. ahn's xpert 
is l s   il  t  l  it   l   i  . ecifically, hn's rt 
isclosure fails to contain the scientific, technical, or other ise specialized kno ledge required 
by Idaho ule of Evidence 702; ahn's Expert isclosure contains only speculative, conclusory 
 t ti t  l i s;  hn's t is l s  i  i l t t  t  t t it 
 s ns         urt. 
. hn's r  i l  I  culati , l   t i  
n expert ay not give net or conclusory opinions, but only opinions that are 
substantiated by facts in evidence. See Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho at 46 (citing c linchy v. 
ll i l o.,  .2d ,  (9t  ir. 98 )). er   rt f ils t    is 
opinion ith specific facts, but erely gives an opinion that is speculative and resting on 
unsupported assu ptions, his testi ony is properly excluded. !d. (citing heonnes v. azen, 37 
n. pp. 644, 681 P.2d 1284 (1984)). 
othing in ahn's xpert isclosure, absent the ti e line, addresses the specific 
fa ts f t is s  r t  l  ts t iss . lth  t  rt is l s r  r rts t   
tailored for Plaintiff, it contains little more than generalizations about the lending industry and 
the secondary ortgage arket. he follo ing facts, and only the follo ing facts, for  the 
a is f hn's l s r  i i : 
    ION    
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MERS is designated as the nominee beneficiary in PlaintiffsDeed of
Trust
GMAC Mortgage isPlaintiff servicer
Freddie Mac has been identified as the owner of Plaintiffsloan
A description of the corporate structure ofHomecomings GMAC
Mortgage and affiliated entities
There is a secondary mortgage market that involves the securitization of
loans and Homecomings GMAC Mortgage and affiliated entities
participate in it
A description ofFreddie Macsstructure and business lines
A description ofhow MERS works and
There is an Attorney General Multistate Task Force investigating
residential foreclosure and robosigning
Ofthese eight factual discussions in KahnsExpert Disclosure only the first three
facts specifically address Renshaw loan These three facts identify the current parties to the
loan In other words Kahn identifies the players then proceeds to plug pro forma discussions of
those players and his conclusions about how the secondary mortgage market works into a report
with Renshaws name on it Within his pro forma discussions of the pertinent players and
processes he articulates numerous conclusory opinions specifically about the Renshaw loan
without any actual evidence and bases such opinions on outdated and largely irrelevant law
pulled haphazardly from jurisdictions around the country
These generalizations without any supporting factual data render the basis of
Kahnsopinions about Renshawsloan net or conclusory and therefore inadmissible For
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• r i     i tifi   t  r f laintiffs l n; 
•  cri ti  t  t  t   i ,  
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• here is a secondary ortgage arket that involves the securitization f 
l ,  i ,  t ,  f iliat  titi  
artici ate i  it; 
•  scri ti  f r i  ac's str t r   si ss li s; 
•  escri ti  f   r s; a  
•  i   tt  l ltistate   i ti ti  
r si ti l f r l s r   "ro -si ning." 
f these eight factual discussions in ahn's xpert isclosure, only the first three 
facts specifically address enshaw's loan. hese three facts identify the current parties to the 
loan. In other ords, ahn identifies the players, then proceeds to plug pro for a discussions of 
t s  la ers  is lusions t  t  r  rt  r t r  i t   r rt 
t  shaw's   . it i  is r  f r a isc ssi s f t e erti e t la ers a  
processes, he articulates nu erous conclusory opinions specifically about the ensha  loan, 
it t  t l i ,    i i   t t   l l  i rele a t l  
lle  r l  fr  j ris ictions r  t e tr . 
hese generalizations, ithout any supporting factual data, render the basis f 
hn's i i s t shaw's l a  "net" r l s r   t r f re i issi l .  
    ION    
S S    I   -  lient24261 8.2 
example Kahn states that he National Attorney General Multistate Task Force has described
robo signing to include several material issues of which we find evidence in Mr Renshaws
case PLF 03031 32 Aside from this bare allegation Kahn fails to point to a specific piece
of evidence supporting his contention of robo signing in the present case See id
Additionally Kahn produces a series of flow charts purporting to pertain to the
loan transaction at issue See PLF 03038 42 Except for containing Plaintiffsname in the
title the charts are nothing more than pro forma flow charts regarding Kahns opinion as to how
the lending industry securitizes and transfers residential loans No dates or names of lenders
warehouse lenders or trustees are provided Kahn provides no actual information about
Renshawsloan other than the information provided by Renshaw to Kahn
Perhaps most outlandish is Kahn bare factual assertion the subject Note and the
Deed of Trust have been sold and were therefore paid in full around the time of origination See
PLF 03026 He provides no support for the assertion and appears to believe that contrary to
basic commercial principles and Article 3 of the Uniform Commercial Code that negotiation in
the secondary mortgage market of a negotiable instrument such as Renshaw Note somehow
erases Renshaw obligation
Defendants respectfully request that insofar as Kahn purports to specifically
opine about the facts relating to Renshaw loan the Expert Disclosure must be stricken because it
is conclusory and unsubstantiated by any evidence in the record
B KahnsExpert Disclosure Is Irrelevant To The Extent It Contains Issues
That Are Matters Of Law
Expert testimony is inadmissible if it concerns a matter of law See Howard v
Or Mut Ins Co 137 Idaho 214 46P3d 510 2002 because the issues before the trial judge
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ple,  t t  t t "[t]he ti l tt y r l ltist t  sk   cri  
r - i i  t  i l  r l t ri l i  [ f] i   fi  i  i  r. enshaw's 
ase."   - . i  fr  t i  r  ll ti n,  f il  t  i t t   ecifi  i  
f i  s rti  is t ti  f r -si i  i  t  r s nt se.  i . 
dditionally, ahn produces a series of flo  charts purporting to pertain to the 
l  t ti  t i e.    - . t f r t i i  laintiffs  i  t  
title, t e c arts are t i  re t a  r  f r a fl  c arts re ar i  ahn's i i  as t   
  t  c ri    i t  s.      l rs, 
r s  l rs, r tr st s r  r i . ahn provides no actual infor ation about 
enshaw's l an, t er t a  t e i f r ati  r i e   e s a  t  ahn. 
Perhaps ost outlandish is ahn's bare factual assertion the subject ote and the 
ee  f r st a e ee  s l  a  ere t eref re ai  i  f ll ar  t e ti e f ri i ati n. ee 
PLF 03026. He provides no support for the assertion, and appears to believe that, contrary to 
basic co ercial principles and rticle 3 of the nifor  o ercial ode, that negotiation in 
t e r  rtga e r et f  ti l  i tr t,   nshaw's t ,  
erases e shaw's li ati . 
Defendants respectfully request that, insofar as Kahn purports to specifically 
opine about the facts relating to ensha  loan, the xpert isclosure ust be stricken because it 
is conclusory and unsubstantiated by any evidence in the record. 
. ahn's xpert isclosure Is Irrelevant o he xtent It ontains Issues 
at re a te s  a  
ert testi  is ina issi le if it c cer s a atter f la . ee r  v. 
Or. ut. Ins. Co., 137 Idaho 214, 46 P.3d 510 (2002) (because the issues before the trial judge 
 IN   ION   P  
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were matters of law the offered expert opinion was irrelevant and there was no abuse of
discretion in excluding the testimony Kahns Expert Disclosure in addition to asserting
baseless factual opinions about what might have happened to Renshawsloan after origination
also opines about the legal impact of such speculative happenings Legal issues are for the Court
to resolve and the opinion of a Florida layman with no discernable legal training is irrelevant
and must therefore be excluded
For example Kahn opines that RenshawsNote and Deed of Trust have been
bifurcated See PLF 03026 While this might be true in some other jurisdiction Idaho law
provides that the security for a debt follows the debt See IDAHO CODE 45911 The
assignment of a debt secured by mortgage carries with it the security IDAHO CODE 289
203g The attachment of a security interest in a right to payment or performance secured by a
security interest or other lien on personal or real property is also attachment of a security interest
in the security interest mortgage or other lien
Kahn also opines that the Renshaw loan has been securitized See PLF 03024
26 Even assuming that assertion of such fact is anything more than an inadmissible net and
conclusory opinion see Section IIA2 supra it is irrelevant because securitization of the loan
would not impact the enforceability ofthe Deed ofTrust See eg Meyer v Bank ofAmerica
10cv00632 EJLREB Order Adopting Report and Recommendation at 6 Sept 30 2011
The Court finds the securitization of the loan did not extinguish the security interest in the real
property citations omitted A further example is Kahn opinion concerning RAMP The
Court has already dismissed Plaintiffs cause of action relating to violation of RAMP Kahns
legal conclusion that Defendants violated HAMP is irrelevant and therefore inadmissible
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 tt r  f l w, t  of  ex rt opi i   irr levant, and ther   no ab  of 
iscreti  i  excl i  t e testimony). Kahn's Expert Disclosure, in addition to asserting 
baseless factual opinions about hat ight have happened to enshaw's loan after origination, 
l  i  t t  l l i t f suc  specul ti  eni gs. l i  ar  f r t  rt 
to resolve, and the opinion of a Florida lay an ith no discernable legal training is irrelevant 
 t t   l ed. 
 pl ,    enshaw's        
bifurcated.   . hile this ight be true in so e other jurisdiction, Idaho la  
   ri       bt.    § -9  ("Th  
assign ent of a debt secured by ortgage carries ith it the security.");   § 8-9-
203(g) ("The attach ent of a security interest in a right to pay ent or perfor ance secured by a 
security interest or other lien on personal or real property is also attach ent of a security interest 
i  t  it  i t t, tga e  t  lie ."). 
  ines t e     ri .    -
26. ven assu ing that assertion f such fact is anything ore than an inad issible net and 
l r  i i ,  ti  II.A.2 , it i  irrele t a se "securitizatio   t  l  
ould not i pact the enforceability of the eed of Trust." See e.g. eyer v. Bank of A erica, 
1:1O-cv-00632-EJL-REB, Order Adopting Report and Reco endation at 6 (Sept. 30, 2011) 
("The rt finds the sec ritization f t e loan id t e tinguish the sec rit  interest in t e real 
.") (citations o itted). A further exa ple is Kahn's opinion concerning RA P. The 
ourt has already dis issed Plaintiffs cause of action relating to violation of P. ahn's 
legal c lusion that efendants iolate  R P is i relevant a  therefore ina . 
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KahnsExpert Disclosure also includes an opinion that the trustee documents and
chain of ownership are faulty and that consumer protection requirements have not been
followed during the initiation of foreclosure These conclusions are not based on any admissible
facts they are legal conclusions that a Court must draw not opinions for a jury to weigh
In short KahnsExpert Disclosure disguises the same tired legal arguments that
have been clearly rejected as a matter of law in Idaho courts as facts or opinions a jury
should consider The Defendants respectfully request that the Court strike KahnsExpert
Disclosure and the conclusory opinions set forth therein because such opinions go to issues of
law not fact that are properly considered by the Court as opposed to a jury
C KahnsReport Fails To Contain The Scientific Technical Or Otherwise
Specialized Knowledge Required By Idaho Rule Of Evidence 702
In order to qualify as expert testimony Idaho Rule of Evidence 702 requires that
the testimony be based on scientific technical or otherwise specialized knowledge Expert
opinion that is speculative conclusory or unsubstantiated by facts in the record is of no
assistance to the jury in rendering its verdict and therefore is inadmissible as evidence Weeks
v E Idaho Health Serv 143 Idaho 834 153 P3d 1180 2007 See also Rockfeller v Garbow
136 Idaho 637 39 P3d 577 2001 citing State v Hestler 114 Idaho 688 694 760P2d 27 33
1998 where the normal experience and qualifications of lay jurors permit them to draw proper
conclusions from given facts and circumstances then expert conclusions or opinions are
inadmissible
This case arises from the initiation of a nonjudicial foreclosure It is about the
presently unidentified damages that have allegedly accrued to Renshaw as a result of his
defaulted obligation and the subsequent initiation of a nonjudicial foreclosure to enforce such
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136 Idaho 637, 39 P.3d 577 (2001), citing State v. estler, 114 Idaho 688, 694, 760 P.2d 27,33 
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is se ris s fr  t  i itiatio  f  -judici l f r l s r . It is t t  
presently unidentified da ages that have allegedly accrued to ensha  as a result of his 
defaulted obligation, and the subsequent initiation of a non-judicial foreclosure to enforce such 
    I     
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obligation This case is not about securities or real estate investment conduits because as a
matter of law securitization of a loan does not affect that loansenforceability So while Kahn
may have specialized knowledge of REMIC trusts mortgagebacked securities and pooling
agreements such expertise will not aid jurors in this case His opinion and understanding about
the relevant and admissible facts in this case default the recording of notices the plain
language of certain contractsfall within the normal purview experience and qualifications of
lay jurors Setting aside numerous legal conclusions that are within the exclusive purview of the
Court nothing in KahnsExpert Disclosure suggests that a lay juror presented with the limited
factual evidence considered by Kahn could not make a factual determination about the
conclusions contained in KahnsExpert Disclosure that are actually relevant to this case
IV
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons Defendants respectfully request that the Court strike
KahnsExpert Disclosure in its entirety and preclude any further testimony ofRichard M Kahn
DATED this 8th day ofMay 2012
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
By
Matthew J McGee Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
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I INTRODUCTION
Notwithstanding that Renshaw cannot provide any Idaho authority for the
numerous legal conclusions he requests the Court to draw from his sparse and questionable
facts he persists in his efforts to sue the entity that originated his loan which entity has
repeatedly admitted no longer having any right title or interest in the loan Homecomings an
entity that recorded and administered the delivery of the notice of his default and the notice of
sale after he stopped making payments ETS and an electronic registration system that is
designated as beneficiary and nominee for the lender and the lenders successors and assigns in
the applicable Deed of Trust MERS RenshawsMotion for Partial Summary Judgment is an
exercise in futility Not only are the substantive arguments set forth in the motion unfounded
unsupported and contrary to Idaho law RenshawsMotion for Partial Summary Judgment was
untimely Accordingly the Court should deny such motion grant the Defendants timely
Motion for Summary Judgment and dismiss the case
II STATEMENT OF FACTS
A The Facts Set Forth In RenshawsUncontroverted Facts Section
Even though the uncontroverted facts set forth in the Memorandum in Support of
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Renshaw Brief at pages 12 through 15 are
The Courts scheduling order provided that the deadline for hearing on dispositive
motions was April 26 2012 Accordingly the Defendants filed and served their Motion for
Summary Judgment on March 21 2012 in plenty of time to ensure that it would meet the timing
requirements under Rule 56 Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure which require the motion and
materials to be filed 28 days prior to a hearing Renshaw on the other hand filed and served his
summary judgment papers on April 11 2012 a mere 15 days prior to the deadline set forth in the
Courts scheduling order The submission was not timely and Defendants therefore move to
strike Renshaw Motion for Summary Judgment
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numerous legal conclusions he requests the Court to draw from his sparse and questionable 
"facts," he persists in his efforts to sue the entity that originated his loan, hich entity has 
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the applicable eed of Trust (ME S). enshaw's otion for Partial Su ary Judg ent is an 
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unsupported, and contrary to Idaho law, Renshaw's otion for Partial Summary Judgment was 
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Even though the uncontroverted facts set forth in the emorandum in Support of 
Plaintiffs otion for Partial Su ary Judg ent ("Rensha  rief') at pages 12 through 15 are 
I The Court's scheduling order provided that the deadline for hearing on dispositive 
otions as pril 26, 2012. ccordingly, the efendants filed and served their otion for 
Su ary Judg ent on arch 21, 2012, in plenty ofti e to ensure that it ould eet the ti ing 
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Court's scheduling order. The sub ission as not ti ely, and efendants therefore ove to 
strike e shaw's otion f r ar  J e t. 
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largely divorced from Renshawsrequested rulings the Defendants dispute in whole or in part
the facts set forth at paragraph 52 subsections a b c i and k
First Homecomings MERS and ETS did not schedule the foreclosure sale
Renshaw relies on responses to requests for admission that have been amended and are no
longer accurate to assert this fact See Second Affidavit of Matthew J McGee 78 An
accurate statement of the pertinent fact is that ETS as attorney in fact for Pioneer Title Company
ofAda County dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services Pioneer executed a Notice of Trustees
Sale which scheduled the foreclosure sale See id at 9 see also Affidavit of Kyle Lucas in
Support of Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment Lucas Af 9 Neither
Homecomings nor MERS scheduled the foreclosure sale
Second with respect to the October 15 2010 and November 11 2010 letters from
Renshaw the Defendants do not dispute that the letters were sent nor do they dispute their
content However whether or not such letters or at least the portion of the letters at issue
constitute Qualified Written Requests under the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act is a
question of law not fact
Third with respect to subsection i the Defendants do not dispute that
Homecomings has no interest in Plaintiffs Note or Plaintiff s Deed ofTrust but do dispute the
At the outset of this litigation Renshawscounsel submitted 378 requests for admission
to the Defendants which requests were and are largely objectionable on numerous grounds
Since first responding to these requests the Defendants have amended several of their responses
for the sake of accuracy See generally Second Affidavit of Matthew J McGee However
counsel continues to utilize preamendment admissions and interrogatories and a summary of
preamendment admissions and interrogatories that do not reflect the actual amended responses
of the Defendants and are therefore inaccurate See Steele Aff Ex 110 Defendants therefore
move to strike the summary See Motion to Strike Certain Proposed Summary Judgment
Evidence
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stated fact that Homecomings seeks to foreclose said Deed of Trust Homecomings never
sought to foreclose the Deed of Trust nor did Homecomings report Renshawsdefault or direct
Pioneer to initiate a trust deed foreclosure See Lucas Aff T 89 Indeed Homecomings
relationship with Renshaw and his loan ended as of July 1 2009 See id 7 Renshaw has no
evidence that Homecomings sought to foreclose or otherwise had anything to do with his
default and the subsequent foreclosure proceedings
Finally Defendants dispute the factual contention that MERS does not represent
the current holder of Plaintiffs Note insofar as such contention suggests that MERS is not the
As addressed at the hearing on Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings Defendants
believe that Renshaw or Renshawscounsel has misread the Notice of Default which provides
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY
OF ADA COUNTY DBA PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer in Trust executed by GREGORY A RENSHAW AN
UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to PIONEER TITLE
COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee in favor of MERS
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS
INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as
Beneficiary dated627007 recorded732007 as Instrument
No 107095032
See Affidavit of Matthew J McGee in Support of Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
dated March 21 2012 First McGee AM Exhibit B Notice of Default and Election to Sell
Under Deed ofTrust Notice ofDefault emphasis added It is very clear that such language
does not state that Homecomings is taking any action That language merely identifies the
recorded document to which the Notice of Default refersa critical action to take in the public
land records
It appears that because the preamble recites the title and specifics of the original Deed of
Trust on which Homecomings was identified as lender to be foreclosed Renshaw or his
counsel believe that Homecomings had something to do with the foreclosure or was somehow
asserting authority Those documents however were executed by Pioneer not Homecomings
and the reference to Homecomings does nothing more than identify the pertinent documentthe
original Deed ofTrust
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 r s. 
It appears that because the preamble recites the title and specifics of the original Deed of 
rust (on hich o eco ings as identified as lender) to be foreclosed, ensha  or his 
counsel believe that o eco ings had so ething to do ith the foreclosure, or as so eho  
asserting authority. hose docu ents, ho ever, ere executed by Pioneer, not o eco ings, 
and the reference to o eco ings does nothing ore than identify the pertinent docu ent-the 
original Deed of Trust. 
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nominee for the lender and the lenderssuccessors and assigns and authorized to take action on
the current lendersbehalf The Deed of Trust executed by Renshaw very clearly provides that
MERS acts as the nominee for the lender and the lenders successors and assigns and is
authorized on their behalf to among other things foreclose and sell the property See First
McGee Aff Exhibit A Deed ofTrust at 23 Deed ofTrust
The remaining facts set forth in the Renshaw Brief at pages 12 through 15 are
indeed largely uncontroverted and do nothing more than illustrate Renshaws inability to
prosecute his claims Homecomings has had nothing to do with Renshawsloan since
July 1 2009 ETS administered various public recordings and mailings related to the foreclosure
sale MERS is the beneficiary and nominee for Homecomings successor GMAC Mortgage
LLC GMAC who is the loan servicer and holds the duly indorsed Note
B The Alleged Factual Distinctions from Trotter v Bank ofNew YorkMellon
Renshaw attempts to distinguish his case from Trotter v Bank of New York
Mellon Idaho P3d 2012 WL 975493 March 23 2012 which case upheld
dismissal of a complaint asserting similar claims and identical issues to Renshaw Most of the
distinguishing facts set forth at pages of 4 through 8 of the Renshaw Brief are simply irrelevant
to Trottersapplication to this case and not worth addressing in this response Certain facts
identified by Renshaw however must be addressed because they illuminate just how far afield
Renshawsposition truly is from established law
At the outset it is critical to note that the facts are largely unsupported legal
conclusions of Renshawsforensic loan auditor expert who is neither a former judge nor a
law professor nor a lawyer or former lawyer First Renshaw states that the Court record
includes the fact that Plaintiffsloan has been securitized Renshaw Brief at 6 27 emphasis
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added Setting aside numerous Idaho courts rulings that securitization has no bearing on the
enforceability of a loan see eg Meyer v Bank ofAmerica 10cv00632EJLREB Order
Adopting Report and Recommendation at 6 Sept 30 2011 The Court finds the securitization
of the loan did not extinguish the security interest in the real property citations omitted the
record contains no such fact Renshaw cites a stock loan securitization flow chart that does not
even purport to apply to Renshawsloan and Mr Kahnsrecitation of Residential Funding
Companyscorporate structure and SEC filings Not only does Mr Kahn fail to consider any
actual evidence of securitization of Renshawsloan he draws his conclusion as follows
In the five years leading up to this loan securitization Residential
Funding Company has securitized nearly a quarter trillion dollars
228 billion dollars in prime and nonprime residential
mortgages According to the SEC filings these amounts include
1256631 individual prime and nonprime loans Upon
information and belief this loan is one of those 125 million
loans
See Steele Aff Ex 71 Expert Report of Mr Kahn at Bates No PLF 03025 emphasis added
In other words Renshaw own experts admits securitization of the Renshaw is not a fact and
he expresses his opinion only upon information and belief
Renshaw states that the Court record includes the fact that PlaintiffsNote and
Deed of Trust have been paid in full Renshaw Brief at 6 29 emphasis added The evidence
supporting this fact is even less compelling than the lastone conclusory line about to what
Mr Kahn can testify Yet it is undisputed that Renshaw did not pay off his loan See Lucas
Aff 11 It is also undisputed that Renshaw is the obligor of the Note and the grantor of the
Deed of Trust See Lucas Aff Ex A Interest Only Period Adjustable Rate Note Note Deed
of Trust at 1 Renshaw can present no authority for the proposition that the negotiation of a
negotiable instrument between the original payee Homecomings and a third party purchaser of
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RenshawsNote constitutes payment in full Such a position is ludicrous even if one pays an
expert that is obviously not familiar with Idaho law or the Uniform Commercial Code to say it
Renshaw also states that the Court record includes the fact that Plaintiffs Note
and Deed of Trust have been separated bifurcated Renshaw Brief at 6 30 emphasis
added Again this fact is supported only by the bare opinion of Mr Kahn and ignores clear
Idaho law and the plain language of the Deed of Trust that provides that security for debt follows
the debt See IDAHO CODE 45911 The assignment of a debt secured by mortgage carries
with it the security IDAHO CODE 289203g The attachment of a security interest in a
right to payment or performance secured by a security interest or other lien on personal or real
property is also attachment of a security interest in the security interest mortgage or other
lien see also Deed of Trust at 12 The Note or a partial interest in the Note together with
this Security Instrument can be sold one or more times without prior notice to Borrower
emphasis added
The list continues including the following bare and unsupported legal
conclusions Renshaw sets forth as facts the trustee documents are faulty the chain of
ownership is faulty robo signing has taken place loan documentation has been reverse
engineered and consumer protection requirements have not been followed Not only are all of
these matters not facts but they are largely legal issues for the Court to address assuming the
unsupported contentions disguised by vague jargon and terminology have any legal import to
Renshawscase which they do not The Court should not countenance Renshawsattempts to
encroach upon the jurisdiction and legal authority of this Court by submitting the legal opinion
of a Florida man with no discernable legal training as facts
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Renshaw's case (which they do not). The Court should not countenance Renshaw's atte pts to 
encroach upon the jurisdiction and legal authority of this ourt by sub itting the legal opinion 
of a Florida an ith no discernable legal training as "facts." 
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III ARGUMENT
Renshaw supports each of his requested rulings with virtually no argument or
discussion Setting aside his premature and outofplace request for a negligence per se jury
instruction and his late request for leave to amend the Complaint the remaining 25 requested
rulings most of which are or involve issues of law include a grand total of two citations to
case authority and five references to the Idaho Code The remaining requested rulings rely upon
1 counselsinterpretation of MERS Rules of Membership which version of the Rules was not
in effect at the time Pioneer initiated Renshaws foreclosure does not have the force or effect of
law and is not enforceable by a non member such as Renshaw and 2 even more oddly the
speculative and inadmissible expert report of Richard Kahn a self described forensic loan
auditor Mr Kahnsreport contains almost nothing but bare legal conclusions with two or
three unsupported and inadmissible facts sprinkled in for good measure Renshaw cannot meet
his burden to show the absence of a genuine issue ofmaterial fact when the evidence of facts
presented is nothing more than a Florida man with no legal training giving vague and
unsupported legal opinions about the law in Idaho especially when the Court can examine Idaho
law as set forth in judicial opinions and codified in the Idaho Code as well as the affidavit
testimony of persons with actual knowledge of the loan See Affidavit of Roberto Montoya
Montoya Aff filed contemporaneously herewith see also Lucas Aff The lack of actual
identifiable facts or legal authority for Renshawsrequested legal rulings is telling
See Motion to Strike Report and Testimony of Richard Merrill Kahn filed
contemporaneously herewith
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A The Defendants Substantive Rights Are Not In Dispute
Renshawsrequested rulings 2 through 5 states conclusively that Defendants have
no substantive rights under Article 3 or Article 9 of the Idaho Uniform Commercial Code
making a general reference to Defendants Admissions At the outset it is difficult to discern
the facts upon which Renshaw draws his conclusions in light of the fact that Defendants
between the Complaint and Renshawsburdensome requests for admission have admitted or
denied numerous statements It is therefore difficult to respond or even identify what is at issue
or its relevance to Renshaws case In the interest of providing some clarity however it is
undisputed that neither Homecomings nor ETS have substantive rights related to Renshawsloan
under Article 3 or Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code As affidavit testimony has
previously established GMAC is the holder of Renshawssecured Note with the attendant
authority to enforce the same See Lucas Aff T 2 5 MERS holds legal title to the interests in
the Deed of Trust granted by the borrower as the nominee beneficiary for GMAC the note
holder under said Deed ofTrust See Deed of Trust at 1 3
B ETS Is Not Nor Does It Purport To Be the Statutory Trustee of Renshaws
Deed ofTrust
Renshawsrequested Rulings Nos 615 address his unsupported and circuitous
attempts 1 to suggest that ETSand not Pioneerwas acting or attempting to act as the
statutory trustee in violation of Idaho law and 2 to impose upon ETS a fiduciary duty At the
outset it is important to clarify one factual inaccuracy Renshaw requests a ruling that on
August 13 2010 MERS recorded an Appointment of Successor Trustee which purports to
delegate trustee duties to ETS Renshaw Brief at 21 emphasis added As Renshaw
acknowledges the recorded document is not in dispute Id Renshaw suggests that the legal
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effect of the document is in controversy presumably referring to the alleged delegation of
trustee duties The Appointment of Successor Trustee did not delegate any trustee duties Its
plain and unambiguous language provides that Pioneer is the trustee See Second McGee Aff
Ex A trustee is defined as a person to whom the legal title to real property is conveyed
by trust deed or his successor in interest IDAHO CODE 4515024 Renshaw does not
present any evidence that ETS holds or purports to hold legal title to Renshawsreal property
1 What ETS actually did
At the crux of Renshawscontentions and requested rulings regarding the duties
of a trustee are two undisputed facts 1 ETS executed and recorded a Notice of Default as
attorney in fact for the trustee Pioneer and 2 ETS mailed and coordinated service of the
Notice of Sale Renshaw contends these acts of ETS violated the requirements of the Idaho
Trust Deed Act as well as some fiduciary duty ETS owed to Renshaw Accordingly the first
issue is whether the described actions of ETS which are required under the Idaho Trust Deed
Act constitute duties ofthe trustee Pioneer to the trustor Renshaw that no other party has the
legal right to perform Upon examination of the plain language of Idaho Code Sections 451502
et seq the answer to that question is a resounding no
First Idaho Code Section 4515053 provides that he trustee or beneficiary
shall have filed for record the Notice ofDefault This language certainly does not preclude
ETS from recording the Notice of Default In fact even a beneficiary may have the Notice of
Default recorded suggesting concerns about conflicts of interest aremeritless So long as the
Defendants acknowledge that the Appointment of Successor Trustee appears to have
been superfluous and unnecessary in light of the undisputed fact that Pioneer was already the
trustee under the Deed ofTrust
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trustee or beneficiary caused the Notice of Default to be filed for record which occurred in this
case the requirement of Section 4515053was met ETS took no unauthorized action and did
nothing wrong
Second Idaho Code Section 45 1506 states that after recording the Notice of
Default and 120 days before the sale date notice of such sale shall be given The statute
does not provide who shall give notice and it certainly does not preclude an entity such as ETS
from giving such notice on behalf of the trustee and the beneficiary So long as notice was
given which it was the requirement of Section 4515062 was met Again ETS took no
unauthorized action and did nothing wrong
2 ETS did not owe Renshaw a fiduciary duty to disclose alleged
conflicts of interest
Renshaw asserts some undisclosed conflict of interest as a result of ETSs
affiliation with GMAC but the acts of ETS about which Renshaw complainsrecording the
Notice of Default and providing the Notice of Saleare not the exclusive duty of a trustee to a
borrower Indeed under the Idaho Trust Deed Act a beneficiary could elect to record the Notice
of Default and serve the Notice of Sale on its own account if it so chose completely negating
Renshawstheory that ETSsactions presented conflict of interest issues
6
By mere reference to the corporate affiliation between GMAC and ETS Renshaw asks
the Court to presume a bad act or bad intent ETS even as a subsidiary related to GMAC is not
the same entity as GMAC under principles of corporate separateness Indeed they are separate
entities and absent evidence to the contrary of which Renshaw has provided none they must
be treated as separate entities See AM JUR 2D CORP 61 Just as a holding or parent
corporation has a separate corporate existence and must be treated as a separate entity in the
absence of circumstances justifying disregard of the corporate entity so too are subsidiary
corporations ordinarily independent of each other
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In addition the suggestion that ETSs alleged conflicts of interest should have
been disclosed to Renshaw implies not only that ETS was improperly attempting to act as the
statutory trustee which it was not but also more fundamentally that a statutory trustee owes a
borrower some fiduciary duty as it relates to the administrative details associated with the
commencement of nonjudicial foreclosure Renshaw can provide no support for that contention
Chief Judge Winmill recently addressed a similar contention
Fiduciary relationships are rarely recognized in Idaho Davis v
Keybank Natl Assoc 2005 WL 2847239 2 D Idaho
October 26 2005 The facts and circumstances must indicate
that the one reposing the trust has foundation for his belief that the
one giving advice or presenting arguments is acting not in his own
behalf but in the interests of the other party Id Citing Idaho
First National Bank v Bliss Valley Foods Inc 824P2d 841 853
1991 quotation omitted
Under Idaho law the duties of a trustee on a deed of trust have
only been recognized as those specified under sic either in the
Idaho Trust Deed Act or in the deed of trust document itself See
Davis v Keybank NatlAssoc 2005 WL 2847239 23 n5
D Idaho October 26 2005 Construing deed of trust trustees
duty under the Deeds Trust Act and noting that Idaho courts had
not determined duty to be fiduciary in nature Diamond v
Sandpoint Title Ins Inc 968 P2d 240 246 Idaho 1998 Noting
that the Idaho courts have not recognized that the duties of a
trustee under a deed oftrust are fiduciary in nature
Other jurisdictions that have specifically addressed the issue
expressly limit the duties to those defined in the applicable statute
or deed of trust language See eg Gaitan v Mrtg Electronic Reg
Sys 2009 WL 3244729 at 12CDCal Oct 5 2009 Finding
that a foreclosure trustee has no fiduciary duty to the borrower
since a trustee in a non judicial foreclosure is not a true trustee
with fiduciary duties but rather a common agent for the trustor and
beneficiary Internal citations omitted Plaintiff provides no
authority to the contrary
Sykes v MERS Case No 1 11cv377BLW Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions to
Dismiss at 910 DIdaho March 15 2012
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borro er so e fiduciary duty as it relates to the ad inistrative details associated ith the 
e ce e t f -judicial fore l s r . s   r i   s rt f r t t t nti n. 
ief J e i ill rece tl  a resse  a si ilar c tenti n: 
iduciary relationships are rarely recognized in Idaho. s . 
eybank at 'I ssoc.,   , ~2 (D. a  
t  , 5). "The   rcu stances  icate 
t at t  e i  t  t t  ti   is li  t t t e 
one giving advice or presenting argu ents is acting not in his o n 
alf, t i  t  i terests f t  t r rty." I . (Citin  I  
irst ti l k v. liss lley s, I c.,  .2d ,  
(1991) (quotation o itted)). 
er I a  la , t e ties f a tr stee  a ee  f tr st a e 
only been recognized as those specified under [sic] either in the 
          t elf.  
avis v. eybank at 'I Assoc., 2005  2847239, **2-3 & .5 
(D. Idaho ctober 26, 2005) (Construing deed of trust trustee's 
duty under the eeds Trust ct, and noting that Idaho courts had 
not deter ined duty to be fiduciary in nature.); Diamond v. 
Sandpoint Title Ins., Inc., 968 P.2d 240, 246 (Idaho 1998) (Noting 
            
trustee under a deed of trust are fiduciary in nature.) 
ther jurisdictions that have specifically addressed the issue 
expressly li it the duties to those defined in the applicable statute 
or deed of trust language. See e.g., Gaitan v. rtg. Electronic Reg. 
Sys., 2009 L 3244729, at *12 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 5, 2009) (Finding 
that "[ a] foreclosure trustee has no fiduciary duty to the borro er, 
since a trustee in a non-judicial foreclosure is 'not a true trustee 
with fiduciary duties, but rather a common agent for the trustor and 
beneficiary."') (Internal citations o itted.) l intiff r i   
authority to the contrary. 
Sykes v. ERS, Case No. 1:11-cv-377-BLW, e orandu  Decision and Order on otions to 
Dismiss at 9-10 (D. Idaho arch 15,2012). 
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In Idaho a statutory trustee has limited and very clearly defined statutory duties
The trustee must hold legal title to the property IDAHO CODE 45 15024Upon default the
trustee or the beneficiary must ensure notice of the default is filed in the county land records and
notice is provided to the grantor IDAHO CODE 451505 Upon default and election to sell the
trustee must sell the property to the highest bidder IDAxo CODE 45 15068 Upon receipt of
the price bid at the sale the trustee must execute and deliver a trusteesdeed conveying to the
purchaser any interest the grantor had in the property IDAxo CODE 451506910 The
trustee must distribute the proceeds of the sale IDAxo CODE 451507 Upon performance of
the obligation by the grantor and written request ofthe beneficiary the trustee must reconvey the
property to the grantor IDAxo CODE 451514
In addition to these clear statutory duties the Idaho Supreme Court has held that
upon default the trustee must act reasonably to facilitate cure of the grantorsdefault and should
not impair the grantorsrights in such regard by refusing a valid tender Diamond v Sandpoint
Title Insurance Inc 132 Idaho 145 151 968P2d240 246 1998 Neither Idaho Code nor the
Idaho Supreme Court have articulated any fiduciary duty owed by a trustee of a deed of trust to a
trustor Equally important Renshaw presents no evidence of violation of any of the foregoing
statutory duties and further he admits his default and has never alleged or proved tender the
ability to tender or any partys refusal to accept tender In short not only do Renshaws
requested rulings fail to accurately describe the legal duties of a trustee under the Idaho Trust
Deed Act but they also fail to present any facts demonstrating violation of any legal duties
Moreover there is no dispute that the sale was to be conducted in the lobby at the
offices ofPioneer See First McGee Aff Ex D Affidavits Notice of Sale There is no
dispute that Pioneer was to conduct the sale See id Renshaw offers no evidence that ETS and
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In ,  t t t ry t stee as li ite    l l  i e  t t t  ti : 
The trustee ust hold legal title to the property. IDAHO C E § - 502(4).  f lt, t  
trustee r the fi iary st s r  ti  f t  f lt is file  i  t e t  la  r r s  
notice is provided to the grantor. I   § 45-1505. pon default and election to sell, the 
trustee ust sell the property to the highest bidder. I HO  § - 506(8).    
t e rice i  t t e l , t  trustee t te  li r  tr tee's  i  t  t  
rchaser a  i terest t e ra t r a  in t e r erty. I HO  § - 506(9)-(1 ).  
trustee st istribute t e roceeds f t  s l . I HO  § -1 .  rf r a  f 
the obligation by the grantor and ritten request of the beneficiary, the trustee ust reconvey the 
property to the grantor. IDAHO CODE § -15 . 
I  a iti  t  t ese clear stat t r  ties, t e I a  re e rt as el  t at, 
 f ult, t  tr stee t t r bl  t  f ilitate re  t  rantor's f ult,  l  
not i pair the grantor's rights in such regard by refusing a valid tender. ia ond v. Sandpoint 
itle I s r ce, I c.,  I a  , ,  .2d ,  (1 8). eit er I a  e r t e 
Idaho upre e ourt have articulated any fiduciary duty o ed by a trustee f a deed f trust to a 
tr st r. ll  i rt t, s  r s ts  i  f i l ti  f  f t  f r i  
stat t r  ties, a  f rt er, e a its is efault, a  as e er alle e  r r e  te er, t e 
ability to tender, or any party's refusal to accept tender. In short, not only do enshaw's 
requested rulings fail to accurately describe the legal duties of a trustee under the Idaho Trust 
ee  ct, t t e  als  fail t  rese t a  facts e strati  i lati  f a  le al ties. 
oreover, there is no dispute that the sale as to e conducted in the lobby at the 
ice  f r.  irst  ff., x. , ffi it  ("Notice  l ").    
dispute that Pioneer was to conduct the sale. See id. Renshaw offers no evidence that ETS, and 
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not Pioneer would have issued the trusteesdeed upon sale In fact if Renshawsrequest for
judicial notice of 47 notices of default recorded in Ada County by ETS demonstrates anything it
is that ETS simply records notices of default Renshaw does not attach a single trustees deed
executed by ETS See RenshawsRequest for Judicial Notice Ex 79 Renshaw also offers no
evidence that ETS and not Pioneer would have distributed the proceeds of the sale in
accordance with Idaho Code Section 451507
Even if the Court creates a new fiduciary duty for statutory trustees under the
Idaho Trust Deed Act Renshaw provides no evidence that ETS improperly usurped Pioneers
status as trustee under the Renshaw Deed of Trust such that ETS as opposed to Pioneer owes
Renshaw such a fiduciary duty Renshawsrequest that the Court create a previously
unrecognized fiduciary duty for ETS specifically requiring disclosure of alleged conflicts of
interest before administering the mailing and recording of certain notices required under the
Idaho Trust Deed Act must fail
C RenshawsRoboSigning Contentions Are Without Merit
Without defining or articulating what robosigning means Renshaw asks the
Court to rule that various documents were robosigned and to find such signatures faulty and
false See Renshaw Brief at 23 In this case as support for his various robosigning rulings
Renshaw cites a page in the expert report of Richard M Kahn that states I can testify that
robo signing has taken place Not only does Mr Kahn fail to articulate any identifiable
documents or admissible facts pertaining to robosigning but evidence ofwhat Mr Kahn can
testify about is not sufficient to meet Renshawsburden as a moving party on summary
judgment Mr Kahn must actually testify by affidavit or otherwise and his testimony must be
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t i r, l   iss  t e tr stee's  n s l . I  f t, if shaw's r st f r 
judicial tice f  tices f efa lt rec r e  i  da t    e strates a t i , it 
is that S si ply records notices of default; ensha  does not attach a single trustee's deed 
executed by ETS. See enshaw's equest for Judicial otice, Ex. 79. ensha  also offers no 
idence t t ,  t i r, l   istri t  t  r s f t  s l  i  
 ith da    -15 . 
 i  t  t tes   i i  t   t t t  t t   t  
Idaho rust eed ct, ensha  provides no evidence that S i properly usurped Pioneer's 
stat s as tr stee er t e e s a  ee  f r st s c  t at  (as se  t  i eer) es 
ensha  such a fiduciary duty. shaw's t t t t  t t   i l  
unrecognized fiduciary duty for S, specifically requiring disclosure of alleged "conflicts of 
interest" before ad inistering the ailing and recording of certain notices required under the 
I  r st  t, st f il. 
. enshaw's o- i i  te ti s re ith t erit. 
ithout defining or articulating hat "robo-signing" eans, ensha  asks the 
rt t  r le t at ari s c e ts ere "ro -si ned," a  t  fi  s c  si at res "fault  a  
false." See ensha  rief at 23. In this case, as support for his various "robo-signing" rulings, 
ensha  cites a page in the expert report of ichard . ahn that states "I can testify that ... 
robo-signing has taken place .... " Not only does r. Kahn fail to articulate any identifiable 
ts r issi l  f ts rt i i  t  "ro -signing," t i  f t r.  "ca  
testify" a t is t s fficie t t  eet enshaw's r e  as a i  art   s ar  
judgment. r. Kahn must actually testify, by affidavit or otherwise, and his testimony must be 
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admissible Renshaw provides no admissible evidence of robosigning whatever that term
may imply
1 Documents executed by ETS are not robo signed
Renshaw argues that ETS documents are robo signed The documents
themselves which are recorded in the Ada County land records are alone sufficient to create a
genuine issue of material fact on the issue especially in light of the inadmissible cursory and
conclusory evidence presented by Renshaw in support of his requested ruling Both the Notice
of Default and Notice of Sale are executed by authorized signatories of ETS Renshaw presents
no evidence to contravene that fact other than the unsupported and conclusory statements of
Mr Kahn In addition the Notice of Default which must be recorded in the county land records
was signed before a notary public See Notice of Default The Affidavits reflecting service of
the Notice of Sale which likewise must be recorded in the county land records were signed
before a notary public See Notice of Sale Renshaw presents no evidence to indicate that
documents were not properly notarized which includes an acknowledgment of execution and
authority to execute For example the language of the notary block appearing on the Notice of
Default dated August 10 2010 tracks the language of the section of the California Civil Code
Section 1189 governing notary certificates which is appropriate in light of its execution in
California The acknowledgment is presumptively valid in Idaho See IDAHO CODE 55703
Renshaw has failed to provide any admissible evidence to support his suggestion that these
notarized documents were improperly executed and the publicly recorded documents plainly
bearing the notary publicsseal attesting to the validity of the signature and authority of the
signatory belie his assertions The baseless and bare conclusion of Mr Kahn is not even
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ad issible. ensha  provides no ad issible evidence f "robo-signing," hatever that ter  
may imply. 
. s e   S e  - i d. 
s  r es t t "ETS ts r  r -si ed."  t  
the s l s, ic  re re rded i  t  da t  l  r r s, r  l  s ffi ie t t  r t   
ine iss e f t ri l f t  t  iss , s ci ll  in lig t f t e i issi l , rs r   
conclusory evidence presented by ensha  in support f his requested ruling. oth the otice 
   tice  le  te   ze  ies  .  ts 
 idence t  tra e e t t f t t r t  t  s rt   l s r  st t ts f 
r. a . I  a iti , t e tice f efa lt, ic  st e rec r e  i  t e c t  la  rec r s, 
was signed before a notary public. See Notice of Default. The Affidavits reflecting service of 
the otice of Sale, hich like ise ust be recorded in the county land records, ere signed 
before a notary public.  ice  l . e s a  rese ts  e i e ce t  i icate t at 
c e ts ere t r erl  tarized, ic  i cludes a  ac le e t f e ec ti  a  
authority to execute. For example, the language of the notary block appearing on the Notice of 
f ult, t  t , 0, tr  t  l   t  ti  f t  lif r i  i il  
Section 1189 governing notary certificates, which is appropriate in light of its execution in 
alifornia. he ackno ledg ent is presu ptively valid in Idaho. See I   § -7 . 
ensha  has failed to provide any ad issible evidence to support his suggestion that these 
t ri  ts r  i r rl  ted;  t  li l  r r  nts, l i l  
bearing the notary public's seal attesting to the validity f the signature and authority f the 
signatory, belie his assertions.     l i   r.     
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sufficient to overcome the notarys seals on the respective documents attesting to the validity of
the pertinent signature let alone establish the ambiguous claims of robosigning
Equally important the facts set forth in the ETS documents were true Renshaw
was in default and a sale of his property was scheduled In other words even if the documents
were robo signed which they were not it is unclear how that resolves any matter at issue in this
litigation or narrows the issues for trial in this case Renshaw was in default and remains in
default living in the property at issue without paying for it The material facts and claims in the
allegedly robosigned documents were true and accurate and have not been disputed by
Renshaw ETSssignature did not cause Renshaw any damages his default did
2 Robosigning does not impact the Notesindorsements
Renshaws allegation that Homecomings indorsement of the Note was robo
signed is even more unusual and is again supported solely by the bare conclusion ofRenshaws
self described forensic loan auditor Renshawspurpose is unclear but he appears to suggest
that the indorsement is invalid He cannot support such a claim as amatter of law Idaho Code
Section 283204 provides
1 Indorsement means a signature other than that of a signer as
maker drawer or acceptor that alone or accompanied by other
words is made on an instrument for the purpose of inegotiating
the instrument ii restricting payment of the instrument or
iii incurring indorsersliability on the instrument but regardless
of the intent of the signer a signature and its accompanying
words is an indorsement unless the accompanying words terms
of the instrument place of the signature or other circumstances
unambiguously indicate that the signature was made for a purpose
Oddly if the indorsement is invalid then Homecomings technically remains the person
entitled to enforce the Note making Renshaw numerous claims about Homecomings admitted
lack of authority to enforce the Note untrue and his claims based on such lack of authority even
more awkward and meritless
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sufficient to overco e the notary's seals on the respective docu ents attesting to the validity of 
the rtine t si t r , let alone t lis  t e iguous lai s f "rob - i ning." 
Equally i portant, the facts set forth in the ETS docu ents ere true; Rensha  
as in default, and a sale f his property as scheduled. In other ords, even if the docu ents 
ere robo-signed (which they ere not), it is unclear ho  that resolves any atter at issue in this 
litigation or narro s the issues for trial in this case. ensha  as in default, and re ains in 
default, living in the property at issue ithout paying for it. The aterial facts and clai s in the 
ll l  "rob -si d" e ts r  tr   r t ,   t  is t   
enshaw. S's signature did not cause ensha  any da ages; his default did. 
. "Robo-signing" does not i pact the ote's indorse ents. 
enshaw's allegation that o eco ings' indorse ent of the ote as "robo-
signed" is even ore unusual, and is again supported solely by the bare conclusion of Renshaw's 
self-described "forensic loan auditor." enshaw's purpose is unclear, but he appears to suggest 
t at t e i rse e t is i alid.? e ca t s rt s c  a clai , as a atter f la . I a  e 
Section 28-3-204 provides: 
(1) "Indorse ent" eans a signature, other than that of a signer as 
er, r r r ptor, t t l  r i   t r 
r s is    i str t f r t  r s  f (i) ti ti  
the instru ent, (ii) restricting pay ent of the instru ent, or 
(iii) i rri  i orser's li ilit   t  i str nt, t r r l ss 
f t  i t t f t  si er.  si t r   its cc nyi  
ords is an indorse ent unless the acco panying ords, ter s 
of the instru ent, place of the signature, or other circu stances 
una biguously indicate that the signature as ade for a purpose 
? Oddly, if the indorsement is invalid, then Homecomings technically remains the person 
entitled to enforce the ote, aking Renshaw's nu erous clai s about o eco ings' ad itted 
l  f t orit  t  f r  t  t  tr e,  is l i s s   s  l  f t rit   
   ri s. 
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other than indorsement For the purpose of determining whether a
signature is made on an instrument a paper affixed to the
instrument is part of the instrument
IDAHO CODE 283204 emphasis added In short whether or not an indorsement was robo
signed whatever that term may imply has no bearing on its status as an indorsement Even the
intent or knowledge of the party indorsing the document has no bearing on an indorsements
status unless there is an unambiguous indication that it was made for some purpose other than
indorsement In this case the Note is specially indorsed by Homecomings to Residential
Funding Company specially indorsed by Residential Funding Company to GMAC and indorsed
in blank by GMAC See Lucas Aff 2 Renshaw fails to allege and cannot demonstrate any
facts supporting an unambiguous indication that any of the indorsements and signatures affixed
to the Note were made for a purpose other than indorsement Accordingly Plaintiffs attempt to
challenge the validity of the Notesindorsement fails
3 MERS certifying officers are not robosigners
Renshaw also concludes without any factual support that MERS certifying
officers are robo signers As numerous courts have recognized MERS certifying officers are
certain designated employees of whichever lender member holds and enforces a given loan See
Cervantes v Countrywide Home Loans Inc 656F3d 1034 103940 2011 MERS relies on
its members to have someone on their own staff become a MERS officer with the authority to
sign documents on behalfofMERS As a result most of the actions taken in MERS own name
are carried out by staff at the companies that sell and buy the beneficial interest in the loans
In other words a MERS certifying officer has direct access to and knowledge of a borrowers
loan status The MERS certifying officers of GMAC have authority to take action in MERS
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t r t  i rs ent. r t  r s  f eter i i  t r a 
si t r  is  o  an i stru ent, a r ffi  t  t  
i t  i  rt f t  i tr ent. 
I   § -3-2  (e pha  added). I  hort,  r t  t  "rob -
igned," t  t t t   i ply,   ari   it  t t  s  i nt.  t  
i t t r l   t  rt  i r i  t  nt   ri    i rsement's 
stat s less t ere is a  a i s i icati  t at it as a e f r s e r se t er t a  
indorse ent. In this case, the ote is specially indorsed by o eco ings to esidential 
unding o pany, specially indorsed by esidential unding o pany to , and indorsed 
   .   ff. ~ . e s a  fails t  alle e, a  ca t e strate, a  
facts supporting an una biguous indication that any of the indorse ents and signatures affixed 
to the Note were made for a purpose other than indorsement. Accordingly, Plaintiffs' attempt to 
e      te's  il . 
.  rtif in  fficers r  t "ro -si ners." 
ensha  also concludes, ithout any factual support, that ' certifying 
officers are robo-signers. As numerous courts have recognized, ERS certifying officers are 
certain designated e ployees of hichever lender e ber holds and enforces a given loan. See 
Cervantes v. Countrywide o e Loans, Inc., 656 F.3d 1034, 1039-40 (2011) ("MERS relies on 
its e bers to have so eone on their own staff beco e a ERS officer with the authority to 
sign c e ts n l   . s  lt, ost  t  ti  t  in '   
are carried out by staff at the co panies that sell and buy the beneficial interest in the loans."). 
In other or s, a ERS certifying fficer as irect access t  a  no ledge f a rr er's 
loan status. he ERS certifying officers of C have authority to take action in S' 
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name See Lucas Aff 6 Renshaw provides no evidence that MERS certifying officers are
robosigners whatever that means He is therefore not entitled to a ruling to that end
D Renshaw Cannot Support His Argument That MERS Must Assign the Deed
ofTrust Before the Commencement of Foreclosure
Renshaw relies upon an unsupported interpretation of the Idaho Trust Deed Act
and the current MERS Rules to argue that MERS had to execute and record an assignment of the
Deed of Trust in favor of GMAC prior to the initiation of foreclosure in this case The argument
falls flat in several respects First Renshaw fails to establish that Renshaw is a party to the
MERS Rules ofMembership or otherwise has standing to enforce them Second Renshaw fails
to acknowledge that he has attached for the Courtsconsideration a copy ofMERS Rule 8 that is
in effect today as opposed to the rule that was effective in 2010 when the Renshaw non judicial
foreclosure commenced Third Idaho Code Section 45 1505 does indeed require the
recording of assignments of the Deed of Trust prior to the initiation of foreclosure when a Deed
of Trust has been assigned but the Deed of Trust was not assigned in this case Idaho courts
have held that MERS has broad authority as nominee beneficiary for a lender pursuant to the
plain and unambiguous language of the Deed of Trust including the authority to act in that
capacity to foreclose
1 Renshaw cannot enforce theMERS Rules of Membership
Renshaw fails to present evidence that he is a member of MERS such that he can
enforce the current or past MERS Rules of Membership He also fails to present evidence that
the Rules were made expressly for his benefit such that he is a third party beneficiary capable of
enforcing them See Baldwin v Leach 115 Idaho 713 715 769 P2d 590 592 Ct App 1989
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.   ff. ~ 6. ensha  provides no evidence that ' certifying officers are 
"rob - i ers," t r t t s.  i  t r f re t titl  t   r li  t  t t d. 
. s  t t is g t t  st ssi  t   
f st f  t  t f l r . 
e s a  relies  a  s rte  i ter retati  f t e I a  r st ee  ct 
and the current  ules to argue that  had to execute and record an assign ent f the 
eed of rust in favor of  prior to the initiation of foreclosure in this case. he argu ent 
falls flat in several respects. irst, ensha  fails to establish that ensha  is a party to the 
 l  f e r i  r t r ise  t i  t  f r  t . cond,  f il  
t  ac le e t at e as attac e  f r t e ourt's c si erati  a c  f  le  t at is 
in effect today, as opposed to the rule that as effective in 2010, hen the ensha  non-judicial 
 . Third, Idaho ode Section 45-1505(1) does indeed require the 
rec r i  f assi e ts f t e ee  f r st ri r t  t e i itiati  f f recl s re e  a ee  
f rust has been assigned, but the eed f rust as not assigned in this case. Idaho courts 
have held that  has broad authority as no inee beneficiary for a lender pursuant to the 
plain and una biguous language of the eed of Trust, including the authority to act in that 
ca acit  t  f recl se. 
. e s  c t e f rce t e  les f e ershi . 
ensha  fails to present evidence that he is a e ber of S such that he can 
enforce the current or past E S ules of e bership. e also fails to present evidence that 
t  l s r  a e r ssl  f r is fit s  t t  is  t ir  rt  fi i r  l  f 
enforcing the . See ald in v. each, 115 Idaho 713, 715, 769 .2d 590, 592 (Ct. pp. 1989) 
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citing IDAHO CODE 29102 The requested rulings regarding the Rules of Membership are
not relevant to the proceedings nor will they narrow the issues for trial
2 Even if Renshaw could enforce MERS rules he must enforce the
rules effective upon initiation of foreclosure
Rule 8 of the MERS Rules of Membership that was effective in August 2010
when foreclosure was initiated against Renshaw property is attached Exhibit A to the Affidavit
of Roberto Montoya It does not prohibit initiation of foreclosure in MERS name nor does it
require the recording of an assignment prior to initiating foreclosure See Montoya Aff Ex A
It requires that a member ensure that the Note is endorsed in blank so that the MERS certifying
officer is the holder of the Note under Article 3 ofthe UCC entitled to enforce the Note See id
3 Section 451505 requires the recording of an assignment when
there has been an assignment not merely for the sake of recording an
assignment
Idaho Code Section 45 1505 requires the recording of an assignment but not if
there has been no assignment MERS has at all times been the beneficiary as nominee for the
lender and the lenders successors and assigns See Deed of Trust When foreclosure
proceedings were initiated in this case GMAC held the blank indorsed Note and MERS was
GMACsnominee and beneficiary of the Deed of Trust A MERS certifying officer at GMAC
that holds the blankindorsed Note is entitled to enforce the Note See IDAHO CODE 283301
Person entitled to enforce an instrument means the holder of the instrument While the
current practice in accordance with the current MERS Rules of Membership would certainly
involve the MERS certifying officer of GMAC recording an assignment of the Deed of Trust to
GMAC prior to the initiation of foreclosure Renshaw provides no authority for the proposition
that a failure to follow that practice in this case violated Idaho law
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(citin    § 29-102). he requested rulings regarding the ules f e bership are 
t r l t t  t  r di s, r ill t  rr  t  iss s f r tri l. 
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 e    re. 
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 ds  k- ndorse  te s tled  ce  .    § -3-30  
("'Person tle   '    ...  der   nt.").   
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C prior to the initiation of foreclosure, Rensha  provides no authority for the proposition 
that a failure to follo  that practice in this case violated Idaho la . 
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Beyond arguments about MERS standing to commence judicial action as
opposed to a nonjudicial trust deed foreclosure such as the one at issue in this case see Trotter
v Bank ofNew York Mellon 2012 WL 975493 at 5 Renshaw can offer no support or authority
for his position The Deed of Trust clearly provides that MERS is acting solely as a nominee
for Lender and Lenderssuccessors and assigns that MERS is the beneficiary and that
MERS holds only legal title to the interests granted by the Borrower in this Security Instrument
but if necessary to comply with law or custom MERS as nominee for Lender and Lenders
successors and assigns has the right to exercise any or all of those interests including but not
limited to the right to foreclosure and sell the Property and to take any action required of
Lender including but not limited to releasing and cancelling this Security Instrument See
Deed of Trust at 1 3
In Edwards v MERS Judge Lansing Haynes of IdahosFirst Judicial District
examined the same language and upheld the initiation of foreclosure proceedings in a case where
MERS as nominee for a successor lender appointed a successor trustee without a prior
assignment of the deed of trust by MERS See First McGee Aff Ex G Edwards v MERS
Kootenai County Case No CV102745 Memorandum Decision Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law and Order re Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment at 13 17
Nov 10 2010
In Hobson v Wells Fargo 2012 WL 505917 Feb 15 2012 Chief Judge
Winmill relied upon Judge Haynes reasoning in Edwards and Trotter as well as the plain and
unambiguous language of a standard MERS deed of trust when he reinforced MERS broad
authority by stating that he Deed of Trust gave MERS sweeping authority to act as an agent
on the lendersbehalf including the right to foreclose and sell the Property and to take any
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action required of Lender including but not limited to releasing and canceling this Security
Instrument Id at 4
Additionally it is important to point out that a foreclosure sale did not occur in
this case Accordingly even if the execution or recording of documents to initiate foreclosure
proceedings were somehow procedurally defective which they were not absent some
demonstration of damages related to the procedural defects as opposed to the default itself
Renshaw would not be entitled to any relief in this case See Sec Pac Fin Corp v Bishop 109
Idaho 25 28 704 P2d 357 360 Ct App 1985 setting aside a trustees sale due to procedural
defect but noting that foreclosing party could reinitiate foreclosure by following proper
procedures
Renshawsrequested rulings that MERS should have recorded an assignment of
deed of trust before foreclosure proceedings were initiated is incorrect because there was no
assignment MERS held legal title to the rights granted by Renshaw to the lender and its
successors and assigns and had the express authority to foreclose the Deed of Trust
E Renshaw Has Failed To Set Forth Evidence Demonstrating Liability for Any
of the Remaining Claims
Renshaw argues that he is entitled to summary judgment as to liability on each of
the remaining claims Defendants respond to this allegation by referring the Court to the
argument analysis and affidavit testimony submitted in support of their Motion for Summary
Judgment including the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment and the
affidavits submitted contemporaneously therewith Such papers are incorporated herein by
reference
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In addition to the referenced argument and evidence Defendants point out the
following With respect to the breach of contract count Renshaw submits argument in support
of liability for breach of contract against ETS and MFRS See Renshaw Brief at 24 Renshaws
Complaint only alleges that cause of action against Homecomings Renshaw has not sought nor
received leave of the court to amend his Complaint Therefore the argument in support of a
breach of contract claim against ETS and MERS should be disregarded Further as detailed in
Defendants summary judgment papers Homecomings was not a party to any contract with
Renshaw during the commencement of the foreclosure that is at issue in this case Not only
should the Court deny Renshaws request for summary judgment related to breach of contract
and breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing but Defendants are entitled to judgment
against Renshaw on their cross motion
With respect to the violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act claim
Renshaw finally identifies the provisions he believes apply in this case subsection 3 related to
causing confusion as to affiliation and the catchall provision of subsection 17 He cites only
Mr Kahns suspect report and notes the complexity of the incestuous relationship the
undisclosed conflicts and the violations of Idaho law Renshaw Brief at 25 Renshaw knew
that he was obligated to send payment to GMAC See Lucas Aff 78 The evidence
submitted does not establish liability nor does it even create a genuine issue ofmaterial fact that
demands Renshaw survival of the Defendants cross motion
With respect to Renshaws RESPA claim RESPA applies to servicers
12USC 2605e1A The undisputed facts demonstrate that none of the Defendants
service Renshawsloan See Lucas Aff 7 Not only does Renshaw fail to show the absence of
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a genuine issue a material fact supporting his RESPA claim he cannot survive Defendants
cross motion on such count
Finally with respect to Renshawsrequest for a negligence per se instruction as
the Defendants summary judgment papers demonstrate and as the foregoing argument
confirms Renshaw remains incapable of articulating or demonstrating the breach of any duty
owed by the Defendants either statutory or at common law Equally important Renshaw has
failed to articulate or provide evidence of any damages and notwithstanding Renshawsbold and
unsupported suggestion that the Court may simply find proximate cause as a matter of law he
has failed to show that his damages if any exist are not simply the proximate result of his
default or failure to cure his default Renshaw is not entitled to a negligence per se instruction
and Defendants are entitled to summary judgment on the negligence claim because Renshaw
cannot demonstrate evidence of a duty the breach of a duty or damages resulting from a breach
F RenshawsReturn To His HAMP Cause of Action Is Inflammatory
Despite the Courts prior dismissal of RenshawsHAMP cause of action
Renshaw continues to bring the issue of his alleged entitlement to a HAMP loan modification to
the forefront in this case In his recitation of facts he generally describes RAMP without
including any explanation of what the Act actually provides Renshaw Brief at 1 2 In his
awkward attempt to distinguish Trotter Renshaw asserts that the Court record includes the fact
that federal loan modification requirements have not been met Id at 7 He also refers to post
litigation attempts to settle the matter with a loan modification by reference to the fact that
Defendants have continued to evaluate Plaintiff s entitlement to a loan modification as recently
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as 12201 Id at 8 Renshaw suggests that GMAC who is not a party to the case stands to
benefit if Plaintiff is not qualified for a RAMP Id at 22 Finally ignoring the previously
stated fact that GMAC Mortgage Servicer notified Plaintiff that he may be eligible for the
new Home Affordable Modification Program HAMP Id at 1 emphasis added Renshaw
disingenuously doubles back and asserts that he is entitled to know who services his loan so
that he can obtain straight answers such as whether he qualifies for a RAMP Id at 26
Renshaw knows who services his loan That fact was disclosed to him in 2009
See Lucas Aff 7 Indeed in the very document about which Renshaw expresses confusion
see Renshaw Brief at 26 GMAC states very clearly that GMAC Mortgage LLC is currently
servicing your account and all inquiries should be directed to our office See Complaint
Ex 13
Renshaw also knew that he did not qualify for RAMP See Montoya Aff 5
Ex B GMAC provided him notice of that fact soon after he submitted his HAMP application
Id He did not meet the income requirements See id Renshaw still does not qualify for HAMP
See id 6 Indeed in an effort to provide Renshaw with a loan modification to ensure he
remains in his home GMAC recently purchased the loan from Freddie Mac in order to offer a
modification Id 7 Renshaw cannot explain how GMAC stands to benefit from Freddie
Macs determination that he does not qualify for a loan modification and he certainly cannot
explain any benefit resulting from GMAC agreeing to carry his defaulted loan on its books in
order to offer a modification that Freddie Mac refused to approve
Renshaw erroneously refers to Defendants when he discusses the recent loan
modification efforts As Renshaw knows GMAC is the servicer addressing any loan
modification efforts not any ofthe Defendants
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To conclude the Court has already dismissed Renshawscause of action for
violation of RAMP Further argument and evidence related to HAMP is irrelevant and
inflammatory especially insofar as Renshaw continues to misrepresent the status of his two
HAMP applications The first application as denied because Renshaw had insufficient income
A second application was also denied for the same reason The speculation surrounding
conflicts of interest bad acts and bad intent relating to HAMP does not constitute admissible
evidence supportive of any claim asserted by Renshaw Renshaw does not point to a single
provision in the Note or the Deed of Trust that obligates any party to provide him with a loan
modification Moreover Renshaw does not and cannot maintain that any party owed him a
common law duty to modify his loan
G The CourtMust Strike RenshawsArguments Regarding Punitive Damages
In his untimely motion for partial summary judgment Renshaw also urges the
Court to find that he may present a claim for punitive damages to the jury Defendants will
address the substantive merits of this argument in a forthcoming response to be filed in
accordance with Rule7b3of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure but in light of Renshaws
awkward placement of such request in his motion for partial summary judgment Defendants
note the following
Renshaw filed his lawsuit nearly eighteen months ago In accordance with
Rule 15a and Idaho Code Section 616042Renshaw must obtain leave of the Court after an
evidentiary hearing to amend his complaint to add a claim for punitive damages Renshaw has
not requested or noticed an evidentiary hearing nor has he received leave of the Court to amend
his complaint to add a claim for punitive damages His arguments regarding punitive damages
must be stricken See Motion to Strike PlaintiffsRequest for Punitive Damages
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IV CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons and for the reasons set forth in Defendants
Memorandum in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment Defendants respectfully request that
the Court deny Renshaws untimely motion for partial summary judgment deny his untimely
motion for leave to amend the complaint and grant summary judgment in favor of Defendants
on all remaining counts
DATED this 8th day ofMay 2012
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
B
Iffa J McGee Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of May 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFSMOTION
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated below and
addressed to the following
JonM Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
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DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff CASE NO CV OC 1023898
vs REBUTTAL EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
COMES NOW Plaintiff by and through his counsel of record and discloses his rebuttal
expert witness who may be called to testify at trial as follows
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  lai tiff,  a  t r  is c sel f rec r , a  iscloses is re ttal 
expert itness ho ay be called to testify at trial as follo s: 
 PERT ITNESS ISCLOSURE - a e  
1 Ritchie Eppink
Justice Architect




Mr Eppink will testify as to his training and background He will testify as to his
Memorandum Report dated May 10 2012 attached as Exhibit A Mr Eppink has been
engaged at the rate of 150 per hour Mr Eppink is available for his deposition upon proper
notice and prepayment of his deposition charges
At this stage of the litigation discovery remains ongoing and there may be additional
information gleaned through discovery from Defendants to which Mr Eppink would opine if that
information had been previously produced If such information is identified Plaintiff reserves
the right to provide this additional information Mr Eppink which may result in Amended andor
Updated Expert Reports
Plaintiff reserves the right to call any expert witness identified named or designated by
any Defendant as set forth in their discovery responses and expert witness disclosures
Plaintiff also reserves the right not to call any of the persons listed above
Any of the persons identified above may be called for purposes of rebuttal andor
impeachment
DATED thisjDday ofMay 2012
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this10day ofMay 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing REBUTALL EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE was served upon
opposing counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post OfficeBox 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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FROM Richard Alan Eppink
DATE Thursday May 10 2012
RE Renshaw v Homecomings Financial LLC Ada County case no CV OC 1023898
You have asked me to review materials related to the nonjudicial foreclosure concerning
your client Gregory Renshawshome That home and aborted foreclosure are the subject of the
case Ive referenced above Iveconducted a review ofmaterials from the records of Ada
County the papers on file in that case and written discovery responses and document production
in that case and I have reached several conclusions This memorandum describes those
conclusions
Background and Experience
My review analysis and conclusions concerning the aborted foreclosure concerning Mr
Renshawshome are based on my education training and experience in real estate and
foreclosure law I am an attorney licensed to practice law since 2006 in the State of Idaho and
before all Idaho state courts and the United States District and Bankruptcy courts for the District
of Idaho Presently I practice as the Legal Director of the American Civil Liberties Union
Foundation of Idaho and as the Justice Architect for Idaho Legal Aid Services Throughout my
career as an attorney I have practiced extensively in and with a special focus on housing and
foreclosure law As StaffAttorney and then Justice Architect for Idaho Legal Aid Services I
have represented and advised dozens of families and individuals threatened with the loss of their
homes through nonjudicial foreclosure In order to provide competent and effective advice and
representation I have accordingly conducted dozens of reviews of pending or completed
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0foreclosures such as Mr Renshaws In many instances I have determined from those reviews
that a foreclosure has been conducted lawfully and properly In other cases however I have
identified violations of law on the part of entities pursuing the foreclosure as well as examples
ofnegligence misrepresentation fraud and deceptive or unconscionable practices on the part of
foreclosing entities My fmdings appear to be consistent with the findings ofmany federal and
state regulatory agencies such as the Inspector General of the US Department ofHousing and
Urban Development and 49 state attorneys general concerning mortgage foreclosure practices
during the past several years
As a result ofmy experience with the law and practice of housing and nonjudicial real
estate foreclosure in Idaho I have been asked on numerous occasions to provide training and
technical assistance to others on that topic I have delivered presentations and Continuing Legal
Education seminars on housing or foreclosure law to among others the national Housing Justice
Network the Idaho Trial Lawyers Association the Idaho State Bar the Idaho Mediation
Association the National Consumer Law Center and CFED and as part of the graduate Public
Policy and Administration curriculum at Boise State University I continuously monitor changes
to the statutes and other laws governing foreclosure in Idaho and I am aware of amendments to
the Idaho trust deed statutes over the past several years Indeed Idaho legislators have requested
my technical assistance in analyzing and formulating several of those amendments and I have
also provided technical assistance about nonjudicial foreclosure in Idaho to the American
Arbitration Association at its request
Prior to practicing law I earned a Bachelor of Science Degree in Computer Science with
distinction from the University of Virginia and a Juris Doctorate summa cum laude from the
University of Idaho College of Law serving as a Managing Editor of the Idaho Law Review and
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graduating ranked first out of all students in my class I was selected for and completed a
Fulbright Fellowship the United States government flagship research exchange program after
finishing law school
Scope of Review
To conduct my review of the aborted foreclosure concerning Mr Renshawshome I
examined materials including the following
Records of Ada County including
Warranty Deed recorded Jan 22 1991
Judgment and Decree of Divorce recorded Oct 21 1998
Quitclaim Deed recorded July 3 2007
Deed of Trust recorded July 3 2007
Appointment of Successor Trustee recorded August 13 2010
Notice of Default and Election to Sell under Deed of Trust recorded
August 13 2010
Affidavits recorded December 1 2010
Lis Pendens recorded December 9 2010
Rescission of Notice of Default recorded August 3 2011
InterestOnly Period Adjustable Rate Note dated June 27 2007 HF000431435
and Allonge HF000430
Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems IncsAnswers and
Responses to PlaintiffsFirst Set of Interrogatories Requests for
Production ofDocuments and Requests for Admission in this case
MERS System Rules ofMembership vJune2009 and March 2012 version
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MERS bulletins and announcements
Decisions and opinions of state and federal courts concerning pertinent issues
Reports and fmdings of governmental regulatory and independent investigations
ofmortgage foreclosure practices
Amended Complaint in this case
Decision and briefs concerning summary judgment motions in this case
Defendants Expert Witness Disclosure re Steven C Hardesty in this case
I have reviewed these materials to determine whether there may have been violations of
the Idaho trust deed statutes or other law governing nonjudicial foreclosure in Idaho to
determine whether the entities pursuing foreclosure concerning Mr Renshawshome pursued
that foreclosure with reasonable care and without negligence and to determine whether I agree
or disagree with any conclusions reached by Steven Hardesty who has been disclosed as an
expert witness in this case
Conclusions
Based upon my experience training education and review of pertinent documents and
materials I have reached the following opinions and conclusions
Failure to record assignments
UnderIC 45 1505 a trustee under a trust deed may not foreclose that trust deed if
any assignments of the trust deed have not been recorded in mortgage records in the counties
where the property described in the deed are situated In contrast to certain procedural
requirements set out at IC 45 1506 the Idaho Supreme Court has clearly and multiple times
held thatIC 45 1505 sets forth mandatory requirements with which a foreclosing entity must
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strictly comply Failure to comply with these requirements would even result in the voiding of a
completed trusteessale according to the Court
Although an appointment ofa successor trustee instrument was apparently recorded on
August 13 2010 concerning the trust deed involved in this case I have been unable to locate an
assignment of that trust deed either from the lender Homecomings Financial LLC or the
purported beneficiary of that trust deed Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
MERS According to MERSs interrogatory answers and admissions in this case MERS is
not in fact or law the beneficiary of the trust deed Apparently Homecomings Financial LLC
had no interest in the trust deed at the time foreclosure under the Idaho Trust Deed ActIC
45 15021515 was commenced and MERS had no interest other than a sham interest in the
trust deed at time This violation ofIC 45 1505 would make any resulting trusteessale
voidable
The violation is especially egregious considering how simply it could have been avoided
Recording an assignment of the trust deed to put the borrower on notice of the entities actually
interested in the trust deed and pursuing foreclosure would have cost about 10 to 15 in Ada
County and been a routine operation for the entities involved Instead the borrower was given a
notice of default that listed MERS and Homecomings Financial LLCthe two entities no
longer involved This notice would likely cause the borrower to misunderstand or be confused
about the entities involved in the trust deed and debt
I understand that Steven Hardesty an expert witness that MERS expects to testify at trial
in this case may rely on MERSsRules ofMembership in effect in 2010 to support his
opinion that a failure to comply with IC 451505 would not cloud the chain of title to the
property involved I am familiar with the MERS Rules ofMembership in effect in 2010 as well
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as those now in effect They are private internal standards that may be contractual covenants
governing MERS members and other beneficiaries ofMERS memberships but they do not
preempt state law MERS apparently recognized this in early 2011 requiring MERS members to
execute and recordassi from MERS to the actual beneficiary before pursuing
foreclosure and then changing its Rules ofMembership to make that requirement clear
Improper use ofMFRS
Had an assignment of the trust deed from MERS to an actual beneficiary been executed
and recorded serious questions would still remain about compliance withIC 451505 and the
clarity of the chain of title Because MERS may have never had an interest in the trust deed it
may have been merely a sham beneficiary from the start If so any assignment of the trust deed
from MERS would not have the intended legal effect of transferring beneficiary status Even if it
did it would be misleading and confusing to the borrower
1 This question was at issue in Trotter v Bank ofN Y Mellon but the Idaho Supreme Court did
not decide it Idaho No38022 2012 Ida LEXIS 84 at 12 13 Idaho Mar 23
2012 Unfortunately the borrower in that case proceeding pro se was unable to present cogent
argument on the issue Creditors and foreclosing entities have benefited from borrowers
inability to access effective legal representation As one court put it
This Court has extensive experience with all manner ofmortgage related lawsuits
filed over the past four or five years In the Courtsexperience many of these
cases are filed by pro se litigants To the degree that attorneys are involved
representation on both sides is often best characterized as barely adequate or
worseWith this in mind it is not very helpful to be faced with multiplicitous
citations to what various district court judges have done with issues allegedly
similar to those raised here because the Court has little or no confidence that the
issues were competently argued or the facts accurately described This is not to
criticize the district judges presiding over those cases it is only to recognize the
handicaps we all face in attempting to resolve these issues in accordance with the
facts and the law
In re Citimortgage Inc Home Affordable Modification Program HAMP Litigation
No ML 11 2274 DSF PLAx Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Motion to
Dismissn1 April 17 2012 Dkt 67
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Entitlement offoreclosing entitv to enforce the note
Aside from the absence of any recorded assignment of the trust deed involved in this
case it is not clear which entities have been entitled to enforce the promissory note involved
Articles 3 and 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code as adopted in Idaho Chapters 3 and 9 Title
28 Idaho Code govern these questions The documents I have reviewed suggest that MERS
may have never been entitled to enforce the note An attempt to foreclose or completed
foreclosure by a person not entitled to enforce the note may be void or voidable depending on
the circumstances Such an attempt or completed foreclosure may also violate other law such as
the federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act or the Idaho Consumer Protection Act Were the
law otherwise I could foreclose on homes I have no interest in over debt I am not owed with
impunity
Compliance with covenants in trust deed
The trust deed in this case in particular section 22 of that instrument includes covenants
requiring notice and acts additional to the requirements of Idaho statutes I have not located any
notice or other document that appears to comply with the additional notice requirements of
section 22 ofthe trust deed
Careless or fraudulent document preparation
The instruments recorded in the Ada County records concerning this foreclosure bear
indications that they were prepared by in a highvolume document mill setting For instance
both the Appointment of Successor Trustee and the Notice ofDefault were purportedly executed
on the same day the former by a purported Assistant Secretary of MERS and the latter by a
purported authorized signatory of Pioneer Title Company of Ada County Yet both were
notarized by the same California notary public As another example the Affidavits of Mailing
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are dated August 27 2010 and signed by an affiant claiming to have personally mailed certain
documents on August 27 2010 yet they were not notarized until more than two weeks later on
September 14 2010 These circumstances suggest that robosigning as it has become
popularly known was involved in this foreclosure Robosboning is merely a shorthand term for
negligent reckless or fraudulent affidavit and instrument preparation or for misfeasant or
malfeasant acts or omissions by notaries public The circumstantial evidence ofrobosigning in
this case suggests additional violations of law and additional unfair or deceptive practices by the
foreclosing entities
Due care
Both individually and cumulatively the practices in this foreclosure that I have identified
above make it appear that the foreclosing entities concern for their obligations to exercise due
care and to comply with laws governing foreclosure and instrument preparation was
lackadaisical at best Given the gravity of the matter involveda personshomeit is
reasonable to require meaningful compliance with those obligations and it would be
unreasonable to permit shortcuts around basic statutory and common law requirements
Harm to homeowners
The turmoil and anguish that foreclosure visits upon homeowners is hard to overestimate
I have met with many homeowners and tenants caught up in a foreclosure Those homeowners
who face the loss of their only permanent shelter almost always exhibit signs ofextreme distress
often combined with physical symptoms ofillhealth deterioration of existing conditions and
exacerbation of disabilities When careless confusing or deceptive practices or documents are
involved in the foreclosure this harm is often magnified due to the needless frustration created
by the foreclosing entities The home is a core concept in American life recognized again and
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lagain in both our legal traditions and modern jurisprudence as holding a very special perhaps
unique sanctity Because such a fundamental component of national cultural and personal
identity is assaulted by the improper practices of foreclosing parties it is no surprise that the
harm those practices can cause is especially great
Contact Information
Should you have any questions about anything in this memorandum or if you would like
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
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VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASENO CV OC 1023898
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TO DEFENDANTMOTION TO STRIKE





Defendants Motion to Strike Mr Kahn as an expert witness is based upon their failure to
recognize Mr Kahnseducation training 35 years of handson experience his professional
licenses and his teaching and publications all of which qualify him as an expert in the analysis
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efendants' otion to Strike r. ahn as an expert itness is based upon their failure to 
recognize r. ahn's education, training, 35 years of hands-on experience, his professional 
licenses, and his teaching and publications, all of which qualify him as an expert in the analysis 
I TIF 'S   I   FENDANT'S   I  
 S    I   - age  
of residential mortgage lending mortgage backed securities residential lender financing and
foreclosure
Defendants have made no attempt to contradict Mr Kahns expert report which states
the following
1 Plaintiffsloan has been securitized
2 Subsequent sales have not been revealed
3 Plaintiffs Note and Deed ofTrust
a have been paid in full and
b have been separated bifurcated
4 The Trustee documents are faulty
5 The chain of ownership is faulty
6 Robo signing has taken place
7 The documentation has been reverse engineered
8 Federal loan modification requirements have not been met and
9 Consumer protection requirements have not been followed
Mr Kahn finds misrepresentations in the foreclosure procedure with intrinsic and
extrinsic concealment in the process and that the Trustee appears to be willfully employing
questionable faulty practices to foreclose
Mr Kahn finds that the Trustee has failed to perform its statutory duty
Mr Kahn finds undisclosed irreconcilable conflicts of interest because all of the
Defendants are related There is no evidence that establishes Defendants ownership or
Defendants security interest in Plaintiff s Note or Deed of Trust
Mr Kahn finds that Defendants have made false claims and supplied inaccurate and false
documents
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r. ahn finds isrepresentations in the foreclosure procedure ith intrinsic and 
extrinsic conceal ent in the process and that the Trustee appears to be illfully e ploying 
esti a le, fa lt  ractices t  f recl se. 
r. ahn finds that the Trustee has failed to perfor  its statutory duty. 
. a  inds , irre la e icts  t  a s     
efendants  r . There is no evidence that establishes efendants' o nership or 
efe a ts' sec rit  interest i  lai tiffs te r ee  f r st. 
r. Kahn finds that Defendants have ade false clai s and supplied inaccurate and false 
c e ts. 
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II
STANDARD
A trial court may admit expert testimony where scientific technical or other specialized
knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in
issue IRE702 This rule necessarily excludes expert testimony on matters that are within
the common sense of the jury because such information does not help the jury resolve issues of
fact Warren v Sharp 139 Idaho 599 606 83 P3d 773 780 2003 The determination of
whether expert testimony will assist the trier of fact lies within the broad discretion of the trial
court Sliman v Aluminum co ofAmerica 112 Idaho 277 285 731 P2d 1267 1275 1986
III
ARGUMENT
Plaintiff acknowledges that it would be inappropriate to allow an expert to testify as to a
clearly established standard of care such as the duty of loyalty good faith and fair dealing
Pursuant to such standard the jury can readily apply the facts to the legal standard without the
assistance of expert testimony The function of the expert is to provide testimony on subjects
beyond the common sense experience and education of the average juror
Mr Kahns testimony will be of great assistance to the Court and jury in determining the
proper standards of care beyond the duty of loyalty good faith and fair dealing and those
standards application to the facts and in determining whether the Defendants actions
constituted an extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct such as to expose them to
liability for punitive damages
In this case Mr Kahns testimony will assist the Court and jury in determining standards
beyond the standard ofgood faith and fair dealing the breach of those standards and will assist
1 An expert must also be qualifiedby their knowledge skill experience training or education IRE702
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Plaintiff acknowledges that it would be inappropriate to allow an expert to testify as to a 
clearly established standard f care such as the "duty f loyalty, good faith and fair dealing." 
ursuant to such standard, the jury can readily apply the facts to the legal standard ithout the 
assistance of expert testi ony. he function of the expert is to provide testi ony on subjects 
 t   s s , ri ,  ti  f t  r  j r r. 
r. Kahn's testimony will be of great assistance to the Court and jury in determining the 
proper standards of care, beyond the "duty of loyalty, good faith and fair dealing," and those 
standards' application to the facts and in deter ining hether the efendants' actions 
constituted an extre e deviation fro  reasonable standards of conduct such as to expose the  to 
ia ity   . 
In this case r. Kahn's testimony will assist the Court and jury in determining standards 
 the t   "g od fait   i  aling," t  reach  t s  t   ill i t 
1 n ert ust also e lifie  by their "knowled , s ill, ri , training r cation." I.R.E. . 
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the jury in determining the issue of punitive damages See Sliman v Aluminum co ofAmerica
112 Idaho 277 285 731 P2d 1267 1275 1986 allowing expert testimony that itsmy
opinion that the failure to correct this problem or to warn at least warn the public about it is an
extreme deviation from the customary practice in the industry Vendelin v Costco Wholesale
Corp 140 Idaho 416 429 95P3d 34 47 2004 discussing foundation of an expertstestimony
which concluded that Costcosinadequate training of employees on stacking ofmerchandise was
an extreme deviation from industry standards of care Garnett v Transamerica Ins Servs
118 Idaho 769 781 800 P2d 656 668 1990 noting an expertstestimony that the insurance
companystreatment of the insurance claim at issue was an extreme deviation from the standard
of care supported the trial courts decision to submit the issue of punitive damages to the jury




Mr Kahnstestimony in this specialized area of analysis of residential mortgage lending
mortgage backed securities residential lender financing foreclosure false documents and
assisting the jury in determining the issue of punitive damages is critical to the assistance ofboth
the Court and the jury in reaching their results Defendants Motion to Strike Expert Disclosure
of Richard Merrill Kahn should be denied
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited LiabilityCompany
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
REPLY TO DEFENDANTS RESPONSE
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
Defendants
Plaintiff seeks to ensure compliance with Idaho law before his home may be foreclosed
nonjudicially This case is simple All applicable laws must be followed Idaho law is simple
all assignments of the trust deed by a beneficiary must be recorded prior to initiating foreclosure
That requirement is not difficult to satisfy nor do Defendants contend that they are unable to
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Plaintiff seeks to ensure co pliance ith Idaho la  before his ho e ay be foreclosed 
-judiciall . is case is si le: ll a lica le la s st e f ll ed. I a  la  is si le: 
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hat require ent is not difficult to satisfy; nor do efendants contend that they are unable to 
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comply They simply prefer to ignore the law and rely upon their generic trust deed form which
was drafted to be used across the United States for the purpose of allowing securitization of
deeds oftrust offered to homeowners on a take it or leave it basis and which they now intend to
enforce with false and faulty papers
Plaintiff like millions ofother homeowners fell behind in his payments in May 2010 and
has been seeking straight answers for the past two years
Defendants Response agrees that Plaintiffs Section F Uncontroverted Facts in the
Renshaw Brief at pages 1215 are indeed largely uncontroverted See Defendants Response in
Opposition to Plaintiff s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment p 14
Plaintiff requests that the Court review Plaintiff s Supplemental Brief filed July 7 2011
which addresses the status ofDefendant MERS
Ruling No 1 Plaintiff pursuant to Section 22 of his Deed of Trust has brought a
court action to assert the non existence of a default or any other defense of Borrower to
acceleration and sale This requested ruling remains uncontroverted
Ruling No 2 On November 9 2007 the Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation acquired the beneficial rights in Plaintiffs loan This requested ruling remains
uncontroverted
Ruling No 3 Defendants have no substantive rights under Article 3 of the Idaho
Uniform Commercial Code This requested ruling remains uncontroverted Defendants
Response clearly states thatneither Homecomings nor ETS have substantive rights related to
Renshawsloan Under Article 3 or Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code See
Defendants Response p 8 Defendants Response makes no claim that MERS has any
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comply. hey si ply prefer to ignore the la  and rely upon their generic trust deed for  which 
as drafted to be used across the nited States for the purpose of allo ing securitization of 
deeds of trust, offered to ho eo ners on a take it or leave it basis, and hich they no  intend to 
f r  it  f ls  a  f lt  pers. 
Plaintiff, like millions of other homeowners, fell behind in his payments in ay 2010 and 
as ee  seeki  strai t a s ers f r t e ast t  ears. 
f nts'  r  t t laintiff'  ecti  . tr rt  t  " .. .in t  
Renshaw Brief at pages 12-15 are indeed largely uncontroverted." See, Defendants' Response in 
siti  t  l i tiff's ti  f r arti l r  J g ent, . 4. 
Plaintiff requests that the Court review Plaintiff's Supple ental Brief filed July 7, 2011, 
 esses    e a t . 
Ruling No.1: Plaintiff, pursuant to Section 22 of his Deed of Trust, has brought a 
c rt action to assert t e non-existence f a default r a  t er defense f rr er to 
l r tion  l . is r t  r li  re ains tr rt d. 
ling o. : n ove ber 9, 2007, the Federal o e Loan ortgage 
Corporation acquired the beneficial rights in Plaintiff's loan. This requested ruling remains 
uncontroverted. 
uling o.3: efendants have no substantive rights under rticle 3 f the Idaho 
iform al . his re este  r ling re ains tr rt . e ' 
Response clearly states" ... that neither Ho eco ings nor ETS have substantive rights related to 
Re aw's loan nder rticle  or rticle 9 of the ifor  al e." See, 
Defendants' es s , p. 8. Defendants' Response makes no claim that MERS has any 
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substantive rights under Article 3 or Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code See
Defendants Response p 8
Ruling No 4 Defendants have no substantive rights under Article 9 of the Idaho
Uniform Commercial Code See Ruling No 3 above
Ruling No 5 Defendants compliance with procedural requirements of the Deed of
Trust Act does not give them nor is it evidence of rights not otherwise possessed This
requested ruling remains uncontroverted
Ruling No 6 Pioneer is statutorily qualified and is the named trustee of Plaintiffs
Deed of Trust This requested ruling remains uncontroverted
Ruling No 7 Only a statutorily qualified person or entity may serve as the trustee
of Plaintiffs Deed of Trust This is Idaho law and this requested ruling remains
uncontroverted
Ruling No 8 The trustee of a deed of trust may resign or be replaced but may not
delegate its statutory qualification to an unqualified entity This requested ruling remains
uncontroverted See PlaintiffsDeed of Trust Section 24 Substitute Trustee Exh 7 to
Amended Complaint which provides the following Lender may for any reason or cause from
time to time remove Trustee and appoint a successor Trustee to any Trustee appointed
hereunder
Ruling 9 The trustee of Plaintiffs Deed of Trust serves as an independent third
party This requested ruling remains uncontroverted
Ruling No 10 The trustee of a Deed of Trust must disclose all conflicts of interest
This requested ruling remains uncontroverted
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Ruling No 11 MERS has not been qualified to conduct business within the state of
Idaho since December 31 2009 and has made no disclosure of this fact This requested
ruling remains uncontroverted See PlaintiffsRequest for Judicial Notice No 16 Exhibit 92
Ruling No 12 ETS is not qualified to do business within the state of Idaho and is
not a statutorily qualified trustee This requested ruling remains uncontroverted
Ruling No 13 On August 13 2010 MERS recorded Appointment of Successor
Trustee which purports to delegate trustee duties to ETS This requested ruling remains
uncontroverted See Expert Report ofMs Emery Bates No PLF 03433
Ruling No 14 ETS as a subsidiary of GMAC Mortgage LLC has conflicting and
undisclosed interests as a matter of law This requested ruling remains uncontroverted
Ruling No 15 ETS made no disclosure of the following conflicting interests
a The fact that it is not qualified to do business in the state of
Idaho
b The fact that it is not a statutorily qualified entity to serve as
trustee ofPlaintiffs Deed of Trust
C The fact that it has conflicting and undisclosed financial
interests as a matter of law
d That it is not an independent third party
Plaintiffsrequested ruling nos 615 concern the role played by ETS The requested
rulings remain uncontroverted
Despite the fact that Plaintiff has not asked the Court to rule on any fiduciary duties
Defendant ETS denies that it is a fiduciary using the word fiduciary 11 times in its
Response The Defendants justifiably anticipate this Court finding at a minimum a special
relationship between Renshaw and the trustee of his deed of trust requiring disclosure of the
subjects of Requested Ruling No 15 none ofwhich were made
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espite the fact that Plaintiff has not asked the ourt to rule on any fiduciary duties, 
Defendant ETS denies that it is a "fiduciary" using the word "fiduciary" 11 ti es in its 
. The Defendants justifiably anticipate this Court finding at a minimum a "special 
relationship" between Renshaw and the trustee of his deed of trust requiring disclosure of the 
je ts f e uested ling . ,  f ic  er  . 
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Ruling No 16 ETS documents are robosigned Defendants Responses ignores the
glaring irregularities of the papers executed by Defendantsrobo signers For instance
Defendants Response states that the document which are recorded in the Ada County land
records are alone sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact on the issue of robo
signing See Defendants Response p 14 Plaintiffscontention is that robo signing has been
conclusively established
Robo signing is defined as affidavits and other documents asserting claims without
knowledge of the facts or confirming their accuracy Robosigning includes affidavits
signed outside of the presence of a notary public contrary to state law See Kahn Expert
Report PLF 03037
Defendants Notice of Default is faulty The documentation upon which the notary Ms
Beltran identified Carlo Magno who signed the notice has not been stated Ms Beltran the
notary has also notarized documents recorded in Arizona with the same notary expiration date as
used in California but under a different commission number See Expert Report of Mr Kahn
Bates No PLF 03037 and 03067 The affidavit of mailing attached to the Affidavit ofMatthew
McGee in Support of DefendantsMotion for Summary Judgment Exhibit D was signed on
August 27 2010 but was notarized on September 14 2010 over two weeks later These
documents were robo signed
Ruling No 17 Homecomings endorsement of Plaintiffs Note was robosigned
The first endorsement of PlaintiffsNote was made by Dorothy Okech On January 4 2011 Mr
Kahn PlaintiffsForensic Loan Auditor spoke with Ms Okech Dorothy Okech is now an
attorney in Minnesota Ms Okech stated that she signed documents but did not investigate
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supporting documentation and that she had no capacity to sign as an officer See Plaintiffs
Expert Witness Disclosure Bates Nos PLF 03020 and PLF 03053 03059 This is robo signing
Ruling No 18 MERSscertifying officers are robo signers This requested
ruling remains uncontroverted Courts throughout the United States have reached this
conclusion
Ruling No 19 Robosigned documents are false and faulty The fact that robo
signed documents are false and faulty is the conclusion reached by 49 state attorney generals
See Plaintiffs Request for Judicial Notice No 10h Exhibit 86 and Plaintiffs Request for
Judicial Notice No 15 Exhibit 91
Ruling No 20 MERS Rule 8 prohibits initiating foreclosure proceedings in the
name of MERS The requested ruling is uncontroverted however Defendant may explain to
the jury that a modified Rule 8 prohibiting foreclosure to be brought in the name ofMERS was
or was not in effect when this foreclosure was initiated
Ruling No 21 MERS Rule 8 requires the recording of an assignment in Ada
County Idaho prior to initiating foreclosure proceedings This requested ruling remains
uncontroverted
Ruling No 22 Idaho Code 451505 requires the recording of an assignment
prior to initiating foreclosure Defendants admit that Idaho Code 451505 does
indeed require the recording of assignments of the Deed of Trust prior to the initiation of
foreclosure when a Deed of Trust has been assigned but the Deed of Trust was not assigned in
this case See Defendants Response p 17 Yet Defendants have identified the following
entities as current and all former holders of the Renshaw Promissory and Renshaw Deed of
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J i i l tice . , i it . 
uling o. 20: S ule 8 prohibits initiating foreclosure proceedings in the 
na e of ERS. The requested ruling is uncontroverted, however, Defendant ay explain to 
the jury that a modified Rule 8 prohibiting foreclosure to be brought in the name of ERS was 
      s   d. 
li  . :  le  re ires t e rec r i  f  ssign e t i   
County, Idaho prior to initiating foreclosure proceedings. This requested ruling remains 
tr rted. 
uling o. 22: Idaho ode § 45-1505(1) requires the recording of an assign ent 
prior to initiating foreclosure. Defendants admit that " ...   § 45-1505(1) does 
indeed require the recording f assign ents f the eed f rust prior to the initiation f 
foreclosure hen a eed of rust has been assigned, but the eed of rust as not assigned in 
t is case." ee, efe a ts' es nse, . . et, efe a ts a e i e tifie  t e f ll i  
e tities as c rre t a  all f r er l ers f t e e s a  r iss r  a  e sha  ee  f 
L   '  I  SI   LAINTIF 'S   
I    - age 6 
Trust Idaho Home Loan Mortgage Corporation Residential Funding Company LLC
Homecomings Financial LLC GMAC Mortgage LLC and Freddie Mac
Ruling No 23 The Litigation or TrusteesSale Guarantee requires the recording of
an assignment This requested ruling remains uncontroverted
Ruling No 24 Idaho Code 95054 requires that to be an agent for the purpose of
a transfer of real property the authority of the agent must be in writing This requested
ruling remains uncontroverted
Ruling No 25a As a matter of law Defendants conduct breaches the terms of
Plaintiffs Deed of Trust This requested ruling remains uncontroverted or at a minimum
presents issues of fact
Ruling No25b Defendants conduct as a matter of law breaches the covenant of
good faith and fair dealing This requested ruling remains uncontroverted or at a minimum
presents issues of fact
Ruling No 25c Defendants conduct as a matter of law violates the Idaho
Consumer Protection Act This requested ruling remains uncontroverted or at a minimum
presents issues of fact
Ruling No25d As a Matter of Law Defendants Conduct violates the Real Estate
Settlement Procedures Act RESPA This requested ruling remains uncontroverted or at a
minimum presents issues of fact
Ruling No 26 Plaintiff is entitled to a negligence per se instruction This requested
ruling remains uncontroverted or at a minimum presents an issue of law to be decided by the
Court concerning the jury instructions
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r st: I a  e a  rt a e r oration, esi e tial i  pany, , 
 ci l, ,  , ,   c. 
li  . : e itigati  r r stee's ale ara tee re ires t e rec r i  f 
 si ent. i  r t  r li  r i  tr rt . 
uling o. 24: Idaho ode 9-505(4) requires that to be an agent for the purpose of 
 tr f r f r l r rt  t  t rit  f t  t t  i  riti g. i  r t  
li  i  t rt . 
li  . 5(a)   tt   l  t ' t  t  t   
l i ti 's   t. is re este  r li  re ai s c tr erte  r at a i i  
rese ts iss es f fact. 
 . 5(b): ' t,   t  l ,     
good faith and fair dealing. his requested ruling re ains uncontroverted or at a ini u  
res ts i   t. 
lin  . 5(c): t ' ct,   tt   l , i late  t   
 t ti  t. is re este  r li  re ai s c tr erte  r at a i i  
presents issues f fact. 
in  . 5(d):      '  late     
Settle ent Procedures ct (RESPA). his requested ruling re ains uncontroverted or at a 
i i  r s ts iss s f f t. 
lin  . : lai tiff is e titled t  a e lige ce r se i str cti . is re este  
ruling re ains uncontroverted or at a ini u  presents an issue of la  to be decided by the 
rt r i  t e j r  i tr ti . 
  '   I   L I TIF 'S   
   -   
Ruling No 27 Plaintiff may present his punitive damage claim to the jury
This requested ruling remains uncontroverted Defendants objection is unfounded
These same objections were made by the Defendant in the case of Vendelin v Costco
Wholesale Corp 140 Idaho 416 422 95 P3d 34 40 2004
DATED this day ofMay 2012
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  r l  r i  controverted. f t ' j ti  i  nf unded. 
s  s  j ti s r    t  f t i  t  s  f ndeli  v. ste  
l  orp.,   6, ,  .3d ,  (2 4) 
 t i  \~dayofMaY2012. 
 &   I ,  
By:_"j_/l_S_/~_u;G_-_ 
 .  
ttorney for Plaintiff 
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   - e  
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Matthew J McGee
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101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post OfficeBox 829
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I INTRODUCTION
Renshaws Response to Defendants
Motion for Summary Judgment
Response is yet another ineffective effort to simply ignore facts instead of establishing
undisputed facts and narrowing issues Renshaw defaulted Foreclosure proceedings were
initiated Renshaw knew who serviced and owned his loan and knew who was his trustee The
foreclosure sale did not proceed Renshaw filed this lawsuit specifically opting not to name the
trustee the disclosed servicer or the disclosed owner of his loan in what appears to be an effort to
create confusion about the issues The issues on this summary judgment motion however are
simple Can Renshaw provide any admissible evidence to show a genuine issue of fact regarding
his breach of contract and RESPA causes of action against Homecomings and his negligence and
ICPA causes of action against all of the Defendants As his Response which includes no
factual discussion demonstrates Renshaw cannot meet his evidentiary burden in accordance
with Rule 56e Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Therefore summary judgment should be
entered in favor of the Defendants and the case should be dismissed
II ARGUMENT
A Renshaw Failed to Meet His Burden to Present Admissible Evidence to
Create a Genuine Issue ofMaterial Fact
Defendants do not contend that compliance with a procedure gives substantive
rights not otherwise possessed See Response at 6 citing Armacost v HSBC Bank USA Report
and Recommendation 2011 WL 825151 peb 9 2011 Defendants contend that Renshaw
cannot create a genuine issue of material fact for trial as to any of his claims for relief
Renshawsresponse in opposition to summary judgment on each of those claims affinns that
contention In Iight of Renshawscomplete failure to respond to Defendants summaryjudgment
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Renshaw's Response to D fendants' Motion for Su mary Judgment 
("Response") is yet another ineffective effort to simply ignore facts instead of establishing 
undisputed facts and narrowing issues. Renshaw defaulted. Foreclosure proc edings were 
initiated. Renshaw knew who serviced and owned his loan, and knew who was his trustee. The 
foreclosure sale did not proceed. Renshaw filed this lawsuit, specifically opting not to name the 
trustee, the disclosed servicer or the disclosed owner of his loan in what appears to be an effort to 
create confusion abo\.\t the issues. The issues on this summary judgment motion, however, are 
simple: Can Rel1Shaw provide any admissible evidence to show a genuine issue of fact regarding 
his breach OfCOl'ltract and RESPA causes of action against Homecomil'lgs and his negligence and 
ICP A causes of action against all of the Defendants? As his Response (which includes l!2 
factual discussion) demonstrates, Renshaw cannot meet his evidentiary burden in accordance 
with Rule 56(e), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. refore,   l   
entered in favor of the Defendants and the case should be dismissed. 
II.  
A. Renshaw Failed to eet His Burden to Present Ad issible Evidence to 
Create a Genuine Issue of aterial Fact. 
Defendants do not "contend that compliance with a procedure gives substantive 
rights not otherwise possessed." See Response at 6 (citing Armacost v_ HSBC Bank USA, Report 
and Recommendation, 2011 WL 825151 (Feb. 9, 2011». Defendwlt9 contend that Renshaw 
cannot create a genuine issue of material fact for trial as to any of his claims for relief. 
Renshaw~s response in opposition to surrunary judgment on each of thoso claims affinns that 
contention. In light of Renshaw's complete failure to respond to Defendants' summary judgment 
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motion with admissible evidence by way of affidavit or otherwise it is critical to briefly address
the burdenshifting that occurs under Rule 56 ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil procedure
If the moving party challenges an element of the nonmoving
partys case on the basis that no genuine issue of material fact
exists the burden then shifts to the nonmoving party to come
forward with sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue of fact
Summary judgment is properly granted in favor of the moving
party when the nonmoving party fails to establish the existence of
an element essential to that partys case upon which that party
bears the burden ofproof at trial The party opposing the summary
judgment may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that
parrys pleadings but the partys response by affidavits or as
otherwise provided in this jute must set forth specific facts
showing that there is a genuine issue for trial If the nonmoving
party does not come forward with evidence as provided inIRCY
56e then summary judgment if appropriate shall be entered
against the party
Smith v Meridian Joint Sch Dist No 2 128 Idaho 714 719 1996 internal citations omitted
Applying the foregoing standards to the instant motion it is clear that Renshaw
has failed to meet his burden as to any of the remaining claims for relief Accordingly
Defendants respectfully request that the Court enter summary judgment in favor of Defendants
and dismiss Renshaw case in its entirety
X Renshaw presents no evidence to support a triable issue of fact on his
breach of contract and breach of good faith and fair dealing claims
Homecomings challenged Renshaw to provide evidence that lJornecomings
breached any term in the Note or the Deed of Trust Homecomings provided evidence that upon
the commencement of foreclosure in this case Homecomings did not hold own or service
Renshaws loan nor did Homecomings owe Renshaw any contractual duty nor did
Homecomings take any action to enforce the Note or Deed of Trust In order to maintain his
breach of contract and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing claims against
Homecomings Renshaw bears the burden to prove otherwise Renshawsresponse provides no
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
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motion with admissible evidence, by way of affidavit or otherwise, it is critical to briefly address 
the burden-shifting that occurs under Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Prooedure: 
If the moving party challenges an element of the nomnoving 
party's case on the basis that no genuine issue of material fact 
exists, the burden then shifts to the nomnoving party to oome 
forward with sufficient evidence to create a genuine i sue of fact. 
Summary judgment is properly granted in favor of the moving 
party, when the nonmoving party fails to establish the existence of 
an element essential to that part 's case upon which that party 
bears the burden of proof at trial. The party opposing the su ary 
judgment may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that 
party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as 
otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specifio facts 
shOWing that there is a genuine issue for trial. If the nonmoving 
party does not come forward with evidence as provided in I.R.C.P. 
56(e), then summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered 
against the party. 
Smith v. eridian Joint Sch. Dist. No.2, 128 Idaho 714, 719 (1996) (internal citations omitted). 
Applying the fot"egoing standards to the instant motion, it is clear that Renshaw 
has failed to meet his burden as to any of the remaining l i  f r r lief. Accordingly, 
Defendants respectfully request that the Court enter summary judgment in favor of Defendants 
and dismiss Renshaw's case in its entirety. 
1. Renshaw presents no evidence to support a triable issue offaet on his 
r  of contr ct and br c  of good faith and fair dealing claims. 
Homecomings challenged Renshaw to provide evidence Ulat Homecomings 
breached any term in the Note or the Deed of Trust. Homecomings provided evidence that, upon 
the commencement of foreclosure in this case~ Homecomings did not hold, own or service 
Renshaw's loan, nor did Homecomings owe Renshaw any contractual duty, nor did 
Homecomings take any action to enforce the Note or Deed of Trust. In order to maintain his 
breach of contract and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing claims against 
Homecomings, Renshaw bears the burden to prove otherwise. Renshaw's response provides no 
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evidence he will be able to do so Therefore Homecomings is entitled to summary judgment on
Renshawsbreach of contract action as well as his action for breach of the covenant of good
faith and fair dealing
Homecomings also challenged Renshaw to provide evidence of damages
contractual or otherwise Renshaw will bear the burden to prove damages at trial However
Renshaw presented no evidence that he incurred any damages as a result of the alleged breach of
contract or breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing Accordingly Homecomings is
entitled to summary judgment on Renshawsbreach of contract action as well as his action for
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
2 Renshaw fails to present evidence In support ofhis negligence claim
Defendants challenged Renshaw to present evidence that creates a triable issue of
fact in support of his negligence claim by addressing each element of negligenceduty breach
causation and damages Renshaw entirely failed to present any evidence in support of his
negligence claim Indeed it remains unclear exactly what conduct Renshaw complains about in
this case
Renshaw presents no factual evidence establishing a duty or breach
Homecomings owed Renshaw no duty because it did not own hold or service his loan The
evidence demonstrates that Renshawsloan was freely transferrable without notice to the
borrower
MERS was the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust solely as nominee for GMAC
Mortgage MERS did not have to prove to Renshaw Pioneersauthority to foreclose and to the
extent any duty was owed it certainly was hinited to ensuring that the foreclosure did not go
forward if Renshaw was not in default It is undisputed that Renshaw was in default and
perhaps more importantly the foreclosure sale did not go forward
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
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evidence he will be able to do so. Therefore, Homecomings is entitled to su mary judgment on 
Rensha 's breach of contract action, as well as his action for breach of the covenant of good 
faith and fair dealing. 
Homecomings also challenged Rensha  to provide evidence of da ages, 
contractual or other ise. Rensha  ill bear the burden to prove a ages at trial. o e er, 
Renshaw presented no evidence that he i11CUrred any damages as fl. result of the alleged breach of 
c tract r reac  f the c e a t f od fait  and fair eali . cc r i l , ec ings is 
entitled to sumlnary judgment on Renshaw's breach of contract action, as well as his action for 
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
. e s  f lls t  r s t i  i  s rt f is lige ce l i . 
efe a ts c alle e  e s a  to rese t e i e ce t at creates a tria le iss e f 
fact in support of his negligence claim by addressing each element of negligence-duty, breach, 
causation, and damages. ensha  entirely failed to present any evidence in support of his 
negligence claim. Indeed, it remains unclear exactly what conduct Renshaw complains about in 
t is case. 
Renshaw presents no t l i  stabli i   t  r r ach. 
Homecomings owed Renshaw no duty because it did not own, hold or servioe his loan. The 
evi e oe e strates t at enshaw's l a  as freely transferrable it t tice to t e 
borrower. 
 as t  beneficiary of th  eed of Tr st solely as no i e for O  
Mortgage. MERS did not have to prove to Renshaw Pioneer's authority to foreolose, and to the 
extent any duty was owed, it certainly was limited to ensuring that the foreclosure did not go 
for ard if Renshaw as not in default. It is undisputed that Renshaw was in default, and 
perhaps more importantly, the foreclosure sale did not go forward. 
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ETS was the attorney in fact for Pioneer and merely executed recorded and
served the Notice of Default and Notice of Sale ETS owed Renshaw no duty and complied in
all respects with the Idaho Trust Deed Act
Renshaw presents no factual evidence establishing damages or causation Even if
Renshaw could establish a duty and breach he presents no evidence that any of the Defendants
took any action that caused Renshaw actual damages The undisputed facts show that the
foreclosure sale did not occur and that Renshaw was not injured either personally or financially
Because Renshaw did not provide admissible evidence supporting a triable issue of fact on his
negligence claim Defendants are entitled to summary judgment on such claim
3 Renshaw presents no evidence of aviolation of the ICPA
Defendants challenged Renshaw to present evidence of unfair or unconscionable
conduct in violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act ICPA He failed to do so In
fact his response presents no facts at all relying as usual on bare and unsupported legal
conclusions Renshaw did not present evidence of any deceptive act Renshaw did not present
evidence of a contractual relationship with the party alleged to have acted unfairly or
deceptively Further the Idaho Trust Deed Act governs the conduct of nonjudicial foreclosure
sales not the Idaho Consumer Protection Act Finally and perhaps as a result of the foregoing
the ICPA does not apply to residential mortgage debt It applies only to debts arising out of the
sale of goods and services For each of the foregoing reasons Defendants are entitled to
summary judgment regarding RenshawsICPA claim
4 Renshaw presents no evidence to support his RESPA claim
Homecomings challenged Renshaw to present evidence that it was the servicer
responsible to respond to his purported Qualified Written Requests thereunder and presented
affidavit testimony that IIomecomings was not Renshawsloan servicer when the purported
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
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ETS was the attorney in fact for Pioneer, and merely executedt recorded and 
served the Notice of Default and Notice of Sale. ETS owed Renshaw no duty, and complied in 
all respects with the Idaho Trust Deed Aot. 
Renshaw presents no factual evidenoe establishing damages or causation. Even if 
Rensha  could establish a duty and breacht he presents no evidence that any of the Defendants 
took any action that caused Renshaw actual damages. The undisputed facts s  tha.t the 
foreclosure sale did not ocour, and that Renshaw was not injure~ either personally or financially. 
Because Renshaw did not provide admissible evidence supporting a triable issue of fact on his 
negligence claim, Defendants are entitled to summary judgment on such claim. 
3. Renshaw presents no evidence of a violation of the ICP A. 
Defendants ohallenged Renshaw to present evidence of unfair or unconscionable 
conduct in violation of the Idaho onsu er Protection ct ("ICPA'j. e failed to do so. In 
fact, his response presents no faots at all, relying as usual on bare and unsupported legal 
conclusions. Renshaw did not present evidence of any deceptive act. Renshaw did not present 
evidence of a contractual relationship ith the party alleged to have acted unfairly or 
deceptively. Further, the Idaho Trust Deed Act governs the conduct of 1lon-judicial foreclosure 
sales, not the Idaho Consumer Protection Act. Finally, and perhaps as a result of the foregoingt 
the ICP A does not apply to residential mortgage debt. It a.pplies OlUY to debts arising out of the 
sale of goods and services. For each of the foregoing reasons, Defendants are entitled to 
summary judgment regarding Renshaw's ICPA claim. 
4. Renshaw presents no evidence to support his RESPA claim. 
Homecomings challenged Rensha.w to present evidence that it was the servicer 
responSible to respond to his purported Qualified Written Requests thereundert and presented 
affidavit testimony that Homecomings was not Renshaw's loan servicer when the purported 
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Qualified Written Requests were mailed Renshaw did not dispute such evidence Accordingly
because RESPA did not apply to Homecomings under the undisputed factual circumstances of
this case Homecomings is entitled to summary judgment on the claim for violation ofRESPA
B The Substance of RenshawsResponse is Ineffective to Create a Genuine
Issue for Trial
Renshaw incorrectly assumes he can meet his burden on summary judgment by
simply addressing the evidence presented by Defendants and distinguishing legal rulings and
opinions in cases cited in the moving papers That is incorrect As set forth supra Renshaw
must come forward with actual admissible evidence creating a triable issue of fact
Renshaws discussion of the Lucas Affidavit is an example of Renshaws
inconsequential efforts to respond to a legitimate motion for summary judgment
Renshaw
addresses the facts set forth in the Lucas Affidavit by asserting that Mr Lucas makes no claim
regarding his familiarity with or personal knowledge of Idaho or federal law See Response at 3
4 Unlike Renshaw Defendants have opted to leave the legal claims and arguments to the
lawyers and the legal rulings to the judge Mr Lucas testified to facts and as Renshaw correctly
points out did not purport to draw conclusions about Idaho or federal law Renshaw presents no
discernable argument that the Lucas Affidavit is not admissible nor does he take issue with any
of the facts to which Mr Lucas testified Rather and consistent with his prevailing efforts to
expertise the law he takes Mr Lucas to task because he is not providing testimony about his
knowledge of the law Contrary to Renshawsassertion an affiant does not have to be a legal
scholar in order to testify Mr Lucass fat1 testimony clearly lays out who has owned held
Mr Richard M Icahn and Ms Heidi Emery two ofRenshawsexperts intend to testify
almost exclusively about matters of law that fall within the sole jurisdiction of this Court For
example Mr Kahn intonds to testify that as a result of the sale of Renshaw Is Note on the
secondary mortgage market such Note was paid off and Renshaw does not owe payments Such
a legal conclusion is not only contrary to theUCC and Idaho law but completely ridiculous
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
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Qualified Written Requests were mailed. Renshaw did not dispute such evidence. Accordingly. 
because RESP A did not apply to Homecomings under the undisputed factual circumstances of 
this case, Homecomings is entitled to summary judgment on the claim for violation ofRESPA. 
B. The Substance of Renshaw's Response Is Ineffective to Create 8 Genuine 
Issue for Trial. 
Renshaw incorrectly assumes he can meet his burden on summary judgment by 
simply addressing the evidence presented by Defendants and distinguishing legal rulings and 
opinions in cases cited in the moving papers. That is incorrect. As set forth supra, Renshaw 
must come forward with actual admissible evidence creating a triable issue offaet. 
Renshaw's discussion of the Lucas Affidavit is an exa ple of Renshaw's 
inconsequential efforts to respond to a legitimate ti  fo  s  j . Renshaw 
addresses the facts set forth in the Lucas Affidavit by asserting that "Mr. Lucas makes no claim" 
regarding his familiarity with or personal knowledge of Idaho or federa1law. See Response at 3" 
4. Unlike Renshaw, Defendants have opted to leave the legal claims and arguments to the 
lawyers and the legal rulings to the judge. Mr. Lucas testified to facts, and as Renshaw correctly 
points out, did not purport to draw conclusions about Idaho or federal law. Renshaw presents no 
discemable argument that the Lucas Affidavit is not admissible, nor does he take issue with any 
of the facts to which Mr. Lucas testified. Rather, and consistent with his prevailing efforts to 
expertise the law. I he takes Mr. Lucas to task because he is not prOViding testimony about his 
knowledge of the law. Contrary to Renshaw·s assertion, an affiant does not have to be a legal 
scholar in order to testify. Mr. Lucas's factu.al testimony clearly lays out who has owned, held, 
I Mr. Richard M. Kahn and Ms. Heidi Emery, two of Renshaw's experts. intend to testify 
almost exclusively about matters of law that fall within the sole jurisdiction of this Court. For 
example, Mr. Kahn intends to testify that, as a result of the sale of Renshaw's Note on the 
secondary mortgage market, such Note was paid off and Renshaw does not owe payments. Such 
a legal conclusion is not only contrary to the uee and Idaho law, but completely ridiculous. 
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and serviced Renshawsloan to rebut Renshawsbaseless challenges to the foreclosure process
and to illustrate his purposeful ignorance of the parties involved
Although the reason remains unclear Renshaw also includes certain deposition
testimony ofRK ArnoId in the case ofHenderson v MERSCORF Inc et al Case No CV 08
900805 in the Circuit Court for Montgomery Alabama The crux of the testimony
highlighted by Renshaw is that the actions of MERS members should comply with state law
The Court does not need the testimony ofRK Arnold to find that the operations of MERS and
MERS members are subject to state law More importantly however there does not appear to
be any cogilixable relationship between the testimony and the five remaining causes of action in
this case
III CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons and for the reasons set forth in Defendants
Memorandum in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment Defendants respectfully request that
the Court grant summary judgment in favor of Defendants on all remaining counts and dismiss
the case
DATED thisff day of May 2012
MOFFATT THOMAS BAnETT ROCK
FIELDS C RTERED
3y
Matthew J McGee Ofthe Finn
Attorneys for Defendants
Defendants object and move to strike the deposition transcript of RK Arnold
Renshaw has not laid sufficient foundation nor is the deposition transcript the proper subject of
judicial notice
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and serviced Renshaw's loan to rebut Renshaw's baseless challenges to the foreclosure process 
and to illustrate his purposeful ignorance of the parties involved. 
Although the reason remains unclear, Renshaw also includes certain deposition 
testimony of R.K. Arnold in the case of Henderson v. MERSCORP, 112(:. er. al" Case No. CV 08-
900805.00 in the Circuit Court for Montgomery Alaba a,l The crux of the testimony 
highlighted by Renshaw is that the actions of MERS members should comply with state law. 
The Court does not need the testi ony of R.K. rnold to find that the operations of ERS and 
MERS members are subject to state law. More importantly, however, there does not appear to 
be any cognizable relationship between the testimony and the five remaining causes of action in 
this case. 
ll.  
For the foregoing reasons, and for the reasons set forth in Defendants 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, Defendants respectfully request that 
the Court grant summary judgment in favor of Defendants on all remaining counts and dismiss 
the case. 
TE  this L day of ay, 2012. 
FFAT , THOMAS, BAR.R.E T, ROCK & 
FIELDS, C RT.BR£D 
By __ ~ __________________ __ 
Mat hew J. M - Of the Finn 
Attorneys for Defendants 
2 Defendants object and move to' strike the deposition transcript of R.K. Arnold. 
Renshaw has not laid sufficient foundation, nor is the deposition transcript the proper subject of 
judicial notice. 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-7 Cllellt:243B080.1 
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CERTIFICATE OFSERVICE
919
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on dais t day ofMay 2012 1 caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing REPLY IN SUOF DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to the
following
JonM Steele
RUNFr STEELE LAW OFFICES
1020 W Main Street Suite 400
Boise ID 83702
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1£ day of May, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Jon M. Steele 
RUNF" & STEELE LAW OFFICES 
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702 
Fax: (208) 343-3246 
Attorneys/or Plaintiff 
( ) U.S. a , Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
OQFacsimile 
tthew J. cGee 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION 
FOR SUM ARY JUDGMENT· 8 CllIIfII:243G080.1 
N0
FILED 4fZ5AM PM
MAY 1 6 2012
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By JERI HEATON
DEPUTY
JOHN L RUNFT ISB 1059
JON M STEELE ISB 1911
RUNFT STEELE LAWOFFICES PLLC
1020 W Main Street Suite 400
Boise Idaho 83702




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
vs
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
NOTICE OF BANKRUPTCY FILING
Plaintiff has received Notice of Bankruptcy Filings made on behalf of Defendants
Homecomings Financial LLC and Executive Trustee Services LLC in the United States
Bankruptcy Court Southern District of New York Case No 1212020mg Plaintiff requests
that Defendants Homecomings and ETS confirm their bankruptcy filings and in that event
Plaintiff acknowledges the automatic stay provided by 11 USC 362 Plaintiff will proceed
rf
NOTICE OF BANKRUPTCY FILING Page 1
07161NAL001746
 .  (lS  # 9) 
 .  (IS  # 1) 
 &   I ,  
 .  t,   
,   
e: (2 )3 -9  
ax: (2 ) -32  
-m il: Steele@runfisteele.com 
ttorne   l i t  
NO.-----:::::~~/J~~..."<~,,c: 
FILEO IV" .M. ____ IP.M. 
    
J  . I H, l r  
y J I  
PUTY 
       I I    
   ,        
 ,  al, 
l intif , 
vs. 
 I , ,  
l r  i ite  i ilit  ny; 
  
 , .,  
l r  r ration; I  
 , ,  ela are 
i ite  ia ilit  a y;  I-V, a  




)  .    
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l i tiff s r i  tic  f r t  ilin s   lf f f ts 
o ec ings i a cial,  a  ec ti e rustee er ices,  i  t e ite  tates 
a r tc  rt, t er  istrict f e  r , ase . - -m . lai tiff re ests 
that efendants o eco ings and  confir  their bankruptcy filings and in that event 
lai tiff ac ledges t e a t atic sta  r i e   11  § . Plaintiff ill proceed 
ICE  R P  I  - Page 1 
., 
t 
O~I N  
against Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc on all scheduled events in the
case including the jury trial set to commence on July 10 2012
DATED this 16 day ofMay 2012
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i t    gi tr ti  t s, c.  l  schedul   i   
case, i cl i  t e j r  trial set t  c e ce  Jul  0, 012. 
~ 
 this llo  f ay 2012. 
 &   I S,  
y. \ Vi5iJJb 
.9:rEE  
tt r e  f r lai tiff 
ICE  NKRUP  ING - age 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this r day ofMay 2012 a true and correct
copy ofthe foregoing NOTICE OF BANKRUPTCY FILING was served upon opposing
counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post OfficeBox 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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I   E I  
 i  r  rti i  t t  t i  }{)b day of ay 2012, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing I    I I , as served upon opposing 
l  f ll s: 
atthe  J. c ee 
f t , s, rr t ,  & i lds, t . 
 . i  lvd.,   
ost ffice ox 829 
,   
  i , E ,   
 r i s,  
OTICE F NKRUPTC  FILING - age 3 
 il 
Personal elivery A si i  
 &   I ,  
By. ( JB ga 
W . S~  
Attorney for Plaintiff 
JOHN L RUNFT ISB 1059
JON M STEELE ISB 1911
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
1020 W Main Street Suite 400
Boise Idaho 83702





MAY 2 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER 0 FIICH 01ofk
By CHRISTINE SWEET
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
CASENO CV OC 1023898
THIRD REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL
NOTICE
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
TO MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AND ITS
ATTORNEYS OF RECORD
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw hereby requests that the Court
take judicial notice of the following documents and facts described below pursuant to Rule 201
of the Idaho Rules ofEvidence IRE
THIRD REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE Page 1
ORIGINAL001749
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: GE I  I I  , I .  I  
  : 
  ICE t at l i tiff r r  e s  r  r ests t t t e rt 
take judicial notice f the follo ing docu ents and facts described belo  pursuant to ule 201 
 the Ida  ules  vidence ("IRE"): 
I  S   J  I  - age 1 I I  
Request No 21 Attached as Exhibit 112 are true and correct copies of the Chapter 11
Bankruptcy Petitions of Defendants Homecomings Financial LLC Case No 1212042mg
United States Bankruptcy Court Southern District ofNew York and Executive Trustee Services
LLC Case No 12 12048mg United States Bankruptcy Court Southern District of New York
The Court is requested to take judicial notice ofthis document because it is not subject to
reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201b
DATED this day of May 2012
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equest o. 21: ttached as Exhibit 112 are true and correct copies of the Chapter 11 
Bankruptcy Petitions of Defendants Homecomings Financial, LLC, Case No. 12-12042-mg, 
nited States ankruptcy ourt Southern istrict f e  ork and xecutive rustee Services, 
,  o. 2-1 - , it  t t  nkr t  ourt out r  i tri t of  ork. 
The ourt is requested to take judicial notice of this docu ent because it is not subject to 
reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready deter ination by resort to sources 
se acc rac  ca t reaso abl  e estioned. I  01 (b). 
 hi~y   2. 
 & STEELE L  FFI ES, PLL  
ttorney for Plaintiff 
THIRD REQUEST FOR J I I L OTICE - Page 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this day ofMay 2012 a true and correct
copy ofthe foregoing THIRD REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE was served upon
opposing counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701





RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
By
j 5t
JON M S LE
Attorney for Plaintiff
THIRD REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE Page 3
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. NM%Ii 
ttorney for Plaintiff 
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ANNEX 1
55 Main Document
On May 14 2012 each of the affiliated entities listed below including the debtor in this chapter
11 case filed a voluntary petition for reliefunder chapter 11 of title 11 of the United States Code
in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware the Court A motion has
been filed or shortly will be filed with the Court requesting that the chapter 11 cases of these
entities be consolidated for procedural purposes only and jointly administered
ditech LLC
DOAHolding Properties LLC
DOA Properties IX Lots Other LLC
EPRE LLC
Equity Investment I LLC
ETS ofVirginia Inc
ETS of Washington Inc
Executive Trustee Services LLC
GMAC RFC Holding Company LLC
GMAC Model Home Finance I LLC
GMAC Mortgage USA Corporation
GMAC Mortgage LLC
GMAC Residential Holding Company LLC
GMAC RH Settlement Service LLC
GMACM Borrower LLC
GMACM REO LLC
GMACR Mortgage Products LLC
HFN REO SUB II LLC
Home Connects Lending Services LLC
Homecomings Financial Real Estate Holdings LLC
Homecomings Financial LLC
ny1012312 001752
- -    il  5/14/12  5/1 /12 '. :55 i  oc t 
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Homecomings Financial LLC the Debtor and its debtor affiliates set forth on Annex
1 attached hereto collectively the Debtors each filed a petition in this Court on May 14 2012
for reliefunder Chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code 11USC 1011532
Contemporaneously with the filing of the petitions the Debtors filed a single consolidated list of
creditors theConsolidated List in lieu of separate lists Due to its voluminous nature the
Consolidated List is being submitted to the Court electronically
I James Whitlinger the ChiefFinancial Officer of Homecomings Financial LLC a
Delaware limited liability company declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the
foregoing and that it is true and correct to the best ofmy information and belief and will be
supplemented to the extent additional information becomes available
Dated May 14 2012
sJames Whitlinger
Name James Whitlinger
Title Chief Financial Officer
ny1012362 001753
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te ra e sl  it  t e filin  f t e etiti s, t e e t rs file  a si le c s li ate  list f 
itors (th  "Consolidate  i t"), in lieu of separate lists. ue to its volu inous nature, the 
lidated ist is i  itt  t  t e t l tronically. 
I, J s itli r, t e i f i i l fficer f e ings i ci l, ,  
ela are li ite  lia ility c any, eclare er e alt  f eIj r  t at I a e rea  t e 
foregoing and that it is true and correct to the best of y infor ation and belief, and ill be 
e e te    t t  or  es i l . 
: a  ,  
- 362 
lsi  itlinger 
a e: Ja es hitlinger 
: e   ic  
1212042mg Doc 1
Residential Capital LLC at al
Top Unsecured Creditors
In USD
All Amounts Are Estimated




No Creditor1 Creditor Contact Nature of Claim 2 Unliquidated or Amount ofClaim 3
Disputed
1 Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas Phone 2015932456 8500Senior Unsecured 47316000
COKelvin Vargas Fax Notes due April 20134
25 De Forest Ave Email kelvinvargas@dbcom
Summit NJ 07901
2 Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas Phone 2015932456 75000 Eums Aggregate 127671000015
CO KelvinVargas Fax Principal Amountof7125
25 De Forest Ave Email kelvinvargas@dbwm Notes due May 20124
Summit NJ 07901
3 Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas Phone 2015932456 875Senior Unsecured 112227DOOC
COKelvin Vargas Fax Notes due June 20154
25 De Forest Ave Email kelvinvargas@dbcom
Summit NJ 07901
4 DeutscheBank Trust Company Americas Phone 201 5932456 E40000 Aggregate 103740 06
CO KelvinVargas Fax Principal Amount of9875
25 De Forest Ave Email kelvinvargas@dbcom Notes dueJuly 2014 4
Summit NJ 07901
5 Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas Phone 2015932456 8500Senior Unsecured 79879000
CO KeMn Vargas Fax Notes due June 2012 4
25 De Forest Ave Email kelvtnvangas@db00m
Summit NJ 07901
6 Deutsche BankTrust CompanyAmericas Phone 201 5932456 E40000 Aggregate 593792000
COKelvinVargas Fax Principal Amount of8375




7 BNYMeIbn Phone 212 6983621 ContingentClaim Securitization Disputed Unknown
CODechert LLP Fax 2126983599
1095Avenue of the Americas Email hedorgonzalez@dechertcom
New York NY 10036
Contingent
Unliquidated
8 US Bank Phone 212 5741391 Contingent Claim Securitization Disputed Unknown
COSeward Kissel LLP Fax 2124808421
One Battery Park Plaza Email das@sewkis00m
New York NY 10004
Contingent
Unliquidated
9 DeutscheBank AG New York Phone 2122509536 Contingent Claim Securitization Disputed Unknown
CO Joe Salama Fax 866 785 1127
60 Wall Street Email joesalama@dbc m
New York NY 100052836
Contingent
Unliquidated
10 Federal Housing Finance Agency Phone 2026493804 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Alfred Pollard Fax
400 Seventh Street SW Email GeneralCounsel@FHFAorg
Contingent
Unliquidated
11 MBIA Inc Phone 212 5046373 Contingent Claim Litigation Disputed Unknown
CO Cadwalader Wickersham Taft Fax 212 5046666
One World Financial Center Email gmgorypetrick@cwtcom
New York NY 10281
Contingent
Unliquidated
12 Ambac Assurance Corp Phone 212 3362140 Contingent Claim Litigation Disputed Unknown
COPatterson Belknap Webb Tyler Fax 212 3362094




13 Financial Guaranty Insurance Co Phone 212 3267844 Contingent Claim Litigation Disputed Unknown
COJones Day Fax 212 7557306
222 East 41 atStreet Email dhall@jonesdayc m
New York NY 100176702
Contingent
Unliquidated
14 AssuredGuaranty Corp Phone 212 8570581 Contingent Claim Litigation Disputed Unknown
COMargaret Yanney Fax 212 8932792
31 Weet52ndStreet Email myanney@awuredguamntycom
New York NY 10019
001754
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25 De Forest Ave 
Summit, NJ 07901 
3 O t   r t  ri  
IO l i  r  
25 De Forest Ave 
Summft. NJ 07901 
4 Deutsche Bank Trust Co pany A ericas 
CIO Kelvin Vargas 
25 e Forest ve 
Su ft. J 07901 
      
/O Kelvin Vargas 
25 De Forest Ave 
ft J  
 t che  r st  ic s 
/O l i  r  
25 De Forest Ave 
it,   
7 BNYMellon 
C/O Dechert LlP 
  f t e ri  
ew ork.  10036 
8 US Bank 
/O o r  & i l LP 
  r  l  
New York NY 10004 
9 Deutsche Bank AG, New York 
/O  l  
60 all tr .. t 
Ne  York. NY 10005-2836 
 Federal using i   
/O lfred PoHard 
400 Seventh Street, S  
1 Me , . 
C/O l r. ICkersha  & Taft 
One orld Financial enter 
New r .  281 
 bac ssurance Corp 
C/O tterson elknap e b & Tyler 
1133 Avenue of the A ericas 
New Yor .  36 
13 Financial r ty Insurance C . 
C/O Jones Day 
222 East 41at Street 
ew Yor . NY 10017-6702 
14 Assured Guaranty . 
C/O Ma'1laret Ya  
31 ast 52nd St .... t 
New Yor . NY 10019 
iled 05/14/12 t  5/1 /12 O! :  i   
g 0f  
ontingent, 
redit r Contact t r  of Clai  ( ) Unliquidated, or t of l i  ( ) 
ispuled 
ne: (2 1) 93-245  .5 0% Senior ns r  473.4 6.000.0 
Fax:  ..  i  2013 [ ] 
ail: elvin.vargas db.com 
one: (2 1) 93-245  50, 00, 00 Euros t  127.671.000.00 [5 
Fax: ri i l A ount f .1 5% 
ail: elvin.vargas db.com ot .. due ay 2012 [4] 
ne: (2 1) - 6 .8 5% i r ns r  112.227.000.0( 
Fax: otes due June 2015 [4] 
ail: elvin.vargas db.com 
ne: (2 1) -2456 £400.00 .0 0 r t  103.7 3.00 .00 [6 
Fax: ri i l  01 .875% 
ail: elvin.vargas db.com ot .. due July 2014 [4] 
ne: (2 ) 93-2456 .5 0%  ns r  79,879.00 .0 
Fax: ot .. due June 2012 (4] 
ail: elvi . varga @db.oom 
ne: (2 1) -2456 £400.00 .0 0 r t  9.379.20 .00 [6 
Fax; ri i l t 01 .3 5% 
ail: elvin.vargas db.com t     [ ] 
ti nt, 
nliquidated. 
Phone: (212) 698-3621 ontingent lai - ecuritization  nkno n 
: (212) 698-3599 
il: edor.gonzalez dechert.oom 
Contingent, 
li uidated. 
: (21 ) 4-1391 ti t l i - ritization Disputed  




: (2 ) -95  ti t l i - ritization i t d  
x: (86 ) 5-112  
il: oe.s lama@db.oom 
ontingent. 
t , 
: (20 ) 49-3804 ti t l i - riti  i t   
Fax: 
il: eralCounsel@FH A.org 
Contingent, 
nliquidated, 
: (21 ) -6373 Contingent Claim- LiUgat;on i t  k  
; (212) 504-6666 
ail: gregory.patrick cwt.oom 
Contingent, 
li i t , 
: (21 ) 1>-2140 Contingent Clai - Litigation t   
Fax: (212) 336-2094 
il: rf r1enza@pbwt.com 
ontingent, 
li i t , 
: (212) 21>-7844 Contingent Claim- Litigation t   
ax: (212) 755-7306 
il: cball joneeday.com 
Contingent, 
Unliq i t , 
Phone: (212) 857-0581 Contingent Claim- Litigation isputed Unknown 
Fax: (212) 893-2792 
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15 Thdvent Financial for Lutherans Phone 8008474836 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
CIO Teresa JRasmussen Fax




16 West Virginia Investment ManagementBoard Phone 304 3452672 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
COCraig Slaughter Fax
500 Virginia Street East Suite 200 Email
Contingent
Unliquidated
17 Allstate Insurance Phone 213 4433000 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
COQuinn Emanuel Urquhart Sullivan Fax
865 S Figueroa Street 10th Floor Email danbrockett@quinnemanuelco
Contingent
Unliquidated
18 Western Southern Phone 212 382 3300 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COWollmuM Maher Deutsch LLP Fax
500 Fifth Avenue Email dwollmuth@wmdlawcom
New York NY 10110
Contingent
Unliquidated
19 The Union Central Life Insurance Company Phone 619 231 1058 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CIO Robbins Geller Rudman Dowd LLP Fax 519 231 7423
655 West Broadway Suite 1900 Email stevep@rgndlawcom
Contingent
Unliquidated
20 Cambridge Place Investment Management Inc Phone 6177202880 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Donnelly Conroy Gelhaar LLP Fax 617 7203553
1 Beacon Street 33rd Floor Email msd@dogim00m
Contingent
Unliquidated
21 Sealink Funding Limited Phone 212 9070869 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO LabatonSucharow LLP Fax 212 8837069
140 Broadway Email jbemstein@labatoncom
Contingent
Unliquidated
22 Stichting Pensioenfonds ABP Phone 302 6227040 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CIO Grant Eisenhofer Fax 302 6227100
123 SJustison Street Email gjarvis@gelawcom
Contingent
Unliquidated
23 Huntington Bancshares Inc Phone 302 6227040 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COGrant Eisenhofer Fax 302 6227100
123 SJustison Street Email gjarvis@gelawcom
Contingent
Unliquidated
24 Federal Home Loan Bank of Chicago Phone 2066231900 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Keller RohrbackLLP Fax 2066233384
1201 Third Avenue Suite 3200 Email dioessr@kellerrohrbackcom
Contingent
Unliquidated
25 Federal Home LoanBank of Boston Phone 206 6231900 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
CIO Keller Rohrback LLP Fax 2066233384
1201 Third Avenue Suite 3200 Email dloeser@kellerrohrbackcom
Contingen
Unliquidated
26 Federal Home LoanBank of Indianapolis Phone 206 6231900 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COKeller Rohrback LLP Fax 2066233384
1201 Third Avenue Suite 3200 Email dloeser@kellertohrbackcom
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Fax: 
il: l t md-Iww.com 
ontingent. 
li uidated, 
: (61 ) 1-1058 t l i -    
ax: (51 ) 1-7423 
il: t vep@rgrdlaw.com 
ontingent, 
li i t d, 
: (6 ) 20-2880 ontingent lai - Securities isputed  




: (212) 907-0869 t l i -  i t  Unknown 




: (3 ) -7040 ti t l i - riti   Unknown 




: (302) 622-7040 ti nt l i - c riti s is t  Unknown 
x: (30 ) 2-7100 
il: jarviS@gelaw.com 
ti t, 
li f t d, 
: (2 6) -1900 ontingent lai - ecurities  Unknown 
Fax: (2 6) -338  
il: t eser@kell rroh back.c:om 
ti t, 
, 
P : (20 ) -1900 ti t l i - c riti s   
Fax: (2 6) -338  
E : l ser kellerrohrback.oom 
ntingon1 
li i ated, 
Ph : (206) 623-1900 tingent l i · c riti s is t   
F : (20 ) 6 -3384 
Email: dloeser kellerrohrback.oom 
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Contingent




27 Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company Phone 413 7888411 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
COBernadette Harrigan Fax 4132264268
1295 State Street Email
Contingent
Unliquidated
28 National Credit Union Administration Board Phone 310 7893100 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COSusman Godfrey LLP Fax 310 7893150
1901 Avenueof the Stars Suite 950 Email mselfzer@susmangodfrey
Contingent
Unliquidated
29 TheCharles Schwab Corporation Phone 212 7550100 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COGrais Ellsworth LLP Fax 212 7550052
70 East 55th Street Email
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
30 New Jersey Carpenters Health Fund Phone 2128387797 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Cohen Milstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 212 838 7745




31 New Jersey Carpenters Vacation Fund Phone 212 838 7797 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Cohen MilsteinSellers Toll PLLC Fax 2128387745




32 Boilermaker Blacksmith National PensionTrust Phone 212838 7797 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COCohen Milstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 212 838 7745
150 East 52ndStreet Thirtieth Floor Email jlaitman@oohrenmilstehn00
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
33 Police and FireRetirement System of the City of Detm Phone 212 2233900 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COZwerling Schechter Zwerling Fax 212 3715969
41 Madison Avenue Email rwerling@zszcom
New York NY 10010
Contingent
Unliquidated
34 Orange County Employees Retirement System Phone 212 8387797 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO CohenMilstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 212 8387745
150 East 52ndStreet Thirtieth Floor Email jlaitman@oohenmilsteinc
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
35 Midwest Operating Engineers Pension Trust Fund Phone 2128387797 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO CohenMilstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 2128387745
150 East 52ndStreet Thirtieth Floor Email jlaitman@oohenmiistein00
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
36 Iowa Public Employees Retirement System Phone 212 8387797 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
COCohen Milstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 2128387745
150 East 52ndStreet Thirtieth Floor Email jlaitman@oohenmilstein00
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
37 Brian Kessler at al Phone 816 4216620 Contingent Litigation Disputed Unknown
COWalters Bender Stmhbehn Vaughan PC Fax 816 4214747
2500City Center Square 1100 Main Suite 2500 Email jhaake@wbsvlawcom
Contingent
Unliquidated
38 DonnaMoore Phone 610 822024 Contingent Litigation Disputed Unknown
CO Kessler Topaz Meltzer Check LLP Fax 610 6677056
280 King of Prussia Road Email eciolko@ktmcco
Radnor PA 19087
001756
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Notes
1 For all litigation settlements themurderpartysattorney is listed as addressee
2 General Trade Payable claims are based on balances in the Debtors Accounts Payable system as of close of business May 11 2012
3 Estimated amount of claim for unsecured bonds represents principal balances as of5912and doesnot include accrued interest or fees
4 As of Indenture dated Jun 24 2005 between Residential Capital Corporation and DeutscheBank Trust Company Americas
as indenture Trustee amended on June 24 2005 November21 2005 and May 16 2008 A 201million semi annual interest payment
due in April 2012 for the senior uncured note maturing in April 2013 was not made
5 Estimated amount of claim for EUR miss is based on an exchange rate of129480on May 11 2012
6 Estimated amount of claim for GBP miss is based on an exchange rate of 61418 on May 11 2012
4 of4
Contingent
No Creditor 1 Creditor Contact Nature of Claim 2 Unliquidated or Amount of Claim3
Disputed
39 Steven And Ruth Mitchell Phone 816 4216620 Settled Litigation 14SDO000DC
CIO Walters Bender Stroehbehn Vaughan PC Fax 816 4214747
2500 City Center Square 1100 Main Street Email awalter@wbsvlawmm
Kansas CityMO 64105
40 Indecomm Global Services Phone 732 4040081 Ext 208 General Trade Payable 675000
200 Middlesex Essex Turnpike Fax
Suite102 Email Rajan@indemmmt
Iselin NJ 08830
41 Alan Gardner Phone 206 4415444 Settled Litigation 555000
COWilliamson Williams Fax 206 7805557
187 Parfitt Way SW Suite 250 Email roblin@wiiliamslawco
d aBainbri IslandWA 98110
42 Tiffany Smith Phone 206 622 8000 Settled Litigation 275000
COSchmeter Goldmark Bender Fax 206 682 2305
500 Central Bldg 810 ThinsAve Email info@sgb lawcom
Seattle WA 98104
43 Don E Diane M Patterson Phone 6123376100 Settled Litigation 1579 0
COSiegel Brill PA Fax 612 3398591
100 WashingtonAvenue South Suite 1300 Email heidifiriong@siegelbriiLoom
Minneapolis MN 55401
44 Wells Fargo 8 Company Phone 6126677121 General Trade Payable 121000
Wf8113PO Box1450 Fax
Minneapolis MN 55485 Email
45 Credstar Phone 800 9215700 ext 5129 General Trade Payable 9977365
12395 First AmericanWay Fax
Poway CA 92064 Email LPudbrd@mre4icmm
46 Emortgage Logic Phone 817 5812900 General Trade Payable 879100
9151Boulevard 28 Suite 400 Fax
NRichland Hills TX 761805 05 Email info@emortgagelogicmm
47 Aegis Use Inc Phone 63 2 8858000 General Trade Payable 721165
2049Century Park East Suite 300 Fax
Los Angeles CA 90067 Email KapilChopr @aegisglobalmm
48 ISGN Fulfillment Services Inc Phone 860 6567571 General Trade Payable 65754
3220TillmanDrive Suite 301 Fax
Bensalem PA 19020 Email Smttslifer@isgnmm
49 US Bank Phone 651 4953839 General Trade Payable 64000
Corporate Trust Services Fax 886 8691624
60 Livingston Ave Email michelleoeller@usbankm
St Paul MN 55107
50 Deborah Pangel and Lee Sachs Phone 914 9460860 Settled Litigation 55000
CO Linda Tirelli Fax 914480870
One North Lexington Avenue 11th Floor Email Westchesterlagal@aolmm
White Plains NY 10601
001757
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Re.identlal Capital LLC, at al. 
Top Uneeeured Creditors 
InUSD 
( ll Amounts Are Estimated) 
No. CredHor[1] 
39 Steven And Ruth Mitchell 
I  Walters Bender Stroehbehn & aughan, p.e 
2500 City Center Square, 11  Main Stre t 
Kansas City, MO 64105 
40 indEtCOmm Global Services 
200 iddlesex ssex r i  
Suite 102 
Iselin, NJ 08830 
41 Alan Gardner 
C/O Williamson & Williams 
187 Par1itt Way SW, Su~e 250 
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110 
42 Tiffany S ith 
C/O Schroeter Goldmark & Bender 
500 Central Bldg" 810 Third Ave. 
Saattle, WA 98104 
43 Don E. Diane M. Patterson 
/O iegel ri", .A. 
100 ashington Avenue South, Suite 1300 
Minneaoolis, MN 55401 
44 eBs Fargo & Co pany 
Wf8113, P.O. Box 1450 
i apolis,   
45 Credstar 
 i t i   
Poway, CA 92064 
 rt  i  
9151 Boulevard 26, Suite 400 
N. Richland Hills, TX 7618()'5605 
47 Aegis sa Inc. 
 tury rk , N   
 l .. ,   
48 ISGN Fulfillment Services Inc 
3220 Tillman Drive, Suite 301 
Bensalem, PA 19020 
49 US Bank 
Corporate Trust Services 
60 Livingston Ave 
51. Paul, MN 55107 
50 Deborah Pangel and Lee Sachs 
C/O Linda Tirelli 
ne orth xington , 11th Floor 
White Plains, NY 10601 
~ 
Creditor Contact 
Phone: ( 16) 421-  
Fax: ( 16) 421-  
Email: awalter@wbsvlaw.com 
Phone: ( 32) 404- 1 Ext. 20  
Fax: 
Email: Raj indeco m.net 
Phone: ( 06) 441-  
Fax: ( 06) 78Q.. 7 
Email: r jn@will ~aw.oom 
ne: ( 6) -  
Fax: (2 6) 6 -  
ail: inf sgb-Iaw.com 
ne: (6 ) 37-61 0 
Fax: (6 2) 39-6591 
ail: idifu ll.c  
hone: (612) 667-7121 
Fax: 
Email: 
ne: (8 0) 21-6 00, t  
Fax: 
ail: llor coreloglc.com 
ne: (81 ) -290  
Fax: 
ail: i mortgagelogic.com 
: +63   
Fax: 
: api.Chopra@sogieglobal.com 
: (86 ) 8 6-7571 
Fax: 
: cott.mifer isgn.oom 
: (651) -383  
Fax: (666) 9-1624 
il: ichelle.moeller@usbank.com 
Phone: (914) 946-0660 
Fax; (9 4)946-0870 
il: W stchesterL gal aol.oom 
[1] For allittigation se tle t , the count arty's attorney is listed as addr . 
Nature of Claim [ ] 
Settled Litigatlon 
General Tra  Payabkt 
Sattled Litigation 
Sattled L~igation 
at led L~i t o  
eneral   
eneral Trade ayable 
l r  l  
eneral Trade Payable 
r l r de le 
eneral r de ayable 
ettled Litigation 
[2] eneral Trade ayable l i s are based on balances in the Debtors' ts yable stem as f d e of busine s ay , 2 . 
[3] Estimated nt of l i  for unsecured bonds represents principal balances as of 5/9/12 and do  not include r  interest or f . 
[41 s of Indenture dated Ju e 24, 2005 between Residential Capital Corporation and tsche Bank Trust Company Americas, 
as Indenture Trustee (amended on June 24,2005, November 21,2005, and ay 16, 2008). A $20.1 illion semi-annual interest payment 
due in April 2012 for the senior u secured note maturing in April 2013 was not mad . 
[5] Estimated amount f claim for EUR notes is based on an exchange rate f .29480 on May 11, 20 . 
[6] Estimated amount of claim for GBP notes is based on an exchange rate of1.61418 on May 11, 201 . 
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT








In accordance with Rule 1007aofthe Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure
Homecomings Financial LLC the Debtor hereby states that the following corporations
directly or indirectly own 10 or more of the Debtors equity interests as ofMay 14 2012
Shareholder Percentage ofShares
Held
Residential Funding Company LLC 100
I James Whitlinger the ChiefFinancial Officer of Homecomings Financial LLC a
Delaware limited liability company declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the
foregoing and that it is true and correct to the best ofmy information and belief and will be
supplemented to the extent additional information becomes available
Dated May 14 2012
s James Whitlinger
Name James Whitlinger
Title Chief Financial Officer
ny1012362 001758
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ACTION BY UNANIMOUSWRITTEN CONSENT
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
CERTAIN SUBSIDIARIES OF RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL LLC
The undersigned being all of the Directors of each of the direct and indirect subsidiaries
of Residential Capital LLC ResCap listed on Exhibit A hereto collectively the Filing
Subsidiaries and separately the Filing Subsidiary and constituting the entire board of
Directors of each of the Filing Subsidiaries the Board acting pursuant to applicable law
hereby waive any and all requirements for the holding of a meeting including without
limitation any requirements as to call and notice thereof and consent to the adoption of the
following recitals and resolutions and to the actions set forth herein as of this 13 day of
May 2012 which actions shall have the same force and effect as if taken by unanimous
affirmative vote at a meeting of the Board duly called and held
WHEREAS the Board i has extensively reviewed the alternatives available to the
Filing Subsidiaries iihas been advised of and considered the decision of the Board ofDirectors
of ResCap to authorize the commencement of a case under the provisions of Chapter 11 of Title
11 of the United States Code the Bankruptcy Code for itself and for certain of its direct and
indirect subsidiaries and iii has determined that seeking relief under the provisions of
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code presents the best opportunity for preserving and maximizing
the value of the enterprise for the benefit of Filing Subsidiaries their creditors and stakeholders
and other interested parties
WHEREAS the Filing Subsidiaries have engaged in negotiations ranging from
preliminary to latestage with a number of prospective strategic and financial investors who
expressed interest in pursuing a transaction and sale process to acquire substantially all of the
assets of the Filing Subsidiaries pursuant to 11 USC 105 363 and 365 a Section 363
Sale
WHEREAS the Filing Subsidiaries have narrowed the field of prospective investors
interested in pursuing a Section 363 Sale to Fortress Investment Group LLC Fortress a
leading highly diversified global investment management firm
WHEREAS the proposed transaction with Fortress would entail the sale of substantially
all of the Filing Subsidiaries assets including their mortgage loan origination and servicing
businesses in a Section 363 Sale as part of a Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceeding filed by the
Filing Subsidiaries and the institution of an auction process under the supervision of the
Bankruptcy Court to ensure that the price and terms obtained by the Filing Subsidiaries
constitute the best available transaction for the Filing Subsidiaries such transactions being
collectively referred to herein as the Fortress Transaction
WHEREAS the Board has determined that it is in the best interests of each of the Filing
Subsidiaries that the Filing Subsidiaries pursue the Fortress Transaction
WHEREAS the Board has also been presented by the management of the Filing
Subsidiaries with a proposed Superpriority Debtor inPossession Credit and Guaranty
Agreement the Credit Agreement by and among GMACM Borrower LLC GMACM
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of
GMAC Residential Holding CompanyLLCGMACRFC Holding Company LLC
and Homecomings Financial LLC
ny1040337
001759
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Borrower RFC Borrower LLC RFC Borrower together with GMACM Borrower the
Borrowers ResCap GMAC Mortgage LLC GMAC Mortgage Residential Funding
Company LLC Residential Funding certain subsidiaries of ResCap from time to time party
thereto as guarantors collectively the Guarantors Guarantors collectively with the Borrowers
the Credit Parties and each a Credit Party GMAC Mortgage and Residential Funding as
Administrators Originators Receivables Custodians and Servicers GMAC Mortgage as
GMACM Servicer certain financial institutions from time to time party thereto as lenders the
Lenders Barclays Bank PLC Barclays as administrative agent for the Lenders the
Administrative Agent Barclays as collateral agent the Collateral Agent and Barclays as
syndication agent and the other persons from time to time party thereto pursuant to which the
Filing Subsidiaries intends to i provide an absolute and unconditional guaranty the
Guaran on a joint and several basis with the other guarantors of all obligations liabilities
and indebtedness of the Credit Parties as contemplated by or specified in the Credit Documents
as defined below and the Orders the Obligations and ii grant to the Collateral Agent
security interests pledges and encumbrances as contemplated by or specified in the Credit
Documents and the Orders
WHEREAS the Board has determined that the Filing Subsidiaries will benefit directly
or indirectly from the loans being made under the Credit Agreement and that it is in the best
interests of the Filing Subsidiaries to guaranty the Obligations and to grant a lien on the terms
and conditions set forth in the Credit Agreement
WHEREAS in connection with entering into the Credit Agreement the Credit Parties
may as necessary negotiate prepare execute deliver acknowledge attest and perform or
cause to be negotiated prepared executed delivered acknowledged attested and performed fee
letters engagement letters commitment letters promissory notes guaranty agreements
collateral documents pledge agreements cash collateral and reimbursement agreements deeds
of trust mortgages control agreements custodial agreements other security agreements
assignments endorsements and other instruments of transfer intercreditor andorsubordination
agreements agency agreements instruction letters appointment and authorization agreements
payoff letters financing statements hedging agreements and other agreements certificates
instruments and documents as may be contemplated by related to or required in connection with
the Credit Agreement or the transactions contemplated thereby collectively with the Credit
Agreement and Guaranty the Credit Documents
WHEREAS the Board has had the opportunity to consult with the management of each
of the Filing Subsidiaries and to fully consider each of the strategic alternatives available to the
Filing Subsidiaries
WHEREAS after consideration of all factors and information the Board deemed
relevant the Board finds that it is desirable for fair to and in the best interests of the Filing
Subsidiaries their creditors and stakeholders and other parties in interest that the Filing
Subsidiaries i file or cause to be filed a voluntary petition for relief under the provisions of
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code in which the authority to operate as a debtorinpossession
will be sought the Chapter 11 Filing ii effect the Fortress Transaction as a Section 363
Sale and iii execute and deliver the Credit Agreement and the other Credit Documents to the
Unanimous Written Consent of Boardof
GMAC Residential Holding Company LLCGMACRFC Holding Company LLC
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(as  l )    (the "Obliga ") a  (ii) ra t to t e llateral e t 
rit  i t r t , l   r ,  t late   r cifi  i  t  r it 
e ts   rs; 
, the oard has deter ined that the iling ubsidiaries ill benefit, directly 
r i irectl , fr  t e l a s ei  a e er t e re it ree e t a  t at it is i  t e est 
i terests  t  ili  i i ie  t  r t  t  li ti   t  t  li   t  t  
and conditions set forth in the redit gree ent; 
, in connection ith entering into the redit gree ent, the redit arties 
ay, as ecessary, e tiate, re are, e ec te, eli er, ac le e, attest a  erf r  (or 
s  t   ti t , r r , t , li r , l d, tt t   rf r d) f  
l tt , t l tt , it t l tt r , i  t s, r t  r e ents, 
ll t r l ts, le e r ts, s  llat r l  r i rs t r nts, s 
f trust, ortgages, control agree ents, custodial agree ents, other security agree ents, 
assi e ts, e rse e ts a  t er i str e ts f tra sfer, i tercre it r and/or s r i ati n 
r t ,  r ts, i tr ti  l tt rs, i t t  t ri ti  r e ents, 
 l tt rs, i a i  t t ents, i  ts  t  nts, rti i t s, 
instru ents and docu ents as ay be conte plated by, related to or required in connection ith 
t e r it gre t r t e tr s ti s t late  t r  (collectivel  it  t  r it 
gree e t  r t , t  "Credit e ts"); 
E E S, the oard has had the opportunity to consult ith the anage ent of each 
f the iling ubsidiaries and to fully consider each f the strategic alternatives available to the 
ili  si iaries; 
, ter      r     
relevant, the oard fmds that it is desirable for, fair to, and in the best interests of the Filing 
si iaries, t eir cre it rs a  sta e l ers a  t er arties i  i terest, t at t e ilin  
si iaries (i) file r se t   file   lu tar  titi  f r r li f r t  r isions f 
hapter 11 of the ankruptcy ode, in hich the authority to operate as a debtor-in-possession 
 e t (the "Chapte   i "), (ii) effect t e rtress ra sacti  as a ecti   
l ,  (iii) te  li er t  r it gre t  t  t r r it t , t  t e 
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extent parry thereto and perform its obligations thereunder including the provision of the
Guaranty and granting of a security interest
NOW THEREFORE BE ITRESOLVED as follows
COMMENCEMENT OF BANKRUPTCY CASES
RESOLVED that each of the Filing Subsidiaries is authorized and directed to file a
petition seeking reliefunder the provisions of Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code
RESOLVED that each of the Authorized Officers of the Filing Subsidiaries it being
understood that for the purposes of these resolutions the Authorized Officers of a Filing
Subsidiary shall include without limitation the most senior officer of the Filing Subsidiary and
any other officer determined by the Chief Executive Officer or Chief Financial Officer of the
Filing Subsidiary to be an appropriate officer with respect to the action taken is hereby
authorized empowered and directed in the name and on behalf of the Filing Subsidiary to
execute and verify a petition under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code and to cause the same to
be filed in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York the
Bankruptcy Court in such form and at such time as the Authorized Officer executing such
petition on behalf ofFiling Subsidiaries shall determine
RESOLVED that in connection with the commencement of the Chapter 11 case by each
Filing Subsidiary each Authorized Officer is authorized in the name and on behalf of the Filing
Subsidiaries to negotiate execute and deliver such notes security and other agreements and
instruments as such Authorized Officer considers appropriate to enable the Filing Subsidiary to
enter into one or more agreements to iguaranty the Obligations under the Credit Agreement as
more fully set forth below and ii utilize cash collateral on the terms and conditions as such
Authorized Officer or Authorized Officers executing the same may consider necessary proper
or desirable and to consummate the transactions contemplated by such notes security and other
agreements and instruments on behalf of the Filing Subsidiary subject to Bankruptcy Court
approval
RESOLVED that each Authorized Officer is authorized and directed in the name and
on behalf of each Filing Subsidiary to cause the Filing Subsidiary to enter into execute deliver
certify file andorrecord negotiate and perform or direct others to do so on their behalf as
provided herein any and all petitions schedules lists motions certifications agreements
instruments affidavits applications including without limitation applications for approvals or
rulings of governmental or regulatory authorities or other documents and in that connection to
employ and retain legal counsel accountants or other professionals and to take such other
actions as in the judgment of such Authorized Officer shall be or become necessary proper or
desirable in connection with Chapter 11 Filing contemplated hereby with a view to the
successful prosecution of such case including any and all action necessary proper or desirable in
connection with obtaining the use of cash collateral or debtorinpossession financing
RESOLVED that Tammy Hamzehpour is hereby appointed or reappointed as
applicable as Assistant Secretary of the Filing Subsidiaries
UnanimousWritten Consent ofBoard of
GMAC Residential Holding CompanyLLCGMACRFC Holding Company LLC
and Homecomings Financial LLC
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RESOLVED that the Board approves and endorses each of the Filing Subsidiaries
taking any and all action including authorizing a filing in the Bankruptcy Court and to execute
and deliver all documents agreements motions and pleadings as are necessary proper or
desirable to enable such Filing Subsidiary to carry out the filing in Bankruptcy Court
contemplated hereby pursuant to Sections 105 363 and 365 of the Bankruptcy Code
SECTION 363 ASSET SALE AUTHORIZATION
RESOLVED that the Authorized Officers each acting alone or with one or more other
Authorized Officers be and they hereby are authorized empowered and directed to petition the
Bankruptcy Court to effect the Fortress Transaction through an auction process overseen by the
Bankruptcy Court in a Section 363 Sale
RESOLVED that the Authorized Officers each acting alone or with one or more other
Authorized Officers be and they hereby are authorized and empowered to execute and file on
behalf of each Filing Subsidiary all petitions schedules lists and other motions papers or
documents and to take any and all action that they deem necessary or advisable to effect the
Fortress Transaction as a Section 363 Sale
DEBTORINPOSSESSION FINANCING AUTHORIZATION
RESOLVED that each of the Filing Subsidiaries is authorized to grant to the Collateral
Agent and the Lenders security interests pledges and encumbrances in and of certain property of
the Filing Subsidiaries as provided in the Credit Agreement
RESOLVED that the form terms and provisions of the Credit Agreement including the
Guaranty together with all schedules and exhibits thereto of which a draft was submitted to this
Board are advisable fair to and in the best interest of the Filing Subsidiaries and are in all
respects approved
RESOLVED that the Authorized Officers each acting alone or with one or more
Authorized Officers may inegotiate execute and deliver for and on behalf of each of the
Filing Subsidiaries the Credit Agreement and the other Credit Documents referred to therein to
which any of the Filing Subsidiaries is a party including the Collateral Documents as defined in
the Credit Agreement to be delivered thereunder in substantially the forms hereby approved
with such changes additions or deletions as the Authorized Officer executing the same may
approve such execution to be conclusive evidence of such approval and ii negotiate execute
and deliver all other instruments certificates papers agreements and other Credit Documents
which the Lenders the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agent may require in connection
with the Credit Agreement in such form and of such content as any such Authorized Officer shall
approve such execution to be conclusive evidence of such approval
RESOLVED that any Authorized Officer is authorized to negotiate execute and deliver
for and on behalf of each of the Filing Subsidiaries any addendum to amendment of or other
renewal or extension of the Credit Agreement or any other Credit Documents at any time after
the execution thereof such addendum amendment renewal or extension to be in such form and
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of
GMAC Residential Holding Company LLCGMACRFC Holding Company LLC
and Homecomings Financial LLC
ny1040337
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SOL VED, that the oard approves and endorses each of the iling Subsidiaries 
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changes and amendments to any of the terms and conditions thereof as such Authorized Officer
may approve ii to negotiate execute deliver certify file andor record and perform any
agreements documents certificates consents filings and applications relating to the
Resolutions adopted and matters ratified or approved herein and the transactions contemplated
thereby and amendments and supplements to any of the foregoing and to take such other action
as may be required or as such Authorized Officer deems appropriate or advisable in connection
therewith and iii to do such other things as may be required or as may in such Authorized
Officersjudgment be necessary proper or desirable to carry out the intent and effectuate the
purposes of the Resolutions adopted and matters ratified or approved herein and the
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby
RESOLVED that any Authorized Officer be and each of them individually is
empowered authorized and directed for and on behalf of the Filing Subsidiaries to take or cause
to be taken any and all such further actions to execute and deliver or cause to be executed and
delivered all such contracts documents instruments and agreements providing for the
engagement retention compensation reimbursement or expenses and indemnification of any
legal counsel accounting firm investment banking firm or other such consultants advisors and
other agents to incur and pay all such fees and expenses and to retain any such legal counsel
accounting firm investment banking firm or other such consultants advisers and other agents in
each case as they shall in their judgment determine to be necessary desirable or advisable to
carry out fully the intent and purpose of the foregoing resolutions and the execution by such
Authorized Officer of any such document instrument or agreement or the payment of any such
expenses or the doing by them of any act in connection with the foregoing matters shall
conclusively establish their authority therefore and the approval of the documents instruments or
agreements so executed the expenses so paid and the actions so taken
RESOLVED that any person dealing with any Authorized Officer or Authorized
Officers in connection with any of the foregoing matters shall be conclusively entitled to rely
upon the authority of such Authorized Officer and by his or her execution of any document or
agreement the same shall be a valid and binding obligation of the Filing Subsidiaries
enforceable in accordance with its terms
RETENTION OF PROFESSIONALS AND PAYMENT OF FEES AND EXPENSES
RESOLVED that the law firm of Morrison Foerster LLP is employed as attorneys for
the Filing Subsidiaries under a general retainer in the Filing Subsidiaries Chapter 11 case
subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy Court
RESOLVED that the firm of FTI Consulting Inc is employed to provide financial
advisory services to the Filing Subsidiaries subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy Court
RESOLVED that the firm of Centerview Partners LLC is employed to provide
investment banking services to the Filing Subsidiaries subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy
Court
RESOLVED that the firm of Kurtzman Carson Consultants LLP is employed as claims
and noticing agent to the Filing Subsidiaries subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy Court
Unanimous Written Consent ofBoard of
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RESOLVED that the law firm ofCurtis MalletPrevost Colt Mosle LLP is employed
as conflicts counsel for the Filing Subsidiaries in the Filing Subsidiaries Chapter 11 case
subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy Court
RESOLVED that the firm of Rubenstein Associates Inc is employed as public relations
consultants to the Filing Subsidiaries in the Filing Subsidiaries Chapter 11 case subject to the
approval of the Bankruptcy Court
RESOLVED that any Authorized Officer is authorized empowered and directed to
execute and file all petitions schedules motions lists applications pleadings and other papers
and in connection therewith to employ and retain all assistance by legal counsel accountants
financial advisors and other professionals and to take and perform any and all further acts and
deeds that such Authorized Officer deems necessary proper or desirable in connection with the
Filing Subsidiaries or any Filing SubsidiarysChapter 11 case with a view to the successful
prosecution of such case
RESOLVED that all actions taken by the Authorized Officers or any of them prior to
the date of the foregoing Resolutions adopted by unanimous consent and within the authority
conferred are ratified confirmed and approved in all respects as the act and deed of the Filing
Subsidiaries
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned being all of the members of the Board of
Directors of the Filing Subsidiaries execute this written consent adopt the above recitals and
resolutions and direct a fully signed copy of this Action by Unanimous Written Consent of the
Board of Directors to be filed with the minutes of proceedings of the Board of Directors of the
Filing Subsidiaries
Unanimous Written Consent of Boardof
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This Action by Unanimous Written Consent of the Board of Directors may be
executed in any number of counterparts each of which shall be deemed an original but all of
which taken together shall constitute one and the same Action by Unanimous Written Consent of
the Board ofDirectors of the Filing Subsidiaries
Dated May 13 2012 sJames Whitlinger
James Whitlinger
Dated May 13 2012 s Steven M Abreu
Steven M Abreu
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of
GMAC Residential Holding Company LLCGMACRFC Holding Company LLC
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EXHIBIT A
GMAC Residential Holding Company LLC
GMACRFC Holding Company LLC
Homecomings Financial LLC
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Southern District ofNew York Yul tatyPetltioil
Name of Debtor if individual enterLast First Middle Name of Joint Debtor Spouse Last FastMiddle
Executive Trustee Services LLC
AllOther Names used by the Debtor in the last 8 years All Other Names used by the Joint Debtor in the last 8 years
include married maidenand trade names include married maiden and trade names
Executive Trustee Services Inc
Last four digits ofSoc Sec or IndividualTaxpayerID ITIN NoComplete EIN Last four digits ofSoc Sec or IndividualTaxpayerIDITIN NoCompleteEIN
ifmore than one state all 232778943 if more than one state all
Street Address of Debtor No and Street City and State Street Address ofJoint Debtor No and Street City and State
2255N Ontario Street
Suite 400
Burbank CA ZIP CODE 91504 ZIPCODE
County ofResidence or of the Principal Place of Business County of Residence or of the Principal Place of Business
Los Angeles
Mailing Address ofDebtor if different from street address Mailing Address ofJoint Debtor ifdifferent from street address
ZIPCODE ZIPCODE
Location ofPrincipal Assets ofBusiness Debtor ifdifferent from street address above
ZIP CODE
Type of Debtor Nature of Business Chapter of Bankruptcy CodeUnder Which
Form ofOrganization Check one box the Petition is Filed Check one box
Check one box Health CareBusiness Chapter 7 Chapter 15 Petition for
Individual includes JointDebtors 8 Single Asset Real Estate as defined in Chapter 9 Recognition of a Foreign
See Exhibit D on page 2 ofthisform 11USC 10151B 0 Chapter 1 1 Main Proceeding
Corporation includes LLC andLLP Railroad Chapter 15 Petition forChapter 12
Partnership Stockbroker Recognition ofaForeignChapter 13
Other Ifdebtor is not one of the above entities Commodity Broker
Nonmain Proceeding
check thisbox and state type ofentity below Clearing Bank Nature of Debts
Other Check onebox
Debts are primarily consumer Debts are primarily
debts defined in 11USC business debtsTax Exempt Entity
Checkbox ifapplicable 1018as incurredby an
Debtor is a taxexemptorganization individual primarily for a
underTitle 26 of the United States personal family or household
Code the Internal Revenue Code purpose
Filing Fee Check one box Chapter 11 Debtors
Check one box
Full Filing Fee attached Debtor is a small business debtor as defined in 11 USC 10151D
Filing Fee to be paid in installments applicable to individuals only Must attach Debtor is not a smallbusiness debtor as defined in 11USC 10151D
signed application for the courtsconsideration certifying that the debtor is Check if
unable to pay fee except in installments Rule 1006bSee Official Form 3A Debtorsaggregate noncontingent liquidateddebts excluding debts owed to
insiders or affiliates are less than 234300
El Filing Fee waiver requested applicable to chapter 7 individuals only Must
attach signed application for the courtsconsideration See Official Form 3B Check all applicable boxes
Aplan is being filedwith thispetition
Acceptances of the plan were solicited prepetition from one or more classes
of creditors in accordance with 11USC 1126b
StatisticalAdmini trative Information THIS SPACE ISFOR
Debtor estimates that funds will be available fordistribution to unsecured creditors
COURT USE ONLY
Debtor estimates that after any exempt property is excluded and administrative expenses paid therewill be no funds available for
distribution to unsecured creditors
Estimated Number ofCreditors
9 199 11 11 0 Q2999 1000 1 1 1 1 Over
5000 10000 25000 50000 1000 1000
Estimated Assets
15001 1 1 Moreto to 001 to 5000 1 10001 100001 500001 0001 0001 than
5000 1000 5000 to 1 to 10 to 50 to 100 to 500 to1billion l billion
million million million million million
Estimated Liabilities
0001 More0to to to than
5000 1000 5000 to 1 to 10 to 50 to 100 to 500 to 1 billion 1 billion
million million million million million
ny1012312 001767
  'j  5/1 /12   5/1 /12 O· 5  '   I (O ficial F I -mg OC I   : l  O  
te  tes  rt J-Ig 1 OT "L"L _:":;~,;y:t ... ,,,,:..:,;; 'i t .......... ' ...... 'c<~ 
t r  i tri t   r  *.;:; .< •• ;·~,;~'·,;:':t~~~;: .... ·,,:rC .t;: 
 f  (if l, t r t, t, dle): a e  i   (S e) (La t, irst, dle): 
 r stee r i ,  
 t er es   e    ast  ears   a es           
(include i , i n,  tra  es): (include , i en,   ames): 
ive st  r i , . 
 four its  . .  i i al- a payer 1.D. (IT ) ./Complete  ast  ts  . c.  i i al-  l.D. (IT ) ./ o   
(if ore t  , t te ll): -  (if   ,  l ): 
 ddress f  (N .  t, ,  tate): eet dress J i   (N .  , ity,  tate): 
 . t ri  tr t 
ite 0 
,  I I    I I IP  I 
ty  e e   e  lace  :          i ss: 
os ngeles 
a ling ddre s  r (if ffere    r ss): iling ddress f i t t r (if iff r t fr  tr t dres ): 
I ZIP E I I ZIP E I 
ocation f ri ci al ssets f siness e t r (if iffere t fr  street a ress a ove): 
I I   I 
e f e t r ature of usiness t   r t   r i  
(For   ) (Chec  e ox.)  ti  s led (Chec   ox.) 
(Chec  e x.) B   siness 0 hapter? 0 t r  titi n  0 I i id l (includes i t t r ) i le ss t l t te  fm  i  0   cogniti     
 i it      t i  f  II .S.C. § 0 (5IB) ~ a ter II  r di  ~ r rati  (includes  a  ) 0 lroad 0 a ter  0 t r    0 rt r i  0 t c r er 0 ecognition f a oreign 0 er (If r is t e f  e , 0      i  
check this box and state type of entity below.) 0 l ri   at re f e ts 
~ t  (Che   ox.) 
o   ri  su er, ~ e ts are ri aril  
- t  ts fi  i  II .S.C. si ss ts 
(Che  ,  plicable.) § 01(8)  "incurre    
0 ebtor is a tax-exe pt organization i i idual ri ril  f r  
 tle     tes al, ily,  -ho  
 (   e ue de). rpose." 
ling  (Check ne ox.)   s 
~   : ll ili  ee tt . 0 t  i   ll i  t   fi  i  II .S.C. § (5J ). 
0 ili  ee t  e ai  i  i stall e ts (applicable t  i i iduals nly). st attac  ~ t  i  t  ll iness t   fi  i  II .S.C. § 01(5JD). 
si  lic tio  f r t  urt's si r ti  rtifYing t t t  t r is  f: 
a le t  a  fee e ce t i  i stall e ts. le l0 6(b). ee fficial r  . 0 ebtor's aggregate noncontingent liquidated debts (excluding debts o ed to 
0 Filing Fee aiver requested (applicable to chapter? individuals only). ust i i   f ili t s)  l  t  $ ,343,300. 
attach signed application for the court's consideration. ee fficial or  8.   l  : o  plan is being filed ith this petition. 
o cceptances f the plan ere solicited prepetition fro  one or ore classes 
 i ,    II .S.C. § 126(b). 
tatistical! Administr tive I for ation IS    
~  te  t at s il     io   e  i .    ebtor esti ates that, after any exe pt property is excluded and ad inistrative expenses paid, there ill be no funds available for 
istribution  re  i . 
ate  u be    
~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1-49 50- 9 00-199 00-99  , 00- 5,00 - 10,00 - 25,00 - 50,00 -  
, 00 0, 0 5,0 0 0,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 ,000 
ate  ssets 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 
$0 to $5 ,001  $100,001  $5 0, 01 $1,000, 01 $10,00 ,001 $50,00 ,00 I $100,000,00 I $500, 0 ,0 1 ore b  
$5 , 00 $1 0, 00 $500,000 t  $1  $10  $50  $100  $500 o $1 billion $1 ion 
lion lio  io  lio  i  
ate  ia lities 
0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 
$0 to $50,001  $100,001  $500,001 $1, 00, 01 $10,000,001 $50,000,00 I $100,000,00 I $500,000,001 re  
$5 , 00 $1 0, 00 $500,000 t  $1  $10  $50  $100  $500  S I lion $1 ion 
lion lion io  lio  lion 
-  
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Voluntary Petition P9 O AlUne of Debtors
This page must be completed andfiled in every case Executive Trustee Services LLC
All Prior Bankruptcy Cases Filed Within Last 8 Years Ifmore than two attachadditional sheet
Location Case Number Date Filed
Where Filed None NA NA
Location Case Number Date Filed
Where Filed
PendingBankruptcy Case Filed by any Souse Partner or Affiliateof this Debtor Ifmore than one attach additional sheet
Name of Debtor Case Number Date Filed
See Annex 1 As Assigned SameIDistrict Relationship JudgeSouthern District of New York Affiliate As Assigned
Exhibit A Exhibit B
To be completed if debtor is required to file periodic reports egforms IOK and To be completed if debtor is an individual
IOQ with the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to Section 13 or 15d whose debts are primarily consumer debts
ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and is requesting relief underChapter 11 Ithe attorney for the petitioner named in the foregoing petition declare that I
have informed the petitioner that he or she may proceed under chapter 7 11
12 or 13 of title 11 United States Code and have explained the relief
available under each such chapter I further certify that I have delivered to the
debtor the notice required by 11USC 342b
Exhibit A is attached andmade a part ofthis petition
X
Signature of Attorney for Debtors Date
Exhibit C
Does the debtor own or have possession ofany property that poses or is alleged to pose a threat ofimminent and identifiable harm to public health or safety
Yes and Exhibit C is attached andmade a part ofthis petition
No
Exhibit D
To be completed by every individual debtor If ajoint petition is filed each spouse must complete and attach a separate Exhibit D
Exhibit D completed and signed by the debtor is attached and made a part of this petition
If this is a joint petition
Exhibit D also completed and signed by the joint debtor is attached and made a part of this petition
Information Regarding the Debtor Venue
Check any applicable box
Debtor has been domiciled or has had a residence principal place of business or principal assets in this District for 180 days immediately
preceding the date of thispetition or for a longer part ofsuch 180 days than in any otherDistrict
There is a bankruptcy case concerning debtorsaffiliate general partner or partnership pending in thisDistrict
Debtor is a debtor in a foreign proceeding and has its principal place of business or principal assets in the United States in this District or
has no principal place ofbusiness or assets in the United States but is a defendant in an action or proceeding in a federal or state court in
thisDistrict or the interests of the parties will be served in regard to the relief sought in thisDistrict
Certification by a Debtor Who Resides as aTenant ofResidential Property
Check all applicable boxes
Landlord has a judgment against the debtor for possession of debtors residence Ifbox checked complete the following
Name oflandlord that obtainedjudgment
Address of landlord
Debtor claims that under applicable nonbankruptcy law there are circumstances under which the debtor would be permitted to cure the
entire monetary default that gave rise to the judgment forpossession after the judgment for possession was entered and
Debtor has included with this petition the deposit with the court of any rent that would become due during the 30 day period after the
filing of the petition
Debtor certifies that he she has served the Landlord with thiscertification 11USC 3621
ny1012312 001768
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 t  g L a :&6   ebtor(s): 
(This        r  se.)   ervices,  
    i      ([   t o, at ach it l heet.) 
Location Case Number: t  iled: 
here iled: ne. /A /A 
Location ase ber: t  iled: 
here Filed: 
i 2 r tcy s  ile    po e, artner, r ffiliat  f t i  t r (If r  t  e, tt  iti l he t.) 
a e of ebtor:  ber: t  iled: 
ee nnex   s   
istrict: l ti ship: udge: 
t r  istri t f  r  ffiliate s ssi e  
i it  i it  
(To           (e.g.,  10   (To   i      
Q)   ri       cti  \3  5( d) se e ts are ri aril  c s er ebts.) 
f  ties a e      ti   r t r II.) ,  tt        i  etition, l  t t I 
   tit r  [h   he]   r t r , 1, 
2,    ti  II,  t t  de, nd  expl i d t  reli f 
i     apter.   rtifY    l  t   
      .S.C. § 42(b). 
D i it  i  tt     t  t is titi . 
 
i t     ebtor(s) (Da ) 
bit  
 t  t r  r  i    r rt  t t  r i  ll  t  s   t r t  i ine t  i tifi l  r  t  li  lt  r afety? 
D ,  t          titi . 
IZI o. 
i it  
(To be co pleted by every individual debtor. If a joint petition is filed, each spouse ust co plete and attach a separate xhibit .) 
D i it  lete   i   t  t  i  tt     t  t i  titi . 
If t is is a joint etiti : 
D i it  ls  let   si   t  j i t t r is tt     rt f t is titi . 
r io     -  
D 
(Che   li le x.) 
e t r as ee  le   as   r ,  la   i s,  incipal         
r i  t e t  f t is titi  r f r  l r rt f s   s t  in  t r istri t. 
IZI here s     btor's i ,  t r,  t    i  . 
D e t r is     reig  r ce    ts ipal la e  es    s  e te     trict,  
as  ri ci al lace f usiness r assets i  t e ited tates t is a efe a t i  a  acti  r r cee i  [in a fe eral r state c rt] i  
 t,  t  terests  t  arties            tri t. 
c    t r         
(Check  ca le es.) 
D Landlord has ajudg ent against the debtor for possession of debtor's residence. (If box checked, co plete the following.) 
(Name fla l r  t at tai e  j e t) 
(A dre s l dl r ) 
D     c   l , t   sta ce            
tire et r  defa lt t t a e ris  t  t  ju e t f r ss ssi , fter t  j t f r ss ssi  as t r ,  
D    ith t  i    t   t    t t  e   t  -day    
filing f the petition. 
D t r rtifies t t he/she  s r ed t e an lord it  t i  rtifi ti . (II .S.C. § 62(1». 
- 12 
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IThispage must be completed andfiled in every case Executive Trustee Services LLC
SignaturesofDebtorsindividualJo nt
I declare under penalty ofperjury that the information provided in thispetition is true
andcorrect
If petitioner is an individual whose debts are primarily consumer debts and has
chosen to file under chapter 7 I am aware that I may proceed under chapter 7 11 12
or 13 of title 11 United States Code understand the relief available under each such
chapter and choose to proceed under chapter 7
Ifno attorney represents me and no bankruptcy petition preparer signs the petition I
have obtained and read the notice required by 11 USC 342b
I request relief in accordance with the chapter of title 11 United States Code





Telephone Number ifnot represented by attorney
Date
Signature of Attorney
x s Larren MNashelsky
Signature of Attorney for Debtors
Larren MNashelsky
Printed Nameof Attorney for Debtors
Morrison Foerster LLP
Firm Name
1290 Avenue of the Americas
Address





In acase in which 707b4Dapplies this signature also constitutes a
certification that the attorney has no knowledge after an inquiry that the information
in the schedules is incorrect
Signature of Debtor CorporationPa tnership
I declare under penalty ofperjury that the information provided in this petition is true
andcorrect and that I have been authorized to file this petition on behalfof the
debtor
The debtor requests the relief in accordance with the chapter of title 11 United States
Code specified in this petition
x s James Whitlinger
Signature ofAuthorized Individual
James Whitlinger
Printed Name of AuthorizedIndividual
Chief Financial Officer
Title of Authorized Individual
May 14 2012
Date
Signature of a Foreign Representative
I declare under penalty ofperjury that the information provided in this petition is true
and correct that I am the foreign representative of adebtor in a foreign proceeding
and that I am authorized to file this petition
Checkonly one box
I request relief in accordance with chapter 15 oftitle 11 United States Code
Certified copies of the documents required by 11USC 1515 are attached
Pursuant to 11USC 1511 I request relief in accordance with the
chapter of title 11 specified in this petition A certified copy ofthe
order granting recognition of the foreign main proceeding is attached
X
Signature of Foreign Representative
Printed Name of Foreign Representative
Date
X
Signature ofbankruptcy petition preparer or officer principal responsible person or
partner whose Social Security number is provided above
Names and Social Security numbers of all other individuals who prepared or assisted
in preparing this document unless the bankruptcy petition preparer is not an
individual
Ifmore than one person prepared this document attach additional sheets conforming
to the appropriate official form for each person
A bankruptcy petition preparersfailure to comply with the provisions oftitle 11 and
the Federal Rules fBankruptcy Procedure may result in fines or imprisonment or
both 11USC 110 18USC 156
ny1012312 001769
- -m    il  5/1 /12  5/1 /12  :5  i  t 
 I (O ficia  nn) I (1/08)    Iq 0   
Voluntary titi  e Debtor(s): 
(This e   leted  file   y se.) ti e t  r i s,  
.. 
Sigllatures 
i nature(s)  btor(s) (Individual/Join ) re   gn t t  
I eclare er e alt  f etjw  t at t e i fonnati  r ide  i  t is etitio  is tr e    l   t w    nn     ti   e 
 c t.  rr ct, t t   t  i  t ti e   t  i   i  eding, 
[If etiti er is a  i i idual se e ts are ri arily c s er e ts a  as     ized   s titi . 
  file  ter ]   re    cee    , II,  
(Chec  l  e ox.)  \  f title II,   , erstand  ief a e    
,      ter . 0   l       ftit  II, te   e. [If  att rne  ts      er ns  titi n]  ie  ies   ts re   II .S.C. §   t d. a e tai e  a  read t e tice re ire   II .S.c. § 42(b). 
0 t t  II .S.C. § ,  t li  i   it  t  
 est r lie  i   it  t e ter  titl  II, t  es ,    II i   t i  titi .  rt     
s ecified in t is etiti .   i     i    . 
  
  e t r (Signatur    r sentative) 
 
  10   (Printed a e   r sentative) 
ele e er (if t re rese te   att r ey)  
ate 
re  tt y* Signature of Non-Attorney Bankruptcy Petition Preparer 
X /s/ arren . shel ~ I declare under penalty of petjwy that: (I) I am a bankruptcy petition preparer as 
Signature of ttorney for ebtor(s) defined in II U.S.C. § 110; (2) I prepared this document for compensation and have 
arre  . l  provided the debtor with a copy of this document and the notices and information 
rinte  a e f tt r e  f r ebtor( s) required under II U.S.C. §§ llO(b), 110(h), and 342(b); and, (3) if rules or 
guidelines have been promulgated pursuant to II U.S.C. § I lO(h) setting a maximum ris  & t   fee for services chargeable by bankruptcy petition preparers, I have given the debtor 
nn  notice of the maximum amount before preparing any document for filing for a debtor 
 venue f t  ricas or accepting any fee from the debtor, as required in that section. Official Fonn 19 is 
ddress attached. 
 ,   
{21 } -800  Printed Name and title, ifany, of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer 
le hone u ber 
~ ,  Social-Security number (If the bankruptcy petition preparer is not an individual, 
ate state the Social-Security number of the officer, principal, responsible person or 
*In a case in hich § 707(b)(4)(D) applies, this signature also constitutes a partner of the bankruptcy petition preparer.) (Required by II U.S.c. § 110.) 
rtification t t t  tt rney   led e fter  i ir  t t t  i fonn tion 
    ct. Address 
i at re f e t r (Corporati n/Partnership) 
I declare under penalty f petjwy that the infonnation provided in this petition is true 
and correct, and that I have been authorized to file this petition on behalf of the  
t r. 
The debtor requests the relief in accordance with the chapter of title II, United States Date 
, ie   s ti . 
X /s/ J s itlinger Signature f bankruptcy petition preparer or officer, principal, responsible person, or 
  t ize  id  
partner hose Social-Security nu ber is provided above. 
 itlinge  a es  -    l   iduals o e are    
    ndividual i  r ri  t i  t less t  nkr t  titio   i  t  
i f i i l fficer i i al. 
tle  t z  idua  
~ ,  If ore than one person prepared this docu ent, attach additional sheets confonning 
t  to the appropriate official fonn for each person. 
A bankruptcy petition pre parer's failure to comply with the provisions of title II and 
t  r l l s of Bankruptcy r r   r s lt i  fi s r i ris t r 
th. II s.c. § IIO;  s.c. § 56. 
ny-1012312 
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Top Unsecured Creditors
In USD
Ali Amounts Are Estimated
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Iof4
Contingent
No Creditor1 Creditor Contact Nature of Claim 2 Unliquidated or Amount ofClaim 3
Disputed
1 Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas Phone 2015932456 8500 SeniorUnsecured 47316000
CO KelvinVargas Fax Notes due April 20134
25 De Forest Ave Email kelvinvargas@dbmm
Summit NJ 07901
2 Deutsche Bank TrustCompany Americas Phone 201 5932456 75000 Eums Aggregate 1276710005
COKelvin Vargas Fax Principal Amount of7125
25 DeForest Ave Email kelvinvargas@dbmm Notes due May 2012 4
Summit NJ 07901
3 Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas Phone 201 5932456 875Senior Unsecured 112227000
COKelvinVargas Fax Notes due June 2015 4
25 De Forest Ave Email kelvinvargas@dbmm
Summit NJ 07901
4 Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas Phone 201 5932456 E40000 Aggregate 103740 06
C0 KelvinVargas Fax Principal Amount of9875
25 DeForest Ave Email kelvinvargas@dbmm Notes due July 20144
Summit NJ 07901
5 Deutsche Bank TrustCompany Americas Phone 201 5932456 8500Senior Unsecured 79879ODO0
COKelvin Vargas Fax Notes due June2012 4
25 De Forest Ave Email kelvinvargas@dbmm
Summit NJ 07901
6 Deutsche BankTrust Company Americas Phone 201 5932456 E40000 Aggregate 593792000
COKelvinVargas Fax Principal Amount of8375




7 BNYMellon Phone 212 6983621 Contingent Claim Securilization Disputed Unknown
CO Dachert LLP Fax 212 6983599




8 US Bank Phone 2125741391 Contingent Claim Secunitization Disputed Unknown
CO Seward Kissel LLP Fax 212 480 8421
One Battery ParkPlaza Email das@sewkismm
New York NY 10004
Contingent
Unliquidated
9 Deutsche Bank AGNew York Phone 212 2509536 Contingent Claim Securitization Disputed Unknown
COJoeSalome Fax 866 7851127
60 Wall Street Email joemiama@dbm
New York NY 100052836
Contingent
Unliquidated
10 Federal Housing Finance Agency Phone 202 6493804 Contingent ClaimSecurities Disputed Unknown
CO Alfred Pollard Fax
400 Seventh Street SW Email GeneralCounsel@FHFAorg
Contingent
Unliquidated
11 MBIA Inc Phone 212 5046373 Contingent Claim Litigation Disputed Unknown
COCadwalader Wickersham Tait Fax 212 5046666




12 AmbacAssurance Corp Phone 2123362140 Contingent Claim Litigation Disputed Unknown
COPatterson Belknap Webb Tyler Fax 212 3362094
1133Avenue oftheAmericas Email prforienza@pbwtmm
New York NY 10036
Contingent
Unliquidated
13 Financial Guaranty Insurance Co Phone 2123267844 Contingent Claim Litigation Disputed Unknown
CO Jones Day Fax 212 755 7306
222 East 41 at Street Email oball@jonesdaymm
New York NY 100176702
Contingent
Unliquidated
14 Assured Guaranty Corp Phone 212 8570581 ContingentClaim Litigation Disputed Unknown
COMargaret Yanney Fax 212 893 2792
31 West 52nd Street Email myanney@asauredguarantymm
New York NY 10019
001770
2- -    
.identlal pit l LL , t l. 
Top Unsecured Creditors 
/nUSD 
( ll t.  Estimated) 
No. r Horltl 
1 O t e  r   ericas 
CiO KeMn Vargas 
25 De Forest Ave 
Summ~, J 07901 
2 t e  r t  ericas 
IO elvin r  
25 De Forest Ave 
Summ~. NJ 07901 
   r t  ri  
JO M   
25 De Forest Ave 
Summ~, NJ 07901 
   r t  ri  
/O elvin r s 
25 De Forest Ave 
Summ~, NJ 07901 
 a t dl   r t  ri  
/O l i  r  
25 De Forest Ave 
Summ~, J 07901 
6 t   r t  ri  
C/O Kelvin Vargas 
25 De Forest Ave 
Summ~, NJ 07901 
7 BNYMellon 
/O echert LL  
1095 Avenue of the Americas 
 rk,   
8 US Bank 
/O r  & iss l  
e eH"'Y  laza 
New York NY 10004 
9 t   , w rk 
C/O Joe Salama 
60 all Street 
e    10005-2836 
 r l ing Finance  
C/O Alfred Pollard 
400 Seventh Street, S  
11 , I . 
IO l r, ickersham & ft 
ne orld Financial enter 
 ,  0281 
12 bac Assurance orp 
/O a terson elknap ebb & Tyler 
1133 Avenue of the Americas 
ew Y r ,  0036 
3 inancial uaranty Insurance . 
C/O Jones ay 
222 East 41 st Street 
New . Y 0017-6702 
14 Asaured Guaranty CoIJl. 
C/O alllaret Yannay 
31 West 5200 St .... t 
New York, Y 1 019 
il  5/14/12 t  5/14/12  
  f  
redit r Contact t r  of Clai  1 1 
ne: (2 1) 93-2456 8.5 0% Senior s c r  
Fax: t ..  l 2013 [ J 
ail: etvin.vargas db.com 
one: (2 1) -2456 750.000.000 ro  ggregate 
Fax: ri i l t f .1 5% 
ail: elvin.vargaS db.oom t ..    [ J 
hone: (201) 593-2456 8.875% enior nsecured 
Fax: t ..  J  2  [4J 
ail: elvin.vargas db.com 
one: (2 ) 93-2456 £400,000,000 ggr t  
ax: ri i l   .8 5% 
ail: elvin. vargaS db.com  ..   2014 [ J 
one: (20 ) 93-  .500% i r s c r  
Fax: t ..  e  [4J 
ail: elvin.vargas db.com 
hone: (20 )593-2  £400,000,000 ggr t  
Fax: ipal   .3 5% 
ail: eivin.vargaS db.com Notes due ay 2013 [4] 
one: (21 )698-  ti t laim- riti ti  
Fax: (2 ) 6-35  
ail: ector.g nzalez@ echert.oom 
: (21 ) 74-1391 ti t l i - riti ti n 
x: (21 ) -642  
ail: daS@sewkls.com 
: (21 ) ()'953  ti t laim- iti tion 
Fax: (6 ) 65- 127 
l: joe.salam @db.c:om 
: (20 ) 9-3604 tingent l i - curities 
ax: 
il: eneraICounsel FHFA.org 
: (212) -6373 tingent l i - itigation 
x: (21 ) 504- 66 
ail: gregory.petrick cwt.com 
: (21 ) 336-2140 Contingent Clai - Litigation 
Fax: (212)336-2094 
il: prfor1enza@pbwt.com 
Ph : (21 ) 326-7 4 Contingent Claim- Litigation 
Fax: (212) 755-7306 
E il: c ll jonesday.com 
Ph : (212) 657.()581 Contingent Claim- Litigation 
Fax: (212) 893-2792 
E ail: yanney assuredguaranty.com 
:  i   
Contingent, 
Unllquldatad, 0< A ount of Clai  [ ] 
Disputed 
473,416.OOO.0C 







i t  k  
ti t, 
i t  , 
i t   
Contingent, 
nliquidated, 
i t   
ontingent, 




i t  nknown 
Contingent, 
li i t , 
Disputed kno n 
ontingent, 
li i t , 
Disputed kno n 
Contingent, 
nliquidated, 
i  known 
1014 
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15 ThriventFinancial for Lutherans Phone 800 8470836 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Teresa J Rasmussen Fax




16 West Virginia Investment Management Board Phone 304 3452672 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
COCrag Slaughter Fax
500 Virginia Street East Suite 200 Email
Contingent
Unliquidated
17 Allstate Insurance Phone 213 4433000 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COQuinn Emanuel Urquhart Sullivan Fax
865 SFigueroa Street 10th Floor Email danbmckett@quinnemanuelco
Contingent
Unliquidated
18 Western Southern Phone 212 3823300 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COWolknuth Maher Deutsch LLP Fax
500 Fifth Avenue Email dwollmuth@wmdlawcom
New York NY 10110
Contingent
Unliquidated
19 The Union Central Life Insurance Company Plane 619 2311058 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Robbins Geller Rudman Dowd LLP Fax 519 2317423
655 West Broadway Suite 1900 Email stevep@rgrdlawcom
Contingent
Unliquidated
20 Cambridge Place Investment Management Inc Phone 617 7202880 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Donnelly Conroy Gelhaar LLP Fax 617 7203553
1 Beacon Street 33rd Floor Email msd@doglawcom
Contingent
Unliquidated
21 Sealink Funding Limited Phone 212 907 0869 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CIO Labaton Sucharow LLP Fax 212883 7069
140 Broadway Email jbemstein@labatoncom
Contingent
Unliquidated
22 Stichting Pensioenfonds ABP Phone 302 6227040 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Grant Eisenhofer Fax 3026227100
123 S JustisonStreet Email gjarvis@gelawcom
Contingent
Unliquidated
23 Huntington Bancshares Inc Phone 3026227040 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Grant Eisenhofer Fax 302 6227100
123 SJustison Street Email gjarvis@gelaw00m
Contingent
Unliquidated
24 Federal Home Loan Bankof Chicago Phone 2066231900 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COKeller Rohrback LLP Fax 2066233384
1201 Third Avenue Suite 3200 Email dloeser@kellerrohrback00m
Contingent
Unliquidated
25 Federal Home LoanBank of Boston Phone 2066231900 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Keller Rohrback LLP Fax 2066233384
1201 Third Avenue Suite 3200 Email dloeser@kellermhrbackco
Contingent
Unliquidated
26 Federal Home LoanBank of Indianapolis Phone 206 6231900 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Keller Rohrback LLP Fax 206 6233384
1201 Third Avenue Suite 3200 Email dloeser@kellerrohrback00m
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Contingent




27 Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company Phone 413 7888411 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown




28 National Credit Union Administration Board Phone 310 7893100 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
COSusman Godfrey LLP Fax 3107893150
1901 Avenue of the Stem Suite 950 Email mseitzer@susmangodfreyco
Contingent
Unliquidated
29 TheCharles Schwab Corporation Phone 212 7550100 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
COGrais Ellsworth LLP Fax 2127550052
70 East 55th Street Email
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
30 New Jersey Carpenters Health Fund Phone 212 8387797 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Cohen Milstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 212 8387745
150 East 52ndStreet Thirtieth Floor Email jlaihnan@whenmilatein00
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unhquidated
31 New Jersey Carpenters Vacation Fund Phone 212 8387797 ContingentClaim Securities Disputed Unknown
COCohen Milstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 212 8387745
150 East 52ndStreet Thirtieth Floor Email jlaitmen@oohenmilsteinc
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
32 Boilermaker Blacksmith National Pension Trust Phone 2128387797 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Cohen Milstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 212 8387745
150 East 52ndStreet Thirtieth Floor Email jlsitman@cohenmilstein00
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
33 Police and Fire Retirement System of the City of Detro Plane 212 2233900 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COZwerling Schachter Zwerling Fax 212 3715969
41 Madison Avenue Email rzwerling@zsz00m
New York NY 10010
Contingent
Unliquidated
34 Orange County Employees Retirement System Phone 212 8387797 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
COCohen Milstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 212 8387745
150 East 52ndStreet Thirtieth Floor Email jlaitman@cohenmilsteinc
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
35 Midwest Operating Engineers Pension Trust Fund Phone 2128387797 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO Cohen Milstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 212 8387745
150 East 52ndStreet Thirtieth Floor Email jlaitman@cohenmilstein00
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
36 Iowa Public Employees Retirement System Phone 212 8387797 Contingent Claim Securities Disputed Unknown
CO CohenMilstein Sellers Toll PLLC Fax 2128387745
150 East 52ndStreet Thirtieth Floor Email jlaitman@oohenmilstein00
New York NY 10022
Contingent
Unliquidated
37 Brian Kessler at al Phone 816 4216620 Contingent Litigation Disputed Unknown
COWaiters Bender Stmhbehn Vaughan PC Fax 816421747
2500CityCenter Square 1100Main Suite 2500 Email jhaake@wbsvlawcom
Contingent
Unliquidated
38 Donna Moore Phone 6108220 42 Contingent Litigation Disputed Unknown
COKessler Topaz Meltzer Check LLP Fax 6106677056
280 King of Prussia Road Emil ecolko@ktmc00m
Radnor PA 19087
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Notes
1 For all litigation settlements the counterpartysattorney is listedas addressee
2 General Trade Payable claims are based on balances in the Debtors Accounts Payable system as of closeof business May 11 2012
3 Estimated amount of claimfor unsecured bonds represents principal balances as of5912and does not include accrued interest or fees
4 As of Indenture dated June 24 2005 between Residential Capital Corporation and Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas
as Indenture Trustee amended on June 24 2005 November 21 2005 and May 16 2008 A 201million semi annual interest payment
due in April 2012 for the senior unsecured note maturing in April 2013 was not made
5 Estimated amount of claimfor EUR notes is based on an exchange rate of129480on May 11 2012
6 Estimated amount of claimfor GBP notes is based on an exchange rate of 61418on May 11 2012
4 of
Contingent
No Creditor 1 CreditorContact Nature of Claim 2 Unliquidated or Amount of Claim3
Disputed
39 Steven And Ruth Mitchell Phone 816 4216620 Settled Litigation 145000
COWalters Bender Stmehbehn Vaughan P0 Fax 816 421 4747
2500 City Center Square 1100 Main Street Email awalter@wbsvlawcom
Kansas CityMO 64105
40 IndecummGlobal Services Phone 732 4040081 Ext 208 General Trade Payable 675000
200 Middlesex EssexTurnpike Fax
Suite 102 Email Rajan@indecommn t
Iselin NJ 08830
41 Alan Gardner Phone 206 4415444 Settled Litigation 555000
CO Williamson Williams Fax 206 7805557
187 Parfi t Way SW Suite250 Email mblin@williamslawco
Bainbridge Island WA 98110
42 Tiffany Smith Phone 206 6228000 Settled Litigation 275000
CO Schmeter Goldmark Bender Fax 2086822305
500 CentralBldg 810 Third Ave Email info@sgb lawcom
Seattle WA 98104
43 Don E Diane MPatterson Phone 612337 6100 Settled Litigation 1579 0
CO Siegel BrillPA Fax 612 3396591
100 Washington Avenue South Suite 1300 Email heidifudong@siegelbdllcom
Minneapolis MN 55401
44 Wells Fargo Company Phone 112 6677121 General Trade Payable 121000
Wf8113PO Box1450 Fax
Minneapolis MN 55485 Email
45 Credstar Phone 800 9216700 ext 5129 General Trade Payable 99773
12395 First American Way Fax
Poway CA 92064 Email LPulford@wmlogiccom
46 Emortgage Logic Phone 817 5812900 General Trade Payable 87910
9151 Boulevard 26 Suite 400 Fax
NRichland Hills TX 761805605 Email info@emortgagelogic00m
47 Aegis Use Inc Phone 632 8858000 General Trade Payable 721165
2049 Century Park East Suite 300 Fax
Los Angeles CA 90067 Email KapilCho ra@aegisglobalcum
48 ISGN Fulfillment Services Inc Phone 860 6567571 General Trade Payable 65754
3220TillmanDrive Suite 301 Fax
Bensalem PA 19020 Email Soottsltfer@tsgnc m
49 US Bank Phone 651 4953839 General Trade Payable 64000
Corporate Trust Services Fax 866 8691624
60 Livingston Ave Email michelleoeller@usbankcom
StPaul MN 55107
50 Deborah Pangel and Lee Sachs Phone 914 9460860 Settled Litigation 55000
CO Linda Tirelli Fax 9148460870
One North Lexington Avenue 11th Floor Email Westchesteriegal@aolcom
White Plains NY 10601
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RESOLVED that in connection with the commencement of the Chapter 11 case by each
Filing Subsidiary each Authorized Officer is authorized in the name and on behalf of the Filing
Subsidiaries to negotiate execute and deliver such notes security and other agreements and
instruments as such Authorized Officer considers appropriate to enable the Filing Subsidiary to
enter into one or more agreements to i guaranty the Obligations under the Credit Agreement as
more fully set forth below and ii utilize cash collateral on the terms and conditions such
Authorized Officer or Authorized Officers executing the same may consider necessary proper
or desirable and to consummate the transactions contemplated by such notes security and other
agreements and instruments on behalf of the Filing Subsidiary subject to Bankruptcy Court
approval
RESOLVED that each Authorized Officer is authorized and directed in the name and
on behalfof each Filing Subsidiary to cause the Filing Subsidiary to enter into execute deliver
certify file andorrecord negotiate and perform or direct others to do so on their behalf as
provided herein any and all petitions schedules lists motions certifications agreements
instruments affidavits applications including without limitation applications for approvals or
rulings of governmental or regulatory authorities or other documents and in that connection to
employ and retain legal counsel accountants or other professionals and to take such other
actions as in the judgment of such Authorized Officer shall be or become necessary proper or
desirable in connection with Chapter 11 Filing contemplated hereby with a view to the
successful prosecution of such case including any and all action necessary proper or desirable in
connection with obtaining the use of cash collateral or debtorinpossession financing
RESOLVED that Tammy Hamzehpour is hereby appointed as Assistant Secretary of
each of the Filing Subsidiaries
RESOLVED that the Board approves and endorses each of the Filing Subsidiaries
taking any and all action including authorizing a filing in the Bankruptcy Court and to execute
and deliver all documents agreements motions and pleadings as are necessary proper or
desirable to enable such Filing Subsidiary to carry out the filing in Bankruptcy Court
contemplated hereby pursuant to Sections 105 363 and 365 of the Bankruptcy Code
SECTION 363 ASSET SALE AUTHORIZATION
RESOLVED that the Authorized Officers each acting alone or with one or more other
Authorized Officers be and they hereby are authorized empowered and directed to petition the
Bankruptcy Court to effect the Fortress Transaction through an auction process overseen by the
Bankruptcy Court in a Section 363 Sale
RESOLVED that the Authorized Officers each acting alone or with one or more other
Authorized Officers be and they hereby are authorized and empowered to execute and file on
behalf of each Filing Subsidiary all petitions schedules lists and other motions papers or
documents and to take any and all action that they deem necessary or advisable to effect the
Fortress Transaction as a Section 363 Sale
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of ETS of Washington Inc
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DEBTORINPOSSESSION FINANCING AUTHORIZATION
RESOLVED that each of the Filing Subsidiaries is authorized to grant to the Collateral
Agent and the Lenders security interests pledges and encumbrances in and of certain property of
the Filing Subsidiaries as provided in the Credit Agreement
RESOLVED that the form terms and provisions of the Credit Agreement including the
Guaranty together with all schedules and exhibits thereto ofwhich a draft was submitted to this
Board are advisable and fair to and in the best interests of the Filing Subsidiaries and are in all
respects approved
RESOLVED that the Authorized Officers each acting alone or with one or more
Authorized Officers may inegotiate execute and deliver for and on behalf of each of the
Filing Subsidiaries the Credit Agreement and the other Credit Documents as defined in the
Credit Agreement referred to therein to which any of the Filing Subsidiaries is a party including
the Collateral Documents as defined in the Credit Agreement to be delivered thereunder in
substantially the forms hereby approved with such changes additions or deletions as the
Authorized Officer executing the same may approve such execution to be conclusive evidence
of such approval and ii negotiate execute and deliver all other instruments certificates papers
agreements and other Credit Documents which the Lenders the Administrative Agent or the
Collateral Agent may require in connection with the Credit Agreement in such form and of such
content as any such Authorized Officer shall approve such execution to be conclusive evidence
of such approval
RESOLVED that any Authorized Officer is authorized to negotiate execute and deliver
for and on behalf of each of the Filing Subsidiaries any addendum to amendment of or other
renewal or extension of the Credit Agreement or any other Credit Documents at any time after
the execution thereof such addendum amendment renewal or extension to be in such form and
of such content as shall be approved by the Authorized Officer who executes the same such
execution to be conclusive evidence of such approval
RESOLVED that the execution delivery and consummation of the transactions
contemplated by the Credit Agreement in substantially the form of and with terms and
conditions as presented to the Board with such changes or additions thereto as the Authorized
Officer executing the same shall deem necessary advisable or appropriate and the other Credit
Documents and all other instruments required or deemed necessary or desirable by any
Authorized Officer in connection with the Credit Agreement and the performance by each of the
Filing Subsidiaries of its obligations thereunder including without limitation with respect to i
the terms of the Guaranty and the granting of liens and security interests to be granted under the
Credit Documents and Orders and ii the payment of any fees and expenses associated
therewith be and they hereby are adopted approved authorized and ratified in all respects
RESOLVED that any Authorized Officer or any other officer or employee of the Filing
Subsidiaries authorized by an Authorized Officer in accordance with the Filing Subsidiaries
procedures may pay any and all costs expenses and fees do and perform all acts and execute
and deliver any further instrument certificate or document in the name and on behalf of the
Filing Subsidiaries in connection with the Credit Documents as such Authorized Officer deems
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of ETS ofWashington Inc
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OL D, t at eac  f t e ili  u si iaries is a t rize  t  ra t t  the ollateral 
t  t  rs securit  i t r sts, l s n  r s i  an  of rt i  r rt  f 
t  ili  i i ri   r i  i  t  r it r ement; 
RESOL VED, that the for , ter s and provisions of the Credit Agree ent, including the 
r nty,   ll sc   i  t ereto, f   dr ft  sub i  t  t  
rd,  i l   i  t   i  t  t i t t  f t  ili  ubsi i i   r  i  ll 
 proved; 
L D,    f rs,  t  al       
t riz  ffi rs,  (i) gotiate, t   li r f r n   half f  f t  
iling ubsidiaries, the redit gree ent and the other redit ocu ents (as defined in the 
Credit gree ent) referred to therein to hich any of the Filing Subsidiaries is a party, including 
t  ll t r l t  (as fi  i  t  r it r ent) t   li r  t r r, i  
substantially the forms hereby approved, with such changes, additions or deletions as the 
t rize  ffi r ti  t    r v ,  ti  t   l i  i  
of such approval, and (ii) negotiate, execute and deliver all other instru ents, certificates, papers, 
a ree e ts a  t er re it c e ts ic  t e e ers, t e i istrative e t r t e 
ollateral gent ay require in connection ith the redit gree ent in such for  and of such 
t t    t iz  ic  ll prove,  ti  t   l i  i  
  l; 
L , that any uthorized fficer is authorized to negotiate, execute and deliver, 
f r   lf f  f t  ili  si i ri s,   t , t f, r t r 
rene al or extension of the redit gree ent, or any other redit ocu ents at any ti e after 
  r of,  ndum, nt,          
  t t s ll  e   t e t rize  ficer  t  t  ,  
ion  e sive e e   r val; 
L , t at t e ti , li   ti   t  t ti  
t lated  the re it r nt, in s st ti ll  t e f r  f  it  t r s  
conditions as presented to the oard (with such changes or additions thereto as the uthorized 
fficer executing the sa e shall dee  necessary, advisable or appropriate) and the other redit 
Documents and all other instruments required or deemed necessary or desirable by any 
uthorized fficer in connection ith the redit gree ent and the perfor ance by each of the 
Filing Subsidiaries of its obligations thereunder (including, ithout li itation, ith respect to (i) 
the ter s of the uaranty and the granting of liens and security interests to be granted under the 
redit ocu ents and rders and (ii) the pay ent f any fees and expenses associated 
therewith), be, and they hereby are, adopted, approved, authorized and ratified in all respects; 
RES L E , that any uthorized fficer, or any other officer or e ployee of the Filing 
Subsidiaries authorized by an uthorized fficer in accordance ith the Filing Subsidiaries' 
procedures, ay pay any and all costs, expenses and fees, do and perfor  all acts and execute 
a  deliver a  further instr , tificate  cu ent in the a e  n  f the 
iling si iaries in c e tion ith the re it ocu ts, as s ch uthorize  fficer e s 
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necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes and intent of these resolutions the execution
thereof by such Authorized Officer of the Company to be conclusive evidence of such
determination
RESOLVED that the authority given in these resolutions is retroactive and any and all
acts authorized herein performed before the passage of these resolutions in connection with the
Credit Documents are ratified and affirmed
RESOLVED that these resolutions shall continue in full force and effect until the
Administrative Agent receives notice in writing of their revocation by a resolution duly adopted
by the Board provided that any such notice shall not affect the Credit Agreement and any other
Credit Documents in effect at the time such notice is given or any outstanding borrowings and
other extensions of credit from the Administrative Agent or the Lenders under the Credit
Documents or otherwise
RESOLVED that the Credit Agreement together with its schedules and exhibits and
any and all other Credit Documents referred to therein submitted to this Board shall be filed by
the Secretary or Assistant Secretary of the Filing Subsidiaries among the records of each of the
Filing Subsidiaries
AUTHORIZATIONOF ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENTS
RESOLVED that the form terms and provisions of the Asset Purchase Agreements
drafts of which were submitted to the Board are in all respects authorized and approved
RESOLVED that the Authorized Officers are authorized to enter into execute and
deliver the Asset Purchase Agreements on behalf of the Filing Subsidiaries and any other
agreement instrument document or certificate required pursuant to any or necessary or
desirable to effect the purposes of the Asset Purchase Agreements together with the Asset
Purchase Agreements the Transaction Documents together with such changes therein as the
Authorized Officer executing the same shall deem necessary desirable or appropriate such
execution to be conclusive evidence of such necessity desirability or appropriateness and to
take such other actions as may be required to be taken by the Filing Subsidiaries
RESOLVED that any and all actions heretofore or hereafter taken by the Authorized
Officers within the terms of any of the foregoing resolutions are ratified and confirmed as the
acts and deeds of the Filing Subsidiaries
RESOLVED that each of the Authorized Officers is authorized and directed to execute
and deliver any and all agreements instruments and other documents and to take such other
actions as they deem necessary desirable or appropriate to carry out the purposes and intent of
the foregoing resolutions
RESOLVED that the Assistant Secretary is authorized to prepare and to certify as a
resolution of each of the Filing Subsidiaries such additional resolutions as such Authorized
Officer acting upon advice of counsel to the Filing Subsidiary shall deem necessary or
advisable to accomplish the purposes of the foregoing resolutions
Unanimous Written Consent ofBoard of ETS ofWashington Inc
and Executive Trustee Services LLC
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necessary or appropriate t  carry out t e pur ses and intent of t ese resolutions, the execution 
t ereof y   ff r f t   t  b  concl si  evi  of suc  
determination; 
SOL VED, that the authority given in these resolutions is retroactive and any and all 
 ut ri  r i  rf  f  t   f t  resoluti  i  cti  it  t  
i   r  r ti   f ir ed; 
OLVED, t  r sol ti  l  c ti  i  ful  f r  and eff t til t  
d inistrative gent receives notice in riting of their revocation by a resolution duly adopted 
by the Board (provided that any such notice shall not affect the Credit Agree ent and any other 
Credit ocu ents in effect at the ti e such notice is given or any outstanding borro ings and 
other extensions f credit fro  the d inistrative gent or the enders under the redit 
  t erwise); 
SOLVED, that the redit gree ent, together ith its schedules and exhibits, and 
any and all other Credit Documents referred to therein, submitted to this Board shall be filed by 
t e ecretar  r ssista t ecretar  f t e ili  si iaries a  t e rec r s f eac  f t e 
 sidi ri s; 
I      
ES L E , that the for , ter s and provisions of the sset Purchase gree ents, 
drafts of which were submitted to the Board, are in all respects authorized and approved; 
S L , that the uthorized fficers are authorized to enter into, execute and 
deliver the sset Purchase gree ents on behalf of the Filing Subsidiaries, and any other 
agree ent, instru ent, docu ent, or certificate required pursuant to any or necessary or 
desirable to effect the purposes of the Asset Purchase Agree ents (together with the Asset 
chas  gre ,  "Transactio  "), together ith such changes therein as the 
uthorized fficer executing the sa e shall dee  necessary, desirable or appropriate, such 
execution to be conclusive evidence f such necessity, desirability or appropriateness, and to 
ta e s  t r tions s a   re ired t  e ta en  t e ilin  si i ri s; 
RES L E , that any and all actions heretofore or hereafter taken by the uthorized 
fficers ithin t e ter s f a  f t e f re i  res l tions are ratified a  c fir e  as t e 
acts a d   the iling ; 
, that each  the uthorized ficers is a t rize   directed t  ecute 
a  deliver a  and all a re ts, instru ents  ther e ts  to ta e s  ther 
actions as they dee  necessary, desirable, or appropriate to carry out the purposes and intent of 
the foreg ing re ; 
RES L E , that the Assistant Secretary is authorized to prepare and to certify as a 
res lution of each of the Filing sidiaries such a itional res l tions as such uthorized 
Officer, acting upon advice of counsel to the Filing Subsidiary, shall dee  necessary or 
advisable to acco plish the purposes of the foregoing resolutions; 
ny-1012137 
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GENERAL AUTHORIZATION AND RATIFICATION
RESOLVED that each Authorized Officer is authorized and directed consistent with
these Resolutions and with the advice of counsel to the Filing Subsidiaries i to negotiate
execute deliver certify file andor record and perform any and all of the agreements
documents and instruments referenced herein and such other agreements documents and
instruments and assignments thereof as may be required or as such Authorized Officer deems
appropriate or advisable or to cause the negotiation execution and delivery thereof as the case
may be in such form and substance as such Authorized Officer may approve together with such
changes and amendments to any of the terms and conditions thereof as such Authorized Officer
may approve ii to negotiate execute deliver certify file andorrecord and perform any
agreements documents certificates consents filings and applications relating to the
Resolutions adopted and matters ratified or approved herein and the transactions contemplated
thereby and amendments and supplements to any of the foregoing and to take such other action
as may be required or as such Authorized Officer deems appropriate or advisable in connection
therewith and iii to do such other things as may be required or as may in such Authorized
Officersjudgment be necessary proper or desirable to carry out the intent and effectuate the
purposes of the Resolutions adopted and matters ratified or approved herein and the
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby
RESOLVED that any Authorized Officer be and each of them individually is
empowered authorized and directed for and on behalfof the Filing Subsidiaries to take or cause
to be taken any and all such further actions to execute and deliver or cause to be executed and
delivered all such contracts documents instruments and agreements providing for the
engagement retention compensation reimbursement of expenses and indemnification of any
legal counsel accounting firm investment banking firm or other such consultants advisors and
other agents to incur and pay all such fees and expenses and to retain any such legal counsel
accounting firm investment banking firm or other such consultants advisers and other agents in
each case as they shall in their judgment determine to be necessary desirable or advisable to
carry out fully the intent and purpose of the foregoing resolutions and the execution by such
Authorized Officer of any such document instrument or agreement or the payment of any such
expenses or the doing by them of any act in connection with the foregoing matters shall
conclusively establish their authority therefore and the approval of the documents instruments or
agreements so executed the expenses so paid and the actions so taken
RESOLVED that any person dealing with any Authorized Officer or Authorized
Officers in connection with any of the foregoing matters shall be conclusively entitled to rely
upon the authority of such Authorized Officer and by his or her execution of any document or
agreement the same shall be a valid and binding obligation of the Filing Subsidiaries
enforceable in accordance with its terms
RETENTION OF PROFESSIONALS AND PAYMENT OF FEES AND EXPENSES
RESOLVED that the law firm of Morrison Foerster LLP is employed as attorneys for
the Filing Subsidiaries under a general retainer in the Filing Subsidiaries Chapter 11 case
subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy Court
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of ETS ofWashington Inc
and Executive Trustee Services LLC
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L , t t  t i  i  i  t i   i ted, i t t it  
t ese es l ti s a  it  t e a ice f c sel t  t e ili  bsidiaries: (i) t  egotiate, 
te, li r, rtif , fil  nd/or r r ,  rf nn,   ll f t  r nts, 
docu ents, and instru ents referenced herein, and such other agree ents, docu ents, and 
i str ts  ssi ts t r f s   r ir  r s s  t ri  ffi r s 
i t   i ble,  t   t  gotiation, cuti ,  li r  t reof,  t   
a  e, i  s c  f nn a  s sta ce as s c  t rize  fficer a  a rove, t et er it  s c  
  t  t    t  t nn   iti  t r f   t ri  ffi r 
a  a prove, (ii) t  e otiate, e ec te, eli er, certify, file and/or record, a  erf nn a  
r nts, ts, rtifi t s, ents, fili ,  ppli ti  r l ti  t  t  
s    t        ate  
y,         oing,      ti  
as ay be required or as such uthorized fficer dee s appropriate or advisable in connection 
t r it ,  (iii) t   s  t r t i s s   r uir d, r s  i  s  t ri  
fficer's j e t e ecessary, r er, r esira le, t  carr  t t e i te t a  effect ate t e 
purposes of the esolutions adopted and atters ratified or approved herein and the 
c s ati  f t e tra sacti s c te late  ereby; 
OLV D, t at a  t rize  fficer e, a  eac  f t e  i i i all  is, 
, t i   i t ,    l   t  ili  sidi ri s, t  t    
        ti s,           
li ere  ll s  tr ts, ts, i str ts  r ts r i i  f r t  
engage ent, retention, co pensation, rei burse ent of expenses and inde nification of any 
le al c sel, acc ti  finn, i est e t a i  finn r t er s c  c s lta ts, a is rs a  
t r t , t  i r   ll  f     t  r t i    l l sel, 
accounting finn, invest ent banking finn or other such consultants, advisers and other agents, in 
eac  case as t e  s all i  t eir j e t eter i e t  e ecessary, esira le r a isa le t  
carry out fully the intent and purpose of the foregoing resolutions and the execution by such 
t rize  fficer f a  s c  c ent, i str e t r a ree e t r t e a e t f a  s c  
expenses or the doing by the  of any act in connection ith the foregoing atters shall 
conclusively establish their authority therefore and the approval of the docu ents, instru ents or 
r ts s  t d, t  s s s  i   t  ti s s  t n; 
L , t at a  ers  eali  it  a  t rize  fficer r t rize  
fficers in connection ith any of the foregoing atters shall be conclusively entitled to rely 
      ice    s        
a ree ent, t e sa e s all e a ali  a  i i  li ati  f t e ili  si iaries 
f r l  i  r  it  its t nns; 
I   I S       
L , t t t  l  finn f rris  & r t r P i  l  s tt r s f r 
t   iaries       ling i i '   e, 
s ject t  t e a r al f t e a r tc  rt; 
-  
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RESOLVED that the firm of FTI Consulting Inc is employed to provide financial
advisory services to the Filing Subsidiaries subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy Court
RESOLVED that the firm of Centerview Partners LLC is employed to provide
investment banking services to the Filing Subsidiaries subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy
Court
RESOLVED that the firm of Kurtzman Carson Consultants LLP is employed as claims
and noticing agent to the Filing Subsidiaries subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy Court
RESOLVED that the law firm ofCurtis MalletPrevost Colt Mosle LLP is employed
as conflicts counsel for the Filing Subsidiaries in Filing Subsidiaries Chapter 11 case subject to
the approval of the Bankruptcy Court
RESOLVED that the firm of Rubenstein Associates Inc is employed as public relations
consultants to the Filing Subsidiaries in the Filing Subsidiaries Chapter 11 case subject to the
approval of the Bankruptcy Court
RESOLVED that any Authorized Officer is authorized empowered and directed to
execute and file all petitions schedules motions lists applications pleadings and other papers
and in connection therewith to employ and retain all assistance by legal counsel accountants
financial advisors and other professionals and to take and perform any and all further acts and
deeds that such Authorized Officer deems necessary proper or desirable in connection with the
Filing Subsidiaries or any Filing SubsidiarysChapter 11 case with a view to the successful
prosecution of such case
RESOLVED that all actions taken by the Authorized Officers or any of them prior to
the date of the foregoing Resolutions adopted by unanimous consent and within the authority
conferred are ratified confirmed and approved in all respects as the act and deed of the Filing
Subsidiaries
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned being all of the members of the Board of
Directors of the Filing Subsidiaries execute this written consent adopt the above recitals and
resolutions and direct a fully signed copy of this Action by Unanimous Written Consent of the
Board of Directors to be filed with the minutes of proceedings of the Board of Directors of the
Filing Subsidiaries
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of ETS ofWashington Inc
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SOLVED, t t t  fir  f I sulti  I c. is l  t  r i  fi nci l 
advi ory servi  t  t  ili  bsidiaries, subj t t  t  r l f t  nkr t  ourt; 
SOLVED, that the fir  of entervie  Partners  is e ployed to provide 
invest ent banking services to the Filing Subsidiaries, subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy 
ourt; 
OLVED, t t t  fir  f rt  r  lt t   i  l   l i  
and noticing agent to the iling ubsidiaries, subject to the approval ofthe ankruptcy ourt; 
OLVED,      rtis, l et- revost, l  & osIe LLP is e ployed 
as conflicts counsel for the Filing Subsidiaries in Filing Subsidiaries' Chapter 11 case, subject to 
t  l  t  t  ourt; 
OLVED, that the fir  f ubenstein ssociates, Inc. is e ployed as public relations 
lt t  t  t  ili  i i ri  i  t  ili  si i ri ' t r  se, j t t  t  
r l  t  r t  rt; 
L , that any uthorized fficer is authorized, e po ered, and directed to 
execute and file all petitions, schedules, otions, lists, applications, pleadings, and other papers 
, i  ti  t r it , t  l   r t i  ll i t   l l el, c untants, 
fmancial advisors, and other professionals and to take and perfor  any and all further acts and 
   t ize   s sary, r,  i   t    
ilin  i i ri ' r  ili  bsidiary's t r  , it   i  t  t  f l 
   ; 
L , that all actions taken by the uthorized fficers, or any f the , prior to 
t  te f t  f r i  s l ti s t   i ous s t  it i  t  t rit  
conferred, are ratified, confir ed, and approved in all respects as the act and deed of the iling 
Subsidiaries. 
 ESS , the i , i  ll  t    t e   
irectors f t e ilin  si iaries, e ec te t is ritten c se t, a t t e a e recitals a  
resolutions, and direct a fully signed copy of this ction by nani ous ritten Consent of the 
oard of irectors to be filed ith the inutes of proceedings of the oard of irectors of the 
lin  . 
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This Action by Unanimous Written Consent of the Board of Directors may be
executed in any number of counterparts each of which shall be deemed an original but all of
which taken together shall constitute one and the same Action by Unanimous Written Consent of
the Board of Directors of the Filing Subsidiaries
Dated May 13 2012 s Darci Meyer
Darsi Meyer
Dated May 13 2012 s James Whitlinger
James Whitlinger
Dated May 13 2012 s Joseph A Pensabene
Joseph Pensabene
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of ETS of Washington Inc
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executed in any nu ber f counterparts, each f hich shall be dee ed an original, but all f 
   l            f 
t    i t   t  ili  si i ri s. 
t d:  ,  lsi i  
  
t d:  ,  lsi J s itli r 
 ing  
t d:  ,  lsi  .  
 A. Pensaben  
nani ous ritten onsent f oard f  f ashington, Inc. 
a  ec ti e rustee er ices,  
n - OI 137 
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
In re






In accordance with Rule 1007aofthe Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure
Executive Trustee Services LLC the Debtor hereby states that the following corporations
directly or indirectly own 10 or more of the Debtorsequity interests as ofMay 14 2012
Shareholder Percentage of Shares
Held
GMAC Mortgage LLC 100
I James Whitlinger the ChiefFinancial Officer of Executive Trustee Services LLC a
Delaware limited liability company declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the
foregoing and that it is true and correct to the best ofmy information and belief and will be
supplemented to the extent additional information becomes available
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  it  l  0 7(a)(1)  t  l l   t  r , 
ti e r stee r i s,  (the "Debt r") hereby states that the follo ing corporations 
irectl  r i irectl   0% r re f t e ebtor's e it  i terests as f a  ,2012: 
 
 ,  
Percentage of Shares 
l  
00% 
I, Ja es itli er, t e ief i a cial fficer f ec ti e r stee er ices, , a 
ela are li ited ia t  y, are          
ore in   t at it is t   t t  t e t   i r ti   li f,  ill  
t  t  t  te t  infor a io  e  i . 
: a  ,  
- 12312 
/s/ Ja es hitlinger 
a e: Ja es hitlinger 
:  ina ial ice  
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ACTION BY UNANIMOUS WRITTEN CONSENT
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
ETS OF WASHINGTON INC AND
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC
SUBSIDIARIES OF RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL LLC
The undersigned being all of the directors of ETS ofWashington Inc ETS WA and
Executive Trustee Services LLC ETS LLC collectively the Filing Subsidiaries and
separately the Filing Subsidiary indirect subsidiaries of Residential Capital LLC ResCan
and constituting the entire board of directors of the Filing Subsidiaries the acting
pursuant to applicable law waive any and all requirements for the holding of a meeting
including without limitation any requirements as to call and notice thereof and consent to the
adoption of the following recitals and resolutions and to the actions set forth herein as of this 13
day of May 2012 which actions shall have the same force and effect as if taken by unanimous
affirmative vote at a meeting of the Board duly called and held
WHEREAS the Board i has extensively reviewed the alternatives available to the
Filing Subsidiaries iihas been advised of and considered the decision of the Board ofDirectors
of ResCap to authorize the commencement of a case under the provisions of Chapter 11 of Title
11 of the United States Code the Bankruptcy Code for itself and for certain of its direct and
indirect subsidiaries and iii has determined that seeking relief under the provisions of
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code presents the best opportunity for preserving and maximizing
the value of the enterprise for the benefit of Filing Subsidiaries their creditors and stakeholders
and other interested parties
WHEREAS the Filing Subsidiaries have engaged in negotiations ranging from
preliminary to latestage with a number of prospective strategic and financial investors who
expressed interest in pursuing a transaction and sale process to acquire substantially all of the
assets of the Filing Subsidiaries pursuant to 11 USC 105 363 and 365 a Section 363
Sale
WHEREAS the Filing Subsidiaries have narrowed the field of prospective investors
interested in pursuing a Section 363 Sale to Fortress Investment Group LLC Fortress a
leading highly diversified global investment management firm
WHEREAS the proposed transaction with Fortress would entail the sale of substantially
all of the Filing Subsidiaries assets including their mortgage loan origination and servicing
businesses in a Section 363 Sale as part of a Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceeding filed by the
Filing Subsidiaries and the institution of an auction process under the supervision of the
Bankruptcy Court to ensure that the price and terms obtained by the Filing Subsidiaries
constitute the best available transaction for the Filing Subsidiaries such transactions being
collectively referred to herein as the Fortress Transaction
WHEREAS the Board has determined that it is in the best interests of each of the Filing
Subsidiaries that the Filing Subsidiaries pursue the Fortress Transaction
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of ETS ofWashington Inc
and Executive Trustee Services LLC
ny1012137
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  mNGTON, I .  
I   ERVI ES, , 
I I I   I I  ITAL,  
 r i d, i  l     fET  f hi gton, I c. ("ET  ")  
  r i ,  ("ET  ") (collectively, the "Filing Subsidiaries," and, 
parately, t  "Filin  ubsidiary"), i i t i i i   i ti l pital,  ("Res p") 
 stit ti  t  tir  r  f ir t rs f t  ili  si i ri s (the "Board"), ti  
t t  li l  l , i    ll i t   t  l i  f  eting, 
i ,  ,     ll   r of,  t   
ti   t  ll i  it l   l ti   t  t  ti  t t  i    t i  3th 
day of ay, 2012, hich actions shall have the sa e force and effect as if taken by unani ous 
Ir ti  t  t  ti   t  rd, l  ll   eld. 
, t  r  (i)  t i l  r i  t  lt r ti  il l  t  t  
 si i ri s, (i )        i i       
f s  t  t ri  t  t f  s  r t  r isi s f t r  f itl  
 f t  it  t t   (the "Bankrupt  ")  l       e t  
indirect subsidiaries, and (iii) has deter ined that seeking relief under the provisions f 
hapter 11 of the ankruptcy ode presents the best opportunity for preserving and axi izing 
the value f the enterprise for the benefit of iling ubsidiaries, their creditors and stakeholders, 
   ; 
, t e ili  si iaries a e e a e  i  e tiations ra i  fr  
li i  t  lat -stag  ith    ti  t t i   m i l i t   
e resse  i terest i  rs i  a tra sacti  a  sale r cess t  ac ire s sta tiall  all f t e 
ss ts f t e ilin  si i ries rs t t   .S.C. §§ 105, 363 and 365 (a "Section 363 
le"); 
E E S, the Filing Subsidiaries have narro ed the field of prospective investors 
interested in pursuing a Section 363 Sale to Fortress Investment Group LLC ("Fortress"),  
l i , i l  i ersified l l i est e t t fir ; 
E E S, the proposed transaction ith Fortress ould entail the sale of substantially 
all of the Filing Subsidiaries' assets, including their mortgage loan origination and servicing 
si esses, i  a ecti   ale as art f a a ter 11 a r tc  r cee i  file   t e 
ilin  si i ri s,  t e i stit ti  f  ti  rocess r t  s r isi  f t  
ankruptcy ourt to ensure that the price and ter s obtained by the iling ubsidiaries 
c stitute t e est a aila le tra sacti  f r the iling si iaries (such tra sactions ei  
 re erred to  s t e "Fortre s ra s "); 
E E S, the oard has deter ined that it is in the best interests of each of the Filing 
ubsidiaries that the iling ubsidiaries pursue the ortress ransaction; 
n - 012137 
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WHEREAS the Board has also been presented by the management of the Filing
Subsidiaries with a proposed Superpriority Debtor inPossession Credit and Guaranty
Agreement the Credit Agreement by and among GMACM Borrower LLC GMACM
Borrower RFC Borrower LLC RFC Borrower together with GMACM Borrower the
Borrowers ResCap GMAC Mortgage LLC GMAC Mortgage Residential Funding
Company LLC Residential Funding certain subsidiaries of ResCap from time to time parry
thereto as guarantors theGuarantors the Guarantors together with the Borrowers the Credit
Parties and each a Credit Parry GMAC Mortgage and Residential Funding as
Administrators Originators Receivables Custodians and Servicers GMAC Mortgage as
GMACM Servicer certain financial institutions from time to time party thereto as lenders the
Lenders Barclays Bank PLC Barclays as administrative agent for the Lenders the
Administrative Agent Barclays as collateral agent the Collateral Agent and Barclays as
syndication agent and the other persons from time to time parry thereto pursuant to which the
Filing Subsidiaries intend to i provide an absolute and unconditional guaranty the
Guaran on a joint and several basis with the other guarantors of all obligations liabilities
and indebtedness of the Credit Parties as contemplated by or specified in the Credit Documents
as defined below and the Orders as defined in the Credit Agreement the Obligations and
ii grant to the Collateral Agent security interests pledges and encumbrances as contemplated
by or specified in the Credit Documents and the Orders
WHEREAS the Board has determined that the Filing Subsidiaries will benefit directly
or indirectly from the loans being made under the Credit Agreement and that it is in the best
interests of the Filing Subsidiaries to guaranty the Obligations and to grant a lien on the terms
and conditions set forth in the Credit Agreement
WHEREAS in connection with entering into the Credit Agreement the Credit Parties
may as necessary negotiate prepare execute deliver acknowledge attest and perform or
cause to be negotiated prepared executed delivered acknowledged attested and performed fee
letters engagement letters commitment letters promissory notes guaranty agreements
collateral documents pledge agreements cash collateral and reimbursement agreements deeds
of trust mortgages control agreements custodial agreements other security agreements
assignments endorsements and other instruments of transfer intercreditor andorsubordination
agreements agency agreements instruction letters appointment and authorization agreements
payoff letters financing statements hedging agreements and other agreements certificates
instruments and documents as may be contemplated by related to or required in connection with
the Credit Agreement or the transactions contemplated thereby together with the Credit
Agreement and Guaranty the Credit Documents
WHEREAS the Board has been presented with an Asset Purchase Agreement
theNSM Asset Purchase Agreement among ResCap Residential Funding GMAC
Mortgage ETS LLC EPRE LLC EPRE ETS WA and the additional sellers identified on
Schedule A to the NSM Asset Purchase Agreement together with ResCap Residential Funding
GMAC Mortgage ETS LLC ETS WA and EPRE the Sellers and NationStar Mortgage LLC
Purchaser pursuant to which the Sellers will sell certain of their assets to Purchaser and
Purchaser will assume certain of the Sellers Liabilities on the terns and conditions set forth in
the NSM Asset Purchase Agreement the NSM Asset Sale
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of ETS ofWashington Inc
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WHEREAS the Board has also been presented with a Deposit Escrow Agreement the
Escrow Agreement among the Sellers Purchaser and JPMorgan Chase Bank NA as the
Escrow Agent with respect to the Cash Deposit as defined in the NSM Asset Purchase
Agreement
WHEREAS the Board has also been presented with an Asset Purchase Agreement the
AFI Asset Purchase Agreement together with the NSM Asset Purchase Agreement and the
Escrow Agreement the Asset Purchase Agreements between ResCap Residential Funding
and GMAC Mortgage and BMMZ and Ally Financial Inc AFI pursuant to which such
Sellers will sell certain Whole Loans Advances each as defined in the AFI Asset Purchase
Agreement and other assets to BMMZ the AFI Asset Sale and AFI will guarantee the
obligations ofBMMZ thereunder
WHEREAS the Board has determined that it is in the best interests of the Filing
Subsidiaries to pursue the NSM Asset Sale and the AFI Asset Sale and to enter into the Asset
Purchase Agreements
WHEREAS the Board has had the opportunity to consult with the management of each
of the Filing Subsidiaries and to fully consider each of the strategic alternatives available to the
Filing Subsidiaries
WHEREAS after consideration of all factors and information the Board deemed
relevant the Board finds that it is desirable for fair to and in the best interests of the Filing
Subsidiaries their creditors and stakeholders and other parties in interest that the Filing
Subsidiaries i file or cause to be filed a voluntary petition for relief under the provisions of
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code in which the authority to operate as a debtorinpossession
will be sought the Chapter 11 Filing ii effect the Fortress Transaction as a Section 363
Sale iii execute and deliver the Credit Agreement and the other Credit Documents to the
extent party thereto and perform their obligations thereunder including the provision of the
Guaranty and granting of a security interest and iv enter into the Asset Purchase Agreements
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED as follows
COMMENCEMENT OF BANKRUPTCY CASES
RESOLVED that each of the Filing Subsidiaries is authorized and directed to file a
petition seeking relief under the provisions of Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code
RESOLVED that each of the Authorized Officers of the Filing Subsidiaries it being
understood that for the purposes of these resolutions the Authorized Officers of a Filing
Subsidiary shall include without limitation the most senior officer of the Filing Subsidiary and
any other officer determined by the Chief Executive Officer or Chief Financial Officer of the
Filing Subsidiary to be an appropriate officer with respect to the action taken is hereby
authorized and directed in the name and on behalf of the Filing Subsidiary to execute and verify
a petition under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code and to cause the same to be filed in the
United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York the Bankruptcy Court
in such form and at such time as the Authorized Officer executing such petition on behalf of each
of the Filing Subsidiaries shall determine
Unanimous Written Consent of Board of ETS ofWashington Inc
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Ladue Associates Inc
Passive Asset Transactions LLC
PATI A LLC
PATI B LLC
PATI Real Estate Holdings LLC
RAHI A LLC
RAHI B LLC
RANI Real Estate Holdings LLC
RCSFJV2004 LLC
Residential Accredit Loans Inc
Residential Asset Mortgage Products Inc
Residential Asset Securities Corporation
Residential Capital LLC
Residential Consumer Services of Alabama LLC
Residential Consumer Services ofOhio LLC
Residential Consumer Services of Texas LLC
Residential Consumer Services LLC
Residential Funding Company LLC
Residential Funding Mortgage Exchange LLC
Residential Funding Mortgage Securities I Inc
Residential Funding Mortgage Securities 11 Inc
Residential Funding Real Estate Holdings LLC
Residential Mortgage Real Estate Holdings LLC
RFC GSAP Servicer Advance LLC
RFC Asset Holdings 11 LLC
RFC Asset Management LLC
ny1012312 001784
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
In re






LIST OF EQUITY SECURITY HOLDERS
Pursuant to Rule 1007a3ofthe Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure Executive
Trustee Services LLC the Debtor submits the following list of the Debtorsequity security
holders
Entity Name and Address
Percent
Ownershi
GMAC Mortgage LLC 100
I James Whitlinger the ChiefFinancial Officer of Executive Trustee Services LLC a
Delaware limited liability company declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the
foregoing and that it is true and correct to the best ofmy information and belief and will be
supplemented to the extent additional information becomes available
Dated May 14 2012
s James Whitlinger
Name James Whitlinger
Title Chief Financial Officer
ny1012312 001786
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I, Ja es hitlinger, the hief Financial fficer of xecutive rustee Services, , a 
ela are li ited liability co pany, declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the 
foregoing and that it is true and correct to the best of y infor ation and belief, and ill be 
s le ented t  t e te t  for ation e  l . 
at : ay ,  
n -l 12312 
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEWYORK
In re






Executive Trustee Services LLC the Debtor and its debtor affiliates set forth
on Annex 1 attached hereto collectively the Debtors each filed a petition in this Court on
May 14 2012 for relief under Chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code 11USC
1011532 Contemporaneously with the filing of the petitions the Debtors filed a single
consolidated list of creditors the Consolidated List in lieu of separate lists Due to its
voluminous nature the Consolidated List is being submitted to the Court electronically
I James Whitlinger the Chief Financial Officer of Executive Trustee Services LLC a
Delaware limited liability company declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the
foregoing and that it is true and correct to the best of my information and belief and will be
supplemented to the extent additional information becomes available
Dated May 14 2012
sJames Whitlinger
Name James Whitlinger
Title Chief Financial Officer
ny1012312 001787
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ti  st  r i ,  (th  "Debt ")  i  t  liates t  
   tt  r t  (colle ti ly, t  "Debtors")  fil   titi  i  t is rt  
ay 14,2012 for relief under Chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. §§ 
101-1532. onte poraneously ith the filing of the petitions, the ebtors filed a single 
consolidated list of creditors (the "Consolidated List"), in lieu of separate lists. ue to its 
volu inous nature, the onsolidated List is being sub itted to the ourt electronically. 
I, Ja es hitlinger, the Chief Financial Officer of Executive Trustee Services, LLC, a 
ela are li ited liability co pany, declare under penalty f perjury that I have read the 
foregoing and that it is true and correct to the best of y infor ation and belief, and ill be 
e e te  t  t e te t io  infor ation es . 
a : a  ,  
/s/ Ja es hitlinger 
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: ief a al ice  
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEWYORK
In re Chapter 11
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC Case No 12
Joint Administration Pending
Debtor
LIST OF EQUITY SECURITY HOLDERS
Pursuant to Rule 1007a3ofthe Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure
Homecomings Financial LLC the Debtor submits the following list of the Debtorsequity
security holders
Entity Name and Address
Percent
Ownershi
Residential Funding Company LLC 100
I James Whitlinger the Chief Financial Officer of Homecomings Financial LLC a
Delaware limited liability company declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the
foregoing and that it is true and correct to the best ofmy information and belief and will be
supplemented to the extent additional information becomes available
Dated May 14 2012
sJames Whitlinger
Name James Whitlinger
Title Chief Financial Officer
ny1012362
001789
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I, Ja es hitlinger, the hief inancial fficer f o eco ings inancial, , a 
ela are li ited liability co pany, declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the 
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Voluntary Petition Hg O XlWrne of Debtors
Thispage must be completed andfiled in every case Homecomings Financial LLC
All Prior Bankruptcy Cases Filed Within Last 8Years Ifmore than two attach additional sheet
Location Case Number Date Filed
Where Filed None NA NA
Location Case Number Date Filed
Where Filed
Pending Bankruptcy Case Filed by any Spouse Partner or Affiliate of this Debtor Ifmore than one attach additional sheet
Name of Debtor Case Number Date Filed
See Annex 1 As Assigned Same
District Relationship Judge
Southern District of New York Affiliate As Assigned
Exhibit A Exhibit B
To be completed if debtor is required to file periodic reports egforms IOK and To be completed ifdebtor is an individual
IOQ with the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to Section 13 or 15d whose debts are primarily consumer debts
ofthe Securities Exchange Act of1934 and is requesting relief underChapter 11 Ithe attorney for the petitioner named in the foregoing petition declare that I
have informed the petitioner that he or she may proceed under chapter 7 11
12 or 13 of title 11 United States Code and have explained the relief
available under each such chapter I further certify that I have delivered to the
debtor the notice required by 11USC 342b
F Exhibit A is attached and made a part of this petition
X
Signature ofAttorney for Debtors Date
Exhibit C
Does the debtor own or have possession of any property that poses or is alleged to pose a threat of imminent and identifiable harm to public health or safety
Yes and Exhibit C is attached andmade apart of this petition
No
Exhibit D
Tobe completed by every individual debtor If ajoint petition is filed each spouse must complete and attach a separate Exhibit D
Exhibit D completed and signed by the debtor is attached and made a part of this petition
If this is a joint petition
Exhibit D also completed and signed by the joint debtor is attached and made a part of this petition
Information Regarding the Debtor Venue
Check any applicable box
Debtor has been domiciled or has had a residence principal place of business orprincipal assets in this District for 180 days immediately
preceding the date of thispetition or for a longer part of such 180 days than in anyother District
There is a bankruptcy case concerning debtors affiliate general partner or partnership pending in this District
Debtor is a debtor in a foreign proceeding and has its principal place of business or principal assets in the United States in this District or
has no principal place of business or assets in the United States but is a defendant in an action or proceeding in a federal or state court in
this District or the interests of the parties will be served in regard to the reliefsought in this District
Certification by a Debtor Who Resides as aTenant ofResidential Property
Check all applicable boxes
Landlord has a judgment against the debtor for possession of debtors residence Ifbox checked complete the following
Nameoflandlord that obtained judgment
Address oflandlord
Debtor claims that under applicable nonbankruptcy law there are circumstances under which the debtor would be permitted to cure the
entire monetary default that gave rise to the judgment forpossession after the judgment for possession was entered and
Debtor has included with this petition the deposit with the court of any rent that would become due during the 30day period after the
filing of the petition
Debtor certifies that heshe has served the Landlord with this certification 11USC 3621
ny1012362 001790
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(Address oflandlord) 
0 Debtor claims that under applicable nonbankruptcy law, there are circumstances under which the debtor would be pennitted to cure the 
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SignaturesofDebtorsIndividualJo nt
I declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided in this petition is true
and correct
If petitioner is an individual whose debts are primarily consumer debts and has
chosen to file under chapter 7 I am aware that I may proceed under chapter 7 11 12
or 13 of title 11 United States Code understand the relief available under each such
chapter and choose to proceed under chapter 7
If no attorney represents me and no bankuptcy petition preparer signs the petition I
have obtained andread the notice required by 11USC 342b






Telephone Number if not represented by attorney
Date
Signature of Attorney
x s LarrenM Nashelsky
SignatureofAttorney for Debtors
Larren MNashelsky
Printed Name ofAttorney for Debtors
Morrison Foerster LLP
Firm Name
1290 Avenue ofthe Americas
Address





In a case in which 707b4Dapplies this signature also constitutes a
certification that the attorney has no knowledge after an inquiry that the information




Signature of a Foreign Representative
I declare under penalty of perury that the information provided in this petition is true
and correct that I am the foreign representative of a debtor in a foreign proceeding
and that I am authorized to file this petition
Check only one box
I request relief in accordance with chapter 15 of title 11 United States Code
Certified copies of the documents required by 11 USC 1515 are attached
Pursuant to 11USC 1511 I request relief in accordance with the
chapter of title 11 specified in this petition Acertified copyof the
order granting recognition of the foreign main proceeding is attached
X
Signature ofForeign Representative
Printed Name ofForeign Representative
Date
Signature of Non Attorney Bankruptcy Petition Preparer
I declare under penalty of perjury that 1 I am a bankruptcy petition preparer as
defined in 11USC 110 2 I prepared this document for compensation and have
provided the debtor with a copy ofthis document and the notices and information
required under 11 USC 110b110hand 342band 3 if rules or
guidelines have been promulgated pursuant to 11USC 110hsetting a maximum
fee for services chargeable by bankruptcy petition preparers I have given the debtor
notice of the maximum amount before preparing any document for filing for a debtor
or accepting any fee from the debtor as required in that section Official Form 19 is
attached
Printed Name and title if any of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer
Social Security number Ifthe bankruptcy petition preparer is not an individual
state the Social Security number of the officer principal responsible person or
partner of the bankruptcy petition preparer Required by 11USC 110
Address
Signature of Debtor CorporationPa tnership
I declare under penalty ofperjury that the information provided in this petition is true
and correct and that I have been authorized to file this petition on behalf of the X
debtor
The debtor requests the relief in accordance with the chapter oftitle 11 United States
Code specified in this petition
x s James Whitlinger
Signature ofAuthorized Individual
James Whitlinger
Printed Name ofAuthorized Individual
Chief Financial Officer




Signature of bankruptcy petition preparer or officer principal responsible person or
partner whose Social Security number is provided above
Names and SocialSecurity numbers of all other individuals who prepared or assisted
in preparing this document unless the bankruptcy petition preparer is not an
individual
If more than one person prepared this document attach additional sheets conforming
to the appropriate official form foreach person
A bankruptcy petition preparersfailure to comply with the provisions oftitle 11 and
the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure may result in fines or imprisonment or
both 11USC 110r 18USC 156
ny1012362 001791
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Vol ntary Petiti  Na e ofDebtor(s): 
( i  page ust be completed andJil d in every case.) Ho eco i s Financial, LLC 
Silml tures 
Signature(s) of ebtor(s) (I div dual/Joint) Signature of a Foreign Representative 
I l  under penalty f peIjury that t  inf nnati  provided in this petition is tr  I declare under penalty of peIjury that the information provided in this petition is true 
and correct. and correct, that I am the toreign representative of a debtor in a foreign proceeding, 
[I  petiti er is an indivi al  d t  ar  pri aril  consu r debts and has an  that I a  authori d to file this peti on. 
ch en to fil  under chapter 7]1 a  aware t t I  proceed under chapter 7, II, 12 (  l  o  box.) 
or 13 of title II, nited States ode, understand the relief available under each such 
apter,  c e to r  r chapter 7. D I request relief in accordance ith chapter 15 of title II, United States Code. [I   at or ey r pr t   an  no nkr  etiti   signs t  peti on] I ertifi  c i  of the d t  r quir  by II .S.C. § 1515 are attached. 
 t i  and   noti  requir   II .S.C. § 42(b). 
  reli f i  acc r  i  t    t  II, i  t  ode, 
D Pursuant to 11 .S.c. § 1511, I request relief in accordance ith the 
chapter oftitIe II specified in this petition. A certified copy f the 
specified in this petition. order granting recognition of the foreign main proceeding is attached. 
X  
Signature of Debtor (Sig t r  f r i  epresentative) 
X 
i t   oi t t  (Printe   f i  epresentative) 
  (if    tt rney) te 
Date 
 f r ey* Signature of Non-Attorney Bankruptcy Petition Preparer 
X lsi rr  . ashel ~ I declare under penalty of peIjury that: (I) I am a bankruptcy petition preparer as 
i t r   ttorney r btor(s) defined in II U.S.C. § 110; (2) I prepared this document for compensation and have 
arre  . l  r i  t  t r it    f t is t  t  tices  i f nn ti  
rinted a e f ttorne  f r ebtor(s) re   II .S.C. §§ llO(b), 110(h), and 342(b); and, (3) if rules or guidelines have been promulgated pursuant to II U.S.C. § 110(h) setting a maximum 
Morrison & Foerster LLP fee for services chargeable by bankruptcy petition preparers, I have given the debtor 
Firm Name notice of the maximum amount before preparing any document for filing for a debtor 
1290 Avenue of the A ericas or accepting any fee fro  the debtor, as required in that section. fficial For  19 is 
Address . 
 r ,   
{21 } 8-8000 Printed Na e and title, if any, of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer 
Telephone umber 
~ ,  Social-Security number (If the bankruptcy petition preparer is not an individual, 
Date state the Social-Security number of the officer, principal, responsible person or 
*In  case in hich § 07(b)(4)(D) a ie , this signature ls  c nstitutes  
partner of the bankruptcy petition preparer.) (Required by 11 U.S.c. § 110.) 
fication that the attorney has no no ledge after an in ry t the for ation 
in the schedules is incorrect. ddress 
ignature of ebtor (Corporati n/P rtnership) 
I declare under pe t  of peIjury that the information r ide  in t is petition is true 
and c , and that I have been rized to file this tion on f f the  
debtor. 
The debtor requests the relief in accordance ith the chapter of title II, nited tates ate 
, specified in this pe itio . 
X lsi Ja es hitlinger Signature of bankruptcy petition preparer or officer, principal, responsible person, or 
Signature of Authorized Individual 
partner hose Social-Security number is provided above. 
Ja es hitlinger Names and Social-Security numbers of all other individuals who prepared or assisted 
Printed Name of Authorized Individual in preparing this document unless the bankruptcy petition preparer is not an 
Chief Financial Officer individua . 
Title of Authorized Individual 
M ~ 14,2012 If more than one person prepared this document, attach additional sheets conforming 
Date to the appropriate official form for each person. 
A bankruptcy petition preparer's failure to comply with the provisions of title 11 and 
the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure may result in Jines or imprisonment or 
both. 11 u.s.c. § 110; 18 u.s.c. § 156. 
ny-1012362 
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24 Main Document
On May 14 2012 each of the affiliated entities listed below including the debtor in this chapter
11 case filed a voluntary petition for relief under chapter 11 of title 11 of the United States Code
in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District ofDelaware the Court A motion has
been filed or shortly will be filed with the Court requesting that the chapter 11 cases of these
entities be consolidated for procedural purposes only and jointly administered
ditech LLC
DOAHolding Properties LLC
DOA Properties IX LotsOther LLC
EPRE LLC
Equity Investment 1 LLC
ETS of Virginia Inc
ETS ofWashington Inc
Executive Trustee Services LLC
GMAC RFC Holding Company LLC
GMAC Model Home Finance 1 LLC
GMAC Mortgage USA Corporation
GMAC Mortgage LLC
GMAC Residential Holding Company LLC
GMAC RH Settlement Service LLC
GMACM Borrower LLC
GMACM REO LLC
GMACR Mortgage Products LLC
HFN REO SUB II LLC
Home Connects Lending Services LLC
Homecomings Financial Real Estate Holdings LLC
Homecomings Financial LLC
ny1012362 001792
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;:  Main Document 
On ay 14,2012, each of the affiliated entities listed belo  (including the debtor in this chapter 
11 case) fi  a vol t r  petiti  f r reli f under chapt r 11 of title 11 of the Unit  States Code 
in the United States ankruptcy Court for the District of ela are (the " ourt").  motion has 
been filed or shortly ill be filed ith the ourt requesting that the chapter 11 cases of these 
entities be c soli ate  f r r ce ral pur ses onl  and j i tl  administered. 
p ... ~"Hc' n.l...L~~~, ;it:;i}~;:€j,l;;"l",j,;c?" L~t;', ,';"'I!i;i');y;:);,b'~'~ ;j""" Y,.., '21,:'~:~ ":,"';"';'" 
itech,  
  r erti s,  
   (L ts- ther),  
EPRELLC 
i   I,  
  i i i , . 
  i t n, c. 
ti e t  ices  
G AC -  l i  y,  
  o e inance I,  
 ortgage   
 ort , C 
C a  in  ,  
C  le ent ,  
 orro er C 
 E  LC 
CR ortgage , LLC 
HFN REO  I , LLC 
Home Connects Lending ic , LC 
Homecomings Financial Real Estate Holdings, LLC 
Homecomings Fina , LLC 
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Ladue Associates Inc
Passive Asset Transactions LLC
PATI A LLC
PATI B LLC
PATI Real Estate Holdings LLC
RAHI A LLC
RAHI B LLC
RAHI Real Estate Holdings LLC
RCSFJV2004 LLC
Residential Accredit Loans Inc
Residential Asset Mortgage Products Inc
Residential Asset Securities Corporation
Residential Capital LLC
Residential Consumer Services of Alabama LLC
Residential Consumer Services ofOhio LLC
Residential Consumer Services of Texas LLC
Residential Consumer Services LLC
Residential Funding Company LLC
Residential Funding Mortgage Exchange LLC
Residential Funding Mortgage Securities I Inc
Residential Funding Mortgage Securities 1I Inc
Residential Funding Real Estate Holdings LLC
Residential Mortgage Real Estate Holdings LLC
RFC GSAP Servicer Advance LLC
RFC Asset Holdings II LLC
RFC Asset Management LLC
24 Main Document
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assi  t Tr nsactions,  
I ,L  
,LL  
   t  l i gs,  
,L  
,L  
 l  ,  
N2004,  
i t  i  s, . 
i t   t  t , c. 
i ti l s t ities ti  
 it l,  
i ti l  ices  la ,  
  ices  i ,  
i ti l s  ices  s,  
e i tial s er r i ,  
e i tial ing ,  
si ti l ing ortgage cha ,  
 unding ortgage ties I, . 
eside tial unding ortgage Se rities I , I . 
eside tial unding eal state oldin , LC 
esi e tial ortgage eal state oldin s, LC 
F  - a P icer dva , LC 
F  set oldings I , LLC 
RFC set anage , LLC 
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Southern District ofNew York
Name ofDebtor ifindividual enter Last First Middle Name ofJoint Debtor Spouse Last Fast Middle
Homecomings Financial LLC
AllOther Names used by the Debtor in the last 8 years AllOther Names used by the Joint Debtor in the last 8 years
include marriedmaiden and tradenames include married maidenand tradenames
Homecomings Financial Network Inc
TriAdvantage Credit Services Last four digits ofSoc Sec or IndividualTaxpayerID ITIN NoComplete EIN
Last four digits of Soc Sec or IndividualTaxpayerIDITIN NoComplete EIN ifmore than one state all
if more than one state all 510369458
Street Address of Joint Debtor No and Street City and State
Street Address of Debtor No and Street City and State
8400 Normandale Lake Boulevard
Suite 350 Z1P CODE
Minneapolis MN ZIP CODE 55437 County ofResidence or of the Principal Place ofBusiness
County of Residence or of the Principal Place of Business
Hennepin Mailing Address ofJoint Debtor ifdifferent from street address
Mailing Address ofDebtor ifdifferent from street address
ZIP CODE
ZIPCODE
Location of Principal Assets of Business Debtor if different from street address above
ZIP CODE
Type ofDebtor Nature of Business Chapter ofBankruptcy CodeUnder Which
Form ofOrganization Check one box the Petition is Filed Check one box
Check one box Health CareBusiness Chapter 7 Chapter 15 Petition for
Individual includes Joint Debtors Single Asset Real Estate as defined in Chapter 9 Recognition of a Foreign
See Exhibit D on page 2 ofthis form 11USC 10151B Chapter 11
Main Proceeding
15 Petition for
Corporation includes LLC andLLP Railroad ChapterChapter 12
Partnership El Stockbroker Recognition ofaForeignChapter 13 Nonmain Proceeding
Other Ifdebtor is not oneof the above entities Commodity Broker
Nature of Debtscheck this box and state type of entity below Clearing Bank
Other Check one box
Debts are primarily consumer Debts are primarily
debts defined in 11USC business debtsTax Exempt Entity
Checkbox ifapplicable 1018as incurredby an
Debtor is a taxexemptorganization individual primarily for a
underTitle 26 ofthe United States personal family or household
Code the Internal Revenue Code purpose
Filing Fee Check one box Chapter 11 Debtors
Check one box
Full Filing Fee attached Debtor is a small business debtor as defined in I1 USC 1015 D
Filing Fee to be paid in installments applicable to individuals only Must attach
Debtor is not a smallbusiness debtor as defined in 11USC 10151D
signed application for the courts consideration certifying that the debtor is Check if
unable to pay fee except in installments Rule 1006bSeeOfficial Form 3A Debtorsaggregate noncontingent liquidated debts excluding debts owed to
insiders or affiliates are less than 234300
Filing Fee waiver requested applicable to chapter 7 individuals only Must
attach signed application for the courtsconsideration See Official Form 3B Check all applicable boxes
Aplan is being filed with this petition
Acceptances of the plan were solicited prepetition from one or more classes
of creditors in accordance with 11USC 1126b
StatisticalAdmini trative Information
THIS SPACE IS FOR
Debtor estimates that funds will be available for distribution to unsecured creditors
COURT USE ONLY
Debtor estimates that after any exempt property is excluded and administrative expenses paid there will be no funds available for
distribution to unsecured creditors
Estimated N of Creditors
11
149 5099 100199 200999 1000 5001 10001 25001 50001 Over
5000 10000 25000 50000 1000 1000
Estimated Assets
0to 50001 to 1000 1 to 5000 1 10001 100001 500001 1000 1 5000 1 More than
5000 1000 5000 to 1 to 10 to 50 to 100 to 500 to 1 billion 1 billion
million million million million million
Estimated Liabilities
0 to 50001 to 1000 1 to 5000 1 10001 100001 500001 1000 1 5000 1 More than
5000 1000 5000 to 1 to 10 to 50 to 100 to 500 to 1 billion 1 billion
million trillion million million million
ny1012362 001795
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United States ankruptcy Court 1-'9 1 r ~~ 
I:," .~,' ~';!{;>~{ q~',·t~;~~\~:,~,j>:~~:~;~·j·;;· .............. ?~ thern istrict  e  ork I ~ \.".,,;, 
" Name of Debtor (if individual, enter Last, First, iddle): a e o l t ebtor (Spo ) (Las , Fir , le): 
Homecomings in i l,  
ll Other ames used by the ebtor in the last 8 years  ther a es sed by the J int ebtor in the la   ears 
(include arried, aiden, and trade na es): (include arrie , ai e , a  trade na es): 
Homecomings Financial et ork, Inc. 
i- dvantage it e ices ast four igits  . . r l-Taxpayer .D. (lT ) ./Complete  
Last four digits of Soc. Sec. or Individual-Taxpayer I.D. (lTI ) o./Complete EI  (if ore than o , state ll): 
(if ore than one, state all): 51-0369458 
reet dre s of   (N .  treet, , d te): 
Str et ddre s f ebtor (No. and tre t, it , and t t ): 
8400 ormandale ake oulevard 
ite 50 I ZIP CODE I 
innea lis,  IP E  I t   esidence   t e i ipal lace  i : 
ounty of esidence r f t e Principal lace f si ess: 
ennepin ing ddress   e t r (if fferent r   res ): 
ailing ddress f ebtor (if different fro  street address): 
I ZIP CODE I 
  I 
Location of Principal Assets of Business Debtor (if different fro  street address above): 
I I   I 
Type of ebtor ature f siness t   tc   nder ic  
(Form of Organization) (Chec   ox.)  t ion   (Chec   ox.) 
(Check e ox.) 8 lt  r  usiness 0 t r  0   t o   0 Individual (includes Joint ebtors) le s t  state   n 0   i     
See Exhibit D on page 2 of this form II .S.C. § 01(5I } ~  II   ~ Corporation (includes LLC and LLP) 0 ilr  0   0  15 Petition for 0 rt rs ip 0 tockbroker 0 i     0 ther (If debtor is not one of the above entities, 0 it     i  i  
eck     t    low.) 0 leari  a  t   e ts 
~  (Che   ox.) 
o   ri  u er, ~   ril  
Tax-Exe pt Entity debts defined in II .S.C. business debts 
(Che  x, if li able.) § 1(8}  "incurre    
0 ebtor is a tax-exe pt organization idual ri ril    
under itle 26 f the nited tates rs nal, f ily, r s -hol  
e (  t   ode). rpose." 
Filing Fee (Check one box.)  II rs 
~   x: Full Filing Fee attached. 0    al   t   m  i  I .S.C. § 01(51O}. 
0 Filing Fee to be paid in installments (applicable to individuals only). Must attach ~     al     f   II .S.C. § 01(510). 
signed application for the court's consideration certifying that the debtor is  if: 
unable to pay fee except in installments. Rule 1006(b}. See Official Form 3A. 0 ebtor's  ti t  d  (e    t  
0 Filing Fee aiver requested (applicable to chapter 7 individuals only). ust i i   f ili t s) r  l  t  $ ,343,300. 
attach signed application for the court's consideration. See Official Form 3B.  l  l  s: o  l  is i  fil  it  t is titi . 
0 t   t  l   oli it  repetiti  f    r  cl  
 r dit rs, i  acc r  i  II .S.C. § 1126(b}. 
tatistical/ Administrative Infor ation T IS SP  IS F  
~ t r sti t s t t f s ill  il l  f r istri ti  t  s r  r it rs. COURT USE ONLY ebtor esti ates that, after any exe pt property is excluded and ad inistrative expenses paid, there ill be no funds available for 
i t i ti  t   r dit rs. 
 umber  i  
~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-49 -9  -19  -99  ,00 - , 0 - 0,0 1- 5, 0 - 0, - ver 
, 00 10,0 0 5,0 0 0,0 0 100,0 0 100,0 0 
  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 
$0 t  $50, 01 t  $100,001 t  $500,001 $1,0 0, 01 $10, 0 , 0 I $50, 0 , 01 $100,000,001 $500,000,001 re t an 
$50,000 $100,000 $500,000 t  $1 t  $1  t  $5  t  $10  t  $50  t  $1 bil i  $1 il  
il  ill  ill  ill  il  
ti t  i iliti  
0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 
$0 to $50,001 to $100,001 to $500,001 $1,000,001 $10,000,001 $50,000,001 $100,000,00 I $500,000,001 r  t  
$50,000 $10 ,000 $500,000 t  $1 t  $1  t  $5  t  $10  t  $50  t  $1 bill  $1 il  
illi  milli  il i  ill  il  
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of such content as shall be approved by the Authorized Officer who executes the same such
execution to be conclusive evidence of such approval
RESOLVED that the execution and delivery of and the consummation of the
transactions contemplated by the Credit Agreement in substantially the form of and with terms
and conditions as presented by the Board with such changes or additions thereto as the
Authorized Officer executing the same shall deem necessary advisable or appropriate and the
other Credit Documents and all other instruments required or deemed necessary or desirable by
any Authorized Officer in connection with the Credit Agreement and the performance by
Residential Funding of its obligations thereunder including without limitation with respect to
ithe terms of the Guaranty and the granting of liens and security interests to be granted under
the Credit Documents and Orders and ii the payment of any fees and expenses associated
therewith be and they hereby are adopted approved authorized and ratified in all respects
RESOLVED that any Authorized Officer or any other officer or employee of a Filing
Subsidiary authorized by an Authorized Officer in accordance with the procedures of the Filing
Subsidiary may pay any and all costs expenses and fees do and perform all acts and execute
and deliver any further instrument certificate or document in the name and on behalf of the
Filing Subsidiary in connection with the Credit Documents as such Authorized Officer deems
necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes and intent of these resolutions the execution
thereof by such Authorized Officer to be conclusive evidence of such determination
RESOLVED that the authority given in these resolutions is retroactive and any and all
acts authorized herein performed before the passage of these resolutions in connection with the
Credit Documents are ratified and affirmed
RESOLVED that these resolutions shall continue in full force and effect until the
Administrative Agent receives notice in writing of their revocation by a resolution duly adopted
by the Board provided that any such notice shall not affect the Credit Agreement and any other
Credit Documents in effect at the time such notice is given or any outstanding borrowings and
other extensions of credit from the Administrative Agent or the Lenders under the Credit
Documents or otherwise
RESOLVED that the Credit Agreement together with its schedules and exhibits and
any and all other Credit Documents referred to therein submitted to this Board shall be filed by
the Secretary or Assistant Secretary of the Filing Subsidiaries among the records of each of the
Filing Subsidiaries
GENERAL AUTHORIZATION AND RATIFICATION
RESOLVED that each Authorized Officer is authorized and directed consistent with
these Resolutions and with the advice of counsel to the Filing Subsidiaries i to negotiate
execute deliver certify file andor record and perform any and all of the agreements
documents and instruments referenced herein and such other agreements documents and
instruments and assignments thereof as may be required or as such Authorized Officer deems
appropriate or advisable or to cause the negotiation execution and delivery thereof as the case
may be in such form and substance as such Authorized Officer may approve together with such
Unanimous Written Consent ofBoard of
GMAC Residential Holding CompanyLLCGMACRFC Holding Company LLC
and Homecomings Financial LLC
ny1040337
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of such content as shall be approved by the uthorized fficer ho executes the sa e, such 
execution to be conclusive evidence of such approval; 
R , that the e e tion  delivery of a  the c ns ation of the 
transactions conte plated by the Credit gree ent, in substantially the for  of and ith ter s 
and conditions as presented by the Board (with such changes or additions thereto as the 
uthorized fficer executing the sa e shall dee  necessary, advisable or appropriate) and the 
ther redit ocuments a  all other instruments required or dee ed ecessar  or desira le by 
any uthorized fficer in connection ith the redit gree ent and the performance by 
Residential Funding of its obligations thereunder (including, ithout li itation, ith respect to 
(i) the ter s of the uaranty and the granting of liens and security interests to be granted under 
the redit ocu ents and rders and (ii) the pay ent f any fees and expenses associated 
therewith), be, and they hereby are, adopted, approved, authorized and ratified in all respects; 
RES L E , that any uthorized fficer, or any other officer or e ployee of a Filing 
Subsidiary authorized by an Authorized Officer in accordance with the procedures of the Filing 
Subsidiary, ay pay any and all costs, expenses and fees, do and perfor  all acts and execute 
and deliver any further instru ent, certificate or docu ent in the na e and on behalf of the 
Filing Subsidiary in connection with the Credit Documents, as such Authorized Officer deems 
necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes and intent of these resolutions, the execution 
thereof by such uthorized fficer to be conclusive evidence of such deter ination; 
S L , that the authority given in these resolutions is retroactive and any and all 
acts authorized herein perfor ed before the passage of these resolutions in connection with the 
r it ts r  r tifie   ffir ; 
ES L E , that these resolutions shall continue in full force and effect until the 
d inistrative gent receives notice in riting f their revocation by a resolution duly adopted 
by the oard (provided that any such notice shall not affect the redit gree ent and any other 
r it t  i  ff t t t  ti   ti  i  i  r  t t i  rr i   
t er e te si s f cre it fr  t e i istrative e t r t e e ers er t e re it 
Docu ents or otherwise); 
SOLVED, t at t e re it ree ent, t et er it  its sc e les an  exhibits, a  
any and all other Credit Documents referred to therein, submitted to this Board shall be filed by 
the Secretary or Assistant Secretary of the Filing Subsidiaries among the records of each of the 
Filing Subsidiaries; 
 I   I I  
SOLVED, t at eac  t rize  fficer is authorize  an  irected, c siste t it  
t  l ti  n  it  t  advi  of l t  t  Fili  ubsidiaries: (i) t  egotiate, 
execute, deliver, certify, file and/or record, and perform, any and all of the agreements, 
docu ents, and instru ents referenced herein, and such other agreements, docu ents, and 
instru ents and assign ents thereof as ay be required or as such uthorized fficer dee s 
appropriate or advisable, or to cause the negotiation, execution, and delivery thereof, as the case 
may be, in such form and substance as such Authorized Officer may approve, together with such 
ny-l 040337 
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G  Residential olding Company, LLC,GMAC- F  Holding Company, LLC, 
and o eco ings Financial, L  
JOHN L RUNFT ISB 1059
JON M STEELE ISB 1911
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC









CHRISTOPHER C RICH Clark
ByCHRISTINE SWEET
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURTOF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV





COMES NOW the Plaintiff by and through his attorney of record Jon M Steele and
notifies Defendant that at the trial of this matter Plaintiff will offer the following admissions by
party opponent attached as Exhibit A hereto
DATED thisay of May 2012
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  the laintiff by and through his attorney f record, Jon . teele, and 
ti ies e e t t at t t e t i l t is tt r, l i ti  ill  t  ll i  "admissions  
rt  - nent" tt   i it  r t . 
 t is ~aYOfMaY2012. 
 &   ,  
By: ~J.~~ 
ttorney for Plaintiff 
I   I TIFF'S    FENDANT'S IS    
-P   
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this26day ofMay 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF PLAINTIFFSINTENT TO OFFER DEFENDANTS
ADMISSIONS AT TRIAL was served upon opposing counsel as follows
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EXCERPTS FROM
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
and
Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc And Executive
Trustee Services LLC Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial
Para Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint Para Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc And
Executive Trustee Services LLCAnswer
To First Amended Complaint And Demand
For Jury Trial
50 In August 2010 Renshaw was served with 1 34 Defendants admit the allegations inparagraphs
Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell Under Deed 50 53 and further state that the documents
of Trust See Exhibit 9 and 2 Notice of speak for themselves
TrusteesSale See Exhibit 10
51 In August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt 34 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs
Validation Notice naming Mortgage Electronic 50 53 and further state that the documents
Systems Inc as his current creditor See Exhibit speak for themselves
11
52 Homecomings MERS and Trustee have 34 Defendants admit the allegations inparagraphs
scheduled a foreclosure sale ofRenshaw home 50 53 and further state that the documents
for December 29 2010 at 100pm See Exhibits speak for themselves
9 and 10
53 The Notice of Default and Election to Sell 34 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs
Exhibit 9 and the Notice ofTrusteesSale 50 53 and further state that the documents
Exhibit 10 state that the beneficiary interest in speak for themselves
Renshawsproperty is held by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc
61 No sale transfer or assignment ofRenshaws 40 With respect to the allegations inparagraph 61
Deed of Trust has been recorded in Ada County upon information and belief Defendants admit
Idaho the allegations and further state that the records
of the Ada County Recorder speak for
themselves
63 Renshaw on October 15 2010 has by a qualified 42 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
written request requested that the current holder 63 and further state that the document speaks
of the Note and the current holder of the Deed of for itself
Trust be identified and that the scheduled
foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit 12
66 Renshaw again on November 11 2010 by a 45 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
qualified written request requested that certain 66 and further state that the document speaks
documents be produced and that the scheduled for itself
foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit 14
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ensha , again, on ove ber 11,2010, by a  Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 
qualified ritten re est, requested that certain 66 and further state that the docu ent speaks 
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o eco ings is n t the current holder  the 7 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 
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1  A 
69 Homecomings is not in possession ofthe 47 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Renshaw Note 6870
70 Homecomings is not the current beneficiary of the 47 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Renshaw DeedofTrust 6870
71 Homecomings has assigned the Renshaw Note 48 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 71
without recourse Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Note
73 Homecomings has assigned the Renshaw Deed of 50 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 73
Trust without recourse Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Deed of
Trust
75 MERS has no financial interest in the Renshaw 52 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Note 75
77 Homecomings does not represent and is not the 54 The allegations in paragraphs 77 78 state
agent of the current holder of the Renshaw Note legal conclusions to which no affirmative
response is required To the extent a response
is required Defendants admit the same
78 Homecomings does not represent and is not the 54 The allegations in paragraphs 77 78 state
agent ofthe current holder of the Renshaw Deed legal conclusions to which no affirmative
ofTrust response is required To the extent a response
is required Defendants admit the same
79 MERS does not represent and is not the agent of 55 The allegations in paragraph 79 state legal
the current holder of the Renshaw Note conclusions to which no affirmative response is
required To the extent a response is required
Defendants admit MERS does not represent
the current holder of the Note and deny it is not
the agent of the same
81 That the Renshaw Deed ofTrust names Pioneer 57 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Title Company of Ada County as trustee 81 and state that the document speaks for itself
123 Homecomings is not the beneficiary of the Deed 76 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
ofTrust 123
125 Homecomings has no interest in the Note or Deed 78 With respect to the allegations in paragraph
ofTrust it seeks to foreclose 125 Defendants admit only that Homecomings
has no interest in the Note or Deed ofTrust
Defendants deny the remaining allegations
127 Homecomings does not hold possession of the 80 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Note 127
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79 E  es t re res t  is t t  t f  The allegations in paragraph 79 state legal 
t e rr t l r  t e s  t . conclusions to which no affirmative response is 
required. To the extent a response is required, 
Defendants admit ERS does not "represent" 
the current holder of the Note and deny it is not 
the "agent" f the sa e. 
81 hat e e s  ee   rust na es ioneer  Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 
itle o pany  da t   t t . 81 and state that the document speaks for itself 
123 o eco ings is not the be iciary  the   Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 
of r st. . 
125 o eco ings as no interest in the ote  ee   ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 
o  rust it s s to fore l . 125, Defendants admit only that Homecomings 
 n  interest in the ote or eed  r . 
Defendants deny the remaining allegations. 
127 o ec ings does not hold possession f the  Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 
ote. . 
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135 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee have 85 Defendants admit the allegations in subparts
stated the following facts to Renshaw a andb ofparagraph 135 and deny the
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the allegations in subpart c ofparagraph 135 to
Deed ofTrust the extent it references statements regarding
b That MERS has the authority to the present status ofthe loan With respect to
foreclose onRenshawsproperty subpart d Defendants admit Defendants may
c That Homecomings has the authority to have represented that the Trustee has the
foreclose onRenshawsproperty authority to hold a foreclosure sale
d That Trustee has the authority to
foreclose on Renshaw property
136 That such statements are false 86 With respect to the allegations in paragraph
136 Defendants deny that those statements in
subparts aand b of paragraph 135 are false
Defendants admit that the statement in subpart
c is presently false Defendants admit that the
statement in subpart d is false but clarify by
stating that the Trustee has the authority to
hold a foreclosure sale
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EXCERPTS FROM
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For Production Of Documents And Requests For
Admission To Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC
and
Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To Plaintiff s First Set OfRequests For
Admission
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests
For Production Of Documents And Requests For
Admission To Defendant Homecomings Financial
LLC
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 43 Admit that
you MERS and Trustee scheduled a foreclosure sale
of Renshawshome for December 29 2010 at 100
pm See Exhibits 9 and 10 to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint
Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiff s First Set Of Requests For Admission
RESPONSE NO 43 Homecomings objects to this request
on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
34 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraphs 50 53 and further state that the
documents speak for themselves
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 51 Admit that
any effort to foreclose a deed of trust by a party
lacking authority to carry out a foreclosure is void
RESPONSE NO 51 Homecomings objects to this request
on the grounds that it requests admission of a pure
conclusion of law to which no response is required
Without waiving such objection Homecomings answers
by admitting only that nonjudicial foreclosure of a deed
of trust should comply with the requirements of the Idaho
Trust Deed Act Ie 45 1502 et seq
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 68 Admit that
you are not the current holder of the Renshaw
Promissory Note
RESPONSE NO 68 Homecomings objects to this request
on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
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Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
47 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 68 70
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 69 Admit that RESPONSE NO 69 Homecomings objects to this request
you are not in possession of the Renshaw Promissory on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
Note annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known orreadily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
47 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 68 70
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 70 Admit that RESPONSE NO 70 Homecomings objects to this request
you are not the current beneficiary of the Renshaw on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
DOT annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
47 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 68 70
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71 Admit that RESPONSE NO 71 Homecomings objects to this request
you assigned the Renshaw Promissory Note without on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
recourse annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by
reference to its Answer as follows
48 With respect to the allegations in paragraph
71 Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Note
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 72 Admit that RESPONSE NO 72 Homecomings objects to this request
only the holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note and on the grounds that it is overbroad and vague in part
the Renshaw DOT or other authorized person or because authorized person or entity is undefined
entity may foreclose the Renshaw DOT Homecomings also objects because it requests admission
of a legal conclusion Without waiving such objections
Homecomings admits that authorized persons or entities
may foreclose the Renshaw DOT
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 75 Admit that RESPONSE NO 75 Homecomings objects to this request
you assigned the Renshaw DOT without recourse on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
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50 With respect to the allegations in paragraph
73 Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Deed of
Trust
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 82 Admit that RESPONSE NO 82 Homecomings objects to this request
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
current holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answeras follows
54 The allegations in paragraphs 77 78 state
legal conclusions to which no affirmative
response is required To the extent a response is
required Defendants admit the same
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 83 Admit that RESPONSE NO 83 Homecomings objects to this request
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
current holder ofthe Renshaw DOT annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in tins set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
54 The allegations in paragraphs 77 78 state
legal conclusions to which no affirmative
response is required To the extent a response is
required Defendants admit the same
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discovery requests, recites verbati  the factual allegations 
and/or legal contentions of Rensha  set forth in 
enshaw's First ended o plaint. o eco ings has 
filed an Answer that fairly ad its, denies, or qualifies the 
ad ission or denial with explanation in accordance with 
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering 
a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
Without waiving such objection, Homecomings asserts 
t t it as ade r s l  i ir ,  t  t  t t t  
information is known or readily obtainable, admits, 
denies, or qualifies its ad ission or denial by reference to 
its ns e   : 
4 
54. he allegations in paragraphs 77 - 78 state 
legal conclusions to hich no affIr ative 
response is required. To the extent a response is 
required, Defendants admit the same. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 84 Admit that RESPONSE NO 84 Homecomings objects to this request
MERS has no financial interest in the Renshaw on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
Promissory Note annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRulc 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
52 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 75
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 86 Admit that RESPONSE NO 86 Homecomings objects to this request
MERS does not represent and is not the agent of the on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
current holder ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answeras follows
55 The allegations in paragraph 79 state legal
conclusions to which no affirmative response is
required To the extent a response is required
Defendants admit MERS does not represent
the current holder ofthe Note and deny it is not
the agent ofthe same
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 111 Admit that RESPONSE NO 111 Homecomings objects to this
you are not the beneficiary of the Renshaw DOT request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to
harass and annoy Homecomings This Requesf for
Admission and nearly every other RequestbtAdmission
in this set of discovery requests recites verbatim the
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 . 84: o eco ings objects to this request 
 t  r  t t it c stit t   eff rt t  r  an  
annoy o eco ings. This Request for d ission, and 
nearly every other equest for d ission in this set f 
discovery requests, recites verbatim the factual allegations 
nd/or l l t ti  f  t f t  i  
Renshaw's First A ended Co plaint. Ho eco ings has 
filed an ns er that fairly admits, denies, or qualifies the 
i i  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  
the require ents and responsibilities of a party ans ering 
a co plaint, as ell as the require ents ofRulc 36(a). 
ithout waiving such objection, Homecomings asserts 
that it has ade reasonable inquiry, and to the extent the 
i ti  i    dil  t i bl , it , 
denies, or qualifies its ad ission or denial by reference to 
   l s: 
52. efendants ad it the allegations in 
paragraph 75. 
RESPONSE NO. 86: Ho eco ings objects to this request 
on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and 
annoy o eco ings. his equest for d ission, and 
l   t  t  i i  i  t i  t  
discovery requests, recites verbati  the factual allegations 
and/or le al c te ti s f e s a  set f rt  i  
Renshaw's First Amended Complaint. Homecomings has 
filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or qualifies the 
ission r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering 
a co plaint, as ell as the require ents f ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, o eco ings asserts 
t at it as a e reas a le i ir , a  t  t e e te t t e 
information is known or readily obtainable, admits, 
denies, or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to 
ts   : 
55. The allegations in paragraph 79 state legal 
conclusions to hich no affir ative response is 
required. To the extent a response is required, 
Defendants ad it ERS does not "represent" 
the current holder of the ote and deny it is not 
the "agent" ofthe sa e. 
ESP SE . 111: o eco ings objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to 
harass and annoy Ho eco ings. This Requesf for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request 'fur Admission 
in this set of disco,,-ery requests, recites verbatim the 
5 
factual allegations andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set
forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint
Homecomings has filed an Answer that fair y admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule36aWithout waiving such
objection Homecomings asserts that it has made
reasonable inquiry and to the extent the information is
known or readily obtainable admits denies or qualifies
its admission or denial by reference to its Answer as
follows
76 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 123
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 115 Admit that
you do not hold possession of the Renshaw
Promissory Note
RESPONSE NO 115 Homecomings objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to
harass and annoy Homecomings This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission
in this set of discovery requests recites verbatim the
factual allegations andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set
forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint
Homecomings has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule36aWithout waiving such
objection Homecomings asserts that it has made
reasonable inquiry and to the extent the information is
known or readily obtainable admits denies or qualifies
its admission or denial by reference to its Answer as
follows
80 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 127
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 123 Admit
that you MERS and Trustee stated the following
facts to Renshaw
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed
ofTrust
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose
on Renshawsproperty
c That you have the authority to foreclose
on Renshawsproperty
d That Trustee has the authority to foreclose
on Renshawsproperty
RESPONSE NO 123 Homecomings objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to
harass and annoy Homecomings This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request forAdmission
in this set of discovery requests recites verbatim the
factual allegations andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set
forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint
Homecomings has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36a Without waiving such
objection Homecomings asserts that it has made
reasonable inquiry and to the exten the information is
R
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its ad ission or denial by reference to its ns er as 
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RESP SE . 115: o eco ings objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to 
harass and annoy o eco ings. his equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission 
i  t is set f isc er  re ests, recites er ati  t e 
factual allegations and/or legal contentions f ensha  set 
forth in enshaw's First ended o plaint. 
o eco ings has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
enies, r alifies t e a issi  r e ial it  
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
j ti , i s ss rts t t it s  
reas a le i iry, a  t  t e e te t t e i f r ati  is 
kno n or readily obtainable, ad its, denies, or qualifies 
its ad ission or denial by reference to its ns er as 
: 
80. efendants ad it the allegations in 
paragraph 127. 
ESP SE . 123: o eco ings objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to 
arass a  a  ec i s. is e est f r 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission 
in this set of discovery requests, recites verbati  the 
fact al alle ati s and/or le al c te tions f e s a  set 
forth in Renshaw's First Amended Complaint. 
o eco ings has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
i s, r lifies t  ission r i l ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). Without waiving such 
objection, Homecomings asserts that it has made 
reasonable inquiry, and to the extent the infor ation is 
6 
known or readily obtainable admits denies or qualifies
its admission or denial by reference to its Answer as
follows
85 Defendants admit the allegations in subparts
a andb ofparagraph 135 and deny the
allegations in subpart c ofparagraph 135 to the
extent it references statements regarding the
present status ofthe loan With respect to
subpart d Defendants admit Defendants may
have represented that the Trustee has the
authority to hold a foreclosure sale
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 124 Admit RESPONSE NO 124 Homecomings objects to this
that such statements see above Request for request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to
Admission No 123 are false harass and annoy Homecomings This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission
in this set of discovery requests recites verbatim the
factual allegations andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set
forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint
Homecomings has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36a Without waiving such
objection Homecomings asserts that it has made
reasonable inquiry and to the extent the information is
known or readily obtainable admits denies or qualifies
its admission or denial by reference to its Answer as
follows
86 With respect to the allegations in paragraph
136 Defendants deny that those statements in
subparts a andb ofparagraph 135 are false
Defendants admit that the statement in subpart
c is presently false Defendants admit that the
statement in subpart d is false but clarify by
stating that the Trustee has the authority to hold
a foreclosure sale
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85. Defendants admit the allegations in subparts 
(a) and (b) of paragraph 135, and deny the 
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harass and annoy o eco ings. This Request for 
d ission, and nearly every other Request for d ission 
in this set of discovery requests, recites verbatim the 
factual allegations and/or legal contentions of ensha  set 
forth in Renshaw's First A ended Co plaint. 
o eco ings has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, o eco ings asserts that it has ade 
reasonable inquiry, and to the extent the infor ation is 
known or readily obtainable, ad its, denies, or qualifies 
its a issi  r e ial  refere ce t  its s er as 
ll : 
7 
86. With respect to the allegations in paragraph 
, efe da ts e  t at t se state e ts i  
subparts (a) and (b) of paragraph 135 are false. 
efendants ad it that the state ent in subpart 
(c) is presently false. efendants ad it that the 
statement in subpart (d) is false, but clarify by 
stating that the Trustee has the authority to hold 
 foreclosure l . 
EXCERPTS FROM
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For Production Of Documents And Requests For
Admission to Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
and
Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems IncsAnswers And Responses To Plaintiffs
First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests
For Production Of Documents And Requests
For Admission to Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO8 Admit that in
August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt
Validation Notice naming Mortgage Electronic
Systems Inc sic as his current creditor See Exhibit
11 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 10 Admit that
the Notice of Default and Election to Sell Exhibit 9 to
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint and the Notice
ofTrustees Sale Exhibit 10 to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint state that the beneficiary
interest in Renshawsproperty is held by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 25 Admit that no
sale transfer or assignment ofRenshawsDOT has
been recorded in Ada County Idaho
Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Incs Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set
Of Interrogatories Requests For Production Of
Documents And Requests For Admission
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO8
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36a Without waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 25
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complain as well
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ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  O.8: 
 j ts t  t is r st  t  r s t t it 
stit t s  ff rt t  r ss  anno  S. is 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
    nshaw's   
Complaint. ERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
ni s, r lifi  t  i i  r i l it  
explanation in accordance with the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, E S ad its this request. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR AD ISSION NO. 10: 
 jects t  t is re est  t e r s t at it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy . his 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
er ati  t e fact al alle ati s and/or le al c te ti s f 
  rt   shaw's rst e de  
Co plaint. ERS has filed an Answer that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial with 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
objection, ERS ad its this request. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR AD ISSION NO. 25: 
ERS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his 
Request for d ission, and nearly every other Request 
for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
ensha   forth in haw's irst mended 
Complaint. MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
denies, or qualifies the admission or denial with 
explanation in accordance ith the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as well 
1 
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS asserts that it has made reasonable
inquiry and to the extent the information is known or
readily obtainable admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 27 Admit that
Renshaw on October 15 2010 has by a qualified
written request requested that the current holder of
the Renshaw Promissory Note and the current holder
of the Renshaw DOT be identified and that the
scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit
12 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 27
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32 Admit that on
November 19 2010 Renshaw through his attorney
received a letter stating that MERS acts solely as
a nominee for Lender See Exhibit 15 to Plaintiffs
First Amended Complaint
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 47 Admit that
the Renshaw DOT names Pioneer Title Company of
Ada County as trustee
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
forAdmission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits that Renshaw through his
attorney received a letter stating that MERS acts
solely as a nominee for Lender
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 47
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
2
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    IS I  . 32: 
S objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ERS. This 
st f r issi n,  rl  r  t r st 
f r issi  i  t is set f isc er  re ests, recites 
verbatim the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
    nshaw's   
o plaint. E S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
e ies, r alifies t e a issi  r e ial it  
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of Rule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
jecti ,  a its t at e s aw, t r  is 
attorney, received a letter stating that ERS " ...  
solely as a no inee for ender ... " 
SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 47: 
ERS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ERS. This 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for Admission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
  rth  shaw's rst e e  
o plaint. E S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
objection, ERS ad its this request. 
 
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 48 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 48
Trustee is not the trustee ofthe Renshaw DOT MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS asserts that it has made reasonable
inquiry and to the extent the information is known or
readily obtainable admits that Executive Trustee Services
is not the trustee of the Renshaw DOT but qualifies the
admission bystating that Executive Trustee Services does
not purport to be thetrustee of the Renshaw DOT
Executive Trustee Services is the attorneyinfact for
Pioneer Lender Trustee Servicesdba Pioneer Title
Company ofAda County
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 64 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 64
you knew of the Renshaw Promissory Note and MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
Renshaw DOT constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36 a Without waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 69 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 69
Homecomings is not the beneficiary of the Renshaw MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
DOT constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed all Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
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uiry,          
r il  t i bl , it  t t ti e r t  r i  
is t t  tr st  f t  s  , t lifi s t  
ad ission by stating that xecutive rustee Services does 
not purport to be the trustee of the ensha  . 
ti  r st  r i s is t  tt r -in-fa t f r 
  ste  r  /b/a  le 
o pany f da ounty. 
SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 64: 
 je ts t  t i  r t  t  r  t t it 
c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
f r is i  i  t i  t  i r  r ts, r it  
r ti  t  f t l ll ti s nd/or l l t ti s  
    nshaw's   
o plaint.  has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36( a). ithout aiving such 
j ti ,  its t i  r st. 
RESP SE T  RE EST F R ISSI  . 69: 
S objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his 
st f r issi ,  rl  r  t r st 
f r d ission i  t is set f isc er  re ests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions f 
  t   shaw's s  e  
Co plaint. ERS has filed all ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as well 
3 
as the requirements ofRule 36aMERS further objects
to this request on the grounds that it requests admission of
a pure conclusion oflaw Without waiving such objections
MERS admits
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 71 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71
Homecomings has no interest in the Renshaw MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
Promissory Note or Deed of Trust compound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass
and annoy MERS This Request for Admission and nearly
every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery
requests recites verbatim the factual allegations andor
legal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst
Amended Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that
fairly admits denies or qualifies the admission or denial
with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities ofa party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 81 RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 81
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
Admit that you Trustee and Homecomings stated the constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
following facts to Renshaw Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set ofdiscovery requests recites
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed of verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Trust Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose on denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
Renshawsproperty explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
c That Homecomings has the authority to as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
foreclose on Renshawsproperty objection MERS asserts that it has made reasonable
inquiry and to the extent the information is known or
d That Trustee has the authority to foreclose on readily obtainable admits subparts a andb and denies
Renshawsproperty the allegations in subpart c to the extent it references
statements regarding the present status of the loan With
respect to subpart dMERS denies
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 82 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 82
such statements see above Request for Admission MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
No 81 are false constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw
set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint MERS
has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies
the admission or denial with explanation in accordance
with the requirements and responsibilities of a party
answering a complaint as well as therequirements of
Rule 36aWithout waiving such objection MERS
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a pure conclusion oflaw. ithout aiving such objections, 
 dmits. 
    I I  . 1: 
 j ts t  t is r st  t  r s t t it is 
c  a  a e a  c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass 
and annoy S. his equest for d ission, and nearly 
every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery 
requests, recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or 
le al c te ti s f e s a  set f rt  i  enshaw's irst 
ended o plaint.  has filed an ns er that 
fairly ad its, denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial 
ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
res si ilities f a art  a s eri  a c laint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
objection, E S ad its this request. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  , 81: 
 j ts t  t is r st  t  r s t t it 
c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  , is 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
    nshaw's   
o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
l ti  i  r  it  t  r ire e ts  
res si ilities f a art  a s eri  a c laint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
objection, E S asserts that it has ade reasonable 
inquiry, and to the extent the infor ation is kno n or 
readily obtainable, admits subparts (a) and (b), and denies 
the allegations in subpart (c) to the extent it references 
state ents regarding the present status of the loan. ith 
respect to subpart (d), ERS denies. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR AD ISSION NO. 82: 
ERS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy E S. This 
Request for Ad ission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set f discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual and/or legal contentions f ensha  
set forth in Renshaw's First ended Co plaint. ERS 
as filed a  ns er t at fairl  a its, e ies, r alifies 
the ad ission or denial with explanation in accordance 
ith the require ents and responsibilities of a party 
ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of 
Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such objection, ERS 
4 
asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the
extent the information is known or readily obtainable
denies that those statements in subparts a and b are
false MERS admits that the statement in subpart c is
presently false MERS admits that the statement in subpart
d is false but clarifies by stating that Executive Trustee
Services as attorneyinfact for Pioneer Title Company




ss rts t t it s  r s l  i uiry,  t  t  
extent the infor ation is kno n or readily obtainable, 
denies that those state ents in subparts (a) and (b) are 
false.  ad its t at t e state e t i  s art (c) is 
resentl  false.  a its t at t e state e t i  s art 
(d)  ,  ri   t t  t t   
ervi s,  tt r -in-fact f r i r itl   




Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For Production Of Documents And Requests For
Admission to Executive Trustee Services LLC
and
Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLC Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of
Interrogatories Requests ForProduction OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests
For Production Of Documents And Requests
For Admission to Executive Trustee Services
LLC
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO1 Admit that
you prepared and delivered to Renshaw
a Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell Under
Deed ofTrust Exhibit 9 to First Amended
Complaint
b Notice of TrusteesSale Exhibit 10 to First
Amended Complaint
c Debt Validation Notice Exhibit 11 to First
Amended Complaint
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 8 Admit that in
August 2010 Renshaw was served with 1 Notice of
Default and Election to Sell Under Deed ofTrust
See Exhibit 9 to Plaintiffs First Amended
Complaint and2 Notice of TrusteesSale See
Exhibit 10 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLC Answers
And Responses To PlaintiffsFirst Set Of
Interrogatories Requests For Production Of
Documents And Requests For Admission
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 1
Admit
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO8
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 9 Admit that in
August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt
Validation Notice naming Mortgage Electronic
Systems Inc as his current creditor See Exhibit 11 to
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO9
objects to this request on the grounds that it constitutes an
effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request forAdmission
in this set of discovery requests recites verbatim the
factual allegations andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set
forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
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ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  O.8: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
er ati  t e fact al alle ati s and/or le al c te ti ns f 
    nshaw's   
o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance with the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
j ti ,  its t is r st. 
RESP SE T  RE EST F R ISSI  O.9: 
objects to this request on the grounds that it constitutes an 
effort to harass and annoy S. his equest for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission 
in this set of discovery requests, recites verbati  the 
fact al alle ati s and/or le al c te tions f e s a  set 
forth in enshaw's irst ended o plaint.  has 
filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or qualifies the 
ission r i l ith l ti n i  r a e ith 
t e re ire ents a  res si ilities f a art  a s ering 
a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, ETS ad its this request. 
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REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 10 Admit that
you MERS and Homecomings scheduled a
foreclosure sale ofRenshawshome for December 29
2010 at 100pm See Exhibits 9 and 10 to Plaintiffs
First Amended Complaint
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 11 Admit that
the Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell Exhibit 9 to
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint and the Notice
ofTrustees Sale Exhibit 10 to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint state that the beneficiary
interest in Renshawsproperty is held by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 12 Admit that
MERS is not the beneficial owner ofthe Renshaw
DOT See Deed ofTrust Exhibit 7 to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set ofdiscovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 11
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 12
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36a ETS further objects to
the term beneficial owner because that term is vague
ambiguous and undefined Without waiving such
objection ETS admits that MERS is not the owner of
the Renshaw DOT ETS qualifies its admission by stating
that MERS is the beneficiary holding legal title to interests
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o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly admits, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
j cti n,    est. 
    IS I  . 11: 
S objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
r ti  t  f t l ll ti s nd/or l l t ti s f 
 t   nshaw's   
o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as well 
as the requirements. of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection,  ad its this request. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  . 12: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
  t   shaw's rst e e  
o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ETS further objects to 
the ter  "beneficial o ner" because that ter  is vague, 
a i s, a  efme . ith t ai i  s c  
objection, S ad its that  is not the "owner" f 
the Renshaw DOT. ETS qualifies its admission by stating 
t at  is t e e eficiary l ing le al title t  i terests 
granted by Plaintiff for the Deed of Trust, as nominee for 
t e le . 
 
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 23 Admit that no RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 23
sale transfer or assignment of RenshawsDOT has ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
been recorded in Ada County Idaho constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set ofdiscovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions
of Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry
and to the extent the information is known or readily
obtainable admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 25 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 25
Renshaw on October 15 2010 has by a qualified ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
written request requested that the current holder of constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
the Renshaw Promissory Note and the current holder Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
of the Renshaw DOT be identified and that the for Admission in this set ofdiscovery requests recites
scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
12 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 32 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32
you are not the holder of the Renshaw Promissory ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague
Note ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term
holder Without waiving these objections ETS admits
this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 33 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 33
you are not in possession of the Renshaw Deed of Admit
Trust
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 34 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 34
only the holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note and ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
the Renshaw DOT or other authorized person or entity overbroad and vague in part because the terms holder
may foreclose the Renshaw DOT and authorized person or entity are undefined ETS also
objects because it requests admission of a pure legal
conclusion Without waiving such objections ETS admits
only that authorized persons or entities may foreclose the
Renshaw DOT
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explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
objection, ETS asserts that it has ade reasonable inquiry, 
and to the extent the infor ation is kno n or readily 
t i l , its t is r st. 
SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 25: 
S objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set f discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
    nshaw's   
l i t.  s file   s r t t f irl  d its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of Rule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
jecti ,  a its t is re est. 
    IS I  . : 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, 
a biguous, and undefmed as to the eaning of the ter  
"holder." ithout waiving these objections, ETS admits 
this request. 
  S   IS I  . : 
it. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  . 34: 
S objects to this request on the grounds that it is 
overbroad and vague, in part, because the ter s "holder" 
and "authorized person or entity" are undefmed, ETS also 
objects because it requests ad ission of a pure legal 
c cl si . ith t ai in  s c  jecti s, S a its 
only that authorized persons or entities may foreclose the 
e s  . 
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REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 37 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 37
you have no financial interest in the Renshaw ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT compound and vague as to the term financial interest
Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 38 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 38
you have suffered no financial loss as a result of Admit
nonpayment of the Renshaw Promissory Note
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 39 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 39
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
current holder ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note undefined as to the meaning of the term holder and
requests admission of a pure conclusion of law Without
waiving such objection ETS admits this request ETS is
the attorneyinfact for the trustee under the deed of trust
securing payment ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 40 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 40
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
current holder ofthe Renshaw DOT undefined as to the meaning of the term holder and
requests admission of a pure conclusion oflaw Without
waiving such objection ETS admits this request ETS is
the attorneyinfact for the trustee under the deed of trust
securing payment of the Renshaw Promissory Note
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 44 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 44
the Renshaw DOT names Pioneer Title Company of ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
Ada County as trustee constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36a Without waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 45 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 45
you are not the trustee of the Renshaw DOT ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
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securing pay ent of the ensha  Pro issory ote. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  . 44: 
 jects t  t is re est  t e r s t at it 
c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
  rt   shaw's rs  e  
Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial with 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). Without waiving such 
objection, ETS ad its this request. 
RESP SE T  RE EST F R ISSI  . 45: 
S objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for Admission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
e  set forth in haw's irst mended 
Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as well 
4 
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits that it is not the trustee of the
Renshaw DOT but qualifies the admission by stating that
ETS does not purport to be the trustee of the Renshaw
DOT ETS is the attorneyinfact for Pioneer Lender
Trustee Services dba Pioneer Title Company of Ada
County the trustee of the Renshaw DOT
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 61 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 61
you are not a party to the Renshaw Promissory Note Admit
and Renshaw DOT
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 62 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 62
you knew of the Renshaw Promissory Note and Admit
Renshaw DOT
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 67 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 67
Homecomings is not the beneficiary of the Renshaw ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
DOT constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36aETS further objects to
this request on the grounds that it requests admission of a
pure conclusion of law Without waivingsuch objections
ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 69 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 69
Homecomings has no interest in the Renshaw ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT compound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass
and annoy ETS This Request for Admission and nearly
every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery
requests recites verbatim the factual allegations andor
legal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst
Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly
admits denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36a Without waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 71 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71
Homecomings does not hold possession of the ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
Renshaw Promissory Note compound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass
and annoy ETS This Request for Admission and nearly
001818
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ensha  T, but qualifies the ad ission by stating that 
 d s t pur ort t   t  tr st  f t  nsha  
T.  is t e attor ey-i -fact f r i eer e er 
rustee ervices d/b/a ioneer Title o pany f da 
ounty, t  t t  f t  ensha  T. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  . 61: 
it. 
    I I  . 62: 
d it. 
    I I  . 67: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
    nshaw's   
Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ETS further objects to 
this request on the grounds that it requests ad ission of a 
pure conclusion oflaw. Without waiving such objections, 
 its t is r st. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR AD ISSION NO. 69: 
S objects to this request on the grounds that it is 
co pound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass 
and annoy ETS. This Request for Ad ission, and nearly 
every other Request for Ad ission in this set of discovery 
re ests, recites er ati  t e fact al alle ations and/or 
legal contentions of ensha  set forth in enshaw's First 
Amended Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly 
admits, denies, or qualifies the admission or denial with 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, ETS ad its this request. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR AD ISSION NO. 71: 
TS objects to this request on the grounds that it is 
co pound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass 
and annoy ETS. This Request for Admission, and nearly 
5 
every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery
requests recites verbatim the factual allegations andor
legal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst
Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly
admits denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 79 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 79
you MERS and Homecomings stated the following ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
facts to Renshaw constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
a That MERS is the beneficiary of theDeed of for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
Trust verbatim the factual allegationsandorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose on Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
Renshawsproperty denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
c That you have the authority to foreclose on responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
Renshaws property as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry
d That Homecomings has the authority to and to the extent the information is known or readily
foreclose on Renshawsproperty obtainable admits subparts a b and c as attorney
infact for the trustee With respect to subpart d ETS
denies
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 80 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 80
such statements see above Request for Admission ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
No 79 are false constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw
set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS asserts that it has
made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the information
is known orreadily obtainable denies that those
statements in subparts a b and c are false ETS
admits that the statement in subpart d is presently false
001819
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shaw's r erty. denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
c. t        res nsibilities f a art  a s eri  a c plaint, as ell 
shaw's erty. as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection,  asserts that it has ade reasonable inquiry, 
d. at i s  t  t rit  t  and to the extent the information is known or readily 
f re lose  nshaw's r rty. obtainable, ad its subparts (a), (b), and (c) (as attorney-
i -fact f r t  tr ste ). it  r s t t  s rt (d),  
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  IS  . : t t     IS I  . 80: 
 t t ts (see e t  is i  S objects to this request on the grounds that it 
. ) e . constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This 
e est f r issi , a  earl  e er  t er e est 
for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual and/or legal contentions of ensha  
set forth in Renshaw's First ended Co plaint. ETS has 
filed an Answer that fairly ad its, denies, or qualifies the 
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with 
the require ents and responsibilities f a party ans ering 
a complaint, as well as the requirements of Rule 36(a). 
it t ai ing s c  jecti ,  asserts t at it as 
ade reasonable inquiry, and to the extent the infor ation 
is kno n or readily obtainable, denies that those 
state ents in subparts (a), (b) and (c) are false. ETS 
admits that the statement in subpart (d) is presently false. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
THIRD REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL
NOTICE
Defendants
A court may take judicial notice of facts not subject to reasonable dispute and that are
either generally knownwithin the jurisdiction or capable of accurate and ready determination
by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201 When a party
makes request that a court take judicial notice of records exhibits or transcripts from the court
file in the same or a separate case the party shall identify the specific documents or items for
which the judicial notice is requested or shall proffer to the court and serve on all parties copies
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THIRD REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE Page 1
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 court ay take judicial notice f facts not subject to reasonable dispute and that are 
either "generally known" ithin the jurisdiction or "capable of accurate and ready deter ination 
by resort to sources hose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned." I E 201. hen a party 
akes request that a court take judicial notice of records, exhibits or transcripts fro  the court 
file in the sa e or a separate case, the party shall identify the specific docu ents or ite s for 
hich the judicial notice is requested or shall proffer to the court and serve on all parties copies 
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of such documents or items A court must take judicial notice if requested by a party and
suppliedwith the necessary information IRE 201dState v Cook 143 Idaho 323 328 144
P3d28 33 Ct App 2006
Request Nos 21
Request No 21 seeks judicial notice ofthe Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Petitions of
Defendants Homecomings Financial LLC Case No 12 12042mgUnited States Bankruptcy
Court Southern District ofNew York and Executive Trustee Services LLC Case No 1212048
mg United States Bankruptcy Court Southern District ofNew York
The Court should notice these petitions since it is beyond reasonable dispute that they
are capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot be
reasonably questioned and deals with the subject matter of this case IRE 201b
CONCLUSION
The Court must take judicial notice ofthe document listed in and attached to the Third
Request for Judicial Notice and the facts contained therein This document relates to the subject
matters ofthis case For all the foregoing reasons Plaintiff respectfully requests that the
documents and facts be judicially noticed and admitted into the record
DATED thisO day ofMay 2012
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equest for Judicial otice and the facts contained therein. his docu ent relates to the subject 
atters of this case. For all the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the 
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ttorney for Plaintiff 
E O U  I  S PP  F I  S  F  J I I  ICE - Page 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this day of May 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THIRD REQUEST FOR
JUDICIAL NOTICE was served upon opposing counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post OfficeBox 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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IN THE DISTRICT COURTOF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Case No CV OC 1023898
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MATTHEW J MCGEE having been duly sworn upon oath deposes and states as
follows
1 I am one of the attorneys of record for Defendants in this matter have
access to my clients files and make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge
2 On February 15 2011 contemporaneous with the filing of his first
amended complaint the Complaint Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw Renshaw served
discovery requests upon Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC Homecomings which
included 158 requests for admission that nearly mirrored the allegations contained in the
Complaint
3 On March 21 2011 Homecomings timely answered the 158 requests for
admission
4 On April 5 2011 I received a letter from Renshawscounsel indicating
that Homecomings answers to the 158 requests for admission were insufficient because they
referred to the answers set forth in the Answer to Amended Complaint and requesting that
Homecomings revise its answers to all 158 requests for admission On April 20 2011
Homecomings served amended answers to all 158 requests for admission to avoid the necessity
ofjudicial involvement in the discovery dispute
5 On April 18 2011 Renshaw served Defendants Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc MERS and Executive Trustee Services LLC ETS with
separate discovery requests including 116 requests for admission to MERS and 104 requests for
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEWJ MCGEE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTSMOTION TO WITHDRAW ORAMEND ADMISSIONS 2 Client24531841
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 J. , having been duly s orn upon oath, deposes and states as 
f ll s: 
. I    t  tt r   r r  f r f t  i  t i  tter,  
ss t   li ts' fil s,   t is ffi it s    rs l l e. 
.  e r ar  , 1, c te ra e s it  t e fili  f is first 
a ended co plaint (the "Complaint") laintiff, regory ensha  ("Rens ") r  
discovery requests upon efendant o eco ings Financial, LL  ("Homeco ings"),  
included 158 requests for ad ission that nearly irrored the allegations contained in the 
l i t. 
. n arch 21, 2011, o eco ings ti ely ans ered the 158 requests for 
i si n. 
.  prilS, , I recei e  a letter fr  enshaw's c sel i icati  
that o eco ings' ans ers to the 158 requests for ad ission ere insufficient because they 
referred to the ans ers set forth in the ns er to ended o plaint and requesting that 
ec ings re ise its a s ers t  all  re ests f r a issi . On April 20, 2011, 
Homecomings served amended answers to all 158 requests for admission to avoid the necessity 
f judicial i olve e t in t e is r  i t . 
. On April 18, 2011, Renshaw served Defendants ortgage Electronic 
e istration t , I . ("MERS"), and Executive Trustee Services, LL  ("ETS") ith 
separate discovery requests, including 116 requests for ad ission to ERS and 104 requests for 
   . C EE IN   
NDANT'S ION  ITHDR   EN  ISSIONS -  Client:245318 .1 
admission to ETS which again nearly mirrored the allegations contained in the Complaint On
June 7 2011 MERS and ETS timely responded to the requests for admission
6 On March 21 2012 Homecomings MERS and ETS amended their
respective answers to certain requests for admission
7 Included in the 158 requests for admission to Homecomings was the
following request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 43 Admit that you MERS
and ETS scheduled a foreclosure sale of Renshawshome for
December 29 2010 at 1 00 pm See Exhibits 9 and 10 to
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
8 Included in the 116 requests for admission to MERS was the following
request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 9 Admit that you
Homecomings and ETS scheduled a foreclosure sale of
Renshaws home for December 29 2010 at 100 pm See
Exhibits 9 and 10 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
9 Included in the 116 requests for admission to MERS was the following
request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10 Admit that you MERS
and Homecomings scheduled a foreclosure sale of Renshaws
home for December 29 2010 at 100 pm See Exhibits 9 and 10
to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
10 While the Defendants initially admitted the nearly identical requests for
admission outlined above the Subject Request for Admission upon further investigation that
admission was made in error
AFFIDAVIT OFMATTHEW J MCGEE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTSMOTION TOWITHDRAW OR AMEND ADMISSIONS 3 Client24531841
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  I I  . 43: d it that you, , 
 [E ] l     f enshaw's   
 ,  t :0  .m. e, i it     t  
l intiff ' i t  laint. 
. Included in the 116 requests for admission to ERS was the following 
  I  .9: t  you, 
i ,  [E ]     f 
shaw's  f r r ,  t : 0 .m. See, 
i its  a   t  lai tiffs' irst e e  lai t. 
. Included in the 116 requests for ad ission to ERS as the follo ing 
RE EST F R ISSI  . 10: d it that you, ERS, 
 e ings   r s    shaw's 
e f r ece ber ,  at : 0 .m. ee, i its  a   
t  lai tiffs' irst e e  lai t. 
. hile the efendants initially ad itted the nearly identical requests for 
ad ission outlined above (the "Subject equest for d ission"), upon further investigation, that 
a issi  as ade in rr r. 
AFFID IT  ATTHE  J. CGEE IN   
D DANT'S ION  ITHDRAW R END D ISSIONS -  Client:245318 .1 
11 In order to conform to the facts of the case including the Notice of Sale
and the Notice of Default the Defendants respective answers to the Subject Request for
Admission were amended ultimately denying the Subject Request for Admission
Further your affiant sayeth naught
Matthew J McGee
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 0 ofMay 2012
t10TARj NOTARY PUB IC FOR ID HO
Residing at
My Commission Expires
v e 1c O
OF 1
AFFIDAVIT OFMATTHEW J MCGEE IN SUPPORT OF
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1. In order to confonn to the facts of the case, including the otice of Sale 
and the otice of efault, the efendants' respective ans ers to the Subject Request for 
d ission ere a ended, ulti ately denying the ubject equest for d ission. 
rt r r ffi t t  ught. 
~- .  
I        ~-Wday of ay, 2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this IF116 day of May 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW J MCGEE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTSMOTION TO WITHDRAW OR AMEND ADMISSIONS to be served by
the method indicated below and addressed to the following
Jon M Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
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I INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Contemporaneous with the filing of his first amended complaint the
Complaint on February 15 2011 Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw Renshaw served discovery
requests upon Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC Homecomings which included 158
requests for admission that nearly mirrored the allegations contained in the Complaint See
Affidavit of Matthew J McGee in Support of DefendantsMotion to Withdraw or Amend
Admissions McGee Aff 2 filed contemporaneously herewith Homecomings timely
answered the 158 requests for admission on March 21 2011 McGee Aff3 At the request of
Renshaws counsel Homecomings amended its answers to the 158 requests for admission and
served them on Renshaw on April 20 2011 McGee Aff 4 On April 18 2011 Renshaw
served Defendants Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS and Executive
Trustee Services LLC ETS with separate discovery requests including 116 requests for
admission to MERS and 104 requests for admission to ETS which again nearly mirrored the
allegations contained in the Complaint MERS and ETS timely responded to the requests for
admission on June 7 2011 McGee Aff 5 On March 21 2012 Homecomings amended its
answers to certain requests for admission McGee Aff 6 Contemporaneously MERS and
ETS also amended their respective answers to certain requests for admission Id
Included in the collective 378 requests for admission to Homecomings MERS
and ETS collectively the Defendants was the following identical request
Defendants Homecomings Financial LLC and Executive Trustee Services LLC filed
for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy on May 14 2012 See Notice of Bankruptcy and Effect of Stay filed
with this Court on May 16 2012 Accordingly non debtor Defendant Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc is the lone remaining defendant in this action
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Admit that Homecomings MERS and ETS scheduled a
foreclosure sale of Renshaws home for December 29 2010 at
100 pm See Exhibits 9 and 10 to Plaintiffs First Amended
Complaint
McGeeAff 79 request for admission no 43 to Homecomings request for admissi n no 9
to MERS and request for admission no 10 to ETS the Subject Request for Admission
While the Defendants initially admitted the Subject Request for Admission upon
further investigation that admission was made in error McGee Aff 10 None of the
Defendants took the affirmative action of scheduling the foreclosure sale of Renshawshome
The foreclosure sale was initiated by Pioneer Title Company of Ada County the trustee under
the Renshaw Deed of Trust Indeed the Notice ofTrusteesSale dated August 25 2010 the
Notice of Sale itself provided that the foreclosure sale was to occur at Pioneer Title
Companysoffices Further the date of the noticed trustees sale was set forth as December 29
2010 as a ministerial or administrative matter based on the timing of the Notice of Default and
Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust dated August 10 2010 and recorded on August 13 20103
the Notice of Default and service of the Notice of Sale See IDAHO CODE 451505 1506
setting forth timing requirements for various notices to be sent and recordings made in advance
of a trusteessale ETS as the attorneyinfact for Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
simply provided notice of the foreclosure sale in conformance with the Idaho Trust Deed Act
Idaho Code 451501 et seq
A copy of the Notice of Sale is attached as Exhibit 10 to RenshawsComplaint
3 A certified copy of the recorded Notice of Default is attached as Exhibit B to the
Affidavit ofMatthew J McGee in Support of Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment filed
with this Court on March 21 2012
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Renshaw has argued before this Court countless times that the scheduling ofthe
foreclosure sale allegedly by Defendants was improper as they do not have the requisite authority
under the Idaho Trust Deed Act The Defendants do not deny that a foreclosure sale of
Renshawshome was scheduled to occur on December 29 2010 However they do deny that
any ofthe Defendants scheduled the foreclosure sale Therefore to accurately reflect the facts
of the case the Defendants respective answers to the Subject Request for Admission were
amended ultimately denying the Subject Request for Admission McGeeAff 11
On May 25 2012 Renshaw filed a Notice of Plaintiffs Intent to Offer
DefendantsAdmissions at Trial wherein Renshaw sets forth his intention to use several of the
Defendants initial answers to the collection of 378 requests for admission including the Subject
Request for Admission Defendant MERS has filed this motion to withdraw or amend the
Defendants answers to the Subject Request for Admission on the basis that the withdrawal or
amendment of the admission will 1 allow this matter to be resolved on its merits and 2 not
unduly prejudice Renshaw
II LEGAL STANDARD
Under Idaho law the decision to allow a party to withdraw or amend admissions
is a matter committed to the discretion of the court Quiring v Quiring 130 Idaho 560 564
944 P2d 695 699 1997IRCP36b Two requirements must be met before an admission
may be withdrawn or amended pursuant to Idaho Rule ofCivil Procedure 36b Quiring supra
IRCP36b First withdrawal of the admissions must promote a presentation of the merits
of the case and secondly withdrawal of the admissions must not overly prejudice the party who
obtained the admissions ie the nonmoving party Id With respect to the first element of this
test the Idaho Supreme Court has followed the position embraced by the Ninth Circuit which
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provides that the first half of the test in Rule 36b is satisfied when upholding the admission
would practically eliminate any presentation of the merits of the case Quiring 130 Idaho at
564 citing Hadley v United States 45F3d 1345 1348 9th Cir 1995
As for the second element of this test the Idaho Supreme Court has adhered to
federal precedent and provided that the nonmoving party or the party who obtained the
admissions has the burden of proving that withdrawal of the admissions would prejudice the
partys case Quiring 130 Idaho at 565 citing Hadley supra In terms of the degree of
prejudice the nonmoving party must establish the Idaho Supreme Court has specifically
provided that prejudice for purposes ofRule 36b is not simply that the party who obtained the
admission will now have to convince the factfinder of its truth but rather it relates to the
difficulty a party may face in proving its case Id
III ARGUMENT
A Granting The DefendantsMotion To Withdraw Or Amend The Defendants
Answers To The Subject Request For Admission Will Promote A
Presentation Of The Merits In This Case
In the present case the first requirement of the test regarding the withdrawal or
amendment of admissions is easily met As set forth above Pioneer Title Company of Ada
County who has not been named as a defendant in this case initiated the foreclosure sale and
ETS noticed the sale under the Idaho Trust Deed Act Renshaw has been aware of this fact since
the day he was first served with the Notice of Default and the Notice of Sale The Notic of
Default and Notice of Sale clearly indicate that Pioneer Title Company of Ada County as
Trustee of the Renshaw Deed ofTrust is sche lin the foreclosure sale and both documents
preceded the filing ofRenshawsComplaint by several months
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If the Defendants are denied the opportunity to withdraw or amend the erroneous
admissions to the Subject Request for Admission such admissions will present inaccurate
information to the jury affording Renshaw the opportunity to misrepresent the facts of this case
by inaccurately suggesting or implying that Defendants scheduled the foreclosure sale without
the proper authority when in fact the Defendants did no such thing Equally important it will
certainly confuse the jury in the event this case proceeds to trial foreclosing the possibility of
resolving this matter upon its merits
B The Withdrawal Of The Defendants Admissions Will Not Subject Renshaw
To Rule 36BPrejudice
In this case Renshaw cannot satisfy his burden of demonstrating that he will be
prejudiced for purposes of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 36b by the withdrawal of the
Defendants erroneous admissions As set forth above months before the filing of his
Complaint Renshaw was aware of the fact that Pioneer Title Company ofAda County scheduled
the foreclosure sale notwithstanding the Defendants erroneous admissions Erroneous
admissions about who scheduled the sale despite all of the other evidence demonstrating
1Renshawsawareness that GMAC Mortgage received and accounted for his payments as his
servicer 2 Renshaw had an obligation to pay GMAC Mortgage 3 Renshaw failed to make
payment to GMAC Mortgage and 4 that the sale was scheduled to be conducted by Pioneer
Title at the offices of Pioneer Title do not constitute a smoking gun which will guarantee the
successful pursuit of his claims against MERS Further a withdrawal of the Defendants
a It is also important to point out that pursuant to Trotter v Bank ofNew York Idaho
P3d 2012 WL 206004 2012 a trustee such as Pioneer Title Company need not
demonstrate that it was granted authority or was otherwise authorized to schedule a sale to
foreclose a deed oftrust
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admissions would not create a situation in which Renshaw would find himself without critical
information in support of his case It is not the fault ofMERS that Renshaw despite the fact that
all three parties and their respective roles in this case are identified in the Complaint failed to
name the three most critical parties to his foreclosure GMAC Mortgage the servicer and holder
of the Note Pioneer Title the trustee and Freddie Mac the owner of the loan in a completely
disingenuous effort to confuse issues Renshaw has known from the outset of this litigation that
he owed payment to GMAC Mortgage and that Pioneer Title was the trustee of his Deed of
Trust He has also known that ETS notified Renshaw of the scheduled the sale as attorney in fact
for Pioneer Title Further Defendants clarified the few errors represented in the 378 requests for
admission several months ago
Renshawscalculated attempt to present misinformation to the jury demonstrates
that his burdensome discovery requests were nothing more than tactical maneuvering and
gotcha gamesmanship designed not to efficiently resolve the matter or to obtain and present
truthful information but rather to confuse issues Accordingly it is clear that the withdrawal of
the Defendants admissions will merely place Renshaw in a position in which he will have to
convince the factfinder of the merits of his case rather than rely on the flawed admissions at
issue to determine the outcome ofthis matter
IV CONCLUSION
In light of the above discussion this Court should grant the DefendantsMotion
to Withdraw or Amend Admissions and allow this matter to be decided on its merits rather than
by flawed admissions As stated notwithstanding all of the information exchanged in discovery
the erroneous admission that Defendants scheduled the sale potentially rewards Renshaw for
lying in wait with this issue until nearly the eve of trial Further the withdrawal of the
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admissions at issue will not unduly prejudice Renshaw who has been in possession of
information refuting the substance of the Subject Request for Admission since the outset of this
case As a result Renshaw cannot sufficiently demonstrate Rule 36b prejudice and the
DefendantsMotion to Withdraw or Amend Admissions should be granted Defendant therefore
respectfully requests that the Court allow withdrawal or amendment of the Defendants answers
to the Subject Request for Admission request for admission no 43 to Homecomings request for
admission no 9 to MERS and request for admission no 10 to ETS
DATED this 30th day ofMay 2012




Matthew J McGee Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
Case No CV OC 1023898
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware






COMES NOW Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc by and
through undersigned counsel and pursuant to Rules 7 and 36b of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure respectfully moves this Court for an order allowing Defendants Homecomings
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C ES  efendant ortgage Electronic Registration Syste s, Inc., by and 
through undersigned counsel, and pursuant to ules 7 and 36(b) f the Idaho ules f ivil 
Procedure, respectfully oves this ourt for an order allo ing efendants, o eco ings 
NDANT'S ION  D    ISS S -  
Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc and Executive Trustee Services
LLC to withdraw or amend their respective admissions This motion is based on the pleadings
on file herein as well as the Memorandum in Support of Motion to Withdraw or Amend
Admissions and the Affidavit ofMatthew J McGee filed contemporaneously herewith
DATED this 30th day of May 2012
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
By
Matthew J McGee Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
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1020 W Main Street Suite 400 Overnight Mail
Boise ID 83702 x Facsimile
Fax 208 343 3246
AttorneysforPlaintiff
Matthew J McGee
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Sy STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASENO CV OC 1023898
PLAINTIFFSRESPONSE IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT





Defendant has waited for more than a year to bring this Motion before the Court The
pre trial conference in this case was held on February 1 2012 In setting this case for trial the
Court very graciously obliged both parties with a July trial date
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efe a t as aite  f r re t a  a ear t  ri  t is ti  ef re t e urt. e 
pre-trial conference in this case as held on February 1, 2012. In setting this case for trial the 
ourt very graciously obliged both parties ith a July trial date. 
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1 1  
On April 25 2011 Plaintiff notified Defendants that their responses would be used at
trial See Affidavit of Steele in Support of PlaintiffsResponse in Opposition to Defendants
Motion to Withdraw or Amend Admissions hereafter Steele Affidavit Exhibit C The Court
record is now littered with Defendantsadmissions
On March 21 2012 Defendant without leave of Court amended their responses On
May 25 2012 Plaintiff filed his Notice ofPlaintiffsIntent to Offer DefendantsAdmissions at
Trial and his Motion to Determine Sufficiency ofDefendantsObjection to PlaintiffsRequests to
Admit Only after multiple notices from Plaintiff has Defendant very belatedly brought this
motion
Defendantsmotion is a complete reversal of facts established very early on in this case
II
IRCP36B
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure are intended to secure the just speedy and
inexpensive determination of every action IRCP 19 Parties may not view requests for
admission as a mere procedural exercise requiring minimally acceptable conduct They should
focus on the goals of the Rules full and efficient discovery not evasion and word play See
Marchand v Mercy Medical Center 22 F3d 933 9369 Cir 1994 As previously noted by
Plaintiff there is no obligation that Plaintiff challenge each and every blanket objection asserted
by Defendant Ibid
III
PLAINTIFF HAS RELIED ON DEFENDANTS RESPONSES AND WILL BE
IRREPARABLY INJURED SHOULD DEFENDANTSMOTION BE GRANTED
Plaintiff relied on Defendants responses to Admissions in preparing his Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment in his opposition to DefendantsMotion for Summary Judgment
PLAINTIFFSRESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTSMOTION TO WITHDRAW
OR AMEND ADMISSIONS Page 2
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trial. See ffidavit f Steele in Support f laintiff's esponse in pposition to efendant's 
otion to ithdra  or end d issions (hereafter "Steele ffidavit), xhibit . he ourt 
   ttere  th f ndant's i i . 
 ar  , , ant, t    urt, "a ed"  es. rt 
ay 25, 2012, laintiff filed his tice f l intiff's I te t t  ffer efendant's issi ns t 
rial and his otion to eter ine Sufficiency f efendant's bjection to laintiff's equests to 
it. nly after ultiple notices fro  Plaintiff has efendant very belatedly brought this 
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efendant's otion is a co plete reversal of facts established very early on in this case. 
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I 36(B) 
 I  les f i il r r  r  i te  "to s r  t  j st, s edy,  
inexpensive deter ination f every action." I  1.9. arties ay not vie  requests for 
ad ission as a ere procedural exercise requiring ini ally acceptable conduct. hey should 
f s  t  ls f t  l s, f ll  ffi i t is ry, t si   r  l y. e, 
c  .   ter,  .3d ,  (9th ir. 94).     
Plaintiff, there is no obligation that Plaintiff challenge each and every blanket objection asserted 
by efendant. Ibid. 
II. 
IFF    '   I   
 J   FENDANT'S    
lai tiff relie   efendant's res ses t  d issions i  re ari  is ti  f r 
artial u ary Judg ent, in his opposition to efendant's otion for u ary Judg ent, 
I TIFF'S   SI I   FENDANT'S    
  IS  - a e  
and in his preparation for trial Allowing Defendants to withdraw or amend their responses
underIRCP36bwould greatly prejudice Plaintiff and should not be permitted
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 36b provides that a party may file a motion with the
court for leave to withdraw or amend an admission where the merits of the case will be served by
the amendment and will not prejudice the non moving party The rule provides as follows
Any matter admitted under this rule is conclusively established unless the court on
motion permits withdrawal or amendment of the admission The court may
permit withdrawal or amendment when the presentation of the merits of the action
will be subserved thereby and the party who obtained the admission fails to
satisfy the court that withdrawal or amendment will prejudice that party in
maintaining an action or defense on the merits
IRCP36b
Thus in order to amend an answer Rule 36brequires that 1presentation of the merits must
be promoted and 2 the party who obtained the admission must not be prejudiced by the
withdrawal Quiring v Quiring 130 Idaho 560 564 944 P2d 695 699 1997 Emphasis
added
In regard to the first element allowing Defendant to amend or withdraw admissions does
not promote the presentation of the case on the merits Plaintiff has repeatedly relied upon
DefendantsAdmissions in the presentation of his case Plaintiff has also repeatedly notified
Defendant that its responses will be used at trial
In regard to the second element it is facetious to suggest that Plaintiff will not be
prejudiced by the late withdrawal The clearest prejudice to Plaintiff will be that the case will
start over again with all new deadlines additional depositions new defense experts more
motions and delaying Plaintiffs entitlement to a jury trial Plaintiff would be irreparably
prejudiced by this late amendment andorwithdrawal
PLAINTIFFSRESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTSMOTION TO WITHDRAW
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Thus, in order to a end an ans er, ule 36(b) requires that: "(1) presentation of the erits ust 
be pro oted, and (2) the party ho obtained the ad ission ust not be prejudiced by the 
withdrawal." Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 564, 944 P.2d 695, 699 (1997) (Emphasis 
ded). 
I  r r  t  t  first l t, ll i  f t t   r it r  is i s  
 ote        ri . Plaintiff has repeatedly relied upon 
efendant's d issions in the presentation f his case. laintiff has also repeatedly notified 
e e t t t its s  ill  s  t t i l. 
In regard to the second ele ent, it is facetious to suggest that Plaintiff ill not be 
prejudice   t e late ith l. he e re  re ice t   l  at t e ase  
start over again ith all ne  deadlines, additional depositions, ne  defense experts, ore 
otions and delaying Plaintiffs entitle ent to a jury trial. Plaintiff ould be irreparably 
reju ice  by this late a e ent nd/or ith l. 
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IV
ALL OBJECTIONS HAVEBEEN WAIVED
Failure to timely object to a discovery request results in a waiver of that objection See
Davis v Fendler 650F2d 115460 9 Cir 1981 as well as IRCP 36a regarding the 30
day time limit to assert objections Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC responded on
March 21 2011 more than 30 days after the date of service February 15 2011 Any objections
have been waived
V
DEFENDANTSPLEADINGS INCLUDE THE SAME ADMISSION
PlaintiffsFirst Amended Complaint and Demandfor Jury Trial paragraph 52 states the
following
Homecomings MERS and Trustee have scheduled a foreclosure sale of Renshaws
home for December 29 2010 at 100pm See Exhibits 9 and 10
Each of the Defendants admitted this allegation See Answer to First Amended Complaint and
Demandfor Jury Trial paragraph 34
Facts admitted by a partys answer to a pleading are taken as true for the purposes of the
action and need not be proved See Pendlebury v Western Casualty and Surety Co 89 Idaho
456 406P2d 129 1965 Burleson v Tucker 78 Idaho 262 300P2d 816 1956
VI
CONCLUSION
Defendant should not be permitted to withdraw or amend its Responses to Requests for
Admission
PLAINTIFFSRESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTSMOTION TOWITHDRAW
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"Homeco ings, ERS, and Trustee have scheduled a foreclosure sale of Renshaw's 
ho e for ece ber 29,2010 at 1 :00 p.m. See, xhibits 9 and 10." 
ach of the efendants ad itted this allegation. See, ns er to irst ended o plaint and 
e and for Jury Trial, paragraph 34. 
Facts ad itted by a party's ans er to a pleading are taken as true for the purposes of the 
action and need not be proved. See, endlebury v. estern asualty and Surety o., 89 Idaho 
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I. 
 
efendant should not be per itted to ithdra  or a end its esponses to equests for 
i sion. 
LAINTIF 'S   OSITI   EFENDANT'S  T  I  
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DATED this p day of June 2012
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
By
JON M TE E
Attorney for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this day of June 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFSRESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
MOTION TO WITHDRAW OR AMEND ADMISSIONS was served upon opposing counsel
as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
vs
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASENO CV OC 1023898
AFFIDAVIT OF JON M STEELE IN
OPPOSITION TODEFENDANTS






COMES NOW Jon M Steele being over the age of eighteen years and competent to
make this Affidavit after first being duly sworn and upon his own personal knowledge states as
follows
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CO ES NO , Jon . Steele, being over the age of eighteen years and competent to 
ake this ffidavit, after first being duly s orn, and upon his o n personal kno ledge, states as 
follo : 
IT  J  .     ENDANT'S   
I    E  ISSIONS - age 1 
 
1 That I am an attorney in good standing with the Idaho State Bar and counsel
for Plaintiff in the above case
2 That I make this Affidavit in Opposition to Defendants Motion to Withdraw
or Amend Admissions
3 That Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories Requests for Production of
Documents and Requests for Admission to Defendant Homecomings were
served upon Defendant Homecomings on February 15 2011 See Exhibit A
letter to Tara Martens from Jon Steele
4 On March 21 2011 Plaintiff advised Defendant Homecomings that its
discovery responses were due See Exhibit B letter to Matthew McGee from
Jon Steele dated March 21 2011
5 Defendant Homecomings responded to Plaintiffs Request for Admissions on
March 21 2011 See Exhibit C letter to Matthew McGee from Jon Steele
dated April 5 2011
6 On April 5 2011 Plaintiff advised Homecomings Financial LLC that Your
objections to my Requests for Admission on the ground that they constitute
an effort to harass and annoy Homecomings are not well taken The
purpose ofrequests for admission is to narrow the issues for trial and to give
notice of the facts or opinions that remain in dispute Your responses to my
158 requests to admit will be used at trial and will also following the trial of
this case be submitted to the Court in support of an award of reasonable
expenses incurred in making that proof including reasonable attorney fees
See Exhibit C attached
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6. n pril 5, 2011 laintiff advised o eco ings inancial,  that "Your 
objections to y equests for d ission on the ground that they 'constitute 
a  eff rt t  arass a  a  ecomings .. .' are t ell ta e . e 
purpose of requests for admission is to narrow the issues for trial and to give 
notice of the facts or opinions that re ain in dispute. our responses to y 
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expenses incurred in aking that proof, including reasonable attorney fees." 
See Exhibit C, atta . 
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7 On April 14 2011 Defendant Homecomings responded to PlaintiffsApril 5
2011 letter See Exhibit D letter to Jon Steele from Matthew McGee
8 On May 20 2011 Plaintiff granted Defendant MERS and ETS an extension of
time to June 6 2011 to respond to Plaintiffsdiscovery See Exhibit E F
letters to Matthew McGee from Jon Steele both dated May 20 2011
9 Defendant ETS responded to Plaintiffsdiscovery on June 6 2011
10 Defendant MERS responded to Plaintiffsdiscovery on June 6 2011
Further your affiant sayeth naught
4
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Notary Public f the State of Idaho
Residing at B 0 SR 166 lko
My Commissio Expires
0 9 0lT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this day of June 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JON M STEELE IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTSMOTION TO WITHDRAW OR AMEND ADMISSIONS was served upon
opposing counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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By 1 Va
JON M S ELE
Attorney for Plaintiff
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John L Runfc i Jon 2 Sceele
February 15 2011
Tara Martens
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
Re Renshaw v Colonial First Lending Group Inc et al Case No CV OC
1023898
DearMs Martens
Enclosed are the following documents
1 Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
2 Notice of Service
3 Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories Requests for Production of
Documents and Requests for Admission to Defendant Homecomings
Financial LLC
4 Plaintiffs Notice ofRule 30b6Video Deposition Duces Tecum of
Homecomings Financial LLC
If the date for the deposition will not work for you or your client please contact
my office and we can arrange a more convenient time
Very truly yours
JonM Steele
Runft Steele Law Offices PLLC
JMSkra
Cc Phillip J Collaer
r un t tt e e I e c o m
Phjnit1203 353 8 1061 2 3 343246 I Boise Idaho 830
In the Alaska Center I 10 0 Miin Screec Suira 400 1 Fourth Floor
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e: Rensha  v. olonial First Lending roup, Inc., et aI, ase No. V D  
1023898 
ear s. artens: 
s     ts: 
1. Plaintiff s First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
. ti   r ice 
3. Plaintiff s First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of 
Documents and Requests for Admission to Defendant Homecomings 
,  
4. Plaintiffs Notice of Rule 30(b)(6) Video Deposition Duces Tecum of 
o e ings i l, LC 
If the date for the deposition will not work for you or your client, please contact 
 fice and e can arrange  ore convenient ti . 
Very truly yours, 
~ 
Jon . Steele 
Runft & Steele Law ffices, P LC 
J S:kra 
Cc: Phi lip J. Co laer 
r  t~te ! .c  
Phane: (2U3) 3 3··8"306 i=:u:: ~.20d; 3- -3, 246 I Boise. Idaho 83702 
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John L Runft I Jon M Steele
March 21 2011
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
Via Facsimile 3855384
Re Renshaw v Colonial First Lending Group Inc et al Case No CV OC
1023898
DearMr McGee
Thank you for your fax of March 18 You are correct Ms Martens and I had
planned to reschedule your clientsdeposition However as my previous correspondence
with Ms Martens points out I will require responses to my outstanding discovery which
includes production of all deposition duces tecum documents at least 14 days before the
deposition
My discovery was served on February 15 2011 Despite my previous offer of an
extension of time to respond no extension has been requested Your responses are now
due
Please provide responses to my outstanding discovery After production we can
set a date for your clients depositions
Very truly yours
JonM Steele
Runft Steele Law Offices PLLC
JMSkra
Cc Phillip J Collaer
r u n f t s t e e l e c o m
Phone 208 3338506 I Fax 208 343 3246 I Boise Idaho 83702
In the Alaska Center 1 1020 W iVlain Street Suite 400 1 Fourth Floor
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Re: Renshaw v. Colonial First Lending roup, Inc., et ai, Case No. CV DC 
1023898 
ear r. c ee: 
hank you for your fax f arch 18. ou are correct, s. artens and I had 
planned to reschedule your client's deposition. However, as my previous correspondence 
with Ms. Martens points out, I will require responses to my outstanding discovery (which 
includes production of all deposition duces tecum documents) at least 14 days before the 
siti . 
y discovery was served on February 15,2011. Despite my previous offer of an 
extension of time to respond, no extension has been requested. Your responses are now 
due. 
Please provide responses to my outstanding discovery. After production we can 
set a ate for our cli t's iti . 
Very truly yours, 
1W J n . Steele 
Runft & Steele Law Offices, PLLC 
J S:kra 
Cc: Phi lip J. Co laer 
r fr le,com 
Phone: (208) 333·8506 Fax: (208) 34 ·3246 I Boise. Idaho 83702 






John L RunEt Jon M Steele
April 5 2011
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
Via Facsimile 3855384
Re Renshaw v Colonial First Lending Group Inc et al Case No CV OC
1023898
DearMr McGee
Thank you for your responses to my Requests for Admission I have yet to
receive responses to my Interrogatories and document requests I would appreciate
receiving your responses as soon as possible but no later than April 7 I am certain that
you realize I need your responses before taking your clients30b6deposition
Your objections to my Requests for Admission on the ground that they constitute
an effort to harass and annoy Homecomings are not well taken The purpose of
requests for admission is to narrow the issues for trial and to give notice of the facts or
opinions that remain in dispute Your responses to my 158 requests to admit will be used
at trial and will also following the trial of this case be submitted to the Court in support
of an award of reasonable expenses incurred in making that proof including reasonable
attorney fees
As you know IRCP 37a2 requires that I confer with you in good faith
concerning Defendant Homecomings responses to Plaintiff s discovery
Your answers to Plaintiffs Requests for Admission are insufficient as they are
nonresponsive and evasive and your objections are not valid Please consider revising
your responses
r u n E t s t e e l e c o rn
Phone 208 333 8506 1 Fax 208 343 3246 f Boise Idaho 83702
In the Alaska Center 1 1020 W Main Street Suite 400 1 Fourth Floor
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atthe  J. c ee 
of att, o as, r et ,  & ields, htd. 
 . apit l lvd.,  Fl r 
Post ffice ox 829 
i e, I   
i  acsimile: -53  
Re: e s  v. l i l irst e i  roup, Inc., et ai, ase o.  D  
1023898 
ear r. c ee: 
a   f r r res ses t   e ests f r issi n. I have yet to 
receive responses to my Interrogatories and document requests. I would appreciate 
receiving your responses as soon as possible, but no later than April 7th• I am certain that 
you realize I need your responses before taking your client's 30(b)( 6) deposition. 
Your objections to my Requests for Admission on the ground that they "constitute 
a  effort t  arass a  a  ecomings ... " are t ell ta en. The purpose of 
requests for admission is to narrow the issues for trial and to give notice of the facts or 
opinions that remain in dispute. Your responses to my 158 requests to admit will be used 
at trial and will also, following the trial of this case, be submitted to the Court in support 
of an award of reasonable expenses incurred in making that proof, including reasonable 
attorne  fe . 
As you know, IRCP 37(a)2 requires that I confer with you m good faith 
concerning Defendant Homecomings' responses to Plaintiff's discovery. 
Your answers to Plaintiff's Requests for Admission are insufficient as they are 
nonresponsive and evasive and your objections are not valid. Please consider revising 
your response . 
r f eele.com 
Phone: (208) 333-8506 Fax: (208) 343-3246 I Boise. Idaho 83702 




In regard to Plaintiff s outstanding Interrogatories and Request for Production no
extension of time was requested and the due date has passed as a result Defendant
Homecomings objections are waived
Please respond to my outstanding discovery no later than April 7 If we cannot
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att e  J. c ee 
ril 5, 2011 
ag  2 of2 
In regard to Plaintiff s outstanding Interrogatories and Request for Production, no 
extension of ti e as requested and the due date has passed, as a result efendant 
co i s' obj t  are i d. 
Please respond to y outstanding discovery no later than pril 7th• Ifwe cannot 
resolve these issues bet een us Plaintiff ill present the ourt ith any disputes that 
re ain. 
 . t l  
f  & Steele a  ffices, P  
JMS:kra 
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wwwmoffattc m
This letter is in response to your letter dated April 5 2011 regarding Homecomings Financial
LLCs Homecomings responses to your clientsrequests foradmissions First I am aware
of the purpose of requests for admission I also recognize that if you demonstrate to the Court
that Homecomings did not have good reason to deny a given request for admission the Court
may award reasonable expenses incurred in making proof of the same at trial With that said
your requests for admission largely recite the allegations you set forth in your Complaint which
allegations were previously either admitted or denied by Homecomings In other words your
attempts to narrow the issues for trial and give notice ofthe facts or opinions that remain in
dispute did nothing more than force Homecomings to again answer your clientsComplaint
Homecomings responded but certainly has a right to preserve its objections
Mo importa tly your letter suggests that Homecomings responses are insufficient because
they are nonresponsive and evasive While we may disagree about the validity of
Homecomings objections I am hopeful that upon a second look at the responses you will
agree that after appropriately preserving its objections Homecomings answered each request
for admission in accordance with the requirements ofRule 36aIdaho Rules ofCivil
Procedure which provides in pertinent part
The answer shall specifically deny the matter or set forth in detail
the reasons why the answering party cannot truthfully admit or
deny the matter A denial shall fairly meet the substance of the
requested admission and when good faith requires that a party
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This letter is in response to your letter dated prilS, 2011 regarding o eco ings Financial, 
C's ("Homecomings") responses to your client's requests for admissions. First, I a  aware 
of the purpose of requests for ad iSSIon. I also recognize thatif you de onstrate to the Court 
that Homecomings did not have "good reason" to deny a given request for admission, the Court 
may award reasonable expenses incurred in making proof of the same at trial. ith that said, 
your requests for admission largely recite the allegations you set forth in your Complaint, which 
allegations were previously either admitted or denied by Homecomings. In other words, your 
atte pts to "narrow the issues for trial and give notice of the facts or opinions that re ain in 
dispute" did nothing more than force Homecomings to again answer your client's Complaint. 
o eco ings responded, but certainly has a right to preserve its objections. 
ore i portantly, your letter suggests that o eco ings' responses are insufficient because 
they are "nonresponsive and evasive." hile we may disagree about the validity of 
Homecomings' objections, I am hopeful that upon a second look at the responses, you will 
agree that after appropriately preserving its objections, Homecomings answered each request 
for ad ission in rdance ith the re ire ents f ule 6(a), Idaho ules f i il 
Procedure, which provides, in pertinent part: 
The ans er shall specifically deny the atter or set forth in detail 
the reasons why the answering party cannot truthfully admit or 
deny the matter. ial shall fairly meet the substance of the 
requested ad ission, and when good faith requires that a party 
qualify the ans er or deny only a part of the atter of which an 
." 
CEIVE  






admission is requested the party shall specify so much of it as is
true and qualify or deny the remainder An answering party may
not give lack of information or knowledge as a reason for failure
to admit or deny unless the party states that the party has made
reasonable inquiry and that the information known or readily
obtainable by the party is insufficient to enable the party to admit
or deny
in short just as Homecomings Answer to your Complaint fairly and n good faith respoidcdto
your clients allegations in the Complaint Homecomings fairly and in good faith responded to
your clientsrequests for admission It is certainly not surprising that in the weeks between the
filing of the Answer and the provision of responses to your clients requests for admission
Homecomings responses did not change
To the extent your allegations ofnon responsiveness and evasiveness are predicated on the
cross reference to Homecomings Answer and in an effort to avoid needless discovery
disputes I offer to submit responses that do not directly quote Homecomings Answer
Because my client has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent it was able fairly answered
each of the requests for admission as well as each allegation in the Complaint the preserved
objections and the substance of the admissions denials and qualifications will not change but
the cross reference will be removed On the other hand if you allege that the responses are
evasive for some other reason I ask that you please provide me with additional explanation
I recognize and appreciate your patience with respect to Homecomings discovery responses
and production and again I am hopeful that we can work together to ensure that discovery goes
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pril 14,2011 
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ad ission is requested, the party shall specify so uch of it as is 
true and qualify or deny the re ainder. n answering party ay 
not gi  l c  f i f r ti  r k l  as a r son f r f il r  
to ad it or deny unless the party states that the party has ade 
reasonable inquiry and that the infor ation kno n or readily 
obtainable by the party is insufficient to enable the party to ad it 
 eny. 
In short, just as o eco ings' ns er to your Co plaint fairly and in good faith responded to 
your client's allegations in the Co plaint, Ho eco ings fairly and in good faith responded to 
your client's requests for ad ission. It is certainly not surprising that in the eeks bet een the 
filing of the Answer and the provision of responses to your clients' requests for admission, 
i ' r  i  t nge. 
To the extent your allegations of non-responsiveness and evasiveness are predicated on the 
cross-reference to Homecomings' Answer, and in an effort to avoid needless discovery 
disputes, I offer to submit responses that do not directly quote Homecomings' Answer. 
Because y client has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent it was able, fairly answered 
each of the requests for admission (as well as each allegation in the Complaint), the preserved 
objections and the substance ofthe admissions, denials, and qualifications will not change, but 
the cross-reference ill be re oved. n the other hand, if you allege that the responses are 
evasive for some other reason, I ask that you please provide me with additional explanation. 
I recognize and appreciate your patience with respect to Homecomings' discovery responses 
and production, and again, I am hopeful that we can work together to ensure that discovery goes 
s oothly. Please do not hesitate to contact e if you have any questions. 
l , 
~;;?a? __ _ 








John L Runfc i Jon M Steele
May 20 2011
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
Via Facsimile 3855384
Re Renshaw v Colonial First Lending Group Inc et al Case No CV OC
1023898
Dear Matt
Thank you for the 30 day extension to answer Homecomings Financial
discovery requests As per your fax the due date for my response is now June 20 2011
As for your request for a 30 day extension to respond to my discovery to
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems and Executive Trustee Services Inc I cannot
agree to a 30 day extension I am agreeable to granting you a 14 day extension Your
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Thank you for the 30 day extension to ans er o eco ings Financial's 
isc er  re ests. s er r fa , t e e ate f r  res se is  J e 1 , . 
As for your request for a 30 day extension to respond to my discovery to 
ortgage lectronic egistration Syste s and xecutive rustee Services, Inc., I cannot 
agree to a 30 day extension. I a  agreeable to granting you a 14 day extension. our 
es nse is     . 
J  . e 
t & teele a  ffices, C 
J S:kra 
r teele.com 
Phone: (208) 3-8506 Fax: (208) 343-3246 I Boise. Idaho 83702 






John L Ruafr l Jon l Steele
May 20 2011
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
Via Facsimile 3855384
Re Renshaw v Colonial First Lending Group Inc et al Case No CV OC
1023898
Dear Matt
This confirms my phone message to you that I cannot agree to a 30 day extension
for your discovery responses I am agreeable to granting you a 14 day extension Your
response is now due on June 6
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his confir s y phone essage to you that I cannot agree to a 30 day extension 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
Case No CV OC 1023898
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
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COMES NOW Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
MERS by and through undersigned counsel and objects to Plaintiff Gregory Renshaws
Second Request for Judicial Notice
The deposition testimony ofRKArnold dated September 25 2009 is not the
appropriate subject ofjudicial notice First the deposition testimony at issue does not constitute
an adjudicative fact Idaho Rule of Evidence 201 on which Renshaw relies to suggest the Court
must take judicial notice governs only judicial notice of adjudicative facts IRE201aAn
adjudicative fact is a controlling or operative fact rather than a background fact a fact that
concerns the parties to a judicial or administrative proceeding and that helps the court or agency
determine how the law applies to those parties For example adjudicative facts include those
that the jury weighs Martin v Camas County 150 Idaho 508 512 2011 Mr Arnolds156
page deposition transcript and the content thereof consisting of irrelevant and inadmissible
testimony under the broad and permissive discovery standards of the Alabama equivalent of
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26 and replete with objections on which Renshaw has provided no
court ruling do not constitute adjudicative facts
Further Mr Arnoldstestimony does not meet the requirements set forth at Idaho
Rule of Evidence 201b It is neither generally known within the trial court of Ada County nor
is it capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot
reasonably be questioned
Finally the deposition testimony is hearsay and in light of the fact Renshaw has
failed to demonstrate the unavailability of Mr Arnold pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 804
the deposition is inadmissible
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFSSECOND REQUEST
FORJUDICIAL NOTICE 2 Client24596831
001865
  efendant ortgage lectronic egistration yste s, Inc. 
("MERS"), by and through undersigned counsel, and objects to Plaintiff regory enshaw's 
 st f r J i i l ti e. 
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adjudicative fact is "[a] controlling or operative fact, rather than a background fact; a fact that 
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For the foregoing reasons MERS respectfully requests that the Court deny
Plaintiffs Second Request for Judicial Notice
DATED this 6th day of June 2012
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
B
Matthew J McGee Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFSSECOND REQUEST
FORJUDICIAL NOTICE 3 Client24596831
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of June 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFSSECOND REQUEST FOR
JUDICIAL NOTICE to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to the
following
JonM Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
vs
Case No CV OC 1023898
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFSTHIRD
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
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COMES NOW Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
MERS by and through undersigned counsel and hereby responds to Plaintiff Gregory
RenshawsThird Request for Judicial Notice the Third Request In the Third Request
Renshaw requests that this Court take judicial notice of the bankruptcy filings of Defendants
Homecomings Financial LLC and Executive Trustee Services LLC At the hearing before this
Court on May 22 2012 this Court already took judicial notice of the bankruptcy filings of
Homecomings Financial LLC and Executive Trustee Services LLC therefore the Third
Request is unnecessary
Further to the extent that Renshaw intends to utilize evidence of the bankruptcy
filing at trial MERS hereby reserves the right to object to the admission of such evidence on the
grounds that it is irrelevant to the remaining claims at issue due to the automatic stay caused by
the bankruptcy filings ofHomecomings Financial LLC and Executive Trustee Services LLC
DATED this 6th day of June 2012
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
BY
Matthew J McGee Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFSTHIRD REQUEST
FORJUDICIAL NOTICE 2 Client24597521
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  f t rt  l tr i  gistr ti  st s, I c. 
("MER "), by and through undersigned counsel, and hereby responds to laintiff regory 
nshaw's i  t  i i l ti  (th  "Thir  t"). In the hird equest, 
ensha  requests that this ourt take judicial notice of the bankruptcy filings of efendants, 
o eco ings Financial, LL , and Executive Trustee Services, LL . t the hearing before this 
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grounds that it is irrelevant to the re aining clai s at issue, due to the auto atic stay caused by 
the bankruptcy filings of o eco ings inancial, , and xecutive rustee ervices, . 
 this 6th day f June, 2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of June 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFSTHIRD REQUEST FOR
JUDICIAL NOTICE to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to the
following
JonM Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAw OFFICES
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ANNAMARIE MEYER
DEPUTY
JOHN LRUNFT ISB 1059
JON M STEELE ISB 1911
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
1020 W Main Street Suite 400
Boise Idaho 83702
Phone 208 333 9495
Fax 208 343 3246
Email JSteelegrunftsteelecom
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
REPLY TO DEFENDANTS
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS
SECOND REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL
NOTICE FILED ON042012
Defendants
DefendantsObjection is tardy On multiple occasions during the summary judgment
y
hearing held before this Court on May 22 2012 Defendant announced it had no opposition to
PlaintiffsRequest for Judicial Notice Defendant acknowledged that it had not filed any
opposition The Court took great lengths in questioning Defendant to confirm its non
REPLY TO DEFENDANTSOBJECTIONTO PLAINTIFFSSECOND REQUEST FOR
JUDICIAL NOTICE FILED ON042012 Page 1
ORIGINAL001871
., 
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Defendant's Objection is tardy. n ultiple occasions during the su ary judg ent 
hearing held before this Court on May 22, 2012, Defendant announced it had no opposition to 
Plaintiffs Request for Judicial otice. efendant ackno ledged that it had not filed any 
opposition. The Court took great lengths in questioning Defendant to confirm its non-
PL   FENDANT'S BJECTION  PLAINTIFF'S SECON  REQU ST F  
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opposition Additionally no opposition has been filed to PlaintiffFirst Request for Judicial
Notice filed with the Court on March 16 2012 Defendant had ample opportunity to object
failed to do so and affirmatively stated to the Court its non opposition Plaintiffs Requests for
Judicial Notice must be granted
DATED this day of June 2012
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
By
JON NKSTPEEE
Runft Steele Law Offices PLLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this day of June 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing REPLY TO DEFENDANTSOBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS
SECOND REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE FILED ON042012was served upon
opposing counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
REPLY TO DEFENDANTS
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFSTHIRD
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE
FILED ON05212
Defendants
DefendantsObjection is tardy On multiple occasions during the summary
judgment hearing held before this Court on May 22 2012 Defendant announced it had no
opposition to PlaintiffsRequest for Judicial Notice Defendant acknowledged that it had not
filed any opposition The Court took great lengths in questioning Defendant to confirm its non
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opposition Additionally no opposition has been filed to PlaintiffFirst Request for Judicial
Notice filed with the Court on March 16 2012 Defendant had ample opportunity to object
failed to do so and affirmatively stated to the Court its non opposition Plaintiffs Requests for
Judicial Notice must be granted
DATED thisc day of June 2012
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
ON
JONMSTEELE
RunX Steele Law Offices PLLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this C day of June 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing REPLY TO DEFENDANTSOBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFSTHIRD
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE FILED ON05212was served upon opposing
counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
VS
Plaintiff
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
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COMES NOW Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
MERS by and through undersigned counsel of record and pursuant to Rule7b3Idaho
Rules ofCivil Procedure and submits its reply to the response of Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw
Renshaw to the motion to withdraw or amend admissions This reply is supported by the
Second Affidavit ofMatthew J McGee filed contemporaneously herewith
1 Renshaw has been on notice that he identified the wrong parties since the
initiation of this lawsuit and indeed before the initiation of this lawsuit and a gotcha response
to a single request for admission should not change the facts for purposes of litigating the matter
Renshaw seeks to ignore the following information which is provided as an example of the
evidence tending to demonstrate that none ofthe named defendants initiated foreclosure in favor
of a single request for admission identifying certain parties as having scheduled the foreclosure
sale
a Renshawscomplaint clearly reflects that GMAC Mortgage LLC not
Homecomings was the servicer collecting Renshaws payments and otherwise servicing
Renshawsloan by collecting his payments at the time foreclosure was initiated
b The letters responsive to Renshaws purported qualified written requests
which are attached as Exhibits 13 and 15 to the Complaint are from GMAC Mortgage LLC
not Homecomings or any of the other defendants
c The Notice of Default reflects that Pioneer Title Company of Ada
Coun not MERS ETS or Homecomings initiated the deed of trust foreclosure See Notice of
Default attached as Exhibit 9 to the Renshaw Complaint
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO WITHDRAW
OR AMEND ADMISSIONS 2 Client24624771
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C ES  efendant ortgage Electronic Registration Syste s, Inc. 
("MERS"), by and through undersigned counsel of record, and pursuant to ule 7(b)(3), Idaho 
ules of ivil Procedure, and sub its its reply to the response of Plaintiff, regory ensha  
("Rens a "), to the otion to ithdra  or a end ad issions. his reply is supported by the 
econd ffidavit of atthe  J. c ee filed conte poraneously herewith. 
. ensha  has been on notice that he identified the rong parties since the 
i itiati  f t i  l uit,  i  f r  t  i itiati  f t i  l uit,   "got a" r  
to a si le re est f r a issi  s l  t c a e t e facts f r r ses fliti atin  t e atter. 
ensha  seeks to ignore the follo ing infor ation (which is provided as an exa ple of the 
ide ce t i  t  str t  t t  f t   f ts i itiat  f r l sure) i  f r 
f  si l  r st f r issi  i tif i  rt i  rti s s i  "sc led" t  f r l s r  
sale. 
(a) shaw's l i t l rl  r fl t  t t  rt e. , t 
o eco ings, as the servicer collecting enshaw's pay ents and other ise servicing 
nshaw's   e  s ts      d. 
(b) he letters responsive to enshaw's purported qualified ritten requests 
(which are attached as Exhibits 13 and 15 to the o plaint) are fro   ortgage. LL , 
t ec ings r a  f t e t er efe a ts. 
(c) he tice  f lt r fle t  t t i r itle    
ty, t ,  r o i s, initiated t   f tr st f r l s r . ee tice f 
efault, attached as xhibit 9 to the ensha  o plaint.. 
 IN  F ION   
R E  ISSIONS -  t: 6247 .1 
d TheNotice of Sale reflects that Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
not MERS ETS or Homecomings scheduled the deed of trust foreclosure See Notice of Sale
attached as Exhibit 10 to the Renshaw Complaint
e The answer to Plaintiffs Interrogatory No 2 to Homecomings served
April 7 2011 identifies GMAC Mortgage LLC as the current subservicer of the loan and
Federal Home Mortgage Loan Corporation Freddie Mac as the investor in the loan
f Among the documents produced on April 7 2011 are servicing notes from
GMAC Mortgage LLC reflecting the initiation of foreclosure by GMAC Mortgage LLC
g Among the documents produced on April 7 2011 is a MERS Milestone
report reflecting that GMAC Mortgage was the subservicer at the time foreclosure was pending
and that Freddie Mac was the investor
h Answer to Interrogatory No 10 to MERS served June 7 2011 identifies
GMAC Mortgage LLC as the person in possession of the Renshaw Promissory Note and the
Renshaw Deed ofTrust and Freddie Mac as the investor in the loan
2 The foregoing demonstrates Renshaw willful ignorance in this case He
is setting up a straw man by purposefully failing to name the appropriate parties GMAC
Mortgage Pioneer Title and Freddie Mac to the extent an appropriate party actually exists in
this case and based solely on an erroneous answer to a single request for admission has elected
to ignore the actual evidence in this case
3 Although the scheduling of a trusteessale is not prohibited and the
Idaho Trust Deed Act does not speak in terms of prohibiting any given entity from scheduling
a trustees sale Renshawsintent is clear He intends to hold out the erroneous admission in
combination with true and accurate admissions related to Homecomings MERS and ETSslack
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO WITHDRAW
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   a    tor. 
(h) ns er to Interrogatory o. 10 to , served June 7, 2011, identifies 
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.  f r i  strates nshaw's illf l i r  i  t is s .  
IS setting up a stra  an by purposefully failing to na e the appropriate parties (G  
ortga e, i eer itle, a  re ie ac), t  t e e te t a  a r riate art  act all  e ists i  
this case, and based solely on an erroneous ans er to a single request for ad ission, has elected 
to ignore the actual evidence in this case. 
. lthough the "scheduling" f a trustee's sale is not prohibited, and the 
Idaho rust eed ct does not speak in ter s of prohibiting any given entity fro  "scheduling" 
 tr tee's l , shaw's inte t is l r. e intends t  l  t t  rr ne us i i , i  
co bination ith true and accurate ad issions related to o eco ings, , and S's lack 
 I   F OTION  I  
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of interest in the loan and suggest that such entities were seeking to foreclose a loan without
proper authority Such assertion notwithstanding the erroneous admission is simply not true
and the interests of justice will not be served by disallowing the amendment requested GMAC
Mortgage who was the servicer entitled to collect monthly payments and who Renshaw
purposefully declined to name in this lawsuit was clearly the party who notified Pioneer Title
and ETS that foreclosure should commence ETS as attorney in fact for Pioneer Title executed
and serviced the Notice of Default and Notice of Sale The sale was scheduled as an
administrative matter based on the time and service ofsuch documents
4 Moreover with respect to prejudice again the identity of the person
scheduling a foreclosure sale is not something directly addressed by the Idaho Trust Deed Act
The critical issues under the Act are serving the notice of default serving the notice of sale and
actually conducting the sale The first two were accomplished by ETS for Pioneer Title The
last action never took place Renshawsallegations that the Defendant MERS was negligent in
commencing foreclosure in this case will not be impacted by withdrawal of the admission
Again Renshaw has been aware since the initiation of this litigation of the role of each party
and nonparty in this case and his strawman tactics and claims of prejudice should not be
countenanced by the Court
DATED this 11th day of June 2012
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
B
Matthew J McGee Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
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of interest in the loa , a  s est t at s c  e tities ere see i  t  f reclose a loa  itho t 
proper a t rit . ch rti , t ithsta i  the rr ne us i i , is i l  t tr  
 the interests f justice ill t  s r   is ll in  t e e t r st .  
ortgage, ho as the servicer entitled to collect onthly pay ents (and ho Rensha  
r sef lly ecline  t  a e i  t is la suit), as clearl  t e art   tifie  i eer itle 
  t at re los re l  . ,  tt  i  t  i e  itl , t  
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"scheduling" a foreclosure sale is not so ething directly addressed by the Idaho Trust eed ct. 
he critical issues under the ct are serving the notice f default, serving the notice f sale, and 
actually conducting the sale. The first two were accomplished by ETS for Pioneer Title. The 
last action never took place. enshaw's allegations that the efendant S as negligent in 
commencing foreclosure in this case will not be impacted by withdrawal of the admission. 
gain, Rensha  has been a are since the initiation of this litigation of the role of each party, 
and non-party, in this case, and his "strawman" tactics and claims of prejudice should not be 
countenanced by the Court. 
DATED this 11th day of June, 2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11 th day of June 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO WITHDRAW OR
AMEND ADMISSIONS to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to the
following
JonM Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
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HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
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REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Case No CV OC 1023898
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1 I am one of the attorneys of record for defendants Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc Defendant in this matter have access to my clientsfiles and
make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge
2 This Affidavit is in response to the contentions contained within the
Second Affidavit of Jon M Steele in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Protective Order and in
Opposition to DefendantsMotion to Amend Scheduling Order filed with this Court on or about
June 8 2012 the Steele Affidavit
3 While I agree that the depositions noticed by MERS have been
rescheduled on several occasions plaintiffs counsel blatantly misstates the record in this matter
4 On or about April 27 2012 I scheduled the depositions of the plaintiff
Gregory Renshaw Renshaw Allen Renshaw Judy Renshaw and Christopher Renshaw as
well as the deposition ofRenshawsexpert Heidi Emery
5 On or about May 2 2012 I scheduled the depositions of Renshaws
experts Dr Michael McMartin and Richard Merrill Kahn
6 On or about May 4 2012 I rescheduled the deposition ofRenshaw at his
counsels request to commence the deposition in the afternoon rather than first thing in the
morning See Exhibits R and T to the Steele Affidavit
7 On May 10 2012 I was notified by Renshawscounsel that Renshaw was
experiencing some difficulty with his wheelchair and needed to reschedule his deposition set for
the same day to which I agreed See Exhibit W to the Steele Affidavit Renshawsdeposition
had been purposefully scheduled to transpire prior to the depositions of Allen Renshaw Judy
Renshaw and Christopher Renshaw in the event that their deposition testimony may not be
necessary after deposing Renshaw
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OFMATTHEW J MCGEE 2 Client24632901
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. I a  one of the attorneys of record for defendants ortgage lectronic 
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. il  I r  t t t  siti s ti      
rescheduled on several occasions, plaintiffs counsel blatantly isstates the record in this atter. 
.  r t ril , 2, I s l  t  siti s f t  l intiff, 
regory ensha  ("Rensha "), llen enshaw, Judy enshaw, and hristopher enshaw, as 
ell as the deposition f enshaw's expert eidi ery. 
.  r t  , , I l  t  iti s f nshaw's 
e erts r. ic ael c arti  a  ic ar  errill a . 
. n or about ay 4,2012, I rescheduled the deposition of enshaw, at his 
counsel's request to co ence the deposition in the afternoon rather than first thing in the 
i . , i its    t  t  t le fid it. 
.   , , I s tifie   shaw's s l t t s  as 
experiencing so e difficulty with his wheelchair and needed to reschedule his deposition, set for 
t   , t  ic  I r . , i it  t  t  t l  ffid it. enshaw's deposition 
had been purposefully scheduled to transpire prior to the depositions of llen ensha , Judy 
ensha , and hristopher ensha , in the event that their deposition testi ony ay not be 
ecessar  after e si  e s a . 
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8 On May 10 2012 I was also notified by Renshawscounsel that
Christopher Renshaw would not be called as a trial witness Accordingly I vacated the
deposition of Christopher Renshaw Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of
an email string between myself and Renshawscounsel dated May 10 2012 See also Exhibit
Y to the Steele Affidavit
9 Also on May 10 2012 I renoticed the deposition of Renshaw See
Exhibit X to the Steele Affidavit As I explained in paragraph 7 Renshawsdeposition was
cancelled at the request of Renshawscounsel
10 On May 11 2012 I renoticed the depositions of Allen Renshaw and Judy
Renshaw See Exhibits BB and CC to the Steele Affidavit As I explained in paragraph 7 the
rescheduling of these depositions was necessary due to the cancellation ofRenshawsdeposition
11 On May 14 2012 defendants Homecomings Financial LLC and
Executive Trustee Services LLC filed for bankruptcy Pursuant to the bankruptcy automatic
stay I vacated the depositions of Renshaw Allen Renshaw Judy Renshaw Dr Michael
McMartin and Richard Merrill Kahn See Exhibits DD EE FF GG and HH to the Steele
Affidavit
12 On May 21 2012 MERS filed a Motion to Stay Case in this matter which
is currently set for hearing on June 13 2012 The cutoff for depositions under this Court trial
scheduling order was June 8 2012
13 After Renshawscounsel made clear that Renshaw intended to pursue this
case against the sole remaining and non debtor defendant MERS on May 23 2012 I requested
Renshawscounsel provide me with available dates for the depositions of Renshaw Allen
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enshaw's counsel provide e ith available dates for the depositions f ensha , llen 
 IT F TT E  . CGEE -  t: 3290.1 
Renshaw Judy Renshaw Dr Michael McMartin and Richard Merrill Kahn See Exhibit II to
the Steele Affidavit
14 On May 25 2012 I renoticed the depositions of Renshaw Allen
Renshaw Judy Renshaw Dr Michael McMartin and Richard Merrill Kahn The depositions of
Renshaw Allen Renshaw and Judy Renshaw were scheduled for dates provided by Renshaws
counsel In response to my request for available dates for the depositions of Dr Michael
McMartin and Richard Merrill Kahn Renshawscounselsagain requested that MERS prepay a
deposition fee for these two expert depositions in contravention to the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure Further Renshawscounsel advised that Mr Kahn would be in Alaska in June
Therefore the deposition of Mr Kahn was scheduled for the last day in May and the deposition
of Dr McMartin was scheduled for June 6 2012 the date initially provided by Renshaws
counsel See Exhibits JJ MM NN 00 PP and QQ to the Steele Affidavit
15 On May 30 2012 I was contacted by Renshawscounsel regarding the
deposition of Richard Merrill Kahn scheduled to transpire telephonically on May 31 2012 at
3pm Eastern Time Renshawscounsel again requested pre payment of Mr Kahnsdeposition
fee as a condition for Mr Kahn to appear at the deposition Further Renshawscounsel advised
that he hadntprovided Mr Kahn with the deposition notice and that Mr Kahn therefore would
not be appearing for the deposition Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of
my email to Renshawscounsel dated May 30 2012 confirming our conversation
16 On May 31 2012 I appeared for the telephonic deposition of Richard
Merrill Kahn Neither Renshawscounsel nor Mr Kahn appeared for the deposition
17 On May 31 2012 I noticed the continued deposition of Richard Merrill
Kahn based upon the available date provided by Renshawscounsel Attached hereto as
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shaw,  haw, r. ic  rti ,   rrill n. ee, i i   t  
  vit. 
.  a  , 12, I re- tice  t e e siti s f enshaw, lle  
enshaw, Judy enshaw, r. ichael c artin, and ichard errill ahn. he depositions of 
haw, ll  haw,    r  l  f r t  r i   nshaw's 
c sel. In response to y request for available dates for the depositions f r. ichael 
rti ,  i r  rrill n, nshaw's unsel's i  r t  t t  r   
siti  f  f r t s  t  rt siti s, i  tr ti  t  t  I  l s f i il 
r ure. r, nshaw's    r.     "Alaska  une." 
herefore, the deposition of r. ahn as scheduled for the last day in ay and the deposition 
of r. c artin as scheduled for June 6, 2012, the date initially provided by enshaw's 
el. , ts , , , , ,      it. 
. n ay 30, 2012, I as contacted by enshaw's counsel regarding the 
iti  f i r  rrill , l  t  tr ir  t l i ll    , 2, t 
 st r  i . nshaw's s l i  r st  r - t f r. hn's siti  
fee as a condition for r. ahn to appear at the deposition. Further, enshaw's counsel advised 
t t  dn't r ide  r. a  it  t  siti  ti   t t r.  t r f re l  
t e a eari  f r t e e siti . ttac e  eret  as x i it 2 is a tr e a  c rrect c  f 
y e ail to enshaw's counsel, dated ay 30,2012, confir ing our conversation. 
. n ay 31, 2012, I appeared for the telephonic deposition of ichard 
rrill . it r shaw's s l r r. a  r  f r t  siti n. 
. n ay 31, 2012, I noticed the continued deposition of ichard errill 
, s   t  il l  t  r i   nshaw's sel. tache    
    .  -  lient:2463290.1 
Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of correspondence from Renshawscounsel to me dated
May 31 2012 See also Exhibit RR to the Steele Affidavit
18 Given the limited availability of Richard Merrill Kahn for his deposition
it was necessary to reschedule the depositions ofAllen Renshaw and Judy Renshaw previously
scheduled to occur on June 12 2012 at 9 am and 11 am respectively to occur later in the day
See Exhibit 3 hereto See also Exhibits SS and TT to the Steele Affidavit
19 On June 5 2012 I was contacted by Renshaws counsel advising that
Renshaw was suffering from health problems and would be unable to attend his deposition later
that day Therefore I vacated Renshawsdeposition See Exhibit WW to the Steele Affidavit
20 On June 6 2012 I appeared for the deposition of Dr Michael McMartin
Dr McMartin did not appear for his duly noticed deposition and as of today has yet to provide
us with an available date other than June 25 2012 which is 2 weeks before the trial of this
matter is scheduled to commence
Further your affiant sayeth naught
Matthew J McGee
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 11th day of June 2012
8
4Z NOTARY PU L C FOR ID HO
OtpRY Residing at r
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i it  is a tr e a  c rrect c  f c rres e ce fr  enshaw's c sel t  e ate  
 ,2012.  l o, i i      vit. 
8. iven the li ited availability of ichard errill ahn for his deposition, 
it as necessary to reschedule the depositions of llen ensha  and Judy enshaw, previously 
scheduled to occur on June 12, 2012 at 9 a  and 11 a , respectively, to occur later in the day. 
,   reto.  o,        vit. 
. n June 5, 2012, I as contacted by enshaw's counsel advising that 
s  s s ff ri  fr  lt  r l s  l   l  t  tt  is siti  l t r 
that day. herefore, I vacated enshaw's deposition. See, xhibit  to the teele ffidavit. 
.   , 2, I r  f r t  iti  f r. ic l rtin. 
r. c artin did not appear for his duly noticed deposition and as of today, has yet to provide 
us ith an available date other than June 25, 2012, hich is 2 eeks before the trial f this 
    . 
t   i t t  t. 
att  . c e  
S S I   S  to before e this 11 th day of June, 2012. 
 t ----&......".-""-~--=~"--<-+T."...__=_____, 
 is i  ire  --""L...W.J~r--"'+"<-.L.<~ 
 IT  TTHE  J. EE -  ll : 3290.1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11th day of June 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW J MCGEE IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTSOPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFSMOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to the
following
JonM Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
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If you are not going to call Christopher Renshaw we will not need to depose him We will vacate the currently scheduled
deposition Thanks
Matt McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
208 3452000
208 385 5416 direct
mjma
From Jon Steele mailtoJSteele@runftsteelecom





Iwill not be calling Mr Christopher Renshaw as a witness
However if you would like to proceed with his deposition I reserve the right to call Mr Christopher Renshaw as a
witness
Please let me know how you wish to proceed in regards to Mr Christopher Renshawsdepo
Thankyou
From Jon Steele
Sent Wednesday May 09 2012 632 PM
To Matt McGee MJM@moffattcom
Cc Karissa Armbrust KArmbrust@runftsteelecom
Subject FW Depositions
Matt
Mr Kahns depo fee is 398 per hour with 3 hours minimum paid in advance
Please bring a memory stick to his depo He will have his computer and can download his file for you
If you would like copies of his exhibits there is an additional charge of 170





Sent Wednesday May 09 2012 613 PM
To Tiffiny Hudak Matt McGee MJM@moffattco
61120 2
001889
i  ud  
From: tt  
Sent: rsday,  ,  1 :29  
o: Jon teele 
Cc: r r t runftsteele.com;   
ject: E:  
Jon, 
If  r  t i  t  ll ri t r shaw,  ill t  t   i .  ill t  t  rr tl  l  
sition. anks, 
tt  
ff tt, as, rr tt,  & i lds, td. 
- -20  
- -541  (di t) 
jm@moffatt.com 
r :  t l  [ ailto:JSteele runftsteele.com] 
t: y,  ,  1:22  
: tt  
: runftsteel .com 
j ct: : iti  
tt, 
I ill t  lli  r. i t     it ss. 
r, if  l  li  t  r  it  i  iti  I r r  t  ri t t  ll r. ri t r    
itness. 
l  l t     i  t  r  i  r r  t  r. ri t r shaw's po .. 
  
r :  t l  
t: ,  , :32  
: tt  (MJM m ffatt.com) 
c: riss  r r st (KAr br st runftsteele.com) 
j t: : iti s 
tt, 
r. ahn's depo fee is $398 per hour ith 3 hours ini u , paid in advance. 
l se ri   ory stick t  is . e ill v  is c t r  c  l  is fil  f r y . 
If you ould like copies of his exhibits there is an additional charge of $170. 
Please forward to e a check ade payable to r. Kahn for his 3 hour ini u  and an additional $170 if you ant 
i  f . 
 you 
t l  
r : Jon t l  
: e , ay , 12 :13 P  
T : iffiny k'; att c ee (MJ @moffatt.com) 
/11/2012 
Cc Karissa Armbrust KArmb t@runftsteelecom
Subject RE Depositions
Matt
Thank you for the courtesy of rescheduling Mr Renshawsdepo
If agreeable to you Mr Renshaw would like his depo to take place in his home
He has been having some health problems and this would be much more convenient for him
He is available for his depo next Tuesday at130pm
Mr and Mrs Renshaw had also planned on being at your office next Tuesday at 9am and 11pm as per your depo
notice
However I just got back to the office and see you have requested to change their depo dates
Please let Karissa know what dates you prefer
Thank you for your cooperation
Steele
From Tiffiny HudakmailtoTMH65offattc m





We would be happy to accommodate Mr Renshawsrequest with the understanding that we are not waiving our
right to extend andor continue his deposition if needed We will send out an amended deposition notice shortly
Thanks Tiffiny
Tiffiny Hudak Paralegal
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd





On May 3 2012 at 152 PM Karissa Armbrust KArmbrust@runftsteelecomwrote
Ijust spoke with Greg and he was wondering if it would be possible to start his deposition later in the
day100 because he is on a set schedule and relies upon other people to get him up and get ready so
it s hard for him to get going early in the morning I told him that it might go later in the day then and
he seemed fine with that
Karissa
From Tiffiny Hudak mailtoT@moffattcomI






c: ri   (K r  t runftsteele.com) 
. ubject: :  
at , 
  f     li  r. enshaw's epo. 
I  l  t  ou, r.  l  li  is  t  t  l c  i  is o e. 
        t i       f  i . 
 i  il l  f  i   t  t :30p . 
r. and rs. Renshaw had also planned on being at your office next Tuesday at 9a  and llp  as per your de po 
notice. 
ever, I                tes. 
l  l t ri   t t   refer? 
    i  
teele 
: iffi   [mailto:TMH@moffatt.com] 
ent: y,  ,  :52  
: arissa r brust 
c: Jon teele 
ubject: :  
i rissa, 
e would be happy to acco odate r. Renshaw's request, with the understanding that we are not waiving our 
right to extend and/or continue his deposition if needed. e ill send out an a ended deposition notice shortly. 
s, iffi  
iffi   -- r l l 
ff tt  rr tt  & l , t . 
 . it l l d., t  l  (83 ) 
 x  
,  1 
08.385. 435 (direct ) 
08.385. 435 (direct f ) 
n y , , t :52 , "Karissa r r st" <KArmbrust runftsteele.com> r t : 
/1112012 
I just ke it  reg    ri  if it ld  i l  t  t rt i  iti  l t r i  t  
day (1:00) because he is on a set schedule and relies upon other people to get hi  up and get ready so 
i ???s ard f r i  to t i g rl  i  t  r i . I t ld i  t t it i t  l t r i  t   t   
  fin  ith t t. 
arissa 
: iffiny udak [ ailto:TMH moffatt.com] 
t: ,  , 2 :43  
: ri s  r r st 
ject: : epositions 
, t ! 
TIFFINY HUDAK PARALEGAL








From Karissa Armbrust mailto KArmbrustC5runftsteelecom1
Sent Thursday May 03 2012 130 PM
To Tiffiny Hudak
Subject RE Depositions
1 m glad I checked I received all of them except Allen s Thank you
Sincerely
Karissa Armbrust PP
Runft Steele Lawn Offices PLLC





From Tiffiny HudakrmailtoTMH@moffattco l
Sent Thursday May 03 2012 126 PM
To Karissa Armbrust
Subject RE Depositions
Yes we scheduled Allensdeposition for May 15 at 9am see attached Mr Renshaw was
personally served with the notice and subpoena on429012
Did you receive the notices for Gregory Renshaw set for May 10 at 9am and Christopher
Renshaw set for May 21 at 10am On Friday we faxed to your office the notices for all
four Renshaw depositions and I emailed them to you and Jon
Thanks Tiffiny
TIFFINY HUDAK PARALEGAL
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e: - -8506 
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: ri  r r t 
j t: : iti  
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personally served ith the notice and subpoena on 4/29/2012. 
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Ronft Steele Law Offices PLLC
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Sent Wednesday May 30 2012 1220 PM
To Jon Steele
Cc Mike Roe
Subject Re Depositions of Kahn and McMicahel
Jon
Regarding our conversation this morning
1 We intend to proceed with the deposition of Mr Kahn tomorrow at 100 MDT If you have not notified your witness about
the deposition which we provided you notice of last week I suggest you do so immediately If he does not appear we will
expect reimbursement for any appearance fee for the scheduled reporter and any other costs incurred We will also renotice
the deposition for Thursday June 14 2012 at900 am MDT Especially in light of the significant weight you have placed on
Mr Kahns testimony we are entitled to discover his opinions before he appears to testify at trial
2 We would like the deposition of Dr McMichael As we discussed June 26 2012 is not going to work We scheduled the
deposition for the previously approved date If that date will not work please provide us another date that falls between now
and June 15 2012 1am unavailable on June 11 If we cannot work out another date we will expect Dr McMichael to appear
for his deposition on the date currently noticed June 6 2012
3 My client will not stipulate to your use of Mr Kahn or any other witnesss deposition testimony in lieu of appearance at the
trial
4 Again as my previous correspondence indicated the civil rules do not provide for your experts respective demands for
prepayment of fees for deposition nor do they provide for a minimum payment We will pay for your expert time in the chair











r : tt  
Sent: nesday,  ,  2: 0  
: J  t l  
c: i   
j ct:       
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RUNFT STEELE
LAW OFFICES PLLC
Jqhn L Runfc 1 Jon bt Steele
May 31 2012
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
Ka Facsimile 3855384
Re Renshaw v Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
Case No CVOC 1023898
Dear Matt
Mr Kahn is available for his deposition via telephone on June 12 2012 starting
at 800 am MT 1000 am ET
Please recall that you had scheduled Mr and MrsRenshaw depositions at900
am and 1100 am that same day Are you agreeable to rescheduling these depositions to
later in the day Please let me know as soon as possible




Runft Steele Law Offices PLLC
Cc client
r u n f t s t c e l i c o m
Phonc 208 3338506 I Fax 208 343246 1 Boise Idaho 83702
In the Alaska Canter 1 1020 W Main Street Suice 400 1 Fourth Floor
001896
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ft & Steele Law Offices, PLLC 
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P. 01l 01 
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JON M STEELE ISB 1911
RUNFT STEELE LAWOFFICES




Email JSteelerunf st elecom
JUN 19 2012




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Company MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC a Delaware Corporation
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company DOES
IV and ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURES TO
EXPERT REPORT OF RICHARD
KAHNWHICH WAS PREVIOUSLY
FILED WITH THE COURTON MARCH
12 2012
Defendants
COMES NOW Plaintiff by and through his counsel of record and supplements his
expert report ofRichard Kahn as follows
Supplemental Disclosures
On June 12 2012 Plaintiffsexpert Richard Kahn was deposed by Defendant During
Mr Kahnsdeposition Defendant requested Mr Kahn to provide documents that he referred to
during his deposition Attached as Exhibits 1 13 are the documents requested by Defendant
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURES TO EXPERT REPORT OF RICHARD KAHN WHICH
WAS PREVIOUSLY FILED WITH THE COURT ON MARCH 12 2012 Page 1
C
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The undersigned hereby certifies that on this I day of June 2012 a true and correct
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RICHARD KAHN WHICHWAS PREVIOUSLY FILED WITH THE COURT ON
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Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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Andrew L Sandler Esq
Skadden Arps Slate Meagher Flom LLP
1440 New York AvenueNW
Washington DC 20005 2111
Re Homecomings Financial LLC
Dear Mr Sandler
As you know the staff of the Division ofFinancial Practices ofthe Federal Trade
Commission has conducted an investigation of Homecomings Financial LLC Homecomings
for possible violations of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act 15USG 1691 1691f and its
implementing RegulationB 12CFR 202 and the Federal Trade Commission Act 15USC
41 et seq The staffinitiated this investigation after reviewing Homecomings mortgage loan
data reported pursuant to the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act 12USC 28012810 which
indicated that AfricanAmerican and Hispanic borrowers paid more for mortgage loans than
non Hispanic whites The staff investigation focused on whether the underwriting risk and the
credit characteristics ofthe borrowers justified the reported disparities in loan price
Homecomings originated the vast majority of its loans through independent brokers and
Homecomings policy and practice was to set the riskbased price and other terms of its brokered
loans In addition Homecomings policy and practice was to allow brokers to assess
discretionary charges on these loans within certain limits set by Homecomings These
discretionary charges took the form of1 fees charged at the time of origination including
broker points and fees and 2higher interest rates in return for which Homecomings paid
brokers yield spread premiums
Basedonan extensive investigation which included obtaining and analyzing
Homecomings full and complete loan data the staff statistical analyses of the data show that
on average Homecomings charged African American and Hispanic borrowers substantially
more for home purchase and refinance loans than similarlysituated non Hispanic whites The
staff further determined that these disparities were caused byHomecomings policy and practice
of allowing its brokers broad discretion to determine the amount of discretionary fees charged to
borrowers in addition to the riskbased price The staff concluded that the disparities in these
discretionary charges are substantial statistically significant and cannot be explained by any
legitimate underwriting or credit characteristics in violation of the ECOA and the FTC Act
PLF 03068001901
Division of Financial Practices 
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Associate Director 
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During the course ofthis investigation Homecomings ceased originating mortgage loans
and stated it has no intention to resume mortgage lending in the future In addition Residential
Capital LLC ResCap an indirect parent company ofHomecomings filed a 10Q Quarterly
Report for the third quarter 2008 for ResCap and its direct and indirect subsidiaries including
Homecomings collectively the Company which states that the ability of the Company to
continue as a going concern is in substantialdoubt The 10Q further notes that the Company is
heavily dependent on its own indirect parent GMAC LLC for funding and capital support and
that there can be no assurance that such support will continue Because of these developments
and based on additional information provided by the Company regarding its financial status the
staffhas closed the investigation However the staffwill continue to monitor future
developments concerning Homecomings including whether GMACsrecent conversion to a
bank holding company and its receipt of financial assistance from the USDepartment of the
Treasury may affect Homecomings operating and financial status Ifwarranted by materially
changed circumstances the staffwill take appropriate action including the reopeningof this
investigation
This action is not to be construed as a determination by the Commission that a violation
of the ECOA its implementing Regulation B and the FTC Act did not occur just as the
pendency of an investigation should not be construed as a determination that a violation has






On December 24 2008 the Board ofGovernors ofthe FederalReserve System
approvedGMACsrequest to become a bank holding company See GMAC LLC IB Finance
HoldingCo LLC Order Approving Formation ofBank Holding Companies and Notice to
Engage in Certain Nonbanking Activities Fed Reserve Sys Dec 24 2008
httpwwwfederalreservegovnewseventspressordersrders2008l224alp fGMACsnew
status as a bank holding company does not affect the Commission jurisdiction over
Homecomings as anonbank subsidiary
On December 29 2008 theUSTreasury Department announced that it will purchase
5 billion in senior preferred equity from GMAC and will lend up to 1 billion to General
Motors GM so that GM can contribute to GMACsreorganization as abank holding company
See PressReleaseUSDept of the Treasury Treasury Announces TARP Investment in
GMAC Dec 29 2008 httpwwwtreasgovpressrelea eshp1335tm
PLF 03069001902
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Frzddie Mac Single Family Single Family SellerServicer Guide Volume 1 Chs 1621 Delivery
Chapter 16 Documentation Delivery 16A Endorsement of Notes022610
164Endorsement of Notes022610
a Without recourse
For each Mortgage delivered to Freddie Mac except for Mortgages sold with recourse
under the Guarantor or Multilender Swap program pursuant to Section 110aof
this Guide the original of the Note must be delivered pursuant to the requirements
of this chapter and the Note must bear the following endorsement signed by the
Sellers duly authorized representative
PAY TO THE ORDER OF
WITHOUT RECOURSE
Name of Sellerendorser
Signature of duly authorized representative
Typed name and title of signatory
This endorsement without recourse will in no way affect the SellerServicers
repurchase obligations under the Purchase Documents If the Seller is a corporation
the person endorsing the Notes must be a duly authorized officer of the Seller If the
Seller is a partnership or other type of organization that is not a corporation the
person endorsing the Notes must be duly authorized by the Seller in accordance with
the organization constituent documents and applicable law to take such action on
behalf of the Seller Endorsement may not be made pursuant to a power of attorney
ib With recourse
For each Mortgage sold with recourse under the Guarantor or MultiLender Swap
program the original of the Note must be delivered bearing the following
endorsement signed by the Sellersduly authorized representative
PAY TO THE ORDER OF
Name of Sellerendorser
Signature of duly authorized representative
Typed name and title of signatory
If the Seller is a corporation the person endorsing the Notes must be a duly
authorized officer of the Seller If the Seller is a partnership or other type of
organization that is not a corporation the person endorsing the Notes must be duly
authorized by the Seller in accordance with the organization constituent documents
and applicable law to take such action on behalf of the Seller Endorsement may not
be made pursuant to a power of attorney
httpllwwwallregscomtplldocumentPrintaspxdid37efO7e5da8ab44cable91da293d86112012PLF 03070001904
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or each ortgage delivered to reddie ac (except for ortgages sold ith recourse 
r t  r t r r ultiLender  r gra , rs t t  cti  1.1 (a) f 
t is uide), t  ri i l f t  t  st  liv r  rs t t  t  r ir ts 
f t i  ter;  t  t  t r t  f ll i  r t i   t  
eller's   r sentative: 
     _________ _ 
  
(Na   l er- orser) 
(Sign t r  f l  t ri  r r ntative) 
(Ty      tory) 
i  r t "witho t r rse" ill i    ff t t  ll r/S r icer's 
r r  li ti  r t  r  ts. If t  ll r i   r r ti n, 
t  r  r i  t  t  t   l  t ri  ffi r f t  ll r. If t  
ll r i   rt r i  r t r t  f r i ti  t t i  t  r r ti , t  
r  r i  t  t  t  l  t ri   t  ll r, i  r  it  
the organization's constituent docu ents and applicable la , to take such action on 
lf f t  ll r. rs t y t   rs t t   r f tt r ey. 
( )  r  
For each ortgage sold ith recourse under the uarantor or ultiLender S ap 
progra , the original of the ote ust be delivered bearing the follo ing 
t i   t  ller's l  t i  t ti : 
     _________ _ 
(Na   ll r- r er) 
(Signatur   l  i  tative) 
(Typ    titl   i t ry) 
If t  ller i   r r ti , t  r  rsing t  t  t   l  
authorized officer of the Seller. If the Seller is a partnership or other type of 
organization that is not a corporation, the person endorsing the otes ust be duly 
authorized by the eller, in accordance ith the organization's constituent docu ents 
 lic le l , to t  ch ti n  lf f t  . t y t 
  t to  r f tt . 
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If the Seller is not the original payee on the Note the chain of endorsements must be
proper and complete from the original payee shown on the Note to the Seller At the
time the Mortgage is sold to Freddie Mac the Seller must endorse the Note in blank
in accordance with a or b above When a Transfer of Servicing occurs the
Transferor Servicer may not complete the blank endorsement or further endorse the
Note
d Facsimile signature
Notes may be endorsed by use of a facsimile signature stamp if the following
conditions are met
The signature is that of a corporate officer of the Seller who has authority
pursuant to a resolution of the Sellers Board of Directors
The corporate officer whose signature is imprinted on the stamp authenticates his
signature by affidavit which will be made available to Freddie Mac upon request
Before the Delivery Date the Seller must obtain an opinion of the Sellers counsel
that the use of a facsimile signature constitutes a valid signature for an
endorsement on each Note so endorsed The Seller must furnish this opinion to
Freddie Mac upon request
e Use of an Allonge for the endorsement of a Note
Seller may use an Allonge to endorse a Note if the following conditions are met
The Allonge is permanently affixed to the Note
The Allonge references the Borrowersname the property address and the
original principal balance of the Note
The form of the Allonge and its use complies with all applicable laws
The use of the Allonge does not impair Freddie Macs status as a holder in due
course or any of Freddie Macs rights under the Purchase Documents
httpwwwallregs comtpldocumentPrintaspxdid37ef07e5da8ab44cable91da293d8 61120 2PLF 03071001905
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Ohio Federal Court Opinions and Orders in Mortgage Foreclosure Actions
Recent decisions rendered by three Federal District Court Judges relating to mortgage
foreclosure actions in Ohio have generated a lot of attention in the press and various newsletters
These decisions actually support the ability of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
MERS to foreclose on a mortgage loan when MERS is the mortgagee of record and holder of
the promissory note This is true even for loans that have been securitized with MERS as
mortgagee If the loans in the cases had been registered on the MERS System with MERS as
the mortgagee and the plaintiffs had followed the MERS Membership Rules and Recommended
Foreclosure Procedures then the cases would not have been dismissed because MERS satisfies
the conditions laid out by the judges in their decisions As best we can tell only one of the 14
loans involved in the Ohio cases that were dismissed was a MERS registered loan The Plaintiff
Trustee failed to obtain an assignment from MERS prior to initiating the foreclosure in violation
ofMERS policy
In recent years certain illadvised practices have been adopted in the default management process
by some in the residential servicing community that were intended to expedite the foreclosure
process egthe widespread use of lost note affidavits It was these short cuts that were
rejected by the judges in the Ohio cases and none of the rejected procedures are part of the
approved MERS procedures
tne ttrst prontem aaaressed to the case was that copies of the promissory notes temg
presented to the court were not endorsed either to the Plaintiff or endorsed in blank so that the
Plaintiff could prove that the plaintiff was the holder of the note M
Under the UCC a plaintiff need only be the holder and not the owner of the promissory note
These procedures can be found on the MERS web site atwwwmersinco g
PLF 03072
The MERS Recommended Foreclosure Procedures show how securitization trustees can avoid
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happened in Ohio when Judge Boyko stated that none of the Assignments show the named
Plaintiff to be the owner of the rights title and interest under the Mortgage at issue as of the date
of the Foreclosure Complaint
Alternatively if MERS had been the mortgagee on any of the mortgage loans
the trustee could have chosen to bring the foreclosure in MERS name
mortgagee of record as well as the note
against Judge Boykos concern that in the
do not match the named Plaintiff
R This results in MERS being the
older The MERS requirements address and protect
14 cases before him the attached Note and Mortgage
In two Florida appellate court decisions rendered this year 11ortgage Electronic Registration
Systems Inc v Oscar Revoredo 955 So2d 33 and Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc v George Azize 2007 WL 517842 which addressed challenges to the ability of MERS to
foreclose a mortgage appellate courts have ruled unanimously that MERS had standing to
prosecute a foreclosure when MERS is the holder of the promissory note and the mortgagee
The laws in Florida about standiniz to foreclose are not different than the law being applied in the
The Ohio decisions should not trouble MERS members Instead the opinions confirm the
MERS business model and the benefits that MERS offers to the mortgage industry When MERS
is the mortgagee MERS grounds title to the mortgage lien for the original lender and all of its
successors and assignees and thus does not require an assignment to be prepared and recorded
when interests in the mortgage loan are transferred from one trading partner to another including
a securitization trustee With the additional benefit of tracking the location of the promissory
note MERS can easily obtain the required status of being the note holder MERS meets the test
put forth by the Ohio judges By using the MERS System and following the MERS Rules
MERS members can avoid the outcome that occurred in Ohio
2
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MERS written instructions case reference
From Richard Kahn Head Instructor of FPGUSA Academy
For the purpose of forensic examination we expect to see written instructions from the Lender
to MERS We cannot of course cite or quote legal filings That said we may understand the
object of our investigation by considering what on particular Maine Supreme Court Judge said
revolving the issue that we are to investigate This is a good example of understanding what we
are looking for
From Maine Supreme Court Mauls MERS HSBC includes Vadney
While reviewing the case notes it became evident that an assignment executed Aug 24
2009 was purported to have been made with MERS as nominee for Calusa
Investments signed by a Maria VadneyVP of MERS Vadney ALSO represented HSBC
I have tried to make it clear in prior writings in this and many instances MERS is
nominee for the Assignor NOT the Assignee Calusa Investments is the Assignor HSBC
is the Assignee Vadney although she may not recognize it silting as VPor Assistant
Secretary for MERS as nominee for Calusa Investments is signing on behalf of Calusa
Investments MERS by its own stated rules requires written direction by Calusa
Investments directing them to convey a land title or Deed of Trust to another
entity in this case HSBC
That is simply NOT possible Calusa Investments had their license was revoked in Sept
of 2007 Thus they could not have provided written instruction to MERS to Maria
Vadney or to HSBC to transfer titles to deeds they NO LONGER own This is a direct and
intentional fraud on the courts and on the party being foreclosed upon
As an example of the MERS language requiring written instructions I attach
MERS ETA Warehouse Templatev5
As to transference of beneficial ownership rights
In the most recent MERS Procedures Manual made available on their website l MERS clearly
states they cannot transfer Beneficial Rights
Although the MERS System tracks changes in ownership of the beneficial rights
for loans registered on the MERS System the MERSSystem cannot transfer the
Version 13dated0962011
z httpwwwmersinc orgMersProductsmanualsaspxmpidlProcedures Manual page 70
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is the ssignee. adney, although she ay not recognize it, siging as V.P. or ssistant 
r t r  f r   i  f r IICalus  I t nts" i  i i   lf f IICalusa 
t t ". ,     l ,     "Cal  
ts" i       l ;  "Dee   rust"   
tity - in this case . 
. t is si ly  ssible. "Cal s  I v st ents"  t ir lic s  s r v k  i  t 
f .  t y l  t  r i  ritt  i tr ti  t  ; t  ri  
y; r t   t  tr sf r titl s t  s t y  L  n I is is  ir ct  
i t tional f   t  t    t  t  i  f l  . 
s  x l  f t   l  r iri  ritt  i str cti s I tt c  
E S_ETA_ arehouse_ Te plate_vS 
s t  tr sf r c  f fici l rs ip ri ts: 
      al\    t  site2 I   
t t  t  t tr f r fi i l i ts: 
''Although the ERS® Syste  tracks changes in o nership f the beneficial rights 
f r l s re istere   t e RS® yste , t e ERS® yste  c t tr sfer t e 
1 rsi  .3 t  9/ 6/20 1 
2 ttp://www. ersi c. rg/ rs r ts/m nuals.aspx?mpid=l r res l  0. 
  
beneficial rights to the debt The debt can only be transferred by properly
endorsing the promissory note to the transferee
My investigations into MERS reveals
a MERS was never conferred any economic benefit in the subject loan
b MERS has collected no money from the Borrowersunder this Note
c MERS will not realize the value of Borrowersproperty sold through foreclosure of
the Mortgage in the event the Note is not paid
d MERS has no financial interest in the Note
e MERS will suffer no injury if the Note is not paid
f MERS will realize no benefit if the Mortgage is foreclosed
g MERS does not satisfy requirements of constitutional standing
h MERS has never received nor are they entitled to receive any payments from the
borrower
L MERS does not enforce the security interest in the MDOT for non payment
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beneficial rights to the debt. The debt can only be transferred by properly 
endorsi  t e r issory t  t  t e tr sferee" 
 i ti  i   r veals: 
a. E S as never conferred any econo ic benefit in the subject loan. 
.  s c ll ct   y fr  t  orrower(s) r t is ote. 
c.  ill t r li  t  l  f orrower(s) r rt  s l  t r  f r l r  f 
t  rt  i  t  t t  t  is t id. 
.  has  fi ci l i t r st i  t  te. 
.  ill   i j  i    i   id. 
f.   li   it    i  l sed. 
.   t ti f  i t  f tit ti l t nding. 
h.  has never received, nor are they entitled to receive any pay ents fro  the 
rr r. 






THIS ELECTRONIC TRACKING AGREEMENT dated as of 20 this
Agreement among
I
Lender MERSCORP Holdings Inc
Electronic Ate Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS and
Borrower
WHEREAS the Lender has agreed to extend a line of credit to the Borrower for the
purpose of the Borrower lending money to potential homeowners for mortgage loans the
Mortgage Loans pursuant to the terms and conditions of a Mortgage Warehouse Loan and
Security Agreement dated as of between the Lender and Borrower as amended from
time to time the Agreement
WHEREAS the Borrower is obligated to pledge the Mortgage Loans to the Lender and
also to service the Mortgage Loans pursuant to the terms and conditions of the
Agreement and to complete all actions necessary to cause the issuance and delivery to the Lender
of the Mortgage Notes theMortgage Notes and
WHEREAS the Lender and the Borrower desire to have certain Mortgage Loans
registered on the MFRS System defined below such that the mortgagee of record under each
Mortgage defined below shall be identified as MFRS
NOWTHEREFORE the parties intending to be legally bound agree as follows
1 Definitions
below
Capitalized terms used in this Agreement shall have the meanings ascribed to them
Affected Loans shall have the meaning assigned to such term in Section4b
Assignment of Mortgage shall mean with respect to any Mortgage an assignment of
the Mortgage notice of transfer or equivalent instrument in recordable form sufficient under the
laws of the jurisdiction wherein the related mortgaged property is located to effect the
assignment of theMort upon recordation
Event of Default shall mean a default that is not cured within the applicable grace
period as defined in the Agreement
MERS Procedures Manual shall mean the MERS Procedures Manual attached as
Exhibit B hereto as it may be amended from time to time
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 A KI   
  
Lender Org ID _____ _ 
Borrower Org ID _____ _ 
  I   t  s f , 0_ (this 
"Agree ")  ("Len r"),  oldings, c. 
("Electr  gent"), ortgage lectronic egistration Syste s, Inc. (" E ") and 
_______ ("Bor er"). 
,        l   i  t  t    t  
purpose of the orro er lending oney to potential ho eo ners for ortgage loans (the 
"Mortgage ") pursuant to the ter s and conditions of a ortgage arehouse Loan and 
curi  re     t  t  r  rr er,   fr  
  e (the" "). 
, the orro er is obligated to pledge the ortgage oans to the ender and 
also to service the ortgage Loans pursuant to the ter s and conditions of the ____ _ 
re t  t  lete ll ti s ss r  t  s  t  iss   li r  t  t  r 
  rtga  t  (th  "Mortg 2"e tes"),  
ERE S, the Lender and the Borro er desire to have certain ortgage Loans 
re istere   t e E S® ste  (define  elow) s c  t at t e rt a ee f rec r  er eac  
rtga  (define  l )   ie   E ; 
, , the parties, intending to be legally bound, agree as follo s: 
. tio . 
it lize  t r s s  i  t is gree t s ll  t  i s s ri  t  t  
belo . 
"Affected oans" shall have the eaning assigned to such ter  in Section 4(b). 
"Assignment of ortgage" shall mean, with respect to any ortgage, an assignment of 
the ortgage, notice of transfer or equivalent instru ent in recordable for , sufficient under the 
laws of the jurisdiction wherein the related ortgaged property is located to effect the 
as ent  t e ortgage upon re . 
"Event of Default" shall mean a default that is not cured within the applicable grace 
pe iod as defined in the gree ent. 
"MERS Procedures al" l ea  e ERS rocedures a  t   
ibit  he , as it a  be a e e  ro  ti e to ti . 
LF 076 
MERS Designated Mortgage Loan shall have the meaning assigned to such term in
Section 3
MERSO System shall mean the Electronic Agents mortgage electronic registry
system as more particularly described in the MERS Procedures Manual
Mortgage shall mean a lien mortgage or deed of trust securing a Mortgage Note
Mortgage Loan shall mean each mortgage loan that is pledged by Borrower to Lender
Mortgage Loan Documents shall mean the originals of the Mortgage Notes and other
documents and instruments
Mortgage Note shall mean a promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness of the
obligor thereunder representing a Mortgage Loan and secured by the related Mortgage
Mortgagor shall mean the obligor on a Mortgage Note
Notice of Default shall mean a notice from the Lender that an Event of Default has
occurred and is continuing
Opinion of Counsel shall mean a written opinion of counsel in form and substance
reasonably acceptable to the Lender
Person shall mean any individual corporation company voluntary association
partnership joint venture limited liability company trust unincorporated association or
government or any agency instrumentality or political subdivision thereof
2 Appointment of the Electronic Agent
a The Lender and the Borrower by execution and delivery of this Agreement each
does hereby appoint MERSCORP Holdings Inc as the Electronic Agent subject to the terms of
this Agreement to perform the obligations set forth herein
b MERSCORP Holdings Inc by execution and delivery of this Agreement does
hereby i agree with the Lender and the Borrower subject to the terms of this Agreement to
perform the services set forth herein and ii accepts its appointment as the Electronic Agent
3 Designation ofMERS as Mortgagee ofRecord Designation of Investor and Servicer
of Record in MERS
The Borrower represents and warrants that a it has designated or shall designate MERS
as and has taken or will take such action as is necessary to cause MERS to be the mortgagee of
record as nominee for the Borrower with respect to the pledged Mortgage Loans in accordance
with the MERS Procedures Manual and b it has designated or will promptly designate itself as
the servicer or subservicer in the MERSO System for each such pledged Mortgage Loan each
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"ME  esignated ortgage oan" shall have the eaning assigned to such ter  in 
Section 3. 
" ® ystem" shall ean the lectronic gent's ortgage electronic registry 
stem, s  rti l rl  cri  i  t   r  nual. 
"Mortg e" ll   li n, rt  r  f tr t ecuri   rt  te. 
"Mortga  an" shall   rt  l  t t is l   rr r t  er. 
"Mortgage  u ents" s ll  t  ri i ls f t  rt  t s an  t r 
  t . 
"Mortgage te" s ll   r iss r  t  r t r i  f i t ss f t  
obligor thereunder, representing a ortgage Loan, and secured by the related ortgage. 
"Mortgagor" shall ean the obligor on a ortgage ote. 
"Notice  fault" l        t    f lt  
  i  ti i . 
"Opinio  f sel" s all ea  a ritte  i i  f c sel i  f r  a  s sta ce 
l  e   r. 
"Person" shall ean any individual, corporation, co pany, voluntary association, 
partnership, joint venture, li ited liability co pany, trust, unincorporated association or 
r t (or  ncy, i tr t lit  r litic l i i i  t reof). 
2. pp int e   t e  t. 
(a) he ender and the orro er, by execution and delivery of this gree ent, each 
es ere  a i t  l i s, I c. as the lectr ic e t, s ject t  t e ter s f 
t is gre t,      t  r in. 
(b) MERSCORP Holdings, Inc., by execution and delivery of this Agreement, does 
hereby (i) agree ith the Lender and the orro er subject to the ter s of this gree ent to 
perfor  the services set forth herein, and (ii) accepts its appoint ent as the Electronic Agent. 
3. e   ERS  ortgagee  ; e   Investor  icer 
of  in . 
The Borrower represents and arrants that (a) it has designated or shall designate ERS 
as, and has taken or ill take such action as is necessary to cause ERS to be, the ortgagee of 
record, as no inee for the orro er, ith respect to the pledged ortgage oans in accordance 
ith the ERS Procedures anual and (b) it has designated or ill pro ptly designate itself as 
the servicer or subservicer in the ERS® Syste  for each such pledged ortgage Loan (each 
2 
LF  
pledged Mortgage Loan so designated is a MERS Designated Mortgage Loan and has
designated or will promptly designate the Lender as the interim funder on the MERS System
with respect to each MERS Designated Mortgage Loan
4 Oblieations of the Electronic Anent
a The Electronic Agent shall ensure that MERS as the mortgagee of record under
each MERS Designated Mortgage Loan shall promptly forward all properly identified notices
MERS receives in such capacity to the person or persons identified in the MERS System as the
servicer or if a subservicer is identified in the MERS System the subservicer for such MERS
Designated Mortgage Loan
b Upon receipt of a Notice of Default in the form of Exhibit C from the Lender in
which the Lender shall identify the MERS Designated Mortgage Loans with respect to which the
Borrowersright to act as servicer or subservicer thereof has been terminated by the Lender the
Affected Loans the Electronic Agent shall modify the investor fields andorservicer fields to
reflect the investor andor servicer on the MERS System as the Lender or the Lenders
designee with respect to such Affected Loans Following such Notice of Default the Electronic
Agent shall follow the instructions of the Lender with respect to the Affected Loans without
further consent of the Borrower and shall deliver to the Lender any documents andor
information to the extent such documents or information are in the possession or control of the
Electronic Agent with respect to the Affected Loans requested by the Lender
c Upon the Lenders request and instructions and at the Borrowers sole cost and
expense the Electronic Agent shall deliver to the Lender or the Lenders designee an
Assignment of Mortgage from MERS in blank in recordable form but unrecorded with respect
to each Affected Loan provided however that the Electronic Agent shall not be required to
comply with the foregoing unless the costs of doing so shall be paid by the Borrower or a third
Ply
d The Electronic Agent shall promptly notify the Lender if it has actual knowledge
that any mortgage pledge lien security interest or other charge or encumbrance exists with
respect to any of the Mortgage Loans Upon the reasonable request of the Lender the Electronic
Agent shall review the field designated interim funder and shall notify the Lender if any
Person other than the Lender is identified in the field designated interim funder
e In the event that i the Borrower the Electronic Agent or MERS shall be served
by a third party with any type of levy attachment writ or court order with respect to any MERS
Designated Mortgage Loan or ii a third party shall institute any court proceeding by which any
MERS Designated Mortgage Loan shall be required to be delivered otherwise than in accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement the Electronic Agent shall promptly deliver or cause to be
delivered to the other parties to this Agreement copies of all court papers orders documents and
other materials concerning such proceedings
f Upon the request of the Lender the Electronic Agent shall run a query with
respect to any and all specified fields with respect to any or all of the MERS Designated
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le e  rtga e an, s  esi ate  is a "MERS esi ate  rt a e a "),   
designated or ill pro ptly designate the ender as the interi  funder on the RS® yste  
ith respect to each E S esignated ortgage Loan. 
. igations   c g  
(a) e lectr ic e t s all e s re t at , as t e rtga ee f rec r  er 
   rtga  , l    l  r  ie   
 es   ci       ie    RS®    
r i r r i   r i r is i tifie  i  t  RS® te , t  r i r f r   
si t  ortgage . 
(b)  r i t f  tic  f f ult, i  t  f r  f i it , fr  t  r i  
hich the ender shall identify the  esignated ortgage oans ith respect to hich the 
r wer's i t t  t  i   r i  t    t i t   t   (the 
"Affecte  oans"), t e lectr ic e t s all if  t e i est r fiel s and/or ser icer fiel s t  
reflect t e i est r a /or ser icer  t e RS® ste  as t e e er r t e ender's 
designee ith respect to such Mfected oans. ollo ing such otice of efault, the lectronic 
Agent shall follow the instructions of the Lender with respect to the Mfected Loans without 
further consent of the orro er, and shall deliver to the Lender any docu ents and/or 
i f r ti  (to t  t t  t  r i f r ti  r  i  t  si  r tr l f t  
lectr ic ent) ith res ect t  t e Mfecte  a s re este   t e e er. 
(c) pon the ender's request and instructions, and at the orrower's sole cost and 
expense, the lectronic gent shall deliver to the ender or the ender's designee, an 
ssign ent of ortgage fro  E S, in blank, in recordable for  but unrecorded ith respect 
to each ffected Loan; provided ho ever, that the Electronic gent shall not be required to 
co ply ith the foregoing unless the costs f doing so shall be paid by the orro er or a third 
party. 
(d)  l t i  t ll tl  tif  t   if it  t l le  
t at a  rt a e, le e, lie , sec rit  i terest r t er c ar e r e c ra ce e ists it  
respect to any of the ortgage Loans. Upon the reasonable request of the Lender, the Electronic 
gent shall revie  the field designated "interi  funder" and shall notify the Lender if any 
Person (other than the Lender) is identified in the field designated "interi  funder". 
(e) I  t e e e t t at (i) t e rr er, t e lectr ic e t r  s all e ser e  
by a third party ith any type of levy, attach ent, rit or court order ith respect to any  
esignated ortgage oan or (ii) a third party shall institute any court proceeding by hich any 
ERS esignated ortgage Loan shall be required to be delivered other ise than in accordance 
with the provisions of this Agree ent, the Electronic Agent shall pro ptly deliver or cause to be 
eli ere  t  t e t er arties t  t is ree e t c ies f all c rt a ers, r ers, c e ts a  
other aterials concerning such proceedings. 
(1)  t e re est f t e e er, t e lectr ic e t s all r  a er  it  
respect to any and all specified fields ith respect to any or all of the S esignated 
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Mortgage Loans and if requested by the Lender shall change the information in such fields in
accordance with the Lenders instructions
g MERS as mortgagee of record for the MERS Designated Mortgage Loans shall
take all such actions as may be required by a mortgagee in connection with servicing the MERS
Designated Mortgage Loans at the request of the applicable servicer identified on the MERS
System including but not limited to executing andor recording any modification waiver
subordination agreement instrument of satisfaction or cancellation partial or full release
discharge or any other comparable instruments at the sole cost and expense of the Borrower
h MERS may cause certain officers of the Lender to be appointed officers of
MERS with authority to wield all of the powers specified in the corporate resolution of MERS
with respect to the MERS Designated Mortgage Loans The corporate resolution may be
modified amended replaced or revoked and any authorizations and powers specified therein
may be subject to change
5 Access to Information
Upon the Lendersrequest the Electronic Agent shall furnish the Lender or its auditors
information in its possession with respect to the MERS Designated Mortgage Loans and shall
permit them to inspect the Electronic Agentsand MERS records relating to the MERS
Designated Mortgage Loans at all reasonable times during regular business hours
6 Representations of the Electronic Agent and MERS
The Electronic Agent and MERS hereby represent and warrant as of the date hereof that
a each of the Electronic Agent and MERS has the corporate power and authority
and the legal right to execute and deliver and to perform its obligations under this Agreement
and has taken all necessary corporate action to authorize its execution delivery and performance
of this Agreement
b no consent or authorization of filing with or other act by or in respect of any
arbitrator or governmental authority and no consent of any other Person is required in connection
with the execution delivery performance validity or enforceability of this Agreement
c this Agreement has been duly executed and delivered on behalf of the Electronic
Agent and MERS and constitutes a legal valid and binding obligation of the Electronic Agent
and MERS enforceable in accordance with its terms except as enforceability may be limited by
bankruptcy insolvency reorganization moratorium or similar laws affecting the enforcement of
creditors rights generally and by general principles of equity whether enforcement is sought in
proceedings in equity or at law
d the Electronic Agent and MERS will maintain at all times insurance policies for
fidelity and errors and omissions in amounts of at least three million dollars3000 and
five million dollars5000 respectively and a certificate and policy of the insurer shall be
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t   nd, i  r t  by t  der, shall  t  i f ti  i  su  fi l  i  
acc r a ce it  t e ender's i structions. 
(g) ERS, as ortgagee of record for the ERS Designated ortgage Loans, shall 
ta e all suc  acti s as a  e re ire   a rt a ee i  connecti  it  servici  t e  
esignated ortgage oans at the request of the applicable servicer identified on the ERS® 
stem, l i g,   l  to, t  ndlor r cording, any odifi ation, iver, 
subordination agree ent, instru ent of satisfaction or cancellation, partial or full release, 
i r  r  t r r l  i tr nts, t t  l  t   f t  rr er. 
(h) ERS ay cause certain officers of the Lender to be appointed officers of 
ERS, with authority to wield all of the powers specified in the corporate resolution of ERS, 
it  res ect t  t e  esi ate  rtga e a s. e c r rate resol ti  a  e 
odified, a ended, replaced, or revoked, and any authorizations and po ers specified therein 
  j t t  nge. 
5.  t  ti . 
pon the ender's request, the lectronic gent shall furnish the ender or its auditors 
information in its possession with respect to the ERS Designated ortgage Loans and shall 
per it the  to inspect the lectronic gent's and ' records relating to the  
esignated ortgage oans at all reasonable ti es during regular business hours. 
6. s      . 
e lectr ic e t a   ere  re rese t a  arra t as f t e ate ere f t at: 
(a) each of the Electronic Agent and ERS has the corporate power and authority 
and the legal right to execute and deliver, and to perfor  its obligations under this gree ent, 
and has taken all necessary corporate action to authorize its execution, delivery and perfor ance 
 this gre t; 
(b) no consent or authorization of, filing ith, or other act by or in respect of, any 
arbitrator r govern ental authority and no consent f any other erson is required in connection 
ith the execution, delivery, perfor ance, validity or enforceability of this gree ent; 
(c) this gree t has been l  te  a d delivered  l   t e le tr ic 
Agent and MERS and constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of the Electronic Agent 
and ERS enforceable in accordance with its terms, except as enforceability may be limited by 
bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, oratoriu  or si ilar la s affecting the enforce ent of 
creditors' rights generally and by general principles of equity (whether enforce ent is sought in 
proceedings in e ty or at la ); 
(d) the Electronic Agent and ERS will aintain at all times insurance policies for 
fidelity and errors and o issions in a ounts of at least three illion dollars ($3,000,000) and 
five illion dollars ($5,000,000) respectively, and a certificate and policy of the insurer shall be 
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furnished to the Lender upon request and shall contain a statement of the insurer that such
insurance will not be terminated prior to 30 days written notice to the Lender
7 Covenants ofMFRS
MERS shall a not incur any indebtedness other than in the ordinary course of its
business b not engage in any dissolution liquidation consolidation merger or sale of assets
c not engage in any business activity in which it is not currently engaged d not take any
action that might cause MERS to become insolvent e not form or cause to be formed any
subsidiaries f maintain books and records separate from any other person or entity g
maintain its bank accounts separate from any other person or entity h not commingle its assets
with those of any other person or entity and hold all of its assets in its own name iconduct its
own business in its own name 0 pay its own liabilities and expenses only out of its own funds
k observe all corporate formalities 1 enter into transactions with affiliates only if each such
transaction is intrinsically fair commercially reasonable and on the same terms as would be
available in an arms length transaction with a person or entity that is not an affiliate m pay the
salaries of its own employees from its own funds n maintain a sufficient number of employees
in light of its contemplated business operations o not guarantee or become obligated for the
debts of any other entity or person p not hold out its credit as being available to satisfy the
obligation of any other person or entity q not acquire the obligations or securities of its
affiliates or owners including partners members or shareholders as appropriate r not make
loans to any other person or entity or buy or hold evidence of indebtedness issued by any other
person or entity except for cash and investmentgrade securities s allocate fairly and
reasonably any overhead expenses that are shared with an affiliate including paying for office
space and services performed by any employee of any affiliate t use separate stationery
invoices and checks bearing its own name u not pledge its assets for the benefit of any other
person or entity v hold itself out as a separate identity w correct any known
misunderstanding regarding its separate identity x not identify itself as a division of any other
person or entity and y maintain adequate capital in light of its contemplated business
operations
MERS agrees that in no event shall MERS status as mortgagee of record with respect to
any MERS Designated Mortgage Loan confer upon MERS any rights or obligations as an owner
of any MERS Designated Mortgage Loan or the servicing rights related thereto and MERS will
notexercise such rights unless directed to do so by the Lender
8 Covenants of Borrower
a The Borrower covenants and agrees with the Lender that with respect to each
MERS Designated Mortgage Loan it will not identify any party except the Lender in the field
interim funder on theMERS System
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f r is e  t  t e e er  req est a  shall contai  a state ent f t e i s rer that suc  
 il  t  t r i  ri  t   ys' ri  ti  t  t  der. 
7.   E S. 
 all (a) t i r ny i te es  t r t  i  t  r i r  c r   it  
i ss, (b) t  i  ny i solution, li i ti n, soli ati , r r or l  of assets, 
(c) t  i   si ss cti it  i  i  it is t rr ntl  engaged, ( ) t t  ny 
action that ight cause E S to beco e insolvent, (e) not for , or cause to be for ed, any 
subsidiaries, (f) maintain books and records separate from any other person or entity, (g) 
aintain its bank accounts separate fro  any other person or entity, (h) not co ingle its assets 
it  t    t r r   tit   l  ll  it  t  i  it   , (i) t it  
 si ss i  its  , (j)  its  li iliti s  s s l  t f its  f s, 
(k) s r  ll r r t  f r liti s, (1) t r i t  tr s ti s it  ffiliates ul  if  s  
transaction is intrinsically fair, co ercially reasonable, and on the sa e ter s as ould be 
available in an arm's length transaction with a person or entity that is not an affiliate, (m) pay the 
salaries of its o n e ployees fro  its o n funds, (n) aintain a sufficient nu ber of e ployees 
in light of its conte plated business operations, (0) not guarantee or beco e obligated for the 
debts of any other entity or person, (p) not hold out its credit as being available to satisfy the 
li ati  f a  t er ers  r e tit , (q) t ac ire t e li ati s r sec rities f its 
affiliates or o ners, including partners, e bers or shareholders, as appropriate, (r) not ake 
loans to any other person or entity or buy or hold evidence of indebtedness issued by any other 
person or entity (except for cash and invest ent-grade securities), (s) allocate fairly and 
reasonably any overhead expenses that are shared with an affiliate, including paying for office 
space and services perfor ed by any e ployee of any affiliate, (t) use separate stationery, 
invoices, and checks bearing its o n na e, (u) not pledge its assets for the benefit of any other 
person or entity, (v) hold itself out as a separate identity, (w) correct any kno n 
isunderstanding regarding its separate identity, (x) not identify itself as a division of any other 
rs  r tit ,  (y) i t i  t  it l i  light f its t late  siness 
. 
E S agrees that in no event shall E S' status as ortgagee of record ith respect to 
any  esignated ortgage oan confer upon ERS any rights or obligations as an o ner 
of any  esignated ortgage oan or the servicing rights related thereto, and  ill 
t e ercise ch rights less irecte  t     t e e r. 
. venants  . 
(a) he orro er covenants and agrees ith the ender that ith respect to each 
ERS esignated ortgage oan, it ill not identify any party except the ender in the field 
"interim fu r" n the S® t . 
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b Borrower will provide the Lender with a Mort Identification Number
MIN for each MERS Designated Mortgage Loan that the Lender has extended credit on for
which MERS is the mortgagee of record
9 No Adverse Interest of the Electronic Agent orMERS
By execution of this Agreement the Electronic Agent and MERS each represents and
warrants that it currently holds and during the existence of this Agreement shall hold no adverse
interest by way of security or otherwise in any MERS Designated Mortgage Loan The MERS
Designated Mortgage Loans shall not be subject to any security interest lien or right to setoff by
the Electronic Agent MERS or any third party claiming through the Electronic Agent or MERS
and neither the Electronic Agent nor MERS shall pledge encumber hypothecate transfer
dispose of or otherwise grant any third party interest in the MERS Designated Mortgage Loans
10 Indemnification of the Lender
The Electronic Agent agrees to indemnify and hold the Lender and its designees harmless
against any and all liabilities obligations losses damages penalties actions judgments suits
costs expenses or disbursements including reasonable attorneys fees that the Lender may
sustain arising out of any breach by the Electronic Agent of this Agreement the Electronic
Agents negligence bad faith or willful misconduct its failure to comply with the Lenders
instructions hereunder or to the extent caused by delays or failures arising out of the inability of
the Lender or the Electronic Agent to access information on the MFRS System The foregoing
indemnification shall survive any termination or assignment of this Agreement
11 Reliance of theElectronic Agent
a In the absence of bad faith on the part of the Electronic Agent the Electronic
Agent may conclusively rely as to the truth of the statements and the correctness of the opinions
expressed therein upon any request instruction certificate or other document furnished to the
Electronic Agent reasonably believed by the Electronic Agent to be genuine and to have been
signed or presented by the proper party or parties and conforming to the requirements of this
Agreement
b Notwithstanding any contrary information which may be delivered to the
Electronic Agent by the Borrower the Electronic Agent may conclusively rely on any
information or Notice of Default delivered by the Lender and the Borrower shall indemnify and
hold the Electronic Agent harmless for any and all claims asserted against it for any actions taken
in good faith by the Electronic Agent in connection with the delivery of such information or
Notice ofDefault
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(b) orro er ill provide the ender ith a ortgage Identification u ber 
("MI ") f r   si t  rtga e  t t t  r s t  r it  f r 
i   is t  rtga e  f r rd. 
.  rs  I terest f t  l tr i  t r . 
 ti  f t is r t, t  l tr i  e t    r r s ts  
arra ts t at it c rre tl  l s, a  ri  t e e iste ce f t is ree e t s all ld,  a erse 
interest, by ay of security or other ise, in any S esignated ortgage oan. he S 
esignated ortgage Loans shall not be subject to any security interest, lien or right to set-off by 
t  l tr i  t, , r  t ir  rt  l i i  t r  t  l tr i  t r , 
 it r t  l tr i  t r  s ll l , r, t te, tr sfer, 
is se f, r t er ise ra t a  t ir  art  i terest i , t e  esi ate  rt a e a s. 
. c    der. 
he lectronic gent agrees to inde nify and hold the ender and its designees har less 
against any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, da ages, penalties, actions, judg ents, suits, 
costs, expenses or disburse ents, including reasonable attorneys' fees, that the Lender ay 
s st i  risi  t f  r   t  l tr i  t f t is r nt, t  l tr i  
gent's negligence, bad faith or illful isconduct, its failure to co ply ith the ender's 
instructions hereunder or to the extent caused by delays or failures arising out of the inability of 
the ender or the lectronic gent to access infor ation on the ERS® Syste . he foregoing 
i ific ti  s ll s r i e  t r i ti  r ssi t f t is r nt. 
. a     nt. 
(a) In the absence of bad faith on the part f the lectronic gent, the lectronic 
gent ay conclusively rely, as to the truth of the state ents and the correctness of the opinions 
e resse  t erei ,  a  re est, i str cti , certificate r t er c e t f r is e  t  t e 
lectronic gent, reasonably believed by the lectronic gent to be genuine and to have been 
signed or presented by the proper party or parties and confor ing to the require ents of this 
r t. 
(b) ot ithstanding any contrary infor ation hich ay be delivered to the 
lectronic gent by the orro er, the lectronic gent ay conclusively rely on any 
infor ation or otice of efault delivered by the ender, and the orro er shall inde nify and 
ld t  l tr i  t r les  f r   ll l i  rt  i t it f r  ti  t  
i   fait   t e lectr ic e t i  c ecti  it  t e eli er  f s c  i f r ati  r 




It is understood that the Electronic Agent or its successor will charge such fees and
expenses for its services hereunder as set forth in a separate agreement between the Electronic
Agent and the Borrower The Electronic Agent shall give prompt written notice of any
disciplinary action instituted with respect to the Borrowersfailure to pay any fees required in
connection with its use of the MERS System and will give written notice at least thirty 30
days prior to any revocation of the Borrowersmembership in theMERS System
13 Resignation of the Electronic Agent Termination
a The Lender has entered into this Agreement with the Electronic Agent and MERS
in reliance upon the independent status of the Electronic Agent and MERS and the
representations as to the adequacy of their facilities personnel records and procedures its
integrity reputation and financial standing and the continuance thereof Neither the Electronic
Agent nor MERS shall assign this Agreement or the responsibilities hereunder or delegate their
rights or duties hereunder except as expressly disclosed in writing to and approved by the
Lender or any portion hereof or sell or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of its property
or assets without providing the Lender with at least 60 days prior written notice thereof
b Neither the Electronic Agent nor MERS shall resign from the obligations and
duties hereby imposed on them except by mutual consent of the Electronic Agent MERS and the
Lender or upon the determination that the duties of the Electronic Agent and MERS hereunder
are no longer permissible under applicable law and such incapacity cannot be cured by the
Electronic Agent and MERS Any such determination permitting the resignation of the
Electronic Agent and MERS shall be evidenced by an Opinion of Counsel to such effect
delivered to the Lender which Opinion of Counsel shall be in form and substance acceptable to
the Lender No such resignation shall become effective until the Electronic Agent and MERS
have delivered to the Lender all of the Assignments of Mortgage in blank in recordable form
but unrecorded for each MERS Designated Mortgage Loan identified by the Lender as
collateralized by the Lender
14 Removal of the Electronic Agent
a The Lender with or without cause may remove and discharge the Electronic
Agent and MERS from the performance of its duties under this Agreement with respect to some
or all of the MERS Designated Mortgage Loans by written notice from the Lender to the
Electronic Agent and the Borrower
b In the event of termination of this Agreement at the Borrowers sole cost and
expense the Electronic Agent shall follow the instructions of the Lender for the disposition of
the documents in its possession pursuant to this Agreement and deliver to the Lender an
Assignment of Mortgage in blank in recordable form but unrecorded for each MERS
Designated Mortgage Loan identified by the Lender as collateralized by the Lender
Notwithstanding the foregoing in the event that the Lender terminates this Agreement with
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. ees. 
It is rst  t t t  l tr i  t r its s ss r ill r  s  f s  
expenses for its services hereunder as set forth in a separate agree ent bet een the lectronic 
gent and the orro er. he lectronic gent shall give pro pt ritten notice of any 
disciplinary action instituted ith respect to the orrower's failure to pay any fees required in 
ti  it  its s  f t  RS® st ,  ill i  ritt  ti  t l st t irt  (3 ) 
s ri r t   r ti  f t  rr wer's rs i  i  t  RS® st . 
.   e  t; t . 
(a)  r s t r  i t  t is r t it  t  l tr i  t   
in reliance upon the independent status of the lectronic gent and , and the 
representations as to the adequacy of their facilities, personnel, records and procedures, its 
i t rity, r t ti   fi i l t nding,  t  ti  t r of. it r t  l tr i  
t r  s ll ssi  t is re t r t  r s si ilities r r r l t  t ir 
rights or duties hereunder (except as expressly disclosed in riting to, and approved by, the 
ender) or any portion hereof or sell or other ise dispose of all or substantially all of its property 
 t  it t i i  t  e e  it  t l t  ' i  itte  ti  t reof. 
(b) either the Electronic gent nor ERS shall resign fro  the obligations and 
ti s r  i pose   t  t  t l s t f t  l tr i  nt,   t  
ender, or upon the deter ination that the duties f the lectronic gent and  hereunder 
are no longer per issible under applicable la  and such incapacity cannot be cured by the 
lectronic gent and S. ny such deter ination per itting the resignation of the 
l tr i  t   s ll  i e    i i  f s l t  s  ff t 
eli ere  t  t e e er ic  i i  f sel s all e i  f r  a  s sta ce acce ta le t  
the ender. o such resignation shall beco e effective until the lectronic gent and  
have delivered to the Lender all of the ssign ents of ortgage, in blank, in recordable for  
but unrecorded for each E S esignated ortgage Loan identified by the Lender as 
collateralized by the ender. 
.     nt. 
(a)  r, it  r it t se,  r   is r  t  l tr i  
Agent and ERS fro  the perfor ance of its duties under this Agree ent with respect to so e 
or all of the  esignated ortgage oans by ritten notice fro  the ender to the 
Electronic gent and the Borro er. 
(b) In the event of ter ination f this gree ent, at the orrower's sole cost and 
expense, the lectronic gent shall follo  the instructions of the ender for the disposition of 
the docu ents in its possession pursuant to this gree ent, and deliver to the ender an 
Assign ent of ortgage, in blank, in recordable for  but unrecorded for each ERS 
Designated ortgage Loan identified by the Lender as collateralized by the Lender. 
ot ithstanding the foregoing, in the event that the Lender ter inates this gree ent ith 
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respect to some but not all of the MERS Designated Mortgage Loans this Agreement shall
remain in full force and effect with respect to any MERS Designated Mortgage Loans for which
this Agreement is not terminated hereunder Notwithstanding any termination of this
Agreement the provisions of Section 10 shall survive any termination
15 Notices
All written communications hereunder shall be delivered via facsimile or by overnight
courier to the Electronic Agent andor the Lender andor the Borrower as indicated on the
signature page hereto or at such other address as designated by such party in a written notice to
the other parties All such communications shall be deemed to have been duly given when
transmitted by facsimile or in the case of a mailed notice upon receipt in each case given or
addressed as aforesaid
16 Term of Agreement
a This Agreement shall continue to be in effect until terminated by either the
Lender or the Electronic Agent sending written notice to the other parties of this Agreement at
least thirty 30 days prior to said termination
b Upon the termination of this Agreement by the Electronic Agent the Electronic
Agent shall at the Electronic Agents sole cost and expense execute and deliver to the Lender or
its designee an Assignment of Mortgage with respect to each MERS Designated Mortgage Loan
identified by the Lender in blank in recordable form but unrecorded In the event that this
Agreement is terminated by the Lender the duties of the Electronic Agent in the preceding
sentence shall be at the sole cost and expense of the Borrower In addition the Lender and the
Electronic Agent may at the sole option of the Lender enter into a separate agreement which
shall be mutually acceptable to the parties with respect to any or all of the MERS Designated
Mortgage Loans with respect to which this Agreement is terminated
17 Authorizations
Any of the persons whose signatures and titles appear on Exhibit A hereto are authorized
acting singly to act for the Lender the Borrower or the Electronic Agent as the case may be
under this Agreement The parties may change the information on Exhibit A hereto from time to
time but each of the parties shall be entitled to rely conclusively on the then current exhibit until
receipt of a superseding exhibit
18 Amendments
This Agreement may be amended from time to time only by written agreement of the
Lender the Borrower and the Electronic Agent
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  ,   ll,     rtga  s,   l  
r i  i  f ll f r   ff t it  r s t t    si t  rt a  s f r i  
t is re t is t t r inate  r der. ot ithstanding any ter ination of this 
ree ent, t e r isions f ecti   s all s r i e a  ter i ation. 
5. . 
ll ritten co unications hereunder shall be delivered, via facsi ile or by overnight 
courier, to the lectronic gent and/or the ender and/or the orro er as indicated on the 
i t e e t ,  t  t  es   i t    t  i   itt  ti  t  
t  t  ti . ll  i ti  ll   t    l  i   
tr s itt   f si il , r i  t  s  f  il  ti ,  r i t, i   s  i  r 
r   f r aid. 
.   nt. 
(a) is re t s ll ti  t   i  ff t til t r i t   it r t  
ender or the lectronic gent sending ritten notice to the other parties of this gree ent at 
least thirty (30) days prior to said ter ination. 
(b)  t  t r i ti   t i  r t  t  l tr i  t, t  l tr i  
gent shall, at the Electronic gent's sole cost and expense, execute and deliver to the Lender or 
its esi ee a  ssi e t f ortgage it  res ect t  eac   esi ate  rt a e a  
identified by the ender, in blank, in recordable for  but unrecorded. I  the event that this 
gree ent is ter inated by the ender, the duties of the lectronic gent in the preceding 
t  ll  t t  l  t   f t  rr r. I  iti , t  e er  t  
lectr ic ge t a , at t e s le ti  f t e e er, e ter i t  a se arate a ree e t ic  
s all e t all  acce ta le t  t e arties it  res ect t  a  r all f t e  esi ate  
ortgage oans ith respect to hich this gree ent is ter inated. 
. . 
ny of the persons hose signatures and titles appear on Exhibit  hereto are authorized, 
acting singly, to act for the Lender, the Borrower or the Electronic Agent, as the case ay be, 
under this gree ent. he parties ay change the infor ation on xhibit  hereto fro  ti e to 
ti e but each of the parties shall be entitled to rely conclusively on the then current exhibit until 
recei t f a s erse i  e ibit. 
. t . 
his gree ent ay be a ended fro  ti e to ti e only by ritten agree ent of the 




If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid by any court of competent
jurisdiction such invalidity shall not affect any other provision and this Agreement shall be
enforced to the fullest extent required by law
20 Binding Effect
This Agreement shall be binding and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their
respective successors and assigns
21 Governing Law
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH AND
GOVERNED BY THE LAW OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
THE LENDER THE BORROWER THE ELECTRONIC AGENT AND MERS
EACH IRREVOCABLY AGREES THAT ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING ARISING
OUT OF OR IN ANY MANNER RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT MAY BE
BROUGHT IN ANY COURT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA OR IN THE
USDISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA AND BY THE
EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF THIS AGREEMENT EXPRESSLY AND
IRREVOCABLY ASSENT AND SUBMIT TO THE NONEXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION
OF ANY SUCH COURTS IN ANY SUCHACTION OR PROCEEDING
22 Waiver of Jury Trial
THE LENDER THE BORROWER THE ELECTRONIC AGENT AND MERS
EACH IRREVOCABLY AGREES TO WAIVE ITS RIGHT TO A JURY TRIAL IN ANY
ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST IT ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED IN ANY
MANNERTO THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY RELATED AGREEMENT
23 Execution
This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts and by the different parties
hereto on separate counterparts each of which when so executed shall be deemed to be an
original such counterparts together shall constitute one and the same agreement
24 Cumulative Rights
The rights powers and remedies of the Electronic Agent MERS the Borrower and the
Lender under this Agreement shall be in addition to all rights powers and remedies given to the
Electronic Agent MERS the Borrower and the Lender by virtue of any statute or rule of law or
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9. everability. 
     t   l       
j ri i ti ,  i li it  ll t ff t  t r r i i ,  t i  r t ll  
e f rce  to t e f llest e te t re ire   la . 
.  ct. 
is r t s ll e i i   i r  t  t  fit f t  rti s r t   t ir 
t    signs. 
1.  . 
ID        I ,  
        I I . 
 ,  ,      
       I   
            
 I        I I IA,  I   
.S. I I      I I   I I IA,    
  I     L   
        
         EEDING. 
. i   v i l. 
 ,  ,  I     
             
       ,     
 ,      . 
. ti . 
his gree ent ay be executed in one or ore counterparts and by the different parties 
r t   s r t  t r rts,  f i ,  s  t d, s ll   t    
original; such counterparts, together, shall constitute one and the sa e agree ent. 
. ve . 
 i t , ers  ies  t e l t i  t, , t    t  
e der r t is gree t s ll  i  iti  t  ll ri ts, rs  r i s i  t  t  
lectr ic ge t, , t e rr er a  t e ender  irtue f a  stat te r r le f la , r 
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any other agreement all of which rights powers and remedies shall be cumulative and may be
exercised successively or concurrently without impairing the Lender rights in the Mortgage
Loans
25 Status of Electronic Agent
Nothing herein contained shall be deemed or construed to create a partnership joint
venture between the parties hereto and the services of the Electronic Agent and MERS shall be
rendered as independent contractors for the Lender and the Borrower Other than the obligations
of the Electronic Agent and MERS expressly set forth herein the Electronic Agent and MERS
shall have no power or authority to act as agent for the Lender or the Borrower pursuant to any




any other agree ent, all of hich rights. po ers and re edies shall be cu ulative and ay be 
e ercise  s ccessi el  r c c rre tl  it t i airi  t e ender's ri ts i  t e rt a e 
s. 
25.    nt. 
t i  r i  t i  s ll   r str  t  r t   rt rshi , j i t 
venture bet een the parties hereto and the services of the lectronic gent and  shall be 
rendered as independent contractors for the ender and the orro er. ther than the obligations 
of the lectronic gent and S expressly set forth herein, the lectronic gent and S 
s ll   r r t rit  t  t s t f r t  r r t  rr r rs t t   
r t f t rit   r r rs t t  t is r ent. 
[SI   S] 
 
  
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Lender the Borrower the Electronic Agent and MERS have duly



















I  I ESS , t e e er, t e rr er, t e lectr ic e t a   a e l  
t  t i  r t   t  t  first  ritt . 
11 
s rr er 
By: _____________ _ 
a e: 
: 
  ti s: 
tt ti : ____________ _ 
Telecopier No.: ____ _ 
Telephone No.: ____ _ 
  
By: _____________ _ 
e: 
i l : 
res   : 
tt ti n: ____________ _ 
Telecopier o.: ____ _ 
Telephone No.: ____ _ 
  











1818 Library Street Suite 300
Reston VA 20190
Attention Sharon McGann Horstkamp Esq
Telephone No 703 761 1270










Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
1818 Library Street Suite 300
Reston VA 20190
Attention Sharon McGann Horstkamp Esq
Telephone No 703 761 1270
Facsimile No 703 7480183
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[ELEC     I U    
IC  NT] 
 
I  : 




aniel . c aughlin 
 c   
ddres   ti s: 
ERSC RP oldings, Inc. 
 ibrar  tr t, it   
t ,   
tt ti : r   rst p, sq. 
elephone o.: (703) 761-1270 
i il  o.: (7 ) -018  
: 
  
 T , . 
: 
e: 
i l : 
haron c ann orstkarnp 
orporate ecretary 
res   s: 
ortgage Electronic egistration Syste s, Inc. 
 ibrar  treet, ite  
t n,   
ttention: Sharon c ann orstkarnp, sq. 
Telephone o.: (703) 761-1270 
acsi ile o.: (7 ) -0183 
  
ICM
LIST OF AUTHORIZED PERSONS
LENDER AUTHORIZATIONS
Any of the persons whose signatures and titles appear below or attached hereto are authorized







Any of the persons whose signatures and titles appear below or attached hereto are authorized







    
 I I : 
     res  le   l ,  t  reto,  t ori d, 
ti  i gly, t  t f r t  r r t i  r ent: 
By: ______ _ By: _______ _ By: _______ _ 
e: _____ _ : ______ _ e: ________ _ 
: ______ _ itl : _______ _ : ________ _ 
 I : 
 f t  rs s s  si atures  titles r l , r tt  r t , r  t ori ed, 
 l ,        ent: 
By: ______ _ By: ______ --,--_ By: _______ _ 
e: _____ _ e: ______ _ : ________ _ 






Any of the persons whose signatures and titles appear below or attached hereto are authorized






Any of the persons whose signatures and titles appear below or attached hereto are authorized










I I   I  
    
  I I : 
    s  res  e   l ,  t  r to,  thorized, 
ti  i gly, t  t  t  l t i  t  t i  ent: 
By: 
 . n 
   
 I I : 
By: 
haron c ann orstka p 
i  i t 
 f t  rs s s  si t r s  titles r l , r tt  r to, r  t ori ed, 
acti  si ly, t  act f r  er t is ree ent: 
By: 
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Attention Sharon M Horstkamp
MERSCORP Holdings Inc
1818 Library Street Suite 300
Reston Virginia 20190
Ladies and Gentlemen
Please be advised that this Notice of Default is being issued pursuant to Section 4b of that
certain Electronic Tracking Agreement the Electronic Tracking Agreement dated as of
2007 by and among the Lender the the
Borrower MERSCORP Holdings Inc the Electronic Agent and Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc MERS The Affected Loans are listed on the attached Schedule 1
including the mortgage identification numbers Accordingly the Electronic Agent shall not
accept instructions from the Borrower the Servicer any subservicer and from no party other than
the Lender with respect to such Mortgage Loans until otherwise notified by the Lender






I I  
I    
--------, --
ttention: r  . rst  
 l i s, c. 
  t et,   
ston, ir i ia  
  t : 
Please be advised that this otice of efault is being issued pursuant to Section 4(b) of that 
certai  lectr ic rac i  ree e t (the "Electro ic rac i  ree e t"),    
______ ,200_, by and a ong (the "Lender"), the (the 
"Bo ro e "),  oldings, Inc. (the "Electronic gent") and ortgage Electronic 
i tr ti  t , I . ("MERS").  ffecte  oa s r  list   t  tt  l   
(including the ortgage identification nu bers). ccordingly, the Electronic gent shall not 
accept instructions fro  the orro er, the Servicer, any subservicer and fro  no party other than 
the Lender ith respect to such ortgage Loans, until other ise notified by the Lender. 
Any terms used herein and not otherwise defined shall have such meaning specified in the 
 n  nt. 
By: ___________ _ 
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Document Custody Procedures Handbook
Chapter 1 Document Custodial Options and Requirements
Eligibility 0312
Title Eligibility 0312 Copy To Clipboard
Document ID df590db0615746dd 91 d9 113e8721 a847 Copy To Clipboard
Document Name 003680392Qach1 in1 c Copy To Clipboard
Eligibility0312
The Document Custodian eligibility requirements appear in Section 182 of the Guide An
institution must meet the requirements found within Section 182 for Freddie Mac to
approve it as a Document Custodian including but not limited to being a financial
institution that is supervised and regulated meeting Freddie Macs Minimum Acceptable Net
Worth requirement or investment grade rating as defined in Guide Section 182 and
performing the document custody function in a trust department that is established and
operated under trust powers granted by the Document Custodian primary regulator
182Document Custodian eligibility03152
aGeneral requirementsThe SellerServicer must choose a Document Custodian that
will
Enter into a custodial agreement with the SellerServicer and Freddie Mac see Section
183
Meet and maintain all applicable eligibility requirements of this section
Comply with
All Guide requirements pertaining to Notes and assignments held for Freddie Mac
Corporation FDIC Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System or the Office o
including but not limitedoCha ters 16 through 18FISections 2213 and 569
he Comptroller of the Currency OCC Od
nd other requirements for Notes assignments and related loan documents a
perform trust services under applicable law orb
amended from timetotime If the requirements are amended in the Guide then th
custodial agreement will be deemed amended to the extent necessary to conform with
such amended Guide re uirements
All terms of the custodial a reemen
Any other requirements which Fre Macmay choose to specify in order to ensure th
safety and security or enforceability of the Notes and assignments held by the Documen
Custodian
Such standards including custodial performance and such fiduciary res onsibilities a
Jma be prescribed by Freddie Mac in its discretion from timetotim
Noti Freddie Mac and the SellerServicer if at any timefails tomeet anyapiicabl
eli ibility requiremen
bBasic eligibility requirementsAn eligible Document Custodian must
1Be one of the following tvoes of institutions
A financial institution that is supervised and regulated by the Federal Deposit Insuranc
i A subsidiary of a supervised and regulated financial institution listed above authorized t
A Federal Home Loan Bank chartered pursuant to the Federal Home Loan Bank Arc
2Not be in receivership conservatorship or liquidation and have no federally regulated
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8.3~ 
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3The following must have an investment grade rating by a nationally recognized statistical
rating organization or have an Acceptable Net Wort of at least t5000
Entities applying to be Document Custodians andl
l Document Custodians with existing custodial relationships or entering into new custodial
relationships with Freddie Mac SellerServicers
413e equipped with secure fireresistant storage facilities with adequate controls on access
to ensure the safety and security of the Notes and assignments in its custody For eligible
Document Custodians and for entities applying to be a Document Custodian the vault must
provide a minimum of two hours fire protection If a Document Custodian regulator
requires a higher standard of fire protection then that higher standard shall apply
5Maintain the Note and assignments in such a manner as to ensure security and
confidentiality and prohibit unauthorized access to or use of information contained in the
Notes and assignments
6Use employees who are knowledgeable in the handling of Notes and assignments and of
the functions and duties of a Document Custodian as required by Freddie Mac including
access to and use of the Freddie Mac Selling System See Section Al12 for information
on obtaining Selling System access and user roles
7Access the electronic version of the SingleFamily SellerServicer Guide Guide through
the link on httpwwwfreddlemacco singlefamily or arrange for a current
subscription to the electronic Guide via AIIRegs
8Maintain the following insurance coverages at a minimum
jFinancial institution bond or equivalent insurance covering any loss resultinq from
Emplovee dish
sical damage or destruction to or loss of any Notes and assignments while such
currents a located on the Document CustodRrem ise
ysical damage or destruction to or loss of any Notes and assignments while such
cuments are in transit between the Document Custodian premises and anywhere
gardless of the means by which they are transported if the Document Custodian ha
ntractually agreed with the SellerServicer to assume liability for Notes and
si nments while in transi
If the Document Custodian has not contractually agreed with the SellerServicer t
ssume liability for the Notes and assignments while in transit the SeilerServicer mus
btain insurance as described in Section 184C
Errors and omissions insurance covering claims resulting from the Document Custodlan
Preach of dut neglect errors or omissions misstatement misleading statement or othe
ron ful acts committed in the conduct of document custodial service
For the purpose of these insurance coverages the Notes are to be defined as Ne otiabl
Instruments per Section 3104 of the Uniform Commercial Code UCC
Freddie Macsinsurance requirements as stated in this subsection do not diminish restric
or otherwise limit the Document Custodian responsibilities and obligations as stated in an
Form 1035E
The required insurance coverages must
Be underwritten by an insurer that has an A A minus or better rating according to th
kM Best Company
Be maintained in amounts that are deemed adequate for the number of Notes held in
Icustody and that are deemed appropriate based on prudent business practicd
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Each have a deductible amount no more than the greater of 5 of the Document
Custodian generally accepted accounting principles GAAP net worth or 1000 bL
jin no case greater than10000
In the event that a Document Custodian is covered under its parent insurance program
rather than maintaining its own insurance
The acceptable deductible amount for each insurance coverage may be no more than tl
greater of 5 of the parentsGAAP net worth or 1000 but in no case greater than
10000
The Document Custodian must be a named insured
The parentsinsurance policyiesmust meet the Document Custodian insura
requirements as stated in this sections
In the event of cancellation or non renewal of any of the required insurance covera
Document Custodian or its insurer insurance broker or agent must provide thel
ellerServicer and Freddie Macs Counterparty Credit Risk Management Department
Director Si 30 days advance written notice thereof
9Have and maintain a document tracking and renorhnn system that at minimiim
Provides in an electronic format acceptable to Freddie Mac an accounting of all Note
held for Freddie Mac identified by Freddie Mac loan number and the Servicerssixdigi
Seller Servicer numbed
Monitors the recei t of Notes and assignments including related documentation fon
example modifying instruments or powers of attorney
Monitors the release of Notes and assignments requested by the Services
Tracks the physical location of the Note and related document
Cross references the Freddie Mac loan number for each Mortgage with the loan numbe
ssigned by the Services
Accurately accounts for documents transferred or released
The Document Custodian must provide screen prints of its document tracking system
Freddie Mac together with its request for initial approval and thereafter annually as
its eligibility certification and otherwise upon request
10Have and maintain a disaster recovery nlan that dncuments at a minimum
jThe process by which the physical recoveryst ration of documents will occurs
The recovery of tracking system data including any electronica maintained
The relocationrestoration of the facilities to ensure continuing ability to eprform required
custodial functions
F Provisions for the testing and mainten nce of the Ian
A provision to notify Freddie Mac see DiireCtory 9 of a disaster within 24 hours o
he disaster according to the re uirement in Section 186 d
11Have and implement written procedures that ensure compliance with Freddie Mac
requirements and prudent practices in performing the duties of a Document Custodian with





Eliaibility reauirements for the Seller Servicer actina as its own Document
CustodianSubject to Freddie Macs approval and in Freddie Macs sole discretion the
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SellerServicer may act as its own Document Custodian if it satisfies all requirements in
Sections 182a and 182b and if the Notes and assignments for Mortgages serviced for
Freddie Mac in its custody are entrusted to a department that
1Is established and operated under trust powers granted by the SellerServicersprimary
regulator
2Has custodial officers who are duly authorized to act on behalf of the Document Custodian
in its trust capacity and empowered to enter into a custodial agreement with the
SellerServicer and Freddie Mac
3Is subject to periodic review examination and inspection by the regulator granting trust
powers
4Is independently and separately managed from any functional area that performs
Mortgage origination selling or servicing
5Maintains separate records files and operations
6Uses personnel not engaged in the functions of Mortgage origination selling or servicing
to perform the custodial function
dEligibility requirements for a thirdparty Document Custodian that is not an
affiliate of the Seller ServicerAn institution that is not an affiliate of the SellerServicer
may act as a Document Custodian if
I IIt satisfies all requirements in Sections 182aand 182bj
Within the institution the document custodial function1
Is independently and separately managed from any functional area that performs
Mort a e origination selling or servicing
Maintains separate records files and operation
Is performed b personnel not engaged in the functions of Mortgage origination selling
or servicin
eEligibility requirements for a thirdparty Document Custodian that is an affiliate
of the SellerServicerSubject to Freddie Macs approval and in Freddie Macs sole
discretion a thirdparty that is an affiliate of the SellerServicer may act as a Document
Custodian if
It meets all the requirements in Sections 182 a and 182 b
It is independently and separately managed from the SellerServicer The third art
Document Custodian may occupy the same premises as the SellerServicer as Ion as th
Separate record keeping from other functional areas including warehouse lendin
SellerServicer is not involved in the management or operations of the thirdpart
custodian
Within the institution the document custodial function
Is independently and separately managed from any functional area that perform s
Mort a eoselling or servicin
Maintains separate records files and operation
Is performed by personnel not engaged in the functions of Mortgage origination sellingl
or servicin
fAdditional eligibility requirements for a Document Custodian that is an affiliate
of a warehouse IenderFreddie Mac recognizes that there may be instances where for
operational efficiency the document custodial function shares personnel with the
institution warehouse lending function This sharing of personnel will be allowed only when
the document custodial function has
separate tracking and reporting system that provides a clear distinction between
Freddie Macsassets and the collateral held for the warehouse lende
i
Io Operating controls that provide a clear distinction between j
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i Activities that an employee performs for the benefit of the warehouse lender and
activities performed for Freddie Mac
Management decisions that apply to collateral held as security for the warehouse line
and those that apply to Notes that are held in trust for the sole benefit of Freddie Mae
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Division of Financial Practices






Skadden Arps Slate Meagher Flom LLP
1440 New YorkAvenueNW
WashingtonDC 200052111
Re Homecomings Financial LLC
DearMr Sandler
As you know the staffof the Division ofFinancial Practices of the Federal Trade
Commission has conducted an investigation of Homecomings Financial LLC Homecomings
for possible violations ofthe Equal Credit Opportunity Act 15USC 1691 1691f and its
implementing Regulation B 12CFR 202 and the Federal Trade Commission Act 15USC
41 et seq The staffinitiated this investigation after reviewing Homecomings mortgage loan
data reported pursuant to the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act 12USC 28012810 which
indicated that AfricanAmerican and Hispanic borrowers paid more for mortgage loans than
non Hispanic whites The staff investigation focused on whether the underwriting risk and the
credit characteristics ofthe borrowers justified the reported disparities in loan price
Homecomings originated the vast majority of its loans through independent brokers and
Homecomings policy and practice was to set the riskbased price and other terms of its brokered
loans In addition Homecomings policy and practice was to allow brokers to assess
discretionary charges on these loans within certain limits set byHomecomings These
discretionary charges took the form of1 fees charged at the time of origination including
broker points and fees and 2higher interest rates in return for which Homecomings paid
brokers yield spread premiums
Based on an extensive investigation which included obtaining and analyzing
Homecomings full and complete loan data the staff statistical analyses of the data show that
on average Homecomings charged AfricanAmerican and Hispanic borrowers substantially
more for home purchase and refinance loans than similarly situated non Hispanic whites The
staff further determined that these disparities were caused byHomecomings policy and practice
of allowing its brokers broad discretion to determine the amount of discretionary fees charged to
borrowers in addition to the riskbased price The staffconcluded that the disparities in these
discretionary charges are substantial statistically significant and cannot be explained by any
legitimate underwriting or credit characteristics in violation of the ECOA and the FTC Act
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Andrew L Sandler Esq Page
During the course of this investigation Homecomings ceased originating mortgage loans
and stated it has no intention to resume mortgage lending in the future In addition Residential
Capital LLC ResCap an indirect parent company ofHomecomings filed a 10Q Quarterly
Report for the third quarter 2008 for ResCap and its direct and indirect subsidiaries including
Homecomings collectively the Company which states that the ability of the Company to
continue as a going concern is in substantial doubt The 10Q further notes that the Company is
heavily dependent on its own indirect parent GMAC LLC for funding and capital support and
that there can be no assurance that such support will continue Because of these developments
and based on additional infonnation provided by the Company regarding its financial status the
staffhas closed the investigation However the staffwill continue to monitor future
developments concerning Homecomings includingwhether GMACsrecent conversion to a
bank holding company and its receipt of financial assistance from theUS Department of the
Treasury mayaffect Homecomings operating and financial status Ifwarranted by materially
changed circumstances the staffwill take appropriate action including the reopening of this
investigation
This action is not to be construed as a determination by the Commission that a violation
of the ECOA its implementing Regulation B and the FTC Act didnot occur just as the
pendency of an investigation should not be construed as a determination that a violation has






On December 24 2008 the Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve System
approved GMACsrequest to become a bank holding company See GMAC LLC IB Finance
Holding Co LLC Order Approving Formation of Bank Holding Companies and Notice to
Engage in Certain Nonbanking Activities Fed Reserve Sys Dec 24 2008
httpwwwfederalreserveovnewseventspressorders0rders2008l224al pdf GMACsnew
status as a bank holding company does not affect the Commission jurisdiction over
Homecomings as a nonbank subsidiary
On December 29 2008 theUS Treasury Department announced that it will purchase
5 billion in senior preferred equity from GMAC and will lend up to 1 billion to General
Motors GM so that GM can contribute to GMACsreorganization as a bank holding company
See Press ReleaseUSDept of the Treasury TreasuryAnnounces TARP Investment in
GMAC Dec 29 2008 httpwwwtreasgovpressrelea eshpl335tm
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About LSI TITLE and associated investigations
a LSI is owned by Lender Processing Services LPS
b LPS is also known under the name Fidelity National Financial IncFNF A visit to the LSI
websitewwwlendersservicecomevidences them as a LSI Division a Lender Processing
Services LPS company LPS doing business as LPS Default Solutions is also known as
and doing business as DocX LLC These firms are currently the subject of investigation
by the Florida Attorney GeneralsEconomic Crimes Division and a foreclosure document
fraud report the Attorney General circulated for the benefit of the public and the other
49 Attorney Generals in the National Attorney GeneralsMortgage Foreclosure
Multistate Group This report includes DocXhad offices employing dozens of workers
producing thousands of fraudulent assignments Lender Processing Services produced
2000 assignments each working day
c California Florida Michigan Illinois Washington and other state attorney generals are
investigating the parties and clearly state the problem Subject corporations those
mentioned in the above paragraph seem to be creating and manufacturing bogus
assignments ofmortgage in order thatforeclosures may go through more quickly and
efficiently These documents appear to be forged incorrectly and illegally executed false
and misleading These documents are used in court cases as real documents of
assignment and presented to the court as so when it actually appears that they are
fabricated in order to meet the demands of the institution that does not in fact have
the necessary documentation to foreclose according to the law
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Enter parties currently under multiple attorney general investigation for fabricating and
falsifying foreclosure loan documentation The04162010 Notice of Default referenced in the
paragraph above is made by LSI Title as agent for Atlantic Pacific Foreclosure Services As the
evidence in the Evidentiary Findings section reveals LS1 and its parent are the subject of
investigations and widely known in the industry to employ workers producing thousands of
fraudulent Assignments each working day The attorney generals clearly state the problem as
creating bogus assignments ofmortgage to makeforeclosures go through more quickly and
efficiently The documents appear to be forged incorrectly and illegally executed false and
misleading andused in court as real documents of assignment and presented to the court as
so when it actually appears that they arefabricated in order to meet the demands of the
institution that does not in fact have the necessary documentation to foreclose according to
law
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VII Chapter S Foreclosure Prevention Alternatives 103108
Fannie Mae does not want to foreclose a delinquent mortgage loan if there is a reasonable chance of
avoiding foreclosure If the reason for default appears to be longterm or too serious for the short term
relief measures that are discussed in Chapter 3 Delinquency Prevention to be effective the servicer
must consider Fannie Maespermanent foreclosure prevention alternatives
All conventional mortgage loans are eligible for foreclosure prevention alternativesthose held in Fannie
Maes portfolio those purchased for Fannie Maes portfolio but subsequently sold to back an MBS issue
and those originally delivered as part of an MBS pool While Fannie Mae does not require that its
foreclosure prevention alternatives be used for regular servicing option MBS mortgage loans sharedrisk
special servicing option MBS mortgage loans while the servicer sharedrisk liability remains in effect
and other mortgage loans sold to Fannie Mae under a recourse or other credit enhancement
arrangement Fannie Mae encourages a servicer to use them for these mortgage loans However when a
servicer decides to use Fannie Maes foreclosure prevention alternatives for such mortgage loans Fannie
Mae will not be responsible for any losses or expenses the servicer incurs and will not pay the incentive
fees it usually pays for certain foreclosure prevention alternatives
For servicers who service first lien mortgage loans owned or securitized by Fannie Mae and also service
subordinatelien mortgage loans for themselves or other investors and the servicer determines that a
borrower of a firstlien mortgage loan owned or securitized by Fannie Mae is eligible for one of the
foreclosure prevention alternatives an offer to the borrower to accept the foreclosure prevention
alternatives should not be contingent upon the borrower making payments or bringing current any
subordinate liens which may also exist on the property Fannie Mae recognizes that in some cases it may
be necessary to make a small payment to a subordinate lien holder when the servicer determines that it is
otherwise beneficial to pursue either a preforeclosure sale a deedinlieu of foreclosure or a loan
modification which may require a resubordination of the subordinate lien as the foreclosure prevention
alternative In those instances the servicer must obtain Fannie Maesprior written approval to make the
payment
Generally Fannie Maes standard guidelines governing foreclosure prevention options also apply to
EATPRTM Expanded ApprovalTimely Payment Awards mortgage loans All workout cases for EATPR
mortgage loans must be submitted to Fannie Mae for prior approval There is no delegation of authority
for approving workouts for EATPR mortgage loans
The servicer of a Community Living mortgage loan must be sensitive to the importance of working with
the borrower and the funding agency to resolve a serious delinquency In particular Fannie Mae requires
the servicer to devote additional resources to foreclosure prevention efforts when the group home that
secures a delinquent Community Living mortgage loan is still being occupied by disabled tenants and if
appropriate delay the initiation of foreclosure In such cases the servicer may ask Fannie Mae to work
with the borrower and the funding agency if that agency wants to pursue workout arrangements such as
a repayment plan mortgage modification loan assumption or special refinancing to avoid the additional
costs of finding replacement housing for the tenants
For government mortgage loans a servicer must offer the specific foreclosure prevention alternatives that
the mortgage insurer or guarantor makes available Fannie Mae does not design workout alternatives
specifically for government mortgage loans but on a casebycase basis is willing to consider approving
the use of one of its standard alternatives for a government mortgage loanas long as the proposed
workout is acceptable to the insurer or guarantor and would not result in a loss to Fannie Mae When
Fannie Mae has implemented special procedures related to specific workout alternatives offered by one
of the government agencies they are discussed in this Chapter For example FHA mortgage loans are
not eligible for the HomeSaver Advance HSA foreclosure prevention option Servicers of FHA mortgage
loans must utilize FHAs Partial Claim foreclosure prevention option in lieu of the HSA if applicable
However VA mortgage loans and Rural Development RD mortgage loans are eligible for an HSA
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If a servicer learns about the issuance of a leadbased paint citation obtains other evidence of lead
based paint law violations or becomes aware of threatened or pending leadbased paint litigation for any
mortgage loan secured by a one unit investment property or a two to fourunit property for which it is
considering a foreclosure prevention alternative the servicer must send Fannie Mae a copy of any
documentation it has related to leadbased paint law violations or threatened or pending leadbased paint
litigation The servicer must notify Fannie Mae about the current value of the property the amount of
Fannie Maes outstanding debt and the number of children under eight years of age who are residing in
the property giving the exact age of each child If the security property is located in Massachusetts the
servicer must conduct an actual search to determine whether there are any outstanding leadbased paint
citations against the property or the property owner before it recommends a foreclosure prevention
alternative to Fannie Mae
Fannie Maesworkout hierarchy outlined in the introduction to this Part recommends the preferred order
of consideration for the use of special relief measures and foreclosure prevention options to resolve a
delinquency
VII 610 Home Affordable Modification Program04219
Under the Treasury DepartmentsTreasury Home Affordable Modification program HAMP servicers
will use a uniform loan modification process to provide eligible borrowers with sustainable monthly
payments All servicers must participate in HAMP for all eligible mortgage loans held in Fannie Maes
portfolio or that are part of an MBS pool that has the special servicing option or a sharedrisk MBS pool
for which Fannie Mae markets the acquired property
The following words or terms are commonly used terms that relate to HAMP
A Automated Valuation Model AVM Statistically based computer programs that use real estate
information such as comparable sales property characteristics tax assessments and price
trends to provide an estimate of value for a specific property
B Brokers Price Opinion BPO A written estimate of the probable sales price of a property
performed by a real estate broker or sales person who may or may not have conducted an
interior property inspection
CashC Reserves Liquid assets such as cash savings money market funds marketable stocksor bonds excluding retirement accounts
E Escrow Shortage The amount by which the current escrow account balance falls short of the
target balance at the time of the escrow analysis This amount may notbe capitalized For 1
HAMP purposes only if the borrower is unable to contribute to the escrow shortage up front the
Iservicer must collect such funds from the borrower over a 60month period
F JFHA HOPE for Homeowners The Federal Housing Administration refinance program to help
borrowers at risk of default and foreclosure to refinance into more affordable sustainable
Imortgage loans The HOPE for Homeowners program is effective from October 1 2008 to j
September 30 2011
I H jHAMP Home Affordable Modification Program
I Interest Rate Cap The Freddie Mac Weekly Primary Mortgage Market Survey PMMS Rate
for 30 year fixedrate conforming mortgage loans rounded to the nearest 0125 percent as of
1the date that the modification agreement is prepared The Freddie Mac PMMS is available on
FreddieMaccom I
jlnterim Month The month in between the last day of the final trial period month and the
effective date when the modification effective date is extended to the first day of themodification
second month following the last day of the trial period Also see Trial Period Plan Cutoff Date
J gumbo ConformingMortgage Loans Jumbo conforming mortgage loans are conventional
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'I Interi  onth. he onth in bet een the last day of the final trial period onth and the I 
.modification effective date hen the odification effective date is extended to the first day of the! 
!second onth f llo ing t e l st y f t  tri l ri . ls  s  ri l ri  l n ut-off t . i 
JJumbo Confor ing ortgage Loans. Ju bo confor ing ortgage loans are conventional 
!mortgage loans sold to Fannie ae that were originated fro  July 1, 2007 through and --.-l 
 4 
including December 31 2008 with original UPBs that exceed Fannie Maes base conforming
mortgage loan limits 417000 for a oneunit property The original UPB of a Jumbo
conforming mortgage loan may not exceed the lesser of
125 percent of the area median house price as determined at a county level of a
residence of applicable size or
175 percent of the base conforminnmnrtrrane Innn limit t700 7ro fnr n nne ithi
except in Alaska Hawaii Guam and theUSVirgin Islands where the limit is higher
The Jumbo conforming mortgage loan limits were enacted as part of the Economic
i Stimulus Act of 2008 1
L Loss of GoodStanding Achieved when three monthly payments are due and unpaid on the lastj
day of the third month Once lost good standing cannot be restored The mortgage loan is no
longer eligible to receive borrower and servicer incentives and all accrued but unpaid incentive
ipayments will be forfeited
M MarktoMarket LTVMTMLTV Ratio The ratio between i the current UPB of the mortgage
loan and ii the curvalue of the property that secures the mortgage loan j
Mdification Effective Date The first day of the month following the successful completion of the i
trial period plan
i Monthly Mortgage Payment Ratio The amount of the monthly mortgage payment divided by the
I borrowersgross monthly income For purposes of RAMP the monthly mortgage payment II includes the monthly payment of principal interest property taxes hazard insurance flood
insurance condominium fees homeowners association fees and cooperative maintenance
ifees as applicable and any applicable escrow shortage payments subject to the 60month
irepayment plan The monthly mortgage payment does not include mortgage insurance
premiums or payments due to subordinatelien holders
Modified Interest Bearing Balance The portion of the postmodification UPB excluding the
principal forbearance amount
N INet Present Value NPV Test A test using the NPV model and mortgage loan or borrower
attributes for example MTMLTV current monthly mortgage payment current credit score
delinquency status and various assumptions to determine the value of a modification as
pompared to no modification
Non BorrowerHousehold income Income from someone other than a borrower who resides in
j the property and whose income has been and can reasonably continue to be relied upon to J
j support the mortgage payment
P Principal Forbearance For thepurposes of HAMP the portion of the principal balance that is
required to be deferred to reach the Targeted Monthly Mortgage Payment Ratio This amount of
principal will result in a non interest bearing non amortizing balloon payment fully due and
i payable upon the earliest of the transfer of the property payoff of the interest bearing UPB or
maturity of the mortgage loan
T Target Monthly Mortgage Payment Ratio For purposes of HAMP as close as possible but no
less th 31 percent of the borrowe gross monthly income
Trial Payment Period A threemonth period prior to the modification effective date during which
the borrower makes payments approximating an amount equal to the modified payment as a
condition of the modification If the borrower is facing imminent default the trial period must be
Trial
four months in length
Period Plan Cutoff Date The date bywhich a borrowers last trial period payment must be
1
received for the modification to be effective the first day of the month following the last trial
1
period month The cutoff date must be after the due date of the final trial period payment A
servicer must treat all borrowers the same when applying the Trial Period Plan Cutoff Date as
evidenced by a written policy i
i Trial Period Plan Effective Date The effective date of the trial period plan If the servicer
completes and transmits the trial period plan to the borrower on or before the 15th day of aalendar month then the servicer should insert the first day of the next month as the Trial Period
Plan Effective Date If the servicer completes and transmits the trial period plan to the borrower
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I Target onthly ortgage ay ent atio. For purposes of , as close as possible but no less than 31 percent of the borrower's gross onthly inco e. 
Trial Pay ent Period. A three-month period prior to the odification effective date during which 
he borrower akes pay ents approxi ating an a ount equal to the odified pay ent as a 
I'condition of the modification. If the borrower is facing imminent default, the trial period must be f r ths i  l t . ' 
ITrial Period Plan Cut-off Date. The date by which a borrower's last trial period pay ent ust be I 
ireceived for the odification to be effective the first day of the onth following the last trial ! 
!period onth. he cut-off date ust be after the due date of the final trial period pay ent.  I 
Iservicer ust treat all borrowers the sa e when applying the Trial Period Plan Cut-off Date as 
!evidenced y  ritt  li . 
jTrial Period Plan Effective Date. The effective date of the trial period plan. If the servicer i 
Icompletes d trans its t e t i l riod l  t  t e r r  r f re t  th  f  1 
lCalendar t , then t  s rvicer ld i rt the fir t y f t  t t  s t  ri l ri ! 
IPlan ffective ate. If the servicer co pletes and trans its the trial period plan to the borrower I 
F  
after the 15th day of a calendar month the senricer should use the first day of the second month
the Trial Peri PlaEffetiv Date
Trial Period Offer Deadline The last day of the month in which the Trial Period Plan Effective
Date occurs The servicer must receive the borrowersfirst trial period payment on or before this
date
VII 6100 HAMP Eligibility06110
A mortgage loan is eligible for HAMP if it is a Fannie Mae portfolio mortgage loan or MBS mortgage loan
guaranteed by Fannie Mae and all of the following criteria are met
The mortgage loan is a firstlien conventional mortgage loan originated on or before January 1
2009 Jumbo conforming mortgage loans are eligible
The mortgage loan has not been previously modified under RAMP
The mortgage loan is delinquent or default is reasonably foreseeable mortgage loans currently in
foreclosure are eligible
The mortgage loan is secured by a one to fourunit property one unit of which is the borrowers
principal residence Cooperative share mortgages and mortgage loans secured by condominium
units are eligible for HAMP Mortgage loans secured by manufactured housing units are eligible for
HAMP
The property securing the mortgage loan must not be vacant or condemned
The borrower documents a financial hardship and represents that he or she does not have sufficient
liquid assets to make the monthly mortgage payments by completing a Request for Modification
and Affidavit RMAand providing the required income documentation The documentation
supporting income may not be more than 90 days old as of the date that such documentation is
received by the servicer in connection with evaluating a mortgage loan for HAMP
The borrower currently has a monthly mortgage payment ratio greater than 31 percent
A borrower in active litigation regarding the mortgage loan is eligible for HAMP
The servicer may not require a borrower to waive legal rights as a condition of HAMP
A borrower actively involved in a bankruptcy proceeding is eligible for HAMP at the servicer
discretion Borrowers who have received a Chapter 7 bankruptcy discharge in a case involving the
first lien mortgage loan who did not reaffirm the mortgage debt under applicable law are eligible
provided the Home Affordable Modification Trial Period Plan Notice and Home Affordable
Modification Agreement Form 3157 are revised as outlined in Section 610046 Executing the
HAMP Documents06110under Acceptable Revisions to HAMP Documents
The borrower agrees to set up an escrow account for taxes hazard insurance and flood insurance
prior to the beginning of the trial period if one does not currently exist
Mortgage loans subject to full lender recourse including MBS mortgage loans and portfolio
mortgage loans are ineligible for the Fannie Mae HAMP However servicers should consider these
mortgage loans for the non Government Sponsored Enterprise GSE HAMP
Borrowers may be accepted into the program if the Home Affordable Modification Trial Period Plan
Notice is issued to the borrower on or before December 31 2012
FHA mortgage loans that are held in Fannie Maes portfolio or that are part of an MBS pool that has the
special servicing option or a shared risk MBS pool for which Fannie Mae markets the acquired property
are eligible for the FHAHAMP as outlined in FHA Mortgagee Letter 200923 Mortgage loans guaranteed
or held by other federal government agencies ieVA and RD may also be eligible for HAMP in the
future and will be subject to guidance issued by the applicable government agency
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i-----;afier tiie15iii"ciay of a calendar onth, the servicer should use the first day of the second- onthl 
:as the Trial eriod lan ffective ate. 
·-----~Trial ff Deadli :  las   f t   i  i  th  ri l Period Plan ff ti  -
Dat  ccurs.  r i r t receive t  borrower's fir t tri l peri  pay t  r befor  t i ; 
-; ----;~~~:-------------------. ----
II, 10.01:  li i ilit  (06/0 /10) 
 rt  l  i  li i l  f r  if it i   i   rtf li  rt  l  r  rt  l  
r t   i       f ll i  i   et: 
he ortgage loan is a first-lien conventional ortgage loan originated on or before January 1, 
09. - f i  t  l   li ible. 
         H . 
 t  l  i  li t  f lt i  l  f able; t  l  tl  i  
  i i l . 
The ortgage loan is secured by a one- to four-unit property, one unit of hich is the borrower's 
principal residence. ooperative share ortgages and ortgage loans secured by condo iniu  
units are eligible for . ortgage loans secured by anufactured housing units are eligible for 
A P. 
 t  i  t  t  l  t t  t  ned. 
The borro er docu ents a financial hardship and represents that he or she does not have sufficient 
li i  t  t   t  t l  rt  t   l ti   t f r ifi ti  
 i it (R )    ir d  t ti n.   
rti  i   t  r  t    l  (as f t  t  t t  t ti  i  
r i  y t  s rvic r i  c cti  it  v l ti   rt  l  f r MP). 
 rr r rr tl    t ly rt  t r ti  r t r t   r nt. 
A borrower in active litigation regarding the ortgage loan is eligible for HA P. 
 rvicer  t r ir   rr r t  i  l al ri t    ition f P. 
 rr r tively i l  i   r t  r ing i  li ible f r  t t  r icer's 
discretion. Borro ers ho have received a hapter 7 bankruptcy discharge in a case involving the 
first-lien mortgage loan who did not reaffirm the mortgage debt under applicable law are eligible, 
i  t  e f r l  ifi ti  i l riod lan ti    r l  
ifi ti  r ent (For  ) r  r ised  tli  i  ti  10.04.06. ti  t  
 c ts (061011101 r "Acceptable visions t   c ents." 
he rro er  t  t p  scrow t r t , r  i ,  l  i r  
prior to the beginning of the trial period if one does not currently exist. 
rt age l  s bject t  full l nder r r , i l ing S rtgage l s  rtf lio 
rtgage l , r  ineligible for t  i   . , rvicers l  i r t  
ortgage loans for the non- overn ent Sponsored Enterprise (GSE) HA P. 
rro ers ay be cc t  i t  t  progra  if t  o e ff r le ification  i  l  
Notice is i sued to t  borrower n r before ece ber 3 , . 
FHA ortgage loans that are held in nnie e's ortfolio or t at re part f n S l t t s t  
special servicing option or a shared risk S pool for hich Fannie ae arkets the acquired property 
are eligible for the FHA-HAMP as outlined in FHA ortgagee Letter 2009-23. ortgage loans guaranteed 
or held by other federal govern ent agencies (Le., A and ) ay also be eligible for  in the 
future and ill be subject to guidance issued by the applicable govern ent agency. 
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A servicer must consider for modification underHAMP all first lien home equity loans and lines of credit
that meet the basic HAMP eligibility criteria so long as
the servicer has the capability within its servicing system to clearly identify the mortgage loan as a
first lien and
the servicer has the ability to establish an escrow for the mortgage loan
Servicers whose systems do not provide the required functionality are strongly encouraged to complete
system enhancements that will allow modification of first lien home equity loans and lines of credit In the
event a servicer utilizes a separate servicing system for first lien mortgage loans other than equity loans
and lines of credit and would convert the home equity loan or line of credit to the first lien mortgage
system in order to establish an escrowaccount the servicer maywait until the borrower successfully
completes the trial period plan before establishing an escrow account However the trial period payment
must still equal the target monthly mortgage payment ratio
Any HAMP modification of a first lien HELOC must result in a modified mortgage loan that is a fixed rate
fully amortizing mortgage loan that does not permit the borrower to draw any further amounts from the
line of credit Accordingly servicers should insert the following language as section40of the Home
Affordable Modification Agreement Form 3157
If my Loan Documents govern a home equity loan or line of credit then I agree that as of the
Modification Effective Date Iam terminating my right to borrow new funds undermy home equity
loan or line of credit This means that I cannot obtain additional advances and must make
payments according to this Agreement Lender may have previously terminated or suspended my
right to obtain additional advances under my home equity loan or line of credit and if so Iconfirm
and acknowledge that no additional advances may be obtained
A borrower is ineligible for a subsequent HAMP offer if
the borrower previously received a HAMP modification and lost good standing or
the borrower is considered to have failed the trial period plan because a trial period payment was
not received by the servicer by the last day of the month in which it was due
A borrower who has been evaluated for HAMP but does notmeet the minimum eligibility criteria
described in this Servicing Guide or who meets the minimum eligibility criteria but is not qualified for
HAMP by virtue of
a negative net present value NPV result where the value for the no modification scenario
exceeds the value for the modification scenario by more than5000
excessive forbearance or
other financial reason
may request reconsideration for HAMP at a future time if he or she experiences a change in
circumstance
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 servicer ust consider for odification under  all first-lien ho e equity loans and lines of credit 
t t t t  i   li i ilit  rit ri   l  s: 
the servicer has the capability within its servicing syste  to clearly identify the ortgage loan as a 
t lien,  
    i   li     t   l an. 
ervicers hose syste s do not provide the required functionality are strongly encouraged to co plete 
t  t  t t ill ll  ifi ti  f fir t-li   it  l   li  f r dit. I  t  
t  r i r tili   r t  r i i  t  f r fir t-li  rt  l  t r t  it  l  
and lines of credit and ould convert the ho e equity loan or line of credit to the first-lien ortgage 
syste  in order to establish an escro  account, the servicer ay ait until the borro er successfully 
l t  t  tri l ri  l  f r  t li i   r  ount. r, t  tri l ri  t 
  l   l    i . 
y  ific ti  f  first-li   st r s lt i   ifi  rt  l  t t is  fix -r t , 
fully a ortizing ortgage loan that does not per it the borro er to dra  any further a ounts fro  the 
line of credit. ccordingly, servicers should insert the follo ing language as section 4[0] of the o e 
ff l  ifi ti  t (For  57): 
If   t  r    it  l  r li  f r it, t  I r  t t  f t  
odification ffective ate, I a  ter inating y right to borro  ne  funds under y ho e equity 
l   li  f it. i  s t t I t t i  iti l ces,  t  
pay ents according to this Agree ent. (Lender ay have previously ter inated or suspended y 
ri t t  t i  iti l v c s r y  ity l  r li  f cr it,  if s , I c fir  
and ackno ledge that no additional advances ay be obtained.) 
 rr r i  i li i l  f r  t  ff r if: 
the borrower previously received a HA P odification and lost good standing; or 
t  rr r is c si r d t  v  f il  t  tri l ri  l  c s   tri l ri  y t s 
t i   t  i r  t  l t  f t  t  i  ich it  . 
A borrower who has been evaluated for HA P but does not eet the ini u  eligibility criteria 
ribed i  this r i i  i , r  t  t  i i  li i ilit  rit ri  t i  t lifi  f r 
  irt  f: 
 tive t r t l  (NP ) r lt r  t  l  f r t  "no ifi tion" ri  
  l e f r t e "modifi i n" i     $5,0 0; 
iv  f r r ce; r 
t r fi i l r ; 
ay request reconsideration for A P at a future ti e if he or she experiences a change in 
cir t . 
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VII 61002HAMP Documents06110
The HAMP documents are available on eFannieMaecomDocuments include the following
Solicitation Letter
Making Home Affordable Program Hardship Affidavit Form 10211
Request for Modification and Affidavit RMA Servicers may use other proprietary financial
information forms that are substantially similar in content to the RMA When the RMA is not
used servicers must obtain an executed Form 1021 Servicers may also incorporate all of the
information on this standalone affidavit into their own form
Home Affordable Modification Trial Period Plan Notice
Home Affordable Modification Documentation Request Letter
IRS Form 4506T Request for Transcript of Tax Return or IRS Form 4506TEZ Short Form
Request for Individual Tax Return Transcript
Home Affordable Modification Agreement Cover Letter
Home Affordable Modification Agreement Form 3157 hereinafter referred to as the
Agreement and
Home Affordable Modification Program Counseling Letter
VII 610031Determining Hardship04219
Every borrower and coborrower if applicable seeking a modification whether in default or not must
sign an RMA that attests to and describes one or more of the following types of hardship
A reduction in or loss of income that was supporting the mortgage loan for example
unemployment reduced job hours reduced pay or a decline in self employed business earnings
A change in household financial circumstances for example death in family serious or chronic
illness permanent or shortterm disability or increased family responsibilities adoption or birth of a
child taking care of elderly relatives or other family members
A recent or upcoming increase in the monthly mortgage payment
An increase in other expenses for example high medical and healthcare costs uninsured losses
such as those due to fires or natural disasters unexpectedly high utility bills or increased real
property taxes
A lack of sufficient cash reserves to maintain payment on the mortgage loan and cover basic living
expenses at the same time Cash reserves include assets such as cash savings money market
funds marketable stocks or bonds excluding retirement accounts and assets that serve as an
emergency fund generally equal to three times the borrowersmonthly debt payments
Excessive monthly debt payments and overextension with creditors for example the borrower was
required to use credit cards a home equity loan orother credit to make the mortgage payment
A borrower may provide evidence of hardship for reasons other than those explicitly listed above A
servicer who believes that Fannie Mae should consider a borrower for HAMP for reasons not listed above
must request prior written approval from Fannie Mae on a casebycase basis To request Fannie Mae
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II, 10.02:  t  (06/0 /10) 
  t  r  il l   FannieMae.com. t  incl  t  f ll ing: 
li it ti  tter, 
aking o e Affordable Progra  ardship Affidavit (For  1021); 
t f r ifi ti   ffi it (R A). r i r    t r r ri t r  fi i l 
i   t   i il      A.    i   
s d, s rvic rs st t i   x c t  r  21. rvic rs y ls  i c r r t  ll f t  
i f r ti   t i  t l  ffi it i t  t ir  f r ; 
 ff r l  ifi ti  ri l ri  l  ti ; 
 ff r l  ifi ti  t ti  t tt r, 
IRS For  4506-T (Request for Transcript of Tax Return) or IRS For  4506T-EZ (Short For  
equest for Individual ax eturn ranscript); 
 l   t  r; 
 l  i i i  t (For  , i      
"Agree "); and 
 f r le    tt r. 
II, 10.0 . 1: t r i i  r i  (04/2 /09) 
   - r (if li ble) i   ti , t r  lt  t,  
sign an  that attests to and describes one or ore of the follo ing types of hardship: 
A reduction in or loss of inco e that as supporting the ortgage loan; for exa ple, 
unemployment, reduced job hours, reduced pay, or a decline in self-employed business earnings. 
  i  l  fi cial i t ces; f r l , t  i  f ily, i  r i  
illness, per anent or short-term disability, or increased fa ily responsibilities (adoption or birth of a 
child, taking care of elderly relatives or other fa ily e bers). 
 recent or upco ing increase in the onthly ortgage pay ent. 
 i r se i  t r s; f  l , i  dical  lt -car  t , i red l  
(such as those due to fires or natural disasters), unexpectedly high utility bills, or increased real 
rty t . 
A lack of sufficient cash reserves to aintain pay ent on the ortgage loan and cover basic living 
expenses at the sa e ti e. Cash reserves include assets such as cash, savings, oney arket 
f , t l  stocks r  (excluding    t  t t rve   
ergency f  - generally equal to three ti es the borro er's onthly debt pay ents). 
xc ssiv  t ly t y ents d v r xt sion ith cr it rs; f r x l , t  rr er s 
required to use credit cards, a ho e equity loan, or other credit to ake the ortgage pay ent. 
 rr r ay r i  evidence f r i  f r r sons t er t  t  li itl  listed .  
rvicer ho lieves t t nnie  ld ider a rrower f r  f r r asons t li t   
ust request prior ritten approval fro  Fannie ae on a case-by-case basis. To request Fannie ae 
F  
approval servicers must contact Fannie Mae at 1888 FANNIE5 1888 FANNIE5 1888326
6435 1888 326 6435 or by email to servicing solutionsofanniemaec m
VI1 610032Government Monitoring Data04219
The Department of Housing and Urban Development HUD has directed Fannie Mae pursuant to HUDs
authority under Section 13252of the Federal Housing Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act
FHEFSSA 24CFR8144aand b 12CFR2025aand its general regulatory authority under
the Fair Housing Act 42USC3601 et seq the Act to require servicers to request and report data on
the race ethnicity and sex of borrowers involved in potential loan modifications under HAMP
Government Monitoring Data in order to monitor compliance with the Act and other applicable fair
lending and consumer protection laws This section of the Servicing Guide is incorporated into the
Mortgage Selling and Servicing Contract MSSC between Fannie Mae and its servicers and constitutes
an agreement entered into between Fannie Mae on behalf of HUD and Fannie Maes approved
servicers As such this is an agreement entered into by Fannie Maes approved servicers with an
enforcement agencyie HUD to permit the enforcement agency to monitor or enforce compliance with
federal law within the meaning of 12CFR2025a
HUD has specified that the Government Monitoring Data shall be collected in the RMA Servicers must
request but not require that each borrower who completes an RMA in connection with HAMP furnish the
Government Monitoring Data If any borrower chooses not to provide the Government Monitoring Data or
any part of it the servicer must note that fact on the RMA in the space provided In such circumstances
and if the RMA is completed in a face toface setting the servicer its representative or agent shall then
also note on the form to the extent possible on the basis of visual observation or surname the race
ethnicity and sex of any borrower or coborrower who has not furnished the Government Monitoring
Data If any borrower declines or fails to provide the Government Monitoring Data on an RMA taken by
mail or telephone or on the Internet the data need not be provided In such a case the servicer must
indicate that the RMA was received by mail telephone or Internet if it is not otherwise evident on the
face of the RMA
VII 61003Reasonably Foreseeable Imminent Default 06110
Servicers are prohibited from soliciting borrowers who are current or less than 30 days delinquent for
participation in HAMP However if such a borrower contacts the servicer the servicer mayconsider
HAMP as a viable foreclosure prevention alternative The servicer must make a determination that the
borrower is facing imminent default prior to sending a firm offer to such a borrower
A borrower who is current contacts the servicer for a modification appears potentially eligible for a
modification and has suffered an eligible hardship as described in Section 61003 Determining
Hardship 041211091 must be evaluated using Freddie Macs Imminent Default IndicatorTM IDI a
statistical model that predicts the likelihood of default or serious delinquency IDI must also be used to
evaluate such borrowers who are in default but less than 60 days delinquent
For borrowers who must be evaluated using IDI the servicer must evaluate the borrowersfinancial
condition in light of the borrower hardship as well as the condition of and circumstances affecting the
property securing the mortgage loan The servicer must verify all financial documentation income and
asset for all borrowers of mortgage loans that are either current or less than 60 days delinquent prior to
offering a trial period plan
Servicers must obtain a completed RMA from the borrowersto evaluate the borrowersfinancial
condition in determining whether the borrower is facing imminent default and must also obtain a current
credit report for the borrowersto validate and supplement the borrowers information The servicer
should request such other documents from borrowersas deemed necessary to evaluate the borrower
financial condition
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pproval, r i r  ust contact Fannie ae t - - I  i-8 -FANNI  (1-888-326-
6435 1-888-326-6435) r by e il toservicin solutions@fanniema .com. 
II, 10.0 . 2: r t it ri  t  (04/2 /09) 
 rt t f si   r  evel t ( ) s direct  i  ae, rsuant t  UD's 
authority under ection 1325(2) of the Federal ousing nterprises Financial afety and oundness ct 
(F SA),  .F.R. 1.4 (a)  (b), 1  .F.R. 02.5(a)(2),  it  r l r l t r  t rit  r 
the Fair Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. 3601 et seq. (the Act) to require servicers to request and report data on 
t  race, thnicity,     i  i  i l l  ifi i    
("Govern ent onitoring ata") in order to onitor co pliance ith the ct and other applicable fair 
lending and consu er protection laws. This section of the Servicing Guide is incorporated into the 
     ( ) t  i    i    c tit t  
an agree ent entered into bet een annie ae, on behalf of D, and annie ae's approved 
r i rs.  , t i  i   r t t r  i t   i  ae's r  r i r  it   
enforce ent agency (Le., HUD) to per it the enforce ent agency to onitor or enforce co pliance with 
f r l l , it i  t  i  f  .F.R. 02.5(a)(2). 
  ifi  t t t  r t it ri  t  ll  ll t  i  t  A. r i r  t 
t,   ir ,            f i   
overn ent onitoring ata. If any borro er chooses not to provide the overn ent onitoring ata, or 
any part of it, the servicer ust note that fact on the A in the space provided. In such circu stances, 
and if the RMA is completed in a face-to-face setting, the servicer, its representative, or agent shall then 
ls  t   t  f r , t  t  xt t ssi l   t  sis f vis l s rv ti  r s r e, t  r ce, 
ethnicity, and sex of any borrower or co-borrower who has not furnished the Government Monitoring 
Data. If any borrower declines or fails to provide the Govern ent onitoring Data on an R A taken by 
il r t l  r  t  I t r t, t  t   t  r vi ed. I  s c   c s , t  s rvic r st 
i i t  t t t    r i   il, t l , r I t r t, if it i  t t r i  i t  t  
face of the . 
II, 610.03.03: eas a ly reseea le (Im i e t) efa lt (06/01/10) 
Servicers are prohibited from soliciting borrowers who are current or less than 30 days delinquent for 
rti i ti  i  . r, if   rr r t t  t  r i r, t  r i r  i r 
    f r l r  r tion .  i r t      
r r i  f i  i i t f lt i r t  i   fi  ffer t    . 
A borrower who is current, contacts the servicer for a odification, appears potentially eligible for a 
odification, and has suffered an eligible hardship (as described in Section 610.03.01, eter ining 
Hardship (04/21/09») ust be evaluated using Freddie ac's I inent Default Indicator™ (IDI), a 
statistical odel that predicts the likelihood of default or serious delinquency. I I ust also be used to 
evaluate such borro ers ho are in default but less than 60 days delinquent. 
or rro ers  ust  l ted i  I I, t  r icer st l t  t  rr wer's fi cial 
condition in light of the borrower's hardship, as well as the condition of and circumstances affecting the 
property securing the ortgage loan. The servicer ust verify all financial docu entation (income and 
a t) for ll borrowers f rtgage l  t t re ither current r l  t    linquent rior t  
o fering a trial eriod pl . 
ervicers st obtain  co pleted  fro  t e rrower(s) t  l t  t  b rr er's financial 
condition in deter ining hether the borro er is facing i inent default, and ust also obtain a current 
credit report for the borrower(s) to validate and supple ent the borro er's infor ation. The servicer 
should r quest such other t  fr  rrower(s) as deemed necessary t  valuate t  b rr er's 
fi i l c iti . 
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A borrower is not considered in imminent default if the borrower has cash reserves equal to or exceeding
25000 If the borrower cash reserves are less than 25000 the loan must be submitted through the
IDI If the IDI result is a1 the mortgage loan is categorized as at risk of imminent default and may be
considered in imminent default However if the borrower cash reserves are less than 25000 and the
IDI result is a 2 the mortgage loan is NOT categorized as at risk of imminent default The servicer may
further evaluate a borrower for HAMP if the borrower can demonstrate that he or she is experiencing an
acceptable hardship Acceptable hardships include death divorce or legal separation of a borrowerco
borrower or longterm or permanent illness or disability of a borrowercoborrower or dependent family
member The servicer must obtain copies of documentation of an acceptable hardship as outlined below
Death of a borrowercoborrower
death certificate or
obituary or newspaper article reporting the death and
income documentation prior to the event compared to income documentation of the remaining
borrower after the event
Longterm or permanent illness or disability of a borrowercoborrower or persons other than the
borrowercoborrower who is claimed as a dependent for federal income tax purposes
medical bills
doctorscertificate of illness or disability
proof of monthly insurance benefits or government assistance if applicable or
federal income tax return showing medical deductions above the minimum for itemized deductions
Divorce or legally documented separation of borrowercoborrower
divorce decree signed by the court
current credit report evidencing recorded divorce decree
separation agreement signed by the court if the separation is legally documented by the court
current credit report evidencing recorded separation agreement or
in cases where the borrowers are unmarried a recorded quitclaim deed indicating that either
borrower relinquishes all rights to the property securing the mortgage loan or
income or expense documentation prior to the event compared to the income or expense
documentation of the remaining borrower after the event
Servicers will launch the File Transfer Portal link either through eFannieMaecomor HSSN and log in
using its HSSN user ID and password A servicer is required to create a Microsoft ExcelO spreadsheet
that includes all of the data elements required for an imminent default determination and upload the input
file in a Comma Separated Variable CSVorcsv format Only mortgage loans owned or securitized by
Fannie Mae are permitted in the input file A sample Excel spreadsheetthe IDI Data Submission Fileis
available on eFannieMaecomIt outlines the required data elements specifies the order in which the
data elements must be presented and provides instructions for creating and submitting the CSV input
file
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A borrower is not considered in i inent default if the borrower has cash reserves equal to or exceeding 
$25,000. If the borrower's cash reserves are less than $25,000, the loan must be submitted through the 
101. If the 101 result is a "1 ," the ortgage loan is categorized as "at risk of i inent default," and ay be 
c i  in i i t efault. owever, if the or ower's c  r r  ar  l  t n $25,0 0  t  
101 result is a "2," the ortgage loan is  categorized as "at risk of i inent default." he servicer ay 
further evaluate a borro er for  if the borro er can de onstrate that he or she is experiencing an 
t l  r ship. t l  r i  i l  death, ivorce, r l l r ti  f  rr r/ -
rrower, r l -ter  r r t ill ss r is ility f  rr r/c - rr r or d t f ily 
e ber. he servicer ust obtain copies of docu entation of an acceptable hardship as outlined below. 
eath of a borro er/co-borrower: 
t  rtificate, r 
it ry r r rti l  r rti  t  th,  
i  t ti  i  t  t  t  t  i  t ti  f t  r i i  
rr r ft r t  v t. 
Long-ter  or per anent illness or disability of a borro er/co-borro er or persons other than the 
borro er/co-borro er ho is clai ed as a dependent for federal inco e tax purposes: 
 il s, 
ctor's     i ility, 
proof of onthly insurance benefits or govern ent assistance (if applicable), or 
r l    i  ical       ti s. 
 r l lly  ti   r/c - r: 
i r  r  i   t  rt; 
rr t r it r rt idencing r r  i rce r ; 
separation agreement signed by the court if the separation is legally documented by the court; 
current credit report evidencing recorded separation agree ent; or 
in cases where the borrowers are unmarried, a recorded quitclaim deed indicating that either 
borro er relinquishes all rights to the property securing the ortgage loan; or 
inco e or expense docu entation prior to the event co pared to the inco e or expense 
cu entation f the re aining rro er ft r the . 
ervicers ill launch the File Transfer ortal link either through eFannieMae.com or  and log in 
using its HSSN user 10 and password. A servicer is required to create a icrosoft3 Exce!8 spreadsheet 
that includes all of the data elements required for an imminent default determination and upload the input 
file in a o a Separated Variable (CSV or.csv) for at. nly ortgage loans o ned or securitized by 
annie e re r itt d in the input fil .  ple cel spreadsh et-the 101 ata ission ile-is 
available on eFannieMae.com. It outlines the required data ele ents, specifies the order in hich the 
data ele ents ust be presented, and provides instructions for creating and sub itting the CSV input 
file. 
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The following information is provided about three of the data elements in the input file
Credit Score If the servicer obtains multiple credit scores for a single borrower the servicer must
select a representative credit score using the lower of two or the middle of three credit scores If there are
multiple borrowers the servicer must determine the representative score for each borrower and enter the
lowest representative score as the credit score for the mortgage loan
Monthly debt paymenttoincome ratio For the purposes of the imminent default evaluation a
servicer may not include unemployment income in the calculation of the borrowersmonthly gross income
when calculating the total monthly debt paymenttoincome ratio
Property Value The servicer must provide the property value used for the initial Net Present Value
NPV test which must be less than 90 days old on the date the servicer performs the initial NPV test
Therefore the servicer must ensure that the property value used during any initial evaluation does not
subsequently become more than 90 days old by the time the servicer inputs the property value into the
NPV model Servicers are not required to update the property valuation during the remainder of the trial
period for any subsequent NPV evaluation
The CSV input file will be evaluated by the IDI model and an email notification will be sent to the servicer
when the IDI results are available The time it takes to return the results will depend on the size of the file
however it is anticipated that results will be returned within a few hours Once available the servicer will
log into the File Transfer Portal to retrieve the output file The output file provided to the servicer will be
returned in the CSV format Only results obtained from the IDI in HSSN will be acceptable to make an
imminent default determination for Fannie Maeowned or securitized mortgage loans
A servicer must document in its servicing system the basis for its determination that the borrower is facing
imminent default The servicer determination must include identification of the borrowershardship
which will generally be identified in the RMA and the anticipated or actual timing of the default The
servicer documentation must also include the information regarding the borrowers financial condition
utilized in determining that the borrower is facing imminent default as required above as well as the
condition and circumstances of the property securing the mortgage loan The servicer must report the
reasons for the anticipated or actual delinquency along with the delinquency status code 09
Forbearance during the trial payment period
VII 610034Net Present Value NPV Test11029
All mortgage loans that meet the HAMP eligibility criteria must be evaluated using a standard NPV test for
reporting purposes The servicer must maintain detailed documentation of the NPV model and version
used all NPV inputs and assumptions and the NPV results If the value for the nomodification scenario
exceeds the value for the modification scenario by more than5000 the servicer must not perform the
modification without the express written consent of Fannie Mae For example if the nomodification
scenario produces a value of 10000and the modification scenario produces a value of4000 the
servicer must not perform the modification
The NPV model is available on the Home Affordable Modification servicer web portal accessible through
HMPadminco On this portal servicers will have access to the NPV model as well as the NPV User
Guide providing detailed guidelines for submitting proposed modification data
A servicer having at least a 40 billion servicing book will have the option to create a customized NPV
model that uses a set of default rates and redefault rates estimated based on the experience of its own
portfolios taking into consideration if feasible current LTV current monthly mortgage payment current
credit score delinquency status and other loan or borrower attributes Detailed guidance on required
inputs for a customized NPV model is available on HMPadminco
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VII, 610.03.04: et Present Value (NPV) Test (11/02/09) 
All ortgage loans that eet the HA P eligibility criteria ust be evaluated using a standard NPV test for 
ti g" .  rvicer t i t i  t iled t tion f t   l  r i n 
, ll  i ts  tions,  t   r lt . If t  l  f r t  - ifi tion ri  
exceeds the value for the modification scenario by more than $5,000, the servicer must not perform the 
odification ithout the express ritten consent of Fannie ae. For exa ple, if the no- odification 
scenario produces a value of $10,000 and the odification scenario produces a value of $4,000, the 
rvicer t not rf r  the . 
The PV odel is available on the o e Affordable odification servicer eb portal accessible through 
Padmin.com. n this rt l, s rvicers ill have ccess t  t   el s ll s t   s r 
i , providing tailed i li s for itting  ific tion . 
A servicer having at least a $40 billion servicing book will have the option to create a custo ized NPV 
del that ses a et of default rates and redefault r t s estimated sed  t  ri nce f its  
portfolios, taking into consideration, if feasible, current LTV, current monthly mortgage payment, current 
credit score, delinquency status, and other loan or borrower attributes. Detailed guidance on required 
inputs for a customized V model is available o  Padmin.com. 
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To obtain a property valuation input for the NPV model servicers may use either an automated valuation
model AVM provided that the AVM renders a reliable confidence score a broker price opinion BPO or
an appraisal Servicers may use an AVM provided by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac As an alternative
servicers may rely on their own internal AVM provided that
the servicer is subject to supervision by a Federal regulatory agency
the servicer primary Federal regulatory agency has reviewed the model and
the AVM renders a reliable confidence score
If a Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac AVM or the servicer AVM is unable to render a value with a reliable
confidence score the servicer must obtain an assessment of the property value utilizing a BPO or a
property valuation method acceptable to the servicers Federal regulatory supervisor Such assessment
must be rendered in accordance with the Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines as if such
guidelines apply to loan modifications In all cases the property valuation used cannot be more than 90
days old as of the date that the servicer first evaluated the borrower for a HAMP trial period plan using the
NPV model The property valuation will remain valid for the duration and does not need to be updated for
any subsequent NPV evaluation as outlined in Chapter 6 Exhibit 1
The servicer should obtain the results of the NPV model at the time of the HAMP eligibility determination
From time to time the NPV base model will be updated and a new version of the NPV base model will be
made available Servicers will be allowed a grace period to implement each new version of the NPV base
model The grace period for each new version will be set forth in the applicable NPV release
documentation In addition the release documentation will provide guidance as to which NPV model
version servicers should use during the grace period After the grace period servicers must use either the
most recent version of the base model or a customized version that meets the requirements for
customization outlined in the model documentation
In the event that a mortgage loan must be run through the NPV model more than once a servicer should
test the mortgage loan using the same major NPV model version each time the borrower is evaluated All
versions of the NPV model are available on HMPadminco Exhibit 1 NPV Versionina Requirements
outlines NPV versioning requirements and NPV input requirements for retesting
VII 610035Verifying Borrower Income and Occupancy Status 06110
A servicer may evaluate a borrower for HAMP only after the servicer receives the financial documentation
referred to as the Initial Package from the borrower the term borrower includes any coborrowers
The Initial Package includes
A signed and completed RMA
A signed and completed Internal Revenue Service Request for Transcript of Tax Return Form
4506T or Short Form Request for Individual Tax Return Transcript Form 4506TEZ
Evidence of income as described in Documenting Gross Monthly Income later in this section
Within 10 business days following receipt of an Initial Package the servicer must acknowledge in writing
the borrowersrequest for HAMP participation by sending the borrower confirmation that the Initial
Package was received and a description of the servicer evaluation process and timeline If the Initial
Package is received from the borrower viaemail the servicer mayemail the acknowledgment The
servicer must maintain evidence of the date of receipt of the borrowers Initial Package in its records
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 r i r  l t   rr r f r  l  ft r t  r i r r i  t  fi i l t ti  
(referred to as the "Initial Package") fro  the borrower (the ter  "borrower" includes any co-borrower{s) ). 
 I itial  i l : 
 i d  l t  . 
A signed and co pleted Internal Revenue Service Request for Transcript of Tax Return (For  
4506-T) or Short Form Request for Individual Tax Return Transcript (Form 4506T-EZ). 
vidence of inco e as described in ocu enting ross onthly Inco e later in this section. 
ithin 10 business days follo ing receipt of an Initial Package, the servicer ust ackno ledge, in riting, 
the rr wer's r st f r P rti i ti   i  t  rr er fir ti  t t t  I itial 
ackage as received and a description of the servicer's evaluation process and ti eline. If the Initial 
Package is received fro  the borrower via e-mail, the servicer ay e-mail the acknowledg ent. The 
servicer must maintain evidence of the date of receipt of the borrower's Initial Package in its records. 
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Within 30 calendar days from the date an Initial Package is received the servicer must review the
documentation provided by the borrower for completeness If the documentation is incomplete the
servicer must send the borrower an Incomplete Information Notice in accordance with the guidance set
forth in Section 610042 Borrower Notices 06110 If the borrowersdocumentation is complete the
servicer must either
send the borrower a Trial Period Plan Notice or
make a determination that the borrower is not eligible for HAMP and communicate this
determination to the borrower in accordance with Section 610042 Borrower Notices 06110
A borrower is eligible for HAMP if the financial documentation confirms that the monthly mortgage
payment ratio prior to the modification is greater than 31 percent For purposes of RAMP monthly
mortgage payment ratio is the ratio of the borrowerscurrent monthly mortgage payment to the
borrowersmonthly gross income or the borrowers combined monthly gross income in the case of co
borrowers
The monthly mortgage payment includes the monthly payment of principal interest property taxes
hazard insurance flood insurance condominium association fees and homeowners association fees as
applicable including any escrow payment shortage amounts subject to the 60month repayment plan
When determining a borrowersmonthly mortgage payment ratio servicers must adjust the borrowers
current mortgage payment to include as applicable property taxes hazard insurance flood insurance
condominium association fees and homeowners association fees if these expenses are not already
included in the borrower payment The monthly mortgage payment must not include mortgage
insurance premium payments or payments due to holders of subordinate liens If a borrower has
indicated that there are association fees but has not been able to provide written documentation to verify
the fees the servicer may rely on the information provided by the borrower if the servicer has made
reasonable efforts to obtain the association fee information in writing
Determining Gross Monthly Income
The borrowersmonthly gross income is the borrowers income amount before any payroll deductions
and includes wages and salaries overtime pay commissions fees tips bonuses housing allowances
other compensation for personal services Social Security payments including Social Security received
by adults on behalf of minors or by minors intended for their own support and monthly income from
annuities insurance polices retirement funds pensions disability or death benefits unemployment
benefits rental income and other income such as adoption assistance For the purposes of determining
monthly gross income when non taxable income is used to qualify for HAMP and the income and its tax
exempt status are likely to continue the servicer may develop an adjusted gross income for the
borrower by adding an amount equivalent to 25 percent of the nontaxable income to the borrowers
income
If the actual amount of federal and state taxes that would generally be paid by a wage earner in a similar
tax bracket is more than 25 percent of the borrower nontaxable income the servicer may use that
amount to develop the adjusted gross income
Servicers should include non borrower household member income in monthly gross income if it is
voluntarily provided by the borrower and if there is documentary evidence that the income has been and
can reasonably continue to be relied upon to support the mortgage payment All non borrower household
income included in monthly gross income must be documented and verified by the servicer using the
same standards for verifying a borrower income An example of non borrower income is boarder
income A servicer should not consider expenses of non borrower household members but mayconsider
the portion of his or her income that the non borrower household member routinely contributes to the
household as part of the monthly gross income calculation
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Documenting Gross Monthly Income
All parties whose income was used to qualify for the original mortgage note must submit income
documentation which must not be more than 90 days old as of the date that such documentation is
received by the servicer in connection with evaluating a mortgage loan for HAMP There is no
requirement to refresh such documentation during the remainder of the trial period from the date HAMP
eligibility is determined
All borrowers may elect to provide signed federal income tax returns but are not required to do so Every
borrower must provide a signed and completed IRS Form 4506T Request for Transcript of Tax Returns
or IRS Form 4506TEZ Short Form Request for Individual Tax Return Transcript that will allow the
servicer directly or through an authorized designee to obtain the borrowersmost recent federal income
tax transcript from the Internal Revenue Service A servicer must submit the Form 4506T or IRS Form
4506TEZ to the IRS for processing unless the borrower provides a signed copy of his or her most recent
federal income tax return including all schedules and forms Form 4506T EZ is a permissible substitute
for Form 4506T only for borrowers who filed a Form 1040 series tax return on a calendar year basis All
other borrowers must provide Form 4506T However for borrowers facing imminent default the servicer
is required to obtain a signed federal income tax return in all cases
A borrower is required only to submit his or her most recent federal income tax return If a tax return or
transcript is not available for the most recent tax year the servicer mayaccept a signed tax return
electronically filed tax return or transcripts for a prior tax year but must process the borrower signed
Form 4506T with the IRS to confirm that the borrower did not file a current tax return If a borrower is not
required to file a tax return the borrower must document why he or she was not required to file a tax
return
The servicer should review the tax return information for all borrowers to help verify income and identify
discrepancies if the tax information identifies income relevant to the HAMP decision that the borrower did
not disclose on the RMA the servicer must obtain other documentation to reconcile the inconsistency In
resolving inconsistencies servicers must use reasonable business judgment to determine whether such
income is no longer being earned or has been reduced to the amounts disclosed on an RMA The
servicer should ask the homeowner to explain material differences between the federal income tax
returnstranscript and the RMA and document such differences in the servicing system A servicer should
not modify a mortgage loan if there is reasonable evidence indicating the borrower submitted income
information that is false or misleading or if the borrower otherwise engaged in fraud in connection with the
modification
The borrower the term borrower includes any coborrower must provide certain financial information to
the servicer as outlined below
If the borrower is employed
A signed copy of the most recent federal income tax return
Copies of the two most recent paystubs not more than 90 days old as of the date of submission
indicating yeartodate earnings
Servicers may accept pay stubs that are not consecutive if in the business judgment of the
servicer it is evident that the borrower income has been accurately established
When two pay stubs indicate different periodic income servicers may use yeartodate
earnings to determine the average periodic income and account for any non periodic income
reflected in either of the pay stubs
When verifying annualized income based on the yearto date earnings reflected on pay stubs
servicers may in their business judgment make adjustments when it is likely that sources of
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additional income bonus commissions etc are not likely to continue
If the borrower is self employed
The most recent quarterly or yeartodate profit and loss statement for each self employed
borrower Audited financial statements are not required
Borrowers are not required to use alimony separation maintenance or child support income to qualify for
HAMP If the borrower elects to use alimony or child support income to qualify acceptable documentation
includes
Photocopies of the divorce decree separation agreement or other type of legal written agreement
or court decree that provides for the payment of alimony or child support and states the amount of
the award and the period of time over which it will be received
Documents supplying reasonably reliable evidence of full regular and timely payments such as
copies of deposit slips or the two most recent bank statements showing deposit amounts
If the borrower voluntarily provides such income and that income renders the borrower ineligible for
a HAMP offer the servicer is allowed to remove that income from consideration and reevaluate the
borrower for HAMP eligibility
If the borrower has other income such as Social Security disability or death benefits public assistance
adoption assistance or a pension
Evidence of i the amount and frequency of the benefits such as letters exhibits a disability policy
or benefits statement from the provider and ii receipt of payment such as copies of the two most
recent bank statements or deposit advices showing deposit amounts If a benefits statement is not
available servicers may rely only on receipt of payment evidence if it is clear that the borrowers
entitlement is ongoing
If the borrower collects unemployment
Evidence of the amount frequency and duration of the benefits usually obtained through a
monetary determination letter The unemployment income must continue for at least nine months
from the date of the application The duration of benefit eligibility including federal and state
extensionsmay be evidenced by a screenshot or printout from the Department of Labor
Unemployment Insurance benefit tool
Passive and non wage income including rental income parttime employment bonuses tips and
investment and benefit income that constitutes less than 20 percent of the borrowerstotal gross income
does not have to be documented With the exception of borrowers facing imminent default servicers may
use undocumented income if declared by the borrower to qualify for HAMP For a borrower facing
imminent default passive and non wage income that exceeds 100 per month must be documented prior
to being deemed eligible for the trial period however all passive and nonwage income must be verified
based on documentation prior to final modification
Rental income is generally documented through the Schedule E Supplemental Income and Loss for the
most recent tax year
When Schedule E is not available to document rental income because the property was not
previously rented servicers may accept a current lease agreement and bank statements or
cancelled rent checks
If the borrower is using income from the rental of a portion of the borrowersprincipal residence the
income may be calculated at 75 percent of the monthly gross rental income with the remaining 25
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percent considered vacancy loss and maintenance expense
If the borrower is using rental income from properties other than the borrowersprincipal residence
the income to be calculated for HAMP purposes should be 75 percent of the monthly gross rental
income reduced by the monthly debt service on the propertyie principal interest taxes
insurance including mortgage insurance and association fees if applicable
For other earned income for example bonus commission fee housing allowance tips and overtime
Reliable thirdparry documentation describing the nature of the income for example an
employment contract or printouts documenting tip income
Verifying Occupancy
A servicer may solely rely on the address indicated on the credit report to verify occupancy so long as the
credit report lists the property address as the borrowerscurrent residence If the credit report does not
indicate the property address as the borrower current residence the servicer must perform additional
due diligence prior to extending a HAMP offer which must be documented in the loan fileservicing system
for compliance review purposes
VII 610036Standard Modification Waterfall 11029
Servicers must apply the proposed modification steps enumerated below in the stated order of
succession until the borrowersmonthly mortgage payment ratio is reduced as close as possible to 31
percent without going below 31 percent the target monthly mortgage payment ratio
Servicers must request prior written approval from Fannie Mae to deviate from the modification steps
enumerated below or to reduce the borrowersmonthly mortgage payment ratio below 31 percent Prior
written approval may be requested by submitting a non delegated case into the HSSN If approval is
granted borrower and servicer incentive payments for these modifications will be paid based on
modification terms that reflect the target monthly mortgage payment ratio of 31 percent
In the event that a modification step for example principal forbearance is prohibited under applicable
state law a servicer may skip the modification step without obtaining Fannie Maes prior written approval
Note If a borrower has an ARM loan or interestonly mortgage loan the existing interest rate will convert
to a fixed interest rate fully amortizing mortgage loan
Step 1 Capitalize accrued interest outof pocket escrow advances to third parties and any required
escrow advances that will be paid to third parties by the servicer during the trial period and servicing
advances paid to third parties in the ordinary course of business and not retained by the servicer if
allowed by state law Late fees may not be capitalized and must be waived if the borrower satisfies all
conditions of the trial period plan If applicable state law prohibits capitalization of pastdue interest or any
other amount the servicer must collect such funds from the borrower over a 60month repayment period
unless the borrower decides to pay the amount upfront
Step 2 Reduce the interest rate If the loan is a fixedrate mortgage loan or an ARM loan then the
starting interest rate is the current interest rate the note rate
Reduce the starting interest rate in increments of 0125 percent to get as close as possible to the target
monthly mortgage payment ratio The interest rate floor in all cases is 2 percent
If the resulting rate is below the Interest Rate Cap this reduced rate will be in effect for the first five
years followed by annual increases of 1 percent per year or such lesser amount as may be
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In the event that a odification step (for exa ple, principal forbearance) is prohibited under applicable 
state law, a servicer may skip the modification step without obtaining Fannie Mae's prior written approval. 
ote: If a borro er has an A  loan or interest-only ortgage loan, the existing interest rate ill convert 
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Step 1: Capitalize accrued interest, out-of-pocket escrow advances to third parties, and any required 
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advances paid to third parties in the ordinary course of business and not retained by the servicer, if 
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conditions of the trial period plan. If applicable state law prohibits capitalization of past-due interest or any 
other amount, the servicer must collect such funds from the borrower over a 60-month repayment period 
unless the orrower decides to pay the unt u f . 
Step 2: educe the interest r t . If the l n is  fixed-rate ortgage loan or an  l , then the 
starting interest rate is the cu rent interest rate (the note r t ). 
Reduce the starting interest rate in increments of 0.125 percent to get as close as possible to the target 
monthly ortgage payment ratio. The interest rate floor in all cases is 2 percent. 
If the resulting rate is below the Interest Rate Ca , this reduced rate will be in effect for the first five 
years followed by annual increases of 1 percent per year (or such lesser amount as may be 
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needed until the interest rate reaches the Interest Rate Cap at which time it will be fixed for the
remaining mortgage loan term
If the resulting rate exceeds the Interest Rate Cap then that rate is the permanent rate
The Interest Rate Cap is the Freddie Mac Weekly Primary Mortgage Market Survey PMMS Rate for 30
year fixedrate conforming mortgage loans rounded to the nearest 0125 percent as of the date that the
Agreement is prepared
Step 3 If necessary extend the term and reamortize the mortgage loan by up to 480 months from the
modification effective date that is the first day of the month following the end of the trial period to
achieve the target monthly mortgage payment ratio Negative amortization after the effective date of the
modification is prohibited
Step 4 If necessary the servicer must provide for principal forbearance to achieve the target monthly
mortgage payment ratio The principal forbearance amount is non interest bearing and non amortizing
The amount of principal forbearance will result in a balloon payment fully due and payable upon the
earliest of the borrowerstransfer of the property payoff of the interestbearing UPB or maturity of the
mortgage loan A principal writedown or principal forgiveness is prohibited on Fannie Mae mortgage
loans
For mortgage loans eligible for HAMP and deemed NPV positive servicers are not required to forbear
more than the greater of
30 percent of the UPB of the mortgage loan or
an amount resulting in a modified interest bearing balance that would create a current markto
market loantovalue ratio of less than 100 percent
If the borrowersmonthly mortgage payment cannot be reduced to the target monthly mortgage payment
ratio of 31 percent unless the servicer forbears more than the amounts described above the servicer may
not perform the modification without the express written consent of Fannie Mae
If the mortgage loan is deemed NPV negative where the value for the no modification scenario exceeds
the value for the modification scenario by more than5000 the servicer may not perform the
modification without the express written consent of Fannie Mae The servicer will need to compute the
difference between the modification and nomodification scenarios in order to determine whether the
5000 threshold has been exceeded
Treatment of Option ARM Loans
Servicers are reminded that if a borrower has an ARM or interestonly mortgage loan the interest rate will
convert to a fixed interestrate fully amortizing mortgage loan For Fannie Mae ARM loans that provide
for a monthly payment option for example specified minimum payment interestonly payment 30year
fully amortizing payment or 15 year fully amortizing payment the payment used to calculate the 31
percent monthly mortgage payment ratio should be the current payment legally due at the time the
servicer determines eligibility regardless of imminent changes in the rate or amount of payment This
payment option must be used in the standard modification waterfall to reduce the borrowersmonthly
mortgage payment ratio as close as possible to without going below 31 percent
VII 610037Verifying Monthly Gross Expenses04219
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A servicer must obtain a credit report for each borrower or a joint report for a married couple who are co
borrowers to validate installment debt and other liens In addition a servicer must consider information
concerning monthly obligations obtained from the borrower either verbally or in writing The monthly
gross expenses equal the sum of the following monthly charges
The monthly mortgage payment including anymortgage insurance premiums taxes property
insurance homeowners or condominium association fee payments and assessments related to
the property whether or not they are included in the mortgage payment
Monthly payments on all closedend subordinate mortgages
Payments on all installment debts with more than 10 months of payments remaining including
debts that are in a period of either deferment or forbearance When payments on an installment
debt are not on the credit report or are listed as deferred the servicer must obtain documentation to
support the payment amount included in the monthly debt payment If no monthly payment is
reported on a student loan that is deferred or is in forbearance the servicer must obtain
documentation verifying the proposed monthly payment amount or use a minimum of 15 percent
of the balance
Monthly payment on revolving or open end accounts regardless of the balance In the absence of a
stated payment the payment will be calculated by multiplying the outstanding balance by 3 percent
Monthly payment on a HELOC must be included in the payment ratio using the minimum monthly
payment reported on the credit report If the HELOC has a balance but no monthly payment is
reported the servicer must obtain documentation verifying the payment amount or use a minimum
of 1 percent of the balance
Alimony child support and separate maintenance payments with more than 10 months of
payments remaining if supplied by the borrower
Car lease payments regardless of the number of payments remaining
Aggregate negative net rental income from all investment properties owned if supplied by the
borrower
Monthly mortgage payment for a second home PITT and when applicable mortgage insurance
leasehold payments homeowners association dues condominium unit or cooperative unit
maintenance fees excluding unit utility charges
Total Monthly Debt Ratio
The borrowerstotal monthly debt ratio backend ratio is the ratio of the borrowersmonthly gross
expenses divided by the borrowersmonthly gross income Servicers will be required to send the HAMP
Counseling Letter to borrowers with a postRAMP modification backend ratio equal to or greater than 55
percent The letter states that the borrower must work with a HUD approved housing counselor on a plan
to reduce their total indebtedness below 55 percent The letter also describes the availability and
advantages of counseling and directs the borrower to the appropriate HUD website where a list of
housing counseling agencies is located The borrower must represent in writing in the Agreement that he
or she will obtain such counseling
Fannie Mae encourages facetoface counseling however telephone counseling is also permitted from
HUD approved housing counselors that covers the same topics as facetoface sessions Telephone
counseling sessions provide flexibility to borrowers who are unable to attend facetoface sessions or who
do not have an eligible provider within their area
A list of approved housing counseling agencies is available at hudgov or by calling the tollfree housing
counseling telephone referral service at 1800 5694287 1800 5694287 A servicer must
retain in its mortgage files evidence of the borrower notification
There is no charge to either the borrower or the servicer for this counseling
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V11 610038Mortgage Loans with No CueonSale Provision04219
If a mortgage loan that is not subject to a dueonsale provision is modified under RAMP the borrower
agrees that HAMP will cancel the assumability feature of that mortgage loan
VII 610039Escrow Accounts04219
All of the borrowersmonthly payments must include a monthly escrow amount unless prohibited by
applicable law The servicer must assume full responsibility for administering the borrower escrow
deposit account in accordance with the mortgage documents and all applicable laws and regulations If
the mortgage loan being considered for HAMP is a non escrowed mortgage loan the servicer must
establish an escrow deposit account in accordance with Part Ill Section 103 Escrow Devosit Accounts
The escrow account must be established prior to the beginning of the trial period Servicers may perform
an escrow analysis based on estimates prior to extending a trial period plan offer However if a servicer
estimates the escrow payments for the trial period plan the servicer is not permitted to use national
averages in the estimate calculations Prior to determining the borrower eligibility for HAMP based on
verified documentation servicers must complete an escrow analysis to determine the escrow payments
When performing an escrow analysis servicers should take into consideration tax and insurance
premiums that may come due during the trial period When the borrowersescrow account does not have
sufficient funds to cover an upcoming expense and the servicer advances the funds necessary to pay an
expense to a third party the amount of the servicer advance that is paid to a third party may be
capitalized
In the event the initial escrow analysis identifies a shortagea deficiency in the escrow deposits needed
to pay all future tax and insurance paymentstheservicer must collect such funds from the borrower
over a 60month period unless the borrower decides to pay the shortage upfront Any escrow shortage
that is identified at the time of HAMP eligibility may not be capitalized Servicers are not required to fund
any existing escrow shortage A servicer may encourage a borrower to contribute to the escrow shortage
upfront however that is not an eligibility requirement of HAMP
When a servicer spreads the escrow shortage identified during the HAMP eligibility process over a 60
month period any subsequent shortage that may be identified in the next annual analysis cycle should be
spread out over the remaining term of the initial 60month period For example if the next analysis cycle
is performed 12 months after the initial escrow shortage is identified any additional shortage identified in
that analysis cycle should be spread over the remaining 48month period
VII 610031 Compliance with Applicable Laws04219
Fannie Mae reminds each servicer and any subservicer it uses to be aware of and in full compliance
with all federal state and local laws including statutes regulations ordinances administrative rules and
orders that have the effect of law and judicial rulings and opinions including but not limited to the
following laws that apply to any of its practices related to HAMP
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act which prohibits unfair or deceptive acts or
practices
The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act which prohibit discrimination on a
prohibited basis in connection with mortgage transactions Loan modification programs are subject
to the fair lending laws and servicers and lenders should ensure that they do not treat a borrower
less favorably than other borrowers on grounds such as race religion national origin sex marital or
familial status age handicap or receipt of public assistance income in connection with any loan
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month period, any subsequent shortage that may be identified in the next annual analysis cycle should be 
spread out over the remaining term of the initial 60-month period. For example, if the next analysis cycle 
is performed 12 months after the initial escrow shortage is identified, any additional shortage identified in 
t t l sis l  uld e r  r t  i i  8-month i . 
II, 10.03.10: liance ith licable s (04/21/09) 
Fannie Mae reminds each servicer (and any subservicer it uses) to be aware of, and in full compliance 
it , ll fed r l, t t ,  local l s (including t t t , r l ti , or i , i i tr ti  rules  
r ers that have the ffect of la , and judicial rulings  o i i s), i cl i , but t li ited t , t  
following l s that apply to any of it  ractices related to : 
ection 5 of the ederal Trade ission Act, hich prohibits unfair or deceptive cts or 
practic . 
The Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act, which prohibit discrimination on a 
prohibited basis in connection with mortgage transactions. Loan modification programs are subject 
to the fair lending laws, and servicers and lenders should ensure that they do not treat a borrower 
less favorably than other borrowers on grounds such as race, religion, national origin, sex, marital or 
familial status, age, handicap, or receipt of public assistance income in conn'ection with any loan 
PLF 03119 
modification These laws also prohibit redlining
The Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act which imposes certain disclosure requirements and
restrictions relating to transfers of the servicing of certain loans and escrow accounts
The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act which restricts certain abusive debt collection practices by
collectors of debts other than the creditor owed or due to another
VII 61004 Modification Process06110
This section provides guidance to servicers for the adoption and implementation of the HAMP process
VII 61004Borrower Solicitation 06110
Servicers may only solicit a borrower for RAMP if the borrower is currently two or more payments 31 or
more days past due A servicer may also receive calls from current or delinquent borrowers inquiring
about the availability of HAMP A servicer should work with such borrowers to obtain the borrower
financial and hardship information and to determine if HAMP is appropriate The servicer may not require
a borrower to make an upfront cash contribution other than the first trial period payment for a borrower
to be considered for HAMP
As outlined in Section 203 Letters 01011 a servicer must send a first foreclosure prevention
solicitation letter to the borrower 35 to 45 days after the payment due date which must solicit the
borrower for participation in HAMP and include the detail contained in the sample Solicitation Letter
prepared by Fannie Mae which includes Fannie Maeslogo Should a servicer not receive a response
from the borrower within 30 days of sending the solicitation letter for HAMP the servicer should pursue
other remedies including foreclosure A servicer should not delay sending a breach letter when required
while awaiting a response from the borrower Fannie Maesapproval of the servicer foreclosure
prevention solicitation letter is not required
When discussing HAMP the servicer should provide the borrower with information designed to help the
borrower understand the modification terms that are being offered and the modification process Such
communication should help minimize potential borrower confusion foster good customer relations and
improve legal compliance and reduce other risks in connection with the transaction A servicer also must
provide a borrower with clear and understandable written information about the material terms costs and
risks of the modified mortgage loan in a timely manner to enable borrowers to make informed decisions
The servicer should inform the borrower during discussions that a modification under HAMP will cancel
any assumption variable or steprate feature or enhanced payment options for example Timely
Payment Rewards in the borrower existing mortgage loan at the time the mortgage loan is modified
Fannie Mae expects servicers to have adequate staffing resources and facilities for receiving and
processing the HAMP documents and any requested information that is submitted by borrowers
Servicers must have procedures and systems in place to be able to respond to inquiries and complaints
about HAMP Servicers should ensure that such inquiries and complaints are provided fair consideration
and timely and appropriate responses and resolution
VII 610042 Borrower Notices 06110
A mortgage loan is evaluated for HAMP when one of the following events has occurred
A borrower has submitted a written request either hardcopy or electronic submission for
consideration for a HAMP modification that includes at a minimum current borrower income and a
reason for default or explanation of hardship as applicable
A borrower has been offered a trial period plan
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A servicer must send a written notice to every borrower that has been evaluated for HAMP but is not
offered a trial period plan is not offered a permanent HAMP modification or is at risk of losing eligibility
for HAMP because he or she has failed to provide required financial documentation The notices must
complywith all laws rules and regulations including but not limited to the Equal Credit Opportunity Act
applicable to the transaction
When a borrower is evaluated for HAMP and the borrower is not offered a trial period plan or official
HAMP modification servicers are required to provide data specified in Schedule IV of Supplemental
Directive 0906 to Fannie Mae as Treasury program administrator The data reporting requirements in
Schedule IV are designed to document the disposition of borrowers evaluated for RAMP
Whenever a servicer is required to provide data specified in Schedule IV the servicer must also send the
appropriate Borrower Notice With the exception of the Notice of Incomplete Information all borrower
notices must be mailed no later than 10 business days following the date of the servicer determination
that a trial period plan or official HAMP modification will not be offered Borrower notices may be sent
electronically only if the borrower has previously agreed to exchange correspondence relating to the
modification with the servicer electronically
The content of the notice will vary depending on the information intended to be conveyed or the
determination made by the servicer All notices must be written in clear non technical language with
acronyms and industry terms such as NPV explained in a manner that is easily understandable The
explanationsshould relate to one or more of the model clauses specified in Exhibit 2 Model Clauses for
Borrower Notices Use of the model clauses is optional however they illustrate a level of specificity that
is deemed to be in compliance with the requirements of this Servicing Guide
Notice of Non Approval
For borrowers not approved for a HAMP modification this notice must provide the primary reason or
reasons for the non approval The notice must also describe other foreclosure prevention alternatives for
which the borrower maybe eligible if any including but not limited to other modification programs
preforeclosure sale or deed inlieu of foreclosure and identify the steps the borrower must take in order
to be considered for those alternatives If the servicer has already approved the borrower for another
foreclosure prevention alternative information necessary to participate in or complete the alternative
should be included The notice should be clear that the borrower was considered for but is not eligible for
HAMP
When the borrower is not approved for a HAMP modification because the mortgage loan is deemed NPV
negative the notice must include a list of certain input fields that are considered to reach the NPV result
and a statement that the borrower may within 30 calendar days of the date of the notice request the date
the NPV test was completed and the values used to populate the NPV input fields The purpose of
providing this information is to allow the borrower the opportunity to correct values that may have
impacted the analysis of the borrower eligibility
If the borrower or the borrowersauthorized representative requests the specific NPV values orally or in
writing within 30 calendar days from the date of the notice the servicer must provide them to the borrower
within 10 calendar days of the request If the mortgage loan is scheduled for foreclosure sale when the
borrower requests the NPV values the servicer may not complete the foreclosure sale until 30 calendar
days after the servicer delivers the NPV values to the borrower This will allow the borrower time to make
a request to correct any values that may have been inaccurate
Upon receipt of written evidence from the borrower indicating that one or more of the NPV values is
inaccurate the servicer must verify the evidence and if accurate must re run the NPV calculation if the
correction is material and is likely to change the NPV outcome Values that are not affected by the
correction do not need to be changed from the first NPV calculation If the borrower identifies
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inaccuracies in the NPV values the servicer must suspend the foreclosure sale until the inaccuracies are
reconciled Servicers are not required to provide the numeric NPV results or NPV input values not
enumerated in Exhibit is NPV Versioninc Requirements
Notice of Payment Default During the Trial Period Plan
The servicer must inform the borrower that he or she failed to make a trial period payment by the end of
the month in which such trial period payment was due and is in default The notice must also describe
other foreclosure prevention alternatives for which the borrower may be eligible if any including but not
limited to other modification programs preforeclosure sale or deedinlieu of foreclosure and identify the
steps the borrower must take in order to be considered for these alternatives If the servicer has already
approved the borrower for another foreclosure alternative information necessary to participate in or
complete the alternative should be included The notice should be clear that the borrower was considered
for but is not eligible for RAMP
Notice of Mortgage Loan PayOff or Reinstatement
To confirm that the mortgage loan was paid off or reinstated the servicer must provide notice which
includes the payoff or reinstatement date If the mortgage loan was reinstated this notice must include a
statement that the borrower may contact the servicer to request reconsideration under HAMP if he or she
experiences a subsequent financial hardship
Notice of Withdrawal of Request or Non Acceptance of Offer
The servicer must confirm that the borrower withdrew the request for consideration for a HAMP
modification or did not accept either a trial period plan or a HAMP modification offer Failure to make the
first trial period payment in a timely manner is considered non acceptance of the trial period plan
Incomplete Information Notice
If the servicer receives an incomplete Initial Package or needs additional documentation to verify the
borrowerseligibility and income the servicer must send the borrower an Incomplete Information Notice
A list of all the financial documents needed to complete the HAMP evaluation and a date by which the
information must be received which must be no less than 30 calendar days from the date of the notice
before the borrower becomes ineligible for HAMP must be included in an Incomplete Information Notice
If the documents are not received by the date specified in the notice the servicer must attempt at least
three phone calls to the borrower between the 5th and 15th day after the solicitation is mailed send a
followup letter on the 15th day which should again include a list of all financial documents needed to
complete the HAMP evaluation and a date by which the information must be received which must be no
less than 15 calendar days from the date of the second notice and attempt three phone calls between the
15th and 30th day If the borrower fails to provide all required verification documents by the date provided
in the second notice the servicer will declare the borrower ineligible for a modification and send the
borrower a Non Approval Notice
All notices must also include the following
a tollfree number through which the borrower can reach a servicer representative capable of
providing specific details about the contents of the borrower notice and reasons for a non approval
determination
the HomeownersHOPETM Hotline number 888995HOPE 888 995 HOPE TM with an
explanation that the borrower can seek assistance at no charge from HUD approved housing
counselors and can request assistance in understanding the notice by asking for MHA HELP and
any information disclosures or notices required by the borrowersmortgage documents and
applicable federal state and local law
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V11 610043Document Retention06110
Servicers must retain all documents and information received during the process of determining borrower
eligibility including borrower income verification total monthly mortgage payment and total monthly gross
debt payment calculations NPV calculations NPV model and version used assumptions inputs and
outputs evidence of application of each step of the modification waterfall escrow analysis escrow
advances and escrow setup The servicers must retain all documents and information related to the
monthly payments during and after the trial period as well as the incentive payment calculations and such
other required documents
Servicers must retain detailed records of borrower solicitations or borrowerinitiated inquiries regarding
RAMP the outcome of the evaluation for modification under RAMP and specific justification with
supporting details if the request for modification under HAMP was denied Records must also be retained
to document the reason that a trial period plan is not finalized If a borrower under a HAMP
modification loses good standing the servicer must retain documentation of its consideration of the
borrower for other foreclosure prevention alternatives Servicers must retain HAMP documentation as
prescribed in Part I Section 405 Record Retention or for seven years from the date of document
collection whichever is later
VII 61004Temporary Suspension of Foreclosure Proceedings 04219
To ensure that a borrower currently at risk of foreclosure has the opportunity to apply for HAMP servicers
should not proceed with a foreclosure sale until the borrower has been evaluated for the program and if
eligible an offer to participate in HAMP has been made Servicers must use reasonable efforts to contact
borrowers facing foreclosure to determine their eligibility for HAMP including inperson contacts at the
servicer discretion Servicers must not conduct foreclosure sales on mortgage loans previously referred
to foreclosure or refer new mortgage loans to foreclosure during the 30day period that the borrower has
to submit documents evidencing an intent to accept the trial period plan offer Except as noted herein any
foreclosure sale will be suspended for the duration of the trial period plan including any period of time
between the borrower execution of the trial period plan and the Trial Period Plan Effective Date
However borrowers in Georgia Hawaii Missouri and Virginia will be considered to have failed the trial
period if they are not current under the terms of the trial period plan as of the date that the foreclosure
sale is scheduled Accordingly servicers of HAMP loans secured by properties in these states must
proceed with the foreclosure sale if the borrower has not made the trial period payments required to be
made through the end of the month preceding the month in which the foreclosure sale is scheduled to
occur
VII 610045Mortgage Insurer Approval 04219
Fannie Mae has obtained blanket delegations of authority from most mortgage insurers so that servicers
can more efficiently process HAMP modifications without having to obtain mortgage insurer approval on
individual mortgage loans A list of the mortgage insurers from which Fannie Mae has received a
delegated authority agreement can be found on eFannieMaeco If applicable servicers must continue
to obtain mortgage insurer approval on a casebycase basis from any mortgage insurer for which Fannie
Mae has not yet received a delegated authority agreement Servicers should consult their mortgage
insurance providers for specific processes related to the reporting of modified terms payment of
premiums payment of claims and other operational matters in connection with mortgage loans modified
under HAMP
VII 610046Executing the HAMP Documents06110
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Servicers must use a twostep process for HAMP modifications Step 1 involves providing a document
outlining the terms of the forbearance the Trial Period Plan Notice and step 2 involves providing the
borrower with a separatedocument the Agreement outlining the terms of the modification
Step 1 A servicer shall require a borrower to submit the required documentation the Initial Package to
verify the borrower eligibility and income prior to sending the borrower a Trial Period Plan Notice
The servicer should use the HAMP Documentation Request Letterto obtain the Initial Package from the
borrower The servicer should instruct the borrower to return the Initial Package within 30 days from the
date the HAMP Documentation Request Letter is sent by the servicer
Within 10 business days following receipt of an Initial Package the servicer must acknowledge in writing
the borrowersrequest for HAMP participation by sending the borrower confirmation that the Initial
Package was received and a description of the servicer evaluation process and timeline If the Initial
Package is received from the borrower viaemail the servicer mayemail the acknowledgment Servicers
must maintain evidence of the date of receipt of the borrower Initial Package in its records
Within 30 calendar days from the date an Initial Package is received the servicer must review the
documentation provided by the borrower for completeness If the documentation is incomplete the
servicer must send the borrower an Incomplete Information Notice in accordance with the guidance set
forth in Section 610042 Borrower Notices 06101110 under Incomplete Information Notice If the
borrowersdocumentation is complete the servicer must either
send the borrower a Trial Period Plan Notice or
make a determination that the borrower is not eligible for HAMP and communicate this
determination to the borrower in accordance with Section 610042 Borrower Notices 06101110
The written communication sent within 10 days of receipt of a borrowers request for HAMP participation
may also include at the servicer discretion the results of its review of the Initial Package
Servicers must retain a copy of the Trial Period Plan Notice in the mortgage loan file and note the date
that it was sent to the borrower Receipt of the first trial period payment under the Trial Period Plan Notice
on or before the last day of the month in which the first payment is due will be deemed as evidence of the
borrowersacceptance of the trial period plan and its terms and conditions The effective date of the trial
period will be set forth in the trial period plan and is the first day of the month in which the first trial period
plan payment is due
The servicer is encouraged to contact the borrower before the last day of the month in which the first trial
period plan payment is due if the borrower has not yet responded to encourage submission of the
payment The servicer may at its discretion consider the offer of a trial period plan to have expired if the
borrower has not submitted payment as required above
HAMP program guidelines require that unless a borrower or coborrower is deceased or borrower and
coborrower are divorced all parties who sign the original note OR the security instrument or their duly
authorized representative must sign the HAMP documents In cases where a borrower and coborrower
are unmarried and either borrower or coborrower relinquish all rights to the property securing the
mortgage loan through a recorded quitclaim deed the non occupying borrower that has relinquished
property rights is not required to provide income documentation or to sign the HAMP documents but
remains liable for the outstanding mortgage debt
Servicers may encounter circumstances where a coborrower signature is not obtainable for reasons
such as mental incapacity military deployment or contested divorce When a coborrowerssignature is
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not obtainable and the servicer decides to continue with the HAMP modification the servicer must
appropriately document the basis for the exception in the servicing records
Step 2 The borrower must be current under the terms of the trial period plan at the end of the trial period
to receive a permanent loan modification Current in this context is defined as the borrower having made
each required trial period payment by the last day of the month in which it is due Borrowers who fail to
make current trial period payments are considered to have failed the trial period and are not eligible for a
HAMP modification Servicers are instructed to use good business judgment in determining whether trial
period payments were received timely or if mitigating circumstances caused the payment to be late
Exceptions should be documented in the servicing records
Servicers must calculate the terms of the modification using verified income taking into consideration
amounts to be capitalized during the trial period Servicers are encouraged to send the Agreement for
execution by the borrower after receipt of the second payment under the trial period or third payment for
mortgage loans facing imminent default which require a fourmonth trial period
Acceptable Revisions to HAMP Documents
Servicers must use the Home Affordable Modification Agreement Form 3157 and are strongly
encouraged to use the other HAMP documents provided on eFannieMaeco The Home Affordable
Modification Agreement can only be modified as authorized in its document summary
Should a servicer decide to revise one of the other HAMP documents or draft its own HAMP documents
it must obtain prior written approval from Fannie Mae with the exception of the following circumstances
The servicer must revise the HAMP documents as necessary to comply with Federal state and
local law For example in the event that HAMP results in a principal forbearance servicers are
obligated to modify the uniform instrument to comply with laws and regulations governing balloon
disclosures
Fannie Maes approval is not required for the servicer foreclosure prevention solicitation letter
which must solicit the borrower for participation in HAMP and include the detail contained in the
sample Solicitation Letter prepared by Fannie Mae
The servicer may include as necessary conditional language in HAMP offers and modification
agreements that condition the implementation of any modification on the servicer receipt of an
acceptable title endorsement or similar title insurance product as necessary to ensure that the
modified mortgage loan retains its first lien position and is fully enforceable
If the borrower previously received a Chapter 7 bankruptcy discharge but did not reaffirm the
mortgage debt under applicable law the following language must be inserted in Section 1 of the
Trial Period Plan Notice and Section 1 of the Agreement1was discharged in a Chapter 7
bankruptcy proceeding subsequent to the execution of the Loan Documents Based on this
representation Lender agrees that Iwill not have personal liability on the debt pursuant to this
Agreement
The servicer may include language in the Trial Period Plan Notice providing instructions for
borrowers who elect to use an automated payment method to make trial period payments
Use of Electronic Records
Electronic documents and signatures for HAMP other than for Form 4506T and Form 4506TEZ are
acceptable as long as the electronic record complies with all requirements of the Selling and Servicing
Guides and applicable law
Assignment to MERS
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If the original mortgage loan was registered with MERS and MERS was named as the original mortgagee
of record as nominee for the lender the servicer MUST make the following changes to the Agreement
Insert a new definition under the Property Address definition on page 1 which reads as follows
MERS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS is a separate corporation that is
acting solely as a nominee for lender and lenders successors and assigns MERS is the mortgagee
under the Mortgage MERS is organized and existing under the laws of Delaware and has an
address and telephone number of POBox 2026 Flint MI 48501 2026 888 679
MERS 888 679MERS
Add as section 41
That MERS holds only legal title to the interests granted by the borrower in the mortgage but if
necessary to comply with law or custom MERS as nominee for lender and lenderssuccessors
and assigns has the right to exercise any or all of those interests including but not limited to the
right to foreclose and sell the Property and to take any action required of lender including but not
limited to releasing and canceling the mortgage loan
MERS must be added to the signature lines at the end of the Agreement as follows
Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems Inc Nominee for Lender
The servicer may execute theAgreement on behalf of MERS and if applicable submit it for recordation
V11 610047Trial Payment Period06110
The servicer must service the mortgage loan during the trial period in the same manner as it would
service a mortgage loan in forbearance During the trial period for MBS mortgage loans the mortgage
loan will remain in the related MBS pool and the servicer must continue to service the mortgage loan
under Fannie Maes standard guidelines applicable to MBS mortgage loans Refer to Section 610049
Reclassification or Removal of MBS Mortgage Loans Prior to Effective Date of Modification03110
A borrowerstrial period starts on the Trial Period Plan Effective Date which is a field in the Trial Period
Plan Notice that is completed by the servicer The effective date is based on the date the servicer mails
the Trial Period Plan Notice to the borrower If the servicer mails the Trial Period Plan Notice to the
borrower on or before the 15th day of a calendar month then the servicer must insert the first day of the
next month as the Trial Period Plan Effective Date If the servicer mails the Trial Period Plan Notice to the
borrower after the 15th day of a calendar month the servicer must use the first day of the month after the
next month as the Trial Period Plan Effective Date The date of the Trial Period Plan Notice will be used
to verify the Trial Period Plan Effective Date For example if the servicer mails the Trial Period Plan
Notice to the borrower on June 2nd the servicer should use July 1st as the Trial Period Plan Effective
Date If the servicer mails the Trial Period Plan Notice to the borrower on June 27th the servicer should
use August 1 st as the Trial Period Plan Effective Date
The trial payment period is three months long for mortgage loans where the payment is already in default
and four months long for mortgage loans where the servicer has determined that a borrower payment
default is imminent but no default has occurred The borrower must be current under the terms of the trial
period plan at the end of the trial period in order to receive a permanent modification Current in this
context is defined as the borrower having made each required trial period payment by the last day of the
month in which it is due Borrowers who fail to make current trial period payments are considered to have
failed the trial period and are not eligible for a HAMP modification
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The date that the first trial period payment is due under the terms of the trial period plan must be the
same date as the Trial Period Plan Effective Date The servicer must receive the borrowers first trial
period payment on or before the last day of the month in which the Trial Period Plan Effective Date occurs
Trial Period Offer Deadline The servicer must consider the trial period plan offer to have expired if the
servicer does not receive the borrowersfirst trial period payment by the Trial Period Offer Deadline
Although the borrower may make scheduled payments earlier than expected under HAMP the length of
the Trial Period is set forth in the applicable trial period plan and such payments may not result in
acceleration of the modification effective date There is no variation to this rule
Borrowerswho file bankruptcy during the trial period but who make all of the required payments in a
timely fashion and are otherwise in compliance with the trial period plan remain eligible for a modification
provided all of the representations in Section 1 of the trial period plan remain true The servicer and its
bankruptcy counsel must work with the borrower and the borrowersbankruptcy counsel to obtain any
required court approvals of the modification A borrower actively involved in a bankruptcy proceeding prior
to being placed in HAMP is eligible for HAMP at the servicer discretion If a servicer provides an offer
under HAMP to a borrower that is involved in an active bankruptcy case the servicer must work with the
borrower or borrowerscounsel to obtain all necessary approvals from the bankruptcy court
For a borrower facing imminent default the borrowerspayment during the trial period must not be equal
to or greater than the contractual mortgage payment in effect prior to the trial period
If the Agreement is fully executed and the borrower complies with the terms and conditions of the trial
period plan the loan modification will become effective on the first day of the month following the trial
period as specified in the Trial Period Plan Notice and the Agreement The servicer may at its option
complete the Agreement such that the modification becomes effective on the first day of the second
month following the final trial period month to allow for sufficient processing time In either instance the
modification effective date and the due date for the first payment under the Agreement must be the same
date A servicer must treat all borrowers the same in applying this option by selecting at its discretion and
evidenced by a written policy the date by which the final trial period payment must be submitted before
the servicer applies this option cutoff date The cutoff date must be after the due date for the final trial
period payment set forth in Section 2 of the Trial Period Plan Notice
If the servicer elects this option the borrower will not be required to make an additional trial period
payment during the month the interim month in between the final trial period month and the month in
which the modification becomes effective For example if the last trial period month is March and the
servicer elects the option described above the borrower is not required to make any payment during
April and the modification becomes effective and the first payment under the Agreement is due on May
1 St
Neither the borrower nor the servicer will be entitled to accrue incentive compensation for the interim
month if the borrower does not make a trial period payment during the interim month The servicer must
modify the Home Affordable Modification Agreement Cover Letter to inform the borrower about i the
delay of the modification effective date by one month and ii the effects of the interim month and the
delay in the effective date of the Agreement including but not limited to the delay in the effective date of
the modified interest rate the increase in the delinquent interest capitalized and the loss of one months
accrual of the incentive payment if the borrower does not make an additional trial period payment
If a servicer has information that the borrower does not meet all of the eligibility criteria for HAMP for
example because the borrower has moved out of the house the servicer should explore other
foreclosure prevention alternatives prior to resuming or initiating foreclosure
VII 610048Use of Suspense Accounts and Application of Payments04219
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VII, 610.04.08: Use of Suspense Accounts and Application of Payments (04/21/09) 
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In accordance with Pa lii Section 10206 Pending Modifications and if permitted by the applicable
mortgage loan documents servicers may accept and hold as unapplied funds held in a TI custodial
account amounts received which do not constitute a full monthly contractual PITT payment However
when the total of the reduced payments held as unapplied funds is equal to a full PITT payment the
servicer is required to apply all full payments to the mortgage loan
Any unapplied funds remaining at the end of the trial payment period which do not constitute a full
monthly contractual PITT payment should be applied to reduce any amounts that would otherwise be
capitalized onto the principal balance
VII 610049 Reclassification or Removal of MBS Mortgage Loans Prior to
Effective Date of Modification03110
For an MBS mortgage loan to be eligible for reclassification from an MBS pool for the purpose of
modification the mortgage loan must have been in a continuous state of delinquency for at least four
consecutive monthly payments or at least eight consecutive payments in the case of a biweekly
mortgage loan without a full cure of the delinquency
A delinquent MBS mortgage loan that is serviced under the special servicing option or a shared risk MBS
pool for which Fannie Mae markets the acquired property generally will be removed from its MBS pool in
accordance with Fannie Maesprocedures for automatic reclassification of delinquent MBS mortgage
loans as portfolio mortgage loans
For MBS mortgage loans that are not subject to Fannie Maes automatic reclassification process Fannie
Mae will select for reclassification those mortgages that are part of an MBS pool that are serviced under
the special servicing option or a sharedrisk MBS pool for which Fannie Mae markets the acquired
property and that are reported through HSSN as having made all of the required HAMP trial period
payments in the final month of the trial period Thus during the trial period it is very important that
servicers timely report to Fannie Mae the receipt of funds from the borrower
Reclassification of MBS Mortgage Loans Imminent Default
For mortgage loans from MBS pools where the servicer has determined that a borrowers payment default
is imminent and thus requiring four trial period payments reclassifications are subject to the following
As long as the borrower has made the fourth payment and the servicer has accepted the payment
and notified Fannie Mae of receipt of the payment before the servicer reclassification date in the
fourth month of the trial period Fannie Mae will reclassify the mortgage loan during the fourth
month of the trial period
If prior to the close of the servicer reclassification date in the fourth month ithe borrower has
not made the fourth payment or ii the servicer has not applied the fourth payment and notified
Fannie Mae that the payment has been made then it will not be possible to reclassify the loan from
the MBS pool prior to the modification effective date In the event that the fourth trial period
payment is received after the 15th calendar dayie servicer reclassification date of the fourth
month of the trial period but before the end of the trial period the servicer must extend the trial
period by one month
Reclassification of MBS Mortgage Loans Payment in Default
For any MBS mortgage loan that already has a payment in default at the time HAMP is negotiated and
three trial period payments are required reclassifications are subject to the following
PLF 03128001970
In r ce ith rt III. ction 02.06. i g ifi ti , , if r itt   t  licable 
ortgage loan docu ents, servicers ay accept and hold as "unapplied funds" (held in a T&I custodial 
t) ts r ived i  do t tit te  f ll t l , tr ctual ITI t. r, 
 the t tal f t  r c  ts ld  "unapplied f "  l   f ll ITI t,  
servicer is required to apply all full pay ents to the ortgage loan. 
Any unapplied funds re aining at the end of the trial pay ent period which do not constitute a full 
onthly, contractual PITI pay ent should be applied to reduce any a ounts that would otherwise be 
capitalized onto the principal balance. 
II, 10.04.09: cl ssific ti  r v l f  rt  s ri r t  
ff ctive t  f ifi ti  (03/0 /10) 
or   rtgage l  t   li i l  f r r l ifi ti  fr    l f r t  r  f 
ifi ti , t  rt ge l  t  n i   ti  t t  f li cy f r t l st f r 
consecutive onthly pay ents (or at least eight consecutive pay ents in the case of a bi eekly 
ortgage loan) without a full cure of the delinquency. 
 delinquent  ortgage loan that is serviced under the special servicing option or a shared-risk  
pool for which Fannie ae arkets the acquired property generally will be re oved fro  its BS pool in 
r  it  i  ae's r r  f r t tic r l ifi ti  f li t  rt  
loans as portfolio mortgage loans. 
For MBS mortgage loans that are not subject to Fannie Mae's automatic reclassification process, Fannie 
 ill l t f r r l ifi ti  t  rt s t t r  rt f   l t t r  r i  r 
the special servicing option or a shared-risk  pool for hich annie ae arkets the acquired 
property and that are reported through  as having ade all of the required  trial period 
pay ents in the final onth of the trial period. Thus, during the trial period it is very i portant that 
servicers timely report to Fannie Mae the receipt of funds from the borrower. 
eclassification of BS ortgage Loans -Immin  l  
For ortgage loans fro  BS pools where the servicer has deter ined that a borrower's pay ent default 
is i inent and thus requiring four trial period pay ents, reclassifications are subject to the follo ing: 
As long as the borrower has ade the fourth pay ent and the servicer has accepted the pay ent 
 tifi  i   f r c i t f t  y t f r  t  s rvicer's r cl ssific ti  t  i  t  
fourth onth of the trial period, Fannie ae ill reclassify the ortgage loan during the fourth 
t  f t  tri l ri d. 
If, prior to the close of the servicer's reclassification date in the fourth onth, (i) the borro er has 
not ade the fourth pay ent, or (ii) the servicer has not applied the fourth pay ent and notified 
Fannie ae that the pay ent has been ade, then it will not be possible to reclassify the loan fro  
the  pool prior to the odification effective date. In the event that the fourth trial period 
pay ent is received after the 15th calendar day (Le., servicer's reclassification date) of the fourth 
t  f t  tri l ri  t f r  t   f t  tri l riod, t  s rvic r st xt  t  tri l 
period by one month. 
l ifi ti  f  rt   - t i  f lt 
For any MBS mortgage loan that already has a payment in default at the time HAMP is negotiated and 
three trial period pay ents are required, reclassifications are subject to the following: 
PLF 03128 
As long as the borrower has made the third payment and the servicer has accepted the payment
and notified Fannie Mae of receipt of the payment before the servicer reclassification date in the
third month of the trial period Fannie Mae will reclassify the mortgage loan during the third month of
the trial period
If prior to the close of the servicer reclassification date in the third month i the borrower has not
made the third payment or ii the servicer has not applied the third payment and notified Fannie
Mae that the payment has been made then it will not be possible to reclassify the loan from the
MBS pool prior to the modification effective date In the event that the third trial period payment is
received after the 15th calendar dayie servicer reclassification date of the third month of the
trial period but before the end of the trial period the servicer must extend the trial period by one
month
Conditions of Modification
If the required trial period payments are not made by the end of the trial period the preconditions to make
the modification effective will not have been satisfied and Fannie Mae will cancel the case The servicer
must ensure that the loan modification is not implemented
Modification agreements must be signed by an authorized representative of the servicer must reflect the
actual date of signature by the servicer representative and the signature must not occur until after the
mortgage loan has been removed from the MBS pool and reclassified as a Fannie Mae portfolio
mortgage loan Additionally payments received should only be applied in accordance with the modified
terms once the servicer has confirmed that Fannie Mae has reclassified the mortgage loan Servicers can
confirm that Fannie Mae has reclassified a mortgage loan by reviewing the Purchase Advice that is
posted on SURF
After a mortgage loan is reclassified the servicer will follow the existing procedure and update the Officer
Signature Date in HSSN to close the modification
A current MBS mortgage loan is ineligible for reclassification for the purpose ofmodifying the mortgage
loan
Removal of Regular Servicing Option MBS Mortgage Loans
Servicers of regular servicing option MBS mortgage loans are encouraged to offer HAMP for these
mortgage loans If a servicer decides to use HAMP for such mortgage loans the servicer will be expected
to follow the Treasury Home Affordable Modification Program sign the Servicer Participation
Agreement obtain any thirdparty approvals and comply with the requirements of this Servicing Guide
governing reporting and removal of these mortgage loans from MBS pools if applicable Fannie Mae is
not responsible for any losses or expenses the servicer incurs and will not pay borrower or servicer
incentive fees for these mortgage loans which are not considered Fannie Mae HAMP mortgage loans
The servicer of a mortgage loan that is part of a regular servicing option MBS pool or part of a sharedrisk
special servicing option MBS pool for which the servicer shared risk liability has not expired must not
modify the mortgage loan as long as it remains in the MBS pool The servicer must purchase the
mortgage loan from the MBS pool upon completion of the trial period provided the mortgage loan has
been in a continuous state of delinquency for at least four consecutive monthly payments or at least eight
consecutive payments in the case of a biweekly mortgage loan without a full cure of the delinquency
Regular servicing option MBS mortgage loans and such sharedrisk special servicing option MBS
mortgage loans that have been purchased from an MBS pool for purposes of modification are not eligible
for redelivery to Fannie Mae Performing MBS mortgage loans that is those that do not meet the
delinquency criteria described above are ineligible for repurchase for the purpose of modifying the
mortgage loan
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V11 610041 Recording the Modification 12409
For all mortgage loans that are modified pursuant to RAMP the servicer must ensure that the modified
mortgage loan retains its first lien position and is fully enforceable The Agreement must be executed by
the borrowersand in the following circumstances must be in recordable form
if state or local law requires a modification agreement be recorded to be enforceable
if the property is located in the State of New York or Cuyahoga County Ohio
if the amount capitalized is greater than 50000 aggregate capitalized amount of all modifications
of the mortgage loan completed under Fannie Maes mortgage modification alternatives
if the final interest rate on the modified mortgage loan is greater than the premodified interest rate
in effect on the mortgage loan
if the remaining term on the mortgage loan is less than or equal to ten years and the servicer is
extending the term of the mortgage loan more than ten years beyond the original maturity date or
if the servicer practice for modifying mortgage loans in the servicer portfolio is to create
modification agreements in recordable form
In addition to retain the firstlien position servicers must
ensure that all real estate taxes and assessments that could become a first lien are current
especially those for manufactured homes taxed as personal property personal property taxes
condominium HOA fees utility assessments such as water bills ground rent and other
assessments
obtain a title endorsement or similar title insurance product issued by a title insurance company if
the amount capitalized is greater than50000 aggregate capitalized amount of all modifications of
the mortgage loan completed under Fannie Maes mortgage modification alternatives or if the final
interest rate on the modified mortgage loan is greater than the interest rate in effect prior to
modification of the mortgage loan and
record the executed Agreement if 1 state or local law requires the modification agreement be
recorded to be enforceable 2 the property is located in Cuyahoga County Ohio 3 the amount
capitalized is greater than50000 aggregate capitalized amount of all modifications of the
mortgage loan completed under Fannie Maesmodification alternatives 4 the final interest rate
on the modified mortgage loan is greater than the interest rate in effect prior to modification of the
mortgage loan or 5 the remaining term on the mortgage loan is less than or equal to ten years
and the servicer is extending the term of the mortgage loan more than ten years beyond the original
maturity date
VII 6100411Program Waivers11029
From time to time temporary program waivers related to HAMP are posted on HMPadminco Such
waivers are applicable to Fannie Mae servicers and as such Fannie Mae servicers must ensure
compliance with the terms of such waivers
VII 61005 Monthly Statements04219
For modifications that include principal forbearance servicers are encouraged to include the amount of
the gross UPB on the borrowersmonthly payment statement In addition the borrower should receive
information on a monthly basis regarding the accrual of payfor performance principal balance reduction
payments
VII 61006 Redefault and Loss of Good Standing 04219
PLF 03130001972
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extending the ter  of the ortgage loan ore than ten years beyond the original aturity date; or 
if the servicer's practice for odifying ortgage loans in the servicer's portfolio is to create 
i i i  ts i  l  . 
 i i ,  i   i -lie  iti n, i  t: 
ensure that all real estate taxes and assess ents that could beco e a first lien are current, 
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 t  ifi  rt e l  is r t r t  t  i t r st r t  i  ff ct ri r t  ific tion f t  
ortgage loan; or (5) the re aining ter  on the ortgage loan is less than or equal to ten years 
and the servicer is extending the ter  of the ortgage loan ore than ten years beyond the original 
t rity . 
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II, 10. 6: efault and  f  tanding (04/2 /09) 
LF 03130 
If following a successful trial period a borrower defaults on a loan modification executed under HAMP
three monthly payments are due and unpaid on the last day of the third month the mortgage loan is no
longer considered to be in good standing Once lost good standing cannot be restored even if the
borrower subsequently cures the default A mortgage loan that is not in good standing is not eligible to
receive borrower or servicer incentives and reimbursements and these payments will no longer accrue for
that mortgage loan Further the mortgage loan is not eligible for another HAMP modification
In the event a borrower defaults the servicer must work with the borrower to cure the modified loan or if
that is not feasible evaluate the borrower for any other available foreclosure prevention alternatives prior
to commencing foreclosure proceedings
VII 61007 Servicer Delegation Duties and Responsibilities04219
All servicers are eligible to participate in HAMP without obtaining prior approval from Fannie Mae
In performing the duties incident to the servicing of mortgage loans modified under HAMP a servicer
must
Collect and record the details of all executed mortgage modifications including but not limited to
the original terms of the modified mortgage loan the modified terms of the modified mortgage loan
data supporting the modification decision updates to payoff information and the last payment date
and additional information and data as may be requested by Fannie Mae from time to time All such
data must be compiled and reported to Fannie Mae in the form and manner set forth in this
Servicing Guide
Retain all data books reports documents audit logs and records including electronic records
related to HAMP In addition the servicer shall maintain a copy of all computer systems and
application software necessary to review and analyze any electronic records Unless otherwise
directed by Fannie Mae the servicer shall retain these records for mortgage loans owned or
securitized by Fannie Mae in accordance with Part 1 Section 405 Record Retention or for such
longer period as may be required pursuant to applicable law
Construe the terms of this Servicing Guide and any related instructions from the Treasury or Fannie
Mae in a reasonable manner to serve the purposes and interests of the United States
Use any nonpublic information or assets of the United States or Fannie Mae received or developed
in connection with HAMP solely for the purposes of fulfilling its obligations hereunder
Comply with all lawful instructions or directions received from the Treasury and Fannie Mae
Develop enforce and review for effectiveness at least annually an internal control program
designed to ensure effectiveness of duties in connection with HAMP and compliance with this
Servicing Guide to monitor and detect loan modification fraud and to monitor compliance with
applicable consumer protection and fair lending laws The internal control program must include
documentation of the control objectives for HAMP activities the associated control techniques and
mechanisms for testing and validating the controls
Provide Fannie Mae with access to all internal control reviews and reports that relate to duties
performed under HAMP by the servicer andorits independent auditing firm
Supervise and manage any contractor that assists in the performance of services in connection with
HAMP A servicer shall remove and replace any contractor that fails to perform and ensure that all
of its contractors comply with the terms and provisions of this Servicing Guide A servicer shall be
responsible for the acts or omissions of its contractors as if the acts or omissions were those of the
servicer
VII 61008Reporting Requirements 061011
Servicers must comply with the following mortgage loan reporting requirements for all Fannie Mae
mortgage loans
PLF 03131001973
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W11 610081 Reporting to Fannie Mae06110
For all Fannie Mae portfolio mortgage loans and MBS mortgage loans guaranteed by Fannie Mae
including lender recourse loans a servicer must enter loanlevel HAMP data by submitting a delegated
case into HSSN when a servicer has received the borrower Initial Package including the BMA the
Form 4506T or 4506TEZ and income documentation and determined that the borrower is eligible for a
HAMP modification Additionally the servicer must record in HSSN receipt of the trial period payments
due under the plan The servicer must use HSSN to request reclassification for MBS mortgage loans as
outlined in the Reclassification or Removal of MBS Mortgage Loans Prior to Effective Date of Modification
section when appropriate The servicer must represent and warrant that after application of all trial
payments made by the borrower once the sum of payments total a full payment the borrower has been
in a delinquent status that is not current in contractual payments on each of the last four monthly
payment due dates and continues to be delinquent After a mortgage loan is reclassified if applicable the
servicer will follow the existing procedure and update the Officer Signature Date in HSSN to close the
modification
Existing monthly Loan Activity Record LAR reporting requirements for Fannie Mae servicers will not
change Servicers must continue to report the standard LAR format for loan payment by the 3d business
day and for payoff activity by the 2d business day of each month for the prior monthsactivity for
example payoff reporting to be received by April 2d will contain March activity
Servicers should report postmodification UPB once the modification is closed in HSSN for example if
modification is closed on March 25 postmodification balances should be reported on the April 3rd LAR
If the servicer submits a LAR to report postmodification balances before the case is closed in HSSN an
exception will occur
If the premodification UPB or the pre modification last paid installment LPI reported in HSSN for the
closed modification does not agree with the pre modification UPB or the premodification LPI in Fannie
Maesinvestor reporting system the loan modification will not be processed in Fannie Maesinvestor
reporting system until the discrepancy is resolved
If in the final month of the trial period the sum of unapplied trial period payments is equal to or greater
than a full contractual payment and the loan modification is closed in the same month the servicer must
report the contractual payment before the post modification balances can be reported This will require
two Loan Activity Records and two reporting cycles to complete
If the modification includes principal forbearance the servicer should report the net UPB full UPB minus
the forbearance amount in the Actual UPB field on both LARs for the reporting month that the
modification becomes effective The initial reduction in UPB caused by the principal forbearance should
not be reported to Fannie Mae as a principal curtailment The interest reported on the LAR must be based
on the net UPB
If the modification includes principal forbearance resulting in a balloon payment due upon borrowerssale
of the property or payoff or maturity of the mortgage loan interest must never be computed on the
principal forbearance amount including at the time of liquidation When reporting a payoff or repurchase
of the mortgage loan the principal reported on the LAR must include the principal forbearance amount
Attempting to report a payoff or repurchase without including the principal forbearance amount will
generate an exception upon submission of the LAR
If a principal curtailment is received on a mortgage loan that has a principal forbearance servicers are
instructed to apply the principal curtailment to the interest bearing UPB If however the principal
curtailment amount is greater than or equal to the interest bearing UPB then the curtailment should be
applied to the principal forbearance portion If the curtailment satisfies the principal forbearance portion
any remaining funds should then be applied to the interest bearing UPB
PLF 03132001974
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Delinquency Status Reporting
The servicer must report a delinquency status code 09 Forbearance during the trial period The
servicer must then report a delinquency status code 28 Mortgage Modification to indicate that the
delinquency status has changed once the borrower has successfully completed the trial period and the
modification becomes effective if applicable
In the event that the borrower files bankruptcy during the trial period servicers must continue to report
delinquency status code 09 Forbearance until the borrower either successfully completes the trial
period in which case the status code would be changed to reflect 28 modification or the borrower fails
the trial period in which case the status code would be changed to reflect the appropriate bankruptcy
status code
VII 610082Reporting to Treasury 03101110
In addition to reporting to Fannie Mae each servicer must report periodic HAMP loan activity to Treasury
through the servicer web portal accessible through HMPadminco Data should be reported by a
servicer at the start of the modification trial period and during the modification trial period for loan setup
of the approved modification and monthly after the modification is set up Servicers will be required to
submit three separate data files Detailed guidelines for submitting these data files and a listof data
elements for each report are available at HMPadminco
The servicer should begin trial period reporting once the servicer receives the borrowersfirst trial period
payment as long as that payment is received by the servicer on or before the Trial Period Offer
Deadline This data must be submitted to the HAMP reporting system in accordance with the reporting
requirements available at HMPadminco no later than the fourth business day of the month immediately
following the month in which the Trial Period Plan Effective Date occurs For example if the Trial Period
Plan Effective Date is July 1 st and the servicer receives the borrowers first trial period payment on or
before July 31 st including payments received by the servicer prior to July 1 st the servicer must report to
Fannie Mae the trial period setup attributes by the fourth business day of August
The servicer should report the length of the trial period on the loan setup record excluding the interim
month if the borrower does not make an additional trial period payment and including the interim month if
the borrower does make an additional trial period payment Note The effects of the interim month and
attendant capitalization on the terms of the modification agreement may not alter the servicer previous
determination of the borrowerseligibility
A one time loan setup is required to establish the approved modified HAMP loan on Treasuryssystem
The servicer is required to submit the loan modification setup attributes to the HAMP reporting system no
later than the fourth business day of the month in which the modification is effective For example if a
modification is effective as of September 1 st the servicer must submit the loan setup attributes no later
than the fourth business day of September This new reporting time period is effective immediately
The month after the loan setup file is provided servicers must begin reporting activity to Treasury on all
HAMP loans on a monthly basis for example loan setup file is provided in July the first Loan Activity
Record is due in August for July activity The monthly reporting data elements are available on
HMPadminco The HAMP Loan Activity Record LAR is due by the 4th business day each month
Servicers must refer to Supplemental Directive 0906 Home Affordable Modification Program Data
Reporting Requirements Guidance accessible on HMPadminco to obtain more detailed information on
the required data elements and reporting time frames for additional data elements that are required to be
reported monthly
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A servicer will receive a username and password for the servicer web portal upon submission of a HAMP
Registration Form All servicers will be required to provide the HAMP Registration Form with information
such as contact information and banking instructions for deposits of compensation payments The HAMP
Registration Form is a onetime submission however after the initial form is submitted a servicer may
submit a new form to update existing information at any time
VII 610083Reporting to Mortgage Insurers04219
Servicers must maintain their mortgage insurance processes and comply with all reporting required by the
mortgage insurer for mortgage loans modified under HAMP Servicers should consult with the mortgage
insurer for specific processes related to the reporting of modified terms payment of premiums payment
of claims and other operational matters in connection with mortgage loans modified under HAMP
Servicers are required to report successful HAMP modifications and the terms of those modifications to
the appropriate mortgage insurers if applicable within 30 days following the end of the trial period and in
accordance with procedures that currently exist or may be agreed to between servicers and the mortgage
insurers
Maintenance of Mortgage Insurance
Servicers must include the mortgage insurance premium in the borrowersmodified payment and must
ensure that any existing mortgage insurance is maintained Among other things the servicer must ensure
that the mortgage insurance premium is paid In addition servicers must adapt their systems to ensure
proper reporting of modified mortgage loan terms so as not to impair coverage for any existing mortgage
insurance For example in the event that the modification includes principal forbearance servicers must
continue to pay the correct mortgage insurance premiums based on the gross UPB including any
principal forbearance amount must include the gross UPB in their delinquency reporting to the mortgage
insurer and must ensure any principal forbearance does not erroneously trigger automatic mortgage
insurance cancellation or termination
VII 610084Transfers of Servicing04219
When a transfer of servicing includes mortgage loans modified under HAMP Fannie Mae requires the
transferor servicer to provide special notification to the transferee servicer Specifically the transferor
servicer must advise the transferee servicer that mortgage loans modified underHAMP are part of the
portfolio being transferred and must confirm that the transferee servicer is notonly aware of the special
requirements for these mortgage loans but also agrees to assume the additional responsibilities
associated with servicing these mortgage loans
The transferee servicer must assume all of the responsibilities and duties of HAMP However the
transferee servicer assumption of these responsibilities duties andwarranties will in no way release the
transferor servicer from its contractual obligations related to the transferred mortgage loans The two
servicers will be jointly and severally liable to Fannie Mae for all warranties and for repurchase all special
obligations under agreements previously made by the transferor servicer or any previous servicer or
servicer including actions that arose prior to the transfer and all reporting compliance and audit
oversight related duties regarding the transferred mortgage loans
VII 610085Credit Bureau Reporting04219
In accordance with Section 209 Notifying Credit Repositories 11014 the servicer should continue to
report a fullfile status report to the four major credit repositories for each mortgage loan under HAMP in
accordance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act and credit bureau requirements as provided by the
Consumer Data Industry Association CDIA on the basis of the following
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For borrowers who are current when they enter the trial period the servicer should report the
borrower current but on a modified payment if the borrower makes timely payments by the 30 day
of each trial period month at the modified amount during the trial period as well as report the
modification when completed
For borrowers who are delinquent when they enter the trial period the servicer should continue to
report in such a manner that accurately reflects the borrowersdelinquency and workout status
following usual and customary reporting standards as well as report the modification when
completed
More detailed information on these reporting standards will be published by the CDIA However once a
mortgage loan has been modified under RAMP any Special Comment Code related to HAMP will no
longer apply should be BLANK as the account has been brought current with the modification and the
borrower is no longer paying under a partial or modified payment agreement
Full file reporting means that the servicer must describe the exact status of each mortgage loan it is
servicing as of the last business day of each month
VII 61009 Fees and Compensation04219
This section provides guidance to servicers on the fees and compensation under the HAMP process
VII 61009Servicing Fees 04219
During the trial period servicing fees will continue to be earned by the servicer to the extent that the
borrower payments equal a contractual full payment When the HAMP modification becomes effective
the servicer will receive servicing fees based on Fannie Maesexisting fee schedule for modified
mortgage loans in accordance with Section 6020 Modifying Conventional Mortgage Loans 04121109
VII 610092Late Fees 042109
All late charges penalties stop payment fees or similar fees must be waived upon successful completion
of the trial period
VII 610093Administrative Costs 11029
Servicers may not charge the borrower to cover the administrative processing costs incurred in
connection with a RAMP The servicer must pay any actual outofpocket expenses such as any required
notary fees recordation fees title costs property valuation fees credit report fees or other allowable and
documented expenses Fannie Mae will reimburse the servicer for allowable outofpocket expenses
Servicers will not be reimbursed for the cost of the credit report
To obtain reimbursement for any allowable administrative fees and costs incurred in connection with
RAMP the servicer should submit a Cash Disbursement Request Form 571 to Fannie Mae Only for
mortgage loans considered under HAMP Fannie Mae will waive the requirements that the claim equal a
minimum amount of 5000 or that the mortgage loan be at least 6 months delinquent Only
administrative fees and costs associated with HAMP should be included on the Form 571 In order for the
administrative costs to be reimbursed servicers must reference HAMP in the comments section on the
Form 571 If Form 571 is submitted in hard copy the servicer must write HAMP on the top of the form
VII 610094Incentive Compensation0421109
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No incentives of any kind will be paid if i the servicer has not provided a HAMP Registration Form or
HAMP loan setup data prior to the effective date of the modification or ii the borrowersmonthly
payment ratio starts below 31 percent prior to the implementation of RAMP The incentive compensation
will only be paid for HAMP modifications that are based on the borrowersverified income Each servicer
must promptly apply or remit as applicable all borrower and investor compensation it receives with
respect to any modified mortgage loan
With respect to payment of any incentive that is predicated on at least a 6 percent reduction in the
borrowers monthly mortgage payment the reduction will be calculated by comparing the monthly
mortgage payment used to determine eligibility adjusted as applicable to include property taxes hazard
insurance flood insurance condominium association fees and homeowners association fees and the
borrower payment under HAMP
Servicer Incentive Compensation
A servicer will receive compensation of1000 for each completed modification under HAMP In addition
if a borrower was current under the original mortgage loan a servicer will receive an additional
compensation amount of 500 All such servicer incentive compensation shall be earned and payable
once the borrower successfully completes the trial payment period
If aborrowers monthly mortgage payment principal interest taxes and all related property insurance
and homeowners or condominium association fees but excluding mortgage insurance is reduced
through HAMP by 6 percent or more a servicer will also receive an annual pay for success fee equal to
the lesser of i1000833 per month or ii onehalf of the reduction in the borrower annualized
monthly payment for up to three years as long as the mortgage loan is a performing loan modification
The pay for success fee will be payable annually for each of the first three years after the anniversary of
the month in which a trial period plan is effective If and when the mortgage loan ceases to be in good
standing the servicer will cease to be eligible for any further incentive payment after that time even if the
borrower subsequently cures his or her delinquency The servicer will forfeit any incentive payments that
have accrued during the previous twelve months
BorrowersIncentive Compensation
To provide an additional incentive for borrowers to keep their modified mortgage loan current borrowers
whose monthly mortgage payment principal interest taxes and all related property insurance and
homeowners or condominium association fees but excluding mortgage insurance is reduced through
HAMP by 6 percent or more and who make timely monthly payments will earn an annual pay for
performance principal balance reduction payment equal to the lesser of i1000833 per month
or ii onehalf of the reduction in the borrowersannualized monthly payment for each month a timely
payment is made A borrower can earn the right to receive a pay for performance principal balance
reduction payment for payments made during the first five years following execution of the Agreement
provided the mortgage loan continues to be in good standing as of the date the payment is made The
pay for performance principal balance reduction payment will accrue monthly and be applied annually
for each of the five years in which this incentive payment accrues prior to the first payment due date after
the anniversary of the month in which the trial period plan is effective This payment will be paid to the
servicer to be applied first towards reducing the interest bearing UPB and then towards any principal
forbearance amount if applicable on the mortgage loan Any applicable prepayment penalties on partial
principal prepayments made by Fannie Mae must be waived Borrower incentive payments do not accrue
during the Trial Period however in the first month of the modification the borrower will accrue incentive
payments equal to the number of months in the trial period in addition to any accrual earned during the
first month of the modification
If and when the mortgage loan ceases to be in good standing that is three monthly payments are due
under the modified mortgage loan and unpaid on the last day of the third month the borrower will cease
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forbearance a ount (if applicable) on the ortgage loan. Any applicable prepay ent penalties on partial 
principal prepayments made by Fannie Mae must be waived. Borrower incentive payments do not accrue 
ring the ri l ri ; r, in t  first th f t  ifi ti , t  rr r ill rue i ti  
payments equal to the number of months in the trial period in addition to any accrual earned during the 
fir t t  of t  ifi ti . 
If and hen the ortgage loan ceases to be in good standing (that is, three onthly pay ents are due 
under the odified ortgage loan and unpaid on the last day of the third onth), the borrower will cease 
F  
to be eligible for any further incentive payments after that time even if the borrower subsequently cures
his or her delinquency The borrower will lose his or her right to any accrued incentive compensation
when the mortgage loan ceases to be in good standing
Borrower pay for performance principal balance reduction payments will accrue as long as the mortgage
loan is current and the monthly payments are paid on time the payment is made by the last day of the
month in which the payment is due For example if the mortgage loan is current and the borrower makes
10 out of 12 payments on time he or she will be credited for 102 of the annual incentive payment as
long as the mortgage loan is in good standing at the time the annual pay for performance incentive is
paid A borrower whose mortgage loan is delinquent on a rolling 30 or 60day basis will not accrue
annual incentive payments
Servicers must place the borrower incentives into an existing custodial account
The IRS has ruled that the pay for performance principal balance reduction payments are excluded from
gross income for tax reporting purposes
Incentive Payment Process
Eligible incentives will be paid automatically based on information that is provided by the servicer through
the HAMP servicer web portal and is therefore reliant on the servicers timely and accurate reporting of
mortgage loan information The incentive payments will be made via ACH to the bank accounts
designated by the servicer on the HAMP Registration Formduring the HAMP registration process The
incentive payments will be paid on the 27 calendar day of each month or if the 27 falls on a non
business day the preceding business day
On the business day prior to the date payment is made servicers will be able to obtain a detailed report
of the incentive payments to be remitted by viewing the Cash Payment Report by Servicer OBEA 0
available on the reporting web portal at HMPadminco This report provides the total cash to be
disbursed for each HAMP Registration Number the aggregate for each HAMP Servicer Number
associated with the HAMP Registration Number and the loan level detail for each incentive type
No incentives of any kind will be paid if the servicer has not executed the Servicer Participation
Agreement HAMP Registration Form andor reported loan information through the servicer web portal
This restriction includes incentives for any modification that becomes effective prior to the execution of
the SPA even if the SPA is subsequently executed
VII Ch 6 Exhibit 1 NPV Versioning Requirements02410
Detailed versioning requirements are included in the Base NPV Model Documentation which is available
at HMPadminco These requirements include
Ensuring that the same major model version is used for repeat NPV tests as was used to qualify the
borrower for a HAMP trial modification For example
If the borrower was qualified using any sub version of a HAMP major model version on the
portal the borrower should be retested using at least the same HAMP major model version
and servicers are encouraged to retest using the specific model release forexample 3x if
possible For borrowers initially tested on the portal the portal automatically sorts borrowers
into the appropriate model version based on the NPV Run Date
If the borrower was tested on a proprietary model or a recoded version of the base model
before September 1 2009 the borrower should be retested using that proprietary model or
recoded version If that model is no longer operational and the servicer must use a different
PLF 03137001979
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10 out of 12 pay ents on ti e, he or she ill be credited for 10/12 of the annual incentive pay ent as 
             l "pa   rf r ance"   
i .  rr r e rt  l  i  li t   r lli  - r -da  i  ill t r  
l i ti  ts. 
ervicers ust place the borro er incentives into an existing custodial account. 
 I  s r l  t t t  "pa  f r rf r ce" ri i l l  r ti  t  r  l  fr  
    i  s. 
I ti  t  
Eligible incentives will be paid auto atically based on infor ation that is provided by the servicer through 
t   r i r  rt l  i , t r f r , r li t  t  r i r ' ti l   r t  r rti  f 
  i .            ccount(s) 
designated by the servicer on the A P egistration For  during the A P registration process. The 
incentive payments will be paid on the 2J1h calendar day of each month (or, if the 271h falls on a non-
business day, the preceding business day). 
n the business day prior to the date pay ent is ade, servicers ill be able to obtain a detailed report 
f t  i c tiv  y ts t   r itt  y vi i  t  s  y t rt y rvic r ( .1 0) 
available on the reporting eb portal at MPadmin.com. This report provides the total cash to be 
disbursed for each A P egistration u ber, the aggregate for each A P Servicer u ber 
ss ci t  it  t   istr ti  ber,  t  l  l v l t il f r c  i c tiv  ty . 
 i i    i  ill  i  i   i r     i  i i ti  
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          t ti ,    
t MPadmin.com.  r ir t  i l e: 
s ri  t t t  s  j r l v rsi  is s  f r r t  t sts s s s  t  lify t  
 f    t i l ifi ti .  l : 
If the borrower was qualified using any sUb-version of a HA P ajor odel version on the 
rt l, t  rr r s l   r -t st  si  t l st t  s   j r l v rsi  
(and servicers are encouraged to re-test using the specific odel release (for exa ple 3.x) if 
possible). For borrowers initially tested on the portal, the portal auto atically sorts borrowers 
into the appropriate odel version based on the  un ate. 
If t  rr r  t t    r ri t r  l r  r  r i  f t   l 
f r  t r , , t  rr r l   r -t t  i  t t r ri t r  l r 
recoded version. If that odel is no longer operational and the servicer ust use a different 
  
model for subsequent tests any retest results used for the decision must be adjusted so that
the borrower is insulated as much as is possible from NPV changes resulting purely from
differences in the models Servicers who have implemented a proprietary NPV model or are
operating a recoded version of the base model should refer to the version control guidance
issued on October 16 2009 by Treasurys Compliance Agent for further details regarding
treatment of these loans
Ensuring that all NPV inputs remain constant when the borrower is retested except i those that
were found to be incorrect at the time of the initial NPV evaluation and iiinputs that have been
updated based on the borrowers income documentation Inputs that may be updated based on the
borrowersdocumentation are limited to the following
Association dues fees before modification
Monthly hazard and flood insurance
Monthly real estate taxes
Monthly gross income
UPB after modification interestbearing UPB
Principal forbearance amount
Interest rate after modification
Amortization term after modification
PI payment after modification
Inputs that may not change regardless of their evolution since the trialsinitiation include
UPB before modification
Borrower FICO and coborrower FICO
Property value
Interest rate before modification
Term before modification
Monthly PI payments before modification
Months past due






odel for subsequent tests, any re-test results used for the decision ust be adjusted so that 
t  rr r i  i l ted,   s i  ssible, fr    r s lti  r l  fro  
iff r c s i  t  ls. rvic rs  v  i l t  a r ri t ry  l or r  
operating a recoded version of the base odel should refer to the version control guidance 
i   t r 6,   reasury's li  t f r f rt r t il  r r i  
tr t t f t  l ans. 
Ensuring that all PV inputs re ain constant hen the borro er is retested, except (i) those that 
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t ly &I ents f r  ification 
t s t ue 
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ata collection date 
I i t fault status 
V r  t  
vances/escrow 
LF 8 
Discount rate risk premium spread of discount rate over PMMS rate
Servicers who have implemented a proprietary NPV model or are operating a recoded version of
the base model must ensure that all economic inputs remain constant from the first to subsequent
tests Inputs that should be held constant include the PMMS rate and all quarterly input tables
VII Ch 6 Exhibit 2 Model Clauses for Borrower Notices12409
The model clauses in this exhibit provide sample language that may be used to communicate the status
of a borrowersrequest for a Home Affordable Modification Use of the model clauses is optional
however they illustrate a level of specificity that is deemed to be in compliance with the requirements of
the program
Non Approval Notice
Ineligible Mortgage Loan We are unable to offer you a Home Affordable Modification because
your mortgage loan did not meet one or more of the basic eligibility criteria of the Home Affordable
Modification Program
You did not obtain your mortgage loan on or before January 1 2009
Your loan with us is not a first lien mortgage
The current unpaid principal balance on your mortgage loan is higher than the program limit
72950 for a one unit property 934200 for a two unit property129250 for a three unit
property and14030 for a four unit property
2 Ineligible Borrower We are unable to offer you a Home Affordable Modification because your
current monthly housing expense which includes the monthly principal and interest payment on
your first lien mortgage loan plus property taxes hazard insurance and homeownersdues if any
is less than or equal to 31 percent of your gross monthly income your income before taxes and
other deductions which select one you told us is 1 OR we verified as
1 Your housing expense must be greater than 31 percent of your gross monthly
income to be eligible for a Home Affordable Modification If you believe this verified income is
incorrect please contact us at the number provided below
3 Property Not Owner Occupied We are unable to offer you a Home Affordable Modification
because you do not live in the property as your primary residence
4 Ineligible Property We are unable to offer a Home Affordable Modification because your property
I Is vacant
I Has been condemned
I
Has more than four dwelling units
Investor Guarantor Not Participating We are unable to offer you a Home Affordable Modification
because
We service your mortgage loan on behalf of an investor or group of investors that has not
given us the contractual authority to modify your mortgage loan under the Home Affordable
Modification Program
J Your mortgage loan is insured by a private mortgage insurance company that has not
approved a modification under the Home Affordable Modification Program
Your mortgage loan is guaranteed and the guarantor has not approved a modification under
the Home Affordable Modification Program
PLF 03139001981
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 i  t t i  r rt  l   r f r  r  , 09. 
Your loan ith us is not a first lien ortgage. 
The current unpaid principal balance on your ortgage loan is higher than the progra  li it. 
($7 9,750 f r   it r erty, $934,200 f r  t  it r rt , $1,129,250 f r  t r  it 
property and $1,403,400 for a four unit property). 
Ineligible Borrower. e are unable to offer you a Ho e Affordable odification because your 
rr t t l  i  , i  i l  t  t l  ri i l  i t r t t  
 i       ,  ce,  eowner's  (if y) 
is less than or equal to 31 percent of your gross onthly inco e (your inco e before taxes and 
t r cti s) ic , (se/ ct e) [y  t l  s is $ ]  [  v rifi  s 
$ ].  i        t    l  
inco e to be eligible for a o e ffordable odification. If you believe this verified inco e is 
rrect, l      r  l . 
   pied.   l       l  i i ti  
because you do not live in the property as your pri ary residence. 





  ed. 
s r  t  f r lli  its. 
Investor uarantor ot articipating. e are unable to offer you a o e ffordable odification 
se: 
[ ] e service your mortgage loan on behalf of an investor or group of investors that has not 
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approved a odification under the o e ffordable odification rogra . 
[1 r rt  l  i  r t   t  r t r  t r   ifi ti  r 
    . 
  
6 Bankruptcy Court Declined We are unable to offer you a Home Affordable Modification because
you have filed for bankruptcy protection and the proposed modified mortgage loan terms were not
approved by the Bankruptcy Court You may wish to contact your bankruptcy counsel or trustee to
discuss this decision
7 Negative NPV The Home Affordable Modification Program requires a calculation of the net present
value NPV of a modification using a formula developed by the Department of the Treasury The
NPV calculation requires us to input certain financial information about your income and your
mortgage loan including the factors listed below When combined with other data in the Treasury
model these inputs estimate the cash flow the investor owner of your mortgage loan is likely to
receive if the mortgage loan is modified and the investor cash flow if the mortgage loan is not
modified Based on the NPV results the owner of your mortgage loan has not approved a
modification
If we receive a request from you within 30 calendar days from the date of this letter we will provide
you with the date the NPV calculation was completed and the input values noted below If within 30
calendar days of receiving this information you provide us with evidence that any of these input
values are inaccurate and those inaccuracies are material for example a significant difference in
your gross monthly income or an inaccurate zip code we will conduct a new NPV evaluation While
there isnoguarantee that a new NPV evaluation will result in the owner of your mortgage loan




Unpaid balance on the original mortgage loan as of Data Collection Date
b
Interest rate before modification as of Data Collection Date
C
Months delinquent as of Data Collection Date
d
Next ARM reset date if applicable
e
Next ARM reset rate if applicable
f




Monthly real estate taxes
I












8 Default Not Imminent We are unable to offer you a Home Affordable Modification because you
are current on your mortgage loan and after reviewing the financial information you provided us we
PLF 03140001982
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i  l c   t  ri i l rt  l  s f [Dat  ll cti  t ] 
Interest rate before modification as of [Data Collection Date]. 
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8. efault ot I inent. e are unable to offer you a o e Affordable odification because you 
are current on your mortgage loan and, after reviewing the financial information you provided us, we 
  
have determined that you are not at risk of default because
You have not documented a financial hardship that has reduced your income or increased
your expenses thereby impacting your ability to pay your mortgage loan as agreed
You have sufficient net income to pay your current mortgage payment
You have the ability to pay your current mortgage payment using cash reserves or other
assets
9 Excessive Forbearance We are unable to offer you a Home Affordable Modification because we
are unable to create an affordable payment equal to 31 percent of your reported monthly gross
income without changing the terms of your mortgage loan beyond the requirements of the program
10 Previous HAM Modification We are unable to offer you a Home Affordable Modification
because your mortgage loan was previously modified under the Home Affordable Modification
Program The program does not allow more than one modification
11 Request Incomplete We are unable to offer you a Home Affordable Modification because you did
not provide us with the documents we requested A notice which listed the specific documents we
needed and the time frame required to provide them was sent to you more than 30 days ago
12 Trial Plan Default We are unable to offer you a Home Affordable Modification because you did not
make all of the required trial period plan payments by the end of the trial period
Loan Paid Off or Reinstated We are not considering your request for a modification because
Your mortgage loan was paid in full on
Your mortgage loan was reinstated on and you no longer appear to be in need
of modification If you feel that you are at risk of default please contact us to discuss your eligibility
and qualification for a Home Affordable Modification
Offer Not Accepted by Borrower Request Withdrawn We are not considering your request for a
modification because
After being offered a trial period plan or Home Affordable Modification you notified us on
that you did not wish to accept the offer
After initially asking to be considered for a Home Affordable Modification you withdrew that request
on
Incomplete Information Notice We cannot continue to review your request for a Home Affordable
Modification because
You are currently in a trial period plan however you have not provided all of the documentation we
previously requested If we do not receive the required documents by insert expiration date of trial
period plan but no less than 30 days from the date of the letter we will terminate your trial period
plan and may resume other means to collect any amounts due on your account The documents we
need are Insert list of required documents
You have requested consideration for a trial period plan however you have not provided all of the
documentation we previously requested If we do not receive the required documents by insert date
no less than 30 days from the date of the letter we will consider that you have withdrawn your
request for a modification and may resume other means to collect any amounts due on your
account The documents we need are Insert list of required documents
PLF 03141001983
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY
WASHINGTONDC
BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTONDC
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WASINGTONDC





MERSCORP Inc and the










The Comptroller of the Currency of the United States of America Comptroller
through his national bank examiners and other staff of the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency OCC the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System Washington DC
Board of Governors the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation FDIC the Office of
Thrift SupervisionCOTS and the Federal Housing Finance Agency FHFA collectively
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he o ptroller f the urrency f the nited tates f erica ("Comptroller"), 
through his national bank exa iners and other staff of the Office of the Co ptroller of the 
rre  ("OCC"), the oard of overnors of the Federal eserve Syste , ashington, .C. 
("Board f ernors"), the Federal eposit Insurance orporation ("FDIC"), the fice  
Thrift S ision ("OTS"), and the Federal ousing inance gency ("FHF ") (collectively 
MERS Consent Order 
PLF 03144 
the Agencies as part of an interagency horizontal review of major residential mortgage
servicers and mortgage service providers have conducted an examination of MERSCORP Inc
MERSCORP and of its whollyowned subsidiary corporation Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc MERS both ofwhich provide various services to financial
institutions related to tracking and registering residential mortgage ownership and servicing
acting as mortgagee of record in the capacity of nominee for lenders and initiating foreclosure
actions The Agencies have identified certain deficiencies and unsafe or unsound practices by
MERS and MERSCORP that present financial operational compliance legal and reputational
risks to MERSCORP and MERS and to the participating Members Members are institutions
that use MERSCORP and MERS services and have agreed to abide by MERSCORPsRules
ofMembership the Rules The Members include depository institutions regularly examined
by or subsidiaries or affiliates of depository institutions subject to examination by the OCC the
Board ofGovernors the FDIC the OTS and other appropriate Federal banking agencies as
defined by subsection1bof the Bank Service Company Act 12USC 1861band
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac which are subject to examination by the FHFA collectively
Examined Members The Agencies have informed MERS and MERSCORP of the findings
resulting from the examination MERS and MERSCORP have begun implementing procedures
to remediate the practices addressed in this Order
MERS and MERSCORP by and through their duly elected and acting Boards of
Directors collectively the Boards have executed a Stipulation and Consent to the Issuance
of a Consent Order dated April 13 2011 Stipulation and Consent that is accepted by the
Agencies By this Stipulation and Consent which is incorporated by reference MERS and
MERSCORP have consented to the issuance of this Consent Cease and Desist Order Order
MERS Consent Order
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 "Agencie "), as art f a  i tera e c  riz tal revie  f aj r resi ential rt a e 
servicers and ortgage service providers, have conducted an exa ination of S P, Inc. 
("MERSC "), and of its holly-o ned subsidiary corporation, ortgage Electronic 
i t t  te s, c., ("ME "), t  f ic  r i e ari s services t  fi a cial 
institutions related to tracking and registering residential ortgage o nership and servicing, 
acting as ortgagee of record in the capacity of no inee for lenders, and initiating foreclosure 
actions. The gencies have identified certain deficiencies and unsafe or unsound practices by 
 a   t at rese t fma cial, erational, c lia ce, le al a  re tati al 
risks to E S P and E S, and to the participating e bers. e bers are institutions 
that use ERSCORP's and ERS' services and have agreed to abide by ERSCORP's Rules 
f e bership (the "Rules"). he e bers include depository institutions regularly exa ined 
, r s si iaries r ffiliates f sit r  i stit ti s s j t t  i ti   t  , t  
oard f overnors, the I , the , and other appropriate ederal banking agencies, as 
defined by subsection l(b)(1) of the ank Service o pany ct, 12 .S.C. § 1861(b)(1), and 
a ie ae a  re ie ac, ic  are s ject t  e a i ati   t e  , (collectively 
"Examined e bers"). he gencies have infor ed S and S P f the fmdings 
resulting from the examination. ERS and ERSCORP have begun implementing procedures 
t  re e iate t  r tices r  i  t i  r r. 
ERS and ERSCORP, by and through their duly elected and acting Boards of 
irectors (collectively t e "Boards"), have executed a "Stipulation and onsent to the Issuance 
of a Consent rder," dated pril 13, 2011 ("Stipulation and Consent"), that is accepted by the 
gencies. y this Stipulation and onsent, hich is incorporated by reference, E S and 
ERS P a e se ted to e issuance  t is  ease  s  rder ("Orde "), 
ERS onsent rder 
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pursuant to 12USC 1818b1867cdand 4631 by the Agencies consistent with the
Stipulation and Consent MERS and MERSCORP have committed to take all necessary and




For purposes of this Consent Order
1 MERS and MERSCORP are providers of services to Examined Members within
the meaning of 12USC 1867c
2 MERS and MERSCORP are each an institutionaffiliated party within the
meaning of 12USC 1813uby virtue ofMERS acting as agent for lenders who include
Examined Members with respect to serving as mortgagee in a nominee capacity for the lender
and are each an entity affiliated party within the meaning of 12USC 4502l1 by virtue of
MERS acting as agent for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac with respect to serving as mortgagee in a
nominee capacity for the owner of residential mortgage loans
3 The OCC the Board ofGovernors the OTS and the FDIC examined the services
provided by MERS and MERSCORP to Examined Members pursuant to the provisions of 12
USC 1867conbehalf of themselves and other appropriate Federal banking agencies as
defined in 12USC 1861b




r ant t  1  .S.C. §§ 1818(b), 1867(c)-(d), and 631,  t  ci s, consi t t it  t  
ti l ti   sent.    hav  itt  t  t  ll n c ssary  
appr riate ste s t  re e  t e eficie cies an  u safe r so  ractices i e tifie   t e 
ci s. 
  
J I I I  
 s     rder: 
(1)  and  are providers f services to xa ined e bers ithin 
t  i    .S.C. § 867(c). 
(2)  a   are eac  a  "instit ti -affiliate  arty" it i  t e 
   .S.C. § 1813(u) by virtue of  acting as agent for lenders (who include 
a i e  e ers) it  res ect t  ser i  as rtga ee i  a inee ca acit  f r t e le er, 
and are each an "entity-affiliated party" ithin the eaning f 12 .S.c. § 4502(11) by virtue f 
 ti   t f r i  ae  r ie ac ith r t t  r ing  rtgagee i   
no inee capacity for the o ner f residential ortgage loans. 
(3) e , t  oar   m r , t e ,  t  I  i e  t  r i  
provided by ERS and ERSCORP to xa ined e bers pursuant to the provisions f 12 
.S.C. § 1867(c), on behalf of the selves and other appropriate Federal banking agencies as 
fined in  .S.c. § 861(b)(l). 
(4) The gencies have authority to enter into this Consent rder pursuant to 12 
.S.C. §§ 1 18(b), 1 67(c)-(d), a  . 





The Agencies find and MERS and MERSCORP neither admit nor deny the following
1 MERS is a whollyowned subsidiary ofMERSCORP MERSCORPs
shareholders include federally regulated financial institutions that own andorservice residential
mortgages including Examined Members and other primary and secondary mortgage industry
participants
2 MERSCORP operates a national electronic registry that tracks beneficial
ownership interests and servicing rights associated with residential mortgage loans and any
changes in those interests or rights There are approximately5000participating Members of
which3000 are residential mortgage servicers Members register loans and report transfers
foreclosures and other changes to the status of residential mortgage loans on the MERS System
There are currently approximately 31 million active residential mortgage loans registered on the
MERS System Examined Members receive a substantial portion of the services provided by
MERSCORP and MERS
3 MERS serves as mortgagee of record and nominee for the participating Members
in local land records MERS takes action as mortgagee through documents executed by
certifying officers ofMERS MERS has designated these individuals who are officers or
employees ofMembers or certain third parties who have contractual relationships with
Members as officers ofMERS By virtue of these designations the certifying officers execute
legal documents in the name ofMERS such as mortgage assignments and lien releases
MERS Consent Order 4
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he gencies find, and S and S P neither ad it nor deny, the follo ing: 
(1)  is  ll -owne  s si i r  f P. CORP's 
s are l ers i cl e fe erall  re late  fma cial i stit ti s t at  and/or service resi ential 
ortgages, including xa ined e bers, and other pri ary and secondary ortgage industry 
rti t . 
(2) S P operates a national electronic registry that tracks beneficial 
o nership interests and servicing rights associated ith residential ortgage loans and any 
changes in those interests or rights. here are approxi ately 5,000 participating e bers, f 
hich 3,000 are residential ortgage servicers. e bers register loans and report transfers, 
foreclosures, and other changes to the status of residential ortgage loans on the E S Syste . 
here are currently approxi ately 31 illion active residential ortgage loans registered on the 
S Syste . xa ined e bers receive a substantial portion of the services provided by 
E S P  . 
(3) ERS serves as ortgagee of record and no inee for the participating e bers 
in local land records. ERS takes action as ortgagee through docu ents executed by 
"certifying officers" of . E S has designated these individuals, ho are officers or 
loyees f e bers r rt in t ir - arties  e tr t l r l tions ips it  
embers, as officers of ERS. By virtue of these designations, the certifying officers execute 
legal docu ents in the na e of ERS, such as ortgage assign ents and lien releases. 
ERS onsent Order 
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4 In connection with services provided to Examined Members related to tracking
and registering residential mortgage loans and initiating foreclosures residential mortgage and
foreclosurerelated services MERS andMERSCORP
a have failed to exercise appropriate oversight management supervision and
corporate governance and have failed to devote adequate financial staffmg training and legal
resources to ensure proper administration and delivery of services to Examined Members and
b have failed to establish andmaintain adequate internal controls policies
and procedures compliance risk management and internal audit and reporting requirements with
respect to the administration and delivery of services to Examined Members
5 By reason of the conduct set forth above MFRS and MERSCORP engaged in
unsafe or unsound practices that expose them and Examined Members to unacceptable
operational compliance legal and reputational risks
Pursuant to the authority vested in themby the Federal Deposit Insurance Act as
amended 12USC 1818bthe Bank Service Company Act 12 USC 1867cdand
the Federal Housing Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act 12USC 4631 the
Agencies hereby ORDER that
ARTICLE III
COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
1 Within twenty 20 days ofthis Order the Boards ofDirectors ofMERSCORP
and MFRS the Boards shall each establish and thereafter maintain a Compliance Committee
of at least three 3 directors of which at least two 2 may not be employees or officers of
MERS or MERSCORP or any of their subsidiaries or affiliates In the event of a change of the
MERS Consent Order
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(4) In connection ith services provided to Exa ined e bers related to tracking, 
a  re isteri  resi e tial rt a e l a s a  i itiati  f recl s res ("reside tial rt a e a  
cl sure- l  r "),   P: 
(a) have failed to exercise appropriate oversight, anage ent supervision and 
corporate governance, and have failed to devote adequate fmancial, staff g, training, and legal 
res rces t  e s re r er a i istrati  a  eli er  f ser ices t  a i e  e ers; a  
(b) have failed to establish and aintain adequate internal controls, policies, 
 r r , lia  ri  ent,  i t r l it  r rti  r ir t  it  
   on    r    rs. 
(5) y reason of the conduct set forth above, E S and S P engaged in 
s fe r s  r tices t t s  t   i e  rs t  t l  
r ti al, l , l,   . 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the  by the Federal eposit Insurance ct, as 
,  .S.c. §§ 1818(b), the ank ervice o pany ct, 12 .S.C. § 1867(c)-(d), and 
t  r l i  t r rises i ial f t   dness t,  .S.c. § , t  
gencies  ER t: 
  
 ITTEE 
(1) ithin t t  (2 ) s f t is r r, t  r s f irectors f  
d E  (the "Boards") shall each establish and thereafter aintain a o pliance o ittee 
of at least three (3) directors, of which at least two (2) ay not be e ployees or officers of 
S or S P or any of their subsidiaries or affiliates. In the event f a change f the 
ERS Consent rde  
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membership the name of any new committee member shall be submitted to the OCC Deputy
Comptroller for Large Bank Supervision Deputy Comptroller The Compliance Committee
shall be responsible for monitoring and coordinating MFRS and MERSCORPscompliance
with the terms and provisions of this Order The Compliance Committee shall meet at least
monthly and maintain minutes of its meetings
2 Within ninety 90 days of this Order and within thirty 30 days of the end of
each calendar quarter thereafter the Compliance Committee shall submit a written progress
report to the Boards setting forth in detail its actions taken to comply with each Article of this
Consent Order and the results and status of those actions
3 The Boards shall forward a copy of the Compliance Committeesreport with any
additional comments by the Boards to the Deputy Comptroller and the OCC Examiner in
Charge within ten 10 days ofreceiving such report
ARTICLEIV
ACTION PLAN
1 Within ninety 90 days of this Order MERS and MERSCORP shall jointly
develop and submit to the Deputy Comptroller an acceptable plan containing a complete
description of the actions that are necessary and appropriate to achieve compliance with the
terms and provisions of this Order ActionPlan as well as the resources to be devoted to the
planned actions with respect to services provided to Examined Members In the event the
Deputy Comptroller requests MERS or MERSCORP to revise the Action Plan they shall
immediately make the requested revisions and resubmit the Action Plan to the Deputy
Comptroller Following acceptance of the Action Plan by the Deputy Comptroller MERS and
MERS Consent order
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rship, t   f   itt  r s ll  s itt  t  t   t  
tr ller f r ar e a  er isi  ("Dep t  omptroller"). e lia ce ittee 
shall be responsible for onitoring and coordinating E S' and SCORP's co pliance 
it  t  t nus  r isions f t is r r.  li  itte  s ll t t l st 
   te    ti gs. 
(2) ithin ninety (90) days of this rder, and ithin thirty (30) days of the end of 
 l  t  t ft r, t  liance ittee ll it  itt   
r rt t  t  r  tti  f rt  i  t il it  ti  t  t  l  it   rti le  t i  
 r,        ti . 
(3) The Boards shall for ard a copy of the Co pliance Co mittee's report, ith any 
additional co ents by the oards, to the eputy o ptroller and the  xa iner-in-
harge ithin ten (10) days of receiving such report. 
  
I   
(1) ithin ninety (90) days of this rder, S and S P shalljointly 
develop and submit to the Deputy Comptroller an acceptable plan containing a complete 
description of the actions that are necessary and appropriate to achieve co pliance ith the 
tenus  r isions f t is r r ("Action lan"), s ll s t e r s r s t   t  t  t  
planned actions, ith respect to services provided to xa ined e bers. In the event the 
t  tr ller r ests  r S  t  re ise t e cti  la , t e  s all 
i ediately ake the requested revisions and resub it the ction Plan to the eputy 
Co ptroller. Following acceptance of the Action Plan by the Deputy Co ptroller, ERS and 
ERS  Orde  
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MERSCORP shall not take any action that would constitute a significant deviation from or
material change to the requirements of the Action Plan or this Order unless and until MERS or
MERSCORP have received a prior written determination ofno supervisory objection from the
Deputy Comptroller
2 The Boards shall ensure that MERS and MERSCORP achieve and thereafter
maintain compliance with this Order including without limitation successful implementation of
the Action Plan The Boards shall further ensure that upon implementation of the Action Plan
MERS and MERSCORP achieve and maintain effective residential mortgage and foreclosure
related services on behalfof Examined Members as well as associated risk management
compliance quality control audit training staffing and related functions In order to comply
with these requirements the Boards shall
a require the timely reporting by MERS and MERSCORP management of
such actions taken to comply with this Order andordirected by either Board to be taken pursuant
to this Order
b followup on any compliance issues with such actions in a timely and
appropriate manner and
c require corrective action be taken in a timely manner for any non
compliance with such actions
3 The Action Plan shall address at a minim
a the capability of the Boards and senior management to ensure that MERS
and MERSCORP are operated in a safe and sound manner in accordance with applicable laws
regulations and requirements of this Order
MERS ConsentOrder
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 s all t ta e a y acti  t at l  co stit te a si nifica t eviati  fr , r 
aterial change to the require ents of the ction Plan, or this rder, unless and until S or 
  r i   ri r ritt  t r i ti  f  supervis r  j ti  fr  t  
t  ptrol r. 
(2)   l       i    
ai tai  c lia ce it  t is r er, i cl i g, it t li itation, s ccessf l i le e tati  f 
the ction lan. he oards shall further ensure that, upon i ple entation f the ction lan, 
   i   i t i  f ti  i ti l t   1os -
related services  behalf f xa ined e bers, as ell as associated risk anage ent, 
co pliance, quality control, audit, training, staffmg, and related functions. In order to co ply 
  i ts,   al : 
(a) require the ti ely reporting by S and S P anage ent of 
such actions taken to co ply ith this rder and/or directed by either oard to be taken pursuant 
 is r; 
(b) follo -up on any co pliance issues ith such actions in a ti ely and 
ate er;  
(c) require corrective action be taken in a timely manner for any non-
c liance ith s c  acti s. 
(3) he tion lan  s, t  inimum: 
(a) the capability of the oards and senior anage ent to ensure that E S 
and ERS P are operated i  a safe and sound anner i  accordance ith applicable la s, 
r lations  requirements f t is r r; 
ERS onse t rder 
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b development and implementation of a strategic plan to include a
comprehensive review of business operations including the risks associated with eachbusiness
line and recommendations to implement the strategic plan
c consistent with the strategic plan development and implementation of a
financial plan to ensure that MERSCORP and MERS have adequate financial strength to support
business operations related to Examined Members The financial plan at a minimum shall
address
i any need for additional capital including the amount and source of
capital
ii the identification measurement monitoring and control of funding
and liquidity risk and
iii a profit and budget plan to include specific goals to reduce
discretionary expenses and improve and sustain earnings as well as maintain adequate reserves
for contingency risks and liabilities
d development and implementation of a comprehensive litigation strategy to
effectively manage lawsuits and legal challenges involving MERS and MERSCORP regardless
of whether MERSCORP or MERS is a named party including early identification and tracking
of such lawsuits and challenges
e development and implementation of a communication plan to
communicate effectively and in a timely manner with MERSCORPsshareholders Members
including Examined Members and relevant external parties
f development and implementation of a compliance and quality assurance
program for ensuring that Examined Members implement and follow all of the Rules including
MERS Consent order
PLF 03151001995
(b) develop ent and i ple entation f a strategic plan to include a 
c re e si e re ie  f si ess erations, i cl i  t e ris s ass ciate  it  eac  si ess 
line, and reco endations to i ple ent the strategic plan; 
(c) consistent ith the strategic plan, develop ent and i ple entation of a 
fm i l l  t  s r  t t     t  fm i l str t  t  s rt 
si ss r ti s r l t  t  i  rs.  fi i l l n, t  i i u , s ll 
address: 
(i)   f r iti l pital, i l i  t  t  s r  f 
pital; 
(ii) the identification, easure ent, onitoring and control of funding 
 li i it  ris ;  
(iii) a profit and budget plan to include specific goals to reduce 
discretionary expenses and i prove and sustain earnings, as ell as aintain adequate reserves 
or inge  is s  i ; 
(d) develop ent and i ple entation of a co prehensive litigation strategy to 
ff ti l   l s its  le l lle s i l in    , r r less 
f hether S P or S is a na ed party, including early identification and tracking 
 ch la s its  ll ; 
(e) develop ent and i ple entation of a co unication plan to 
icate ffe ti el   i   ti l  r ith RP' s s r hol rs, rs 
including xa ined e bers, and relevant external parties; 
(t) develop ent and i ple entation of a co pliance and quality assurance 
program for ensuring that Examined embers implement and follow all of the Rules, including 
ERS Consent Order 
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adherence to the requirements set forth in BIERS Announcement 201101 dated February lb
2011
g development and implementation of a plan to ensure that MERS certifying
officers are transitioned expeditiously onto the Corporate Resolution Management System
CRMS in accordance with MERS current certifying officer policy and process
h development and implementation of appropriate standards to maintain
separation of corporate functions between MERS and 1NIERSCORP
i review of the effectiveness of the Rules and related Procedures Terms
and Conditions to determine what if any additions amendments or deletions are appropriate
0 development and implementation of enhanced information reporting
practices to seniormanagement from lower levels of eachorganization and from senior
management to the Boards to ensure that significant issues are properly identified and escalated
and that corporate actions are considered taken in a timely fashion ands properly documented
k any Matter Requiring Attention in the OCC Supervisory Letter NoMFRS
201101 dated January 19 2011 that addresses an issue that is not otherwise covered by
provisions of this Order and
1 development of contingency plans to address issues that arise with respect
to any of the foregoing elements of the Action Plan including plans that address operational
continuity issues in the normal course of business and in a stressed environment
4 The Action Plan shall specify timelines for completion of each of the
requirements of this Order The timelines in the Action Plan shall be consistent with any
deadlines set forth in this Order
MERS Consent Order 9
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e   re e ts    i\t1E   -0 ,   16, 
1; 
(g) e el e t a  i le e tati  f  l  t  s r  t t  rtif i  
officers are transitioned expeditiously onto the orporate esolution anage ent yste  
("CR S")   t  '  i     s; 
(h) l t  i le t ti  f r riat  t r  t  i t i  
r ti   t  ti  t    l\IlE SC ; 
(i) r i  f t  ff tiveness f t  l s,  r l t  r r s, r s 
and onditions to deter ine hat, if any, additions, a end ents, or deletions are appropriate; 
(j) develop ent and i ple entation f enhanced infor ation reporting 
practices to senior anage ent fro  lo er levels of each organization, and fro  senior 
t t  t  r s t  r  t t i ifica t i s r  r rl  i tified  al ted, 
 t t r rate ti s r  si r d, t  i   ti l  f s i n, s r rl  t ; 
(k) any atter equiring ttention in the  Supervisory Letter o. E S 
-0 , ate  Ja ar  , , t at a resses a  iss e t at is t t er ise c ere   
provisions f this rder; and 
(1) e el e t f c ti e c  la s t  a ress iss es t at arise it  res ect 
to any of the foregoing ele ents of the ction Plan, including plans that address operational 
ti it  iss s i  t  r l rs  f si ss  i   str ss  ir t. 
(4) The ction Plan shall specify ti elines for co pletion of each of the 
require ents of this rder. The ti elines in the ction Plan shall be consistent ith any 
e     s r. 




BOARD AND MANAGEMENT SUPERVISION
1 Within thirty 30 days from the effective date ofthis Order MERSCORP and
MERS shall engage an independent third party acceptable to the Deputy Comptroller with the
appropriate expertise and qualifications to analyze and assess the directors officers management
and staffing needs with respect to any and all services provided by MERSCORP and MERS to
Examined Members in order to operate MFRS and MERSCORP in a safe and sound manner
and achieve compliance with this Order The engagement shall provide that the required
analysis and assessment be completed and summarized in a written report to the Boards
Management Report within sixty 60 days of the third partysengagement with a copy
simultaneously delivered to the Deputy Comptroller At a minimum the Management Report
shall
a identify the type and number of positions needed appropriately to manage
and supervise all services provided to Examined Members including but not limited to ithe
orderly and expeditious transitioning ofExamined Members onto the CRMS ii the enhanced
communication and coordination with Examined Members required by the Communications
Plan and iii registration or tracking systems assignment andorforeclosure services detailing
any vacancies and additional staffing needs with appropriate consideration to the scope and
complexity of the services provided for the number of Examined Members and MERS certifying
officers who will need to complete the certification process and for the size of the portfolios for
which these services are provided
b identify the type and number of officer and staffpositions needed to
ensure compliance with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations and material
MERS Consent Order 10
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I   
 l'I   ERVI I  
(1)   (3 )   t  f   f  r er,   
E S shall engage an independent third party, acceptable to the eputy o ptroller, ith the 
r ri t  rti   lifi ti  t  l    t  ir tors, ffi rs, t 
a  staffm  ee s it  res ect t  a  a  all ser ices r i e    a   t  
 rs,     E      f     
and achieve co pliance ith this rder. The engage ent shall provide that the required 
analysis and assessment be completed and summarized in a written report to the Boards 
("Management eport") ithin sixty (60) days of the third party's engage ent, ith a copy 
si lta e sl  eli ere  t  t e e t  troller. t a i i , t e a a e e t e rt 
shall: 
(a) identify the type and nu ber of positions needed appropriately to anage 
and supervise all services provided to xa ined e bers, including, but not li ited to: (i) the 
r rl   itious tr siti i  f ine  e ers t  t  ; (ii) t   
c icati  a  c r i ati  it  a i e  e bers re ire   t e icati s 
Plan; and (iii) registration or tracking syste s, assign ent and/or foreclosure services, detailing 
any vacancies and additional staffmg needs with appropriate consideration to the scope and 
co plexity of the services provided, for the nu ber of Exa ined e bers and E S certifying 
officers who will need to complete the certification process, and for the size of the portfolios for 
ich these ices are i ; 
(b) identify the type and nu ber of officer and staff positions needed to 
ensure co pliance ith all applicable federal and state la s and regulations and aterial 
ERS Consent rder 
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contractual requirements as well as to implement any newly established or revised plans
policies procedures processes and systems required by this Order detailing any vacancies
additional needs andorunit realignments required with appropriate consideration to the scope
and complexity ofthe services provided as well as the size of the portfolios for which these
services are provided
c identify and address the appropriateness of the duties responsibilities
authority and accountability of each professional position giving due consideration to the
relevant knowledge skills abilities and experience of the incumbent if any
d present a clear and concise description of the relevant knowledge skills
abilities and experience necessary for each officer position including delegations of authority
and performance objectives including whether the incumbent if any has the requisite
knowledge skills abilities and experience for such position
e recommend a plan to recruit and retain directors officers management
and staffconsistent with the independent third partys analysis and assessment
f recommend any reorganization or realignment of directors officers
management and staffconsistent with the independent third partys analysis and assessment
g recommend any additional training and development needs as well as a
plan to provide such training and development to appropriate directors officers management
and staff and
h recommend procedures to periodically review and update the Management
Plan required by subparagraph 3below and assess the performance of all directors officers
management and staff
IVIERS Consent order 11
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c tract al re ire e ts, as ell as t  i le e t a  e l  esta lis e  r re ise  la s, 
policies, procedures, processes and syste s required by this rder, detailing any vacancies, 
iti l s nd/or it r - li ts r ir  it  r ri t  si r ti  t  t  s  
       l       rt     
r i  re r i ; 
(c) i tif   r  t  r riatenes  f t  ti s, r onsibiliti , 
authority and accountability f each professional position, giving due consideration to the 
r l t l , ill , iliti ,  ri   t  i t (if ny); 
(d) rese t a clear a  c cise escri ti  f t e rele a t le e, s ills, 
abilities, and experience necessary for each officer position, including delegations of authority 
 rf r ance j ti , i l i  t r t  i t (if ny)  t  r i it  
le e, skills, a ilities, a  e erie ce f r s c  siti ; 
(e) reco end a plan to recruit and retain directors, officers, anage ent 
a  staff c siste t it  t e i e e e t t ir  arty's a al sis a  assess ent; 
(1) reco end any reorganization or realign ent f directors, officers, 
anage ent and staff consistent ith the independent third party's analysis and assessment; 
(g) rec e  a  a iti al trai i  a  e el e t ee s as ell as a 
plan to provide such training and develop ent to appropriate directors, officers, anage ent 
 taf ;  
(h) reco end procedures to periodically revie  and update the anage ent 
Plan required by subparagraph (3) belo  and assess the perfor ance of all directors, officers, 
anage ent and staff. 
fll   Orde  
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2 MERSCORP and MERS shall provide a copy of the proposed engagement letter
or contract with the third party to the Deputy Comptroller for review and non objection prior to
entering into the engagement
3 Within thirty 30 days of receipt ofthe Management Report MERSCORP and
MERS shall jointly develop a written plan of action the Management Plan in response to
each recommendation contained in the Management Report and a time frame for completing
each action The Management Plan and any subsequent modificationsthereto shall be
submitted to the Deputy Comptroller for review and non objection
4 The Boards shall immediately establish a schedule of regular Board meetings to
be held at least once every calendar quarter
ARTICLEVI
COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO LEGALPROCEEDINGS
1 Within sixty 60 days ofthis Order MERS and MERSCORP shall jointly
develop and submit to the Deputy Comptroller a plan for communicating with Members
concerning significant legal proceedings or issues The plan shall include
a a process for notifying and informing Examined Members concerning
significant legal proceedings and legal issues that relate to the functioning ofMERS
MERSCORP or the Examined Members interests with respect to MERS orMERSCORP
including but not limited to significant favorable or adverse decisions within a short time period
after the issue arises or a decision is issued
MERS Consent Order 12
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(2) lVIERS    s ll r i    f t  r s  t l tt r 
  t        t l     - j    
t i  i t  t  nt. 
(3) it i  t irt  (3 ) s f r i t f t  t rt,   
 s all j i tl  e el  a ritte  la  f acti  (the "Manage e t lan") i  res se t  
each reco endation contained in the anage ent eport and a ti e fra e for co pleting 
 ti n.  a a t l    t oditication(s) t t  ll  
itt  t  t  t  tr ll r f r r i   - j ction. 
(4)     t l       t   
e el  at least ce e er  cale ar arter. 
  
 I     
(1) ithin sixty (60) days of this rder, S and S P shall jointly 
l   s it t  t e t  tr ll r  l  f r i ti  it  e rs 
 ica t    . e  l  : 
(a) a process for notifying and infor ing Exa ined e bers concerning 
significant legal proceedings and legal issues that relate to the functioning of S, 
, r t  i e  rs' i t r sts it  r s t t   r , 
including, but not li ited to significant favorable or adverse decisions, within a short ti e period 
fter t  i  ris  r  i i  is is ; 
ERS s  r  
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b a process that provides sufficient incentives for Members to inform
MERSCORP and MERS of the filing of all lawsuits brought in MFRS name or to which MERS
is a named party and periodically update MERS concerning the status of such lawsuit
c a process to track all legal proceedings brought in MERS name in which
MERS is a named party or which involve legal issues that affect the interests ofMERS
MERSCORP or Examined Members with respect to MERSCORP and MERS
d aprocess to ensure an appropriate response by MERS to legal proceedings
brought in MERS name in which MERS is a namedparty or which involve legal issues that
affect the interests ofMERSMERSCORP or Examined Members with respect to MERSCORP
and MERS
e proposed revisions as necessary to the MERSCORP Rules to implement these
processes
2 Within thirty 30 days of this Order MERSCORP and MERS shall establish
Legal Risk Subcommittees of the Boards which shall make regular reports to the Boards on
outstanding legal issues and pending litigation that affect the interests of MERS MERSCORP
and Examined Members with respect to MERSCORP and MERS and provides analysis and
recommendations concerning litigation contingency reserves
ARTICLEVII
CERTIFYING OFFICERS
1 Within sixty 60 days of this Order MERS shall prepare and submit a plan to the
Deputy Comptroller to strengthen its governance processes applicable to MERS certifying
officers with respect to Examined Members The plan shall include but not be limited to
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(b)   t t pr  suf i  i ti  f r r  t  i f r  
 and  f the filing f all la suits brought in E ' na e or to hich :rvffi S 
i    rty,  ri i ll  t   r i  t  t t  f  l suit; 
(c)  r ss t  tr  ll l l r di s r t i  ' a e, i  i  
:rvffi  is a a e  arty, r ic  i l e le al iss es t at affect t e i terests f S, 
P,  i   it  t t    S; 
(d)  r ss t  s r   r ri t  r s s    t  l l r i s 
brought in ERS' na e, in which ERS is a na ed party, or which involve legal issues that 
affect the interests of S, S P, or xa ined e bers ith respect to S P 
; 
(e) proposed revisions as necessary to the S P ules to i ple ent these 
s. 
(2) ithin thirty (30) days f this rder, S  and  shall establish 
Legal isk Subco ittees of the oards, hich shall ake regular reports to the oards on 
tst ing le l issues  ing litigation t t ffe t t e interests f , :rvffiRSC , 
and xa ined e bers ith respect to S P and S, and provides analysis and 
rec e ations c cer i  litigatio  c ti e c  reser es. 
I   
I  ICERS 
(1) ithin sixty (60) days of this Order, ERS shall prepare and sub it a plan to the 
eputy o ptroller to strengthen its governance processes applicable to ERS certifying 
fficers ith respect to a ined e rs. he lan s ll in l , but t e limited t : 
MERS Consent Order 
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a policies and processes to designate or certify individuals as authorized MFRS
certifying officers and that only such individuals act in such capacity
b policies processes and resources to track the identity and activities ofMERS
certifying officers and to ensure their compliance with the Rules and related requirements
including the requirements of the CRMS
c policies processes and resources to register thirdparty MERS certifying
officers who are acting for Examined Members
d policies processes and resources to ensure the adequacy and appropriateness
of training for certifying officers
e policies processes and resources to ensure that Examined Members comply
with MERS Membership Rule 8 and MERS Announcement 2011 01 and
f policies processes and resources to ensure that Examined Members and third
parties can quickly and accurately determine if specific individuals are designated to act as
authorized MERS certifying officers
ARTICLE VIII
QUALITY ASSURANCE AND DATA INTEGRITY
1 Within sixty 60 days of this Order MERS and MERSCORP shall jointly
prepare and submit a plan to the Deputy Comptroller to strengthen its policies processes
resources and controls for data standards and quality assurance of information submitted to and
contained in MERSCORP data systems The plan shall include but not be limited to
a an assessment and determination ofwhich data elements are necessary to
MERS and MERSCORP operations and should be mandatory reporting requirements
MERS Consent Order 14
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(a) licies  r ess s t  si te r rtif  i i i ls s t ri  E  
certifying officers, and that only such individuals act in such capacity; 
(b) policies, processes and resources to track the identity and activities of E S 
certif ing fficers a  t  e s re t eir c lia ce it  t e les a  relate  re ire e ts, 
i cl i  t e re ire e ts f t e ; 
(c) policies, processes and resources to register third-party S certifying 
fficers  re ti  f r i  rs; 
(d) licies, r cesses a  res rces t  e s re t e a e ac  a  a r riate ess 
 tr i i  f r rtif in  ffic r ; 
(e) licies, r cesses, a  res rces t  e s re t at a i e  e ers c l  
ith  e bership ille 8 and  nnounce ent 2011-01; and 
(f) li i , r ,  r r  t  r  t t i  r   t ir  
rties  i l   r t l  t r i  if s ifi  i i idu ls r  si t  t  t s 
authorized S certifying officers. 
I  III 
     
(1) ithin sixty (60) days f this rder,  and  shall jointly 
prepare and sub it a plan to the eputy Co ptroller to strengthen its policies, processes, 
res rces a  c tr ls f r ata sta ar s a  alit  ass ra ce f i f r ati  s itte  t  a  
contained in E S P data syste s. The plan shall include, but not be li ited to: 
(a) a  assess e t a  eter i ati  f ic  ata ele e ts are ecessar  t  
E S and E S P operations and should be andatory reporting require ents 
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mandatory reporting fields for Examined Members The plan shall include elimination of
collection of existing data elements currently reported by Members that are not reasonably
related to MERS or MERSCORP operations
b policies processes and resources to ensure the accuracy and reliability of data
reported to MERSCORP includingbut not limited to systemtosystem reconciliations of all
MERS mandatory reporting fields frequent capture of all rejectwarning reports associated with
registrations transfers and status updates on openitem aging reports and an accurate
determination of foreclosures pending inMFRS name
c adoption or revision of an adequate written quality assurance procedures
manual and processes to ensure appropriate implementation of the quality assurance program
described in the quality assurance procedures manual
d policies processes and resources to ensure that Examined Members comply
with MERSCORP approved quality assurance plans submitted to MERSCORP by Examined
Members and provide to MERSCORP an annual independent report demonstrating their
adherence to their MERSCORP approved quality assurance program including submission of all




1 Within ninety 90 days from the effective date of this Order the MERSCORP
Board shall obtain an independent external review of and recommendations regarding the
eRegistry system ofrecording electronic notes The review and recommendations shall consider
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("mandat r  r rti  fi l ") f r i  rs.  l  hall i l  li i ti  f 
ll ti   i ti  t  l t  rr tl  r rt   r  t t r  t r bl  
relate  t   r  erati s; 
(b) l s, es         l il    
r rt  t  , i l i  t t li it  t  t -t - t  r cili ti  f ll 
 t r  r rti  fi l s, fr t t re f ll reject/war ing r rts ssoci t  it  
registrations, transfers, and status updates on open-ite  aging reports, and an accurate 
  re los re    E ' ; 
(c) ti  r r isi  f  t  ritte  lit  ss r  r res 
manual and processes to ensure appropriate implementation of the quality assurance program 
s ri  i  t  lit  ss r  r res nual; 
(d) licies, rocesses a  res rces t  e s re t at a i e  e ers c l  
it    lit   l  itted t    i  
e ers a  r ide t   a  a al i e e e t re rt e strati  t eir 
adherence to their  approved quality assurance progra , including sub ission f all 
t r  E S t  r rti  fi l ,  r  f r t -to- t  r cili ti   
eject/warning  ti . 
I  I  
 
(1) ithin ninety (90) days fro  the effective date f this rder, the S P 
Board shall obtain an independent, external revie  of and reco endations regarding the 
e egistry syste  f recording electronic notes. he revie  and reco endations shall consider 
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whether appropriate policies procedures and operating controls are in place to ensure effective
operation of eRegistry Within sixty 60 days of completion of the review and
recommendations required by this Article MERSCORP shall submit to the Deputy Comptroller
for review and supervisory non objection a plan describing actions necessary to implement any
changes to applicable policies procedures and controls as a result of the findings of the audit In
the event the Deputy Comptroller asks MERSCORP to revise the plan required by this Article
MERSCORP shall immediately make the requested revisions and resubmit the plan
ARTICLE X
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
1 Within sixty 60 days from the effective date of this Order MERSCORP shall
develop adopt and implement a plan designed to enhance communications and coordination
with its Examined Members with respect to their duties and responsibilities as set forth in the
Rules and related Procedures Terms and Conditions Communications Plan The
Communication Plan shall at aminim be designed to ensure that all Examined Members and
appropriate personnel within an Examined Member are aware of and can comply with current
Rules and related Procedures Terms and Conditions and any new or revised Rules or related
Procedures Terms and Conditions on an ongoing basis and to ensure that Examined Members
and appropriate personnel within or retained by an Examined Member are aware of and are able
to comply with the requirement to advise MERSCORP of the initiation of litigation naming or
otherwise involving MERS MERSCORP andorone of their subsidiaries and coordinate the
defense or prosecution of such litigation with MERSCORP
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et er a r riate licies, r ce res, a  erati  c tr ls are i  lace t  e s re effecti e 
r ti   gistry. it i  i t  (6 )   l ti   t  r i   
r ti s r ir   t is rti l ,  s ll s it t  t  t  tr ll r 
for revie  and supervisory non-objection a plan describing actions necessary to i ple ent any 
 t  li le li i s, res  t ls   lt  t  fi i   t  dit. I  
the event the eputy Co ptroller asks ERSC RP to revise the plan required by this rticle, 
 shall i ediately ake the requested revisions and resub it the plan. 
I   
I   
(1) it i  i t  (6 )  fr  t  ff ti e t   t i  r er,  ll 
l , t  le e t      s   
it  its i  e r  it  r t t  t ir ti   r si ilitie   t f rt  i  t  
e   at  ,    ("Communications ").  
i tion l  ll, t  inimum,  i  t  r  t t ll i  r   
a r riate ers el it i  a  a i e  e er are a are f, a  ca  c l  it  c rre t 
les  r lat  r r , r s  iti     r r ise  l  r r l t  
rocedures, er s and onditions on an ongoing basis and to ensure that xa ined e bers 
 i t  l it i   t i    i  e   re f,   l  
t  c l  it , t e re ire e t t  a ise S  f t e i itiati  fliti ati  a i  r 
t ise i l in  , ERS P nd/or   t i  i i i   i t  t  
fense r r s ti  f s h litigatio  ith . 




APPROVAL IMPLEMENTATION AND REPORTS
1 MERS and MERSCORP shall submit the written assessments reports and plans
required by this Order for review and written determination of no supervisory objection to the
Deputy Comptroller and within the applicable time periods set forth in the Order MERS and
MERSCORP shall adopt the plans required by this Order upon receipt of a determination of no
supervisory objection from the OCC and shall immediately make any revisions requested by the
Deputy Comptroller Upon adoption MERS and MERSCORP shall immediately implement the
plans required by this Order and thereafter fully comply with them
2 During the term of this Order the required plans programs policies and
procedures shall not be amended or rescinded in any material respect without the prior written
approval of the Deputy Comptroller
3 During the term of this Order MERS and MERSCORP shall revise the required
plans programs policies and procedures as necessary to incorporate new or changes to
applicable federal and state laws rules regulations guidelines court orders and contractual or
other requirements
4 The Boards shall ensure that MFRS and MERCORP have processes personnel
resources and control systems to ensure implementation of and adherence to the plans
programs policies and procedures required by this Order
5 Within thirty 30 days after the end of each calendar quarter following the date of
this Order MERS and MERSCORP shall submit to the Deputy Comptroller a written progress
report detailing the form and manner of all actions taken to secure compliance with the
provisions of this Order and the results thereof The progress report shall include information
MERS Consent Order 17
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I  I 
ROVAL.    
(1) ERS and ERSCORP shall submit the written assessments, reports and plans 
required by this rder for revie  and ritten deter ination f no supervisory objection to the 
t  tr ll r  it i  t  li l  ti  ri  t f rt  i  t  rder.   
 s ll t t  l s r ir   t is r r  r i t f  t r i ti  f  
supervisory objection fro  the oce, and shall i ediately ake any revisions requested by the 
eputy o ptroller. pon adoption, S and S P shall i ediately i ple ent the 
la s re ire   t is r er a  t ereafter f ll  c l  it  t e . 
(2) During the term of this Order, the required plans, programs, policies and 
procedures shall not be a ended or rescinded in any aterial respect ithout the prior ritten 
    tr l r. 
(3) uring the ter  of this rder, E S and E Se P shall revise the required 
plans, progra s, policies and procedures as necessary to incorporate ne  or changes to 
applicable federal and state la s, rules, regulations, guidelines, court orders, and contractual or 
t r r ir t . 
(4) he oards shall ensure that E S and P have processes, personnel, 
resources, and control syste s to ensure i ple entation of and adherence to the plans, 
progra s, policies and procedures required by this rder. 
(5) ithin thirty (30) days after the end of each calendar quarter follo ing the date of 
this rder, ERS and ERSC RP shall sub it to the eputy Co ptroller a ritten progress 
report detailing the for  and anner of all actions taken to secure co pliance ith the 
provisions of this Order and the results thereof. The progress report shall include infor ation 
ERS Consent rder 
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sufficient to validate compliance with this Order based on a testing program acceptable to the
OCC that includes if required by the OCC validation by thirdparty independent consultants
acceptable to the Deputy Comptroller The Deputy Comptrollermay in writing discontinue the
requirement for progress reports or modify the reporting schedule
6 All communication regarding this Order shall be sent to
a Joseph H Evers
Deputy Comptroller for Large Bank Supervision
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency





Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
250 E Street SW
Washington DC 20219
ARTICLEXII
COMPLIANCEAND EXTENSIONS OF TIME
1 If MERS or MERSCORP contend that compliance with any provision of this
Order would not be feasible or legally permissible or requires an extension of any timeframe
within this Order the Boards shall submit a written request to the Deputy Comptroller asking for
relief Any written requests submitted pursuant to this Article shall include a statement setting
forth in detail the special circumstances thatprevent either MERS or MERSCORP from
complying with a provision that require the Deputy Comptroller to exempt either of them from a
provision or that require an extension of a timeframe within this Order
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sufficient to validate co pliance ith this rder, based on a testing progra  acceptable to the 
 t t i l s, i  r ir   t  C, li ti   t ir -part  i t lt t  
acceptable to the eputy o ptroller. The eputy o ptroller ay, in riting, discontinue the 
re ire e t f r r ress re rts r if  t e re rti  schedule. 
(6) ll i ti  r r i  t i  r r all  t t : 
  : 
(a) J s  . rs 
t  tr ll r f r r   r isi  
ffice f t  tr ller f t  rr  
  t,  
i ton,   
(b) t  J s  
   
ffice f the o ptroller f the urrency 
  t,  
i t ,   
  
  S   
(I) If ERS or ERSC RP contend that co pliance ith any provision of this 
Order would not be feasible or legally pennissible, or requires an extension of any timeframe 
ithin this rder, the oards shall sub it a ritten request to the eputy o ptroller asking for 
relief. ny ritten requests sub itted pursuant to this rticle shall include a state ent setting 
f rt  i  t il t  i l circumstances t t revent ither  r S P fr  
complying with a provision, that require the Deputy Comptroller to exempt either of them from a 
r isi , r t at require  e tension f  ti efra e ithin t is r r. 
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2 All such requests shall be accompanied by relevant supporting documentation
and to the extent requested by the Deputy Comptroller a sworn affidavit or affidavits setting
forth any other facts upon which MERS or MERSCORP relies The Deputy Comptrollers
decision concerning a request is final and not subject to further review
ARTICLE XIII
OTHER PROVISIONS
1 Although this Order requires MERS and MERSCORP to submit certain actions
reports and plans for the review or a written determination of no supervisory objection by the
Deputy Comptroller the Boards have the ultimate responsibility for proper and sound
management ofMERS and MERSCORP
2 In each instance in this Order in which MERS or MERSCORP are required to
ensure adherence to and undertake to perform certain obligations it is intended to mean that the
Boards shall
a authorize and adopt such actions on behalf ofMERS and MERSCORP as
may be necessary for them to perform their obligations and undertakings under the terms ofthis
Order
b require the timely reporting ofMERS and MERSCORP management of such
actions directed by either Board to be taken under the terms of this Order
c followup on any material non compliance with such actions in a timely and
appropriate manner and
d require corrective action be taken in a timely manner of any material non
compliance with such actions
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(2) ll s  r sts s ll  i   r l t s rti  ntation, 
 t  t  t t r st   t  t  ptroll r,  s r  ffi it r ffi its s tti  
forth any other facts upon hich S or S P relies. he eputy o ptroller's 
isi  r i   r st is fi l  t s j t t  f rt r r i w. 
I  III 
  
(1) lthou  t is r r r ires    t  s it rt i  ti s, 
reports and plans for the revie  or a ritten deter ination of no supervisory objection by the 
t  troll r, t  r s  t  lti at  r s si ilit  f r r r  s  
anage ent f  and . 
(2) In  i sta ce i  t is r r i  i     r  r ir  t  
s r  r  t ,  rta e t  rf r  rt i  li ti s, it is i t  t   t t t  
s al : 
(a) a t rize a  a t s c  acti s  e alf f  a   as 
  r  f r t  t  rf r  t ir ligatio s  rt i  r t  t r s  t i  
r r; 
(b) require the ti ely reporting of S and S P anage ent of such 
ti s ire t   it er r  t   t  r t  t r s f t is r r; 
(c) follo -up on any aterial non-co pliance ith such actions in a ti ely and 
appropriate anner; and 
(d) require corrective action be taken in a ti ely anner of any aterial non-
co pliance ith such actions. 
ERS   
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3 If at any time the Comptroller the Board of Governors the FDIC the OTS or
the FHFA deems it appropriate in fulfilling the responsibilities placed upon them by the several
laws of the United States to undertake any action affecting MFRS or MERSCORP nothing in
this Order shall in any way inhibit estop bar or otherwise prevent either any of them from so
doing
4 This Order is and shall become effective upon its execution by the Agencies
through their authorized representatives whose hands appear below The Order shall remain
effective and enforceable except to the extent that and until such time as any provision of this
Order shall be amended suspended waived or terminated in writing by the Comptroller
5 Any time limitations imposedby this Order shall begin to run from the effective
date ofthis Order as shown below unless the Order specifies otherwise
6 This Order is intended to be and shall be construed to be a final order issued
pursuant to 12USC 1818b1867dand 4631 and expressly does not form and may not
be construed to form a contract binding the Comptroller the Board ofGovernors the FDIC the
OTS or the FHFA or the United States Without limiting the foregoing nothing in this Order
shall affect any action against MERS MERSCORP or officers directors or employees by a
financial regulatory agency the United States Department of Justice or any other law
enforcement agency to the extent permitted under applicable law
7 The terms of this Order including this paragraph are not subject to amendment or
modification by any extraneous expression prior agreements orprior arrangements between the
parties whether oral or written
8 Nothing in the Stipulation and Consent or this Order express or implied shall
give to any person or entity other than the parties hereto and their successors hereunder any
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(3) If, t  ti , t  tr ll r, t  oar  f r rs, t  I , t  , r 
the   dee s it appropriate in fulfilling the responsibilities placed upon the  by the several 
la s of the nited States to undertake any action affecting ERS or S P, nothing in 
t is r r s ll in   i i it, st , r r t r is  r t it r  f t  fr  s  
doing. 
(4) his rder is and shall beco e effective upon its execution by the gencies 
t r  t ir t ri  r r s t ti es s  s r low.  r r s ll r i  
effecti e a  e f rcea le, e ce t t  t e e te t t at, a  til s c  ti e as, a  r isi  f t is 
rder shall be a ended, suspended, aived, or ter inated in riting by the Co ptroller. 
(5) ny ti e li itations i posed by this rder shall begin to run fro  the effective 
te  t is r,   l , les  t   i ies t is  
(6) is r r is i t  t  ,  s ll  str  t  ,  fm l r r iss  
pursuant to 12 U.S.C. §§ 1818(b), 1867(d), and 4631 and expressly does not for , and ay not 
 tr  t  f r ,  tr t i i  t  tr ll r, t  r  f r rs, t  I , t  
,       te  . th    i g,     
ll ff t  ti  i t ,  r ffic r , ir t rs, r loyees   
financial regulatory agency, the United States Department of Justice or any other law 
enforce ent agency, to the extent per itted under applicable la . 
(7) e ter s f t is r er, i cl i  t is aragraph, are t s ject t  a e e t r 
odification by any extraneous expression, prior agree ents, or prior arrange ents bet een the 
parties, hether oral or ritten. 
(8) othing in the Stipulation and onsent or this rder, express or i plied, shall 
give to any person or entity, other than the parties hereto, and their successors hereunder, any 
 t Ord  
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benefit or any legal or equitable right remedy or claim under the Stipulation and Consent or this
Order
9 The provisions of this Order shall be binding upon MERSCORP and MERS and
their successors and assigns
10 MERS and MERSCORP consent to the issuance of this order before the filing of
any notices or taking of any testimony or adjudication and solely for the purpose of settling this
matterwithout a formal proceeding being filed
IT IS SO ORDERED this 13 day ofApril 2011
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY
By sJoseph H Evers
Joseph H Evers
Deputy Comptroller for Large Bank Supervision
BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
By s Jennifer J Johnson
Jennifer J Johnson
Secretary of the Board
MFRS Consent Order 21
PLF 03164002008
benefit or any legal or equitable right, re edy or clai  under the Stipulation and onsent or this 
rder. 
(9) he provisions f this rder shall be binding upon  and  and 
i  su   ssigns. 
(1 ) ERS and ERSC RP consent to the issuance of this order before the filing of 
a  tices, r ta i  f a  testi  r a j icati , a  s lel  f r t e r se f settli  t is 
t    l  i  li d. 
I  I   , t is 13 th a  f ril, 1. 
       
: Is/Joseph . ers 
 . ers 
t  tr ller f r arge  r isi  
R   ERNORS      
: Is/Je r. .  
J ifer J. J nson 
etary of the oard 
MERS Consent Order 
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FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION




OFFICE OF THRIFT SUPERVISION
By sThomas A Barnes
ThomasA Barnes
Deputy Director
Examinations Supervision and Consumer Protection
FEDERAL HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY
By sChristopherH Dickerson
Christopher H Dickerson
Acting Deputy Director for Enterprise Regulation
MFRS Consent Order 22
PLF 03165002009
 SI  I RAi\J  CORPORATI  
y: l !Thoma  . ki 
 . j ki 
i l  
 i l c  
I   I  ERVI I  
y: IslThomas . e  
 . es 
 re t r 
,   er  
 I  I NCE  
: Is/Christop  . ickerso  
hristopher . ickerson 
cting eputy irector f r ter rise e lation 
MERS Consent Order 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY
WASHINGTONDC
BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTONDC




FEDERAL HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY
WASHINGTONDC
In the Matter of
MERSCORP Inc and the







OTS No 11 040
FHFA No EAP1101
STIPULATION AND CONSENT TO THE ISSUANCE
OF A CONSENT ORDER
The Comptroller of the Currency of the United States of America Comptroller
or OCC and the Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve System Board of
Governors the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation FDIC the Office ofThrift
Supervision OTS and the Federal Housing Finance Agency FHFA collectively
MERS Stipulation
PLF 03166002010
UNI  STA   AlVI I A 
DEPART  O  T  TREASURY 
T L   T  CURRENCY 
ASIDNGTON, .C. 
   F  FE  SER  SYSTE  
ASHINGTON, .C. 
 I  I  PORATI  
I TON, .C. 
In the atter of: 
  I  ERVI I  
HI TON, .C. 
    
I T N, .C. 
, c.,   
 . - -1 -2  
 f  
rtgage l t i  i t ti  t , c., 















I -II-194  
 . -04  
. P-II-Ol 
--------------------------------) 
I I      I E 
F  S T  
The Co ptroller of the Currency of the nited States of erica ("Comptroller" 
or "OCC"), and the oard f ernors of the e eral eser e ste  ("Board f 
Governors"), the Federal eposit Insurance orporation ("FDIC"), the ffice of hrift 
Supervision ("OTS"), and the Federal Housing Finance Agency ("FHFA") (collectively 
MERS Stipulation 
PLF 03166 
the Agencies intend to impose a cease and desist order on the Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc MFRS and its parent company MERSCORP Inc
N ERSCORP pursuant to 12USC 1818b2USC 1867cdand 12
USC 4631 for certain deficiencies and unsafe or unsound practices by MFRS and
MERSCORP that present financial operational compliance legal and reputational risks t
MERSCORP and MERS and to MERSCORPsmembers
MERS and MERSCORP in the interest of compliance and cooperation enter into
this Stipulation and Consent to the Issuance of a Consent Order Stipulation and
consent to the issuance of a Consent Order dated April 13 2011 ConsentOrder
In consideration of the above premises the Agencies through their authorized
representatives and MERS and MERSCORP through their duly elected and acting
Boards ofDirectors stipulate and agree to the following
ARTICLE I
JURISDICTION
For purposes of this Stipulation and the Consent Order
1 MERS and MERSCORP are providers of services to depository
institutions regularly examined by or subsidiaries or affiliates of depository institutions
subject to examination by the OCC the Board of Governors the FDIC the OTS and
other appropriate Federal banking agencies within the meaning of the Bank Service
Company Act of 1962 12USC 1867c
2 MERS and MERSCORP are each an institution affiliated party within
the meaning of 12USC 1813uand are each an entity affiliated party within the




 "Agencies") i te  t  i se a cease a  esist r er  t e rt a e lectr ic 
i t ti  t s, . ("MER "), and its parent co pany, S RP, Inc. 
("M "), r t t   .S.C. § I818(b),12 .S.C. § 1867(c)-(d), and 12 
.S.C. § , f r certai  eficie cies a  safe r s  ractices  E  a  
 that present financial, operational, co pliance, legal and reputational risks t 
  ,  t  SCORP's rs. 
E S and E S P, in the interest of co pliance and cooperation, enter into 
t is ti lati  a  se t t  t e Iss a ce f a se t r er ("Stipulati ")  
consent to the issuance of a onsent rder, dated pril 13, 2011 ("Consent rder"); 
In consideration of the above pre ises, the gencies, through their authorized 
representatives, and  and , through their duly elected and acting 
s  ir t r , ti lat   r  t  t  f ll i g: 
  
 
r rposes f t is ti l ti   t  s t r r: 
(1) E S and E S P are providers of services to depository 
institutions regularly exa ined by, or subsidiaries or affiliates of depository institutions 
subject to exa ination by the , the oard f ovemors, the I , the , and 
other appropriate Federal banking agencies, ithin the eaning ofthe Bank Service 
 ct  ,  .S.C. § 1867(c). 
(2) ERS and ERSC RP are each an "institution-affiliated party" ithin 
t e i    .S.C. § I 813(u), and are each an "entity-affiliated party" ithin the 




3 The OCC the Board ofGovernors FDIC and OTS examined the services
provided by MERS and MERSCORP to national banks and other financial institutions
pursuant to the provisions of 12USC 1867c




1 MERS and MERSCORP without admitting or denying any wrongdoing
consent and agree to issuance of the Consent Order by the Agencies
2 MERS and MERSCORP consent and agree that the Consent Order shall
a be deemed an order issued with the consent ofthe institution affiliated parties
pursuant to 12USC 1818h2and an order to which an entity affiliated party
consents pursuant to 12USC 4633aand b become effective upon its execution
by the Agencies through their authorized representatives and c be fully enforceable by
the Agencies pursuant to 12USC 1818iand 1867 and 12USC 4631fand
4635
3 Notwithstanding the absence ofmutuality of obligation or of
consideration or of a contract the Agencies may enforce any of the commitments or
obligations herein undertaken by MERS or MERSCORP under their supervisory powers
including 12USC 1818iand 1867cdand 12USC 4631 and 4635 and
not as a matter of contract law MERS and MERSCORP expressly acknowledge that
MFRS MERSCORP and the Agencies have no intention to enter into a contract
MERS Stipulation
PLF 03168002012
(3)  oee, t  r  f overnors, I    ex i  the servi s 
i      t  ti l bank   t er fi ci l i tit ti  
 t  t  r  f  .S.C. § 1867(c). 
(4) e e cies a e aut orit  t  e ter i t  t is se t r er rs a t t  
12 .S.c. §§ 818(b), 867(c)-(d)  31. 
I  II 
 
(1) ERS and ERSC RP, ithout ad itting or denying any rongdoing, 
c se t a  a ree t  iss a ce f t e se t r er  t e e cies. 
(2)  and  consent and agree that the onsent rder shall 
(a)    "order  t   s t   ... institution-affiliated part[ies]" 
rs a t   .S.C. § 1818(h)(2) and an order to which an entity-affiliated party 
s ts    .S.c. § 4633(a)(4); and (b) beco e effective upon its execution 
by the gencies through their authorized representatives, and (c) be fully enforceable by 
the ge ies s t t   .S.C. §§ 1818(i) and 1867(d), and 12 .S.C. § 4631(f) and 
. 
(3) ot ithstanding the absence of utuality of obligation, or of 
si r ti , r f  tr t, the gencies  f rce  f t  itments r 
obligations herein undertaken by ERS or ERS P under their supervisory po ers, 
including  .S.C. §§ 18(i) a d 67(c)-(d),   .S.C. §§   ,  
not as a atter of contract la . ERS and ERS P expressly ackno ledge that 




4 MERS and MERSCORP declare that no separate promise or inducement
of any kind has been made by the Agencies or by their agents or employees to cause or
induce MERS or MERSCORP to consent to the issuance of the Consent Order andor
execute the Consent Order
5 MERS and MERSCORP expressly acknowledge that no officer or
employee of the Agencies has statutory or other authority to bind the United States the
United States Treasury Department the Agencies or any other federal bank regulatory
agency or entity or any officer or employee of any of those entities to a contract affecting
the Agencies exercise of their supervisory responsibilities
6 The terms and provisions of the Stipulation and the Consent Order shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their successors in
interest Nothing in this Stipulation or the Consent Order express or implied shall give
to any person or entity other than the parties hereto and their successors hereunder any




1 MERS and MERSCORP by consenting to this Stipulation waive
a the issuance of a Notice of Charges pursuant to 12USC
1818band 4631c
b any and all procedural rights available in connection with the
issuance of the Consent Order
c all rights to a hearing and a final agency decision pursuant to 12




(4) lVIERS and E S P declare that no separate pro ise or induce ent 
f  i  s    t  cies, r  t ir ts r e pl es, t  s  or 
    t   t  t  i  f t  t r r nd/or 
execute the onsent rder. 
(5)    r ssl  c l  t t  ffi r r 
e l ee f t e e cies as stat t r  r t er a t orit  t  i  t e ite  tates, t e 
nited tates reasury epart ent, the gencies, or any other federal bank regulatory 
  tity, r  ffi r r l     t  titi  t   tr t ff ti  
t e e cies' e ercise f t eir s er is r  res onsibilities. 
(6)  t r   r isions  t  ti l ti   t  t r r ll  
i i  , a  i re t  t e e efit f, t e arties eret  a  t eir s ccess rs i  
interest. othing in this Stipulation or the onsent rder, express or i plied, shall give 
to any person or entity, other than the parties hereto, and their successors hereunder, any 
benefit or any legal or equitable right, re edy or clai  under this Stipulation or the 
se t r er. 
I  III 
IVERS 
(1) ERS and ERSCORP, by consenting to this Stipulation, waive: 
(a) the issuance ofa otice of harges pursuant to 12 .S.C. 
§§ 818(b)  631(c); 
(b)   l roce ral rights la le in on ith  
issuance  the onse t ; 
(c) all rights to a hearing and a final agency decision pursuant to 12 




d all rights to seek any type of administrative or judicial review of
the Consent Order
e any and all claims for fees costs or expenses against the Agencies
or any of their agents or employees related in any way to this enforcement matter or this
Consent Order whether arising under common law or under the terms of any statute
including but not limited to the Equal Access to Justice Act 5USC 504 and 28
USC 2412 and




1 The provisions of this Stipulation shall not inhibit estop bar or otherwise
prevent the Agencies from taking any other action affecting MERS or NIERSCORP if at
any time it deems it appropriate to do so to fulfill the responsibilities placed upon it by
the several laws of the United States ofAmerica
2 Nothing in this Stipulation shall preclude anyproceedings brought by the
Agencies to enforce the terms of this Consent Order and nothing in this Stipulation
constitutes and neither MERS nor MERSCORP shall contend that it constitutes a waiver
of any right power or authority of any other representative of the United States or an
agency thereof including without limitation the United States Department of Justice to
bring other actions deemed appropriate
MFRS Stipulation
PLF 03170002014
(d) all rights to seek any type of ad inistrative or judicial revie  of 
t   rder; 
(e) any and all clai s for fees, costs or expenses against the gencies, 
r  f t ir ts r pl es, r l t  i  any  t  t is enf r t tt r r t is 
onsent rder, hether arising under co on la  r under the ter s f any statute, 
including, but not li ited to, the qual ccess to Justice ct, 5 .S.C. §    
U.S.C. § ;  
(f)   ll ri ts t  ll  r t st t  li it  f t  
onsent rder. 
I  I  
  
(1) he provisions f this Stipulation shall not inhibit, estop, bar, or other ise 
re t t e gencies fro  t i   t er ti  ff ti   r M  if, t 
any time, it deems it appropriate to do so to fulfill the responsibilities placed upon it by 
the  s  e ited   . 
(2) othing in this tipulation shall preclude any proceedings brought  the 
gencies to enforce the ter s of this onsent rder, and nothing in this Stipulation 
c stit tes, a d either E S r ERS RP s all c ntend t at it c stit tes, a ai er 
f any right, po er, or authority of any other representative of the nited States or an 
 th r f, in l i , itho t li it ti , t e ited tates e rt e t f J sti , t  




3 The terms of the Stipulation and the Consent Order are not subject to
amendment or modification by any extraneous expression prior agreements or prior
arrangements between the parties whether oral or written
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF the undersigned authorized by the signatory
Agencies as their representatives have hereunto set their hands on behalf of the
Agencies
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY
sJoseph H Evers





BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
sJennifer J Johnson
By Jennifer J Johnson
Secretary of the Board
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
sThomas J Dujenski










(3)  t r  f t  Sti l ti  and t  t r r are n t subject t  
a end ent or odification by any extraneous expression, prior agree ents or prior 
r  t  t  arti s, t r r l  ritt n. 
I  I  , t  rsi ed, ut ri   t  i t r  
  i  sentati s,    i    half   
i . 
       
IslJ  .  
:  .  
t  tr ller f r 
arge  r  
April 13, 2011 
 
R         
Is/Je nifer J. Johnson 
:  .  
  e a  
 P T I S NCE  
IslThomas . ujens i 
: ho as J. ujens i 
e ional irector 





April 13, 2011 
 
LF  
OFFICE OF THRIFT SUPERVISION
sThomas A Barnes







FEDERAL HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY
sChristopher H Dickerson
By Christopher H Dickerson
Acting Deputy Director for Enterprise Regulation
April 13 2011
Date
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF the undersigned as the duly elected and acting Boards of
Directors ofMERS and MERSCORP have hereunto set their hands on behalf ofHERS
and MERSCORP
For MERSCORP
sDianeCitron April 12 2011
Diane Citron Date
MERSCORP
sJohn Courson April 12 2011
John Courson Date
MERSCORP






   ERVI I  
IslThom s . ar es 
y:  .  
t  ir t r 
i ti s, 
s  
r r tectiOIi 
    
IS/Christopher . ic ers  
: rist r . ic ers  
cti  e t  irect r f r ter rise e lati  
pril 13, 2011 
t  
pril 13, 2011 
 
I  TESTI  ERE F, the undersigned, as the duly elected and acting Boards of 
re t rs     ,       l   ]\tI  
 . 
r : 
IslDiane r  
iane tron 
E S  
Is/John rs  
 rs n 
E S  
IslJoe  




l ,  
 
pril 12, 2011 
 
pril 12, 2011 
 
F  
sBrianMcCracken April 12 2011
BrianMcCrackin Date
MERSCORP
sKurt Pfotenhauer April 12 2011
Kurt Pfotenhauer Date
MERSCORP
sRobert Revnolds April 12 2011
Robert Reynolds Date
MERSCORP
sJoseph Rossi April 12 2011
Joseph Rossi Date
MERSCORP
sSteven Stein April 12 2011
Steven Stein Date
MERSCORP
sMarianne Sullivan April 12 2011
Marianne Sullivan Date
MERSCORP







IslBrian c rackin 
Brian cCrackin 
E S P 
Isl rt f te a er 
urt Pfotenhauer 
E S P 
IslRobe t y  
 Y  
E S P 
Is/Jose   
 i 
S P 
IslSte  t i  
Steven Stein 
S RP 
Is/Maria ne llivan 
arianne llivan 
ERS P 
IslLarry as ington 
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sJohn Courson April 12 2011
John Courson Date
MERS
s Edward Kramer April 12 2011
Edward Kramer Date
MERS
sKurt Pfotenhauer April 12 2011
Kurt Pfotenhauer Date
MERS
sMarianne Sullivan April 12 2011
Marianne Sullivan Date
MERS








IslEd ard ra er 
d ard ra er 
ERS 
IslKurt f t r 
urt Pfotenhauer 
ERS 
IslMaria ne llivan 
arianne ullivan 
ERS 
Is/Jose  ssi 






pril 12, 2011 
t  
ril ,  
 
pril 12, 2011 
 






About LSI TITLE and associated investigations
a LSI is owned by Lender Processing Services LPS
b LPS is also known under the name Fidelity National Financial IncFNF A visit to the LSI
website wwwlendersserviceco them as a LSI Division a Lender Processing
Services LPS company LPS doing business as LPS Default Solutions is also known as
and doing business as DocX LLC These firms are currently the subject of investigation
by the Florida Attorney GeneralsEconomic Crimes Division and a foreclosure document
fraud report the Attorney General circulated for the benefit of the public and the other
49 Attorney Generals in the National Attorney GeneralsMortgage Foreclosure
Multistate Group This report includes DocX had offices employing dozens of workers
producing thousands offraudulent assignments Lender Processing Services produced
2000 assignments each working day
c California Florida Michigan Illinois Washington and other state attorney generals are
investigating the parties and clearly state the problem Subject corporations those
mentioned in the above paragraph seem to be creating and manufacturing bogus
assignments ofmortgage in order thatforeclosures may go through more quickly and
efficiently These documents appear to be forged incorrectly and illegally executed false
and misleading These documents are used in court cases as real documents of
assignment and presented to the court as so when it actually appears that they are
fabricated in order to meet the demands of the institution that does not in fact have
the necessary documentation to foreclose according to the law
PLF 03175002020
  TI   i t  investigations. 
. L I i    r r i  r i  ( S). 
b. LPS is also kno n under the na e idelity ational inancial, Inc.(FNF)  visit t  the LSI 
it  .l nderss rvice.comlevidenc s t    L I ivision,  Le r r i  
r i  [ ] pany. PS, i  i    f lt lutions, is l  kn   
 i  i   cX, LC.  fir  r  rr tl  t  j t f i ti ti  
    eneral's i   i      
f  r t t  tt  l i l t  f  t  fit  t  li   t  t  
49 Attorney enerals in the ational Attorney eneral's ortgage Foreclosure 
lti t t  roup. i  r rt i l des: "Do   ffi  l i   f  
producing thousands f fraudulent aSSign ents. ender rocessing Services praduced 
, 00 i   a  ay." 
c. lif r ia, l ri , ic i , Illi is, s i t   t r st t  tt r y r ls r  
investigating the parties and clearly state the proble : "Subject corporations (those 
entioned in the above paragraph) see  to be creating and anufacturing "bogus 
ssi ents" f rt  i  r r t t f r l s r s   t r  r  i l   
efficiently. These docu ents appear to be forged, incorrectly and illegally executed, false 
and isleading. hese docu ents are used in court cases as "real" docu ents f 
assign ent and presented to the caurt as so, hen it actually appears that they are 
f ricate  in r er to eet t e e s af t e i stit ti  t t es t, in f ct, ve 
the necessary docu entation ta foreclose according to the law. /I 
L  03175 
s41a o
Toda s AuaustG8 M 11
OFFICE OFME
t
Enter search 00 active public ConsumRelated investigation
HOME The case file cited below relates toe civil not a criminal irrvestigaticn The existence of an














subjeetoriffVW1gatton Fae11W INatl3nal x1nanclalI and FN IF apnal Leasing Inc IYV43
Lender Processing Services Inc and DGIA LPS Default
Sclutlons and afWa and dNa Cocx LIC a fcreign corporation
Subjectsaddress 601 Riverside Avenue Jac somille Florica 32204
Subjectsbusiness foreclosure elated
Allegation or issue being investigated
Docx has prcduced numercus documents calad Assignments of Mortgage thatto even the untrained eye
apicear to be forged andforfabricatee as the signatures ofthe same incividlal vary wildly torn documentta
documett These documents are thel used to gain standing forthe platrittfin a torecosura sut Subject
corporationsseem to to creating anc marufacturktg bogus assigimenti cf molgage in order that
foreclosxes may go through more quickly and efflci3ritly These documents appear to be forged IncorreKly
ane iflecalty executed false and misleadirg These doccmews are used in court cases as rear documents or
assignrrent and pesentedothe court asso when t acually appaarshat they are fabricated in orcertc meet
the demands or tre Institution that does net m tact nave the necessary documeraaticn to oreclose according
to lair
AG unit handlinam Frnnnrnir CrIM S fWAnnin Ft I alidpwtala Forida
May be used at top
Enter parties currently under multiple attorney general investigation for fabricating and
falsifying foreclosure loan documentation The04162010Notice of Default referenced in the
paragraph above is made by LSI Title as agent for Atlantic Pacific Foreclosure Services As the
evidence in the Evidentiary Findings section reveals LSI and its parent are the subject of
investigations and widely known in the industry to employ workers producing thousands of
fraudulent Assignments each working day The attorney generals clearly state the problem as
creating bogus assignments ofmortgage to make foreclosures go through more quickly and
efficiently The documents appear to be forged incorrectly and illegally executed false and
misleading and used in court as real documents of assignment and presented to the court as
so when it actually appears that they are fabricated in order to meet the demands of the
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a     : 
'?.9.. A ti E Publi  Consumer- hd Investigation 
The cas  file cited belo  relates to a ci>:iI - n t. cri i l-- irrtesti~aticn. The elistence of an 
. in estigatior does not corstit t  proof of anf vic ation of l~w. 
Case Numbe.-: 
SUIIJ ct  ImieS l tlDn: 
Subj ec('s <Jd:Ir ss: 
Ubject's sines : 
i atiD   Iss  i  i U ti ed: 
L1G-J-1094 
F kleuty l'JallJnal =lnanCIaI, Inc. aM f I\lF ::aplTal LEaSing, Inc. l1K1~ 
LenCler Processing Services, Inc., and DJ8/A LPS Default 
clutlons and aMa and dlbla COC)(, LLC. a fcrelgn corporation 
601 iv r i  Avenue Jac GOIT/ll  Florlca  
fDl l s re 'elated 
DOt)( has prcduced nurrercus documents caU~d Asslgnmenls of \11 ortgage, thatto eo:en the untrained eve, 
~ear 10  f r  iiI'l I rf ri t c a  t  i t r  f t   incividLal var  il l  (' m doc ttll 
docume1t These ClOCl ents are the1 used to gain standing fortlB pJalntlffln a tlrecosur3 sui:. Subject 
torporslion9se~ to t~ ctiatlng anc marufacttJrlng "bogus Qssig1rnent~ cfmo1gage In ord~r that 
foreclos.ns -nay go throUgh more qulcldy and efflcklntly. These d)cuments appear to be forged, Incorre:tt,' 
c iD,,~al r' cuted, f l:   isleadlrg.  Lrrl n:s ar  f  i  c rt a  " re   or 
i rr l .nct - nted:o t  rt s o, tl  ~ : JlV r : t l  ar  f ri t  i  ltert  t 
the aerranCls afire InstilUllOh lt13! Cloes nct, In rac!, nave me 1ecessalj Ciocu efllallcn to -orecklse accorcllng 
tllla\ll. 
Ft.nnnnir. ~rlmAA nM;:inn In Ft I lllltip.rrtalp., Flnrirla 
nter parties currently under ultiple attorney general investigation for fabricating and 
f l if i  f r l r  l  t ti n.  4/16/2010 ti  f f lt r f r  i  t  
r r   is   L I itl  s t f r tl ti  &   rvices_   
evidence in the videntiary indings section reveals, LSI and its parent are the subject f 
investigations and widely known in the industry to e ploy workers producing thousands of 
fraudulent Assignments each working day. The attorney generals clearly state the problem as 
"creating bogus assignments of mortgage to make foreclosures go through more quickly and 
efficiently. The docu ents appear to be forged, incorrectly and illegally executed, false and 
isle ing and s  in rt s "re l" ocu ents f ssi t  presented to the rt s 
so, hen it actually appears that they are fabricated in order to eet the de ands f the 






JUN 2 2 2012
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By TARA THERRIEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Case No CV OC 1023898
ORDERGRANTING MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO WITHDRAWAS
COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANTS AND
VACATING THE JURY TRIAL
SETTING
Defendants
The Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel for Defendants having been filed
on June 8 2012 by Michael O Roe and Matthew J McGee of the law firm of Moffatt Thomas
Barrett Rock Fields Chtd as supplemented by the Emergency Supplement to the Motion for
Leave to Withdraw as Counsel for Defendants the Court having heard argument on June 13
2012 reviewed the Motion and its supporting materials reviewed the Supplement to the Motion
and its supporting materials and interviewed Defendants counsel in camera and being
otherwise fully advised in the premises
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED adjudged and decreed that such Motion for Leave to
Withdraw as Counsel of record is GRANTED due to a conflict ofinterest
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL
FOR DEFENDANTS AND VACATING THE JURY TRIAL SETTING 1 Client24743611
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the July 10 2012 jury trial setting is
VACATED and that a future trial setting shall be given priority
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that within twenty 20 days of the date of entry of
this Order Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS is hereby
directed to appear in person or appoint another attorney to appear and file a written notice with
the Court stating how MERS will be represented
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if MERS fails to appear in this action either in
person or through a newly appointed attorney within such twenty 20 day period such failure
shall be sufficient grounds for entry of default and default judgment against MERS or dismissal
of the action ofMERS with prejudice without further notice
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that upon entry of this Order and filing of the proof
of service on the client no further proceedings can be had in this action which will affect the
rights ofMERS for twenty 20 days
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Michael O Roe Matthew J McGee and the
firm Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd shall serve copies of this Order by personal
service or certified mail to the last known address most likely to give notice to defendants
MERS Homecomings Financial LLC and Executive Trustee Services LLC
IT IS SO ORDERE
DATED this21ayof June 201
The above captioned matter has been stayed as to the named defendants Homecomings
Financial LLC and Executive Trustee Services LLC by the automatic stay codified in Section
362aof the United States Bankruptcy code 11USC 101 et seq
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL
FOR DEFENDANTS AND VACATING THE JURY TRIAL SETTING 2 Client24743611
HONORABLE DEBORAH A BAIL
District Judge
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ZSday of June 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANTS AND VACATING THE JURY TRIAL
SETTING to be served bythe method indicated below and addressed to the following
JonM Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
1020 W Main Street Suite 400
Boise ID 83702




MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
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IN THE DISTRICTCOURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF THE STATE OF
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA NO
AM M I
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
Case No CVOC 1023898 JUL 2 3 2012
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By TARA THERRIEN
DEPUTY
DECISION AND ORDER RE SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Corporation DOES IV ABC
CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
This case is currently before the Court on a Motion for Summary Judgment filed by the
defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS as well as one filed by the
plaintiff Gregory Renshaw Homecomings Financial LLC and Executive Trustee Services
have both filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy relief and are not the subject ofeither ofthese motions
by reason of the automatic stay provisions of 11USC362aand 11USC541a
I
Facts
This action was filed December 6 2010 The Amended Complaint was filed February
15 2011 Gregory Renshaw became a quadriplegic as the result of a motor vehicle accident in
1990 He built a home which was specially designed for him at 3480 S Pimmit Place in Boise
Idaho In 2007 he came across information about the benefits of refinancing and was directed to
the mortgage loan programs of Homecomings Financial LLC On June 27 2007 he received a
1
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his case is currently before the ourt on a otion for Su ary Judg ent filed by the 
defendant ortgage Electronic Registration Syste s, Inc. (MERS) as well as one filed by the 
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have both filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy relief and are not the subj ect of either of these otions 
by reason f the auto atic stay provisions f § 11 .S.C. 362(a) and § 11 U.S.C. 541(a). 
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This action as filed ece ber 6,2010. The ended Co plaint as filed February 
, . re  ens a  beca e  i le ic as the re lt  a t r e icle i e t in 
1990. He built a ho e which was specially designed for hi  at 3480 S. Pi it Place in Boise, 
Idaho. In 2007, he ca e across information about the benefits of refinancing and as directed to 
the ortgage loan programs of omeco ings Financial . n J ne , 7 e received  
 
mortgage loan from Homecomings allegedly calculated utilizing a falsely inflated monthly
income asserted to be54000 as opposed to his actual income which came solely from social
security disability benefits of146300 He alleges that he thought he was getting a
conventional mortgage when in fact he was given a fiveyear fixed interestonly adjustable rate
mortgage which would become an annual adjustable rate interestonly loan He alleges a number
ofconsumer protection violations with respect to excessive and undisclosed finance charges
undisclosed markups inflated loan origination fees
The plaintiffs loan was secured by a Deed of Trust on his property at 3480 South
Pimmit Place in Boise Idaho which listed Homecomings Financial LLCasthe lender Pioneer
Title as the Trustee and MERS as the beneficiary under the Deed of Trust The Deed of Trust
specifically provides that MFRSas nominee for the lender and its successors and assigns has
the right to foreclose and sell the property and to take any action that the lender was entitled to
take The Deed ofTrust makes repeated reference to MERS and the fact that it is the beneficiary
of the Deed It also clearly indicates that the loan servicer may be changed and that the note or
interests in it can be sold without prior notice to the borrower The plaintiff signed the Deed of
Trust on June 27 2007 The Deed of Trust was recorded on July 3 2007 The plaintiff failed to
make his May 2010 loan payment and has failed to make any payments since then In August
2010 the plaintiffwas served with a Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust
by Pioneer Title Company as the trustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC as Beneficiary The Notice states that MERS was the current holder of
the beneficiary interest in the Deed of Trust It asserts a default in the monthly payment
beginning May 1 2010 A TrusteesSale was scheduled for December 29 2010 A Debt
Although the plaintiffs motion for partial summary judgment concedes that the plaintiff started to fall behind in
his monthly payments in May 2010 there are also unsupported assertions by the plaintiffthat the Note and Deed
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Trust on June 27, 2007. The Deed of Trust was recorded on July 3, 2007. The plaintiff failed to 
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1 Although the plai tiffs otion for partial su ary judg ent concedes that the plaintiff "started to fall behind in 
his onthly pay ents" in ay, 2010, there are also unsupported assertions by the plaintiff that the ote and eed 
of Trust have been paid in full. The Court cannot locate any fact in this record which supports this assertion. 
2 
Validation Notice apparently sent concurrently with the Notice of Default and Election to Sell
advised the plaintiff ofthe amount ofthe delinquency and gave him thirty days to dispute the
validity ofthe debt and listed the current creditor as Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems Inc The plaintiffshome was not sold in the trustee sale
In August 2010 the plaintiff applied to GMAC to refinance his loan He did not qualify
because his income was insufficient In March 2012 he again applied for a loan modification
He did not qualify for a Home Affordable Modification Program HAMP loan because ofhis
income level
It is not disputed that Homecomings Financial LLC transferred its interest in the note to
Residential Funding LLC a related company The note is currently held by GMAC Mortgage
LLC In November 2007 Residential Funding LLC sold the beneficial interest on the loan to
Freddie Mac which is a member ofMERS GMAC is the servicer on the loan and is a member
ofMERS The plaintiff was notified that GMAC was the servicer on the loan in June 2009
Payments on the mortgage were processed by GMAC from July 1 2009 until the plaintiff failed
to make his May 2010 payment No mortgage payments have been made since that time The
trusteessale did not go forward
The plaintiff in his Amended Complaint challenged the authority ofMERS to
commence a non judicial foreclosure and the failure ofthe various mortgage entities involved to
follow the requirements ofIdahostrust deed statutes including recording requirements The
Amended Complaint also challenges MERS power to act in the deed of trust foreclosure
proceedings Most of the causes of action asserted in the Amended Complaint are raised against
other defendants The plaintiff asserts causes ofaction against MERS for negligence tortious
interference with contract wrongful foreclosure slander oftitle fraud unjust enrichment and
consumer protection act violations Judge Williamson who had previously been the judge
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The plaintiff, in his A ended Co plaint, challenged the authority of ERS to 
commence a non-judicial foreclosure and the failure of the various mortgage entities involved to 
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mended o plaint also challenges ERS po er to act in the deed of trust foreclosure 
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respect to MERS as well as the causes ofaction for fraud slander oftitle and unjust enrichment
There are a number offactual assertions by both sides which are hotly disputed but the focus in
all motions for summary judgment is whether there are any genuine material issues offact
which are in dispute There are no issues ofmaterial fact in dispute
II
Standards for Summary Judgment
Summary judgment is appropriate when the pleadings affidavits and discovery
documents before the court establish that no genuine issue ofmaterial fact exists and the moving
party is entitled to judgment as a matter of lawIRCP56cState v Maybee 148 Idaho 520
224P3d 1109 1115 2010 Baxter v Craney 135 Idaho 166 170 16P3d263 267 2000
Inother words the moving party is entitled to a judgment when the nonmoving party fails to
make a showing sufficient to establish the existence ofan element essential to that partys case
on which that party will bear the burden ofproofat trial Baxter 135 Idaho at 170 16P3dat
267 The moving party carries the burden ofproving the absence ofa genuine issue ofmaterial
fact Id The nonmoving party however may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of
that partyspleadings but the partysresponse by affidavits or otherwise must set forth
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial Callies vONeal 147 Idaho 841
216P3d 130 135 2009 citing Baxter v Craney 135 Idaho 166 16P3d263 267 2000
IRCP56e In construing the record on a motion for summary judgment all reasonable
inferences and conclusions must be drawn in favor of the party opposing summary judgment
Student Loan Fund ofIdaho Inc v Duerner 131 Idaho 45 49 951 P2d 1272 1276 1997
The nonmoving party however may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials ofthat
partys pleadings but the partysresponse by affidavits or otherwise must set forth
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trialIRCP56eBaxter 135 Idaho at
4
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Su ary judg ent is appropriate hen the pleadings, affidavits, and discovery 
documents before the court establish that no genuine issue of material fact exists and the moving 
party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. I.R.C.P. 56(c); State v. Maybee, 148 Idaho 520, 
224 P.3d 1109, 1115 (2010); Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 170, 16 P.3d 263,267 (2000). 
"In other words, the oving party is entitled to a judg ent when the non oving party fails to 
ake a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an ele ent essential to that party's case 
on hich that party ill bear the burden of proof at trial." axter, 135 Idaho at 170, 16 P.3d at 
267. The oving party carries the burden of proving the absence of a genuine issue of aterial 
fact. Id. The non oving party, however, "may not rest upon the ere allegations or denials of 
that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or ... ise ...  t forth 
specific facts sho ing that there is a genuine issue for trial." allies v. 'Neal, 147 Idaho 841, 
216 P.3d 130, 135 (2009) citing Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 16 P.3d 263, 267 (2000); 
I.R.C.P.56(e). In construing the record on a otion for su ary judg ent, all reasonable 
inferences and conclusions must be drawn in favor of the party opposing summary judgment. 
Student Loan Fund o/Idaho, Inc. v. uerner, 131 Idaho 45, 49, 951 P.2d 1272, 1276 (1997). 
The non oving party, however, "may not rest upon the ere allegations or denials of that 
party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or ... other ise ... , ust set forth 
specific facts sho ing that there is a genuine issue for trial." I.R.C.P. 56(e); Baxter, 135 Idaho at 
4 
170 16P3d at 267 Amere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of
fact Callies 216 P3d at 135 citing Tingley v Harrison 125 Idaho 86 89 867 P2d 960 963
1994
Also before the Court is the motion to strike the report of Richard Kahn Mr Kahn is a
purported forensic loan auditor To the extent that his report addresses issues relating to the
formation of the loan those issues are not relevant to the issues relating to MERS and therefore
the opinions are stricken as not relevant Also legal conclusions are the province ofthe Court
not a witness and are not entitled to weight in the resolution ofthe questions of law before the
Court Factual matters are the proper province of the witness and those opinions which fall
within his area of expertise are admissible Conclusory statements about the securitizing of a
loan somehow cancelling the obligation of the loan have no basis in fact nor in any applicable
law There is no factual or legal basis for the assertion that the loan has been paid Therefore
the motion is granted in part and denied in part
IIl
Analysis
As noted earlier two key players have sought bankruptcy protection and are subject to
the automatic stay Homecomings Financial LLC and Executive Trustee Services LLC The
issues relating to MERS are the only issues before this Court
MERS stands for Mortgage Electronic Registration Inc It is an electronic database
which handles the transfers ofthe beneficial interests in home loans for its members who consist
of thousands ofmortgage banking investing and lending institutions It is a mechanism
designed to get around the requirements for recording mortgage interests in each state As
explained in Cervantes v Countrywide Home Loans Inc 656F3d 1034 9Cir 2011 the
beneficial interests in individual loans are bundled and sold to investors as mortgagebacked
securities By designating the holder ofthe beneficial interest in each home loan asMERS
5
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the interests could be sold among the members of MERS without having to record multiple
transfers of the deed At the outset ofa loan secured by a deed of trust MERS is named as the
nominee of the lender and is also the deedsbeneficiary Changes in the ownership of beneficial
interests between MERS members are recorded only in the MERS database not local official
recording offices This procedure is exactly what occurred in this case when the plaintiff got
his loan it was secured by a Deed of Trust which named Homecomings Financial LLC as the
lender Pioneer Title as the Trustee and MERS as the nominee for the lender and its successors
and the beneficiary
In any summary judgment motion the non moving party is entitled to the benefit of all
favorable inferences which can be drawn from the facts Applying that standard the plaintiff got
a terrible deal He got an interestonly loan with an adjustable rate at a miserable rate of interest
His income was falsely inflated It is likely that he poorly understood the financially disastrous
aspects of the loan he received Shabby dishonest tactics by mortgage lenders have brought the
United States economy into serious financial crisis and have left many people with crushing
obligations which they can little afford have reduced the value of virtually every homeowners
home left many communities seriously damaged and as the shabby subprime loans and the
foreclosures resulting from them work their way through the system have badly damaged the
financial interests ofmost Americans Even so the focus ofthis case is on its own facts as
contained in this record MERS was the named beneficiary from the outset The plaintiff
received the loan he sought
The loan came into default when the plaintiff failed to make his May 2010 payment
When the plaintiff defaulted on his payment obligations the Deed of Trust authorized the trustee
to foreclose on the real property which secured his obligation
The Idaho Trust Deed statutes were adopted in 1957 The purpose of creating a non
judicial foreclosure system for trust deeds was to insure the greater availability of financing for
Cel
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smaller parcels of real property Session Laws of 1957 Chap 181 1 Strict compliance with
the terms ofthe trust deed statutes is required Roos v Belcher 79 Idaho 473 479 321 P2d
2210 1958 UnderIC 451505 the trustee may foreclose a trust deed where the grantor has
defaulted on his or her obligation which is secured by the trust deed A notice of default must be
recorded by either the trustee or the beneficiary with the information required by statute and the
notice of default must be mailed by registered or certified mail to the grantor setting out the
nature of the breach and the election by the trustee or the beneficiary to sell the property to
satisfy the debt The statutory procedures were followed in this case The plaintiff failed to
make his required payments under the note and therefore the nonjudicial foreclosure procedure
of the trust deed statute could be properly commenced TheNotice ofDefault was recorded on
August 13 2010 The trustee who instituted the nonjudicial foreclosure process is Pioneer Title
who is the trustee named in the Deed ofTrust There is no legal basis nor is there any Idaho
legal authority for the proposition that the beneficiary of a Deed of Trust is subject to liability in
tort or in contract for utilizing the nonjudicial foreclosure process provided for byIC 45
1505 nor has the plaintiff articulated any reasonable basis for this Court to recognize some new
claim There are allegations in the Amended Complaint which could possibly support causes of
action against Homecomings Financial LLC ifthe further progress ofthose causes of action
were not barred by the bankruptcy proceedings but there are no facts in this record which would
warrant the imputation of liability for any wrongdoing by Homecomings to the trustee or the
beneficiary of the Deed ofTrust When the plaintiff defaulted on his payment obligations the
trustee was authorized to commence nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings
A party resisting summary judgment must do more than rest on vague assertions It is
incumbent upon the party resisting summary judgment to come forward with admissible
evidence which establishes that there are genuine issues of material fact which preclude
2 It now covers properties under forty acres although originally it was limited to parcels of three acres or less
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summary judgment Vague assertions without any evidentiary support that somehow the
obligation secured by the Deed of Trust was satisfied because the loan was securitized or for
some other undisclosed reason are not sufficient Trotter v Bank ofNew York 152 Idaho 842
275 P3d 857 2012 There is no authority in Idaho for the proposition that an action for
damages for consumer protection violations or even for breach of contract or breach ofthe
covenant of good faith or fair dealing against the initial lender would invalidate the note and
deed oftrust securing the loan that the plaintiff received nor is it logical that such damage actions
would create liability for a foreclosure on a deed of trust where the grantor has defaulted on his
or her loan payment obligations Even though there might be a valid cause ofaction against
Homecomings for violation ofIdahosconsumer protection laws and possibly fraud nothing
about the existence ofan action for damages against another defendant would preclude a trustee
from foreclosing on a trust deed where there has been non payment on the obligation secured by
the deed of trust As a matter of sound judicial practice there is no reason for this court to
speculate about the facts which might be necessary to establish a claim which would invalidate a
note and deed oftrust to such an extent that an affirmative cause ofaction could be raised against
the trustee or beneficiary of the deed oftrust Suffice it to say that this record does not contain
any facts which would invalidate the note or deed of trust and which would give rise to a cause
of action against the lenders nominee and beneficiary MERS
There has been no showing that MERS breached any duty owed to the plaintiff The
elements ofa cause of action for negligence are1 the existence of a duty recognized by law
requiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard ofconduct 2 a breach ofthat duty 3
a causal connection between the defendantsconduct and the resulting injury and 4 actual loss
or damage Black Canyon Racquetball Club Inc v Idaho FirstNatlBankNA119 Idaho
171 17576 804P2d 900 90405 1991 Alegria v Payonk 101 Idaho 617 619 619P2d 135
137 1980 The duty of a servicer of a mortgage loan is to keep an accurate record ofpayments
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and process them correctly An action for wrongful foreclosure in some states eg Munger v
Moore 11 Cal App 3d 1 89 Cal Rptr 323 1st Dist 1970 Cassidy v Owen 533 A2d 253
DC1987 National Mortgage Co v Williams 357 So 2d 934 Miss 1978 or for negligence
or breach ofcontract may lie where a mortgagor has made all payments under a mortgage or note
secured by a deed oftrust and a lender or its agent wrongfully institutes a foreclosure action or
proceeds with a nonjudicial foreclosure In Idaho a trustee or a beneficiary may only utilize the
nonjudicial foreclosure statute ifthere has been a failure to pay the underlying obligation IC
451505 It would follow that resort to nonjudicial foreclosure would be wrongful if the debtor
were current on his or her payments It would also be wrongful if the trustee had failed to follow
the statutory procedures or improperly refused a tender within the required time period of the
amount due In this case the loan was in default and the trustee was entitled to commence the
process for the foreclosure of a trust deed There is no factual showing of any breach ofduty by
the trustee The repeated assertion that the plaintiffsnote and deed oftrust has been paid in full
is not supported by any facts IRCP56eprovides in pertinent part When a motion for
summary judgment is made and supported as provided in this rule an adverse party may not rest
upon the mere allegations or denials of that partys pleadings but the partysresponse by
affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule must set forth specific facts showing that there is
a genuine issue for trial The unsupported conclusions ofRichard Kahn that somehow the note
was paid which are attached to the Affidavit of Jon Steele are not adequate to meet the
requirements of the rule Conclusory statements are not sufficient MERS which is admittedly a
membership organization is the named beneficiary in the original deed oftrust and has the
authority to request the trustee to initiate foreclosure proceedings on the deed oftrust when the
obligation is in default perIC 451505 See Hobson v Wells Fargo BankNA2012 WL
505917 D Idaho Cherien v Countrywide Home Loans Inc 2012 WL 2865979 D Idaho
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process for the foreclosure of a trust deed. There is no factual showing of any breach of duty by 
the trustee. The repeated assertion that the plaintiff's note and deed of trust has been paid in full 
is not supported by any facts. I.R.C.P. 56(e) provides in pertinent part: "When a otion for 
su ary judg ent is ade and supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party ay not rest 
upon the ere allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by 
affidavits or as other ise provided in this rule, ust set forth specific facts sho ing that there is 
a genuine issue for trial." he unsupported conclusions f ichard  that so eho  the note 
as paid hich are attached to the ffidavit of Jon Steele are not adequate to eet the 
require ents of the rule. onclusory state ents are not sufficient. E S, hich is ad ittedly a 
e bership organization, is the na ed beneficiary in the original deed f trust and has the 
a t rity t  request the trustee t  initiate foreclosure r cee i s  t e ee  f trust e  the 
ligation is in lt  .C. § 45-1505. See, obson v. ells argo ank, .A., 2012  
505917 (D. Idaho); Cherien v. Countrywide Home Loans, Inc., 2012 L 2865979 (D. Idaho). 
Securitization of the note does not breach any duty o ed to the plaintiff nor did it cause any 
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harm to him The creation of the MERS system likewise is not the cause of any harm to the
plaintiff He received a loan which he did not repay which was secured by a deed oftrust The
beneficiary has the right under Idaho law to institute a nonjudicial foreclosure process The fact
that the loan was a bad deal that consumer protection violations may have occurred at its
making and that both borrowers and investors have been badly hurt by the dishonesty and poorly
considered compensation structure of the mortgage market does not mean that on the facts
before this court the plaintiff has any viable cause of action against MERS
The defendant MERS is entitled to summary judgment in its favor dismissing this action
against it The plaintiff is not entitled to partial summary judgment
It is so ordered
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Eaury
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTHJUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA





HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC aDelaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
COMES NOW the Plaintiff by and through his attorney of record Jon M Steele and
pursuant toIRCP 11 moves this Court for reconsideration of its Decision and Order Re
Summary Judgment that was filed with this Court on July 23 2012
This Motion requests this Court to reconsider and deny Defendants Motion for Summary
Judgment and to reconsider and grant PlaintiffsMotion for Partial Summary Judgment
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CO ES  the Plaintiff, by and through his attorney of record, Jon . Steele, and 
pursuant to I .. R.C.P. 11 oves this ourt for reconsideration of its ecision and rder e: 
Su ary Judg ent that was filed with this Court on July 23, 2012. 
This Motion requests this Court to reconsider and deny Defendants Motion for Summary 
Judgment and to reconsider and grant Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
OTION FOR R I  I - Page 1 
I I  
Plaintiffs Motion is supported by the Affidavit of Jon Steele and the pleadings and court
file herein
Pursuant toIRCP7b3CPlaintiff intends to file a Brief in Support of his Motion
for Reconsideration within 14 days
Oral Argument is requested
DATED thisLday ofAugust 2012
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASENO CV OC 1023898







COMES NOW Jon M Steele being over the age of eighteen years and competent to
make this Affidavit after first being duly sworn and upon his own personal knowledge states as
follows
AFFIDAVIT OF JON M STEELE IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFSMOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION Page 1
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CO ES NO , Jon . Steele, being over the age of eighteen years and competent to 
ake this ffida it, after first being ly s r , a  pon is n ers al le e, states as 
follo s: 
AFFI IT F J  . S E I  PP T  I TIFF'S OTION  
RE I IO  - Page  
I I  
1 I am an attorney in good standing with the Idaho State Bar and counsel for
Plaintiff herein
2 I make this Affidavit in support ofPlaintiff s Motion for Reconsideration
3 Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Deed of Trust bates
numbered PLF 00021 00036
4 Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the FixedAdjustable Rate
Rider bates numbered PLF 0001700020
5 Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Interest Only Period
Adjustable Rate Note bates numbered PLF 0001200016
6 Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Default and
Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust bates numbered PLF 00040 00041
7 Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Trustees
Sale bates numbered PLF 00042 00043
8 Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the Debt Validation Notice
bates numbered PLF 00044
9 Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the October 15 2010 letter
from Jon M Steele to the Defendants bates numbered PLF 0004500060
10 Attached as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the November 3 2010
letter from GMAC Mortgage to Jon M Steele bates numbered PLF 00061
11 Attached as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of the November 11 2010
letter to GMAC Mortgage from Jon M Steele bates numbered PLF 00062
00063
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1. I a  an attorney in good standing ith the Idaho State ar and counsel for 
laintiff erein. 
. I  t  it i  support f laintif    for econsideration. 
3. ttached as xhibit 1 is a true and correct copy f the eed f rust, bates 
  - 0036. 
4. ttached as xhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the Fixed/ djustable ate 
i er,    017- 0020. 
5. ttached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Interest nly Period 
j t l  t  t , t    012- 016. 
6. ttached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the otice of efault and 
  l     t,    - 041. 
7. ttached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the otice of Trustee's 
l , ates   - 3. 
8. ttached as xhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the ebt alidation otice, 
tes r   . 
9. ttached as xhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the ctober 15,2010 letter 
fro  J  . te le t  t e fe t , ates ere   - . 
10. ttached as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the ove ber 3, 2010 
letter fro   ortgage t  J  . teele, ates ere  F . 
11. ttached as xhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of the ove ber 11, 2010 
letter to C ortgage fro  Jon . t l , bates bered F 2-
00 . 
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12 Attached as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy ofNovember 19 2010 letter
from GMAC Mortgage to Jon M Steele bates numbered PLF 00064 00069
13 Attached as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary of
States Viewing Business Entity for Homecomings Financial LLC bates
numbered PLF 00207
14 Attached as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary of
States Viewing Business Entity for Executive Trustee Services LLC bates
numbered PLF 208
15 Attached as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary of
States Viewing Business Entity for Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems Inc bates numbered PLF 209
16 Attached as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary of
State Certificate of Withdrawal of Residential Funding Corporation dated
October 10 2006 from the Idaho Secretary of State website bates numbered
PLF 0452904530
17 Attached as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of a news article from Idaho
Statesman website dated December 14 2010 bates numbered PLF 00220
18 Attached as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of Excerpts from Answers
and discovery responses bates numbered PLF 00268 00279
19 Attached as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of 47 Notices of Default and
Elections to Sell Under Deed of Trust all executed by Defendant Executive
Trustee Services LLC on behalf of Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC
and Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc and recorded in Ada
AFFIDAVIT OF JON M STEELE IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFSMOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION Page 3
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fr   rt  t  J  . teele, t s nu r   - 0069. 
13. ttached as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary of 
tate's ie ing usiness ntity for o eco ings inancial, , bates 
  07. 
14. Attached as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary of 
State's ie ing usiness ntity for xecutive rustee Services, , bates 
  . 
15. Attached as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary of 
State's Viewing Business Entity for ortgage Electronic Registration 
, c.,    9. 
16. Attached as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary of 
tate ertificate f ithdra al f esidential unding orporation dated 
ctober 10, 2006 fro  the Idaho Secretary of State ebsite, bates nu bered 
 - . 
17. ttached as xhibit 15 is a true and correct copy f a ne s article fro  Idaho 
t t  ebsite t  e r , , t  r   . 
18. ttached as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of Excerpts fro  ns ers 
 is  res , ates ere   - . 
19. ttached as xhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of 47 otices of efault and 
Elections to Sell nder eed of Trust all executed by efendant Executive 
Trustee Services, , on behalf of efendant o eco ings Financial, C 
and ortgage Electronic Registration Syste s, Inc., and recorded in da 
F IT F J  . S E IN   IFF'S OTION  
I I  - Page 3 
County Idaho during the period from March 17 2009 to June 11 2011 bates
numbered PLF 04001 04096
20 Attached as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of 39 Notices of Default and
Elections to Sell Under Deed of Trust all executed by Defendant Executive
Trustee Services LLC on behalf of Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC
and Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc and recorded in Canyon
County Idaho during the period from February 26 2009 to July 12 2011
bates numbered PLF 04097 04189
21 Attached as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of the MIN Transfer Audit
for 100062604737936361 bates numbered HF000598000602
22 Attached as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the HAMP Application
faxed on August 11 2010 bates numbered HF 000550000560
23 Attached as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Gregory
Renshaw from GMAC Mortgage dated September 1 2010 bates numbered
PLF 00136
24 Attached as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of the History for Account
473793636 bates numbered HF 000015000046
25 Attached as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of Correspondence Timeline
from ETS bates numbered ETS 000139 000141
26 Attached as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of the Litigation or Trustees
Sale Guarantee bates numbered ETS000046000051 000021 000017
000016
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22. Attached as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the HA P Application 
f   st , 0, t s r   550- 0. 
23. ttached as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of a letter to regory 
e s a  fr   rtga e ate  e te er 1, , ates ere  
 . 
24. ttached as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of the istory for ccount 
, tes bered  15- . 
25. ttached as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of orrespondence Ti eline 
ro  , ates u bered  - . 
26. Attached as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of the Litigation or Trustee's 
Sale uarantee, bates nu bered ETS000046-000051, 000021, 000017, 
0 . 
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27 Attached as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of the Appointment of
Successor Trustee bated numbed ETS000040
28 Attached as Exhibit 26 is a true and correct copy of the Invoice from ETS to
GMAC Mortgage LLC bates numbered ETS000020
29 Attached as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of the Subsequent Sale and
Securitization of Gregory RenshawsLoan from Forensic Professionals Group
USA Inc bates numbered PLF 00262
30 Attached as Exhibit 28 is a true and correct copy of Undisclosed Subsequent
Sale Summary of Gregory RenshawsLoan from Forensic Professionals
Group USA Inc bates numbered PLF 00263
31 Attached as Exhibit 29 is a true and correct copy of Undisclosed Subsequent
Sale Detail of Gregory RenshawsLoan from Forensic Professionals Group
USA Inc bates numbered PLF 00264
32 Attached as Exhibit 30 is a true and correct copy of Undisclosed Subsequent
Sale Essential Governing Documentation of Gregory Renshaws Loan from
Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc bates numbered PLF 00265
33 Attached as Exhibit 31 is a true and correct copy ofUndisclosed Outsourced
Loan Servicing Affecting this Loan from Forensic Professionals Group USA
Inc bates numbered PLF 00266
34 Attached as Exhibit 32 is a true and correct copy of the Video Deposition of
RKArnold taken September 25 2009
35 Attached as Exhibit 33 is a true and correct copy of the expert report ofHeidi
Emery
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27. ttached as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of the ppoint ent of 
 t e,   0040. 
. t   i i     t       I  f   t  
 rt e, , t  r  20. 
29. ttached as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of the Subsequent Sale and 
Securitization of regory Renshaw's Loan fro  Forensic Professionals roup 
, c.,    2. 
30. ttached as xhibit 28 is a true and correct copy f ndisclosed ubsequent 
l  r  f r r  nshaw's  fr  r si  r f ssi ls 
roup , Inc., bates nu bered  00263. 
31. ttached as xhibit 29 is a true and correct copy of ndisclosed Subsequent 
Sale etail of regory enshaw's oan fro  Forensic Professionals roup 
A, c.,  re   . 
. ttached as i it  is a tr e a  c rrect c  f iscl se  se e t 
Sale Essential Governing Documentation of Gregory Renshaw's Loan from 
re si  r fessi als r  , I c., t s r   . 
. ttache  as i it 31 is a tr e a  c rrect c  f iscl se  ts rce  
Loan Servicing Affecting this Loan from Forensic Professionals Group USA, 
c., t  bered  . 
34. Attached as Exhibit 32 is a true and correct copy of the Video Deposition of 
.K. rnold, taken Septe ber 25,2009. 
. ttached s i it  is  tr   rr t  f t  rt r rt f ei i 
ry. 
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36 Attached as Exhibit 34 is a true and correct copy of the deposition of Heidi
Emery taken May 8 2012
37 Attached as Exhibit 35 is a true and correct copy of the expert report of
Richard Kahn
38 Attached as Exhibit 36 is a true and correct copy of the deposition of Richard
Kahn taken on June 12 2012
39 Attached as Exhibit 37 is a true and correct copy of the Supplemental
Disclosures to the expert report ofRichard Kahn
40 Attached as Exhibit 38 is a true and correct copy of the expert report of Dr
Michael McMartin
41 Attached as Exhibit 39 is a true and correct copy of the rebuttal report of
Ritchie Eppink
42 Attached as Exhibit 40 is a true and correct copy of the US District Court for
the District of OregonsJudge PannersOrder in the case of Hooker v
Northwest Trustee Services Inc et al Case No 103111PA dated May 25
2011
43 Attached as Exhibit 41 is a true and correct copy of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit Brief of Amicus Curiae State of Oregon
Supporting Appellees Briefand Affirmance of the District CourtsJudgment
No 1135534 in the case of Hooker v Northwest Trustee Services Inc
dated March 27 2012
44 Attached as Exhibit 42 is a true and correct copy of Exhibit A to United
States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit No 1135534 in the case of
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. tta   i it  i   t   t   t  iti   i i 
   , . 
. ttac e  as i it 35 is a tr e a  c rrect c  f t e e ert re rt f 
 n. 
. ttache   i it  i   t   t   t  iti   i  
    , . 
. ttache  as i it  is a tr e a  c rrect c  f t e le e tal 
is los re  t  t  t t  i  n. 
. ttache  s i it  is  tr   rr t  f t  rt r rt f r. 
icha  rtin. 
41. ttached as xhibit 39 is a true and correct copy of the rebuttal report of 
itchie Eppink. 
. ttac e   i it  i   tr   rr t  f t   i tri t rt f r 
t e istrict f regon's J e anner's r er i  t e case f er v. 
orth est rustee ervices, Inc., et aI., ase o. 1 0-3111-P , dated ay 25, 
1. 
43. ttached as Exhibit 41 is a true and correct copy of the nited States Court of 
ppeals for the inth ircuit rief f icus uriae State f regon, 
Supporting Appellees' rief and Affir ance of the istrict ourt's Judg ent, 
. - , i  t  s  f r . rt est r st  r i s, I c., 
t   , . 
44. ttached as xhibit 42 is a true and correct copy of "Exhibit " to nited 
States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, No. 11-35534, in the case of 
I    .     L INTIF 'S   
I  - Page 6 
Hooker v Northwest Trustee Services Inc dated July 26 2012 Order
Accepting Certified Question in the Supreme Court of the State of Oregon
Brandrup v Reconstrust Company NA et al
Further your affiant sayeth naught
h
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ting rtifie  sti , in t  r e rt f t  t t  f r , 
r r  v. ec str st y, A., et l. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on thisZ day ofAugust 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JON M STEELE IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION was served upon opposing counsel as follows
Michael G Halligan
Sussman Shank LLP









950 W Bannock St Suite 1100
Boise ID 83702




RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
By
JON M S E E
Attorney for Plaintiff
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Wards used in multiple scctiOns Of thisdccttmtt1r defined below and other wards are defined in
Secdotta 3 11 13 18 20 and 21 Cectain Hiles rePIrding the usage of words used in this docaaleat are
also provided in Section 16
A Security Insirumeat means this document which is dated JMTZ 27TH 2a0
together with all hiders to this document
BBorrower is
GREGORY A REMSAAt1 if5 unrrrries 11f
Borrawer is the trustor under this Securir Tnsttwnent
CLeader is HohCcoMIMGs FT1mrCTAL LLC FxA 0MEC06II31G8FjrAvci
NETWORX zuc
Under isa LIMITED LTkalLITY CoM9AV
organized and existing under the laws of DEMAWARE
IDAHOSingle Family Fannla MaelFreddte lac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WITH JERS Form 3413 1101
MFD77770 0914W61 047 379753
Wchers Kluwer Financial Services
P a6A
nI aega
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I  lOOOri26IH7379JG351 
ards used in llttiple sectiollS of thilldccurn~r .!lnluenncd belo  and other ords are defmcd in 
SectiOIl:l 3, [\, 13, 18.20 and 21. Certain rule:! r~gardjng the u.sage af words used in this doc1lIIlertt at\: 
al:!o provided in Section 16. 
(A) "Sec it  J t: .eI1tll eans t is t, hich i  t  UNE  I 0 1 /yP 
tn eIhet it  ll Riders t  t iB t. ,..tJ 
(B) "Bon-ower'1 is 1X't'"" • 
 l!.. NSHAW I ·k£SP;a..RA'fE ES'fM.'S Ali W'\~-e.J 'I"'O..l"'\ . . • 
Bo rower is the I1wtor Wlder this Se it'J wmu t. 
(C) nLender" is HOM!:COMIMGS FINMTCI L, LLC (FIAlA ROMECO~IINGS FrnA.!.'fCIA!.r 
NE'J:WOR!( , INC.) 
Lender Is a LIMITED LU..BILIT't CO PA."\f'{ 
organized and e;tistlng Wlder the laws of DELANARE 
IDAHO-Single F;JfIlay-f~nnIQ Mae/FreddIe Mac UNIFORM INSTAIJMENi WITH MERS Ftll1I1 31)13 1/01 
MP1D7770 {O91'lOO6l I 047-379~6J-6 
Woltac.s Kluwer Financial Sel"llfces ::.~:.~;aD'ID8Q~ ~II~U~ 1IIIIIIIJfl~llfl{ll~ll~ 
PLF 00021 
Identifier 0473793616 Oa
Lendersaddress is 188 106TH AVENUE M SUITS goo
MLLEVUE PTA 98004
13 Trustet is PIONEER TITLE CCMPAa4Y OF ADA CORITY
E MRS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Jac TIERS is a separate corporation that is
acting solely as a nominee for Lender and Lenderssuccessors and assigns INMRS is the beneficiary
under this Security Instrument MERS is organized and existing under the taws of Delaware and has an
address and telephone number ofPO Box 2026 Flint MI 485012026 tel 838 679HERS
FNote means the prornissory note signed by Borrower and dated JW3 27TH 2007
The mote states that Boaower owes Lender TWO HUMED THIRTY SIX THCUSMID TWO
ERRED FIM AND too 100 Dollars
US 23650 plus interest Borrower has promised to pay this debt in regular Periodic
Payments and to pay the debt in full not later than JULY 1ST 2037
C Property means the property char is described below under the heading Transfer of Rights in the
Property
0H Loan mew the debt evidenced by the Note plus interest any prepayment chaes and late charges
due ender the Note and all sums due under this Seturiry Instrument plus interest
0 Rigs means all hiders to this Security Instrumenu that are executed by Borrower Tne following
Riders arc to be executed by Borrower check box as applicable
Adjustable Rate Rider Condominium Rider 13 Second Rome Rider
Balloon Rider M Planned Unit Development Rider Q 14 Family RiderQ VA Rider Q Siwcddy Payment Rider 0 Othersspecify
1 Applicable Law means alt controlling applicable federal state and local statutes regulations
ordinances and administrative rules and orders that have the effect of law as well as all applicable final
non appealable judicial opinions
M Community AssociationIues Fees and Assessments ttleatls all dues fees assessments and other
ebarges that are imposed an Borrower or the Property by a condominium association homeowners
association or similar organization
L ElectroWc Funds Transfer means any transfer of funds other than a transaction originated by
check draft or similar paper Ltstr rnent which is initiated through an electronic terminal telephonic
tastnunent computer or magnetto tape so as to order instruct or authorize a financial institution to debit
or credit an account Such term includes but is not limited to pointofsale transfers automated teller
machine transactions transfers initiated by telephone wire transfers and automated clearinghouse
transfers
143Fscr4witems means those Items that art described in Section 3
ON NEseellaneaus Proceeds Inc any compensation settlement award of damages or proceeds paid
by any third party other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages described In Section 5 for 1
damage to or destruction of the Property ii condemnation or other taking of all or any part of the
Property CHI conveyance in lieu of condemnation or iv misrpresentariom of or ornissions as to the
valueandorcondition of the Property
0Mortgage Insurance means insurance protecting tender against tape nonpa of or default onthe Loan
lPeriodic Payment oceans the reutarly scheduled amount due for 1 principal and interest Under the
Note plus I WY amounts under Section 3 of this Security Instrument
ryv
MKM770
r0081 Pave z e 15 Farm 3013 1101
R1FFT7770 12J20e6 J 0473793636
PLF 00022002048
rdentifier:0473793S36 
Leoder':1ad res  is 188 l06!l{ }W'BNUE NE, SurTE liat) 
BELLEVUB, WA 98004 
(1) " rusteeJl is PIONEER TITLE C MP -.NY OF ADA COUNTY 
(.E) il E:RS" ~ Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.MERS is a sepncate cotpOrntlon that ill 
ilCting solely as il nominee for under and Lender's successors and assigns. j,IERS is thl: beneficiary 
lInci.er this Security Instrument. MERS is organized !Uld exi3ting under [he laws of Delaware, and hB3 an 
ad ress and telephone number of P.O. Box: 2026, Flint, MI48501- 026, tel. (888) 679-M S. 
( ) " te" eans the promi3S0ry nore signed by Borrower and dJtted JUNE: 27TH, 2007 
The Note states tbat orr r owes le der r.ro &.1.lNDREO 'l'HI1l. 'l srx 'l'HCUSAl.'1  TWO 
HUND ED FrFTY AND ~O/IOO Dol ~ 
(U.S. $ 236 ,25 a . 00 ) plus Interest. Borrower has promised ro pay thIs debt ill regular Periodic 
: a  te pay the bt in full not later tban JUt.y 1ST, 2037 
(G) ~Property" means the property mar is descrilled below ueder the heading "Tnmfer of Rights in the 
Property. • 
(II) ULaanll m.eam the debt ~videnc.:d by the Note, plus interest, any prepayment charges and late dllUges 
d  u r [  te, and ll3u   r c is ecurilY I stru ent, loo intere$t. 
()) IlRiders" means :til Riders to this Security Ins~ that are- ~ted by Bottow~r. T'ne followjng 
iders ilre to be e;rec\lted by orro er (eheck bOl( iI3 applicable]: 
[i] djU/ltablc ate i er 0 ndo ini  i er 0 eooo H  i r D Balloon Rider [X] PlaIUlcd Unit Development Rider 01,4 f:amily Rider 
D VA Rider 0 Bi eekl  t j~   thor(s) [speciiYJ 
(J) "Applicahle Law" me:ms all cODtrnlling applicable federal, scale and local lItatutC!l, regulatioils, 
ordinance:J and admini3trative rule3 and orders (tllat !lave the effect of law) as well 33 all appliCllblo final, 
- l le ju icial i i JU. 
(K) JlCoDlmu.Iliiy A1soci.lf:i6l1 Dues~ Fees, and uessmentsll meaIlS' all ducs, fcea, assess ents and other 
cbargc.s !hat are i posed on OllO er r Ihe roperty y a condoarlrJu  as3CClation. e ers 
3lISociation r la  . 
(L) "Elecisoruc: Funds Transfer" mew any transfer of lUnds, other than a cransaction origjoated by 
check, dnft. or 3imilar paper h1sttumeru, which is iniciated tbrough an eleclIOnlc tenninal, telephonic 
lJllItrome t, c t t'. r agnetic Clpe s  as 10 r r, ill.3truct, Of il !l1or:ize  fina i l i stit ti Q to it 
or credit an account. Sileb term i.nclude.s, but is !lot limlt~ to, poinc-of·.sale mmsfers, automated teller 
machine ttansaCtiOElS, tr:msfers initlalcd by relephonc, wire Iransfers, and automated eiearinghouse 
trarulfets. 
(M) "E.icrl)w lt~m " eans those Ite s that are des ribed in Se tion 3. 
(N) 1Il'YI:isa:!laneous f'rucg~" me:JruI any compCllSation. settlement, award of damages, or proceeds paid 
by any [bird party (ot~er than insurance proceed:! paid under the coverages described in Section 5) for: (i) 
dilmage 10. or destruction of. the Property; (ll) condemnation or othe{ taking of all or any part of the 
Property; (ill) cOlIYcyance in lieu of condemnation: or (iv) mi:ll'~preseotarioll!l of, or omis.:liocs lU to, the 
value a d/or condition of the Propert . 
(0) "Mortgage Wsurancell mc:ms lnsUl'.1llGa prorecting Lender against the nonpayment 0(, or default on, 
[he Loan. 
(p) "Perludic Payment" means tba regularLy scheduled amount due far 0) principal and iru:~rest ueder me 
Narc, plus (li) my amounlS under Section) of this Security Instrument. 
J1rP 
VMpllI-<iAUDJ lOQQIlI P_201 5 Farm 3013 101 
MF!D"1nO (1212006) I 047-119363-6 
PLF 00022 
Ldemti1ar0473T93636 Co 31ffGtt
Q MSPAmeans the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 12USCSection 2601 at seq and its
implementing regulation Regulation X 24CFRPart 3506 as they might be amended from time to
time or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the same subject matter As used
in this Security instrument RESPA refers to all requlremeam and restrictions that are imposed in regard
to a federally related mortgage loan even if the Loan does not qualitej as a federally related mortgage
loan under RESPA
It Successor in Interest of Borrower means any party that bas taken title to the Property whether or
not that party has assumed Borrower obligations under the Note andlor this Security instrument
7101SFER OF RIGHTS IN THE PROPERTY
The beneficiary of this Secudrj Instrument is MERS solely as nominea for Lender and Lenders
successors and assigns and the successors and assigns of MFRS This Security instrument secures to
Lender 1 the repayment of th Loan and all renewals extensions and modifications of the Note and it
the performance of Borrowerscovenants and agreements under this Security instrument and the Note For
this purpose Borrower irrevocably grants acrd cohveys to Trustee in trust with power or sale the
fbilowing described property located in the Coulw Type of Muraing 7urisdiedauj
of ADA
Name of luording rurisdlelranl
Legal description attached hereto and made a part hereof
Parcel ID Number 0168512 5 6604 50 which currently has the address of
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
lStraetl
MISS City Idaho 83706 Zip Cade
Property Address
TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected oa the property and all
easements appvrtsnartccs and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property All replacements and
additions shall also be covered by this Security Instrument All of the foregoing is referred to in this
Security Instrument as the Property Borrower understands and agrees that HERS holds only legal title
to rho ioterests granted by Borrower in this Security Instrument but if necessary to comply with law or
custom MFRS as nominee for Lender and Lender successors and assigns has the right to exercise any
or all of those interests including bur not limited to the right to foreclosure and sell the Properry and to
take any action required of Lender including but our limited to releasing and canceling this SecurityInstmMeat
BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed and has
the right to grant and convey the Property and that the Property is unencumbered except for encumbrances
of record Borrower wannnt9 and will defend generally the title to the Property against all claims and
demands subject to aay eocumbrances of record
tIddr
VMPOBAND asoer Form 3059 1101
MFM7770 122004 047 3793636
PLF 00023002049
ra~tj21sr:047319J636 Cc 
( ) "RESFA" means the Real ESl1lCC Settletnent Proc~dllres Att (l2 U.S.C. Section 2601 at seq.) and its 
implementing regulation. Regulation X (2" C.F.R. Part 35{JO), U Illty might be amended frolll time [0 
Eime, or any additIDnal or successor legislation or regula.lion thaI governs me same subject matter. As used 
in will Securit"linsrrument, " ESPA' refers co all requ11't'lnCllts and restrictions !.hat lire imposed in regard 
(0 a -faderally related mortgage loan· e'llln if the lDan does lIDt qual hO'f as a "federally related mortgagc 
loan' under RESPA. 
(R) "Sac~essor in Interest ol Borrower" means any party tbat bas taken title (0 the Propert'/, wltethcr or 
no~ that party has assumed Borrower'! obligations under the Nom i1I\d/at this SecurllJ' tnmwnctlt. 
TRA.L'lfSFE   I  IN  PROPERTY 
he beneficiary of rhis Sccurit'J Instru ent is  (.sorely as no inee for tender and Lender's 
successors and Msigns) and the successors and assigruJ of ERS. Thts Security Instru ent ~eures to 
eeder: (i) dle repay ent of me oan, aod all renewals. eXlensiollS and odifications of the ote; and (ii) 
[he performance ofBorrawer'& covenan~ and agreements under rhis Security Inatrurncnt and the Note. For 
thU pulJlO$e, orro er irrevocably gmnts and convey! [0 T£1lScee, in trust, ith. po er of sale', the 
funa   r  J r  i  t  OUNTY ['1'ypc of Rcconllng Jurildicuolli 
of ADA (NIDII af ~o!diQI! IurlsdlclianJ : 
Legal degcrip~ion attached h~reto and ade a part hereof 
r l I  r: Oll'>R.512Sli$Q4S  
3480 SOUTH 9I IT PLACE 
B01SS 
("Property dre s"): 
whkh currenrly bas the :tddress of 
ISt;oclj 
(C"ny] r IdlIho 81"10 to [Zip Cooc] 
TOGETHER ITH aJI the improvemeDcs now or hereJ!fi:er erecled on. the propertY, IUld all 
ea:searents, appurtenanee3, and futures now or beI'tafrer a. part of the property. All replacementl! and 
additions shall also be covered by this SecuriI'j Instrument. All of the foregoina: is referred to in this 
Sccurily Wti1Jment as the "Property. ft Borrower underllcands and agrees t1tat MERS holds only legal dtle 
to mo ioLereafS grancro by Borrower in this Security Instru ent, but, if necc:1liar)' to co ply with law at 
<:U3tOIn, MERS (3:1 flOmmcc for Leeder and lender'~ successor~ ami assigns) has the dght: to exercise any 
or iill I}f !hose interests, including, but ooc limited. ro, the right to forecloSUIc and ~ll the Prapcrt""J: and [0 
take any aeriOI! tcquir~ of Lender including, but not limited to, releasing and c:mceling this Security 
InstIUll1eO.t. 
BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower ia lawfully seised of the esrate b.ereby conveyed and has 
the right to grant lIJId COQvey the Propcny and mat the Property Is uneocumbered, e;;:cep~ for eOl;lImbfam:~3 
of record. Borrower wamnt.'I and. will defend generally the tide co me Property against all claimll and 
demands, subject to ny ccclJmbrances of rec . ~
I.hi...! //----
VMP~.gAIIO)!01IQ81 ~.I.$qlI5 - F~rm30t3 1(01 
MF!D1 71) {l2noo6} I 047·31 1-6 
PLF 00023 
LdantUsr0473793136 s lac
THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniform eovenaars for national use and non uniform
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security instrument covering realproperty
UN 0RMCQYEIANTS Borrower and Lender covenant and agree as follows
1 Payment Of Principal Intartst Escrow Items Prepayment Charges and Late Charges
Bprrower shall pay when due the principal of and internal on the debt evidenced by the Note and any
Prepayment charges and late charges due under the Note Borrower shall also pay funds for Fscrow Items
pursrtant to Sadon 3 Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument shall be toads in US
currency However if any check or other instrument received by Lender as payment under the Note or this
Security Instrument is returned to Lender unpaid Lander may require that any or all subsequent payments
due under the Note and this Security Instrument be made in one or more of the following forms as
selected by Lender a cash b money order e certified check bank check treasurers check or
cashier check provided any such check Is drawn upon an 9ostitudon whose deposits are insured by a
Federal agency instrumentality or enrity or d Electranic Funds Transfer
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received at the location designated in the Note or at
such other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice provisions in Section 15
Leader may return any payment or partial payment if the payment or partial payments are insufficient t
bring the Loan current Lender may accept any payment or partial payment Insufficient to bring the Loan
vurrent without waiver of any rights hereunder or prejudice to its rights to refuse such payment or partial
payments in the future bur Lender Is not obligated io apply such payments at the time such payments are
accepred If each Periodic Payatent Is applied as of its scheduled due date then Lender need not pay
interest on unapplied funds Lender may hold such unapplied funds unt1 Borrower makes payment to bring
the Loan current LP Borrower does not do so within a reasonable period of time Lender shall either apply
such funds or return them to Borrower If dot applied earlier such fiends will be applied to the outstandingprincipal balance under the Noce immediately prior to foreclosure No offset or claim which Borrower
might have now or in the tlam against Lender shall relieve aorrower from making payments dare under
the Note and this Security Instrument or performing the covenants and agrestitents secured by this SecurityInstrument
2 Application of Payments or Proceeds Except as otherwise described In this Section 2 all
payments accepted and applied by Lauder shall to applied in the following order of priority a interest
due under the Note b principal due under the Note c amounts due under Section 3 Such paymentsshall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order in which it brcame due Any remaining amounts
shall be applied first to lata charges second to any other amounts due under this Security Instrument andthen io reduce the principal balance of theNate
If Lender receives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which includes a
sufficient amount to pay any late charge due tiro payment may be applied to the delinquent payment and
the late charge If more than one Periodic Payment is Outstanding Lender may apply any payment received
front Borrower to the repayment of the periodic Payments if and to the extent that each payment can be
paid in full To the extent that any excess exists after the payment Is applied to the full payment of one or
more Periodic Payments such excess may be applied to any late charges due Voluntary prepayments gall
be applied fast to any prepayment charges and then as described in the Note
Any application of Payments insurance proceeds or Miscellaneous Proceeds to principal due under
the Note shall not extend or postpone the due date or change the amount of the Periodic Payments
3 Funds for Escrow Items Borrower shall pay to Lender on the day Periodic Payments arc due
under the Note until the Mote is paid in fall a sum the Funds to provide for payment of amounts due
for a rases and assessments and other items which can attain priariq aver this Security Imtrameat as alien or encumbrance on the Property b leasehold payments or ground rents on the Property if any e
premfutns for any and all insurance required by Lender under Section S and d Mortgage Insurance
Premiums if any or any sums payable by Borrower to Lander in lieu of the payment of iviorrgageInsurance premiums in accordance with the provisions of Secdon 10 These Items are called Escrow
Inns At origination or at any time during the term of the Loan Lender may require that Community
Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any be escrowed by Borrower and such dues fens and
assessments shall be an Escrow Item Borrower shall promptly furnish to Le a al as of amounts to
P
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THrs SECURITY INSTRUMENT combin~ unifcnn covenaors for national use and non-unUonn 
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform ~ecllrirJ iru£rument covering real 
property, 
UNIFOIUd COVENANTS. )olTOWcr and Lender covemlIlt and agree:lS Follows: 
1. Paj'llJent of Principal, [nteMt Escrow rtems, Prepayment Charges, and Late Cbarges. 
Bprrower shall pay when due tbe princlpal oi, omd lntemc on, the debt &videoced by rb.e Note and any 
prtpaym.enr charges and late charges due under the Note, Borrower shall also pay funds {or Escrow Items 
pursuant to Seetion 3, Payments due undes the Note and t1tis Sec.urity fIlStntment shall be made In U,S. 
currency. However, if any chec!c or other instrument received by Leeder 1$ payment under tho Notc or this 
Security lnstnlment is returned to Lender unpaid. LAnder may require tb:u my or all subsequent payrn/:nt~ 
due uru.Ier me Note and this Security I~trument be made in one oc more of the following forms. as 
seleeted by Lender: (3) casl1; (b) money order: (il) certified check, bank check, treasurer's cheek: or 
C.3shier'3 check:, provided an'] .such check Js drawn llJIon an iostlrudon whose deposits ara illsured by a 
federal agency, insrumencality. or ~nrity; or (d.) Elecfronic Funds Transfer. 
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received a[ the location de3ignated in the Notc or at 
~h ocher locatioQ as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notic= provisions in Secrion 15. 
Lender may return any payment or partial payment if !he payment or partial payments ate insufficient to 
bring the Loon current. lAnder may accept any paymenr or partial payment lnaufficiant to bring the Loan. 
curreIlt, without waiver of any right:! hereunder or prejudice to its right'l to refuse such payment Of partial 
paymcrus in the furure, bur Lender ls not obligated 10 apply such paymenl'3 al the time $ucn paymcnu are 
accepted. If eacb Periodic Payment is applied .!I!I of its scheduled due date, chen lender need not pay 
illlcre3t an unapplied funds. Lender by hold such unapplied tiJnds until Borrower make3 payment to bring 
tlte Loan current. rr Borrower does Dot do SO with.itl a reasocable period of time, Lend~r shall either apply 
such funds or retum them to Borrower. rf aor applied earlier. such runds will be applied to the oursWlding 
principal balance under the ote I ediately prior to foreclosure. o offllet or clai  hich orro er 
Il'Jght have now or in the I'ILtIm against Lender shall relieve Borrower from making paymen[~ dUe Wldcr 
the Note aru1 this Se1:Urity IlL'ltr1lll'lcnt or performing the coveoaor.s iltId weemeoU secured by this Security 
InstrUment. 
2. ApplicatiDn "r Payments or Ptoc:~ds, E;tcept all otherwise described In this Section 2, all 
paymenrs ac:cepted and applied by under shall be applied in the following order of priority: (a) interest 
due lUlder the Note; (b) principal due under the Note: (I;) amoWlts due under Section 3. Such paymencs 
shall be applied to each PerlQdic Payment in the order in which it be~ due. Any r~maining amountS 
shall be applied flfst 10 lace charges. second to rmy other amoun.I3 due tlIldcr this Security lru!trument, and 
 fO re ce the rincipal alance f  ot . 
If Lender receives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which includC3 a 
sufficient amount 10 pay any late charge due, the payment may be applied to the delinquent payment and 
the late charge. £f mare than one Pedodic Paymc:nt i:s oucsunding, tender may apply an.y paylDl:nt received 
from Borrower ro the repayment of the Periodic PaymeCls if. lI1d to the extenc !hal, each payment can be 
paid in Cull. To !he extent that M.y exccslI exl.sr3 after the payment 19 applied 10 (he full payment or one or 
more Periodic Payments, Sllch eXCell:i may be applied [() any latc cbarges due. VoillDtaIjt prepaymtmr3 $JaIl 
be: applied l'iIst to any prepayment charges and then as de~crlbed in th~ Note. 
Ally application of payments. ir.suraru:e proceeds, or Mi3ce1Ianeous Pro<:eeds to principal due under 
the Nole shall not e:trend or postpone the due date. or change Ute amouDt, of !he Periodic Payments. 
3. FuIJd.5 ror Escrow ItelD3. Borrower shall Pay to lender on the day Periodic Payments are due 
IlRder the Note, until !he Noce is paid ia full. a aum (the "Funds") [0 provide for payment ofamouncs due 
for: (a) flUes and assC33mencs and other ltem3 which can attain priority over rhi3 S¢;;urity Instrument as a 
lien or encumbrnru::e Oil the Prapet!'j; (b) Jeasehold payment3 or ground r:ents on the Property. if any; (c) 
premiums for: any and all insurance requited by Lender under Section 5; and Cd) Monlf<lge Insurance 
prem.iIllllS, if any, or any SWIl.'l pa.yable by Borrower [0 Lender In lieu of the payment or Mortgage 
Insurance premiulllS in accordance wid! die provisiOns of Section 10. These [cow are called "~row 
ItcIl1S.· At Origination or at any time during me term of t.'le Ulan, Lender may requite that Community 
Association Duell. Fees, and Assessments. if any, be escrowed by Borrower, and such due,. fee3 and 
assessmerus sllall be an Escrow Item. BorrolVer shall promptly funrlsh to Le~e8 of :unounUl to 
InJrJ.r~( 
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be paid under this Section Burrower shall pay Lender the Funds for Escrow Items unless Lender waives
Borrowersobligation to pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items Lender may waive Borrowers
obligation Co pay to Lender bards for any or all Escrow items at any time Any such waiver may only bein writing in the event of such waiver Borrower shall pay directly when and where payable the amounrs
due for any Escrow Items for which payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and if Lender require
shall furnish to Lender receipts evidencing such payment within such tune period as Lender may require
B0rr0wce3 obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be deemed to
be a covenant and agreement contained in this Security Instrument as the phrase covenant and agreement
Is used in Section 9 If Borrower is obligated to pay Escrow Items directly pursuant to a waiver and
Borrower fails to pay the amount due for an crow Item Lender may exercise its rights under Section 9
and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to repay to Lander any such
amount Lender may revoke the waiver as to any Of all Escrow Items at any tune by a notice given in
accordance with Section 15 and upon such revocation Harrower shall pay to Leader all Funds and in
such amounts that are then required under this Section 3
Lender may at any tittle collect and hold Funds in an amount a sufficient to permit Lender to apply
the Funds at the time specified under RESPA and b not to exceed the maximum amount a lender can
require under RESPA Lender shall estimate the amoonc of Funds due on the basis of current data and
reasonable estimates of penditures of future Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with ApplicableLaw
The Funds shall be held is as institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agencyI histrumenralky or entity including Lender if Lender is an institution whose deposits are so insured or in
any Federal Home Loan Bank Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the Escrow Items no later than the time
specified under RESPA Lender shall not charge Borrower for holding and applying the Funds annuallyanalyzing the escrow account or verifying the Escrow Items unless Lender pays Borrower interest on the
Funds and Applicable Law permits Lender to maka such a dmrg Unless an agreement is made in writing
or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on the Funds Lander shall not be required to pay Borrower
any interest or earnings or the Funds Borrower and Lender can agree in writing however that interest
Shall be paid on the Funds Lender shall give to Borrower without charge an annual accounting of theFunds as required by RESPA
It there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall account to
Borrower for the excess funds in accordance with RESPA If there is a shortage of Funds held in escrow
as defined under RESPA Lendcr shall notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to
Lender the amount necessnrf to make up the shortage in accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12
tnoatbly payments If there is a deficiency of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall
notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to Lender the amount necessary to make
up the deficiency In accordance with RESPA but in no snore than 12 monthly payments
Lipon payment in full of C sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall promptly refundm Borrower any Funds held by Lender
4 Charges Liens Borrower shall pay all taxes assessments chafes fines and impositionsattributable to the Propairl which attain priority over Obis Security Instrument leasehold payments or
ground rams on the Propertyr if any and Community Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any To
the extent that these items are Escrow Items Borrower shall pay them in the manner provided in Section 3
Borrower shah promptly discharge any lieu which has priority over this Security Instrument unless
Borrower a agrees in writing to the payment Of the obligation sccured by the lien in a manner acceptable
to Lender but only so long as Borrower is performing such agreement b contests the lien in good faith
by or defends against enforcement of the lien in legal proceedings which in Lendersopinion operate to
prevent the enforcement of the lien while those proceedings arc pending but only until such proceedings
are concluded or c secures from the holder of rha lien an agreement satisfactory to Lender subordinating
the lien to this Security Instrument If Lender determines that any part of the Property is subject to a lien
which can attain priority aver this Security Instrument Lender may give Borrower a notice ldenciling the
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be paid under this SectioD. Borrower shall pay Lender the fllnds For Escrow Items unJe~1l Lender walves 
Borrower's obligation til pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items. Lander may waive Borrower's 
obligatioa co pay to Lender Funds for any or all Eacrow Y(enll! at any lime. Any such waivel'ma), only be 
in writing. In the event of suell waiver, Borrower shan pay directly, when and where payable, the. amounts 
due for any Escrow ItemJi for which paym~t of Funds has been waived by Lender and, if Lender require.1, 
shail furnish to Ltndct receipts evidencing such payment wiiliilllll,lch dme period as l.ender may requin. 
Borrower's obligation to make such payments and to provide Te1;eipts shall fOt all purposcs be ~ 10 
be a covenant and a.,"Teement COntained in this Security InsrrumcnI, iL5 the phr.1se "covenant and agreemel11" 
Is used in S~ctioll 9. If Borrower is obligated to pay Escrow Items directly. punuant to a waiver. and 
Borrower fail" 10 pay the amocru due tor an E~crolV Item, Lender may exercise its rlghc~ under S~ioll 9 
and 'jay such amount and BoTrower shall then. be. obligated under Section 9 to repay to tender any such 
amount. Lender may revoke !he waiver as to any or all Escrow Items at any lime by a notfCl:l giv~n in 
accordance with Section 15 and, upon such fcyocatlon, Borrower shall pay to Lendct all Funds, i\l".ri in 
5Uch amolllltS, mat are then requir d under this Setrio  3. 
Lender may, at any IUne. collect and hold Fonds in an amount (a) suft1cie:lr 10 pennie Lender to apply 
the Fucd3 at the ti e specified under RESPA, and (b) 1lO[ to dXceed the maxi u  amount a lender w 
rcqqire er ESPA, l:Ilcier sball CIlriroate the lIIIloum of Funds due on the b!lSis of current data and 
reasonable estimates of expenditures of fururo Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with Applicable 
law. 
The Funds shall be held in an institution wbose deposits are insured by a federal agency, 
instrumClJrnliey, or entity (Ioc1ud.ing Lender, It Lender is an institution wnose deposits are 30 insured) or in 
any F((ierai Home Loan Bank. L-ender shall apply the Funds [0 pay the Escrow Items 00 later than the time 
specified under RESPA. under shall noe charie BOJTolver for holding and applyIng the Funds, 3!U1Ual[y 
analyzing the extow aCtDllJlt, or verifying the Escrow rtems, unless Lender pays Borrower Interest on the 
Furu:ls anc:l Applicable Law permits Lender to make ~uch Ii ch~. Unless an agreement 13 made in writing 
or ApplkablB Law requires Interest to be. puld on the Funds, Lender shall nOC be re1I'lired to pay Borrower 
any interest or eamiJtgs on the Fund:!. Borrower .and Lender can agree in wririn., however, that interest 
"ball be paid on the Fund:!. Lender shall give to Borrower, withOUt charge, an ;u1l1.lJ:1l accolJ.llting of tbe 
uuds as r~uir.:d by SP . 
Ir there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow, as defined under RESPA. Lender shall account to 
Borrower for the excess fl.Inds in accordance with RE'SPA. If there is a ~horta8e of Funds held in escrow, 
a:J defmed under RESPA. under .m<l11 notify Borrower as required by RESPA, and Borrower shall pay to 
Lender Wi) :lQ1011UC n~essar"j ro rnnke up the ~holtaga in accordance with RESPA, but In no more than 12 
monthly pay ents. If there Is a deficiency of Funds held in e&:row, as defined under RESPA. Leader shall 
notify Borrower as required by RESPA, and BOlTowar shall pay to lender the amount aecessry to maXi: 
liP the deticleocy In llccordaJIce with RESPA, but in no more than 12 monthly payments. 
Upon payment in full of all .nuns secured by thill Security 11l5t:rumeot, Lender shan prompdy refund 
[0 Bo rower m  Funds held by Lende . 
4.. Cbarges; Liens. Borrower 5ha.il pay all tl.'{~:'I, us~smen!3. chatge3, floes, and bnpositions 
attribulable co !he Pr~rt'l which ~ attain priority over this Security Ins(\1.lment. lcasellOld paymcnu or 
ground rems on the Propert'/, if any, and Community Aisoc1ation Dues, Fees, and Aa:res~meQfs, if any. To 
the e:ttem (hat the5e items ate Escrow ItefIl3. Borrower shall pay them ill the DUUUler provided in Section J. 
Borrower shall promptly discharge any Hen which has priority over this SecurirJ Instrument unless 
BOlTOwer. (a) agrc!:$ in writing [0 the payment a f the obligation seculed by tile Hen in !L ma.nner acceptable 
10 Lender) bur only so long u Borrower ill performing rucil agreemeat; (Il) contests the lien In good faith . 
by, O! defends against cnfof!;ement of the lien in. legal proceedings which in Lender's opInion operate to 
preveOT the enforce.cncnc of cite lien While those proceedings arc pending, but only unci1 slIch proceedings 
are concluded; or (c) secllCes from the holder of rh~ lien an agreement satisfactory to Lender StIbonlinaling 
the lien to this Security Instrument. rr Lender dercn:nines that any part or [h~ Property bI .rubject to a lien 
which can a1tllln priority oyer this S.e.curit}' Instrument, under may give Borrower a nOlice identifying Ihe 
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lien Within 10 days of the date on which that notice is given Borrower shall satisfiy the lien or take one of
more of the actions act forth above in this Section 4
Lander may require Borrower to pay a onetime charge for a real estate tax verification andor
reporting service used by Lender in connection with this Loan
S Property hourance Borrower shall keep the improvements now axksting or hereafter erected on
the Property insured against loss y fire hazards included within the term extended average and any
otfrer hazards including but not limited to aarthquakas and floods for which Lender requires insurance
This Insurance shall be maintained in the amounts Including deductible levels and for the periods that
Lender requires What Lander requires pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the tam of
the Loan The insurance carrier providing the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Leaders
tight to disapprove Borrowers choice which right shall not be exercised unreasonably Lender may
require Borrower to pay in connection with this Loan either a a onetime charge for flood zone
determination certification and tracking services or b a one time charge for food zone determination
and certification services and subsequent charges each time remapping3 or similar changes occur which
reasonably might affect such determination or eerdfication Borrower shall also be responsible for the
payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency in connection with the
review of any flood zone determination resulting from an objection by Borrower
If Borrower fails to rnainnsin any of the coverages described above Lender may obtain insurance
coverage at Lenders option and Borrower expense Lender is under no obligation to purchase any
particular type or amount of coverage Therefore such coverage shall cover Lender but might or might
not protect Borrower Borrowers equity in the Property or the conrene of the Property against any risk
hazard or liability and might provide greater or lesser coverage than was previously in effect Borrower
acknowledges that the cost of the insuamee coverage so obtained might signiricantly exceed the cost of
insurance that Borrower could have obtained Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 5 shall
become additional debt of Borrower secured by this Security lustrament Thew amounts shall bear interest
at the Note rate from the data of disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice item
Lender to Borrower requesting payment
All insurance policies required by Lender and renewals of such policies shall be subject to Lenders
right to disapprove such policies shall include a standard mortgage clause and shall name Lender as
mortgagee tadoras an adduiowl loss payee Lender shall have the right ro hold the policies and renewal
com iicates if Lender requires Borrower shall prompdy give to Lender A receipts ofpaid premiums and
renewal notices If Borrower obtains any form of Insurance coverage trot otherwise required by Lender
for damage to or destruction of the Property such policy shall include standard mortgage clause and
shall name Lender as mortgagee andor as an additional loss payee
In the event of loss Borrower shalt give prompt notice to the insurance carrier and Lender Lender
may matte proof of loss if not made promptly by Borrower Unless Lender and Borrower otherwise agree
In writing any Insurance proceeds whether or not the underlying insurance was required by Lender shall
be applied to restoration or repair of the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and
Lenderssecurity Is not lessened During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to
hold such insurance proceeds until Lender has bad an oppottuttity to inspect such property to ensure the
work has been completed to Lenders satisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertakers
promptly Lander may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series
of progress payments as the work is completed Unless an agreement is trade in writing or Applicable law
requires interest to be paid on such insurance proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any
interest or earnings on such proceeds Fees for public adjusters or other third parties retained by
Borrower shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and shall be the sole obUgadon of Borrower If
the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lender security would be lessened the insurance
proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with
urdJ
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lien. WithilllO days of the dace on whicn thac notice Is given, Borrower shall satisfJ the lien or take. olle or 
more of Ih&! actions ~et fonh above in this Seccion 4. 
Lender may require Borrower to pay a one·ti e charge for a rcal estate ta.1: verification and/or 
reporting service used by Lender in con ection witb Ibis Loan. 
S. Prtlperty 1Dsurance, Borrower 30all keep ehc improvements now existing or hereafter erected on 
, rhe PropertY insured against [039 oy fire, hazards inc/lldtd wifhin the term "extended CO'lCI'3gc," and any 
other ba:wds including, but not Limiced [0. earthquakeg and floods, for which Lander requires insurance. 
This insurall.ce shall be maintained in lhe amount3 (Including deductible levels) and for the periods that 
Lender requU<:3. What teruier requires pursuant 10 Ihe preceding sen£enc~ can change during the tarm of 
ille loan. The illlluranc8 carrier providing the in.mrance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lender's 
right t(] di3approve Borrowar's choice, which right shall nor be e:tcrcised un:rearonably. Lender may 
requ!r~ Borro er ro pay. in connectlon with [his Loan, eirher: (n) a one-ti e charge for flood :zone 
dererminaoon, ccrtifkalion and tracking services; or (b) a one-time charge for flood lone detennina[ion 
and cClIific.3tiou oorvlCe.'l and 8ubsequeru charges each time remapping3 at .similar chAnges occur which 
reasonably might affect 8llch determination Dr certification. Borrower shall also be responsible for the 
pay ent f arq fees i posed by the Federal emergency anage ent gency in connection tdl the 
revio  of if11Y flood zone deter ination rtSulting fro  m objection by Eorrower. 
If Bcrro er falls co maintain any of the coveragC3 del!cti~ abo'le, Lender ay obtaIn insurance 
coverage, ;It Lender's option and Borrower's expense. Lender is under no obligation 10 purchase ally 
partiClifar type or amount af coverage. Therefore, such coverage shalI cover Lender. but might or might 
not proteCt Borrower, Borrower'il equity in the Property, or !he contclll.'I of the Property, against any risk, 
hazard or !i.abiIity and mighr provide greater or lesser coverage than was previousl}' in effect. Borrower 
acknowledge$ that the cost of the insul'lIllCc coverage so obttined migh.t significantly ~1:ceed the COSE of 
insurance that Borrower could have obcained. Any amoun£3 dlsbllr3ed by Lender under this Section S shall 
become additional debt of BOITowerseeuted by. iflis 3ecuoty Icstrument. 'rbesr. amoUDU shall bear interest 
at: !he Notc ratc from the data or disbursement and shall be payable, with such inrer~r, upon notice from 
e   O ro e   t. 
AU insurance policies required by Lender and renewals of sucb poliei~ shall be subject to Lender's 
ri, r to disapprove tuch policies, shaU illcillde a ~tandard ortgage clause, and slWl na e ender as 
ortgagcs and/or as an addidonzl loss payee. under shall have the rlglu to Ilold !lte po]jcies and rene al 
certificate:!!. If Lcnder requires, Borrower shall 'promptly give to Lender all rec:ipts of paid premiums and 
re~al notices. If Borrowcl." obtains any (onn of insurance coverage, 0.01 otherwise required by Lemler. 
for damage to, or deJtJuctlon of, the Property, such policy maIl include' a stmd:l.rd mortgage clause and 
s all a e te er as ortgagee md/or as an additional loss payee. 
In the e e t of 1oSl!, orro er s ll give r t IlOtic:e to t  n&uranc~ cacri~r a  en r. ender 
may make proof 011083 if nat mad~ prompdy by Borrower. Unl~3S Lender arul :Borrower olherwise agr~e 
In writing, my i.n:iuranc: proceeds. whether or not tbe underlying jllllQrnoce Wa3 required by lender, shall 
be applied to restOl'llriQil or repair of tlte Property. if the ItStoracioll or repair is economically feasible and 
Lender's security 1s not lessened. Duritlg such repair and restoration period, under shall ha'le: the right to 
hold such iIlsur:mcc proceed~ uneil Lender has had 3D. OPJlQnunlry [0 inspect $uch Property to ensure: the 
worle has been completed Co under'! satisfaction, provided that $Uch il1llpectlon shaJl be undertak=n 
prompfly. ~dct Jl\J1y disburse proceeds for the repairs and re.sroI'3tioll In a singh: payment or in a series 
of progress paymeni3 as the work is completed. Unle:;s an aireement is Ellt!de ill writing or Applicabte law 
requires itwrest 10 be paid on such i!l!lurance proceeds, tender shall oot be rctpJired to pay Borrower :my 
interest or earnings on men proceeds. Fees (or public adjusters, or othel." [hird parties, retained by 
Bonower shall not be paid Oil! o( cl1e !nsurnncc: proceeds and ~hall be me sole obUgation of Bortow:r. If 
the restoI'3tiOQ or repair is not econo lcaJly feasible or Lender's 3ecurlty would be les30ned, the insurance 
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the excess if any paid to Borrower Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order provided far in
Section 2
If Borrower abandons the Property Leader may file negotiate and settle any available insurance
claim and related matters If Borrower does not respond within 30 days to a notice from Lender that the
insurance carrier has offered to settle a claim then Lender may negotiate and settle the claim The 30day
period will begin when the notice L given In either event or if Leader acquires the Property under
Section 22 or otherwise Borrower hereby assigns to Lender a Borrowers rights to any insurance
proceeds in an amount not to exceed the amounts unpaid under the dote or this Security Instrument and
b any other of Borrowersrights other than the right to any refund of unearned premiums paid by
Borrower under all insurance policies covering the Property insofar as such rights are applicable to the
coverage of the Property Lender may use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the Property or
to pay amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument whether or not then due
6 Occupancy Borrower shall occupy establish and use the Property as Borrower principal
residence within 60 days after the execution of this Security Insmunent and shall continue to occupy the
Property as Rormwcr principal residence for at least one year after the date of occupancy unless Lander
otherwise agrees in writing which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or unless extemtatiazg
circumstances exist which are beyond Borrower coarrol
7 Preservation Maintenance and Protectlan of the Property Inspectfoms Borrower sixtil not
destroy damage or impair the Property allow the Property to deteriorate or commit waste on the
Property Whether or riot Boroewer is residing in the Property Borrower shall maintain the Property in
order to prevent the PropervI from deteriorating or decreasing in value due to its condition Unless it is
determined Pursuant to Section 5 that repair or restoration is ant economically fbasiblc Borrower shall
promptly repair the Property if damaged to avoid further deterioration or damage If insurance or
condemnation proceeds are paid in connection with damage to or the taking of the Properly Borrower
shall be responsible for mpsirig or restoresg Itc Property only If Lender has released proceeds for such
purposes Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series of
progress paymerus as thework is completed if the insurance or condemnation proceeds are not sufficient
to repair or restore the Properr Borrower is not relieved of Borrowersobligation for the completion of
such repair or restoration
Lender or its agent may make rnsonabls entries uport and inspections of the Property If it has
reasonable cause Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property Lender shall give
Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior Inspection specifying such reasonable cause
S BorrowersLoan Application Borrower shall be in default if during the Loan application
process Borrower or any persons or cridties acting at the directlon of Borrower or with Borrowers
knowledge Of conaert gave materially false misleading or inaccurate iafortnarion or statements to Leader
or failed to provide Under with material infoanatioa in connection with the Loan Material
representations Include but are act limited to representations concerning Borrowersoccupancy of the
Property as Bonowoes principal residence
9 Protection of LendersInterest in the Property and Rights Under this Security instrument If
a Borrowcr fails to perform the covenants and agreements contained in this Security Instrument b there
is a legal proceeding than might significantly affect Lenders interest in the Property andor rights under
this Security Instrvrneur 3uch as a proceeding in bankruptcy probate for condemnation or forfeiture for
eoforccrncnt or a lien which may attain priority over this Security Instrument or to enforce laws or
regulations or c Borrower has abandoned the Property then Lender may do and pay for whatever is
reasonable or appropriate to protect Lenders interest in the Property and rights under this Security
Instrument Including protecting andor assessing the value of the Property and securing andor repairing
tho Property Lendersactions can include but are not limited to a paying any sums secured by a lien
wbich has priority over This Security InsMuent b appearing in court and c paying reasonable
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(he excess. if:my, paid CO Borrower. Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order provided tOr 1n 
Stction 2. 
ff Borro er abandons the Property, Lender may file, negoctate and settle any available insurance 
claim and rehued matters. If Borrower does not re3pond within 3G day3 to a n.otice from LAnder that the 
iosurance carrier has offered to settle a !;]aim. then uoder may negotiate and settle lhe claim, The 30-day 
period will begin when the nodce Is given, In either event, or jf lAnder acquires the Pro~rty under 
Section 22 or otherwise, Borrower hereby assigns to Lender (a) Borrower's rights to any insurance 
proceeds in an a ount oat 10 exceW the amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Il1lImunent. and 
(b) any other of Borrower's righlS (other rhan rIte right to any refund of unearned premiu s paid by 
Borrower) under alllnsuranca policie:J covCriDg the Property, insofar as such rights are applicable fa the 
coverage I' f the Property, under ay we the insul'llllCe proceeds either to repair or resrore the Property or 
t   a ou ts u i  r the t  or thi3 ecurit  Instt'lJ.mCnt, t r or not thea due. 
6. Ocl:upancy. Borrower shall occuPY. eat.lblish, and USI) elta Property as Borrower'$ principal 
residence within 60 days after the e.'Cecution of chis Secudty InstrUment and shall continue to (l~~upy the 
Property lUI Borrower·s principal fe:sidence (or ac least Qnc year after the dale or oCGupancy. unleM L.-.nder 
other ise :lgr~s in writing, which consent shall !lot be unreasonably withheld, or unle53 extenuating 
i llI3m  ~l t b  r  a  or ower's cont ol. 
7, Preservation, aintenance and ProtectlDn of the Property; IlI5pectioll$. Borrower shall noe 
destroy, da age Ot i pair the Pro~~, allo  the Property to deteriorate or co ie aste on the 
Property. herher or !lot Borrower is resIding ill fhe Property, Borrower shall maintain the Property ill 
unlet to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in value due to irs condition. Un!CS$ ic is 
determined pursuant to Sel:tion 5 that repair or restoration is not economically feasible, Borrower shall 
pro ptly repair the Property if dllJrulged to avoid funher deterior:nion or da age. If insurance or 
condemnation proceeds arc paid in connection with. damage to. or the taking of, the Properry, 13orrower 
shall be responsible for (llpsir..ng or restorL'111 th:: l':'cpef"ty-cruy It l.elKler has released procceda for sucll 
purposes. Under may disbune proceeda for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a serll!$ of 
progre3S paymetU!i aa tlte work Is completed. It the Insurance or eondel'lll1luion proceeds ar~ nol sufficient 
10 repair or restore the Property. Borrower is no' relieved of Harrower's obligation for the completion of 
 1'l:pair  ti . 
Lender or irs ag.ent ay Olake n::a.."Oanble entries upon and inspections of tbe Property. If it has 
~l'.able cause, Lemler may inspect die interior or 1110 improvements on (he Propert'j. Lend.::r llball give 
Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an inrcriQr inspection specifYing such ceasonable cause. 
3. 'Borrower's Laall Applic~t1oD. Borrower shall be in default if, durioll rhe Loan ap!>!iClltion 
r 33, rr er r  erHoru; r entitiC3 ti  t die ir ti  r rr er Ot ilh or ow~t's 
kno ledge 01' coment gay!: aterially ral~, isleading, Ilr inaceurate iofornurion or state ents to ender 
(or failed to provide Lunder with ~rial infonnation) in connection with the Loan. aterial 
represenuuiooo InclUde, but ace 110£ limited to, reprllSentatioos conceming Borrower's oC:cupancy of Ihe 
Propert   Bonow r's i i  r~i cnce. 
9, Protection at Lender'S Interest [n the Pro~rty :md RJgbts Under this Security Instrument. If 
(a) Borrower fails to perfor  the coveaants and agreemeI1t3 conrained io this Security Iostru cnt, (b) thara 
ill a legal proceeding rhaI mighl significantly affect Lender's interest in rhe Property and/or rights under 
this Security InstrulllCnr (3uch 3.'1 a proceediag in bankruptcy, probate. for condemnation or forfe~rure, for 
enforcement of a lien which ay 3ruLin priority over thi3 Security Iasmi cnI or to enforce Jaws or 
regul:ttioruc), Of (c) Borrower baa abandoned the Property, then Lender may do and pay for whatever is 
reasonable or appropriate to protect tender'! interest in the Property and rights under Ibis Security 
IostnJment, Including pC'otecting and/or asse~iog the value of the Property, and securing andlor repairing 
!ho Property. Lender's actioru can include, bur are aot limited to: (a) paying any sums secured by a lien 
which ha.:I priorit'J oyer rhis Security fn:;trumenl; (b) appe<ll'ing in cOUItpJ-.:,aYing reasonable 
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attorneys fees to protect its interest in the Property andor fights under this Security Instrument including
its secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding Securing the Property includes but Is not Ilmmhad to
gating the Property to make repairs change lock replace or board up doors and windows drain water
from pipes eliminate building or other code violations or dangerous conditions and have utilities turned
on or off Although Lender may take action under this Section 4 Lender does trot have to do so and is not
under any duty or obligation to do so It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability for not taking any or allactions authorized under this Section 9
Any amounts disbursed by Leader under this Section 9 shall become additional debt of Borrower
secured by this Security lastrumenC These amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate from the date of
disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from Leader to Borrower requesting
payment
If this Security Instrument is on a leasehold Borrower shall comply with all the provisions of the
lease if Borrower acquires fled title to the Property the leasehold and the fa title sball not merge unless
Lender agrees to the merer in writing
10 Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition of making the Loan
Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain the lrlortgage Insurance in effect If for aey reason
the Mortgage Insurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be available from the mortgage insurer that
previously provided such insurance and Borrower was required to make separately designated payments
toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premium required w obtain
coverage substantially equivalent to the iviongage Insurance previously in effect at a cast substantially
equivalent to the cost to Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previously in affect from an alternate
mortgage Insurer selected by Lender If substantially equivalent Mortgage insurance coverage is not
available Borrower shall continue to pay to Lender the amount of the separately designated payments that
were duo when the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect Lender will accept use and retain these
payments as a nocrefundable loss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance Such loss reserve shall be
non refundable notwithstanding the fact that the Loan is ultimately paid In full and Lender shall not be
required to pay Barlawer any interest or earnings oa such loss reserve Leader can nor longer require loss
reserve payments if Mortgage insurance coverage In the amount and for the period that Lender requires
provided by an insurer selected by Lender again becomes avaiiable is obtained and Lender requires
separately designated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance If Lender required iviongage
Insurance as a condition of malting the Loan and Borrower was required to m0ka separately designated
payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to
maintain Mortgage Insurance in effect or to provide a non refundable loss reserve until Lenders
requirement for Mortgage Insurance ends In accordance with any written agreement between Borrower and
Lender providing for such termination or until termination is required by Applicable Law Nothing in this
Secion 10 affects RQFWwerSObligation to pay interest at the rate provided in the Mote
Mortgage Insurance reimburses Leildar or any entity that purchases the Mote for certain losses it
may incur if Borrower dots not repay the Loan as agreed Borrower Is mat a parry to the iylortgageInsurance
Mortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such Insurance in force from time to time and may
enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk or reduce tosses new agreements
are on terms and conditions That are satisfactory to the mortgage insurer and the other party or parties to
these agreements These agreements may require the mortgage insurer to stake payments using any source
of funds that tie mortgage insurer may have available which tray include funds obtained from 14fortgageInsurance premiums
As a result of these agreements Leader any purchaser of the Mote another Insurer say reimurer
any other emtfty or any affiliate of any of the foregoing may receive directly or indirectly amounts drat
derive from or might be characterized as a portion of Borrowerspayments for Mortgage Insurance in
exchange for sharing or modifying the mortgage insurer risk or reducing losses If such agreement
provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of the insurer risk in exchange for a share of the
premiums paid to the insurer the arramtiement is often termed captive reinsurance further
a Arip such agreemen wllJ ant affecf the amounts that Borrower has agreed to pay for
Mortgage Insuranre or any other terms of the Loam Such agreements will not increase the amount
Borrower will acre forMortgage Insurance and they will not entitle Borrower to any refund
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attomeys' fees to protect its interesr in Ihe Property and/or righta under till:; Security Instrument, including 
ils secured position !n a bankruptcy proce~jng. Sectlring the Property includes, bUI is not Itmitad 10, 
Cl!tering me Property to make repairs, change leeks, replace or board tIp doors and windows, drain water 
from pipe:!, eli inate buildiog or other code violations or dangerous conditio03. and have utilities turned 
all at' off. Allbaugh lender may lake action under this &etlon 9, Lendel'does .001 have to do so and is not 
under any duty or obligation Co dQ so. It is agreed lhat Lender incurs no liability fot not taking any aT all 
actions autborized under this Section ~. . 
Any amount:l disbursed by Lander undar this Section 9 shall become ad il onal debt of BOlT er 
secured by c is Security IrI8tr i. The3e amounts shall bear I t r st at the N t  ralc from the dale of 
disbursement and shall be payable, with :ruch interest, upon IlOlice from under to BotTower requesting 
pay ent. 
If this Security In.'llrument [8 all a leasehold, Borrower shllll compl}' with all the pravisioll.'! of the: 
lease. If Borrower acquires ree title to rhe Propeny, the leasehold and the re~ title 3call not mer~e uolC3S 
L er agr  to the erge  in riting. 
10. ortgage fDsurance. If ~nder :required Mortgage Tnsurance as a condition of making tlIe Loan, 
Borrower shaH pay me premiums required to maintain. the Mortgage tn&1IDUlce in effect. If, fur any reason, 
th~ ortgage Insurance coverage requiled by Lender cCilSes 10 ~e available from the mortgage insurer that 
previously provided .111ch insurance and Borrower W:1S required 10 mak~ separately designated payments 
toward the premiums for Mortgage Iruurance, Borrower shall pay the PremlUlJlS required to obtain 
coverage $ubslantially equh(aI~nc [0 the Mongage Insurance previowty in effect, at a cost subsEanrially 
equiv<llent to the roSl to Borrower of Ute ortgage Tnsurance praviollllly in effect, no  an alternate 
ortgage insurer selected by Lender. If .substantially equivalent Ol1gage Insurance coverage is nor 
available, Borrower shall continue to pay to lender the amount of the separately de:dgnated payments !hat 
ere duo hen the insurance coverage <:wed to be tn effect. ender il[ accept, use md retain Ihese 
payments as a non-refundable loss reserve in lieu of ortgage Insurance. Such 10113 re:JCl'VC shall be 
non-refundable, nOLwithstanding We fact thai the Loan is Ultimately paid In full, and Lendor !lhall not be 
required to pay Borro er any interest or earnings OQ such loss reserve. lender can no longer require los9 
l'eSI!IVe payments if ortgage Insurance. coverage (md\e -artlOW1t and for Ina J)eriod that Lender requires) 
provided by an insurer selecced by lender again becomes available, is abt:lined, and under requires 
separately d(Siguated payments tcwaro the premiums for Mortgage Iruluraru:t. If Lander required Mortgage 
Insurance 118 a condition of aking the Loan and orro er as requirec! co m.a.'<o sep;1I'ate[y designated 
payment5 roward the premlums for Mongage rnsutance, Borrower shall pay the premiums required to 
aintain ongage Insurance i  c:ffcr;C, or to provide a non-refundable loss rcscl>'C, until ender'", 
requi~ment for ortgage In5urance endtl in accordllllce with any wrim:n agrcemenr between Borrower and 
Under providing for such termination or until tcnnication is required by Applicable Law. Nothing in this 
Section 10 affects BQrTQwer's obligation £0 pay intere:;t at the rate ~roYided in the Note. 
ortgage rnsu.nnce rei burses Lell~r (or any entity that purchases the Narc) (or certain losses it 
may incur if Borrower dOOl not repay the Loan 1m agreed. Borrower Ls not a party ro the Mortgase 
fnsur3Jll:c. 
Mortgage fnsun::rs evaluate their lotal risk on all such Insurance in force !'rom time to time, and may 
enter into gr ~ wid! other purties that ~hare or odify their risk, or reduce tosses. These a~eemerus 
arc on tc:rms and coaditiolL2 {hac are 3atisfactory ro the mortgage insurer 3mi the other parr! (or Par1iC3) ro 
these agreements. Th~ agreements may require the martgage iosurer to make paytnent3 using any source 
of fundg that tbe Il1Drtga~e insurer may bave available (which C'IIl7 include funds oblained from Mottgage 
flLSurance pre ). 
As a resch of these a3reeme01!, lender, any purchaser of the Note, anotber !ruJur~r, any reiMurer, 
any odter entity, or any affiliate e>f any of the foregoing, may recdvc (diIectly or indirectly) amounl3 IhaE 
derive from (at might be eharaccenzed as) II. portion or Borrower's payments for Mortgage Insurance, in 
exchange for sharing or mcdiryiog the mongagc insurer's ruk, or reducing losses. If suc::h agreement 
pro'lid:e$ mat an affiliate of Lender rakes a $hare of tho insurer's risk in e~hange for II. sbare of [he 
pr~miurns p:Ud ro the Insllrer, the arraoge cm is often termed "c:tptive reinsurance.' fUT'fher: 
(a) Any sucil agreements will Qot affect the amounu lhat BorrDwer has agreed to pay far 
Mortgage Insur ct!, or any otber terms of the Loall. Such agr ements wm not lncrea3t: the a ount 
Borrower win owe ror Mortgage rnsurance, and they will not entitle Borrower to any refund. 
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b Any such agreements will not affect the rights Borrower has if any with respect to the
Mortg ge Insurance under the Hameowners Protection Act of 1998 or any other law These rights
1 rear include the right to receive certain disclosures to request and obtain caucenatiou of the
r Mortgage Insurance to have the Mortgage Insurance teratinated automatically andor to receire a
refund of any Xfortgage Insurance premiums that were unearned at the time of such cancellation or
termination
It Assipment of hlhcellaneous Proceeds Forfeiture All Miscellaneous Proceeds are hereby
assigned to and shall be paid to Lender
If the Property is damaged such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to restoration or repair of
the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and Lenders security Is nor lessened
During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to hold such Miscellaneous Proceeds
until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work has been completed to
benderssatisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly Lender may pay for the
repairs and restoration in a single disbursement or in a series of progress payments as the work Is
completed unless an agreement is grade in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings an such
Misceilancous Proceeds If the restoration or repair Is not econcalical feasible or Lenderssecurity would
he lessened the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument
whether or na then due with the excess if any paid to Borrower Such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be
applied in the order provided for in Section 2
In the event of a ront taking destruction or loss in value of the PropeM the Miscellaneous
proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with
the excess if any paid to Borrower
is the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Froperry in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial tailing destruction or loss in value is equal to or
greater than he amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument Immediately before the partial
taking destruction or loss in value unless Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the sums
secured by this Securiry Instrument shall be redmai by the amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds
multiplied by the following fraction a the total amount of the sutras secured immediately before the
partial taking desr 110n or loss in value divided by b the fair market value of the Property
immediately before Ike partial taking destruction or loss in value Any balance shall be paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destrucdoa or loss in value is less than the
amount of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value unless
Borrower and Lender orlicrxise agree in writing the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums
secured by this Security Instrument whether or not the sutra are then due
If the Property Is abandoned by Borrower or if after notice by Lender to Borrower that the
Opposing Party w defined in the next sentence offers to make an award to settle a claim for damages
Bormvmr tails to respond to Lender within 30 days after the date the notice is given Lender is authorized
to collect and apply the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to restoration or repair of the Property or to the
sums secured by this Securiy instrument whether or nor then due Opposing Party means the third parry
that owes Borrower Yii3c6housProceeds or the party against whom Borrower has a right of action in
regard to Miscellaneous Froceeds
Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding whether civil or criminal is begun that in
Lendersjudgment could result in forfeiture of the Property or other material impairment of lenders
interest in the Property orrights under his Security Instrument Borrower can cure such a default and if
acceleration has occurred reinstate as provided in Section 19 by causing the action or proceeding to be
dismissed with a ruling that in Lender judgment precludes forfeiture of the Property or other material
impairment of bendersinterest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument The proceeds of
any award or claim for damages that are attributable to the impairment of Lenders interest in the Property
are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender
All Miscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied to reswradon or repair of the Property shall be
applied in the order provided for In Section 2
w
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{h} Any such OIgree ents will not affect the tights Borro er hllS • if any· with respect to the 
ortgage Insurance Wlder the Ho eo ners Protection Ad or 1998 or any other law. Thes~ rights 
may include the right to reCtlive certain disclosures, to request and "blain ca~tion of the 
ortgage Insurance, to ha-ve the ortgage InsuraJlce tennilltlted automatically, and/Dr to receive a 
tef'und or any Mortgage InsuralJte premiums that were une:trned at tbe tI e of such cancellation or 
,t rmmatiol1. 
1i. ssign ent 01 Mlscellaneous Proceedsj Forfeiture, All iscellanecl1:l Procced3 are hereby 
as igned [() and shall be paid co leDder. 
If rho PropertY is damag~d, auch iscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to restoralion or repair of 
the Propeny, it tM restoration oc repair is economically fe:Jsible and under'S 3Ilcuri!y Is not lessened. 
ri  such repair and re.sfaratiou period, Lender shall have the right to hold such iscella eous Proceeds 
until Lender has had an opportunity to inspe<:c such Pmperty ro en:lure the worlt has been Cllmpletea 10 
Lender's sat/:3fu.ctio.n, provIded that such inspeclion shall be underuken promptly. Lender mal' pay for the 
repain and .morarion in a singlo disburse ent or in a scrie3 of progress payment9 as the work Is 
co pleted. Unless an agree ent ill made in riting or ppll.cable taw requires interest to be paid on such 
lsctllaneous Pr~s, under shall not be required to pa:,' Borrower IInl' interest or earnings on such 
MisceU:meous Proceed3. If the restoration or repair {~cot economl.cafly feasible or Lender'$ security would 
be fcsxened, the iscellaneous roceeds shall be applie  to tlte su s secured by Chis Security !lJStru el'.t, 
et er r l1IJ( t e  e, it  t e exccS!, if any, paid [0 rr er, c  iscella wU:l r cee s shall be 
appli d i  t om r r vi d  Ut ecti  . 
In tlle evenr of a to!.:!i taking. destruction, Or loss in value of the Property, the Misc~llaneou3 
Proceed3 shall be applied to the S~ secured by this Security Jnstrument, whether or oor: then due, with 
t  ~,  y,  EO O r. 
In the lI'1etlt o{ a partial taking, destruction, or los~ in '1alue of the Propt:rt)o in which the fair matltet 
vahle of the Propetty i ediately before the partial taking, destruction, or los~ in value i3 equal to or 
greater than the anJOuDl of the .rums secured by this Security IruilrUment immediately before the partial 
taking, destruction, or los,:; in value, unle3S BQrrow~ and Lender otherwise agree in wridog, the sums 
Sl:CUred by this Security Instrument shall be -red.t.!!:ed by the amount of the iscellaneOllS Proceed1 
ultiplied by the following fraction: (a) the total a ount of the ",ums .!ecured int ediately before the 
 r , cructiOQ, or loss in value divided by (b) the fair market value of the Propert}' 
immediately before the partial ra.'<hlg, destruction, ar 1083 in'lalue. Any billance shall be paid to Borrower. 
In t!tc event of a partinl t3king. destruction, or loss in vame of [he Property in which the fair market 
value of the PropCI1}' i ediately before the partial taking, destrucdon, or loss in value i3 less tban Ihe 
a ount Qf the su s secured i ediately before the panial taking, destruction, or 1053 in value, unless 
orro er :md Lender otherwise agree in riting, Ihe iscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the su s 
  is  l  t   o r  ms te t e  Ull. 
If the Property 13 abandoned by Borrower, or if, after notice by Lender to Borrower thaI the 
Opposillg Pany (3:1 deflncd in the next senrcnc~) offers to make an award to settle a claim for damages, 
Borrower fails to respond [0 Under within 30 days after the date the notice is given, Lender hz authorized 
to collect and apply the iscellaneous Proceec;i3 either to restoration ot' repair of me Property or to Ihe 
sums secured by Ihi$ ~curi!y Instnuncnt, whether or Mt rhen due. ·OpPQaing Party" means the third part}' 
that OWes Borrower Misce1IaneOU5 Proceeds or the party agairut whom Borrower bas a right of action in 
re ar  to i3ce1lme Ull PrO\:e -ds. 
Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding, whether ci'lil or criminal, is begun Ihat, in 
Lender's judpIent, could resolt i:n forfeiture of the: Property or other material impairment of Lender's 
interest in the Property or .rights under thia Security Instru ent. orro er can cure such a det'ault and, if 
acceleration has occurred, reinstate 3.$ provided in SecdoQ 19, by causing the action or proc~eding III 00 
dismissed with i1 ruling that, in Lender'.3 judgment, precludes forfeiture of the PToperty 0(' ocher material 
impairment 01" Lender's inrere8t in the Property or rights under !his Security Insttwnent, Tho: proceeds of 
any awar<! or claim for damagC3 that are mnotltable to the impairment aC Lender'slnlerest in the P[OP~rt'1 
are hereby mg d and sha l bl:- paid to Lend . 
All MiscelJaneaus Pro<:e~ds £hat are not app[ied to r~ration or repair of fA'lc Property shall be 
a plied Ut the order provided for fn Section 2. 
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1 Borruwer Not Released Forbearance By Lender Not a waiver Extension of the time for
paymetlt or modification of amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument granted by Lender
to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not operate to release ilia liability of Borrower
or any Successors in Interest of Borrower Lender shall not be required to commence proceedings against
any Successor in Interest of Borrower or to rafasa to extend time for payment or otherwise modify
amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument by reason of any demand made by the original
Borrower or any Successors in Interest of Borrower Any forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or
remedy including without limitation Lendersacceptance of payments from third persons entities or
Successors in Interest of Borrower or at amounts less than the arnount then due shall not be a waiver of or
preclude the exercise of any right or remedy
Lt Joint and Several Liability Cosigners Successors and Assigns Bound Borrower covenants
and agrees tltat Borrowersobligations aid liability shall be joint and several However any Borrower who
cosigns this Security Instrument but does not eQte the Note a ccsigner a is cosigning this
Security Instrument only to mortgage grant and convey the cosigaer interest is the Property under the
terms of this Security Instntment b is not pemsollaily obligated to pay the sums secured by this Security
Instrent and c agrees that Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend modify forbear or
make any accommodatans with regard to the temts of this Security Instrument or the Noce without the
cosigner consent
Subject to the prov of Section 18 any Successor in Interest of Borrower who assumes
Borrowersobligations under this Security Instrum in writing and is approved by Lender shall obtain
all of Borrowers rights and benefits under this Security Instrument Borrower shall not he released from
Botrowersobligations and liability under this Security Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in
writing The covenants and agreernews of this Security instrument shall bind except as provided in
Section 20 and beaefrt the successors and assigns of Lander
14 LoaA Chares Lmider may charge Borrower fees for services performed in connection with
Boaawersdefault for the purpose of protecting Lender interest in the Property and rights under this
Security lustruotent including but cot linrired to attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees
In regard to any other fees the absence of express authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific
fee to Borrower shall not be construed as a prohibition on the charging of such fee Lender may not charge
fees dmr are expressly prohibited by this Security Instrument or by Applicable Law
If the I is subject to a law which sets maximum loan charges and that law is finally interpreted so
that the interest or other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection with the Loan exceed the
permitted limits then a any such loan charge shall be reducsd by the amount necessary to reduce the
charge o the permitted limit and b any sums already collected from Borrower which axceeded permitted
limits will be refbnded to Borrower Leader may choose to make this refund by reducing the principal
owed under ilia Note or by making a direct payment to Borrower If a refund reduces principal the
reduction will be treated as a partial prepayment without any prepayment charge whether or not a
prepayment charge is provided for under the Mote Borrowersacceptance of any such refund made by
direct payment to Borrower will constitute a waiver of any right of action Borrower might have arising out
ofsuch overcharge
S Notlem All notices given by Borrower or Lander in connection with this Sacu its Instrument
must be in writing Any notice to Borrower In connection with this Security Instrument sball be deemed to
have been given to Borrower when mailed by first class trait or when actually delivered to Borrowers
notice address if sent by other means Notice to any one Borrower shall cotrsttirute notice to all Borrowers
unless Applicable Law expressly requires otherwise The notice address shalt be the Property Address
unless Borrower has designated a substitute notice address by notice to Lender Borrower shalt promptly
notify Lender of Borrower changa of address If finder specifies a procedure for reporting Borrower
change of address then Borrower shall only report a change of address through that specified procedure
There may be only one designated notice address under this Security Instrument at any one time Any
aorice to Lender shalt be given by delivering it or by mailing it by first class mail to Lenders address
stated herein unless Lender has designated another address by notice to Borrower Any notico in
connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed to have been given to Lender until actually
received by Lender If any notice required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applicable
Law the Applicable law requirement will satisfy the corresponding requirernn Zt under rhis Securitylrurnet o
yNTP9AltDl M80B1 velom 18 nt3r3 1101




12. Bor o r Not Refeasl!d; F(} r nce By Lender Nat a Walvllr. Extension of the lime for 
payme(1t or modificati.on of amortflatJon of the .rums sctUred by this Security Instrument granted by Lender 
£0 Borrower or :!.fly Successor in Tnterest of Borrower shall not operate to mlease the liablllty of Bqrro~r 
or any Stu:cessorn in Interest of "Borrow,=r. ~nder ~hall not be required to com ence proceedings against 
any Successor in Inretl2t at Borrower or to refuse to e;(terA lime for payment or otherwise modify 
amoliliatioa of the sums secured by this Security fnstrument by rea.wn of any demand made by the original 
Borrower or any SUCCe:lSOfS in Interest of Borrower. A1J.y forbearance by Lender in exercising ilIlY right or 
re edy including, with(Jl)t li itation. Lender' 9 acceptance of payrocnt3 from third persons, entlliC3 Of 
SUC ll$Ol'3 in I a:r st of rr r or in amounts Ic:lS [tl  the a!llounc men due. shall not be a aiver of 01' 
r cl  t e c;( r is  f any ri t or remedy. 
Ij. Joint and Several Liability; CG-Signersj Successors lind Assigll$ Bound. Barro er CO'len1ll1ts 
and agrees that Eorrower's obligations and liabilitY sha11l>e joint and ~cveral. However, any Borrower who 
co-signS this ~tY Instru ent but does not e:teCtltc the ate (a "cc-signer"): (a) is co-signing thIs 
ecurity lnstru ent only to ortgage, grant and convey the co-signer's interest in the Property under the 
leIm5 or this SetllIity InStrumellt; (b) i$ llClt p~rsonally obligated 10 pa)' the SUIDlI st:Cmed oy this Sec1Jrity 
Instnmlenr; and (c) agrees that Lender and any other Horro er can agree [0 extend, odifY, forbear or 
ake any acco odations lth regard to the tcrnu of this Security Instru ent or the Norc ithout the 
Qoosig er's ns<: t. 
j t [0 !h~ proYisioIJ.1 ( ecti  la, any SUCCCSllOf i  I t r st of rr er  3.S$UInea 
Harrower's obligations tlllder rnis Security Instrument in writing, and i.:I approved. by Lender, shall obwn 
all of orrower's rights and benefits under [JUs Security rnstru ent. orro er shall not lie released fro  
Btlr:rower's obligations and IJability under Ibis Security In.ttrument unless Lender ag:reca to such n:lcalIC in 
riting. The COVe:tllUltll and agreerilJ;'"nis of fIlis Security iastru enc sball bind (¢;tcept as provided in 
t  )  n i   ru orS  ssi   e . 
14, Loan harges. Lender ay charge orro er fees for services perfooned in connaetion ith 
BIJ{too;ver's default, fcr the purpo::t: of protecting Lender'4 mter~st In the PrQ~rty and tights under thi.$ 
Security Instrument. including, bw oot limited 10, attorneTl' rees. property inspection and valuation f~. 
In regard to any other fees, the absence of e;l,press authority in thLs Se~urity fMtrllmcnt to charl:e il specific 
fee to Borrower shall not be construed as a prohibition on che charging of such fee. Lender may not charge 
fees that 1m expre3s1y probibired by this Security rnstru ent or by pplicable La . 
U me I.o:m is subject to a law wltich Sets axi u  klan charges', and that law i3 finally interpreted so 
t t t  terest     lle t   t     OlUl ti  it  t   XCJ:cd t  
per itted li its, thell: (a) any such lean charge shall be redu~ by the a ount necessary co reduce the 
charge 10 the per.mittl!d limit; Ill1d (b) any sums already collected from Borrower whiclt ~JCCeeded petmitted 
limits will be refunded co Borrow~. Leeder !!lay choose to make this refund by reUuctng the princiP'll 
o ed under tbe oce or by a.Jcing a direct pay ent [0 orro er. If a retund reduces principal, the 
reduction will be treated as a partial prepay ent without any pre,Jay ent chOll'ge (whether or lWI a 
prepayment ebarg.:: is provided f.or under the Notc), Borrower',! acce[ltance of any such refund made by 
direct payment to "Borrower wUl coostiruce a wmv1:r or my rigbt of action Borrower might have arising out 
af .such er r . 
lS. NO'lIces. All nOlices given by Borrower or Lender in connection witb tbls Security InlltrlUtlent 
ust be in riting. ny ll.otice to orro er 111 cOMection ith this Security Instru ent shall be dee ed 00 
have been given to Borrower when llllIited by fit:Jt el3lls mail or when actually deliyered io Borrower' 5 
notice addrl:3S if sent by otber eaas. otlce to anyone arro er shall l:O{lStirute notice to all orrll ers 
unlesa Applicable Law e;(p~ly require:! utherwise. The node: add:ress shall he the Property Address 
unless Borro er hM designated a 3ubsricute notice address by notice to Lender. Borrower ahalI pro pcly 
nocify Lender of Borrawet's change of address. If tender !Ipe~ifles a procedure for reponing Borrower's 
change 0 I' address, tlten Borrower shall oaly report a change or addre3.'J through that specified procedure. 
There Jtl3Y be ooly oae deslgnated nori.c: address under tbis Security !lIStrumeo£ at anyone time. My 
Iloriee to Lender :roa!! be giYen by delivering it r by ailing it by nrst class ail to Le or' j address 
stated ~erii:in \loles:s L:nder has d~goa~ another addres.s by notice ro Borrower. Any notice in 
connectfcn with this Sccuriry Iostnuneru shall oor be deeml!d to have been given to Lender unrIl actually 
ceceiY1:d by tender. If any notice required by thi3 Security frutrument is also requin::d Wider Applicable 
~/""""'~ L>w "'l'tire em will ""'/y a" "=-:~~2' ~' "'" "'uri" 
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16 Governing Law Severability Rules or Canstruction this Security Instrument shall be
governed by federal law and the law Of the jurisdiction in which the Property is located All rights and
obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any requirements and limitations of
Applicable Law Applicable Law might explicirly or implicitly allow the parties to agree by contract or it
might be silent but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibition against agreement by contract In
thq event that any provision Or clause of this Security lostrurnani or the Note conflicts with Applicable
Law such conflict shall not affect other provisions of this Security Instrument or the Note which can be
given effect without the conflicting provision
As used in this Security Instrument a words of the masculine gender shall mean and include
corresponding neuter words or words of the feminine gender b words in the singular shall mean and
include the plutal and vice versa sad c the word may gives solo discretion without any obligation to
take any action
11 BorrowersCopy Borrower shall be given one copy of the Note and of this Security Instnmeat t
18 Transfer of the Property or a Beaeici l Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18
Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in die Property Including but no limited
to those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or
escrow agreement the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any intest In the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower
is not a natural person and a bcneftcia interest in Borrower Is sold or transferred without Lendersprior
written consent Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security
Intstrument Ilvivever this opdon shall mat be exercised by Lender if such exercise is probibited by
Applicable Law
I Lender exercises this option Lander shall give Borrower notice of acceleration Tito notice shall
provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given In accordance with Section 15
within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Secutir Instrument If Borrower fads to pay
these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender tray invoke any remedies permitted by this
Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower
19 Borrower Right toRAfter Acceleration If Borrower meets certain conditions
Borrower shall have the right to have enforcement of this Security Insmunent discontinued at any time
prior to the earliest of a five days before sale of the Property pursuant to any power of sale contained in
this Sc urky Instrument b such other period as Applicable Law might specify for the termination of
Borrower right to reinstate or c entry of a judgment enforcing this Security Instrument Those
conditichns are that Borrower a pays Lender all sums which then would be due under this Security
Instrument amd the Note as if no acceleration had occurred b cures any default of any other covenants or
agreements c pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instrument including but not limited
to reasomble mmeys fees property inspection and valuation fees and other foes incurred for the
ptgow of protecting Lender ioramt in the Property and rights under this Security Imuument and d
takes such action as Lender may reasonably require to assure that Leadersinterest in the Property and
tights under this Secudry Instrument and Borrowersobligation to pay the sums secured by this Security
Instrument hail continue unchanged Lender may require that Borrower pay such reinstatemear sums and
expenses in one or mom of the following forms as selected by Lender a cash b money order c
certified check bank check treasurerscheck or cashier check provided any such cliect is drawn upon
an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency Instrumentality or entity or d Electronic
Funds Ttan fer Upon reinstatement by Borrower this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby
Shall remain fully effective as if ao aecolondOq had Occurred However this right to reinstate shall not
apply In die case of acceleration under Section 18
20 Sale of Note Change of Loan SerYicer Notice of Grievance The Nora or a partial Interest In
the Note together with this Security Instrument can be sold one or more times without prior notice to
Borrower A sale might result In a change in the emhy known as the Loan Serricer that collects
Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument and performs other mortgage loan
servicing obligations under the Note this Security Instrument and Appiicable Law There also might be
one or inore ctnanges of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a sale of the Note if there is a change of the Loam
Servicer Borrower will be given written notice of the change which will state the mute and address of the
new Loan Servicer the address to which payueots should be made and any oth i ormatian RESPA






16. GoyenUllg lAW; Sevet;lbilitYi Rulrs of Constructiort, This Securily Instrument !haH be 
governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdi4:tion in which the Property is located, All rigbts and 
obHg3f:ioll3 contained ill r.ltis Security Instrument are subject to any requitomenl!! and Ilmltations of 
Applicable Law. Applicable Law might explicirly or i plicitly allow tne parties to agnle by cammcr or lt 
rrtighr be silent, bue such silenc~ shall not be coomued as a prohibiliou agailllll agreement by contract, In 
thq eve:nt that any provision or danae of this Security Instrument or the Note conlliet3 with Appli~able 
Law, such contlict sl1all nor affect other provisions of ilils Security Instrument or the Note which can be 
i yen affect ithollt £he conflicting provision. 
As uSeQ in this Security Instrument: (a) words of the masculine gender shall mean and include 
corresponding neuter words or <uds of the fem1ninc gendcr~ (b) ort13 in the singular shall ean and 
include !he plural and vic~ versa; :md (c) the word "may" gives sole discretioo without any obligation [0 
take any action. 
11. Borrower'S' Copy. Borrower ~hall be given one copy or [he Note iI!ld of [his SeClicity Instrument. 
18. ramfer o( the PropeITJ Ot' 3 eneficial Internt ill Borrow~r. s used in. thil ettion 18, 
"Interdf in the Property' means any !egal Ot beneficial interest in the Property, including, but not limited 
10, mose beneficial interests traIlSferred in!l bond for deed, contract for deed, i03tall enc S!lles contract or 
escrow agreement, the intent of whiGh i3 the transfer of tiUe by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser, 
If all or any part of the Propc:It"l or any fnteresr In the Property is sold or traJl.'lfcrred (or if Borrower 
is nor a oarural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower Is aold or transferred) witli.out Under's prior 
written coosent, lender may require immediate paymcot in full of :ill SUOllI ,ecured by this Security 
Instrument. However, Ihis option shall not be exercised by Lender if such l:;mcisl: is prohibited by 
f f!ll  . 
If und  e~erci.ses t is ption. e l:f sbaH i  rr r notic~ f eleration. he ti  shall 
provide a period of not lel3 than 30 days from the dare the notice is given In accordanee with Section 15 
within wbich Borrower mll!l! pay aU su  secured by this Se::urlrl Instrumem. If Borrower fails to pay 
there S1Ul1S prior to the expiradoo of this period, lender may invoke aIrl cemedie:; permltted. by \his 
  ll   a  nl .   S mr. 
1~. B«rowerja Right to Rl!in..~te After Acreleration. If Borrower meets cet'tain conditions, 
Borrower sball have the right to have enforce ent of this Security In$oumcnt discontInued at any time 
prior to the earUe:Jt of: (1) five days before sale or the Property pursuant to any power of 3n1e contained in 
this Se~uriry Instru ent; (b) such ather petlod as pplicable La  ight specify (or the tennfnation of 
Borrower'!! right to reinsmre; or (c) entry of a judgment ~1l(otc1rtg this Securit'/ I03tI1JIneQt. Those 
c:onditicn.s are thac &rrower: (a) pays ender all SUIlL'I hich t:hen ould be due under this ccurily 
Inslru ent and !he Note as if no acceleration had occurred~ (b) cures any defuult of an)' other covenants or 
agreements; (c) payS" all expenses incurred in enfol"Cmg fhis Security Imtrumem. including. but nOllimitcd 
to, reaso ble attorneys' fee~, property inspection ar.d valuation fees, and other fees incu.m:d for !be 
purpose of protecting Lender's iorereSI in the Property and rights under mill Security Instrument: and (d) 
mke3 such action as Lender may I:1:ll!!OlIably rcquir~ ttl assur~ that under's Interest in the Property and 
tights under this Security Ill.1trumenc. wuI Borrower's obligation co pay the sums secured by rhi~ Securi£Y 
Instru ent, shall eond.nue unchanged.. Lender may requir; tltat Borrower pay such reinst:lte enr IIUIt1S and 
cxpen..ses in one or more of the following forms, as selected by Londer: (a) cash; (b) money order; (c) 
certl.fied check, bank. check, !re:Isurer's check or cashter'$ check, provided any such clteck ia draWD upon 
an institution whose dcposiu are insurru by a. federal agency, instrumentali[J' or cntit'/; or (d) Electronic 
Funds 1'ransfer. Upon reimtatement by Borrowt:r, this S~curity Instrument and obllg.ations secured bereby 
"hall remain funy effuctiv~ as if 11.0 acceleradoll had occurred. However, this right to reinstate shall not 
a  10 the case of acceleration I11lder i n . 
20. Sale of Note; Change of Laaq Sernceri Notit:e of Grieyance, The Note or a partial inrerest In 
the Note (togelher with this Security Instrumc!lt) can 'oe sold one or more times without prior notlce to 
Borro er.  sale ight result In OJ change in the entity (kaQwn as rhe "Loan Ser/icer") that co lects 
PeriOOic: Payments due onder the Note and chis Security Instrument and performs other mortgage loan 
servicing oIlligalioru under the Notl:, this Security Instrument, and Applicable Law. There aLso mighc be 
one or more changes of the Loan Servicer unrelated [0 11. 3ale of !he Noce. If there is a change of the Loan 
Servicer, Bonvwer will be Liven written notice of rhe change which wi!l state \he name and address of the 
new Loan Servicer. che address to which payments shoUld be made and ~ormatiOQ RESP  
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requires in connection with a notice of transfer of servicing if the ate Is sold and thereafter the Loan is
serviced by a Loan Service other than the purchaser of the Note the mortgage Evan servicing obligations
to Borrower will remain with the Loan Servicer ar be transferred to a successor Loan Servicer and are not
assumed by the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided by the Note purchaser
Neither Borrower nor Lender may commence join of be joined to any judicial action as either an
individual litigant or the member of a class that arises from the other partysactions pursuant to this
Security Instrument or that alleges that the other parry has breached any provision of or any duty owed by
reason of this Security instrument until such Borrower or Lender has notified the other party with such
notice given in compliance with the requirements of section 15 of such alleged hteach and afforded the
other parry hereto a reasonable period after the giving of such notice to take corrective action If
Applicable Law provides a time period which must elapse before certain action can be taken shat lim
period will be deemed to be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph The notice of acceleration and
opportunity to cure given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to
Borrower pursuant to Section 18 shall be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective
action provisions of this Section 20
21 11rdous Substances As used in this section 21 a Hazardous Substances are those
substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances pollutants or wastes by Hnvironmentai Law and the
following substances gasollac kerosene other flammable or toxic petroleum products toxic pesticides
and herbicide volatile solvents materials containing asbestos or formaldehyde and radioactive materials
b Environmental Law means federal laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the property is located that
relate to health safery or environmental protection c Environnteatal Cleanup includes any response
action remedial action or removal action as defined in Environmental Law and d an Environmental
Condition means a condition that can cause contribute to or otherwise trigger an Environmental
Cleanup
Borrower shall oot Cause or permit the presence use disposal storage or release of any Hazardous
Substances or threaten to release anyHatdous Substances an or in the Property Borrower shall not do
nor allow aayone else to do anything affecting the Property a that is in violation of any SftVtMnmWMl
Lav b which creates an Environmental Condition or c which due to the preserve use or release of a
Havardous Substance ereates a condition that adversely affects the value of the Properrj The preceding
two sentences shall not apply to the presence use or storage on the Property of small quantities of
Hazardous Substances that are generally recognized to be appropriate to normal residential uses and to
maintenance of the Property including but not limited to hazardous substances in consarnor products
Borrower shall promptly give Lender written notice of a any investigation claim demand lawsuit
or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any
Hazardous Substance at Environmental Law of which Borrower has actual knowledge b any
Environmental Condition including but not limited to any spilling leaking discharge release or threat of
release of any Hazardous Substance and c any condition caused by the presence usa or release of a
Hazardous Substance which adversely affects the value of the Property If Borrower learns or is notified
by any governmental or regulatory authority or any private patty that any removal or other remediation
of any Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary Borrower shall promptly take all accessary
remedial actions in aecordarce with Environmental Law Nothing berciz shall create any obligation on
Lender for an Environmental Cleanup
v0BARD1 tomes Aaa S2 of it




c l1 t~ i  connection ith 3 noti  of transfer of servicing. !  dle Noc  1& sold and thereafter the L n is 
servi  by II  emcer oth. r c an c e PQr ! r f the Note, c  ort age loan servicing obli atiolU 
to  il  re ain  the toan ervi  or be transfer ed to a succ s!or LoaD SeT"li r md ar  nOf 
assumed by me Note purchaser unJe:;s otherwi.~e provided by the Note purchaser. 
either Borro er nor Lender ay co ence, join, or be joined 10 any Judicial action (all ei1her an 
individual litigant Dr tho e ber of a class} that arises from the other party', actioDa pucuant to Ihis 
Securit  I str t r chill ~lIcge3 that t e t r part'J as r c d any pr isi  of, or any duty owed y 
r ason f, ! i  curit  I tr ent, dI s  rr r or L r h s tifi  the t r party ( i1  sucll 
notice &iven in compliooC-e ith. the require ents of Section is) of such alleged Ineach and mOlded !he 
 rty   reasonable ri  f r !  i  of su  ti  10 ta.1(  cor ecti  action.. If 
 ta  idd a ti  ri  bJ  t l  b f  rt i  acti   b  e en, \lI!lt dme 
period ill be dee ed to be re:tsonable for pllrposes or t.ltis JlWIgtapl1. Ile notice of acceleration alld 
opporrunity to cure given [0 Borro er ptl!3uanr CO Secrion 22 and the notice Qr accelecaliM given to 
Borrower PUISuant 10 SectLon 18 shall be deemed [0 Sluisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective 
ti  r i i llS  t i  cti  0, 
21. Ha:zardOUll Substan~. A3 used in this Section 21: (a) "Hazardous Substances" are thOse 
substance:! defmed all toric or hazardous substances, pollutants. or W1lstes by Environmental Law and the 
fullowing substanw: gasoUac, kerQSolle, orner flrunmablc or taDe petroleu  products, toxic pesticides 
and hecbK;id~ volatile solvent!, alerials containing allbesto.s or for aldehyde. and radioactive aterials; 
(b) "Environmental Law· mc:ws fedcrallaw$ and laws of the jurisdiction woofe the Propel't'j ~ located that 
relate co health, safety or cnvlronm.ent:11 (lro~ectian; (c) "Environmtnta( Cleanup" includes any respoo:;e 
action. re etfia! action, (}t re oval action, as defwed in Envicon cntal Law; and (d) an "Environ ental 
Condition" means a condition that ~an cause, contribute tQ, or othenvl.:rc mrger an Ellvironmenta1 
l . 
orro er shall DOC eaUliC or per it the presence, use, disposal, storage, or release of any az:JId0u3 
Suf)stances, or threaten Co release any Hazacdous Substances, on or in the PropertY. Borrower sball not do, 
nor allo  anyone else to do, anything affecting !he ropeny (a) rhac is in vwlation of any Environ enral 
La\v I (b) hich creatl!S an Environmental ondition. or (c) bich, due l'o the presenco, lISe, or rel~e of a 
Ha:tardous Sllbslallcc, creates a cnndiciOIl that ad'/~rsely affeclS the value of the Propertj. The preceding 
t o sentences mall not apply to !h~ presence, use, or 3torago on the Property of 1I1I'..al1 qllal1lities of 
.uardous Substances that arc generally recognized ta be appropriace 10 nor al residential uses and to 
aintenance ot !he Property (induding, but nol li ited ro, hazardous Suh3tanCeJ in cOll8l1mCT prodltct~). 
Borrower shan prompdy giVe Lender written nodc~ af (a) any invcs(igadon, claim, demand, lawsuit 
or other action by my governmental or regulatory ~genci' or private PartY jnvolvin& the Propert'/ and any 
Hatardous SI.IDst2tJl:c or Enviromnental Law of which Borrower bas acrual kr!Qwledge, (0) any 
BnviromnentaJ ondition, including but not limited to, any spilling, leaking. discharge, release or threat of 
release of any azardous Substance, and (c) any condition ClIU3ed by thr: presence, lise or release of a 
Hazardous Subsrance which adver3ely affects the val1re of the Property. If Borrower lear118, or is notified 
by lillY governmental or regulatory autbotit:;t, or m)' pri'fflte pany, that an'] le onl or other Tmediation 
of any Hazardous Substance affecting the Property Is necessary, Borrower shall promptly take all oeCe5sar}' 
re edial actioD3 in accorda.oce with Environmental u . Nothing herein shall create my obHgarion 011 
Lender for an iron ental lea . 
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NONUNVORbt CO VEXAVTS Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
22 Acceleration Remedies Lender shall give notice to Borrower prior to acceleration following
Borrowers breach of any eaveunt or agreement in this Security Instrument but not prior to
acceleration under Seetion 13 unless Applicable Law provides otherwise The notice shall specify a
the default b the action required to cure the default c a date not less than 30 days from the data
the notice is given to Borrower by wbicb the default must be cured and d that failure to cure the
default on or before the date speciried In the notice may result in acceleration of the sutras secured by
this Security btstrumeut and sale of the Property The notice shall further inform Borrower of the
right to reirtstale after acceleration and the right to bring a court action to assert the nonexistence of
a default or any other defense of Borrower to acceleration and sate If the default Is not cured on or
before the date speeifled In the notice Lender at its option may require immediate payment in full of
III sprats semd by this Security fustruanent without further demand and may Invoke the power of
sale and any other resedies permitted by Applicable Lam Lender shall be entitled to collect all
Menses incurred in pursuing the remedies provided in this Section 22 including but not limited to
reasonable attorneys fees and casts of title evidence
ff Lender invokes the paver of sale Lender shall execute or cause Trustee to execute written
notice of the accurreuce of an event of default and of Lenders election to cause the Property to be
sold and shall cause such notice to be recorded in each county in which any part of the Property is
located Lender or Trustee shall mail espies of the notice as prescrtbed by Applicable Law to
Borrower and to other persons Prescribed by Applicable Law Trustee shall give public notice of We
to the peraons and in the manner prescrlbed by Applicable Law After the time required by
Applicable Law Trustee without demand on Borrower shall sell the Property at public auction to
the hib11e5t bidder at the time and place and under the terms designated in the notice of sale in one or
more pareels and in any order Trustee determines Trustee tray postpone sale of all or any parcel of
the Froperty by public announcement aithe ilme attd place of any previously scheduled sale Lender
or Its designee may purchase the Property at any sale
Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser Trusteesdeed conveying the Property without any
covenant or warranty expressed or Implied The recitals in the Trusteesdeed shall be prima facie
evidence of the truth of the statements made therein Trustee shall apply the proceeds of the sale in
the following order a to all expenses of the sale including but not limited to reasonable Trustee
and attorneys fees Nl to all stmis secured by this Security lastrurnent and c any excess to the
person of persons legallyentitled to iL
23 Reconveyaace Upon payment of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lendcr shall
request Trustee to reconvey the Property and shall surrender this Security instrument and all notes
evidencing debt secured by this Sacuriry rostrument to Trustee Trustee sUl reconvey the Property
without warranty to the person of persons legally entitled to it Such person or persons shall pay any
recordation costs Lender may charge such person or persons a fee for recomeying the Property but only
if the foe is paid to a third parry such as the Trustee for services rendered and the charging of cho fee is
permitted under ApplicableLaw
24 Substitute TnIstee Lender may for any reason or cause from time to time remove Trustee and
appoint a successor trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder Without coaveyanec of the Property the
stccewrtnistee shall succeed to all the ride power and duties conferred upon Trustee herein and by
Applicable Law
25 Area and Locatioa of Property Either the Property is not more than 40 acres in area or the
Property is located within an incorporated city or village
VMP 9SAOD wane Pyg 13 or is Form 3013 1101
14FID77741 12M06 0473793634
PLF 00033002059
NON-UNlFORM COVENANTS, Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows: 
22. Acceleradon; Remedies. Lender shan give notice to Borrower prior fo IIccelerntion following 
BarrGwer's b~ch of any clJ'Ierumt at agreement in tbis Security Instrument (but UQt prior to 
acceler.ttiol1 UIlder Seetio.n 18 unless A.ppllcable Law provides otherwise). The notit.:e shall Slleclfyr (a) 
the default; { } the action required to cure the default; (c) a date, nDt less than 36 day! frllDl the dati 
• the noMce is given to Btln'o'Wer, by which the default must be curad; and Cd) that failure to cure the 
default on or before the date specified In the notice may result In acceleration of tile SWll$ setllred by 
this Security Insu'Ullleut and sBle ot the Property. The noti~ snail furth~r lDfOl"tIl Borro er ~( tin 
ri t to reinsta1e after accclerativl1 and the light t~ IJri g a COlirt aclfoD to assert the rum-existence ot 
a defaillt or any other def me o( Barrower tit ilC !leratiOI1 and sale. If the de(auIt is not cured OD or 
before the date speclt1ed fn the noliee, UDder at its option may require lmm~diata pay ent in fuJJ of 
all SWlIS secm-ed by this Secllrlty fustrument withont further de and and ay invGke the power of 
sal  ll1l  any t r rem i s perurl t~ by A.p~IiQbl~ La...... r shall be entitl  to ~I a all 
expense; incurred in pursufnll' th~ remetlie:J provided In thls SectiQII 12, Including, but lIot Umlted to, 
~ble t r ys' f s an  CO/itlJ of titl  evi ence. 
U r i s tb  pow r f sale. r sball ex ta or cause flIStee t  ex c t  ritt  
notice of the occurrence ot an event of default and ()t Lender's election to l:aU8e the Property to be 
sold, and slW1 e3l.1lle such IUltice to be recorded i.n es.ch county in wbicb. lilly part ot the Property is 
located.. lender or Trustee $hall ail copies or the notice as prl!3cribed by Applicable Law to 
Harrower and to other persons prescrlbed by Applicab1e Law. Trustee shall giYll public noti.::a or sale 
to the per-..ons IUld in the manner prescrlbed by Applicable Law. After the time required by 
ppIitllble La , Trustee, wilbout de and on Borro er I shaU scll the rtClperty at public aucUoa to 
the Jii:hest bidder at 1m ti e and place and UIlder the ter s deslgnatl:ll in the notice of sale iu one Dr 
1JlOi1l parcels aad in any order Trustee detennlnes. Trustee may postpone sale Qf all or any pared of 
the Property by public a'nnounce elii af-the ti e aad place of any previously scheduled sllle. Lender 
 ~   a      l . 
Trustee sball deliver to the purcllasel' Trustee's deed COUYilylng the Proyerty withou~ any 
covenant 01' warranty. expressed or Implied. TIte recitals in the Trustee's deed shall be pnlIla facie 
evidelJ~ ot" the truth of the .st:lte ent3 IIIade therein. Trustee shldI apply the proceeds of the sale iu 
the follo ing oroee: (a) to all e.'(]IllllSes of the sale, including, but !lof 1im:i.ted to, rea.1onable Trustee's 
and attorneys' fees; (b) to all sums secured by tWs Security Instrument; Illld (c) any e:cc~ 10 the 
persOIl t' ers s le ll  e tilfed t  it_ 
23. Reeon'fey:LOce. Upon payment of all 3UlllS secured by thi:! Security Instrument, Lm::lcr shall 
request Trust.."e to reconvey the: Property and shall sut'I'ecder this Security losmunenc and all nmes 
evidencing debt secured by this &curl[J TflStrument to TrIJ3fec. Tl'UStee shall ~convey the Property 
wi[hou, WlUtanty to rho person or PCCSOIl:l legally entitled ~o it. Such person or persons shall pay any 
recordation costS. Lender my charge such person or persons a fee for rc:conveying the Property, but only 
if the f~ is paid to a third party (such iI8 the Tru:;tee) for service.! rellder~d and the charging of the fee is 
pcnni teci under pplicable La . 
14. Substitute Trust1lt. Lender may, for any rcason or call..'le, fro  lime to time remove Trustee and 
appolru It 3w.:cessoc trustee CO any Trustee appolnted hercuoder. ithout conveyance of the Property, !he 
31:ccesstJr trustee sbaJl succeed to all the lide, power and duties conferred upon Trusree herein and by 
A plicable l lli. 
25. Area and Location of Property. 2irher me Property is not morc than 40 acres in area or the 
Propert)" is located wichin an incorporated city or 'Tillage. 
VMP ~ .(lA{ID) IClsoet p".ll.rlii ,~"ttR for  3013 1IQ1 
MFID11111 (12f2OOS) I 047-l79101-b 
PLF 00033 
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BY SIGNING BELOW Borrower accepts and agraea to the terms and covenants contained in this
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BY SlGNING BELOW, Borrower accepts IlI1d agr~e3" to the rerms and covenanlS contained in this 
Security IllStrumel1t and in any Rider executed by Borrower.md recorded with it. 
Wilnesses: 











· orr 1'l r 
___________ ~ (Seal) 
.gQl"IOwcr 
v/d  II -6~IIO I IQ50Ql P1q.14.fI5 fI~1lT1 :l01:J 1/01 
A-lPID7770 (I21lOO1S) I 0<I1- 19JIlJ-Il 
PLF 00034 
ZdmitiPier0473793636 Do MGM
STATE OF IDAHO County sq
On this 67 day of Ur 2047 before me
a Naiad Public in aad for said county and stata personally appeared
GRSGd1V A PWSBA ciiiani A
i
V r7
known or proved to me to be the persons who axecuted the foregoing insnment and acknowledged to
me that helsliddiey executed the same
In witness whereof I tvim hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this
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T   L , Alec ounty 55: 
--On this OJ  ~~~ of. -J I..A-~ j 
I" u!.. UH--dJrS \ q y...() 
a ot rl ublic i  and for sai  c t  and stat~, ersonall  appeared 
'GRSOORY . RENS:H1\I'/, .A SBPA,,\;WEl 2~~ 
0  ,hefo  , 
known or proved 10 IDe [0 be the person{s) who axeclltl;d the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
  J helul    e. 
Tn iox:ss r f I haw.! n: t  t  b   ~   ffi i l J l t e   r i  t is 
ertifi tE: firSt o~ ritt n. 
, •• It· .. ~f.tf' 
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pe·8 IIOt IC!I')~I 
FI 11 D (lu!oo ) , 1M1·l7~J H 
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OIANA ..... HOTTENDORF 
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Lot 12, Block 8 iJl Lakewood Unit No, l'sB, according to the plattheteof, filed in Boold6 ofPIa.ts at Pages 5104 





TzfentLfiar 4473793636 Dc sMca
FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER
LIBOR QneYear Index k Published In no Wall StreetJaum Rate Caps
THIS FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER is made this 27TH day of Jt3N8 2007
and is Incorporated into and shall be deemed to amend and supplement the
Mortgage Dead of Trust or Security Deed the Security Instrument I of the same date given
by the undersigned Borrower to secure Borrowers FixedAdjustable Rate Mate the
Mote I to HOMECOMINGS MIANCIAL LLC FXA HOMECOMINGS FINXIC2AL
NETWORK 1NC
Lender of the same data and covering the property described in the Security Instrument
and located at 3490 SOUTR PIMMIT PLACE
BOI5E ID 83706
Property Address
THE NOTE PROVIDES FOR A CHANGE IN BORROWERSFIXED INTEREST
RATE TO AN ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE THE MOTE LIMITS THE
AMOUNT BORROWERSADJUSTABEB INTEREST RATE CAN CHANGE AT
ANY ONE TIME APID THE MAXINIUKRATE BORROWER MIDST PAY
ADDITIONAL COVSgANTS in addition to this covenants and agreements made in the
Security Instrument Borrower and Lander further covenant and agree as follows
A ADJUSTABLE RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
The mote provides for an initial fixed intarast rate of 75000 7a The Vote also
provides for a change In the initial fixed rate io an adjustable interest rate as follows
4 ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
A Change Dates
The Initial fixed Interest rate I will pay will change to an adjustable interest rate an the
first day of JULY 2012 and the adjustable interest rate I will pay may change
on that day every 12th month thereafter The date on which my initial fixed interest rate
changes to an adjustable Interest rate and each data on which my adjustable interest rate
could change is called a Change Date
MULTISTATE FIXEDIADJUSTABLE HATE RIDER WSJ OneYear LIBOR Single FamilyFannie Mae Uniform Instrument
Form 3187 6101
Walters Kluwer Financial Servi




FI / TA  RA  RI R 
(LlBOR One-Year Index (As Publlsbed III The Wall Sifter Journal)- Rilte Caps) 
THI  FIXEDJADJUSTABL  RAT  RIDER ;s made this 27TH day of JlJNE, 2007 
, and i$ Incorporated into and shall be deemed to amend and supplement the 
ortgag61 Deed at Trust, or Security Deed Ithe II Security Instrument"l of th~ same date given 
by the under3igned (VBorro er") to secure Borrower'$ Fixed/Adjustable Rate Nota (the 
"Note"~ t  H I S a-I:bTAl.,(CI L, LL  ( /K/  H CO r S PlNA.'l' I L 
NE'l'WORK, I .) 
'''Lender'') of the sarna date and' oQverf01l the property dltsdbed ill the Securlt'/ Instrument 
 l o t  at: 8  H ! I  tu\ 8 
Ise,  8  
[Pr  ss] 
l'I   I     I  ROWER'S i  Iml:tt£  
  1II  I  E.  N  U I   
 ROWER'S OJ S A3lE I S  n    
 ONE TI .E MO THE AXIMUM' ATE aORROWe.1:f. UST P . 
ADDITIONAL COVENANTS. In addition to the cO'IJenant.3 OInd agreements made In tne 
Securit'/lnstrument, Borrower and Lander further covenant and agree as follows: 
. J)J STABLE    T  
he N te rovides f   tIa  fixed tera  rate r .Soao %. The Note also 
provide3 for a change In the initial fixed rate to an adjustable interest rata, as follo s: 
4. J T BL  INTEREST ATE AND  PAY ENT  
fA) Change Dates . 
The Iflitial fixed Ineerest rate I will pay will change to an adjustable fnterest rate on the 
first day of JULy I 2012 , and the adjustable interest rata I will pay may change 
on that day every 12th month thereafter, The date on which mY initial fixed interest rate 
changes to an adjustable Interest rate, and each data on which my adjustable interest rate 
could cha , is ca ted a 'Change Da a. x 
MULTISTATE FIXED/ADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER· WSJ One-Year L160R - 5111gl<l Famijy· 
Fannja Mila Uniform Instrument 
Form 31a7 6f01 
Wolters Kluwar Financial S~rvi~ 
VMpa.16SR (04 1).02 r fP I 9nQOt!}/1k1,J ~!.sl,'; 




Beginning with the first Change Date my adjustable interest rate will be based on an
Index The Index is the average of interbank offered rates for oneyear US
dollardenorninated deposits in the London market LIBOR as published In The Wall Streqt
a al The most recent Index floor available as of the date 45 days before each Change
Date is called the Current Index
If the Index is no longer available the Note Holder wil choose a new Index that is based
upon comparable information The Note Holder will giva me notice of this choice
CI Calculation of Changes
Before each Change Data the Note Holder will calculate my new Interest rate by adding
TWO AND OPTE FOURTH
percentage points
32500 to the Current Index The Note Holder will then round the result
of this addition to the nearest one eighth of one percentage point 0125 Subject to the
linhs stated in Section 401 below this rounded amount will be my new interest rate until the
next Change Date
The Note Holder will then determine the amount of the monthly payment that would be
suff7clent to repay the unpaid principal that I am expected to owe at the Change Data in full
an the Maturity Data at my new interest rata in substantfally equal payments The result of
this calculation will be the new amount of my monthly payment
dl Limits on Interest Rate Changes
The Interest rate I am required to pay at the first Change Data will not be greater than
125000 or less than25080 Thereafter my adjustable
Interest rate will never be increased or decreased on any single Change Data by more than
two percentage points from the rate of interest I have been paying far the preceding 12
months My interest rate will never be greater than t2 5000
E Effectiva Bate of Changes
My now interest rate will become effective on each Change Date I will pay the amount
of my new monthly payment beginning an the first monthly payment date after the Change
Date until the amount of my monthly payment changes again
FNotice of Changes
The Note Holder will deliver or mail to me a notice of any changes in my initial fixed
Interest rate to an adjustable interest rate and of any changes in my adjustable interest rate
before the effective data of any change The notice will Include the amount of my monthly
payment any information required by law to be given to me and also the title and telephone
number of a person who will answer any question I may have regarding the notice
B TRANSFER OF THE PROPERTY OR A BENEFICIAL INTEREST IN BCRROWEq
1 until BorrowersInitiaf xed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shalt
read as follows
initial
VAAP 168Ft 1040102 Page 2 of 4 Farm 3187 6101
WCn6U3109r2W r 047 793616
PLF 00018002065
lSI The Index 
Beginning with the first Change ata, my adjustable interest rata will be based on an 
Index. The "Index" is the a'/erage of interbank offered rates tor one-year U.S, 
dollar-denominat  de it  in the London market (ULI "I, as published In The all Street 
:l2.YLD..ill, The oat (ecam Ind8x figure available as 1)1 the data 45 days before each Change 
ate is call!Jd the · urrent Index." 
If the Index is no 11l11ger available, the ote older i/! choose a ne  Index that is based 
 co r ja into(ma1lon.  ot& K l er ill givlJ e noti e f this choice. 
(el alculatl n f  
Safon; each Chan9~ Data, the Note Holder will calculate y neW Interest r;lta by adding 
T O AND mlE F ORTH pementaga point:> 
[ 2.2500 %1 t  t  rr t I ex.  t  l ar ill t  round t  r lt 
of this addition to the nearest one·aighth of ana percentage point (0.125%1. Subject to the 
Iimit3 stated ill Section 4{DJ below, this rounded a ount will be y ne  interast rate until the 
t 8 ate. 
The ots older will then deter ine the a ount of the onthly pay ent that ould be 
sufficIent to repay the UOflaid principal that I am expected eo owe at the Change Data in full 
on the a'tlJrity Data at my n~w Interest rata il1 .substantially equal pay ents. The result of 
this calculation will be the new amount of my monthly payment. 
{OJ U its  Inter~1 ata a es - - -
The Interest rate I a  required to pay at the first Change ata ill not be greater than 
12.5000 %  l  t  .5000 %. Thereafter, my adjustable 
Intar~t rate will never be increased or decreased on any single Change Data by more than 
t o percentage- points fro  the rate 01 interest I have been paying far the ptecedlog 12 
ot .  terest r ta ill Ver   t an· 1 . SOOO %. 
rE} fe I e Dat&  hanges 
V new interest rate wilf b~come effective on each Change ate. I will p<ly the a <lunt 
of my new mOllthly paymem beginning on the first monthly payment date after the Change 
Ol;'lte until the a ount of y onthly pay e!'lt changes again. 
(f) otiCa of hanges 
The Note Holder will delivsr or mail to me a notice of any changes in m'l initial fixed 
Interest rate to an adjustable Interest rate and of any changes in my adjustabla interest rate 
before the tlffective data of any change. The notice wIIT rnclude the amount of my monthly 
payment, any information required by law to be giVen to me and also the title and talepnon6 
number 01 a person who will answer any question I may have regarding the notice. 
B. TRANSFER OF THE PROPERTY OR A FI IAL I T ST [N BOR ER 
1. Until Borrower's Initial fixed iot'arest rata changes to an adjustable interest rate under 
the terms stated in Section A abOVEI, Uniform Covenant 1 a at tha Security Instrument shall 
read as fallo s: 
VMpo8 • f €jaf! ( 401) .02 
M'Co.IU3 (0912006) ( Q.7...] 19J~J.6 





Transfer of the Property or a seneficial interest In Borrower As used in this
Section 18 Interest in the Property means any legal or beneflcial Interest in the
Property Including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in it
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
If all ar any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower is sold or transferradl without Lendersprior written consent Lender may
require fmmedlats payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lander If such exercise is prohibited
by Applicable Law
If Lander exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of
acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date
the notice Is given in accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay
all sums secured by this Security Instrumert If Borrower fails to pay these auras
Pricr to the expiration of this period Lander may invoke any remedies permitted by
this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower
2 When Borrowersinitial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument
described in Section Bt above shall then cease to be in effect and the provisions of Uniform
Covenant 18 of the SecurityJri3trumerrt shall be amended to read as follows
Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this
Section 18 interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the
Prop including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
if all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred far If Borrower Is not a natural person and a beneficial interest In
Borrower is sold or transferred without Lenders prior written consent Lender may
require Immediate payment In full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lander If such exercise is prohibited
by Applicable Law Lender also shall not exercise this option if al Borrower causes
to be submitted to Lender information required by Lender to evaluate the Intended
transferee as if a new loan were being made to the transferee and b Lander
reasonably determines that Lenders security will not be impaired by the loan
assumption and that the risk of a breach oP any covenant or agreement In this
Security Instrument is acceptable to Lender
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law Lender may charge a reasonable foe
as a condition to Lendersconsent to the loan assumption Lander also may require
the transferee to sign an assumption agreement that is acceptable to Lender and that
obligates the transferee to keep all the promises and agreements made in the Nola
and In this Security Instrument Borrower will continue to be obligated under the
Nate and this Security Instrument unless Lander releases Borrower in writing
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in full Lender shall
give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not fees
than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within
J
Initials





i t 01 t  r rt  r a B fi i l I t r t I  rrower.  used i  t i  
ti  8, "Interast In t " roperty· ~an   l l r enefi i l I t r st in t  
r perty, l ding, t t II l a  ta, t  ben~t!clai i  t f rr  i  a 
bond for deed, contract for deed, install ent saJes conttact or flScrOW agreement, 
tl1    i  i  t   a  f ti l    at  f t r  t  t  a 
rchaser. 
If all or a  art f t e r ert  r a  I t r st in the ropertY i  SQld r 
u st rr  lor if rr er is t  at ral fler~on and Il baneficial i terest i  
SOrr r i  l  r tr f rre l it t ender's ri r ritt  sent, r ~  
r~quirlf i l te t i  f ll f ll  s r   t is ecurit  I stru ent. 
r. t fs ti  s ll t a r i   r It  & r i 8 i  r i it  
Y li l  w. 
If l..a e( s erdses t is ti , L~nder $~II i e 6orr er tlee f 
e l r tfon.  ti  ll r i   riod f t l  t    fr  t  t  
t  ti  Is iv  i  cc r c  it  ti   it i  i  rra r st y 
all .iUIDS s c r  by this c rity I stl"J ent. 11 rr r f ils to pay thesa sums 
prier to the e=<pfration of this period, ender ay invoke any re edies per itted by 
t i  it  I tr t it t f t  1l  e    Sor Q r. 
.  rower's i H:i [ fi  i t t ta  t   J 4t l  lnterSS1 t   
the car s stated in ection  abc",e, nifor  ovenant 18 of the ecurlty Instru ent 
described in Section 21 aoove shall then ceasa 10 be rn effect, and the provisions of nifor  
t  01  ~curft  .I .l:ltr rrt ll-~   f   l s: 
r mf r at t  r() rty r a e eflolal I teres1 I  rr er. s s  in t is 
aC1io  , "jntarBSt in t  r perty" s  l l r fi i l i t r st i  t  
roperty, ,   t  , & I  t     
bond for deed, contract for deed, installment sales contract or escrow agreement, 
the intellt of hich is the transfer af lftle by Borrow~r at a Mure datB to a 
r. 
If all ar  rt f t a r ert  r  Im r t i  t  r rt  i  aI  Dr 
tra sferre  {er if rr ,,1 Is t a at ral ars  a  a e etlcial i terGst In 
o(ro er is aold or transferred} itheut der's prior ritten consent, ender ay 
requlr~ i ediate pay ent in full of .. II su s secured by this Seourity In.$'tru ant. 
O ever, this option shall no1 be exercised by· Lander Ii such exarclse Is prohihlted 
 pplicable . ender l  ll t ise t is ti  if; [al  ses 
t   Itt  t  e er i for ation r ire   r t  a luate t  I te e  
transf~ree  it   l a  ere eing  t  t  t a a ;  (b) l r 
reasonably de(er ines that ander's security ill not be i paired by the loan 
$$ ption  that t if ri  f  r  f  e t r r e t In t is 
s rity Im.tr a t i  le t  e r. 
o the te t r itted y p lica le a , ender a  c ar e- II reas a le fee 
as a c ition to L rs c se t 10 t e l a  ass ti . e r alsQ a  require 
tna transtare*.l to sign an assu ption agree ent that is acceptable to ender and that 
obligate~ the transferee to ka~? all the pro bes and agree ents ado in tha Note 
and In this Security Instru ent. Borro er will continue to be obligated under the 
NOte and this SfJcu(ity Instru en1 unless lander raleasas Borro er in riting. 
If Lendllr exercises the option to ra'lulre i ediate pay ent in full, Lender shall 
give Borrower notic!! of acceleration. The notice shalf provide a period of not leffs 
than 30 days fro  the d tE! t e notice Is given in a rdance ith tion 5 ithin 
V ? 3·16SR ( 401).02 
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which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower
fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any
remedies permitted by thi3 Security Instrument without furtker notice or demand on
Borrower
BY S KING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained
in this dAdjustable to r
Seas Seat
Borrower Borrower



















f"J  rr r t  aM su s red  t i  rit  Instrument. If orr r 
f ils t  y t ss  sl.J s ri r t  t  IJx ir ti  t t is ri r lender ay inv k  y 
r  p r itt   t is  I tr  it t turtn { tI  or de  on 
orro er. 
  N a ELOIJV rr ar t   a  t  n& ter s and  i  
in this . JAdjustab  tEl" r. 






· e s  
____________ ISaall 




· orr llr 
____________ (Seal} 
·Barrawer 
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INTERESTONLY PERIOD ADJUSTABLE RATE NOTE
OneYear LMOR Index WPubli bed In nd Wall Strear JournalRate Caps
THIS 1g0TE CONTAM PROVISIONS ALLOWING FOR A CHANGE 114 iidYD INTEREST
PAYImo TATSDNTE LIhHTSTTHE AMOWr My ADjUSTA I jMtEST TTECCHANGE AT ANY ONE TIME AND TAE I4tU4tIVI RATE IMUSTPAY
tTQNE 27TH 2007 NOISE IDAHO
mate curl Stahel
3480 90 PIMM PLACE BOISE ID 83106
I BORROWERSPROMISE TO PAY
Pr0pwy Addreul
In return for a loan that I have received I promise to pay US 232500 this amount is called
Principal plus Interest to the order of Lander Iwnder is HoMCOMLIG6 SNAICSA7 LLC FRJlk
HON ECOMIMSbnPACIAL frETNNORK ImC
I will make all payments underthia Note in the form of cash check or money order
I understand that Lender may transfer this Note Leader or anyone who tastes ft Note by transfer and who is entitled
to receiva payments under this Note is called the Note Holder
2lNTEREST
Interest will be charged on unpaid principal uatii the full amount of Principal has been paid I will pay interest at ayearly rare of 75000 The interest rare I will pay may ebaage in accordance with Section 4 of this Note
The interest rate required by this Section 2 and Serdaa 4 of this Note is the rate I will pay bout before and after anydefault described iu Section 713 of this Note
3 PAFEAN73
A Time and Place of Payments
I will make a payment on the first day of every month beginning on AUGUST 1ST 2007 Refore the
First Principal andTPayment Duce Date as described in Section 4 of this Note my payment will consist only of tha
interest due on the unpaid principal balance of this Note Thereafter I will pay principal and interest by making a paymentevery month as provided below
I will maka monthly payments of principal and interest beginning on the Fiat Principal and Interest Payment Duo Date
as described In Section 4 of this Note I will make theca payments every mouth until I have paid all of the prbxipal and
Lnterest and any other charges described below that I racy owe under this Note Each monthly payment wi11 be applied as of
its scheduled due date and if tho payment includes bath principal and interest it will be applied to interest before PrincipalIf on JULY 1ST 2037
I atilt owe amounts under this Rota f will pay those amounts In full on thatdata which is called tha hiantrlty Date
I will make mymonthlypaymentsat 188 106Th A TE D3E SUITE 600SaLLEGVE WA 98004
or at a different place if required by the Note Holder
MAmount ofMy Initial lkionthly Faymmts
My monthly payment will be in the amount ofUSS 1476 56 before the First Principal
and Intomst Payment Due Date and thereafter will be in an amount sufficient to repaythegrincigal and Interest at the rate
determined as described in Seaton 4 of this Note in substantially equal installments by the Uaturity Date The Note Holder
Will notify me prior to the data of change ismonthly payment
CMonthly Payment Changes
Changes in my monthly payment will reflect changes in the unpaid principal of my loan and In the interest rate that I
must pay The Noce Holder will determnna my new interest rate and the changed amount of my manthly payment inaccordancs with Section 4 or S of this Nate
MULTISTATE INTERESTONLY PERIODASTASLE WE U01E WSJ ONEYEAR
7754083mere MFG00244 W711047
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INTEREST- NLY PERIOD ADJUSTABLE RATE NOTE 
(One.-Ye8!' LIBOR lnde.:( (As PubUsbed In 17te Wall Street Joumal)-Rata Caps) 
THIS NO'l'E CONI'AlNS PROVISIONS ALlOWING FOR A CHANGE IN MY FIXED :rm;,EJ\Wl 
RATE TO Ai'l' 'ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE AND FO~ CBAl."fGES IN 'fotoC'l MOn.l..=.<I 
PAD'.mrr. 'l'lIIS OTE un.ms HE AMOtlNl' MY ADJUSTABLE INTERE3T RATE CAN 
CHANGE AT ANY ONE'l'IiVIE AJ."ID THE IH.UlMtJl\t1 RA'l'E I .i\tL ST PAY. 




j4S0 SOO'l.':H PD<I I'% PLACE) BOISE, ID S370G' 
[ roP~1I;I Ad rCllsl 
1. BOlUlOWlm'S PROMISE TO PAY 
m rerum for a loan that I have received, I promise to pay U.S. $ 235, 2S0 . 00 
"Prlnclpal "), plus Jnter~ 10 tho Older of Lender. ~nder is HOMECOML'1GS FlNAlICIAL, 
H M COMING  FIN Ne!}.!" NE'l"'AORlC, INC.) 
I wlll.ltl3k~ 3fl pa<;ments llnderthia Note in the fonn of cash, check or money order. 
IDAHO 
[SIaIC] 
(thls amount 1.3 called 
Lr.C (i'/K/A 
I understand that Lender' may transfer thi& Note. Lender or anyone who lakes th~ Notl) by truster JlJ1d who is entitled 
t  iw~ pay t  un r t   ill e.-d d t  "  older. " 
2. Il'ITE1UESI' 
Interest will be dlarged on llDpaid principal until tlle full amount of Prlnl;ipal fuls been paid. r wUl pay interest at a 
yearly ruu{ 7.5000 , %. The interest rate I will pay may eb8O€le in accordance with S.cction 4 of this Note. 
'l'lte interest .rate. requir«1 by this Seation 2 and Section 4 of this Note is the tate I will pay both befQre and after any 
f lt rih  in ti  (B) r t i   r , ' 
3. PAnIENrS 
(A) I    t , f  
I wID ake a pay ent on the first day of every onth, beginning on AUGUST 1ST, 2007 • ~e{ore the 
Fir.st Principal and rnEere$ Payment Due Dace as described in Section 4 of this Note. my payment will consist only of the. 
interest due on !he unpaid principal balance of this Note. Thereafter, r will pay principal and inferest by m.akicg; a payment. 
every month as provided be.low. 
I wm l1Ulkc monthly payments of principal and interest beginning on the Fir3t Prlncipal and Interest 'Paymertt Duo Date 
a..'l described In Section 4 of ihis Note. I w.!Jl make th~ payments every month until I lu'M paid aU 0 f the principal and 
interest and any other cbarges described below that i toay owe under this Note. Each lllOIlthly payme.at wut be applied as of 
iC3 &cheduled due dam, and If tho payment includes both principal and interesr, It will be applied to inte.cest before PtiJ:1eipa.i. 
If, on .roz.Y 1ST, allJ7 ,13tilt awe amounts under tlds Note. r will pay !h~ amOUIlLs in full on that 
dare. which is called ilia "Maturit"j Dat . h 
I wi l aka a t l .pa  at las l05'm AVE~ruE lllE, SUIT.E flOO, SELLE\i'OE, WA 99004 
or at 11 diffeJ:ent place if n:qulred by the Note Holde . 
(B) Amount o( y Initial Monthly Pay ent:! 
My monthly payment will be in tll~ amount of IT.S. $ 1, 4-7 Ii , S 6 before the Fust Principal 
and ~nte[CSt Payment Dlle Date, and thereart'er will be in an amount suffi!=lent to repay -the principal and interest at tile tate 
determined as described in Set:tfon 4 Q( this Note in sublltantIaily equal 1n.sraIlments by the Maturity Date. The Note Halder 
wi l notlJY Ule prior to th~ d tr: of changJ:: in monthly pay a C. 
(C) MDnthly Paytllent Changes 
Changes in my monthly pa},meat will reflect chaoges in lite unpaid prindpal of my loan and in the !ntere:rt tate that I 
must pay. The Nace Holder will derermino my new interest rate and the changed amount Df my monthly payment in 
accordance wIth SectiOA 4 or 5 of Ibis Note. 
M",nsun'NTrusT-<lNL v '''',00 W'."" . WSJ "",.VEM 
71S40a:J 10110$1 Mfo;OG%oW ra3/%lICI7J J 1Jo47-
'IMP 101 .... .,.8. ~;n ... I..... ~ 





The initial fixed interest rate I will pay will change to an adjustable interest rate an rile first day of OTZY 2012
and the adjustable interest rate I will pay may change on that day every 12th month thereafter
The data on which oily initial fixed Interest rate changes to an adjustabla Interest rate and each date on which my adjustable
Interest rate could change is called a Charge Date
BThe Index
Beginning with the first Change Date my adjustable interest rate will be based on an index The Index is the average
of interbank offered rates for oneyear US dollar denominated deposits in the Landon market LIBOR as published in
TWe Wall Street Jamal Themost recent Index figure available as of the date 4S days before each Change Data is Called tbo
Current Index
If the Index is no Ionger available the Note Holder will choose a new index that is based upon comparable
Information The Note Holder will give me notica of this choice
C Calculation of Changes
Before each Change Date the Note Holder will caiculate my new interest rate by adding xxa axe oNx aovas
percentage points 2SaO to the Current Index The Note Holderwill
then round the result of this addition to the nearest Oneeighth of one percenmge point Al25 Subject to the limits stated
in Section4Dbelow this rounded amount will be nrf new interim rate until the next Change Data
The Note Holder will then determine the amount of the monthly payment that would be sufficient to repay the unpaid
principal that I am expected to owe at the Change Date In full on the Maturity Data at my new intorest rate in substantially
equat payma The result of tills calculation will be the new amount of mymonthly payment
DLlmits on Interest mate Changes
The Interest rate I am required to pay at the first Change Data will not be greater than 125000 or less
than 2500Q Thereafter my adjustable interest rate will never be increased or decreased an an
single Change Date by more Chao two percentage points atomthe rate of Interest I have been paying for the preceding 12
months MyInterest rate will never be greater than 1a 15
MEffective Date of Changes
My new interest rata will become effective each Change Date I will pay the amount of my sew monthly paymerht
beginning on the first monthly payment date after the Change Date until the amount of my monthly payment changes again
pNotide of Changes
Before the effactive data of any change in my interest rate andor monthly payment the Note Holder will deliver or
mail to me a notice of ach ciwange The notice will include information required by law to be given to me and also the title
and teleplhona number ofa person who will answer any question I may have regarding the notice
GDate of Mrst principal and Interest payment
The date of my first payment consisting of both principal and interest on the Note the First Principal and Interest
Payment Due Data shall be on that date which Is the loth anniversary data of the first payment due
date as reflected in Section 3A of the Note
S BORROWER RIGHT TO PREPAY
I have the right to make payments of principal at any time before they are due A payment of pehccipal only Is known
as a Prepayment When I matte a Prpayment Y will tell the Note Holder in writing that I ara doing so I may not
designate a payment as a Prepayment If I have not made all the monthly payments due tinder tillsNote
I may make a full Prepayment or partial Prepayments without paying any Prepayment charge 7ka Nate Holder will
use my Prepayments to reduce the amount of Principal that I owe under this vote However the Nate Holder may apply my
Prepayment to tha accrued and unpaid interest on the Prepayment anwtmt before applying my Prepayment to reduce the
Principal amount of the Note If I make a partial Prepayment theta will be no changes in the due dam of my monthly
payment unless the Note Holder agrees in writing to those changes If the partial Prepayment Is made during rite period
whey mymonthly payments consist only of interest the amount of the monthly payment will decrease for tho remainder of
the term when mypayments consist only of Interest If the partial Prepayment is made during the period when my payments
consist of principal and interest my partial Prepayment may reduce the amount Of my monthly payments after the first
Change Data following my partial Prepayment However any reduction due to my partial Prepayment may be offset by an
interest rate increase
G LOAN CHARGES
If a law which applies to this loan and which sets maximum loan charges Is Finally interpreted so that the interest or
other loan charges collected or to be collected In eonneetloa with this loan exceed the permitted limits then a any such
loan charge shall he reduced by the amouar aecessarf to reduce the charge to the permitted limit and b any sums already
collected from me that exceeded permitted limits will be refunded to me The Note Holder may choose to make this fund
7754083 to90at Pop 2 ofa Mtun
WCC6244 106400111 3733626
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4. AD~1}ST.ULE lNl'.E:lES'l' R..-\TE Ai"'ID l'vrONrnLY PA:'l'v.!ENT c.aa .. ,NGES 
( ) Change t s 
The- iDitlaI fixed interest rate r will pay will cbange 10 an adjustable Interes~ rate on the first day of .ruLY I 2 t) 12 
I and the adjustab-Ie interest rate I will pay may change on Iftat day ever'} 12th month thereafter. 
TIle date on wh!clt my initial fixed Interest rale changes rc an adjustabla lnterest ratc, illld each data on which my adjustable 
lnI r st rat  could change, is eallec! a. " n o Daca. • 
( ) Th~ JD x 
BcginDiDg with the fusz Clanga Darc, my adjustable interest rato will be based on an Index. The "Index" is the a'l<:rage 
of intarbaok offered !atl!3· (Ol' one-year U.S. dollar-denomlnated deposits in the London market (ULm R. "), as published in 
1716 ail Street Jorl17lai. The ost recent Index figure available as of the date 4$ days before each Change ate is called the 
"Clln'eJlt Index. • 
If th~ Index fa no loeger available, the note Holder ill choose a ne  index !hat is based upon co parable 
lnfor atio/l.  O£  ol er w!11 i  e . e of t l  choice, 
( } Calcnfati n r C  
ef'oreeach hange lIC8, the ote older wUI calculate y ne  intere3t rate by adding 'M1 JUlD O"~ ~01Jlt'l'lI 
mCJl i  ( .2500 %) to tho l1tTentl dex. T  ote Hol er ll  
t e  round the tesuCt f this addition to tile nearest one-eighlh of one pel'eenUlge poi t (0.125 %). Subject to tfte linrlts stated 
i  ectfu  (D) elow, t i  r  amo1llU ill  my new i t rest nita lI dl t  ext nge te, 
Il  te l er Ul chen eter i e the a t f t e t l  a e t that l  e sufficie t t  re a  the ai  
principal that I a  I:."qlect~d tD a e at the hange ale In tull an the amdty ace at y ne  inrerest tate in substantially 
l aymc.nrs.  l   £his lcul tI  i   t   a (  y t l  y ent. 
(D) i  011  B   
 I t r st rot  1 a  teqUir~ fO a  t t e flIst  ltte ill t be reater Iban 2.5 00 % r less 
than. a. 5000 %. Thereafter, y adjUS1abie Interesc tatc i1lncver be increased or dec'('eased on an,! 
sillgle banga ate by ore than t o pC1."Ccntalle points fro · the raCe of interest 1 have been paying for the preceding 12 
t s.  :Inte t. .  11lIc   rIl3 r  3 .5000 % • 
(E) etiY     
y new mteTe3t rate ill beco e effecti.ve-on;:ach Change ate. 1 ill pay the 3Jl1ount of IllJI !leW onthly pay ent 
begirurlng on the first ontb1y pay ent date after me hango ate untll !he a ount of y onthly pay ent changes again. 
00 O C!8 fit  
Before the effective date of any change In y inre[e3t rnte and/or onthly pay ent, the ote {)lder wllI deliver or 
nmil to e a n.otice of.sQcb chango. TIle notice illlnclude infor acQI1 required by la  tD be given to e and also the title 
and telepllon& nu ber of a person who wm answer any qUC3tion I DIlLY nave regarding the notice.' 
CG) Qte t Fi t PrlrJclpal  Infe.est P e t 
'Ihc dare of my first pilJlIlent consisting of botll principal and intere:;t on the Note (the UFir:lt Principal and Interest 
~t  tell) Jlhall  Olllll t t  i  Ul t e 10th amUvel'3ary data of the first payment due 
t .  t fe  I   (A) r cfle ot . 
5, WERtS .RI   .  
1 baYe !be right to ake pay ents or prlacipal at any li e before they are due.  pay enc of pf.ncipal only .is kno n 
as I ·PftpaYm~nr.· hen I ake  P~payment. r in tell the oce older i  riting that I am. dofu.g so. r ay noe 
designate: a payment as a Prepaymellt If! have Illlt made aU the monthly paymentll due andct'lhis Note. 
I may make a ibn Prepayment or partial Prepayments without paying any PrcpaymcnJ: charge. The Note Holder will 
use my Prepa7UJett1S to reduce the :nnount of Principal that I owe under this Note. HQwc'/el", the ota older Im'J apply y 
Prepay ent to the accrued and unpaid interest on tile Prepay ent amo1lllt. before applyillg y Prepa1lllent to reduce the 
rincipal a ount of the ote. If I ma.'re a p:utla! Prepay ent, Ihete Ut be no change~ in the due date of y onthly 
payment unlc:;s the Nole Hol<1er agrees in writing [0 those changes. If the partial Prepayment Is made during the period 
whca my monthly pa!{lne!lts colUist only of interest, the amount of the month.ly payment will decrease for the re ainder of 
the term when my paYlIlents cclllli~t only of berest. If the partial Prepayment Is made during tJle peried When my payments 
comillt of principal and ~tere"t, my partial Prepa~ellt may redu,~ the amount of Illy monthly payment:: after the fuse 
Change Date following my panial Prepayment. However, :my reduction due to my partial Prepayment rnay be offset by an 
interest rate incrwe. 
6. LOAL~ C ARGES 
Ir a law, which applies ro this loan and which sera a.ti u  loan cbarges. Is rmally interpreted 8"0 that the interest or 
other Joan t,:hargca c:ollc:cted or to be collected In. connectlQn with this loan exceed th~ per itted limits, then: (a) any sllch 
IQan charge shall be reduced by the amoullC I1CCe3Sarjl Co reduce the charge to the permitted limit; and (b) any SUII1S already 
"n_ ........ "'" ."" o( p""".oi llm;" wi l ". ......,'" to o. The Nato _ oy ,  •• to ""', & 
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by educing die nncipal I awe under this Note or by malting a el ect payment to me If a rethnd reducesPiadpai the
reduction will be treated as a partial Prepayment
7 BORRON RS3AILURZ TD PAY AS REQUMD
As Late Charges far Overdue Fairments
If Ilse Note Holder has not received the full amount of any monthly payment by the and of 15 calendar days
after the date it is due I will pay a lilts charge to the Nate Holder The amount of the charge will be 30000
of my overdue payment of interest during the period when my payment is interest only and of principal and interest
thereafter I will pay this late charge promptly but only once on each late payment
BDefault
IfI do not pay the full amount of each monthly payment on the date it is due I will be in default
CNotireofDefault
If I am in default the Note Holder may send me a written notice telling me thatiI do not pay the overdue amount by
a certain date the Note Holder may require me to pay Immediately the full amount of Principal that has aot been paid and
all the interest that I ow on that amount Tnac date must be at least 30 days after the date on which the notice is marled to
me or delivered by other means
No PulverByNato Haider
liven if at a timewhen I am In default the Note Holder does not require me to pay ittttnediamly in fail as described
above the Nate Holder will still have the right to do so if I am In default at a later time
EPVment of Note Holders Costs and Expenses
If the Nato Holder has required me to pay immediately in fall as described above the Nate Holder will have the right
to be paid back by me for all of its costs and expenses in enforcing this Note to the extent not prohibited by applicable law
Those expenses include for eYamplo reasonable attorneys fees
s GIVING OFNOTICES
Unless applicable law regairas a different method any notice that must be given to me under this Note will be giveit by
delivering it or by massing it by first class mail to me at the Property Address above or at a different address if I give We
Note Holder a notice ofmy different address
Unless the Note Holder requires a different method any notice that must be givers to the Note Holder under this Note
will be given by mailing it by first class mail to the Note Holder at the address stated In Section 3A above or at a differenc
address if I am given a notice of that different address
9 OBLIGATIONS OF PERSONS UNDER THIS NOTE
If more than one person signs this Note each person is fully and perscaally obligated to keep all of the promises made
in this Mote including the promise to pay the full amount owed Any ferson who is a guarantor surety or endorsor of this
Nate Is also obligated to do these things Any person who takes over these obligations including the obligations of a
guarantor surety or dndorser of this Mote is also obligated to keep all of the pmdses made in this Note The Now Holder
may enforce its rights under this Note against each person individually or against all of us together This means that any one
of as may be requred to pay all of the amounts owed under this Note
14 WAIYgItS
I and any other person who has obligations under this Note waive the rights of Presentment and Notice of Dishonor
Presentment means the right to require the Note Holder to demand payment of amounts due Notice of Dishonor means
the right to reclaim the Note Holder to give notice to other parsons that amounts due have not beta paid
11 tkli8MMSECURED NOTE
This Nate is a uniform instrument with limited variations in some jurisdictions In addidoo to the protections givers to
the Note Holder under this Note a Morrgage Deed of Twat or Security Deed tha Security Instrument dated the same
date as dais Note protects the Note Holder from possible losses that might result If I do not keep the promises that I make in
this Note fat Security Instrument describes how and under what conditions I may be required to make immediate Vaymeat
in full of all amounts I owo under this Note Soma of those conditions read as follows
A Until my initial rmcd interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under the terms stated in Section 4 above
Uniform Covenant 18of the Security Immtment shall read as follows




by :educing Jle. Principai I () e under this Note or bj' making :1 di:ect payment to me. If J. refund reduces Principai, the 
reduction win be tre:J.t d lIS a. partial Prepayment. 
7. B 1tGWE ... ~'S FAI E TO J!AY AS REQUIRE  
( ) Late Charges rot' Ov r  Paj'IlIents 
If the Nota Holder has nat received tfIe full amount of any onthly pay ent by the eEld of 15 calendar days 
after the date ic is due, I UI pay a [ate cbarg!) to the Note Holder. ' he amount ilf the chaTge wUl be 5.0 0 % 
of my overdue pay ent of intere.'!t, during tile period when my pay :nt Is mr~rast only, and of prinCipal and interest 
thereafter. I wUl pay this late charge prompdy but only onea 011 each late payment. 
CB) efault 
If 1 do not pay the full amount of each onthly pay e t o  the data it is due, I Ill be in default. 
( ) 'otiee of f l  . 
If 1 a  in. default, £be ote older ay send e a written notice telling e that'if I do not pay the overdue amount by 
a certain dalB, dm Note older IMy require me to pay I ediately the full a ount af PrlIlclpal that has not been paid and 
all the interest that lowe on that amoUIlt. ' hat date ust be at least '30 dayrl after the date on which the tlotice l5 lIllUled to 
 r li   t r ans. 
(D) C) Wai ::  e l  
:e  if, t  ti e. b  I a  I  de~ult. t  t  l t  ot r ir   to pay imm diately i  run as scri  
above,  em  il  til  ha.  ! e ri t to   ! . i  defa.  t  l t r li e. 
( ) ay t f t  lder's t    • 
It the Mote older 11113 required e to pay I ediately in full as described above, the ote older ill have the right 
to be paid back by e for all of its costs and expenses in enforcing thls ote 10 rhe extent not prohibited by applicable law. 
' se e e ses i cl a. f r exampI~. reas a le att r e s' fees. 
3. GIVING F TICES 
Unless applicable law reqllire$ a different method, any notice that must be given to roe under this Note wUl be aiven by 
deli.vedn! it or by ailing it by first alas3 ail to e 3£ tho Proper!;Y Address above or at a diffarent address if I give the 
t  l r  ti    i t r . .. .... • ..... ...... . . 
Unless the Not~ Holder r~quir~ a different method, any notice that must be given to the Note Holder under this Note 
wilE be given by ailing it by rust class all to the Note older at the addtesa !tated In Section :3 CA) above or at a diff'erem 
dr= t   e    f   s. 
9. I TIO S   . ID   
It ore tlIm one person signs !:!lis ote, each person is fully 8.I1d personally obligated to ktep all of the pro ise:! ade 
i  !bi$ Note. including the r nme to P1l'! the run a ount aWed. n'l.pet5Oll ho is a guarantor, s ret  r t!Idol'Ser f ! il 
ote is mro Obligated to do these things. lly peuon ho take.s over these obl!gation.s, including the obllglltions t a 
guarantor, surety or ~o[ser of this Note, is also abligated tQ keep all ot the promises made in tlli$ Noce. The Note Holder 
may onforce its right: under this Note against each person individually ar against all of us rogether. This eans that any one 
u   e R Uired co  l t t e nts e   !!tis a . 
10. .uvERS 
I and any other person ho has obJigati003 under this ote aive !he righrs of Present ent anQ otic" of lshonor. 
·Pre3cntmenclf means the right to requIre. the Note Holder ro demand payment of amolUll:!f due. ~Noti<:o of Dishonor" means 
the right to rcquiro the ote older to give notice to other p~1'3ons that a oucts due hav~ not been paid. 
. tlNIli'0RJ,\i S O E  OTE 
This Note is a unifor . illlItrument ith li ited varlaUOIlS in. so e jurisdictions. In addition to the protection.s given to 
the Note Holder undcl;' thia Notc, a. Mortgage, Deed of Trust, or Sccnd~ Deed (Ihe "Security ID3[rumentft), dated the same 
dace as !his Note. protects the Note Holder fro  possible loss~ that ight result If I do no( keep the promises that I ake in 
this Note. That &curity Instrument descrfb~ how and under what eonditions I JIDJ.'1 be required to make immediate payment 
in fu l af a l anlOllllts l e under crus ol . So e of chose conditions read as follo : 
(A) UncU my initial fl.'ted interest rate changes Co an. adjustable intel'il3t rnte under the tel'llJ! stated in. Section 4 above, 
Uniform Covenant 13 or the Sec rity InslIUlDenc sha l re:ul. as fo lo : 
77 083 lQGaOI 
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Transfer of the raperty or a Beneficial interest is Borrower As used in this Section 18 Interest in the
Propemj oceans any legal or oeneflclal interest in the Property including but not limited to those bonellcial
interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed lustalltnent sales contract or escrow agreement die
intent of which is the transfer of Me by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of thelroperty or any Interest to the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower is not a
natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent
Lander may require immediate payment in full of all sutras secured by this Security Instrument However this
option shall not be exercised by lender if such exercise is prohibited by Applicable Law
If Lender exerciser this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall provide a
period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within which
Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the
expiration of this period Lender may Invoke any remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further
nodca or denamd oaBorrower
BWhen my initial fixed Interest rate changes to an adjustable interest tact under the terms stated in Section 4 above
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument described in Seedoa 11A above shall then cease to be in effect and
Uniform Covet rat 18 of the Security Instrument shall instead read as foilows
Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18 Interest in the
Property means any legal or beneficial interest In the Property including but not limited to those beneficial
Interests transferred in a bond for decd contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement the
intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or If Borrower is not a
natural persoa and a beneficial interest in Borrowerlssold or transfwT4 without Lanndersprior writtea consent
Lander may require immediate payment In full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument However this
option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is probibited by Applicable Law Lender also shall not
exercise this option if a Borrower causes to be submitted to Lmdor information required by Lender to evaluate
the Intended transferee as if a new loan were being made to the transferee and b Lender reasonably determhres
tkt Lenderssecurity will got be impalred by the loan assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or
agreement in this Security imstrumeat is acceptable to Lender
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law Lander may charge a reasonable fee as a condition to lenders
consent to the loanassptlon Lender also may require the transarea to sign an assumption agreement char is
acceptable to Lander and that obligates the transferee to keep all the promises and agreements rnada in the Note
and its this Security instrument Borrower will continue to be obligated under the Nate nd this Security
Instrument unless Lender rdeases Borrower in writing
If Lander exercises the option to require immediate payment in full header stroll give Borrower notice of
acceleration no notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given In
accordncc with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If
Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may Invoke any remedies permitted






Transfer of the Pro ert  Qr a Beneficial Interest in : olTl)wer. As 1Ised In this S=~tkln 18, "Interest In the 
Fropert'J" means :my legal or beneficial. inECl'e5t in the. Property, including, but not limited to, those beneficial 
i terests transferred in a bond for deed, contract for deed, In4taIlment sales contract or escrow agreement, tIte 
intent of which Is !:I1e transfer of title by Borro er at a future date 10 a purchaser. 
If all or any part of the Pro rty or any lnterest in thr: Ptopelt'/ is sold or lIanst"erred ( r If Botl'o'W!lr is not a 
Datural person and a benet1clal interest in BOI'!o er is sold or ttans.f&rred) without Lender's prior wdtten consent, 
Lender y requim i ediare payment in full of an sums secured by this Security Inatrument. However, £his 
option shall not be exerelsed by Under if such excrcis& is prolnbited by Applicable law. 
If Lender e;rercUe& this option, Lender sball giva Borro er notice of acceleration. The Jlotice ahlill provide a 
period of noe less than 30 days fro  the date the notice is given In accordance with Section 15 ithin hich 
Borrower muSt pay all su s 3ellured by this Security Instru ent. If Borrowor fails 10 pay these su s prior to the 
expiration of this period, ender ay lnvoke any re edies llennitteri by this Security Imtru ent ithout further 
tice or demand on orrower. 
(13)   i iti l fl:ccd I rerest r t  ~i1anges t  an adj stable i t r st t le r the ter s stated i  Secti   above, 
if r  t  f t  eeuti!.'} Iimru n! scn'  i  Section U(A)  shall t  c s  to  in ffect,  
i . nant 3   &curit  o lru eJ1  shal  i  r  ali flJll s: 
Transfer of the PrDperty or a Belleficial Interest in BorrD er. As. Ulied In this Section-iS, "1nrerest in the 
roperly" eans any legal or beaeficial interest in the ropertJ, including, but not li ited to, those beneficial 
interest.1 transferred in a bond fQ!' deed, contract for deed. lnstal.l ent 1l1l1e3 contract cr escro  agreement, the 
intent of hich is the trn.nsf~r of title by Borro er at a future date to a purchaser. 
If all r a  art f the r ert  r a  Inter~t i  the r ert  i:5 .rold r tra sferre  (or if rr er ia t a. 
natural ptmOn ami a beneficial interest in Borroweri:rso!d or ~ctr«l) without Looder'$ prior written cOJ'/Sent, 
Le.nder may reqwre immediat~ payment In iUIl ofall SUI!l3 secured by this Security I1l:!l:Mnent. However. this 
option shallll.Ot be exerci.1ed by Lender if such $.'(crci.se b prohibited by AppUcable Law. Lender a130 aball not 
exercise this optian !f: (a) Bon\) er caU3e:J to be sub ltted to Lender inf'or ation required by Lender to evalullte 
the intended tramferee as if a new loan were being made [0 1110 ttan:lfcteer and (b) Lender reasonably determines 
that der's s rit  1l1 n t a  i ir   t  l  ssu ti   t t t  ris  f a. r  f  t r 
r t i  t is llrlt  Tnalr llt ill t l  t  r. 
 t e extent ennitte  by pplicable law, ender ay c arie i1 reasonable fee as a c iti  to Lan er's 
c:om;ent t  t e l a  assumption. U . er als  ay re ire the traDSferae t  si  a  lIl!Swnptl«~n a ree e t thilt Js 
o: t lc t  lml r a  tfmt ligates tIle tr:LtlSrerca t  eep all t e r lses a  a ree ents matUI i  t e oto 
and in this Security In:uru ent. Borro er ill continUB to be obligated under the ote alld this Security 
Instru ent less e e  releases o: e  in 'Nlit . 
If lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in. fun, Lender shall give Eorrower notice of 
accelerarlon. 'f!le notice shall 'provide a period of not less than :30 day3 from the date tbe notice is gLvell In 
acconIance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay all sums secuted by this Securi17 Instrument. If 
Borrower wls to pay these mms prior to the ~piration of this period, Lender may lnvoke. any remedies petmirred 
by thi.:J Se t  Instrument frhourfurther notice at de and on or . 
7154083 POQUt 
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i I ~&~:"LO}iCE TO ?RCT:,frSSC'RY ~rOTE 
!~OR PU.RPO.s2S OF FlJR'G-TER S"iDORSEM:::;:'IT OF TEE FCLLOWr;')jG DESCRIBED NOTE, nTIS 
' .. ~. ONCE IS- Al- ~'LXE  AN  3"2COMES A PEB~\I[ANEN'r PART OF SAID" NOTE 
1_.. . . .---.1 
FOOL: o LOAN to: 18604567 1III111 ~Ill i~11 ~I~ UI~ Illi iilll mllllU lUI 
NOTE DATE: 6.1'27/2.007 LOAN A'iiOUNT; $23€.25C,C-Q 
80RROWER NAiltlE: GREGORY A R:::N$HAW 
PRQPERTf ADDRESS: 3480 O TH PI IT PLA.CE, OlS c .. 10 8 706 
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WtTHOt...'T RECOURSE 
si ntial rr l  Q~mpei'lY, tC 
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NfUnCE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TOSEDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS BERMY GMEWtbat10LVEBRrITICOWAL OFADACOMMDBX
PIONEER lITRUSTEF SI RVICES is th68udsmrTmunder the Deezl of F
Tr r anTrust execlzied by GRRL Q3YARENS JkN RM14tN as
Graniar to PIONEER TITLECOlP dADreC3UNTY asluate mfhmor ofmm
bfiaRTOAGSELECTRONTC RPGISTi ATIQN SYSTEM l4C SOLELY ASNahrfN1E
FCR FESJlwIECQf1FGSFI1I ClFOAI903I5 CDis iCS Ae tC AL
TWVOMINCALIMTED IIAM Y COMPANY ssBeaeficiaq 622712bdl
7a eniaItY1043t3ail zecSidoctalrccordsolAda
CoudVMAH the i ezileiary inereA iniii 3spremaily he dbyit I
y
EIl fRC 414R MSTRATICNSY proS dS TIC Seia eedTrustcovres t
sitiiateii in saidCo14SCrima land thtzein asfilraws
LOT 121zBLOCK SNi LAKEWOOD UNITNO151ACdOkDRNG TO jtMPLA
MOFETDIN BOOX56 0F PLATAT PACFS 5104 AM 5xOSRPC1DS OF
ADA COUNTY MAIM
eTzssteelieitb7 gives notice that a brea6h althe obligation for which suchtiisfcr is mxury
has ocaiWtmder1he Deed ofTrustNoteda ed612 The natur ofsaotxbmaoeh ing
Faire to pay the monthly paymentdueS1112010 ofpdncipalterestandor
impair acrd subsettent iriydud thetaf6e plus Fateharps togethe with
4U subsegiient suffis advancaii by beneficiarf purs to the term and conditzons of
said deer oftrust
Warabtiat 4st85630as of3102010
AllHnquemiesa now due together with dnpaid and aeoruing taxes assessruvn tmkeevs
fees alerhey fees costs and advamevd mad toprot t the settmt assmiated iththis
farcele uxe The unpaid principal balance of323675400togetherwith inWast thereon at the
ciurent rate of73pex amum frarn4112010 until paid




: ..m»riing Reflae5~ By~ 
Ja  W1.le.u .orded il o: 
i9iieer. ~~  of:  CoUllt'J 
dba w= 1A.nde  u e  eryice3 
C/o xecutiv  frost e Sertices, tc 
 Nortfl Ootar Stree~ i   
llr nk, lif' tIIi  9151)4..3J20 
(8 8) 00-1~O 
oon No.1 04137.9363.<? 
T.S. No-.:1JJ..42Q415-C 
~ ~ . . .' ....... . 
, . 
OTI  F F LT  I   SELL UNDER 
'. DEE]) OF TRUST' . 
  'H EBy otv Nt  PIOmmR Tnt.E MP NY OF' ADA C01JN1'Y DBA 
IoN . tENDER SmSER I 8, i3 be.S~ces or ~ r t  d f ot 
rr.msie  i,: W.  =.~uf Y q .EQ !iY ~ ~SHA~!.~'~~ M; .. ~. M~ . , 
nmiOr~ 10  . OM.? ANY OF A COUNTY.· !IS Truste~ iilfwor Qf-t'.~mRS'" 
MO Q OB;~tTROl:u  EGl~ RA:T QN YST.EMS~ IN :" O~   OMI E  
O~'aONJE-CO.M'lN  WANqAi,:-q.,  (FtlU4HbME¢.QMING~ fmAi~_ ! J. ., 
NE1"W.o~ N ~),AtIM1TED ~~t:rY. ~9}i!1!AN;Y:; a3 Bendiciar:1~dated 6/2.712bfJt 
__ .t:.cQl:.d~Jn:~~~_~i)1.o .• lO.1Q95032: ~d ~~reCO:t:aeti. ,,9.ffi,:11l1_~01:ii4 t da' . 
olllitY>:Il?'~9, hc b neficiary Jli reSt  vli--riic'h.lSpr~{her~.BiMPY<tQA~·>' .. 
UC}'RQl-!10-~crrS1M110r.f~Y~ F'l  .. 4f~~9 ~q lUsf over:,rxeal roFtl' 
r~ ~ 
isfruat a i  i  OCti~, -i:lescdbj,ng l  t tI i   qU~: -
T 2,'BLOC  a'IN E  riN.O. 15~ CoRDI  r.o 'fiIE Utt. . 
~QF, IItEn I  90K  O  ~ ~.\ PA: E  114 L"\fP ~1~, F.CORDS  
 T..JI't"Ti, ID HO, . .. . " 
~ T~.1iete 1 gives n~tic" that. a hte¥  qf~~ obl1gagOll for .5:ich 5~ch ~ e  I:t ~uri~ 
.has ¢.iI!i!d Under t e eed f rust Note dated 6!J.7!20f17. he naturt; af sw;:fl ote~h &eip.g.: 
; 
:FailUre !  P,IlY th~ o t l  ym~t du~' 51112q~O ~f p;inclpru, 'i:D.te~st. ~Ol." 
.impo~ds.and subseqUent in.Sta1liDents- due the:t:afier; pius fate dIarges~ togc$et wi$-
~ :SUQSequent semi ad-v anced  l:e eficiary urs1Wlt to the ter ! a  c.ondiUona f 
s i  d of frust. 
'This ~O.!JIl  iii $'7,8 6.30 a . f 3/10 2010 
All delinq1Jenci.es·are-now due, together with dnpaid an4 accL'tmJg taxe's, a3sesSIiten'.s. t:rIIStee's 
fees,.a:ttorliey's ~ oosts and ad-vac.ces made t()Pl'Q~ jhe seeurity associated 'with this- . 
toreclO$Ul'~ The .unpaid principal balance of $236,250.00 together With i.n~ tliereon at the 
cunentrate of1.5%pe:r aoou  from 4/112010 until paid. 
And that the Beneficia.'7 elect3 ~a sell 01" carJSo: the trust:Pro!=el't-1 to ~ ~ld to satisfy said 
obIiptioo. : . '. . '. 
t;. 
LF 00  
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Executive Trustee Services LLC







1 The enclosed document relates to a debt owed to the current creditor
MORTGAGE ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMS LNC
You may send us a written request for the name and address of the original creditor ifdifferent from the
cur2rt creditor and we will obtain and sail the information to you
2 As of 81252010 the total delinquency owed was786530but this amount will increase until
the delinquency has been fully cured
3 As of82712010 the amount required to pay the en tire debt in full was25176913but this
arsuunt Will increase daily till the debt has been fully paid
4 You may dispute the validity of this debt or any portion thereof within thirty 30 days afterreceiving this notice Otherwise wewill assume that the debt is valid
5 If you notify as in writing that you dispute all or any portion of this debt within thirty 30 days
after receiving this notice we will obtain and mail to you verification of the debt or a copy ofany judgement against you
NVE AREATTEMPTitii IG TO COLLECT A DEBT MND AL1Y PtTFORibIATEOi
WE OBTAPiI NV1LL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 00044002082
Executive Trustee Services, L C 
2255 North Ontario Street, Suite 400 




Loan Number: 0473793636 
DEBT VALIDATION N TI E 
1. The enclosed document relates to a debt owed to the CUlTBnt creditor: 
T  ELECTRONIC REGISTRATI  SYSTEMS, me. 
Yon may send llS n written request for the Ullme and address of the original creditort if 
dtl'feren tfrom the 
current creditGr~ and we will obtain and mail tbe iniarmation to Yl)u. 
2. As of 8/2512010 the total delinquency owed was $7,866.30, but this amount willlncrease until 
 1 .    ll  r d. 
3. As of 8127/2010, the amount required to pay the entIre debt in full was $251,769.13, but this 
lmWl!ut will incrense dally uti! tbedebt has been fully paid. 
4. YOll may dispute the validity oftbis debt, or any portion thereo~ within tltirty (30) days after 
r i ing tbls ti . t r is ,  ill -is e t t tbe t i  li . 
s. If you notify us in writing that you dispute .all or l1uy portion of this debt within thirty (:30) days 
after receiving this notice, we will obtain and mail to you veri:tication of the debt, or a copy of 
any judge ent against y . 
WE AREATTElVIPT.ING TO COLLECT A DEBT, A;,"ffi AJ.'fY INFORLvlATION 
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John L Ruacc I fan tri Scezla i KarljE Runi
October 15 2010
Homecoming Financial LLC
18g 106 Ave NE Suite 600
Bellevue WA 98004
Mortgage Electroriic Registration Systems Inc
PQ Box 2026
Flint Ml 455012026
Pioneer Title Co of Ada County Pioneer Title Co of Ada County
dbaPioneer Lender Trustee Services 1872 S Eagle Road
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC kleridian ID 83642
2255 North Cutario Street suite 400
Burbank CA 915043120
GAiAC 1Llortgage
2711 North Haskell Avenue
Suite 900
Dallas TX 75204
Colonial First Lending Group Inc
4505 South Wasatch Blvd
Salt Lake City UT 84124
ViaC2ntrwdand Re rdar 31411
Re GrantorBorrowe Grego7y 4 Renshaw
Trustee Pioneer Title Corrgar yapda County
Beneficuuy Homeeornarcgs Finarcial LLCfraHonecon n s
FinancialNetwork fine
Property Lot 1 Block 3 etc
Date ofNote andDeed of Trust 6127J20Q7
Loom No 0473 793 636
TS No LD224315C
Gentlemen
I represent Mx Gregary A Renshaw NLr Renshaw has been served with a Notice of
Default and Election to Sell under Deed of Trust and Notice of Trustee Sale The scheduled
sale date is December 29 2010
This notice is given to you Pursuant to Section 15 of the Deed ofTrust entitled Notices
A 1 i11 I j w it V S SA
PLF 00045002084
john L. Kunft I Jan /vI. Sc~dG i KldJ.F Run.F:; 
October 15. 201Q 
Homecorcing Financial, L C 
188 lO6fi Ave NE Suite 600 
Bellevue,  A 98004 
Pioneer Titl  Co. of Ada County 
d/b/a Pioneer Lender Trustee Services 
c/o x cuti  Tr stee Services, L  
2255 rt  Ont ri  Street~ S it  40  
urbank,  91504-3120 
M  Mortgage 
2711 North. Haskell Avenue 
Suite 900 
allas, T  75204 
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. 
PO Box 2026 
Flint, Mr485 1· 26 
Pioneer Title Co. of Ada County 
1872 S. Eagle Rnad 
Meridian, I  83642 
Colonial First Lending Group, Inc. 
 t  t  lvd. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84124 
Vur Certifuul and ReguIQ1' iJr!ail 
Re: rcmtorlBorr wer regory A.  
Trustee: Pioneer TWa Company of Ada County 
eneficiar : Homecomings Finall.cialJ LLC (fIkIa Homecomfngs 
Financial Network, Inc.) 
Prop : Lot 12, lock 8 et . 
Date of Note and Deed a/ t: 612712007 
L an N . 0473 93636 
T.8. N : I -2203JJ-C 
Gentlemen: 
I represent Mr. Gregory A. Renshaw. i\tfr. Renshaw has been served with a. Notice of 
Default and Election to Sell under Deed of Trust and Notice ofTl1lstee's Sale. The scheduled 
sale date is December 29, 2010. 
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There appears to be uncertainty as to the beneficiary of this Deed of Trust The Deed of
Trust names VIERS as the beneficiary IgOweller Idaho Code 451502 defines a beneficiaryfor purposes of the trust deed statute as the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given
Therefore MRS despite being named as beneficiary in the Deed of Trust is not the
bereficia y under Idaho law as the trust deed benefits the noteholder which is not ivMRS
For the transfer ofrnar etable title in a trusteessale Idaho statutes require properdocumentation and procedure
A trusteessale which does not comply with Idaho lavv will have a chilling effect on the
auction sale Bidders will be discouraged from placing a bid resulting in less than fair market
value The documentation and procedures established by Idaho statutes assure that Mr Renshaw
Will be treated fairly The documentation received by ft Renshaw does not comply with Idaholaw
As I am sure you Imow 40 state attorney generals intend to open investigations of lenders
and servicers to fiatre out the scope of the problems whh foreclosure documents See enclosed
newspaper articles from October 11 2010 Wall Street Journal September 22 2010
wwwDenverpostcomSeptember 30 2010 the New York Times and October 3 2010
wmsnbcm
Please provide to me the following to assure that the Trusteessale ofMr Renshaws
property complies with Idaho law
L Copy of original promissory note and any endorsements
2 Copy of original Deed of Trust and any assignments
3 Copy of 341x Renshawsentire file
4 Please identify the current holder of the promissory note
5 Please identify the current beneficiary of the Deed ofTrust
5 Any other documents naming the current owner of the promissory note and
Deed ofTrust
7 4ny notice given to Mr Renshaw under Section 20 of the Deed of Trust
entitled Sale ofNote Change ofLoan Services Notice of Greivance
S The wdtten notice signed by Leader or Trustee invoking the power of sale
purl tart to Section 22 of the Deed ofTrust entitled Acceleration Remedies
9 The Lenders calculation of the amount due
In the meantime I request that you cancel the Trustees sale scheduled for December 29
Should you fail to cancel the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above
within 15 days Mx Renshaw will brin suit against you seeping an injunction damages costs
and attorney fees This suit will be brou as a class action and will allege breach of contract
predatory lending fraud neglient and intentional infliction of emotional distress and stag and
federal RICO violations
PLF 00046002085
October 15, 2010 
Page 2 Qf3 
e. 
There appears to be uncertainty as to the beneficiary ofmis Deed of Trust. The Deed of 
Trust names wIERS as the beneficiary. However, [dabo Code § 45·1502(1) defines a beneficiary 
for ptlIposes of the trust de d 3tatute as .. , "the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given. It 
Therefore, wffiRS, despite being named as "heneficiary" in the Deed of Trust is not the 
beneficiary under Idaho law as the trust deed benefits the noteholder, which is not £VIERS. 
For the transfer of marketable title in a trustee's sale, Idaho statutes require proper 
documentation and procedure. 
A trustee·s sale which does not comply with Idaho law 'vilill have a chiiling effect on the 
auction sale. Bidders will be discouraged from placing a bid resulting in less than fair market 
value. The documentation and procedures established by IdahQ statutes assure that lvIr, Renshaw 
will be treated fairly. The documentation received by Mr. Renshaw does not comply with Idaho 
law. 
As I am sure you lCl1QW 40 state attorney generals intend to open investigations of lenders 
and servicers to figure out the scope of the problems with foreclosure documents. See., enclosed 
newspaper articles from OC1Ober 11,2010 Wall Street Journal, September 22,2010 
www.Denve:rpost.com. September 30) 2010, the New York Times, and October 8, 2010, 
www.msnbc.com. 
Please provide to me the followillgto assure that the Trustee's sale ofNfr. Renshaw's 
 lies it   : 
1. Copy of original promissory note and any endorsements 
2. Copy of original Deed of Trust and any assignments 
.  OINk haw's re file 
4. Please Ldentify the current holder of the promissory note 
5, Please identify the current beneficiary of the Deed of Trust 
6, Any oilier documents naming the current owner of the promissory note and 
D ed of Trust 
7. .fl.ny notice given to Mr. Renshaw tmder Section 20 of the Deed of Trust 
entitled Sale of Note; Change of Loan Services, Notice of Greivance 
8. The wcitten notice, signed by Lender or Tnlstee invoking the power of sale 
pur:mant to Section 22 of the Deed of Trust, entitled Acceleration; Remedies 
9. The Lend r's calculation of the amount due. 
In the meantime I request that you cancel the Tn1.'3tee's sale scheduled for December 29. 
Should you fail to caned the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above 
within 15 days, Mr. Renshaw will bring suit against you seeking an injunction, damages, costs 
and attorney fees. Tbi.s suit will be brought as a class action and will allege breach of contract, 
predatory lending. fraud, negligent and mtentional infliction of emotional distress, and state and 












October 1:, '2010 
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Please contact me should you have any questions. 
HI.IS:lcra 
Enclosures 
Cc: Greg Renshaw 
Very. troI:\Y?Jkl ~ I I)JU' 
Jon NL Ste le' 












By Adana Eunlung Cha
The Washiqrnpcd
NstedL210010AM MDT
Some of the nationslargest mortgage
companies used a single document processor
who said he signet offon foreclesuras without
having read the paperwork an admission That
may open the door for homeowners across the
country to challenge foreclosure proceedings
Tna legal predicament compelled Ally Financial
the nations fourth largest home lender to halt
evictions of homeowners in 23 states this week
Now Ally officials say hundreds of other
companies Including mortgage giants Fannie
Vitae and Freddie Mac may be affected because
they use Ally to service their loans
As head ofAllys forecicsursdccument
pracessing team Jeffrey Staph an 41 was
legally requirad to review cases to make sure the
Proceedings ware jusbiied and the information
was accurate He vas also requirad to sign in the
presence of a notary
In a sworn depcsifion he testified that he did
neither
The reason may be the sheer volume of the
documents he had to hand sign 10000 a
month Ai the rata he was reviewing files he
would have had 15 minutas for each dacurnent
From his office in suburban Philadelphia Stephan
oversaw a team of 13 employees that Brought
documents to him for his signature His official
dtle Was team leader of the document
exacution unit of Allysforeclosure department
He had been at that job for five year He did not
respond to messages left at his vorplaceand
home Ally spokesman James Olecki said Staphan
still Works for Ally
Ammo for homeowners
yoav the nations foreclosure system became
rellant on the tedious wart of a fewcorporate
bureaucrats is still a matter that mortgage
lenders are trying to answer
While the lenders may have had legitimate cause
to foreclose the mishandling of the papeniiork
has given horneowner ammunition in their fight
against foreciorure and has dra the attention
We a onaifrormA k t
gbbd jirrice process so theydon RC hole t
AR
Xerox
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By Arlalla Eunjung Cha 
TIle Washington Pest 
Pllsled: 00:221201Q 01:00:00 AM MDT 
  t  aticn'slar t t  
 a      
 s i   sI d ife  f r cfos res It t 
   NOr  - il adrnis.sio(J th t 
        
ntrl  Uenge  a l 9 . 
lIe l l r i ent ll  ll  l, 
t  tion's f rt -l r st  la r, t  lt 
victi s f r  in 23 t t  t i  l<. 
o , lly officials say hundrerls of other 
co pani , I d lng ortgage giants annie 
M e and Freddie M , tn '1 be a fectad because 
they u:s~ Ally to service their loans. 
As head of AJly's foreclosura-document-
procassing (sam. J€ ffray Staph a.n 1 41, was 
legally requi(,sQ to review cases to make sura the 
procasdings W$re justllled and the information 
was accurate. He was also requirad to sign in the 
prasance of a notar1-
In a swom deposition, he testified that r,a did 
neither. 
The re~SOf1 may be the sheer volume af iha 
documents he had to hand- sign: 10,000 a 
month. At the rata he was relfie'Ning files, he 
woufd have had 1.5 minutas for each daculi',ent. 
From his offlca in suburban Philadelphia, Stephan 
over::;!3W a team of i 3 employees that brought 
documents to him for his signatura. His official 
title was iaam leader of Ihe document· 
execution unit of AUy's foreclosure department 
He had been at thai job for fille years. He did not 
respond to messages left at his wor!<place and 
home. Ally spok.esman James Oleckl said Staph2ln 
still wor'(s for Ally 
 t  r  
How the nation's foreclosure system became 
reliant on the tedious work of a raw corporate 
bureaucrats is still a matter that mortgage 
lendeiS are trying to anS'ofYer. 
"'!hile the lenders may halfe had legitimate causa 
to foreclose, the mishandling of the paperwork 
has giv~n homeowners ammunition in their tight 
against foreclosLlre and has drawn the attention 
\V.~ focu-s on autonK1Tjng MQrriott~ Hoteh' 
global ir;voice process. So they don °t hove to. 
Learn more at RecJBusin-ess.com 
http://1,Yww.d~n erpost.comlfdcp? [285968l3 72 9 LD1l120[O 
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Olecici called the problem ylith the documents
an important but technical defect Wh7e the
papers veers factually accurata he said
corrective action may have to be talon in some
cases and others may require court
intervention
4lecki said the company services loans iron
hundreds of dirrarant lenders but he declined
b provide names
Spokespeople for Fannie and RaWe confirmed
Tuesday aver Inquides from TneAashington
Post that they use Ally formerly called OWL to
overs some mortgages
The companies have launched internal reviatus to
assess the scope of any potential issues
Ally Fannie and Freddie all troubled mortgage
companies that received edraordinary bailouts
by the federal government during the Financial
crisis declined to say how many loans might
be affectad The Treasury department which
ovens a majority statue in Ally and seizsd Fannie
and Freddie in 2006 also declined to comment
Fannie and Freddie created by Congress to
finance mortgages and encourage
horneomwlership have In recent years been
apossessing houses at record numbers
annie alone reported recently that45000 of
is single famih loans were seriously delinquent
u in the Foreclosure process as of June 30 Thats
many cases may be Offsctad
Lawyers defending homeowners have accused
some of the nation largest lenders o
foreclosing on families without yerifing all of
the information in a case but it has been hard
for them to stop foreclosura proceedings
Allys moratorium affects only the 23 states that
mandate a court judgment before a lender can
take possession of a properLy
Colorado is not among those states But if
Stephan signed documents related to
foreclosures in states without this requirement
X3 unclear if he did it could help a much
broader range of borrower
lowa Assistant Attorney General Patrick
Madigan chairman of a national foraclosura
prevention group composed of state attorneys
general and lenders said the fallout from the
Areview could be enormous because Stephan
actions could be considered an unfair and
deceptive practics
fsericrs are submitting court documents that
arenttrue or that have not been verified that is
of gnat concern Madigan said
Hetp peopl in need
Dinate yatir car 4cac or RV
Free Towing go Tax Deduct bte
30 i8kitiRatER
Lttpwti4Thdenvcrpostcome123ag63137299
zinc Povered By aDynamIc7
10120 0
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Of state law znforcernent officials
nearly 5 percent of all the loans it guarantees
002089
of state law enfcrcemen( officials. 
Oleck! called the problem with the dOCLJITl€r.ts 
"an important but technical def ct" 1J'lhile the 
papers wers "factuaHy ac urate," he said. 
"cor ective action" may have to be takan in some 
cases, and others may "require court 
inter.l~nfion. " 
Olecl<i said the company se(IJicss loans "iTom 
hundreds of di farsnt lenders," but he decline\! 
to provide names. 
Spokespeople tor Fannie and Fracfdie conormed 
Tuesday after InquIries fro  Toe W<'lshingt  
Post that they use AUy, for rly called GMAC, to 
oversee so e ortgiilges. 
T a c i   la c  internal reviews to 
~Q:» t e  f a  pote(ltial issues. 
liy, i   i  - all l  rt e 
 !  i  :<fraor i  il  
 t  f l t rf  t  finan i l 
crisis - i      l   
 ff te .  raasUJY D partrn ~ i  
QlJIfflS  j rit  tak  i  ll   ai  i  
 i  i  8, l  ii  t  t. 
nie  . t    ra  t  
i oca rt s nd e ra e 
m wn 5 ,  i  r a t y ars  
repossessing houses at record numbers. 
Fa nie arone reported (e1:ently t t 45 , 00 of 
lis single-iamiJ'Iloans were seriously delinquent 
or in the f s l lJra proce s as of June 30. T t's 
elp p ls in . 
D~mat!10fjr car, bQ~ or RV 
Free Towing iI. Tax D'edud~bte 
h.ttp:Jlv,'v"'''N.d.emr rpost.coll'Jfdcp'? l285968 13 7299 
n~ariy 5 percent of aU the loans it guarantees. 
i1I1any casas rna:! be affected 
Lawyers defending homeownef3 have accused 
some ·,f the nation's largest lenders of 
forecfosing en families without \(e(ifi/ing all of 
the infcrmation in a case. but It has been hard 
fer them to stop forec]osur5 proceedings. 
Ally's moratorium affects only the 23 states ihat 
mandate a court judgment before a lender can 
taka possassicn 01 a pro?srty. 
Colorado is not among thasa staMs. But if 
Stephan signed documents related to 
foraclosures in states without this requirement 
(it'3 unclear if he did), it could help a much 
broader range of borrowers. 
Iowa Assistant Attomey Gr;!neral Patrick 
adigan, chair an aT  national f raclosura-
prevention group composed of state attorneys 
general and lenders, said the fallo!..'t fro  the 
AJly revjew could be eno(mOr~s oecausa Stephan's 
actions could be considered an unfair and 
deceptive pracnca. 
"If servicars ara submitting court documents that 
afen't true or that halle not bean verified, thai is 
of graat concern, II Madigan said. 
10/[/JO[0 
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Foreclosures Slew as Document laws
Emerge
By DAVID STREITFELD
The foreclosure machinery that has forced millions of Americans out of their homes is
beginning to seize up as some lenders and their lawyers axe accused of cutting corners in their
pursuit of rapid home repossessions
Evictions are expected to slow sharply housing analysts said as state and national law
enforcement officials shine a light on questionable foreclosure methods revealed by two of the
countrysbiggest home lenders in the last two weeks
Even lenders with no known problems are expected to approach defaulting homeowners more
cautiously and look more aggressively for resolutions short of outright eviction
Despite the turmoil some economists said the breakdown could ultimately lay the groundwork
fora real estate recovery
Wdcen neighborhoods across the countrf for example could benefit One bib factor
undermining home sales is fear of a large number of foxeclosed homes coming to the market If
the foreclosures are delayed or never happen housing prices might find a floor
Maybe this is like shock therapy said the economist Karl E Case Maybe thiswill actually get
the lenders to the table and encourage them to work out deals that are to the benefit of
everybody
While such a happy ending is possible the near term is more likelyto produce paralysis and
confusion
01J1 cinsk7CrCmaeYhtnil r2 01
PLF 00051002090
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 f l  chi ery that bas forced illi  of .. 4. n s out of t eir h  is 
beginning to seize up as so e lenders and their laT,l{'i/ers are accused of cutting corners in their 
r i  f rapi   r ses jons. 
Evictions are expected to slow sharply, housing analysts said, as state and nationallavv 
enforcement officials shine a light en questionable foreclosure methods revealed by tw'C of the 
ountry's    i   l  a 1,Ire . 
Even lenders with no known problems are expected to approach defaulting homeowners more 
cautiously and look more aggressively for resolutions short of outright eviction. 
D€SJlite the turmoil. some economists said the breakdown could ultimately lay the groundwork 
or'a re   r . 
Stricken neighborhoods across the country, for example, could benefit. One big factor 
undermining home sales is fear of a large number of foreclosed homes coming to the market. If 
the foreclosures are delayed or never happen, housing prices ight find a floor. 
"Maybe this is lli<e shock therapy," said the economist Karl E. Case. "Maybe this will actually get 
the lenders to the table and encourage the  to ork out deals that are to the benefit of 
e er ody. " 
vY'hile such a happy ending is possible, the near term is more likely-to produce paralysis and 
confusion. 
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a more default tng homeowners become aTvare of he leaders problems they are expected to
Kira ixmers and challenge the proceedings against them And if completed foreclosures were
not properly done families who bought the troubled homes could be vulnerable to claims by the
former owners
Apparently alarmed about such a possibilizf one of the majortide insurance companies Old
Republic National Title has sent a bulletin to agents saying that until further notice it would
not insure title to properties foreclosed upon by GKkC Mortgage the countrysfourth largest
home lender and one of the taro big lenders at the center of the current controversy
GNLA0declined to comment and OId Republic representatives did not return calls
GIYCA C has acknowledged legal missteps in processing mortgages and JPYlorgan Chase has
acknowledged the possibility of Misstep and both have suspended all foreclosures in the 23
states where they aced a courtsapproval Thats56000 in the case of Chase alone GIVLkC
declined to provide a number
Aherne s general in half a dozen states are demanding action or opening investigations The
Treasury Department said Thursday it was asId g regulators to look into these troubling
developments
IVereseeing a fundamental breakdown in the system because no one cared that much about
getting things right said Representative Alan Grayson a Democrat of Florida who
unsucceseilly asked the Florida S upreme Court to halt all foreclosures in that state
Wall Street was examining the impact the disclosures could have on the lenders Moody
Investors Service has placed the servicer rating of GLkC and Chase on revie4v far possible
downgrade
The federal government has been the majority owner ofGsince supplying 17 billion to
prevent the lenders failure duringthe financial crisis
Other lenders said Thursday that their foredlosure filings including the crucial affidavits had
been properly done
A Citigroup spokesman said the lender required annual training for our foreclosure employees
h ivtvyrtaaecoG10110osiressDltnortaht Y
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As more deiaclting nooeowners Jec.ome a"ware of ":;l.e lenders' problems, th.eyare expected to 
bire lawyers and challenge the proceedings against them. And if completed foreclosures were 
not properly done, families who bought the troubled homes could be vulnerable to claims by the 
former owners. 
Apparently alarmed about such a possibility, one of the major title insurance companies, Old 
Republic National Title, has sent a bulletin to agents saying that " ntil further notice" it would 
not insure title to properties foreclosed upon by GwL\C Mortgage, the country's fourth-largest 
home lender and Olle of the two big lenders at the center of the current controverS""j. 
GNL'\.C decli ed to comment, and Old Republic representatives did not return calls. 
GMAC has acknowledged legal missteps in processing mortgages, and JPMorgan. Chase has 
acImoTNledged the possibility of missteps, and both have suspended all foreclosures in the 23 
states where they need a court's approval. That's 561000 in the case of Chase alone; GwIAC 
cli  t  r i  a u ber. 
Attorneys general in half a dozen states are demanding action or opening investigations. The 
Treasury Department said Thursday it was asking regulators to look into Clt1.ese troubling 
velopments." 
~ e're s i   f t l r mv  i  t  s st , s    r  t t  t 
getting things right,." said Representative Alan Grayson l a Democrat of Florida, who 
unsuccesstiilly asked the Flo rida Supre e otu't to halt all foreclosures in that state. 
Wall Street was examining the impact the clisc10SUIeS could have on the lenders. Moody's 
Investors Service has placed the semcer ratings of Gl-IL'\.C and Cbase on review for possible 
ra e. 
The federal government has been the majority owner of GWL<\Csince supplying $17 billion to 
prevent the le r's failure during the fina.l1cial crisis. 
Other lenders said Thursday that their foreClosure filings, including the crucial affidavits, had 
been properly done. 
A Citlgroup spokesman said the lender required j'annual training for our foreclosure employees 
.\. U20iO 
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A Wells Fargo spokeswoman said the affidavit we sign are accurate Aspokesman for Baak of
America Rick Simon said 2 do not have anything to teR you at this time
GIVIA0and Chase are in trouble because ovenvhelmed with foreclosures they tried to process
them as quickly and cheaply as possible defense lawyers say The companies say they are
reviewing their procedures to take care of any violations
The missteps stemmed from the affidavits the lenders file as they seek a quick or summary
judgment in thousands of foreclosure cases The affidavits state certain facts about the case
including the amount owed which the signer indicates he has personal knowledge of Without
the affidavit the lenderwould have to prove the facts at trial
In depositions taken by lawyers for homeowners executives at GiVfAC and Chase said they or
their teams signed io000 or more affidavits and related documents a month That did not give
them time to review the cases
Defense lawyers say the disclosures are symptomatic of the carelessness if not outright fraud
that lenders have been exhibiting for years in their rush to file cases Many necessary
documents have disappeared with defense lawyers saying the lenders often do not even have
standing to foreclose
In a number of pending cases in Florida defense Iawyers tl ere said GTWAC has already
withdrawn affidavits The layyers said they would try to have the cases thrown out for possible
fraud although they acknowledged that might be difficult
G1VUC said it would refile the affidavits Chase said it had not vYithdranany affidavits
The way the plaintiffs lawyers have handled this has corrupted our legal system said Thomas
CoTa Maine lawyer whose deposition of a GTVIA0 executvva in June helped prompt the current
disclosures They tried to manufacture foreclosures the way youdmanufacture cars on an
assembly line It can be done that way
Mr Cox is representing pro Bono a rural woman who is in foreclosure on a 882000 mortgage
httowvnyimesaat201irJOlPausinessfOlmaagl frZrrsscr 101201
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on the ?r:Jper e;cec'W,.:ion1f affidavi"s, including r. wg personal bowledge of the infonnatio.c. 
in the affidavit." 
A Wells Fargo spokeswooan said "the affidav1t3 we sign are accurate." A spokesman for BB..;""L."'< of 
America, Rick Simon, said, "We do not have anything to tell you at this time." 
GMAC and Chase are in trouble because, overwhelmed with foreclosures, they tried to process 
them as quickly and cheaply as possible, defense lawyers say. The companies say they are 
reviewing their procedures to take care of any violations. 
The missteps stemmed IT')m the affidavits the lenders file as they seek a quick or summary 
judgment in thousands of foreclosure cases. The affidavits state certain facts about the case, 
in.cluding the amQunt owed, which the signer indicates he has personal knowledge of. ithout 
the af idavit, the lender ul  hav  to prove the facts at trial. 
In depositions taken by laW1Jers for homeowners, executives at G~1.l"C and Chase said they or 
their teams signed 10,000 or more affidavits and related documen.ts a month. That did not give 
the  ti e to revie  the cases. 
Defense lawyers say the disclosures are symptomatic of the carelessness, if not outright fraud, 
that lenders have been exhibiting for years in their rush to file cases. Many necessary 
documents have disappeared, with defense lawyers saying the lenders often do not even have 
st i  t  f recl se. 
In a number of pending cases in Florida, defense lawyers t.here said, GMAC has already 
withdrawn affidavits. The law/ers said they would try to have the cases thrown out for possible 
fr , lt  t e  a no ledged t t ig t  jffi lt. 
G1B.C said it would reme the affidavits. Chase said it had not yvithdrawn any affidavits. 
'''he way the plaintiffs' lawyers have handled this has corrupted ow: legal system," said Thomas 
Ca."{, a Maine lawyer whose deposition of a GlVIAC e.."{ecutive in J;me helped prompt the current 
disclosures. "They tried to manufacture foreclosmes the way you'd manufacture cars, on an 
a se bly line. r t ca 't be done that vva ." 
Mr. Cox is representing pro bono a rural woman who is in. foreclosure on a $82,000 mortgage. 
httn:/!wvr;w.nlftimes.,'.;m/20 to!! 010 llbusmessfO J mo~tgaQc.htlT.~:' t.=·.' i'·.!'·r':"J-er~rss&emc=r.. ! 0/1120 10 I • - - _ . 
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Ta plaintrit thec5 isFannie Mae ie mortgage holding Company t tat ailed durip
Fannie i41ae
the
Enacial crisis and is naw zider gotFe 1 conseirator hip GKAC seric d the loan for
This week the judge in the case set aside his summary judgment in favor of Fannie when he
read Mr Cwts deposition of a GMA0 executive Jetey Stephan who said he Weyer revievred
the File he had sigmed The case will now go to trial
Idontthink they are going tobve up easily said Mr Cox
As the foreclosure crisis has deepened the length of time borrowers spend waiting for the end
has lengthened
In January 2009 the time between the owners first missed payment and evictionwas 319 days
according to LPS Applied aalytics lay August it was 478 days
Since spring the data firm says the Ienders have been trying to clear their backlog They have
stepped up the rate at which they put defaulting owners into the formal foreclosure process In
August they started 283000 foreclosures up from 22000 in April
Now as the lenders are pressed to eiamin more closely their filings those foreclosure starts
are filtelyto fall prolonging the mners time in limbo Many borrowers use this period when
drY are living in their home but not payi
or
ng for it to try and get their financial house back in
h ftilccrv 0 piiEbusins0 L mortgsehtnZlr cpartje rss erncr
PLF 00054002093
T:""~plajntif£ In the '::1Sc is Fannie Mae, ':.t1e mortgage holding company t.~at failed 6.uring the 
fina.l1cial crisis and is now lL'1cier government conservatorship. GlYiAC S€L"'/iced the loan for 
Fannie Mae. 
This week, the judge in the case set aside his summary judgment in favor of Fannie when he 
read !fir. Cox's depositioll of a G1'IAC executive, Jeffrey Stephan, who said he never revievled 
the file he had signed. The case will now go to trial. 
"1 don't think they are going to giv  up aasl1y," .said Mr. Cox. 
As the foreclosure crisis has deepened, the length of time borrowers spend waiting for the end 
has lengthened. 
In January 2009 the time betvV"een the owner's first misSed payment and eviction was 319 days, 
according to LPS Applied AaaJytics. By August it was 478 days. 
Since spring, the data fum says, the lenders have been trfing to clear their backlog. They have 
stepped up the rate at which they put defaulting owners into the formal foreclosure process. In 
August, they started 283,000 foreclosures, up from 220,000 in April. 
Now, as the lenders are pressed to e.xamine more closely their 'irS, those foreclosure st3..L'1s 
are liI(elyto fall, prolonging the owner's time in limbo. ManyborroweIs use this period, when 
th~y  i       ng for it, to ny and get their financial house back in 
order. 
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Bank of America halts aE JS foreclosures
Joins fo other firths to anrolince freeze an the wake of docimentation concerns
msnbclorn stair andrcmssenAca repjris
updated IMr010 744 3 AM ET
The foreclosure mess threatened
to become frillblown chaos Friday
as the nationslamest bank Bamk
of erica haltecl all foreclosure
pro4dunatiomvvide raising the
Pressure on other lenders to do the
same
Bank of America is the fretUS
bank to institute a nationwide
moratorium on foreclosures as
anger grows at how lenders have
prepared documentsto support
evictions The halt on foreclosures
vv ill take effect on Sahxrday and
also includes sales of foreclosed
property
Separately F C Financial Services
Group Inc said it was haltingrtost
foreclosures aad evictions in 23
stare for a month so it can revietiv
whether documents it submitted to





An official at the Pittsburghcased
bank conExredthe PNC decision
Yhicl was reported earlier by the
New York Times The official
requested aaonjmlty because the
decision hasntbeen pab icly
announced
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Bank of Ameri~a halts all U"S. foreclosures 
Joins four other finns to annOl.mce freeze in the wake of documentation concerns 
msnbc.ccm starr and news 3el'lfll;.'l' lep1J13 
updated f0i8/2010 7:44:31 PM Er 
he foreclosure ess threatened 
to beco  ful - lm;v  c  Fri ay 
as t  ation's l rg t banl<, Bank. 
of A.meric~ alted aJ! f recl s re 
rocedures t ide, i i  t  
pressure on other lenders to do the 
same. 
a!1 ..  f eric  Is t  first .S. 
bank to institute a natlomvlde 
moratoriUJ."TI on foreclosures as 
8J.'1ger r s at  l rs  
re are  cuments t  s  
evictions. The halt on foreclosures 
w iJ ta e effect  S tu  a  
also Ll1.cludes sales of fureclosed 
property. 
Se r t l , PN  Financial Se.rvices 
GroLlp fnc. said it was halting most 
foreclosures an.d evictions in 23 
St.lte5 for a month so it can review 
\.!fhether docum~nts it submitted to 
court3 c plied I,t/ith stare laws. 
BAC 13.17 
NC 52. 8 
An official at the Pittsburgh-based 
bank confmned the PNC decision, 
which was reported earlier by the 
e  ork i es. he official 
requested fu"lonymity beca~se the 
decision ha:m't been publicly 
. 
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Sena lowers
ProFlowersOaBouquts Order gMIY at
fo ally occasio tslh pt fldWerscomhappy19 or call 1 877 8884688
ais msnbccom
At issue is the validity of a system
banks and other lenders use yvhaa
they move to f0mclose on a
mortgage and seize a property
Rather than presentLjg an entire
set afidCeumerts in court the
lender typically submits an
affidavit estahlishing dieIr claim
signed by an employee who has
reviewed the file
The validity of that process has
been success challenged by
attorneys representing
homeowners facing foreclosure
Last month GMAC said it was
hattina foreclosure sales and
evictiom after an enployee
admHtled 4 a deposition that he
had signed 10000 documents a
month without personally verifying
the mortgage information JP
Morgan Chase put 50000
foreclosures on hold after one of
its employees made a similar
ach
Bankers argue that the Ra dad
review documents dont undercut
their originalforeclosl ectai
which they say caa Stilt be
established by providing the full
documentation But given the large
number of foreclosure cases in the
pipeline a fiill review of every case
could be vezy costly
Banks reallzz that its goL g to be
really hard to prove and its going
to be really expensive to review all
the documents and make Stzre they
are doing it right said Andrea
BoppStark a Maine attorney who
was involved in the case
challenging G1VIACsfarclosuze
process
The unraveling of the mortgage
paper trail could be costly for more
than just lenders trying to
htipIwvmsnbcsnconyleanprindCeanpri tPro aspxl83t5143523 101010
PLF 00056
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At is ue is the validity of a system 
banks and other lenders use when 
they move to foreclose on a 
mortgage and seize a property. 
Rather than presenting an entir  
set o  cL..iCum nts in court, the 
l nder typically sub its an 
af i vit estabHsh1  th ir cl i  
si   an e l   s 
reviewed the file. 
 li it   t  s 
 uccessti..Llly l   
 t  
  . 
ast onti4  said it as 
lti g l s  les  
ns t   mployee 
a itt  h!  iti  t t  
a  e  I 0, 0 e ts  
onth ithout pers ly verifying 
the ortgage infonnation. JP 
organ hase put 5 j OOO 
foredosLlTes on hold after one of 
its e ploy es ade a si ilar 
achnission. 
Bankers argue that the t1awed 
review documents don't undercut 
their ori!2:inaI fore losure cl im, 
which the}" say can sri!! be 
established by providing the full 
doclLmentation. But given the large 
number of foreclosure cases in the 
pipeline, a full revie·w of every case 
could be very costly. 
"Banks realize that it'.3 going to be 
really hard to prove, and it's going 
to be really expensive to review all 
the dOCLlments and make sure they 
are doing it right/ said Andrea 
Bopp-Strirkj a Maine attorney who 
 m     
challenging MAC's foreclosure 
process. 
The unraveling of the mortgage 
paper trail could be costly for more 
thanjust lenders trying to 
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ThafProtecdon 187 a 701746 xAOU3
foreclose on a home DifEculty
establishing the legal title to a
mortgage could also create
headaches for companies that
wrote title insurance on the
property
If It turns out these anti mistakes
in who own the mortgage the
claiims against the tittle insurance
industry could be overwhelming
said Kathleen Day a spokeswoman
for the Center for Responsible
Lending which has jolMed a suit
against GtMAC and has caLed for a
nattonwidti morato on
foreclosures
Lenders arentthe only ones facing
headaches if they cantproperly
establishoofa mortgage
During the height of the boom
millions ofmortgages were pooled
in trust that issued bonds backed
by monthly payments from those
mortgages
Attorneys working on behafof
homeowpers have also been
challengin4 the legal validity of the
i Z1ag Electronic Recistratian
Systems or AiIERS an industrr ide
system created to consolidate the
process of transfet mortgages
By naming HERS as the nominee
for the leader in original loan
documents the systern speeds de
sale of mortgages by replacing the
more costly paper trail required to
record the transfer directly in
courthoises or local governments
BUt judges have recently been
siding with hocraeowners attorneys
tivho argue that IV ERS doesnthave
the legal authority to sell a
mortgage
They donthave standing to
assign the mortgage they only
Be rea
7
PHotProve ed By yaf ics
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f r cl e on a horne. Dif iculty 
establishing the legal title to a 
rt a e coul  a1so create 
 f t co ani s that 
rote title mSUTfu1.Ce on the 
roperty. 
II If it turns out these are istakes 
i  t..vho ns (th  ), t  
lairns i st t  titl  Lnsura ce 
i tr  l   veT elming, n 
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     ll    
nation ide oratorium on 
foreclosures. 
e e s n't t e  es  
ea aches f t ey 't  1y 
e ..ablish wnership   t . 
uring the height f t e , 
i 1lons f ortgages ere pooled 
in tr ts that i sued bonds ba .ked 
b  onthly payments fro  those 
ortgage . 
Attorneys v;orking on behal f of 
homeowners hi:"l:ve also b en 
cha t~ng!ng the legal validity of the 
Mortga2:': Electronic R:;:Q:[.stratlon 
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Systemst or ~/.£ERSj an industry-wide 
system created to consolidate the 
process oftransf.erring mortgages. 
By naming wIERS as the "no inee'f 
for the l n r i  ori i l l an 
documents, the system speeds t.~e 
sale of mortgages by replacing the 
more costly paper trail required to 
record the transfer directly in 
courthouses or local governments. 
But judges have recentty been 
siding ith homeowners t attorneys, 
who argue that tvfERS doesn't have 
the legal authority to sell a 
ortgage. 
"They don't have standing to 
assign (the mortgage), they anly 
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W2
have the ability to record the
mortgage said BapPStark You
take that a step further and you
can challege their ability to
transfer a mortgage
I1that legal theoey holds the entire
food chain of mortgage finance
could be called into question
including the value of bonds
backed by mar aesMFRS tracks
more than 65 million US
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have the abil ty to record the 
mmtgage," said Bop -Stark. !ly  
take that a step further and you 
can chal eng  their abil ty to 
transfer a  ortgage.1J 
If t t l gal th ry holds, t  entire 
f  chain of  fi  
COLl  be cal  i t  question ~ 
i l i  t  l  f s 
  ortgages. r.:ffi  tr s 
ore than 65 illion U.S, 
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market. 
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The moves come amid mounting
Political pressure on bigUS banks
to exatnine foreclosure
dociumeritation problems Ba of
Americas decision comes amid
revelations that the barIing
industrj had used robesigners
people who sign hundreds of
documents a day without
reviewing their contents when
Foreclosing on homes
tolythe foreclosrt e
mess could last for years
hn a staternent released Friday
Bank ofAmerica said it will stop
foreclosure sales until our
assess e t has been satisfktorily
completed Our ongoing
assessment shows the basis for
foreclosure decisions is accurate
We continue to sev the interests
ofaur customers investors and
communities Providing solutions
For distressed homeowners
remaias our primary focus
Battle ofAmerica spokesman Dan
FraLwn Said the Company is
re a iewPg Its entire for c lusu
Process but is focusixjaon the
validation ofsignatures on
foreclosure documents
Bank ofAm rica will continue to
track late payments and pursue
delinquent borrowers but will stop
short of foreclosure on those
mortgages held on its books
about 20 percent of the home
loans it services
Frahm said the average foreclosed
borrower has not made a payment
Ln 18 months He declined to
disclose how many for closures
VIould beaected by the move
AllyFinancialsGivaC Mortgage
htiwtvmsabc msncomlcleanprintCfeanPlintPraspx 12853 t a 143538 1G U2010
PLF 00059




The moves come amid mountIng 
political pressure on big U.S. banks 
to exam.in.e forec losure~ 
documentation probl~m.s. Ba..r1.~ of 
America's decision comes amid 
revelations that the banki g 
inciustrj had used " o-signers/I 
people who sign hundreds of 
docu ents a day iL.1out 
revie i  their contents, n 
foreclosing on ho es. 
Story: Vlhy the foree losure. 
ess c lc11ast f r ears 
I   m   fri ay, 
.  erica  it t  
foreclosure sales until "our 
m nt as been ti factorily 
co plet . ur on ing 
assessment ShOVi,iS the basis for 
foreclosure dec iSlOns is accurate. 
We contill11e to serve the interests 
of our cllsto ers, investors and 
cornmunit ~3. Providing solLrtions 
for distress;:!d homemvners 
remains our primary foc s." 
Bank. of America spokesman Dan 
fra.h.IQ said the company is 
re;;ievying its entire foreclosure 
pro~ess but is focusL,lg on the 
vaEdatlon of signatures on 
foreclosure documents. 
Bank of America will continue to 
track late payments and pursue 
delinqLlent borrowers but will stop 
short of foreclosure on those 
mortgages held on its books ~~ 
about 20 percent of the home 
l a s it services. 
Frahm said the average foreclosed 
borrower has not made a payment 
in 18 onths. e declined to 
disclose how many foreclosures 
'ivould be affected by the move. 
Ally Finandal's GiYtAC Mortgage 
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Amsnbcco
unit and JPMorgan Chase
announced similar moves to review
their books in the past two weeks
Also Friday Litton Loan Servlcirg
LP a smaller mortgage company
based in Houston halted some
foreclosures and evictions so it
could review its handling of
forecloses es It made the
disclosure in an email to The
Associated Press and did not say
which states are affected
Litton owned by Goldman Sachs
Group Inc is a mortgage senicer
It collects payment but doesn
make loans
On Thursday President Barack
Obama refused to sign proposed
legisiadon that would have mane it
more difficult for homeowners to
challenge documents in a
forecloSUre
The Senate Banking Committee will
hold hearings after next months
elections to look into allegations
that the nationslargest lenders
have irriproperly foreclOSCd on
stm Alin borrowers
Ametican families should not
have to worry about losing their
homes to sloppy bureaucratic
mismanagement or fraud
outgoing panel Chairman
Christopher Dodd said in his
axmouncement of the Nov 16
hearings
The hearings would take place
during a lame dock session of
Congress after the Nov 2lections w
here Democrats are expected to
face heavy losses at the pollsTae
new membens would not taki
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Atta Ton M Steele





Deax Jon ILI Steele
0473743636
Gregory ARenshaw
31180 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
This letter is in response to your inquiry regarding the above referenced account
Per your request enclosed are copies of the Note Mortgage HUDISettlement Statement and the
account history
The current master servicer is Freddie Mac The current owner of your loan is Freddie Mac 8609
Westwood Center Dr Vienna VA 22183 phone number 703903 2000 However GNIAC
Mortgage LLC is currently servicing your account and all inquiries should be directed to our
office
The account has been transferred to our attorneytrustee to begin foreclosure proceedinks Please
contact our attorney or trustee Executive Trustee Services at 18006653932 to obtain payoff
information and verify the amount required to reinstate the account
Please be advised the other information requested is subject to business and trade practices which
are proprietary and confidential or is not applicable to this account
If after reviewing this information you have any specific questions or concerns regarding the
mortgage loan servicing of this account please contact Customer Care at 1 7664622














Runft and Steele 
ttn 10il .  Steele 
1020  i  Street Suite 400 
Boise ID 83702-5779 
RE: ccount u ber 
t  
roperty  
ear Jon M. Steele: 
9  
r r   ha  
3480 South Pi it l  
i  ill  
his letter is in response to your inquiry regarding the above-referenced account. 
Per your request, enclosed are copies of the ote, ortgage, D-I Settle ent State ent and the 
 t ry. 
he c rre t aster servicer is reddie ac. he c rre t o ner f r loan is re ie ac, 8609 
est ood enter r, ienna,  22183, phone nu ber 703-903-2000. o ever, j\Jf  
ortgage, LLC is CllITently servicing your account, and all inquiries should be directed to our 
office. 
The account !tas been transferred to our attomey/trustee to begi~ foreclosure proceedings. Please 
contact our attorney or trustee, Executive Trustee SCI'Vices, at 1-800-665-3932, to obtain payoff 
information and verifY tho a ount required to reinstate the account. 
Please be advised the ather informaticn requested is subject to business and tJ:ade practices. which 
are proprietary lind c fide tial r is t a licable to this a t. 
If after reviewing this iniotmation, you have any specific questions or concerns regarding the 
ortgage loan se icing of this ac , please contact Customer Care at 1-300-766-46 2 
between the hours of 6:00 am to 10:00 pm CT Monday through Friday a.nd 9:00 am to 1 :00 pm 
CT on Saturda . 
Customer Care 
Loan S icinw'f,K 
Enclosures 
www.gm onortgage.com 
34S1 Hammond Ave 
Waterloo, fA 50702 
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3480 S Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
Thank you for your letter ofNovember 3 2010 received by me on November 10 This
notice is given to you pursuant to Section 15 of the Deed of Trust entitled Notice Again please
be advised that MRS despite being named as beneficiary in the Deed of Trust is not the
beneficiary under Idaho law as the trust deed benefits the noteholder
According to your November 3 lettar the current owner of your loan is Freddi
Mac None ofthe default documents refer to or mention Freddie Mae
I once again request the documents requested inmy October 15 2010 letter copy
enclosed
In the meantime I once again request that you cancel the TrusteesSale scheduled for
December 29
Should you fail to cancel the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above
within 15 days Asir Renshaw will bring suit against you seeking an injunction damages costs
and attorney fees This suit will be brought as a class action and will allege breach ofcontract
predatory lending fraud negligent and intentional infliction ofemotional distress and state and
federal RICO violations
tnn d 1 i1Uti6 s203453do auiea ldsh902
In did AIY1 I it3G W Nla cc 7are 400 l Fourzhf
PLF 00062002103
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r 11> 2010 
Vi  ertified ail 
 
rr1g ry A. s  
 . i   
i e,   
Thank you for your letter of  ove ber 3, 2010 (received by me on ove ber 10). This 
notice is given to you pursuant to Section 15 of the Deed of Trust, entitled Notice. Again, please 
be advised that ~fERS, despite being na ed as beneficiary in the eed of Trust is not the 
a         ts e Gte r. 
cc r i  t  r e r  l tter, t  ", .. current o ner of your loan is Freddi 
ac ... " o   the a t t   t    re ie c. 
I. once again, request the docu ents requested in y ctober 15> 2010 letter (copy 
ed), 
In the eanti e, I, once again, request that you cancel the Trustee's Sale scheduled fOT 
ece ber 29. 
Should you fail to cancel the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above 
within 15 days, Mr. Rensbaw will bring suit against you seeking an injunction, damages, costs 
and attorney fees. This suit will be brought as a class action and will allege breach of contract, 
predatory lending, fraud, negligent and intentional infliction of e otional distress, and state and 
federal RlCO violatio . 
r OJ r.. i"! t : e I 1; ;; I) :n 
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Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
Pioneer Title Co ofAda County Burbank CA
Pioneer Title Co of Ada County Meridian ID
Pioneei Title CoBoise M
GMAC Mortgage Dallas TX
Colonial First Lending Group Irc
PLF 00063002104
November 1 , ... v 10 
P3.g~ 2 of2 
Please contact me should you have any questions. 
JMS:kra 
Enclosures 
Cc:   
i  cial,  
Very truly Y01.U"S, 
Jon 'it 
unft & Steele Law Offices, PLL  
0l1gage lectronic egistration Syste s, Inc. 
i r itl  o. f  ounty, r ank,  
i r i  o.   unty, ri ian, ill 
i r  o., , ID 
 Ol e,  'I  








Attn Jon M Steele
1020 WMain Street Saute 400
Boise ID 837025779
RE Account Number 0473793636
Mortgagor Gregory A Renshaw
Property Addr ss 3480 SouthPi emit Place
Boise ID 83706
Dear JonM Steele
This letter is in response to your inquiry regarding the above referenced account
The following responses are in the same order as the inquiries in your corkespondence
dated October 15 2010 originally responded to on November 3 2010
12 Please review copies of the original Note and MortgageDeedofTrust previously
sent November 3 2010
3 Subject to business and trade practices which are proprietary and coadential
46 Please review previous notehalder information provided iu response sent
November 3 2010
7 See enclosed copy of the letter advising of the change from Roznecamuags
FinaueW to Cx AC Mortgage
89 See enclosed copy of dcfatdt letter sent June 010 Also for updated amount
needed to bring the account current please contact our attorney or trustee
Executive Trustee Services at h300 6653932
WERS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MiRS is a separate
corporation tat acts solely as a nominee for Lender and Lenders successors and assigns
MFRS is the mortgaaa under this Security Instrument MERS is organized and existing
ender the laws of Delaware and has an address and telephone number ofPQBox 2026
Flint MI 485012026 tel 883 679MFRS
wwwgmacmartgageco n
3i 5 Hammond Ave
Waterbo IA 507oa
RECFIV D
MY 2 9 2010
BY
PLF 00064002106
Nove ber 19,2010 
Rll0ft and Steele 
tt  Jon  Steele 
1020  ai  treet uite 400 
ise I  83702·5779 
RE: Account Nu bet' 
 
r rt  ess 
r J  . t ele: 
04737  
gory   
34&  outh im it l  
 I   
his letter is in response to your inquiry regarding the above-refereuced account 
The fono ing responses are in the sa e CIder as the inquiries in your cOl'i"esp<lndence 
t  t r , 0, ri i ll  res e  t   e el , : 
1-2. Please revie  copies afthe original ote and ortgageJDeed ofTruat previously 
nt e  , , 
3. Ubjectto tJSiness a  tr  ractices i  are r r.iet r   nfide ti L 
4-6. Please review previous notehalder inforrrnrtion provided in response sent 
ove ber , . 
7. See enclosed copy of the letter advi.m1g of the change fro  Homeco illg3 
iDancial to GM C Oligage. 
8-9. See eJ1cl()sed copy of defa\llt letter sent June 2010. Also, for updated amount 
needed to bring the account current, please contact our attorney or trustee, 
xecutive rustee , t 1·800·665. 932, 
"wIERS· :is ortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc, ERS is a separate 
corporation that actB solely as a nominee for Lender and Lendets successors and assigns. 
NffiRS is the ortgagee Wlder this SectlIity Instru ent. ERS is organized and existing 
onder the laws ofDelawareJ and has an address and telephone nu ber ofP ,0. Box 2026, 
Flin , I 48501·2026, tel. (88 ) 679-MERS. 
EI E  
www.gmilcm(lrf.ij ge.oom 
3451 HiimroondAve NOV 2 9 20tO 







MERS operates within the existing legal framework of all 50 states and applies
technology and electronic eonvnerce to transform paperbased processes to an electronic
format improve operational efficiencies increase the liquidity ofmortgage rights
increasa the value ofmortgage servicing rights improve mortgage industry profitability
improve the floor and accuracy of information relative to ownership ofmortgage rights
and facilitate continuing improvements through technology and electronic commerce
Enclosed are copies of the Notice of Transfer Letter Default Letter and the letter sent
November 3 2010 for your review
If after reviewing this information you nave any specific questions or concerns regarding
the mortgage loan servicing of this account please contact Customer Care at 1800766
4622 between the hours of600 am to 10 00 pm CT Monday through Friday and900 am







Account l'iu bet 0473793636 
Page T o 
ERS operates ithin tho "existing legal framework of all 50 states and applies 
technology and electronic conunerce to: transform paper-based processes to an electronic 
fo1'1!lD.t, i prove operational efficiencies, increase the liquidity of mortgage rights, 
increase the value of ortgage servicing rights, i prove ortgage industry profitability} 
i prove the flow and accuracy of infor ation relative to o nership of mortgage rights, 
and facilltate continuing i prove ents thrOlJgh technology and electronic commerce. 
l  are  f the ti  f Transfer L t er, f ult t er and t  let er sent 
r ,20  f r  review. 
If after revie ing this infor ation, you have any specific questions or concerns regarding " 
t  rt  l n servi i  f t is ~count, l s  t t st r r  at 1- -7 -
4622 bet een the hours of 6:00 a  to 10:00 p  CT onday through Friday and 9:00 a  
 : 0  I'onSaturday. 
st er are 
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2440 SOVm AIMMZT PLAG
sC73t ID 43708
RE Account Number 0973793838
Property Addrasa 24A0 SOUTH PXM0ZT BL1G8
06 MCRYA RENSHAIf
BOISE 26 83706
Our raearda indigato the aboverefsraneed nortgaga Lcan in
da8auit
Lava aeeavnt is dug COX 05110and succaadinq payments Thisto a demand ear paynmnt of the total ahloUbt dba aAd owing as oC
the data PC Chia letCar wbien i6 as Eolleuae
Payrotata 8
to charges 4
wean Coats and atber anatsaccrued
to data A
Bnapmse





Yov may Cure the default by paying ChB total amount dUm
indicated above wlthlul thirty 301 days Cram tile data If this
lattan you are also raapoaaa bla for payinq any additlonaL
payata Pass end eharge that baooma due duclnq thin 30 day
rind Payments must ba made in Cettlfiad Panda ar eaahiars
cheCk It Funds tendered are not hanorad fat airy reason the
dBtault Will not be aura our eeeeptayeca of any tends leas
Man the total amount due aball not constitute a valvar of our
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You arm hereby noti our credi raring May ba advaly
atiactad le yo tal to iulltha tama aC your crdt
oblIvatan You ara slao notiElad ue may viait tha
abavera2asaaead propmrty from time to CLme to datemina its
eonditi nand arcupwnoy sextua the Costa o whigh you All be
vaaponsblaor
Rnlaas va racaive full payinank od all pastdua awavnta we will
dft1etata the na2nrity at the loan dgclara Chs abltgatiea duo
and payable without further fjonand and oagin totaclaauta
praceadinla Thin could raault In this Losa o4 your 9rcoarty
Yau have tba right to adaart or defend the nonaaiatanaa of a
default and you may haw otlJar eight undar atata Law
Ones in coraclosuma YOU haJ the right to rainshats your
aeocant up to fiva daym prior to the torecla3ure gala a4 the
praysrty its 1 YOU pay the total amount due plus any Eaaa coat
and other amounts adgMUed through the xetmataiament data and 2
YOU Cakes any other 04tdea reasonably raquirad by us to aaauve tha
sedhrity at the property as well ad your aal1gatlon3 uadar the
loan documents continua In full 2occa aad affect
NCO approved coaoaelinq is availah Le on YKA guarantsad lases by
04111n9 8003094267 14 you would lika to diecusa any natter
cOntaSned in this notLCa W encourage you to cantata our Loan
counselors immediately at Bag710 1622
Collection twpartnant
Loan Sarvlcing
Noticw Thla la atLmpt to eallact a debt and any inforaation
abtainad xill be vaed for that papaa It your d bt has baan
diachargad in Jeaptay our rights are being rxanelsod WSnat
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Aria Jon M Steele
1020 W Maiq Street Suite 400
Boiso ID 37025779
RE Account dumber 0473793636
Mortgagor Gregory A Renshaw
Properly Address 3480 South Pimrnit Plage
Boise BD 83706
Dear Jan M Steele
1
This letter is in response to your inquiry regarding lee abovereferenced account
Per your request enclosed are copies of the Note Mortgage HUDr Settlement Statement and the
account history
The current master service is Freddie Mac The cutTent owner of your loan is Freddie Mac 9609
Westwood Center Dr Vienna VA 22183 phone nunber 703 9032000 However GlAAC
mortgage LLC is currently servicing your account and PlB inquiries should be directed to ouroffca
i
The account has been trarferred to our attorneytrustee begin foreclosure proceedings Please
contact our attorney or trustee Executive Trustee Servlobs at 1 800 6653932 to obtain payoffinformation and verify the amount required to reinstats the account
Please bo advised the other iriltirmation requested is subiPot to business and trade practices whcarc proprietarl and confidential or is not applicable w this account
If after reviewing this information you have any specifld questions or concerns regarding themortgage loan servicing of this account please contact Clustomer Care at 1 8007664622








November 3,201 I) 
Runft and Steele 
Attn Jon M Steele 
1020 W Main Street Suite 400 
Boise [0 83102-5779 
RE: AceollJ'lt Number 
Mortgagor 
Properly Address 
Dear JOTI M. S~eele: 
0413193036 
Gregory A Renshaw 
3480 South Pimmit Pfilye 
&ise ID 8: 106 
I 
hiS" l tt r is in ces se t  r i lr  re ar i  the a~ove-referenced account. 
1 
Per your requesc, enclosed are copies ofthe Note, Mottg~ge. HtfD-T Settle ent State ent and the 
account history. ; 
The current master ser'lieer is Freddie Ma~, The current,owner of your lean is Freddie Mac, 8609 
Westwood Ceoter Dr. Vienna, VA 22183, phone numbet 703-903-2000, However, GM.AC 
Mortgage, LLC is currently l!~l'Yicing your account, and ~I inquiries should be directed to our 
office. 
i 
The account has been tra.n~erred to our attorney/trustee fo begin foreclosure proceedings. prease 
con1".1ct Our attorney or trustee, c«ccutive I'rust.::e ServioOB, at 1-800-665-3932, to obtain payoff 
infonnatioo and verify the amount required to reinstate tre account. 
Please be ad',ised the other information requested is subj~ct to business and trade practices. wMch 
are proprietary and confidential or Is !lot applicable Co this a.ccount. 
If after reviewing this infonnation, you have any spec:ifl{j questions or concerns regarding the 
mortgage loan servicing of this accOl.ll1~ please contact dustomer Care at 1-80~ 766-4622 
between the nOIJrs of 6:00 am to [0;00 pm CT Monday ttu"ougll Frida.y and 9:00 am to 1;00 pm 





3<+51 Hamn""bJ A'lL 
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06 COF WITHDRAWAL t o P9 4p
Instructions on back of application SCrii OFSTATE
STAfr Ci UAl
To the Secretary of State ofIdaho
Pursuantto Section 3011524 Idaho Code the undersigned Corporation hereby applesfora
certificate of withdrawal Pram the Slate of Idaho and for that purpose submits the following statement
1 The name of the corporation Is
Residential Funding Corporation
The namewhich it used In Idaho Is
Residential Funding Corporation
2 It is incorporated under the Taws of Delaware
3 it is not transacting business in the State of Idaho
4 Ithereby surrenders Its authority to transact business In said state
5 It revokes the authority ofits registered agent in the State of Idaho to accept service of process and
consents that service of process in any action suit or proceeding based upon any cause of action
arising in the State of Idaho during the time it was authorized to transact business therein may
thereafter be made on it by registered or certified mail to the corporation at the address listed In item
ebelow
6 Thepost office address towhich process against the corporation maybe mailed is
9400 Normandale Lake Boulevard Minneapolis MN 55437
7 It agrees to notify the Secretary of State of the State of Idaho of any change to the address in Item6
Signature IA
Typed Name Itenneth M Duncan
CapBCity Acting Chief Financial Officer
CustomerAcct
R Umqpowp4m
Seovtvy ofState use only
N
IMSEERETA f OF STATE
10120 605
1fE980 Ga 2918 FORVIT1 2
i 0 288@ a II98
jEXPEDITE
C 1113





I I  OR.CERTIFICATE 
  06 acr 10 PH~.: 00 
(Insfnl ti   d<  ti } 
 t  r t r  f t t  f I  . 
SECKi~~l.':;/ OF STAlE 
t t: OF ID HO 
r tt  ti  0-1-1S20,l  ., l  rsi ned r r ti  r y- n  f r  
rtifi t  f it r l fro  t  l t  f I o,  far ! t r  it  t  f ll i  t t t 
.   f t  r ti  I : 
si tial in9 0! r tion 
       : 
 Undin   
2. It is incorporated under the laws of -::.D;:,:el:.:;4:.:'I1=ar:.;B=--_____________ _ 
. It I  t t ti  i  i  t  l   I . 
4. It hereby surrenders its autl10rity to tr s ct business In said state. 
5. It r v k s t  t rity etit  r ist r  t i  t  t t  f I  t  t s rvic  r r c ss  
t   i  t e  i   i ,   i       s l  
risi  In t  l t  f I  ri  t  ti  It s t riz  to tr s ct buatnQes t r i  y 
! r ft r e   it  r ist r'  r c rtifi  il t  ttJe r r ti  t t  r $ ll t  I  He  
6., l . 
.  t ffi  r  t  i  re  i t t  r r ti    il  I : 
8  a  a e r , oli ,  S '  
7. It agrees to notify the Secretary or tate of the Stale of Idaho af any change to the address In Ite  6. 
 K  ,  
pa~    c  
U t r I If. : 
SectetaIY of SlatB use only 
lDllHlJ C RY   0/11/2&06 eS:8e 
Cl: 1584967 eTr 74184 l1l-I1 979427 
1 • 21.18. 1.19 ~ UITHDR •  







1 BEN YSURSA Se6rdtary ofStatb of theState of daho hereby certify that
Application for Certificate ofWithdrawal from this State has been recelved in this office
and is found to conform to Jaw
ACCORDINGLY arid byvirtue rftie authority vested in mebylaw i issue this
Certificate of Withdrawal and attach hereto apkate of the Application for such
Certificate
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grrck F lwe to Pr Thrs Ar
December 14 2010
Upsidedown homeowners increase in Treasure Valley
Statesman staff
The number of Treasure Valley homeowners who are underwater or upsidedown on their mortgages is going up a
new report says
Thirtysix and a half percent of all Valley homeowners with mortgages owed more on those mortgages last quarter
than the homes were worth according to CoreLogic a California company that analyzes realestate data Thatsup
from 34 percent in the second quarter of2010
Core Logic said Monday that 47172 Valley mortgages were underwater last quarter up from 44524 in the spring
quarter
close
An additional 6 percent or724 mortgages were held by people who owned less than 5 percent of the equity in their
houses Thats up only slightly from7687
The local rate includes homes in Ada Canyon Boise Gem and Owyhee counties
Nationally the percentage of underwater houses is going down Coretogicsaid it fell for the third straight quarter to
225 percent of all homes But thafs primarily due to foreclosures not an increase in home values
For more details pick up Tuesdays Idaho Statesman
littp20101213vprint1453764htpsidedown homeownersi 125201PLF 00220002122
Jd hoStateslnan"com 
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In August 2010 Renshaw was served with 1 Notice
ofDefault and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust
and 2 Notice ofTrusteesSale
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 34
002124
In Ugllst 2010 ensha  "vas served vvith (1) otice 
          
and (2) otice of Trustee's Sale. 
s  
Source: o eco ings Financial, , ortgage lectronic 
e istrati  ste s, I c.  ec ti e r stee er ices, C's 
ns er o First ended o plaint nd e and For Jury rial, ~  
In August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt
Validation Notice naming Mortgage Electronic
Registation Systems Inc as his current creditor
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial T 34
002125
 ugllst ,      
id  tice na ing ortgage  
egistation Syste s, Inc. as his current creditor .. 
s  
r : i  i ci l, , rtga  l tr i  
istr ti  st s, I .  ti e r ste  r i s, C's 
Answer To First A ended Co plaint And De and For Jury Trial, ~ 34 
Homecomings MFRS and Trustee have scheduled
a foreclosure sale of Renshawshome for December
29 2010 at 100pm
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 34
002126
o eco ings, E S, and Trustee have scheduled 
 ore los re   shaw's    
29, 2010 at 1 :00 p.m .. 
s  
Source: Ho eco ings Financial, LLC, ortgage Electronic 
Registration Systems, Inc. And Executive Trustee Services, LLC's 
ns er To First ended o plaint nd e and For Jury Trial, ,-r  
The Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell and the
Notice ofTrusteesSale state that the beneficiary
interest in Renshaw property is held by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLCs
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 34
002127
 ice      l    
otice of rustee's Sale state that the beneficiary 
interest in enshaw's property is held by ortgage 
lectronic egistration Syste s, Inc. 
s i  
rce: ec ings i a cial, , rtga e lectr ic 
i tr ti  t s, I .  ti  r st  r i s, C's 
s er  irst e e  lai t  e a  r J r  rial, ,-r  
No sale transfer or assignment ofRenshawsDeed
of Trust has been recorded in Ada County Idaho
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLCs
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 40
002128
o sale, transfer or assign ent of enshaw's eed 
of Trust has been recorded in da ounty, Idaho. 
  
r : i s i i l, , rtga  l tr i  
egistration yste s, Inc. nd xecutive rustee ervices, C's 
s r  irst e  l i t   r r  ri l, ~  
Renshaw on October 15 2010 has by a qualified
written request requested that the current holder of
the Note and the current holder of the Deed of Trust
be identified and that the scheduled foreclosure sale
be cancelled
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 42
002129
ensha  on ctober 15,2010 has, by a qualified 
ritte  re est, re este  t at t e c rre t l er f 
           
 ie        
 el d. 
s  
r : i s i i l, , rtga  l tr i  
Registration Syste s, Inc. nd Executive Trustee Services, LLC's 
ns er o First ended o plaint nd e and For Jury rial, ~  
Renshaw again on November 11 2010 by a
qualified written request requested that certain
documents be produced and that the scheduled
foreclosure sale be cancelled
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 45
002130
ensha , again, on ove ber 11,2010, by a 
qualified written reqllest, requested that certain 
docu ents be produced and that the scheduled 
re los re   ll . 
s  
ource: o eco ings inancial, , ortgage lectronic 
Registration Systems, Inc. And Executive Trustee Services, LLC's 
ns er o irst ended o plaint nd e and or Jury rial, ~  
Homecomings is not the current homer of the
Renshaw Note
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 47
002131
o eco ings is not the current holder of the 
 . 
s  
ource: o eco ings inancial, , ortgage lectronic 
egistration Syste s, Inc. nd Executive Trustee Services, LLC's 
ns er o irst ended o plaint nd e and or Jury rial, ~  
Homecomings is not in possession of the Renshaw
Note
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLCs
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 47
002132
o eco ings is not in possession of the ensha  
. 
ts  
Source: Ho eco ings Financial, LLC, ortgage Electronic 
Registration Syste s, Inc. nd Executive Trustee Services, LLC's 
ns er  irst ende  l i t   r J r  ri l, ,-r  
Homecomings is not the current beneficiary of the
Renshaw Deed of Trust
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 47
002133
o eco ings is not the current beneficiary of the 
 ee   nlSt. 
ts  
Source: o eco ings Financial, , ortgage lectronic 
Registration Syste s, Inc. And Executive Trustee Services, LLC's 
ns er To First ended o plaint nd e and For Jury Trial, ~  
Homecomings has assigned the Renshaw Note
without recourse
Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Note
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 48
002134
o eco ings has assigned the enshavv ote 
th  . 
efe a ts a it t at o eco i gs as 
a e  s e e     t . 
Source: o eco ings Financial, LLC, ortgage Electronic 
egistration Syste s, Inc. nd xecutive rustee Services, C's 
ns er To First ended Co plaint nd e and For Jury Trial, ~  
Homecomings has assigned the Renshaw Deed of
Trust without recourse
Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Deed of
Trust
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 50
002135
ec i s as assi e  t e e shavv ee  f 
  rse. 
efe a ts a it t at o eco i gs as 
a s e   e       
t. 
rce: ec ings i a cial, , rtga e lectr ic 
egistration Syste s, Inc. nd xecutive rustee Services, C's 
s er  irst e e  lai t  e a  r J r  rial, ~  
HERS has no financial interest in the Renshaw
Note
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLCs
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 52
002136
ME         
te. 
 it. 
rce: ec i s i a cial, , rtga e lectr ic 
istr ti  st s, I .  ti  r st  r i s, C's 
ns er o irst ended o plaint nd e and or Jury rial, ,-r  
Homecomings does not represent and is not the
agent of the current holder of the Renshaw Note
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLCs
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 54
002137
ec i s es t re rese t a  is t t e 
a e t f t e c rre t l er f t e e s a  te. 
 it. 
r : i gs i ci l, , rtga e l tr i  
egistration Syste s, Inc. nd xecutive rustee Services, C's 
ns er  irst e e  lai t  e a  r J r  rial, ~  
Homecomings does not represent and is not the
agent of the current holder of the Renshaw Deed of
Trust
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial T 54
002138
ec i s es t re rese t a  is t t e 
agent of the current holder of the ensha  eed of 
nISt. 
 it. 
Source: o eco ings Financial, , ortgage lectronic 
e istrati  ste s, I c.  ec ti e r stee er ices, C's 
ns er o First ended o plaint nd e and For Jury rial, ~ 54 
MERS does not represent and is not the agent of the
current holder of the Renshaw Note
Defendants admit MERE does not represent
the current holder of the Note and deny it is not
the agent of the same
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLCs
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 55
002139
 es t re rese t a  is t t e a e t f t e 
     t . 
efendants ad it S does not "represent" 
t e c rre t ol er f the ote a  e y it is ot 
t e" agent" f t e s e. 
ource: o eco ings inancial, , ortgage lectronic 
istr ti  st s, I .  ti  r st  r i s, C's 
ns er To First ended o plaint nd e and For Jury Trial, ~  
That the Renshaw Deed of Trust names Pioneer Title
Company ofAda County as trustee
Defendants adroit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLCs
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 57
002140
         
a  f a t  as tnlstee. 
 mit. 
ource: o eco ings inancial, , ortgage lectronic 
e istrati  ste s, I c.  ec ti e r stee ervices, LC's 
ns er o irst ended o plaint nd e and or Jury rial, ~  
Homecomings is not the beneficiary of the Deed of
Trust
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial T 76
002141
o eco ings is not the beneficiary of the eed of 
t. 
s it. 
Source: o eco ings Financial, , ortgage lectronic 
egistration yste s, Inc. nd xecutive rustee ervices, C's 
s r  irst  l i t   r J r  ri l, ,-r  
Homecomings has no interest in the Note or Deed of
Trust it seeks to foreclose
Defendants admit only that Homecomings has no
interest in the Note or Deed of Trust
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 78
002142
ec i s as  i terest i  t e te r ee  f 
    l se. 
efendants ad it only that o eco ings has no 
e e        t. 
Source: o eco ings Financial, LL , ortgage Electronic 
egistration yste s, Inc. nd xecutive rustee ervices, C's 
ns er o First ended o plaint nd e and For Jury rial, ~  
Homecomings does not hold possession of the Note
Defendants admit
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 80
002143
i s s t l  ss ssi  f t  te. 
 it. 
Source: o eco ings Financial, , ortgage lectronic 
istr ti  st s, I .  ti  r st  ervi s, C's 
ns er o irst ended o plaint nd e and or Jury rial, ~  
That Homecomings MFRS and Trustee have stated
the following facts to Renshaw
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed of
Trust
bThat MFRS has the authority to foreclose on
Renshawsproperty
c That Homecomings has the authority to
foreclose on Renshawsproperty
dThat Trustee has the authority to foreclose on
Renshawsproperty
Defendants admit the allegations in subparts a
and b and deny the allegations in subpart c to
the extent it references statements regarding the
present status of the loan With respect to
subpart d Defendants admit Defendants may
have represented that the Trustee has the
authority to hold a foreclosure sale
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLC
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 85
002144
hat o eco ings, 1tIERS and nlstee have stated 
t  f ll vvi  f t  t  haw: 
.   is the beneficiary of the eed of 
t. 
.  E    a t rit  t    
enshaw's property. 
.  o eco ings   authority  
foreclose on enshaw's property. 
d. hat rustee has the authority to foreclose on 
Renshaw's property. 
efendants ad it the allegations in subparts (a) 
and (b) and deny the allegations in subpart (c) to 
t e e te t it refere ces st te e ts re r i  t e 
present status of the loan. ith respect to 
s art (d), efe a ts a it efe a ts ay 
have represented that the rustee has the 
authority to hold a foreclosure sale. 
rce: ec i s i a cial, , rtga e lectr ic 
egistration Syste s, Inc. nd xecutive rustee Services, C's 
s er  irst e e  lai t  e a  r J r  rial, ,-r  
That such statements are false
Defendants deny that those statements in
subparts a and b are false Defendants admit
that the statement in subpart c is presently
false Defendants admit that the statement in
subpart d is false but clarify by stating that the
Trustee has the authority to hold a foreclosure
sale
Source Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc And Executive Trustee Services LLCs
Answer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 86
002145
    l e. 
efe a ts e y t at t ose state e ts i  
s (a)  (b)  l .  i  
t t t  t t t i  rt (c) i  tl  
e.  i      
s rt (d) is f lse, t cl rif   st ti  t t t e 
rustee s t e t rit  t  l   f recl s re 
l . 
ource: o eco ings inancial, , ortgage lectronic 
istr ti  st s, I .  ti e r st  r i s, C's 
s er  irst e e  lai t  e a  r J r  rial, ~  
INTERROGATORY NO 10 Identify the current
and all former holders of the Renshaw Promissory
Note and Renshaw DOT
ANSWER NO 10Homecomings identifies
the following entities as current and former
investors in the Renshaw Promissory Note and
Renshaw DOT Idaho Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation Residential Funding Company
LLC Homecomings Financial LLC
Homecomings identifies the following entities as
current and former servicers and subservicers of
the loan GMAC Mortgage LLC Homecomings
Financial LLC Residential Funding Company
LLC
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories And Requests For
Production OfDocuments
002146
 . 0: I tif  t  rr t 
and all for er holders of the ensha  Pro issory 
   T. 
S  . 10: .... o eco ings identifies 
t  f ll i  titie   t   
investors in the Rensha  Pro issory ote and 
ensha  : Idaho o e oan ortgage 
Corporation, Residential Funding Co pany, 
, o eco ings inancial, . 
o eco ings identifies the follo ing entities as 
   s  r   
the loan: C ortgage, LLC, o eco ings 
Financial, LL , esidential Funding o pany, 
. 
Source: efendant o eco ings Financial, LL 's ns ers nd 
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories And Requests For 
  c e ts 
INTERROGATORY NO






ANSWERNO 11 Homecomings identifies the
custodian of the Renshaw Promissory Note
and Renshaw DOT as the MERS certifying
officer of GMAC Mortgage LLC
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories And Requests For
Production OfDocuments
002147
 . 1: Identify  
    r iss r    
 T. 
 . 1: ... ec i s i e tifies t e 
"custodian" of the ensha  ro issory ote 
and ensha   as the S certifying 
officer of  ortgage, . 
r : e t ings i cial, C's   
esponses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories nd equests For 
   
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS NO 3 Produce the original
Renshaw Promissory Note and any endorsements
and the original Renshaw DOT and any
assignments
RESPONSE NO 3 Homecomings does not
possess the original Renshaw Promissory Note
or the original Renshaw DOT
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories And Requests For
Production OfDocuments
002148
    
 .3: Produce the original 
e s a  r iss r  te a  a  e rse e ts 
and the original ensha   and any 
i t . 
SP S  .3: o eco ings does not 
ossess t e "origi al" e s a  ro issory ote 
 t  "origi al" s  . 
Source: efendant o eco ings Financial, C's ns ers nd 
es ses  lai tiffs irst et f I terr at ries  e ests r 
   
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS NO 5 Produce all documents
naming the current and all former owners or holders
of the Renshaw Promissory Note
RESPONSE NO 5 Homecomings objects to this
request on the grounds that it is vague
ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of
the terms owner and holder
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set OfInterrogatories And Requests For
Production OfDocuments
002149
    
 .5:  l   
a i  t e c rre t a  ll f r er    
of the ensha  ro issory ote. 
 .5: o eco i gs o jects to t is 
e est  t  s t t it is , 
a biguous, and undefined as to the eaning of 
 s" o er"  "ho er." 
rce: efe a t ec i s i a cial, C's s ers  
esponses o Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories nd equests For 
ti   t  
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS NO 6 Produce all documents
naming the current and all former owners or holders
of the Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE NO 6 Homecomings objects to this
request on the grounds that it is vague
ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of
the terms owner and holder
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories And Requests For
Production OfDocuments
002150
    
 . :  l   
i  t  rr t  ll f r r rs r l rs 
   . 
SP S  .6: o eco ings objects to this 
request on the grounds that it is vague, 
a i s, a  efi e  as t  t e ea i  f 
 s" ow r"  "ho er." 
ource: efendant o eco ings inancial, C's ns ers nd 
esponses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories nd equests For 
  s 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 43 Admit that
you MERS and Trustee scheduled a foreclosure
sale ofRenshawshome for December 29 2010 at
100PM
Homecomings admits
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiffs First Set Of Requests For Admission
002151
   . 3:   
, ,  nlst  s l   f r l s r  
l   nshaw's    ,  t 
 : 0 p.m. 
i gs it  
r e: f t i s i cial, C's s rs  
l i tiff  ir t t  t  r is i  
REQUEST FORADMISSION PTO 51 Admit that
any effort to foreclose a deed of trust by a party
lacking authority to carry out a foreclosure is void
RESPONSE NO 51 Homecomings answers by
admitting only that nonjudicial foreclosure of a
deed of trust should comply with the
requirements of the Idaho Trust Deed Act Ie
451502 et seq
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiffs First Set Of Requests For Admission
002152
u   1' IS  NO. 1: i   
any effort to foreclose a deed of trust by a party 
lac i  a t rit  t  carr  t a f recl s re is i  
SP S  . 51: o eco ings ans ers by 
ad itting only that non-judicial foreclosure of a 
ee  f tr st s l  c l  it  t e 
i e e ts f t  I  st  t, I.e. § 
- 150 , et seq. 
Source: efendant o eco ings Financial, C's ns ers o 
lai tiffs irst et f e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 68 Admit that
you are not the current holder of the Renshaw
Promissory Note
Homecomings admits
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiffs First Set OfRequests For Admission
002153
  IS  . 8:   
 r  t t  Cllrr t l r f t  s  
r i r  t . 
ec i gs its 
rce: efe a t ec i s i a cial, C's s ers  
l i tiffs irst t f sts r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 69 Admit that
you are not in possession of the Renshaw
Promissory Note
Homecomings admits
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiffs First Set OfRequests For Admission
002154
   . 9: i   
you are not in possession of the ensha  
r i r  t . 
i  it  
r : f t i s i ci l, C's s rs  
lai tiffs irst et f e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 70 Admit that
you are not the current beneficiary of the Renshaw
DOT
Homecomings admits
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiff s First Set OfRequests For Admission
002155
   . 0: i   
you are not the current beneficiary of the ensha  
. 
ec i s its 
Source: efendant o eco ings Financial, C's ns ers o 
lai tiffs irst et f e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71 Admit that
you assigned the Renshaw Promissory Note without
recourse
Homecomings admits
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiffs First Set OfRequests For Admission
002156
  IS  . 1:   
you assigned the ensha  Pro issory ote ithout 
rse. 
o eco i gs a its 
r : f t ings i ci l, C's s ers  
lai tiffs irst et f e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 72 Admit that
only the holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note
and the Renshaw DOT or other authorized person or
entity may foreclose the Renshaw DOT
Homecomings admits that authorized persons or
entities may foreclose the Renshaw DOT
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiffs First Set OfRequests For Admission
002157
  IS  . :   
l  t e l er f t e e s a  r iss r  te 
 t  s   r t r t ri  rs  r 
entity ay foreclose the ensha  T. 
ec i gs its t t t rize  ers s r 
e tities ay foreclose t e e s a  . 
ource: efendant o eco ings inancial, C's ns ers o 
l i tiffs irst t f ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 75 Admit that
you assigned the Renshaw DOT without recourse
Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Deed of
Trust
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiffs First Set Of Requests For Admission
002158
   . :   
YOll assi e  t e e s a   it t rec urse. 
efe a ts a it t at o eco i gs as 
a e   e       
t. 
Source: efendant o eco ings Financial, LLC's ns ers To 
laintiffs irst et f equests or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 82 Admit that
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the
current holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note
Defendants adroit
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiffs First Set Of Requests For Admission
002159
   . 2: i   
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the 
current holder of the ensha  Pro issory ote 
 mi  
ource: efendant o eco ings inancial, C's ns ers o 
l i tiffs irst t f sts r issi  
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 84 Admit that
MERS has no financial interest in the Renshaw
Promissory Note
Defendants admit
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCs Answers To
Plaintiffs First Set OfRequests For Admission
002160
  lV ISS  . 4:   
        
r iss r  te. 
s i  
r : f t i s i i l, C's s rs  
lai tiffs irst et f e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 86 Admit that
MERS does not represent and is not the agent of the
current holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note
Defendants admit MERS does not represent
the current holder of the Note and deny it is not
the agent of the same
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiffs First Set Of Requests For Admission
002161
   . 6: i   
S does not represent and is not the agent of the 
current holder f the ensha  ro issory ote. 
efe a ts a it  oes ot "represent" 
the current holder of the ote and deny it is not 
t e" ag nt" f t  . 
r e: fe t i s i cial, C's s rs  
laintiffs irst et f equests or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 111 Admit
that you are not the beneficiary of the Renshaw
DOT
Defendants admit
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To
Plaintiffs First Set OfRequests For Admission
002162
  IS  . 1: i  
t at  are t t e e eficiar  f the ensha  
. 
 it. 
rce:  s cial, C's   
l i ti       s  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 115 Admit
that you do not hold possession of the Renshaw
Promissory Note
Defendants admit
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCs Answers To
Plaintiffs First Set OfRequests For Admission
002163
  N IS  . 5:  
that you do not hold possession of the ensha  
r is r  t . 
s it. 
rce: efe a t ec i s i a cial, C's s ers  
laintiffs irst et f equests or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 123 Admit
that you MFRS and Trustee stated the following
facts to Renshaw
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed
ofTrust
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose
on Renshawsproperty
c That you have the authority to foreclose on
Renshawsproperty
d That Trustee has the authority to foreclose
on Renshawsproperty
Defendants admit the allegations in subparts a
and b of and deny the allegations in subpart
c of to the extent it references statements
regarding the present status of the loan With
respect to subpartd Defendants admit
Defendants may have represented that the
Trustee has the authority to hold a foreclosure
sale
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCs Answers to
Plaintiffs First Set of Requests For Admission
002164
   . 3:  
t t u, E , and Trustee stated the follo ing 
  shaw: 
. at  is t e e eficiar  f t e ee  
 t. 
.   has the authority to foreclose 
on enshaw's property. 
. hat you have the authority to foreclose on 
enshaw's property. 
. That Trustee has the authority to foreclose 
on enshaw's property. 
efendants ad it the allegations in subparts (a) 
and (b) of and deny the allegations in subpart 
(c) f t  t  t t it efe e ces st t ts 
re r i  t e rese t st t s f t e l . it  
res ect t  s rt (d), efe ts it 
efe a ts ay ave re rese te  t at t e 
rustee has the authority to hold a foreclosure 
l . 
: e e  o eco ings Financial, 's ns ers  
Plaintiffs First Set of equests For d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIOV NO 124 Admit
that such statements see above Request for
Admission No 123 are false
Defendants deny that those statements in
subparts a and b are false Defendants admit
that the statement in subpart c is presently
false Defendants admit that the statement in
subpart d is false but clarify by stating that
the Trustee has the authority to hold a
foreclosure sale
Source Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCs Answers to
Plaintiffs First Set of Requests For Admission
002165
  N . 4: i  
  t t  (see  equest  
d ission o. 123)  e. 
     i  
s rts (a)  (b) re f lse. efe ts it 
that the state ent in subpart (c) is presently 
.       
subpart (d) is false, but clarify by stating that 
the rustee has the authority to hold a 
e e le. 
r e: e  i s cial, C's ns ers  
laintiffs irst et f equests or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NOX Admit that in
August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt
Validation Notice naming Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc as his current creditor
VIERS admits
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002166
   .8:    
t 0,  l  r i   t 
alidation otice na ing ortgage lectronic 
i tr ti  t s, I   i  rr t r ditor. 
M  it . 
ource: efendant ortgage lectronic egistration yste s, lnc.'s 
s ers  es ses  lai tiffs irst et f I terr at ries, 
equests or roduction f ocu ents, nd equests or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10 Admit that
the Notice of Default and Election to Sell and the
Notice of TrusteesSale state that the beneficiary
interest in Renshaw property is held by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc
MFRS admits
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002167
   . 0: it t t 
   f lt  t   l    
otice of Trustee's Sale state that the beneficiary 
interest in enshaw's property is held by ortgage 
lectronic egistration yste s, Inc. 
E  it . 
rce: efe a t rtga e lectr ic e istrati  ste s, I c.'s 
ns ers nd esponses o Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, 
equests  or roduction f ocu ents, nd equests or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 25 Admit that
no sale transfer or assignment ofRenshawsDOT
has been recorded in Ada County Idaho
MERS admits
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002168
  IS I  . : it t t 
no sale, transfer or assign ent of enshaw's  
has been recorded in da ounty, Idaho. 
 i . 
ource: efendant ortgage lectronic egistration yste s, Inc.'s 
s ers  s s s  l i tiffs irst t f I t rr t ri s, 
ts r r ti   t ,  t   r is i  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 27 Admit that
Renshaw on October 15 2010 has by a qualified
written request requested that the current holder of
the Renshaw Promissory Note and the current holder
of the Renshaw DOT be identified and that the
scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit
12 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
MERS admits
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002169
  I I  . 7:   
   ,  s, by  qualified 
ritten request, requested that the current holder f 
t e e s a  r iss r  te a  t e c rre t l er 
     e     
sc e le  f recl s re sale e ca celled. ee, i it 
12 to Plaintiffs' First ended Co plaint. 
 it . 
rce: efe a t rtga e lectr ic e istrati  ste s, I c.'s 
ns ers nd Responses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, 
equests F or Production f ocu ents, nd equests For d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32 Admit that
on November 19 2010 Renshaw through his
attorney received a letter stating that MERS
acts solely as a nominee for Lender See Exhibit
15 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
MERS admits
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002170
  I I  , 2: it t t 
on ove ber 19,2010 enshaw, through his 
attorney, received a letter stating that  " ... 
ts s l l  s  i  f r ender ... " ee, i it 
15 to Plaintiffs' First ended o plaint. 
 it . 
ource: efendant ortgage lectronic egistration yste s, Inc.'s 
s ers  es ses  lai tiffs irst et f I terr at ries, 
Requests For Production f Docu ents, And Requests For Ad ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 47 Admit that
the Renshaw DOT names Pioneer Title Company of
Ada County as trustee
MERS admits
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002171
  I I  . 7: it t t 
the ensha   na es Pioneer itle o pany of 
 t  s tr st e. 
 it . 
rce: efe a t rtga e lectr ic e istrati  ste s, I c.'s 
ns ers nd Responses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, 
equests For Production f ocu ents, nd equests For d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 48 Admit that
Trustee is not the trustee of the Renshaw DOT
HERS admits that Executive Trustee Services is
not the trustee of the Renshaw DOT but qualifies
the admission by stating that Executive Trustee
Services does not purport to be the trustee of the
Renshaw DOT Executive Trustee Services is the
attorneyinfact for Pioneer Lender Trustee
Services dba Pioneer Title Company of Ada
County
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002172
   . : it t t 
        T. 
M     s e    
not the trustee of the ensha  , but qualifies 
t e a issio  y stati g t at xec tive rustee 
Services does not purport to be the trustee of the 
 T.  uste  ce    
tt r e -in-fact f r i eer e er r stee 
Services d/b/a ioneer itle o pany of da 
t . 
r : fe t ortga e l tr i  istr ti  st s, I c.'s 
ns ers nd esponses o laintiffs irst et f Interrogatories, 
equests F or Production f ocu ents, nd equests For d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 69 Admit that
Homecomings is not the beneficiary of the Renshaw
DOT
MERS admits
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002173
  IS I  . 9: it t t 
ec i s is t t e e eficiar  f t e e s a  
T. 
 it . 
rce: efe a t rt a e lectr ic e istrati  ste s, I c.'s 
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, 
equests For Production f ocu ents, nd equests F or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71 Admit that
Homecomings has no interest in the Renshaw
Promissory Note or Deed ofTrust
HERS admits
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002174
  IS I  . : it t t 
i s   i t r t i  t   
Pro issory ote or eed of rust. 
ME  it . 
r : f t rtga  l tr i  istr ti  st s, I c.'s 
s ers  es ses  lai tiffs irst et f I terr at ries, 
equests For Production f ocu ents, nd equests For d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 81 Admit that
you Trustee and Homecomings stated the following
facts to Renshaw
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed of
Trust
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose on
Renshawsproperty
C That Homecomings has the authority to
foreclose on Renshawsproperty
d That Trustee has the authority to foreclose
on Renshawsproperty
MERS admits subparts a and b and denies
the allegations in subpart c to the extent it
references statements regarding the present
status of the loan With respect to subpart d
HERS denies
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002175
  IS I  . : it t t 
, r stee, a  ec i s state  t e f ll i  
  haw: 
. hat S is the beneficiary of the eed of 
t. 
. That E S has the authority to foreclose on 
enshaw's property. 
c. at ec i s as t e a t rit  t  
foreclose on Renshaw's property. 
. hat rustee has the authority to foreclose 
on enshaw's property. 
 a its s arts (a) a  (b), a   
 allegatio s  s art (c)     
e e e ces s regarding  present 
   .  res ect to s art (d), 
ME S . 
Source: efendant ortgage lectronic egistration Syste s, Inc.'s 
ns ers nd esponses o laintiffs irst et f Interrogatories, 
equests For Production f ocu ents, nd equests For d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 82 Admit that
such statements are false
MERS denies that those statements in subparts
a and b are false MFRS admits that the
statement in subpart c is presently false MERS
admits that the statement in subpart d is false
but clarifies by stating that Executive Trustee
Services as attorneyinfact for Pioneer Title
Company dba Pioneer Lender Trustee
Services has the authority to foreclosure
Source Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Incs
Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories
Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002176
  IS I  . : it t t 
   l e. 
S denies that those state ents in subparts 
(a)  (b)  l e. E  s   
state ent in subpart (c) is presently false. S 
a its t at t e state e t i  s art (d) is false, 
 l ifie   st ti    s e  
r i ,  tt r e -in-fact  r  
 /b/a   ste  
ervices, as t e a t ority to foreclosure. 
rce: efe a t ortgage lectr ic e istrati  ste s, I c.'s 
s ers  es ses  lai tiffs irst et f I terr at ries, 
e ests r r cti  f c ents,  e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 1 Admit that
you prepared and delivered to Renshaw
a Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under
Deed ofTrust
bNotice ofTrusteesSale
c Debt Validation Notice
ETS Admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLC Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set OfInterrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002177
  IS I  .1:   
you prepared and delivered to enshaw: 
. c       l   
  t. 
.Notice  tee's l . 
.  id  ice -. 
 it . 
r : f t ti e r ste  r i s, C's s rs  
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, Requests For 
r cti  f c ents,  e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 8 Admit that in
August 2010 Renshaw was served with 1 Notice of
Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust
and 2 Notice ofTrusteesSale
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002178
  IS  .8: it t t i  
ugust 2010 ensha  as served ith (1) otice of 
l     l      
 (2) ti  f r tee's l . 
 it . 
r e: f t ti  r st  r i s, C's s rs  
esponses o laintiffs irst et f Interrogatories, equests or 
r cti  f c e ts,  e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 9 Admit that
in August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt
Validation Notice naming Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc as his current creditor
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002179
  IS  .9:   
 t 0,   i    
~l t o   i  ortgage  
egistration yste s, Inc as his current creditor. 
 it . 
r e: fe t ti  r st  r i s, C's s rs  
es ses  lai tiffs irst et f I terr at ries, e ests r 
r ti  f ts,  sts r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10 Admit that
you MFRS and Homecomings scheduled a
foreclosure sale of Renshawshome for December
29 2010 at 100pm
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002180
  ISSI  . 10: d it that 
you, E S, and o eco ings scheduled a 
re los re   nshaw's    
,  at  : 0 p.m. 
 i . 
rce: efe a t ec ti e r stee er ices, C's s ers  
nses  l i tiffs ir t t f I t rr t ri , t  r 
r cti  f c e ts,  e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 11 Admit that
the Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell and the
Notice of TrusteesSale state that the beneficiary
interest in Renshaw property is held by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inca
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002181
S  F  ISSI  . 11: d it that 
       l    
tic  f r stee's l  st t  t t t  fi i r  
interest in enshaw's property is held by ortgage 
lectr ic e istrati  ste s, I c. 
 i . 
rce: efe a t ec ti e r stee er ices, C's s ers  
esponses o laintiffs irst et f Interrogatories, equests or 
r ti  f ts,  sts r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 12 Admit that
MERS is not the beneficial owner of the Renshaw
DOT
ETS admits that MERS is not the owner of the
Renshaw DOT ETS qualifies its admission by
stating that MERS is the beneficiary holding legal
title to interests granted by Plaintiff for the Deed
of Trust as nominee for the lender
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002182
  S  . 2:   
    nefi i l   t   
T. 
      e" o er"   
ensha  T. ETS qualifies its ad ission by 
stating that S is the beneficiary holding legal 
title to interests granted by Plaintiff for the eed 
 t,  e    er. 
ource: efendant xecutive rustee ervices, C's ns ers nd 
esponses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
r ti   t ,  t  r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 23 Admit that
no sale transfer or assignment ofRenshawsDOT
has been recorded in Ada County Idaho
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002183
   . 3: it t t 
no sale, transfer or assign ent f enshaw's  
s  r r  i   nty, I ho. 
 its. 
r :   s  r i s, C's   
esponses o laintiffs irst et f Interrogatories, equests or 
r ti  f nts,  sts r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 25 Admit that
Renshaw on October 15 2010 has by a qualified
written request requested that the current holder of
the Renshaw Promissory Note and the current holder
of the Renshaw DOT be identified and that the
scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit
12 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002184
  I I  . 5: it t t 
ensha  on ctober 15,2010 has, by a qualified 
ritt  r est, r st  t t t  rr t l r f 
t e e s a  r iss r  te a  t e c rre t l er 
     ti     
sc e le  f recl s re sale e cancelled. ee, i it 
12 to laintiffs' irst ended o plaint. 
 it . 
rce: efe a t ec ti e r stee er ices, C's s ers  
esponses o Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
r cti  f c e ts,  e ests  r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32 Admit that
you are not the holder of the Renshaw Promissory
Note
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002185
  IS  . 2: it t t 
you are not the holder f the ensha  ro issory 
te. 
 it . 
r : t ti  t  r i , C's   
esponses o Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
r cti  f c e ts,  e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 33 Admit that
you are not in possession of the Renshaw Deed of
Trust
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCsAnswers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002186
   . 3: it t t 
you are not in possession f the ensha  eed f 
t. 
 it . 
ource: efendant xecutive rustee ervices, C's ns ers nd 
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories, Requests For 
roduction f ocu ents, nd equests or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 34 Admit that
only the holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note and
the Renshaw DOT or other authorized person or
entity may foreclose the Renshaw DOT
ETS admits only that authorized persons or
entities may foreclose the Renshaw DOT
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002187
  IS  . 4:   
only the holder f the ensha  ro issory ote and 
the ensha   or other authorized person or 
tit   f r l  t   T. 
 s l    persons r 
tities  f e los  t  s  T. 
r e: t ti  t  rvi s, C's   
esponses o Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
r cti  f c e ts,  e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO
you have no financial interest in the




Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002188
   . 7:   
   fi i l i t r t i  t   
    T. 
 it . 
r e: t ti  st  rvi s, C's s   
esponses o laintiffs irst et f Interrogatories, equests or 
r cti  f c ents,  e ests r issi  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 38 Admit that
you have suffered no financial loss as a result of
nonpayment of the Renshaw Promissory Note
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002189
  IS  . :   
 a e s ffere   fi a cial l ss   l   
nonpay ent f the ensha  ro issory ote. 
 i . 
r : f t ti  r st  rvi s, C's s rs  
esponses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
Production f ocu ents, nd equests For d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 39 Admit that
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the
current holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002190
   . 9:   
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the 
current holder of the ensha  Pro issory ote. 
 it . 
r e: f t ti  r t  r i s, C's r   
esponses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
r ti  f ts,  t   r is i  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 40 Admit that
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the
current holder of the Renshaw DOT
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCsAnswers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002191
  I I  . 0: it t t 
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the 
     T. 
 it . 
Source: efendant xecutive rustee Services, C's ns ers nd 
esponses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
Production f ocu ents, nd equests For d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 44 Admit that
the Renshaw DOT names Pioneer Title Company of
Ada County as trustee
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002192
  IS  . 4:   
the ensha   na es Pioneer itle o pany of 
 t  s tr st e. 
 it . 
r e: f t ti  r ste  r i , C's r   
esponses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
Production f ocu ents, nd equests For d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NUJ 45 Admit that
you are not the trustee of the Renshaw DOT
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002193
  IS  O. : it t t 
 r  t t  tr st  f t  s  T. 
 it . 
r : t ti  ste  r i s, C's s e s  
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, Requests For 
roduction f ocu ents, nd equests or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NU 61 Admit that
you are not a party to the Renshaw Promissory Note
and Renshaw DOT
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002194
  IS I  O. : it t at 
 r  t  rt  t  t   r i r  t  
  . 
 it . 
r : f t ti  r ste  r i s, C's r   
es ses  lai tiffs irst et f I terr at ries, e ests r 
r ti  f nts,  t  r is i  
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 67 Admit that
Homecomings is not the beneficiary of the
Renshaw DOT
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002195
  lV ISS  . 7: it t t 
o eco ings  t  beneficiary   
 T. 
 it . 
r e: t ti  st  r i s, C's   
esponses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
roduction f ocu ents, nd equests  or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0 69 Admit that
Homecomings has no interest in the Renshaw
Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002196
  I I  O. 9: it t t 
ec i s       
r i r  t  r  . 
 it . 
r : f t ti  r ste  r i s, C's r   
esponses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
roduction f ocu ents, nd equests or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71 Admit that
Homecomings does not hold possession of the
Renshaw Promissory Note
ETS admits
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002197
  JVIISSI  . 1: it t t 
ec i s es t l  ssessi  f t e 
ensha  ro issory ote. 
 it . 
r e: fe t ti  r ste  rvi s, C's r   
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, Requests For 
Production f ocu ents, nd equests F or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 79 Admit that
you MFRS and Homecomings stated the following
facts to Renshaw
a That MFRS is the beneficiary of the Deed of
Trust
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose on
Renshawsproperty
c That you have the authority to foreclose on
Renshawsproperty
d That Homecomings has the authority to
foreclose on Renshawsproperty
ETS admits subparts ab and c as
attorneyinfact for the trustee With respect to
subpart d ETS denies
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
002198
  I I  . : it t t 
you, E S, and o eco ings stated the follo ing 
  haw: 
. hat E S is the beneficiary of the eed of 
t. 
. at  as t e a t rit  t  f recl se  
enshaw's property. 
. hat you have the authority to foreclose on 
enshaw's property. 
.  o eco ings   authority  
foreclose on enshaw's property. 
 a its s arts (a), (b), a  (c) (as 
attor ey-in-fact for t e tr stee). it  res ect to 
s rt (d),  e ies. 
rce: efe a t ec ti e r stee er ices, C's s ers  
esponses o Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, equests For 
roduction f ocu ents, nd equests  or d ission 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 80 Admit that
such statements are false
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION
NO 80 ETS denies that those statements in
subparts a b and c are false ETS admits
that the statement in subpart d is presently
false
Source Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCs Answers And
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For
Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
002199
  NII I  . : it t t 
   l e. 
    S  
. 0: ...     s  
subparts (a), (b)  (c)  e.  s 
    s art (d)  rese tly 
e. 
:    r i s, C's   
Responses To Plaintiffs First Set f Interrogatories, Requests For 





And When Recorded MailTo
Pioneer Lender TrusteeServices LLC
cExecutive Trustee Services LLC





ADA OC UNTY RECORDER J DAVID NAVARRO AMOURi 600 2
8013E iDANO 0900 0401 PM
t1 yy 1 11 11 1t 1 11DEPUTY 8044UnRings
RMHOED RREDURSi OF
199632010Pioneer
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of orTransfer in Trust executed byMELISSA LEE
BOHNENKAMP A SINGLE WOMAN as Grantor to ALLIANCE TITLE AND ESCROW as
Trustee in favor of MFRSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INCasBeneficiary dated13020 7recorded
211007as Instrument No107015779 and rerecorded official records of Ada County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently heldby MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County describing tend therein as follows
LOT41 IN BLOCK 7 OF CHAIYIPION PARK SUBDIVISION NO 2 ACCORDING PO
THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 89 OF PLATS AT PAGE s 10374
THROUGH IV77 OFFICIALRECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated13020 7 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 12200ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus fate charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is1054988as of31172009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of3111996together with interest thereon at the
current rateof6875 perannum frafn 1112008 until paid




- . . ,. 
,,--- ._-"._--_.. '-'''-'''' 
ADA C UNTY RECORDER J. llftVlD NAVARRO AMOUKT UD 2 
BOISE IDAHO 03I2iJl09 04:01 PM 
DEPUTY ftan~yJennlftP DIIIUIIIHlIUlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
BfCOROED -REQueST OF 113913320113 R~c:ordiDg eq t  By: 
 hen ecorded ail To: 
Pi r er Tr stee ervices, LtC 
clo c ti  Tr t  Services, LL  
225  rt  tari  Stre t, Suit  400 
rbank, Calif r i  9] -  
( 8) 60-1  
Loan o.: 7472552231 
T.S. No.:ID-177919-C 
Pione r 
    I   EL   
   
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC, is the 
uccessor rustee under the eed f or Trlmsf~r i  rust executed by I   
.  I  . as rantor. to I  I   R , as 
rustee, in favor of " E S"  I  IS I  S STE S, I C., 
S LEL  S I EE F R LE ER E I S FI IAL. LLC (FlKJA 
HO ECO INGS FINANCIAL NET ORK. INC.), as Beneficiary, dated 1/30/2007, recorded 
21112007. a'i Instrument No .107015779 and re-recorded • official records of Ada County, 
, t  i i  i t t i  i  i  tl  l   O   
IS I  S S S. I  •• Said eed of rust covers rear property situated in said 
ty,  la    : 
  I   1  ~I lO  .r  I I I  . , lI I  T  
THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF, FILED IN BOOK 89 OF PLATS AT PAGE (5) 10,374 
 )0,37 , I I  S   , . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated J 13012007. The nature of such breach beil1g: 
ailure t  pa  the t l  a e t e 121112008 f princi al, i terest andlor 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
ll s s t s s   fi i r  llTSllant to t e t nus  itions f 
i   f tr t. 
his a ount is $10,549.88 as 1 7/2009 
ll elinquencies are no  due, together ith paid a d accr ing t xes, assess e ts, tr stee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated with this 
foreclos re. The unpaid principal balance of $31 ,19 .36 together ith interest t ere  at the 
current rate of6.875% per annu  from 1 IIlf2008 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary ejects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obligati . 
PLF 04001 





PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California I S
I County of Los Angeles
On3172009 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
f the basis of satlsfactory evidence to be the persortswhosenames islare subscribed to thewithin instrument and
acknowledged to me that helsheAhey executed the some in hisertheir authorized capacitylesand that by
hislherltheirsignaturc on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf orwhich the persons acted
executed the instrument






o salary pubft coUfornln
Los Angelesco2039rbtyCommExpbes
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
OBTAINEDWILL BE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04002
002202
        
   
I - ] -C 
 
t d: 11712009 
   .   I   ERVI ES, 
  I   
: ee rte a. a t rize  si at r  
t te f lifornia } s.s. 
ODDly r  ngeles J 
n 3/1712009 before e, Patricia abb otary Public personally appeared ee C. rtega ho proved to e on 
the basis of sudsfactory evidence to be the person(s) hose name(s) Ware subscribed to the ithin inSlnl enl and 
ackno ledged to e that be/shtllhey executed !be sa e in hislher/their authorized capacity(ies), and Ihat by 
hislber'.tbeir signature(s) on the instru ent Ihe person(s), or the entity upon behalf or which the person{s) acted, 
executed the instru ent. 
I ccr1iJY under penalty of perjury under-the laws orlbe State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
c rrecr. 
~~-ture '7" (Seal) 
atricia abb 
IS ICE IS TTE P ING  ECT     I F TION 
      . 
  
Recording Requested By
And When Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC





ADA COUNTY RECOROFA J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 6011
ONE IDAHO 0012 M 0437FM
ff 11 t tt t 1I1 111111 g1 i IIDIFUfY 90nnleObarbillig It 1I tRECD NDRECU UOF
109045340Piateet
NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TSELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by TRAVIS BROWN and
TEGAN BROWN HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to TITLE ONE as Trustee in favor of
MERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS
NOdINEEFOhIONECOPiAtG3PfidANCIAL LLC OMECOIriINGS
FINANCIAL NETWORK Cas Beneficiary dated 101242 07 recorded 10290 7as
Instrument No107147457 d rerecorded official records ofAda County IDAHO die
beneficiary interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 16 OF SYCAMORE DRIVE SUBDIVISION NO3 ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOFFILED IN BOOK 10 OFPLATS AT PAGES529
OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated10240 7 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1112009 ofprincipal interest andlor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is133119as of4162009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessinants trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of31167598together with interest thereon at the
current rate of725per annum from 122008until paid





" ecording st  y: 
  ecor  ~J To: 
1 Pione  r  ervices,  
lo c ti   ervices, L  
 rt  t ri  tr et, i  400 
r ank, li  -  
(818) -1  
r~--------------------------------~' 
ADA COUNTY ilEC HDfR J. DAVID NA RR  A NT 6.01) 2 
 o.:  
.S. o.:ID-178 -C 
BOIS  IDA  Ofl21lOJ 04:31' PM 
DfPlIfY Bonnie Oberbillig 11111111111111111111111111111111111 
RECQRDEf)-REQUEST OF 199045340 
lllltur 
     O EL   
   
I  I   I  t t I    RVI S, , is t  
Successor rustee under the eed of or ransfer in rust executed by T IS  and 
I'l    I ,  r ntor. t  I  E,  t , i  f r  
"ME S"  I  I T I  . f C .• L   
OMINEE OR HOMEC MI GS FINANC .  (FIKIA HO ECOMINGS 
 ,]N .). as eneficiary, dated 10124/2007. recorded 1012912007. as 
 o . 47457\nd re-recorded J official records of da ounty, I . tllc 
 t   ic   tl      
OIS  n  , I .. aid eed of rust covers real property situated in said 
t ,     : 
 6   E  . ,    
FFI I  P  F, FI  I   10 F P S  PAGE(S) 529, 
I I  S   , I . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of rust ote dated 1012412007. he nature of such breach being: 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent due 11112009 ofprincipa1, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all s s t s s a  y i iar  rs t t  t  t s  itions f 
sai  ee  f tr st 
is a t is $13~ 1 .39  f 11612009 
ll delinquencies are nOW due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments. trustee's 
fees, att r ey's fees, costs a  a ances ade t  protect the sec rit  ass ciate  ith t is 
foreclosure. he Wlpaid principal balance 0($3) 1,675.98 togetber ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 7.25% per annu  fro  121112008 until paid. 










PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
a
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California 1 S
County of Los Angeles j
On4172009 before me Myron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis afsatisfactory evidence to be thepersons whose namesisaresubscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me that heshethey executed the samein htslhertheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hiserithe itsignature on the instrument the personsorthe entity upon behalf or which the personsacted
executed the instrument
1 certify under penalty PC uunder the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct j j




Nato psi 1743787n ubtic Cauternlo
Loa Mgetea County
262017
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTINGTO COLLECT A DEBTAND ANY INFORMATION
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES, LtC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES, 
 f  I   
:  rte a. a t rize  si at r  
Stat& of California } s.s. 
t  f os ngeles }. 
 /1712009 f r  , r  l  t l)' li  rs !l  r   . rt  ll  r  10   
 a s (}fsatisfactory ide ce t   t  rson{s) s  llme{s) s/are    it    
acknowledged to me tbat helshelthey executed the same in hislher/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by 
JUslher\lheir signahJre(s) on lite instrument the person(s). or the entity upon behalf or which the person(s) acted, 
exeeuted the instru ent. 
I t  er c 9' fpc· ry under the la s of the State of Ca1ifomia that the foregoing paragraph is !rue and 
correct. 
ignature -r--".~-=--"';:;<+--lI!~~r------ (Sea]) 
M kON !L\vno 
... o mlsSlon _ J J 0 Naforv p 143187 
. , IIblEo· CaUtol/JJo I c o _. • lor ~geI8' CounlV ! =;:v~~ 
IS FFICE IS TTE P ING O LECT     l F IUf JO  
T INED I L E    . 
PLF 04004 
rRecording Requested By
And When Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC






ADA COUNTYAECORDER J DAVID NORM AMOUNT 600
6015E IDAHO 04121109 0437 PM
RECORDED RREQUEST
Pioneer 109645342
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by STEPHEN D FORREST
AN UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to FIRST AMERICAN TITLE as Trustee in favor of
MERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS
NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGSFIAP3CIAL1dETrr10Dc113C as Beneficiary dated41112006 recorded 41192006 as Instrument No I 06060384 andreecorded official records
of Ada County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 1 IN BLOCK 9 OFWESTLAND ACRES SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE
PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 13 OF PLATS AT PAGE 871 RECORDS OF ADA
COUWY IDAHO
EXCEPTING THEREFROM THE NORTH 25 FEET OF THE WEST 125FEET
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated4112006 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due12009of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is502744as of4162009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of 11601894together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6125perannum from 122008 until paid




ec'ordi g eq sted y: 
~nd ben ecorded ail To~ 
Pio er r Tro t e Servicest LL  
c/o x cuti  Tr t e Services, LL  
2255 orth t ri  Stree~ Suit  400 
Burbank, alif  1504-  
( 8) 260-  
r~~~------------------__ , ____ __ 
ADA eoum R R J. DAViD NAVA RO AAIOI1NT 6.00 ~ 
BOISe IDAH  04/21/09 a4:31 PM 
Loan o,: 0428156541 
.S. o.:rD-1 7  -C 
g=E~:E~~~~~O IIIIIIJDJIIIIJlIIlIIJIIIJII/IJ 11111 
Pionaer 11391345342 
      L   
   
I  I   I  t t I    I , t . is t  
ss r r st  r t   f r r sf r i  r st t  y    
 I  . s r ntor, t  I  I  I E. s r st e, i  f r f 
"ME " '  I  l  n  TE . I C.,   
  DrvlE l  INANCI  NETWO~, INC., as Beneficiary, dated 
11112006, r r  11912006, s I str t  .1   r -recorde , ffi i l r r s 
of da County. I . the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by RT E 
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTE S. INC.. Said Deed of Trust covers real property 
t ate    ty,     : 
 lI       I I I , I    
P  F, FI  I   13  P S  P  871, S   
UNT , I . 
    S   E  2.5 . 
The Trustee hereby gives Dotice that a breach of the: obHgation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 4/1 ]12006. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 11112009 of principal. interest andlor 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and condition.'i of 
said deed of trust. 
his t is $5,027.44 as f 41l6/200~ 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing ta."'<:es, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect th~~~urity asso~iated with this 
fcrecdosure. The unpaid principal,balance oUl16,018.94 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of6.125% per annu  from 121112008 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 
o lig . 
PLF 04005 





PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN PACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of Califorulst SS
County of LosAngeles
On4172009 beforemeMyron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the parsonswhose name isdare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thathesWithey executed the same in hisertheir authorized capacityiesjand that by
hislherUeir signature an the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the personsacted
executed the instram
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On 4/17/2009 before e, yron Ravelo otary Public personally appeared Dee C. rtega who proved to e on 
Ihe basis of satisfactory evidence 10 be the person(s) hose name(s) jsfarc subscribed to the ithin instru ent and 
ackno ledged 10 e that helshe/they executed the sa e In bislber/tbefr authorized capacity(ies). and that by 
hisJher\lheir signature(s) an the instru ent the person(s), or the entity upon behalf or whicb the person(s} acted, 
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Pioneer
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed byPATRICK E TILMAN
and RALENAL TILMAN HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to TITLE ONEas Trustee in
favor of HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated102012005
recorded 1012612005 as Instrument No 1 05161391 andreecorded official records ofAda
County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which ispresently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEE EXHIBIT A ATTACHED HEREWITH
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated1020 5 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 11112009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is1033364as of422009
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances trade to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of3199000 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6375 peraum from 121200 until paid
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The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breacb of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of rust ote dated 10120/2005. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 1/112009 of principal. interest and/or 
i p   t i t ll e ts  t r after; l  l t  r ; t t r it  
aU s se e t swns a a ce   e eficiar  rs a t t  t e tenns a  c iti s f 
i   f tr t. 
his t s $10,33 .64 s f4J221 009 
AU delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees. attorney's fees, costs and advances made to protect the security associated ith this 
forecl s re. e ai  ri i l la ce fS319,90 .00 t et r it  i terest t r  t t  
current rate of 6.375% per annum from 121112008 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary elects to seJI or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
. 
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEYNFACT
j By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California
County of Los Angeles
On4222009 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared DeeC Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose nantesMire subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thathesheAhey executed the same in hivberthei authorized capacityiesand that by
hiscetheir signature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the personsacted
executed the instrurnem
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
Signatur Sea
atrticia Babb r YAMCLA 6A06
Comtnlsaton 1631316
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NOOF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by PATRICK J LUKE A
SINGLEMAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATO TITLE ESCROW INC
as Trustee in favor ofMERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS
INCSOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER HOMECOMINGSFINANCIALNFL
INC as Beneficiary dated21812004 recorded23004 as InstrumentNo 104D19942 and re
recorded official records of Ada County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently
held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust
covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOTS 123 4AND 5 IN BLOCK 26 OF DUNDEE SECONDSUBDIVISION
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK I OF PLATS
AT PAGIE 23 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated218004 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due2l009of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is47291 as of429009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of9858835together with interest thereon at the
current rate of1025per annum from 11112009 until paid
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I  I   I  t t I    RVI S, , is t  
ss r r st  Wi r The  f r r sf r i  r st t   I  1. ,  
 .  tor,   RANSNA nON  &  I C., 
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f C.,   r   LJ  I  fN"ANCi L NETWORK, 
.,  fi i ry.  118/2 4.  12312004.   o . 019   e-
recorded; official records of da County, I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently 
bel    I  I I  . I C.. ai  ee  f r st 
c ers rea] r ert  sit ate  i  sai  ty, escri i  la  t erei  as f ll s: 
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he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed ofT rust ote dated 2/}8I2004. The nature of such breach being: 
ailure to pay Ihe onthly pay ent due 2/112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; l s late charges~ t et er ith 
aU subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tenns and conditions of 
   t . 
his t is $4.729.41 s f /2912009 
U delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of$98,588.35 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 10.25% per annu  fro  11ln009 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
. 
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PIONEER UNDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
I
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of Califorala S
County of Los Angeles
On429009 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be thepersonswhose name isare subscribed to the within instrument andl
acknowledged to me that helshetheyexecuted the same in hisertheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hiAerltheir signature on the instrument the persons orthe entity upon behalforwhich the personsacted
executed the instrument






I Notary PubNc Calltornto
Los Angst99 CdwVy
NftyConm Tphas Dec12009
I THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS IIEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER tRUSTEE SERVICFS LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by BRENT A HASKELL and
JANETTE K HASKELLHUSBAND AND WIFE asGrantor to LAND AMERICA
TRANSNATION as Trustee in favor of MFRS MORTQAGEELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELYAS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGSMANCI4LNEWOF
INC as Beneficiary dated 511712007 recorded523007 as Instrument No107073797 and
reecorded official records of Ada County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 9 IN BLOCK 4OF CELESTIAL VILLAGE PHASE I SUBDIVISION
ACCORDING TO THE OFFIMLPLAT TIRERLOFFILED EfBOOK 89 OF PLATS
PAGES 10214 THROUGH 10219 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTYIDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated5172007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due21009of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
Thisamount is648383 as of5182009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of184000together with interest thereon at the
current rate of625perannum from12009 until paid
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The Trustee hereby gives llotice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 511712001. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 21112009 of principal. interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
aU subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions of 
s  deed  tr . 
is a mmt is $6.483.83 as SIlS12009 
U deljnquencies re flOW , together it  aid and a r ing ta , t , tr t e's 
fees, att rney"s fees, costs a  adV3IIces ade t  rotect the sec rit  ass ciated ith this 
foreclosure. he 'UIlpaid principal balance of$184,OOO.OO together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.625% per annu  fro  11112009 Mtil paid. . 









PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California I S
County of Los Angeles
On 511009 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose names Ware subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me that helsheAhey executed the same inhiserth i authorizedcapacityiesand that by
hjOeedheir signatures on the instrument thepersonsorthe entity upon behalf or which thepersonsacted
executed the Instrument
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
Signature Seal PAiRicW aces
icia Babb Comitfsslon 1631316
NQIoly Pubile CadiornL4 tos Angeles Countyxecis2ao
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILLBE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVENthat PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Decd of or Transfer in Trust executed by EDWARD DEHNE AN
UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to STEWART TITLE as Trustee in favor ofMFRS
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELYAS NOMINEE
FOR LENDER HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
4ETWORK INCas Beneficiary dated 121122006 recorded1282006as InstrumentNo
4 106195979 andreecorded official records of Ada County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in
which Is presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
Said Deed of Trust covers real propertysituated in said County describing land therein as
follows
LOT 16 AND 17 INBLOCK 17 OF HYDE PARXAD1011ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 1 OF PLATS AT PAGE 19 RECORDS
OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated12212006 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due412009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is70023 as of7152009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorneyfees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of2080 0 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7375 per annum from312009 until paid
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he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of Trust ote dated 1211212006. The nature of such breach being: 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent due 4/112009 f principal. interest andlor 
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLCBY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By DeeOrtega authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia S
County of Los Angeles
On 71152009 before me Myron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me ou
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose namesisare subscribed to the within Instrument and
acknowledged tonethathesheltheyexecuted the same in hislhertheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hiserttheir sigrtature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the personsacted
executed the instrument
I certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State of California that the fiaregoing paragraph is true and
correct J 1
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RECORDED REQUEST OF
Plooeer 1099850t4
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of orTransfer inTrust executed by ANNA M JONES AN
WOMAN as Grantor to LANDAI4IERICA TRANSNATION as Trustee in
favor ofHERS MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELY
AS NOMINEEFOR LENDERHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKA
HOMECOMNt3S FINANCK NETWORK INC asBeneficiary dated 101912006 recorded10112006 as InstrumentNo 106161665 andreecorded official records ofAda County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said
i County describing land therein as follows
LOT 22 IN BLOCK 4 OFWATERBURY PARK SUBDIVISION NO 2 ACCORDING
TO THE OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOI4 64 OF PLATS AT PAGES
6481 AND6482 AND iYIENDED BY AFFIDAVIT RECORDED SEFTEIVIBER 8 1994
AS INSTRUMENT NO 94081396 AND FURTHER AMENDEDBYAFFIDAVIT
RECORDED OCTOBER 3 1994 AS L STRUMENT NO 94088536 RECORDS OF ADA
COUNTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Mote dated 10192 06 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due412009of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is583475 as of71152009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance ofS1387500 together with interest thereon at the
current rateof7125 per annum from 3112009 until paid
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The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 10/912006. The nature of such breach being: 
ailure t  a  t e t l  a e t e 11/2009 f ri ci al, interest andlor 
i s a  s se e t i staUments e t ereafter; lus late c ar es; t et er it  
ll subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions of 
s   t . 
his a ount s $5,834.75  /1512009 
lJ delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accnting taxe~. assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
fore l s r . he aid ri i l alance f $13 8,15 . 00 toget er it  interest t ere  at t  
current rate of 7.125% per anntnn fro  3/112009 until paid. 











PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
1AS TTOR17E IF L
691C
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California s s
County of Los Angeles
On 711512009 before meMyron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons whose names Ware subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thathesheth yexecuted the same in hisertheir authorizedeapacityiesand that by
hWheritheir signotur on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the persousacted
executed strument
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of orTransfer in Trust executed byANNAM JONES AN
UNMARRIED WOMAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATION TITLE AND
ESCROW INC as Trustee infavor ofMFRS MORTGAGEELECTRONIC
REuISITCATONSYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOhfINEE FOR Ll3NDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKIAHOMECOMINGS FINANCTAINETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated I092 06recorded10112006 as InstrumentNtY 106161693 and
reecorded official records of AdaCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMSINC Said Deed
of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT S IN BLOCK 1 OF STRATE SUBDIVISIONACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL
PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 62 OFPLATS AT PAGES 6196 AND 6197
RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 10920 6 The nature of such breachbeing
Failive to pay the monthly payment due412009 ofprincipal interest aador
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is588490as of71512009
f
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing tares assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
i foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1417500 together with interest thereon at the
current rateof7125 per annum from312009until paid
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The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of Trust ote dated 10/912006. The nature of such breach being: 
ailure to a  the t l  a e t e 41112009 f ri ci al, i terest andlor 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
ll  s s    s  t  t  t     
s i    Il1lSt. 
is t s $5. 84.90   /15/2009 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing ta.><es, assess ents, trustee's 
fe , tt mey's fe , sts  ances ade t  r te t t e it  iate  it  t is 
foreclosure. The UIlpaid pdncipal balance of $141,150.00 together ith interest thereon at the 
cWTent rate f .12 % er a  fr  31112009 til ai . 









PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California I S
County of LosAngeles
On 71152009 before meMyron Ravelo Notary Public personalty appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose names isare subscribed to thewithin instrument and
acimowledged to me thathesheth yexecuted the some in hisiberthei authorized capacityiesand that by
hiserltheir signature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf orwhich thepersons acted
executedthe instttjenL
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NOTICIE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by ANNA M JONES AN
UNMARRIED WOMAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANI SNATION as trustee in
favor of MFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY
AS NOMINEE FOR LENDERHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FIKA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCK NEWORK INC asBeneficiary dated 10912 06 recorded
10112006 as Instrument No 106161665 and reecorded officio records ofAda County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 22 IN BLOCK 4 OF WATERBURY PARKSUBDI iONNo 2 ACCORDING
TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOFFILED INBOOK 64 OF PLATS AT PAGES
6431 AND 6482 AND AMEINIDED BY AFFIDAVIT RECORDED SEPTEM ER 8 1994
AS INSTRUi LENT NO 940SIS96 AND FURTHER AIVIMEDBY AFFIDAVIT
RECORDED OCTOBER31994 AS INSTRUMENT NO 94038536 RECORDS OF ADA
COUNTYIDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 10912 06 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due412009 ofpriju ipal interestandor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is583475 as of7152009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney feescosts and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1387500 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7125 perannum from 3112009 until paid
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The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation fot which such transfer is security 
bas occurred under the eed of  rust ote dated 10/912006. he nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 41112009 of principal. intexestandloI 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
U t s   fi iar  rs t t  t e t nns  itions  
s i  ee   tr t. 
his a ount is $5.834.75 s f 11512009 
ll linquencies r   , t t r ith aid  af.:cruing t s, ss ss ts, tr stee' s 
fees, att r ey's fees, costs and advances a e t  r tect t e sec rit  ass ciate  ith t is 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance of$138,750.00 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 7. 125% per annu  fro  3/112009 until paid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause tho trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
o i . 
L  04020 
yI
I









By DeeOrtega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of LosAngeles
On 71I52049 beforemeMyron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee COrtega who proved toInc on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswbose namcs islare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thathesheth y executed the same inhiserAheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hisberltheir signature on the Insttument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the persons acted
executed usbument
I certify an penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
Sign Sew MYRON 11AVt1L0
Myron veto Commlaeton iP 1763767 I
at Notary Publc CalHwntq
Loa Angeles County
cmktesaa aaxot
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NOTICE OFDEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by ANNA M JONES AN
UNMARRIED WOMAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATION TITLL AND
ESCROW INC as Trustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRA SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS MNANCIA4NETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated 10912 06 recorded10112006 as Instrument 106161698 and
reecorded official records of AdaCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently hold by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMSNC Said Deed
of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 5 IN BLOCK I OF STRATE SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE OFMCIAL
PLAT THEREOFMED IN BOOK62 OF PLATS AT PAGES 6196 AND 6197
RECORDS OFADA COUNTYIDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurredunder the Deed ofTrust Note dated 10920 6 The nature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due412009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is588490 as of71512009
i
i All delinquencies are now due togetherwith unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of14175000together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7125 per annum from312009 until paid
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of 1Las Angeles
On71512009 before meMyron Xavelo Notary Public personally appeared Pee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhosenamesWare subscribed to the within instrument and
aclatowledged to methat helshelthey executed the same in blaftrltheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hMerltheir signature on the instrument the personsorthe entity upon behalfor which the personsacted
executed the instrument
T certify uadere lcjof perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
MYRON RAVELO
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by STEPREN E LAATS and
JENNIFER L LAATS HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to PIONTER TITLECOMPANY
OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee in favor ofMERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS TNC SOLELY AS NOIA43NEE FORLFNDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCI4L NETWORKINC as Beneficiary dated31512007 recorded3162007 as Instrument N 107038253 and
reecorded official records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 15 IN BLOCK 5 OF ROSELEAF SUBDIVISION NO 2ACCORDING TOTIM
FLAT THKREOF FILED IN BOOK 93 OF PLATS AT PAGES 11111 THRU 11113
RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of TrustNote dated3152007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due4112009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments dine thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequentsums advanced by benefoiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is79168as of7152009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing takes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of2303 76 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of65 perannum from 3112009 until paid
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of Trust covers real property situated in said County, describing land therein as follows: 
 lSI   5 F S F S I ISI  .2, I   HE 
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S   TY, I . 
.. e r stee ere  i es tice t at a reac  f t e li ati  for ic  s c  tra sfer is securit  
s   t    t t   /1512007.      ing: 
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is   $7,791.68   /1 512009 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruiog ta.xes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance of$230,337.60 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.5% per annu  :fro  3/ J 12009 until paid. 
And that the Beneficjary elects to sell Ot" cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 
obligation_ 
  






PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC 13Y EXECUTRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
4G
ByDee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California as
County of Los Angeles
On715120134 before rue Myron Ravel Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortoga who proved to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswhose names Wam subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thatheshelthey executed the same inhiserth i authorized capacitylesand that by
histherltheir signature on the instrument the personsorthe entity upon behalf or which thepersons acted
executed the instntnteut
I certify under pSgaItM ofperjury under the laws of theState of California that the faragoing paragzaph is true and





THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
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n 111SIZOO9 beforo me, yron avelo otary Public personally appeared ee C. Ort~ga oo proved to e on 
the ba$is DC satisfact r  evidence to be the erson(s) hi>Se na e(s) are $Ubs<:ribed to the it i  instru ent and 
a l  t  IIlfl t t e/shc/they t  t  s  i  bislh rltheir t ri  apacity(ies).  t t  
hislher\their sigpatllre(s) on the instru ent the persDn(s), or the entity upon behalf or hich the person(s) acted, 
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correct. 
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Recording Requested By
And Wben Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under theDeed of or Transfer in Trust executed by RITAWEAVER AN
UNMARRIED WOMAN as Gmtor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATION TITLEAND
ESCROW INC ass Trustee in Ivor of MEI S MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEEFOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated 811012006 recorded
8152006 as Instruinant No 106131913 andreecorded official records ofAda County
IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which is presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrustcovers real property situated in said
County describing land tlmek as follows
SEE ATTACHEDEXHIBIT A
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under theDeed of Trust Mote dated 81102006 The nature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due412009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terns and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is545520as of7172009
All delinquencies are now due togetherwith unpaid and accruing taxes assessincats trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect thesecurity associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of14970756togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of675per annurn from312009 until paid
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as cc rre  under the eed f r st Note dated 811 012006. th  nature f such reac  being: 
Failure to paytbe onthly pay ent due 4/1/2009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges. together with 
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tenns and conditions of 
   t. 
 t  $5,455.20  f7/1712009 
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nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By R ie Solana authorized signatory
State of CallfbAia S
County of Los Angeles
On7172009 beforeme Dee C Ortega Notary Public personally appeared Rosalie Soltumo who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose name islare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me that helshelthey executed the same in hisiherltheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hWheAtheir signature on the instrutent the personslorthe entity upon behalf orwhich the personsacted
executed the instrument




ton t 674 2731
Dee C Ortega Notary public Caltlomic
Los Angeles County
Carnrttbts5urt32t2T0
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hi:;Jher\their sigx:sature(s) on the Instrmnent the penoll(s), arthe entity upon behalf or bicb the pernln(s) acted, 
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fXHIBIT A
SEE EXHIBIT Am ATTAMm
HIBIT Au
I A part of Lot 6 of the TFANXIN TRACT SUBDZVISION according to the official
i plat thereof filed in Book 7 of Plats at Page 33 records of Ada County
Idaho described as follows
Beginning at the Northeast corner of Lot 6 of the Rankin Tract thence
Westerly along the North boundary of Lot 6 a distance of 604 feet to the
REAL POINT OF BEGINNING thence
westerly along the North boundary of Lot 6 a distance of 600 feet thence
Southerly and parallel to the East boundary of Lot 6 a distance of 1266
feet more or Jess to the South boundary of Lot 6 thence
Easterly along the South boundary of Lot 6 a distance of 600 feet thence
North aad paraJleJ to the Fast boundary of Lot 6 a distance of 12662 feet
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southerly and parallel to the East bounda:r:y of loot 6 a distance of 126.62 
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asterly along the South boundary of ot 6 a distance f 60.0 feet; thence 
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And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
cExecutive Trustee Services LLC
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HERESY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee underthe Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by KURT T GEYER AND
CYNTHIA IGEYER HUSBAND ANDWIFE as Grantor to TITLE ONE as Trustee in favor
ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS NOMINEE FOR
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC A LIMITEDLIABILITY COMPANYasBeneficiary dated910007recorded
9200 7 as InstrumentNo 107131845 andreecorded official records ofAda County
IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMSINC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 6 IN BLOCK 3 OF RESUBDI MION OF LOT 9 AND APORTION OF LOT10
MEADOWPLACE ACCORDING TOTHE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOFFILED IN
BOOK 25 OFPLATS AT PAGES1548 OFFICIAL RECORDS OP ADACOUNTY
IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breachofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 91182007 The nature ofsuch breachbeing
Failure to pay themonthly payment due512009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus We charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is483816as of862009
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of12026 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6375per annurn from 41112009 until paid
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All delinquencies are now due, together with Wlpaid and accruing ta."(cs, assess ents, trustee's 
fees. attomey's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith tbis 
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLCBY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
dwar iriwan authonze signatary
State ofCalifornia S
County of LOS Angeles
On8d2009 before me Christine E Gomez Schwab rotary Public personally appeared Edward Siriwan who
proved tome on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhosename islare subscribed to the within
instrument and acknowledged to me that helsheldmy executed the same inhiserltheir authorized capacityiesand
Wt byhiserltheie sigmatUre on the instrrrtucnt thepersonsortho entity upon behalf orwhich theparsons
acted executed the iustrument








THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANYINFORMATION
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On 81612009 before me, Christine E. Gomez·Schwab NotaJY Public personally appeared Edward Siriwan who 
r e  t    t  is Gf iltl f t r  i e e t   t  erson(s) slit me(s) i / r  ri  t  t  ithin 
instIUlJlCIIt and ackno ledged to e 1ltat helshelthey CXtlcuted the sa e m hisJh~rJlheir aulhorized capaeity(ies), and 
that by hl"ther\tb.eJr :dgnature(s) on the instrument the pe.rson(s). 0(1110 cntityupoa behalf or llich the person(s) 
t , em  t  ins . 
I ce.ttUY UDder penally of perjury under the laws at the State of California that the fonIgoing paragraph is true and 
correct 
(Seal) 
InS FFlCE IS TTE P ING  E   E T i'\fl)  I F IO  




Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
clo Executive Trustee Services LLC
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Reed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by JOSHUAE EDWARDS
and KANDICEM EDWARDS HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to ALLIANCE TITLE
ESCROW CORP as Trustee in favor ofMFRSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEEFOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated4200 6 recorded42112006 as Instrument No 106061754 andreecorded official records ofAda County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT2 IN BLOCK 40 OF HIDDEN SPRINGS SUBDIVISION 4TH ADDITION
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THER OFFILED IN BOOK 91 OF PLATS
ATPAGES10699OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDHAO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated42012006 Thenature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 121112008 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is30097 as of1182009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorneyfees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of28433912together With interest thereon at the
current rate of5875 per annum from 111112008 until paid
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he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred lDlder the Deed of Trust Note dated 412012006. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 121112008 of principal, interest andlor 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; p:lus Jate charges; together with 
alI subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions of 
   t. 
is t is $30,09 .30   1118 2009 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees. attomcy's fees, costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this 
r l .  Wlpaid i i l la ce $284,33 .12 t et e  wit  i t t t  t t  
current rate of 5.875% per annu  fro  11/112008 until paid. 









PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
q
By Dee Ortega authofzzed signatory
State ofCaffornia y S
County of Los Angeles I
On 11 V21009 befog me CHRIS R HERRERA Notary Public personally appeared Dee COrtega who proved
to me on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the persons whose names islare subscribed to the within
instrument and admowledged to me thathesheth y executed the same In hisibertheir authorized capacityiesand
that by hiwberltbeir signature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the persons
acted executed the instrument







Notary Public California z
Los Apples County
Cmnm ESplfes Sep 111 2013
THIS OFMCE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
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NOTICE OFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of orTransfer in Trust executed byRYAN S SCHOENFELD
and AMYL SCHOENFELD HIJS13AND AND WIFE as Grantor to PIONEER TITLE
COMPANY OF ADACOUNTYas Trustee in favor ofMEREMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY ASNFOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FIKIAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated 1132006 recorded 1 2006 as InstrumentNo 1 061762741ndrerecorded official records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently heldby MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 6 INBLOCK 8OF CAMELOT NO1SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE
PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 27OF PLATS AT PAGE 1676 1677 RECORDS OF
ADA COUNTYSTAEOF IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrustNote dated 11112006 Thenature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due912008 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to theterms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
Thisamount is1964670as of123012009
All delinquencies arenow due together withunpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorneyfees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1174483together with interest thereon at the
current rate of625per annum from 8112008 until paid
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 6 I   8   O.1 sun:DIVI l N, I    
          -1 1,   
 , TATE   
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred ooder tile eed of rust ote dated 11/312006. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 9/112008 of principal. interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent instalhnents due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
ll s s t s s   fi i r  rs t t  t  t nns  itions f 
   t. 
s nt s $19,646.70 s  213012 09 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes) assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $117.448.13 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.62.5% per annwn fro  81112008 until paid. 










PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of Los Angeles
On1230f2009 before meCHRIS R HERRERA Notary Public personally appeared Aee C Ortega who proved
to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons whose name fsarssubscribed to thewithin
instrument and acknowledged to me that heshetheyexecuted the same Inhiserth i authorized capaaityiesand
that by hismt their signatures on the instrument the persansor the entity upon behalforwhich thepersons
acted executed the instrument








THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION




      EL   
   
I -235450-  
1  
t d: 2/301 009 
PI   S  S I S, LL   I  S  S I S, 
  l  
:  t . t i  i t  
State of aUfornia } .s. 
t    eles } 
011 12130/2009 before e, C RIS R. HERRERA otary Public personally appeared Der: C. rtega who proved 
t    t    t      rson( ) s  ame($) islaro   a it bJ 
i str e t li  aclat lc e  t  e t at e/s e/the  e ec te  the sa e I  lslherltheit a t rize  capacity(ies). a  
that by hls/her\their slgnature(s) on tile Instrument the person(s). or the entity upon bellalf orwhlch tile person(s) 
, te  !b  i t. 
I certify under penalty ofperjutj' under the la s of the State of alifornia tqat the foregoing paragraph is truo and 
correct. 
ignature ~ q ~ 
I  . ERR  
_ (Seal) 
I  R. HE R R  
iss  II 1868568 
Notary Public· Ca/l1om)a ~ 
LOB A.'lge/es County ~ 
MyComm. Expires Ssp 28, 2013 
IS fCE IS TTE PTING  ECT     lVIATIO  
D lNED D.,L  S    . 
PLF 0  
ADA COUNTY RECORDER JDAVIONAVARRO AMOUNT800 2
BDISE IDAHO0114110 0444PM
Recording Requested y EPUTYDEEREC ES Illlllllglgaqllq9q qliqq lqlllliq qlqRPUThFtAc
a
OF
LSI TITLE AGENCY INC 110004018
And Wl sn Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOTIC OFDEFAULT AND ELECITON TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Dee4 of orTransfer in Trust executed by PAUL SEBESTA as
G matm to STEWART TITLE as Trustee in favor ofMFRSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGSFINANC NETWORK lNCas Beneficiary dated32006 recorded
30006as xnsFxentNo 106034684 andreecorded official records of AdaCounty
IDAHO tho beneficiary interest in which is presently heldby MORTGAGEELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said
County describing laud thereia as follows
LOT 19 IN BLOCK 6O1121STONE NZADOWS SUIODMSION NO 5
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOFFILED INBOOK 74 OF PLATS
AT PAGE 76147615 RECORDS OF ADACOUM IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwbieh such transfer is sccudLty
has occurred under the Deed of TrustNote dated32006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 61112009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is967285 as of132010
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of14391036togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of6per annum from52009 until paid




 I'flY RECORDER J. DAVID  UNT 6.0   
O  IDAHO 01/14  04:C  
c r i   By~ ~~~~~~ ~~T  1IIIIIIIml lUmIl lI~~Bll lm mIDI! rnB~IIIU 
L I TITLE  INC. Il00401 B 
 he   il o: 
   ervices~  
/o ti   mces, tc 
   et, i   
Burbank, i  04-  
(818) ()"16  
 o.:  
.8. o.:1D- 69-  
TICE    TI     
   
I  I   I  t t I    I . . 13 t  
. ss r r st  r t  d f r r sf r i  r st t    ESTA, s 
nurto.r.   I.. ,  ct    "ME Sn  f  
 , .,      
 ll'iANCIAL , I C..  eficiary,  /312 06,  
31612006, as lnstturnent o .106034684 and re-recorded t official records of da ounty, 
, e  t  i  i   tl      
E IST TI  S STE S, I .. Said eed of rust covers real property situated in said 
ty,  n  in  ; 
 ,    F .'FIELDSTONE ME  B  . , 
l    I I   F, I  I      
  - ,    OVNTY, . 
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach f the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has OCCUTJ'ed under the eed of rust ote dated 3/312006. he nature of such breach being: 
ail re t  a  t e t l  a e t e 61112009 f ri ci ru, i terest andlor 
impound:J and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
ll t    fi i  t t  t  t   itions  
 ee   t. 
i  t  $9,672.85   113 2010 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together with. unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees. attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated with this 
forecl s re. he unpftid rincipal ala ce f$143,91 ,36 t et er ith i terest t ere  at t e 
current rate of 6% per annu  fro  51112009 until paid. 
 t t the e ficiary l ts t  s ll r a s  t  1ru t to~ t  e l  t  ti f  i  
li ti . . 
LF  





PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES




On1312010 before me Sally Beltran Notary Public personally appeared Carlo Magmo whoproved tome owhe
basis of sadsfactary evidence to be the permswhose namepislare subsestbed to the within itrstrument and
acknowedgedtome that helshehhey executed the same inhisltedtheir authorizedcapacityiesand that by
hisllmr their siguature on the instrument thepersonslor the entity upon bebaWor which thepersons acted
executed theinstrutnent
Icertify mWerpenalty ofpedury under the laws ofthe State of California that the foregoing parWapb is true and
correct
SLY f1tElYht
Siguature i al CQMMIBdCn 1777085
Sally eh m




THIS OFFICE ISATTEil PING TO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANYENFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL X30 USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04036
002236
OTICE-OF-       
   
- ~C 
42736 61 
t d: 11312010 
I    I ,   I   I , 
 I    
State of CalifOnJ } .8. 
oun    ftS } 
00 111312010 before e, Sally eltran otary Public personally appeared carlo agno hQ proved to inc on 1he 
sis (Jf satisfactoJy i e e r  e !b  el1On(S) hose r:JIUlle(S) i I r  9Ub:sc.ribed t  t  itbf  instr t  
actcnowledged to e that het'she/tb.ey execu~d ilie sa e in his/h.er/their authorized capaclty(ies). and that by 
hislher\their sigaature(!I) on the iIlstm entthe pelSOn(S). or the entity upon behalf or hich the person(s) a.c::led, 
~ t ei stnu e t 
I certifY tmderpenahy of perjury under the laws of the Slate afCa!ifurnia that the tOlegoibg paragrapb is trus and 
~. -~  Bcltran -
- .. 
SALLY aE~Ti AN 
ommlaslc  * 1naU I OIOrv blic. /OI k! I 
Loa Arrg,,/e,r COllnly 
).. ..... • +~~_te:~!~~!!J 
IS E  f MPT   LECf     I F R  
I   BE  -  . 
  
ADA COUNTY A15CbFPOM JIWO NAVARRO AMOUNT800 2
SCHSEIDAH001 110 050FM
Kathie
RecordingRuestedBy DEREQ 1111f1111 IM 13 i 1111 111RECC UEfiEQORDEUE 9TOF
LSI MILEAGENCY INC 11000r493
AndWhen RecordedMail T
Pioneer tinder Trustee Services LLC
cooExecWvc Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS MUBYGIVEN thatPIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Succwsor Trustee under the peed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by STEPHEN E LAATS and
JENN7ERL LAATSHUSI3ANb ANDw FFE as Grantor to PIONEER TITLE coAPAN
OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee in favor ofMERS MORTGAGEELECTRONdC
REGISTRATIONSX14SINCSOLELYAS NOM Il Z FOR
ENDERHOMECOIIMGS FINAIvCLAJL LLCFIKAHQUEC01UN iSFINANCIAL
NE1VOM INC as Beneficiary dated 31152007 recorded311as InstrumentNo
107038253 andreecorded official records ofAdaCounty IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in
which is presently heldtbyMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
Said Deed ofTnwtreal property situated iu said Counitj describing ladtherein as
follows
LOT IS 1W BLOCK 5 0190SIELEAF SUBDMSIONNO ACCORDWG TOM
PLAT THER 0FFILER IN BOOK 93 OF PLATS AT PACES 11111TSCRU 11113
RECORDS DFADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trusteehereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred underthe DeedofTrust Note dated 311512007 ThenaMof such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due5112009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus We chatges together with
all s0sequent sums advaa3ced byWitefxciary pursuant to the tam and conditions of
said deed of trust
Thisamount is1805422asof12212010
All delinquencies nrenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
feesattorney fees costs and advances made to protect tho security associated with this
foreclosure The wipaid principal balance of2303 76 tcypther with interest tbacoxt at the
current rats of65per annum from412009until paid
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 YS'I'EMS, i C..   :INEE  
LENDERH MINGS lN~C1AL, tc (F/KJA OM OMI G  I I  
TWORK.. I C.). as eneficiary. dated 311512007, record.ed 3/16120fYl. as Insttwn¢:nt  
.1 07038253 a  m-recoroe . official rec r s of a ounty, I , the e eficiar  i terest i  
' hich is rese tl  held-by 'rO  I  I I  , I C .. 
ai   f IUst'covers r l r rt  sit t  in s i  ~ .. cscri9iD  I na.therei  as 
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Q  P  n  , I . " 
he r stee ,heceby i es c tice t at a reac  f t  li ati  f r ic  s c  tra sfer is sec rit  
 tl1'l'ed ~dex t  - e   r t t  t  / /2 . ,~  mOb. C  ~g: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 51112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i tm s and subSeqJlent instaU ents e t ereafter; l s late c ar es; t et er it  
 S1J~uent· a an  · ben .fi z     enns    
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   $18,054.22 s,of I2212010 
U delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, asscsSlllents7 trustee~s 
fees, attomey's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security l'jSsociated i$ tbi~ 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $230,331.60 together with interest tiwrcOll at the 
cUlTent rate f 6.5% er annu  fr~m 41112009 until paid. ' 
nd ,that the eneficiary eleCts to sell pr ca'llSe the trust property to be sold to- satisfy .~d , 
obligation. . , ' ,"'.. .. ,' 
  









Cognty of LOS get
On 11Z2l2010 befviemeMyDebran Nottiry Public personally appeared Carlo Magao who prove to tae oa the
basis of satisfactory evidence to be thepamnswhose namepiswesubscrOW to the wtthk isuu mtand
aaknawledgedtome thatheftellbey executed the saate 1ahiserlthejr outteodzed capacityiesanddiatby
hWherltheid sigaahueon ate inshmmt thepersonsorentityupon behalforwhich thepemasacted
executed htshument









THIS 0MCE ISAltEMPTGTOCOLLECTA DEBTANDANYWORAIATION
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toTI DEFAULT AND EUCTION To SELIL UNDER
MMID Off TRUST
NOTICE IS EMBY GWEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICESLLC is the
Successor Trustee under the peedofarTraimfer in Trustexedby LORRAI NE ESEAL
ANUNMARRIED WpIv as Grantor toLANDAMERICA TRANSNATION as Trustep in
favor ofMERSMw66TEC RI REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLEIY
AS NOJMVEEFOR LENDERi14ECOMThIGSfNrLLLLCFfJP1OVIECONIZI IS
FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated 9120001 recorded10212007 as
Inik n ent No 107137005 anal rerecariiedoffia al records ofAda County IDAHOtlie
beneAU interest iu v ich isprity h6Fd by MORTOACE ELtCTROI
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said 17eed ofTrustcovep real property sitdited insaid
County describing land therein asfollows
LOT io 3N BLOCK OffJAYD NVILLAGESUBDMi0i1ACCOIWGTOTHE
OFFICIAL P AT ERFOF FILED IN BOOR 92i0 PLATS ATPAGES1419tsl
TMD 10963 R CORWQFADACflItNYTDA96
TwTrustce lie bygvesnotice that a breach o the obEgadon for vvltichsac transferis security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrustNotedated92912007 Th6 nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the ioidhlypaynaeni I01iZ008 ofprinoi interestand6r
impoundsandsubsequmt installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant tohe terms and conditions of
laid deed oftrust
This arnont is133V79as of Inn2010
All delinquencies arenoiidue togetherwithunpaidaindceruingttrustees
fees aftoiuby fees cgsts and 40ances made to protect theseciuityassociated with this
foreelogure The unpaid principal balanee of21lx03 together withinteiesi thei m at the
currezit rate of675 perMAUm fxom912008 until paid
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PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE
AS ATTORNEY ZN FACT
ByAbe C Ortega aWhorizedsignatory
State ofCatfFarnia S
Countyof Los Angeles J
Oo 1 2010 before mo CI IRIS R ItURRA Notary Public personally appeared Daet Orpwfio proved to
me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to batheersonwlnasraname isaro subecribedtb the within instrument
andxknowledgedto nne thatheJsheeyexecuted the same inhisertheir authorized capacityiosand tlnetby
hislhmrOit sigaatute oil tine lnshument 16pmms or the entity upon behalfor which the personsacted
executed thehttU









TiSb1ICEISWI TElVlriINGTO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
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NtIC9ISHEMYG1VW that PIONEER LENDFATRU91EE SERVICHr i X Lc is the
Scorrustee under the Oced of ivTransler iu Trot executed bySFERYL ABLOUT AN
UNMARMI7WOMAN as Grantor to FIDELITYNATIONAL TITLE INS COIVII A
CALIFOFd CORD as Trustee in favor ofMEWMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
n318RArONUYSTEW R4CMY AS Nt3NMTtg POnM4WR
HOWCOMINGS FINANCIALLLCFWAHONSCOMlNGS FINANCIALNVWOIt
INC kLMTEp LLUILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated 118f2007 recorded4152007
as Instrument 14oj4704367 andzeerecordedofxaial records ofAdaCournty IDAHO the
l enefdi ypresently held byMORT ELECTRONW
REGISTRA71ON3YSTEMS INC SaidTrastcovcrs real proda sitLUatcd in said
C64 sciWng land thdrein as follows
LOTtIlYBLOCK1ROTHSTOWNEONMS AT RIVERPOMT SUIMMSION
ACC01W1 Q TO T14E MCXALPLATH 4 FILEDIN1100K79 OFPLATS
ATPAGI03374AND 3375 OFF CIAECORDSOF ADA COUNTY M a
The Trustee hereby gives noticd that a breachofthe obligation for which such trarisfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated1812007 Therueof such breach being
Failure topfiy the moritfily payment due412009ofprincipal interest andor
impoundsandsubsequent installments duethereafter plus late cbdrges together with
all subsequent surirsadvanced by lieiiefrcituy pursuant tohe termsandc6nditioxns of
saiddeed oftrpst
Thisarriauint is SQ as of126014
Aildwgiiericies are riaw due togetherwith unpaid and aoemitigtaxes assessments trustee
fees attorney feescosts add advances made to prothe security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal ha lade ofV5208517togeterh with interestthereonat the
cwrreat rite 75 Vier annum from3112009 until paid
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PIONEER SERVICES LLCEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Byi DeeCE7tCeSa authorized signatory
State orcit4forwa
County of Los Angeles p
On1261Jt4 before ratacfiRlS ttI EItItERA Notary Public peisoaaily appearcdDeo C Ortega who proved to
me an abasis of Adsfactwy evi a cetobe the personswhole name6resubscrlbed to thewithin instrument
and hcimowledged to me shat helshetheyexecuted the same in hfiAerltWr authartzed capaeityksand thatby
hisetltheirsignatnrecdthe instrument theperson orAlentity upon behalf or which the petson acted
wxtedthehstnme t






z Los Aagelos County
Cofmn x Ues Sep28013
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/' ..... ~ 
.. ~ ~
Y-:' ' ~:. Or 'Qga ~  gn~r  
  <:~i tomjll ,(8.S.·. . 
Ollnty of s ,bgeles. }:. .,.. . ....' 
n 1126120io· b&i'C'!flC-, CHRiS. it." ~RA- ' otary Public penonaUy appearat.peO C~ Orte~ lio p~oyed to 
 o  1herbasls sadS ~tol  ~e. ·  ~ erson(iJ). s  me(s) i!!i'are subscribed   r  n~e-nt 
and ackno ledg'ed to e that hefshetth"Y aXccuted Ihe sa e i  hlsIherJtbllir authOr!zed ~paclty(ies), and 1hat by 
, his~~ir signa~s) ou,lhe ~ent the p~(s). or 1hc entitY, upon behalf or ~hich the peljon(s) ;wt~~: 
mtei:ured·lhe.in.sfroment. ", .,., " : ' , 
. I certifY oo~r penaity f perjury under the laWs ofthc'State f alifornia that the. foregoing Pa1'agraph is true and 
• ~C(}JJe"Ct ' . -..' , .' 
' .. '.' 
, . 
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RI  . RRERA.' 
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER JDAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT00 2
BOISE IDAH001128110 0941AM
113111 11111 10nRear0lPWag Requested By
DEPUrf Randy Jennings
RECORDED REQUEST OR 11111101 IldUl
LS1TRt6 AGENCY INC 140008289
And WhenRecorded MailTo
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite40




NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRXJST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed oforTransfer inTrust executed by DONALD C NELSON
AN UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICATRANSNATION as Trustee in
favor ofHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC asBeneficiary dated 512512006
recorded5312006 as L4strent No 1060and rcreorded official records ofAda
County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by RESIDENTIAL
FUNDINGCOMPANY LLC FKA
RESIDENTIAL FUNDING CORPORATION Said Deedof Trust covers real property situated
in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 5 OF LOCUST PARK SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT
THEREOF FILED IN BOOR 29 OF PLATSAT PAGE 1783RECORDS OF ADA
COUNTY STATE OF IDAHO AMENDED BY AFFIDAVIT RECORDED OCTOBER
18 1974 AS INSTRUMENT NO 903104
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 51252006 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 10112 08of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments clue thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sutras advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is2948735asof126010
All delinnquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessmestts trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of25611407togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of525per annum from912008 until paid
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The Trustee hereby gives nonce that a breach of !:he obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has OCCUl1'ed under the Deed of Trust Note dated 5/2512006. The ~ of such breach b~ing: 
Failure to 1"0/ the onthly pay ent due 101112008 ofprlncipal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late cbarges; toglrther with 
au s sc:que t s ms a a ce   e eficiary rs a t t  t e ter s a  c itions f 
s  ee   tr . 
his t is $29,487.3S 83 of 126 2010 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents. trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance of $256,114.07 together ith interest thereon at the 
·.current rate ofS.2S% per annu  fro  9/112008 until paid. 









PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY MCUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ByDee C Ortega authorized signatory
State of Califolmin S
County o Los Angeltes
OnU010 before meCIIRIS R HMWRA Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to
me on the basis of satisfactory ovidcnce to be the personswhose namebare subscribed to the within instrument
and acknowledged to me that helshetheyexecuted the some inhisberth i authorized capacityiesand that by
hiseAftir signatures on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the person actcd
executed the instrument
I eerdfy under penalty ofperjury under the Iaws of the State of Califomia that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
Slgnaturedret sear
CHRIS R HERRERA asmea
GIMS A t4EARERA
commfsslon 186858
z Notary Publit CaUtoinia i
a Loa Angeles county
M comm Explras Sap28013
TMS OFFICE rS ATTEMIWING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION




    LECTIO   L   
   
ID-lS68 -  
7428906879 
ated: In6/2010 
I    I S,   EXECUTIVE  RVI S, 
    
/~ L..t.....~ , 
: e  . rt , t ri  i t r  
tate f alifol'nia } .s. 
o1lD~ l  Dgcl  } 
On 1/2612010 before e, CHRIS R. ERRER  otary Public personally appeared ee C. rtega who proved to 
e on tho bflSis of satisfactol)' cvidCl1(';e to be the penon(s) hoso name(s) Ware subscribed to the ithin instru ent 
a  ac ledged t  e t at elshelther e ec te  t e $lI e i  isJherltbeir a f rize  cap"ity(ies), a  t t y 
bislber\tJ1eir i ture(a) 011 t  i 3tr eut t  rson(3). Dr 1ft  tit   lf r ich t  rson(s) ted. 
t  t o i lr\l t. 
I certifY undet penalty of peljury under tho la s of the State of alifornia that the foregoing paragrapb 1s true and 
eorrm 
i nat re ~~ 6~ . ... (Se l) 
I  . B  
CHRIS R. H R  
Corn \$$lo  91 6 S& 
i t.!olary Public· Call1olQia i 
z Loa llgsl.! county ~ J . -' ~ C!>m . lrS$ $,# 8. 20t3 ! 
, •••• _ ••• w.4 ••• 'O¥ 
IllS  I  'I PTl   LECf     I  
  B     . 
  
Recording Requested By
And When RecordedMail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Oatario Street Suite 400
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FIRSTAMERICAN TITLEAND 1 700 0881 8
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN thatPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by JUSTIN W AYERS AND
MELISSA J AYERSHUSBANDAND WIFE as Grantor to TRANSNATION TITLE
ESCROW INC as Trustee in favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTFFIVIS INC MERS AS NOMWEE FOlHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated629006 recorded 61302006 as Instrument No
106105898 andreecorded official recordsof AdaCounty IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in
which is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as
follows
LOT 20 INBLOCK 1 OF WESTPOINTE SUBDTWSION ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 91 OF PLATS AT PAGES 14630
10633 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that abreach ofthe obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated629006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment duce312008 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is4395436 as of127010
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of38784822together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7125 per annum from 211008 until paid
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, .,  ficiary,  /29/2006,  /3 120 6,    
.1 06 I 05898 and fNecorded, official records of da ounty, J R , the beneficiary interest in 
i  i  tl  l      .  .. 
i   f r t ers r l r rt  it t  i  i  OlUlt , cri i  l  t r i  s 
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       IVI I t    
I I   , l        S l0630·THRU 
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 r st  r  i es ti  t t  reac  f t  li ati  f r i  s  tr sf r is s rit  
has occurred under the eed of rust ote dated 6/2912006. he nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the monthly pay ent due 3/112008 of principal. intere!)t andlor 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
ll s s t s s   fi i r  rs t t  t  t r s  itions f 
i    t. 
is t s $43,95 .36   128120  
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents. trustee's 
f s, tt rney's f s, sts  s a  t  r t t t  s rit  ss i t  it  t is 
f recl s re. e ai  ri ci al ala ce f $387,84 .22 t et er it  i terest t ere  at t e 
current rate f 7.125% per amlu  fro  21112008 until paid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to dell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
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FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
I
By Dee C Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of Los Angeles
On128010 before me CHli1S R HERRERA Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to
me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose names islare subscribed to the within instrument
and acknowledged to me thathesbeth yexecuted the same in hiserth i authorized capacityes and thatby
hiseAtheir signatures on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the persons acted
executed the instrument
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Calforma that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
Signature Seal
CHRIS R BEM A
CHRISR HERRERA
Commission f88GM
m Notary Public California z
Los Angeles County
My Comm Expires Sop 28 2013
TWS OMCE IS ATT MPTENG TO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANY INFOIWATION
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: 12812010 
  In   OMP~ 
. By: Dee C. Ortega, authorized signatory 
 r Jirornla } s.s. 
t   os ele  } 
 /28/20 I 0 r  , Rl  . .  tu  blic. ll   o . t    t  
e on t  basis f satisfucrory evjden~e to be the pel'son(s) hose narne(s) is/are subscribed tD the ithin instru ent 
 l  t   t t elsb /they t  t  s  i  isJb r/their lI t ri  llpacity(iC3). a  t t  
islher\tbeir si llllture(s)  t e i str e t tho crson(s). r t e e tit   e alf r ic  t e pCl'$()n(s) acted, 
t  t  i t t 
r certity under penalty of perjury under the la s of tho State of alifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
t. 
Signature ~ d ~ .... ,'"'-" 
l  . HERRER  
(S l) 
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LSI Tn7LE AGENCY INC 110019084
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer inTrust executed by PAULT MAUERMAN
A MARRIED MAN AS HIS SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to STEWART
TITLE as Trustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTE10a INC SOLELY AS NOPJ1rEE FOR LEAIDERHO1WOIV1Z4 bdANCIAL
NETWORK INC A CORPORATI Nas Beneficiary dated1172005 recorded112912005
as Instrnment No 105180936 andreecorded official records of AdaCounty IDAHO the
beneficiary interest in which is presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situatedin said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 10 IN BLOCK 8 OF THE FARAISUBIMSIONN NO 3ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 77OF FLATS AT PAGE0888089
RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 1 1712005 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1 I 2009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent stuns advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is519283 as of32010
AN delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of943196 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7625 per annum from 1020 9until paid
And that the Beneficiary elects to self or cause the tract property to be sold to satisfy said
obligation
PLF 04047002247
 coUIf1Y ~J:C e  J. O IO NAVA  MO  .0D  
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, .  ORPORA nON,  fi i ry,  1117/2005,  J 1129 200 , 
as Instru ent o .105180936 and reo-recorded, official recant., of da ounty. I . the . 
 t     tl    B  
I I  , I .. aid eed ofTruS't covers real property situated 'in said 
ty, i i  l  t i   ll : 
 ,      l\'  UBDIVISION . ,    
li' I I   F, I  I   1   P TS   08 - 089, 
ORDS COUNTY, D ~ . 
he rustee hereby gives notice that a "reac  f the obligatioll for hich such transfer is sec rit  
   t    t te t  11712.00 .  t     i g: 
ailure to pay the onthly pay t:nt due 111112009 of principal, interest andlor 
i pounds and subsequent insta11 .e.nts due thereafter; plus late charge3; together ith 
all subsequent SUms advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tenns and conditions of 
   t. 
is t s $5,192.83  0012/2010 
U delinquencies are no  due. together ith unpaid and accruing taxes. assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of$94,319.61 together with interest thereon at the 
current rate of 7.625% per annum from 1011/2009 until paid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to s~lI or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 
li ati . . 
  





PIONEER LENDER TRUSEESERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SPPVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By DeeC Ortega atithorized signatory
State of California IS
County of LosAngeles I
On 3 0 before me CHRIS RHERRERA Notary Ppblic personally appearedDee C Ortega who proved to
ma on tho basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswhose namc stare subscribed to the within instrument
and acknowledged to me that heshethey executed the same in hiAvrlthoir authorized capWityicsand that by
hWheAtheir signature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the person acted
executed the rastmraent






Notary Pa61is CaliornJa a
Los Angeles County
MV Comm IN iresSeO28201a
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTLNG TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY IIVFORM4TI N
OBTAINED WILL DE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04048
002248
    LECTION  EL   




l '   RUSTEE I ,   I   ERVICE , 
    
y:  c. rt . ut ri  si t r  
State 0' California } .S. 
a    l ~ } . 
On 312120 11) bcfor~ ~ CHRIS R. HERRERA NQtmy lilblic pC.l'3onally appearedDoo C. Ortega who proved to 
e Oil t  ais f ti f t r  ide ce t   t  rsoIl(S) hose ame(s) jslac~ ri  t  t  it i  i trwDe t 
and acknowledged to me tI1l1t helshe/they executed 1bo same in biSillerftheir authorized capacity(ics), and d:tllt by 
hi3lher\theit signamre(s} on the instrument tlJe person(s), or tho entity upon behalf or which the pcmon(s) acted. 
¢'(c   in rum t. 
I certit/ under peJlalty of perjury under the la s of the State of alifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
correct. 
(Seal) 
~. ,. HRIS R. HEARERA ... "Commis I  '# 06 8  ~~o; - lIIol.1ry Ublic. alftomla 2 l" ~"". Los Allgell!~ ClllJnly ~ 
..... it . Exrmes"Sep 2a. 201!t 
• • .:;: ' .... •••••• f 
nus ICE IS TTE PTI   ECT     NFORM.<\TION 
I E  ILL.a    lJ.  . 
PLF 04048 
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RECORDED REQUEST OF lllilllIIIIINI116llll0ElIIn 11nI
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And When Recorded Mail Ta
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CaExecative Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DE4FAULTANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE ISHEREBY GrVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee Larder theDeed of or Transfer in Trust executed by JOHN E DOMMEand
VONNIMDOMME HUSBANDAND VMF as Grantor to TTTLEONE CORP as Trustee in
favor ofMERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY
AS NOMINEE FOR LENDERHOMECOMINGS FINANCI 9 LLCFyJA
HOMECC3UINGS FINANCIALNETWORK INCas Beneficiary dated 2112008 recorded
219008 as Inshvrnent No108019013 andreecorded official recordsofAda County
IDAHO the beireficiary interest in which is presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTBMSINC Said Deed ofTrust rovers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 10 IN BLOCK20 OF THOUSAND SPRINGS SURD SION NO 5ACCORDING
TO THE OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK79 OF PLATSA PAGE
8534 THROUGH 8536 OFFICIAL ECORDS OF ADA couNTY rDARO
Tharaew hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated212008 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due 12U2009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the teens and conditions of
saiddeedrest
This amount is1158032as of382010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of30543788togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of7per antrum from 11112009until paid





ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 6.00 2 
BOISE IDAH003/~(lf10 ~A  
:. 'Reco i  R  y: ~gro~~~~~~~~'bl' lIIM1I111I111 m~IIlJUlmm lOOIDBmlllll lO Dt 
LSrTL lE AGE 'f INC. 1 0021461 
 ll c r  all Tn: 
i r r r t  Services, L  
c/o xecUti   ervi es, t  
· 255' North tarlo· treet, i   
urbank~ lif  -0 ·3  
(8 8) -16  
 o.:  
.8. o.~IDM ·C 
  AU       
   
I  IS  I  that PI   S  S I S, LLC~ is the 
Successor Tfll;Stee \mder the eed of or Transfer in Trust 'exec\lted by J  E E and 
NNIM ·O E, SB i\I   WIFE. as rantor, to TIrLE E C RP. as Trustee, in 
favol of" S"  I  OI I  . I C.,  
NWN EFORLBNDERHO~CO~aSBNA~ClA~L ~nu  
ECOMI S, FI I L ET RI<, I C.). as eneficiary, dated 211212003, l'ecorded 
211912008,88 Instrument No .108019013 and re.-recorded. official records of·Ada COWlty. 
1 , the ~neficiary interest in hich is presently held by  I  
E IST TI  SYSTEMS, INC .• Said eed of Trust CQvers real property situated in said 
ty.   1he   I s; ., 
·         B lV.fSI  . 'S, I  
rc;> T E omCI  PL T THEREOF, FILE  I   19 F PLATS.AT PAGE(S) 
8534 T R  8536, FFICI L RECORDS F  COU T , I H . 
The.Trustee hereby gives nonce that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of Trust ote dated 211212(l08, The nature of sucll breach being: 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent du~ 121112009 ofprlnclpal. interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent insta1hnents due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
ll s se e t s s a a £e   e eficiar  rs a t to t e terms a  c itions f 
 ed·oftm . . 
.is t is $11.58 .32 8S /812010 
AU deJioquenc:ies are now due, together ith Wlpaid and accruing taxes, assc$s ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the secmity associated it  this 
foreclosure.. The unpaid principal balance of $305,431.8S·together ith interest thereon at the 
cu rent rate % pe : aruru ' fro  1 1 2009 til p i , 
And tbat the Beneficiary elects to sen or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY-said 
obligati . 
PLF 04049 





PIONM LENDER TRUSTEE SFRVICF S LLC BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICESAS ATTORMY IN FACT
By Dee COrtega authorized signatory
State orcalifarnis
County of Cite Angeles
On38200 before me cMsR HERRLRA Notary Public personally appeared nee C Ortega whoproved to
me an the basis ofsatid Uliny evidence to be the persons whose nameisare subscribed to the Wiodn 14 rument
and acknowtadgcd to me thathesheth y executed the same in hisihertheir atAoridcapacHyCes acid Hutt by
hisert heir signatum ca the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which thq persons actedexecuted the instrutstent










my Comm EX01reslee 28 2013
THIS OFFICE ISM ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANYMIORIV ATION
OBTAINED WILT BE USED FOR THATPURP0839
PLF 04050
002250
TI  F EFAUL  Mi  EL CTI  T  SELL U  




PIONBER LENPER TRUSTEE SERVICES~ LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUS1BE SERVICES, 
 IORNE  I  f . 
y:  . a t   
State of OtUfomia } s.s. 
t  r IAJs llgele  } . . 
On 3/8/20 I 0 before me, emus R. FIER.RERA Notary Public per301laUy appearedOe'c c. Ortega who proved to 
mo on the basis of satfsfaclmy evidence 10 be the person(s) whose llame(s) Ware subscribed to rlie within ~ent 
and acknowll:dgcd to me tbqt belshelthey executed the sM1c in hislher/theli authorized ~ty(i/;l$). mid 1hat by 
hisJheI\tbeir si~s) <111 the insllument the pemm(s), 01' the entity upon behalf or which thQ persoo(s) ac;t~d, 
t  t e .bI31rum r. . 
I certify un\ior penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California lhat the foregoing parag;aph is'true IlIId 
correct. 
(Seal) 
THIS OFFICE IS. ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND' ANY:lNFORMATION 
OBTAINED Wfl..L BE USiD FOR THAT PURPOSE' • 
.. . 
PLF 04050 
yADA COUNTY RECORDER J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT800 2
BOISE IDAHO 03131110 0425PM
ltecvrringRe lrrested 3y ECORDEDREQUEST 113111111111111111 oil M111111110
w LSI TITLE AGENCY INC 110029201
AndWhenReeorded Mail Ta
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Execiafixve Trustee Services LLC




NOTICt OjF DE AULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DED Off TRUST
NOTICE IS MRMYG VEN that PIONEEI LENDER TRUSTEE S VICES LLC is the
Succdssct Trusteeund r the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by RICHARD FOWLER
Alfl 7iIDLfWLMASBAN AND WIFE as GrantortoALIIENC1rTITLEas
Trustee in faforafMORTGAGE gACTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS
tOrR141COMIbdCyF1fCIAtLI0tPKAHO1ICQAfi
FINA14CIALNETWOR INC A LMTED LIAIiIL1TY COMPANYas Beneficiary dalnd
23007recorded2812007asInstiumentNo io7029436 andxerecorded officialrecords
ofAda CountyiiAHDthe beneficiary interest in avhich is pzesently held by MORTGAG18
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC UdDeed ofTrust covers real property
situatedinsaidCounty describing laniitliorein as follows
LOT15BSOCK fOFTUMIBLECREEK STMI3MSTON No 6 ACCORDING TO
ThIE
OFFICEPLAT TIMR1Z6 IDED WBOOK 830FPL4XSATPAGES9164 AND
9163C7IFIGUL RPCOPXS OF AI COUNXY
Tlxe Vu teeherebygives noaee that abreaclx of the obIigationforwhich such trarsfexb security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated2M007 Thenature ofSuch breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due 9I12GO of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequeat installmentsdue thereafterplus Date charges together vitli
allsubsequentby beuefMary pursuant otheertnsandconditions of
saiddeeofFrusta
This amount1553427as of3hd20I0
ill de nquenciets are now thre togethertritln unpaid aril accruil g taxes assessments tmstce
fees attAVsCosts and advances made to proleet the security associated with this
foreclosure7hetmpdid principolbalance of183 together with interest thereon at the
current xateof675 pes annum from8112009 until paid
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. , -, ~r~V~E8~~ OF 1IID IB"UlIIHllmlllmHBJIH~Bllllmlmlill ,'" Rec0t:,uiig Requesfe~ :By: 
••••• , 4 
: .. 
d w  ~orded ;dt o: :.' '. 
i r   ervi s. t  '. 
/o rt y!: n:JSi:e  , s; ' " 
.  i1  t ri  treet, it 4QO .... . . 
. . ank; alifornia 91504-31 : " 
'. (818) .260"1609 . 
, , '~ m 'No.~;~j4727 7713 " 
T:S:. ~o.~:~M~4l914-t: " ": 
.:.' 
lSI TITLE A Y INC. 110029201 
I E  F     L   
, . ED F  
... 
. :' I  I  EERElrr I  t t I R-   $.VI , i.c.   
: ,c,' ' ~es or rrustee·unif r t e  f r T~ansfer i  r st ~   .1C P ' 
,. " . A'.Q B~Y l!OWiER. HiiSBAt'lP ~ D' IFBt  rantor" t9.ALL ANCE.TITLE~,as 
'". t e; ~ { vOt qf'MORTGAGE ~E.CTRO C ~GISTRATI  ~MS, ~'t  , 
. , ,'N0MtNEE.FO~Hqf-AECOMIN'G$FINANC~. LC(F/KIA OMECO~&NGS, ., :, J " 
" .I ANQIAL, WORK, I C.) ,. ~ TE  I BILI  O~.fp, Y,  e~eficiary. teij 
': ' " 123120Q7,.recotded 128120 , ~.InStiume   .10702943  .re- d, f .iai.recora  
:', : ',  da ount1r:P)AHd~ t  ici~ ~ ei  i ,whi  i  .pr:ese Y,~<?1d,by Rt GE 
, ELECTB,OmC ~OJS'fRA lION, SYSTE St INC,'. Said Peed 9f r$t covers real-property , 
. s tu ted;~ 4 U , r b~S: ~:th~r~in ~ o o~:: ," .. ,", ' ~ . 
 5JN LOCK  ./ru BLE  UBDIVISI  O. , 1   
H '" : :'.', ' '. '., , ,~, . ,,' '. _ " ' 
FlqAL  HEREOF, ~JLED IN   of·pr.;Ars T' GE(S) 91~4 , 
. 9165;'OFFI IA  E RD  J!' DA' OUNTY;,IDAHCt.' , .' . .'. 
.. :.' . .... . :. '. . . . .' 
.'. .' . .', , . 
::Jhe l'ipst~e' here~y·gives,.nouce that' a'b~eaCh bithe obIigation,fo~ hi¢h Sucli',tr.msf~:r is sec~ty, 
, :' ::. ~ rred ~ h~ ~ p u~ t  ~  '1/l312007.  ~t  ,of'Sllc~ r  i g; 
, " Fai1ur~ to pay th~ onthly Pay ent due 91111009 of principal., interest ar.idJ~~, , '. : 
.' 
" 
. ,;' i poundS. and s1;lbseqw~nt ins~ents'.dlie·thereafter;,plus J3te charges; to~tbd· wi~ 
.. '.' ',:, ,.a1l,Subse'quenu~,'adviU:iced·by beneficiary plitsuantto:t,be 'tetn;1s'ahd cOnditions of 
, .said deei:J'of'trust ", ., .. , . . ., , ... ', . ' , 
. " ... : :This"~~~ti$,$15;63:4.2.1as,or~126i.2010 ,', , :, 
" ::' . ~~ 'd~~~~~~~ ~~ i1~~'~~~ ~~getbe~ \~th 'unpaid 'arid a~hrl~' ~~es. ~~e~~~t;~ ~rus~~~~ s . ,~, 
, fee~ ~O.r.n~y.·s·fe·es, co~ and adY~ce.s ~~ to protect ~e securitY ·asSor.(i~'ted ith this 
reclosure. The t paid rincipal'balance ' f $1 ~3.865 .79 t et  it  1.erest    , 
' te t r r of 6:75%; per a  fro  81112009 til p i : ' . "'. . 
. ..' .. . . 
and tbat the B~eficiary 'eI~ to .'s~U. or c~use the trust properly ~'b;'sOld'tO "satisfy said .' 
obligation.: :, . , , . ., " ' . ,.. , :.. .'" ,.,.. , ' 
. ',' 
. '... .: .. ' '. .' 
.. ' " 
.' 
: ~ " 
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FTQNfiER LINDEN TRUS EESZVICESLL08Y EXECi3TIVETRUSTEEP VICBS
ASIX7RYINFrLCT
By Dee C Oftega aut8 rzetsigitatcy
3tute of California 5
County ail L6tAngefes
On326610 6rfom GHItSRFi1rR12 PA NbtwMlc personally appeared Dse C 6rtaga whoProved t4
meonbassofiiUsfautury exideucq fa iicAc ptrsoitsrvhosa names islaresabsCribed to thewithin instn andnt
and acknowledged to the that esheltheyerecut dsamc inhiserMeir atosized tapacityiesand that by
laisfierlthe3r signatures on theinstrument the pecsonsjar theentiEy upon behalfor tivltich the gersan acted
czac ditfi trument
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116019aYNCE IS ATTEMPTINO TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYM6RMATION
OBTAMD WILL E USED FOR THAT MkPOSE
PLF 04052
002252
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RREQQUE C OF 110029212
And Wheneordell I3I To
Pioneer Lender TrusteeScMcesLIC
CoExeautive Tmistee Services
2255 Worth Ontario Street Wte400




NOTICE OFDEFMIT ANDELUCIIONTOSELL UNDER
DEEPOF TRUST
NOTICE 3S HEREBY GWEN that PIONEER LEMER1RUSTEE SERVICESIL s the
SuccessorTrmtee render the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by JEFFREY KE7 tkR
A1Vf7iS1O IQUANDWIM as Grantor to TITLENE
CORP RATION is Trusteeikbb ovofMORTOAGEELECTROWCR20ISTRATION
IlNCAS16llEE17RI IIECOrlllirS11P7CI INEOR 1W
ORPt AT1a1FasBenefici deed 2112003 recatded82812003 as hisfxumezit to
1031477 awl rerccorcled0irsfAdaCouio IDAQ thebemdficiarylnterest in
whichispteeady held bjNoRqCAGE ETICTROiIEREaIST1 Alf ION SYSTF3vISIAiC
Said Icqd ofTrttst covers real properlysituated in saidCountydescribing land therein as
f0
IO 4 lYBIUG 1 b 1REANICATCDZR SIMIYISIONACCORDINGTOT
OFFICL41 PLATTUREAFWAD iNROOKgo 01 PLATS ATPAAS8639 AND
318640 AND AS MENDED BY SYZRVEfO SAFIIDAVITRECORDED AUGU6t
2000
AS INSTR sdlENiNO500069940 OPPICIAL RECORDSOFAbA COUN Y TDA1Lf7
The too herebygivesnotice tlfgt a brmh oftheobligation forwhfchsuu trailferisseonty
hasenderaDeed ofTrust1tol4212003 fhe nature ofsuchlireac 6eitrg
Falbre to paythetnond4 1 yment 4 a7112009 ofprincipal interestandor
impounds and subsequeji instailiraeritsz tlrereacEx pips1nte together with
44ubsequent suins ac vactced bybenefloiaq piimuanttotlieerrns and c6nditi0ris of
aaioeed oftnist
This amount ib3798803af 302410
A11defl ueaci snq now duextounpaid and aCC taxesassessments tfus exs
fees itta ys feescosts and adyanr fQ pxoiecti the seer iyassociatedwith this
forecloiWeThei4aiil principal i glanceof5548967tdgetli With rote esfiliexeoii at the
current date of532Il0 2ex anitauri frozn612409 imtil paid
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~ecl)rdiug Reqpested By: 
. ,":.' 
• • '0 -. - 'o. 
 )iVhelr:Reeo: ed M..·tilTo;.: . 
. i r r rnst  Scivi es. tLC . 
clo xeC ti  ruS  ~ces .. Ltc' . . 
 N rt  enuiri  tr~e~ Scl '4  . , 
~u!bnrik: l q m  · " .... . 
'(818) 260-1600 . 
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ADA COUNTY RECORDE  J. DAVID NAVARRO AM r 6.0  l 
BOise IOAHO OJIJ "HI 04:26PM 
. ~~]J,~~~kM~'k OF IIIIi1DlmDmlllllllllllllllmnnlll~DIOIII~ 
LSI TITlE: AGENCY IN . 110029212 
: :,' .. . : ~ 
.... .: 
'0' • 
. ...... . 
,:\ .. ,.'. ~6TICE OF·DEFAnttANi/~aCfIO~'1;o~ciwER· . 
   '. . 
TIQ~ I  .HER BY-O~ t t I  ND 'TRU' 1Ej3 ERYICES,.q:,c~ .is t e. ' 
UC9e5SQl",Ttmltee .ondet: the D~ed f r ra sfer in. r st e~oouted by J  R.. . ZA.  .. 
ND MONIQUE<Q; ·KEzAR • .'HUSBAND  IFE, as ra tor, to ITLEON  . ..' 
.... . .o PqRf\:TI.ON,.-as rustee; ii.rJ~vOh)fMORTGAGE ~EGT.RON1C ~GI$ MTI  
. . SYSTEMS, iNG ••. .AS~N6~11N~E FOR. Hor..fECOMrN'GS FINfl..NCrAL ETWORI<; INC. A. . 
'. : ". 'cORP~~ I91i. ·:Se~yfici~;.~d 8'.2~1?603? feCo~ed 812812003; as ~tniment"N~ .. '.. . 
, .. ,.".1.03'.147:l31 ~ te-ti?COrd~, ~ff"~},aI:1ecords 'Of Ada,COuntj, IJ?AaP; the benefici.at"Y' ,interest in 
· 'whie1!is.':pt~eiUlyJl~Id by MQJt'fpAG ; tECfRONIC m RATI N. yS~S~'IN'C •.. 
Said D<?Xd 0rrntst coyers real ~ap~ situated in said pnhty •. describ41g lan4 ~erci~ as '. 
'-"'I1Q""';' ' .... ' . . ' .. , . .' '.' '. . .'. . 
. L..., y,,~!. ... ·, "'. ~. :.. .. ' . . . ". '. '. . . . . . . . . 
'. L~'f '~ LO~  OF.DREA .. "rG ~IlJCR QBDIVISI r;,. :AcqlRQIN.~;-,rO IlE .. 
I IAL -TnElmOJ!, FiI4I  I  B  80 OF TS' :pAGE(S) S639 :  .. 
, ~ .AME$ Jl  tlRVEYOltS VFIDA ViI  ST 31, ' .. : 
.  '. . . '.' . .' '.' . .... . ., . 
• ' , .:. ••••• :. .' '. '., • '" .' ~., ,0 • , • 
S INS.~J;ENT NO"1000~!)~i), FFIq L R,ECOR S 0-" At>~ C l1l'l'T , 'I fIO.; . 
'0 .~. 00, :.r.:,. : . :: ...... : ........ / ,,:. ~ ", '0·. :' .:;:~.'~ :: •• '",' .:.::' .. .' "~:' •.• r'; •• ::. :,. : 
· 'Pie.Tw{ltee p:ereby:givcS' notijfe tlf~~ a: ~re,ach of ~hc.obliS'ation for wmch'SU,ch trai1S:fer.is secP:rity .' . 
' ... ~ oc#xcii'qnder-tlie-DI!e? cjf1:~'N9l~ ~te4 g/21/2003. 11,le·lU$I.r~ of suph ·breach· oei1;lg:' " 
: • : •• ~. ..... '. : •• ' • " I :', I\, ' • .'. '. • • '.'... • 
. '. ;:. ·FailUre t~Pay'the .tllon~Y ~~en! ~ti~ 7 ii/200!} Qfp'rlndp~, interest,and!o~ ' .. ' . 
· . imJ;oun~s and sil~5equent installiri~' duli tlr~t'ea.ff~i plus l,ate, c~ges; tog~thet ith 
.' . a11~~bsequen~ sums 'ad~ce'd by b~riefic.iary plirSUant·to·.the:ien,ns and C6nditigns iff: .. .. 
. ~ai«: geeO f b;u:!t. . :., : ,.,: : ", ... ,. .... . .: .... : "':.' . ". : . .'. ..' .... . 
. ' Thi$ amount~$3~.·379.8811~(of·3/30/20]'O· '. ..' ". . . ..' ,~ ... "', : 
. .:-' ':.' .... .' ." ... ' .. ,'. .' . .. ... . 
, AlI·detj~ue,;~~~~~.~~ due;'t~g~~~r ~t1r ~hl  ait~· ~ccfuih~ ·ti~es; .il~s~;n¢t$; ~~, s/. 
· . fe , a torne .' s fe~s;cost~:ahd; ~Y c~ n,ade to 'prQ~ec(the ~ee.urity' assOciafed. ~lh this .:' : . 
fo~cl~e. Th¢'~pa il ~ P~ 9~ce'of$ 54~89q:1~ togeth~ ~t  inte~~t'tJler~ a~ ~  
· C\U'rent. i'tite f s.n! % pe~ ~llm: fr9m:6/1a.oo9 Until p~~ . '. . '. '. .' :; .. ,'. . 
" 1"",.. " .,' ',: ::' ..... ,'" :.:, . .," " " . t.!: .. : ~.:::~. }.:. . '. 
nd thafthe J3~eficiar:fele~,t~ ~~1f.or cause' ~lte ~st p.tope~ to·.b" saM to satjsfy' ~aid .. 
. obligati';'~ .' . '.' .. " : .', : ·t·.·. .:... .... . ,. '.' . . . , : ". .. .. " '., 
... ~. ~. ' ........ :- .. : .. ' . " " ' .. 
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PIONBER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLB BY CUnW TRUST 2SERVICES
ASORITEY INTACT
yDee COrtega authorized sign6ryt
State ofbAllfo 4 5s
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aCUtedtfialnistnmoent
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AOA COUNTY RECORDER JDAVID NAVARRO AMQUNT600 2
SCISF IDAHO03ZI I0 0425PM
Ree@rdxnggquesteui By RECOROWREQUEST OP 111 IIliAIIII1111NiE
LSI TFTLE AGENCY INC 110029208
And Whela Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee ServicesLLC
coExecutive Trustee ServrceslLC
2255 North Ontario Streetuit 400
RurbaraX Califgrrua K5043120
Loan611401393509
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
ZI4TimISBBnBXthatPI7NEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVLGES LiC is the
Su860rTrustee under the Tweed oforTransfer inTrustexecuted by JAMES E RYAN AND
VIOLA P RYAN HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COIVTPk A MISSOURI CARP as Trustee in favor MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
RFGISTItATIT0NSYSTEMS INC ASNffNMFOR HOMEC0mNGSFWANCLAL
LLC 140MECOU NGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED0ABILTY
COWANY as Beneficiary dated3232QU7 recorded 41612007 tisInstniment 14o 107043930
iuid rerecorded official recordsofAda County WAHO the teriefjciary interest is which is
pres5gWlY hel by MORTGAGE ELEMONICREGISTRATIO14SYSTBMS INC Said Deed
OfTrust coversreal property situatedinsaiddescribing land thereinas olldws
L0Txfit LQCiaOFSC7ItP17ISEVALLEYSUBIMk0NPIW14 4
AACCOd20THEICYALPLAT
THEIE FFILED IN BOOK73 OF PLATS ATPAGES7604 THROUGH7609
QPICIALRFCORDSOFADA COUNTY
The Trustee herby gives notice that a breach of theobligation for whigh such transfer is security
liesocourredund r theDeed ofTrust Note dated 3232007 Tnenature of such breach being
FHilure to pay themonthly payment due 11112009 ofprincipal iuterestandor
impoundsaridsubsequent instllinontsdue ther6aRerplbslatchargestogetherwith
allubsequent sum advancedbybeneficiary pursuanttathe teiTna and conditions of
said deed ofmist
This arn6ant1605370as of320010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruingtaxes assessments trrrsiee
fees attorneyfae costs and advances made to protect the security associated wi6this
foreclosure Theunpaidpriireipal balance of382320together with interest thereon at the
ep tint rate67per mmum from 101112009 until paid
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PIONEER LEN7ERTXU5TERSERVICESLLC BYEXEVE TRUSUE SERVICES
ATTORNEYI FACT
ByDe6e1 Orlep authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia
County of LosAagiles
Qa3126L0I0 before mbCHM R HERR RA Notary Public pe onghyeppeared Doe C Qrtaga wbopioved to
mb oMha basis of satistbctory evidence to be the persariswb6se name Ware subscribed to the wilbin instrument
anti ackri4wledg6d toaib hafhelsheltiteyexeeudtfiesame itt hislFterflheiratttLorized capQCityiesandthatby
1iilthoksignalMeson the htlrmment the oer05sXor the cu upon behalfor which the persou acted
e7cuted the instm en4
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RDA COUNTY RECORDER JDAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT00 2
Recording Regtiested By DEPUTYkola Olso1n6
71550M
RECORDEDaREQUESTOF 11II9tI11iiIfIG111111 119111fIliB
LSI TITLZ AGENCY INC 110030325
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICEIS REMYGIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executedby JOHN STANLEYAND
LYNN STANLEY HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to STEWARTTITLE asTrustee in
favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS NOMINEE
FORHOMECOIWJGS FINANCIALNETWORK INC A CORPORATION as Boneficin
dated 91152006 recorded420006 as Instrument No106150700 andreecordedofficial
records of AdaCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently heldby
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers
real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT25 IN BLOCK 1 OF TIBURONMEADOWS SUBDMSION ACCORDING TO
THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 91 OFPLATS AT PAGE 2073940791
AND AMENDEDBY PROPERTY LINE ADJUSTMENT SURVEYNO6966
RECORDED
JULY 6 2606 AS INSTRUMENTNO 105090581 RECORDS OF ADACOUNEY
IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of TrustNote9152006 The nature of such brcach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 121112009 ofprincipal interest andlor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is699210as of3U2010
All deliriqueticles are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1766179togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of7625per annum from 112009until paid
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 fU O    , C.,  l  
 MIN  INA I L ORI< .... .  ORATI ,  e efici!!...ry, 
t  /1512006, r :fde  9120/2 0 ~  I tr t o .   e-recor d , i i l 
r r  <?f  t . I , t  fi i  i t t i  i  i  tl  l   
  10  MS~ C..    t  
real property situated in said ounty, describing land therein as follo s: 
 ..      S BDIVI ,   
 . 
I I  ,         1 '·1 , 
 ..l\4ENDE    I  J T1\-l   O. 966, 
 
 , 0 5   . ,    OUN'l'Y, 
I  
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
   t    t ote'dated 115/2006.  t    e  i : 
ail re to pay t e onthly a e t due 121112009 f principal, interest and/or 
i p'ounds and subsequeqt install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all -subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tenns and conditions of 
   rust 
s   $6,892.10  01 /31/201  
ll lin.quericie    ~  it  i   i 1 , ss nts, tee's 
fees, att rney's fee:l. c sts and a a ces a e to r tect t e sec rit  ass cmte  it  t is 
f r l r . he i  rincipal l e  $176,61 .79 t t r it  i t t t r  t t  
rr t r t  f1.6 5% r  fr  11112009 til i . 
 t t t  e iciar  l ts t  ll   t  tru t t  t   l  t  ti  i  
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUflVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IliFACT
BY Dec C Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCallfornfa S
County of Los Angeles g
On3112010 before me CHRIS R HERRERA Notary Public personally appearedIcaC Ortega who proved to
me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose name istare subscribed to the within instrument
and acImawlodged to we that Wshellhey executed the same in hislherhheir authorized caacityiesand that by
hisberltheirsignutare on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the parson acted
executed the instrument
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THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVrCES. 
 I  1N  
y: e . rt , t ri  si t r  
State or California } B.S. 
 r os ngeles } . 
On 3n 1120 10 before mo, CHRIS R. HERRERA Notary Public penonaJly appeared JJc~ C. Ortega wh(1 proved to 
me on !:he bftSis of satiBfa(;torr evideuce to be the person(lI) whose name(s) ill/are subscnbcd to the within instru ent 
and acknowledged to me !bat helme/1hey executed the sruno In hislherftheir au1horlzc:d capacity(ics), IUld that by 
bislher\d1efr signataA(lI) on !be instnlJnent me per30n(a). or the entity upon behalf or which the person(s) acted, 
executed the ins1nunont , 
I eerdty ~der penalty of peJjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragrapb is true and 
correct 
Signature ~ ~#!~---
""CHRJS R. HER.ifrutA .' 
(Se~l1) 
THIS ,OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFOR ATION 
" OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURP . 
PLF 04058 
ADA COUNTY RECORDER J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT800 2
BOISE IDAHO0521110 0920 M
ZCiYtiTl Requested y RED OEQUEST OF JillIN 111111ha1NBlI
131 TITLEAGENCYINC 110048811
Aid WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
do Executive TrusteeServices LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TOSELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY 01VEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OFADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Transfer in Trust executed by PEGGYDAWN BREEN A MARRIEl7 WOMAN AS HER
SAND SEPARATEESTATE as Gmtor to PIONTITLE COUPANit3F ADA
COUNTY asTrustee in favor of 61ZTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEM9
INCASNOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FWAHOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL NM WOM INCA LIMITED LIABILITYCOMPANY as Beneficiary dated
41712007 retarded4192007asInstrument No 107055705 andreecorded official records
of AdaCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which isprsendyheld by MORTGAGB
ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property
situated indCounty describing land therein as follows
LOT 264 OFTHE HIGHLANDS UNIT NO 6 ACCORmING TdTHETmF
FILED INBOOK 15 OF PLATS ATPAGE 1010 AND 1011 RECORDS OFADA
COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notim thatabreach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under theDeed of TrustNote dated 41W007 The nature of such Breach berg
Failure to pay the monthly payment due7X12009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
allsubsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This amount is229680 as of5182010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances madetoprotect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balanbe of22237850together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6875 per annum from612009until paid
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    m S I  . , DI  O HE'PLAT, HEREOF, 
          lOll,    
, I . 
e r stee ere  i es tice t at a' reac  f the li ati  f r hich s c  tra sfer is sec rit  
b   ~d~r t    t t  ~ /12120 1.  t  ~ ar !l  ein : 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent ~ue 7/112009 of principal, interest andlor 
i poUnds and s se e t i stall e ts due t ereafter. l s late c ar es; t et er it  
all, subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary PUI3uant to the tertnS and 'conditiotlS of 
   t. 
is t i  $22,968.02   /181201 0 
ll eli e cies are  due, t et er ~ unpaid a  acCruing ta,.,,<es, WlSess ents. tr stee's 
fees. attorney's ~ees, costs and advanc;;es ade ,to protect the security associated ith Wis, 
f r l s r .  i  riri l l anc~ f $222,378.50 t t r it  i t r st t r  t t  
current rate of 6.375% per annu  fro  61112009 until paid. 
 t t t  fi i  l t  t  ll   t  tr t t  t   l  t  atisfY i  
obligation. 
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PIONEER TITLE COMPANYOF ADA COUNTY DBAPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SFRVICFSBY MCUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee C Ortega authorized signatory
Sate ofCalifornia S
County of Las Angeles
On51842020 before me CIMS R MRRERA Notary Public personally appeared DeeC Ortega whoprovcd to
nm on the basis ofsafiActow evidence to be thePersonswizose namesWire subscri d to the within instnm at
and acknowledged to me that helsbelthey executed the same in hWhcditlr Suthortwd capackies acrd that by
hirdherltheir signature on the inNrument the perscns or theentity upon behalforwhich the Personacted
axeauted the11100mtent






m Notary Public California
Las Angeles County
M Camm Expires Sep 282015
THISOFnCE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLEGTADEW AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINEDMULBE USED FOR THATPURPOSE
PLF 04060002260
.... 
I  F   ctI    UNDER 
   
I - -C 
7.473~18033 . 
a : /1812010 
'    ·OF       
:gRVICES EXECUTIVE  ,  I  ·  
By: ee C. Ort<:ga ~ authorized signatary 
tate f lif r i  . } ~s. 
ount)' or Los t\lIgeles } 
n SII3f.Z010 . before e, CHRIS R. HERRE  otjIry Public personally appeared ee C, rtega ho proved to 
me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be th@ person(s) wb'o~ nilme(s) ill/a subscribeO to the itJiin lnstnnncnt 
IUId acJawwledged to mo that helshe/they executed the sa e in ltis/berftb.eir authorl2ed cap8city(les), arJd '!hat by 
hWber'tbeir signature(s) 00 the inStru ent the person(5), or the entity Upon bdtalf or hich the person(s} acted, 
~lIC1l  llo' instru ent. . 
I certifY under penalty of peIjuxy under the laws of11te State of Callfornia !hat the foregoing paragtaph is 1ruo and 
rr ct. 
~ ~;:" 
Signature ~ ~ M '- (S l) 
I  It. :HER-REM 
@ RI  .  • o iD l  II t86656  ~ • .,,; t r  lic· Uf r i  ~. z la  ~ 01IJ1ty .. L ..... 4~¥ ~mllJ: ~ft$::: ~:J~~ 
HIS.OFFICE I  I   Cf  BT  tW I I  
 WIL      SE. 
PL  04060 
ADA COUNTY RECORDER JDAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT600 2
BOISE IDAHO2210 101AM
Recording Requested By DEPUTYSunnie S IFllOtNL lESP1lIIpUfUli
LS1 TITLE AGENCY INC 110057412
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Title Company ofAda County
dbaPioneer LenderTrustee Services
eExecutive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400




NOTICE OFDEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS BEREI3Y GIVEN that PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OFADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer in Trustexecuted by JAMES E RYAN ANDVIOLA P RYANHUSBAND AND
WIFE as Grantor to CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY AMISSOURI CORP as
Trustee in favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS
NOMINEE FORHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated 3t232007
recorded 4162007 as Instrument No 107048930 andreecordedofficial records ofAda
County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest inwhich is presently field by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 110 INBLOCK2 OF SURPRISE VALLEY SUBDMSIOK PHASE 4
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT
THEREOF FILED IN BOOK73 OF PLATS ATPAGES7604 THROUGH7649
OlFFICLL RICORDS OF ADA COUNTY
IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which sash transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of TrustNote dated32312007 The nature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due112009of principal interest andor
impoundsW subsequent installments dine thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by bcncEeiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is2402173 asof6132010
All delinquencies are now due together withunpaid and accruing takes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect thesecurity associatedwith this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balancex3823320together with interest thereon at the
current rate of675per annum from 1012 09 until paid




O  l   .    S.OO  
I  I  08122110 1D:11AM ~ortl  t  : : ~oro~~~e&~~~Wg lIDullJllllm llllllmllllUllllm~ngll 
I I  'f I C. 110OS7412 
  r  il : 
i  itl     t  
  r  r  
c/o euti'Y  t  r i ,  
   t, i   
nk,  -31  
(818) 5 -16  
 o.:  
.S. o.:JD. 8 -  
        
   
I   H B           
   , s   s      r 
      B     N,   
,  ntor, t  ID     ANY~  l .  
r t , i  f . r f  I  I I  . I C.,  
   I I L.  fKlA  I  
. .   l  ANY.  fi i ry,  11.312007, 
 / /20 1.  t e t  .10   I -recorde , ' ficial    
ounty. I . the beneficiary interest in hich is presently heJd y  ... 
ELE f l  RE ISTR  n  S STE S. I C., Said eed of Trust covers real property 
sit t  i  s i  ty ~ escri i  la  t erei  as f ll s: 
 9 I  :!  I   DIVISI N ..  t 
  Il    
,        AGE(S) (}   0 , 
FICIAL ECOR    TY, 
. 
, 
The Trustee hereby gives notice 'that a breach of the obHgation for which such tramfer is secmity 
~ rr  r t   f r t t  t  /23120 .  t r  f  r  i : 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 111112009 of principal, interest and/or 
iJI;lpounds and s se e t i stall ents ue t ereafter; l s late c ar es; t et er it  
ll   .   e efic       i ns  
i    t. 
i  t  $24.021.73   118/2010 
ll li que cies r   , t t r it  i   r i  ta."{es, ss ss ts, tr ste 's 
fees, ~rney's fees, c sts a  a a ces ade t  r tect t  sec rit  ooi~  it  t is 
l .  i  i i l l  of $3 2,3 3.20 t t r it  i terest t  t t  
tt t te  .7 %    0/112 09 til i . 
nd t at the e eficlar  elects to sell r cause the trust r ert  to be s l  to satisf  sai  









PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY IBA PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE
SERVZc sBY mmcu rTRUS smicEs As AwordiF iiIcAccT
r
By DeeC Ortega mAorazed signatory
Stag of California
County of Los Angeles
On 61180 1 Q beforeme Corine Zacmias Notary Public personally appeared neeC Ortega who proved to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be theperson whose names Ware subscribed to the within lasttwnont and
acknowledged to me thathesheth yeaascuted the swne inhiAadtheir authorized capacityiesand that by
histherttJhcir signattue on the ingtmment 1heperson or entityupon behalfor which the person acted
ecuted the instrumeut








MICoMnx ices DeC 21
TMSOFFICE IS ATTEI4Il NG TO COLLECTA DEBTAND ANY INFORMAnON
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:3  
t d: / 8/2  
      DB     
ICES  EXECUTIVE TEE' SERVIC S, S TTORl'~EY N F C  
: ee . rte a , au.tho~zed si at r  
Slate of alirornh\ } S.s. 
01lllty   .ngele  } 
il 6/18120 I 0 ef re e, li e acarias tar  lic ers mdl  a enre  Dee . rt   r e  t  e on 
t  mri:J f sf~  o'li 1Ko't   tll.  rson(s) so DiUlle(S) w r  S scr.i  t  t  il i  In ttum t li  
ackno ledged to e that he/she/they executed the same in hislherflholt authorized Qtlpacity(ie&h 3Ild that by 
hislher\tMir signatUre(s) on tho inist ent fMpersQD.(s), ortM entity upon behalf or hich the person(s) acted, 
xeeuted  I nt. 
I ~ under penalI,y of perjury under the 11lWs ()f the State of a1ifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true anI! 
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Rpearding Requested By
Anil When Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Title Company of AdaCounty
dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC




ACA COUNTY RECORDER J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 1100 2
WISE IDAHO010110 012PM
RECOR EDREQUEBTOF IIii91B gI1iEIaBNlllla
LSITITLE AGENCY INC 110073741
TSNoID253776C
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY DBA
PIONEERLTRUSTBE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Transfer in Trust executed by MELANIE ANNE NEWBERIN AND SCOTT ERIC NEWBERN
WIFE AND HUSBAND as G tor to STEWART TITLE asTrmtee infavor of NIERS
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATIONSY EMS INCSOLELY AS NOMINEE
FOR HOMECOMINGS FNANCIA LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated112006
recorded 1129006as InstrumentN0106186666 andreecorded official records ofAda
County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently hold by GMAC MORTGAGE
LLC FKA GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION Said Deed ofTrust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 4 rX HLOCK 3 OF ROANMEADOWS SUBDIVISION No 2ACCORDINGT
THE OFFICIAL PLAN THEREOF FILED IN BOOK26 OFPLATS AT PAGE 1658
1659 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Mote dated l 112112006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due52010 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is844020 as of862010
All delinquencies are nQw due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attomcY fees costs and advance mddeto protect the security associated with this
forectosure The unpaid principal balance of22562533 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6per annum from 4112010until paid





ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVAR O AMJU~ 13.0  2 
aOlSE! IDAHO 0BI1OJ 0 01 :l>2P  
, ~~cordi  R~quest  By: ~~~g~E~EST OF 1IIIIIBlWUIIRIIHIIIIM mllUUWDIUD 
And  Recorded ail To: 
Pi er itl  o ny of Ada ounty 
d a Pi eer e er r stee Services 
c/o Executiv  a t e Services, L  
2  rt  ntario treet, uit 400 
m- nk, lif mi  915 ·  
(8 8) 60-16 0 
Loan o.: 0471508945 
.S. o.:II)..253776~C 
1@l..l76o<f3 
LSI TI le AGENCY INC. 110073741 
     T    
E D   
I  I   I  t t I  I       
I  ENDER E  l , i  t  U r r t  r t     
Ttansfer in Trost executed by MELANm ANNE NEWBEfu'l AND scon ERIC NEWBERJ'T, 
  BA D,  nmtor. to S  I , as rustee, in favor of "l\1 S" 
T E ELE T I  EG1STRA nON. SYSTEMS, I C., S LEL  S I EE 
 I S l NClAIv,  f,PIKJA I  I I  
ET , I .)  LI ITE  LI ILIT  COA.-!PANY, as eneficiary, dated t 112112006, 
 1129 2006. o  :Instr  o .10618 66  I -recorde , f     
County, IDAHO, the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by G AC ORTGAGE. 
LLC FKA GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION. Said Deed of Trust COvers real property 
t at    mmt , ri   i   : 
L T 4, IN mO  3 F R  E S S B MSI  O.2, CC R I  1'0 
 I I  T II , .FILE  I     S   1658~ 
, S   , . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a ·breach of the obligation for which such transfer js security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust }'lore dated 1112112006. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 'S/lflO 1 0 of principal, interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all Sl,looequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions f 
i  ee   tr . 
his a t is $8, 40.20 s of /6/2010 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpai~ ~ a,ccruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attomey's fees, costs and advan~~f made'to ~~o~~cit the security associated with this 
foreclos r . The tmpald principal balance of $225,62 . :3 together ith interest there  at the 
current rate of 6% per annwn fro  41lJ2010 until paid. 
And that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obliga . 
PLF 04063 





PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTYMA PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY NFACT
By Dee C Ortega authorized signatory
State or California
County of Los Angeies
On862010 before me Corine Zacarias Notgry Public personally appeared Dee C t3 rte whoproved to me an
the basis ofsstWactory evidence to be the persons whose names istare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me that helshelthey executed the same in hisertheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hiAcrtthcir signatures on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the persons actedexecuted the instrument








TFnS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTUNGTO COLLETA DEBT AND ANYLYFOIMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE
PLF 04064
002264
0 • .' '. 
:~i: 
I  OF 'fAN  EL TI  T  SELL U  




 nnE    T  DB  I    
  I   ,   I  I   
:  . rt . t ri  i t r  
State ofCaUforula } 8.8. " 
 01 o. ngeles J ,.:: . . . 
n 8161201 () before Inc, orine a(!arias Quiry PubUc personally appeared ee . O ga who proved to me on 
the basis of satiafilcrory evidence to be the person(s) whose mune(s) Is/ue subscribed to the within instru ent and 
acknowledged to me that heh;heJthey executed the !lm1C In hlsJher/tlleir authoriz.."d capacity(ies). and that by 
hj~cr\tbcir sigaature{s) on the instrument the person(s), or tbe entity upon behalf or which the person(s) acted, 
e,'<ecuted the Instrument. 
I certifY under penalty of perjury under the laws oftha State of California that the foregoing pilt8graph is tru~ and 
correct. 
... \' ..... 
TIDS OFFICE IS ATTEJ.\IIPTINO. TO C LLE,CT A DEBT AND ANY INF RMATION 
OBTAINED W ~L BE USED FOR THAT PURPOS . 
,. 
PLF 04064 
ALA COUNTY RECORDER J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 1300 2
E0ISPMA11008130 1104AM
Recterdnttg DEPUTYVicki A AdenRECORDEDQUEST OF IliBBUplliil l11111fInlEil
LSI TITLE AGENCY INC 110074611
dWhen Reeor4edMail To
Pioneer Title Company ofAda County
dba Piomer LinderTrustee Services
cExecutive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TOSELL UNDER
DEED OE TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEERTITLE COMPANY OFADACOLTNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed of or
TranITrusfteuecuted byPHILLI1BANAS BANDYHUSBAMWIFE aslrlcntor to E CORPORATION as 1nIGee inJdvoi Vl ERS
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY ASNOMINEE
FORHONECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FIKIA HOMBCOMiNGS FINANCIAL
NETwOM INC A LIMITEDLIABILITYCOMPANY asBeneficiary dated112012006
aecmded 1112912006 as Instrument No 106136874 and re recorded official records ofAda
Counts IDAHO the beneficiary nterest in which is presently heldby MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property
situated insaid County describing laud therein as follows
LOT 17INALOCK 1 Of BROOKWOOD SUBDIVISION NO 1 ACCORDhNG TO TIE
OFFICIALFLAT TIHMOFFILED INBOOK 79 OFPLATS AT PAGNS8453
THROUGH 8989AND AS AMENDED BY ANAFFIDAVIT RECORDED JANUARY 31
2040ASTNSTRUMENTNO100007393 O ICIAL RECORDS OF ADACOUTWY
IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice thatabreach ofthe obligafion for which such transfer is security
has occurred under theDeed of Trust Note dated 111201x006 Thenature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay themonthly payment due 51lf20t0 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent instalhn8uts due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sum advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
Thisamount is1123467as of8102010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
Aes attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of364000together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6375per annum from412010 until paid




·. D  l   . IO A R   13. 0 Z BOISE IOAHO 811 /10 11 :DlfA  
~~~g1;b~~~~~T F 1II1~ UlIBlUMnnmlDl IIllYllllIDWHlU1 
L I I Ui  I C. l 0 741i  
ecur.ding Requested By: 
AM· .he  or.d  il : 
o . :r11 1e e     
 ne  te  :te   
/o-Executive  m(:es,  
· ort   tr et,   
ur k, if~  -3  
(8 ) -1  
 o.: 8  
.S. o.:ID- S-C 
      t   
 F  
         DA'COUNT   
   , i  t   nlSt   t     
raosfer in Trust executed  PHILLIP J BANDY AND MEUSSA  , USBAND 
ND ,  Gr-aJ1toi, t  TITLEONE RATI . ilS Trustee, i  fa iiI' of lI}'m S" 
E ~1RPN1  I  , C.,   l  
R OMECO~ mNA ~,L ~nuA OMECO UNGS~ANC~ 
W RK. l .)  I I  I I I  Y. as Emeficiax , t  1120 200 , 
xc Ol  .29/ ,  .stru e t  . 8 1   -  .. i i l    
ounty. I . the beneficiary.interest i  hich is presently beld by  
I  I  n  TEMS~ I C.. i ·  f r t r  t l r rt  
it t  i  i  t , ri i  l n  t r i   f ll : 
 lN·BLOCK  ~ IC  M I  .l,ACCO I ~  HE 
FICIAJ.:. P  . ERE F~ l        AGE{S) 8  
 4 ,        t'ffi~Y , 
0  $ INSTRUMENT . 8 , FF1Cl  ll    NTY, 
) O.-
'The tr stee h~reby i es tice t at a reac  f t e li ati  f r ic  s c  trn sfer is sec rit  
has occum:d under the eed of rust ote dated 1112012006. he .aature of such breach being: 
. ail re t   t e t l  a e t e S/11 iO f ri cl al, i terest an4'or 
i s a  s se e t i stallments e t ereafter, l s late charges.;.. t,oget er it  
aU subsequent su s advanced by beneficiaty pmsuant to the tenns and conditions of 
i    t t. 
 Unt  $11,234.67   /10/2010 
ll li ue cies are  e, t et er ith i  a  r i  taXes, ss ss ts. tr stee's 
fees, tt rney's fees, sts a  a Vances a e t  prot~t t e s rit  associat~d it  t is 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance 0($364,000.00 together ith interest thereon at the 
rr t raie f .375% r  fr  /1/2010 til i . 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to SlItisfy said 
obli~n. . . . 
  







PIONEERIMCOMFAtNYOF ADA COUNTYDBAPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE




artVI0243o befote me Sally Beltran votary Public pozsonally appeared Cu3oMagna who proved tome on the
basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personwhose names Ware submAnd to the witma kshvment and
acktowledged tome that helsha they executed the sauce in hislherltheir authorizedcapacityesN and that by
hialherltheir sigomre on dto inswment the personslorthe an upon behalf orwbich thePasonacted
eaecntedike laswment




Si tpre Seal NotOrpPubilc Cantornia
ily Beltran tw Areres coun IAdd Act342011
TIUSOFFICE ISATTEIdIPMG TO COLLECTADEBT AND ANYRWOR149ATION
OBTAINEDWX1 L BE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04066002266
.. 
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IONEER nrLE·COMPANY   T     1  
  EXECUTlVE  VI S,     . 
  ;Ul 0n18 1 s.s. 
O>   1M eles} 
On 811012010 1:ieforc e. Sally eltran Notary Puhlie personally ~d arlo agno ho proved to e on·the 
~  at~r  cyjde clt u o  ersoll(s) hose e( ) is/IU'B scribe    hi:n instru e  Il1ld 
ackl10wledged to t that hoIshe:lthey exacuted the same i  billlhoritheir nth~ capacltJ(fes), ancf that by 
hl4Jher\their si,gnature(s) em 1bo instrument the penron(s), OJ'the entity upon bthaIt' or-which the ~on(s.) ae~d, 
x ut  tb  bl.s nlment.. . . 
I certify under JXlD31o/ ofpe:rjury and~ the la s of the State o{Calfto ia 1Qat the fotegoing patlIgmph Is true and 
-11 51_: ~lb(-fl--_/L_::-:: ("'~ 
s\i]1y c tm  . 
ms ICE S MPTING  E    n  INFO:RMATION· 
D Th'  IL      . 
LF  
r ACA COUNTY RECORDERJ DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 1300 2
B0382IDAM008113110 112AM
3 p H p rygpptlRr RegEiI9By RECORDEDREQUEST OF 11103011MISINNIU 01111mirypp
Lsi TITLEAGENCY INC 110074820
AndWhen Itua riledMaTo
Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
dbaPioneeiLenderTrustee Services
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC







NOTICE ISRERIMY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is ha Successor Trustee underthe Deed ofor
Transfer in Trust executed byGREGORY ARENSHAWANLWMARAMMAN as
0 auwr toPILNEtTITLEJWANY OF ADACtiJloi11 as Tau tee in jkxur of INVMS
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELY ASNOMINEE
FOR 140MECOMENGS FINANCIAL LLCFXAI10AMCOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INCA LIMUMLL01LITY COMPANY asBenaflciary dated 612712007
recorded 71312007 as Instrument No 107095032 and rerecorded official records of Ado
County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest inwhich ispresently heldby MORTGAGE
ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT12BLOCKSRi LAKKWOODUNIT NO 15B ACCORIDJING o THE PLAT
THERXOFMED IN BOOK 56OF PLATS ATPAGES 104AND5105RECORDS OF
ADA COUNTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that dbreamh ofthe obligation for which suchhumsfer is security
has ocettrred under theDeed of Trust Nate dated 612712007 Thenature of such breach being
Failwe to pay themonthly payment due512010of principal interest andor
imporuids and subsequent install ents due tl mwder plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiarypursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This anwimt is786630as of8102010
All deluiquencies are now due Together with Zmpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associateawith this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of2367500 together with interest thereon at the
current rates of7S per annum from 4112010mtil paid
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GiantvT. t  IONEER. ITLE CmvfP A    OUNTY, s II uS""a.ee. i  fu-iOl' f ".MER " 
.  I  I I  , I C.,  I  ' 
 HO . J  NCIAL~,LLC (FIKJA HOMEC INGS I I  
, I C.) LIMlT.ED 1ABl I  PA Y, as ene£iciary. dated 612712007 • 
.re r  ,    .107095   - d.  ii   ' 
ounty .. IDAHO~ the beneficiary interest i  hich is presently held by  
I l   S~ C.. i  ~d  st a'l   t  
it t  i  .said 9 nty. ri i  l  t r i   f ll s: ' 
 U,BLOC  IN E   .IS , ING TO   
'l1I E r,Fn..ED I        5104 1OS, S  
 lJ , . 
The Tl1!StCc hereby gives nOtice 1hat a:breach of the obligation for hich such. transfer i3 security 
bas ccurr  c1erthe ee  f rtlSt: ote ate  / . e at re f s c  reac  ei g: 
ure t     xlt  1112010  i al, t  nd/or 
"impol.Jnds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus Jate charges; together with 
1 t  a    rs   the   itions  
said deed of trust. 
is mount is $7,866.30  f /1 0 2010 
ll delinquencies are no  due, 10gether with unpajd and accruing ta."tes, assess ents, trustee~s 
fees# attorney" s fees, sts a  a a ces a e 10 prote~t t e sec rit  ass ciated. it  t is 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance f $236,250.00 togethcr ith m er~ thereon at the 
current rate of 7.5% per annu  fro  4/112010 until paid', 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to- satisfy said 
i . 
 04067 





PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OFADA COUNTYBAPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE




Qa 110no10 bef mesally Heliraa Notary Public personally Mpearod Carlo Ivfagaa whoproved to me an the
bases ofsstisRaGto evidenea to be thepeno whose names iglus mbunbed to the w1diln hmniment and
acknowledgedto methathesheltiley executed the same in WserAW r authorized c4wkyies and hat by
hisAtertthetr mpatarescmthe itrsttument thepcmmsor the entity upon behalf or whichThe persortsacted
ertecnted the3trnnEent





commasn i t 7r7aes
Notoay Public Cairomia
lo Angeles CountyLIe1uif
T11 OFMCE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTADEBT ANDANYWORMAMdt
OBTADWDWILLDEUSED POPTRATPURPOSE
PLF 04068002268
TI      O 'SEL   
"    ' 
m.. S .. C 
 
: 811012010 
 lU.      DB    TRUST  




Ol\ 8 10120  ' ti e. Sully &l1nm otary Public personally ~pear~ arlo Magno ho proved to e on the, 
basis of l!a1ist.u:w evidence to be tho pe.rson(s) hose na e(s) Ware $1J.bsaibed to tho ithin ~ent and 
ac le e  t  e t at belshe/flIey ~ t e $U]ll.'l i  hiSlhe.rAhcrlr a l rizl:  capacity(ies), ilDd that  
i lh flt ir slgD ture(S) 0J1 tit!: in lr t t  erson(s). r t  tit   b lf r .hi  t  ~( ) t . 
x cnt: . t  Instru.mcmt. , 
I CXitdfy under pmalty of perjury under the la s of1he tate of alifomia that the fOIegoing paragraph is true and 
:=~ _. "  L~ ~ (Seal) ~~ ..... ~.~~-... ......... 
__ w SAm' 8!!tTI?AN 
S  &In n COlnml§lon 11 1777085 i oklry ubllQ'. allfomlQ ! 
1. lQa AnQ~es, cQ1Jn1y l! 
l.., Q • • '~·~C;:~~il.t 
HIS FI         JNFO 1l0N 
INE   B   F R'l'll  E. 
  
Recording Recluestsea By
Arad When Recorded Mid To
Pioneer Title Company ofAda County
dbaPioneer LenderTrustee Services
eExecutiveTmsft Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite400
Burbat California 91504 3120
818 2601600
ADA COUNTY RECORDER J DAVTO NAVARRO AMOUNT1600 3
BOISE IDAHO1021110 IIA9AM
RECORDEDREQUESTOF limoil HillIlf lillq




NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TOSMUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS MREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADAGQUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEESERVICES is the Successor Trustee under theDe d ofor
Transfer inTrust executed by BRENTN JOHNSONA MARRIED 1MASHIS SOLE AND
SEPARATIE PROPERTY ss Grantor to TITLBONE CORPORATION as Truss W favor of
MISS MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYMMS INC SOLELYAS
NOMNEE FORpHMLCOMNeS FINANCIALNETWORK INC A CORPORATION as
Beneficiary daied 11102006recorded12006as IAstnent No 106009907 aW rerecorded
official records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary interreA in which is presently held by
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers
real property situated in saidCounty descabigg land therein as follows
SEE 9XidIBITATTALrMD ANDMADE A PARTOF
TheTnskohereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwhi such tiansfer is seemity
has occiuxed under the Deedof Trcisc Note dated1020 6 no nature of such breach being
Failure tothe moutbly payment due6112010 ofpriacipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is896259as of102010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and acthiing taxes assessnnents tstwe
fees attorMy fees casts and advances made to protect the secTity associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balancb of265470together with interest thereon at the
current rate of501per annum from 5112010 imtil paid
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy saidabUgation
PLF 04069
002269
/IDA COUNTY R~CORDER J, DAvrD NAVAR O AMOUNT 16..00 3 
BOISE 100000 1M1/10 1N9.CM 
!RecI)l"(Ung Request~d' By: ~~~~~~gti~~g llllllUIIDlmlllllUJllIIlIf~IIUUllmlllll 
And hen Recorded MaO To: 
Pioneer Title Co~pru1y of Ada County 
dba Pioneer Lender Trust~e Seivices 
c/o Executive T.rust'ee Ser ices. LLC 
2255 North Ontario Stre t, Suite·4 0 
Burbank. California 91504-3120 
( 8) 26Q..1  
Loan No.: 7~26844080 
'T.S. o.:ID.259001. · ) aiz~  113 
lSI TillE AGENCY INC. 11009111185 
. . ' 3;;l1J tJS " 
I   FAUL. ,  I  T  ELL· UNDER , .. 
  T  
I  I  lm  I  f!1at I  n11.  A    ,CO  f\. 
I .   I , is t e ccess r r stee er the;Deed f r 
ra sfer i  r st e ec te  y - J   i  M N.AS I    
SP A   ERTY, as ra tor. to I  ORATI , !is rustee, in fa r f 
t'MERSlt ORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REQISTRATION sysTE S, INC., SOLELY-AS . 
NO 1NBE FOR Ho.MECOMINGS FINANCIAL NET ORK, INC  CORPORATION. as 
fi i r , t  ill 012006,  119/2006,  nstrume t.  .106009 · nd ·r  
, officiall"ecords of Ada County, IDAHO. the beneficiary inte~ in which is presently held by 
 I  I I  ,1  •. ai  ee  a/ r st c ers 
real property Sii1.urted in said County. descnOin,g land therein as follows: 
 EXBIBlT "AII'A'ITACHED    '  
The T~f}hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for. which such tranSfer is security 
has O¢ctll'.ted under the Deed' of TrUst Note dated 111 012006: Th~ nature of such breach being: 
. , 
FiUh,ll'e to .pay the ntOnilily pay ent due 61112010 of prlncipid, interest andlof 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; ·plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent su s' advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and Conditions f 
, S4IkI deed of trust . 
This a oWlt i~ $8,96 .S9·as of 1012012 10 
All delinquencies are now due, togeth!'f with unpaid and acci'liing taxes: a;lsesSments. '~e' s 
fees, attorney's fees, CO:lts and ~dyan(:es m~  to protect the secprity associated with this 
foteclosure. The unpaid prinQipal b~ance of $265,264.70 togetlier with interest thereon ~ the 
cu.rrent~ate of5.01% per annum from?/11201.0 untiJ paid. 
. . . . 
Azld that ~ J?eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to. be sold to s~tisfy said 
~bligation. 
PLF 04069 





PIONEERTITLE COIANY OFADA COUNTY DBA PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICES BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee C Ortega authoridsignatory
Statoofalmrnis S
County of Los Augcles
On bL24910 D before me Corine Zacgias Notary Public parsonaliy appeared Dee C Ortega who
proved to me on 1he basis of sudafactory evideAce to be the peraon whoso names isamsubscribed to the wfthfn
instrument and acknowledged tome that helshefthey cKwated the some inhertheir authorized capacityiesand
that byhislheirsignatures on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the persons
acted exeetitod the instrument







Los An BIl9 olNMIExolres D Zola
rYty
T6MCE IATTEWTlf1iGTO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANYINFORMATXOP




'     I   EL   




, ~ .. 
I   lV1.PANY     I    
'   I   I ,   rrORNE  I   
:  . . uthorized i t  
tate oI'CaUfornia } SoS. 
OJPIt  f, 1M Ug(!le  } 
bn DcA-- 2b, 16i't> bef~re me. Corin.e Zaeliiias NolaI)' Public ~ally appe~d~ C. Ortega who . 
proved to m~ OJ! 1I1e basis of satisfacrory eViden.ce to be the pel'3on(s) .who$e'·~e(l,l) is/~ subscribed to 'tb~ within 
instrummlt iU1d ilCkn1:Iwlcdgcd to me that he/sI,IeItb.ey executed lfJe same in hi,Werlthelr autborized capacity(ies). and 
thai by bislherltbeir stgnature(s) on the .ins1rument die per.!OD(S), or the entity upon bebalfor whkh the person(s) 
a t , e.l( cntcd t it Wl wnc t. . . . _ . 
I ceitity under penalty ofp¢lj y under the laws of tho State of California that the fure&oin~ paragraph Is true and 
. . 
~. -
TI!~S O~  1$ I'EMP ING  ':A DEBT   INF ATION 






Btoelt 3 OfQ ra RuinS4et4v6icmNo4 tMftto theOW ataPPiaaatNO10973aad109t3oiatracandsOrCmaoMAE4tfllatinBaok
A10 Wm v of rewd as
I of 12 inBO3aCobF4I34 n Snbdtvialon No 4 806rcifag to the o icSat plat tlbett fix in30Ok93 ofPiais Pager E 0478 and 1U979 OfBciei tecardaACounty Tdaba
NQTE6agto the 111 OR supplied to the Company lErs Ad8 County AsaesaaF t3cc liststhe lbllpvrttrg u3 s for theMNftipmPorty
4603N rilnmoodCFea Ave Marldiez IA 83646
PLF 04071002271
lD~2S900 1 ~C 
EXHIBIT A 
l,~,ll In Bluc:k J olOJ~te Bmlia S~'NQ. 4, ~ to the offtclal plat1hl!ceQt. IDedja}Jaok 
. 92 at'PJaia at P'qcs 1097hnd, 16m. Officl l m:ar o( Ada~. fdabo. '.. . 
~ lIhownofrecord III: , 
Lot 12 in mode 3 otcolur: l3uIn SubdtvWon \11'11. 4. a~Ordiag to the oflletai plat thetto( filed In :Boor 
, !?3 ofPrat$ at Pages 10978 and l(}97g. Otlioial rccanhJ at Ada County. Idaho. 
" 
PLF 04071 
ADA COUNTY RECORDERChristopher Rich AMOUNT 1300 2
RecordingRequested By 901SE IDAHO 4291 01 I 4457PM
DEPUTY Vicki Allen
gg a kk rrff 11g ff fftt 88Aad WhenRecorded Maul To sulinuffle slemanic Rccnlinx
CORIRI12LQUASTOF
Pioneer Title Company of Ada County LSl TITLE AGENCY INC 111012698
dWpioneer Lender Trustee Services
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULTANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS EBYGIVEN that PIONEER TnI E COMPANY OF ADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEESERVICES is the Successor Trustee under theDeed of or
Transferin Trust executed by STEVE HURDAND LINDA ITURD HUSBAND AND WIFE as
Grantor to FIRSTAMERICAN TITLE as Trustee iri favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELYAS NOMINEE FOR
14ONECOUNGS FINANCIALNETWORY INCA CORPORATION asBeneficiary dated
6132006 recorded 611612006 as Insirurrient No 106096485 andreecorded official records
of AdaCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest inwhich ispresently held by GMAC
MORTGAGE LLC FKA GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION Said Deed of Trust covers
real property situated in said County desenbingland therein as follows
LOT4 INBLOCK 33 OF ROCIIAMPTON SUBDIVISIONNo 15ACCORDING TO
THE
PLAT THEREOF FILEDIN BOOK 92 OF PLATS AT PAGES 10949 AND 10950
RECORDS OF ADACOUNTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breachofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated6132006 The nature ofsack breachbeing
Failure to pay tlue monthly payment due 7If2410ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sins advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
Thisamount is1296249as of2401I
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessunents trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances Intade to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of21833895 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of375permmum from612010until paid





ecordi  t  y; 
A   RECORDER hristopher D. Rich A U T 13. 0 2 
BOI e IDA  02/09120 1 Q4:57  
T  lcl<i Allen 
u  il  r  il T~: ShllplJlIIe lkoc!r,,"ie }tC£IIrtling l£CORD&I)..lU£QVl$l'  
I I   IN  
1111111 lilt 1I11I11111n~1111111 Jilil 11111nlllllll! ~IIIII 
i r i   f  t  
ba Pi   m t  servi  
clo ti   ervices,  
  t ri  tr et, i   
ur k. li i  ?15<J4.31  
( 8) -  
 o.: &g  
r.s. o.:ID~27 859·C 
11  
   ND 'ELECTION    
   
I  I · liER BY'GIVEN   ITL  AI.'{¥     
,    I ,     r    Ot' 
r sf ri  r st t      I  H .   l E, s 
, rantor, to I  I  I  .. as rustee1 in· tiLvor of "ME S"  
  TE S, .,     
H M MI   TWO~ .  RATI ,  fi i ry,  
11312006. r ol  /1 J2 . s Jnstr m t o . (). S  re~recorded , ffi i l r r s 
f  t , I , t  fi i r  'i t r st i  i  is r s tl  l    
, t  IC  1v1AC  RATI . i   n  m 
l  te    ty. escribi g  i   ll s: 
    .  CKH'AMPT  l l O. 5,   
 . 
 I:I , I  I    0'    10949  10950, 
S   NTY~ R . 
The Trustee bereby gives ruitice that a breach oithe ohligation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred lDlder the eed. of rost ote dated 6/1312()06. he natme of StIch breach being: 
ailure t  a  th  t l  a e t  /1120 0 f ri ci al. i terest nd/or 
. impounds and subsequ~t installments due thereafter; pius late charges; together with 
aU Subsequent sUms advanced by beneficiaxy pursuant to the tenns and conditions of 
 tree   t t. 
' t s $12,962.49  01 /412011 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, 1nlSteeY s 
fees, att rney's fees. c sts and a vances ma e to r tect the sec rit  ass ciate  it  t is 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $218,338.95 together ith interest thereon ·at the 
current rate of3.375% per annu  fro  61112010 until paid. 
nd that ~e Beneficiary elects, to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
o igatio~ -
LF 04  
Lt L







YOF ADA COUNTYDBAPIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES E TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ByDon tM authorized sipatory
State ofCallfornia S
County of Los Angeles
on lZ beforeme CIMS it HMERA Motary Public personally appearedDonna Fitton
who proved to me oA Ate basisofsatisfactory ovidence to be topersonswhose uamesWomsubscribed to the
witEtin kst umfent and acknowledged to me that helshelthoy executed ilhe same inWsherth irauthorized
capacityiesand that by hiAerlthek siguaature on the instrument theperson or the ontityupon behalfor
which the persons acted execuwdthe InStn04L







4 a Notary Pablic CaIllotnlr
Los Anselat County
t x res Se 25 2813
THIS OFFICE ISA1EIVIFTINGTOADEBANDANYYNFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04073002273
... 
 '       UN  
 F  
l - 7585 -C 
 
ated: 14120 1 
T 
1  
AN         . 
  .  I    
t te r Hfornia } B.S. 
l)lUlt  01 l.  l  } 
Os ti!r ILL u  , ERIS R,. ERRER  N  li  l   n:Jt   
ho proved to e 'on tbe bllSis f satisfactory ~vidence to be 1he petson(s) hose llante($) Is/are subscribed to the 
'. ithi  instnnnent and IlckIlo ledged to rot: iliat helshe/they ~ecuted th~ sa e 10 hlslberltbeir authorized 
capa.city(ies). and that by hislheI\their signature(s) ~1l the instTu ent the person(3). or the eJldtyupon "j)ehalf or 
Jc  t  rson{s) t d, ~ecuted" h  lastnune t. 
I certi1Ylln.der penalty ilfpeIjury under the laws of th.c Stam of Califor:n1a that the foregoing pamgrnph is true and 
c rrect. . . 
i t re ~ K: ~.. (Scal) 
emus It. B RE  
   'ITEMPTING O' COLLECT  BT  lNFORMA I  
 I     mA  . . 
  
ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT 1600 3
Recordift Requested By BOISE IDAHO22011 027PM
DEPUTY Bonnie Oberbillig
Awd WhenRecorded 1 WlTo kopQisHsrOF I IIIIII IN IIIIN IN 1111111111111111111 lip911111
Pioneer Title Company ofAda County LSI TITLE COMPAN 11101606
dbaPioneer Lender Trustee Services
co Executive TrusteeServices LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400




NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS BEMYGIVEN that PIONEERTITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEESERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Teedof or
Transfer in Trust executed by DAVIDM HICKS AND REBECCALHICKS HUSBAND
A10WI as motor toPIONEER TITLECONfPANYOFADA COUNTY as Tresee i
favor ofMOATGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCAS NOMINEE
FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated10512007
recorded 10612007 as Instrurncnt No 107142043 andrecordedohcial records of Ada
County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by GMAC MORTGAGE
LLC P1A
GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in
said County describing land therein as follows
SU EXHIBIT AATTACHED HEREWITH
The Trustee hereby gives notice that abreach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note elated 1011512007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due21010 ofprincipal interest anchor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is1833384as of218011
All delinquencies are now due togetherwith unpaid and accruing takes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of13899537togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of625per annum from 112010 until paid
And that the Beneficiary eldets to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said
obligation
PLF 04074002274
• tarding  : 
n   e r  Mail o: 
i  itl  tm   . t  
 ionee  l    
/o   r ce~  
   treet, i   
anl4 l  -31  
(8 ) -160  
 o.:  
.S. o.:ID-248385-  
   i  . i   5. 0  
 I  02122 20 1 2;07  
 i  r illi  
:1:~~~~1~~~ 1111111111 mil mil ml~ Illmlll~ ~llllll llnnllnl 
  AN 1016068 
  P       
   
  HEREB    I   tvI      
   I ,       D    
  l1U3     .    . ro   
..ND IFE'i  Grant r,   nnE Ol'r-fP ANY  )..J)  TY;  u te , n 
  R    TE S, C.,·  lv1I  
 I  I I ,  ( IK1A I  I I  
TWO~ I .)  I I  I I I  A Y, as eneficiary, dated 10115/2007, 
 01 61200 ,  t me t  .1071   -record d • fficial    
ty, I , t  fi i r  i t r t i  i  i  r tl  l    . 
 FiCA 
  PORA TlON. ai   f r st c ers Teal r rt  sit t  i  
sai  t , escri i  land therein as follo s: 
EE l     
 r st  r  i e  ti  t t  r  f t  li ti  f r i   tr f r i  rit  
       t  d  /1 /2007.      i g: 
il r  t   t  t l  t  /112010 f ri i l. i t r st dl r 
i s and s se e t i stall e ts e t ereafter; p1us late c ar es; t et er ith . 
U il l  "vance     t   nn   s  
   t. 
  s $18,333.84  f2/18120 1 
ll linquencies r   , t t  it  i   i  t3."'(es. s t , t tee's 
fees, attomey's ~~ costs a  advances a o t  protect thesecurlty associated it  this 
r .      $138,99 .37   t     
mr t r t  f .625% r  fr  I1  Wltil i . 
nd that the eneficiary eltcts to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 











PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY DBA PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICES BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
0
By DeeC Ortega authorized signatory
State of Callforl
County of nos Angeles
On 1 1 fl beFore meCHRIS RHERRIBRA Notary Public personally appeared Doe C
Ortega who prayed to me on the basis of satisfaotary evidence to be the personswhose namesislare subscribed
to the within iustrtunmt and aclmowledgO to me that heshelthey executed the sauce in biAedthauthorized
capaeityiesand That by h4 tercit sign atumson the instrument the personsor theentity upon behalfor
which the person acted executed the instrument
I certify under penalty of peruql under the laws ofthe State of California that the farcgoing paragraph is true and
correct




i t lotarypublic caller
Let MWes county
CoAgl p tSe 211 2913
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEWTING TO COLLECT ADEBTANDANY EWOIRMATION
OBTAINED WILL BEUSED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04075002275
TIC     fI   sEL   
   
1 ~ -C 
 
t d: 118120 1 
       I    
I   I   I .   I  I   
y: Qee . rte a. aUthorized si at r  
t te f alifornia } s.s. 
ow.ty t .Los ugetes } 
n ~} iJ,J LI./ before e, emus R.. ERRER  otal}' Public ~rsonally appeared oe C. 
rt.e   ove  10   t  q i   ti Mto  a denc~ t   Ib  rson(s) .hose DIIIlle(S) !,/  Sllbsro  
fO  t  ~lrumen   il kn 1e ed    c/she/t    m  m isJh r/their . 
capacity(!eS). $I1d 1bat by qis.Jher\t1leit sigl1lltUre(s) on the inst:nunellt. the person,s), or the entity upon behalf or 
bl  t  JSOn(s) t , Cllte  t  i str t. 
I certify Wlder penalty of pe1jllf'1 under the la s aftbe St:at~ of alifornia Ihat the foregoing paragrapj! is true and 
t. . 
- (Se l) 
IS ICE  MPTIN   E   EBT  .NY.IN.FO  





Lot 8 ofIllacic 6 ofFOXRSdge fttes eta 2 Sebdivistooacftto the GailddpWjbem4 fled in
136Ok 32 afPlats at Page 1977 mends OfCeWAY18l0acd a pardon of Lot 9 oMocktF ofFox
Rittge ISMSNo 2 Subdivision acootdb to die otffichd pigs tl2tMA Media Book 32 ofPlans at Page1977 nccards OAdaCooty Idaho more particularly dearaibcd as follows
Corsunencing at theSmmO t ofsaid Lot 9
LluM Saudi 78 degreesWOr awng the 5autheryboun4ary ofsaid Lot9 a diatsmca 48000
fed to a P9 K said pointbetas titcmal pobd ofbeglottim
Thenoa ccntfoulag 30uth 78 dogroes0Pastalong iho Southerly boundety ofBald Lot 9 adimof 800 feat to a point
TbcNodb 10 dagnees00West 3100 Beet ueFlt
1bc3679 ftrOft 112West7418 feet to aporim sai4 pobt being Ibbital poW of begbw
A porliart ofIat 8 ofalosof1vXRWZCEstates No 2 Subdivisiwt aoc0 to ris0 afiicial pfaE
tl tern ti W ha Book 32 ofPlats at FuS 1977 oL9cW xerords of AdaCot ldeLty momPrOiyTibexl as follows
COmMWAng at ftNoathwat corner of said Lot 8 said poIntbteing the real paintofbad
Tltateteo South 10 degrees Qt100Hest along to Wastculy hoc dmy ofsaid Let 8 adstaof 3 LZO
dtoa paint
ikmccNoftk 79 tlegrnes 12 I2Ead 741 feet to a p010M the 1NoWhady vend y Oflaid Lot 8
ThaNm78 deguess WWWest eltutg the Kmfficrty bo usdwyof said Lot 8 a diveawof80
tea to 2p01n said point oelug the real point ofbe gWrmg
NOTE According tothelnfemsdan supplied to the COmpany theAclaCvtmty Ass moveOfte liars
the fallowing AS OnionWtss for trimsabjvg property
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TOSELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVENthat PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustao under the Deed of or
Transfer inTrust exceirted by SHAUND FICKES ANDDIANN8 B FICKES HUSBAND
AND NV1M as Gmitor to TITLEOl1asITrztec in favor ofMMSMORTGAGE
BLEC rRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTR141S INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR
HOMECONNQ8FINANCIALNETWO INCA CORPORATION asBeneficiary dated
32412006 recorded 3130120006 as Instrument No 106049408 and rerecorded official records
of AdaCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest inwhich ispre ently held byUS Bank
National Association as Trustee RFMS12006SA2 By Residential Funding LLC fka Residential
Funding Corporation AttorneyinFact Said Deedof Trust covers real property situated insaid
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 5 IN BLOCK I OF FOXTAILSUBDIVISION ACCORDING TOTOFFICIAL
PLAT THEREOF FILED INBOOK 73 OF PLATS ATPAGES7563 AND 7584
OFFICIALRECORDSOF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
Tim Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated324006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 111112010 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafterplus late charges togetherwith
W1 subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is1840436 as of312211
All delinquencies are now due togetherwith unpaid and accruing taces assessrnenA trustees
fees attorney fees costs and advancesmade to protect the security associatedwith this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of48035615together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6per annum from 101112010 until paid
And that theBeneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said
obligation
PLF 04077002277
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And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
ObJigatiOD. . 
  





PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OFADACOUNTYDBAPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE




on I Lbefore meShanonDeArmanavis Notary Public personably appeared Carlo
IvIagno wlx proved to Tae on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose Tmisare subscribed
to thewithio instnmtent and acknowledged to me that helsbelthey exccnted the same inhiserltheir authorized
capacityiesand that byhiserltheir signature on the instrument the persojasor the entity upon behalfor
which the person acted exethe instnanont
I certify underp salty of perjuryunder the laws of the State of California that the foMohtg paragraph i s tale and
r c
SHANQN DIFARMA14AMES
f Commission 1783309 IL
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NOTICEOF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLRIDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY 0 VEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADACOUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under theDeed ofor
Transfer in Truest exocated byDAN BBEVINS AND JUDI L BEVFNS HUSBAND AND
711PE as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATION asTrustee in favor ofMERS
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE
FOR HOMECOMINGSFINANCIAL LLC FJKJAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INCALIMM LIA131LITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated312007
recorded3162007 as Instrument No 107038240 and rerecorded official recordsof Ada
County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by GMAC MORTGAGE
LLC FKA GMACMORTGAGE CORPORATION Said Deed ofTrust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 10 IN BLOCK 6 OF CANDLELIGHT SUBDIVISION NO 2ACCORDTNG TO
THE OFF1CJAL PLAN THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 63 OF PLATS ATPAGES 6345
AND6346 RECORDS OFADA COUNTY IDAHU
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breachof the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrustNote dated3112007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due1112416ofprincipail interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments clue thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sates advanced by beneficiary purauaizt to the terms and eouditioiiS of
said deed oftrust
This amount is782454as of312011
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
few attorneysfees costs and advancesmade to protect the security associatedwith this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of20214547togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of3per annuttt from102010 until paid
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i   f tr t. . 
This a ount is $7,824.54 as of31312011 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attom~y's fe~ costs and advance:J ade to protect the security associated ith this 
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PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY DBA PIONEERLENDER TRUST
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
State ofCalifornia S
County of Los Ange fes I
on l before tnc ShawnDeAtmtmDavis Notary Public personally appeared Carlo
Magna fo pr ved tome on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose name isiare subscribed
to thewithin instrumwt and aclmowbedged to me thathelshelthey executed the same in hWherthei authodzed
capacityiesand that by hislhetltheir sipatu res an the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf of
which fire persouacted executed the instrument
I certify
uT co






Signature Seal Los Angeles County
ShanonDeArmanDavis LrV4coffmtELWbe032011
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANYINFORMATION
OBTAMEDWILLBE USEDFORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04080002280
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SEL1L UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee tinder the Deed of or
Transfer inTrust executed by KELLY J OLIVER AN UNMARRIED WOMA14AS HER
SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to STEWARTTITLE asTrustee in favor of
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INCas Beneficiary dated 05422005 recorded
0592005as Instrument No 105058169 andreecordedofficial records of AdaCounty
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently heldby Said Deed of Trust coven real
property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOS 18 IN BLOCK 6 OF CROSSROADS SUBDIVISION NO 4 ACCORDINiG TO THE
OMCIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK73 OF PLATSAT PAGE 75197520
RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated05212005 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due I 12009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is3919156as ofApr 15 2011
All delinquencim are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxies assessments trustee
fees attorney Fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1516994 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of611per annum from12012008 until paid
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell orcause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said
obligation
PLF 04081002281
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   TY, . 
he rustee hereby gives notice that a. Qreach f the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
  ~   ~  nt    5/021200 .      i g: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 1/112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i s a  s s t i st lhn ts e t r after; l s la.te r s; t t t it  
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions of 
i    t. 
'fbis amount is $39,191.56 as of Apr 15, 2011 
All delinquenciM are now due, together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees. attorney's feest costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
furecl s re. e ai  rillci al ala ce f $151,699.49 t et er it  i terest t ere  at t e 
current rate of 6.11 % per annwn from 1210112008 until paid. 
nd that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be soId to satisfy said 
Obligation. 
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Dated Apr 15 2011
PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
z6iz
By Dee C t3rtega utlaorized Sigaatoi
State of California S
County of LosAngAirs
On Apr 15 201 I before me Shanon DeArmanDavis Notary Public personally appeared DO COrtega who proved
to me on the basis ofsatisfactory evidenca to be the person whoso nwwsislare subscribed to the within
insirmpment and aclmowledged to me that WshwWwy executed the same inhisertheir authorized capacityiesand
that by hislhereirsignature an the instrument the person or the entity uponbehalf or which the persons
noted executed the instrument
I certify under pe tof perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
nzesidsudwaJxrwfA1ev
1SHON3taslNAi5Signature Sea CrnQnlMIWI 17833094
Shanon IleArmanDavis Noivey Nbnc CotEtornto
Los Angeles County
WCrMM 030sac32 11
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTENG TO COLLECTA DEIST ANDANY INFORMATION
OBTAIMDWILLBE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04082002282
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On Apr IS. 20] I before me, Sbllllon l)e'Ar an-DlIvis  ota1"y Public personally appeared pee C. Ortega who proved 
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Mtod, t  t  i str t. 
I certify under pe 0/ of perjury lIltder rhe laws of the State or CalifornIa fhat the foregoing paragIaph is true and 
rect 
   PTI   F  B     n  




Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive TrusteeServices LLC
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LSI TITLE COMPAN 11032748
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGTVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPAN OF ADACOUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Transfer in Trustexecuted by LISA M REDERICK AND STEPHEN M FREDERICK
WIPE ANDHUSBAND asGrantor to ST13WART TITLE as Trustee in favor of HERS
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE
FORHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCTKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated112006
recorded113012006 as InstrumentNo 10613 7568 andrecorded official records of Ada
County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which is presently held by Said Deed of Trust
covers real property situated in said Coxmty describing land therein as follows
LOT 22 INBLOCK 12 OF JORDANS LANDING UNITNO 5B SUBDIVISION
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF PILED IN BOOK 57 OF PLATS
AT PAGE 5253 5254nCORDS Or ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurredunder the Deed ofTrustNote dated 112006 The Mature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 122010 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ttrms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is1043437as ofApr 16 2021
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advancesmade to protect thesecurity associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1994842togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of688per annum from 1102010 until paid
Andthat the Benetcisry elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said
obligation
PLF 04083002283
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has occurred under the eed f rust ote dated 1112112006. he nature of such breach being: 
 allure to pay the onthly pay ent due 121112010 f principal. interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions of . 
    
!.fhis a ount is $10,434.31 as of pr 16. 2011 
ll delinquencies are no  duc, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security a.ssociated ith this 
f r l s r . e i  ri i l l e f $199,4& .42 t t r it  i t r st t r  t t  
current rate of 6.88% per rumum from I 1/0 1{20 10 until paid. 
nd that the Be.neflciary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obligation. 
  




Dated Apr 18 2011
PIONEER TITLECOWANOF ADA COUNTY DBAPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICES BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEESERVICES AS ATTORNEY W FACT
By Dee C Ortega Authorized Signatory
State of California j S
County of LosAngeles j
On 1 j f I before me SharDeAnnanDavis Notary Publicpappeared Dee C Ortega
who proved to a on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose names islare subscribed to the
within instrument and aftowledged to me that besheltftey executed the same in ttislhertheir authorized
capacityiesand that by hislherltheir siguature on the instrument thepersonorthe entity upon bebalf or
which the person acted executed the iastrurnent
icertify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of theState of Cal lfernia that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
yN SHANON 0FARMAND lIS
SlpatllYe Cop missln 17833Q
S o DeAnttanDavis Nolapuga cantornic
Los Angeles Couflty
10vCcnm9m4TsoeC3 ZOt
8OFFICE ISATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANY INFORMATTON
OBTAINEDWILL BE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04084
002284
--------........ ~ .................................. , ............. ' .. 
        
   
O- & -C 
1  
t : pr 18,2011 
  MP         
I   L   I ,  I  IN  
: ee . rte a, t rize  i at z  
t:lto  Hror l  } .s. 
ounty of Los ngeles } 
 t[ ii (J II f r  , hMon e'Annan-Dllvis t r  li  ersonally ;a  e" . rt  
  ~ lne  t e i   ti t  i  t  o t  rson(s) Wh036 ame(s) i /n  i  t  t o 
WIthin in$tru e.nt a  acknowledge  t  t ! at e/s ¢lthe  e ec te  the sa e I  ltis/ er/thcir a l rlze  
eapacity(ies),  t t  i l nt ir igaature(s)  t  i tr e t tb person(s), d  lil   lf r 
hich. the perscn(s) acted,. executed the instrument. 
!o~ un~derpana~ OfoperjlU}' under the laws oftlte State orCalifoml~::::.:= is true and 
/; \ \ I' ~ ~I"NO  O:·AR~.AN.OA~ 
Signatu1'6 . ~.pJ ~. "', omrTI~sJol~ II 1!\ 30~~ t 
S ~oonna;.DaYis i . ota;y Pu;:'lIc • C Uf miG j 
J . -. LO$ AnQe/es ::I: ... j __ . , M'/Ct'nlrn. 8rpf.'aClec3 20n -."..--+",0$" .~"""",,,,"1P"'Qr' 
THIS          l FORMATION 
 l       . 
  
Recording Requested By
And WhnRecorded Moil To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC




ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT 1300 2
BOISE IDAHO 041201 0819AM
DEPUTY Randy Jennings
srm
ORIx163ronk llscuxxcax xnQyntsrox I loll 11111111111111111 IN 1111111 11 111111111
LSi TITLE COMPAN 111032742
TSNoID279006C
NOTICE OFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONUR TITLuE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba
FIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE SURVICFS is the Successor Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer in Trust executed by KANDI HALL AND ROBERT HALL WIFEAND
HUSBAND as Cnantor to ALLIANCE TITLE as Trustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FIKAHOMECOMINGSFINANCIAL NETWORK
INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated05142007 recorded
0522007 as Instrtunent No 107073022 official records of Ada County IDAHO the
beneficiary interest inwhich is presently held by Said Deed ofTrust covers teal property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 51 IN BLOCK S OF PARAMOUNT SUDDIYISION NO 6 ACCORDLNG TO THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOFFILED IN BOOKK 92 OF FLATS AT FAGES 11033
THROIfGH11035OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the DeedofTrust Note dated05142007 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due 111112010 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
411 subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This mount is 138220 as of Apr 16 2011
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruingtaces assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of22981743 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of625 per annum from 10101120I0 until paid
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   I   I EER TL     m'fi   
P    E VI E ,          
     "'KAN  '  "'ROBE  *,   
BAl'I .  Grantor,  U  ,  e.    "ME "  
 I TRA. ' , l C.,     
 I ,  (FIKJ A   K. 
C.)   ILll  ANY.  fi i r ,  511412001,  
512212007,  s me t o . 730 2.     nty, .  
beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by. Said eed of rust COVelS real property 
sit t  i  s i  ty. s ri i  l  t r i  s f ll s: 
 1l   8   B V  . , RDl ~    
I I   , I E  I     P   P (S) U,o:n 
U  U,035, mCI     T , . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
s rr  r t  O ' f r t t  t  5/1412001.  t r  f  r  i : 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent due t 111/2010 ofprincipa1, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together WitIl 
all subseqlrent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tcx s and conditions of 
   t t. 
'fhjs amount is $13,822.80 as of pr 16,2011 
ll li e ies r   , t t r it  i   r i  ~,eSt ssessment3, tr ste 's 
fees, att rney's fees, c sts and a a ces a e to r tect t e sec rit  ass ciate  ith t is 
f recl s re. e ai  pl'incipal ala ce f $229.81 .43 t et er it11 i terest t ere  at t e 
current rate of 6.25% per annu  fro  10/0 IJ20 10 until paid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to seU or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
ti . 
  





PIONEERTITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dbn PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee C Ortega Authorized Signatory
State of California
County of Fas Angeles
On
j I meShanonDoArmunDavis Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved
to me on a basis ofsatisfa7evidence to be the person whose namesiswe subsrrlhed to the within
instrument and admowledged to me that hdsheAhey executed the same in hisAerthei authorized capacityiesand
that by hisAerltheir signatures an the instrument the persoasor the entity upon behalforwhich The persons
actedextcuteda instrument
I certify under pTalty ofperjury underthe laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragaph is true andcorrect A 1
5HAN0Na0AdtMAND3
Signature Commission MAN
S onQcArmanDavis Notary Public Colltoinia i
Los Angetes County
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04086002286
------------_ .............................. . 
      EL   
   
O- -C 
 
d: Lj..-.lf-dO /I 
., 
      a I    
I ,    I S,  I    
y: ee . rtega., uthorized ignatory 
 fcafi la } s.s. 
QUQt;  Lo  l  } 
On lJ{ (<6l ll. }CrOre e, Shanoo e'ArmlUl-Davis otary Public personally appeared ee , rtega ho proved 
   tAe Is  & lisfactory e    t30n(s) s  ame(s) Is/are c ibe  u 1h  it in 
i str e t a  ackn le e  t  e t at elshclt e  e cl: te  tbe sa e in islherJtheir autlIorl:z.ed capacity(i~). a  
that by hisJhentheir signature(s) on tlJe instru ent the person(s), or tbe entity upon behalf or hich Ihe pemlJ1(s) 
t d,. (:t;:Uled t e instr e t 
r ity nder alty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true. and 
um: t. 
lS FFICE IS TTE P I G    T   l\'I I  
INE   E S    . 
PLF 04086 
Recording Requested By
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer lender Trustee Services LLC
coExecutive TrusteeServices LLC





ADACOUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT1300 2
BOISE IDAHO 0412412011 0941AM
DEPUTY Randy Jennings
SimpFDREQ Re IIIII QOI i flIIIII III III II III ffl 111 lrutcoKnrnQr sOFos
LS TITLE COMPAN 111032804
11047
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UKDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE 13 HEREBY01that PIONEER TITLE COMPAN OF ADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is theSuccessor Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer in Trust executed by MARKD HAYDEN AND THERESA A HAYDEN
HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to STEWART TITLE as Trustee in favor of
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FWA THOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC A DELAWARE CORPORATION as Beneficiary dated 1112212006 recorded
12042006 as Instrument No 106189416 and rerecorded official recordsof437A County
IDAId0 the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by Said Deed of Trust covers real
property situated in said County desenbing land therein as follows
LOT 1 IN BLOCK 5 OFHOWELL TRACT SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED INBOOK 64 OF PLATS AT PAGE 65726573
RECORDS OFADA COUNTY IDAHO LOT 1 BLOCK5 BOOK64 OF PLATS PAGE
65726573
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurredunder the Deed of Trust Note dated 111222006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 122010 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is31647 as ofApr 16 2011
All delinquencies are now due together withunpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of160987together with interest thereon at the
current rate of625per annum from 11020 0until paid
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  I , as ra t r, t    I , as r stee, i  fa r f 
I  ll'-l I ,  (F!K1  HOMECOMI  I I  ' , 
I C.)   A I ,  fi i r , t  1/2212006, r r  
1210412006, as [ s1ru e t  . ]   t -r r ed. fficial rec r s f Av - 01.1nty. 
I HO, the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by. Said eed of rust covers rcal 
property situated in said Qunty, describing land therein I'm follo s: 
 ,      Cf lYl I ,    
fFI I   , I  I  OOK      -6 , 
S   1Y, I .  ,  ,      
-6 . 
e r st  r  i es tice t t  r  f t  li ti  f r i  s  tr sf r is sec: rit  
s rr  r t   f r st te t  1 2212006. e t r  f s  r  ei g: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 121112010 ofpnncipal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all subsequent SQIDS advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tenns and conditions of 
   t. 
This a ount is $8,316.47 as of Apr 16, 2011 
ll li ies r   e, t t r it  i   r i  ta.,{e8, ss ss nts, tr ste 's 
fees, att mey's fees, c sts and a a ces ade t  r tect t e sec rit  ass ciate  it  t is 
f recl s re. e ai  ri ci al ala ce f S 160,960.81 t et er jth i terest t ere  at t e 
current rate of6.25% per anntun fro  1110112010 until paid. 
 t t t  fi i r  l ts t  s ll r caUSe t  tr st r rt  t   s l  t  satisfY s i  
li ti . 
  





PIONEERTITLE COMPAN OF ADA COUNTYDBAPIONLENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee COrtega Authorized Signatory
State ofCalifornia
County of Loa Angeles
On
COl gW before meShaaonDeArmanavisNotary Public personally appearedDee a to one on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the emen s whose nano s Islare
subscnbed to theWithin instrument and acknowledged to me that balshelthey executcd the same mhisertheir
authorized capacitylesl and bet 4y hisibo then signature on the instrnment the petxon or the entity upon
behalf orwhich the pm3on actcd executed the Instrument




Co 1783309AmomnermanDavis Noiary Public Callfornio
Los Angeles County
Ccmm DM32011
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYEIFORKATION
OBTAWEDWILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE
PLF 04088
002288
I     L I   ELL  
  T 
l).26 8·2~C 
7471360503 
LA 41_ if--cJ.a // 
Dated: '1tpr 16~~H 
I  mL       IONEER  . l  
RVI S,    ER, I St   I   
:  . rt . t ri  i t r  
stafe of alifornia } s.s. 
    } 
On t.f J r}j J II bef~ me, Sbanon De'Annan·Oavis Notary PubUc person~ appeared 
Dee, . Mg  who~ved t  me  t  &i  f ti f t r  i e  t   t  p rso ( ) s  ame(s) 1:tIlw 
subscn"bed to the ~vitbin instnunent and ackno ledged to e that Mlsbellhey execulCd the sa e in hjs/her/thelr 
amhorized capacity(les), and Ibilt by bWher\their sigzmture(s} OD the instromenttho penon{s), or tho ontity upon 
be   hich the P£:J: 0o(s) e . o e te   i . 
I cedify under p of PI.lIjury under the laws nf the State of California that Ihe foregoing paragraph is true and 
correct. 
SHANON oe·ARMAN·DAViS 
S' a\UtC (S ".. ommi$,lon /I J 783J09 
Ign T---'~--=-:~-----'-""""--- ea,]. ... NolaI'! P\iblk: • CQllfQrnlQ j 
Los Angeles County -
J ., Mvcc.mm.EXPlie$Dec3,20n t ............ + ,.., ••• +. pi( 
TIDS OFFICE IS TTE PTING TO LECT  EBT ND AN  INFORMATION 
O T INED lLL BE USE  FOR T T P . 
PLF 04088 
Recording Requested By
And iVhen RecordedMail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
c Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400




ADACOUNTY RECORDER Christopher IRich AMOUNT 1300 2
6018E IDA 0521201 0940PM
DEPUTY Bonnie Ohertiilig
a
Mc c IIII III fill 11111111111lid 11111111111111111111111111IIILCATWIhRSQUItSrOFR
181 TITLE COMPAN 111036526
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TOSELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN the PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of orTransfer in Trust executed byC1IRISTOPHER
BATTEN A SINGLEMAN as Grantor to TITLE ONE asTrustee in favor of
HOMECONUNGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A DELAWARE CORPORATION as
Beneficiary dated06172003 recorded062312003 as InstrumentNo 103 102854 and re
recorded official records of AdaCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently
held by Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein
as follows
LOT 15 IN BLOCK 2 OTWILDBROOK SUBDMSIONNO3ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICJAL PLAN THEREOFFILED IN BOOK 83 OF PLATS ATPAGES9525 AND
9526 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAIJO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrustNote dated06172003 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due 102010 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is103653 as ofApr 27 2011
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1345512together with interest thereon at the
current rate of650 per annum from09120 0until paid
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 .I'WJtee  t e    ra      "'CHRISTOPHER 
IEN1I,  I  . s r t r, 10 fiL  , s r st , i  fa. r f 
lYIINGS I I  , I .   A I ,  
dici r , t  6/1712003, r r  6/23/20 , s I str t o . 3   r -
recorded I official records of da County. I . the beneficiary mterest in hich is presently 
el  y. ai  ee  f r st c ers real r ert  sit ate  i  sai  nty, escri i  la  t erei  
 : 
 8l   Z F l  ll I . , l    
I  'l' F,  I   S    AGE(S)   
, I I     T , I lI . 
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
 '\llTe   t    t t  t  611712003.  t     ei g~ 
P iltrr  t   t  t 1  t o 01112010 f ri i l. i ter st nd/or 
i s a  s s t i st ll e ts e t r fter; l s late c ar es; t t r it  
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary p\lf3uant to the ter s and conditions of 
i   ftt st. 
is a ount is $1 O~365j3 lIS f pr 27, 2011 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid ane} accruing taxes, assess ents, 1tustee's 
fees. attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated with this 
f recl s re. e unpaid ri ci al ala ce f $134,55 .52 r et et it  i terest t ere  at t e 
c rre t rate f 6.50% er a  fro  09/0112010 til ai . 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obligation. 
  




Dated Apr 29 20 Z 1






County of Lon Arr eiea
On Apr 292011 beforeme ShanonDeArmanDavis Notarl Public personally appearod Carlo Magno who proved
to me on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the person whose namesislare subscnisedto the within
instrurnent and acknowledged to me that helshelthey executed the same in hislhedtheir authorized capacitylesand
that byhiserltheir signature on the iostmrnent the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the persons
acted executed the histruritent
I djk under p ekiy of per under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
corroct
SHANGN DVARMAMJAIAS
Signature tS Commission 1783309 sAwrmanDavis m Notary Public CoOlarnia
Los Angeles County
rteVuhon
top 2c 3 I
to t i
THIS OFFICE ISATTEYF MGTOMLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAMEDWILL BEUSED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04090002290
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! pr 29, 2011 
   , t     , 
O~~YniF  
 r ,  f r  ,  e'Annan-Da is t ry li  rs ll  fe  c rl    r  
to e on the bub ofsntisfactory evidence to be the person(s) w.booe name(s) is/are subsctibed to Ib ithin 
instrument and ackno Sedged to e that helshe/they e:<eculed the sa e in hislher/their authorized capaclty(ies), tUtd 
t t  ililb.er\tMir signaftu"c(s) 011 t  instrum tlt t e erson(s). rtb  tit   lf r i  t  crson(s) 
IKt , t  !  ili3tnlm t, 
 cerlify   all   ' er t o la s f lito tato f Ollif mia t at I e f re i  ara ra  is tr e a  
rre t. 
Ill    T E&~ING  CO LEC    l'I    
IN       :P . 
  
Recording Requested By
And When Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coExecutive TrusteeServices LLC





AOA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT 9300 2
BOISE IDAHO 051712411 0432 PM
DEPUTY Vide Allen
SimplieREC0 DF0R
ruc a 11101111 fill 11l1 1111101111111IIIU1111N IIxecezaonausrOFor
LSi TFTLE COMPANY 111044682
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRU
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by JEREMY BEAL A
SINGLE MAN as Grantor to LAWYERS TITLE OF TREASURE VALLEYas Trustee in
favor ofHOIvIECOhIINGS FINANCIALNTQVOM INCA CORPORATION as Beneficiary
dated 0312512002 recorded0422002 as InstrumentNo 102039286 andreecorded official
records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by Deutsche
Bank Trust Company Americas as Trustee Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in
said County describing land therein as follows
TM SOUTH HALF OF LOT B INBLOCK 13 OF TFZ AMEMED PLAT OF
MANVILLESSUBDIMON ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF
FILED IN BOCK 5 OF PLATS AT PAGE 232 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives noticethat a breachof the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated0326002 The nature ofsuch breach being
Faihve to pay the monthly payment due12411 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursumit to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is515649asofMay 13 2011
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing toes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances crude to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of8057833together with interest thereon at the
current rate of738per annum from 120120I0 until paid
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said
obligation
PLF 04091002291
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I  I   I  t t I .   I . , i  t  
Successor Trustee under .the eed of or Transfer in Trust executed by JERE Y BEAL,  
 lvf ,  tor, t   E      Yt  t e, i  
fa r f :M MI O  I l  E WORK, I   ORATI , as e eficiary, 
 t 6fl00 , o  4/ 212004    • 10203924   I -record d • ff ~  
records of da ountyt I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by eutsche 
Bank Trust Co pany ericas as Trustee. Said eed ofTrus! covers real property situated in 
 ty.     ll s: 
lIE          HE END    
l U'S BDMSI , I    I I   lf F, 
I  I  O       t    TY, I . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
bas occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 03/26/2002. The nature of such breach being: 
.Failure to pay the lllOtlthJy pay ent due lIt12011 of principal. interest and/or 
i s a  s se e t i stalhne ts e t ereafter; l s late c ar es; t et er it  
U t s a ce   i ia  ant to t  t   iti   
 eed  tr t 
is a ount is $5,156.49 as f ay 13, 2011 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's feeIJ, costs and advances made to protect the security associated ith. this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $80,578.33 together ith interest thereon at the 
CUIl"ent ra1e of 7.38% per annu  fro  1210112010 until paid. 
nd that t  eneficiary l t  t  s U r se the trust p.toperty t   l  t  s tisfY s i  
li ti . 
PLF 0409  




Dated May 16 2011
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICE
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Signatory
State of California
County of Los Ange
On May 16 2011 before me 3hanou DeArmaaDavsNotary Public personaDy appeared Carlo Magno who proved
tome on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswhose namesisaresubscribed to the within
instrument and aokaowledged to me thathesheth y atiecuted the same in hWhertheir authorized capacityiesand
that by hWherltheir signatures on the instrument the personsor the entity upon bebaif or which the persons
acted executed the instrument








TMS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANY IMORMATION
OBTAIUDWILL HE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04092002292
    TI       
DEED   
I0  
 
ated:  ,  
   I ,     ERVICES, 
 t   ct . 
On ay 16,2011 berore e, Shanon De'Anmm-Dl:lvis~!ar)' Public persOnally appeared Carlo agno who proved 
t  ~  1110 is  a tiaf<n:(clj' i  IQ  t  moo(3) s  ame(s) Is/lIfO r no  t  1 o it i  
i stnun t  c n le  10  t t cJsh lthey ¢,xecute  t  SIllIlC i  isl /thei  t i  apaclty(ies),  
that y h her\tbeir signature(s) on the instru ent the peI'llQr\(s), or the entity upon bebalf or hich tho person(s) 
iWt , t   ~ent. 
1 certify under lty of perjury under the la s oftl\e S1ate or california that the foregoing paragraph Is true and 
eo~ 
jgna1Ut,,~~~!..-~=~._k_-=,,--___ _ 
ilan  e'Amtan-Davis 
HIS          NFOR TI  
nTAlNEJ)  B     E. 
  
Recording Regwted By
Aud When Recorded Maii To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC




ADACOUNTY RECORDER Christopher B Rich AMOUNT 11DO 2
Boise IDAHO 0622019 0239PM
DEPUTY Vicki Allen
REpiffilMF
nEc011vsnRXQ1rrsx 017 1loll IN 1111 1111II Hill IN 1111111Nll IN 11
LSl TITLE COMPANY 111050684
TSNoI1272670C
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEMY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADACOUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Transfer inTrust executed by DAVID EVANICH AND STACY EVANICH HUSBAND
AND WIPE as Grantor to TITLE ONE asTrustee infavor ofMORTGAGEELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS NOMINEEFOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INCA CORPORATION as Beneficiary dated 091012006recorded0911206
w Instrument No 106146215 and Ire recorded Loan Modification 0913012009 as instrumentNo
109111642 inBook CCPage XX official records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary
interest in which is presently held by Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said
County describing Iand therein as follows
LOT 12 IN BLOCK 4 OF COLONL41 ESTATES NO 3SUBDIVISIONACCORDING
TO TAE OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FLED IN BOOK 46 OF PLATS AT PAGES
3778 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breachofthe cfbligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated09112006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due912010ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuantt to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is103078as ofJun 20 2011
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of14800643together with interest thereon at the
current rate of 22S perannum from 08012010 until paid
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said
obligation
PLF 04093002293
-----_ .... _ ...__ ...•.... 
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r f r i  r t t   "'DA I  Y lCH*  "S  I *,  
 F ,  tor,   ~  e, i   . O   
 , .,    .  I I  
. I .  P RATI , as eneficiary, dated 09/0112006, recorded 09f11f2006, 
as  . 106146   r -   i ic ti  /   l t t . 
t , i   XX,  X~     Ol.Illt . ) t  ~nefici  
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The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the c5bligation for hich such transfer is security 
as rr  ttd~r he ee   t t  t  9/011200 .  t r     i : 
FaillU'e to pay the onthly paynlent due 9/112010 ofprlncipal, interest and/or 
i po1.11lds and subsequent jnsUtlhnents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all s se e t s s a a ce   e eficiar  PlU"SUaIlt t  t e ter s a  c itions f 
s i   tm t 
is t i:f $10,3 7.18 s   .  
U elinque cies are  e. t get er it  aid  accr i  t s. ss ss ts, tr stee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. he unpaid pr:incipaJ balance of $143,006.43 together ith interest thereon at the 
CUll."eJlt rate of 2.25% per annu  fro  08/0112010 until paid. 
 t at the eneficiary l ts to s n r se t  trust r rt  to e s l  to s tisf  s i  
li ti . 
LF 040  




Dated Jun 21 2011
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADACOUNTYdbaPIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By CarloMa o AuthorizedSionatory
State ofCailfornin S
County of Las Angeles
On lun 21 2011 before me Shanou DerAnnanDavis Notary Public personally appeared Carlo Magma who proved
to me on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the petsom whose Aame isare subscnlxd to the within
instrument and acknowledged to me that helshedtey executed the Same in hiAertheir authorized capacityiesand
that bybishmAthelr signature on the instrumentpersonsorthe entity upon behalf or which theparsons
acted executedthe instrament
I certify underpeyl ofperjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
Correct
WSHANONRtRMANDABISCommleston 0 17Sig4mrCe Seal atgty publfC ColuornloShanonDeArmanDavis tos Angeles county
MYCoatrnFVtesCec320T1
TES 0MCE TS AY ETO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANY DWORIMATION
OBTADIEDWH LBEUSED FORTHATF WOSE
PLF 04094
002294
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instru ent and aclmo ledged to e that helsheltltey executed the sa e fn hislbcr/tftefr authorized oapll(;ity(ies). and 
that by bi5lher'.thelr signature(s) on the instrumentthe person(s), or the entity upon belutlf or which the pe.rSCJn(s) 
,  !be u . 
I certify underlie ty of perjury under !:he taws of the State of California that the fOl1lgOin~ parag.rapb is true and 
correct. ,~ \\ (1. ., SHANON DE'ARMAN-DAYI$ 
SI-"."re '~ .. ~.. (Seal) o tnlsrlan" J183J09 ,..~. % Notary PubJrc • olltornlo ~ 
SbanonDc'AnnIUl-DaVlS ~ ' •. : Mv~~=~~~~U ~ 
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT 1300 2
BOISE IDAHO07120345 PM
DEPUTY Somle Obeebltlig
siMDTt2t1X15T OF l llil lii111 lgll lllilill lliJill lllil fill ll llli lllliLFCOII 1TRQLI
LSI TITLE COMPANY 11066814
NOTICEOFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer in Trust executed by BRADLEY EDUNCAN AND DIANA M DUNCAN
HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to TITLEONE CORPORATION as Trustee in favor of
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIA NETWORK
INC ADELAWARE CORPORATION asBeneficiary dated0722007 recorded
029f2007 as Instrument No 107019329 andreecorded official records of AdaCounty
IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which is presently held byUSBankNational Association as
Trustee for RASC 2007KS3 Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said Courny
descaing land therein as follows
LOT 4 IN BLOCK 1 OF IDOECREEK SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 49 OF PLATS AT PAGES4000 AND
4001 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO LOT 4 BloOCK 1 Off
DOECREED SUBDIVISION BOOK 49 PAGES400 AND 4001
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for Which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated022P2007 The nature ofsuch breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due912010 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plugs late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is158084 as of Jul 11 201
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorruey fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Tho unpaid principal balance of1386012 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of675per annum from 081012010 until paid
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said
obligation
PLF 04095002295
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 i  t t         A , 
  I , s r ntor. t  I  RA nON,  r t e, i  f r f 
I  I I .  ( /KJA I  l CI.A~ , 
C.)   ORATION)  l3 ,  210212007,  
210912 0 .   o . 8   -record d ,     nty, 
.  i i  i t t i  i  i  tl  l   .S. nk. ti ll l i ti   
rustee for S  2007 S3. Said eed of rust covers real property situated in said ounty, 
scribin  Ja  t i   ll : 
 1     D  I ] ,    
FFI I  P  F, F1LE  I   49 F P S  PAGE(S) 4000  
, I I  S   1 I .  , 1,.   F 
 I I I ,  , AG:E(S)   . 
e r stee ere  i es tice that a reac  f t e li ati  f r w ic  s c  Ira sfer is securit  
 rr  r t    rust te t  /021200 .  t r    r  i g: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 9fJ/201O of principal, interest and/or 
i   t i t ll t   t fter; lu  l t  ; t t  it  
ll t    fi i r  rs t t  t  t r s  iti s f 
   rust.' . 
 t  $15,808.45   ll!, 01  
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid. and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
, tt mey' 8 , t   es  t  t t t  rit  i t  it  t i  
f recl s re. e i  ri ci al ala ce f $138.601 .. 20 t et er it  i terest t r  t t  
rr t r te f . 7 % r  fr  8/ 20 0 til i . 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause tlle trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
li ti . 
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Dated Jul 11 21311
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY hV FACT
6w
By Carta Magna Authoxizcd Signatory
State ofCalifornia I S3
County of Loa Angeles I
On Jul 11 2011 before me Sbanon DdArmanDavis Notary Public personally appeared Cirlo Magno who proved
to me on rho basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personwhosenameslsaro subscribed to thewithin
instrument and acknowledged to me chat helshehheyexecuted the same inhiserth i authorized capaeityiesand
that by hisllaerWheir signatures on the instrument thepenonsor the mitity upon behalf or which the persons
acted executedthe instrument
I certify under penalty of perjury raider the laws ofthe State ofCalifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
9H4N2DttABMADXV1SCommlaslon 1784349
Signature Seal i Notary Publc camomfa
ShanonDeAmmnDavis h Los Angeles County
5X0po20t1
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEIST ANDANY INFORMATION
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tate f aDfar ill r s.s. 
 01 Oll Jlgel  } 
n Jul E I, 2011 before e, Sbanon e' nnan-Davls otary Public personally appeared !=ario agno ho proved 
to e on ther buis of satisfactory evidence to be the pcrson(s) hose name(s) Islare subscribed III the ithin 
instru ent and ackno ledged to e that he/she/they executed the sa e In hislherlthelr authorIzed capacil}'(ies). and 
that by h.lslber\their signarura(s) on the mstru ent rhe person(s), or the enlity upon behalf or hich the person(s) 
,  llIe nt'. 
I cett~ tinder e al!)' t eIj r  \Ulder t e la s ftbe tate Qf alifornia t at !he f re i  ara ra n is WI: m  
correct. .. J" n 
ignature ~j 0... (Seal) 
iUlOIl e'AIman-Davls 
~O""'A"""""'~ SH NO", DE·ARMA.~-ON I$ 
o l&ulQl'l # 3 0  
Notary Public - cc!!tornta l 
. fl ol  ~~U~!l1 t 1 ~Comm.~£El~ iii.' •• '  
nns ICE I  TE P I     EB   .1'fY I F TIO  
I E  ll...L  S    . 





And Whou Recorded MailTo
Pioneer LenderTrustee SepAces LLC
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC














NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS EUE13YGIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SEMCESLLC is the
Successor Trustee corder the Deed of or Transfer in Trustexecuted by ISABEL L
MAGALLANLS AMARRIED PERSONAS FIIS SOLE ANDSEPARATE PROPERTY as
Grantor to TRANSNATION TITLE rib ESCROW INC as Trusteein favorofHERS
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTWINCSOLELY ASNOMINEE
FOR LENDER HCthntECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETVfWOM INC as Beneficiary dated
31242006 recorded 4WOO6 as Instrument No 200624317 andreecorded official records of
Canyon Couply IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presentlyheld by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONICREIISTRATION SYSTEM INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property
situated in said County describing land thereinas follows
LOT 251NBL 7 Oi IAPIZ OOD FSTAMN02CAN71Y illLIFY
OnAH0ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT TIIEREOV FILED IN BOOK 24 OF
PLATSAT PALM39RECORDS OF SAIDCOUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Tnist Note dated324006 The nature of such breach being
Faihue to pay the mosutbly payment due122008 of principal interest andor
impomuia and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent su ns advanced by beneficiary pursuant to thetcrand conditions of
raid deed of trust
TIsisamount is563526as of261009
All delingftnties wenow due together with unpaid andaccruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances shade to protect the security associated with this
6neclosura The unpaid principal balance of14279294 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of8625 per annum from112008 a til paid
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSMSERVICESLLCBY MCUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY Irt FACT
0
ByDec ddoga authorized signawrf
slats of cAmornFa S
Cvwnty of IASAngeles
On7469before me Pamela Babb Nccuy PAU penormiry eppcared DecCGrtega who proved to tuo an
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I cor underpenalty ofpajpry wWaa laws ofthe State ofCatitbrab that the faregoutg paragraph is tma and
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NOTICE OFDEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under theDeed of orTransfer in Trust executed by TAKE ROSS GOSN
MARRIED MANAS HIS SEPARAT8ESTATE as Grantor to TRANSNATIONTITLE as
Trustee in favor of MORTGAGE ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS
NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated
412006recorded512006 as Instrument146 200632814 andreecorded official records of
Canyon CountyIDAHO the beneficiary interest inwhich ispresently held byMORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SFE EDITA ATTACHED
The Trustee hereby givesnotice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated42J2006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pey the monthly payment due I21112008 ofprincipal interest andor
impoundsand subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiarypursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrot
This amount is387223 as of31020 9
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attotney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of8249898together with interest thereon at the
current rate of65per annum from 112008until paid
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O: XHIBI'f   
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation. for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of Trust ote dated 4J2?..I2006. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 121112008 of principal, interest and/or 
i s  s se e t mstaIl ents e t r ft r; l s l t  r s; t t r it  
an subsequent su s ad."VaIlced by benenciary-pursuant to the ter s and conditions of 
i    t ust 
is t  $3,872.23  l/l I2009 
ll eli que cies are no  due, together it  i  and accr i  taxes. assess ents, trustee 7 s 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
f r l s r . he i  rincipal la ce f$82.498.98 t t r it  i ter st t r  t t  
cutteJlt ta1e of 6.5% per annu  fro  11/112008 until paid. 


















PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICESLL0BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN PACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia SA
County of Las Angeles
00110f2009 beforemePatricia Babb Notary Public personalty appeared Dee C Ortega who proved tome on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be thepersonswhosenamcs Ware subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thathefshehbey executed the same tobislhertboi authorized capacityiesand dwby
hiserltbeir sipaturcson the imw meat the personsor tha entity upon behalfor Which thepwonsWd
ezewted the instrument
I certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws ofthe State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
SI Seat FATRIC1q BASS
icia Batslp Gomminfan 0 1631916
Notary Fubdo Cd901 a
Ioa Anoeten CountyOMyCCMa0 0w12069
7MS O CE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANYWORMAIJON
OBTAINEDWILL BE USED FORTIIATPURPOSE
PLF 04100
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By~ ee rtega. authorized sigoatory 
t t  f Dtot i  } 8.8. 
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On 311012009 bcfom e, Pitrlcla Babb otary hblic personally appeared ee C. r1ega who proved to e on 
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bi:uherlJieir signaturc(s) on the instru ent the person(s). r the eality upon behalf r which the emn($) ~e:d. 
x eute  t  i f . . 
I ccrtiLY under pal1alty of perjury under tho la s (If tho tate f anfomia that the foregoing paragrapb is true and 
re t 
p .............. *1 (S l) PATRICIA O BP. l Ca lS3la  i# '~ 3  1: 
- ola.., P\lblle • ollfo.nJc ! 
lei Mge/eS OI,ln/y' 
PJI'! CI:mIn. SCpIr8$ Dec \ 3. 1)  
THIS FFI     '      INFOR TI  
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS I3EREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by HAZEL LOUISE
CAMPBELL AN UNMARRIED PERSON as C3raraator to STEWART TITLE as Trustee in
favor ofMERSMORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY
AS1iLMIDIEE FORLENDERHOMIECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INCas
Beneficiary dated 511712006 recorded 512312006 as Ins4umentNo 200639460 and rerecorded
official records of Canyon County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest inwhich Ispresently held
byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust
covers realproperty situated in said County describing land therein as follows
THE EAST50FEET OFTHE SOUTH 170 FEET OFBLOCK 19 OF AMENDED PLAT
OF YALEPARKADDITION ACCORDING TOTHE OFF10AL PLAT THEREOF
FILED INBOOR 4OrPLATSAT PAGE 46 RECORDS OFCANYON COUNTY
IDAHO
Tice Trustee hereby givesnotice that abreach of the obligation farwhich such transfer is security
bas occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated5171200 The nature of such breach being
InsWIment of Principal and Interest plus impounds andoradvances which became
due on 512008 plus late charges and all subsequent installments of principal interest
balloon pays nettsplus impounds andoradvances and late charges that become
payable
Tbxa amount is1030177as of3200 9
All delinquetncies are nowdue together withunpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associatedwith this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of822930 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of675per annum from412008until paid
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  H       , )   
ccess r mstee under. the eed f r ra sfer i  r st e ec te  y  I  
l ,  R l  .  Gr ntor.   mLE,  ,  
  "ME S'" O    , C.,  
S NO:MlNEE     K. C.,  
eneficiary, dated 511712006, recorded 512312006, as Instro ent o .200639460 and re-recorded 
• ffi l l r r    ty, I , t  :ficlat  i t r t i  i  I  r tl  l  
  I  I I  TE S, I C •• i  d  r t 
covers real property situated in said ounty, describing land therein as follo s: 
  SO             
  X , :    ICI   , 
I  I  K  F    4(;,    T , 
. 
he lUStee hereby gives notice that a breach f the obligation for hich sucll1Iansfer is security 
bas 0CC1lll'ed. under the eed f1f rust ote dated 511712006. he nature of such breach rn,ing: 
I tall t f ri i l  l t r t IllS i s nd/or  i   
e all /112008 l s late: c ar es,  all s se e t i stall e ts f ri ci al, i terest., 
all  ayments. l s i s and/or a a ces a  late cbar es t t ec e 
payable. 
his n t i  $10,3 1.77 s f 120/2009 
ll Unque eie  r   , t t r it  i   r i  t s, ssments~ tr tee's 
tees. attomey' s fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security IISsociated it  this 
foreclosure. he unpaid prinCipal balance 0($82,293.02 toge~r ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.75% per annu  fro  4/1/2008 until paid. 











PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEESERIIC2S LLC BY EXECUTWE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEYNFACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia j S
Cownty of LosAngeles j
On3f2009 before me IutrieiaBabb Notary Public personalty appeared Dee C Ortega wtio proved to me on
the basis of sadsfa wry evaocto be the personwhose names Ware subscribed to the within instrument and
ackuawledged tome thathelsheoy executed the same In hislberltbeirauthorized capacityiesj end that by
hisberld signatures on the instrument die personsor the entity upon behalfor which the petsaasacted
executed the instrument
I certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State of Caiifotnta that the foregoing paragraph is true mid
correct
S Seal
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]    ERVICES, t   ECurrv   I , 
 I  IN  
: ee rt . t ri  si t r  
BCat. t Bf l  } s.s. 
o nt,y f os ngeles ) 
 312012009 d ro ~ PliIlrieia ~abb otu  lic ers all  appeared ee . rte a lio r e  t  e  
t e sis f tl t ctor  ideD~ t   t  e.tSOD(S} s  mune(s) is/ r  s s ri  t  tlJa it i  i tr t  
u: no l ac  t   t at het.shell oy x~ t o  I  bi lh rJth ir l ri  ; pacily(les). o  tb t  
islber\fheir sjgnafllre(s) on the instru ent the person(s), or the entity llPOn bebq]f or hich the persom(s) acted, 
OXCCIlb:  t  lrU . 
1 certifY undor penalty ofpctjulY undot the la s oftbe State of CalifornIA th'" the foregoing paragraph is fruO !'!ltd 
met. 
~<===~ __ (S l) 
HIS mC   MPT         
   SED-FOR  . 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDFR TRUSTEESERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by ROBERT ALSETH AN
Ul MARRIEDMAN as Grantor to TITLEONE CORPORATION as Trustee in favor of
MERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS
NOMINEE FOR LENDER HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary
dated12212005 recorded 1242005as nstrwnent No 200583820 and rerecorded official
records of Canyon County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which ispresently held by
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deedof Trustcovers
real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEE EXIHBIT A ATTACHED BEREWHH
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Neste dated 121122005 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthypayment due112009 of principal interest andor
n npounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said decdoftrust
This amount is437761 as of31302004
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorneyfees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1106694togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of68155 per annum from 12J12008 until paid
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I  IS  I  that PI  E  S  S I S, , is Itte 
r r t  r t   f r r f r i  r t t    TH,  
N l  , as ra tor. t  I  RATI , as r stee, iu fa r f 
"ME S"   O It   S,mc.,   
NO INEE FOR LENDER HO ECO INGS FINANCIAL NET ORK, INC., as Beneficiary, 
dated 1211212005, recorded 121141200SJ as Instrument o .200583820 and re-recorded, official 
records of anyon OWlty. I O,. the benefi.ciary interest i  hich is present1y held by 
 l  I I  , I C .. i   i r t r  
r l t  it t  i  i  Q uty. i i  l  t i   ll : 
 lll T  I li  H IT  
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach oftlle obligation for hiclt such transfer is security 
has occurted under the Deed of Trust Note dated 1211212005. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 1/112009 of principal, interest and/or 
.impounds and subsequent instaU ents ~ue thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
             
 e   trust 
is t s $4,377.61  3/.3 120 9 
ll eli e cies are  e, t et er it  ai  a  accr i  ta es; assess e ts, tr stee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect tho security associated ith this 
. he  i a  lance Ull 0, 16 .94 t  ", t  t $    t  
current rate of 6.8155% per annwn fro  121112008 until paid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust rop~ to be sold to satisfY said 
. 
  





PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECITITVE TRUSTEESERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia S
County of LosAngebs
Ua33WO09 beforeme Myron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee COrtega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactaq evidence to be thepersonswhose names falare subscribed to thewithin instrumentand
admowledged to methat ltesbahey executed the same is hisertheir authorizedcapacityiesand that by
hisbealtheir signatare on the Instrument 11te personsor the entity upon behalf or which thopersonsacted
executed the Instrument
I certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of theState of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct n I t I
Signature
THISOMCE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION




ICE    CTIO     
  TRUST 
I - SS1-C 
1 6642146 
; 130120 9 
 E   VI ES~ C  ECUll   ERVICES, 
S I   
By: Dee Ortega , authorized signatory 
. 
tate Bf tOl1lia } 8.S. 
County or !.oJ Angeles } 
OD.3J3Of.lO09 before e, yron :Ravelo otary ublic personally iil'peared ee . rtega ho proved to e on 
tho basis of satisfactory evidcmGe 10 bo the pcrson{s) whose name(s) ialarc subscribed to the wi1hin instrument lUlU 
acknowledged to 112e that helsheltl1ey ~d the samll in hislher/their autborl2l!d capscity(.ies). IUJd Iflat by 
hislhe:rltbeir signamre(s) on the InstIU ent the person(s), or the entily upon behalf or hich tho person(s) !eted. 
t tJ:   i tt zn t. 
I ~ertify UDder penaI~ of pcrjmy under the la s of the State f alifornia that the foregoing paragraph is hue and 
COI1'~ 
Signature,c.....~~~-+ _________ (Sea1) 
 FFIC           
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NOTICE OFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS REMY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed byPAUL DDEDA and
ESTFLITAA DEDA HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor toLANDAMERICA
TRANSNAT ION as Trustee in favor of MERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMSINC SOLELYAS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWOM INC as Beneficiary dated 812812006 recorded
82912006 as InstrumentNo 200670527 andreecorded official records ofCanyon Comty
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT1 INBLOCK 3 OF STERLING MEADOWS N01CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 36 Off PLATS
ATPAGE 15 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trusteehereby gives notice that abreach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated828006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 21U2009 of principal interest andJor
impounds and subsequent instalhnents due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
Thisamount is594428as of4172009
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorneyfats costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principalbalance of18291138togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of675per annum from12009 until paid





AndWhen Recorded Mail To ail
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coExecutive Trustee Services LLC
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,. r  t  .By: 
 me   il : 
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I  IS HEREB  I  that I    SERVICES~ , is the 
ccess r r stee er t e ee  f r ra sfer i  IWt e ec te    .   
STELITA . , l'I   l .  tor.   
NATI N~  , i    ItME "   
 TE S, .,     R. 
I  I I  TWORK, I C? as e eticiary, ate  / /2006. rec r e  
812912006. as ~ent o .200670527 and re--re<:orded • official records f anyon ounty, 
I , t  fi i z  i t r t i  bi  i  r tl  l    I  
I I  s, I .. ai  ee  f r st COV'eIS real r ert  sit ate  i  slUd 
ty, ri i  l  t r i  s f ll S! 
  I     I   O.1,  TY, I , 
I   Il  I I   , 1 E  I    F  
  IS,   l) TY. 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is. security 
. bas occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 8/2812006. The nature IJf such breach being; 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 2111'2009 ofprinel.pal. interest and/or 
.impounds and subsequent instalhnents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all s se e t s s advanced by e eficiar  rs a t t  t e ter s a  c iti s f 
   t 
is oot i  $5.944.28  f 11712009 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and ~ruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated with this 
f recl s re.  ai  ri ci al lda ce f $] 82,91 .38 t et er it  i terest t ere  at t  
current rate of 6.75% per annu  fro  1/112009 until paid. 
nd that the eneficiary ejects to seU or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 
li ti . 
  





PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
C
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of Callrornia
County of Los Angeles
On41921149 before me Myron Ravelo HoWy Public petsomally appeared Dee C Ortega who provedto me on
tho basis of satisfactmy evidence to be the persons whose m mesislare subscribed to the witTn insumtand
acknowledged to me that heshet0hey executed the same In hisiherftheir authorized capacityiesend that by
hisberei signalure on the instrument the petsonsor rho entity upon bebalfor which the persons acted
i executed the Insttvment
T ccrtifyunder o perjury under the law thats oftheState ofCalifornia the foregoing pm raph is true and
correct 11 l




wc Notary public C41110trAa
104iAnQMQ Caunty
j Carytl Ao 26
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I .   I .   I   ERVI S, 
  I  f 
y: ee rt , a t rize  si t r  
tate f anf mia. } s.s. 
 #Jl  n  } 
004n112009 before e, yron avelo Jololary ublic pem ally appeared ee . rtega ho proved to e on 
tlnl i  f ti f tor  ide  t   t  r on( ) s  name(s} i / r  ri  t  tIlo ithin instrument  
ackno ledged fo e (hal helshelthcy executed the sante In hislberltheir aulhDTized capBclty(i~).1IIld 1hat by 
Whcx\theu- si nature(s) Oil t  l smnne t t  erson(s), r t e tit  -up  h lf r bia  thO' eP:3Oll(s) t , 
executed tile InsIru eut != tm  • {) t ~lIJ1   s f t  t t  f lif r i  that   arag     
Signature '~ (Seal) 
MYRON RAVUO @ c lt.l  {I 1163711 - • Noto", Public· Call1omta I i Los ;ekts 1y i L .... ..,~==f1.1. 
IS I E  T EMPTING  E      I IO  




And When Recorded MailTo
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
caExecutive Trustee Services LLC
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed byANGEL AMBRIZ AN
UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to TITLE ONE as Trustee in favor ofMERSMORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMSINC SOLELY ASNOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated 1272006 recorded 121112006 as Instrument No200609779 and
reecorded official records of Canyon County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which is
presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Dced
ofTrt covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 12 BLOCK 1 ROYALMEADOWS SUBDIVISION NO2 CANYON COUNTY
IDAHOACCORDING TO THY OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOFYDINBOOK 30 OF
PLATS AT PAGE S 49 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurredunder the Deed ofTrustNote dated 1272006 The nature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due12009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
TWs amount is901038 as of422009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of13220041together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6875 perannum from 12112008 until paid
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  ST 
I  I   N  t t I    I 7 , is t  
ccess r rustee W1der t e eed f r ra sfer i  rust e ec te    I  ...  
ARRIE  . as ra t r, t  I  , as r steet i  fa r f "ME "  
I  I  S ...  .•   I    
I  I I ,  (FIKJA I  I I  , 
INC.). as Beneficiary, dated 121712006, recorded 12/1112006, as Instrument No .2006097190 and 
r --r corded , ici     ty, ,   t  i    
presently held by ORTGAGE ELECIRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEi'vfS, INC •. Said Deed 
of Trust covers real property situated in said County, describing land therein as follo s: 
L T 12, BL C  1, R YAL E S S B I ISI  NO.2, C  C UNTY, 
   E   , FILED     
L T    (5) 49,   I  T  
 r st  r  i s ti  t at  r  f t  li ti  f r i  s  tr sf r i  s curit  
  wd t   cfTr   2171 006.    su   ing: 
Fail\l1'C to pay the monthly payment due 11112009 of principal, interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent instal1ments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
WI subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tenn:J and conditions of 
sai   f trust. 
his a t is $9.010.33 as f 4122f.1009 
All delinquencies are now due. together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, cos.ts and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure.  unpaid principal balance ofS132j 200.41 together it  interest thereon at the 
cum:nt rate of 6.875% per annu  fro  12/112008 until paid. 


















PIONEER LMERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of Carfornia S
County of Los Angeles
on 4PL7JZtl9 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be thepersonswhose namesWaro subscribed to thewi hin instrument and
acknowledged to me thathesheithcy exaouted the same in hiAerhheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hislherltheir signature on the imtrument thepersonsorthe entity upon behalf or which the persons acted
executed the instrument
1 certify under penalty of perjury under the taws oftheState of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
carrect
Sigru z gem aAOJS
Fatrlcia Babb Commbslcxs 163x816
Notary go cattbwa
AVClMAnge Countyseeidznao
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY WORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04110
002311
r·· .... ' ,. 
'" " ",' 
.. 
.' . .' 
ICE    I    E  
 F  
D~19941 ~C 
6 1  
: 412212009 
E  ENDER  VI S~     . 
    
By: Dee rtega, authorized signatory 
te f Jifor Ja } 8.S. 
Ollniy IIf as 1Igcles } 
On I1:1.!J.OO9 re . ia o  l t   :r.!on   e  .   Pl'0    OD 
the basis ot satisfactory ovide~ to be the peman(s) whose name(s) are subscribed to tlte withln instrumlll1t and 
ackno ledged 10 e that he/she/they extcuted !be sa e in bislherltheir authorized capacity(ies), and that by 
bisIIIer\their signature(s) OJ] the instru ent ilie pcrson(s), or ilie entity upon behalf or hich the person(s) 3cmtd, 
o c  a 1l8tru t. . . 
I mtil1 under penalty of perjury under the laws oetho State (If California that the foregoing paragraph is truo and 
o t. 
(Seal) 
          INFOR  
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NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by TIMOTHY S KRAMER
A MARRIED IMAN AS HIS SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to PIONEER
TITLl3 COMPANY as Trustee in favor of MERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEEFOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FfKAHOMECOMINGS 17114ANCIALNETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated352007 recorded 31912007 as Instrument No 2007017009 and re
recorded official records of CanyonCounty IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which is
presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEX EXHIBIT A ATTACHED HEMVITH
The Trustee hereby givesnotice that a breach of the obligation for vAichsuch transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrustNote dated 31512007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the many payment due12009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is21706 as of41222009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of65548074together with interest thereon at the
current rate of60perannurn from 122008until paid
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ICE    I     
ED   
 rs EREBY      , , s e 
ces r rustee  t e e    ra s er   t    _ . 
  ,      .  ,   
I E ,  r st , i  f r  'IME "  I  
 , .,      
I  I I , t  (f/KJA lvI I O  FfN' I  , 
I C.). as e eficiar . t  /512000. rec r e  /9f20 7, as I str e t  .20010170  a  re-
recorded, official records: of anyon ounty, I , the beneficiary interest in hich is 
presently held by ORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTE S, INC_ Said Deed 
of Trust covers real property situated in said oonty, describing land therein as follo s: 
E    REWI  
he rustee hereby gives notite that a bJeach of the obligation for wbich such transfer is security 
b  CCUlTe   t    t t  t  /512001.  t     i : 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 1/112009 of principal. interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges. together with. 
all subsequent .sums advanced by beneficiary p\\tsuant to the terms and conditions of 
i    t t 
is   $21.270.61   12212009 
ll delinquencies are no  due. to geilier ith unpaid and accruing taxes. assessments> trustee's 
fees" attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
f r l sure.  i  ri i l l  f$655A80.74 t t r it  i t r st t r  t t  
current rate of 6.0% per annum from 121112008 until paid. 




















kIOIVEER LENDFR TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCaiifarnia S
County of Lm Angeles
On4009 before rue Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appearedDee GOrtega who pmvved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhalename istare subscribed to the within Instrument and
acknowledged to me thatheshelthey executed the same in hiMierthei authorized capacityies and drat by
bislhmVb signattue on the instrument the persousor the entity upon behalforwhich the pasonsacted
executed the instrument
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PIONEER E ER S  S I S, LC  E I E S EE S I S, 
S TTO  I  F  
By: Dee Ortega, authorized signatory 
S1ate of cauromla } s.s. 
COUltty of Los Angeles } 
n 4I:l2flOO!} before 1l1&, Patricia abb otuy Public perso.nally appeared ec C. rtega ho proved tn f; on 
tho basis of ,atisfuctory evidence to be the person(s) hose name(s) is/are sub$Crlbed to the ithin lnslru ent and 
acknowledged to mo that belshe/they executed the: SllPlO in hislherltheir authorized capadty(les), IJlld mat by 
bislher\thcir .signattJre(s) on the lostmment the persoo(s). or the entity upon behalf orwbich tho pemOll{s) 1Wted. 
 b l t l 
1 certuy under penalty ofparjmy under the laws of the StatE! of Califomia !bat the foregoing paragraph is true and 
ttect. 
(S.e~l) 
nns OFFICE IS ATrEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY lNFORMATION 
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AndWhen Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
CoExecutive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by KAREN LPEARSON A
MARRIED PERSONAS HER SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to
ALLIANCE TITLE as Trustee in favor ofHERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATIONSYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC KA1ONMCtOiV INGS FINANCIAL Nit1VOM
INC as Beneficiary dated I M112006 recorded 111292006as Instrument No 200695038 and
rerecorded official recordsofCanyon County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC RE08TRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEE EXMBIT AATTACHEDHEREWITH
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer issecurity
has occurredunder theDeed of Trust Note dated i 112112006 The nature ofsuch breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 11112009 ofprincipal interest wwor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
Said deedoftrust
This amount is104477 as of422009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclasure The unpaid principal balance of29438785together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7375per anutum from 12f12008 until paid
















Recording Requested By: :j ].! !'\J 
,.' 
.. , i l f--' ~ tr·~ a=:o nd hen eeorded ail T : '" ..... ~ . . C'ti l1 ::rJ Pioneer Lender rustee Ser lees, LC \.1) ~. • -0 
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I  IS  Q  t   E   I ES> , s  
ss r rustee r t  ee  f r r sf r i  r st t    . ,  
I  , S     RTY, s r t r. t  
IANC  mL,R as rustee, in favor of 'IMERS"  I  
I S YSTEM , .,  S    
I S I , t  (Fr lA HO EC Mn--I  f i.'l  lrrW RK, 
I .), as eneficiary. dated 1112112006. recorded 1 ])2912006, as Instru ent o .200695033 and 
re-rec r e  ~ fficiair e r s f Canyon nty, I , t e e eficiar  i terest i  ic  i  
presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS. INc.. Said Deed 
of r st coven real property sitllated i  said ounty, descrlbingland t erei  as follo s: 
 HI I    I  
 r ste  r  i  ti  t t  r  f t  li ti  f r i   tr f r i  rit  
b s rr  r t   f r st t  t  1 06.  t r  f s  r  i g: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 1/112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ren  and conditions of 
said (ked of trust. 
is RUlount is $10, 47.70 as f 412212009 
All delinquencies are now due. together witll unpaid and accruing tues. assessments.. trustee's 
fees, attomey's fees. costs and advanees ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $294.387.85 together with interest thereon at the 
c rre t rate 011.3 5% er a nu  fr  111112003 til P.rld. 


















PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICESLL0BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Oz
By Dee Ortega authorized signmtdrf
State of Callornin S
County of Lw Angeles
On4009 beforeme Patricia Babb Notary Public personalty appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to nee an
the basis ofsdisfactmy evidence to be the persanswhose aame Ware subscribed to the within instrument and
aekaowiedged to me hathashethey executed the same in histherltheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hhfiw ltheirstonature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf orwbich thepama ncta4
executed the instrument








TMSOICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA DEBTANDANY LWORMATION
OBTAINEDWILL BE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04115
002316
      EL   
   
J .1 941 -C 
 
: 12212009 
   I , LC    , 
S    
y: ee rtega , authorized signatory 
t te t aJiflJOIia } s.s. 
t  f u ngele  } 
n 4J22/2009 bBfor~ il. Patti~ia abb  tat  Public:; persona1ly I1ppellrcd ee . rte a  r e  t  IllB o  
t  i   atl$fa t0l}' i  f   t  rson(s) s  name(s) lsI  i  t  tb  it i  I t t  
ackno ledged to e thath~mllfthey executed the sa e: in histher/their autboritd capacity(ies). and that by 
hislIter\their signature(s) on the Instru ent tho peJ'son(.s), or the entity upon behalf or bic11 thepenon(s) acted. 
   
] cel1ifYunder pena11i/ of per.iUI'Y under the la s oCtile State of alifom!a that the foregoing pamgrapb is true and 
COi1CCf. 
(Seal) l··"·· .... ······ ~ PAl CI  WI .: rnIMfc  '# J  ~ I -iii MotQly PtlbIc • CautOml(l f 1 lO$ la. (:04J ty f y omrn.l!iq:lIntaoeo 1, 00  
..... 0 ....... . 
HI  FFICE         lNll'  
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONFJ tLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed byAARON M SOMMER
andDEVICE MSOMMER HUSBANDAND WIFE as Grantor to STEWARTTITLE as
Trustee in favor of MERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
SOLELY AS N011MMI EE FOP LENDER HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC MKIA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated31612007 recorders
32112007 as Instrwnexat No 21107019862 andreecorded official records of Canyon County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trustcovers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 28 INBLOCX 14 OF FALL RIVERESTATES SURDMSIONNO 3
ACCORDfNG TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOX 36OF PLATS
AT PAGE 1 RECORDS OF CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 311612007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due12009of principal firterest andor
impounds and subsequent Installments due thereaftex plus We charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is1090234as of422009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing takes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclvsme Theunpaid principal balance of245033together with interest thereon at the
current rateof700perannum from 122008 until paid
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Pioaeer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
c7
Burbank California 91 5043120
818 2601800
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I     I     
   
I  rs   t at EER.  S  , ~   
ces r rustee u  t  e    I  i  t t      
 NICE Iv{ .   l ,  t r, t   .  
rust , i  f r  "MERS" MORTGAGE  I I  , C., 
  lWlV...1fi'tEE R  I  l I ,  (FI J  
I   . C.),  fi i r , t  /1612 1, ed 
3121 fl007. as Instnunent o .2007019862 and re-recorded • official records of anyon ounty, 
I . the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by  I  
I I  , I  .. aid eed of rust covers real property situated in said 
County. describing land therein as follows: 
 28, I  K 14   I   B lVl l  .3, 
I    I I   F,   '[(    
AT PAGE 1, RECORDS OF CANYON COUNTY, IDAIlO. 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach oi1he obligation for which su.ch transfer is security 
.bas occurred under the eed of Trust ote dated 3Jl612007. 'The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1/112009 of principal, interest and/or 
impolDJds and subsequeJlt installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
aU subsequent su s advanced by ~eficiary pursuant to the tenus ~d conditions of 
sai  ee  f tr st. 
his a ount is S 1 0,902.39 as of 4/2212009 
ll delinquencies are no  due~ together ith unpaid and accrning ta.xes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees. c sts an  adva ces a e to r tect t  security associated it  t is 
fureclosllre. The tlnpaid principal balance of $245,240.33 together ith interest thereon at the 
cuaent rate of 7.00% per annu  fro  1211/2008 until paid. 




















PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTTVE TRUSEESERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized sipatory
state of CaltWraia
County of Log Angeles i
Oa 41222009 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared DeeC Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be thepmunswhosenames islare subscribed to the within Instrument and
acknowledged to me thatbefshelthey executed the same inhishertheir authorizedcapaaityimand that by
hisiherltheir signature on the tnstramernt the personasl or the entity upon behalf or which the persons acted
executed the lnsomment
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TMS OFFICE ISATTEWTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYINFORMATION
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J -.1 9413-C 
472894211 
a : 12212 09 
.   l ,   TI  RUSTEE l . 
S TI    
By: Dee Ortega , authorized signatory 
Stale f Jl&Jl'aia } s.s. 
Count)' or Los Angeles } 
011 f2212oo9 f r  , lri fa  t r  li  r ll  r  . . rt   r  10   
the basis of s;rusfactory evidence to be the p on(s) hose lIa e(s) is/are subscribed to Ille ithin Instru ent and 
acknowled3~ to e that be/s11e1tbcy executed the sa e in bislherJtheir authorized "PiIcity(ies). IIIld !hat by 
hl3Jber'their sfgnature(s) 00 the Instru ent the pemln(s), Clr tb.c entity upon behalf or hich the person(s) acted, 
e   I stru t 
I certifY under penalty of perjwy under the laws of the State of California that tbe foregoing paragraph is true llJld 
t. 
HI  I  I  r Mn'I        I I  
I  I      SE. 
I[ 
PLF 04118 
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS IEREBY GIVEi1 thirt PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC isthe
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by ANGEL AMBAN
UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to TITLE ONE as Trustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HoNffiCOMINGS Fl iaNcIAL LLCFS1AiOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated 12172006 recorded 121112006as InstrwnentNo 2006097790 and
reecorded official records of Canyon County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said Couaity describing land therein as follows
LOT L2 BLOCK 1 ROYAL MEADOWS SUBDIVISION NO 2CANYON COUNTY
IDAHO ACCORDING TO THE OFTICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 30 OF
PLATS AT PAGE S 49 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Reed ofTrust Note dated 12172006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due12009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sines advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tcrriis and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This amount is90I038 as of422009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosw Theunpaid principal balance of13220041 together with interest thereon at the
currentrate of6875 perannum from 122008until paid
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I  IS HEREB  N t at    . , s t e 
ccess r rustee r the  f  ra sf r i  rust t    MBRIZ,  
I  . s r t r, t  I  , as. r t , i  f r f" E "  
I   , .,   I    
OMEC INGS INANCIA .  (F/f!JA HOMECO I  I I  , 
I C.), as eneficiary. dated 12fl12006. recorded 1211112006, as Instrument o .2006097790 and 
re-retOrded , fficial rec r s f a  t , I ,1 e e eficiar  i t r st i  lcb i  
presently held by ORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTE S. INC_ Said Deed 
of Trust covers real property situated in said County, describing Jand therein as follo s: 
L T 12, L  1, L E S S B J 1SI  .1,  NTY, 
    FI I l..  F,      
   (S) 49,   I   
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation fur hich such transfer is security 
has OCC1lO'ed under the Deed f  rust ote dated 12n12006. he nature f $Uch breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 11112009 ofprincipal, interest and/or 
impO'UDds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
ail subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to tbe tenDs and conditions of 
ai  ed rJf tr t 
is 8DlOuntis $9,010.38 as f 412212009 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees. costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $132,200.41 together with interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.815% per annu  fro  121112008 until paid. 



















PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEYIN FACT
By DecOrtega authorized signatory
State of Cslifo Mia
County or Los Angeles
On 4122rAO9 before mePatricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee COrtega who proved to we on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persongwhose names istam subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thathesheldwy executed the same in hiAerltheir authorizedeapacitylesand that by
his6erltheir signature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the person acted
executed the instrument
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1 -19941 -C 
 
a : 1221 009 
EER  S1  . t     , 
 I l   
y: ee rtilga • authorized signatory 
te 01 a o nd  } $.S. 
County of Lol Angeles } 
 412212009 faR e, atricia a  tar  lic ers all  a eare   . rt   r e  t  me  
  r ti 1'Kt  lde ~ t    e1S0Il(.J) s  ($) / re ri  t  tb   nun   
acknowledged to me that hclshelthey executed the same In bislherltheir autho~ized capacity(ies}, and IhaJ by 
hislher\tlulir slgnacure(s) on lIle instrument tl1e person{s). or the entity upon behalf or whk:h the pmOll(S) acted, 
 t e u . t. 
I certifY under pena~ of perjury under the taws of the State ofCalifonlla that tho foregoing pamgraph is true and 
nc  
   TIEMPTING     ND  I  
I  U,  :    SE. 
PLF 04120 
a n gayea 7 2
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under theDeed of or Transfer inTrust executed by TIMOTHY S KRAMER
A MARRIED MAN AS HIS SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to PIGNMR
nTLB COMPANY as Trustee in favor of HERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEEFOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIALLLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
NCas Deneficiary dated352007recorded3912007 as Instrument No 200707409and re
recorded official records ofCanyon County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently heldbyMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust eov real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEE EXHIBIT A ATTACHED BEREWrM
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwhich such transfer is security
leas occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 31512007 The nature of such broach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due12009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said dead of trust
This amount is21746 as of422009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of65548074together with interest thereon at the
current rateof60per annum from 122008 until paid
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I  IS  O     S  . , is t  
es  ruste   t  e    x:ansfer ill rust e te   Ii  . , 
 R IE  MAN~ S IS S LE  8EP R  TE PROPERTY~ as rantor, to PIO EER 
TITLE CO PANY. as Trustee, in favor of 'IMERS" ORTGAGE ELECTR IC 
I I  , I .,   I    
I GS I I .  (FIK/A I  r I  TWO~ 
INC.), as l3eneficiary, dated 3/5/2007, recorded 3/9n007, as Instrument No .2oo7017Q09 and re-
recorded, official records of Canyon County, I , the beneficiary interest in which is 
presently held by  I  IS I  S S S, I C .. Said eed 
f r st covers r l r rt  sit t  i  i  unty$ s ri i  l  t roi  s f ll s: 
 I I    H E ITH 
The Trustee hereby gives notice tbat a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
b  rr  r t    t t  t  /512007.  t r    re  ing: 
Failure In pay the . onthly pay ent due 111/2009 of principal. interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursnant to the terms and conditions of 
said deed of trust. 
his a ount is $21,270.61 as of412212009 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing tml:es" assessmenu, trustee's 
feca, attorney's fees, costs and advances. ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $655,480.74 together with interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.0% per annum from 12/112008 until paid. 



















PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECITTVM TRUSTEESERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
3y Dee Ortega authorized signatoq
Stale ofCalifornia SS
County of Las Angeles
on 440DM9 beforeme Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Doc G Ortega who proved to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be thepersonswhose namesksubscribed to thewithin instroment and
acknowledged to me that helshelthey exrcumd the same in bistha their Whorized capacityiesandthat by
hWherltheir signa meson the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the personsacted
executed tho instrument
1 certify urndw penalty of perjury under the laws of the State ofCalifamia that the foregoing lraragraph Is true and
correet
Sigpatur Seal
tricia Babb FA1RICtA WW3
COMMI SIon N 1631316
110MYMot y Pubta COMOM qjAngeles CountyCOMM Wasow180
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By: ee rtega, authorized signatory 
t l  f lif r:aia } 5. . 
Connty of Los Angeles } 
0114I22l2009 ef re e, atricia abb otary ublic: pcr.sonally a eared ee C. oneg/l. ho proved to e  
t e asis f satisfact r  e ldente t   t e rson(s) so ame(s) [alare s scri e  t  t e it i  imfl1lanc t a  
. acknowledged to me that he/shelthey executed tile same in bislherltheir authorized capacity{ies). and 1I1a1. by 
hiSlher\their signwe(s) on the iIutrument the persoll(s), or the cmtit)' upon behalf or which the person(s) acted, 
t  t  i str t. 
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State ofCaIit'omia !bat the foregoing paragraph Is !rue and 
C017 ct. 
s~ w   (S l) 8AG1l 
CQl1ll'lllstlon '" 1031316 
Nafgr  I'tlbila- - cllfDmlcI 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by KARENL PEARSONA
MARRIED PERSON AS HER SOLE ANDSEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to
ALLIANCE TITLEas Trustee in favor of MERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATIONS SYSTEMS INCSOLELY ASNOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIA1NItWGRY
INC as Beneficiary dated112112006recorded I U2912006 as Instrument No 20069503 8 and
reecorded official records of Canyon County IDAHO thebeneficiary interest in which is
prescnrly held byMORTGAGE ELECTRo IC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
of Trust copiers real property situated in said County descnbing land therein as follows
SEE BITAATTACHED WMWITH
TheTtechereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 111212006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due12009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter phis late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is51044770as of422009
All delinquencies are now duo togetherwith unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
forecimze The unpaid principal balance of29438785 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7375 per annum from 1211120008 until paid
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TICE IS  I E  t at I  E ER  I . , is t  
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or T.ransfer in Trust executed by KAREN L. PEARSON,  
RRIE  , S     T , as rantor, to 
ALLIANCE TITLE. as Trustee, in favor of "MERS" ORTGAGE ELECTRONIC 
I I S , [ .,   I   . 
I S N CIAL~  (FIKJA I  I I L ETwO K, 
INC.), as Beneficiary, dated 11/2112006" recorded 1112912006, as Instrument No .20069503& and 
re-recorded, official records of anyon ounty, I , the beneficiary interest in hich is 
presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONlC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC_ Said Deed 
of Trust covers real property situated in said ounty. descn"bing land therein as fono s: 
 EXHIBIT   HEREWIT  
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has cc rre  er t e ee  f r st te dated 1112112006. he at re f su.ch reac  ei g: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 111/2009 of principal, interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent in:Jtnllments due thereafter; plu$late charges; together with 
all subsequCtlt sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of 
3Zli   f tr st. 
This amount is S10,447. 70 as of 412212009 
All delinquencies are now due, togefuer with unpaid and accruing ta.'Ccs, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's. fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $294,387.85 together with interest thereon at the 
current rate of7.375% per annUlll from 12111'2003 until paid. 


















PIONEM LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BYMCUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized sigaatcxy
State of Caftfornia I S
County of Ios Angeles j
On 4122 009 beforeme PaMxia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basisof satisfactory ovidence to be the person3whose names islara subscribed to the within instrument and
admowledged to me thathelshelthey executed the same in histhedtheir authorized capacitylesland that by
hiserltheir signatme on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the personsacted
executed the instrument
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of orTrwisfer inTrust executed by AARON M SOMMER
and DEVICE M SOMMER HUSBAND AND WIFT as Grantor to STEWART TITLE as
Trustee in favorofMERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGLSTRATION SYSTEMS INC
SOLELY ASNOMPNEE FOR LENDER HOMECOMINGSFINANCIAL LLC FKlA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated3162007recorded
321007as Instrument No 200701962andreecordedoffeel records ofCanyon County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently hell by MORTGAGEELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 28 IN BLOCK 14 OF FALL RIVER ESTATES SUBDIVISION NO 3
ACCORDING TOTHE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK36 OF PLATS
ATPAGE1ZCORDS OF CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that abreach ofthe obligation far which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated3162007 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly paymtnt due 12009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus latecharges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is1490239as of41222009
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advancesmade to protectthe security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of 24524033 togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of700per annum from 121112008 until paid
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I  IS  I E  that I  E E  S E  I . , is t  
ccess r rustee under the ee  f r ransfer i  rust e ec te  by   E  
a  NI   lvf ,   I E.. as rantor, t   mL , as 
Trustee, in favor of "MERS" ORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTE S, INC., 
  I     I ,  (F/KlA 
I  I I  , I .), s fi i r , t  /16flOO7, r r  
312112007. as Instru ent No .2007019862 and ra-recorded. official records of Canyon County, 
IDAHO, the beneficiruy interest in wbicb is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC 
I I  , I C .. aid eed of rust (:Overs real property situated. in said 
CoWIty, describing land therein as follows: 
LOT 28, IN BLOCK 14 OF FALL RIVER ESTATES SUBDIVISION NO.3, 
I    I I   , I  I  )6   
T P E 1, RECORDS F  NTY, I . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation f<lr which such transfer is security 
has oCCUlTed under the eed of rust ote dated 3/16/2007. he nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 11112009 of principal, interest and/or 
impoUDCls and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary purSlUlllt to the tenus and conditions of 
sai  ee  offrust. 
This a ount is $1 Q,.902.39 as of 412212009 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, lrustee's 
fees, attomcy's fees, costs and ad'Yances made to protect 'the security associated willi this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $245,240.33 together ith interest.1hereon at the 
current rate of 7.00% per annum fro  121112008 until paid. 


















PIQNEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICESLLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEESERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
BY Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of Los Angeles
On 412aoo before are Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who provedto the on
the bads ofsatisfactory evidence to be the persons whosenames isare subsenbedto thewithin instrument and
wjmowledged to tun thatheshddtey executed the sarue in hiAedtheir authorized eaperitytesanti that by
biAItheir signatures on the instrument the personscentity upon behalf orwbirlt the personsacted
amtedthe instrument
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: 12212009 
O    VI ES~ t     , 
    
y:  rt a. a t rize  si at r  
te r Hfornia } s.s. 
County of Lo3 Angeles ) 
n 4J22I2OO9 ef re me, atricia abb otary' lic ers all  a eare  ee . rte a  r e  t  me 011 
the basis of sa&factory evidence to be rhe person(s) hose name{s) is/are subseribed to the ilhill ~ IWd 
llCknowledged to me tllac helshel!hey executed the same in hisJberltheir aulhorized capacity(ies), lIIltllhat by 
bislht:J\tboir signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or'ihc entil.y upon behalf or wbiell the persoD{s) acted, 
executed t o I t t. 
I ~ lDIder penalty of peJjury under the Jaws of the State of CaUfomia that the foregoing ~pb is ku.e and 
t. 
(Seal) J . ft ....... e •• « • 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE 13 HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEIrR LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by JOSEPH A HEIDT and
VICKI LHEIDT HUSBANDAND WIFE as Grantor to TITLEONE CORPORATION as
Tfustee in favor of MFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
SOLELYAS NOMINEEFOR LENDER HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC
as Beneficiary dated 711712006 recorded72112006 as Instrument No 200659285 and re
recorded official records of Canyon County IDAHO thebeneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MOPTGAQE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 5 BLOCK 3B7RIARWOOD SUBDIVISIONNAMPACANYON COUNTY
IDAHO ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT TIEPM10 rFILED IN BOOK 15 OF
PLAT AT PAGEs14 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 711712006 The nature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due312009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuard to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This annount is547739as o61242009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of12457099together with interest thereon at the
current rate of700per annum from 211009 until paid
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I  IS  1VE   E    . t . s  
 rustee  t e e    Bfe  i  r st t       
I I  l .   I . as ra t r, to I  A I , as 
TJItlste~ in favor of "ME S" T E ELE T I  RE ISTR .TI  S STE S, I ., 
 -      . ., 
as Beneficiary, dated 711712006, recorded 112112006, as Instrument No .200659285 and re· 
recorded J offi¢ial records of anyon ounty. m R , the beneficiary interest in hich J8 
presently held by ORTGAGE ELECTR IC RE ISTR TI  S STE S, I C.. Said eed 
of nmt covers real property situated in said ountyt describing land therein as follo s: 
 S,  , RI·  I I I , AMF~  , 
I , I    I I   'l"IJ 'REOF, I  I     
 AGE(s) 14,   I  . 
 r st  r  i es ti  t t  r  f t  li ti  f r i  s  tr sf r is s rit  
 m:         1/l712006.    b c  i g: 
Frulure to pay the ontbly pay ent due 3/112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of 
i   f tr st. 
'!' i  am t is $5,477.39 as f 612412009 
All delinquencies are now du~ together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments7 trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances made to protect the security assIXiated with this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principaJ balance of $124,570.99 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rall': of U)O% per annum from 21112009 until paid. 



















PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECU77VE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By bee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of Los Angeles
On 61202009 beforemeMyron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared DeeC Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose names islare subscribed to the within instrument and
a lmowledged to me that heshetboy sxecuted the same inhiserth irauthorized capacityiesand that by
hiscrltheir signature on the instrument the persottsor the entity upon behalf or which the pcsson acted
axecvted the itstrument
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 I    
y: .be~ rtega. authorized signatory 
tllta f ftf r bt } .s. 
Oll t  f  l  } 
n 6124J2009 beror" o, yron avelo otai}' Public per$onafiy appeared ee . rtega ho proved to e on 
Ihe basis f satisfactory evidClIC1t to I'Je the pcrson(s) hose na e(s) is/are subscribed to tltc ilhin instru ent and 
ackno ledged to ate Ibat he/sbelthey cxecuted the sa e in bislher/!heir aulhorized capacity{ies). and Ibat by 
bblher\their signiUUle(s}  t e i sll'Llmc t t  mon(s), r t  tit   lf r bi  t  erson(s) t d, 
llCecuted t  nstrv t. 
I certify I.lQ alty f roury under the la s of the tate of alifornia that the foregomg paragraph Is 1ruc IIIld 
~ ~ . 
~::-r---:~~-T-",-______ ~_(Seal) 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY OfVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed byK fLEYM FAVINGER
3R AMARRIED MAN ASHIS SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to
STEWART TITLE as Tiustee infavor of MFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY ASNOMII47EE FOR LENDER
HQMECOMTNGS FINANCIAL LLC FACIA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated625007 recorded629007 as Instrument No 2007045475 and
reecorded official records of Canycn County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently heldby MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMSINC Said Deed
ofTrustcovers real property situated insaid County describing land therein as follows
LM5 IN BLOCK 2 OF MOONSTRUCKWEST SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO
TEE OFFICIALPLATTHEMOF FILED IN BOOK34 OF PLATS AT PAGE 42
RECORDS OF CANYON COUNTY1DAHU
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of theobligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurredunder the Deed of TrustNote dated 612512007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due5112009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and ditionsof
said deedoftrust
This amount is1287990as of8172009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of334together with interest thereon at the
current rateofb5001Q per annum from412009until paid
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he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich suclt transfer is security 
 OCClllTt  r t  ~ f r t t  t  7.  t r  f  r  i : 
 allure to pay the onthly pl1y ent due 51112009 of principal, interest Imdlor 
i pounds and subsequent inStall ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficia!Y pursuant to the ter s and eonditiol1S of 
    
is a t is $12,879.90 as f 81712009 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith lmpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
f s, ttorney's f s, t   Vances  t  r t t t  curit  i t  it  t i  
foreclosure. The Wlpaid principal balance of $334.653.40 together with mterest thereon at the 
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PIONEERLEWDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN PACT
signatory
State of Calfrornia S
County of Los Angtl I
OnSt12009 beforeme Christine GomezSchwab Notary Publicpersonally appeased Carlo Mano who
proved w me on the basisof satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose names isare subscribed to the within
instrument and acknowledged tame that hefsheltbay executed the same iAbisherltheir authorized capackyiesand
that byhidberltheir signatures on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the persons
acted executed the instrument
1 certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State ofCalifornia that the foregoing paragraph istrue and
correct
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n ann 09 ef re e, bristi e E. ome2:-Schwab tar  lic ers all  appeured ar.lo agno  
proved m me on lhe basis of s~tisfa.ctory evidence to be Ihe person(s} whose mune(s) is/are subscribed to tbl:l within 
insrxurnent and ackno ledged to e that JWsh£ltboy executed rhe sa e in bislherltlNlir audtorized capacity(ies), and 
that by hislber\their lligmllUre(s) on the instm ent the petSon(s), or the entity upon behalf or hich the person(s) 
ac=t, ~ecuted the ioJlfU enr. 
I certiiY under penalty or petjuzy under the la s of !he State of alifomia that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
t. 
(S al) 
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And When Recorded Mail To 5
Quality Loan Service Corp ofWashington tip Cq cn
21415th Avenue cx
San Diego CA921G1 r
TSNo I 9313841TD
X1lO Cl20
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL
UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVENTHAT Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
an Idaho limited liability company as Trustee by Quality Loan Services as Attorney in
Fact Is the duly appointed Successor Trustee under a Deed of Trust dated 61172005
executes by RICK SEDILLO AN UNMARRIED MAN as Trustor to secure certain
obligations in the amount of152000in favor of MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INCas Beneficiary recorded62712005 as lnstrument No 200536360
official records of CANYON County Idaho beneficial interest has been assigned to
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc describing land therein as follows
SEE LEGALATTACHED
There is a default by the Grantor or other person owing an obligation the
performance of which is secured by said Trust Deed or by their successor in interest
with respect to provisions therein which authorize sale in the event of default of such
provision to wit
Promissory Note Breach FAILURE TO MAKE THE 61112049 PAYMENT OF
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST AND ALL SUBSEQUENT PAYMENTS TOGETHER
WITH LATE CHARGES IMPOUNDS TAXES ADVANCES AND ASSESSMENTS
By reason of such Default the Beneficiary under said Deed of Trust has executed and
delivered to said Trustee a written declaration of default and demand for sate and has
deposited with said Trustee such Deed of Trust and all documents evidencing
obligations secured thereby and has declared and does hereby declare all sums
secured thereby immediately due and payable and has elected to cause the trust
property to be sold Said sums being the following
The unpaid principal balance of1699703 together with interest thereon
at Ow current rate of47500 per annum from 611 12009 until paid plus all
accrued late charges escrow advances attorney fees and casts and any
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terms and conditions of said deed of trust
To find out the amount you must pay or to arrange for payment to stop foreclosure or If
property Is in foreclosure for any other reason contact
Quality Loan Service Corp Of Washington
2141 5th Avenue
San Diego CA 92101
Tel Reinstatement Line 6196457791 x3704
Toll Free 866 6457711
Dated 9152009
By Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC an Idaho limited liability company
as
Trust7by
al ity Loam Services as Attorney in Fact
I
Tars DonzelIa AsNIM Vice President
State of California
SS
Gounty of San Diego
On before rne A Adams a Notary Public personally appeared Tara
Don Ila o proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons
whose name islare subscribed to thewithin instrument and acknowledged to me that
hetshelthey executed the same in hisertheir authorized capacityles and that by
hislherthei signature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf of
which the person acted executed the instrument
certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws oftheStateof California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct
hand and official seal ArtsWITNESS my COnTrnlsston 11820523
frta y Public Califanik
San Diego County
M CommXON Cct2801Signature N
If you have previously been discharged through bankruptcy you may have been released of personal
liability for this loan in which case this letter is intended to exercise the note holdersrights against the real
property only
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE
As required by law you are hereby notified that a negative credit report reflecting on your credit record
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onq/l~ f r  me, .   t r  lic, r ll  r  r  z~ Ia,~ove  to e on the basis of satisfactory evIdence to be the person(s) 
hose name(s) islare subscribed to the ithin instru ent and ackno ledged to e that 
he/she/they executed the sa e in his/her/their authorized capacity{les), and that by 
hisJherltheir signalure(s) on the instru ent the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of 
i  t  rson(s) ted, t  t  i tr ent. 
I certify under LT  F J  under the la s of the State-of alifornia that the 4- . • 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct. .. 
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If you have prevIously been discharged through bankruptcy, you ay have been released of personal 
liability for this loan In which case this letter is intended to exercise the note holder'$ rights against the real 
property only. 
I  I  I  I        I I  
      POSE. 
As reqUIred by law. you are hereby notified that a negative credit report reflecting on YOUI' oredit f'eCQrd 
may be submilted to a credit report agency if you fail to fulfill the tetrnli of your credit obligations. 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTR
NOTICE IS HEREBY GrVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICESLLC is the
Successor Trustee under theDeed of or Transfer In Trust executed by PERRY SPINEY and
SUSANNE SP VEY HUSBAND ANDWIFE as Grantor to TMLEONE CORPORATION as
Trustee in favor ofHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCF1AHOMECOMINGS
rI1 T ORIi1NC as Beneficiary dated362007 recorded 3112 007 as
Instrument No 2007017383 and rerecorded official retards ofCanyon County IDAHO the
beneficiary interest inwhich is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said DeedofTrust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 2BLOCK2DELAWARE PARK SU13DMSION NO1ATTHE COLONIES
CANYONCOUNTY IDAHO ACCORDING TOTHEOMCIAL PLAT THEREOF
FILED IN BOOB 29 OF PLATS AT PAGES49 RECORDS OF SAID COUNWLOT
2 BLOCK 2 DELAWAREPARK SUBDIVISIONNO 1 BOOK 29 PAGE 49
The Trusteehereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurredunder the Deed ofTrust Note dated 31612007 The nature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment fac712009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is763422 as of1152009
All delinquencies are nowdue togetherwith unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fecs costs and advances made to grotcct the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of14064312 togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of70per annu n from62009until paid
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he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
   t    t t  t  / /200 .  t r     i : 
il  t   t  t l  t due /112009  ri cipa1~ i t t nd/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late che:rges; 10gether ith 
aU subsequent su. s advanced by beneficIary pursuant to the tenns and conditions of 
   t. 
is t i  $7,634.22   1/512009 
U delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing 'taxes, assessments, trustee' 8 
fees, tt rney's f es, sts  s .t  pr te t t  s curit  ss i t  it  t is 
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEESERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIW TRUSTEESERVICES
AS ATTORNEY TN PACT
oc
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of LosAnd
On lI5 oo before meCHRIS R HERRERA Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega wYbo proved to
on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be ft personswhose nantesWare subscribed to the within but rumept
and acknowledged In me thatheshedWexccutcd the same inWhedtheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hislherWwlr signature on the instrument the personsorthe entity upon behalf orwhich theperson acted
executed the inshvtnent
I oft under penalty of perjury under the laws ofthe state ofCalifornia That the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct




Notary PON C91Wnts x
LN Angdea County
6 8e S 2013
THIS OFFICEIS ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT ADEBT AND ANYINFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
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at : 11512009 
   ,   TIVE  . 
S  I  F  
By: ec rtega ~ authorized signatory 
t t   Uf l'D . } 8.s. 
Couoty or 1.os Angeles. } 
 111.512009 f r  o, I  .  t r  li  rsonalJ,  r  c . rt  h  r  t  
me QJ1 the asis f satistilctory ~vidence to be /be per3on(s} hose name(s) ist'arc subscribed to th(l ithin iIlstnlnlellt 
and 8I:kno ledged to e that heJshcJth"" executed the sa e in bWhcrlUacir authorized capacity(ies). and !hat by 
bWhcr\rhe1r t1gnature(s) on the in.stru ent the person(s). or the entity upon behalf or hich the person(9) acted, 
~  o tnu t. 
I eertilY under penalty C1f perjury under the la s of the State of California 1hat the foregoing pBragraph Is true and 
t. 
SignatuJe ~ A! ~ (SelIl) 
RR:IS R.. HERR  
I  I  I  fE I        I I  
 I      OSE. 
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Co Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
CA





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer inTrust executed by BRUCE A
PENDLETON AN UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
INSURANCECOMPANY asTrustee in favor ofHERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REOISTRATIO14 SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMENEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORKINC as Beneficiary dated I V912045 recorded
111102005 as InstrmentNo 200575479 andreofficial records ofCanyons County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest inwhich is presently heldby MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated issaid
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 4 BLOCK 6 AUTUMN BREEZE SUBDIVISIONNO 2 CANYON COUNTY
IDAHOACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOFFILED IN BOOK 23 OF
PLATS AT PAGES4 RECORDS OF SAID COMP
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwhich such transfer is security
Jim occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 11912005 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 7X2009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the turns and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is72111 asof1162009
All delinquencies are nowdue together with unpaid andaccruing taxesassessrncau trustees
feesattorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of13355887together with interest thereon at the
current rate of825per annum from 61112009 until paid
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The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich lIUch transfer js security 
has cc r.re  r t   f r st t  t  1/912 0 . e t r  f s  r  ei g: 
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 71112009 of principal, interest and/or 
impouOOs and subsequent instal1men1s due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant 10 the terms and conditions of 
i    st. 
This a ount is $7.721.11 as of 1111612009 
ll delinquencies are no  due, togetber ith unpaid and accruing ta.'test assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees. costs and advances ade to protect the security associated with this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance 0[$133,658.87 together with interest thereon at the 
current tate of 8.25% per annu  fro  6/112009 until paM, 
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of Las Angeles
On 1111612009 before me CHRIS KHERRERA Notary Public personalty appeared Dee C Ortega who proved
to me on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswhosenames isamsubscribed to thewithin
Instrument and aAnowlcdged to me that he sbetbey executed thesame in hishertheir authorized capacklesjand
that byhiserltheir signatore on she instrument thepessou1or the entity upon behalforwhich thepersons
acted executed the lnsuumenL










THIS OWTCE IS ATIENIPTING TO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANYINFORMATION
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: 1 1612009 
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 I  I   
y: ee rte a. authorized signatory 
st t  01 fornia } 5.S, 
Co .. aty of Los Angela } 
On 1111612009 beforo m~ CHRIS R. ERRER  otary Public personally appeared Pee C. rtega ho proved 
to e on tho basi5 of satisfD(:tory evidence to be the person(s) hooc na e{s) is/are subscribed to the ithin 
In.stru ent ai  ackno ledged to e Ibat e/she/they e ec te  the sa e In tslher/thcir a t rize  capaclty(ies), and 
that by bislher\tholr signature(s) en tlIc il\stru ent the person(s),. Ct tile entity upOIl behalf or hich the p~OD(S) 
, c o  h~ Io zr  
I certify under penalty of peLjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true lind 
m:ct. 
 FFI  I  TEMP I   L       
l  I      . 
PLF 04139 
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN thatPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee tinder the Deed of orTzansfer in Trust executed by SHOTZY FRIEDLEYA
MARRIED MAN WHO ACQUIRED TITLE AS A SINGLEMAN as Gramor to FIDELITY
NATIONAL TITLE MS COMPA CALIFORNIA CORP as Trustee in favor ofMFRS
MORTGAELECTRONIC REGISTRATIONSYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE
FOR LENDER HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFWAHOMECOMINGSFINANCIAL
NETWORK INCasBeneficiary dated12200 6 recorded32007as Instnunent No
2007015329 and rerecotded official records of Canyon County IDAHO the beneficiary
Interest in which is presently heldby MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC Said Decd of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing
land therein as follows
LOT 7 IN BLOCK 3 OFFA ROAKS ATINDIANA SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO
THE OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 19 OF FLATSAT PAGES45
ANDASAIYIENDEDBYAFFIDAVIT RECORDED OCTOBER 12 1995 AS
INSRUMENT NO 9528724 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
The Trusteehereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 1212412006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due21009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrast
This amount is1331225as of 111252009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taees assessments trustee
fees attomey fees costs and advances made to protect the securityassociated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of11259890together with interest thereon at the
current rate of75per annum from112009 until paid






And When Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender TrusteeServices LLC
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC
ca





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
002341
-. ~Ot? 11/m 
cD i  sted y: 
. J" 
  r  il G: 
i r r t e ervi es,  
/o   rvi es.  
55  t ri  tr et, i   
nk. li  -3  
( 8) 0~16aO 
oan o.: 7401364344 




        
   
    t    I S. ,   
ss r l'UStee u r t   f r r sf r i  r st t    I   
I    I  I    I O  . s rantor, t  l I  
I  I  INS. P.,  IF I  P .. as rustee, in favor f " E S'· 
RTGAGE   YST , C .•    
   I I L,  IKIA HOMECOMlNGS I I  
RK:. .,  f r ,  112012006,  12fl 07,  r m   
.200 .5329 and re-rec r e  • fficial rec r s f anyon. ty. I . t e e eficiar  
i     tl  l     [  
S,m  .. aid eed of rust covers real property situated in said ounty, describing 
la  t r i   f ll : 
 1     I S  1  MSI ,   
 I I   , U..E» I   19  P   AGE{S) 45, 
 S MENDE   I I    12, 1995, S 
lNSTRUMENT . 9528124, I I  S   , I . 
The Tmstee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hlch such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed ofTIUSt ote dated 12120/2006. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 2/1 (2009 of principal, interest and/or 
impounds a:nd subsequent insta.l1ments due thereafter; plus late ch~; together with 
aU subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary plll'SUant to the tenns and conditions of 
   tru . 
i  a ount i  $ J 3,312.2S s f  1 251 009 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing ta.'C.es, assess ents. tr stee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclOSUt"e. he paid rincipal alance UI 12,59 .90 t et er it  i terest t r  at t e 
mre.ntIafe f .7S% per  r  lfll2(J09 u tiJ p i . 
And that the Beneficiary elects to seJI or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 
o lig . 









FIONEER LENDER TRUSTF2 SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEYIN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCallrorniu a
County of Los Angeles
On lU2504 before meCHRIS RHEWRA Notary Public personally appeared Dec C Ortega who proved
to me on the basis ofsatisfactory evideaco to tv the parsorlswhosename islare subscribed to the within
instriancat and aclaowledged to we thatheshelthey executed the some In h6therRheir authorized capacityimand
that byhisherttheir signature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the persons
acted executed the instrument




CHRIS A RE HMA
Comrnis8104 1666566
Le Notary Polk caliterntaLos Angetes CountyMycemm ires10ep212013
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d: 1125/2009 
P10   EE ,    1  , 
 I J   
By: Dee rtega, authorized signatory 
a~ f if'om a } s.s. 
t  f  .,l s } 
n J l!.2Sf2fl09 bofOJe Ine, IS R. ERRER  ofaxy Publjc ptisomU1y appeared ee . rtega ho pr()v~d 
to IlJO 00 t e b,88Js f satlsfactOly ellldeJICo to lJc fbc ~(.s) bpse ]lame(!) is/arc sub5cribed 10 tho ithin 
in91nltncnt !IIld aclcnowledged to me that helshe/fuey executed the sa e in hisllterltheir authorized capa\:ity(ies). and 
thDt by h i.sIherIJheir signature(sJ 00 the iosbu ent the perion(s). or 1he entity upon behalf or bieh tho porson(s) 
, o o  l  . 
I certify ~ndcr penalty of perjury lIJIder the laws Df the State of California that the foregoing paragrapll is true IIfId 
t. 
Signatur~  ~ ~ 
 . HERRER  
(Seal) 
IDS   1"tEMPTlNG    n    INFORMA  
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c
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOIS HEREBY GIVEN thatPONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successm Trusteeunder theDeed of orTransfer in Trust executed by JAKE ROSS GOEN
MARRIEDMALI AS HIS SEPARATE ESTATE as Grantor to TRANSNATION TITLE as
Trustee in favor ofHERSMORTGAGERECTRONIC ISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
SOLELYAS NOMINEE FOR LENDER HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC
asBeneficiary dated 41222406 recorded 51112006 as Instrument No 200632914 and re
recorded official records ofCanyonCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
THE SOUTH 75 FEET OF LOT 7 INBLOCK 2 OF GOLDSSUBDIVISION CANYON
COUNTYIDAIIO ACCORDINGTO THE OFFICIAL PLATTJAREOF FILETFS
BOOK 2 OFPLATS ATPAGE 8 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Decd of Trust Note dated 41222006 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 10112 09 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus Iate charges together with
all subsequent sumsadvanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is38946as of 111412010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attornWs feescosts and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of8135740together with interest thereon at the
current rate of65per annum from912409 until paid
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OTICE    hatPfONEER  1 B . ,   
uccessOl' r stee er t e ee  f r ra sfer i  r st e ec te  y J   H , 
l  N  I   I  T , 83 ra tor. to I  I , as 
r stee. i  & r f"M S"  EL I  I tRA I  , I ., 
LEI..   1NEB   B l   RK, C .• 
 eneficlary~ r  1221 006,  6, 8Sl t t  . 8   re-
r r , ffi i l r r s f  ty. I , t  fi i r  i t r st i  i  i  
presently held by T E ELE T I  E IST TI  S STE S, ]  .• Said eed 
f r t ers r l r rt  .situate  i  i  nty, B nDl  l  t r i   f U s: 
       I  :Bl.  1;  OLD'S I I I , i"iV  
TY, H ,    I I   HE , 1 D IN 
      ,  SAl  (: TY. 
e t   i e  ti  t t    t  li ti  f r i   t  i  rit  
has occuned under the eed of Trust ote dated 4122/2006. The nature of such breach being: 
ailw-e t  a  t  t l  t e 0/112009 f ri i l. i t r st and/Qr 
i p s a  s s t i stall enu e t r after; l s l t  c ar es; t t r it  
all s s t s s a a ce   fi i r  rs t t  t e t r s a  iti s f 
   l t. 
i  mIl not i  $3.890.86   U141   
ll delinquencies. are no  due. together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee; s 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated with this 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance f $81.357.40 together ith interest thereon at the 
cuaentrate of6.5% per annu  fro  9/112009 until paid. 



















PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC fly EXECiTRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By signatory
State of California S
County of Loa Angd
On 1114t2010 before mcy Sally Beltran Notary PUhlie ptasonally appeared Carlo Magno who proved to me on the
basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons whose names Ware mbsa td to the within icstnament and
acknowledged to me that helshetthoy executed the same in hislhcrWrauthorized capacityiesand that by
hislherteir sfgnamm on the imtrument the porsonsor tho entity uponbelorwhiehthe person acted
maecttted the instrument









THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TOCOLLA DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINEDWILLRE USED FORWHATPURPOSE
PLF 04143002344
· " 4.. '-~. ill 
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 I    
t.lte f li rnia } s.s. 
t  f s el } 
a 111412010 before o. Solly eltran ot.-uy Public; personally appeared carlo agno ho proved to e OIllhc 
basis of satismetory evidence to be the person(s) hose nam~$) are su.bscrlbed tI) the ithin Wtru col and 
le  t   t aI /s aMe  t  !  sa e i  ialherlthejr t ri  capacity(ies).lDl  t t  
IUWber\their signatu.re(s) on the iootrnQ'..ent the per.son(s), or tho entity upon behalf orwhich the person(s) acted, 
~  trwn<mt. 
r certify under penally f perjury undlW the la s of the State f alifornia that the foregoing: paragraph is In1c and 
oorrcet. ~ 4J 0;_ QbhJr-----: ~ 
a eltran 
r e ..... t V lA1G~Etf~~r' 61 
OIrIml :llo  # 1111(186 
~ NotafY lo • ll orrllU I 
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2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
Burbank California 915043120 M
818 2601600
a Y aLoanNo 7426642146 Q C w C
TSNoID240349C
fCXlU rn 4M
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HERE YGIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Tract executed by ROBERT ALSETH AN
UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to TITLEONE CORPORATION as Trustee in favor of
MEREMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELYAS
NOMINEEFLENDERHOMECOMINGS xINANCAL POET IOMINC as Benefic
dated12212005 recorded124f2005 as Instrument No 200583820 andreecorded official
records ofCanyon County IDAHO thebeneficiary interest in which is presently held by
MORTGAGE ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers
real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEE XHIBff AATTACHED HEREWITH
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trot Note dated122005 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due2112009 of principal interestandor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is t651502as of342010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
ces attorney fees costs and advances made to protect thesecurity associatedwith this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1100490togetherwith interest thereon at the
cmmt rate of6816per annum from12009until paid
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 I  B   t t    I S, , i  t  
uccessor rustee W}.der the eed f or ransfer i  rust execu1ed by  ,  
1E  . as rantor, to I  P RATI . as TftlStee, in favor C)f 
"ME SIi    . C" LEI..   
I  FOR  I S FI I  :NETW RK, I C., as eneflciarj. 
t  21 /200 ,  211412 0 .  t t  .2005833   -rewrd , i i l 
r r    ty, I . t  ~fic ar  i t r t i  i  i  r tl  l   
 B I  1 I  , I C .• i   f rn t r  
real property situated in said ounty .. describing Jand therein as follo s: 
 EXHI JT  I' l:J   
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
bas occurred under the eed of Trust ote dated 121121200.5. The nature of such breach being: 
il r  t   t  tbl  t  112 09 f ri i al, i t r st ndlor 
i pounds and s se e t i stalhne ts due thereafter; plus late c ar es; t et er ith 
all subsequent SUIl1S advanced by beneficiary pUrsuant to the ter s and conditions of 
   s  
is t is SI ,5 5.02 s f3/4/2010 
ll delinquencies are no  due) together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, att mey's fees, c sts and a a ces ade to r tect the sec rit  ass ciate  ith t is 
f recl s re. e unpaid ri ci al ala ce f$110,0 8.90 t et er it  i terest t ere  at t e 
~t ra.te f .8 6% er a  fr  11112009 til aid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
li ti . 
  





PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ByDee COrtega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of LosAngeles
On 31412010 beforemeCHRISR HERRERA Notary Public personally appeared DeeC Ortega who proved to
me on the basis ofsatisfadoty evidence to be the personswhose namesidare subscribed to the within instrument
and acknowledged to me that hdshelthey executed the so in IdAcrAheir authorized capacityksand that by
histherWreksignature on the inskument thepersonsorthe entity upon behalf or which theperson acted
eltecuted the instalment
I certify underpewky ofpedury under the lanes of the State of California that the Foregoing paragraph is true and
corm






My Comm Expires Sep28013
THIS OFFICE 1S ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYINFORMATION
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I - 40349-C 
46 
at : . 31412010 
 E  S  :\"n t     , 
S  I  Cf 
By: Dee C. Ortega. authorized signatory 
tate C Ji!'omia } s.s. 
Coonty of Los' Augeles } 
J!. :3/4J.20  f r  IJ1e, I  .  lal:  li  rs ll  re  ec . rt   r  t  
e on the basis ofsatisfactmy evidence to be tile person(s) wbosa name(s) lllllll'e mbscrlbad to the within Imtru ent 
and ackno ledged to e that helshclthey executed the SIIU1e in hlslhCJ'/their authorized eapacfty(les). and that by 
~ signature(s) oli the instru ent the peI'S<>n(s), Qr the entity upcn behlili' or hich the petSOn(s) acted, 
xcw  o hmru ont. 
I certify underpenalfy of pcljuty under the laws of the State of California that the forepng paragraph js 1rUe and 
~orrect. 
SIgnature ~.: ..... "e k04_:--_~ 
HRlS . B  
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And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender TrusteeServices LLC O N5c16 Execuiv Trustee Services LLC i C
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400





LoanNo 0473427524 n o
TS oID241625C
2D r
NOTICE OFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by ENRIQUE PEREZ A
MARRIED N AN AS HIS SOLE AND SEPARATEPROPERTY as Grantor to
TRANSNATIO TITLE as Trustee in favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
aZEGISTRAi1ONSYSTEMS iNC ASN01VMgdE FORHOMECON04vS FMANCIAL
LLC FKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INCA LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY asBeneficiary dated 411712407 recorded43012007 as Instrument No
2007029703 and rcrecorded official records of Canyon County IDAHO the beneficiary
interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said County desenbing
land therein as follows
LOT3 IN BLOCK 6 OF NEW KARCHER ESTATES NO 2 SUBDIVISION MAMA
CANYONCOUNTYIDAHO ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF
FILHI3 IN
BOOK 17 OFPLATS AT PAGE 32 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 411712007 Thenature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due122009ofprincipal interest andor
impoundsand subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
allsubsegnent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is613374asof31222010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of14456771 togetherwith interest thereonat the
current rate of625per annum from 111 2009 until paid
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I  I  lI  I  that I    VI , , is the 
uccessor rustee under the eed of or l'IWfer in rust executed by I  P EZ,  
. R J  M       RTY, 3$ r ntor, t  
ANSNA nON 1 ,  t , i  r O O   
REGISTRATION , me.,  OhlINE   lvm MING  IN I . 
 (pI JAHOMEC I O  FI I  WO~ I C.)  J I1  l I I  
,  fi i ry, t  0 1, r r  130120 .  I tr t  
.2001029703 and n:-~roed , official records of anyon ounty. I , the beneficiary 
i terest i  ic  is rese tl  el  by  I  OI 'f I  
SYS~S.lNc.. Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said County, describing 
   n : 
L T 3 I  BL C  'O  E  RC ER EST TES .2 S B I ISI , NAMP , 
 OUNTY, I , I   Il  I I   , 
ED.  
      ,    TY. 
The TtU;Stee hereby gives notice that a breach otthe obligation for 'Yhich such transfer is security 
bas occUIIed undet the eed of rust ote dated 4117120(Jf. he nature of such breach being: 
ail re t  a  t e t l  a e t e 1211/2009 f prlncipal~ i terest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together it  
U.subsequent s     t  t    tions  
i  ee   tr t. . 
is mn  is $6,133.14  0[312212010 
ll elinquencies are  e, t et er it  ai  a  acQrUing ta es, assess e ts, tr stee's 
feeSr attOrney·s ~ costs and advances ade to protect the security associated it  this 
fore l S . he i  i i l la ce S14 ,56 .7l1 t  it  i t t t  t t  
c rre t to  .2 %  ~u  r  112009 til i . 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 

















PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
22
By Dee C Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCafflrarnit I S
County or 103 Angeetes
On31220 0 6eifore me CHRIS R HERRERA Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to
me on the basof sadsWory evidence to be the personswhose name islare subscribed to the within inst ruannt
and wknowledged to me that belshehhey aecuted the same In Wherftheir authorized capaaltylesand thatby
hislhgrftnatareson the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the person acted
executed the instrw4ent






WCilEits AHERfiEAANatarymml9sjon jM jusssilPublic CalifamiaLas artpetsCcunty
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THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA DEBT AND ANYMFORMATION
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On 312212010 before me, emus R. HERRE~ Notary PUh1io personally appeared Dee C. Ortega who proved to 
e  d1~ sis f satlsl'llet J  i e t  be- me PCI3011(3) se IIame(S) jsl~a s s ri e  t  t  it i  nlJ~nt 
and IICtmow1edged to m~ that he/sheMey executed the same In hislhCfltheir lJUthorizcd capacity{Ies), 3Ild 1h~ 'by 
hislher\che.ir $ignaMe(s) OIl the instrument the PCI'3On(3), or the entity upon bebal( or which the pmoo.(s) acted, 
executed tbo ins1rlllneJlt. 
J emil; under JICI1;dty of perjury under the laws of the Slate of CaJifomialhat tlte fllregoing paragraph f~ true 8IId 
iT . . 
'. 
CHl't1S R. HERRERA 
Commlss.rCUI II JaBSSS8 
Notary Public· Oallfornla :z 
Lal Altge/es Collllfy :!: 
My Comm. ExpIres Sa 28, 21J1.:J 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTR
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN thatPIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer inTrust executed by KELLYMCREYNOLDS
AND QUINCY MCREYNOLDSHUSBAND AND WIFEAS JOINTTENANTS as Grantor
to ARCHER LANDTITLE as Trustee in favor ofMORTGAGEELECTRDNIC
REGISTRATIONSYSTEMS INCAS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOM INTrSFINANCIAL
LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INCA LUMMI LIABILITY
COMPANY as Beneficiary dated 111012008 recorded129008 as InstnmentNo
2005005041 andreecorded official records of Canyon County IDAHO the beneficiary
Interest inwhich is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated In said County describing
land therein as follows
SEE EMMITAATTACHED HEREWITH
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Now dated 111012008 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1112010 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is 113199as of482010
All delinquencies are now due togetherwith unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attomey fees costs and advwces made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of3436350together with interest thereon at the
current rate of5875perannum from 1212009 until paid
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ANY,  nciary, t  8, t o t  12912003,  I tm t  
.2008005041 andre-recorded, official records of Canyon County, I , the beneficiary 
i t at i  i  18  l     OI  
SYSTEMS, INC.. Said Deed of Trust centers real property situated in said County, describing 
   "n s: 
 XHID    I  
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of Trust ote runed 1/1012008. The nature of such breach being: 
ail re t  a  t e t l  a e t e 1/112010 f pr.incipal, i terest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plvs late charges; together ith 
ll Sllbse o t s s   fi i r  rs t t  t  teIDlS  itions f 
s i   f tr st. 
. 01,mt  $ 1,319. I 9   /812010 
ll elinquencies are  e, 10get er it  ai  a  accr i  tmtes) assess e ts, tr stee's 
fees, tt ey s fees, c sts a  a ances a e t  r tect t e sec rit  asll ciate  it  t is 
f recl s re.  ai  ri ci al ala ce ts343,68 .30 t et er it  i terest t ere  at t e 
t r te  .875%  wn fr  211/2009 til i . 



















PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee C Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of Los Angetcs I
oit481T010 before me Corine Zacarias Notary Publicpersonally appeared Dee G Ortega who proved to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the person whose n mesisl8msubsalbad to the wilbilt insowteaf and
acknowledged toma that halshelthey executed the same inhiscrthei authorized capacityiesand that by
biv bwltheir signature oft fhe instrument the persousor fife entity upon behalf orwhieb the personsacted
executed theinstrument





z n Notary Public 0forrnla
Los Angeles Coaaly
Ff Comm E3cpir tec 2f 2U13
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kew rding Requested By
AndWhoa recorded Mail To
PtmTitleCompany of Ada County
dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
c1a Executive Trustee Services LLC
2235 North Ontario Street Suite 440














NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NQTICE IS EBY01VEN that PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA Ct10WrYD13A
PIONR LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is theSuccessor Trustee wdor the Deed of or
Transfer in Txu d executed by CLETE MILLERAN UNMARRIEDMM as Orantor to
STEWART TITLE as Trustee in favor ofMI S MORTWEELECTRONIC
RECISTRATIONSYSTEMS INC SOLELYASNO14ItNEFORUNDER
WbIECOXINUS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNETWORK
INC asBeneficiary dated 1111312006 recorded 1112J2006 as InstrtNo200693249 aAd
re4acorded official reeor4s ofCanyon County IDA140 the beneficiary interest inwhich is
pmently hold byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATIONSYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEEEXRMfrA ATTACUDHEREWITH
TkaTrustee hereby gives notice that abreach of the oltligatou for which such hVAis security
has occurred under the14ofTrust Mote dated 11110006 The nature dsuch breach being
Failure to pay themouWypayment dud 11112009 of principal iutWat anNor
impoundsad subsequad installrmts due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent stuns advanced bybenefic7pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftint
1ahamount is32656as of720
All delinquencies n6w due together with unpaid end accruingtares assessments trastee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the securityassociated with this
foreclosure Theunpaidprincipal balance of20779008 together with interest thereoaatthe
current rate of725perannum from 12111200 until paid





;k eor i i st  y~ 
a  ilD Rec  il o: 
 
2010 7   
ionec.r1'itlc'Compan    t  
 ,  S  i  ' 
0 0 t   crvi cst  
5'  i  tr et, it  0  
k,  1504",3120 
ILLIAM . HURST 
AY    
a _Cr_ 
~ LSI Tilio Agency [110. 
Type NaT INC SALE 
F .. f1SJ1O 
~'fIUl~"VS/NP1ll'Ll 
(S18) 60-16 0 ' 
oan o.: 7471506766 
.S. o.:lD-2 3J 6·C 
7J fa 8Q'lI "r{.:- ;lpf) 11.1'%5 
     ,  ELL,  
   ' 
O I  I  HEREBy'GI  that I  I     Ou'NTI' B  
IONEJm.  B I . i     tmde      
r sf r i  rust t    I .  l O AN. a3 t m r, t  
stEW  'I' Bt 83 t e, ht  cf" ER 'f RTGAQ   
.. BO .l C.,   OMlNBE  LEND  , 
HOMEC MINGS FI I L, LL  (pIKIA E I S FI I L ET , , 
.).  netic:Wyp.  5 006,  11 2 2 06,  ln$tru.ment'No .20  n  
l'IH'=c r a  t fficial rec rds f a  nty. I HOi tho e 'eficlar  i terest i  ic  is 
rese tl  l   g  I  l T. 110  Y~~ 'I C .. i   
of rost covers real property situated in said ounty) ~xi'bing Itmd thereip as follo s: ' 
 BIBlT  TI'AClIED  ' 
. ... 
Th4tTmstee hereby gives notite th;it a bre~b of the obligation for which sucb traD$fcr is security 
bas occurred under the beed otTrust Note dated 1111512006. The natyre of sucb breach bemg: 
' ail re t  a  the ' onthl  a e t oe 11112009 f ri ci al, biterest a d/ r 
i 1U1ds nd s s quent i staHmr:nts ~ t r ft r, l  l t  r ; t t r it  
ll  um   , neficiary s      tions  
H    tr'Ust. ' ' 
' b nt  $32,6 8.36   112120 10 
ll cli Ue oie.s arc: o  e, t et er i1h ai  oo  accr i  t'aXe3, ss ss ts. trusreets 
fee:s, tt rney's fees. c sts a  a ances a e t  r t t 1I1e urlty'~at  it  t i  
for~c1osnre. he unpaId'principal balance f $207.190.08 together it  i terest thereon 'at the 
cutttDt rate of.7.2S% per annu  fro  12l1J200~ until paid. 
 that t e eneficiary elects to 'sell r cause the trust property to be s l  to ,satisfy sai  
ObUgatfun. ' , 
, " 
  





PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OFADA COUNTYDBA PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECVTIVE TRUSTEE SBRVIC AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ByDee COrtegaaiAmriud signatory
State of Calitarale S
County of Los Angetvs
On 71112010 before meCMUSR1ER ERA Notary Public pemonally appeared Dee C Ortta who proved to
meon the basis of satisfactory bvidenca tobe the petsouswhosename Won sobseclbad tQ thewhin hWAUnat
and w3maarWWto me that helsha hoy executed the same in h0herhheir not artmd aaRclryiesand that by
JiWhedthsir sigpfature on the hWmment thepersonsorthe entity upon behalf orwhich tam peraan acted
axecuxd the htstrMAL
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THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTADEBT ANDANY71dFORMATION




        
   
ID .. 233136..c 
16  
d: 71212010 
B  'I'I B      I    
. I     ERVlCESJ     
y: ~ . a, uthorlze  I  
State 01 aural'll" } SA 
llQ' f o. lIJI,l(l;f } . 
-00 11212010 befoN mc, onus B.. HERRERA Notazy Public per.sonaJly appeared Dee C. Ortega who proved to 
o  O'   lllisfa~o y ~ don~ ri   et'3Oll(s) hosltllame(a) are u cli e    ithi  InsttunwJl  
3ll~ ~~ed to e that helsheithoyl!Xecuted th.o sa e In biBlberllheir au1hcrlzed <lapadl)'(les). and ibm by 
1l1slher\tfJ.ait sipature($)  t o lnstru~ t e rson(s). r tbo e tit   beha1t' r· ic  tba lIfaOn(s) acted. 
elCec red t  m tmmeJlt. . 
r cortl1} under penqlty of pcrjurJ WIder thalaws of the State ()f Catrfcmfa lhatthe foregolng paragr8tlb is fnl' 1IIld. 
COlTOCt. . 
IS I  IS 1'T P   LLIeI' .DEBT   INFOR ATIO  
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And When RecordedMail To
Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
dba Pioneer Lander Trustee Services
c Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 Nor Ontario Street Saito 400












NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN thatPIONEER TITLECOhWANYOF ADA COUNTY DRA
PIONLENDER TRtTBTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
TMderinTrustexecuted by JESUSNAGUEP0AND LUZA BAEZf HUSBAND AND
SNIPE as Grantor to ESCROW WORKS as Trustee in Favor ofHERSMORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELYAS NOMINEE FOR
WhIECOWWOS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A CORPORATION as Benefidary dated
121132005recorded 121192045as InstrumentNo20084828 andreecorded official
records of Canyon County WARO tare benef Lary laterest in which Is presently held by
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers
real proerty situated In said County describing land therein as follows
SEE EXHIBIT ATTACHED AND MAlJIt A PARTOF
T1ae Trus4ee hereby gives notice that a breachof the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deedof Trust Note crated 1232005 Thenature of such breach being
failure to pay themonthly payment due 122009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus Iat charges togetherwith
allsitsumps advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is1758401 asof9i2010
All deliuquencles are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attornoy fees costs and advances made to protectthe security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of2067510together with interest thereon at the
current rate of4591 per annum from 111112009 until paid




·' eeontiD  t  y: 
u  men t onled aD o! 
i  itJo o n  of  ounty 
 i r e r  etvi  
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 OOh t ri  treet, uite 40  
u b~ alifo ni   ..  
{81S} 60-1S  
OID o.: 3  
.S. o.:ID-221597 .. C 
.  
RECOROED 
201 3P  346. 
,Lt.tA  H. HURST 
C NYON CNTY RECORDER 
rrr CJfcUUllhRn 
R~ LSI TIlIIt~Dafrna. 
l)pe HOT INC SAI.f; 
I"ea $1&.IXJ. 
~y_aV$illllURL1i 
      EL   
 T  
    t  I I.. MPA     B  
IONEER B B . US  I , i  t o  st  ~el t e:  af  
ra&ib        OUJm,O    , S   
WI .  tor,   .  .r .  fav  fllME "  
  ~MSt .,     
HOMECOMINGS Fl I   I   P RATI , as eneficiary, dated 
211312005,  211912005,  t t  .200,34828  ~reconl d J i i l 
IeCOrds ofOmyon COunty, IDAHO. the benefwiary interest in wlrleh i~ presently held by 
 I  I I  , me .. ai  ee  f r st rs 
real roperty sit t  i  sai  OUllty, s ri i  la  t r i  as f U s: 
 XBlBlT "A" I B   DE    
The TMWe hezeby giv.es .notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
bas occurred under the Deed ofTmst Note dated 1211312005. The nature of such breach being: 
. Fai1UJC to pay the onthly pay ent due 121112009 ofprinci~ Interest and/or 
impounds and snbsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
aU sub6equent S'DmS   fi iar  PU1'S1lant to the t nns  itions f 
s  de .  tr . 
his a nt is S11,58 .01 f9/112010 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accnrlng taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attomoy's fees~ costs and advanceS ade to protect the security associated ith this 
forecl s re. The unpaid principal ala ce f $206,75 .1 0 t et er ith htterest t ere  at the 
cm t tate  4.591 % per a  fro   UIltll p i . 









PIONEER TITLE COMPANYOF ADACOMMDBA PIONEER LENDERTRUS
SERVICESBY MCUTNE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dec C Ortega authorizedsatory
State ofCalifornia I S
County of Los dngdo I
on W 2010 batonmeCones Zacadw Nofary Pudic pecsonafly appeared DeeCOrtega who proved to me tta
the basis ofawdsb tmy evidenseto bathe per mKs whoso names Waco sabsm2vd to the wfihin instrument and
a knowledged to to thathoshw1hoy execukd the same iu hiAerhbeir authorixe3 capacityQuI and that by
blsftfiair signs ns on the laOm ent the perseask or Ow entry upma bebalFoiwhich the personsacted
execated the iftSUMML




L Notary Pu6tte tit WAtoe Aapetas CatutComm E trey Dec4120 0





TICE    LECTION    
EED  T  
J -2 1 S97 .. C 
1 8  
: 1112010. 
     UNTY    RUS"I'E2 
  EXEClJl1VB  ,   B    
y: ee . rtega, authorized sj,gtliltory 
  c.Ht f  } s.s. 
ounty f Los ~ }' 
On 911J'2C) 10 . betote e, arine lIcarlas otary Public: personally appearBd e!: . ()rtega l\o ptaved to e on 
tbll uIli f~ ~tD <t1ho ~s) se e( ) are u crlbe  t  t o it iD i tr t IIIJ  
sknow! S  t  me 1bat etlshclthe  tt  til  rn  it&l\isfllerhhei  t iz d pac:~ies).  t t  
billl'hentheft ri allm(s)  tlw iPBttument the erson(s), r~ entitY upon dlalf oi fc  1he eaon(s) lUlled. 
c in  I  nstnlmllDt. 
r tmti& under pertaJty of pmjory IIIldar·the l~s oftfle Slate of alltb ia that the foregoing parasraPh ia true and 
cm: l 
·T IS m   PTING  LLEC'       
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Recording Regta osW 13y
And WhenRmrded Mani To
PioneerCid Company of Ada Gouty
dbaPloneer LenderTrustee Services
cto Executive Trustee Services LLC





2010 Nov 8 AAA U 13
WILLIAM K HURST
CANYON CNNR CORWA







NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND SELECTION TOSte D R
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE JS HERMYGIVMN thatPIOMPTITLE COMPANYOF ADACOUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is theSuccessor Trusteeder theDeed of or
trransfer in Tonexecuted byANTHONY R WARDAMKATiMMFNICOLEVAM
WMAND WIFE as Catorto ALLLANCETIIEAESC1OslCMas Trsteou
f worofMMMORTGAGE ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTSMSINCSOLELY
AS NOM1 MFHE1 MCONINGS FINANCIALNBTWOM INC A WRPORATIOM
as Beneficiary dated7612006 recorded71212006 as hottumeotNo 204655871 an re
wootdedofficial recordsofCanyon CountyMAHO the bmYefiddary interest inwhich is
presently held byUSHankNational Ammiatiov as Trustee for RPMSI 200687By Residential
Ftmdwg LLCa Residential Funding Corporation AttorneyinFga Sold Deed ofTvIst
covers real property situated in amid County describing land therein as lblloww
LOT 11NBLOCK 11 OF ROYAL MEADOWS 3UB WISIONNO 4 ACCORDING TO
THE
OFFIOYAL PLATTMUOFFDINBOOT 32OFPLATSATPACES 3
OFFICUiRECORDS OF CANYON COUNTYIDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that alreaeh of the obligation for whicb such transfer is security
Siasocedunderthe Dead of TimNote dated702006 The nature ofmch breachbring
Failure to pair the monthly payment due 3112410of puaacipal pterest andlor
iuipmda and subse0wntinstallments due thereafter plus late charges togedwx with
all subsequentsuntsadvanced by bcnefwidrypursuant to the terror and catditiom of
said decdoftrust
Tliisamouut142737 of11010
All dolimclu icieswe now due together with unpaid andaccrttiag tneB sssaa units trustee
fees attvmWs fees casts and advances made tQ protect the security assadaW with drib
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of 12807159togetherwith Interest thereon at the
currant rate of675per annurn from312810 until paid
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The Trostee hereby gives notiCe ~t a'breac:b of the ohJipdon for which such transtor is lJeWtlt)' 
1las occurred undcrthe eed ofTl'U$1 ote dated 7/612006. Tho na11Ilc ofsndt breach being: 
.p~ to P.AY the Dl()llthly P4y ent ~ 31l120~ 0 of ~cipa4 fpterm and/or 
im ounds  ~~nt. instaJIme~1S  t r ft r; l s lat  r s; t ther. it  
ll s s f sums. advanced  e fiCiar  rs t t .t e 'terms.-l tt itions f 
said deed·oftrust. . . . ' . . 
his mouot'i&$14,273.n"u ft 1/2 2 10 
ll ciolhique~ies ate  , ~ et t it  aid mf nlin  tmcei~ .assess~ts, tr tee's 
f~e-s, atto ey', fec~ casts and ~ ~e  ade t  protect the security aSsociated it  this' 
forCelos rc;  aid rillcipal b«lancc f $)28,011.59 toget er ith l t r at t ere  at t e 
ourreot rate f .7 % r a m .fi"oql l1J201 0 til p i . 
And th4t tho ilc.neficiary ~l~ to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satlsty said 
obligation . .. 
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PIONEER TiIZECOMPANY OFAUA COUNTY ABAPIONEER LENDERTRUSM
VICES BY ExEcua VE TRUSTEE SERVICES AsATTORNBY IN FACT
13y 1wGOrtep suthodwd signatory
StataoCallformisl S
County of 140 Anlfas J
On
f
a t efae me CHPi RHMMRA NaaiyPubl caersfnaRy apared Dee C I
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which the personatA executed the ittsttumen
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comet. . 
(Seal) 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT A14D ELECTION TO SELL UNDER DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT Pioneer Tide Company of Ada County dbe Pioneer
Lander Trustee Services asTrustee is the duly appointed Successor Trustee under a Deed of Trust
dated 81232007 executed by PAUL G ANTRIU AMARRIED MAN as Truator to secure certain
obligations In the amount of1844000 infavor of MORTWE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC ASNOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FIWA HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary recorded 81282007as
InstrumentNo 2007059377 official records otCANYON County Idaho beneficial Interest hm been
assigned to Nationstar Mortgage LLC describing land therein as foltows
LOT 3 IN BLOCK 3 OF VIRGINIA PARK SUBDIVISION NO1 AT THE COLONIES ACCORDING
TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 31 OF PLATS AT PAGE 13 RECORDS OF
CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
There Is a default by the Grantor or other person owing an abligation the performance of which is
secured by sold Trust Deed or by their successor in Interest with respect to provisions therein which
autiwrize sale in the event of default of such provision to wit
Pnomisscwy Note Breach FAILURE TO MAKE THE 111112010 PAYMENT OF P RAYCIPAIL AND
INTEREST AND ALL SUBSEQUENT PAYMENTS TOGETHER WITH LATE CHARGES IMPOUNDS
TAXES ADVANCES ANDASSESSMENTS
By reason of such Default the Beneficiary under said Deets of Trust has executed and delivered to said
Trustee a written declaration of default and demand for sale and has deposited with said Trustee such
Deed of Trust and all documents evidencing obligatfons secured thereby and has declared and does
hereby declare all sums secured thereby immediately due and payable and has elected to cause the trust
property to be sold Said sums being the following
The unpald principal balance of1305468 togetherwith Interest thereon at the cunwd
rate of78750 per annum from 11H1201a until paid Pius all accrued late charges
escrow advances attorney leas and costs and any other sums Incurred or advanced by
thebeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions ofsaid deed of first
To fund out the amount you must pay or to arrange for payment to stop foreclosure or if property is in
foreclosure for any other reason contact
Qualify Loan Service Corp ofWashington
CIO Quality Lean Service Corporation
21418 Avenue
San Diego CA 92191
Tel Reinstatement Line 619467711 x3704






Quality Lean Service Corp ofWashington
CIO Quality Loan Service Corporation
2141 e Avenue CM
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TI:fAT PIoneer Title Company of Ada COllnty dba Ploneer 
eoo r t  r i   stee, i  t  l  i t  r r t     f t 
t  1231 007 t     IM,  I  N. s r st r 10 r  rt i  
ff li s I  Ifl  t f $134,400.00. i  f v r f ORTGAG  I  I I  
SYSTEMS, INC., AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL, LLC (FIKJA HOMECOMINGS 
FINANCIAL NET ORK, INC.) A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY. as Beneflclarj, recorded 812812007, as 
Instru ent o. 20070593n. official records ot  ounty. Idaho, beneficial Interest has been 
i  c tl o t r  , i i  l  i   llows: 
LOT 5, IN BLOCK :I OF VlRGlNfA PARK SUB01VlSrON NO.1 AT THE COLONIES, ACCORDING 
  I I   Fk I  I   31  L    .   
 , . 
r  Is  f lt  !J1e r lDr r t r pelSOn i   c ll atiCl , t  rf r  (If i  i  
r   sai  r t , r  t ir u~or I  fol I t. it  r t t  r i iO  t r i  i  
authorize sale in the event of default af such provision, to it 
r issory te ruc : I    llf  1/    lN f   
INTEREST AND ALL SUBSEQUENT PAYMENTS. TOGETHER WITH LATE CHARGES. IMPOUNDS, 
es. VANces  SESSMS,n . 
y  f c  O f l , til  nefici ry er sai  ed  r st    li  t  i  
Trustee a ritten declaration of default and de and far sale, and has deposited WlU'I said Trustee such 
eed of Trost and aU docu ents evidencing obflgalfons secured thereby and l1as declared and cross 
reby decfaa: a/J SLIms secured 1t1ereby i ediately e  yable and has l t  to  the tr t 
roperty to be s l . aid su s i g i j! f nc i : 
The paid rfncfpal balance of $130,540.891ogether ith i tarest t reon t t  c rrent 
rate 01 7.8750 % per annum from 11111.2010 until paid, plus .. II accrued late charges, 
eltcrow advances, aUorney fees and (foam. and any other 1IUR1S Incurred or advanced by 
the benBflclary pursuant to tbe tarn1$ and condiHona r said ed f trust. 
To find om the amount you must pay, or to arrange for payment 10 stop foreclosure. or if property is In 
tbreorosure for any other reas , contact 
Quality loan Service Corp. Of ashington 
ClO Quality Loan Servica Corporation 
2 1 Sth Avenue 
San Dieg . CA 92101 
Tel; ReInstatement Line: 819- 4$- 71 f %3704 














Sy PloneerTdls Company of Ada County dha
Pioneer LeaderTrustee Services as Trustee




gy Rodney McCjrnieyAssWant Secretary
State ofcallorri
County of San Dieno
On before me B Perez a Notary Public personally appeared Rodney McCumsey who
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be theperson whose names Islare subscribed
to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that heishenhey executed the same in hisiherthei
authorized capecityiesand that by hWherthel egnature on the instrument the personsofthe
entity upon behalf of which the personsacted executed the instrument
1 certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is trueand correct
WITNESSmy hand and official seal
R PEREZ
Signature Seal nor ccauraa
EL rez
sM MWCOWn
rcomrt e September 1b 2ot4
Ifyou have previously been discharged through bankruptcy you may have been released of personal
Debility for this loan in which case this letter Is intended to exemiso the note holdersrights against the real
property only
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL
BE USEDFOR THAT PURPOSE
As required by law you are hereby notified that a negative credit report reftecHng tin your credit record




• • I .. 
l t  f. CallfornJq ) 
)ss. 
OU  f:  g  ) 
By: ioneer itle o pany of da ounty dba 
I r Lend r r t  $orvlce  as Trust  
By: Quality Loan Service Corp., Qf ashington, 
a ashington Corporation Its a ornay-fn..fact 
~ .. 
On I (allll before me, B. perez a Notary Public, personally appeared Rodney Mc:.Cumsey who 
r e  t   a  i  sis f s tisf ct ry Vi c  t  be t e erson(s) s  e(s) Is/ r  s scri  
t  the din Instru ent and ackno ledged to e that heisheJthey executed the sa e i  l$lh rltheir 
3utholUad capacity(ies), and that by hiBlller/thelr signature(~) on the fnsfru ent the person{s). of the 
tit   lf f fti fl t  erson(s) t d, ElXElctJte  I  i tr t 
I certify under PENALlY OF PERJURY onder the laws of the State of California ihat the fcregolng 
J b    t. 
     l. 
51gnattJre ~ / 





If you ,,~ previously been discharged tllrough bankruptcy, you may have been released of peI'$Onal 
RebURy fer I is loan in hich case this l tt r Is intended fo exercise the note holder's rights against t  real 
/:)srty a l . 
l  I  I  l l   LL T  S    I I  I  f  
    . 
s required y Ja . you are hereby otifi d t t  negative cr dit report r ftecll  On y r cr it r c r  





dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
coExecutive Tnxstee Services LLC










aNCW a r tam
F31100
acecrswwcue wsxse
IN EOFDEF D FJTIONTOSELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOWS 1S HEREBYGIVEN dmtPIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA COL11MDBA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE MVICESis the Successor Tm s ruder the Deedofor
Transfer in Trust executed byCALVIN H RAYAND KARENLRAY HUSBANDAND
WUTh as Cnmitor to TITLEONE as Trustee in favor of MESSMORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATIONSYsiEMS INCSOLELYASXONDWE FOR
HOMECOMINGS FINANCLU LLCFWAHOMECOWNGS FINANCIALNMOM
INQ ALMMLL4Bl lTY COMPANY asw4cimy dated 1212112006 recorded
1I10as histr meatNo 2047OW249 and mrecorded official records dCanyon County
IDAHO the beneSicimy tprest is which is preseu1yheld by GMAC MORTGAGBLLC FKA
GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in
said Comrty descriil ing land therein as fallow
PLEASE SEE ATTACK SITA
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is mcudty
bas occurred underthe Deed ofTrust Notr dated IM112006 The move 0f sWb breachbung
Fafte to pay the monthly payment due812010ofprindpal interest andlor
impoumds andsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwhir
allsubVtsums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the term aid conditions of
saiddecd oftrust
This amount isasof128011
All dslimquencies are nowdue togetherwith unpaid and accming taxes assessments Trustee
fees attorney fens costs and advances made to protect the semadty amoeiated with this
foreelosare The unpaid principal balance of9651298 together with interest thcrean at the
crtrmt rate of625per anown from 712010until p9d






Rftonling Req-. ste:d By: 
RECOROED 
201  feb 2 PM 1 52 
kid hen. Rti:0rded ail To~ 
Pioneerl1t1  ompariy or A a ounty 
db  Pio er Lender Tr stee Services 
clo Executiv  Trustee Services, L  
225S ri nt ri  Stre t, Suite 400 
rbank, Calif r i  9150 -  
( 8) 260· 5  
CJ.lRISY~O 
CAKYON CNlY RECORDER 
!Y M.J3t1R'dI 
Requestar I.SlliIIe i'tseRey rat!:. 
Type NOT INC $AlE 
FH$faOO 
IUrmtaIfICAU.'1JE1XlR1lS)IWSIrI1'IJfIU 
L a  o.: 0471 $34671 
.s. o.:I -270993-  
.. , . . 
NOTICE  EFAULT AN  ELECTION T  u.,  
   
TICE I  B  I  tbatPJ  mL     UNTY  
   SERVIC ,  ~  l'1lSt;e Under t   f r 
r f r i  ro t t    1       ' ;  4m> 
IFE, as On tor, to I1  , as ra$lee, i  favor f "M R It . 
I  I I  sYSlEMS, C~   N MINE   
HO ECO INGS FINANCIAL, LLC (FIKIA HO ECOMINGS FI ANcw. ETWO~ 
INC.)  LI ITED LIABILITY CO PANY, as Beneficluy .. dated 1212112006. tecOtded I 
l/2I}.Of/1, as 1nstrument No .2007000249 and m-recorded , official records at Canyon County, 
IDAHO. the beneficlary,lnte1cst in which is presently held by OMAC MORTGAGE, UC FKA 
GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION. Said Deed ofT.rust covers Nal pmpertI sitnated 1n 
 unt , .ibing la  m   ()Uo s: . . 
  ttACHED EXJIIBIT ·~A'~ 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of Ibe obligation for which sud! transfer is semuity 
has occurred undet the Deed orTmst Note dated 1212112006. Tho nature 01 such breach being: 
~  to pay the monlhly pay ent due 8/1fl010 of principal, interest andlor 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; p11;9lato charges; together with 
aU snbsequent s s a anced b  bexte:ficlary ursua t to the tex s and c itions f 
said deed of trust. 
his a ount s°SS,963.S4 as of 1128 2011 
All delb1quencies are now due, together with lIDpSid and accruing taxes, assessments. trustee's 
~ atto.rney"s fee.s~ (:osts and advances ade to protect the seaurit  associated ith this 
!~lo \n. Tht: unpaid principal balancQ ofS96,S 12.98 together ith in1emt thereon at the 
CUll'ellt rate of 6.25% per a num from 7/112010 until paid. 
And. that the Beneficiary e1ecta 10 sell or cause the trust property to be sold.to sa&fy said 
obli tiO L ' . 
PLF 04162 





PIONEERTITLE COMPANYOF ADA COUNTY DBAPTONEER TENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICESBY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEESERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ByDrtC Ormp autherind aipatwy
3tnteoCslini S
County of tios Anpl a J
oq bofora m CURIS RHERRERA NetaryPubper welly appmaredlee C
Ortega w3ko vmvwtome on tho basis of sadsfactory aaviidmw to be lhepersan whonamesWammb bea
to the within haftumentandadwWgedtonw drat belshcfthey axecuted Um sasao isherAkkauthorjm4
YUcksbaad that by Fsisherithelrsignatore ott the inswmeut 8ke pessoa or Ehe catityttpoa tkebelf or
MIUCh tike SWA eXB194W tit 103 t





Commisaton 0 Ifila iee
I4 u Notary Autifie cat0ordts
LOS AWpsks Cwatq
myComm F aiwa 281013




 ~·.DEFAU   LECTION   UNDE  
   
I - 09 3..c 
3  
t d: I28l20 1 
 l      'PI  L   
   'I:  ,  11' : £    
: ec . oftcga. t orize  signatm  
Sbl 09fC.Cor Ii~ ) s.s. 
cII_tr or'LOIAqela ) 
On «/;hl f R et, emus . BlUWU otar  ublkperscnalJ  a eare  Dee . 
rt  h  'Pro ed t  me-.  lfl~ "\lasls f s af cfOIY mdeute t   tb mon(s) hoBo mtc(s) re su sc:i d 
  t  fnarrument  oknow1edged  me th rl  o cl:1lte  this ,sBlllIII n b.isIherJthoir.QUSh0ri:ze4 
capacity(les), _ tbat by hisllaaitheir sigoamre(s) on tho imInI cm the ~}. or tho ~~ behalf or . 
whlc  !ho~s) acted, xecuted tho ~
I certify under penally olpe!jury under tbihnvs oflhe State of CalifatniatZiat tIlo rONsomg paragraph is WII; and 
ameL 
(Seal) 
HIS JrICE  TI MPTIN   OLLECT     NF RMATION 
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TS 101420779NH
NOTICE OFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER DEED OF TRUST
N0710E IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT PlOrIMTilie Company of Ada County dba pioneer
Lander Trustee Services as Tna fine is theduly appointed Successor Trustee undera Deed of Trust
dated tt12312007 executed by PAUL G ANTRIM A MARRIED MAN as Trustor to secure certain
obligations In the amount of1344000 in favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC AS NOWNEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FIKIA HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary recorded 812812007 as
Instrument No 2007059377 official records of CANYON County Idaho beneficial interest has been
assigned toNationstar Mortgage LLC describing land therein as follows
LOT 5 IN BLOCK 3 OF VIRGINIA PARK SUBDIVISION NO1AT THE COLONIES ACCORDING
TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 31 OF PLAT AT PAGE 13 RECORDS OF
CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
There is a default by the Grantor or other person owing an obilgation the performance of which is
secured by Bald Trust Deed or by their successor in Interest with respect to provisions therein which
authafte sale to the event of default of such provision to wit
Promissory Note Breach FAILURE TO MAKE THE 11Y11Z010 PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND
WrEREST AND ALL SUBSEQUENT PAYMENTS TOGETHER WITH LATECHARGES IMPOUNDS
TAXES ADVANCES AND ASSESSMENTS
By reason of such Default the Beneficiary under said Deed of Trust has executed and delivered to said
Trustee a written declaration of default and demand for sale and has deposited with said Trustee such
Deed of Trust and all documents evidencing obligations secured thereby and has declared and does
hereby declare all sums secured thereby Immediately due and payable and has elected to cause the trust
property to be sold Said sums being the fallowing
The unpaid principal balance of13454088together with interest thereon at the current
rate of78730 per annum from 111112010 until paid plus OR accrued late charges
escrow advances attorney fees and costs and any othersurns incurred or advanced by
the beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditionsof said dead of trust
To find out the anent you must pay or to arrange for payment to stop foreclosure or If property is in
foreclosure for arty other reason contact
Quality Loan Service Carp OfWashington
Clb Quality Loan Service Corporation
21415 Avenue
San Diego CA M01
Tat Reinstatement Una 8184457711 x3704




AndWhen Recorded Maff To tj
c7
ice
Quality Loan Service Corp ofWashington
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NOTICe IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT Pioneer TiHe Co pany of Ada County dba Pioneer 
r r t  r l   ruste  I i$ t  l  J t  r r t  r   f r t 
 8J J      TRIM I   .     a l  
li ti  I  lIl  t  $134,400.00, I  f    I  I I  
, i .,  Mi  F  I  FI I L. Ll  ~JKJA I  
FI I l. ET . I C.)  LI IT  LI ILIT  JAPA Y. as eneficiary, recorded 812812007. as 
I tr t . 6 . fli laJ r r  f  ty. I llo, fi i l i t r t   
i   tic t r  lL ,   I   ll s: 
L  5. I  L  3 F f I r   I I I  O.1  T  L I . I  
T  T E FFI I L L T T F, FILE  I   31 F LATS T  13.  F 
 iY, . 
r  is  default by the rantor r t r person o ing an obligation. !he perfor ance r hich Js 
secured by said Trust Deed, or by tnelr successor in Inten!Sl, wfth respect to provisiOns therein which 
t oriz  l  in t  vent f f lt f  r i i . t  it 
r l8sary te r : I    'ni  / 2    I I   
INTEREST AND ALL SUBSEQUENT PAYMENTS, TOGETHER ITH LATE CHARGES. IMPOUNDS, 
. VANCES  , 
By reason of such [)etaul~ fI1e Beneficiary under said eed at Trust has executed and delivered to said 
r t   ritt  declarati  f f ult   far s ~  s it  it  i  r t   
eed of Truat and all docu ents evidencing obligaffons ~ thereby and has declared and does 
hereby declall) all.su s secured thereby I edialely due and payable and has elected to Qi!lUq Ute trust 
r erly t  e scJ . d a i  t  foUo l : 
he unpaid prinCipal ball n e f $130.64 .89 t tfler it  Interest t ere  .t fbB rrent 
r te of .8750 % per annum from 111112010 until paid, pluB aD accrued late charges. 
aerowadvances, aHorney 1Ms IUJd co •• and any oth., sums incuned or advanced by 
the be J~luy pursuant t  t  t r/ll$ and lOons of s Id eed of tr t. 
To find out the amount you must pay. or to arrange for payment to stop foreclosure, or If property is In 
forecJosure for any other .-easo , co t t: 
uality Loan Servlca Cerp. f nhington 
/O QualJty Loan Servica orporation 
2 1 16 Avenue 
San l s , CA 92101 
TeJ: Relnstat-amant Una: 819- 45- 711 x3704 













ErPlanear Title Company of Ada County dba
Pioneer LenderTrustee Services as Trustee




Rodnhy Mcc msey ssistar Secretary
state or California
5s
County of San Dieao
On before me S Perez a Notary Public personally appeared Radnay McCumsey who
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose namesWare subscribed
to the within instrument and acknovuiedged to me that helshetheyexecuted the same in hialhedtheir
authorized capactyes and that by hWherltheir signature on the Instrument the personsor the
entity upon behalf of which thepersonsacted executed the Instrument
I cerfify under PENALTYOF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is trueand correct




B z Qpt4 Caron piroa5epiercbet 15 2At4
Ifyou have previously been discharged through bankruptcy you may have been released of pemnal
lfabIty for this loan In which case this letter is intended to exercise the note holders rights against the real
property tatty
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT DEBT ANDA14Y INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL
BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
As required by law you are hereby notified that a negative credit report reflecting on your credit record





, . , 
Dated: ,(~ \\1 
Slate of: dfomfa ) 
) SS. 
 r;  I!9  ) 
By: io er itl   f  t   
i  rr ar st" . s m ... 
y. lit   r i  orp., fWa&hington, 
 i t  Corporation r   rney..Jn-fa t 
'" 
,~ .' 
$sl$tan .  
\ \ ,.~ " 
"'-
n I "",111 before et B. erez a otary ublic, personaUyappeared Odr ... ,. e u sey ho 
proved to e on 1he basis f ti.tor  evidence to be t  person(a) hose name(s) is/are subscribed 
  f t  m$   Qk QWIt;ldge   ~  "~sheJth y    I  lBl rJt l  
aultlorized capac:lty(les), and tnat by hisJJlernheir sfgnatllfe($) on the instru ent the person{s). or tile 
tit  U  lf at i  t  rson(s) t , t  t  t t 
J cer6fy UIlder PENAlTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of canfomJ~ that the foregoing 
 $ e-  t, ' 
    i i l l. 
r B.PEREZ ~l ~J)11..L_ OnnizioaNm,1903663 i 
l l1IJl1lr  y/ (Se l) I IlOTAA'l'PUllUC·CAUFoaNIA -
B. z l. .' '. 1ttt~:~:;=1S:.2014j 
If you have previously been discharged through bankruptcy, you may have been reteBSe(t of personal 
li ility f r / is l  In hich c s  t Is JeHer is Intended to x rcis  the t  lder's ri ts i st t  r l 
rt  onl . 
IS i e IS P I    A   N   I   
    . 
s r ir   la , you r  Jtereby tifi  t t  tiv  cte<lit r rt r fl cti  On y r cr il r c r  
may be submitted to a credit report agency If you fall to fulfill the terms of your credIt ablfgalions. 
LF 04  
wRecording RequestOBy
AmdWhen 11 worded1 To
Pioneer Tine Company ofAdaCounty
dbaPioneer Lender Trustee Services
cJoExecutive Trustee Services LLC













NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELEMON TO SEA UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
N071C1 ISHERESY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OFADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SMVICLS is theSuccessor Tmdee undertheDeed ofor
Transfer in Trust executed by CALVIN H RAYAND KMIEN LRAY HUSBAND AM
Aas OZnw1 to TITLE OTI4as Tr infavor ofiffiRT IMORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRAI1ONSYSTEMSWC SOLELYASNOMINEE FOR
HOItECOM1NGS FINANCIAL LLC FWA HONSCOMINGS FINANCIAL N ORK
INCA LI11AMLIABILITY COMPANY as Beneflciarg dated 1212112006 corded
2x047 as Instrument No 2007000249 and rerecardad o ial recordsof Cmaycm Coin
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by GMAC MORTGAGE LLC FKA
GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION Said Deed ofTrustcovers real property situated in
said Countydesarnglairdtherein as follows
PLEASE SEE ATIACHEDSITA
noTmstee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which much Uransfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Now dated122112006 The mature ofsuch breach bang
FaEure to pay the monthly payamt due If2010 of pnvipei interest aar
and subsequentisWITu is due tbereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to 1 he terms and conditions of
said decdoftrust
This amount Is59534as of11282011
All delmtquencies are now due together with uxgWd and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs end advances made to protect the smmity associated with this
fbmdomrm Theunpaid principal balance of965128togedtor with interest dmmmu at the
gent rate of625per anmim from 7112010 until Od





Re o;rdiDg Requeste4 By: 
20 1004716 
RECO oen 
201  f'eb 2 PM 1 52 
And heft lbcorded'MaiI To: 
Pioneer Titl  o ny of A a ounty 
dba i er r r t  Servi s 
clo cuti  t  Services;. L  
SS rth J i  treet, it  400 
~ aliforni  9 -  
( 8) -1  
CHRIS YAMAMOTO 
CANYON CNTV RECORDER 
B IIIJmon 
Req-sOl'l.SI1lIIeft48ncy lac. 
• iypit NOT INC SALE 
F!oe$18.10 
I!UC'll/Clltilt'Aly~ .... 8I/tIAJI'IU 
oan No.: 0471 a34671 
.8. o.:JD.270993..c 
I     LECTIO   ELL  
   
OTICE I  B  I    I     I  
I  .  ER I E , i  ~ r JMtc  im r1   f ()J' 
Trarudi:r in Tl'U8t executed by CAL VJN H RAY AND KAREN L RAY; HUSBAND ~ 
WlFB,  rail"' r,   NB,  o~ i  fa Of t"MERstt M  
 I T TI  TE S7 INC., L     
OMECOMlNGS I I ,  (FIKI  ME I  l L\  ETW RK, 
mc.)  IMlTlID I I I  . as fi ltay, t  112006. l'eCorde  • 
1I2l2007,  1nstnunent  .2   - oo e  1 ffidal rec<mis ofCaoyon Couo.ty, 
I , t  fi i r  i terest i  i  i  r tl  l    , t  IC  
GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION. Said Deed ofTmst covers real property sitnated in 
 ty, esmmng n    s: , 
EM   rACBE  EXHIBIT" A!' 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such ttaMfer is ~ 
has occurred under the Deed ofTnlSt Note dated 1212]12006. The nature of sueb breach behlg: 
Faibu'o to pay the onthly 'payment due 811/2010 of principal, interest aruYor 
impounds and subsequent insWhu.enf:J due thereafter; pl~ late charges; tOgether ith 
U s s e t s .a .  be ioiary rs a t t  t    d oa f 
said deed of trust. 
This t fs'S5,963.54 s  1128 2011 
ll delin encies are  d , t get er With npai  a  r i  a .es~a sessm nt . tr st,Ce's 
~ t~s fe s,. (;0515 and a vances ade t  rote t the security te  ith t is 
:beelO$1B. The unpaid principal ala oe of $96,5 1 .98 to tbe:r ith interest thereon at the 
eurrent fato f 6.2 % per a nu  i tn 71 12010 until paid. 
nd.tbatthe Beneficiary elects 10 sell or cause the trust property to be soJd to satisfY said 
o~~ , , 
PLF 04167 





PIONEER TnU COMPAWOF ADA COUNTYDBAPIONEMt LENDERTRUSI
SERVICESBYMMCYF11TRUSTEE SERVICES AS AMRNEYIN FACT
ByDeeC Ortega authorlxd signatory
Siata otCalifora f S
Coanty LosAngeles I
t AIZLbefom me CMUS RHERMA Notary Public lce C
whoproved to we on the s of satisfomy ovidence to be theperntsw aaanesiso sabscribed
to towithin inslromrat and wAnowWgedto me thathelsbefiney arcecutad the sama in hMerft or atrtl jud
cRyCand that by hMertthefr signahonhwumeat the person0l or tho atztityuponbWor
wblcb to persoms acted executed themar maent







s Notary ralwo calms
Los Anodic ouw
MyMmtpins SBtJ




 Jr'     ELL  




. ITLE MPA.L'fY    - I ER. NDER TRUSTES 
  EXECUTIVE  ,  TIORN1!    
By: Dee C. rtega, authorized. signatory 
st  •• lc.nrol'llt. } s.s. 
UlIt  01 '  .p a } 
On « hl 'bofore e,. HR1  . R ER  t r  o li  pet'SOl1lllJy appearedDa . 
0JWga IN Pr  t  JJlC·.cm tfI4 btsi  f tWactOr)' BVfdcncc t   t  erSo (s) hose n me(s) isl'dR dscribed 
t  tho iI i  m$lnUlleDt  aclc led  t   b l h ltbc  ~ 1bo umG i  l~~f .~ 
capacily(ies)~ and dlac by hisJhmtheir signatmc(s.) 0I1.~ instrument the pcuon(s), or the ~"ty -upo.n bdWl or . 
wlJJl;b tho pcrson(s) a.ctW, GXec:uted tlta 5Dstruolent. 
I certif.fundupenahy ofpeIjury undot1hela s of1he tatctof aJifomia1fiatthe foregoiDgparagtaph is 1ruC and 
o ct. 
SJ J tUro ~::. ~~ 
, HRIS 1l HBRREIl  
(it I  ••  . ~lI\mlsallJlI # 1e86588 iii Ur  Pu)JI  • atltOhlla I 1.01 Moet •• C01Iftly 
• Mv comm. eipln. 2UOt3 
JDS o  IS 'ITOIPTING  ECl   .  INF 4 I  
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Recordangequested By
And WhenRecorded Maul To
PioneerTitle Company of Ada county
dbaPion Lender Trustee Services
coutivaThntesServices LLC















N0110E OF DEFAULTANDELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTCEIS l3 MY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANYOFADCOUNTY DBA
FTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer inTrust executed byROBERT iL RUIiD ELDANDSHARONI RllMFIELD
HUSBAND AND WME as Grantor to TRANSNFATION TITLE as Trustee In favor of
MFRS MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELYAS
NOMINEEFOR 140MECOMMOSFINANCIAL NETWORK INCA CORPORATION as
Beneficiary dated23006recorded20006as Instrument No 200614391 aril rerecorded
official records ofCanyon County IDAHO the benefmiary interest in which is Presently held
by DELI CHE BANK TRUSTCOMPANY AMERICAS AS TRUSTEE forBALI2006QS3
BY RESUDENTIAL FUNDINGCOMPANY LLC FKA RESIDENTIALFUNDING
CORPORATION AS ITSATTORNEYIFACT Said DeedofTrust covers real property
situated in said Cownty demribing land therein as follows
LOT 11 IN BLOCK2 OF GREEMURST ESTATES SUBDIVISION CANyON
COUNTY
WAHOACCORDING TEXTIC FLAT FILED IN BOOK 17 OF PLATSATPAGE 19
ANDANV2MMBYAFFIDAVITRECORDED MARCS14979 AS WSTRUMM
NO
56431 WORDSOF 4MCOUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that it breach of the obligation for which such twfer is security
lots occurred under the heed ofTrust Note dated2312006 Thenatare of such breachboing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1011120 0 ofprincipal interest andor
impoo ds and subsequent installw due thereafrer plus late charges together with
all subsequent stuns advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the termsand conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is875126as of 1131202
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing twmassessments trustee
fees attornep fees costs and advancersmade to protect the scuriity associated with this
forerlosuzo The unpaid principal balance of198463together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6375per annum from9101Duntil paid
PLF 04170002371
 
EC ROED etOrdi g Requ sted y: 1   3   
 ho  il o: 
i r itl   f il  C t  
ioneer  o  r  
/o &ecutive Trustee rvi s, t  
S   t,   
k, l m 1l S -3  
(8 ) 6 .  
I   
CANYON N Y  
~J eno a 
~iiltDrI..S1TIIfa~ayfDo. 
~NOTINCBAL!i 
 •• $13.1lO 
~YIll' allfla'.y~ 
 o.: 2  
I.S. .:I - 15273-C 
OTIC         
   
onCE  HEREBY       DA   
P]ONBERLENDER  I , i   UCc $SOf lU.Steo      
rausfer.in rust elCCCuted by  E.. MFI .   L.. .U Fl , 
  ~ as Orantor,1o S I  l1' , as rust.ee, i  favor f 
"ME "   I  TE S, , (.   
l   HO lNG  I I  , I .  ORATI N, as . 
23 ficiar:Y,  112312006, ¢Ord  J2812 06,  mrum   .2006]  nd ~recor  
• official records of anyon ounty, I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held 
 UTS   S  P  I S S S  {ot R I 2006 S3. 
: IDEN I I O , ,  I TI  l O 
CORPORAnON~ AS ITS ITORNEY -I -FAct. Said Deed ofTmst covm real property 
t   i . ll f , $mi i     s: 
  JN OCKl  . NllURS   I I I , Y  
, 
ID , I  HE HE P  I  I        , 
.AMENDIl>    H 4, 1979  IN TRUMENT 
. 
8S6431 RECORDS  SAID . 
'The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for whick such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 212312006. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due: 1011.12010 of pti11cipal, inte1est and/or 
i pounds and su~ucnt iDsta.llmcnts due 1bereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
ll s se e t sams advanced by beneficJary rs a t t  t e tenns a  c iti s f 
mi    . . 
is t js $8,751.26   13112011 
ll delinquenclts are no  due, together ith unpaid and ~ taxes. assess ents. 1:nJstee's 
fees, attorney's fee", costs and advances ade to protect the sewrity associated with tbla 
fored a rl). Tl1e ai  ri ci al balance fS198, 143.63 t et er it  iDteEest t ere  at t  
QUIent rat  f .315% er a  fro  /1lZ010 l . 
  







PIONEER TI F OF ADA COUNTYI3RA 1iN LENDFtTRUSxEE
S tVICES Y TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By DonnaFiWn authoxiz signatory
WeofCalifotrnia I
Cowaty of Los Angeles
beforame CHRIS it IIERRHY1IlotaryYubiispctienally apgoared Bonitarttmt
who prand to s to on the basis ofsndafkmy evldeaco to be the pessonsurhosemesialm subscribed to the
with5ot insprutsey atut acDcaawledged to stte Sbat helstteltliey executed d1e 92trid bisfierftheur811trited
tyiuand that ty Idsheytheir sigQahueSas the instrument the pdISOIIy ofha qtyttjlD1bOC
which the pass acted executed ins wkt




tl2AeNotary Pubts NeLos AaoelesComm 2 iiss 2013
THIS ONCE IS AT EMPMGTO COLLECTA DomAND ANYWORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04171002372
· A And that the Benc.ficiaty ~lects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 
li ation. 
TIC     LECTION  L   




ANY    DB  PIONEER NDER. RUSTEE 
..... '"'"r<'r  I ,  I  I   
s .. tt III Jif11r.nia } s.s. 
OWIt  t o, ....... } 
OIl ;\ 1..1 ", 1.1etonnn~ emus R.:tm: .RmU Notar  NUe ersonallY pe r D un F'lttoJt 
who provcd fO me on the "basi. of satllIf'actoty ~ to be tho pmo.a(s) wllosuaJUe(s) islam sabscribod to tho 
ithin iD trtuneJlt and kno l  t  m  th t d hvlthc  IlXCCUted til. SlUM in hlsIherItheiraudlorized 
C8)IflCity(bJrand lbatby bfslhmrltW:lignature(s)Oil tho insIrum~" t1lo~). ortha emityupon belmlfor 
biclz tho ptISOJ1{s) acted, exeeuted1he ~ent. . 




COIJIIIIl.,latI /I 188&5&8 
Hotal'1 PubUo a canfor1.l1 
LDa MQII .. Counly 
Camm. rli $ 28, 13 
't Is mCE IS ATT TING TO COl T A l T ND  INFORMATION 




Pioneer We CoMpany ofA County
dba Mc6erIencCer Trustee Services
cExecttiveTrustee Services
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CHRIS YA AMOTO
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NOTICEOFDEFAULTAND ELEC710IN TO SELLTMEk
DEED OFTRUST
NCOCE 13MYGIVIN thatPIONEER TITLECOMAWYOF ADACOUNTYIBA
PIONEERLE DMtTRUSTEE SERVICES isthe SuccessorTrustee under the Deed of or
Transfer inT tstexated byLEONARD SMoswWIlzAND CMUSTY A MQSKOWITZ
HUSBAN AND WRIr as Granter to iRA WATj0iiTiYVinfavarof
SMORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEM SOLELY AS
MKMFORHOMECOMINGSFINANCLULLCFdiJAH0000WNGS
I INANCLkLNETWOM INCALSDLIABILITY COMPANY asBeneficiary dated
12l1512006 recorded l2t22 6K as1mwuent No 2006101492and re recordait official
records ofCaayonCountyIDAHU the beneficiary interest inwhkfi is presentlph ldby
DentschdBank Twat Company Americas as Trustee for RALI2007QS4 BY RESIDENTIAL
FLNblNG COMPANY LLC FICARSIIENTIALFUNDING CORPORATION AS ITS
ATTORNEYIFACTSaid DeedofTrust Covey real properrysituked in said Crnmty
descxtiitngland therein as follows
LOT 18 IN BLOCK4 OFPAINTREEVILLLAG NOSMWOINCANYON
COUNTY111AH0ACCORDING TO THEOICLALPEATTMdbFVZFb IN
BOOK29 OF PLATTAT PAGE 20 RECORDS OFBALD COUNTY
T 1w Trustee hereby gives notice that a breachof the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurked tmrtheDeed of Trust Note dated 12115MG6 The nature of suchbreach being
Failure tq pay the monthly paym at due 1011t2010 ofprincipal interest aniVor
impouads and subsequent Install inents due thereafter phis late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and cpntlitlons of
saiddeedoftrust
This arnountas652788as of2141201 t
All deUnquemcies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxestrustees
fees attornufeescosts marl advances made to protectthe security aswclated with this
foreclotTheunpaid principal balance of11270486tog6therwith interest tlieregn at the
cw iatadf75perannumfrom914010imdlpaid
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R cordm  uest d' y: ' eCORDEO   9   
, . 
d Wb  ~~rded. ail o: 
iOne r Tltle m  f da t  
 PiCJieer Lend  e &te   
C IS M  
t+  CNT'( RD  
BY M BrcwII 
equislor l IlilIe~ roo. 
TypeNOT INCSAU! 
. ae$1aOO 
, . :' 'C1o·Execati:v-e ~te  ervices" LLC 
, . , ':' '2  NO,  ntario tr et, i   
, ',~C~9.1S04-3120 
, ~'f_,,"_S, 
',(tHe) 6o:.160P . 
" ' oan 'No.:  
'7.s. o.:ID-215 -C 
W22 •• 1 ..... 
, . '    ECiI6   L .UNDER 
, : ' "    ' 
" " 
oTI  IS HEREBY IVEN t t IONEE  Il! OMl?ANY   t>UN't )B  
' IONEER LENDER  l ES'. i  t  ss r r st ; r t   f ' ' 
rail. oi, TtUst ~"ted  l'f IW , OSKOWI'lZ  J!RI   ~SKOWrr~, , 
'HU~1), WWE,  tm; 10 T.RANSN TIvN ITLE;~'Trus~ f.M>r,oi " , 
, I'MER II  I  I I  YSTEMS. INC:. L L   
. NOIVDNEE ' OMECOMlNGS'FINANCIAL, t  (F/KJA OMECOMiN  
FI IA  TWORK, I C.)'  IMITED U IU  ~ANY_ s efiQi x , s1; ' 
, /lSI ;m:  121 12006. Instrurnent  .2 101@2'a ' . ordeiJ.. iQ l 
'reoords ofCmiyon, ounty:,I O, the beneficiary intexestin hich i  presen.tJy:he1ci by 
, eUt5chO ank rost o pany ericas as l'Wltee for I 2001 S4 : 8I l'J  ' 
, Fu DI O CO PANY., LLC, FK  RESIDENTIAL FUNDING CORPORATION~ AS ITS 
 riORNEY -1 -FACT. i   lr t cov rs:r l r cirt · it ate  i  $ i  ountyt 
es~ibin8 Ja  t r i  s f n s: . 
"    :40  ~'V11LA ENO.l UBDIYJSION,  
, JD'AHO~    FFICIAL pL  'llIEREOP, mE» i  
'JJ   S  2G;   S I  ~UNTY:' , . 
: '1M T,rustee hereby gi~es noti1:e that a bre11Ch of the obligation. f9t Which such traimf'er is security 
h~ occuri'ed ender the Deed ofTrnst Note dated 12/1512006. 'The nature of $ucb:,bj-each peing: " 
F~ure tQ pay the onthly pay ent due 10111201 0 ofprlnciPal.jnt~st mid/or 
" i po1lilds and subseqttent installinellt3 due thereafter; plus late charges; toge,thet 'With 
all' 30bsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to ~ tellnS and ~9llditions of 
, id.d'eed-oftrust., ' " , : 
, , is m tJ  $6,~27.88' ~ ~t:ZI412011 
I 
ll ~uen<:ie8 ~ nO  due, together ith unpaid and acol1Jini taxes, , assessnienfs, tru!tee'l 
fees. attomey·s,fees. cOsts a.nd adv~es ade to protect the security associated ith this: ' 
" o cJ~e; 'n  lJDpaid incipiI   $112, 7~.86 e ' it  teres  heteq  t  ' 
, ~t)atc:·of6.7S% pera num fro . 9/1nOl01lrlf.il pai~. 
'. . . 
" '.. ':'~ tpat t e e iciary ~ ee1s to ~l  t a~  b~ tr t ,opertjl to e s ld t    














iln ECOMPANYOFADA CO riRAPr DER DER RUSTI
SERVICE Y TRUSTEE SERVICESAS ATTORNEY IN FACT
BytVaua orised sigxiatary
Cnuutat AtiFles
G1 beforemeCxW ItBRANotmyldbaa sanpny appcmdDonaapit
whoptoyi to ttie oat the oasis ofsatfsfactory evidetce tobe the persouswhosename1sJarEsu6sctihdto ttte
vWriu lrtsfirmrenf and actcuowledga to me shathesheltheyexecuted the same in itisVherlthefr authorized
ttndbyhisiYlksiereon theinstament rhopmsacthe antityurn behalf or
Wbkb the peisonsatzd mwr ted the mstrmment
ItertutdarcWLyofpedury ndas the laws of gte State afC2UMVia itiat tht foregojgparagtpit is true aid
at6 mot
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PLF 04173 
Recording Requested By
Aud When Ruacerded MOLT
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
Co EXIYCadve Trustee Services LLC













NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SE11 UNDER
DEEDOF TRUSS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLZ COMPANY OFADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTED SERVICES is the Successor Trustee louderdw Deed of or
Transfer in Trust excouted by TIMOTHY S KRAMER AMARRIEDMAN AS HIS SOLE
ANDSEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to PIONEER TITLE COMPANY as Trusteein
favor ofNMRS MORTGAGE ELECTRON1CaEGISTRATION SYSTEMSINCSOLELY
AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIM1TlDLLABILITY COMPANY asBeneficiary dated
0352007recorded0392007as InstrumentNo 2WO17045 andr official
records ofCanyon County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently holdby Said
Deed ofTrust covers real properly situataii in said County describing land therein as follows
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach oftlra obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of TrustNote dated0352007 The nature ofsueh breachbeing
IaiI to pay the monthly payment due 1112010of principal interest andor
Impounds and subsequent h stafteuts due thereafter plus late charSes together with
all softeqizeat sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and condidom of
said deedoftrust
This amount is245356as ofApr 16 2011
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid andKITU n taxes assessmenrts trustee
fees attomey fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of125537 togetherwith interest thereon at the
onmt rase of300per saut n from until paid
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause tba trust property to be sold to satisfy said
obligation





• teor lu   y; 2011 pr 19 P  4 50 
n  u tt:orde  ~iI,To: 
i  r t  ervices,  
c/o xecutive  ervi es,  
  ri  tr et, uit~  
r ank,  -3  
(800}-665-3932 
HRIS  
C mON iY RECORDER 
PNM ISI111M1 
~Lmlilla~ 1'/PII NOT I  SAl.! tty 
P'Mtle.OCl 
6LR~~u.YRlil:_/jrSMtPLIPII.S 
e  o.:  
.S.~o~~27 1~ 
      LL  
  T 
1      E      
lm   E I ,   lWCeSSOl'  under the   r 
   e   .rrJMonI  . "',   ,    
  lY.  t ritot.    A Y.  I'U3 e.  
favor 01 ftlltIE S II  I  REGIST I  TE , I ' .. S  
 I   I  I IAL.  (FIKJA I  
FINANCIAL NET ORK, INC.)  LI lTED UABILIT  CO PANY, as B~Giary, dated 
3/ 512007) rec r e  0310912007, as I str e t  • 007017 09 and re-recorded , of:ficia1 
r~rds of anyon ounty, I , the beneIit;iary interest in hich Js presently held by. Said 
ee  f msl c ers real r ert  siwated i  sai  nty. escri i  la  t erei  s f ll s: 
SEE EXHIBIT A 
he mslee hereby gives notice that a breach of'the obligation for hich sllch transfer i$ security 
bas cx:cuned under the eed of rust ote dated 03105/2007. he nature of such breach being: 
Failure   t e    1l1.120 10  l i alr t  nd/or 
J POlDld3 and subsequent i.nstallmems duo thereafter; plus late cbarge:s; together ith 
U nb$ u .nt s a e  }' fi iar  rs t t  t  tm &  iti ns f 
s i   f tr st. 
is znount is S24,5:i5.$o   pr »  1 
JI di ies arc  e, t gether it  i   accrui g tax s, assemnentSp tr stee's 
fees. tt ey's feesp sts m  a ances a e t  r t t t e s rit  ss i t  it  t is 
. f r l s r . e aid ri ci al la ce CJf $~25tlS3. 73 t et r it  i t r st t ere  t t  
current xatc f .0 % r annum fro  til i . . 








PIONUR71TLE COMPANYOFADA COUNTY dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES LLC BYEMMTWETRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY PI FACT
6c
By Dee C OrtegaAu ioxired Signatory
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND LECTION TO SELL UNDiR
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS BEREBYGrMN that PIOMRTITLE COMPMY OFACOUNTY dba
FIO1MRLXNDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Succassor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Transfer inTrust executed by LEONARD SMOSKOWITZV AND CMUSTY A
MOSKOWITVHUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to TRANSNATION TITLE as Trustee
wrorePvTERSAaIORTGAUEELEfTRON1C PMISTREnnNSYSfMBITC
SOLELYAS NOMINEEFOR IHOMECOMMO8 FINANCIAL LLCFKIA
HONECOMINOS FINANCL4L NETWOlIKINCA LIMITEI LIABILITYCOMPANY as
Benofiaiary dated12512006 recorded 1212242006 as Instrument No 2006101079 and re
recorded official records ofCanyonCounty IDAHO the beneficiary Interest inwhich is
presently held by Said Deed of Trust Covers real property situated in said County describing
band tberein as follows
LOT 6 IN BLOCK 6 OF MWLAND PARKMDIYSIONNO3CANYON COUNTY
IDAH ACCORDING TO THE O CLkL PLAT TIIRMOVMED IN BOOK 28 OF
PLATSATPAGE21 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred undcrthe Deed of TrustNote dated 1211512006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the mo3athly payment due i011l2010 ofprincipal interest andlar
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is967423 as ofApr 16 2011
All delinquencies are now due togeawith unpaid and accruing taxes amesssinents trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of11088622together with interest thereon at the
cirreat r2ute of675per annum from09112010 shit paid
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell orcause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said
obligadom
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The Trustee hereby gives notice 1hat a bl'each of the obligation for which such transfer is 5e¢unty 
.has occurred under1he Deed of Trust Note dated 12/1512006. The nature of such breach being: 
Failme to pay the monthly pay ent due 10111201 0 of principal, interest and/or 
hnpounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together wifb 
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary plU'3uant to the tenns and condiuons of 
  f1 U t. . 
is t is $9,674.25  f r ,  
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'. _. - - ~fIoi'H-.I<"!o<"-" .••. ~ . 
nd that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to salUfy said 
Ugatfc  
  




Dated APT 1S 2011
PIONEERTME COMPANYOF ADA COUNTY dbaPIONEER LENDER TRUME
SERVICES BYEXECUTWE TRUSTEE SERVICES ASATTORNEY IN FACT
By DeeC Ortega AmthoridSignatory
State ofCourermla 1 S
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capaoltyw3Xand that by hislherltttair Opaturesan the item meet thopermonslorthe entity upon behalf or
which thepersmsacted exeeuted thewhumant
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEEDOFTRUST
NOTICE IS IFMBYGIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADACOW17 dba
PIONURLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Transfer in Trust executed by TIMOTHY S KRAMER AMARRIEDMAN AS HIS SOLE
AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to PIONEER TITLE COMPANYas Trustee in
fborofMER19 MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEM INCSOLELY
AS NOMINEE FORHOYMCOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC F1K1A HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITEDLIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated
031051x007 recorded 0310912007 as iostrannentNo 2007017009 andreecorded ofliclal
records ofCanyoA Cou oty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by Said
Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEEFJCITA
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has ocomed under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 0310512007 Thenature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 111112010 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This amount is245356as of Apr 16 2011
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing takes assmuents trustee8
fees 9ttomey fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid Principal balance of5251537 together with interact timeon at the
curzont rate of300per annum from until paid
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 rus1ee bere  gives tke t at a 'breach r the obligation for tUch s c  transfer is sewrit  
has OCCUll'ed under the eed fTn.;st te ate  0310512007. he nature f such breach being: 
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nd that the enefiolary elects to sell ot cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obUgation 
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OTICE OF DEFAULT ANDETOSEUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
7472963578
dated 41 Af CD
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OFABA COUNTY dba PIONMLENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICESLLC BYEXECUMBTRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
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IIfdiltr,f&e 'oJl fDa ~ ceAtt flr.m 
COMME~CJl'm at thNorth qar cuner of.kI ~31l tllena, IIloBc tm NOl1ber1111.ut 
r $lid ortllcldt ~rG' ie Nonfawl!!ftQplN1 r, 
NortfIW 4'1' 41" t t, l 3. 0 fllel. t  Ill. 01Nl' J'lIEGINNI ~ 1&enc. 




Pioneer Lauder Trustee Services LLC
c Executive Trustee ServicesLLC















NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELFUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE I9 HEREBY WVEN tbat PIONURTrlIE CONWANYOF A1DA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Dees of or
Transfer inTrost execrated by LEONARD S MOSKOW17V AND CHRISTTA
MOSKOWITZ HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to TRANSNATION TITLE as Trustee
in favor aff MM0RTGAQ ELCTRONICRJUHSTAMONSYSTEMS INC
SOLELYASNOMINEEFOR HOMECOMIN08 FINANCIAL LLCFKA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORKIlvQA LIh11TSD LIABILITY COMPANY as
Beneficiary dated 1211512006 recorded1222006as Instrument No 2006101079 and re
recorded official records ofCanyon County IDAHO the beneficiary Interest in which is
presently heldby Said Deed of Trust cavers real property situated in said County desenbing
laud thackas follows
LOT6 ViBiOCK 6 OF MMLA14D PARK SUR DMSIONNO 3 CANYON COUNTY
IAAOO ACC01WING TO THE 3MCIAL PLAT THEREOF FILL IN TOOK28 OF
PLATS ATPAGE21 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
TheTnwWc hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which suety transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Nate dated 121152006 The Nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly paymont due 1011 010 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent itlstalltnents due dwreatle4 plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sumsadvanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is967425as ofApr 16 2011
All delhupwacies are nowdue together withunpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees casts and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosueThe unpaid principal balance of1108862together with interest theme at the
cutrend rate of675per artaum from 09412010 until paid
r4vwwWm1 ZWdWsys vn





 "ec:otc:Jiug equested y:     "  
  :  M i  : 
  
 V D  
 en  ruste  vi~  
. lo ti  r st  em<;es,.LLC 
 North t rl  t ~  MlO 
an14 S ·31  
(8 )-66 -393  
S _B_ . 
quesicr Si ihle Olllp~ 
;1I   lNe I.S 
l" $ .oo 
.lClII I\IICW,r /I1ICCIICEO'1 SI.IIPtJIIII.t! 
 o.: 94-
.S. o.:ID- -C 
      L  
   
 S  Ol  h  I NEE  lT. ..  MP A-1'!fY  D    
i   ntU  VIa:s~ si  ~es or    d  Ot 
ra sfer i  rust e ecute   · E  . ITZ"  · 1U Y . 
SKOWITZ·,   I , as ra t r, t  I  1TI' , as r stee, 
in favor orft ERSfI OR GE LECTRONI  EGISTRATION S STE:M..8. I C., 
    I GS I L,  (PIKIA 
I  I I  , INC.)  JM1 B  I I I  A Y. as 
t .  JlSI2 . o  2/221200 ,    •   e-
.  s  n}'OJ1 ty, .  f o  i  i    
presently held . ald eed ofTrus1: covers leal property situated in ~aid ounty, descnmng 
]~ ben:ht  s: 
 INUL    IDLAN   B l  . ,  TY, 
lD. lIQ, OIml    OFJ'lCI   t ILED  B    
   1    Y. 
The rustee hereby gives notice 1hata breach of1he obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of rust ote dated 12/1SI20C)6, he natul"o of suc;h breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 1011/2010 ofprincipa1~ interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; pJus late: charges; together ith 
ll s s t SUIl1$ a a ce   fi i r  p\U3UWlt t  t  t r s au  itions f 
~~ ~ . 
i  ftlIlOU1rt i  $9,614.25  f r . t I 
ll linqueu i s r   e, t t r il  'Unpai   r i  t s, ss ss ents, tr ste "s 
fees, att rney's fees) costs a  a a ces ade t  r tect t e see rit  ass ciate  it  t is 
foreelosuIc. The unpaid principal balance of $110,886.22 together with interest thereon at the 
cutrent rate of 6.75% per annwn nom 09/01 flO 10 lUlul paid. 
~--".O;.I_."'''''''_~'''~~'''''''''''''.-4~ .. 9Mt. ___ .. -,~ ."-'W:4 .. w~'-\.~~~~~:~ ... ~~,,_~_-.~ ... ~ 
And that the Beneficiary .sleets to seU or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obHgation. 
  




Dtlted Apr 18 2011
PIONEER TrrLECOMANYOFADA COUNTY dba PIOlYMLENDER TRUSTEE
SERVIM BY WMCUTIYE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Bypee C Ortega Authorized 81patory
State Ca1lforafai S
County of LaAngels
On p j UE 1 before tae ShassattDeArmanDavis NeWy Public persanWl y aPPsoredDoc Q
Outgowho provetf to me on the basis ofsatfslhctmi evidence to be the personswhosename 13V subsedbed
to the r tRttthia iastruanent and acknowledged tome shathesha f lay executed the same inhisbed6eir auth4riMd
capucityiesand that byheslhcrithuir signatur4 on the instrument the petswKsj or the entity upon habalfor
vYhiclt the parson acted executed the instrument






Sh vn DdAmtaRavis R Loa Angeles county
S Cemtr peC32f7i
TATS OFFICE ISATMMPT GTO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMTION




      ELL  
IDM2 S412-C 
9  
at d: t ,  
   . 
 ITLE PA      IONEE:R l..EIm   
ERV1CES~  EXE IV   I ,  IT  I  e 
: B : Dee c. r ~ t ri  Signat r  
Cat, or caHfol1lIa } s.s. 
  os D kJ } 
n~ 1 ~ '2./J il f r  I1tf. llanon e'Annan-Da\lis otar  fubli  rsonall  ppearw. Peel C. 
Ortega who proveb to Plf on tbu basis of satfsfuctoty ovidence to be tha person(s) whose: nmne{s) i:r/are subscribed 
t  til  wi1bin .instl'umcnt  ledge  t  e 't t tlshe/tbo  t  t o mn  i  i&'berlthelr Ulh~ 
capac!ty(ill5). u  that by r.isnlm\thWr signafur<:(s) on the izJmunlent·tho J)m«l(sh or the entity upon behalf or 
wtr h 1110 erson{~) , t   I . = nder~p¢I!ak  af Qwjt  t o laM lt  l t : aicaIlf i  _th  utc oioa nlp ]l  is t u   
k SHAK N DE';\RMAta.DAVIS • • C0n1 1xlo  * 19 :)0  lpaturO. • ~ • Not(lty PUblic, CaUlolnla I 
hahou e'Arman-Davis l· \.0' Angela county t 
t ...•. "~S~=se:7'U .~ 
..• ~,~ .. -~, .... -~ .. ~~-- .... ~ 
B1S  IS TrEMPTING  E      l RMATIO  
INE  IL   ~    lJ SE.. 
LF 04183 
ReemrgRequested By
Aid When Recorded 11ail To
Pion Lender Trustea Services LLC
do Executive Trustee Services LLC














DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY 01YEN thatPIONEER TITLE COhWANY OF ADA COONTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES isthe Successor Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer in Trust executed by ADRIANL DELGADILLO ANUNUAR1M MANAND
MERCEDES L DELGADILLO ANUNMARRIED WOMAN as Grantor to PIONEER
TfYLE asTrustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INCSOLELYAS NOMIRM FORHOMECOMMG3 FMANCIAL LLC FlKfA
HOMECObMOSFINANCIAL NETWORK INCA LMTBDLIABILITY COMPANY as
Beneficiary dated0927007recorded092812007as InswmentNo 2007065810 aad re
recorded official records of CanyonConMMOtho bewfzciacp interest in which is
presently held by Said Decd ofTivst covers real property situated in said Couuiy describing
landthervk as follows
LOT 12 BLOCK 3 KINGRORN FIRSTADDITION NAMPA CANYONCOUNTY
MAHO ACCORDING TOTHE
0F11CI4L PLATFILED INBOOK 15OF FLATSPACE 4 RECORDS OFSAID
COUNTY
The Tmstea hereby gives notice that aleach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has oceurred under theDeed ofTrust Notedated 09127200 Thenatura ofsuch breachbeta
Fatm to pay themonthly payment due 1111120 0ofpeipal iatetestandor
ouanand subscqumt installmeatts due thereafter phis late chars together with
all subsequat sums advanced by beneficiary pmmmt to the terms amd conditions of
said deed ofhust
Thisamong is114533 as ofJiim 15 2011
AlldHnquemvies arenow due together with uqpWdand acanitg taxes assessments trustee
fees aftorneyfees costs and advances made to proteetthesecurityawadate i with this
1breclomm The paidprincipal balance of1280594togetherwith interest thereon at the
currentrate of750per unum flam100120 0until paid





RECORDED •. " kfmiing t  y: 
2011 J  17 42  
Dd  eDr  Mail o: 
ioneer a" e ervices', t  
c/  ti  o  ervi s,  
55  ri  treet, i   
r~  -31  
(800} 65-3932 
CHRIS T  





Loan o.: 047S504S41 
.S. o.: ID- 7 47O-C 
~~J~tbjt A~   ~~     
   
   GNB  t I   MP    i   
I    I . ;., t  ccess r r stee r t   f r 
JJS  i  o    "A  . I ·  IJ MAR BD   
· ER  . I LO· t  lUF  OMAN~ as rantor, to I  
~  ,   O "ME " O   
. I C.,   lNEB  lN 8 IN I .  (FI I  
O EC MIN S FI I  B , I C.)  I lTE  I I I  PANY, as 
i i , t  flJ12712007 J :recorde  9128120  J  tru t  •  n  -
r orded I tli i l r r s tCany  ounty, IDAH . t  nefi iary iDte.rest i  l  is 
presently held by. Said Deed of Trust CQVet$ real property situated in said Co'UDty. describing 
la . t exein s f n s: 
 ll,BL  3J I H  Fms  m , PA,  TY, 
ID ,    
OfflCIA L  I  I   15  P , P G  4,   S I  
TY. 
The Trustee hereby gives tlOtice that a breach oftbe obligation for whif:h such transfer is security 
has occwred under the Deed ofTru3t Note-dated 09127120fY1. The natura of such brcuch being; 
ailure to a  t  OJlthJY,PaJIDent  111112010 f principal, illtete$t andlor 
imponndfJ ad $ se ent i1lstaJlments e therea:ftet; lus tate duqes~ together with 
ll quen  s   t l  ursuant to t cl t nn  n  tions  
   tr t. 
l i untls$ll,453.l3 s Jun ,  
11 ctinquerwies rc  d c. t t r it  llll 3i   crulng t , s enl3, tr tee's 
f , tl mey', f , st  a  ances  t  t ct t  s rit  ssociated it  t is 
:t rec:l aure. he Wlpaid ri i l l  f S 128.05 .94 w t t it  i t r t t ere  t t  
current rate of7.SC% per annu  fro  10101/2010 until paid. 
nd that the e eficiar  elects to sell r ca se the tr st r ert  til e S4Jld to satisf  sai  
obliga . 
L  04  
4 r




Dated Jun 16 2011
PIONEER TITLE COAWANYOF ADA COUNTY dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BYE ECUTTVE TRUSTEESMICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
StaleofCailfomia I S
Coanty of Los Angaies
On Jun 16 2011 befara mq Shanon Da Ammbovis Noaay Public Pe xmally appeared loMapo who pmvcd
to ma on the basis of satisfactory evIdenea to be thopemm9wlhose am aes isammbiWtoMa within
iesnumeal and wlmowladged to me fluff helsbcMW exccutad the samo inrishaMrrauth capattyr eal mad
that by bbftftek stgm ftreson the hmlmmag tba pawnsor dm catity upon behalfor which the psr m
Ac4axecuted thoiaatmment
Ica uuder pelWW 0464Ymtder the laws cf tha Stab ofCalifornia that the foxaclogpnrngraph is tma and
cpnt
SHMON DIUMANDAMS33a 8a Commuslon 1793304
MoronDcArmmtnga Notary Publlo OaNtornla
Los Anoolips Couety
MVChxrun sGc3Q11
TIMSOMCEISA1TEII1P11PT G TOCOLLECT ADEBTANDANYMORMT10N




TI   EFAULT AN    ELL  
D   
ID- 7 47()"C 
1$  
" 
ated: o  ,2  
I  I  MP      I ER.   
  XECUTI  Snm ERV1CE .  IT RNB    
l t  f cauromi  } s.s. 
ot)' 01 1M asgtles } 
Cu 11lJ116, 2011 beforo me, Silanon Pe~8Il-D.vis Notary PubJ1c. per3Q!1ally appeared Carlo Magno who proved 
10 1110 OIl tit. 11 .. f 5JltiafactoJjl eviden.ee t  e t e penHm(s) h030 nllQ1e(s) Islam suIlscribed t  IftQ i/filII 
insIru e a ndano le  t   that dll dtbey ecuted ato 3 .O i  islherlt&eir /Wd!¢riz;d oapaAlity(Jes), lind 
112M by hislbeMlltir slgDatnn:(s) on the instrumer&C thf person(s). or the cnlity upoo beImIr or which die pmon($) 
tGt d, o fI:  t e iDst J1t. 
I certhY .. penaCly ofpetjury under the law" of tIm StW of Califcmia that tho forcgolq p.a.ragrapb Js true and 
-~ 
~~~-8a~~~D~~~~~"~~~~~---------- AANON E'ARMAN-DAVI$ Qmmlul fl lit J 1 9 t ry ubllo • e lllc, l  I L MI~SGI.' ;:~n:,1JJ 
.... , .. "' .. ~ .. '" 
.- .-.:. 
H S mCE IS ATTEM IN   l T  E    INBORMA'IlON 
B INE  IL  E US  F  T P . 
PLF 04185 
Rmrdfag Requested By
And WIten RecordedMag To
Flonear Lender Trustee Services LLC
c Executive Trustee Services LLC













NOWCE OF DEFAULTANDSELECTIONTO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS H13REBYGNM that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER ENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Truax under the Deed ofor
Transfer in Trust executedbyMARILYNNUTT A SINGLE WOMAN as Oraintor to
PIONEERTIT Aas Tnrstee isfavor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGIMMA7I0N
SYSTEMS INC SO1 LYSN1NmmFORHOlmCOm1NO R mAXriA1NFTIWOR7c
INC A CORPORATION asBeoefciary dated 0611912006 reeortled062012006 as Instrument
No 20064MI0 andreecorded official records of Canyon County IDAHOthe beneficiary
interest in which is prese tly held by Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas as Trustee Said
Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follow
LOT 13BLOCK1PORT YNADOWS SUBDIVISIONACCORDING TO THE PIAT
Till MEOFFILED INBOOK 23 OFPLATS PAGE19 RRCORDS OF CANYON
COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereehy gives notice that a breachofthe obligation for which snob transfer is security
hasowedunder the Deed ofTrust Note dated 061192006 IUnature ofsuch breach being
Failm to pay the Monthly payment due112011 ofprincipal interest andor
impoXmds autd subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subaequent sums advanced bybeneficiary purmant to tho terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
Thisamount is746215as ofJun 21 2011
All defislqueucim are nowdue together with unpaid and accnung taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect tho security associated with this
foreclosure 7U unpaid principal balance of12049896togetherwith interest emu at the
cuumt rate of763per annum from170120 0until paid




" ecar id  t  y:  ReCORDED 
2tl11 Ju  22 P 310 
 h n eeor ed il To: 
Pi er bnder  ervices,  
/o . '.7wcnti  'Services,  
2SS  t ri  treet, Suite  
x nk,  5 -3  
(3OO}66Sw39  
CHRIS MAMOTO 
CANYON CNTY RECORDER 
8Y jl.fcl.Jughnn 
liequ.lor!.SI Tile Company 
7ypJJ cr INC S. l.  
Faa $1 .  
~~IIeC_.'I'~ 
 o.: 1  
.S. o.:IDll0 03S19  
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNl)ER 
   
  EREB  IVEN t t .       
I  LEND   I ) i  t e: r ~ o r t   f r 
ransfer i  rust execu~d by I  l',  SI  , as Grantor, to 
I  IILE.  ru t o. in f r f B I  GISTRATIO  
S STE S, I c., SOLELY .&..B NOMlNEB FOR. HOMECOMINGS FIN..A.~CIAL ETWO~ 
I   ORA nON. as eneficiary, ate  / /2006, reo tde  612000 , as I mu en1 
o . 0064861  and R-.teCOrded , fficial records C1f anyon ountyr I . t e beneficiary 
. i tetest i  hich is resentl  el   e tsc e a  r st o pany ericas as r stee. ai  
eed ofTl'P.St covers real property sitnated. in said ounty. desorlbing land therein as follows: 
 ~BLO  ,  ME  I I ,    L  
HEREO  I  I     ,  8, E    
TY, . 
The Tmsteo hereby giVC3 notice that a. breach of the obligation for which such traosfer is security. 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust N~te dated 0611912006. The ~ of such breach being: 
F4ilure to pay the monthly pa}'tI1ent clnc 11112011 of p~ipal, interest and/or 
Jmpounds and subsequent install ents due ~ plus late cbarges; tcgetber ith 
ll s s t s s a ce   1:leneficiruy rsua t t  the t nn   itions f 
$8kl  t sl 
is a ount i  $7,462.15    . 1 
AlJ deJfuquencies.are now due. together with unpaid and ~cruing taxes, assessments~ trusteet s 
fees, attorney·s fees, costs and pdvrmces ade to prot:ellt the security associated ith fltis 
for el W' . TbQ unpaid rincipal alance of $120.49 .96 t et  ith i terest 1heteon t t  
c mmt rate f 7.63% per a  fro  1210112010 u til pai . 
ADd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satlsfy said 
o i . 
PLF 04186 





MONEEA TMTBC014i1ANYOFADA COUNTYdba PIONEER LENDEIL TRUSTEE
SERVICES BYMCUnWTRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Carlo agno Autlwdd5ipatory
State ofCallibmto j Ste
C000ty ofLosAngela
On lan 2I2tllbehrro me SallyBeltran Notary Public pmwmIyappeared Carlo Mavo who proved to me on the
basis ofsstlsfacutry evidenee to be thepersanswhose names islets subscribed to thewithin kor mentattd
admoRledged to me that helsheldwy a rated the same InbiserVmkauorlmd capacitymand thotby
hWhertitheir dgnafteson theh mmentthe persnnslor the upon bebalfor wblch thepwAnsact4
aftuted thekw meat







THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TOCOUXCTA DEBT ANDANYMORMATION
OBTAINEDWILL BE USEDFORTHATPROSE
PLF 04187002388
       UNDER 
   
WI  
4294 6 69 
1t : J n21,2  
Pt R. ITLE OMPANY    I  R  
I   EXECUI'lVE  I ,  I  I   
l w f eal Co la ) s.s. 
oua    les ) 
     LLECr     INFOR  




Pioneer Lender Thwee Services LLC
do Exeeutive Thztee Services LLC














NMCEOFDEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OFADACOUNTY dba
PIONMLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee wader The Deed ofor
Transfer in Trust executed byALVA C YETTER ANUNARRIED WOMAN as Crantor
to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATION as Trustee in favorofMMORTGAGE
ELEMRONIC E0rSTdATION SYSTMEIS INCSOrFLYAS NOMMEFOR
HOMECOMINGS FWANCIAL LLC P1R1A HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INCALEWrED LIABILrrY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated 0110212007 rscarded
01 007 as InstrumentNo 2007001074 and rerecorded offieW records ofCanyon County
YDAIHO the bealeficim7 interest inwhich is presently held by Said Deed of Trust cofvors resd
property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 13 IN BLOCK2 OF INGSVIEWESTATES SUBI3tVL ONNO 1 CANYON
COUMIY IDAHO ACCORDING TO THEOFFICIAL PLAT THRUOFFILER IN
B00H
37 OFPLATSATPACE 16 RECOM OF SAIDCOWff
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwhich such transfer is security
bas occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated011007 The nature ofsuch breach being
FaR a to pay the monthly payment due 121112010 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installmews due tbereafter plus late Chargcs together with
all subsequent stuns advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the temas and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is1143492 as of Jul 11 2011
All detinquenda are now due together with mpaid and accruing tacos assessments trustee
fees attorney feescoats and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Thuunpaid principal balanceof14999 together with interest thereon at the
curmt rate of635per an u n from 111012010until paid






.0\,. ecordimg Re uested yt 
 on mrded Mail To: 
2011 Ju'12 PM 343 
CHRIS YAMA T  
CANYON CNTY RECORDER 
i r  rust  ervices,  
 cuti  rua  ervices. t  . 
SS  ntarlo tre~t, uit  400 





 o.:  
7.8. o.:ID- ·  
II 0'3"1 f b!4 
OTICE      EL   
   
I  I   OI  t t I  I       
IONEER. .  VI S,  t  r t  un r the  f D  
T.ransier in Trust executed by • ALVA C YBTI'ER", AN lJNMARRIED O AN. as Grantor, 
  I N7 3 tee, i  r  "MBRS1t  
B C! . I  F.EGISTRATI  EM t C.) OT...A1L Y  lNE   
HO ECO INGS FlNANCIAL, LLC (F/KJAHO ECO INGS FlNANCIAL NET ORK, 
I C.)  IMIT  I 1 IT  MPANY~as eneficiary, dated 0110212007, recordd 
10412001~ as Instrument No • 2001001074 and re-recorded I official records of Canyon County, 
I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by. Said eed of rusl covers real 
r rt  sit t  i  s i  ty, s ri i  bm  t rcj  s f U s: 
    1 .IO ' l .  DMSI  . .  
NT , I , I    I I   ER'E li', I D I  
OOK 
 or LATS  G  , CORDS   UNTY. 
The Trusteo hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation fotwhicb such tnmsfer is security 
he.s ~nm:d under the ~ ofTmt Note dated 0110212007. The nature of such breach being: 
Pailure 10  t e t l  t  lUI1  10 f i i l, i terest nd/or 
i pounds $1d subsequent hlstall cnfs due thereafter; plus late 'Charg~ together ith 
ll s s mmt s ms advanted  en~d  rs t to t  t nn   itions f 
s i  ee  f tr st. 
his t is $11,43 .92  f1ulll, 11 . 
ll eli e cies I!t~  e, together it  un aid a  accr i  taxe~ assess e ts, tr steets 
feess attorney's fees. eosts and advances ade to protect the security associated ith tIds 
foreclos . e unpaid principa  balance f $149~8 9.99 t get  it  interest there n at the 
c rrent rate o .7S~ per a nw  fro  1 0 2 0 til p i . 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or ~e the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
o~ t . 
PLF 04188 
JF




Dated Jul 11 2011
PIONEERTITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTYdba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICESAS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ByCarlo Magno Audicod ed Sipatory
State ofCalifornia S4
County of Los Angeles I
on Jul 11 2011 hefom meSboonDaAsmenDavisNotary Public personally appearad Carlo Magno who proved
to me om ilteW6ofsmisfactoryevirmto he the persanwhoso ttwwamsubswWA to tice within
insmmoesat and atcJmovvleslged to atedisc icelshelthcy executed the same in histherRhcir autharizod capackyies and
that by 63sticerttheir signatures on the butrument tiaepersonsor the ftdty upon behalforwhich the parsous
scudexseufl rice k wu ment
1 cer cmda peonity ofperjua under dw two ofthe State ofCallfomia lb ft foregoing paragraph is uua and
I 9RMOR0WARMANDAVIS fCd1ilfilsown 178IMO
sign Noteav phc98o Co1110MIQ
5haamonJMAaman D4vis Low Anpoles County
Cixnarc toc2pt1




       NDER 
.    
I -2 878-e 
1 1  
: l l,  
       -  rR  
  l   ,     
y; arlo agno, utlwrlzed Signatory 
um 01 IIfoml. } s.s. 
01D1ty 01 Lo.I ngeles } 
O  J lll,  b f re . m  ~'Amlan-Oavb tar  olille ers all  a eare  arl  a   r  
t  c n !h  baSi.s  ads 'actory vidence  b   eESllll(s) s  lam«:~} laIarc cribed 10 fb  t  
.bWrument IUldlGkn wlcd  t  !flO tt. bthhelt  m: t  t  s  i  iSlborltb ir t ori e  e~Ics).  
t at  .~if ,;gaatUre(s)  tla  lnstn t t tile orson(s).  t  ontity  l  \v ic  t  er!IOIJ(s) 
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Foreclosure pending Cption 2 retained on MEWS
3480 SOUTH PI1 MITPLACE mom
BOISE ID 3706 First Lien
Reg Dato 072007
County Ada QR y
Primary Borrower RENSHAWGREG SSN
Pool Number NIA Investor Loan 329333062
NoteAmount 236500 NoteDate 061272007
Servicer 1000440 Residential Funding Company LLC
Custodian NIA
Investor 1000106 Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
Subservicer 1000375 GMAC MortgageLLC
interim Fuader NIA
Originating Organization NIA
Property Preservation Co NVA
Pending Batches
Batch
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Summ;Uj 
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BOISE. ID 83706 
Reg Dnte 
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1000375 GNIAC Mortgage LLC
Batch
1000440 Residential Funding Company LI0
Batch
IQIO6 Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation
Batch User ID
Registration 072007 10006 HomeCamings Wholesale Funding
Batch
Milestone Information
MIN Status Active Registered
Foreclosure Status Foreclosure
Pending option 2retained on
MER3
Quality Review Y
MIN Status Active Registered






New Investor 1000106 Federal
Rome LoanMortgage Corporation













I  for 100 626-0473793636-  
Description Date 
Forecl sure Status 0811012010 
pdate 
I  I ! r ati  07/06120  
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Transfer Il10912007 
fi  i  
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Ol' ni ti l U8el' 
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lOOO  Residential Funding Company. LLC 
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r ti  
t  r In 
lO0062!i o eCo ings holesale Funding 
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ForecloslU'e Status: Foreclosure 
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Funding Co pany. LLC 
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HomeComings Financial, LLC 
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0762009 Sub Servicer Org ID
Update
I V092007 Agency number
Update
fFRS
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11092007 investor Org 10
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091912007 Security instrument type
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1000001
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FAX COVERSlllsl7Mpage should he returned to us with ymir completedjmrrn601 nrtrrlvsisforM
PLEAblINCLUDE 7HEiUhTNumBERavnaPAGE
To 1
crs9glitigationFrom 2 ad G AccourltNunis
Fax lo 9667094144
or otail to Loss Mitigation
233 Gibraltar Road Suite 600
Horsham PA 19044
Allof the following information must becompleted and returned to determine eligibility
Financial Analysis FormAnfarmalion fur Government Monitoring Purposes
0 A signed and dated espy eftbuAcknowlelgementlAgreemrn
0 A signed and dated copy of tRS Form 45O6TF7Request for Transcript arTax Rcturn Borrow who fiird Their tax returns jointly may send in
nee IRS term dSWF7signed and dated by both the joint Goers This form is required wren iryou have not filed or are not required In Gletax
returns
7 fMrpmentstfan continuing neeupanLT a recent utility hill in your name at the property address
1 Documentation verifying expenses forllomeawnerser Condominium Association Dues fur condominiums and Cn ops ifapplicable
DocumentWon to verify all of the Income ofeach borrower Please sm the chart below for the type of Jocumcntation required fur each type of1nconke
Paid Its ancmplwarorinutsum n iapr nl Mo uMpl nsldpar otubg from vlourvtyrlorcr iswltdrstuyear la dale inftanothrn 1tamts eanuul Ile nRVC Ilan
disabilite ft tla isoW
Selfeulpkned or wedhca 11199 1 Copy of MOAcat qualialh u ccarltdale Profd and Lou stalemeul
t farlll See1xhlhll fnr a pap le of a jhlnNhSif Rtn lm Incomp seulemml Prn IftlAnd seFutnl
Child support or l mw topr agreum mt trOther legal wrirlen aprecmvu titrl RiIh dt rolul Thal 11ox eheIrnanU of
the aware and period or limoover which it wilt Im re4
AND
O ropiau of IWn most recent bank statements verifying dcpnsif amounts m other documentation fte 2 copies of hecks
showing teewipl ofchild support or alimony hank staletmcrlfs cannot be over gal days okL
Saeial smnrity disahilna dealh t opr of benletlhl xlalrneenl or Icper vial the pow idcr Ilan naoac the autouns atul Iruyleeow of Iltc lanefilbenefits orpensm 1l
AXI
Celpies two bankof most raat stalhnenu verifyingdeposit amourllx or atbor dacurrientathalie2 copies of chLCks
showing receipt ofbtan fit income Hank stalemeols cannot be over 90 days old
1alter anted ioleemteti a IRnuw O ibpr of Nsird wrl dacuuomkotnm deCI Ihmp gle nalme al be IthYa11Clie an emplocmcm caatrl and trplutw lcoulmisYion housing alknl ranee documenting lips and indicating the income is not a one time payout
atdoir tip1
Rental u Ctand from an ins eNlolett r tips of the howl reecot federal lac telprn Rillr all xchednfes inelndinptihahtle ftiappluucnlal Income All lass
poIary AND
Conical lease agreement liar lire subject per pedy
C ANM
Cilpies of lwn most recent bank statements vetid deposit amounls or other documnilalinn x 2 tmpiesol
Ll showing receipt of income Bank statements cannot he over90 days old
Sec K childt R fx axon deaf an luctxtmrnl Pro rte Srhetlulr
Rental insme Imo roat mrwd l 0011 aleremnt issue agrccmcn
of the primary retidtmee AND
l Copies of Iwu mnel rccelt bank statements verifying deposit amounts or other documcnlatino fl c 2 eopica orchucks
Aiming reeei tref iltenlne Hank slalcluatila canted he or 0 dal p of
l4wmpfoymcnt D Copy Aahenelits slatelneld w letter from the proviefer thatslaic the ameonL titsyunlel and Jordon 4the hcuelit
RLnefil must coltiRuO fmat least 9 nwnths In be eonsidomd
AND
t I Copies of two must recent hank staleatend verifyingdclimil amounts or other documentation ia 2 copies ofchaks
slwll inns rceri i of iueuute Hapk Wleluents mr a t It wer911 dnex old
t hiKl Illtnple un UL IJ t liliesorlm most reveal lank alalcRical4 1 eftTptg rkprLVt a111e11 lta of of her IttRYllllewlap m it a pophe Id 1AksislT7ctdivitkoJch r shaniue rui t of owlane Ltmd slalentcpf amtol be tn 111 days old
looulIenot spaeltKtl above It YWed lctrer trom Ilpe pero fnllMt II1I eellry Ihr mLYellle Ionltog the amonot and fri loll U Idle iiwome
AND
tl Copies ollwo most recant bank statement verifying deposit amounls or tbur IhlWmentillitmie 2 cwpi orcheeks
attom uJ rvmwldir1
shawinstrCceiptofincemo Bank statements cannot be aver9Idays old
1 11utullun or gava hen fartrluruwe manaGmelee taJi to haw it aatieksed
rryna want it I his nrotlerty n ale in lode
ti Copy of the listingagremrnl
fl Copy of the salea contract Tavailable
Copy of the rstimatad5llumemStatement 1111D1ifavailable
1 Signed Tlrird Nrly Authorization Fornt
Please be aware wewill not be able to process your request until all parts of the
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" LEASli INCLUDI:i THE ACCOUNT NUMBER ON l:£VBRI' PAGE OF YOUR RE7VRNUD P;lCl(,IGH" 
TI): '.-oss I£itigalion fl.et..t 
From: I'~~ ~.u.) 
Fax 10: 1-866- 9-4 44 
Ac ount NWllbcIN l.r1-!1:~1 CI Jt'.I 
or lllail to; Lm MitiglltillO 
233 Gibraltar Road Suite 60  
Horsham PA 1904  
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o  .il: ..... aJld ,Ioled ropy "fiRS .'orn. ~SIl6T-F.7..(R"""est lor Ttl.strlpl u('r.x Rduro). lIarl'Ow .... whu iii ...... heir lu r.I",ns jointly may $Ond in 
...... I S I·'o,  -I506T-Kl.'<'llnl!d and d.led by both th~joiBt tiler •• T b CDI'  is r"'luirro ... eB iryou hove nolt lik'tl or an ""I ''''Iuir'''' , .. liI"hx 
reCvrll5. 
J 1l""~m~latl .... <unlirl"i  6",cupan.y-. r"""nll1llJjl  bm in you. n","~.t I  pro(><!  addT .... 
• J D ... uml'"I.'i"n "p,ilying .. pen ... ror Jlonll''''''aersur Condominium A .... d.tlon Du,," fur .nndomlni ...... nd (00 Op'-llr~pplicable) 
::J DtlCtlment.li .. ~ I .. _ity .11 I,f'h" Income of •• ch borrDwer. I·' .... """,bechtt hclow fn. t".type ofdQ<umonlation re'l"ired rur .. Ie" Iyllt' of 
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( 'bild l'Upptm ur Jilin ... au",'- "npy 'Il di"ot-ce d.,.'\:(t;c.. KICPiWJti'lIl "~'Ct:IU~. cC' NII.:t k:8~1 wriltc:I1 a:!rt;!C'ntc:nl. fibl \\-)tlt rll~ .; ... m Ih.1. slll"\'< fh-.! .... m .. lIUII ... f 
l  ... o la  eriod orfi . ""cr h;\ ill "" ......;, ... '" 
Sl~.ial SL"CIICII\', dj,;ahiIJt\. _ d~.;Ilh 
~r.~ or~ . 
I )11"."r \·uu ... ,1 i ....... t1lk:" d ~ hulUlb'. 
C()Jlllui:c:,.i,ul. iwu.cil'l.t! an ... \\ nn..:~. 
'U,d'.l'ti[b.' 
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C:npiec nC lwn oll_llt.nk .bto  ..... ""rifyi"g depnoil .moun .. or "th"r dtlcum<:n'ati"" (I.e. l c<lpio:$ of ch.:<:b) 
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A/I\O 
arica o[l  st lCCX111 ~nk slah .. "lnenlfl vcrifyingdcpo,it aI11UU~ or (I.har dQCUtnl.."'Dt ... tiUfl (i.\l.l ~opit¥ ot' cht;cb) 
.ho ing nxeiP\ ufb"""fil ;nw c. ank .lalernc.Is C.D .... t "" "' .... 00 day. old. 
f.·"'L'~· of third l~J." d,.,:uuu,'l1litrulll dL;fiClibi.n~ U)C'nalllf~"fl"s:' i ...... xlJllco(i..: O1I1l!IUI)ltlYllh:ut ~'Inlm~ ;~l\tJ I.r P'lIIlc'Ub 
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Ii \OJ)!' dtllM: 1i.'Iliu~ 3U1l!Cmc."n1 
f] Copy of,,,,, •• Ies contract_ if uv.il.bl" 
J ('opy (lr I"" .. lim.led 5.:1I1omc:nl SI.rem",,1 (H! 'D I). if .... ilahle 
:1 SiBned lhird I'Itrty Aulhori •• lion FornI 
Plense be aWaJ-e we will not be able to process your request un til all pnrts of the 
application have been completed and all supporting documentation has been 
sup ie , 
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THIRD PARTYAUTHORIZATION and AGREEMENT TO RELEASE
Please complete and return if you want us to speak withyour heal Estate Agent or any other designated third
party on your behalf
Account Number T II4P Name
Property Address 80 S pi4U4 I P
I Before you sign this authorization please be aware that
There is never n flee to get assistance or information about the Nfaking Home A1Tordable program from your
lender or a HUDapproved housing counselor
Beware of any person or organization that asks you to pay a fee in exchange for lhousing counseling services or
modification of a delinquent loan
Beware ofanyone who says they can save your home if you sign or transfer over the deed to your house
Do not sign over the deedto your property to any organization or individual unless you are working directly
with your mortgage company to forgive your debt
ONLY use HUD certified counseling agencies Call1800CALLFHAto find a HUDcertified housing
counseling agency
Never make your mortgage payments to anyone other than your mortgage comp without their approval
Iwe do hereby authorize my lendermortgage servicer to release or otherwise provide to
of
Name Company Name
Relationship ifapplicable Phone Number
in hisercapacity as
Email Address
public and non public personal financial information coutained in my loan account which ma include but is not limited
to loan balances final payoff statement loan payment history payment activity andor property information
We the lendermortgage servicer will take reasonable steps to verily the identity of the 3rd party authorized above but
Will have no responsibility or liability to verify the true identity of the requestor when he she asks to discuss my account
or seeks information about my account Nor shall we the lendermorigageservicer have any responsibility or liability for
what the requester may do with the information heshe obtains concerting my account
IAve do hereby indemnify and forever hold hartuless the lendermortgage servicer from all actions and causes of actions
suits claims attorney fees or demands against the lendersendcer which Uwe andormy heirs may have resalting from
the lendermortgage servicer discussing my loan account andorproviding any information concerning the loan account to
the above named requestor or person idcnlifjng themselves to be that requestor
If you agree to this Authorization and the ternis of the Release as stated above please sign date and return with the
Financial Analysis form
NOTE No information concerning your account will be provided until nee have received this executed document The
authorization deeds to be in the name of an individual not it company and a form needs to be completed for each
authorized individual All parties on the Mortga a must sign
BorroweriPrinted Name Borrower tiViature Date
51taN H ERE
Co Borrower Printed Name CoBorrower Signature Date
H F000558
002402
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I  PARTY  I   an   T  EL E 
Plea.'Ic co plete and return if you wllnt us to speak with )'our Real Estate Agent. or any other designated third 
part   r behalr. 
ccount u ber: 
roperty ddress: 
• f   si  thi.~ I\ thorizntion, l  b  a ol'c that, .. 
There is lIeyer .. ree to gel assistal\c~ or information "bout the Making Homc AObrdablc progr:lnl n'oJ1l ronr 
l    D-   counselor. 
.09 
e are of any person or orgalli:aJlioll thaI asks you to pay a fce in exchange for housing counseling services or 
dif t   1\ l  n. 
e are f anyone ho says they can "save" your ho e if you sign or transfer over the deed LO your house. 
 not sign over [he deed to your propeny to any organization or individual unless you Ilre ''lorking directly 
   ml     bt. 
  usc  ccrtillcd counseling agencies: all 1.800.CALL.FHA to find 3 -ccrlificd housing 
l  ncy. 
Never make :>'OUf mortgage payments to anyone olher Ihan your mortgage compl:IllY 1.-vilhout their approval. 
l!we do hereby authori7~ (my lender/mortgage servicer) to release or other ise provide to: 
--:-::--_______________  in hislbcr caplleity as 
Name Bll)' l\1tl  
l ti i  (if li l )   i  dress 
public and non-public pcrsollall'inaru;ial infornlation containcd in my loan account which may include. but is not limiled 
10, 101lJl ala ces. li al ff stalc ent, l a  a ent istnl}'. t activity. a /or r ert  i f r ati . 
e, the lender/mortgage servicer, will take reasonable sleps to verilY the identity orthe 3.rd party authorized 8bo\·0. but 
wi U have no responsibility r liability to verify the true identity f (he requestor bcn hefshc asks to discuss tny account 
or seeks infomlation about my account. Nor shall we. the lender/mortgage servicer, have any responsibility or liability ror 
hat the requestor ay do ilh the infonnation he/she obtains eonceming y account. 
lIwc do hereby indc nir:v and forever llold hanulcss the lender/mortgage servicer. fro  all ,1ctions and causes of actions. 
Soils. claims, attorney fees, or demands against the lender/scrvieer which Uwe lind/or my heirs may h/lve rcsulling from 
the lender/mortgage scniccr discussing y loan account andlor pro\'iding any iufonnation cOl1ccming the iO'dn accounl to 
tbe above lla ed requestor or person idcnUr}ing the selves to be that requestor 
Iryou agree to this Authorization lind the temlS of the Release as stated above. please sign. date. and return with the 
HnanciaI nalysis (b l 
: o il1fornlalion concerning your a count ill e providcd til we a e received this e ted t. 111e 
authorization needs to be in (he na e of an individual (not a co pany) lind a fo lllceds 10 be co pleted ror each 
authorized individual. All parties on the ortga c n~tlst sign. / 
~O~ A.~) ~ __ ~(~'~~ ____ ~_--
Bormwet rlllted Name 
[-/6- Co 
ale SIG  E 
Co- orrower Printed Namc C -Bo rowcr Signature ale 
HF000558 
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Account Number 71450
In making this re durst for conslderytion to review my loan termsiWecertify under penalty of perjuryI That oil urthe infrmation in this document is truthful and the events identified isare the reason that Uwe need in request a modification of toteterms ofmyourmortgage lomr short sale or dead in4icuof fareclosure
2 liwe understand that the Service the US Department of the Treasury or its agents mayinvestigate the accurne oCmy our statements andor
may require magus to prcnide supportingdaumentatiun Uwe also understand that knowingly submitting fill inlinnsaliurl may violate Peden dlaw
3 Itwe underhand the Servicer will poll a current credit report on all borrotctsobligated on the Note4 Vivo understand that ifUwc have intentionally defaulted on inyfour existing murtgage engaged in Imud nr misreproseniod any facts in
connection with this document ilia Sarviccr may canal any Agreement under Making tome Affordable and may pursuitIrrreclosuni on myourh m
5 fwe understand any tee to validate the valtic of the property will be assessed to ilia account
6 Uwe have not received a condemnation notice and There has been tin change in the ownership of the Property siacc lAvo signed the documousfor the mortgage that lwe want to modify
7 Uwe certify that lrwe will obtain credit counseling if it is determined filet my financial hardship is related to excessive debt For ptaptisex of
the Making Home At7ardnble program excessive debt means that myrour debtloinconte ration allot the uladif ication would be grcawr thanor equ l to 55
S
Use ant willing lo provide 1111 requested documents and In respond to all Servicer questions in u timely masher9
Uwe understand that the Servicar will use the information in this document Iaovaluate mylour eligibility la loan nsodilicttionor short talc or
deedinlice of fiirecustim but list Senic r is not obligated to offer melus assistance based solely on the statements in this document
10 ihm agree hat any prior waiver as to payment of escrow items in connection withm loan has an revoked
I T Uwe agree to the establishment of an escrow account and the payment of escrow items if an escrow accou nower existed on the loan
12 Uwe understand thotthc Servicer will collect and record personal information including but not limited tnmyrtur name address tclophoncnumber social security nulnbe credit score incomq payment history government monitoring infnmtation end infunualion about account
balunaes and activiiy Usvc understand and consent to the disclosure ofmvour personal ioliortnalion and the Tans of any Making HomeAffordableAgreement by Serviecrto a the USDepartment oftherteasury b Fannie Mae and Freddra Mae rrt conalHnl with their
resprinsibiliticc miler the Ilomenwnor Affordability and Stability Plan carty invcsto insurer guarantor or senicur that owns insures
guarantees nrsvnicesmynur first lion orsubordinate lien ifapplicable mortgage loansdcumpanies that perfiorm support services inconjunction with Making ionic Affordable and e any HUD cortifted housing counselor
13 Uwe agree that to be cclosidcred toot the Making Home Affordable program all required documentation must benccivtdun later than 7 businewi
days prior to the scheduled foreclosure sale date iftlie property is in the state of Florida a complete package mein be nccivcd 30 business daysprior to the scheduled foreclosure side date
14 Lrwc understand the Scxvicer will not refer file account W foreclosure orconduct the rune tosure sale Val ready rulirrred while it is beingreviewed for the Making I onle Affordable program unless required by your investor The review will not begin until alt requireddocumentation is received
15 My prapeu ter ocx npi i roc intend t scalds rn this properly far ncC nail ttxehemoullr
My ilur o i er i end ell
Borrower Sig llato CoHorrowcr Sigoahlrc Date
Please be aware we will not be able to process your request until all parts of the1
application have been completed and all supporting documentation has been supplied
Ifyou have questions abort this document or the modiffealion process please call us at the phone numher listed on your monthly account
statement tryout need further counseling you can call the HomeownersHOPFrssllatlinr at 18889951101E 403 11ie flotitte can
help with 411 dons about the program and offers free HLIDcertified counseling services in Itnglish and Spanish
wc f ICE TO BORROWERS
Be advised that you ate signing the following documents under penalty of perjury Any misstatement of material fact
made In the completion of theas documents including but not limited to misstatement regarding your occupancy in
your home hardship circumstances andorincome will subject you to potential criminal investigation and prosecutionfor the following awing crimes perjury pe statements mail fraud and wire fraud The information contained in these
documents is subject to examination and verification Any potential misrepresentation wit be referred to the
mappropriate law enforcement authority far investigation and prosecution
By signing the enclosed documents you certify represent and agree that
Under penalty of perjury all documents and information Ihave provided to Lender in connection with this Agreementincluding the documents and information regarding my eligibility for the program are true and correcL
11 you are aware of fraud waste abuse mismanagement or misroprasontalions affiliated with the Troubled Asset
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND AGREEMENT 
Acrount Number _-L-L..L->-..L_'-'LJOc..:(p=-__ 
In m liking lhis I"t'4)lu'Sl for l'llllll1deulion to review my loan term.'! IJ  .. c~rtify under penally of pel'jul'Y: 
I Thill ell .. fthe inlitrmarion in lhis document is lrulhful ond dM: event(~) identified is/nrc tho 1"C88<ln thall/we nc ... -d I" re'luCSIII m.lIIiljCIIUon oflbe 
torm~ of my/our Dlortgage 10011, sholl sale or deed-ill' lieu of fOI"l.'Clusur\'.. 
2 Jiwe l1nd"",lonu Ihollhe Sen-ieer, Ih~ U.S. lJepartm.:nl "rthe Trea.,ury. or il~ 3ll"nls moy invcKligale Ihe accufliCy "r m~'!llUt slUlemenlllallll.lor 
ma)' require melus 10 PJtl\'idc supporling docuOIentation. Ii",!:: also undelStand that KlI{lwingly subm;uill8 rill"" iIlJi,"II~li"n may viclall:: rooend 
law . 
.1 I/we undcnlland Ih" gelVicer will plIlI a ~!l1TeIIt credit report 011 all borro""~111 obligated on lhe: Nole. 
4 1:_ undclSllIIld Ihnl if lil\'c hal/c illleolillrullly detaulted ')11 mylour ,,:.iming mortgage, cngas"d ill rr,!IJd or misreprescnled any la~I("J in 
conn".til'll wilh lhis ,11""'I1ICIII, lito Scrviccr muy ctln"1 any Agreemcnl under Making Home Affordable :md Ill"" pur-me lorcclosure <'0 my/our 
home. 
S I w  und ..... land lilly lell to validate Ihe vallie of the property wiJl be "" o~~ed 1(> Ih .. llI;CQunt. 
6 '!we hAve nol received It condemnatiolJ Ilnticc; and Ihere ha.~ been 110 Ohllll&" in the owu"Mip oftbe Propelly ~ill~" I!wc .ignoo the dtlCUmclII:< 
IQr Ihe mortgage thaI I!wc l~lInt 10 modify. 
7 '{we certitY tOOt J/WC will .. btnin cred;1 counseling if it ill determined 1I1BIlIly/our iinuncial hanlship is related t<l exc" .... i,'c debt. F'lI" fllItPI~~es (lr 
the Making Home AtTllrdoble pmSram. "exce~ve debl" IlIealI$ Ihlll my!our debl-to-incOnlc mlion alier the lIIoditicaU"11 would be grealer Ihun 
or equal In 55%. 
8 Ifw" .... 1 willing h> prt>llide I,ll TC'luc!fled documents and 10 re.pond to all Servicer questions in u limel)' m"lmer. 
I) IIw" ImdersLand u,at u,,, Se .... iccr willllsc Ihe informatittn in this dllCumant locvalual" my!our eligibility Jar a lual1 nloJilicaljon or .h<>rt ""b; or 
deed-in-lieu of Iitte.lOSIln:, bUlllm So,,';cer i. nul ()bligated to offer meius assislonce based solely on lite ~Ialcllt"nl~ in lhi. clueumcn1. 
I/we "Kree Ihat any priorwnivcr ... , to Jl'Iymcnluf escrow ilrlms in connectiOIl with my; .. ur loun bas b.:cn n:vokcd. 
I,'w" Dgree 1(> tbe ClIl11blishnlCol of an escrow account Dnd 1he payment of escrow il"m~ if a" csemw ~C"o\uti nevcr e)o(;sl~<I on lhe 1""11. 
In 
II 
12 I/we I.IIIdenlland that til<.: Servicer will collecl and ",ooro perloDnal informalil)n. including, but not limiled 10., my/our noonc. addrcs., lelupbllnc 
number, social sccwily nllmber, credit SC'ltc, inco e, pay ent hislnl)". coVernment m"niluring in(omlati'lR, 1I1Id iufimualioll about oocounl 
baluucc.. .. nd aClivily. 1/",. uoxl""'/JllJlI alii! CDll.~""ll<.lhc di""I", ... rc ofmy!uur pefS<mul illf(>nl1ution amJ Ihe lem.s uf OIl)" !.fakingl{omc 
Affordable Agr~'ement by Sen-ieert~ (II) 1m. U.S. I>';partm<lnl orlh. TNBSUry, (b) Fannie Mae and Freddie Mu. i .. cDnnceliu .. wilh their 
TCsponsibiliticlf ullder the Ilomeowller Affordability and Stability Pla~ (e) any investor, in~l1r~r, guamnlor." !ll!niccr Ihnl owns, illl""re._, 
gtm'BJlle.s I)r "~I\'ic,," my:nur lirSllion orsubordinote lien (ifapplicable) m\)[tjAge loan(s): (d} comp,m;es thol perlhrm SUP",'" services ill 
col]juootion \\;Ih aking Home lfordable; and (e) any HUD certified housinl! cO\ln.~I()r. 
13 IIw" agree thollo be c.()IlsiJcrctllor the M'lking Home Affordable fl1TJ!!rnm all required dncunlenlalion musl be n:cei~l.,j unlaler loon 7 busincs.. 
doys prior In the scheduled foroclosure sale dat". lnhe IlInperty i. in the stnle or Flnrida. a cOnlplete packoge "'1'.' he n:ccivcd 30 bu!lin ....... days 
prior to tho scheduled f<1rcdusure ""Ie date. 
14 I/wc undcTSlwld the Servicer ",ill 1101 rofer UIC tlccl\U1t1 to forecl('NuJI) or condullllhc for""l()sur~ .alc if ~I"",d)' referred. while it i. being 
re,;ewcd rOt lite Making I lome Affordable pmgta'lI unl= r~uircd by y,)IIT inve-.lor. The review will nol bcsin until :.11 rC(luired 
documentali('n is ",,,..,ivell. 
15 'Bl- M~ (1\.1' propcl ... o yOu!" ,oj. 
Co-Borrower Si!l""llltc 
. . Please be aware we will not be able to process your request until all parts of the 
• appljcation have been completed nnd all supporting documentation has been suppJied. 
Jfyou have QUe9t1_ aboot Ibis docunmntor th~ rtmdith:aoon proc"",," pl .. lIS<' e&ll us althe phune numhe,. JlAlr~ on your ntnnfMy account 
stal~mftlt. Iryou need furlh .. r coun ... lng. you can call th~ Homeowner's IIOPET>S 1I1l1l1nt' at l-8lill-995-UOI't: (41;73). 1l.fO Hollin .... an 
holp with qUesd"ns abtlul ,he progt' ..... llrul olr"", C...,rIlUJ).crrtl.li.-d <'ollDBeling ""no;",!! in I!ngllsh and Spanish.. 
;-ssa:gg'5-Hop-e: ,y 
~~;;:;-loI:OP" ~w 
NOTICE TO BORROWERS 
80 adlfised that you ale signing tne following documents undel penalty of peljury. Any mi9s13temenl of malari.1 facl 
ma .... In tha completion 01 the .... documenls inclUding but not lim~ed '" misslal.,mellt regarding your occupancy il) 
your home. hardship cireulT1$lances, andlor income will subjeel you to polenllal criminal iovostigntion lind proseculion 
for th" 1O/Iowing erlmos; pe'jUlY. lalse &latemenls. m<l;1 fraud. and 1M, .. fraud. The inrormation co"tain.d in tit ... ., 
dOcum&OII$ Is subject 10 ... amlnallcn and verification. Any po/enli., mis.epresenlalion .. , .. II bo ,,,f,,,red to th" 
o proprlale law enforcel1l8ltl authority 101 investigation and prosocution. 
By sIg ing the enclose  documents you certify. represenl Dnd agree lItat: 
"Undo' pa .... Ry of perjury ... U documents and information I have provldeQ 10 Lendor in connection willt tltis Ag,eam.,lI 
In&luang the documents and Information regarding my "lIglblllly for lhe program, are true and cOllect-
" you oro aware 01 ""li . wasta, "bus,,_ misl)lanagemenl or misreprssonlalions affiliated with the Troubled Ao,set 
Relief Prog,arn. pleas,. co~ Ihe SIGTARP Holline by calling 1·817-5IG-2009 (tal/·Iloo). 202·6:!2-4559 If.<), 0' 
WVVN.s1gtarp.gov. Mol can be sent to HoUine OffICe of Ihe Spadal Inspector Gene,al for T,oubled Ao,$et Rellel 
Program. 1801 l 51. NW, Washington. DC 20220. 








3480 S Pimmit PI
Boise ID 837066427




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
Dear Gregory A Renshaw
As your mortgage loan servicer we are offering you an opportunity to participate in the federal governments
Home Affordable Foreclosure Alternative IiAFA Program which enables you to avoid foreclosure by selling
your home for less that you owe on your mortgage This is known as a ShortSale
Home Affordable Foreclosure AlternativeProgram Short Sale
A short sale is specifically designed to help borrowers who are unable to afford their first mortgage and want
to sell their home to avoid foreclosure even if the sale price is less than what is owed on the mortgage This
may be a good solution for you however ashortale requires the cooperation of a number of parties you the
buyer your real estate broker and sometimes mortgage insurance companies and other lenders in order to make
this option successful
How does aShortale work
PreSale We start by approving a list price for the sale of your home We will also provide you with the sales
costs broker commissions and closing costs that may be deducted from the final sales price You can then list
your property like any home sale with a local real estate broker at the approved price
Offer When you get an offer on your home you submit the required documentation and we approve the sale if it
is in line with the approved sales price allowable closing costs and commissions previously communicated
Closing Once the sale closes we release the Lien on the property and you from all responsibility for repaying the
remaining balance on yourmortgage Plus you will receive3000 to help pay some ofyourmoving expenses
The check will be paid to you by the settlement agent as part of the closing However in the event there is any
money left over from the sale after paying the entire amount you owe on the mortgage plus the approved sale
costs you will not be eligible to receive the3000
To participate in the Short Sale Program please respond to this letter within








Notice Federal law requires that we adise you that this notice is fiom a debt collector attempting to collect on a debt and
any information obtained will be used for that purpose
Ifyou are currently involved in a bankruptcyproceeding or have been discharged of your personal liability for the repayment
ofthis debt this notice is beingprovidedfor informational purposes only it is nor an attempt to hold you personally
responsiblefor the debt and applies only to the lien on yourproperty artd notto youpersonally
GMAC Mortgage






~f Mortg ge 
Septe r 01, 20  
r    
3480 S Pi it PI 
i e, 10 -64  
1111111111111 1  1111111 11 111 11.111111 1111 1111111111 
Re: Loan Number 
r   
   shaw: 
 
  I   
I E, I  83706 
As your mortgage loan servicer, we are offering you an opportunity to participate in the federal government's 
Home Affordable Foreclosure Alternative (HAP A) Program, which enables you to avoid foreclosw'e by selling 
r e f r less t at  e  r rt a e. i  is  as a "S rt- ale". 
e ffordable reclos re lter ati e r ra  - rt ale 
 "short sale" is specifically designed to help borro ers ho are unable to afford their first ortgage and am 
to sell their home to avoid foreclosure, even if the sale price is less than what is owed on the mortgage. 111is 
may be a good solution for you, however, a short-sale requires the cooperation of a number of parties (you, the 
buyer, your real estate broker, and sometimes mortgage insurance companies and other lenders) in order to make 
t is on  
o  does a Short-Sale ork? 
Pre~Sale: e start by approving a list price for the sale of your home. e win also provide you with the sales 
costs (broker commissions and closing costs) that may be deducted from the final sales price. You can then list 
your property (like any home sale) with a local real estate broker at the approved price. 
Offer: hen you get an offer on your home. you submit the required documentation and we approve the sale if it 
is in line ith the approved sales price, allo able closing costs and co issions previously co unicated. 
Oosing: Once the sale closes, we release the lien on the property and you from all responsibility for repaying the 
remaining balance on your mortgage. Plus, you will receive $3,000 to help pay some of your moving expenses. 
(The check will be paid to you by the settlement agent as palt of the closing.) However, in the event there is any 
money left over from the sale after paying the entire amount you owe on the mOltgage plus the approved sale 
cos , ou   e igible to receive the $3,000. 
Since , 
Lo s itigation 
Loan Se icing 
o participate in the hort ale rogra  please respond to this letter ithin 





Notice: Federal law reqUires that we advise you thac this notice is from a debt col/ector attempting to collect on a debt and 
any tnfonnation obtained will be used f01" thai purpose. 
If you are cU1Tently involved ill a bar.kruplCY proceeding or have been discharged ofyollr per:;onalliabiJilJ.'!or the repayment 
of this debt, this Tl()tice is beingprovidedfor infomlalional purposes only. it is nor an attempt to hold you personally 
responsible for the debt and applies only to the lien on your property and not to you personally. 
GMAC Mortgage 
2711 North Haskell Avenue Suite 900 D l as. TX 75204 










3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTIOAT PiZINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
102109 DMD 090000 T22222 500
0000
102109 DMD 000000 T 22222 500
00DO 00 00
102609 UI 100109 00 00 00 00
OPT PREMIUMS 00 LATE CHARGE PYMT 7382
102609 AD 100109 147656 00 147656 00
102609 DM 000000 T00000 SO00
PROMISE KEPT 102409PROMISE DT 10311 9
110509 DM 000000 T00000 500
EARLY IND SCORE 067 MODEL EI16C
111209 AP 110109 147656 00 147656




















EARLY IND SCORE 067 MODEL EI16C
147656 00 147656 00
BILLING STATEMENT FTOV REPORT 8628 STD FORM
T00000 500
EARLY IND SCORE 067 MODEL RI16C
147656 00 147656 00
T20190 TARNONPA MAILED DLQ LTR 2 ON014210WLW
BILLING STATEMENT FROM REPORT R628 STD FORM
T20035 bl ci re rcvd del tax a0tice and hes in the
process of applying for hardshtpt x
exemptions xfr to tax dept rakhimab 8978268
T26749 b1 is sending in pop jaredC4782
13572 002 B1 cld has access to internet and was
referred to web site for financial package
T13572 information Provided expectations
13572 bl ci we went thru the lore 30and he prequal he
will fill out pak and return touscindyf4043
T25201 Suppressed Credit due to Loan Modification
Suppression will expire 042110
463684 PAYEE 0001o0o0 00 463684
T31654 As Per Efile 20100127 taxes are Delinquent details
as follows for ADA COUNTY for Parcel
R5125660450 2007 Total Delq base 1129966pen
HF000015
002407
HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGS _9 
DA 12/JO/10 
-- •. ----- MArL ------------._.----- ---.----- PROPERTY .----.-.-.------
GREGORY A RENSH1\W 
3480 SOOTH PIMMIT PLACB 3480 SOUTH PIM I  PLACE 
BOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATE COE DAT.R 
ID 83706 BOISE I  83706 
TRANSAct-tON 
AMOUNT 
PIUNC.IPA.L lNTEREST ESCROW 
PAID PAID PAID 
lon09 DMD oaoouo '1':22222 50:00 
102:109 DMD QOOOOO T:2"2222 
00/00/00 00:00,00 
50;00 
102609 ur 100109 
00/00/00 00,00,00 
.00 .  .0  
102609 AP 100109 
102609 OM 000000 
OPT PREKIUMS 
111~.S6 
. 0     




110509 OM 000000 
111209 AP U0109 
11l30g D28 000000 
120709 DM 000000 
120909 AI' 120109 
121009 pas 000000 
010510 OM 00-0000 
011410 AP 010110 
011510 NT 000000 
'1':00000 50: 0 
~ MI   10/24/09 SS  0/31/0  
T:l)OOOO 50:00 
B L  :    ll6C 
1476.56 _00 4.76.5.6 
 TAT ~ ~~   
'1':00000 SO:OO 
V : B  o B  ilH  




S HI   ~o."  R    
'1",00000 0: 00 
~L  I :    E 16C 
1476.56 .00 476.S6 .0  
T:20190 "'TAXNON-FA I E  Q 'l.' .   1/04/2- 10.  
011510 028 000000 BILLING E   EP  li2S O 01Utf 
012210 NT 000000 '1':20035 1 ei re d l tax o ice  e's  the 
process of applying for harctship _ tax 
012210 NT 000000 
012210 CIT 000000 
012210 CIT 000000 
012210 NT 000000 
012510 NT 000000 
012910 M90 o 1('}11 0 
012910 NT 000000 
ALL FC!:21001 
e elr.ptions xf.r t  ti;lx de t ra imab 8 -68 
'1',26749 h1 ia se ing in p , jaredc4782 
T,13572 002 Bl cl , has a cess to internet and was 
referred to web site for financial package 
'1':13572 infOrMation. Provided e ectati s. 
'1':13572 h1.ci we went thru the .pre 30and he prequal he 
wi l fill out pak and return to us.eindyf4043 
T:25101 Suppressed redit due to (Loan r~odlf1cation:). 
Suppre sion wi l expire (04/02/1 ). 
-4636.84 PAYS~ D 00 1.000 0 . 0 -4 36.64 
T:31651 AS Per Efile 201 0127 taxes are D ln~~en  details 
as fo lows: for ADA COUNTY for P l: 
R51~5660450: 2007 Total Delq base ~1299.66, pen 
HF000015 






3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRW DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL TNTRES ESCROWDATE CDE DATE AMOCINT PAID PAID PAID
012910 NT 000000 T31654 3220 Total Delqbase 154480pen
25254 2009 1st inst Delqbase 111100 pen
4654 GTD 0228010 Total Ck Aint 463684
Converted Loan to Escrow SBR
020510 DM 000000 T 00000 500
EARLY IND SCORE 067 MODEL B116C
021610 AP 020110 1476S6 00 147556
021710 D28 000000 00
FROM REPORT R626
022310 CSR 020110 T00000 CR BUR RPT STATUSANEXPIRE DT 04210 STD FORM030510 DM 000000 00000 500
EARLY IND SCORE 061 MODEL EI16C
031010 CIT 000000 T01504 002 LOSS Mit closure letter sent
031010 CIT 000000 01504 002 DONE 0310LO BY TLR 01504
TSK TYP 157CC TRACK pRE3
031210 CBR 026110 T00000 CR BUR RPT STATUSNEXPIRE DT 04210
031610 DMD 000000 22222 500
03160142002NO AGENT AVAIL
031610 DMD 000000 T22222 500
00o 0004 0
031610 DMD OOoOoo T22222 500
000000
031710 SLC 020110 00




00 00 00 00
032710 AA 020110
00 LATE CHARGE PYMT 7382
OPT PREMIUMS
ao on 0 00
00 LATH CHARGE PYMT 732031710 NT 000000 T 18184 B1 CI TO RLOST A LC TO Be WAIVED I WAIVED
031710 HT 000000 18184
FO 014E
TIME COURTESY IVANR8978831





00 L1TR CHARGE PYMT 738203011
031710 DMD OQOOOQ
247656 00 147665 00T 22222 5000
0317010703NO ANS
031710 DMD 000000 T 22222 500
00OD00





HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 10 
DATE 12!3tl/lO 
- - --- - - - - MAIL - -- ----- ------ -- ---- --- -- -.-- PROPERTY - ---- ------- -- -.-
GREGORY A RENSRAW 
3480 SOTll'H PIMMIT ·PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIM IT PLACl;; 
BOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATE CDE DATE 










012910 NT 000000 T;31.654 $322.30. 2008 Total Delq base $15'14.89, pen 
$252.54. 2009 1st inst Delq .base$1l71. 00, pen 
$·46.54 G'rD 02/28/2010 Total Ck Arnt ~4631i. 84 . 
020510 DM OOGOOO 
021610 AP 020110 
021710 D2B 000000 
022310 CBR 020110 
030510 DM 000000 
031010 CIT 000000 
031010 CIT DOODAD 
031210 CBR 020110 
031610 OMD 000000 
converted Loan to Escrow. SBR 
T,OGOOO ·50:00 
EARLY !ND, SCORE 067 MODEL EIl.6  





BI4L!NG STATEMENT ~ R  · 8 
CR BUR RPT Tl\TUS",N;EXPIRB T = 04/0: /10 
50:00 
L  , SC    B lG  
·002 oss it s re   
 n  /10/10    
TSK T:iP 157-CC TAACK - P  
: 00 0  . 'l' ",N; EXPIRE O  = 4./0 /10 
T:22222 50:00 
3/1 /10 4: 2  :02   !  
.00 
$TO FORM 
03~610 DMD 000000 T~22222 50:00 
00/00/00 00:00:00 
031610 DMD 000000 T:22222 5·0:00 
00/00/00 00:00:00 
031710 SLC 020110 .00 
031710 LeW 020110 T:IBIB4 C007 DELCNS 




.00 LCDT 03/10-00/00 
. 0 .0"0 
OPT PREMIUMS . 0 L.'\l'B CHARGE PYMT 73 . 82'" 






.00 . 00 .0.0 .00 
. 0 ~~TR CHARGE PYMT 73.82" 
B1 CI TO RSQST A LC "0 BE W"AlVEO I WAIVED FOR ONE 
TIME COURTESY, IVAN a/897gB31 
031710 NT 
031710 NT 
031710 UI 030110 .00 . 0 
. 0 
. 0 .00 
-73.92" 
.00 031710 AI? 030110 





r..~TE: CHJ'.l~GE l?YMT 
14 6.56 
03/17/10 10:17:03 NO ANS 
031710 DMD 000000 T:22222 50:00 
o%a/OQ 00: 0:00 
031710 DMD 000000 T,22222 50:00 
00/ 0/00 0:00;00 
ALL FCL21001 
HFOOOD16 




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDR DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
031810 D28 000000 BILLING STATEMENT FROM REPORT R628 STD FORM
040610 DM 000000 T 00000 500
EARLY IND SCORE 067 MODEL SI16C
040910 CBR 030110 Tt00000 CR BUR RPT STATUSN9XPIR3 DT a 04220
041618 DMD 000000 22222 500
64160145907MSG ANS MACH
041610 DMD 000000 T22222 500
g0100100 00
041610 DMD 000000 Tc22222 500
0000
041710 SLC 030110 00 7382
041910 DMD 000000 T22222 500
04160145907MSG ANS MACH
041910 DMD 000000 T22222 500
0416020586MSG ANS MACH
041910 DMD 000000 T22222 500
000000 00
041910 DMD 000000 T22222 500
0416110 145907MSG ANS MACH
041910 DMD 000000 T22222 500
0416020586MSG ANS MACH
041910 DMD 000000 Ts22222 500
000000 00
042010 NT 000000 T31978 bl ci asking if he can make poi pmt only adv
cannot accept short pmt cl was xfrd to celljenna
88978205
042010 DM 000000 T31599 1529
ACTIONREtiSULT CD CHANGED FROM BRSS TO BRSS
042010 DM 000000 T31599 1529
81 Cl VI ADV TADUILCOFFRD PBP TODAY FOR TAD SD
THAT HE WAS NOT EXPECTING THE ESC AND ASKING IF
THAT MAY BE PUT AT THE END OF THE LOAN ADV NOT
FOSS ADV NEW TO OCMR UP W THE NEW PMT EFS THIS
MO IAO 213944ADV LC CAN BE PAID AT THE BACK OF
THE LOAN ADV OF THE LC ASSESSED LAST MO
042010 D4 000000 T 31599 1530




HISTORY FOR. ACCOUNT 473793·636 PAGE 11 
 1. /30/10 
- ~ ~ --- - ~- AIL - - - ---- - - - ---- - - --~ - - - --- - _.- PR. RT  -.- ---- - - --.- - ----
GREGORY  RBNSHA  
3480 SOUTH PI IT PLACE 3  OUTH PIM IT PLACE 
ISE I  83706  I  83706 
POST TRN DUE 
!)ATE CDR DATE 
T S TI N 
A OUNT 
I I  





031810 D2B 000000 
040610 OM 000000 T:OOOOO 
040910 CBR 030110 
041610 DMD 000000 
041610 DMD 000000 
041610 DHD 000000 




041910 D D 000000 T;~2222 
041910 DMD 000000 :2 22  
041910 OM!) 000000 1':2 22 
041910 PHD 000000 '1',22 22 
041910 DMD 000000 :22222 
041910 DMD 000000 1'.  
I  T 'fE  FRO  I:'  628  FORM 
50,00 
routt.:! l'I : SC    I  
e    c ;EXPIRS r; 4/02/10 
0, 0 
04/16/10 4:59:07    
0: 0 
O·O/OO/M 0;0 :00 
0: 0 
0/0 /00 0:0 :00 
.0  
50:00 
4/1 /10 4:5 :07    
0, 0 
4/1 /10 ~O~5 :26    
0, 0 
0/00/00 0:0 :00 
0: 0 
4/ 6/10 4:5 :07 S  NS  
0, 0 
4/16/1G 0:5 :26 S  S  
0:00 
0/00/00 0:0 :00 
3.82 
  ·0  :31978 b1 ci asking if he can maJce p&i p t only. adv 
ca not t rt prot. l as frd t  oQll/je na 
q S 
042010 D  000000 :31S99 5:29 
042010  00 T,315·9~ 
042010 0:'1 000000 T:31S99 
ALr.. FCL21001 
ACTION/RE   C NGED  BRBS  ERSS 
15:29 
B1 eI l n  AD,UI,LC,       
T li  AS  P  E ES  AN  S I  IF 
THAT MAY E P T AT THE  F E LO loJ" M   
ross n  NEEl) TO C E UP I E E  P T P IS 
t~O lAO 21.3 9.44 ADV r..C C N  P ID AT THE  OF 
THE LO . An  OF a  LC SSESS  LAST . 
15,30 
ACTION/RES  C  ~~  FR  BRSS TO O I 
HF000017 






3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE Tn o
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
042010 DM 000000 T31599 1530
CONTOFFRD PSP SD HE WILLDO IT THRU ONLINE EITHER
TODAY OR TOM
042010 D28 000000 FORCEO BILLING STATEMENT FROM REPORT R628 STD FORM
043010 NT 000000 T22729 bl ci reg esc adv due to del taxesjera d0178206043010 DM 000000 00000 500
PROMISE BROKEN 04301 PROMISE DT D4301
050110 UI 040110 OD 00 00 00
OPT PREMIUM 00 LATE CHARGE PYMT 7382
050110 AP 040110 213944 OQ 147656 66288
050310 DMD 000000 T22222 500
051011 17306LEFT MESSAGE
050310 DMD 000000 T22222 500
000000
050310 DMD 000000 T 22222 500
0001 0 00
050410 D28 000000
BILLING STATEMENT FROM REPORT R628 STD FORM
050410 DMD 000000 T22222 500
0531017306LEFT MESSAGE
050410 DMD 000000 T22222 500
DO0000
050410 DMD 000000 T 22222 500
0000
050510 DMD 000000 T 22222 500
04160145907Msg Arts Mach
050510 DKD 000000 T22222 50100
0000
050510 DMD 00000 T22222 500
0000
050510 DMD 000000 T22222 500
041620 5826 MOg Ans Mach
050510 DMD 4D00000 T22222 500
000000
05DSIO DMD 000000 T22222 500
0000
050510 DM 000000 T00000 500
EARLY INO SCORE 004 MODEL EI16C




HISTORY !!'OR ACCOUNT 473793636. !;,AGE 12 
DATE 1:3/30/10 
--------- MAIL ----------------.-.- --------. PROPERTY ----------------
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT P·LACE 3490 SOUTH PIM IT PLACE 
BOISE ID 83705 BOISE ID 83706 
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL lliI ST ESCROW 
DATE COl!; DATE AMOUNT PAID 1'».10 PAID 
-- .. _------ ... - ........ 
....... -----"'-~ ...... ... - .... ------ ....... ..---_ .. ----_ .. -
042010 I»I 000000 T: 31599 15,30 
CONT.OFFR  PSP SD HE ILL .00 IT THR.'O ONLI  EIT  
TODAY OR TOM 
042010 028 000000 F RCED BILLI  STATE ENT FROM REPORT R628 STD FORM 
0430~0 NT 000000 T: 22729 b1 ci reg esc. adv due t  el taxes.jera d8978206 
043010 OM 000000 T,OOOOO 50;00 
I   04/3 /10 R I   04/3 /10 
050110 '01 040110 .00 .oa .  .00 
OJ?T PREMWM$ .0   AR E  -73.82· 
62.88 050110 A1' 040110 
050310 DMD 000000 
050310 DMD 000000 
050310 DMJ) 00.0000 
050410 028 000000 
050410 DMO 000000 
050410 Dr-1D 000000 
050410 DMD ooooao 
050510 DMD 000000 
050510 IJHD 000000 
050510 DMD 000000 
050510 DMD 000000 
Q50510 DMD {JOOOOO 
050510 DMD 000000 
050510 OM 000000 
050610 NT 000000 
ALL FCL2100l 
2239.44 .00 ~476.56 
T;22222 50,aO 




0/0 /00 0:00:00 
all, I  1' l'   M S l'   
'1':22222 50:00 
5/0 /10 7:3 :36  e S 
T:22222 50,00 










04/16/10 20:58:26 MSg Ans Mach 
T:22222 50:00 




EARLY IND: SCORE 04 MODEL EIIGe 
T:22815 FHLMC EDR 05/03/10- AW 5/1U2000 AX 4/20/2010 
HF000018 






3480 SOUTH PTHMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE
ID 83706 BOISE ID 3706
POST TRN DOE TRANSACTION PgINCIPAL INTEREST




051910 OM 000000 T12688 1746
7382
ACTIONRBsULT CD CHANGED FROM OAAI TO BRSS051910 DM 000000 T12688 17246
TT B1 VI ADV OF TAD OFFERED PBP BORR SD THAT HE
DIDNT WANT TO DO PEP SD THAT HE WAS ONLINE AND
GOING TQ MAE pyMN ON Si31051910 DMD 000000 T22222 sotoo
051910 DMD OOD000 T22222 5000 16453RC RESOLUTION
0000
051910 DMD 000000 T22222 500
000000 00
052010 DMD 000000 T22222 500
05190 16453 RPC RESOLUTION052010 DMD 000000 T22222 500
000000
052010 DMD 0000oo T22222 500
0000o0 0000
052110 890 040110 116985 PAYEE 0001000
053110 DM 000000 T00000 50 00
00 116985
PROMISE BROREN 053110 PROMISE DT 053110060210 DMD 000000 T 22222 500
06210 1856 05 NO ANSWER060210 DMD 000000 T22222 500
00ooo0 0000
060210 DMD 000000 T22222 500
000000 00
060210 DM 000000 T00000 500
060310 NT 000000 T22815
EARLY SCORE
LMC EDR05311IOSOAWOD5192010060310 DMD 000000 T22222 500
06210185605NO ANSWER
060310 DMD 000000 T22222 500
000000 0000





HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGB 13 
DATE 12/30/10 
--------- MAlL -------------------- ----.---- PROPSRTY ----------------
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOOTH PlMMIT p~Cg 3480 SOUTH PIM IT PLACE 
BOISE ID 6.l701i BOISE ID 8 706 
POST TRN DOE TRANSACTION P~INCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW 
DA'l'E COE DATE AllIOUN!' PAID PAID PAID 
051810 SLC 040110 .00 7J .82 
051910 DM 000000 T:126aa 17;46 
ACTION/ ESULT CD Cl-Q!.NGflD PROM OMI TO BRS  
051910 OM 000000 T: 12688 i7l46 
TT B1 II/! AnV O~ TAD OFFERED PBP BOlm SD THAT HE 
OWN'!' wANT TO DO PEP SD THAT HE !tAS ONLINE lU'ID 
GOIN  TO MlU<E pyt-u."X ON 5/31. 
051910 .DI>!D 000000 1':22222 50:00 
OS/HjU) 16:46:53 RPC ESOLUTI  
051910 DMD 00:0000 1':22222 50.:00 
00/00/1l0 QO :·00: 00 
051910 DMD 000000 T:22222 S(hOO 
00/00/00 00,00 :00 
052010 DHD 000000 1':22222 50:00 
5/1 /10 6:4 : 53   
052010 DMD 000000 1':22222 50:00 
00/00/00 :00:00 
052010 OMD 000000 1':22222 50,·00 
00/ 0/00 0·0 .,.00, 0 
052110 E90 0~O1l0 -1).69. 9S ~AYEE = 0091. 00000 .00 -1l6!l.BS 
053110 DM 000000 T:OOOOO 50:00 
PROMrSE BROKEN 05/31/10 PROMISE DT 05/31/10 
060210 OM!> 000000 T:22222 50:00 
06/02/10 18:56:05 NO ANSWER 
060no DMD 000000 "!,,22222 50:00 
00/00/00 OQ:OO:OO 
060210 DMD 000000 T,2222:l 5Q:00 
00/00/00 00,00:00 
060210 OM OOCOOO T,OGOOO 50:00 
EARLY INDl SCORE 350 MODEL EI30e 
060310 NT 000000 T:22915 FHLMC EOR 05/31/10- AN 5/19/2 10 
060310 000 000000 T:22?22 50:00 
06/ 2/10 18: 6:05 NO ANSWBR 
060310 DMD 000000 T:22222 50:00 
00/00/00 00:00:00 










3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 130S3p
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTSREST ESCROW
DATE CDR DATE AMOLM PAID PAID PAID
060410 DMD 000000 T 22222 9600
0641016259MSG ANS MACH
060410 DMD 000000 T22222 96 00
0000
060410 DMD 000000 T22222 9600
0000
060710 DMD OOQ000 T22222 00 BT
0641016259MSS ANS MACH
060910 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
060710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
000000
060710 DMD 004000 T22222 OO BT
06711724 MSG P MACH
060710 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0000
060710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 00 BT
0000
060810 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0681 18233MSG ANS MACH
060810 DMD 000000 T 22222 0000 BT
0000
060810 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0000
060810 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
067101724 MSG ANS MACH
060810 DND 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0000
060810 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
000000
060910 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
06910194009 LEFT MESSAGE
060910 DMD 000000 T22222 00 HT
0000
060910 DMD QOOOOO T22222 00 00 BT
00100 00
060910 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
06810la2813MSG ANS ACH





HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 14 
DATE 12/3 0/10. 
--------- MAIL --------.------------ -----~--- PROPSRTY ----------------
GREGO~Y A RENSHJ\.W 
3480. SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480. SO TH PIM IT PLACE 
BOISE 10 83706 BorSE ID 83706 
POST TRN DUE TAANSAcrlON PRINCIPAL I.t.'TBREST OW 
OATE CDR DATE AMOON'!' PAID PAIn PArD 
------------_ ...... - .. ---_ .. ----_ ... 
-_ ..... ----_ ... _- .. -------- ... .., .... -
0.60410. DMD 0.00000. 'r:22222 9Ei: 00. 
06/04/10 16:lS:19 M a ANS MACH 
06041.0. DMD 0000.00 T:22222 96:00 
00./00/0.0 0.0.,00:00. 
0.60.41.0 DMP 000000- T;22222 96:00 
0.0./00/00 00:0.0,0.0 
0.60.710. DMD OOQOOO T,2l222 00.;0.0. BT 
06/0.4/10 16:25,1.9 G   
0.6&110 Dl>1D 000.000 T:22222 00:0.0 BT 
00./00/0.0 0,00.:00 
06071.0. PHD 0000.00. '1',22222 00:00 BT 
0.0/0.0./00 0.0:00.;0.0. 
0.60710. DMD 0.00000 T;22222 OO,{W BT 
6/07/lo. 7:1 :42  A.'lS  
060710 DMO 0000'0.0. T:22222 0.0.;00 lIT 
.0/0 /00. 0;0.0.:00. 
OGo.nO DMD o.OOQo.o. T,22222 00:00. BT 
00/0.0/00 00.:0.0.:0.0. 
060.810. DMD 000000 T:22222 00,00 BT 
06/08/11> B,28,ll SG S C  
060810 DMD 00.0000 T:22222 0-0:00 I'lT 
DO/DO/DO 00:00;00 
060B10 DMD 0.000.00. T:2:22·22 00;00 BT 
00/00/00 00:00:00 
060610 DMD ooMoo '1':22222 00:00 BT 
0.6/0 /10. 17:1 ,42 MSa Ai'iS MACH 
06081.0 DMD 000000 T:22222 00:00 BT 
Oo./OQ/Oo. 00:00:00. 
060SiQ DMD 00.0000 T;22222 00:00 BT 
00/00/00 0:00:1)0 
060910 DMD 000.000 T:22222 00.,00 IlT 
06/09/10 19:4 :09 LEFT ME SAGE 
060910 DMD 00000.0 T:22222 00:00 BT 
00/00/00 00:00:0.0 
060.910 DMD 000000 T,22222 00:00 BT 
00/0 /00 00:00;00 
060910 DMD 000000 T.2:!222 0.0:00 BT 
OG/OS/IO U:2S: 13 ~.sG A..~S ;.oACH 








3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDR DATE A40UVT PAID PAID PAID
060910 DMD 000000 T22222 00 00 BT
0000
061010 D14D 000000 T22222 00 BT
061013654MSG AN MACH
061010DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
061010 DMD 000000 Ts22222 00BT
0010000
061010 DMD 000000 T 22222 00BT
06910194009 LEFT MESSAGE
061010 DMD 000000 T22222 0000 BT
000000
061010 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
000000 00
061110 D19 040110 BREACH GREGORY A RBNSH TXT 805
061110 DMD 000000 T22222 0000 BT
0611016503NO ANSWER
061110 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
000000 0001 0
061110 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0000
061110 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
061013654MSG ANS MACH
061110 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
cr00 Oo Oro 00
061110 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
061410 D19 040110 DEF OPTIONS To AVOID FORECLOSURE TXT 05
061410 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0611016 5603NO ANSWER
061410 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 00 BT
00 0 0000
061410 DMD 000000 T22222 00 00 BT
0000
061410 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
06140150257 MSG ANS MACH
061410 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 15 
DATE 12/30/10 
----.---- MAIL -------------------- ---.----- PROPERTY ----------------
GIU~GOR,{ A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIM IT PLACE 
BOISE 10 63706 BOISE 10 83706 
____ •• _~ ________ ~~~ __________ M_~ _____ ~_~ ______________ __________________ • __ 
POST 'l'RN DUE TAANSAC1":tON PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW 
DATE COB Ol'.'rE AMoUNT PAID PAID PAID 
---- .... ------ .. --- ----_ .. _-- .. _-- .......... --------- . .- ............ ----- .. 
060910 PHD 000000 1':22222 00:00 B1' 
00/00/00 00100:00 
061010 DMD 000000 T\22222 00:00 81' 
06/10/10 13:16!54 G ANS  
061010 DMO 000000 1': 22222 00,00 81' 
00/00/00 00:00:00 
061010 DMD oollOOO '1',22222 00:00 BT 
00/00/00 00,00:00 
051010 DMD 000000 1',22·222 00:00. BT 
6/09/10 9:40,0    
.061010 PHD 000000 1'.22222 00,00 BT 
00/00/00 0: 0,0  
061010 DMD 000000 1':22222 00:00 T 
00/00/00 0:00,00 
061110 019 040110  E   ~~  T T B.05 
061110 DMD 000000 1': 22222 00:00 BT 
6/1 /10 6:5 ,03  NS E  
061110 DMD 000000 '1':22222 00:00 BT 
0/00/00 0:0 :00 
061110 DMD 000000 T:22222 00,00 BT 
0/0 /00 00:0 :00 
061110 DMD 000000 T~ 22222 00:00 BT 
06/1 /10 13:1 :54 S  A..VS ACH 
061110 DMD 000000 '1': 22222 00,00 BT 
(JO/OO/OO 00,0·0 : 0 
061110 DMD 000000 '1':22222 00:00 BT 
00/00/00 00,0 ,00 
061410 019 040110 DEF - OPTIONS TO AVOID FORECLOSURE TXT 8.05 
061410 IJMD 000000 '1':22222 00:00 BT 
06/11/10 16:56,03 NO ANSWER 
061410 DMD 000000 '1':22222 0: 0 BT 
0/00/00 00:00: 0 
OG1nO oy.o 000000 '1':22222 00:00 BT 
00/00/00 00:0 :00 
061410 DMD 000000 '1':22222 00:00 BT 
06/14/10 15:02:57 MSG ANS I~ACH 









3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUS TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DPTE CD DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
061410 DMD 000000 T22222 00 ST
0000
061510 DMD 000000 T22222 00400 BT
06150132205LEFT MESSAGE
061510 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
061510 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0000
061510 DMD 000000 T 22222 00BT
06140150257MSG ANS MACH
061510 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
061510 VMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0000
061610 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
06116110 19352 MSG ANS MACH
061610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
061610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
000000 00
061610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
06150132205LEFT MESSAGE
061610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
000000 00 00
061610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0001 0 00
061710 SLC 040110 00
061710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 ST
73 82
0616110 19352 MSG ANS MAC1
061710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 00 BT
000000
061710 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 00 BT
000000




061810 DM 000000 T17965 197




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 16 
DATE 12/30/10 
- - - - - - - - ~ MAIL - - - - - - - - - ~ - - -.,. ~ - - - - - - - - - - -- PROP·ERTY - - - - - - - - - _. - - - .. 
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE .HBO SOUTH PIM IT PLACE 
BOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATE CD!!; DATE 
061410 DMO 000000 
0615.10 DMD 000000 
061510 DMD 000000 
061510 DMD 000000 
061510 DMD 000000 
061510 DMD 000000 
061510 PMD (}OOOOO 
061610 mID 000000 
061610 OMD 000000 
061610 OM[) 000000 
061610 DMD 000000 
061610 DMD 000000 
061610 DND 000000 
061710 SLC 040110 
OGI710 DMD 000000 
061710 DMD 000000 
061710 DJI'.D 000000 
061810 NT 000000 







































/ /  9:3 :25 a MI   
00:00 BT 
00/00/00 0:0 :00 
00:00 B1' 
00/00/00 0,0 :00 
00:00 BT 
06/1 /10 13 :2~: os l>EFT ES  
00,00 BT 
00/ 0/ 0 00:00:00 
00:00 lIT 
0 /0 / 0 00:0 :00 
,DO 
00:00 BT 
0 /16/10 1~:3 :25 MSG ANS MACH 
00:00 BT 
00/00/00 0,00,00 










061810 PM 000000 T:17~65 19:17 
ACfION/RESULT CD CHANGED FROM ERSS TO BR S 
ALL l"CL21001 
HF000022 






3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE XD 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROWDATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
061810 DM 000000 T17965 19 17
BI CI VI SAID HE WANTS TO REMOVE THE TAXES AS A
GOB ENTITY SAID WILL PAY TAXES FOR HIM XrOR TO TAX
DEPT ADV TAD CUB SAID HE WILL MARE A OMT BY THE
EOM
061810 CIT 000000 731880
003 NL1 CIT 131 for month May and June to accept
147656 for payment B1 stated he is a quadra
plegic and Ada County pays his taxes
Hardship Tax Exemption B1 needs time065810 CIT 000000 toT31800
arrange for county to send back the taxes GMAC
Mortgage paid jeanneh4144
061810 NT 000000 T31880
B1 is going in for surgery on Monday and will be
recovering for two months He lives on SSI B1
stated he was a quadrapleg During the 2 months
he will not be able to supplement his income
Trafd to collections jeanneh4144
061810 CBR 040110 T00090 DELINQUENT 30 DAYS
061910 OL 040110 01256 WDOYCUS ADJUSTMENT LETTaR
061910 CIT 000000 701256 003 clsing 131 ad f
TX7 288





TSK TYP 131 ESCROW PAYMENT
062110 028 000000
BILLING STATEMENT FROM REPORT R628063010 FSV 040110 STD FORM
T00000 INSP TYPE D ORDERrVi 280 CD AUTO DRLQ063010 DM 000000 00000 00 nT
PROMISEBROKEN 0 7 3070210 NT 000000 722815 010 602010 AW6182010070210 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
07210 142831 NO ANSWER
070210 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
07210160312 NO ANSWER
070210 D14D 000000 T 22222 00 00 BT
0000
070210 DN OCO000 T00000 00 BT
EARLY IND SCORE 263 MODEL EI60C





HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 17 
DATE 12/30/10 
- -- - - --- - ·MAIL - _. - --. - - -- -- .-- - •. _- - ---- --' -P.R.OPER'l'Y .- •• - - -'- -. _. ---
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIM IT ·PLACE 
BOISE II) 83706 Borsa IV 83706 
POST TRN DUE 









061810 OM 000000 T:17965 19:17 
BI eI I VI SAID HE WA."ITS TO REMOVE TUE TAXES AS A 
GOB EN'l'ITY SAln ·W.!LL PAY tAXES FOR HIM XFER TO TAX 
DEPT 1\DV 'fAD CUS SAID HE \fIli  MAKE A OMT BY THE 
ROM 
061810 CIT 000000 T;3la80 003 NE\<1 CIT 131 for month May and J\me to accept 
$H76.56 for payment. B1 st .. ted be is a quadra 
l i  and A  Count   hi  taxes. 
" ardship Tax Exemption" B1 needs ti e to 
061810 CIT 000000 T:318BO ell'range for county to send back the taxes GMAC 
 aid·. j M  
061310 NT 000000 T.31890 81 is going in for $urgery on Mo. . . u:lay and will be 
recovering for two mont~~. He lives on SSl. Bl 
    uadrapleg.ic. During the 2 months 
he ill not be able to supple ent his inco e. 
061810 CBR 040110 
061910 OL 040110 
061910 CIT 000000 
061.910 CIT 000000 
062110 D28 000000 
063010 FSV 040110 
063010 DM 000000 
070210 NT ·000000 
070210 DMD 000000 
070210 OMO 000000 
070210 DMD 000000 
070210 OM 000000 














ra   lections jea e 144 
ELDl EN'l'.; 30 S 
WDOYCUS • DJUSTM~ 'l"l':e:R TXT 2. sa 
003 clsing 131, adj pmt to 1476.56 for 5/1 & 6/1 
pmt$ onl , snt ltr rethab 
003 DO E 06/19/10  TLR 256 
S  TYP I -BSC  P YMENT 
a LING S TE ENT FRO  REPORT R628 STD FORM 
INSP T~pg  OR ED; RBQ CO ~AUTO OELQ 
00,00 BT 
PROMISE BROKEN 06/30/10 PROMISE DT 06/30/10 
FHLMC HOR 06/30/10- 80 6/10/2010 AW 6/1a/2010 
00:00 BT 
07/ 2/10 14,28:31 NO ANSWER 
00,00 BT 
07/02/10 16:03:12 NO ANSWER 
00:00 BT 
00/00/00 00: 0,00 
00:00 BT 
E~~LY INO: SCORE 263 MoDEL EI60e 
00,00 BT 
07/ 2/10 1 :28:31 b~ ANSWER 
HF000023 






3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE le
POST TRN DIM TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROWDATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
070510 DMD 0000 T22222 00 BT
0721016032NO ANSWER
070510 DMA 00000 T22222 00 ST
00oo00 00
070510 PSV 000000 T00000 INSP TP D RESULTS RM ORD DT06301070510 FB 040110 1300 1 PROP INSPECTION FEE
070610 DMD 000o00 T22222 00 BT
07610192330 NO ANSWER
070610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 00 BT
000000
070610 DMD 000 T22222 00 ST
00100 00
07710 DMD O00000 T22222 00 BT
0176 10 192330NO ANSWER
070710 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0004 000
070710 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
00Oo00
070810 DMD 00000 T22222 00 BT
0781018931NO ANSWER
070810 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0001 0 00QO
07081 D14D 000000 T22222 00 00 ST
0000
070910 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0791015503NO ANSWER
070910 WD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
070910 Lw 000000 T22222 00 T
000000 00 00
070910 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 00 BT
0781018931NO ANSWER
070910 DMD 000000 T22222 00 ST
0001 0 00
070910 DMD 000600 T22222 00 BT
0000
070910 CBR 04011 T00000 DrLINQUENT 60 DAYS





HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT ~7J793036 PAGE 18 
DATE la/30/10 
.--~.---- MAlL -------~------------ -.------- PROPERTY ---------.---.-. 
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3490 SOurH PIMMIT ,PLACE 3480 SO TH PIM IT PLACE 
BOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATE CDE DATE 
(J7Q510 DHD OOoo.oe 
0705~0 DMD 0.00000 
070510 l'SV 000000 
070510 FB 040110 
070610 llMD 000000 
070610 DMD .000000 
070610 DMD OOO~OO 
07.0no DMD 000000 
07D71D DMO 000000 
070710 DMD 000000 
071)610 DMD 00000.0 
0.70810 DMD OODOM 
07081,0 DMD 000000 
070910 DMD 000000 
070910 ElMD 000000 
010910 JXm 000000 
070910 t1MD 000000 
070910 DMD 000000 
070910 DMD 000000 
070910 CBR 040110 
071210 DMD 000000 
ALL FCL21001 





TtJ2222 00:00 BT 
07/02/10 16:03:12 


























13.00 11 PROP INSPECTION ~  
00:00 BT 
07/0 /10 19:2 :30 N  A ER 





CJ7/06/10 9:23:30  .  
00:00 BT 








00/0 /00 00:0 :00 
00:0.0 BT 
07/0 /10 1S ! 55,03 NO ANSWER 
00:00 aT 
00/00/00 00: 00:·00 
00,00 BT 
/ / 0 0 :01).:00 
00:00 BT 





Dl~LINQUE 'l' : 
00:00 BT 
60 DAYS 
07/12/10 14:51:52 NO ANSWER 
HFOO0024 




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TPA DUB TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDR DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
071210 DMD000000 T22222 00 BT
00 00000
071210 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
00100 00
071310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0713110 195635 NO ANSWER
071316 DMD 000000 T22222 060 3T
0000
071310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
071310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0712014512 NO ANSWER
071310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
071310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
071410 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0713018535NO ANSWER
071410 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
000000
071410 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
00009
071510 CIT 000000 T26281 004 B1 cld has access to internet and was
referred to web site for financial package
information Provided expectations
071510 NT 000000 T26281 rfdbl cnt do 2nd jobhve surgeylaidfor 8 weeks
rcv as disability only source income hve
financial reserves checkingsavin on diff
baTik4opefully hrshp will and at the end of
071510 NT 000000 T26281 082010
071510 DM 000 26281 1425
ACTIONRESULT CD CPVGED FROM BRSS TO BRUN
071510 DM 000000 T 26281 1425
B1 Cl VI SD NO ALT SD STL OCCUPYING THE PROP ADV
TAD 540084W LF ASSESS W UNCOL LCUN OL FEES
REC CI ABT PROP TAX PUT FORBEARANCE ON IT ADV TAX
IS ESCROWED LT PAYMNT FOR IT WAS ON 052110NXT




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 47379J".63·6 PAGE 19 
DATE 12/30/10 
--------- MAlL -------------------- --------- PROpeRTY ----------------
GRBGORY A RENS~W 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE Hao SOUT  PIMMIT PLACE 
aoISIi: 
POST TIm DUB 
DATE CD;; DATB 
071210 DMD ~OOOOO 
071210 DMD ~00000 
onno DMD 0.00000 
071310 PM!) 001.1000 
071310 DMD 000000 
071UO DNll 000000 
07l3lD DMD 000000 
071310 OMO 00000<> 
071410 DMD 000000 
071410 DMD 000000 
071410 DMD 000000 
O'llS10 CIT 000000 
OnSID NT 000000 
071510 NT 000000 
07151D OM OOO~OO 
1083706 B I.s  I  83706 


























7/13/1  ..S:58:3    
0: 0 B  
0/00/00 0:00:00 
00:00 BT 
DO/OO/OO 0: 00 ,cIa 
DO:OO BT 
01/12/10 14 :51:5'2  S ER 
0, 0  
0/00/00 0.0 :00 
0: 0  
DO/DO/DO (;): O(): 00 
0, 0  
7/1 /10 8,5 :35   
0: 0  
0/0 /00 :00,00 
0,00  
0/0 /00 Oo:oo,o.a 
004 81 .ld, as cess .o nternet d \'la  
e re  t  e   or ina i l age 
infor . ided ec~ati s. 
fd;bl t   b,hve $Urgey,laid for 9 ee s 
rcv ss i   rce inco(le e 
fina."1Cial reserves checking, eaving on iff 
ank$.~pefully hrShp l e   the e   
;. 6281 08/2010 
'1': 6281 14,25 
CTION/RESULT  F.A."fGED F  BRSS O BR  
011510 OM DOODOD T:26281 14,25 
ALL FCL21001 
81 CI  S  NO A # SO S L ING THE PROP An  
TAD f;5100. 84 / LF A SE S WI UNCOL Le, UNCOL FEES 
REC CI l!IBT PROP TAX PUT FOR E .Rl\NCE ON IT AOV T  
IS ESCROWED L$T PAYMNT FOR IT WAS O  DS/2l/10 NXT 
orSB ILL BE O  12/2 /1D $1169.85 AnV TO OOWNLAOD 
HFOO0025 




3480 SOUTH PIMNIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE TD 83106 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTERLST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
071510 DM 000000 T26281 14125
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FORM PROVIDE THE GUIDELINES
071510 DM 000000 T26281 1426
ACTIONRESULT CD CHANGED FROM BRUN TO OAAI
071510 DM 000000 T26981 1426
CQNTASKI G TO PUT FORBEARANCE ON THE MP ADV TO
COMPLETE SDFORM TO SEE WHAT OPTION QUALIFIED
FOF LATE CHARGES MAY BE ASSESSED TO YOUR ACCOUNT
IF PAYMENTS ARE NOT MADE BEFORE THE GRACE PERIOD
071510 DM 000000 T26281 1426
RNDSANYTSME THE PAYMENT IS NOT MADE BY THE END OP
THE MONTHPAYMENT CYCLE YOU WILL BE REPORTED AS L
071510 DM 000000 T26281 1427
ACTIONRESULT CD CHANGED FROM OAAI TO OAAI
073510 DM 000000 T26281 1427
CONTAS LATE TO THE CREDIT BUREAUSADV BRCCH LTR
HAS BEEN XPIRED 07102010 SHUD MKE PYb7NT BEC IF
NT PROP MYT RFR TO FORECLOSU98
071510 CIT 000000 T26281 005 open nw cit 805 bl ci vi gregory renshaW 3480
south piimmit place boise id 83706 sd have
not rcv brch letter send outkathym8975617
071610 NT 000000 T25101 Suppressed Credit dug to Loan Modification
Suppression will expire 092310
071610 OL 040110 T01601 WDOYCUS GENERAL INQUIRY INFO ENCLOSED TXT 201
071610 CIT 000 T 01601 005 closing 805 Snt Copy Of breach
071610 CIT 000000 T 01601 005 DONE 07116110 BY TLR 01601
TSK TYP 805BREACH RQSTMAN
071710 SLC 040110 00 7382
072010 D28 000000 FORCED BILLING STATEMENT FROM REPORT P628 STD FORM
072110 DMD 000000 T 22222 0o00 8T
07211015030NO ANSWER
072110 DMD 000000 T22222 00 00 BT
000000 00
072110 DMD 000000 T22222 00 ST
0000





HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 20 
DATE 12/30/10 
------ --- MAIL -- ----_._-- ---------- -- - - -- - -- pROPERTY --- - - --- - -- -- - --
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIM I  PLACE 
BOISE 
POS'l' TRN DUE 
DATE COB DATB 





I 'l' \tlt 'f 
PAID 
t  83706 
ElSC  
PAID 
071510 OM OOOOQO T,26281 ,25 
r IA   RM R I   I  
071510 OM 000000 T:26281 14:2.6 
/R   W\li im oM S W T  aMI 
071510 OM 000000 T:262"61 4:26 
ONT . ASKING 10 P    B l'   
 DFOR   B   PTIONS lIALIFI.  
R.L   ¥     O~  
         
071510 OM 000000 T:"26281 4,26 
ENDS,ANYTIMB        S  F 
 /PAYME  Ll!!,  I L     
011510 OM 000000 '1':.26281 4 ,27 
/RBS     MI  MI 
071510 OM 000000 T:262al 4:27 
~71S10 CIT 000000 T:26281 
071610 NT 000000 T:25101 
071610 OL 040110 : 01601 
071610 CIT 000"000 :01601 
071610 CIT 0'00000 :Ol60  
071710 SLC 040110 
012010 028 000000 
072110 DMD 000000 T:22222 
072110 DMD 000000 '£:22222 
072110 DMD 000000 T:22222 
072210 DMD 000000 T; 22 
ALL FCL21001 
ONT.AS    I  REAl]S,ADV   
1I:S  -IRE  7/10/2010  R FnlN    
     eCLOSURE: 
5   it  ~1 ei i r r  r shaw  
s th t  s     e 
t re  c  l tt -  d ut.kathy .897S617 
s ress  r it ~a t  (~oan O ifia tion). 
s n  ire (09/23/10). 
DOYCUS -      .01 
005 closing 805, s t copy of breach 
05  7/ /   R  
 P S-B  S - A  
.00 3.82 
("ORCED l3ILLI.NG   REPORT R6 B  F  
OO,IHI a  
07/2 /10 5,0 ,00 NO NS ER 
00:00  
00/ 0/ 0 00,0 ;00 
00,00 a  
00/0 /00 00,0 :00 
00:00 BT 
07/2 /10 5,2 ,25 NO NS ER 
HFOO0026 




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDS DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
072210 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
004 00
072210 DMD 0000 T22222 00 BT
00100 00
072210 DMD 000040 T22222 00 BT
07ZI10 15030NO ANSWER
072210 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0000
072210 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
072310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
072310152357NO ANSWER
072310 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
000000 0
072310 DMD 0000 T22222 00 BT
000000
072310DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0722101528NO ANSWER
072310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
072210204207NO ANSWER
07231D DMD 000000 T22222 0000 BT
0000
072310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 a
0722101528NO ANSWER
072310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
072210204207NO ANSWER
072310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
072610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
072610131648 NO ANSWER
072610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
072610194836NO ANSWER
072610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
072710 DMD 000000 T 22222 00BT
0721013460 NO ANSWER
072710 DYA 000000 T22222 00 00 BT
072101851NO ANSWER





HISTORY FOR ACCOUNt 473793636 PAGE 21 
OJl,TE 12/30il{) 
--- -- - - -.- MAIL - ---- - -- ---- - -- -- - - - ---- --- -- PROPERTY - - - - -.--- - -----.-
GREGORY A R~SHAW 
3480 SO~~ PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SO TH PIMMIT PLACE 
BOISE ID. 83706 BOISE 






072210 DMD 000000 '1':22222 
072210 DMD oooono :22222 






I T EST 
PAID' 
072210 DMD 000000 l':22222 
{2)../1  5:03,00   
00 :00 'B'l' 
072210 DMD 000000 T: 22.222 
072jlO OMD 000000 T·: 22222 
072310 OMD 000000 T:22222 





7/2 /10 5:23:67   
00: 00 BT 
0/0 /00 0: :00 
00:00 BT 
/00/00 0:0 :00 
0723'10 DMD 00001)'0 '1':22'22.2 00:00 B'l' 
7/2 /10 5:29:15  k~  
072310 DMD 000000 '1': 22222 00: CO. BT 
7/2 /10 0:42:07  S  
072310 DMD 000000 '1':22222 00:00 BT 
00/00/'00 00:00:00 
072310 DMD 000000 '1':22222 00:00 BT 
7/2 /10 5:2 :15 NO S  
072310 DMD 000000 '1':22222 00:00 BT 
01/2 /10 20.4 :07 NO ANS ER 
0123'10 DIiID 000(100 T: 22222 00: 00 BT 
OO/O'O{OO 00,0 ,00 
012610 DMD 000000 T:22222 00:00 aT 
07/2 /10 13 :16':48 NO AN$PIER 
012610 PMD 000000 T:22222 00:00 BT 
07/2 /10 19:48:36 NO ANSWER 
072610 DMD 000000 '1':22222 00:00 fiT 
00/00/00 00:00:00 
072710 OMD 000000 T:22222 00:00 BT 
07/27/10 13:46:06 NO ~~SWER 
072710 DV~ 000000 '1':22222 00:00 BT 
07/27/10 18:58:11 NO ANsweR 












3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
072710 DMA 000000 T22222 00 BT
07261013698NO MSW13R
072710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
072610194836NO ANSWER
072710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 ST
000000 00 00 00
072710 DMD 060000 T22222 00 BT
072310152357NO ANSWER
072710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 13T
0000
072710 DMA 000000 T22222 00 00 ST
000000
072810 NT 000000 T11209 bl ci for forbearance of prop taxesxf r to tax
dept ellen in 8976829
372810 NT 000000 T 12022 Spoke with81
Reason Escrow to Non Escrow Conversion wants to
see about waving the escrow as he was previously
told he could continue to make his original
payments Xfer to CAgentCljulian9125
072810 CZT 000000 T14563 006 new cit 131 please keels mortgage payments
without escrow to sept payment bl is working
With co to get escrow paid back to his account
jataesj 2364014
072810 DmD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0721013460 NO ANSWER
072810 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
07210185811 NO ANSWER
072810 DMD 000000 T22222 00 ST
07210203955NO ANSWER
072810 DMD 000000 T22222 00 ST
0721013460 NO RNSWRR
072810 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
07210185 11 NO ANSWER
072810 DKD 000000 T22222 00 ST
07210203955 NO ANSWER
073010 DMD 000000 T22222 00 00 BT
07301 165107NO ANSWER





HISTORY FOR ACCO~~ 47J793636 PAGE 
OATS 12/30/10 
_._-'.'.' 'MAIL -- ........•••.•..• -. --.-.---- PROPERTY 
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOtmi PIMMIT PLAC2 3480 SOUTH PIM IT PLM::g 
801gE ID 83706 BOISE In 837·06 
_____ ~ ____ ~ __________________________________ w ________ ______________ .*~~ •• _ 
POST TRN DU2 





072nO DMD 000000 '1':27.122 00:00 BT 
INTEREST 
PAID 
07/26/10 13:16;48 NO ANS B  
072710 DMD 000000 '1'122222 00:00 BT 
07/26/10 19,48,36 NO ANS ER 
072710 bMD 000000 T:22222 00,00 BT 
/0 /0  :0 :  
072710 DMD 000000 '1':22222 00:00 at 
07/23/10 5:23:57   
072710 DMDOOOOOO '1':22222 0: 0 aT 
00/00/00 00,00:00 
072710 DMD 000000 1:22222 00:00 BT 
0/00/00 0: 0:0  
ESCROW 
PAID 
012810 NT 000000 T:11209 1      axes.xfer  t  
t . ll  m  
072810 NT 001)000 T:12022  ith:S1 
6 ~Bsc  t   s r  r i  t  t.o 
see about: waving the escroW" as he was previously 
t ld e c l  tinue t  a e is ri in l 
pay ents_ fer t  /C Agent:cljullan~125 
072810 CrT 000000 T:14563 DOG new cit 131 please keep mortg<lge payments 
wi.thout escrow to sept payment: 01 is \/Iorking 
with co to gee escro  aid badk to is account 
jalllesj 014 
072810 DMD 000000 T:222l2 00:00 BT 
07/2 /10 3:4 :06 NO ANS ER 
072810 DMD 000000 T: 22222 00: 00 'BT 
07/2 /10 18:58:11 NO ANS ER 
072810 DMD 000000 T:22222 00:00 BT 
07/2 /10 20,3~:55 NO ANSWBR 
072810 DMD 000000 T:22222 00:00 BT 
07/27/10 13:4 :06 NO A.~SWER 
072810 DMD 000000 T:22222 00:00 BT 
07281Q DMD 000000 T:22222 
073010 DND 000000 T:22222 
073010 DMD 000000 T:22222 
ALL FeL21001 
07/27/10 16:58, 1 NO ANSNER 
00: 00 BT 
07/27/10 20:39; 5 NO ANSWER 
00:00 UT 
07/30/10 16:51:07 NO ANSWER 
00,00 BT 
/0 / 0 00:00:00 
HF000028 





3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
073010 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
y
000000
073010 FSV 040110 T00000 INSP TYPE D ORDERED RM CD AUTO DELO
080210 NT 000000 03248 HoMe Affordable Modification program 2nd notice
sent to borrower via certified mail
19171923172001450267553
080210 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
07301 165107NO ANSWER
080210 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
07311012550NO ANSWER
080210 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
000000 0000
080210DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
07301 165107NO ANSWER
080210 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
080210 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
000000 0000
080210 DMD 000000 T 22222 00 BT
0821019504 NO ANSWER
080210 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
080210 DMD 000000 T22222 006 BT
000000 00
080310 OL 040110 T01162 WDOYCUS ADJUSTMENT LETTER TXT 288
080310 CTT 000000 01162 006 closing cit 131 adj pmt to 147556 eff
610810 only snt 2x88 ltr to the Gust
sharinaw4145
080310 CIT 000000 T01162 006 DONE 08310BY TLR 01162
080310 CIT 000000 T 01162 TSK TYP 131ESCRON PAYMENT
080310 DM 000000 00000 00 00 BT
PARLY IND SCORE 171 MODEL 8190C
080410 DND 000000 T22222 00 BT
08410194635NO ANSWER
080410 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000





HISTORY FOR J\.CCOUNT 4'73793G3G PAGE. 23 
PATE 12/)0/10 
- --- - -. - - MAIL .-.-••• -- -- - ---- -- _. -- -- _ .• - - - I?ROPERTY -.--. - -.-. ---- --
GREGORY A RmfSHAW 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOU'l'H PIM IT PLACE 
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE 10 83706 
POST TRN DUE 









073010 DMD 000000 
073010 FSV 040110 
OBO~10 NT 000000 
080210 OMO 000000 
080210 DMD 000000 
080210 DMD 000000 
080210 DMO 000000 








080210 DMD 000000 '1':2~222 
080210 DMD 000000 '1'122222 
080210 DMD 000000 T:22222 
080210 OMD 000000 '1':22222 
080310 OL 040110 
080310 CIT 000000 
OB0310 CIT 000000 
080310 CIT 000000 






080410 DMO 000000 T:22222 
0804.10 OND 000000 T: 22222 
080410 DMD 000000 T:22222 
ALL FCL21001· 
00: 00 BT 
00/00/00 00: 0: 0 
INSP TYPE D ORDERED; REO CD ~AUTO D~LQ 
HOme ff r a le Modifi ~t o  ~r  2nd noti  
s. t t  borr r vi  certifi  ail .If 
, n 7192 5  
00 :00 .aT 
7/30/10 1 : 1:07  A S ER 
00:00 BT 
7/31/10 12:55:10   
Oo:ao BT 
/0 /0  0: 0:  
00:00 BT 






8/0 /10 9:5 :40  S  
00;00 BT 
0';0 /00 0:0 :00 
00:00 BT 
00/00/00 00:00:00 
WDOYCUS . AOJUS'f ENT LETTER 
006 clo$ing cit 131, adj pmt 
6/10-8/10 o . snt 2:88 ltr 
sha:dna W/ 145 
TXT 2.88 
to 1.471>'56, eff 
to the c . 
06 DONE 08/03/10 BY TLR 0 162 
'l'Sl< TYP 1 -ll W P.l\.YMENT 
00:0(1 BT 
FARLY IND: SCORE 171 MODEL EI90C 
00:00 BT 




00/ 0/00 00: 0:00 
HF000029 





3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
080510 NT 000000 T22815 FHLMC EDR 07301 AW 7I52p10 AX 715J202Q
080610 FOR 000000 25102 APPROVED FOR FCL 086110
080610 NT 000000 725102 Foreclosure Referral Review Completed
andManagement Approved
980610 FOR 000000 T25102 FORECLOSURE APPROVAL 1 COMPLETED 08610080610 DMD 000000 Ts2222 00 BT
081061 2037 NO ANswrR
080610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
080610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 00 BT
0000
080610 FSV 000000 T00000 IVSP TP D RESULTS PM ORD DT07301
080610 FB 040110 1300 11 PROP INSPfiCTION FEE
080910 FOR 000000 Fidelity AutoProc
060910 FOR 000000
Process opened872010 by user
080910 FOR 000000 T01122 08710 11146 00007
080910 FOR 000000 AM by Kris Linscott
080910 FOR 000000 Services Inc at8920105163
080910 FOR 000000
picked up by firm Executive Trustee
080910 FOR 000000
Foreclosure WE Id 20090460
080910 FOR 000000 T01122 08109110 0517 00007
080910 FOR 000000 01122 TASK 0602FCL CHANGD FUPDT 082410
080910 FOR 000000 T01122 REFERRED TO ATTORNEY 2 COMPLETED 0810060910 FOR 000000 Fidelity AutoProc
080910 FOR 000000
Process opened892010 by user
080910 FOR 000000 T01122 08910 05 20 00007
080910 FOR 000000
Attorney completed on892010
080910 FOR 000000 following event File Received By080910 FOR 000000
User has updated the system for the
080910 FOR 000000 T01122 08910 0520 00007
080910 FOR 000000 Tasks
080910 FOR 000000 at82010 73312 AM by Automated
080910 FOR 000000
to Executive Trustee Services Inc
080910 FOR 000000
Foreclosure NIE Id0 20090460 sent






HIS'l'ORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793G36 PAGE 24 
DATE l-2/~0/10 
~-------- MAIL ---------------.---~ --------- PROPERTY ----------------
GREGbR'l ll. RENSHll.W 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLll.CE 3480 SO TH PIM IT PLACE 
BOISE Il) 8~706 BOISE; 10 93706 
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW 
DATE COE "DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID 
080510 NT 000000 
080610 FOR 000000 
080610 NT 000000 
080610 FOR 000000 
080610 DMD 000000 
080610 DMD 000000 
080610 DMD 000000 
080610 FSV 000000 
080610 FB 040110 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 POR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
OS"0910 FOR 000000 
&80910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
oa0910 FOR 000000 
oa0910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
oa0910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR 000000 
















" HLMC EOR 07/30/10- AW 7/15/201  AX 7/15/2010 
APPROVED FOR FCL 08/06/1  
Forecl r  Ref- rral Review Completed 
and "Manageme t Approv d 
FORE L  APPROVA"L (t) COMl?LETBD 08/06/10 
00:0.0 BT 





IN     RCVO"/ 
13.00   g !   
lic  t roc. 
es   /7/2010   
8/0 /10 - ,~6 -  
  ris insc tt 
rvicea-. . -at a/9/2010 ;1 ,53 
cked   irm e tive rustee 
oreclosure (NIS Id# 20090460) 
08/09/10 - 05:1? - 00007 
TASK;0602-FCL-CHA  F P T Oa/~4/10 
REFERRED T  ATTORNEY (2) COMPLETED OB/Oa/l0 
Fidelity AutoPr c. 
Process opened B/9/2010 by user 
08/o~/l0 - 05,20 - 00007 
Attorn , completed on a/9/20~0 
following event: File Received By 
User has updated the system for the 
08/09/10 - 05;20 - 07 
Tasks 
at 8/8/2 10 7:33:12 AM by Automated 
to Executive Trustee Services, Inc. 
Fo~eclosure (NIB Id# 20090460) sent 
08/0B/I0 - 07:33 - 07 
Att.orney, completed on 8/8/2 10 
HF000030 





3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDR DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
08910 FOR 000000 following event File Referred TO
080910 FOR 000000
User has updated the system for the
080910 FOR 00000 T01122 0801 073 00007
080910 MFI 040110 T00122 MRS NOTIFIED FRCLSR INITIATED 0081
081010 FOR 000000 Tasks
081010 FOR 0000010 at89201062530 PM by Automated
081010 FOR 000000
to Executive Trustee services Inc
081010 FOR 000000 Foreclosure NIE Id 20090460 sent
061010 FOR 000000 T01122 08910 1826 00007
081010 FOR 000000
PM by Kris Linscott
081010 FOR 000000 Services Inc at892010 6x2930
Oa1010 FOR 000000 picked up by firm SxeCiatiYe Trustee
081010 FOR 000000 Foreclosure NIE Id 20090460
081010 FOR 000000 T 01122 08910 103 00007
081110 DM 000000 03280 135
ACTIONRESULT CD CHANGED FROM OAAI TO NOTE
081110 DM 000000 T03280 135
DFLT REASON 1 CHANGED TO ILLNESS OF MORTGAGOR
081110 DM 000 T03280 135
DFLT REASON 2 CHANGED T0 INABILITY TO RENT PROP
DFLT REASON 3 CHANGED TO PAYMENT ATh7USTMENT
DFLT REASON 4 CHANGED TO CURTAILMENT OF INCOME
081110 NT 000000 T03280 Fax Received 4506 Hardship affidavitBorrower
Financial StmtProofof Social Security
BorrRecent Bank tmts Gorr Other SSI info ltr
notice of action mhoppe5829
081110 CIT 000000 T03280 007 New CIT4854 Rcvd complete WOPsee prev notes
081110 CIT 000000 T 03280 Imaged as wout mhoppe5829
081110 HMP 000000 03280 LMT BORR FIN REC ADDED
081110 HMP 000000 T03280 FINANCIAL INFORMATION COLLECTED FOR HMP
081110 FOR 000000 COsrs 178996Comment
081110 FOR 000000 Through924010 Fees 5000
081110 FOR 000000 Fees and costs response Good
081110 FOR 00000 T01122 08110 1458 58317
081110 FOR 000000 submitted for all of the requested p




HISTORY FOR ACCOv~T 473793636 PAGE 25 
DATE 1,2/3Q/IO 
--------- MAIL -----._------------- --------- PROPERTY --------.-------
GREGORY ARBNSHAW 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOtJ'l'H PlM IT PLACE 
I301SB 
POST TRN DUE 
DATE CDR DATE 
080910 FOR 000000 
000910 FOR 000000 
080910 FOR OOOOG~ 
oaono MFI 040110 
Da101D FOR oooano 
081010 FOR .00(001) 
081010 FOR 000000 
oalO10 FOR 000000 
081010 FOR 000000 
081010 FOR 000000 
OU010 FOR 000000 
ORIOI0 FOR 000000 
081010 FOR 000000 
081010 FOR 000000 
081110 DM 000000 
081110 OM 000000 
081110 DM 000000 







f l  event: i  Refer ed To 
' r  up at d t  syste  f r t  




1': 00'12  ERS I I  FRCL  niITI  08/08/10 
Tasks 
t /9/2010 :25:30 P    
 cut.   ervi s. I c. 
 (ln  Idff 0S0460)  
T:01l22 810 /10 - 8: 26 -  





servi s, c. t8/9/2tllO !29:30 
e    r  E clli:.iv  $tee 
a  (NI  <ilt (460) 
OS/09/10 - lS:30 -  
13:53 
IQN/RESO T    MI  S 
13:53 
T   M  1'0: I ES  F  
13:53 
F T S  :2 ANGgo O: I I I     
F T S  3 NGED ,  D.1 S  
F T RE SON 4 ANGED : C ILMENT F I CO E 
OBl110 NT 000000 T:OJ2BO Fax e ived -4506 1',Rardship affidavit,BorroWer 
Financial Stmt,Proo~ of Social Security 
Borr.Recent Bank $tmts Borr ,Other SSl info Itr, 
081110 CJ:T 000000 
081110 crr 000000 
08.1110 R~IP 000000 
081110 HMP 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 
081.110 FOR 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 






notice of a tion - hoppe5829 
007 New CITijSS4, Rcvd complete WOP,see prey notes 
Imaged as wo t, hoppe5829 
LMT BORR FIN REC A DED 
FIN NCI L INFORMATION CO LECTED FOR HMP 
C St : 1 89. 6 Comme t: 
Th gh, 9/24/2010 Fee  : 5"00.00 
F es and costs respons : G od 
08/11/10 - 14:58 - 58317 
submitted for all of the requested p 
Me sage: F es a~d costs have b en 
HF000031 




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DW TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDR DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
091110 FOR 000000 atexet To Ravi Kumar GMAC
081110 FOR 000000 Intercom From Luis Rodriguez
081110 FOR 000000 T01122 08110 1458 58317
081110 FOR 000000 rocesses
081110 FOR 000000 T01122 08110 1458 58317
081110 FOR 000000 DIS
081110 FOR 000000 costs good through8102010 are
081110 FOR 000000 Estimated foreclosure fees and
081110 FOR 000000 T01122 0810 1801 30479
081110 FOR 000000 Kumar good through 2412010
081110 FOR 000000 entered Car this loan by Ravi
081110 FOR 000000 A fees and costs request has been
081110 FOR 000000 T 01122 08110 1253 89423
081210 CIT 000000 07038 007 Retarget CIT854 Continue Preparing Car
Decision 1
081210 OL 040110 T 07038 WDOYCorr recvd response pendingl TXT 21
081210 CIT 000000 01504 004 CIT closed 114 pkg received
081210 CIT 000000 T01504 004 DONE 0812110 By TLR 01504
081210 CIT 000000 01504 TSK TYP 157 CC TRACK PRE3
081210 NT 000000 T07038 Ordered Credit Report
081310 LMT 000000 11781 APPROVED FOR LMT 08130
081310 LMT 000000 T11781 RSFRRRD TO LOSS MIT 1 COMPLETED 08130
081310 LMT 000000 T 11781 COLETE FIN PKG RFC 3 COMPLETED 08130
081310 LMT 000000 11781 FINANCIAL STMT RECD 31 COMPLETED 08130
081310 LMT 000000 T11781 PROOF OF INCOME RECD 32 COMPLETED 08130
081310 LMT 000000 117el FED TAX RETURN RECD 33 COMPLETED 08130
081310 LMT 000000 T11781 IRS FORM 4506T RECD 34 COMPLETED 08130
081310 LMT 000000 T11781 HARDSHIP AFFDVT RECD 35 COMPLETED 08130
081310 CIT 000000 T11781 007 retarget cit 854 to teller26935 to go thru
the express DTI
081310 NT 000000 T11781 all dots received
081310 NT 000000 11781 Per hmp package property is owner occupied
081310 NT 000000 T11781 Per hmp packageh rdship is due to illness of b3
ue inablity to rent property payment




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE &6 
DATE 12/30/10 
--------- MAIL -------------------- -------.- PROPERTY ----------------
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUTH P!MMIT PLACB 3490 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 
BOISE to. 83706 Borsn ID 33706 
POST TRN j)lJE 









OalllO FOR 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 1;01122 
081110 FOR 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 T,01122 
081110 FOR ooo~oo 
081110 FOR 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 T.,O.1.1>I2 
081110 FOR 00.0000 
081110 FOR 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 
081110 FOR 000000 
081210 CIT 000000 
081210 OL 040110 
081210 CIT 000000 
081210 CIT 000000 
081210 ·CIT ·000000 
081210 NT 000000 
081310 LMT 000000 
081310 LMT 000000 
081310 LMT 000000 
081310 LMT 000000 
061310 LMT 000000 
081310 LMT 000000 
091310 LMT 000000 
081310 UMT 000000 
081310 CIT 000000 
081310 NT 000000 
081310 NT 000000 
081310 NT 000000 






















at-e et - To: Ravi KU ar ( AC) / 
I  From: i  Rodrigue~, 
08/11/10 - 14,58 - 58317 
rocs.s.ses. 
Oa/ll/l0 - 14:58 - 58317 
$J.., 615.00 ( IS) 
t   t  /1.0/201.0 ar  
t  f l r  f   
OS/10/10 - 8:01 -  
ar.   9/2 /2·010 
ht-ere  fo  i  l   ! 
       
08111/10 _ 2:53 -  
007 etarget IT#854; ontinue Preparing f·or 
isi  ]. 
rr - se i l 
4 I  lose  - T~  e  
  8/ 2/10 Y R  
  l.S1-CC  - RE) 
rdere  t t 
TXT .n 
APP VE  F  LMT 8/1 /10 
~EFgRRD T  LOS9 IT (1) 
OMPLETE I  ProG RRC (3) 
FI I L S1' T REC  (31 J 
P F OF INCOME Ee  (32) 
FED TAX  Ree  (33) 
IRS .FORM 4506-'1' RECD 1.34) 
HAl1.DSHIP A FDVT REeD (35) 
P ETE  8/1 /10 
C PLETED 8/1 /10 
P E E  8/1 /10 
C P ETE  08/1 /10 
COMPLETED 08/13/10 
CO PLETED 08/13/10 
CO ET~D 08/1 /10 
007 ~eearget cit 654 to tellerff26935 to go thru 
the expre s DTT 
all docs received 
per hmp package property is owner occupied 
Per hmp package .hardship is due to illness of bl 
ute, inablity to ~ent property,pay ent 
adjustment, and excessive financial obligatioT\S 
CR BUR RPT STATUS=N;EXPIRE DT - 09/2 /10 
HFOOO032 




3180 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMNIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
081610 CIT 000000 T 07038 007 Retarget CIT854 Passed Express Decision 1
DTI9777Vk Escrow Reviewing for full
Decision 1
081610 CIT 000000 T 07038 008 NEW CIT317 Please set up all required lines
and run What if Escrow Analysis Roll 2 Months
Effective JAN 2011 and retarget to Teller
5995 when complete
081610 CIT 000000 T04098 008 CIT 317 LOAN ALREADY ESCROWED FOR TAXES LS
081610 K20 040110 56100 PAYEE 160000069 OQ 56100
081610 CIT 000000 T14132 008 Retarget CIT 317 Balboa loan changed from
non escrow to escrow updated ins info issued
payment Thank You JMCBee X1209
081610 NT 000000 T22815 FHLMC EDR 0812043 812010
081610 VEA 000000
T13405 ONLINE ESCROW ANALYSIS SENT TO PRlNT VENDO STD FORM
081610 CIT 000000 13405 008 cap amt 68746
8ht9 amt 49200
ese pmt 112th 24597
1 60th amt of shtg 820
081610 FOR 0000 T01122 PUBLICATION 602 COMPLETED 0011310
081610 FOR 000000 01122 FIRST LEGAL ACTION 601 COMPLETED 08130
081610 FOR 000000 08132010
081610 FOR 000000 Connie Canada NOD Piled
081610 FOR 000000 T01122 08130 12 00 30479
081610 FOR 000000 completed on8132010 DIS
081610 FOR 000000 following event NOD Filed
081610 FOR 000000
Use has updated the system for the
081610 FOR 000000 T01122 08130 1846 30479
081610 FOR 000000 8302010 Reason Other Comments
081610 FOR 000000 step Sale Scheduled For to
081610 FOR 000000 event User has reprojected the
081610 FOR 000000 System updated for the following
081610 FOR 000000 T01122 08160 100 08737
081610 FOR 000000 approval not required
081610 FOR 000000 waiting for tsg Status Active
081610 FOR 000000 T 01122 0816110 1Q00 08737




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 pAGE 27 
DATE 12/30/10 
- -- ------ MAn:. ---- --------- ,--, -. - ---- - ---- PROPERTY .-- - -- -------- --
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3~80 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH pIM IT PLACE 
BOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATE COE DATE 










081610 CIT 000000 T;0703S 0  et r t I iBS ; Passed  eci i  1 -
TIa97. 77B%; scrOlq Reviewing f r f ll 
Debisi'on 1 
081610 CIT 000000 T: 07038 OOS t)E  CITjl317 Please set-up all required lines 
 r  at 'If scr  na.1 eis; oll  t s 
-   2  -  r t. r t t  ll  
  c l  
081610 CIT 000000 T,0409'8 OaB I  ' ,  )I 'l  R .  
081610 M20 040110 -561.00 PAYEE: 1600.00069 .00 - 61.00 
081610 CIT 000000 
081610 NT 000000 
OS1610 VEA 000000 
081610 CIT 000000 
0ln6l0 FOR 000000 
081610 FOR 000000 
081610 POR 000000 
091610 FOR 000000 
081610 FOR 000000 
OS1610 FOR 000000 
081610 FOR 000000 
091610 FOR 000000 
081610 FOR 000000 
081610 j>OR 000000 
081610 FOR 000000 
081510 FOR 000000 
081610 FOR 000000 
081610 FOR 000000 
081610 FOR 000000 
081610 ~R 000000 
081610 FOP. 000000 
081710 SLC 040110 
ALL FCL21001 
T~14132   I   -  - loan chan9'ed from 
 eSCrO\9 t  scr , t  i  i f , i  
t. '!'  'lou, c  ~ 
T:22815   OSi1 /l0-  /8/201  
:13405 T.I   SI    I~r   F  
T .1340'5 8  rnt: 874.66 
s g rnt: 92.00 
c t (1/1 th), 45.97 
/60th t  t : B.20 
T:01l22 
T: 011.22 
I TIO  (60 ) 




CO }'LETBD 08/13/10 
T:C1l22 
onnie anada -  ri  -
OS/1 /10 - 2:00 -  
co pleted  /13/2010 (DI ) 
fo lowing , NOD le , 
s r as PQqted the s ste  for the 
t:01122 08/13/10 - 1S:46 - ) ~ 
a/3'O/2010. , the . Oll\l1l t : 
step ale Scheduled For to 
e e : User has reprojected the 
System upoated for the following 
T:01122 08/16/10 - 10:00 - 08737 
approval not re . 
waiting for tsg St:.atus: Active, 
T:01122 08/ 6/10 - 10:00 - 08737 
.00 73.82 
HF000033 




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMMIT PLACM
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDR DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
081710 CIT 000000 T 01918 007 Retarget CIT8854 Passed Decision 1
DTI87466k Preparing Account for Decision 2
081710 CIT 000000 T 01918 008 Close CIT317 Escrow Complete Continuing
Preparing for Decision 2
081710 CIT 00000 T01918 008 DONE 08170BY TLR 01918
TSIC TYP 317 TRIAL HMP NON L
081810 LMT 000000 T30851 LMT SOLUTN PURSUED 6 COMPLETED 0810
081810 LMT 000000 30851 PURSUE IN MODIFCATN 1000 COMPLETED 0810
081810 LMT 000000 T30851 BPO ORDERED 4 COMPLETED 0810
081830 LMT 000000 30851 BPO OBTAINED 5 COMPLETED 0810
081810 LMT 000000 T30851 PURSUE FORBEARANCE 500 COMPLETED 0810
081810 CIT 000000 T 30851 007 Retarget CIT 854 PM Effect 0120 1 Acct
ready for Trial Waterfall
081810 EDR TLR 30851 FHLMC ACTION DT 04 CHANGED 0810TO 00
081810 EDR TLR 30851 FHLMC ACTION CODE 04 CHANGED IROM HD TO
081810 LMT 000000 22078 LMT SOLUTH PURSUED 6 UNCOMPLETED
081810 LMT 000000 T22078 LMT SOLUTN PURSUED 6 COMPLETED 0810
061810 FOR 000000 Mangalagowri
081810 FOR 000000 completed for this loan by R
081810 FOR 000000 A tees and costa request has been
081810 FOR 000000 T01122 0810 082 62890
081910 CIT 000000 14851 007 Retarget CIT4854 Failed HMP Decision 2
Opened CIT 842 for call back and sending
denial letter
081910 CIT 000000 Tt14851 007 RetargetCTT854 H14P Approval pending NPV
Results
081910 CIT 000000 T14851 009 NEW CIT842 Failed HMP Decision 2 FAILFB
0819io CIT 000000 T14851 Call customer to advise of denial
081910 NT 000000 14851 Failed HMP Decision 2 PAILFB
081910 LMT 000000 T14851 LOSS MIT DENIED BORROWER CANNOT AFFORD PROPERTY
081910 LMT 000000 T 14851 FILE CLOSED 7 COMPLETED 08190
081910 FOR 000000 DIS
081910 FOR 000000 Received completed on8192010
081910 FOR 000000 following event Title Report
081910 FOR 000000 User has updated the system for the




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 28 
DATS 12/30/ 0 
--------- MAIL -----------------_ .. --------- PROPERT~ ----------------
GnEGORY A RENSaAW 
3480 SOUTH PI IT PL CE 34  SOUT  PI~~IT PLA B 
SOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATE CDS tlA'l.'E 
081710 CIT 000000 
091710 CIT 000000 
091710 CIT 000000 
081BIOLKT 000000 
081810 L T  
OSla10 LMT 000000 
081810 LMT OaCOM 
081810 L T 000000 
OainO CIT 000000 
081810 EDR 
OBllno ED.R 
091810 LMT 000000 
091810 T OOOOQO 
081.810 POR 000000 
081910 FOR 000000 
081810 FOR 000000 
091910 FOR 000000 
0,81910 CIT 000000 
061910 IT 000000 
081910 I  000000 
081910 IT 000000 
081910 T 000000 
08 LO L T  
081910 LMT 000000 
061910 FOR  
081910 FOR 000000 
081910 FOR 000000 
081910 FOR 000000 
081910 FOR 000000 
Ar.L FCr.21001 
I  6 I  I  83706 
TRANSActION 
 






: 9   I n 4;    -
T!.~ 7.466%1 ri   f r cisi n 2 
:  008 lose CIT~17 Escro  complete; onti'nuing 
pr ri  f r i i   
1':0191  9 S 8/17/10 8    
X  -    E 
:J085  '!' Q   (6)  8/1. /10 
1':3.085   L  I  (1 0)  8/18/10 
1':30851  2 lW (4.) P 8/1 /10 
1':30851 P  I  (5)  8/18/10 
1':30851   (SOD) b P P OS/18/10 
1':30851  e     e  1/ 1/2011, ~ct 
e   l terfal . 
 51  I  or  » En oa/18/10  0/00/00 
 B   ctI    1I  ''RO   'ro 
1':22078 LMT SOLU'rN PURSUED 16} P  
,],,22078 T   (6) :PLE  9/1 /10 
a  
leted r  a    
 fees and CQs·t:s request. as ee  
1': 01122 oa/1 /10 - 8: 26 -  
1':14851 07 t. 4f.8S ; led P s  ; 









07 t r t !Tft854; ffi~P ~r val i   
es ts 
09  'l'1I8 ·2: led MPDecision ::I - (FAI P J 
l  to ise of al 
a led P ecision 2 - F I FB 
LO S IT E IE  RR ER C NNOT AFF   
FILE CLOSE  (7) C I? E"!'ED 8/1 /10 
(PIS) 
e i . c pleted on /19/2010 
following e t: itle Report 
User has updated the system for the 
08/1g/10 - 12:46 - 30479 
HFOO 034 




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
081910 D28000000 BILLING STATEMENT FROM REPORT 8628 STD FOP34
092010 CIT 000000 T01152 009 X
082010 CIT 000000 01152 009 DONE 08201 BY TLR 01152
TSK TYP 842 LM DENIAL CALL
082310 CIT 000000 T01040 007 Retarget CIT854 Failed HMP Decision 2
Opened CIT 842 for call back and sending
denial letter
082410 CIT 000000 T01918 007 Close CIT4054 Denied HMP Due To Using
Waterfall cannot lower payment enough to be
082410 CIT 000000 T 01918 approved fpr HMP
082410 CIT 000000 01918 007 DONE 082410BY TLR 01910
TSK TYP 854 CORE CASH FLOW
082410 OL D40110 T01918 WDOYLM DENIAL LETTER TRT 590
082510 FOR 000000 Connie Canada
082510 FOR 000000 Process opened825010 by user
082510 FOR 000000 T01122 082510 0831 30479
082510 FOR 000000 For completed on 1229010 DIS
082510 FOR 000000 following event Sale Scheduled
082510 FOR 000000 User has updated the system for the
082510 FOR 000000 T 01122 082510 08 31 30479
082710 DMD 000000 22222 00100 BT
0812720155802ANSWERING MACHINE
082710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
00100 00
082710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
000000 00
083010 NT 000000 T02624 rfdbl had mdcl prblms since 1990 and strtd rcvd
083010 DM 000000 02624 1446
ACTIONRESULT CD CHANGED FROM NOTE TO BRUN
083010 DM 000000 T02624 14 46
TTBIVA ADV FCLISDAYS OF GRACE TO ACS
LTFECR TAD WOUT LEGAL COST Ffiss SALE 1229
Bi WAS CLING BC NESDS MOD UPDATE ADV OF THE
CLLS ADV IF INTENDED TO RIWLL NEED TO CONTACT
FCL ATTRNY TO GET THE LEGAL COST AND FEES ADV




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 29 
DATE 12/30/ 0 
- - - -- --- - MAIL -_.- - --- - -- --- •.• - --- - ---- ---- PROpERTY 
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 S !» PIM IT P~CE 348  SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 
BOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATB CDE DATE 
091910 D2.8 000000 
OA2010 CIT 0.00000 
08201cl CIT 000000 
082310 ct1' 000000 
082.10 CIT 000.0.00 
08~410 CIT 000000 
0(12410 CIT 000000 
082410 OL 040110 
082510 FOR 000000 
082510 'FOR 000000 
082510 FOR 000000 
0.82510 FOR 000000 
082510 FOR 000000 
082510 FOR 000000 
082510. FOR 000000 
082710 DMD 000000 
082710 IlMD 000000 
092710 DMD 000000 
083010 NT 000000 
083010 OM 000000 
083010 DM 000000 
l\L!.. FCL21001 
























BIL I  STATEMENT FRO  REP  R 28 S U FORM 
009 X 
  08/20/10 BY   
K  8 -  NI  AL  
 t r t I llaS ; il  lI  ci i  ; 
pened IT 84 2 for can bac.!<: ~nd sending 
denial lett'er 
'   I ltaS4.  1>  : sin\J 
a'l:erfall, cannot lo er pay ent enough \:0 be 
 -o  P. 
'   8/24/10  'J'  8 
  -    
WDOYLM -   
ie . 
cess '  /25/2010   
Oa/2 /10 - 8,31 •  
r,   2/29/ 010 (DI ) 
lo in  t: s  ~  
a  as  e e   t'he 
OB/2 /10 - OB:3 . -  
OOIOO. T 
8/27/10 5:5 ,02 NS E I  C 1NE 
00:00 BT 
/00/00 0:0 :00 
00:00 a  
0/001 0 0,0 :00 
X  .90 
rtd:bl had dcl prblms since 1990 and strtd rcvd 
4 :46 
ACTION/RESULT CO NGED F~OM OTE  BR N 
4:46 
TTB1,VAI •. ADV FCL,lSDAYS OF GRACE TO SS 
L FE, CR.. TAD l~/OU'r LEG L COST &- FEES, S LE 12/ 9 .. 
B1 li S C LNG S/C NEEDS OD U ATE .• ADV 01' THE 
e .. ADV IF INTENDED TO R/I WLL NEED TO CO TACT 
FeL ATTRNY TO GET THE LEG L COST AND F S .. AD  
THT MOD ~lAS DE I .. 1illV TH'r CA."! TRY TO GET  2ND 
HF000035 




34080tMA PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
083010 DM 000000 T02624 1449
ACTIONRESULT CD CHANGPD FROM BRUN TO OAAI
083010 DM 000000 T02624 14 49
JOB OR CAN RENT A ROOM THAT CAN PROVE THS INCQmE
RCVD ADV IF MOD APPRVD LOAN TILL BE ESCRW B1
SAID THT HAS ALMOST THE RIAMOUNT BUT ti
ADV THT CAN CONTACT FCL ATTRNY IF WANTS RI
AMOUNT
083010 CIT 000004 T01956 01 Reinstatement Quota Good Thru 09130






Outstanding PC Advances 234440
083010 CIT 000000 T01956 010 Reinstatement Ouote Good Thru 09130
4PMT 0147656590625





Outstanding FC Advances 234440
083010 CIT 000000 T01956 010 DONE 08430 BY TLR 01956
TSK TYP 860 REINSTATEMENT O
083010 NT 000000 T01156 Other Fees o00
083010 NT 000000 T 01956 BPOAppraisal 9500
083010 NT 000000 T 11443 cult ad that had perm disabilty sd that he had
addtional medical surgry in 0629 and just return
home on 0827 for medical illness lscott2709
083010 DM 000000 T11443 1538
ACTION RESULT CD CHANGED FROM OAAI TO BRUN
083010 DM 000000 T11443 1538
B1 CI VAI AD VOF THE NEG CBR LC ADV OF THE TAD AD




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 4.73793636 PAGE 30 
DATE :):2/30/10 
--------- MAlL -------------------- --------- PROPERTY 
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
9460 SOUTH PIM I  PLAc.E 34·80 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 
BOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATB COB DATE 
08301Q DM 000000 
083010 DM 000000 












/  cn CH E     MI 
14:49 
         T E I Or·1B 
VD.. n  I    L  W  B  SCR~1. ••  
     /:r Ou~'T  i,JNSURE ... 
    c  'l I  m'  IV! 
 •• 
083010 CIT 00000.0 T=9-1.9S6 01.0 Reinsta:te ent Quote Cow Thru: 09/U/10 
083010 crr 00000'0 T: 0,],956 M  147 . 56 $5 '06.24 
Ip  eli76.S  $1 7 .56 
 G arges$442.92 
  ($0. 0) 
ns ions $37.25 
dvances $0. 0 
Utstan ing F  a ce  $2 44. 0 
083010 CIT 000000 :01956 010 ei state e t Quote ood ru: 9/1 /10 
T @ 476.s6 $5 06.24 
083010 CIT DO~OOO :01956 t @ 476.56 Sl~76.S6 
~ ~ $4 2.92 
lie  cr  ($0. 0) 
ns ions $37.25 
dvances $0. 0 
.anding e dvances $2344. 0 
083010 CIT 000000 T:01956 (JIO DONE 8/,30/10  R 3 6 













083010 OM 000000 T:11443 
ALL FCL2100.1 
ther Fees $0.00 
a O/A praisal $95.00 
cust. sd that had ~erm disabilty sd that he had 
ad tional e ical aurgry i  06/29 and just return 
ho e on 08/27 for edical i lne s lscott2709 
15:38 
ACTION/ R IJl' CD CHANGED FROM MI TO BRUN 
15:38 
:al CI VAl AD VOF THE NEG CBR LC lillV OF THE TAD AD 
VOF THE FCL lillV OF THE OF THE RE1AN FROM AFeL 
HF000036 




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE SD 83706 BOISB ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
083010 DM 000000 T 11443 1538
ATTYN SD HAS ADV CAN NOT WAIVE PC FEES Ail VOF THE
OPTION TO REAPPYL IF INCOME CHANGE SADN TO PULL
AMPOUNT OR PAST DUE IN PMT RECAP RFD NOTED RECAP
LSCOTT2709
083010 PSV 040110 T00000 INSP TYPE F ORDERED REQ CD AUTO DEW
083110 NT 040000 25101 HAFA Solicitation sent
083110 CIT 000040 T20815 031 Open CIT674 HAFA Solicitation
090210 DM 000000 T00000 00 BT
EARLY IND SCORE 101 MODEL SIFRC
090310 NT 00000 T22815 FHLMC EDR 08311074 81812010 43 82010
68 8132010 HE 81912010 AW 8302010
091010 CSR 040110 T00000 CR BUR RPT STATUSNEXPIRE DT a 0912310
091310 DMD 000000 22222 00 BT
6913110 24038NO ANSWER
091310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000100 0000
091310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
000000
091310 FSV 000000 TOOOVO INSP TP F RESULTS RCVD ORD DT08301
091310 FB 040110 1125 11 PROP INSPECTION FEE
091710 SLC 040110 00 7382
092110 CIT 000000 T29224 011 Closing CIT Opened 20 days ago with no
action
092110 CIT 000000 T 79224 011 DONE 0921110 BY TLR 29224
TSK TYP 674 RAFA OLICITATI
092110 D28 000000 FORCED BILLING STATEMENT FROM REPORT R628 STD DORM
092710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
09271017352ANSWERING MACHINE
092710 DMD 00000 T22222 00 BT
0000
092710 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
OO 00OO 00
042810 EDR TLR 3037 FHLMC ACTION DT 01 CHANGED 00 TO 08190
092810 EDR TLR 3037 FHLMC ACTION CODE 01 CHANGED FROM TO HE
092810 EDR
TLR 3037 FHLMC ACTION DT 03 C4ANEED 00 TO 08210
092810 EDR TLR 3037 FHLMC ACTION CODE 03 CHANGED FRx4 TO 144




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 31 
DATE 12/30/10 
-- -- -. - - - MAIL -._-_. -- ••••• --- - ---- --. - ----. PROPER'I"l _. - .----. - .-----
GREGORY A RENsHAw 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIm~IT PLACE 
BOISE 
POST 'l'RN DUE 
DATE CDS DATE 







I  83706 
I;;SCROW 
PAID 
083010 OM 000000 T:11443 15:3S 
083010 ~SV 040110 
08:l.l10 NT 000000 
083110 CIT 00000.0 
090210 OM 000000 
090JlO NT oo(}.OOO 
onOlO CBR 040110 
D9131D OMD (1)0000 
091310 DMD 000000 
091310 .DMD 000000 
091310 FSV 000000 
091310 FB 040110 
onno SLC 040110 
092110 CIT 000000 
092110 CIT 000000 
onu!) D28 000000 
092710 n.'<ID 000000 
092710 DMD 000000 
















A'l'TYN SO H  ADV CAN NOT AlVE Fe FEES AD V P THl;! 
PTI N  B PYL I  INCOME CHA O   T  FULL 
A l' l' OR pAST  I  PMT ECA  RIi'  N01'El   
LSC0TT2709 
I ? 'll?E  DERED, RBO  "  LQ 
M P  O ta io  t 
1   I #67  IVI.  oli i  
00 ;(lQ tl.'l' 
 ,    E  
e  8/31/10-  a/18/20   /S/2010 
B S/13/20l0  /19/201   9/30/2010 
   US=N;EXPIRE  a 9/23/10 
00:00 BT 




0/0 /00 0,00:00 
'1':000"00 I !? Tl?  R TJLTS O;  '1',,08/3 /10 
11.25 1 P OP I SPR 'U   
.00 3.82 
T:29224 011. closing I ; o ened >20 days <19'0 ith no 
action. 
T:Z9224 all DONE 09/2 /10  TLR 29224 
TSK TYP 674-R FA SOLIClTATI 
FORCED BILLING S TE ENT FRO  REPORT R628 STD F  
1':22222 00:00 BT 
09/2 /10 17:3 ,32 ANS ERING MACHINE 
T:22222 00:00 BT 
00/00/00 00:01):00 
'1'122222 00:00 BT 
0 / 0/00 00:0 :00 
'.IT.R 3037 FHLMC ACTION or 01 ~~ O 00/00/00 
'l'LR 3037 FHLMC }I_COrrON CODE O~ CHI'.NGED FROM 
TLR 3037 FHLMC ACTION DT 03 CHA.."l'GED 00/00/00 
TLR 3037 FHLMC ACTION COOS 03 CHANGED F OM 





TO 00/ 1/10 
HF000037 




3480 SOUTH PINMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
092810 EDR TLR 3037 FHLMC ACTION CODE 04 CHANGED FROM TO H5
092810 EDR TLR 4230 FHLMC ACTION DT 05 CHANGED 00TO 08110
092810 EDR TLR 4230 FHLMC ACTION CODE 05 CHANGED FROM TO 116
092910 FSV 040110 00000 INSP TYPE F ORD D RFQ CD aAUTO DELQ
100410 NT 00000 T22BS FHLMC EDR 09301 HE 8192010 43 82010
H482010 H581120 0 H6 81120 0
100410 DM 000000 TO0A00 00 BT
EARLY IND SCORE 101 MODEL EIFRC
100410 FSV 000000 T00000 INSP TP F RESULTS RCVD ORD DT0912910
10041 FB 040110 1125 11 PROP INSPECTION FEE
100810 CBR 040110 T00000 DELINQUENT 150 DAYS
100810 CBR 040510 T 00000 FORECLOSURE STARTED
101310 DMD 000000 22222 00 BT
103110 153001ANSWERING MACHINE
101310 DMD 000000 T22222 0000 BT
00100 00
101310 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
0000
101910 SLC 040110 00 7382
101910 FOR 000000 10182010AUtomation
101910 FOR 000000 to Place File on Hold completed On
101910 FOR 000000 following event Attorney Notified
101910 FOR 000000 User has updated the system for the
101910 FOR 000000 T01122 108 2246 00007
101910 FOR 000000 01912010
101910 FOR 000000 File on Hold completed on
101910 FOR 000000 following event Attorney Confirmed
101910 FOR 000000 User has updated the system for the
101910 FOR 000000 T01122 109 133G 36367
101910 FOR 000000 Fidelity AutoProc
101910 FOR 000000 Process opened 1082010 by user
101910 FOR 000000 T01122 108 1822 00007
101910 D28 000000 BILLING STATEMENT FROM REPORT R628 STD FORM
102010 NT 000000 T19007 Fax rcvd Paper clippings and website postings
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3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
102010 FOR 000000 submitted for all of the requested p
102010 FOR 000000 Message Fees and costs have been
102010 FOR 000000 at exet To Prema Bhargav GMAC
102610 FOR 000000 Intercom From Lizeth Chavez
10010 FOR 000000 T01122 1020 154 15819
102010 FOR 000o rocesses
102010 FOR 000000 701122 1023 154 15819
10201 FOR 00000 1190
102010 FOR 000000 Costs 18444 Comment GOOD TrIRU
102010 FOR 000000 Through1262010 Fees 5000
103010 FOR 000000 Fees and costs response Good
102010 FOR 000000 T 01122 102 154 15819
302010 FOR 000000 Lizeth Chavez
102010 FOR 000000 has been completed for this loan by
102010 FOR 000000 A fees and casts Response Comment
102010 FOR 000000 T01122 102 15 14 ISS19
102010 FOR 000000 Shargav good through 1262010
102010 FOR 000 0 entered for this loazl by Prema
102010 FOR 000000 A fees and costs request has been
102010 FOR 000000 T Oli22 102 1405 12057
102110 FOR 000000 Fidelity AutoProc
102110 FOR 0000 Process opened 10210 0 by user
102110 FOR 000000 TO1122 1021 16 16 00007
02210 FOR 000000 on 10 202010Autemetion
102210 FOR 000000 Proceed with foreclosure completed
102210 FOR 000000 following event Advised Counsel to
102210 FOR 000000 User has updated the system for the
102210 FOR 000000 T01122 1021 23 31 00007
102210 FB 040110 410 40 EXPENSE ADVANCES
102210 FB 040110 5000 40 EXPENSE ADVANCES
102210 FB 040110 47750 40 EXPENSE ADVANCES
102210 FB 040110 2300 40 EXPENSE ADVANCES
102210 FS 040110 7500 40 EXPENSE ADVANCES
102210 FB 040110 101600 40 EXPENSE ADVANCES
102510 FOR 000000 foreclosure completed on 1025010
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3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAIL
10251 FOR 000000 following event Counsel
102510 FOR 000 User has updated the system for the
102510 FOR 000000 T301122 1025 1657 15833
102610 DM 000000 20217 1695
ACTIONRESULT CD CHANGED FROM BRUN TO BRUN
102610 DM 000000 T20217 1645
TTBIMINVTADVMNTHS DUECLLTCNDBEING
REP BYAZT9XYDV INFO NEEDEDQAVEVERBL AUTH TO
SPX WTH RKMT TO WRITE INFO DOWNADV ALL INFO TO BE
102610 DM 000000 T20217 16145
SENT IN WRITINGADDRESS FXH FOR DEFAULT SUPPORT
AND ADV WLD SEND AUTH FOR ATTRNY
02610 OL 04011 T20217 WDOYCUS RELEASE OF INFO COVER LTR AU TXT 268
102610 NT 000000 20217 81 cld re LeCtermail d to customer
Letter268
102610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
101260154634RPC NO RESOLUTION
102610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 BT
00100 00
102610 DMD 000000 T22222 00 AT
0000
102910 DM 000000 Ti20728 1547
ACTIONRESULT CD CHANGED FROM BRUN TO BRUN
102910 DM 000000 T20728 1547
TT B1 VAX CI JST TO LRT US KNOW THAT HE HE IS
WORKING WIT AN ATTORNEY TO SOLVE ISSUE AND TO TRY
REINSTATE ACCOUNT ADV HIM THAT HE WAS DENSER IN
THE PAST SINCE FINANCIALS PROVED THAT THERE WAS
102910 DM 000000 T 20728 1547
NOT ENOUGH INCOME TO KEEP PROPERTY ARNOLD
R8932D17
102910 OL 040110 T20128 WDOYCUS RELEASE OF INFO COVER LTR AU TXT 268
102910 NT 000000 20728 El cld re Letter mailed to customer
Letter 2 68
102910 FSV 040110 T00000 INSP TYPE F ORDERED REG CD AUTO DELQ
110210 ON 000000 T00000 00 BT
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3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCSPAD INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
110210 E20 040110 5100 PAYEE 160000069 SUPPL 00 5100
110310 CIT 000000 T01250 012 new cit 128 cars rcvd
110310 OL 040110 T01379 WDOYWDOYCUS AUTHORIZATION CONFIRMATION TXT218
110310 NT 000000 01379 added auth for runft and Steele law office pllc
per auth rcvd snt 218 ltr frwrd to def sup to
add bra frwrd to be imgdas artp ek x5349
110310 CIT 000000 T01379 012 close cit 128 mld ltr to atty wcopies of
note mrtg hud Kist incld ethldr into ek
110310 CIT 000000 T01379 012 HONE 11030BY TLR 01379
110310 CIT 000000 01379 TSK TYP 128 CC COR TRACKING
110310 NT 000000 T22615 FHLMC EDR 1029AX 10292010 43 82010
110310 FOR 00000
loarTssue Type PC Payment Research
110310 FOR 000000 ProcessLevel issue for this
110310 FOR 000000 event User has created a
110310 FOR 000000 System updated for the following
110310 FOR 000000 T01122 11020 1845 69073
110310 FOR 000000 BWRS CORRESPONDENCE Status Active
1103 FOR 000000 FORECLOSURE DISPUTB UPLOAD UNDER
110310 FOR 000000 Dispute Issue Comments RCb7
110310 FOR 000000 T01122 11020 18 45 89073
110310 FOR 000000 Type FC Payment ResearchDispute C
110310 FOR 000000 associated with this loan Issue
110310 FOR 000000 event User has ended the Issue
110310 FOR 000000 System updated for the following
110310 FOR 000000 T01122 11030 0925 39283
110310 FOR 000000 upload a copy of the response as Soo
110310 FOR 000000 a copy of their response I will
110310 FOR 0000A0 dispute letter to VOC and requested
110310 FOR 000000 omments Forwarded borrower s
110310 FOR 000000 T 01122 11030 0925 39283
110310 FOR 000000 n as VOC provides it
110310 FOR 000000 T01122 11030 0925 39283
110310 FOR 000000 Research Dispute Status Active Ap
110310 FOR 000000 issue type FC Payment
110310 FOR 000000 event User has approved the issue




HISTORY POR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 35 
DATE 12/30/10 
--------- MAIL -------------------- ~-------- P~OP~RTY ----------------
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH !?lNMIT PLACK 
BOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATB CDB DATE 
110210 E20 040110 
110310 CIT 000000 
110310 OL 0401LO 
110310 NT 00001>0 
110310 CIT 000000 
110310 CI~ 000000 
110310 CIT 000000 
110310 NT 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
llO:nO FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 I~R 000000 
In 83706 BOISE I  83706 
TRANSACTION 
AMOUNT 






-51. 0 YES: 1600. 0069 SUJ?· L .  - 1. 0 
'1':01250 012 ne  it 128: or.r  
:01379 DOY DOYCUS - RIZATION FIRM I  TXT· 2.18 
'1':01379 added auth for r ft and steele la  ffice, lle, 
per auth rcvd, snt 218 Itr. fr rd to def sup to 
add bra, fr rd to be i gdas artp. ek x5349 
T:01379  l   ' 8, I  I  t  tt  /copie.s f 
te, rt , d, nist r  nt  .in~o.  
'f:On79  D  a/03/10   7·  
T:OU79 
T:2201S 
  l IH~C   
FW.." C BOR lO/2')/10- AX 10/29/2010 43 0/8/2010 
loan.Tssue Type: Fe Pay ent esearch 
-Le  e   
nt:   .create   
yste  ate  f r t e f llo'"i  
T:01123 1/03/10 - B:45 - 8  
RS N . t t : ive 
 ISPIJ'l'E, \J QI\   
/Disp1.l.te. Iss  o ents: eV" 
T:01l22 ll/0J/10 - 8:45 - ~ ) 
: e t es rch/Disput . e 
ated ith  . Issue 
nt: ser ·s e  the Ssue 
110310 FOR 000000 T:01122 
110310 FOR 000000 
System dated for the fo lowing 
1/03/10 - 9:25 - 39 B3 
upload a copy of the response as sa  
a copy  t  re . r  
disput.e letter to voe and requested 
om e t , Forwarded borro er s 
110310 FOR oooooe 
110310 l'OR 0000-00 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR OOCOOO T,01122 
llano FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 T:01122 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
ALL FCL21001 
11(0 /10 - 09:25 - 39283 
n as VOC provides it. 
11/0 /10 - 09:25 - J 283 
Research/Dispute. Status, Active, Ap 
i sue type, FC Pay ent 
e  t: User has approved the issu , 
System updated for the following 
HF000041 




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83704 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDR HATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
1103 0 FOR 000000 T01122 11030 09 25 39283
110310 FOR 000000 proved
110310 FOR 000000 T01i22 11030 0925 39283
110830 NT 000000 13703 REPLACED DNS CODE WITH BRA RT4713
110610 NT 000000 T13703 ATTY CORRSP RCVD B1 is rep by atty Updated DCC
to stop clls No request wicorrsp to cling
mailing addph ks snt lttr adv of update
reply lttr to be imaged
110810 OL 040110 T13703 WDOYCUS UPDATED RECOWS TXT 202
110810 FOR 000000 Perez AlejandrAj
110810 FOR 000000 Intercom From Marano Mike To
110810 FOR 000000 T01122 11080 118 89073
110810 FSV 000000 T00000 INSP TP F RESULTS RCVD ORD DT1029J10
110810 FB 040110 1125 11 PROP INSPECTION PER
111210 CBR 04011 T00000 DELINQUENT 180 DAYS
111210 CBR 040110 00000 FORECLOSURE STARTED
111610 CIT 000000 T 21679 013 new cit 128 corn rcvd
111710 SLC 040110 00 7382
111810 FOR 000000 loanssue Type FC Payment Research
111810 FOR 000000 Process Level issue for this
111810 FOR 000000 event User has created a
111810 FOR 000000 System updated for the following
111810 FOR 000000 T0122 1180 1547 89073
111810 POR 000000 PC DISPUTE DOCS Status Active
111810 FOR 000000 Dispute Issue Comments SENDING
111810 FOR 000000 T01122 1180 1547 89073
111910 NT 000000 02794 sending mers maildoc notices requests to fcl
111910 NT 000000 T02794 mers mailbox icn1032200959
111910 CIT 000000 01379 013 close cit 128 mld ltr to a3p atty ruaft and
steele adv of mers info from deed of trust
and glossary in pp also incld copy of ltr
snt 1130deflt ltr xfr from hfo to gmac
1tr adv to contact fcl atty trustee for curr
amt nd to bring acct curr ek x5349
111910 CIT 000000 T01379 013 DONE 1190BY TLR 01379




HISTORY FOR .ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 36 
DATE 12/30/10 
- --- -- --- MAIL -- ------ -. --- -- - •. --- --- - - -- •. - PROPERTY - -- ----- -- - -----
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUT~ PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMH!T PLACE 
BOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATE COE DATE 
............ -~ ---
11.0310 FOR 000000 
110310 FOR -000000 
110310 FOR 000000 
1.10810 NT 000000 
110B10 NT 000000 
110B10 OL 040110 
110BI0 FOR 000000 
l:O 8370.6 BOISE 10 83706 
TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL OO lmST ESCRO  






11/03/10 - 09;25 - 39283 
roved. 
1/03/10 - 9,25 - 392-  
L  O   IH  RA. 'r"4713 
  CVD: l  ):'e   tty. t  DeC 
to stop ells. No request I! corrsp to chng 
ili»  jpb #5. t    ate. 
    ged. 
 -  Rl)   .02 
r z, ~ej ndral / 
110B10 FOR 000000  .F : orano I  - O: 
110810 FOR 000000 
UOBlO FSV 000000 
1101310 FB 040110 
111210 CBR 040.110 
11121.0 CBR 010110 
11t610 CIT 000000 
111710 SLC 040110 
nuno FOR 000000 
111810 POR 000000 
111810 FOR 000000 
111810 FOR 000000 
111810 FOR 000000 
H1810 FOR 000000 
111810 FOR 000000 
l.11810 FOR 000000 
111910 NT 000000 
111910 NT 000000 
111910 CIT 000000 
111910 CIT 000000 
ALL FCL21001 
T:01122 1/0 /10 - 1: 8 -  
'1':00 00 S     VD;  T=,10/29/10 
11.25   I I  F E 
:OOOOO I NT: 80+  







  t  a r  
.00 
l an. Issue ,    
ces - e .e  issue r s 
nc: s  as   
ste  dated r t e lo ing 
ll/18/10 - 5;47 -  
F  ISP TE CS : ctive 
/Disp , Issue t : S  
1/1 /10 - 5:47 - 89073 
3.82 
sending ers aildoc ticep & requests to tel 
ers ailb . ien#1032 S"9 
013 close cit 12B, Id ltr to a3p, atty runft and 
st l , adv of ere info from deed f trust 
and glossary in p&p. also incld copy of ltr 
snt 11/3/10, dent lt  " xfr from hEn to gmac 
l . adv to contact tel atty/tnlst e for curr 
amt nd to bring acct c ro ek xS349 
T:0137~ 013 DONE 11/19/10 BY TLR 01319 
TSK TYP 128-CC COR TR C ING 
HF000042 





3480 SOUTH P114MIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN Dag TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CUE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
111910 FOR 000000
Type FC Payment ResearchDispute C
111910 FOR 000000 associated with this loan issue
111910 FOR 000000 event User has ended the Issue
111910 FOR 000000
System updated for the following
111910 FOR 000000 T01122 1190 0950 39283
111910 FOR 000000
upload a copy of the response as soo
111910 FOR 000000
a copy of their response I will
111910 FOR 000000 dispute letter to VOC and requested
111910 FOR 000000 omments Forwarded borrower s
11191DkUR 000000 T01122 1190 0950 39283
111910 FOR 000000 n as VOC provides it
111910 FOR 000000 T 01122 1190 0950 39283
11190FOR 000000 ResearchDispute Status Active Ap
111910 FOR 000000 issue type FC Payment
111910 FOR 000000 event User has approved the issue
111910 FOR 000000
System updated for the following
111910 FOR 000000 T01122 1190 0950 39283
111910 FOR 000000 proved
111910 FOR 040000 101122 1190 0950 39283
111910 FOR 000000 Perez Alejandra
111910 FOR 000000 Intercom From Morano Mike To
111910 FOR 000000 T01122 1190 1350 89073
111910 D28 000000 BILLING STATEME FROM REPORT R620 STD FORM
112410 E90 090110 114951 PAYEE 0001000 00 114951
112910 FOR 000000 Morano
112910 FOR 000000 at 11290 0 13438 PM by Mike
112910 FOR 000000
to Executive Trustee Services Inc
112910 FOR 000000 Foreclosure WIE Id 20090460 sent
112910 FOR 000000 T01122 11290 1335 00007
112910 FOR 000000
Documents a copy of the VOC dispute
112910 FOR 000000 1 uploaded as Missing
112910 FOR 000000 Pere2Al jardra Message
112910 FOR 000000
Intercom From Mike Morano To
112910 FOR 000000 T01122 11290 13 24 39283
112910 FOR 000000 DOT Note and Bud1
112910 FOR 000000




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 37 
DATE 12/30/10 
---- ------ MAIL ----.--- ------- ----- --- - - - - -- PROPERTY ---- -- - - -- - -----
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUTH Po-lMIT PLACE 3460 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 
BOISE 
POST TRN DUE 
DATE CDE DATE 
1t1910 FOR OOOO~O 
111910 POR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 0:00000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 _FOR 000000 
11191(1 FOR 000000 
11191-0 FOR 000000 
U1910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
lllJJlO FOR 000000 
111910 -FOR O,()OOOO 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 FOR 000000 
111910 028 000000 
112410 E90 0-:10110 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 ~'OR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
ALL F<:L21001 









Type: Fe PaY ent Resear / is te.  
associat  it  t i  loan. I  
event, r h s end  t  I  
syste  t  f r t  ll i  
T:01122 11/19/10 - 0~:50 - 39283 
 a  f  r   so  
  -e i  r sponse. I ill 
 l   voe   
ts:  r r  
T:Ol122 11/19/10 - 9:50 -  
   ide   .. 
T:01122 1/13/10 - 3:50 -  
s rch/Disp t . t t : ti .  
ss e : e  
t:  s rov_e   . 
   e lo ing 
T:01122 1/1 /10 - 9:50 -  
pr . 
T:01122 11/19/10 - 9,50 -  
P r ~, leja raI / 
Interco  F Dl: ora . ike - : 
T:01122 11/1 /10 - 3:50 - 89073 
BILLING TEMENT F  REP RT R626  F  




at 11/29/2 10 :34:38 P  by Mike 
to Executive Trust e Ser ices. In . 
Foreclosure {NIB I /t 2009Q460) s : 
11/2 /10 - 13:35 - 00007 
Documents a copy of the VOC dispute 
I uploaded as i sing 
Pere2, Alejandra; / Me sage: 
Intercom Fro : Mike Moran.O - 'f : 
11/29/10 - 13:24 - 39283 
DOT, Note and Hud-l, 
the bo rower with the pay hist , 
- 149.S1 
HF000043 




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMI4IT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
112910 FOR 000000 response letter Which was sent to
112910 FOR 000000 T01122 11290 1324 39283
112910 FOR 000000 Perez Alejandra J
112910 FOR 000000 Intercom From Morano Mike To
112910 FOR 000 0 T01122 11290 1602 89073
112910 FOR 000000 Morano
112910 FOR 000000 at 11290 0 12455 PM by Mike
112910 FOR 000000 to Executive Trustee Services Inc
112910 FOR 000000 Foreclosure NIB rdq 20090460 sent
112910 FOR 000 T 01122 11290 13 25 00007
112910 FSV 040110 T00000 INSP TYPE F ORDERED REQ CD AUTO DELQ
120110 NT 00000D 13444 FHLMC BDR 1130 43 182010
120210 DM 000000 T00000 00 ST
EARLY IND SCORE 101 MODEL EIFRC
120710 FSV 000000 T 00000 INSP TP F RESULTS RCVD ORD DT11290
120710 FB 040110 1125 11 CROP INSPECTION FEE
121010 CBR 040110 T00000 DELINQUENT 180 DAYS
121010 CBR D40110 T00000 FORECLOSURE STARTED
121410 LIT 000000 08283 1540
added litigation codes per Legal Manager
121410 CIT 000000 T08283 014 new cit 830 cancel inspection and property
preservation acct is in litigation and we can
not have any contact with customer or the
property
121410 CIT 000000 T08283 015 new cit 951 hold BPO the account is in
litigation
121410 FSV 040110 T08283 DELINQ INSP HOLD PLACED R8L DT 12430
121510 CIT 000000 T 18731 014 Closing cit 830 cancel inspection and
property preservation acct is in litigation
and we can not have any contact with customer
or the property Prop in litigationno work
ordered p is shut dost
121510 CIT 000000 718731 014 DONE 1250BY TLR 18731
TSK TYP 830 CANCEL PRESERVA
121510 NT 000000 T18731 Closing tit 830 cancel inspection and




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 38 
DATE 12/30nO 
- -.- --~.- - MAI·L .-... - - ----- - - - - - -. - - - - -- -- •• PROPERTY --_.-- - ---- -- ---
GREGORY A RENSF{AI'I 
3480 SOUTH PI rr l>I..ACE 3480 SOUTH PI~~IT FLACE 
BOISE 
POST '1'RN OUB 
DATE CDE DATE 
112910 FOR 000000 
ll2lll0 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOJ't OOOOUO 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FOR 000000 
112910 FSV 040110 
1l0llO NT 000000 
120210 OM 000000 
120710 FSV 000000 
120710 FB 040110 
121010 CDR 040110 
1"21010 CBR 040110 
121.4LO LIT 000000 
l21HO CIT 000000 
121410 CIT 000000 
121410 FSV 040110 
121510 CIT 000000 
121510 CIT 000000 
























r  l tt  which s $ t t  
1/29/10 - 3:24 - 39283 
erez, l j ndra; / 
I t ·  From: rano,  - o: 
1/29/10 • 6:02 - 9073 
orano 
t 1/29/2010 :2 :5    i  
 S ti   ervi s. c. 
r l r  (NI  I ft 160) ene 
1/29/10 - :2  •  
   ED; 
 E  /30/l0-
00:00 aT 
O  ~AUT  K O 
 e/~/2010 
 : e    
];>   TS ;  ~11/.29/10 
11.25 11 P P I SP I  F  
! : 0+ S 
F E L S E ST TE  
5;40 
added litigation codes er egal anager 
OH ne  it 830 - cancel inspection and property 
re ion ilcct s  litiga .ion   can 
t have  tact ith   the 
roperty 
015 ne  cit 951 - ld P  the a unt s in 
li.tigation 
P INQ INSP HOLD P CE ; REL ITT =12/14/30 
014 losing cit 830 - cancel inspection and 
property preservaeion acct is in litigation 
and we can not have any contact with customer 
or the property - Prop in litig tion ... no work 
ordered ... p/p is shut do\~ ... dstx 
014 DONE 12/15/10 BY TLR 18731 
TSR TYP B30- CEL PRES A 
121510 N'r 000000 T:18731 Closing cit 83Q - cancel inspection and 
property preservation acct is in. litigation 
ALL FCL2l001 
HF000044 




3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMiIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE
X
TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
121510 NT 000000 T 18731 and we can not have any contact with customer
or the property prop in litigationno work
orderedpp is shut downstx
121710 FOR 000000 T03208 BIDDING INSTRUCTIONS 609 COMPLETED 1260
121710 SLC 040110 00
7382
121710 FOR 000000 completed on 1262010
121710 FOR 000090
following event aid Approved
121710 FOR 000000 User has updated the system for the
121710 FOR 000000 T01122 1260 18 16 11300
121710 FOR 000000 Completed on1262010
121710 FOR 000000 Instructions Peceived By Attorney
121710 FOR 000000 following event Bidding
121710 FOR 000000
User has updated the system for the
121710 FOR 000000 T01122 1260 186 21300
121710 FOR 000000 Completed completed on 1262010
121710 FOR 00o0oo fallowing event Bid Calculation
121710 FOR 000000 User has updated the System for the
121710 FOR 000000 T01122 12 11610 186 11300
121710 POR 000000 On 1262010
121110 FOR 000000 Instructions To Attorney completed
12170 FOR 000000 following event Bidding
121710 FOR 000000
User has updated the system for the
121710 FOR 000000 T01122 1260 186 11300
122010 LIT 000000 T01313 1421
emailed to have PCL put an hold
122010 FOR 000000 12120201
122010 FOR 000000 File on Hold Completed on
122010 FOR 000000 following event Attorney Confirmed
122010 FOR 000000 User has updated the system for the
122010 FOR 000000 T 01122 1220 1651 4G514
122010 FOR 000000 1220010
122010 FOR 000000 to Place File on Hold completed on
122010 FOR 000000
following event Attorney Notified
122010 FOR 000000 User has updated the system for the
122010 FOR 000000 T01122 1220 1346 68760




HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 39 
DATE 12/30/10 
--------- MAIL --------.----------- ---------PROP~RTY ----------------
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH P ~~lT PLACE 
BOISE In 8370b BOISE 10 83706 
POST TRN DUE 









121510 NT 000000 T;18731 and we c not hav  any contact it  Cl:ls ll\ r 
or t  r ert  - pr  i  liti ation ...  ork 
ordere<l ... pIp i  sti t own .. , dstx 
121710 FOR 000000 T:03208 I I  I T TI  ( 9) COMPLETED 12/16/10 
121710 SLC 040110 
121710 FOR 000000 
121710 ~R 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 T:01122 
121710 FOR 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 
121110 FOR 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 T:0112~ 
1-21710 FOR 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 T:01122 
121710 FOR 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 
l2l710 FOR 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 
121710 FOR 000000 T:01122 
122010 LIT 000000 T,01313 
122010 FOR 000000 
122010 FOR 000000 
122010 FOR 000000 
122010 FOR 000000 
122010 FOR 000000 T:01l22 
122010 FOR 000000 
122010 FOR 000000 
122010 FOR 000000 
122010 FOR 000000 
122010 FOR 000000 T, 01122 
122010 FOR 000000 
ALL FCL:nOOl 
.00 
co pl t   2/16/ 010 
f ll i  event: Bi  App~ovad. 
r   t  t    
12/16/10 - 18,16 - 1300 
co pl   .2/16/2010 
tr ctiO  R i   ey, 
 t:  
       
2/1 /10 - 8,16 - l  
l ted,   2/16/ 010 
"following nt: ai-d o  
ser as e  the s    
2/ 6/10 - 8:16 -  
on 12/16/2010 
Instructions  tto , ete  
fo lowing t: idding 
ser has dated the ste  for the 
12/16/10 - 8.16 - 1300 
14:21 
e ailed to have pe  put on hold 
12/20/ 010 
File on Hold, c l -ted on 
fo lowing e : A torney firmed 
User has updated the system for the 
12/2 /10 - 16:51 - 46514 
12/20/2 10 
to Place Pile on Hold. completed on 
follo\dng event: Attorney Notified 
User has updated the system for the 








3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 BOISE ID 83706
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL INTEREST ESCROW
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PAID PAID
122010 FOR 000000 Procesa opened 1220010 by user
122010 FOR 000000 T01122 1220 13 46 68760
127110 EH 04011 400 40 EXPENSE ADVANCES






HISTORY FOR ACCOUNT 473793636 PAGE 40 
DATE U/30/10 
--------- MAIL -------------------- --------- PROPERTY ------------.----
GREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUl'}{ PIMMIT PLACS 34<10 SOU'I'R PIMMI  PLACE 
BOISE ID 93706 BOISE 
POST TRN DUE TRANSACTION PRINCIPAL I ST ESCROW 
DATE CDE DATE AMOUNT PAID PA:rO PAlO 
---------------
--- ..... ---- ...... - --_ ... ---- ...... _- .. ""- ..... __ .. _ .. _--
122010 FOR 000000 r s op  12/20/ P10  user 
122nO FOR 000000 ,01122 2/20/10 - H:4G - Ge 0 
122"1l0 Fa 04011.0 4.().00 40 EXPENSE ADVANCES 
122910 NT 000000 T: 01363 frwdi  r  dl  reN: 5177S2691- t·  tel an  
. err 






































File was placed on hold due to Litigation Litigation
HOLD FCL
From Garcia Sandra CA
Sent MondayDecember 20 2010 254 PM
To Herrera Chris CA
Subject HOLD FCL SALE 12129 CANCEL ID220315C
Hold Type Client Managed Litigation Active
StartDate 1220010 End Date na
Entered By Leigh Frame gmac Ended By na
Reviewed By Leigh Frame gmac Reviewed 12202010
Projected End 122012011
Days on Hold 0
Hold Comments
Hold FCL Activity file in litigation assigned to MN Legal for handling
legal manager is B NorthropDay
Bid Completed on 1262010
MAILING OFAFFIDAVIT SENTTOTITLE FOR RECORDING
IRS DATEDOWN ORDERED BY TRANSMISSION
RCVD FC DISPUTEUPLOAD TO GMAC AND OPN ISSUE
From Ortega Clotilde CA
Sent Tuesday November 16 2010 533 AM
To Perez Alejandra CA
Cc Siriwan Edward CA
Subject FW ID220315C I LPS 100479846
Importance High
hi Alejandra








serna e o ent 
 avelo REDA TE  
12120/2010 3; 10   ri   ded. 
PM 
12120120103:10 hris errera il  s pl   l   t  iti ti  - iti ti  
P  












: rcia,  -  
ent: day, r 0,  :   
: ra,  -  
Subject: L  F L (S LE 12129 - EL) I -220315-  
l  e: lient anaged itigation: ctive 
t rt t : 2120 2010  te: D.3. 
t  : Leigh Fra e (g ac) Ended By: 
 : i  r  (g ) i d: 
j t  d: 2/20/ 011 
s  l : o 
old o ents: 
D.a. 
2120/201  
old F  ctivity file in litigation assigned to  egal for handling 
legal a a er is . orthrop-Day 
Iarissa ecson id lete   2116 2 10 
 rtega l l      E   
ee rtega J  O    S IS  
lejan r  Perez   I  P       
ee rtega r : rte a, lotilde -  
ent: Tuesday, ove ber 16,20105:33  
o: Perez, lejandra -  
: ri a , ard -  
Su~ect: F : I -220315-C I LPS# 100479846 
Importan : igh 
hi Alcjan , 
please se d tills letter to g . 




11620 0534 Dee Ortega From Ron Jautzen mailtoronjantzen@pioneealtsc m
AM Sent Monday November 15 2010103AM
To Ortega Clotilde CA
Cc Karen Mocerino Jesse Hamilton
Subject ID220315C f LPS 100479846
Importance High
Good morning Dee
We received the attached letter in the mail today from Law Office ofRunft
Steele on behalf ofGregory Renshaw Let me know if there is anything
we can do on our end Thanks
1029P2 10 1052 Alcjandra Perez RCVD FORECLOSURE DISPUTE UPLOADED TO NEWTRACK AND
AM OPN AN ISSUE
102712 10 18 Dee Ortega RECEIVED ALETTER FROM THE LAW OFFICES OF JONM
PM STEELE RUNFT STEELE LAWOFFICES REQUESTINGFOR
LOAN DOCUMENTSREFERRED LETTER TO EDDIE
102010342 Keith Torok Interim Invoice Needed GMAC October 14th Holds
PM
830201 102 MoniqueDixon GREGORY RENSHAW called in and advsied he is in a wheelchair and
PM has to type with a mouse stick in his month so be patient he indicates has
funds to RIminus atty fees advsied we are not able to accept figs
without our fees it would make rishort I instucted to contact gmtc to sce
ifany LM workouts could be considered
830201 122 Adrianne req riamt worked amt up and quoted him amt w instr
PM Cisneros GMAC Loan 473793636








830120I01159 Adrianne TrGREGORY RENSHAW VI SS ON FSI
AM Cisneros
81272010358 Carlo Magno Pub QCd827010
PM
827010821 CrisNavarro The Nod was mailedon827010
AM
82512010615 Dec Ortega Sale Date is scheduled for122912010
AM




1116 2010 :34  t  Fro : ROll Jantzen [mailto:ron.jantzen pioneerlts.com] 















127 2 10 :21 
 




: a,  -  
c:  ri o;  ilt  
j ct: - -C I S#  
t : i  
  , 
 r i  t  tt  l tt r i  t  il t  fr   ffi  f ft 
& t l   lf f r r  shaw. t   jft r  i  t i  
     d. . 
lcjandra Perez   l TE-     
I  
 t  I          . 
L ,  &    I   
 UMENTS .•.    I . 
it    c  .    . 
 i    called i  and advsied he is in a heelchair and 
has to type it  a ouse stick in his outh so be patient.. .. he indicates has 
f s t  lI inus tl  fees .... ] si  e r  t l  t  t fi s 
t       /i S Ol  J    a   e  
)'  ts    
rianne  /i       b   i  
is r    #  
i t t t t   : 9/13110 
4P T 1476.56S5906.24 
lp t@1476.56 $1 7 .56 
ate ar es $4 2.92 
I s ecti s $37.25 
  a S2344.40 
/A prais  $95.00 
t l $1 302.37 
ria  f       
 
rl  a   e  12712010 
 a      011:812 /2 10 
ec rte a     r: 212912010 
a iza ** I   •• AlL· R  U  ** 
i a  
 
811920 01039 Anna Liza From Ch iagao Anna Liza CALPS Default Services






Lenders Processing Default Title
818 2601625
AnnalizaGui gao@gmacmco
811120101258 Luis Rodriguez Fees And Costs Detail Good Through924010 Export





Process Status Total Fees Total Costs
Foreclosure Executive Trust Closed 5000 178996
Totals 5000 178996
Total Fees and Costs28996
81012010400 Carlo Magno Estimated foreclosure fees and costs good through8102010 are161500
PM




/19/2010 0:39  iza 
 i a  
r : Guin , nna iza -  (LPS f lt r i s) 
t: ay,  9,201010:39  
: ' ar  ri o' 
j t: l 846-lD- /I - -C 
l  l  . 
  
 J  
 i  - l  tle 
- -16  
nnaliza.Guingao@g acm.com 
/ 1 1012:58 
 
uis odriguez Fees nd osts etail ood hrough 912412010 xport 




rl  a  
arl  a  
Requested 8111/2010 12:53:00 P  (0 days, 2 hours,S inutes) Referral 
t  J7 12010 
 t l  
t 
lica l  r ss s 
es  s     
 -  ust...  $5 0. 0 $1,189.96 
t l : $5 0. 0 $1,189.96 
otal ees and osts: $2.289.96 
Esti ated foreclosure fees and costs good through 8/10/2010 are SI,615.00 








SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE THE LIMITS OF LIABILITY AND OTHER PROVISIONS
OF THECONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS HERETO ANNEXED AND MADE APART OFTHIS GUARANTEE
OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY a corporation herein called the Company
for the fee paid for this Guarantee the number amount and effective date of which are shown herein
herby Guarantass the parties herein called the Assured against loss notexceeding the liability amount
stated herein which the Assured shell sustain by reason of any incorrectness in the assurance which the
Company hereby gives that according to the public record on the effective date stated herein
1 The title to the hereindescribed estate or interestwas vested in the vestee named subject to the matters shown as Exceptions herein
which Exceptions are not necessarily shown in the order of their priority
This Guarantee is issuedwith die expectation that within 60 days and based upon the facts set forth herein a Notice of TrusteesSala will be prepared
and recorded oran action will be commenced in a Court of competent jurisdiction If a Notice of Safe is not recorded or such action is not commenced
all liability and obligation of the Company hereunder shall cease and terminate 60 days after the effective date shown herein or as may have been
extended by endorsement hereto
This Guarantee shall not he valid orbinding until countersigned below by an authorized officer or agent of the Company
Z2 ZC
Authorized 0 tceror ticensedApen
aarwAm 2M Ire
OLD REPUBLIC NATIONALTITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
A Stack Company






Litigati  r ruste 's 
l   
Z   
SUBJECT TO TIlE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE UMJTS OF LIABILITY AND OTHER PROVISIONS 
OFTHE CONDITIONS AND STIPUlATIONS HERETO ANNEXED AND MADE  PART OF THIS GUARANTEE. 
OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITlE INSURANCE COMPANY, a corporation, herein called the Company, 
for the fea paid for this Guarantee. the number. amount and effective dale of which are shown herein, 
herby Guarantees the parties harein called the Assured. against loss not exceedillll the liability amount 
stated h!!lain hich the ssured shaH suslain by reason of any incormctness in the assurance hich the 
Co pany hereby gives that, according to Ihe public record on the effective date stated herein, 
1. The titl  to th B herein described estate or i t r st as vested in th  vestee na ed. subject to the atters sho n as xceptions herein. 
i  ti s r  t o slaril   i  t  r r f t ir ri rity. 
This GUarantee is issued with the expectation that within 60 days and based upon the facts set forth h!!1ain, a Notice of Trustee's Sale will be prepared 
 r rded r  ti  ill  Cll  i   rt f at t j ri i ti o.lf  ti  f l  i  t r r  r  ti  i  t , 
alliiabitity and obligation of the Company hereunder shall cease and terminate 60 days after the effective date shown herein or as may have been 
  t t . 
This uarantee shall not be valid or binding until countersigned belo  by an authorized officer ar agent of the Co pany. 
ORTFonn Z!I55 Mil 
tlI2Ite • u 
L  REP LIC NATIONAL TITLE INS RANCE P  
A StllCK Co pany 
>/00 Secood AwlnU8 South. inneapolis, Minnesota 55401 





Code Codo Reissue Amt State Cty Prop Type
049 11 12 1
File No Policy No Da to of Policy Amt of lnsurancc Premium Amt
318896 Z13216740 July 30 2010 at7300 236500 10160
AM




Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC and GMAC Mortgage LLC IiKA G14AC Mortgage
Corporation and MFRS
2 Title to said estate or interest at the date hereof is vested in
Gregory A Renshaw who acquired title as an unmarried man
3 The estate or interest in the land hereinafter described or referred to covered by this Guarantee is
Fee Simple
4 The land referred to in this Guarantee is situated in the State of Idaho County of Ada and is
described as follows
Lot 12 in BIock 8 ofLakewood Unit No 15B according to the plat thercof filed in Book 56 of Plats at
Pages 5104 and 5105 records a f Ada County Idaho
NOTE According to the information supplied to the Company the Ada County Assessor Office lists
the following as common address for the subject property
3480 South Pimnait Place Boise ID 83706









Reis ue bmL 
Date ofPoliay: 






Old Republic National Title Insurance Company 
T  SAL  UA  
SCHED  A 





Ploneer Lender Trustee Services, LLC and GMAC Mortgage, LLC FKA GMAC Mortgage 
rporation,  E  
.  t  ai  st t  r i t t t  t  i  t  in: 
 . sllaw.  c i  ti    Ul   
3. he estate or interest in the land hereinafter described or referred to covered by this uarantee is: 
  
4. TIle land referred to in this uarantee is situated in the State of Idaho, County of da and is 
described as follows: 
ot 12 in lock 8 of alcclVood nit o. IS , according to the plat thereof, filed i  ook 56 f lats at 
   , rds o   ty. . 
NOTE: According to the infOJmation supplied to the Company, the Ada County Assessor's Office lists 
t  f ll i  s co on a dress for the s je t r rt : 
480 South imm t PIncc, ois ,  3 06 
Schedule A page 1 of J pa e(s) 
ETS000047 




FileNumber Dateof Policy PolicyNumber
318896 July 30 2010 at7300 ZB216740
AM
EXCEPTIONS
1 General taxes for the year 2009 which were liens are paid
Pareel No 01685125660450
Amount233600
PIus Certification Charge 400
2 General taxes for the year 20I0 which are liens are not yet due and payable
3 Sewerage charges and special assessment powers of theCity ofBoise
4 Liens and assessments of the folIowingdistrict and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law
District New fork Irrigation District 3781023Nampa Meridian Irrigation District 4667861
5 Covenants conditions restrictions and easements as set forth on the face ofthe plat
6 Covenants Conditions Restrictions and Easements
Dated June 8 1998
Executed y Triangle Development Company an Idaho Corporation
Recorded June 30 1988
Instrument No 8832064
Amendment to said covenants
Recorded November 23 1988
Instrument No 8857812
7 Terms covenants conditions and provisions contained in the bylaws andorarticles of incorporation
ofthe hereafter named association
Association Lakewood Park Homeowners Associates hie
Recorded October 16 1985
Instrument No 8554846
Amendment to said covenants
Recorded April 8 1991
hrstrumentNo 9117533
Amendment to said covenants
Recorded April 8 1991
Instrument No 9117538
Schedule B page 1 of 2 pages
TS000048
002446
ld cpublic ational Title Insurance o pany 
   
File u ber: 
318896 
E CEPTI S: 
H B 
 
t  f olicy; 
l  0,20   :30:00 
 
(1) eneral taxes for the year 2009, hich ere liens, are paid. 
areei o.: Ol-6R5125660450 
t: $2, 36.00 
l s rtific ti  r e: $4. 0 
(2) l t  u  t   1 , i   li ,  t t   y bl . 
(3) Se erage charges and special assess ent po ers of the ity of oise. 
oli y ber: 
 
(4) iens and assess ents ofllie following district and the rights and po ers thereof as provided by Ja . 
i tri t:  Yor  Ini ti  i tri t (3 8- 023 )1N3JIlpa ri ia  Irri ti  i tri t (46 -7 1) 
(5) ovenants, conditions, restrictions and ease ents as set forth on the face of the plat. 
(6) , , b.    
:  , 8  
Executed By: Triangle evelop eut o pany, an Idaho orporation 
:  D,  
Instru ent o.: 8832064 
end eut t  sai  c e a ts 
e : ove ber ,  
Instru ent o.:  
(7) Tenns, covenants, conditions and provisions contained in the by-laws andlor alticles of incorporation 
f the ereafter a ed ass i ti . 
ss i Li : ake od r  o eo ners ss i t s, Inc. 
e : ctober ,  
Instru ent .:  
mend ent to said covenants 
e : pril 8, 1991 
Instru e t .: 9117533 
mend ent to said covenants 
e : pril 8, 1991 
Instrument .: 9117538 
Solledule  page  of 2 pnge(s) 
ETS 048 
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
TRUSTEES SALE GUARANTEE
SCHRDULE B
8 Liens dues and or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore
attached pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants conditions and restrictions unposed upon
said premises
Association Lakewood Park Homeowners Association Inc
9 Terms andprovisions of letter from Central District Health Department
Dated February 18 1988
Recorded February 19 1988
Instrument No 8807509
Providing No lot size may be reduced without prior approval of the health authority
10ADeed ofTrust to secure an indebtedness of523625000and any other amounts as therein
provided payable under the terms conditions provisions and stipulations thereof
Dated June 27 2007
Grantor GregoryA Renshaw an unmarried man
Trustee Pioneer Title Company ofAda County
Lender Homecomings Financial LLC FIKAHomecomings Financial Network Inc
Beneficiary Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
Recorded July 3 2007
InstrumentNo 107095032
IIAclaim ofLien for Association Membership dues plus interest




12NOTE The inclusion of any successor trustee or beneficiary assignee as named Assured in this
TSG is conditioned upon the recordation ofa good and sufficient document reflecting such successor
appointment or beneficiary assignment within 30 days of the effective date of this TSG Failure to
record the proper document in the real estate records as stated herein sball have the effect of deleting
the aforementioned parties as named Assured in this TSG
END OF SCHEDULE B
Schedule 13 page 2 of 2 pages
ETS000049
002447
ld Republic ational Title Insurance Co pnny 
S EES E TEE 
E LE  
(8) ie , ues d lor assess ents m  the ss i tion rein ed ich  e r t f re 
attached pursuant to the ter s and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions illlposed upon 
s i  pre is . 
ss ciati : ake ood ark o eo ners ss ciati , I . 
(9) Ter s 1Il1d provisions of letter fro  Central istrict ealth epart ent 
ated: e r ar  18. 1988 
Recorded: February 19, 1988 
s e t o.:  
r i i :  lot size   re ced itho t rior r l f t  lt  t orit . 
(lO)A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of$236,250.00, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipUlations thereof. 
t : J e ,  
ra t r: re r  . eru1lB. , a  arrie  a  
t : i  itle   da t  
Lender: o eco ings Financial, LLC (FIKlA o eco ings Financial et ork, Inc.) 
eneficiary: Oltgage lectr ic egistration yste s, Inc. 
r d: l  ,  
s r  o.: 32 
(11)A lai  f ien f r ss i ti  rs ip s l s i terest 
y: Lake ood Park o eowner's ssociation, Inc. 
t lai e : $1,175.45 
ecorded: ove ber 5, 2009 
 o.:  
(l2)NOTE:  i l si  f  s ss r tr st  r fi i r  ssi  s  "Ass r d" i  tIlls 
 is c itione  ll  t e rec r ati  f a  a  s fficie t c e t reflecti  s c  s ccess r 
appoillOne.llt or beneficiary assign ent ithin 30 days of the effective date of this TS . Failure to 
record the proper docu ent i  the real estate records as stated herein shall have the effect of deleting 
t  f r ti e  rti s liS  ss r  i  t is . 
  h1)   
Schedule B pnge 2 of2 page(s) 
 
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
TRUSTEES SALE GUARANTEE
SCHEDULE C
RELATIVE TO THE DEED OF TRUST SHOWNAS ITEM 10 OF THIS GUARANTEE
The namesandaddresses of the Grantors in the Deed of Tnist and of the persons whose interest
appear of record as Successors in Interest ofsaid Grantorsare as follows
A GregoryA Renshaw
3480 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
B Occupant
3480 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
2 The namesaudaddresses of persons having a lien or interest appearing of record subsequent to the
interest of the trustee other than those persons identified in 1 above and of any persons having
filed a Request for Notice pursuant to Section 45 1511 Idalio Code are as follows
A LakewoodPark HomeownersAssociation
386 E Fairbrook Way
Boise ID 53706
B Lakewood 15BHomeownersAssociation
746 E Bridgewater Court
Boise ID 83706
3 Attention is directed to the fact that strict compliance must be had with respect to Section 451505
and 45 1506 Idaho Code including but not limited to personal service of the Notice of Sale upon
occupants of the Property and proper mailing publication and posting in the event said Property is
vacant
4 Attention is directed to the fact that the pendency of an action suit or proceeding to recover any
portion of the debt remaining secured by the Trust Deed
OR
The pendency of proceeding under the bankruptcy code involving a panty havnng an interest in the
property to be affected by the foreclosure of the Trust Deed from which proper relief from the
automatic stay has not yet been secured will constitute impediments to the commencement or
maintenance of the contemplated Trustee Sale Except as noted hereon we find no such proceeding
pending in the public records
Schedule C page 1 of2 pages
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S000050 
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
TRUSTEES SALE GUARANTEE
SCHEDULE C
5 Attention is called to the Federal Tax Lien Act of 1966 which among other things provides for the
giving of written Notice of Sale in a specified manner to the District Director of M as a
requirement for the divestment of a Federal Tax Lien in a nonjudicial sale including any Federal
Tax Lien filed at least 39 days prior to the scheduled sale date and establishes with respect to such
lien a right in the United States to redeem the Property within a period of 120 days from the sale
6 Attention is called to Soldiers and Sailors Civil Relief Act of 1940 and amendments thereto which
contain inhibitions against the sale of land under a Deed of Trust if the owner is entitle to the benefits
ofsaid act
END OFSCHEDULE C
Schedule Cpage 2 of 2 pages
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INDORSEMENT
ATTACHED TO GUARANTEENO ZB216740
ArrACHED To OPDERNo 318896
CUSTOMERREF No 100479846
ISSUED BY
OLD REPUBLIC nTLE INSURANCE CONTANY
TheCompany herebyassures the Assured that subsequent to the date of the Guarantee issued under
the above number no matters are shown by the public records which would affect the assurances in said
Guarantee other than the following
AMEND SCHEDULE BAS FOLLOWS
Exception No 10 is hereby amended to include
The trustee of said Deed ofTrust has resigned and a successor trustee appointed
Successor Trustee Pioneer Title CompanyofAda County dba PioneerLender Trustee Services
Recorded August 13 2010
Instrument No 110074819
Notice of default in the terms of the Deed ofTrust herein noted has been recorded
NoticeRecorded August 13 2010
Instnunent No 110074820
Deed ofTrustNo I07095032
The total liability of the Company under said Guarantee and under this Indorsement thereto shall not
exceed in the aggregate the amount stated in saidGuarantee
This Indorsement is made a part of said Guarantee and is subject to the exclusions froth coverage the
limits of liability and the other provisions of the Conditions and Stipulations therein except as modified
bythe provisions hereof
Date Prepared92010 OLD REPUBLIC TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
BY PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OFADA COUNTY
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By: ______________________ .-______ __ 
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Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
Burbank California 915043120
818 2601600 phone 818 2601850 fax
113020 0
LSI TITLE COMPANY INC
3220 EL CAMINO REAL
IRVINE CA 92602
Attention GERRI SHEPPARD
OrderNumber 100479846IDGN0 TSNumber ID220315C
County Ada
PLEASE ISSUE AIRSDATE DOWN TOMORROWON THIS FILE ANDFORWARD
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INDORSEMENT
ATTACHED To GUARANTEE No ZB216740
ATTAINED To ORDER NO 318896
CUSTOMERRErNo 100479846
1ssuwBY
OLD REPU13LIC TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
The Company hereby assures the Assured that subsequent to the date of the Guarantee issued under
the above number no matters are shown by the public records which would affect the assurances in said
Guarantee other than the following
AiYl3NDSCHEDULE B ASFOLLOWS
There have been no changes since our last report dated August 30 2010
The total liability of the Company under said Guaarantee al ld under this Indorsement thereto shall not
exceed in the aggregate the amount stated in said Guarantee
This Indorsement is made a part of said Guarantee and is subject to the exclusions from coverage the
limits of liability and the other provisions of the Conditions and Stipulations therein except as modified
by the provisions hereof
DatePrepared 122010 OLDREPUBLIC TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
BY PIONEER TTTLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
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ADA COUNTY RECORDERJ DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT100 1
BOISE IDAHO0811310 112AM
DEPUTY Bonnie BOTbRECORDEDQUEST F 11 81 lIIIHIiI1N lilllillEl f
LSI TITLE AGENCY INC 110074819
When Recorded Mail to
Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
Burbank California 915043120




KNOW ALLMIEN BY THESE PRESENTS
Are the granters GREGORY A RENSHAW AN UNMARRIED MANand pIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF
ADA COUNTY istherust e andMFRS MORTGAGE BLECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
SOLELY AS NOMDM FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKA14ONECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NBT9MKINC A LIMITED LIABILITY COAMARY s the beneficiary under that cortain Deed ofTrust dated
627007and recorded on732007 Book Page as Instrument No 107095032 and rerecorded records of Ada
County Idaho
The undersigned who is the present beneficiary under said Deed of Trust desires to appoint a new trustee in the
place and instead ofthe original trustee named above
NOW THEREFORE in view ofthe premises the undersigned hereby appoints PIONEERTITLE COMPANY
OFADACOUNTYdba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICESCO Executive Trustee Services LLC at
2255North Ontario Street Suite 400 Burbank California 915043 20as successor trustee under said Deed of
Tsyst to have all the powers ofsaid original trustee effective forthwith
IN WITNESSWHEREOF the undersigned beneficiary bas hereunto set his hand if the undersigned is a
corporation it has caused its corporate name tube signed and affixed hereunto by its duly authorized officer
Dated8102010 RTGA E Is CTROMC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
DONNAR ASSISTNTSECRETARY
State of California
County ofLos Angeles SS
On8102010before me Sally Beltran a Notary Public personally appeared Donna Fitton who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose name ishre subscribed and sworn to the within
instrument and acknowledged to me that liesheh yexecuted the saute Lt h1sAertheir authorized eapacityiesand
that byhiserth ir signatures on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf ofwhit the persons
acted executed the instrument
1 certify under penalty of perjury under the laws ofthe State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
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GMAC MORTGAGE LLC FKA
GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION
1100 VIRGINIA DRIVE
FORT YASIIINGTOPl PA 19034
Borrower GREGORY RENSHAW
TAX 11 232778943










Date Description ofFees and Costs Amount
08102010 Trustee Fees 5000
0827010 Statutory Mailings 410
08102010 Record Notice ofDefault 1300
08102010 Record Substitution ofTrustee 100
08102010 TSGFee 10160
0825010 Posting ofNotice ofSale 7500
08252010 Publication ofNotice ofSale 47750
Total Due 213290
STATUTORY CERTIFIED MAIL IS BY CIVIL CODE 2924b
THE AMOUNT SHOWN IS DUE AND PAYABLE UPON RECEIPT OFTHIS INVOICE
THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING Executive Trustee Services LLCFOR YOUR SERVICING NEEDS
YOU ARE A VALUED CUSTOMER ANDWEAPPRECIATE YOUR CONTINUED PATRONAGE
Amount Paid
ifpaytuenl is clifferent than invoice amount
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MForensic Professionals Group USA Inc
SUBSEQUENT SALES ANDSECURITiZATION OF MR RENSHAWSLOAN
Our research reveals the transactional history of this loan is nothing like it is presented in the
Notice of TrusteesSale It is a securitized loan as illustrated in 4 charts provided in this report
ABo Mortgagors




BMortgage C LendersRetail D Other
Handles borrower administration








Originates andor aggregates andor I Lends interim
loans from Sponsor
purchases closed loans from other funding at closing
a
TRUE SALE 1 to Originator




TRUE G Sponsor repayment
SALE 2 Sells pooled loans to Depositor in traditional Records on UCC1
fashion of sale recording in property records FIRST ENDORSEE
3 ISPV



















along with SPV assets o 3
LCDO Manager
A real person usually working for a
company that specializes in this area
Arranges for credit enhancement Work
with the rating agencies on behalf of
TrustTrustee Slices all loans into
tranchesof different grades Will now
manage through life of loans until pool
TRUE P Trust Holds pool assets on behalf of investors
SALE 3 Issues the investor certificates of ownership
4Trustee Major Bank Represents
R Underwriter
Typically the Wall Street Investment Bank Sells
yield bearing certificates to investors Arranges
for Legal Counsel and Opinions Reports and
Pays Rating Agencies for Credit Enhancement






Delegated by Master Servicer
Yd Party Vendors to Owner Often found
filing as owner in foreclosure In
Bankruptcy may be filer of Proof of Claim
and Motions For Relief from Stays
U MERS
MERS exec is a Sub Servicer Employee
Servicer tracking agency only Acts as
Nominee for owner for transfers of
servicing rights Never is the owner Never
holds mortgage or note Been exposed as
sham in Florida and other states when used












Buy certificates True owners of the Notes Trustee
responsible for communication to investors
Provides information portals to post Master
Servicer Securities Administrator information
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Forensic Professionals 3roup USA Inc
Undisclosed Subsequent Sale Summary of Mr RenshawsLean
A BORROWERS Mortgagors
BMortgage C Lenders Retail D Other
Brokers
Loan Offices I I lenders
F ORIGINATOR
Originates andor aggregates andor purchases closed loans from other originators
Warehouse Lender deducts Interest and fees owed from Paid in
Full Amount Received and remits balance In full to Originator
WAREHOUSE LENDER
Lends up to 99 of loan amount to ORIGINATOR
SALE ONE Originator to Sponsor Pays for loan IN FULL
GSPONSOR
Sells pooled loans to Depositor in true sales promising to record in property records
Investor
SALE TWO Sponsor to Depositor
money
H DEPOSITOR





Owns assess an behalf of investors INVESTORS Pay cash for mortgages in
who own securities
pool Certificate Holders Owners of loans
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i Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
Undisclosed Subsequent Sale Detail of Mr RenshawsLoan
A BORROWERS aka Mortgagors
BMortgage
I I C Lenders Retail I D OtherBrokers Loan Offices lenders
F Lender as ORIGINATOR
Originates andor aggregates andor purchases closed loans from other originators
SALE ONE Originator to Sponsor Originates or acquires originated
loans from borrower Endorses Note and transfers Mortgage DOT
by true sales to Sponsor True sales are all rights title and interest Pays
as opposed to retaining rights True sale legal opinions on public
for loan
offerings will be filed on SEC EDGAR Originator may retain Loan
IN FULL
Servicing Rights spreads of interest interest strips between
G Lender as SPONSOR
Sells pooled loans to Depositor in true sales promising to record in property records
SALE TWO Sponsor to Depositor Depositor is an entry portal of a
sophisticated bankruptcy remote qualified special purpose entity
QSPE that credit enhances the loans creates a Special Purpose
Vehicle SPV also bankruptcy remote hires a Collateralized Debt
Obligations CDO Manager to take loans in and split them up into Investor
different slices tranches and immediately sell and convey true money
sale title to theTrustee on behalf ofthe Investors
H DEPOSITOR
SALE THREE Depositor to Trust Sells loans to Trust In true sales and
then vanishes Notes to show proper endorsement Mortgages
DOTS to show proper assignment Trustee usually large bank Investor
operates remotely for benefit of Investorsak Certificate Holders money
Master Loan or subservicers and Securities Administrator perform
all services and reporting by contracted agreement
QTRUSTEE
P TRUST INVESTORS Pay cash for mortgages in
Owns assets on behalf of investors ool Certificate Holders Owners of loans
who own securities
24 1 P a g e 02010 FPG USA All Rights Reserved Borrower Gregory A Renshaw
PLF 00264
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M0Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
Undisclosed Subsequent Sale Essential Governing Documentation
of Mr Renshaw Loan
F Lender as ORIGINATOR
Originates andor aggregates andor purchases closed loans from other originators
FLOW AGREEMENT Originator promises to keep loan flowing for this deal and
all deals under time terms and payment specific terms
MORTGAGE PURCHASE AGREEMENTStipulates conveyance and form of
endorsement of Notes and assignment ofMortgages DOTs Makes representations
and warranties including provision of repurchase by Originator of defective loans
G Lender as SPONSOR
Sells pooled loans to Depositor in true sales promising to record In property records
MORTGAGE PURCHASE AGREEMENTStipulates conveyance and form of
endorsement of Notes and assignment ofMortgages DOTs Makes representations
and warranties including provision of repurchase by Originator of defective loans
H DEPOSITOR
POOLING AND SERVICING AGREEMENTStipulates conveyance and form of
endorsement of Notes and assignmentof Mortgages DOTS Makes representations
and warranties including provision of repurchase by Originator of defective loans
Specifies loan servicing policies and procedures and rights of investor owners
MASTER DOCUMENT CUSTODIAN AGREEMENT Identifies party whowill take
custody of protect and ensure safety of all the properly endorsed Notes and
assigned mortgages Because sometimes these are made in blank the originals may
be bearer instruments payable to anyone who holds the blue ink originals
Extreme care and procedures are required of this responsible party
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Delegated by Master Servicer
P Trust Holds pool assets on behalf of investors
Issues the investor certificates of ownership
31d Party Vendors to Owner Often found
filing as owner in foreclosure In
Bankruptcy may be filer of Proof of Claim
and Motions For Re from Stays
U MERS
MERS exec is a Sub Servicer Employee
Servicer tracking agency only Acts as
Nominee for owner for transfers of
servicing rights Never is the owner Never
holds mortgage or note Seen exposed as
sham in Florida and other states when used
to act as owner in foreclosure or as creditor
TMaster Servicer
Handles borrower administration
collections loan payments o
and monthly reporting Deals io
directly with Trustee insures sub m
servicers abide by sub servicing CO
agreements in accordance with the





Also Typically Acts As
X Securities Administrator y
to the Trustee reporting tracking
and Calculates and remits cash
flows to investors
Q Trustee Major Bank Represents the investors interests S Investors
Buy certificates True owners of the Notes Trustee
responsible for communication to investors
Provides information portals to post Master
ServicerSecurities Administrator information
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Vs CIVIL ACTION NO
CV08900805
MERSCORP INC et al
Defendants
VIDEO DEPOSITION OFRKARNOLD
taken pursuant to stipulation and agreement before
Tracye Sadler Blackwell Certified Court Reporter
and Commissioner for the State of Alabama at Large
in the Officesof The American Association for
Justice 777 6th Street NW Suite 200 Washington
DCon September 25 2009 commencing at
approximately 10am
1 Discovery and Confidentiality Agreement 8
6
2 Transcript ofVideoDeposition ofRK 10
7 Arnold taken on 92506
8 3 Excerpt from BlacksLawDictionary 74
9 4 Affidavit ofWilliam C Hultman 130
10 5 Agreement for Signing Authority 189
11 6 MERS RecommendedForeclosure Procedures 222
forAlabama
12
7 Transcript ofDeposition ofJM Onison 212
13 taken on April 22 2009
14 8 MINSummary 243
15 9 MIN Transfer Audit for 246
100037505741644069
16
10 MIN Audit for 100037505741644069 251
17
11 MIN Audit for 100037505741644069 256
18
12 Milestones for 100037505741644069 257
19
13 Transfer ofBeneficial Rights Overview 260
20
14 Excerpt from MERS Procedures Manual 265










3 ON BEHALF OFTHE PLAINTIFF 2 It is hereby stipulated andagreed by and4 Mr NicholasH Wooten
WOOTEN LAW FIRM 3 between counsel representing the parties that the
5 Attorne at Law
PODrawer 3389 4 video deposition ofRKARNOLD is taken pursuant
6 Alabama 36831 5 to the Alabama Rules ofCivil Procedure and that
7 MrLynn W Jinks III
JINKS CROW DICKSON 6 said deposition may be taken before Tracye Sadler
8 Attorneys at Law
219 North PrairieStreet 7 Blackwell Certified Court Reporter and
9 POBox 350
Union Springs Alabama 36089
8 Commissioner for the State of Alabama at Large
10 9 without the formality of a commission that11 ON BEHALFOF THE DEFENDANTS
12 Mr RobertM Brochin 10 objections to questions other than objections as to
MORGAN LEWIS BOCKIUS LLP
13 Counselors at Law 11 the form of the question need not be made at this
200 South Biscayne Boulevard 12 time but may be reserved for a ruling at such timeY14 suite 5300
MiamiFlorida 331312339 13 as the said deposition maybe offered in evidence15
Mr Shaun Ramey 14 or used for any other purpose byeither party
16 SMOTE PERMUTT
Attorneys at Law
15 provided forby the Statute
17 2311 Highland Avenue 16 It is further stipulated and agreed byand
Bimringham Alabama 35205
1a 17 between counsel representing the parties in this
Ms heron McGann Hotstkamp
19 18 case that the filing ofsaid deposition is hereby
VicePresident tr General counsel 19 waived and may be introduced at the trial of this20 1818 Library Street
Suite 300 20 case or used in any other manner byeither
21 Reston Virginia 201905619
22 21
party
hereto provided for by the Statute regardless of
ALSO PRESENT
23
22 the waiving of the filingof the same
MrFred walker Videographer 23 It is further stipulated and agreed by and
Pages 1 to 4
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3342634455
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1  
 It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and 
 bet een counsel representing the parties that the 
 video deposition ofRK. ARNOLD is taken pursuant 
  e la        
6 said deposition ay be taken before racye adler 
7 lac ell, ertifie  rt e rter a  
 Co issioner for the State of Alaba a at Large, 
 ith t t e f nn lit  f  issi , t t 
10 jections t  esti s t er t  jections as t  
 t e f nn f t  sti   t e ade t t is 
 time but may be reserved for a ruling at such time 
 as the said deposition may be offered in evidence 
 or used for any other purpose by either party 
 provided for by the Statute. 
 It is further stipulated and agreed by and 
7 et een counsel re rese ti  the arties in t is 
 case that the filing of said deposition is hereby 
 aived and ay be introduced at the trial of this 
20 case or used in any other manner by either party 
21 hereto provided for by the Statute regardless of 
 t e ai ing of t e filin  of t e sa e. 
 It is further stipulated and agreed by and 
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1 between the parties hereto and the witness that the 1 public Fred Walker
2 signature of the witness to this deposition is 2 representing Capital
3 hereby not waived 3 Reporting
4
Henderson Imhere with my
4 I will now swear in the
5 5 witness
6
MR BROCHIN Myname is Bobby
6 Witness sworn
7 THE VIDEOGRAPHER This is Disk 1 7 MR WOOTEN Shaun you have that
8 in the video deposition of 8 agreement Did you want to
9 RK Arnold in the matter of 9 mark it or do you just want
10 Debra Henderson versus 10 to reference it
it MERSCORP Incorporated and 11 I can mark it if you want
12 Mortgage Electronic 12 me to
13 Registration Systems Inc 13 MR BROCHIN Yeah I just want
14 filed in the Circuit Court of 14 to mark the discovery and
15 Montgomery County Alabama 15 confidentiality agreement
16 Todaysdate is September 16 which deals with the
17 25th 2009 and the time is 17 dissemination of the videotape
18 now 10pm am We are 18 of this deposition as an
19 located at the offices of 19 exhibit to the transcript
20 American Association for 20 THE COURT REPORTER Thank you
21 Justice at 777 6th Street 21 Do yall want usual
22 Northwest WashingtonDC 22 stipulations
23 Will counsel identify 23 MR RAMEY I think the only
Page 6 Page 8
themselves beginning with the difference is I dontthink
2 attorney giving notice 2 Mr Arnold is going to waive
3 MR WOOTEN My name is Nick 3 reading and signing
4 Wooten and I represent Debra 4 MR BROCHIN Yeah Ifthats
5 5 what stipulation means We
6 cocounsel Lynn Jinks 6 dont we do not waive
7 7 reading
8 Brochin MorganLewis I 8 THE COURT REPORTER Okay
9 represent the deponent RK 9 Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 was marked
10 Arnold 10 for identification
11 MR RAMEY Shaun Ramey with 11 MR WOOTEN All right And I
12 Sirote and Permutt I 12 marked this agreement as
13 represent the defendant 13 Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 to the
14 MERSCORP and MERS Inc 14 deposition just so wellhave
15 MS HORSTKAMP Sharon Horstkamp 15 that out of the way And this
16 And Im general counsel with 16 is the negotiated agreement
17 MERS 17 with respect to the parties
18 THE VIDEOGRAPHER Also present 18 agreement not to disseminate
19 the court reporter Tracye 19 this video outside ofthis
20 Blackwell representing 20 litigation without except
21 Haislip Ragan Green Starkie 21 according to the terms ofthis
22 Watson Reporting And 22 agreement
23 videogranher and notary 23 And again iust for the
Pages 5 to 8




ideo e tion .K. rnold t er ,  
age 51   
 bet een the parties hereto and the itness that the ., li , r  l r, oJ. 
 signature f the itness to this deposition is  representing apital 
 ere  t ai e .  e rti g. 
  I ill  r i  t  
 *************  it ess. 
  (Witness s orn.) 
  I :   is    :rvf . : un,    
 i  t e i e  e siti  f  a ree e t. i   a t t  
 . r       r  it, r   j st t 
  e s    t  refere ce it? 
11 IvIER , t ,      it i   t 
 ortgage le    . 
 Registration Syste s, Inc.,  :rvfR. I : .    
 ile    r t         
 t  t , la .  i ti lit  t 
 oday's date is epte ber      
 25th, 2009, and the ti e is  isse i ati  f t e ide ta e 
  0:10 .m. -- .m.    of this deposition as an 
    fices   i it t  t  tr cri t. 
  s      :  . 
 ti  t  t  t t,  o y'all ant usual 
 orth est, ashington, .C.  sti lati s? 
 ill c sel i e tif   l\II .. : I t i  t e l  
    
 t e sel es e i i  it  t e  e    n't  
 attorney giving notice.  r. r l  is i  t  i  
 :rvfR. :   is i   reading and signing. 
 ooten, and I represent ebra  l\IIR.. HIN: h.  t at's 
 enderson. I'm here ith y  t sti l ti  s.  
 c -c sel,  Ji s.  n't --     
 : . I : y a e is   r ding. 
 r c in, r an- e is. I    RTER: y. 
 represent the deponent, RK.  (Plaintiffs xhibit 1 as arked 
 ld.   ntification.) 
 : . Y:   it   :rvf . :  t.   
   r tt.     t  
 represent the defendant  l i ti  i it  t  t  
   , .  deposition just so e'll have 
 . TK : ar  rst a .  t t t  t  y.  t i  
 nd I'm general counsel ith  is the negotiated agree ent 
 .  it  t t  t  rti ' 
  I : l  r ent,  a ree e t t to isse i ate 
 the court reporter, Tracye  t i  i  t i  f t i  
 lack ell, representing  liti ti  it t -- t 
 aislip, agan, reen, Starkie  r i  t  t  t r s f t is 
 & atson eporting. nd  r e ent. 
 p   r   d, in, j  r  
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1 record that has nothing to do 1 A Yes
2 with the transcript This is 2 Q Okay And does it appear that on this date
3 purelywith the video today 3 three years ago you gave that deposition
4 MR RAMEY Correct 4 A Yes
5 5 Q And have you ever reviewed that transcript
6 6 other than signing it for the purpose of
7 7 certifying your testimony
8 RKARNOLD 8 A Most ofit
9 The witness after having firstbeen duly sworn 9 Q Okay And I actually have two copies Im
10 to speak the truth the whole truth and nothing but 10 going to swap with you if you will the
11 the truth testified as follows 11 unmarked copy Ifyoullhand me that copy
12 EXANUNATION 12 I marked back please sir
13 BY MR WOOTEN 13 With respect to andImtrying to
14 Q MrArnold ifyou would would you state 14 save us a little time But with respect to
15 your full name for the record please 15 the background information that you
16 sir 16 provided during the course of that
17 A RKArnold 17 deposition regarding your education
18 Q And how are you presently employed sir 18 experience and training any of that
19 A Iwork for MERSCORP Inc 19 information different today than it was
20 Q What is your position with MERSCORP Inc 20 when you gave that deposition
21 A Impresident and CEO 21 MR BROCHIN Object to the
22 Q Okay Do you remember what you were doing 22 excuse me Let me object to
23 three years ago today 23 the form of that question I
Page 10 Page 12
1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 dontthink its appropriate
2 of the question 2 to ask a witness if the
3 Q Its not a trick question Do you remember 3 previous testimony certainly
4 what you were doing three years ago today 4 in general nature is
5 A Where I was maybe Idontknow 5 accurate
6 Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 was marked 6 A Are you asking about my
7 for identification 7 Q Have you obtained any additional degrees
8 Q I ask you to take a look at that and ask 8 since you gave that deposition
9 you if you recognize that Its marked as 9 A No additional degrees
10 Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 10 Q Okay All right And has anything changed
11 Brief interruption 11 about your qualifications or experience
12 MR BROCHIN Just for the record 12 other than your longevity in your current
13 it appears that youvehanded 13 position since that deposition
14 the witness a transcript of a 14 A Probably just experience
15 copy of a deposition with all 15 Q Okay And the information that you
16 sorts of highlighted notes and 16 provided during that deposition with
17 et cetera on it 17 respect to your background and history
18 Q AndIll represent to you Mr Arnold 18 employment history your education and
19 thatsa transcript of your testimony from 19 qualifications is all still accurate
20 the matter ofTrent versus MERS that was a 20 correct
21 case in the District Court for the United 21 MR BROCHIN Same objection of
22 States in Florida Does that appear to be 22 asking a witness to testify
23 what that actually is 23 about the accuracy of
002471















































  i a e  " 
cord, t  t i     . s. 
it  t  tr scri t. is is  . y.   it r t t  t i  t  
r l  it  t  i  t ay.  t r  r     t t position? 
. Y: rrect.  . s. 
 . nd have you ever revie ed that transcript 
*************  t r t  si i  it f r t  r s  f 
 rtif i  r t sti ony? 
.KA   .  f t. 
 it s, t  i  i t  l    . y.   t all   t  i s. 'm 
   ,           i  ,   il ,  
t  t t  t ti i   ll s:  ar e  c py. If ou'll a  e t at c  
MI I   I arked back, please, sir. 
 l.\tI . N:  ith respect to --  'm t i  t  
. r. l ,   ld,     save us a little ti e. ut ith respect to 
 l    r , ,  t  r  i f r ti  t t  
sir.  provided during the course of that 
. .K r l .  deposition regarding your education, 
.   r   r s tl  l , sir?  experience, and training, any of that 
.    , .  i ti  i t t  t  it  
. t i   iti  it  , c.?     t posit on? 
. I'm president and .  . HI : ject t  t e --
. ay.   re e er at  ere i   e c se e. et e ject t  
   ay?  the for  of that question. I 
    
l.\tI . I : j t t  t    n't t i  it's i t  
of the question.     t e    
. It's not a trick question. o you re e ber  previous testi ony certainly 
at  ere i  t ree ears a  t ay?  i  e eral at re is 
. he    .  n't .  r t . 
(plaintiffs t     . re you asking about y --
f r i tifi ation.)  . ave you obtained any additional degrees 
.             since you gave that deposition? 
 if  r i  t t. It's r e  s  .  iti l r s. 
fs t .  . kay. ll right. nd has anything changed 
(Brief i t rr ption.)  about your qualifications or experience 
. I : t  t  r ,  other than your longevity in your current 
  t  ou've   position since that deposition? 
 itness      . r a l  j st e erie ce. 
copy f a deposition ith all  . kay. nd the infor ation that you 
s rts f i lighte  tes a   provided during that deposition ith 
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t at's  tr s ri t f r t sti  fr   qualifications is all still accurate; 
   re   E S     rrect? 
as    s    t e ite   . I :  j ti  f 
t t  i  l ri . e  t t r t    s i   itness t  t stif  
hat  l  i ?  t    
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testimony given three years 1 board
2
Q
ago in a general nature 2 A Six
3 Q Well lets do that this way then 3 Q With regard to Mortgage Electronic
4 Mr Arnold so we can just make sure we 4 Registration Systems sir can you tell us
5 donthave any disputes about the 5 when that company was incorporated
6 admissibility of this 6 A In 1999
7 Yourecurrently employed as the CEO of 7 Q And with respect to that company sir can
8
A
MERSCORP is that correct 8 you tell us when the subsidiary was formed
9 A Yes 9 A That is a subsidiary
10 Q Were you so employed when you gave the 10 Q Okay Can you tell us when the parent was
11 Trent deposition it formed
12 A Yes 12 A In 1998
13 Q Are you affiliatedwith any other company 13 Q In the case that wer here about today
14
Q
other than MERSCORP 14
Q
Mr Hultman has provided an affidavit in
15 A Im an officer of Mortgage Electronic 15 support of some pleadings that your
16 Registration Systems Inc 16
A
attorneys filed What is Mr William





serves as the nominee of record in public 18 these defendants with your company I
19 land records throughout America 19
A
should say Im sorry
20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 20 A He works for MERSCORP Inc
21
A
of the question 21 Q And what is his employment title
22 A Its a subsidiary ofMERSCORP 22 A Hessenior vice president and corporate
23 Q Okay And are both of these corporations 23 divisionmanager
Page 14 Page 16
private corporations With respect to the structure of this
2 Yes 2 corporation Mr Arnold can you explain to
3 Are there any individual shareholders of 3 the ladies and gentlemen of the jury the
4 either of these corporations that are not 4 relationship between these two entities
5 institutions or entities related to the 5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
6 mortgage banking and lending industry 6 of the question
7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 7 A Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
8 of the question 8 Inc is a whollyowned subsidiary of
9 Theyr all corporations 9 MERSCORP Inc
10 Q Certainly Do you serve on the board of 10 Q So the parent corporation has 100percent
11 directors of any other corporations other 11 ownership of the subsidiary which is the
12 than MERSCORP andMortgage Electronic 12 company that appears in the land records in
13 Registration Systems 13 this case right
14 A No 14 A Correct
15 Are you compensated by any otherbusiness 15 Is that also the company that instituted
16 or corporation other than the two entities 16 the foreclosure against Ms Henderson
17 youveidentified 17 Yes
18 A No 18 And that is the corporation that has six
19 Currently how many directors serve on 19 directors correct
20 Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems 20 Yes
21 Incs board 21 Q And of those directors are five of those
22 16 22 directors members also directors of the
23 O And how manv directors serve onMERSCORPs 23 parent corporation
Pages 13 to 16
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ideo e  .K. r  e te er ,2  
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 . ll, l t's  t t t i  y, t ,  . it  r r  t  ortga e l tr i  
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 f t e estion.  . nd hat is his e ploy ent title? 
 . t's  i  f P.  . e's se i r ice resi e t a  c r rate 
 . kay. nd are both of these corporations  i isi  a a er. 
    
 ri at  r r tions?  . ith respect to the structure of this 
 . .  corporation, r. rnold, can you explain to 
3 . r  t r   i i i l r l r  f  t e la ies a  e tle e  f t e j r  t e 
 eit er f these corporations that are not  r l ti s i  t  t s  t  titi s? 
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 rt a e, a i , a  le i  i stry?  of the question. 
 .. I : j t t  t  f r   . ortgage lectronic egistration Syste s, 
 f t  sti .  Inc., is a holly-owned subsidiary of 
 . ey're ll r r ti .  , Inc. 
 . ertainly. o you serve on the board of  . SO the parent corporation has 100-percent 
 directors of any other corporations other  o nership of the subsidiary, hich is the 
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1 A Yes 1 of the question
2 Q Who is the independent director of the 2 A Streeter Brothers is an originator
3 subsidiary 3 Q All right I noticed in reviewing the
4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 4 documents at least some of the documents
5 of the question 5 Ive seen regarding your company that some
6 A Bruce Posey 6 of the original members were Fannie Mae and
7 Q Itsmy understanding that your corporate 7 Freddie Mac is that correct
8 structure of the subsidiary requires that 8 A Yes
9 the independent directorhave no 9 Q And at the time they became members is it
10 affiliationwith the parent corporation is 10 fair to say that they had a significant
11 that correct 11 influence on the mortgage industry as a
12 A I I dontknow what the question means 12 whole
13 Q When you structured the subsidiary from a 13 A Yes
14 parent you structured the subsidiary with 14 Q Is it fair to say that the mortgage
15 the idea of creating a bankruptcyremote 15 industry generally looks to those two
16 entity is that correct 16 entities for industry standards regarding
17 A Thats correct 17 things like mortgage servicing and document
18 Q And one of the requirements of doing that 18 custodianship arrangements and that sort of
19 was that you have at least one independent 19 thing
20 director correct 20 A I dontunderstand the question
21 A Yes 21 Q Are the Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
22 Q And according to your understanding what 22 published guidelines with respect to
23 are the requirements of independents to 23 mortgage servicing typically considered to
Page 18 Page 20
1 meet that test so that that entity 1 be an industry standard
2 qualifies for bankruptcy remoteness 2 A Among others
3 A Well at a very basic level cantbe a 3 Q Are they also considered to be an industry
4 shareholder or a director of the parent 4 standard with respect to document custodial
5 Q And how is it determined well letme 5 agreements between mortgage securitization
6 rephrase 6 participants
7 Outside of MrPoseys service on the 7 A I dontknow
8 board of the subsidiary corporation do you 8 Q But you would agree that at the time they
9 know if hesotherwise employed 9 became members ofMERS they did have a
10 A Yes 10 significant influence in the mortgage
11 Q And how is he employed 11 industry
12 A Hes the CEO of Streeter Brothers Mortgage 12 A Yes
13 Q So is Streeter Brothers Mortgage what the 13 Q Is it your opinion that the MERS concept
14 industry would commonly refer to as an 14 could have taken root without their
15 originator 15 participation
16 A An originator 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
17 Q A company that originates mortgage loans 17 of the question to the extent
18 A Yes 18 it calls for an opinion and
19 Q So although he has no ownership interest 19 speculation
20 with the parent corporation he is his 20 A I dontknow
21 company is involved in the mortgage lending 21 Q Were they afforded any special
22 industry 22 considerations for becoming members ofMERS
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 whenMERS was originally formed
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Page 17 age  
A e . 1 f t e ti . 
. ho is the independent director of the 2 . treeter rothers is  ri i . 
subsidiary? 3 . ll ri t. I tice  in re ie ing the 
.MR B I : bject to the for  4 c ents -- at least s e  t e e ts 
of the question. S I've  re  our  that  
. ruce Posey.   t e riginal ers ere ie ae  
Q. It's my understanding that your corporate 7 re ie ; is t at ct? 
structure of the subsidiary requires that  . e . 
the independent director have no 9 . nd t t e ti  t  e a e e bers is it 
affiliation ith the parent corporation; is     t t    s ficant 
 ct?  influence  t e rtga e  s  
.  -- I n't n  hat t e sti  e s.  le? 
. hen you structured the subsidiary fro  a  . e . 
parent, you structured the subsidiary ith  . Is it     e tga  
the idea of creating a bankruptcy-re ote  in s   s  s   
entity; is that correct?  ties f  in    
. t's t.    rt a     
. And one of the require ents of doing that  st i s i  rr ts  t t s rt f 
as that you have at least one independent  thin ? g. 
director; correct?  .  n't   ti . 
. .  . re     e  
. nd according to your understanding, hat  lishe  i li es it  r s t t  
are the require ents of independents to  rt  s r i i  t i ll  si r  t  
    
t t t t st s  t t t t tit  1   i tr  t ndard? 
qualifies for bankruptcy remoteness?  .  t rs. 
. ell, at a very basic level can't be a  . re        
shareholder or a director f the parent.        
Q. And how is it deter ined -- ell, let e  r ts t  rt  s riti ti  
rephrase.  participants? 
t i  f r. sey's r i   t  7 .  n't lm . 
board of the subsidiary corporation, do you  . t  l  r  t t t t  ti  t y 
lmow if he's otherwise employed?          
 .  significant influence in the ortgage 
Q. And how is he employed?  i stry? 
 e's the  of treeter rothers ortgage.  . . 
Q. SO is Streeter Brothers ortgage what the  .    i      
industry ould co only refer to as an  l   t    t ir 
originator?  participation? 
. An originator?  . CHIN: j t t  t  f r  
.  co pany that originates ortgage loans?  f t  sti  t  t  t t 
. s.   l  f r  i  n  
Q. SO although he has no ownership interest  eculation. 
ith the parent corporation, he is -- i   .  on't lmow. 
company is involved in the mortgage lending  . r  t  ff r  ny speci l 
industry?  i r ti  f r co i  r  f  
.  CHIN: j t t  t  f r      r ~all  f r ed? 
 1  t   
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1 A No 1 referred to simply as N IRS MERS Is
2 Q Did they make an equity contribution to 2 that how you typically refer to the
3 MERS when it was formed 3 subsidiary
4 A Yes 4 A No
5 Q Do youremember the amount of that 5 Q How do you refer to the subsidiary
6 contribution 6 A Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
7 A Well it was a rollover from a from the 7 Inc
8 previous company 8 Q For the sake ofmy voice can we agree to
9 Q Okay So youretalking about old MERS 9 refer to the subsidiary as MERS Inc Is
10 right 10 that sufficient to delineate the two for
it A OldMERS it the purpose of this deposition
12 Q The original company that was formed when 12 A As opposed to MERS
13 they made their equity contribution was to 13 Q As opposed to simply MERS the
14 the new company that was formed that is the 14 subsidiary for the purposes of this
15 present company 15 deposition ifyou and your lawyers can
16 A In 1995 they made equity contributions 16 agree to it Id like to just refer to the
17 Q Okay And do you remember the dollar 17 subsidiary as MERS Inc Is that okay
18 amounts ofthose contributions 18 A Okay
19 A In 1995 19 Q You testified in the Trent case that you
20 Q Uhhuh positive response 20 were part of the original executive team
21 A No 21 for that was hired by NMRSCORP is that
22 Q Are there any documents available through 22 correct
23 anypublic resource that would indicate the 23 A There wasnta MERSCORP
Page 22 Page 24
1 dollar amount of those contributions by 1 Q At that time
2 those two entities 2 A At that time
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 Q Right And that would I mentioned a
4 of the question Calls for 4 moment ago old MERS That was the original
5 speculation 5 incarnation of this company in the state of
6 A I dontknow what what documents there 6 Delaware correct
7 are 7 A In 1995
8 Q Mir Arnold you testified in the Trent case 8 Q In 1995 And just briefly because I
9 that you were a member of the first 9 think the judge and thejury would want to
10 executive team that was hired by MERS is 10 understand this issue can you briefly
11 that correct 11 outline the corporate history from 1995
12 A Yes 12 until we reach this present structure where
13 Q And I guess before we go any further I 13 we have MERSCORP andMERS Inc
14 guess you and I and your lawyers should 14 Just andIm not asking you for
15 agree on how wer going to delineate 15 specific days I knowyall have produced
16 between these two companies as we talk 16 some documents relative to some of that
17 about it 17 But just in general can you lay out for the
18 I have been referring to the parent 18 jury and the judge the transformation of
19 corporation as MERSCORP Is that correct 19 this corporation till it reached its
20 A Thats correct 20 present state please
21 Q Okay And so if I say MERSCORP I am 21 A It was old MERS as you referred to it
22 discussing the parent 22 was created in 1995 with temporary
23 The subsidiary I have typically 23 officers It was capitalized maybe up to
002474
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I 
1 . .  referre  t  i l   .MERS, ~/!-E-R-S. I  
2 . Did they make an equity contribution to  that ho   t ica ly  t  the 
3 .MERS hen it as fonn d?  s i i r ? 
4 . .  . . 
 . o you re e ber the a ount of that  .    r f r t  t e s sidiary? 
6 c ti n?  . ortgage le tr ic i tr ti  t , 
 . ell, it as a rollover from a -- ro  t e  . 
 previous co pany.  . or the sake f y voice, can e agree to 
 . .  u're t l ing t l  .ME ;  refer to t e s si iar  as . E , I c.? Is 
 right?  that icient  e     
11 . . ? 11 the r s   t is osition? 
 . he original co pany that as fonned hen  . s opposed to . ? 
 they ade their equity contribution was to  .  s   y . E ,  
 the ne  co pany that as fonned that is the  s si iar  --   rposes   
 present company?  deposition, if you and your la yers can 
 A. In 1995 they made equity contributions.  ee t  it, 'd li e t  j t  t  t  
 Q. Okay. And do you remember the dollar  subsidiary as , Inc. Is that okay? 
 ts   t ti s?  . . 
 .  95?  . u t stifi  i  t  r t s  t t  
 Q. Uh-huh (positive response).  r  rt  t  ri inal ti  t  
 . .   -- t t  i   ME ; i  t t 
 . Are there any documents available through  rrect? 
 any public resource that would indicate the  .  sn't  . 
    
 llar a t f t se c tri tions   . t that ti e? 
 s   titi s?  .   . 
 l\If . HI : bject to the fonn  . ight. nd that ould --    
 of the question. alls for    l  .     
 speculation.      i     
 .  on't  t --     ela are; c rrect? 
 .  .  95. 
 . r. Arnold, you testified in the Trent case  . In 1995. And, just briefly, because I 
 that you were a e ber of the first  t i  t e j e a  t e j r  l  a t t  
 executive tea  that as hired by ERS; is  rst  t is iss e,   ri fl  
 t t rrect?  outline the corporate history fro  1995 
 . s.  until e reach this present structure here 
 Q. And I guess before we go any further, I    . E S   S, c.? 
 guess you and I and your lawyers should   --  I'm t ski   f r 
 agree on how we're going to delineate  s ecific ays. I  'all a e r ce  
 bet een these t o co panies as e talk        t at. 
 t it.  t j t i  r l   l o t f r t  
 I have been referring to the parent  jury and the judge the transfonnation f 
 corporation as ERSCORP. Is that correct?  this corporation till it reached its 
 . hat's rrect.  present state, please? 
 . Okay. And so if! say. ERSCORP, I am  .   -- l  . S,   r f   t, 
 discussing the parent.    i  1    
 he subsidiary I have typically  ffi rs. I   pit li    t  
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1 50percent level and that was a
f
1 A Jim Dowell
2 combination of equity and debt 2 Q Is thatDOWELL
3 Q And is that Im sorry I didntmean to 3 A I believe so
4 interrupt you But is that the 4 Q What was his position
5 contribution we mentioned awhile ago from 5 A Chief technology officer
6 Fannie and Freddie 6 Q Is he still employed by either the parent
7 A Yes And it was a combination of equity 7 or the subsidiary
8 and debt and you asked about equity 8 A No
9 Q Sure All right Go ahead Pm sorry 9 Q Do you have any relationship with
10 A So the first task of course was to hire 10 Mr Dowell
11 permanent officers And that was the it A Cocktail every three years
12 original executive team that you referred 12 Q Do you know how hescurrently employed
13 to And that happened in December of 1995 13 A No
14 Q Other than yourself do you recall who else 14 Q Who else was hired
15 was hired as a member of the executive 15 A Dan McLaughlin
16 team 16 Q And do you recall his position
17 A Paul Mullings 17 A He was the operations officer
18 Q Is he still employed by either the parent 18 Q Is he still employed by either the parent
19 or the subsidiary 19 or the subsidiary
20 A No 20 A Yes
21 Q Is his last name spelledMULLINGS 21 Q And how is he presently employed
22 A Yes 22 A Hesexecutive vice president over the
23 Q And do you know what his employment had 23 product division
Page 26 Page 28
1 been prior to this hiring 1 Q And is that for the parent or the
2 A No 2 subsidiary
3 Q Was he a member of the team that you were 3 A Parent
4 part of which was charged with implementing 4 Q Who else was on the initial executive team
5 this concept 5 A No one
6 A Yes 6 Q So other than yourself
7 Q And what was his function on that team 7 A Witness nods head
8 A He was the CEO 8 Q Right
9 Q Okay So he was the initial CEO 9 A Yes
10 A Yes 10 Q And how were you initially employed
11 Q Do you still have a relationship with 11 A Senior vice president and general counsel
12 Mr Mullings 12 and secretary
13 A Onceayear cocktail 13 Q And those persons all came on board
14 Q Okay As you sit here today do you know 14 December of1995
15 how he is currently employed or ifhe is 15 A Paul and I
16 currently employed 16 Q Okay And how far behind the two of you
17 A Yes 17 were Jim and Mr McLaughlin Jim Dowell and
18 Q Okay And how is that 18 Jim Dan McLaughlin
19 A He works for Freddie Mac 19 A Amonth
20 Q And do you know theposition he holds with 20 Q Okay So more or less contemporaneously
21 Freddie Mac 21 A Witness nods head
22 A No 22 Q Iassume then from that all four of
23 Q All right Who else was hired initially 23 youwere a member ofthat initial
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0- r t l vel, and t t  a I 1 . Ji  owell. 
 f equit   debt. I  . Is that - - -E- - ? 
.  i  t t -- I'm sor y. I idn't  t   . I li  so. 
i t u.  i  t t t   . at as is position? 
ntri ti   t  il  ag  f   . Chief technology officer. 
Fannie and Freddie?  . Is he still e ployed by either the parent 
. s.     i t  f quit  7 or the subsidiary? 
 bt,    t quity.  . o. 
. ure. ll i ht.  ead. I'  sor y.  . o you have any relationship ith 
.    t sk,  r e,   i   r. owell? 
 f .  t  t  11 . ocktail every three years. 
ri l t  t      . o you kno  ho  he's currently e ployed? 
t .  t t  i  r  5.  . o. 
.   rself,   l     .    ired? 
 ire    r f t  ti e  . an cLaughlin. 
team?  .    ll i  sition? 
.  .  A. He was the operations officer. 
. I   till l   it r t  r t  Q. Is he still employed by either the parent 
  bsidiary?  or the subsidiary? 
. o.  . s. 
.  s   l  - - - - - -G-S?  . nd ho  is he presently e ployed? 
A. es.  . e's executive vice president over the 
.     at is e l e t   t i i i . 
  age  
 ri r t  t is iri g?  . nd is that for the parent or the 
. o.  subsidiary? 
. as   er  the t  t t    . r nt. 
   as  t  le n   .  ls  as  t  i iti l ti e t am? 
is pt?  . oone. 
. .  . O -- t  t  rself? 
.  at  is function  t~a  m?  . (Witness nods head.) 
A. e as the E .  . i t? 
. .  e as t e tia  ?  . . 
. es.  Q. And how were you initially employed? 
. o  still a e a r lations ip ith  . Senior vice president and general counsel 
. s?  and secretary. 
. e-a-year t il.  .  t se ers s all ca e  ard 
. . s ou sit ere t , do    e   5? 
 e is y oyed   e s  . l d . 
currently e ployed?  . kay. nd ho  far behind the t o of you 
. es.  ere Ji  and r. cLaughlin, Ji  o ell and 
. a . nd ho  is that?  Ji  -- an cLaughlin? 
A. e orks for Freddie a . 9 .  . 
. nd o you no  t e position e lds ith  Q. Okay. So more or less contemporaneously? 
reddie ?  . (Witness nods head.) 
. .  . I assu e, then, fro  -- t at l fo   
. ll rig t. ho else as hired initially?  yo  ere  e ber  that initial 
Pages  to  
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implementation team is that correct 1 concern or the perceived concern with
2 A Yes 2 respect to public land records and
3 Q And did you hold corporate meetings or 3 assignments ofmortgages
4 discussions about how to structure this 4
A Correct
MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5
Well and let me reask it because that
organization how to implement this 5
Is it fair to say that MERS was created not
of the question
6
might be considered a compound question
concept 6 Q And if thats not a fair statement I
7 A Yes 7
for profit but as a corporation which would
dont want to mischaracterize anything
8 Q Did you maintain records of those meetings 8
hope to sustain itself by covering its cost
But what Ive read in any case that there
9 A I dontknow 9
ofexistence
was a concern with issues with regard to
10 Q You were the secretary correct 10
MR BROCHIN Object to the form
chain of title and paper moving to the
11 A Yes 11
of the question If you
market and that sort of thing Is that




been involved with any discussions prior to
function 13
Yes
MR BROCHIN Well is it fair
14 A No 14
And was that the at least a portion of
that you read that
15 Q Would you have had an assistant who would 15 Q Imean is that was that the concern or
16
perceived need for this type of entity or
have had that function 16
initially form as a member corporation
was there some other concern
17 A No 17
rather than a stock corporation
MR BROCHIN Object to the form
18 Q Didyall write any interoffice memoranda 18








And for people that are unfamiliar with
being a concern from that period
21 A Not no not really 21 Q So was this a profitdriven concept
22 Q What was the purpose for this concept I 22 A No
23
No
mean why did you why did your company 23 Q And truly never has been profitdriven to
Page 30 Page 32
1 feel it was necessary 1 the extent of MERS or the parent or the
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 subsidiary has it
3 of that question 3
4 Q 4 Q
5 5 as a not necessarily as a corporation
6 What exactly was the concept you were 6
7 trying to implement 7
8 A We were setting up a system to eliminate 8
9 unnecessary assignments and track mortgage 9
10 loans 10
11 Q And the timing of this entity had you 11
12 12 A
13 this initial formation of the company well 13 Q as that the
14 call old MERS about the need or the 14 the reason that the company chose to
15 15
16 concept 16
17 A Prior to old MERS 17 A
18 Q 18 did start as a membership corporation
19 A 19 Q
20 Q So prior to being hired you not taken 20 that term could you briefly tell them the
21 part in any of this 21 difference between a membership corporation
22 A 22 and a stock corporation
23 Q With respect to the concept what was the 23 A Well rather than aet into the leeal
002476
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1 i t ti  lliil; i  tt1. t cor ect? 1 concern r t  r i  conc r  ith. • 
2 A. es.  respect to public land records and 
3 .  i   l   ti  r  assign ents of ortgages? 
4 i i  about  t  tr t r  t i   l'v1R.. OCHIN: bject to the fonn 
5 r anization,  t  i l t t i   f t e estion. 
6 oncept?  .  if that's t a f ir state t -- I 
7 . es.  don't ant to ischaracterize anything. 
8 .   i t i     etings?  t t I've read, i   se, t t t r  
9 . I don't know.  as a concern ith issues ith regard to 
10 .    ecretary; r ect?  c ai  f title a  a er vi  t  t e 
11 . s.  arket and that sort of thing. Is that 
12 .  t t       fi . ? rr. 
13 function?  l'v1 .. CHIN: ell, is it fair 
14 A. o.  that you read that? 
15 .      i     . I n, i  t t -- s t t t  cern, r 
16 have had that function?      cern? 
17 A. No.  l'v1R.. CHIN: bj ect to the for  
18 .  'all   c    of the question. 
19         .  on't -- I don't think of anything as 
 li e t at?  being a concern fro  that period. 
21 . t -- ,  al y.  . SO as this a profit-driven concept? 
22 . t  t  s   t i  cept?   . . 
23 n,    --      .      f -drive   
  Page 32 
1   a  ssary?  the extent of ERS or the parent or the 
2 .. I : e      subsidiary, has it? 
3   ti n.  . t. 
4 . l ,    -as      . Is it fair to say that S as created not 
5      ti n.    -- not necessarily as a corporation 
6   as e     for profit but as a corporation which would 
7 tr in  t  i l ent?  hope to sustain itself by covering its cost 
8 . e ere      i inate   nce? 
9 neces  i e ts  tr  rtga   l'v1R.. BROCHIN: Object to the form 
10 loans.  of the question. If you 
11 . n  the ti in  f t is t  -- a    dersta d . 
 ee  i lve  ith a  isc ssi s rior t   . e . 
 this initial for atio  f t e  e'll  . nd a  t t  -- at least a portion of 
14 c  ld ERS t t e nee  r t   the reason that the co pany chose to 
15 per i e  ee  f r t is t pe f tit  r 5 initially for  as a e ber corporation 
16 c t?  rather than a stock corporation? 
17 . rior to old ?  A. I wouldn't characterize it that way, but it 
8 . h-huh (positive re se).  did start as a membership corporation. 
 . . 9 . nd for people that are unfa iliar ith 
20 . SO rior to being hired you· had t ta e   t at ter , c l   riefl  tell t e  the 
21 part in a  of t is?  difference bet een a e bership corporation 
22 A. o.  . and a stock corporation? 
23 Q. ith respect to the conce t, hat as t e 23 . ll, rather tha  g t int  the legal 
a es 29 t  2 
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1 differences its membership corporation 1 Q Is it your testimony that none of the four
2 would be essentially one company one vote 2
Q
ofyou maintained any records about how to
3 Q And so every company that became a member 3 do this or the legalities of it or how to
4 of old MERS which is a member corporation 4 make sure that it functioned correctly and
5
A
would in effect have one vote regarding the 5 as intended There were no records of any
6 governance of that corporation 6 of those types of conversations or meetings
7 A Shareholders 7
A
or anything
8 Q Shareholders 8
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 A Every company shareholder would have one 9 of the question
10 vote 10 A Yeah I couldntspeak for every every
11 Q Right As opposed to a stock corporation 11
Q
possible piece of paper but writing was
12
Q
where there might be 10000 stockholders 12 not was not one ofthe one of the
13 but two of them might own 70 percent of the 13
A
characteristics of our meetings
14 shares right 14 Q And once those meetings began I guess in
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15
Q
earnest in January of 1996 how long did
16 A In theory yes 16 those meetings take place before you began
17 Q And I guess a stock corporation the extent 17 to take action outside of your group
18 of ownership would be determined more by 18 A I guessImnot sure I understand what
19
A
the shares of stock 19
Q
youreasking The we had to establish
20 A Yes 20 a technology relationship with another





ofwhere we started but Imjust trying to 22 Q Was that the first step in the process
23 fill in some blanks 23 A That and the concept The concept and the
Page 34 Page 36
This group of four that began the technology were probably the two things
2 company that we refer to as old MERS which 2 that took up the time
3 is a member corporation how long did the 3 And I want to drop back for a second and
4 four of you meet to formulate your plan 4 just clarify something so that anybody who
5 about implementing this concept 5 hears your testimony understands it in
6 Well we never really stopped formulating 6 context
7 the concept We met 7 You are a licensed attorney right
8 Q Im sorry 8 Yes
9 A intensively 9 And do you still maintain an active law
10 Q All right And over what period of time 10 license
11 did those meetings take place 11 A Yes
12 A Well before until Jim Dowell exited 12 Is it purely for the state of Virginia or
13 All right With well with respect to 13 is it any other state
14 when the original four came on board you 14 Its not Virginia Its Oklahoma and
15 said they should have all been inplace by 15 Texas
16 approximately January of 1996 16 Right And you practiced law for a period
17 A Yes 17 of time before you ultimately obtained this
18 Q And you said yall began to meet 18 position correct
19 intensively about this concept 19 A Yes
20 Yes 20 And are there any other members ofthis
Q and how to most effectively implement 21 group of four who are also attorneys
12122 it 22 No23 Yes 23 O With respect to the implementation of the
Pages 33 to 36
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e s, t's -- r i  r r ti  I  . I  it r t ti  t t  f t  f r 
l   ssentiall   ny,  te.    i t i    t  t  
.     t t   r   t i  r t  l liti  f it r  t  
  ,     r ration,  ake sure that it functioned correctly and 
l  i  effect a e e te re ar i  t e  as i te ded? ere ere  rec r s f a  
r  f t t r oration?  f t s  t s f rs ti s r ti s 
. r l rs.  or anything? 
. l rs.  . CHIN: j t t  t   
.          stion. 
.  . eah. I couldn't speak for every -- r  
. ight. s opposed to a stock corporation  possible piece of paper, but riting as 
 t  i t  0, 0 t l rs,  t --    f  --    
           t ri t    ti gs. 
s r s; ri ht?  .  ce t se eeti s e an, I ess, i  
: . HIN:    r .  earnest in January of 1996, ho  long did 
. I  t ory, .  those eetings take place before you began 
.     t  ti , t  t t  t  t  ti  t i    up? 
 i  l   t i     .   'm t   t  t 
   tock?  ou're aski g. e --   t  t li  
. s.  a technology relationship with another 
.  I n't t t  t t  f r ff tr   any. 
f r   t rt , t I'm j t tr i  t   .  t t t  fIr t t  i  t  r ss? 
fIll i  s e la s.  . t  t  t.  t  t  
    
        technology ere probably the t o things 
c a  t at e refer t  as l  , ic   t at t   t e ti e. 
is  r r r ti ,  l  i  t   .  I a t t  r  ac  f r a sec  a  
f r f  t t  f r lat  r l   j st l rif  s t i  s  t t   
t i le ti  t is ept?  r  r t ti  r t  it i  
. ell, e never really stopped for ulating  text. 
 .   --  ou are a licensed attorney; right? 
. I'm sorry.  . s. 
. -- i l .  . nd do you still aintain an active la  
. ll i t.   t i   ti   li se? 
did those eetings take place?  . . 
. ll,    l .  . Is it purely for the state of Virginia or 
.  t. ith -- ell, it  res ect t   is it a  t er state? 
 t  ri i l f r   r  --   . It's t ir i ia. It's la a a  
s i  t  s l   ll  i  lace   . 
r i t l  r  f 6?  . Right. nd you practiced la  for a period 
. .  f ti  f r   lti at l  t i e  t i  
. nd you said y' all began to eet  position; correct? 
intensively about this concept --  . . 
. e .  .  r  t r   t r r   t i  
. -- and ho  to ost effectively i ple ent  group of four ho are also attorneys? 
?  . . 
. .  Q. it     le e t    
ages    
isli , , r , t r ie & ts , .C. 
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MR BROCHIN Legal conclusion
2
in that area some as you practiced Is
mentioned before you wanted to create a 2
5
MR WOOTEN Okay Just want to
3
in connection with notes
situation where you didnthave to record 3
6
make sure I understand you
4
Q Imnot asking you about any state in
assignment when the promissory note changed 4 Q So is it your contention then that the
5
When I talk about a promissory note Im
hands is that correct 5
9
public recording records typically the
6 A No 6
11
assignment of a mortgage is not undertaken
7
instrument I will pay you Xamount of
MR BROCHIN Object to the 7
12
to give notice to the world that the
8
theresa contemporaneous assignment of the
form excuse me Object to 8
14
ownership of the debt has changed hands
9
my home That is contained in the
the form of the question 9
15
MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 A Thats not correct 10
17
of the question to the extent
11 Q All right Explain then in your own it
18
it calls for a legal
12
to the form of the question
words what the concept was 12
20
conclusion and generalizes
13 A The concept or the purpose 13
21
some 50 states
14 Q Well both Letsstart with the concept 14 Q Well welltalk specifically later Im
15 A Well the purpose was to eliminate 15 just talking about generally what you
16 unnecessary assignments 16 learned in law school the big thick books
17 Q And when you say unnecessary assignments 17 like that that they give us
18 tell me how you define an unnecessary 18 A Yeah Its more than a contention Its
19 assignment 19 just not right Its assignments are
20 A Well it had nothing to do with notes at 20 not recorded never were when notes move
21 all 21 Q And is that one of the premises that
22 Q Okay When you went to law school did you 22 underlay your companysconsideration in
23 take classes in real property and that sort 23 its implementation of this idea
Page 38 Page 40
1
A Yes 2
3 Q And you discussed mortgages and you worked mortgage industry Notes have never been
4 4 recorded and assignments are not recorded
that fair 5
6 A Yes Q Lets don do like we did in some other
7 7 places and conflagurate the two terms
8 particular Imjust talking about as a 8
9 general concept general legal principle talking about the obligation that the
10 Typically when the transfer of a promissory 10 borrower signs that is the debt
note which is secured by a mortgage takes 11
12 place generally speaking typically money per month for 30 years for my home
13 13 mortgage the loan that you give me to buy
mortgage for the public record is that 14
15 correct promissory note right
16 MR BROCHIN Object 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
A That is not correct 17 of the question
18 MR BROCHIN Excuseme Object A Its universally called a note
19 19 Q Right And that is the debt instrument
That is not correct and 20 A Yes
21 youreasking for a legal Q Okay The mortgage is the lien which the
22 conclusion 22 borrower grants on their real estate to
23 MR WOOTEN Asked for what sir 23 secure payment of that promissory note
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1 cept,    --  frili'l   I 1 . HIN: e al c nclusion. 
2         l\Il . N: kay. J st a t t  
3 it t    idn't   r c r   k  s r  I rst  u. 
 i t  t  i  t    . SO is it your contention, then, that the 
 nds;   r ect?  public recording records -- typically the 
 . o.  ssi  f   i   rt  
7 . I :     t  i e tice t  t e rl  t at t e 
8 fOI  --  . j t t   o nership of the debt has changed hands? 
 t  f r   t  stion.  l\IlR. CHIN: bject to the for  
10 . at's t c rrect.  of the question to the extent 
 .  t. l i , n,    11 it calls f r a le al 
 r  t t  t s.  conclusion and generalizes 
13 .  t r t  r ose?    t t s. 
 . ll, t . et's t rt it  t  pt.  . ell, e'll talk specifically later. I'm 
 . l ,     at   just talking about generally hat you 
16 r  si t .  l  i  l  cho l, t  i  t i   
 .      ssign ents,  like that that they give us. 
 tell e   efme a  ecessar   . . t's    tention. t's 
19 ssi nt.  just not right. It's -- assign ents are 
 . l ,      t     t r r ed, r r ,  t s e. 
21 all.  . nd is that one of the pre ises that 
 . y.      ol,   22 underlay your co pany's consideration in 
 ta e classes i  real r ert  a  t at s rt  its i ple entation of this idea? 
  a e 40 
  i g?  . It's one of the funda ental underpinnings 
2 . s.  f ti l  i tr t   t  tir  
3 .   i  rt a    r   rt  i try. te   r  
4 i  t t     ti . I   recorded, and assign ents are not recorded 
 that fair?     s. 
6 . .  . et's n't  li e e i  i  s e t er 
7 . I'm t s i   t  st t  i   places and conflagurate the two ter s. 
8 rti l r. I'mj st t l i  t as   hen I talk about a pro issory note, I'm 
9 r l t, r l l l ri i l .  talking about the obligation that the 
 i ll   t  tr f r f  r is r   borro er signs that is the debt 
 te hich is r    rt a  t   instru ent. I ill pay you "X" a ount of 
12 place, generally speaking, typically  oney per onth for 30 years for y ho e 
 t ere's a c te poraneous assi e t f t e  ortgage, the loan that you give e to buy 
14 rtga e  t e ic r ; s    . hat is t i  i  t  
 ct?  pro issory note; right? 
 . I : ject--  .M . I : bject to the for  
 . hat s  .  of the question. 
 l\Il . I : cus  . j t  . It's i ersall  calle  a te. 
19 t  t     ti .  . ight. nd that is the debt instru ent? 
20 hat is  ,   . . 
21 u're as i  for a le al  . kay. The ortgage is the lien hich the 
22 l i .  borro er grants on their real estate to 
23 . : s  f  , ir?  re    iss  ; 
es 7   
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1 right 1 right
2 A Yes 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 Q So I dontwant you to be confused 1 3 of the question
4 didntsay that a promissory note had to be 4 A Thats a check
5 recorded or that an assignment of a 5 Q Right
6 promissory note had to be recorded okay 6 A But thatsa negotiable instrument
7 A Uhhuh positive response 7 Q And that would be a blank endorsement
8 Q What Im saying is is that when an 8 right
9 originator sells that note to an aggregator 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 or a warehouse lender or some other entity 10 of the question
it that intends to securitize it onWall 11 Q Just signing my name on the back of it so
12 Street that typically they endorse that 12 that anybody that had it could take it and
13 note by some agreedupon method correct 13 cash it right
14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
15 of the question Calls for 15 of the question
16 speculation 16 A Under Article 3
17 A Yeah The agreed form agreedto form is 17 Q Sure And when you say Article 3 youre
18 the endorsement of the note 18 talking about the UCC
19 Q Right 19 A Yes
20 A under Article 3 20 Q Uniform Commercial Code
21 Q Sure And it can be in blank or to order 21 But if I said on the back of that
22 right 22 check if I wrote Nick Wooten to
23 A Yes 23 RKArnold thatsa specific endorsement
Page 42 Page 44
1 Q And when we say in blank it says pay to 1 right
2 the order of and then they sign off 2 A Yes
3 right 3 Q And so when entities transfer promissory
4 A Well thats not blank 4 notes which are secured by mortgages they
5 Q Just sign offjust like signing the back of 5 transfer those notes in a similar fashion
6 a check right 6 either in blank or specifically between
7 A Thatsblank 7 those two entities right
8 Q Okay Butwhen youendorse to order you 8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 endorse from you know the originator 9 of the question
10 directly to the entity thatspurchasing 10 A Yes
11 right 11 Q And with respect to the mortgage lien
12 A Specific 12 the lien not the note if the company
13 Q Right Its to from the company that 13 who received the note wants to make the
14 the note is made to to the company that it 14 world aware that they now own the debt
15 is sold to correct 15 they would typically file an assignment of
16 A Yes 16 the mortgage as a debt owner right
17 Q So if you and I had a check between us 17 MR BROCHIN Objectno
18 which is a form of a negotiable instrument 18 Object to the form of the
19 and I had a checkmade out to me and it 19 question And its asking for
20 said cash pay to Nick Wooten 300 if I 20 legal conclusions and is
21 wanted to endorse thatnote to you I could 21 calling for speculation and
22 do it two ways I could turn it over on 22 mischaracterizes his
23 the back and I could sign Nick Wooten 23 testimony
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i   e  
ri t?  ri t? 
. .  :M . I :     
. O I n't t  t  e f s . I  f t e sti . 
i 't  t t  r is r  te  t  e  . t's   
e   t t  i t    . t. 
pro issory note had to be recorded; okay?  . ut that's a negotiable instru ent. 
A. Uh-huh (positive response).  . n  t at l  e a la  e rse ent; 
. hat I'm s i  is, is t t e    ri ht? 
ri inat r lls t t t  t   r t r  . I : je t t  t  f r  
  a  le    t  tit   of the question. 
 t    t    .           
Street, that typically they endorse that  t at a  t at a  it c l  ta e it a  
te  s  r -upo  t ; rr ct?  s  it; ri ht? 
.M . I : j t t  t  f r   : . I :     
of the question. alls for   t  stion. 
speculation.  .   . 
. ea . e a ree  f r  -- a ree -to f r  is  . re.  e   sa  rticle , ou're 
     --  t l i  t t  --
. i t.  . . 
. --  rticle . 20 . --   de? 
. .  it   i  l   t  r;  t f   --      
right?         
. .  .K. rnold, that's a specific endorse ent; 
    
.  e  e sa  i  la k, it sa s a  t   ri ht? 
t  r r f,  t  t  si  ff;  . s. 
right?  . nd so hen entities transfer pro issory 
. ell, that's not blank.  notes hich are secured by ortgages, they 
Q. Just sign off just like signing the back of        hion, 
a c eck; ri ht?  it r i  l  r s cifi ll  t  
. at's nk.    ti s; ht? 
. kay. But hen you endorse to order, you  . HIN:     
e rse fr ,  , t e ri i at r  of the question. 
directly to the entity that's purchasing;  . s. 
ri ht?  .  it  r t t  t  rt  li  --
. Specific.  t  li , t t  t  -- i  t   
Q. Right. It's to --  t   t t          
the note is ade to to the co pany that it  l        bt, 
is sold to; correct?  they would typically file an assign ent of 
. .  t e rt a e as a e t er; ri ht? 
. SO if  and I a  a c ec  et ee  s,  : . I : t -- no. 
i  is  f r  f  ti l  i str ent,  j t t  t  f r  f t  
            question. nd it's asking for 
said cash, pay to ick ooten, $300 --    le al c cl si s a  is 
a te  t  e rse t at te t  , I c l   calling for speculation and 
 it t  s. I l  t r  it r     
       ten;  sti ony. 
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Page 45 Page 47i
1 A And its incorrect Its not the case and 1 A The owner ofthe debt
2 its never been the case 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 Q So your contention is that all the 3 A doesnthave to be a MERS member
4 assignments are filed in land records 4 Q Okay You would agree with me would you
5 throughout Alabama that evidence change in 5 not that MERS cannot act on behalf of an
6 the ownership of the debt they dont 6 entity that it does not have a membership
7 matter Is that your contention 7 agreement with can it
8 MR BROCHIN Objection Object 8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 to the form of the question 9 A Not you know I wouldntI wouldn
10 Youremischaracterizing his 10 concede that Wev got our membership
11 testimony 11 structure
12 Q Why would a mortgage assignment be 12 Q And your membership structure is the
13 recorded What does it do Whats the 13 nominee structure right
14 purpose of a mortgage assignment 14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
15 A To move the lien interest 15 ofthe question
16 Q Right And who does it move it to 16 A We have members ofMERS
17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 17 Q Sure I agree with you And wev got
18 of the question 18 bunches of documents to go through Wer
19 A Whoeversname is in the land records 19 going to get to that in a minute ButIm
20 Q Well ifyou assign the original mortgage 20 just trying to talk about what youve
21 the name in the land records is going to be 21 conceded numerous times either through your
22 the name on the mortgage right 22 attorneys or through yourself or through
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 Mr Hultman or through Ms Horstkamp in
Page 46 Page 48
1 of the question 1 either an affidavit or written testimony
2 A I dontunderstand the question 2 that you dont act on behalf of parties who
3 Q Well letsjust talk about a MERS as 3 are not members of MERS right
4 mortgagee mortgage There are 53 million 4 A Not not through the membership
5 of them roughly today in the country 5 agreements
6 A 62 million 6 Q Right Because your right to act flows
7 Q 62 million And of those 62 million they 7 through that membership agreement right
8 all say that MERS is themortgagee 8 A With somebody on the loan sure
9 A Yes 9 Q Right Because yourea Imean youre
10 Q So ifyou wanted to transfer that to a 10 a nominee Youreacting more or less as
11 nonMERS member how then would you do 11 an agent of some sort is that right
12 that sir 12 A Yes
13 A Record an assignment in the land records 13 Q So you know an agency agreement youre
14 Q Okay And what would be the purpose of 14 pretty much bound by the written terms of
15 that assignment 15 that agency agreement aren you
16 A To take MERS out ofthe land records 16 A Sure
17 Q Okay And would that be because the owner 17 Na BROCHIN Object to the form
18 of the debt was no longer a MERS member 18 Q So if you donthave an agency agreement
19 MR BROCHIN Object to the 19 for someone you certainly shouldntbe
20 form 20 able to act on their behalf right
21 A No 21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
22 MR BROCHIN of the question 22 of the question
23 0 What other reason would that occur 23 A Yeah I dontreally understand the
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e 45 i 
. nd t's t. t's t t e   1 .. 
t's    .  
. SO your contention is that all the  
ssi ents r  file  in l  r rds  
throughout laba a that evidence change in  
t  i   t e t -- t  n't  
tt r. s t at  t ntion?  
. . I : bjection. bject  
t  t e f r  f t e esti n.  
u're is r t ri i  is  
t ti y.  
. vVh  l   rtgage i t   
r ed?  es t o? at's   
r s  f  rt  ssi nt?  
.     t.  
. i t.    it  it t ?  
. I : bject to the for   
of the question.  
. ever's    t   r s.  
. ell, if you assign the original ortgage,  
t   i  t  l  r r s is i  t    
the na e on the ortgage; right?  
. I : bject to the for   
  
of the question.  
. I n't r t  t  ti n.  
. ell, let's just talk about a S as 3 
ortgagee ortgage. here are 53 illion  
of the  roughly today in the country?  
.  ill n.  
Q. 62 illion. nd of those 62 illion, they  
all sa  t at NJE  is t e rt agee?  
. s.  
Q. SO if you wanted to transfer that to a  
non-MER  e ber, ho , then, ould you do  
t at, sir?  
. ec r  a  assi e t i  .t e la  rec r s.  
. kay. nd hat ould be the purpose of  
that assign ent?  
.   NJE      r s.  
. kay. nd ould that be because the o ner  
of the debt was no longer a ERS member?  
. . HIN: bject to the  
ur --  
. .  
. HIN: -- of the question.  









e er f th.e ebt --
.M . I :    nn. 
-- sn't      r. 
a . o  l  a ree it  e, l   
t, t  NJE  t      
  t      
t it ,  it? 
. . I : j t t  t  f nn . 
 --  , I ldn't --  ldn't 
 t. e've    
t r . 
  i  t t  is t  
i ee str cture; ri ht? 
. . I :    nn 
. f t  sti . 
   f . 
Sure. I agree ith you. nd e've got 
  ts t   . e're 
i  to et to t at i  a i te. t I'm 
j st tr i  to tal  a t at ou've 
      
tt   t  l   t  
r. ult an or through s. orstka p i  
  
i   f   tt  ti  
t t  n't t  lf f rti   
 t  S; i ht? 
.  -- not through the e bership 
a ree ents. 
. i t. eca se r ri t t  act fl s 
t r  t at e ers i  a ree ent; ri ht? 
. it    t  l n, re. 
. i t.  ou're  -- I n, ou're 
 . ou're      
a  a e t f s e sort; is t at ri ht? 
. s. 
. O,  , a  a e c  a ree e t -- ou're 
r tt     t  ritte  t r s f 
that agency agree ent, aren't you? 
. re. 
.MR. CHIN: j t t  t  r . 
. O i   on't    t 
 ,  rt i l  ouldn't  
a le t  act  t eir ehalf; ri ht? 
. HIN: j t t  t  f r  
of the question. 
. h.  on't al    
Pages    
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1 question We have a membership
4
1 of the question
2 relationship with the loan 2 A With respect to the loan we will act
3 Q With the loan 3 within the context of our authority to act
4 A The servicer 4 under the member agreements
5 Q Mr Arnold I understand that this is kind 5 Q True And the member agreements are only
6 of a complex area for a layman so I try to 6 with MERS members
7 be pretty precise about my terminology 7 A Yes
8 But you just said that you have a 8 Q So there is no right of MERS to act for
9 membership relationship with the loan 9 anyone that they do not have a written
10 Okay The loan consists of the 10 agreement with
11 promissory note and the lien right 11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 A Yes 12 of the question
13 Q And those are intangible things right 13 A Well wer mortgagee ofrecord on the
14 A Well thats a legal term Imean theyr 14 loan
15 documents 15 Q Well wellget around to that in a moment
16 Q Sure But you just said you had a 16 okay I understand thatsyour position
17 membership agreement with a loan not a 17 but whatImtalking about is much more
18 member but a loan Ijust want to be real 18 esoteric
19 clear about that 19 A Maybe thatswhy Imhaving some difficulty
20 A Well then Ill Ill say that we have a 20 with it
21 membership agreement with somebody involved 21 Q Okay Well letssay that I bought a
22 in the loan 22 mortgage loan from someone There are lots
23 Q Okay And that I can deal with But you 23 ofpeople buying distressed loans today
Page 50 Page 52
1 donthave any agreement that says loan 1 And Idonthave a MERS membership
2 number 12345678 nominates MERS as nominee 2 agreement but you have aMERS mortgage
3 do you 3 You donthave any authority to act on my
4 A No 4 behalfbecause we donthave a membership
5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 5 agreement
6 Q Okay Well Imean thats literally what 6 A Thats incorrect
7 you testified to right 7 Q Sowhat authority would you have to act on
8 MR BROCHIN No Objection to 8 mybehalf if you donthave a membership
9 the form The recordwill 9 agreement
10 reflect what he testified to 10 A Werethe mortgagee of record
11 Q Now I can understand having a membership 11 Q Sure And youvewritten extensively in
12 agreement with a party to a loan 12 pleadings and taken positions in court the
13 A Okay 13 general rule that the lien follows the
14 Q And you do have numerous agreements of that 14 note right
15 nature right 15 A Generally
16 A Yes 16 Q So if someone who is not a MERS member
17 Q Okay But I think my initial question that 17 becomes owner of the debt the note then
18 triggered that was much simpler in that 18 as a general proposition they would have
19 yourenot going to testify that you have 19 the right to enforce that lien irrespective
20 the right to act on behalf of someone that 20 of the fact that you were named mortgagee
21 you are not the nominee or agent of through 21 of record right
22 one of your written agreements are you 22 A Yes
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 Q Okay So there would be no reason for you
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stion.    i  
r l ti s i  it  t  l n. 
.   an? 
.  s rvi er. 
. r. l ,       
      ,     
     i l y. 
        
r i  r l ti i  it  t  l n. 
.      
r iss r  te a  t e lie ; ri ht? 
. s. 
.  t  r  i t i l  t i s; ri ht? 
. l , at's   r .  n, ey're 
docu ents. 
. re. t  j st sai   a  a 
rs i  r t it   l  -- t  
r,   n.      l 
l r t t t. 
. l ,  rll -- rll  t t    
e bership agree ent ith so ebody involved 
i  t  l . 
. ay.  that I ca  eal it . t  
  
n't   r t t t sa s l  
r  inate   s i , 
 u? 
. . 
. I : j t t  t  . 
. . l ,  , at's it   
 t  ; ht? 
. I : . jecti  t  
 .    
   ti  . 
. , I  rst  i   rs i  
r t it   rt  t   l n. 
. . 
.     er s t   t t 
t r ; ri t? 
. e . 
. . t    ti    
t ig e  t  a   ler   
you're not going to testify that you have 
the right to act on behalf of so eone that 
 are t t e inee r a e t f t r  
e f r ritte  a ree e ts, are u? 















































a e " 
f t e estion. 
. it  r s t t  t  l an,  ill t 
it i  t  t t f r t rit  t  t 
r t  r r e ents. 
. True. nd the e ber agree ents are only 
t  :NfER  bers? 
. s. 
. O t r  is  ri t f .  t  t f r 
 t t t   t   ritt  
 ith? 
IvI .. CHIN: ject t  t e f r  
f t  stion. 
. ll, e're rt  f r r   t  
n. 
. l , e'll       ent; 
ay? I ersta  t at's r sition, 
t t I'm t l i  t is  r  
oteric. 
. aybe that's hy rm having so e difficulty 
t  t. 
. kay. ell, let's say that I bought a 
rt a e l a  fr  s e e. ere are l ts 
f l  i  istr ss  l s t ay. 
  
 I n't   . E  r i  
ent, t    : E  t ge. 
ou don't have any authority to act on y 
behalf because we don't have a membership 
r ement? 
. at's ct. 
. O t t rit  l    t  t  
y behalf if you don't have a e bership 
agreement? 
. e're the ortgagee of record. 
. Sure. nd you've ritten extensively in 
pleadings and taken positions in court the 
general rule that the lien follo s the 
te; ri ht? 
. e erally. 
. SO if s e e  is t a:  e er 
ec es er f t e e t, t e te, t e  
as a general proposition they ould have 
t e ri t t  e f rce t at lie  irres ecti e 
f t e fact t at  ere a e  rtga ee 
f r rd; ri t? 
. . 
. a .  t ere l  e  reas  f r  
s    
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Page 53 Page 55
1 to act on their behalf if you had no 1 closing costs uteestrate that type of
2 agreement with them right 2 thing right
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
4 of the question 4 Q Yourefamiliar with a goodfaith estimate
5 A Yeah I wouldn concede that 5 right
6 Q And is that because of your position with 6 A Yes
7 respect to the lien which nominates you as 7 Q And yourefamiliar with the typical
8 mortgagee of record 8 contents ofthose documents
9 A Yes 9 A Yes
10 Q Because in fact what youreclaiming is 10 Q And theresnot a checkthebox for who
11 in fact ownership of the lien right it youdlike to serve as mortgagee of record
12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 12 is there
13 of the question 13 A No
14 A No Were we are the mortgagee in the 14 Q No So as far as you know when a consumer
15 land records and we have duties that go 15 goes to a broker or lender and asks for a
16 along with that And we carry out those 16 mortgage they donthand them a copy of
17 duties according to what wev agreed to 17 your form mortgage and say hey look this
18 do 18 over and tell me if you got any problems
19 Q Okay Is it not your testimony that MERS 19 with it do they
20 owns the lien 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 21 A Well the consumer is entitled to the
22 of the question 22 documents ahead of time
23 A I dontknow what that means We are the 23 Q Theyr entitled to a goodfaith estimate
Page 54 Page 56
1 mortgagee in the land records We were 1 right
2 made mortgagee by the borrower on a 2 A And theyr entitled to the documents
3 security instrument 3 Q Okay And you would agree that the lender
4 Q Well letstalk about that for a moment 4 is going to place whoever they deem
5 if we can 5 appropriate in the slot as the mortgagee
6 You would agree that the mortgagee on 6 through the use of a preprinted form
7 the MERS mortgage is not a 7 right
8 fillinthe blank is it 8 A Well its a condition of the loan
9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 9 Q Right Its not a negotiable issue is it
10 of the question 10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
11 A Its a pre prefab document 11 A I dontknow
12 Q Right I mean itsnot a multiplechoice 12 Q You ever had any documents come through
13 question as to whos themortgagee is it 13 your system where a mortgagee was scratched
14 A No 14 off and somebody else was written in
15 Q And you would agree that theresno time at 15 A We wouldnthave a document that didn
16 any time during the negotiation or 16 make MFRS the mortgagee
17 solicitation of any mortgage loan where 17 Q Right So to the extent that thats an
18 its ever discussed with the consumer who 18 issue again its a preprinted form thats
19 will serve as the mortgagee of record 19 presented to the consumer for signature
20 A I cantvouch for what discussions take 20 typically at closing right
21 place 21 A Yes
22 Q Well you know typically consumers see 22 MR BROCHIN Asked and answered
23 things on a goodfaith estimate like 23 Q Okay So thev might shop around for
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1 interest rates or payment amounts or 1 A Yes
2 closing costs or that kind of thing or 2 Q Can you tell the judge and the jury every
3 approval even 3 interest that your company recognizes in a
4 A Or companies 4 mortgage loan
5 Q Or companies But typically they dont 5 MR BROCHIN Imsorry Could
6 negotiate about who is the mortgagee of 6 you read the question
7 record do they 7 MR WOOTEN I can restate it if
8 MR BROCHIN Objection Calls 8 youdlike
9 for speculation Asked and 9 Q Can you tell me every interest that your
10 answered 10 company recognizes in a mortgage loan
11 A They shopped around for the company it MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 Q So if the companies all use MERS as 12 A Yeah I dont understand what you mean by
13 mortgagee is there any choice for the 13 interest
14 consumer 14 Q Well lets talk about the mortgagee
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 interest Define that for me
16 A Companies dontall use MERS 16 A I think of the mortgagee interest as being
17 Q 60 percent Is that about right 17 just bare legal title
18 A Probably 18 Q When you say bare legal title is that
19 Q Maybe twothirds now 19 merely being the name in the land records
20 A I doubt it 20 A Yes
21 Q But sneaking up on it maybe 21 Q That is not ownership of the lien which
22 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 22 secures the payment of the promissory note
23 A It may it may even be creeping back 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Page 58 Page 60
1 Q And I mean your stated goal is that every 1 A No not in mymind
2 mortgage would be a MERS mortgagee 2 Q Have you ever testified to such or allowed
3 A Thats our mission 3 anyone to testify as such on behalfof your
4 Q Right 4 company
5 Imean thats what youretrying to 5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
6 get to 6 of the question asking a
7 A Yes 7 witness to recall testimony
8 Q Yourestill sitting there with that 8 and particularly to the part
9 transcript in front of you Ifyou will 9 of the question that is asking
10 flip over to page 39 of that transcript 10 the witness whetherhes
11 please sir it allowed somebody to testify
12 A Which page 12 Thats doesntmake much
13 Q 39 13 sense
14 Well and before I even ask you that 14 A Well theresa lot ofjargon and slang in
15 question let me step back and ask a more 15 this industry
16 general question 16 Q Well lets try to avoid that
17 Your company spends a lot of time 17 A Lets try
18 talking about interest in a mortgage loan 18 Q I am talking about the owner of the lien
19 right 19 A And I dontknow what that means
20 A Witness nods head 20 Q Okay What about the interest in
21 Q And I notice that yall speak in terms of 21 servicing Is that an interest thatyour
22 beneficial interest and things of that 22 company recognizes in servicing rights of
23 nature 23 a Darticular loan
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Page 611 Page 63
1 MR BROCHD Object to the form 1 Q regional or area
2 of the question 2 A Idontknow about the demarcation but
3 A We track servicing rights 3 there are hundreds and hundreds of
4 Q Okay And I notice that you make a big 4 servicers
5 deal about the fact that those transfer 5 Q Right And they when you say a
6 between parties by contract and that those 6 servicer youretalking about not only the
7 are not recordable interests 7 person who collects payments for a normal
8 A Correct 8 performing mortgage loan and everybody pays
9 Q Those exist purely between the parties who 9 on time youretalking about subservicers
10 own mortgage loans the notes and the 10 who handle default servicing subservicers
11 parties who service those loans on their it who handle foreclosures subservicers who
12 behalf right 12 handle realestateowned property
13 A I I couldntagree with that 13 subservicers who handle property
14 Q Servicing interest 14 preservation
15 A The servicing interest is the company that 15 A Yes
16 has an obligation to collect the payments 16 Q Those are all servicers right
17 on the loan 17 A Those are all servicers
18 Q But servicing accomplishes or 18 Q And all those rights pass by contract
19 encompasses more than simply collecting 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 payments right 20 A There are there are contracts and those
21 A Yes it does 21 contracts can be sold by their nature
22 Q And typically servicing rights with respect 22 Q Right Like prettymuch any other
23 to the secondary mortgage market are 23 contract right
Page 62 Page 64
1 contained in several types of agreements 1 A Not really like any other contract I
2 right 2 mean its got its a specific type of
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 contract Servicers know how to deal with
4 of the question 4 borrowers on a daily or monthly basis
5 A Can be 5 Q Right But those interests would exist
6 Q In a typical securitization a pooling and 6 with or without MERS right
7 servicing agreement would set out servicing 7 A Yes
8 rights wouldn it 8 Q And servicers would change and servicing
9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 9 rights would change whether MERS was ever
10 of the question 10 created right
11 A Yeah I dont I dontthink that the 11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 two are directly related For one thing 12 A Yes
13 when we talk about jargon and slang even 13 MR WOOTEN Im sorry
14 the term servicing rights is its a 14 Mr Brochin
15 weird term Thatsa contract right thats 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
16 sold and then theresa secondary market 16 Q So when you start talking about MFRS
17 that developed in that 17 impact on servicing rights if something
18 Q Sure And there are 34 or so national 18 happened and MFRS no longer existed
19 mortgage servicers today as we sit here 19 servicing rights are still going to change
20 roughly Is that about right 20 hands in mortgages right
21 A Just way more than that 21 A I dontknow about the future
22 Q National mortgage servicers not just 22 Q Well judging by the last 30 years
23 AI dont 23 servicing rights are bought and sold eve
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1 day arentthey 1 superior interest in that note over someone
2 A Judging by the last year we dontknow 2 who has paid nothing and does not own that
3 what the future holds 3 note right
4 Q Right Andwith respect to the beneficial 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 interest in a mortgage loan when you talk 5 of the question in that it
6 about a beneficial interest what are you 6 calls for speculation and a
7 talking about 7 legal conclusion based on that
8 A The generally the party that is 8 speculation
9 ultimately entitled to the funds 9 A Itd depend on the documents At that
10 Q Would thatbe the owner of the debt 10 point its been atomized into many many
11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 11 many interests
12 A Closer 12 Q Right And those are things thatwev all
13 Q Okay Well just as a general rule if 13 become familiar with like trenches and
14 someone who was a MFRS member had and we 14 swaps and CDOs and things like that right
15 really haventtalked about this term 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
16 yet but someone who had been designated 16 of the question
17 a certifying officer ofMERS went out 17 A Itsjust a security So its in
18 without anybodysauthority and transferred 18 everybody401ksand all that
19 a MERS mortgage into some other entitys 19 Q Right And thatsthe cash flow
20 name and that other entity foreclosed 20 represented by the payments on that
21 without ownership of the debt they would 21 mortgage loan right
22 have no right to foreclose would they 22 A Cash flow is part of it
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 Q But the right to foreclose the right to
Page 66 Page 68
1 of the question Calls for 1 come and take Ms Henderson home that
2 speculation and a legal 2 flows to the owner of the note right
3 conclusion based on 3 A It depends on state law
4 speculation 4 Q And when you say it depends on state law
5 A Yeah I dontunderstand the question 5 are you making that qualification based
6 Q Is it fair to say that the right to 6 upon the right the fact that the owner
7 foreclose flows from the right to payment 7 might designate someone else to take that
8 ofthe debt 8 action on their behalf
9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 of the question 10 A There are places where that happens
11 A Depends on state law 11 Q Sure Before your company came into
12 Q And again welltalk more specifically 12 existence it wouldn be uncommon to see
13 Im talking about generally 13 seven eight nine ten 15 mortgage
14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 14 assignments over a ten or 15year period
of the question 15 where a loan flowed amongst various owners
16 Q Is it fair to say that the person who owns 16 would it
17 the debt is the person who has the right to 17 MR BROCHIN Is that a question
18 payment of the debt 18 MR WOOTEN Yeah1519 A Yes 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form20 Q So if a person a New York securitized 20 of the question Calls for21 trust has paid value for a mortgage loan so 21 speculation22 that it could securitize it create REMIC 22 A Yeah And the loan might not have been23 interest and sell bonds they have a 23 whats flowing That could have been the
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servicing riets 1 became a servicer and so there would be an
2 Q Sure But it wouldn have been uncommon 2
A
assignment evidencing a change in that
3
A





evidencing that change would it 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the
5 A With the servicing change 5 A Itsnot evidence
6 Q With the change in ownership of the debt 6 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object
7 A Thats never recorded 7 to the form of the question
8 Q Are you saying that the change in servicing 8 A Yeah Beingmortgagee doesntmean that
9
Q
rights would have been recorded 9 somebody made the loan
10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 10 Q Well not with respect to MERS right
11 A That was what caused a lot of unnecessary 11 A Or anybody else
12
A
assignments It had nothing to do with 12 Q But I mean your whole MERS as mortgagee
13
Q
notes 13 system is built upon the premise that you
14 Q So youresaying that the transfer of the 14
A
never make a loan
15 servicing interest in loans caused a lot of 15 A We never make a loan
16
A
unnecessary assignments 16 Q And you never have the right to collect any
17 A Imnot calling servicing an interest in 17 money on any mortgage loan
18 the loan Thats a contract 18 A Do not
19 Q Right 19 Q And you exist as mortgagee of record so
20 A to service the loan 20 that assignments do not have to be recorded
21 Q And a servicer is not the owner of the 21 when transfers occur between MERS members
22 debt is it 22 right
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 A Servicing transfers
Page 70 Page 72
Can be Okay What about transfers of the
2 Typically a servicer is acting on behalf of 2 ownership of the debt
3 the owner of the debt is it not 3 Its never recorded never was
4 The servicer could own a debt 4 Okay So your testimony is is that no
5 Could 5 matter how many times a promissory note is
6 A Witness nods head 6 endorsed and transferred for value between
7 Q but typically a servicer is acting on 7 various purchasers for whatever reason
8 behalfofthe owner 8 that there was never contemporaneous
9 A Yes 9 assignments of those mortgages which
10 And thats why I said you indicated that 10 secured the payment of that note
11 changes in servicing caused a lot of it MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 unnecessary assignments is that right 12 Thatsnot his testimony The
13 Yes 13 record will reflect his
14 Why would a change in servicing trigger any 14 testimony
15 assignment of a mortgage 15 Can you repeat the question
16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 16 MR WOOTEN Can you read it
17 Because the servicer was the mortgagee 17 back
18 Q So are you speaking in the context of the 18 Requested portion of the record
19 situation where a company like Wells Fargo 19 was read by the court reporter
20 originates a mortgage loan and they are 20 A Yeah I guess the problem is the word
21 named as mortgagee because they were the 21 never But as a matter of course when the
22 lender And then at some point they 22 note moves there its never been the
23 securitized that loan and some other entity 23 case that there were generally assignments
Pages 69 to 72
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Page 73 Page 73
1 that reflected that 1 Plaintiffs Exhibit 3 I represent to you
2 Q Would you agree that thatssomething that 2 that that is two pages from BlacksLaw
3 we lawyers would call a legal issue 3 Dictionary one dealing with beneficial
4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 4 interest the other dealing with nominee
5 A Well notes are freely transferrable so 5 Are those definitions accurate
6 theres 6 definitions of your corporation
7 Q I dontdisagree with that My question 7 interpretation of the beneficial interest
8 was the purpose of a mortgage assignment 8 and nominee with respect to your actions
9 is typically a legal issue on a 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 statebystate basis right 10 of the question and I
11 A Sure it instruct the witness not to
12 Q And did your company undertake to research 12 answer
13 the law of the several states with respect 13 MR WOOTEN Mr Brochin
14 to why those states say that a mortgage 14 Na BROCHIN Brochin
15 assignment should be filed in the public 15 MRWOOTEN Brochin
16 land records 16 Im I bend over
17 A Yes 17 backwards to be as polite as I
18 Q Okay Did you personally review that 18 could be butIve been
19 research 19 through one of these
20 A Yes 20 depositions before where the
21 Q And you as we said earlier are a lawyer 21 opponent felt like that they
22 and have had legal training 22 had a right to instruct the
23 A Yes 23 witness not to answer
Page 74 Page 76
1 Q And are you satisfied that there is no 1 Ill be glad to take a
2 state that requires or that the purpose 2 minute if youdlike to
3 of the mortgage assignment is to provide 3 consult withMr Ramey whos
4 notice to the world that the ownership of 4 here from Sirote whos an
5 the debt is transferred between two 5 Alabama lawyer But the law
6 different parties 6 in Alabama is quite clear that
7 A Yes 7 you donthave the right to
8 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Are you 8 instruct your client not to
9 asking him if that if hes 9 answer the question
10 satisfied that that is the 10 MR BROCHIN I believe your
11 current law 11 question calls forprivileged
12 MR WOOTEN I am askinghim in 12 information
13 reviewing that research that 13 MR WOOTEN Okay
14 his company relied on was he 14 MRBROCHIN And I believe I have
15 satisfied that 15 every right to instruct him
16 MR BROCHIN At that point 16 not to answer when you ask him
17 MR WOOTEN At the point he 17 questions about the legal
18 reviewed the research 18 position of a company and ask
19 MR BROCHIN Okay 19 for legal opinions based on
20 A Yes 20 that so
21 Plaintiffs Exhibit 3 was marked 21 MR WOOTEN Well Mr Brochin
22 for identification 22 are you licensed in the state
23 Q Ishow you this document I marked as 23 ofAlabama
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1 MR BROCHIN My objection and 1 objectionable
2 instruction stands 2 MR BROCHIN Go ahead If you
3 MR WOOTEN Okay Shaun before 3 want to rephrase it go ahead
4 I break to call the judge do 4 and rephrase it
5 you want to try to work this 5 Q Ifyou will pass that document back
6 out 6 Mr Arnold Ijust Want to make sure I
7 MR RAMEY I dontknow if there 7 phrase this correctly
8 is anything to work out if 8 I highlighted three definitions One
9 its a Imean wer 9 was beneficial interest one was beneficial
10 talking about an 10 owner and the other was nominee And
11 attorneyclient privilege 11 those directionsIm representing to you
12 issue 12 were pulled or those definitions were
13 MR WOOTEN Thatsnot what I 13 pulled from BlacksLaw Dictionary And my
14 asked him 14 question to you first of all with respect
15 MR RAMEY Well I guess what is 15 to beneficial interest is does the
16 the question 16 definition from Blacks Law Dictionary
17 MR WOOTEN I mean the question 17 agree with your understanding of the
18 is does he agree with those 18 beneficial interest as your company
19 definitions ofbeneficial 19 recognizes it in these mortgage loans
20 interest and nominee with 20 MR BROCHIN That is different
21 respect to the interests that 21 Now do you understand
22 he indicates are his company 22 the question Because Im not
23 interests in these loans 23 sure I do
Page 78 Page 80
1 MR BROCHIN Thats not what your 1 A Well the definitions use Latin And you
2 question was 2 know my Latin is not my first language
3 MR WOOTEN Well Illbe glad to 3 So you know as a general proposition make
4 restate the question if you 4 a distinction between the beneficial
5 have if you believe that I 5 interest and the legal interest which is
6 was asking about information 6 generally in line with our concept
7 that he obtained from his 7 Q All right Then explain to me what your
8 attorney which I didntask 8 company defines as the beneficial
9 for Im asking for his 9 interest
10 opinion 10 A Its the interest that goes along with
11 MR BROCHIN I think the question 11 entitled to receive payments
12 is you asked it called for 12 Q So the beneficial interest is the right to
13 him to disclose information 13 receive payments not the ownership of the
14 that was obtained through his 14 note
15 counsel and the counsel ofhis 15 A No I would say proceeds I should say
16 company 16 proceeds So the beneficial interest is
17 MR WOOTEN Well that wasn 17 the interest that coincides with the right
18 your objection So Illbe 18 to the proceeds
19 glad to rephrase my 19 Q And the right to the proceeds generally
20 question 20 belongs to the person who has the right to
21 MRBROCHIN That was my 21 enforce the note
22 objection so 22 A That would depend on state law
23 MR WOOTEN to make it not 23 O It would also depend upon agreements
002488
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1 between the parties right 1 A Yes
2 A Yes 2 Q You wont go beyond what your membership
3 Q So you could possess a note but not be 3 agreement says you can do will you
4 entitled to payment of any of the proceeds 4 A No No
5 A Absolutely 5 Q Imean in fact you say that you will take
6 Q And that occurs all the time 6 your instructions from the owner of the
7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 7 debt right
8 A Often 8 A Yes But we also we have
9 Q And youregenerally familiar with the 9 responsibilities to the public and so
10 notions of securitization with respect to a 10 we you know we have an obligation to do
it secondary mortgage market right 11 what mortgagees have to do
12 A Less so than the primary market 12 Q When you say you have a responsibility to
13 Q Sure But yourefamiliar with the concept 13 the public what exactly is that
14 ofa document custodian 14 A Well its just not the case that there
15 A Yes 15 arentother factors that have to be
16 Q And document custodians may hold billions 16 considered in our actions
17 ofdollars worth of notes that they have no 17 Q What are those factors
18 right to payment on is that correct 18 A We have we have obligations as
19 A Yes 19 mortgagee
20 Q And in fact a company could hold a note 20 Q And what are those obligations
21 endorsed in blank but have no right to 21 A At you know at the end of the day it
22 payment of any sum represented by that 22 might be to maintain the property
23 note 23 Q I seem to have read something one time
Page 82 Page 84
1 A Yes 1 where you said something in somemedia
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 piece about you couldntidentify who the
3 Q Did 3 holder of the note was Your company had
4 A Yes 4 to go out and cut the grass or something
5 Q The definition of a nominee contained in 5 like that
6 Blacks is the one whosbeen nominated or 6 A Yes
7 proposed for an office One designated to 7 Q Now I understand it might have been a
8 act for another in his or her place Is 8 little tongueincheek But what youre
9 that a fair description ofwhat MERS 9 saying is is that if theres a home thats
10 position is with respect to a MERS as 10 been foreclosed on by someone inMERS name
11 mortgagee loan 11 and the mortgage or the ownership now
12 A Well again I think theressome Latin in 12 rests in MERS name and the house is
13 that definition But I think you know 13 sitting there with the windows broke out
14 wer talking about as a general 14 and you know the copper stolen and grass
15 proposition that yes agency 15 not cut that ultimately it falls to you
16 representative 16 because yourethe owner in the land
17 Q And is it in fact a limited agency thats 17 records byvirtue of the foreclosure to fix
18 based upon your agreement with your member 18 that up and make it comply with the city
19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 19 code right
20 Membership agreement will 20 A Yes But that could also be the case as
speak for itself as to terms 21 mortgagee
12122 ofthe limitations 22 Q Sure23 O Is that correct 23 A And it
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1 Q Well after a foreclosure it would be 1 A Yeah I dontreally understand the
2
subordinate to our obligations as a citizen
because of title vested right 2 question Your your this whole line
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 of questioning it basically started with
4 A Could be It could also be with regard to 4 you saying that we couldntdo anything
5
MERS have to the general public
being a mortgagee And you know your 5 thatsnot spelled out in the membership
6
A
question was very categorical And one of 6 agreement And I named numerous situations
7
7
the benefits ofMERS is that ifa servicer 7 wherewev got obligations that go beyond
8
general public
just disappears MFRS is still there MERS 8 the membership agreement
9 has still got the responsibilities So 9 Q Okay What I said was and Illjust
10
9
they could be in prison and wer not 10 reask the question so we donthave any
11
What laws are you complying with
going to take instructions from that 11 misunderstandings
12
A
direction Weregoing to wer going 12 When youreacting on behalf of your
13
12
to perform our obligations as mortgagee 13 principal by virtue of your membership
14 Q Sure Well its a fact isnt it sir 14 agreement with them you are not going to
15
A
that your systemwill identify the owner of 15 exceed the authority you have in that
16
14
every interest in any loan at any given 16 membership agreement to act on behalfof
17
zoning ordinances
moment right 17 that principal are you
18
A
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18 A Its subject to what the state law would
19
17
of the question 19 be Its subject to what other obligations
20 A Yeah Interest I guess is a wordIve 20 we might have
21 had a problem with from the start of the 21 I guess my debate is about the
22
19
deposition We track or our system 22 categorical nature of your statement As a
23
corporations are responsible to comply with





Other than those obligations that you just agreement dictates our actions Thats
2 mentioned about cutting grass and that sort 2
3 of thing being there if the servicer 3 and subordinate to whatever kind of
4 evaporates what other obligations does 4 specific law might be the case
5 5 Q Okay Well lets talk about that with
6 We have to comply by the laws of the 6 respect to your obligations as to the
respective state 7
8 Q Well thatsapretty generic term I 8 As a percentage of your business what
9 mean what do you mean comply by the laws percentage of your business is conducting
10 10 foreclosure activities for the members
11 The laws of the respective state 11 A The revenue
Q Is that with respect to the 12 Q Sure
13 A Anything 13 Zero
14 Q status of the mortgagee of record or Q Okay And as a percentage of time and
15 15 effort of your staff and employees what
16 Whatever the law is we have to comply 16 percentage of the time and effort of your
with MFRS doesn have 17 staff and employees is involved in
18 Q Now thatsa thatsa duty to comply 18 foreclosing in the name ofMERS
19 with laws Allegedly all citizens and A Without getting specific about a
20 20 percentage it is it is huge
the law and you testified that you had Q Andyouvetestified well I wontsay
22 obligations to the general public What 22 youvetestified But you say on your
23 are those obligations 23 Website that you have the right to
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1 foreclose in all the states in the country 1 seen either writings or testimony from your
2 based on your membership agreement and the 2 company indicating we talked earlier
3 documents right 3 about the servicing interest andor
4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 4 servicing rights to any loan So thats
5 A Its based on our status with regard to the 5 part of what your company tracks
6 mortgage loan and the state law 6 A Yes
7 Q Okay But you stopped foreclosing in 7 Q And wev talked about the beneficial
8 Florida 8 interest which you indicated is the person
9 A Yes 9 who has the right to payment Is that fair
10 Q And why did you stop foreclosing in your 10 to say
it name in Florida 11 A Generally
12 A Well there was a trial court ruling that 12 Q And youve indicated the mortgagee
13 created confusion about whether we could or 13 interest which is what your company holds
14 not And so we instituted a moratorium 14 A Yes
15 until we could get that clarified which we 15 Q Is it fair to say that in every case of
16 did through the appellate process and won 16 63 62 million loans that are recorded
17 both cases unanimously 17 where mortgages are recorded MERS as
18 Q And both of those casesheld that when you 18 mortgagee that the lender in those loans
19 were the note holder that you had the right 19 has not recorded a lien solely in their
20 to foreclose right 20 name
21 A Yes 21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
22 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 22 A Yes
23 Q And youretalking about the Cabrera case 23 Q All the liens for those 62 million loans
Page 90 Page 92
1 and Judge Loganscase right 1 are in the name ofMERS as mortgagee
2 MR BROCHIN Im sorry Would 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 you repeat that I didnt 3 A They are in the name ofMERS When you
4 hear it 4 say you said earlier MERS Inc
5 Q Youretalking about the Cabrera case 5 Q Okay Right And lets be clear You
6 MR BROCHIN Cabrera 6 call the MERS as original mortgagee
7 Q and Judge Loganscase right 7 mortgage form I thinkyall refer to it
8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 8 as a MOMmortgage
9 A I think of it as Logan and Gordon 9 A Yes
10 Q Right The judges 10 Q And when we talk about the mortgagee of
11 Now you just testified that you won 11 record youretalking about the subsidiary
12 both of those cases unanimously on appeal 12 company MERS Inc is that correct
13 right 13 A MERS Inc
14 A Yes 14 Q Right
15 Q Why arentyall back in business 15 A Yes
16 foreclosing down there then 16 Q And you agree with me that in every one of
17 A We just haven turned it back on 17 those mortgage loans the lien is in the
18 Q And so you haventturned it back on You 18 name ofMERS Inc
19 dontthink theres any other legal 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 impediment to your right to turn it back 20 A Yes MERS Inc being Mortgage Electronic
21 on as you phrased it in Florida 21 Registration Systems Inc
22 A No 22 Q Right And you also agree with me in all
23 Q In reading preparing for today I have 23 62 million of those loans that MERS has
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1  J  an's s ; ri ht?  are in the na e ofl\1E S as ortgagee? 
2 lVl . I : I'm rr . ld 2 . I : bject to the fonn. 
3   t.  i n't 3 . hey are in the na e ofl\1 . hen you 
4 ear it.  sa  --  sai  earlier l\1 , I c. 
5 . ou're   t e a se--  . a . i t.  let's e clear.  
6 : . I : brera?  call the l\1ERS as original ortgagee 
7 . -- a  J e an's case; ri ht?  rtgage f r  -- I think y'all refer to it 
8 lVl . I : ject t  t e f r .  as a  ortgage? 
9 .  t i   t  ogan  .  . . 
10 . . he .  Q. And when we talk about the mortgagee of 
 , ou just t stifie  t t    record, you're talking about the subsidiary 
 both of those cases unani ously on appeal;  co pany, l\1E S, Inc.; is that correct? 
 ri t?  . l\1 , Inc. 
 . .  . i t. 
 . hy n't 'a l a k in siness  . . 
16 foreclosing n t ere, t en?  . nd you agree ith e that in every one of 
17 . e ust n't turned it  .  those ortgage loans the lien is in the 
18 . nd  u n't r e  it  . ou  a e f: , I c.? 
19 n't think t re's y ther le al  R. BR C I : bject to the fonn. 
20 i pediment t  r right to t rn t a   A. Yes. l\1ERS, Inc., being Mortgage Electronic 
21 ,   hrased it, n ?  Registration Syste s, Inc. 
22 . .  . ight. nd you also agree ith e in all 
 . In reading, preparing for today, I have   illion  t ose loans t at l\1ERS  
a es    
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Page 93 Page 95
1
Q No announcements
never made a single loan to a borrower or 1
Yes
that that ifs just where I
2
2
acted as a lender 2
3
read this transcript and made
3 A Yes 3
about earlier and we kind ofgot off track
highlights
4 Q And you agree with me with respect to those 4
5
MR BROCHIN I just want the
5
6
62 million loans that although the lien is 5
Q
record to reflect its not a
6
MR WOOTEN Sure
in the name ofN1ERS Inc that MERS Inc 6
position that your company owns the lien
clean copy of the transcript
7
8
is never entitled to a penny of the money 7
9
MR WOOTEN Sure Its got my
8 that is owed on the note which is secured 8
what was originally marked as
highlights on it
9
Yeah Idhave you know ownership of
by the lien that exists in MERS Incs 9 Q But the actual testimony in this transcript
10
12
name 10 is yours right Theresno you dont
11 A Yes 11
Why is that
deny that you gave that deposition three
12 Q Prior to your companysformation has 12
15
years ago today in that case do you
13
Q
there ever existed in the history of this 13




country a company who attempted to do what 14 A Yes
15
18
your company is doing 15 Q You dontdeny that you gave that
16 A I dontknow 16
mortgagee of record
deposition three years ago today in that
17 Q Do you have any other company who is 17
21
case do you
18 attempting to implement a system similar to 18 A No Idont
19
Its bare legal title
or competitive with your company 19 Q And in this deposition is it true that
20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 20 youreacting in the capacity as a30b6
21 A I dontknow 21 witness for your corporation
22 Q Are you aware of any company 22 A This one
23 A Rumors 23 Q Yeah
Page 94 Page 96
1 1 A
2 A No Q And today yourehere not as a 30b6
Q Page 39 in that transcript we were talking 3 witness but under 30b1as a fact
4 4 witness right
5 MR BROCHIN Can I just make a A Thatsmy understanding
note for the record 6 I want to ask you again is it your
7 7
8 MR BROCHIN that you MR BROCHIN Object to the form
substituted an exhibit for 9 Asked and answered
10 10 A
11 the transcript pulling one 11 the lien is not really it doesn really
copy that had markings on it 12 fit
13 and substituting another But 13 Q
14 the copy that is in front of 14 A We hold the lien interest
the witness also has various 15 What is
16 16 A
17 underlining and 17 Q Im sorry What is the lien interest
MR WOOTEN Sure 18 A Its the mortgage interest Werethe
19 MR BROCHIN perhaps notes on 19
20 it 20 Q What is the mortgagee I mean is that the
MR WOOTEN AndIlljust 21 person who has the lien
22 represent to you Mr Brochin 22 A
23 for vour so you understand 23 Q So what youresaying th is when you
Pages 93 to 96
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Page 93 Page 
1 never ade  single loan to a borro er r  t , that it's just here I 
2 acte  as a le r? 2 rea  t is tra s ipt  ade 
3 A. e . 3 hig lig t . 
4 Q. And you agree with me with respect to those 4 l\t1R. I :  just a t the 
5 62 illion loans that although the lien is 5 rec rd t  re lect it's t a 
6 in the a e of.M , I c., t at E , I c.,  lea   f the t ri t. 
7 is e er title  to a pe y of the oney 7 l\t1R. : . t's   
 that is o ed  the note hich is  8 highlights  it. 
 by the lien that exists in .MERS, Inc.'s 9 . ut t e t l t ti  in t is t i t 
0 ?  is ; r t? re's  --  n't 
11 . e .   t at  a e t at ion ree 
12 . Prior to your co pany's for ation, has  ears    that ,  u? 
 there ever existed in the history of this  . ld? 
 c tr  a c a  ho atte te  to  at  . . 
 your co pany is doing?  . ou 't  t t  e t t 
 . I n't .  iti  t re  r   t  i  t t 
 Q. Do you have any other company who is  ,  u? 
 attempting to implement a system similar to  . ,  n't. 
 or competitive with your company?  . n   is    tr   
 1'J . I : j t t  t  f r .  ou're       0(b)( 6) 
 . I n't .  itnes  f r r r r tion? 
 Q. Are you aware of any company?  . is e? 
 . rs?  . . 
   
 . No announcements?  . . 
 . .  .  t  ou're r  t as   O(b )( 6) 
 . Page 39 in that transcript e ere talking  itnes  t r 0(b)(1) s  f t 
 about earlier and e kind of got off track.  itness; right? 
 1'JR. BROCHIN: Can I just make a  . at's  erstanding. 
 te f r t e rec r  --  . I a t to as   a ain, is it r 
 1'J . : re.  siti  t t r  s t  li n? 
 1'JR. BR CHIN: -- that you  1'J . CHIN:    r . 
 s stit te  a  e i it f r    s ered. 
 hat as originally arked as  . h. 'd  --  ow, r i   
 the transcript, pulling one  t  li  i  t r ll  --  esn't ll  
 copy that had arkings on it  it. 
 and substituting another. But  .   at? 
 the copy that is in front of  .  l  t  li  i t st. 
  t      . t is--
 markings and highlighting and  . e're t  rt  --
 underlining and --  . I'm orry. t i  t  li  i t rest? 
 1'J . TEN: ure.  . t's t  t  i t rest. 're t  
 : .. CHIN: -- perhaps notes on    r cord. 
 it.  . t i  t  ortgage ? I ean, i  t t t  
 : R.. EN: nd I'll just  ers   as t e lien? 
 represent to you, r. Brochin,  . It's  l al itl . 
 f r y r --   r t   . SO t you're saying, then, i  --   
Pages  t   
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Pages 97 to 100
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Page 971 Page 99
1 say you hold the mortgagee interest or the 1 A I didntsay that
2 lien interest youresaying simply that 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 this mortgage lien is in your name in the 3 of the question Thatsnot
4 public land records 4 his testimony You continue
5 A Thats right 5 to mischaracterize whathes
6 Q And you have no right to enforce that lien 6 saying
7 as owner 7 Q Well what are the qualifications of your
8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 8 right to foreclose under that paragraph
9 of the question Thatsnot 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the
10 what he said 10 A Well ifyoure
11 A Yeah And I wouldn agree with that 11 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object
12 either The security instrument gives MERS 12 to the form of the question
13 the right to foreclose 13 Again the document would
14 Q The form mortgage says that you have the 14 speak for itself as to what
15 right to foreclose 15 limitations or enabling
16 A Yes 16 provisions are in that
17 Q What are the qualifications of that right 17 mortgage Maybe you want to
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18 show it to him
19 of the question 19 A When you say qualifications I dont I
20 A I dontknow what you mean by 20 dontknow what thatmeans And then you
21 qualifications 21 say limitations Thats I understand
22 Q Arentyou familiar with the mortgagee 22 that
23 clause in the MOM mortgage 23 Q Okay Imusing the terms
Page 98 Page 100
1 A Yes 1 interchangeably Is there any limit on
2 Q And doesnt it say that youreacting as 2 your right to foreclose contained in the
3 nominee for the lender their successor 3 MERS as mortgagee document
4 and their assigns 4 MR BROCHIN Same objection
5 A Yes 5 A Yes
6 Q And it says your right is subject to 6 Q And what are those limitations
7 limitations imposed by law basically 7 MR BROCHIN Same objection to
8 MR BROCHIN Objection to the 8 the extent the document speaks
9 form of the question First 9 to its speaks for itself
10 of all the document will 10 A Yeah Idhave to say the same thing The
11 speak for itself and I think 11 document you know there Im
12 its an overgeneralization of 12 comfortable with saying there are
13 a probably 30page document 13 limitations
14 Q Well we can agree that the mortgagee 14 Q So your equation of ownership of the
15 clause where your companysname is 15 mortgagee interest is merely your companys
16 inserted is not 30 pages is it 16 name in the public land records
17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
18 Wellagree to that 18 of the question
19 A The grantor clause is just a reasonable 19 A We are the mortgagee on the security
20 sizeparagraph 20 instrument and we have to be recorded as
21 Q And is it your testimony that there are no 21 such in the land records
22 limitations on your right to foreclose as 22 Q Okay Do you have the right to foreclose
23 nominee for the lender 23 absent ownership of the underlvine debt
002493
















































a e   99 ' 
I   l    t  t   .  idn't y that. li  i t r st, ou're yi  i l  t t  IvIR. BR CHIN: Object to the fonn 
t i   l    r  i    of the question. That's not 
li  l  r cords?  is t stimony.  ti  
. hat's i ht.    t e's 
.     t  f   l   saymg. 
 ner?  . ell, what are the qualifications of your 
IvI . HI :    nn  right to foreclose under that paragraph? 
  stion. hat's t  Iv1R. HIN: bject to the --
t  aid.  . ell, if ou're --
. h.   uldn't   t  IvIR. BROCHIN: Excuse e. Object 
i r.  r      to the fonn of the question. 
t  i t t  l e.  gain, the docu ent ould 
.  nn        speak for itself as to hat 
i t t  close?  li itations or enabling 
. s.  r isi s are i  t at 
. at are t e alificati s f t at ri ht?  ortgage. aybe you want to 
 I :         i . 
 t  stion.  . hen you say qualifications, I don't --  
.  n't  t     don't kno  hat that eans. nd then you 
lif ti s.   s. at's --   
. n't       t. 
cla se i  t e  rt age?  . a . I'm si  t e ter s 
  Page 100 
. s.  i t r ably. Is t r   li it  
.  sn't it  t t ou're ti    r ri t t  f r l s  t i  i  t  
inee   r,  sor,  S as ortgagee docu ent? 
  signs?  . I : Sa e objection. 
. .  . . 
. n  it sa s r ri t is s ject t   .  at are t se li itati ns? 
li itations i s   l  sically?  Iv1 . I : a e jecti  t  
 I : e     t e e te t t e c e t s ea s 
f r  f t  sti n. irst   ts -- speaks for itself. 
 ll, t     . eah. I'd have to say the sa e thing. The 
  t lf,     t -- you kno , there -- 'm 
t's  ion   co fortable ith saying there are 
 r l  -page t.  t . 
. ell, e can agree that the ortgagee  Q. SO your equation of ownership of the 
la s  here  pany's  is  ortgagee interest is erely your co pany's 
s  s  0 , s ?  name in the public land records? 
 I : je t t  t  .  . I : bject to the for  
e'll e  t  t t.  f t e esti n. 
.  r r la s  is just  e  . e are t e rt a ee  t e sec rit  
 pa .  i str e t, a  e a e to e rec r e  as 
. n  is it o r   t  re    in t e a  . 
li itations  our ig t  fore los  as  . a .   a e t e ri t t  foreclose 
inee  t e le r?  a se t ners ip   ying bt? 
Pages    
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Page 1011 Page 103
1 TVIR BROCHIN Objection Asked 1 Q Assuming that its recorded by the
2 and answered 2 servicer right
3 A It would depend on the state law 3 A Yes
4 Q With respect to my client you began a 4 Q But with respect to any action with any
5 foreclosure in the name ofVIERS How does 5 foreclosure thats taken in the name of
6 MERS determine that its time to go 6 MERS at the time the foreclosure is
7 foreclose on someone 7 instituted MERS has no idea what the legal
8 A Thats determined by the servicer 8 status of that mortgage account is does
9 Q And with respect to my client who is the 9 it
10 servicer 10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
11 A Isntit GNIAC 11 of the question
12 Q I think so What is the process by which 12 A You know like you said Im you know
13 GMAC notifies MERS to go and foreclose 13 Im a30b1witness And you asked
14 A Well GMAC will handle the foreclosure and 14 earlier about personal knowledge And I
15 theyreport that over the MERS system 15 donthave any personal knowledge about
16 Q And how is that accomplished What are the 16 that
17 mechanics of that process 17 Q Did you review the information contained in
18 A Electronically 18 the MERS system for Ms Henderson loan
19 Q Do you have any firsthand personal 19 before you came here today
20 knowledge whether Debra Henderson was 20 A I glanced through the file
21 behind on her mortgage payment when this 21 Q And is it fair to say that nothing in the
22 foreclosure began 22 MERS system provides you any information
23 A No 23 about the status of her loan what payments
Page 102 Page 104
1 Q Would MERS have any firsthand knowledge of 1 have been made what payments have been
2 whether she was behind when this 2 missed anything like that
3 foreclosure began 3 A Thats a fair statement
4 A No 4 Q And so when a foreclosure is undertaken in
5 MR BROCHIN Objection Calls 5 the name of MERS MERS has no information
6 for speculation 6 about the validity of the act being
7 Q Does it call for speculation 7 undertaken
8 A The answer is no 8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 Q You donthave any records do you 9 of the question
10 MR BROCHIN Im sorry 10 Q simply being told that a foreclosure is
11 Q with respect to her payment history 11 being taken in its name right
12 A No 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 Q You dontget that information from a 13 of the question
14 servicer ever do you 14 A Well we have we have rules and its
15 A No 15 all part of the membership agreement
16 Q And you wouldnthave any idea if she paid 16 Q Right But
17 the loan off and they were still trying to 17 A There are limitations as you say
18 foreclose would you 18 Q Right But with respect to any particular
19 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Are you 19 foreclosure act MERS never receives any
20 talking about Mr Arnold or 20 information where MERS could determine
21 are you talking about MERS 21 whether or not theres even a right to
22 MR WOOTEN Either 22 begin a foreclosure is that correct
23 A We get notified if the loan is paid off 23 A Well the member has a certifying officer
002494
ideo e ition .K. l  
  I 
 1II . I : j ti . s   
  r d.  
 . It l    t  t t  l .  
 . it  t t   li t,    4 
 l  i  t   M .   5 
    t's    6 
   eone?  
 . at's t r i   t  r i r.  
 . nd ith respect to y client, ho is the 9 
 rvicer?  
 . n't t MAC?  
 . I think so. hat is the process by hich  
  tifies  t    f r l se?  
 . ll,  ill l  t  f r l r ,   
 they report that over the S syste .  
 . nd ho  is that acco plished? hat are the 16 
     s?   
 . lectr nically.  
 Q. o you have any firsthand personal  
 l  t      
 behind on her ortgage pay ent hen this  
 foreclosure began?  
 . .  
  
 . l   a e a  first a  le e f  
   a      
 f r l s r  an?  
4 . .  
 . I : bjection. alls  
 f r s eculation.  
 . es it ll f r s culation?  
 .    .  
 .  n't   r r ,   --  
 R. I : I'm sorry?  
 . -- ith respect to her pay ent history?  
 . o.  
 . ou don't get t at i f r ati  fro  a  
 s r i r e er,  u?  
 . .  
 . nd you ouldn't have any idea if she paid  
  the loan off and they ere still trying to   
 foreclose, ould you?  
 . I : xcuse e. re you  
 talking about r. rnold, or  
 are you talking about ERS?  
 . : er.  
 .   ie       ff.  
~     
epte ber 25,2009 
. s i  t t it's r r   t.~e 
r i r; i ht? 
. . 
  ~ 
. ut ith respect to any action ith any 
 at's      
,       
t t         
   t a   ,  
t? 
. HIN: bject to the for  
f t  stion. 
.  ,   i , 'm --  , 
I'm  0(b)(1) it ss.   s  
earlier about personal kno ledge. nd I 
don't have any personal kno ledge about 
t t. 
. id you revie  the infor ation contained in 
    . nderson's  
f r    r  t ay? 
. I glanced through the file. 
.  i  it i  t   t t t i  i  t  
 syste  provides you any infor ation 
a t t e stat s f er l an, at a e ts 
a e 104 
have been ade, hat pay ents have been 
issed, anything like that? 
. at's   t te ent. 
.     s     
   ,     
about the validity of the act being 
 --
R... I : j t t  t  f r  
of the question. 
. -- si ply being told that a foreclosure is 
being taken in its na e; right? 
R.. HIN: ject t  t e f nn 
f t  stion. 
. ll,   --   r l s,  it's 
all part of the e bership agree ent. 
. i t. t--
. ere are li itati s, as  say. 
. i t. t it  res ect to a  artic lar 
f r l s r  t,  r r i es  
    r  
t r r t t ere's   ri t t  
begin a foreclosure; is that correct? 
. l ,     in  f r. 
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Page 105 Page 107
1 Q Right And when you say certifying 1 A Well the certifying officers have only
2 officer just so nobody misunderstands 2 limited authority
3 thats any employee that the member 3 Q With respect to their limited authority
4 designates that they would like to have 4 what is it limited to
5 execute documents in the name ofMERS 5 A I think theres seven categories
6 A Its not any employee 6 Q Okay What are the seven categories
7 Q Who are they 7 A Can execute releases execute assignments
8 A Well they have to be an officer of the 8 execute modifications matters regarding
9 member 9 foreclosure
10 Q And an officer of the member do you mean 10 Q And let me pause you there When you say
11 an executive officer who has a right to 11 matters regarding foreclosure would that
12 bind the company 12 be like an affidavit of default
13 A Any officer has the right to bind the 13 A Yes
14 company 14 Q And that could be undertaken in the name of
15 Q So in contemplating that requirement was 15 MERS
16 it your companysintention that persons 16 A Not necessarily
17 designated as certifying officers would be 17 Q They could right
18 persons with sufficient authority to bind 18 A Actions in a foreclosure that are
19 the corporation 19 necessary one of their authorities
20 A MERS Inc 20 Q All right That means that they have to
21 Q Themembership agreement authorizes the 21 certify the amount of the default through
22 member to designate certifying officers 22 sworn testimony
23 right 23 A Whatever whatever the state law
Page 106 Page 108
1 A Well designate they report to us and we 1 requirements are
2 approve that 2 Q And they can certify that in the name of
3 Q But the member tells MERS who they would 3 MERS
4 like MERS to designate as a certifying 4 A I dontthink its in the name ofMERS
5 officer 5 MERS is not MERS is not certifying that
6 A Yes 6 anybody is in default An affidavit may
7 Q Fair 7 come from somebody with personal knowledge
8 A Fair 8 Q And if they sign that affidavit as a
9 Q And your membership agreement says that 9 certifying officer ofMERS then they would
10 thosepersons will be officers of the 10 be giving the impression to the receiver of
11 member 11 that affidavit that MERS is certifying the
12 A Yes 12 amount of the default right
13 Q And if the member is a corporation is 13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
14 there an expectation that they would be a 14 of the question
15 corporate officer 15 A Yeah I think an affidavit is going to
16 A An officer 16 come from a person with personal knowledge
17 Q Right 17 of that so
18 A Yes 18 Q Do you have a specific prohibition against
19 Q And you would expect that if they were 19 a certifying officer certifying the amount
20 certified as a certifying officer that they 20 of a delinquencyor default under oath in
21 would be able to bind the member when the 21 any judicial proceeding
22 member requested that they be designated as 22 A It depends on what the state law is and
23 certifvinQ officer by vou MERS by MERS 23 whether they have personal knowledge of it
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age 05 I Page 07 
. Right. nd hen you say certifying  . ll, the c fying ficers  o ly 
officer, just so nobody isunderstands,  limited ri . 
that's any e ployee that the e ber  . ith res ect t  their limited t it , 
designates that they would like to have  hat is it li ited t ? 
e ecute docu ents in the a e ?  . I t in  t re's s e  . 
A. It's not any e ployee. 6 . . hat  the s e  ri s? 
. ho are they?  . a  e ecute r le , t  , 
. ll, the  ha e t  e  fficer of t e  e ecute ic , a ters re ing 
e .  foreclos re --
Q. And an officer of the member, do you mean  . n  let e ause o  . he    
an executive officer who has a right to  atters  r ,  that 
bind the co pany?   like  t  f ult? 
A. Any officer has the right to bind the  . . 
co pany.  . n  t at   e   t e   
Q. SO in conte plating that require ent, was  ? 
it your co pany's intention that persons  .  saril . 
designated as certifying officers ould be  .  l ; i t? 
persons with sufficient authority to bind  . ctions   re los re t   
the corporation?  necessary, one of their authorities. 
. E S, Inc.?  . ll ri t. at ea s t at t e  a e t  
Q. The membership agreement authorizes the  t  t    e   
r t  si nate rtif ing ffi rs;   ti ony? 
right?  .  -- t r t  st t  la  
a e    
. ell, designate -- they report to us and we  require ents are. 
approve that.  .    rti       
Q. But the e ber tells ERS who they would  S? 
like  to designate as a certifying  .  n't t i  it's i  t   f . 
ffi er?   is t --    rti   
. s.   is i  f lt.  ffi it  
Q. Fair?   fr   it  r l l ge. 
. ir.  .  if t  i  t t ffi vit   
Q. And your membership agreement says that  rtif i  f i  f S, t  t  l  
those persons will be officers of the   i      i   
ber?  t t f  t t  i  rti  t  
. s.  a t f t e efault; ri ht? 
Q. And if the e ber is a corporation, is  . CHIN: t  t  f r  
there an expectation that they would be a  f t  stion. 
corporate officer?  . .  i   f  i  i  t  
.  fficer?   fr   r  it  r l l  
Q. Right.  f t at, s  ... 
. s.  .     specifi  r i iti  ai st 
Q. And you would expect that if they were   rtif i  ffi r ertif i  t  t 
certified as a certifying officer that they  f  eli ncy r f lt r t  i  
l   l  t  i  t  r  t   any judicial proceeding? 
e ber requested that they be designated as  . It  n t t  st t  l  i   
certify g f   y u,  --  RS?  t r t y v  perso l k l  of it. 
 1  t   
Haislip, Ragan, Green, Starkie & atson, P.C. 
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Page 1091 Page 111
1 Q TIERS would have no corporate records of any 1 testimony thats occurred over the years
2 type and no business records of any type 2 with respect to different cases your
3 with respect to the existence or the amount 3 company has been involved in testimony
4 of a default on any mortgage loan would 4 youvegiven Is it your companys
5 it 5 intention to supplement or assist the
6 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 6 public land records of the several states
7 A At the corporate headquarters 7 with theMERS system to make it more clear
8 Q MERS period 8 about who owns what
9 A Well if theres the certifying officer 9 A No
10 with personal knowledge of that then so be 10 Q Is it your companysintent to supplant the
11 it 11 mortgage land records of various states
12 Q Youveheard of a company called LPS 12 with its system
13 haventyou 13 A No We layer it on top is the way to think
14 A Yes 14 ofit
15 Q And does MERS certify employees ofLPS as 15 Q When you say layer it on top explain that
16 certifying officers 16 please
17 A I dontknow 17 A Well the MERS system couldntexist if the
18 Q Youreaware of LPSsposition in the 18 recording system didntexist
19 industry correct 19 Q But the recording system can exist without
20 A No 20 MFRS
21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 21 A Certainly So we are the mortgagee of
22 Q Do you know that LPS is the owner 22 record and there has to be a place for us
23 proprietor licensor of the software system 23 to establish that And thenwe track the
Page 110 Page 112
1 called Mortgage Servicing Platform or MSP 1 servicer
2 for short 2 Q You actually track more than a servicer
3 A Yes 3 too dontyou
4 Q Are you aware that that software program is 4 A Yes we do
5 used by approximately 80 percent of all the 5 Q What else do you track
6 mortgage servicers in the country 6 A Well we track the note
7 A No 7 Q And what do you when you say you track
8 MR WOOTEN Lets take a moments 8 the note what exactly are you tracking
9 break He needs to change the 9 about the note
10 tape Doyall need a break 10 A And even when I say we its really the
11 Wev been going for a 11 system The members utilize the systemto
12 while 12 track the note
13 THE VIDEOGRAPHER We are going 13 Q I think youvereferred to this in various
14 offthe record The time is 14 documents as abook entry system
15 now 1206pm 15 A That term has been used It doesn have a
16 Abrief recess was taken 16 whole lot of application in it when it
17 THE VIDEOGRAPHER This is Disk 2 17 comes right down to it but that term has
18 in the continuing deposition 18 been used
19 ofRK Arnold and the time 19 Q So when we ask MERS in this lawsuit to tell
20 is now 122 pm 20 us who the holder of a note is you can
Q Mr Wooten continuing Mr Arnold we 21 look in your system and tell us that
12122 took a short break to take care ofa few 22 information cantyou23 things We were talking about some various 23 MR BROCHIN Obiect to the form
Pages 109 to 112
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e    
 . M  o ld   rat  s  rulY  t ti  t at's w-re   t   
 type and no business records of any type  t    fere    
 ith  t  t  iste ce  t    c a  as ee  i l e  i , testi  
 f a efa lt  a  rtga e l a , l   ou've i . Is it r any's 
 ?  i t ti  t  l t r i t t  
 . I : bject to the for .  public land records of the several states 
 . t t  r r t  arters? 7 it  t   t  t   it  l  
 . S period.     at? 
 . l , f ere's  ing ic   . . 
 with personal knowledge of that, then so be  . Is it r pany's i t t t  s l t t  
 .  t a  l  s  i s t t  
 . ou've heard of a co pany called PS,    tem? 
 haven't you?  . .  l r it  t  i  t   t  t i  
 . .   . 
 . nd does S certify e ployees of PS as  . hen you say layer it on top, explain that, 
 certifying officers?  . 
 .  n't .  . l ,    ldn't    
 . ou're a are of PS's position in the    i n't xist. 
 industry; correct?  . t      t  
 . .  E S? 
 . I : j t t  t  f r .  . ertainly. So e are the ortgagee of 
 . o you kno  that LPS is the o ner,  rec r , a  t ere as to e a lace f r s 
 proprietor, licensor of the soft are syste   t  t li  t t.  t   tr  t  
    
 lle  ortga e r i i  l tf r , r   r r. 
  ort?  . ou actually track ore than a servicer, 
 . .  t , on't u? 
 . re you a are that that soft are progra  is  . ,  . 
 used by approxi ately 80 percent f all the  . at else   track? 
 mortgage servicers in the country?  . l ,    te. 
 . .  .  t   --   s   tr  
 . : t's   ent's  t  t , t tl  r   tr i  
 r k.   t   t     ote? 
 t .  'all   r ak?  .      , it's ll  t  
 e've been going for a  tem.     t   
 il .    t . 
 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: e are going  . I t i  ou've referre  t  t is i  ari s 
   r .     ts s   tr  s stem. 
  2:06 .m.  .     ed.  esn't   
 (A rief recess as taken.)  hole lot of application in it hen it 
  :      co es right do n to it, but that ter  has 
 in the continuing deposition   d. 
 of . rnold, and the ti e  . SO e  e as   i  t is la s it t  tell 
 is no  12:22 p.m.         ,   
21 . (Mr. ooten continuing:) r. Arnold, we  l  i  r s st   t ll s t t 
            i f r ation, can't u? 
 i s.        . CHIN: j     
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1 of the question 1 A The UCC wouldntcover any of that
2 A Our system tracks the beneficial interest 2 Q The UCC would cover who is entitled to
3 Q And the beneficial interest is the entity 3 enforce an instrument wouldn it
4 entitled to payment of the money on the 4 A No
5 note 5 MR BROCHIN Imsorry I
6 A Beneficial interest is generally entitled 6 cant couldnthear you
7 to the proceeds of the debt 7 Q I said the UCCwould cover who is entitled
8 Q My understanding is during the foreclosure 8 to enforce an instrument wouldn it
9 process at some point the beneficial 9 A No
10 interest holder as your term is will 10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
11 physically place in the possession of the 11 A I dontthink so I think the UCC
12 servicer or the servicer attorney the 12 establishes what a holder is
13 actual promissory note is that correct 13 Q Okay Is it your testimony that every
14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 14 mortgage note everypromissory note
15 A We have a requirement that the actual 15 which secures or which is secured by a
16 promissory note be available at the right 16 MERS as mortgagee loan lien is endorsed
17 point as dictated by state law in a 17 in blank as part of complyingwith the MERS
18 foreclosure 18 membership agreement
19 Q Is it fair to say that at the point in time 19 A I dontknow
20 a foreclosure is initiated bypublication 20 Q You will agree with me that MERS requires a
21 in Alabama which is a nonjudicial 21 promissory note to be endorsed in blank at
22 foreclosure state in the name ofMFRS 22 the time that it presents it during a
23 that MERS does not possess the promissory 23 foreclosure proceeding right
Page 114 Page 116
1 note 1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 A Yeah It wouldn have to be in blank
3 of the question 3 It it has to be available in the
4 A Depends on the situation 4 foreclosure Thats one of our
5 Q Imspeaking ofphysical possession 5 requirements And a note doesnthave to
6 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 6 be endorsed in blank It canmove without
7 of the question 7 endorsement
8 A AndIm saying I you know it depends on 8 Q It can move by transfer of possession
9 the requirements of state law 9 right
10 Q Okay Is it your understanding that 10 A Yes It does move by transfer of
11 Alabama requires the holder of the 11 possession
12 promissory note to be the one to enforce 12 Q Without an endorsement
13 it 13 A It can
14 A I dontknow Alabama law 14 Q Now typically the person with possession
15 Q Is that a general rule of the UCC 15 is entitled to enforce the note right
16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
17 of the question 17 of the question
18 A Its certainly not part of the UCC 18 A It would depend on what the state law
19 Q Okay Is it your testimony that the UCC 19 requirements are
20 does not require a holder to enforce a 20 Q Is thatwhat your rules with respect to
21 note 21 foreclosures call for
22 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 22 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
23 of the question 23 of the question The
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. I :    r . 
. . It uldn't  t   i  l nk. 
It --     i    
l ure. at's    
require ents. nd a note doesn't have to 
   k.     
ent. 
. It can ove by transfer of possession; 
right? 
. es. It does ove by transfer of 
possession. 
Q. ithout an endorsement? 
.  n. 
. o , typically the person ith possession 
is title  t  f rce t  te; ri ht? 
. HI : j t t  t  f r  
 t  stion. 
. It ould depend on hat the state la  
require ents are. 
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1 become the holder of the mortgage note are
Page 117




documents speak for 1
3
ofd at
2 themselves 2 Q That question and answer lines page 76
3 A One of the requirements is that state law 3
5
lines six through nine is that a fair
4
6
has to be followed Another requirement is 4
Q
statement of your position thatMERS
5
MR BROCHIN Just so I understand
that the note has to be available 5
Yeah And thatsthe word that I dont
becomes a holder of a mortgage note in the
6
8





just depends on what the particular 7
hesusing the term holder in
MR BROCHIN Object to the form
8
that document custodians hold billions of
jurisdiction requires But you always have 8
11
of the question on the same
9
12
to go by state law and the note has to be 9 basis as it is not appropriate
10
MR BROCHIN Okay I object to
available 10
no right to any payments on right
to ask a witness a question
11 Q And you would agree that under no 11
15
about previous testimony and
12
Q
circumstances is any mortgage note ever 12
ask one Q and A out of a
then say is that his position
13
possessing a promissory note entitles them
endorsed to MERS by a MERS member 13
17
by just referring to one
14 A Iwouldntsay that 14 question and answer
15 Q If you will flip over to page 76 of that 15 Q Well let me ask you this Mr Arnold How
16
20
transcript please sir 16
21
do you define holder
17 Beginning at line six you were asked 17 A Well it would depend on the state law
18
state cases And then yourereferring to
let me ask about mortgage notes Does MERS 18
23
specifically the Uniform Commercial Code as
19 ever take an assignment of a mortgage 19 adopted Article 3 and whatever cases have
20 note 20 interpreted that in that state
21 And your response was no sir We 21 Q So your definition of holder rests upon the
22 become the holder of the mortgage note 22 UCC definition ofholder
23 With respect to your position that you 23 A Yes
Page 118 Page 120
1
2 you using the term holder in the sense of physical possession is what you mean by
the Uniform Commercial Code and its 3 holder
4 definition or are you using the term 4 Aa BROCHIN Object to the form
5 holder in the sense of bare physical A You know thatspart of being holder
possession 6 I said mere physical possession
7 7 A
8 the question youreasking understand
him are you asking him how 9 Because we talked earlier about the fact
10 10
11 the answer to this deposition dollars worth ofmortgages that they have
MR WOOTEN Thatsright 12 no rights to ormortgage notes they have
13 13
14 the form of that question I 14 A Right
think its inappropriate to 15 And anyone who would represent merely
16 16
17 deposition transcript and ask to payment thats not the definition of
18 a witness to interpret what it 18 the UCC holder is it
19 means without the entire 19 A Well you asked about the definition of the
20 context So I think that that holder and it depends on the state law
question is inappropriate 21 specifically the UCCArticle 3 in that
22 Q Well let me rephrase that question okay 22
23 MR BROCHIN I object to the form a situation thats gotdocuments
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1 docu ents s eak for 1 f th t. 
2 the . 2 . hat question and a s r, lines -- page , 
3 . ne of the requirements is that state la  3 lines six through i , is that a fair 
4 has to be follo ed. nother require ent is 4 state ent f our iti , t t lVlERS 
5 that the note has to be a la .  beco es  lder   ortgage ote  t e 
6 ifferent c rts, different states. It 6 foreclosure pr ss? 
7 just depends on hat the particular  ~. I :  t  the for  
8 jurisdiction requires. But you always have  f the esti   the sa e 
9 to go by state la  and the note has to be  sis s it is t r riate 
0 . 10 t    itness  tion 
1 Q. And you would agree that under no  t ious te ti ony  
2 circu stances is any ortgage note ever  t e   s  is ion 
 endorsed to ERS by a ERS e ber?  b  just r f rri  t  e 
 . I ouldn't say that. 14 ti   r. 
 . If you will, flip over to page 76 of that  . ll,  e   , r. l :  
 transcript, please, sir.    fI  l er? 
 Beginning at line six you were asked,  . ell, it ould depend on the state la , 
 let e as  a t rtgage tes. oes E S  specifically the Unifor  Co ercial Code as 
 e er ta e a  assi e t f a rtgage  adopted, rticle 3, and hatever cases have 
 te?  interprete  t t i  t t t t . 
 And your response was, no, sir. e  . O  I ition  lde  t   t  
 beco e the holder f the ortgage note.   I ition  l er? 
 ith respect to your position that you  . . 
    
 beco e the holder of the ortgage note, are  .   t t i  t t i  i   
 you using the term holder in the sense of         
 t  i r  i l   its  l er? 
 definition, or are you using the term  'MR. CHIN:    . 
 holder in the sense of bare physical  .  , t at's art f ei  l er. 
 possession?  . I s i  r  si l ss ssi . 
 ~. CHIN:      . .  at's     on't 
 the question, you're asking  rstand. 
  -- are you asking him how  .   t l  rli  t t  t 
 he's using the term holder in    a s  ions  
 the answer to this deposition?  llars' rt  f rt a es t at t e  a e 
 N1R. OOTEN: That's right.   ri ts t  -- r     
 N1R. BROCHIN: Okay. I object to   ri t t   t  n; ri ht? 
 the form of that question. I  . ight. 
 think it's inappropriate to  . nd anyone ho ould represent erely 
 ask one  and  out f a  possessing a pro issory note entitles the  
 deposition transcript and ask  t  ay ent, that's t t e efI iti  f 
 a witness to interpret what it   V  l er, i  t? 
   t    . ell,  ask  t t  efi iti  f t  
 ontext. o  t i k t t t t 2  holder, an  it d   t  st t  l w, 
 question is inappropriate.  specifically the CC, rticle 3, in that 
 Q. Well, let me rephrase that question; okay?  state, ses.  t  ou're r ferri  t  
 ~. CHIN: I j t t  t  f r   a it ti  that's t ocument , 
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1 contracts and those contracts would 1 A No problem
2 dictate within the confines ofstate law 2 Q How do you effectuate or assist that
3 Q Right And your membership agreements 3 beneficial owner in accomplishing that
4 state that even though you may obtain 4 A Well there would need to be an assignment
5 possession of a note you are never 5 out ofMFRS
6 entitled to payment under the note 6 Q How would that be accomplished
7 A Yes 7 A A MERS certifying officerof the member
8 Q So again I want to make sure that youre 8 would execute an assignment out ofMERS and
9 not contending that merely having a note 9 that would be recorded in the land records
10 endorsed in blank makes you or anyone else 10 Q And that certifying officer who made that
11 a UCC holder 11 assignment he would be he would be
12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 12 assigning everything that MERS owned
13 of the question to the extent 13 right
14 it calls for a contention and 14 A But he would be assigning the mortgage
15 a legal conclusion 15 interest
16 A Yeah I think youretrying to draw a 16 Q And who owns that
17 legal line there thats that doesn 17 A Well the ownership of that is something
18 work Allholders are not entitled to the 18 that Ive had a problem with since the
19 proceeds of a note 19 start of the deposition Its its a
20 Q And isntit true that every time that MLERS 20 its a status It is the mortgagee Its
21 presents a note even if it is endorsed in 21 a legal interest
22 blank that it is presenting that note on 22 Q Is it is it your understanding that a
23 behalf of the person who is entitled to 23 parry could theoretically assign an
Page 122 Page 124
1 payment 1 interest that they do not own
2 A Yes 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 Q And so the mere physical possession of the 3 of the question Calls for
4 note endorsed in blank does not entitle 4 theory
5 MERS to the payment of those proceeds 5 Q Imean isntit a fundamental law a
6 A Correct But yourethe holder 6 fundamental principle that you can only
7 Q Imgoing to let that lay for a minute 7 assign what you actually own
8 If the beneficial owner of a promissory 8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 note that is secured by a MERS as mortgagee 9 A Yes
10 mortgage chooses to foreclose in a name 10 Q So a recorded MERS assignment is an
11 other than MERS your company does not 11 assignment ofwhatever MERS owns
12 oppose that practice does it 12 A Well youre you want to say thatMERS
13 A When you say beneficial owner of a 13 owns the legal interest And you know
14 promissorynote 14 MERS MERS assigns the legal interest
15 Q The person identified on the MERS system as 15 Ownership Imnot really sure what that
16 having the right to payment on the 16 word means in this context
17 promissory note right 17 Q Yourecertainly familiar with the
18 A Okay 18 pleadings and briefs and transcripts from
19 Q If they determine that they would like to 19 the Jewelean Jackson versus MERS case up in
20 foreclose in a name other than MERS you 20 Minnesota arentyou
21 dont have a problem with that do you 21 THE WITNESS Is that
22 A In a name other than MERS 22 MR BROCHIN Are you asking him
123 Q Nods head 23 if hes familiar with it
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tr cts,   ts  1 .  l . 
i t t  it i  t  fm s f st t  l . 2 .    ff t t  r ssist t t 
. i t.  r r i  r t   efi i l r i  cco pli i  t at? 
state that even though you ay obtain 4 . ll, t r  l   t    si t 
possession f a note, you are never 5 tof~RS. 
t      te?  . o  ould that be accomplished? 
. s.  .  ~RS certif i  fficer f t e e er 
. O, ain,       ou're 8 l  t   ssi t t f"   
t t i  t t r l  i   t  9        cords. 
       l   . nd that certifying officer ho ade that 
 V  l r.  si n ent,    --  l   
11 . HI :      assigning everything that ~RS o ned; 
 t  ti  t  t  t t  right? 
it lls   t ti    . ut he ould be assigning the ortgage 
  l i .  i t r st. 
. .   ou're in      .   s t at? 
   at's -- t t sn't  A. ell, the o nership of that is so ething 
rk. ll l ers r  t titl  t  t   that I've had a proble  ith since the 
proceeds of a note.  start of the deposition. It's -- t's --
.  i n't it t  t t  ti  t t   it's a status. It is the ortgagee. It's 
presents a note, even if it is endorsed in  a le al i terest. 
la , t at it is rese ti  t at te   . I  it -- is it your understanding that a 
  e   s    party could theoretically assign an 
  a e 124 
ent?  interest that they do not o n? 
. .  : . HI : ject t  t e f r  
. nd so the ere physical possession f the  of the question. Calls for 
t  rs  i  l   t titl   t ory. 
     s  eds?  . I , i n't it  f t l l  --  
. rr ct. t ou're t  l r.  funda ental principle that you can only 
. I'm i  t  l t t t l  f r  i t .  assign hat you actually o n? 
If t e fi i l r f  r iss r   11 . I : bject to the for . 
note that is secured by a E S as ortgagee  . s. 
rt  ses t  f re los  i   e  . SO a rec r e   assi e t is a  
other than S, your co pany does not  assign ent f hatever  o ns? 
ose t t ti ,  it?  . ell, ou're --  a t t  sa  t at  
. hen   f  er    s t e le al i terest. d,  , 
r iss r  te ...   --  ssi s t  l l i t r st. 
.   ied       nership -- I'm not really sure hat that 
a i  t e ri t t  a e t  t e   ea s   ntext. 
pro issory note; right?  . ou're certainly fa iliar ith the 
. .  pleadings and briefs and transcripts fro  
. If the  t r ine t t t  l  like t   the Jewelean Jackson versus ERS case up in 
foreclose in a na e other than ERS, you  innesota, aren't you? 
don't have a proble  ith that, do you?   : s at--
.   e e   ?  11 . I : re you asking i  
. (Nods ad.)  e's i  t  t? 
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1 A You have to give memore than that 1esignificance of a ruling that you have
2 Q Youreaware that there was a lawsuit up 2 no right to foreclose in a state right
3 there that said that you werentrecording 3 A I do
4
A
assignments right 4 Q Itwould be detrimental to your business
5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 5
A
model wouldntit
6 of the question 6 A I wouldntconcede that
7 A That went to the State Supreme Court 7 Q So I mean is it your testimony that you
8 Q Right 8 have not reviewed the pleadings and
9 A Yes 9
A
affidavits that were filed on behalfof
10 Q And yourefamiliar with the fact that that 10
Q
your company in that case
11 state had adopted a special statute dealing 11 A Yes
12 with nominees that they were referring to 12 Q Have you reviewed any of the transcripts of
13 as the MERS statute right 13
A
that case
14 A Yes 14 A I was there at the argument
15 Q And Imean isntit a fact that in that 15 Q Is that the argument between Ms Hawkins
16
Q
case MERS argued both to a Federal District 16
Q
and Mr Pratt
17 Court and to the State Supreme Court that 17 A There were two
18 MERS was the owner ofthe mortgage and that 18 Q Were you at the trial court transcript or
19 the notes could be sold repeatedly without 19
Q
the Supreme Court hearing
20
A
any effect on the actual lien 20 A Both
21
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 21 Q As I understand it Mr Pratt your
22 of the question to the extent 22
A
attorney up there seemed to be pretty
23 youretrying to ask the 23 accomplished He actually helped craft
Page 126 Page 128
witness what positions were your MERS statute and helped to get it
2 argued in the Minnesota 2 passed right
3 Supreme Court But if you 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
4 know 4 of the question
5 Yeah Imnot familiar with everything 5 Q Isntthat true
6 that was that was said and done in the 6 Whatsthe question
7 lawsuit 7 Q Your attorney in the case in Minnesota
8 Q Although yourehere as a fact witness I 8 actually helped draft the MERS statute for
9 mean yourestill the CEO ofMERS right 9 Minnesota correct
10 A Yes 10 Yes he did
11 Q And this lawsuit basically challenged the 11 And that MERS statute specifically
12 validity of your right to foreclose in 12 authorized the nominee to undertake certain
13 Minnesota right 13 actions right
14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 14 It clarified Minnesota is a Torrens
15 of the question 15 state So the county clerks wanted
16 A Yes 16 clarification of what a nominee was
17 And Im assuming that you would have had 17 And when you say Torrens youretalking
18 discussions at some point among your team 18 about a recording system right
19 or your executive officers about the 19 A Yes
20 potential impact of that case 20 And a Torrens state requires that only
21 Yes 21 certain specific instruments may be
22 We talked about the fact that yourean 22 recorded right
23 attorney who practiced law You understand 23 Well I dontthink of it that way
Pages 125 to 128




ide  e ition .K. rnold  ,  
e  I 3.   
 .  a e to i e e re th.all. t at. , the significance of a rulilig t.1.at you have ... 
 . ou're a are t at t ere as a la s it    ri t to f recl se i  a state; ri ht? 
 t r  t t s i  t t  r n't re r i   .  . 
 i t ; ri t?  . It l   tri t l t  r siness 
 l\tf . I : je t t  t    l, l n't it? 
 of the question.  .  ldn't  t. 
 . at e t t  t e tate re e rt?  . SO, I ean, is it your testi ony that you 
 . i t.  have not revie ed the pleadings and 
 . .   t  le   l   
 . nd you're fa iliar ith the fact that that    i  t t se? 
 state had adopted a special statute dealing  . . 
 ith no inees that they ere referring to  . a e  re ie e  a  f t e tra scri ts f 
  t   t t t ; ri t?   se? 
 . .  .   t  t t  t. 
 . nd, I ean, isn't it a fact that in that  .      . s 
 case  ar e  t  t  a e eral istrict   r. ratt? 
 rt a  to t e tate re e rt t at  .   . 
  s t  r f t  rt   t t 18 . ere you at the trial court transcript or 
 the notes could be sold repeatedly ithout  t  r  rt aring? 
  t  t  t l li n?  . . 
 l\tfR. BROCHIN: Object to the form  . s I understand it, r. Pratt, your 
 of the question to the extent  att r e   t ere see e  to e rett  
 ou're tr i  t  s  t   lis d.  t ll  l  r ft 
    
 itnes  t iti  r   r  t t t   l  t  t it 
 argued in the innesota  passed; right? 
 upre e ourt. ut if you  . HIN: j t t  t  f r  
  ...  f t e esti n. 
 . eah. I'm not fa iliar ith everything  . n't  e? 
   --         . at's t  estion? 
 it.  . r att r e  i  t e case i  i es ta 
 . lthough you're here as a fact itness, I  actually helped draft the ERS statute for 
 ean, you're still the E  of E S; right?  i t ; rrect? 
 . s.  . ,  i . 
 Q. And this lawsuit basically challenged the  . nd that S statute specifically 
 validity of your right to foreclose in        
 innes ta; ri t?  ti s; ri ht? 
 R. BR C I : bject to the for   .  i  --     
 of the question.  st te.  t  t  l r s t  
 . .  ica   t  e  . 
 . nd I'm assu ing that you ould have had  . nd hen you say orrens, you're talking 
 discussions at so e point a ong your tea      stem; ht? 
 or your executive officers about the  . . 
 potential i pact of that case?  .  a rre s state re ires t at l  
 . s.  rt i  s ecifi  i str ts   
 . e talked about the fact that you're an  rec r ed; ri ht? 
 attorney ho practiced la . ou understand  . ell, I don't think f it that ay. 
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1 Q Okay 1 document as filed in the
2 A Its more the clerk is establishing the 2 court
3 validity of the document 3 MR WOOTEN Certainly
4 Q Okay And in the case at issue what the 4 MR RAMEY And obviously our
5 plaintiffs and Ms Hawkins were complaining 5 relevancy objections on this
6 about was partially the allegation that the 6 are all preserved
7 note had changed hands many times but 7 MR WOOTEN Yeah
8 there was no record ofwho the true owner 8 A So you have questions
9 of the note was that could be ascertained 9 Q Yeah If youwill hand it back to me and
10 from the recording statute right 10 Illrun those Illrun through those
11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 11 with you right quick
12 of the question to the extent 12 Mr Hultman has been with you guys
13 youreasking this witness 13 since when
14 about facts of a case in 14 A February 1998
15 Minnesota 15 Q And has he basically been part of your team
16 A Well we talked about this earlier The 16 that entire time
17 notes werenever recorded in the land 17 A Yes
18 records So the argument didn the 18 Q And youreaware that he filed an affidavit
19 argument lost 19 in the Henderson case also
20 Q Right And what wev talked about is is 20 A As part of his job
21 what is recorded is the lien which secures 21 Q Is to file affidavits
22 the payment of the noteby the right to 22 A Yes
23 sell the realproperty 23 Q In paragraph three he says the MERS system
Page 130 Page 132
1 A Fair enough 1 keeps track of such servicers and answers
2 Plaintiffs Exhibit 4 was marked 2 inquiries as to who currently services a
3 for identification 3 given mortgage loan providing critical
4 Q I want to mark as Plaintiffs Exhibit 4 the 4 information that was not available prior to
5 Affidavit ofWilliamHultman that was filed 5 the creation ofMERS
6 in the United StatesDistrict Court for the 6 Isntit a fact Mr Arnold that the
7 District ofMinnesota And because I did 7 servicer is the entity to which the
8 not have the opportunity to make duplicates 8 borrower pays their payments
9 of that Im going to ask you to glance 9 A Yes
10 through it and thenIll ask you some 10 Q So that information is available to the
11 questions about it okay it borrower every month by virtue of a payment
12 A Yes 12 coupon right
13 MR WOOTEN And again there are 13 A Well the payment coupon is issued at the
14 highlighted portions thatIve 14 time the loan is made so it changes
15 highlighted in that as I read 15 Q Theres a monthly mortgage statement sent
16 through it 16 right
17 MR BROCHIN Theres highlighted 17 A Maybe
18 portions for the record 18 Q And it advises the borrower who to pay
19 Theres notations made on it 19 right
20 handwritten notations 20 A Theres also a hellogoodbye letter
21 MR WOOTEN Sure 21 Q Which is a requirement under federal law
22 MR BROCHIN Theresunderlining 22 A Right
23 on it And its hardlythe 23 O that notifies the borrower when theres
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Page 1331 Page 135
1 a change in the ser 1 Q Right Those inure to the benefit of the
2 A Right 2 lenders and servicers not the consumers
3 Q And thats under the RESPA law right 3 A I couldntagree with that at all The
4 A Right 4 borrower needs to know where to send their
5 Q So that information is available whether or 5 payment
6 not MERS exists 6 Q Sure
7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 7 A And there shouldntbe a question about
8 A Not in the land records 8 that
9 Q But you testified earlier that assignments 9 Q And theyr going to get that information
10 were filed to disclose who the servicer was 10 in the form of hellogoodbye letters and
it prior to the MERS system right 11 mortgage statements right
12 A The servicer was the mortgagee So every 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 time the servicer changed there had to be 13 Asked and answered
14 an assignment 14 Argumentative
15 Q And so even if MERS didntexist the 15 A Its not its not that easy
16 servicer would still be in the land 16 Q Servicers have a strict liability duty to
17 records right 17 comply with RESPA right
18 A Sixmonths 12 months 18 months late 18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
19 filed in the wrong order lost 19 of the question
20 misrecorded misspelled 20 A Servicers have to comply with RESPA
21 Q And those are obligations of the parties 21 Q Right And there are borrowers have
22 performing those acts Those are not the 22 private lawsuits There areFTC actions
23 consumers obligations right 23 There are attorney general actions There
Page 134 Page 136
1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 are Department of Justice actions for
2 A I dontunderstand the question 2 servicers who dontcomply with RESPA
3 Q Well you know part of this argument that 3 right
4 you guys are making around the country is 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 is that you provide these great benefits to 5 of the question
6 consumers And one of the things that you 6 A Yes
7 identify in this affidavit and the 7 Q And if a borrower cantlocate the person
8 affidavit in the Henderson case is that you 8 whossupposed to receive their payment
9 tell the world who the servicer is 9 they have the right to file an action in
10 A Instantaneously 10 court and have the court determine what
11 Q However we just talked about the fact that 11 they should do orpay money to the court
12 if you didntexist the servicers 12 pending the identification of a servicer
13 information would be in the land records by 13 right
14 virtue of an assignment right 14 A If they want to hire a lawyer probably
15 A Six months 12 months 18 months late 15 Q Well typically they hire a lawyer when a
16 filed in the wrong order wrong names 16 servicer theyv never heard of shows up to
17 misfiled 17 foreclose But the point being your
18 Q And those issues 18 indication is that this is a benefit to
19 A stacked up in a closet somewhere 19 consumers when it trulyprovides benefit to
20 Q And those issues are lender servicer 20 the industry right
21 issues Theyr not consumer issues 21 A Well it certainly
22 right 22 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object
23 A And clerk issues 23 to the form of the question
002502
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Page 137 Page 139
1 Go ahead 1 VIR BROCHIN Object to the form
2 A It certainlyprovides benefits to the 2 I dontknow what you mean by
3 industry Thats 3 prior MERS system
4 Q Right 4 Q Before MERS existed every one of these
5 A Thats why the system was created 5 assignments wer talking about would have
6 Q And lets talk 6 been recorded right
7 A And I dont think wev ever alleged that 7 A Well what assignments are you talking
8 thats why that it was created to benefit 8 about
9 borrowers 9 Q If the servicer became the mortgagee they
10 Q Sure 10 would record an assignment to that effect
11 A But its a benefit to borrowers to know who it right
12 the servicer is instantaneously 12 A Well before MERS the originator and the
13 Q Well lets talk about the benefit to the 13 servicer and the investor many times were
14 industry for a second 14 the same
15 Your associate Mr Hultman testified 15 Q Okay
16 that as of27 of 2008 there were 16 A The industry has changed a lot
17 53 million mortgage loans on the MERS 17 Q And thatspart of private label
18 system and you said earlier today its now 18 securitization is that right
19 62 million And he also testified that the 19 A Well thatsjust a name of for you
20 average cost of filing an assignment is 20 know a type of product in the secondary
21 40 right 21 market
22 A At least 22 Q And it also deals with securitizations
23 Q Right And so some states maybe higher 123 involving companies that are securitizing
Page 138 Page 140
1 Some states may be lower But letsjust 1 assets which are not subject to a
2 take that number 2 government backing through a GSE also
3 If your system saves the industry one 3 right
4 mortgage assignment on 62 million loans 4 A Yeah The GSEs have limits on what they
5 the industry has saved approximately24 5 can buy and that maintains a market for
6 billion dollars in recording costs hasnt 6 securitization thats called nonconforming
7 it 7 Q And speaking of GSEs what are the GSEs
8 A Yes 8 that are members ofMERS
9 Q And are you familiar with the typical 9 A Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
10 number of transfers of ownership in a 10 Q What about GinnieMae
11 securitization where a loan is sold through 11 A Ginnie Mae is a theyr critical to
12 two or three or four or five true sales to 12 MERS but they donthave an ownership
13 reach an investment trust 13 interest
14 A Depends on the transaction 14 Q Are they a member
15 Q Right But you know enough about it to 15 A Ginnie Mae is a member They have a
16 know that a key portion of securitization 16 special membership agreement Ginnie Mae
17 is the concept of true sale right 17 is the United States
18 A Yes 18 Q Okay We talked about the fact that if
19 Q Which is transfer ofownership 19 MERS saved one assignment on 62 million
20 A Witness nods head 20 mortgages that the industry realized
21 Q So under the prior MERS system every time 21 approximately 24 billion in unpaid
22 that ownership was transferred there would 22 recording costs right
23 be some evidence right 23 A By that mathematic
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Page 1411 Page 143
1 Q LL erJlall 11 S impreciseAna I and d t 1 nA W t t to t
v kcnloel thatsJ your LLSLlrllony 1 JLt know
2 A Well itsnot just imprecise because 2 what I would say is that we eliminate
3 theresno way to tell how many assignments 3 unnecessary assignments And the number of
4 have been saved 4 those assignments is the same as how many
5 Q Right 5 loans are made Its a mystery So
6 A And theresno such thing as an average 6 theresnot anyplace that we can go to find
7 assignment even though you may hear 7 out how many assignments have been
8 somebody say that Its no different than 8 eliminated And I think its an
9 knowing how many loans are made in the 9 exaggeration to say one has been eliminated
10 United States Nobody knows that 10 for every loan thatsbeen registered
11 Q So when we whenMr Hultman generalized 11 Q Well heresone thing thatsfor sure
12 he was generalizing based on his best 12 Every MERS as mortgagee mortgage in this
13 understanding 13 country there was an assignment eliminated
14 A Yes 14 there because youstart out with your
15 Q But he was not speaking with specific 15 company as the mortgagee when some other
16 knowledge 16 company was actually the lender right
17 A No he wasnt 17 MR BROCHIN Object to the
18 Q Now 18 A But there wouldnthave been an assignment
19 A But what MrHultman did not say is that 19 there
20 there is one assignment saved per loan 20 MR BROCHIN Yeah Object to the
21 Q Absolutely And I didnt either I just 21 form
22 said if it saves one because in truth you 22 Q All right And so what youresaying is
23 and I know it probably would be multiple 23 is that if MERS didntexist who would
Page 142 Page 144
1 per loan right 1 have been the mortgagee on those loans
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 A The servicer
3 Q Over the life of the loan 3 Q The servicer
4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 4 A Usually
5 A Yeah Andmany many many many many 5 Q And the servicer was the same as the
6 loans never change hands 6 lender
7 Q But for those that were securitized they 7 A Yeah Back in the old days
8 typically would change hands three to four 8 Q Right And so when you first implemented
9 times in the securitization process 9 this system you gained market share or
10 wouldntthey 10 loans on the system by having MERS take an
11 A It would depend on the situation I think 11 assignment of the lien into MERS name
12 thatsan overgeneralization I think its 12 right
13 an exaggeration of the number of 13 A But we got no market share We got no
14 transactions that are taking place This 14 registrations that way We went for over a
15 is all in the context of what happened 15 year with no registrations That model did
16 before MERS And so there are unnecessary 16 not work
17 assignments that have been eliminated with 17 Q Why didnt that model work
18 MERS but theresnot really a way to 18 A Because that created an assignment instead
19 figure out how many of those are 19 of eliminating it
20 Q Sure And I didntsay that there was I 20 Q So is it your testimony that there were no
21 just said that use of this process has 21 assignments of any mortgage lien to MERS
22 saved the industry untold fortunes in 22 where the mortgagee on the loan or on the
23 recording costs 23 mortgage instrument was someone other than
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Page 145 Page 147
1 MERS 1 witness
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 MR WOOTEN Right Im asking if
3 A Can you repeat that 3 he came up with that statement
4 Q Ill try I understand it was a long 4 based on his knowledge of the
5 question 5 company experience in the
6 We talked about the fact that on the 6 industry
7 security instrument the mortgage prior to 7 A Id say that statement for him is based on
8 MFRS existence your testimony is is that 8 his knowledge of the industry generally
9 your understanding is the servicer would 9 Q Okay And then he says in paragraph ten
10 have been named as the mortgagee on the 10 that consumers are benefitedbecause
11 original mortgage executed by the borrower 11 originating lenders typically pass the
12 A Probably Because that was the originator 12 costs of assignments on to the borrowers to
13 as well 13 the extent they know in advance that the
14 Q So it would have been the lender 14 loan will be sold immediately subsequent to
15 A Very often Didnthave to be 15 the closing
16 Q And is it your testimony that the lender is 16 A Yes
17 not the party entitled to the lien 17 Q Now once letsjust for the sakeof
18 A No Those are apples and oranges The 18 the argument lets just give you that
19 lender is the one making the loan or 19 Lets say that the lender charges a client
20 originator as you referred to them 20 50 because theyr going to immediately
21 Q The person making the original mortgage 21 assign the mortgage Beyond that charge
22 loan 22 any subsequent assignments which occur do
23 A Yes 23 not fall to the consumers costs They are
Page 146 Page 148
1 Q And the mortgage document your MERS as 1 between the parties that have transferred
2 original mortgagee document says that the 2 those rights correct
3 lender is the company that provided the 3 A It doesn directly fall on consumers
4 money for the loan 4 Q Right
5 A Yes 5 A Indirectly it does
6 Q Now in securitization parlance that is the 6 Q So but the insinuation that all costs of
7 originator 7 all assignments are passed on once the
8 A I believe so 8 original assignment takes place and
9 Q Mr Hultman said in his affidavit 9 again if that is done because the lender
10 paragraph nine that over the life of a 10 knows theyr about to immediately
11 mortgage loan the servicing rights of a 11 transfer once that assignment is passed
12 loan may be sold and resold many times 12 any subsequent assignments would fall
13 A Yes 13 between the parties thatmade that transfer
14 Q That is based upon industry experience 14 of interest right
15 right 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
16 A Maybe yes 16 of the question
17 Q Is that based on your companysresearch 17 A Yes But that would fall on the borrower
18
19
MR BROCHIN Object to the form




He also says that the MERS system further
20 talking about is Mr Hultmans 20 benefits consumers by speeding up the flow
21 testimony based on the 21 of funds enabling the consumer to easily
22 company research Thats 22 and instantly determine which lending
23 what youreasking this 23 institution owns or services his or her
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. The person aking the original ortgage  
n?  
. s.  
  
 .  t e rt a e c e t -- r  as  
 ri i al rtga ee c e t sa s t at t e  
 l r is t   t t r ide  t   
  f r t  l n?  
 . .  
 . o , in securitization parlance that is the  
 ri i ator?  
 .   .  
 . r. ult an said in his affidavit,  
 paragraph nine, that over the life of a  
 mortgage loan the servicing rights of a  
 l a  a  e s l  a  res l  a  ti es.  
 . .  
 . That is based upon industry experience;  
 right?  
 . aybe, yes.  
 . Is that based on your co pany's research?  
 . I : bject to the for   
 of the question. You're  
 talking about is r. ult an's  
 testi ony based on the  
 co pany's research? hat's  
 what you're asking this  
t r ,  
  
ss? 
R. TE : Right. I'm asking if 
   it  t t t t t 
  i  le   t  
co pany's experience in the 
i stry. 
. I'd  t t t t t f r i  i    
his kno ledge of the industry generally. 
. kay. nd then he says in paragraph ten 
t t rs  efit  s  
ina n   l    
sts f ssi ts  t  t  rr rs t  
t  t t t   i   t t t  
loan ill be sold i ediately subsequent to 
t e cl si g. 
. . 
. ,  -- l t's j st --     
t  r nt, l t's j st i e  t t. 
et's  t t t  l r r   li t 
$50 because they're going to i ediately 
i   .   , 
any subsequent assign ents which occur do 
t f ll t  t  s rs' sts.  r  
  
t  t  rti  t t  tr f rre  
those rights; correct? 
.  sn't   ers. 
. i t. 
. I ir tl  it s. 
. O -- t      f 
all assi e ts are asse   ce t e 
original assign ent takes place -- nd, 
ain, if t t is  s  t  l r 
kno s they're about to i ediately 
transfer, once that assign ent is passed, 
any subsequent assign ents ould fall 
between the parties that made that transfer 
of interest; right? 
. I : ject t  t e f r  
of the question. 
. . t  l  l   e  
i ir ctly. 
.  ls  s s t t t   s st  f rt r 
benefits consu ers by speeding up the flo  
of funds enabling the consu er to easily 
and instantly deter ine hich lending 
ti    e  s   
a es    






1 mortgage loan by calling a tallfree number 1
Q
out
2 which is available 24 hours a day seven 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 days a week right 3 Q Right
4 A Yes 4 A Thats you mean could we have done
5 Q Isnt it true that your system will under 5 that
6
Q
no circumstances disclose the owner of a 6 Yes
7
A
loan to a consumer 7 Q Just as easily as you give the consumer the
8 A You mean the beneficial interest 8 servicer information right
9 Q Let me ask that a better way 9 A Not as easily
10 There is no way to use theMERS system 10 Q And the reason you couldntis because of
11
A
to determine who owns the promissory note 11
A
the transfer ofthe interest to
12
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 12
Q
securitization vehicles right
13 A We actually have a product that does notify 13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
14 the borrower if the note moves 14 A I wouldntsay that It had never been
15 Q And that is a product that was developed in 15 done before
16 response to the recent crisis that wev 16 Q But there has never been a time that your
17 been living through in the economic 17
Q
system has been in implementation that you
18 markets right 18 were not able to look at any loan by its
19 A That and the fact that theresa statute 19 MEN which we have not talked about
20 Q Theresan amendment now to the Truth in 20
A
that But a MIN is a term of art your
21 Lending Act right 21
Q
companyuses for the term mortgage
22 A Yes 22 identification number
23 Q But the fact of the matter is is that 23 A Yes
Page 150 Page 152
1 prior to your implementation of that 1 And you give a unique MIN to every loan
2 system you could have made that 2 registered on your system
3 information available from the information 3 A Yes
4 on your system couldntyou 4 Q And as part of tracing that MIN you have
5 A Isuppose 5 available what company is registered as the
6 I mean its there isnt it 6 owner of that note right
7 Its there 7 A Thats the company thatsregistered as
8 Q So just the same as you gave them the 8 the beneficial interest owner
9 servicer identification you could have 9 Q And that information has been available to
10 gave them the owners couldntyou 10 your company from day one right
11 Yes it Yes
12 So if a borrower is having trouble with a 12 So every loan that has ever been registered
13 servicer and thought they were being 13 on your system that information has been
14 treated unfairly and they came to the MERS 14 available from the very day this system was
15 system and said tell me who the owner is 15 implemented
16 Id like to complain about my servicer you 16 A But never in the land records
17 say no you got to talk to your servicer 17 Right Whats in the land records is the
18 right 18 person whos identified as the owner of the
19 A Yes 19 mortgage right
20 Q And but during the whole period of time 20 As the mortgagee
21 youvebeen in existence you could have 21 AndMr Hultman goes on to say in that
22 told them oh well heresyour owner 22 paragraph that if the MERS mortgage is not
23 contact them and maybe they can help you 23 used the borrowe will pay approximately
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1 ortgage loan by callh"1g a toll-free nu ber 1 o t? .... 
2 which is available 24 hours a day, seven  . I : ject to the fo . 
3 days a week; right? 3 . t? 
4 . e .  . t's -- o  ea  ld e a e one 
5 . Isn't it true that your syste  ill under  t t? 
 no circumstances isclose the ner  a  e . 
7 loan t   co r?  . t s e il  s ou ive the ns er t e 
8 . ou ean the be icial int st?  s r i er's infor ; t? 
9 . Let e ask that a better ay.  . t as sil . 
 here is   to se t  E S ste   . nd t  reas   l n't is ecause f 
1 to determine who owns the promissory note?  t e tra sfer f the interest t  
 . I : bject to the for .  ization ; t? 
 . e actually have a product that does notify  . I :   e . 
 the rro er if t e te .  . I ldn't  t. t    
 . nd that is a product that as developed in  e ef re. 
 response to the recent crisis that we've  . t t ere as e er   ti e t at r 
 been living through in the economic  syste  has been in i ple entation that you 
 arkets; right?   t      loa   ts 
 . hat  the fa t that t re's  st t t .  :MI  -- ic  e e t t lked t 
 . There's an a end ent no  to the Truth in  t.   : I        
 Lending Act; right?   ses f r t  t r  rtgage 
 . .  i ti ic ti  ber? 
 . ut the fact f the atter is, is that  . s. 
    
 prior to your i ple entation of that  .   i e a i e : I  t  e er  l a  
 system, you could have made that  r i t r   r tem? 
 i for atio  il le  t  i r ti   . . 
 on your system, couldn't you?  .       I ,   
 . I suppose.  i        
 Q. I mean, it's there, isn't it?  r f t t te; ri ht? 
 . It's t r .  . at's -- t   t at's r ist r  s 
 Q. SO just the same as you gave them the   fi   er. 
 servicer's identification, you could have  . nd that infor ation has been available to 
 gave them the owners, couldn't you?  your co pany fro  day one; right? 
 . s. 11 . s. 
 Q. SO if a borrower is having trouble with a  . SO e er  l a  t at as e er ee  re istere  
 servicer and thought they were being   r s st , t t i f r ti  s  
 treated unfairly and they came to the MERS  v il l  fr  t  r   t i  sy t   
 system and said tell me who the owner is,  i ple ented? 
 I'd like to complain about my servicer, you  . t v r i  t  l  r s. 
 say, no, you got to talk to your servicer;  . ight. hat's in the land records is the 
 right?  ers  ho's i e tifie  as t e o er f t e 
 . s. 1  rtgage; right? 
 Q. And -- but during the whole period of time  .  t  rt gee. 
 you've been in existence you could have  .  r. lt a  g es  t  sa  i  t at 
 told the , oh, ell, here's your o ner,  paragraph that if the ERS ortgage is not 
 co t t t  an   t   l   3 sed, t e borrower ill pay approxi atel  
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1 40 or more dollars to record an assignment 1 amicus when you were practicing
2 of a traditional mortgage from one lender 2 A Not that I recall
3 to another lender as well as additional 3 Q Do you know if the Supreme Court of
4 document preparation fees to prepare such 4 Minnesota or the Supreme Court of Kansas
5 assignments 5 would have allowed MERS to file two
6 Again that would only be permissible 6 separate briefs in the same case
7 with respect to the initial transfer when 7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
8 it was contemplated as part of the funding 8 of the question
9 correct 9 A I dontthink thats what happened there
10 A Well the basis for that requirement is 10 Q You think its relevant to the issues that
11 that RESPA forbids collection of payments 11 American Land Title was an undisclosed
12 for third parties that aren dispensed 12 shareholder of your company
13 So the effect is what youvesaid Unless 13 Na BROCHIN Is this are we
14 you know that the loan is going to be 14 is this a case are you
15 transferred you cant really collect the 15 arguing about the Minnesota
16 money 16 case What is this about
17 Q Youreaware that in Minnesota there was an 17 MR WOOTEN Im taking a
18 amicus brief filed by the American Land 18 deposition
19 Title Association 19 MR BROCHIN I thought you were
20 A Yes 20 taking a deposition in a case
21 Q They also filed an amicus for you in Kansas 21 thatspending in Alabama
22 in the Landmark versus Kesler case is that 22 MR WOOTEN I am
23 right 23 MRBROCHIN And this has
Page 154 Page 156
1 A Yes 1 something to do with it
2 Q Are you aware ofwhether or not in either 2 MR WOOTEN Uhhuh positive
3 instance American Land Title disclosed to 3 response
4 either court that it was a shareholder of 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 MERS 5 of the question If you know
6 A I dontknow 6 the answers to the rules in
7 Q You think that might have been relevant 7 Minnesota
8 when the courts were considering their 8 A Yeah I dontunderstand the question
9 statuses in amicus 9 undisclosed shareholder Its I mean
10 MR BROCHIN Objection to the 10 theyr a shareholder ofMERS and they
11 formof the question 11 filed an amicus as the American Land Title
12 A I dontknow 12 Association on behalf of their membership
13 Q Did you make a request or anyone to your 13 Q And I guess my question to you is whether
14 knowledge make a request that the 14 or not youreaware whether or not they
15 shareholders file an amicus brief in those 15 made any effort to disclose to the court
16 cases 16 their financial interest in MERS
17 A Did we have a discussion with the American 17 A I
18 Land Title Association about that 18 MRBROCHIN Excuse me Youre
19 Q Did you ask them to do it 19 asking him does he know if
20 A They offered 20 ALTA made any effort in the
21 Q And again they are shareholders of MERS 21 case in Minnesota to disclose
22 A They are shareholders 22 their financial interest in
23 Q Did you ever participate in preparing an 23 MERS Is that your question
002507
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40 or mor  dol  to recor  an as ign ent 1 amicus when you were practicing? 
of a traditi nal ort  fr  one lender 2 A. ot that I recall. 
to another lender as well as additi nal 3 Q. o you kno  if the Supre e Court of 
docu nt r parati  fees t  pr r  such 4 innesota or the Supre e Court of ansas 
assignments. 5 would have al d .  to fil  t o 
gain, that ould onl  be pennissibl  6 separate briefs in the same case? 
i  r ct to t  i iti l tr sf r when 7 .rvfR.. BROCHIN: Object to the for  
i  s c t  as part  t  f nding; 8 of the question. 
correct? 9 A. I don't think that's what happened there. 
ell, t  i  f r t  r qui nt i  10 .  thi  it's relevant t  t e iss es that 
t  P A f r i  coll t  f    L n  i   a  u i  
 t ir  parti  t t ren't i nsed.  shareholder of your co pany? 
 t  ff t i  t ou've aid.   MR. OCHIN: I  t i  -- ar  --
  t  t  l  i  i  t    i  t  a  -- are you 
tr nsfer ed,  an't ll   t   ar i  a t t e i es ta 
ey.  case? t i  t  about? 
ou're r  t t i  i t  t r     .rvfR.. OOTEN: I'm taking a 
 r        deposition. 
itle ssociation?  R. BROCHIN: I thought you were 
Yes.  taking a deposition in a case 
          that's pending in Alaba a. 
     e;    . :  . 
i ht?  . HIN:  t i   
  Page 156 
Yes.  so ething to do ith it? 
re    et       MR.. OOTEN: Uh-huh (positive 
i sta e ica  a  itle is los  t   response). 
ither rt t t it as  r l r   .rvfR.. BROCHIN: Object to the form 
. ERS?  of the question. If you know 
I don't kno .  t  r  t  t  r les in 
 o  th ..~ that g t   e a t 7 in ta. 
hen the  ere ng t r  . eah. I don't understand the question, 
statuses in a icus? 9 isclosed r l r. It's -- I mean, 
. I : je tion  t e  they're a shareholder of .MERS, and they 
for  of the q .  file  an a icus  the merican and itle 
I d 't kn .  Association on behalf of their membership. 
id you ake a request or a one to your  Q. And I guess my question to you is whether 
kno ledge a e a request that the 14 or not you're aware whether or not they 
s are lders file an a icus brief in those 15 ade any effort to disclose to the court 
cases? 6 their fmancial interest in .MER . 
id e have a discussion ith the merican 7 . 1--
and Title A sociation about th t? 8 . I : xcuse e. u're 
Did you ask them to do it? 19 asking hi  does he kno  if 
They offere . 20 ALTA made any effort in the 
And, a , they are shareholders of. E ? 21 case in i nesota to disclose 
They are sha . 22 their fmancial interest in 
Did ou ever participate in preparing an 23 .MERS. Is that your question? 
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1 many states like Minnesota passed a
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MR WOOTEN That was my question 1
3
ors the record and Idle time is
2
A




In fact what your system does is tracks
of the question If you know 3 Q MrWooten continuing Mr Arnold we
4 A I dontknow 4 took a short break so everybody could have
5 Q But its your testimony that they asked you 5
things that wev been talking about most
a little lunch Ask you a couple of
6
8
or offered to provide you the amicus that 6
9
questions about MERS the business itself
7
A
MERS did not ask them 7
Q Today can a consumer go to the MERS Website
It is true that your company has
8 A Imnot Im not going to sparse it that 8
11
nothing to do with origination or
9
12
way I they agree with the MERS 9 underwriting any mortgage loan
10
A No
concept It saves them money It saves 10 A Yes
11
14
the industry money It saves the borrower 11 Q And it is true that your company never
12 money Its good policy for the industry 12
take about 30 minutes if
extended credit to any consumer
13
documents correct
Everyone benefits from it So theyr 13 A Yes
14
18
Imquite sure that they filed that because 14 Q And its true that your company does not
15
THE VIDEOGRAPHER Wer going off
they felt that the legal issues justified 15
Sure And that would be in your batch
purchase or sell mortgage loans
16
20
it 16 A True
17 Q Do you know how many stateshave filed or 17 Q And itstrue that your company is never an
18
transaction over the system
have passed a socalled MERS statute 18
23
investor in a mortgage loan
19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 19 A True
20 of the question 20 Q Your system does not actually create any
21 A Well there are states that have utilized 21 beneficial interest in a mortgage loan
22 the MERS system in their statutes 22 does it
23 Q What Im talking about is do you know how 23 A True
Page 158 Page 160
1
2 specific pieceof legislation that interest in a mortgage loan does it
addressed byname MFRS right to act as 3 True
4 4 Q t t i t
5 MR BROCHN Object to the form 5 the paper documents which are the subjects
6 of the question 6 of these agreements and endorsements and
7 A Minnesota doesnot use MERS Incsname 7
8 So there are statutes that rely on the MFRS of themorning right
system for their implementation 9 Yes And itsthe members that utilize the
10 10 system to track it
it and determine who the owner oftheir note Q Right And the point being is is that
is 12 simply registering a transfer of an
13 13 interest on your system does not mean that
14 MR WOOTEN Lets do this Lets legally the transfer of that interest took
15 break for lunch right now 15 place That is dependent on the underlying
16 16
17 thats all right withyall 17 A True Although the parties might use that
MR BROCHIN Okay 18 as an initiator
19 19 Q t t l i t
20 the record at this time and process system is that right
21 the time is now19pm 21 A Well any any registration and
22 Alunch recess was taken 22
23 THE VIDEOGRAPHER We are now back O Well and thatswhatIm saying Youre
Pages 157 to 160
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I e 1, e 7 i 
 I\If . TE : That as y question. I  n  re ,  th  th'TIe s 
 I\If . I : je t to t  r    : 13 .m. 
 f the ti . If ou .  . (Mr. oote  tinuing:) NIr. r l , e 
 .  n't .    t rea      
 Q. But it's your testimony that they asked you  a little lunch. sk you a couple f 
 or offered to provide you the amicus, that  questions about l\I1E , the business itself. 
 l\I1ERS id t  t ?  t s true  r  s 
 . 'm t -- I'm not going to sparse it that  t i  t   ith rigination r 
 ay. I -- they agree ith the E S  r riti   rtgage l n? 
 concept. It saves the  oney. It saves  . . 
 t e i str  e . It sa es t e rr er  . nd it is tr e t at r c a  e er 
 oney. It's good policy for the industry.  t  r it t   su er? 
 Everyone benefits fro  it. So they're --  . . 
 I'm quite sure that they filed that because  .  it's tr  t t r   t 
 they felt that the legal issues justified  purchase or sell ortgage loans? 
 .  . . r . 
 . o you kno  ho  any states have flled or  . nd it's true that your co pany is never an 
 have passed a so-called ERS statute?  es r   tga e n? 
 R. BR C I : bject to the for   . . 
 of the question.  . our syste  does not actually create any 
 . ell, there are states that have utilized  i i l i t t i   t  l , 
 the l\I1ERS syste  in their statutes.   it? 
 . at I'm tal i  a t is,      . r e. 
    
 many states like Minnesota passed a  .  it s t tr sf r  fi i l 
 specific piece oflegislation that  i t r t i   rt  l n,  it? 
 addressed by name ERS' right to act as  . . 
 inee?  .  t,       
 11R.. BR CHI : bject to the for   t e a er c ents, ic  are t e s jects 
 of the question.  f t s  r ts  rs ts  
 . innesota does not use E S, mc. 's na e.  things that e've been talking about ost 
 So there are statutes that rely on the ERS  f t  r i g; ri ht? 
 system for their implementation.  . .  t's    t z  t  
 Q. Today can a consu er go to the ERS ebsite  syste  to track it. 
11          . ight. nd the point being is, is that 
 ?  si l  re isteri  a tra sfer f a  
 . .  i t r st  r syst  s t  t t 
 11 .. : et's  is. et's  l ll  t  tr f r f t t i t r t t  
 break for lunch right no ,  l . t is t  t  rl i  
 take about 30 inutes, if  ents; orrect? 
 that's all right with y'all.  . rue. lthough the parties ight use that 
 11R.. BR CHI : kay.    i i tor. 
 T E I E P ER: e're going off  . ure.  t t l      
   t     r ss s stem; is t t ri ht? 
 the time is now 1: 19 p.m.  . ell,  -- any r gistr ti  an  
 (A lunch recess was taken.)  tr sacti  ov r t  system. 
  ER:    ck  Q. ell,  that's  'm saying. ou're 
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1 saying they might use your system to 1 issued with MFRS as the grantee that would
2 initiate the transfer one party provide to 2 be a violation of the rules ofmembership
3 the other notice Wedlike to give you 3 wouldntit
4 this interest or wedlike to take this 4 A I wouldn go that far It yeah Id
5 interest pursuant to an agreement But the 5 have to know the purpose ofwhy they wanted
6 actual change in ownership of that interest 6 to do it that way At no point would we
7 depends on documents that are not contained 7 claim to be entitled to the final proceeds
8 on the MERS system 8 Q Well what about the event wherein the
9 A True And what I meant was that the side 9 foreclosure takes place and the cry takes
10 documents might say when it moves in the 10 place at the courthouse steps and then the
11 MERS system thatswhen the documents say 11 deed is transferred actually transferring
12 something else kicks in 12 the title in the public land records to
13 Q Sure Is it also true that MERS is not a 13 MERS 1 mean in that instance you still
14 party to the mortgage indebtedness or the 14 would be claiming to hold that as nominee
15 promissory note which underlies the 15 for the party that truly had the right to
16 mortgage that is recorded with MERS as 16 that property correct
17 mortgagee 17 MR BROCHIN I object to the form
18 A True 18 of the question
19 Q Even if a property were taken through 19 A Youretalking about the fee interest
20 foreclosure in the name ofMERS and a 20 Q Right
21 foreclosure deed were entered in the name 21 MR BROCHIN Same objection
22 ofMFRS MERS would not claim any interest 22 A Were wer not holding that as our own
23 in that property whatsoever would it 23 asset
Page 162 Page 164
1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 Q Thats right
2 A As far as proceeds are concerned 2 A Right
3 Q Imtalking about when a foreclosure sale 3 Q Youreholding it for the benefit of
4 is completed and a foreclosure deed is 4 someone else
5 recorded and it lists MERS as the grantee 5 A Yes
6 of the foreclosure deed by virtue of the 6 Q Ifa foreclosure deed were recorded showing
7 sale MERS would never claim to be the 7 that MERS was the grantee who would have
8 owner of that piece of real property 8 the right to possession after that had
9 right 9 taken place
10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 10 A It would depend on all the circumstances
11 of the question 11 and documents and with regard to the
12 A Yeah You know youretalking about 12 property
13 matters ofstate law We would never claim 13 Q If a party issues a payment to MERS because
14 to be entitled to the final proceeds of 14 MERS is shown in the land records as
15 liquidation of that property 15 mortgagee what is MERS standard practice
16 Q In fact you wouldn claim right to 16 for that payment
17 ownership of that real property even though 17 A Its to get the check to the proper party
18 it was deeded in your name right 18 Q And your provisions in your membership
19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 19 agreement allow certifying officers to
20 of the question 20 endorse a MERS check for deposit with the
21 A It just depends on the circumstances of 21 servicer correct
22 the of the way that thats handled 22 A Yes Thats one ofthe seven authorities
23 Q Well if a mortgage foreclosure deed was 123 Q And you would never under any circumstances
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 c    
saying they ight use your syste  to  iss . it  E  s t  r t e, t t l  
initiate the transfer, one party provide to  be a violation of the rules of e bership, 
t  t r ti . e'd like t  i e   uldn't it? 
 terest  e'd      .  uldn't   r.  -- h. 'd 
terest s    ent.        pose     
t l e i  i   t t i te t  to do it that ay. t  i t l  e 
depends on documents that are not contained  clai  t   e title  t  t e fi al r cee s. 
on the S system?  . ll, t t t  t r i  t  
. r e. nd t I ea t as t at t e si e  f r l r  t  la   t  r  t  
ts ririg t  -- e       place at the courthouse steps and then the 
 t , t at's e  t  t    deed is transferred actually transferring 
so ething else kicks in.  the title in the public land records to 
. r . Is it ls  tr  t t  is t   S? I n, i  t t i sta ce  till 
rt  t  t  rt a  i te es  r t   ould be clai ing to hold that as no inee 
s    e             
ortgage that is recorded ith  as  t t r rty; rrect? 
ortgagee?  . . I : I ject t  t  f r  
. .  of the question. 
. Even if a property ere taken through  . ou're t l i  t t  f  i t rest? 
re s   e   E S    . t. 
re s   e      . . HI : Sa e objection. 
f E , S ould not clai  any interest  . 're -- e're t l i  t at as r  
in that property hatsoever, ould it?  asset. 
    
. . HI : je t t  t  f r .   . at's ri t. 
. s far as proceeds are concerned?  . i t. 
. I'm t l in  t   f re los r  l   . ou're l i  it f r t  fit  
is co pleted and a foreclosure deed is   l e? 
recorded and it lists S as the grantee  . s. 
  s    t     . If a f recl s re ee  ere rec r e  s i  
l . ERS        that ERS was the grantee, who would have 
owner of that piece of real property;  the right to possession after that had 
right?  taken place? 
. HI : je t t  t  f r   . It ould depend on all the circu stances 
of the question.     -- it   t  t  
. .  , ou're t l i  t  property. 
tt   t te l . e l   l i   . If a party issues a payment to ERS because 
to be entitled to the fmal proceeds f          
liquidation of that property.  ortgagee, hat is ' standard practice 
. I  fact, you ouldn't clai  right to  f r t at a ent? 
ownership of that real property even though  . It's t  et t e c ec  t  t e r er arty. 
it as ee e  i  r a e; ri t?  Q. And your provisions in your e bership 
. I : j t t  t  f r   agree ent allo  certifying officers to 
f t  stion.  rse    f r sit it  t  
. It just depends on the circu stances of  r i r; rrect? 
e -- f t e a  t at t at's a led.  . . at's     t oriti s. 
. ell, if a rt a e f reclos re ee  as 23 .   l  e er er a  circ sta ces 
isli , an, r , t r i  & ts , p.e. 
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1 list those payments as income to the 1 A Yes
2 benefit of MERS right 2 Q And would you agree that that is not a
3 A Never 3 principal purpose ofMERS today
4 Q And youvenever claimed such on any tax 4 A Yes
5 return have you 5 Q Would you agree that it is merely
6 A Never 6 antecedent to your stated corporate purpose
7 Q All these 62 million mortgages in this 7 of attracting interest in mortgage loans
8 country that are listed with MERS as 8 A I dontknow that I know what antecedent
9 mortgagee none of those mortgages are 9 means but it derives from that
10 listed anywhere as an asset ofMERS are 10 Q Right And MERS has no personal interest
11 they 11 in whether or not any borrower ever pays
12 A True 12 any payment on any mortgage loan
13 Q And if any of those properties are 13 A No
14 foreclosed on and there is a failure to 14 Q And you agree or one of the principal
15 collect any amount ofmoney on any of those 15 purposes of your system is to eliminate
16 mortgages none of those losses are 16 changes in the name of the lienholder while
17 accounted for on MERS books right 17 the promissory note and the servicing
18 A No 18 rights continue to change hands and are not
19 Q And MERS has no risk as to the nonpayment 19 recorded in the public record
20 of any mortgage for which it is a nominee 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the
21 A No 21 form
22 Q Does MERS ever suffer a default when a 22 A Ididntsay that
23 mortgagee fails to pay or when a borrower 23 MR BROCHIN Yeah Object to the
Page 166 Page 168
1 fails to pay the payment on a mortgage 1 form of the question
2 note 2 Q Maybe I ought to break that down some more
3 A No 3 One of the things youvepreviously
4 Q And MERS suffers no injury of any type if a 4 stated or your company has previously
5 borrower fails to pay the mortgage note 5 testified to is that MERS immobilizes the
6 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 6 mortgage lien is that correct
7 A It probably costs additional manpower 7 A Yes
8 Q And thatsbecause of the way MERS chose to 8 Q And you do not dispute that after you
9 structure the system is that right 9 immobilize the mortgage lien the
10 A Yes 10 promissory note can continue to be bought
11 Q And as I understand it you didnot 11 and sold repeatedly
12 originally intend to be in the foreclosure 12 A Yes
13 business when you set this system up did 13 Q And servicing rights can continue to change
14 you 14 hands by contractual agreements
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 A Yes
16 A Idontthink I could agree with that 16 Q And that there is no entry in the public
17 Q Would you agree that foreclosure is not 17 record reflecting anything with respect to
18 the let me strike that please Let 18 either of those types of transactions
19 me restate that 19 A Well neither one of those transactions
20 Would you agree that MERS was not 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
21 principally formed to act as an agent 21 A were ever reflected in the land records
22 conducting foreclosures for the beneficial 22 Q Sure AndImjust saying that once MERS
123 owners ofpromissory notes 23 settles in as mortgagee be it by an
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Page 169E 1
1 assignment or be it by this MERS as 1 VIR BROCHIN Object to the form
2 original mortgagee system no matter how 2 of the question Also calls
3 many times a promissory note changes hands 3 for a legal conclusion
4 the lien is always going to be in MERS 4 A Im going to have to ask to hear that one
5 name 5 again too
6 A Yes 6 Q When you obtain possession of a note from a
7 Q In the ordinary course of business MFRS 7 holder when I say you Imean MERS
8 does not act as a UCC holder of promissory 8 you do not pay any consideration to obtain
9 notes does it 9 that note do you
10 A Idontunderstand the question 10 A No consideration
11 Q Well earlier we talked about the fact that 11 Q And you do not receive any consideration
12 when you testified that MERS would become 12 for accepting that note do you
13 the holder that that would be a holder 13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
14 under the UCC 14 of the question Calls for a
15 A Thatswhat I mean 15 legal conclusion
16 Q Okay And what Im saying is is its not 16 A At that specific moment we derive
17 part of your stated business purpose to be 17 compensation for all of this but theres
18 a holder of promissory notes 18 no exchange for that specific thing
19 A Well we routinelydo become holder of 19 Q Thatsa good point so let me deviate for
20 promissory notes 20 amoment
21 Q You routinely obtain possession of 21 What exactly are you paid by the
22 promissory notes for the benefit of the 22 beneficial owner of the promissory note for
23 beneficial owner right 23 use of your system
Page 170 Page 172
1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 A Well first I presume youretalking about
2 of the question 2 MOMS
3 Q Is that correct 3 Q Right
4 A Holder 4 A Specifically the beneficial interest owner
5 Q And you agree that your rules do not 5 would not necessarily be the one thatpays
6 require a certifying officer to be in 6 us
7 possession of a promissory note when a 7 Q Okay Who would pay you
8 foreclosure begins in a nonjudicial 8 A It would someone would pay us at the
9 foreclosure state 9 time of registration
10 MP BROCHIN Im sorry Could 10 Q Okay And that might be the originator or
11 you reread the question it some intervening purchaser
12 please 12 A It it its going to come early
13 Requested portion of the record 13 because our rules require that registration
14 was read by the court reporter 14 occur within ten days of closing and then
15 A Iwouldntagree with that The rules are 15 in the normal course ofbusiness we would
16 subordinate to state law And so whatever 16 expect payment to be made
17 the state law requirement is thatswhat 17 Q And that is the fee that you charge for
18 we require 18 registration
19 Q Okay You would agree that when MERS 19 A Yes
20 obtains physical possession of the mortgage 20 Q And is that the495 fee
21 note that there is no exchange of 21 A Its695 now
22 consideration between MERS and the owner of 22 Q Okay Beyond that fee thatspaid as a
23 the beneficial interest ofthat note 23 result of registration are you paid anv
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Page 173 Page 175
1 other compensation by any holder of a 1 Q But with respect to the actual point in
2 beneficial interest in a promissory note 2 time where MERS gains physical possession
3 that is registered to your system 3 of the note they do not receive any
4 A Well you said beneficial holder 4 compensation for obtaining possession at
5 Q And I say that because or beneficial 5 that time
6 owner I say it because you use that 6 A True
7 terminology in your materials and your 7 Q Right
8 testimony 8 A True
9 A Well there are two other forms ofpayment 9 Q And they dontgive any consideration at
10 that we would receive 10 that time
11 Q Okay What are those 11 A True
12 A One would be a membership agreement 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 membership fee which is you know not a 13 of the question to the extent
14 lot for to be a member And then there 14 it calls for a legal
15 are transfer fees 15 conclusion
16 Q Okay 16 Q There is no payment of any readily
17 A And that is charged when a theres a 17 identifiable sum ofmoney for either
18 servicing transfer more than 270 days after 18 receiving the note or getting the note
19 the origination 19 right
20 Q Is that what you refer to as a seasoned 20 A True
21 transfer 21 Q Let me ask you this When MERS obtains
22 A Yes 22 physical possession of the note is that
23 Q All right At the time that MERS obtains 23 documented in the MERS system for purposes
Page 174 Page 176
1 possession of a promissory note for use in 1 of foreclosure
2 a foreclosure proceeding is there any 2 A No
3 compensation or consideration received by 3 Q Okay So in the MERS system it does not
4 MERS for obtaining possession of that 4 indicate any transfer of any beneficial
5 promissory note 5 interest away from the entity which has the
6 A None that I have not mentioned 6 beneficial interest in the promissory note
7 Q Well you mentioned the membership 7 at that time
8 agreement That pays a fee for membership 8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
9 right 9 of the question
10 A Yes 10 A True
11 Q The transfer agreement is a fee for 11 Q Your system is capable of tracking every
12 transferring servicing interest between 12 time that the beneficial interest in the
13 services 13 note changes hands
14 A Not the note 14 A Our system is capable of being used to
15 Q Not the note And then the registration 15 track that if the members utilize it for
16 fee is for physically registering the loan 16 that reason
17 and the note and the lien on the MERS 17 Q In fact the coding of your system is such
18 system through the use of theMIN right 18 that if you were doing research on the MIN
19 A Youreregistering the loan 19 it would show you every time that the
20 Q Right 20 beneficial interest or the servicing rights
21 A and getting the MIN 21 changed correct
22 Q And thats thepurpose of the695 22 A It depends on what kind of access you have
23 A Thatsright 23 O Sure But in vour system there is the
002512
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1 builtin inherent capability to keep a 1 it
2 record of every time that the beneficial 2 Q And is that typically done through the
3 interest in thatnote changes hands 3 process of an upload or like a batch file
4 A Ifthe members use it for that purpose 4 A Preferably
5 Q Right And typically as part of their 5 Q Andyall have internal coding that tells
6 changes in ownership of that instrument 6 you what each of those types of
7 they would typically record that wouldn 7 handshakes was your term what each of
8 they 8 those are right
9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 9 A Yes
10 of the question as far as 10 Q And so ifyou have those codes you know
11 typically and record 11 exactly what was changed hands and at what
12 A Yeah I would those would be my two 12 point in time according to those parties
13 points too that you know typically 13 right
14 would depend on the business model for the 14 A Yes And thats what makes the system
15 company member that wer talking about 15 instantaneous
16 And then theresnothing recorded on the 16 Q Correct But the system relies upon the
17 MERS system 17 actual execution of the underlying
18 Q Transfer of the beneficial interest is not 18 agreements and documents
19 recorded on the MERS system 19 A Yes
20 A Its a transfer ofthe beneficial interest 20 Q So while your system may indicate the
21 Q Well when I say recorded in the sense of 21 intent to undertake a certain act it is
22 it is entered on the MERS system when the 22 not proofthat that act actually was
23 transfer ofthe beneficial interest takes 23 undertaken is it
Page 178 Page 180
1 place right 1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
2 A Well therein lies the jargon and slang 2 A As far as its evidentiary nature you know
3 that has caused a lot ofconfusion 3 I that would depend on whatever the
4 Theresno recording on the MERS system of 4 circumstances were But its not intended
5 anything 5 to reflect the actual transaction Its
6 Q Well what do you term the data that is 6 not the transaction Its tracking that
7 entered on the MERS system then 7 transaction
8 A Its either a registration or a transfer 8 Q Sure It is in fact a memorialization of
9 Q Okay So whenever a transfer occurs of any 9 the underlying paper that is allegedly in
10 interest be it beneficial interest in the 10 existence between the parties
11 promissory note or be it servicing 11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 interest those you expect to be entered on 12 A You know the basically its a we
13 the MERS system 13 operate a system that lets the members
14 A Its not so much that we expect it We 14 through electronic handshakes tell us who
15 operate a system that offers that 15 wer working for And thats the extent
16 capability So its always the parties 16 of it So we serve in the land records for
17 that transact by an electronic handshake 17 the members and then the system tells us
18 Q An electronic handshake Thatsan 18 who wer serving for
19 interesting term What exactly does that 19 Q Let me ask you this In the absence of
20 mean 20 MFRS would those agreements transferring
21 A One company goes in and stages it 21 the beneficial interest how would they
22 electronically and it waits in a status 22 be memorialized between parties
23 until another company comes in and confirms 23 A That what wer talking about here did
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1 not exist 1 of the question
2 Q Right 2 A I dontknow anything about what youre
3 A So they would not have been recorded in the 3 talking about
4 land records They would have been kept 4 Q With respect to the conduction of any
5 track of by those two companies 5 foreclosure MERS takes all of its actions
6 Q In the form of their respective contracts 6 at the direction of the servicer is that
7 and if they were transferring ownership of 7 correct
8 promissory notes there would be 8 A Well the servicer is conducting the
9 endorsements and transfer receipts and 9 foreclosure
10 delivery confirmation and those types of 10 Q The servicer is conducting the foreclosure
11 things right 11 but its done in the name ofMERS
12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 12 A Yes
13 of the question 13 Q MERS has no interest whatsoever in the
14 A Well there still are all those things 14 money that is due on the note
15 Q Right 15 A True
16 A So MERS is additive 16 MR BROCHIN Im just going to
17 Q Are you familiar with the timing of the IRS 17 object I dontknow how many
18 ruling which allowed originators to 18 times youveasked that same
19 instantaneously securitize assets 19 question And its been asked
20 A I dontbelieve so 20 and answered but
21 Q Do you have any idea if it occurred around 21 Q So MERS allows another entity to use its
22 1998 or 1999 approximately the same tune 22 name to conduct a foreclosure
23 your system sort of appeared on the scene 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Page 182 Page 184
1 MR BROCHIN Im sorry Did what 1 of the question
2 occur 2 A Well wer the mortgagee so the
3 MR RAMEY He said the system 3 foreclosure is done in our name And the
4 appeared on the scene 4 security instrument gives MERS the
5 MR BROCHIN Can you reread the 5 authority to do that
6 question 6 Q After a default right
7 Requested portion of the record 7 A After a default
8 was read by the court reporter 8 Q And MERS never experiences a default
9 MR BROCHIN I ask that you 9 right
10 rephrase it and tell him what 10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
it it means 11 of the question
12 MR WOOTEN Sure 12 A True
13 A I dontknow what it is 13 Q Because in effect the only person that
14 Q Okay I will represent to you that near 14 can experience a default on a note is the
15 the end of the 90s there was a ruling by 15 person that owns or has the beneficial
16 the IRS thatallowed an entity that 16 interest in the note right
17 originated an asset a contract a 17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
18 mortgage a credit contract to securitize 18 A Itrue
19 it once it had been originated Do you 19 Q MERS does not incur attorneys fees or
20 have any familiarity if that ruling 20 litigation costs in the conduct of a
21 coincided with or was at or near the time 21 foreclosure does it
22 that your system began to be implemented 22 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 of the question
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12 . I : Object to the form  A. e . 
13 of the question.  . ERS as  interest hatsoever in the 
14 A. Well, there still are all those things.  oney that is ue n the te? 
5 Q. Right.  . r . 
6 . o ERS is a iti .  l\II . I : I'm ust ing to 
17 Q. Are you familiar with the timing of the IRS  t.  n't    
18 ruling which allowed originators to  ti es ou've  t at  
19 instantaneously securitize assets?  ti . nd t's  ed 
20 . I don't believe so.   r d,  ... 
21 Q. Do you have any idea if it occurred around  .   ll s t  tit  t   it  
22 1998 or 1999, approximately the same time      l sure? 
23 your system sort of appeared on the scene?  l\t1 . HI :     
    
1 MR. BROCHIN: I'm sorry. Did what   t  stion. 
2 occur?  . el , e're  e,   
 l\t1R. EY: e said the syste        e.  t  
4 appeared on the scene.  curi  i t t i    
5 l\II . HI : an you reread the  t ri  t   t. 
6 question?  .   efault; i ht? 
7 (Requested portion of the record  .   efault. 
8 was read by the court reporter.)  .   n r ex ri   efault; 
9 l\1R.. BROCHIN: I ask that you  right? 
10 rephrase it and tell him what  l\t1 . OCHIN: bj ct t  t  f  
11 "it" eans.  f t  uestion. 
12 l\t1 . OTEN: Sure. 1  . rue. 
13 A. I don't know what it is. 1  . ecause, i  effect, t e onl  ers  t at 
14 Q. Okay. I will represent to you that near 14 ca  experi  a default on a n t  is th  
15 the end of the '90s there was a ruling by 15 pers  that o s or has t  benefIci l 
16 the IRS that allowed an entity that 16 i t r st i  t  note; right? 
17 originated an asset, a contract, a 17 R. ROCHIN: Object to the form. 
18 mortgage, a credit contract, to securitize 18 A. I -- tru . 
19 it once it had been originated. Do you 19 . S does not incur attorneys' fees or 
20 have any familiarity if that ruling 20 lit ti  costs in the conduct of a 
21 coincided with or was at or near the time 21 foreclosure, does it? 
22 that your system began to be implemented? 22 J\.1 . BROCHIN: Object to the for  
23 l\1R.. BROCHIN: Object to the form 23 of the question. 
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1 A Well we certainly have in this case i 1 MR WOOTEN Talking about Debra
2 Q Yes sir But assuming that some consumer 2 Hendersonscase
3 doesnthappen to know some lawyer like 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
4 myselfand MERS just conducts a foreclosure 4 of the question because as
5 without interruption the fees associated 5 hes already said he has not
6 with undertaking that foreclosure and the 6 reviewed the papers in this
7 costs associated with undertaking that 7 matter
8 foreclosure are not borne by MERS are 8 A Yeah I wouldntagree with that
9 they 9 Q What exactly does the VA guarantee protect
10 A True 10 then
11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 11 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
12 of the question 12 of the question
13 Q Let me ask you this Mr Arnold You said 13 A Im no expert on that
14 that the servicer is conducting the 14 Q Do you have a general familiarity with it
15 foreclosure The servicer is not the owner 15 A Theres its similar to FHA in the sense
16 of the note It has not experienced a 16 that there is a government guarantee
17 default has it 17 Q And what does it do
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18 A Again Im not an expert on payment under
19 of the question 19 thatplan
20 A Thatsgoing to depend on the relationship 20 Q Are you aware as to whether or not the
21 between the servicer and the note owner 21 persons who are acting as certifying
22 Q Right Have you examined Ms Henderson 22 officers for MERS in this case are actually
23 documents in this case 23 officers ofGMAC
Page 186 Page 188
1 A No I have not 1 A Its a requirement
2 Q Were you aware that she was a veteran of 2 Q Who enforces that requirement
3 our Armed Forces 3 A Well its part of our rules
4 A I was not 4 Q Who enforces your rules
5 QWere you aware that she had received a 5 A MERS
6 rating of a 100 percent disability from the 6 Q Do you have a MERS policeman that audits
7 Department of Veterans Affairs 7 these folks that get these titles to see if
8 A No 8 they actually are complying with these
9 Q You are aware that the Department of 9 recommendations
10 Veteran Affairs guarantees mortgages for 10 A There is a process
11 veterans who qualify right 11 Q Can you explain that to me
12 A Yes 12 A Well we went over it a bit earlier
13 Q And you are aware that if that veteran 13 Q Well let me narrow your focus a little
14 defaults that Veterans Affairs will step 14 bit
15 in and pay its mortgage insurance to the 15 Tell me everything that MERS does to
16 owner of that note right 16 ensure that persons who are identified as
17 A According to the terms of the insurance 17 certifying officers are actually officers
18 Q Right So even if there were actually a 18 of the corporation that they work for
19 default on the note there was a remedy 19 A Well it starts with a requirement
20 short of foreclosure available to the owner 20 Q And that is in the form which they download
21 of the note right 21 from the Internet requesting appointment as
22 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Which 22 certifying officers
23 case are you talking about 23 A Yes
002515



















































. ell, e certai ly a e in this case. I 1 lVI . : ing t e ra I . es, sir. But assu ing that so e consu er  rson's . 
d n't a e  to  e la yer like  lVIR. .    or  
yself and lYlERS just conducts a foreclosure   t e ti  ,  
ithout interruption, the fees associated  's  i , e s t 
ith erta ing t at f recl s re a  t e  re ie ed the a ers in t is 
sts ss iate  ith rt ing t t  tt r. 
foreclos re re t rne  lYlE , r   . e . I l n't r  ith t t. 
they?  . hat tl  es t    ra tee t ct, 
. .  t n? 
lVIR. BROCHIN: Object to the for   lVI . I :   e  
of the question.   t  sti n. 
. Let e ask you this, r. rnold: ou said  . I'm no expert on that. 
that the servicer is conducting the  .       th t? 
r .    t    . ere's -- it's i il r t   i  t   
of the note. It has not experienced a  t t t r  is  r t r t . 
default, has it?  . nd hat does it do? 
lVI . I : j t t  t  f r   . i , I'm t  rt  t r 
of the question.  that plan. 
A. That's going to depend on the relationship  . re you a are as to hether or not the 
t e  t  i   t  t  r.  ers s  are acti  as certif in  
. Right. Have you examined s. Henderson's  icers  lYlER      t l  
ts n is e?  c   C? 
    
. o, I have not.  . t's  i ent. 
. ere you a are that she as a veteran of  . ho enforces that require ent? 
r r e  r s?  . ell, it's part f our rules. 
.   t.  . ho enforces your rules? 
 .. ere you aware that she had received a  . . 
rating of a 100-percent disability fro  the  .      lice  t t its 
Depart ent of Veterans Affairs?  t ese f l s t at et t ese titles t  see if 
. .  t  t ll  r  l i  it  t s  
Q. You are aware that the Department of  endations? 
eteran ffairs guarantees ortgages for  . r  i   r . 
veterans who qualify; right?  . an you explain that to e? 
. s.  . ell,  t r it  it arli r. 
Q. And you are aware that if that veteran  . ell, let e narro  your focus a little 
defaults, that eterans ffairs ill step  it. 
in and pay its mortgage insurance to the  ell e everything that :tvfER  does to 
o ner f that note; right?  ensure that persons ho are identified as 
. ccording to the ter s f the insurance.  certif i  fficers are act all  fficers 
. Right. So even if there were actually a  f t e c r rati  t at t e  r  f r. 
default on the note, there was a re edy  . el ,  t r    i ent. 
r  f f  i    r  .  t at is i  t e f r  ic  t e  l a  
of the note; right?  fro  the Internet requesting appoint ent as 
lVI . CHIN:  e.   certifying officers? 
   t l i  bout?  . s. 
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Page 189 Page 191
1 Q And Ithat form is available today 1 A WAMIJ
2 A Yes 2 Q Well Im talking more generally about your
3 Q And anybody whosa member can go on line 3 form thats on line that requests
4 fill out a form and request that MERS make 4 certifying officers right
5 them a certifying officer 5 A Well all our documents are on line
6 A No 6 Q Right
7 Plaintiffs Exhibit 5 was marked 7 A Wer a very open company So you can go
8 for identification 8 on line and look at practically every
9 Q I show you what Ive marked as Plaintiffs 9 document that exists
10 Exhibit 5 in this case and ask you to take 10 Q Right And again my point being when a
11 a look at that and tell me if it is a 11 service or a member asks MERS to designate
12 specimen copy of your agreement for having 12 certifying officers they represent to MERS
13 persons designatedascertifying officers 13 that the persons theyr asking you to
14 A Yeah This is not this is not the 14 designate are corporate officers right
15 certifying officer form that youretalking 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
16 about 16 of the question
17 Q Okay What is that form 17 A Whatever this says
18 A Well this is where in this exhibit 18 Q Okay So if it says that you would agree
19 this is where WAMU is getting authority for 19 with it
20 Fidelity to take certain actions 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
21 Q And thatsbecause they provide services to 21 of the question I dontknow
22 servicers as part of their outsource 22 what youretalking about
23 provider of contracts 23 Q And it says that with respect to those
Page 190 Page 192
1 A In their business model 1 issues once a person is certified by MERS
2 Q And that company is and that document is 2 as a certifying officer does MERS ever
3 FidelityNational Foreclosure Bankruptcy 3 undertake any action to verify that those
4 Solutions right 4 persons are actually corporate officers of
5 A Yes 5 the company that they have certified
6 Q And that document is an example ofMERS 6 themselves to be so
7 authorizing persons to sign as MERS 7 A Well first off it has not always been a
8 certifying officers who are employees of 8 requirement that they would be officers of
9 at that time Fidelity now known as LPS to 9 the member
10 act on behalf ofWashington Mutual right 10 Q Right And so youvecertified whomever
11 A Yes 11 theyv asked right
12 Q And does that document require that those 12 A Yes
13 persons certify to MERS that they are 13 Q And irrespective of how many persons there
14 officers of that corporation 14 were right
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 A It the bigger the company the more
16 The document speaks for 16 certifying officers theyr probably going
17 itself 17 to want to have
18 A Whatever it says 18 Q Especially nowadays right
19 Q And the form is downloaded from theWeb 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 These persons who request that you identify 20 of the question if thats a
21 them as certifying officers they all give 21 question
22 you this information and say yes these 22 Q A lot more foreclosures going on today than
23 neonle are our comorate officers right 23 latelv right
002516
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1 .  t~at f r  is ila le t day?  . lWJ. 
 . .  . ll, I'm t l i  r  erall  t r 
3 . nd anybody ho's a e ber can go on line,   t at's  li  t t t  
 fill t  f r ,  r t t t Nl    rt  ; ht? 
 t   ti i  i r?  . ll, ll  t    li . 
 . .  . i t. 
 (Plai fs   a    . e're    ny.     
  ntification.)   li e a  l  at racticall  e er  
 . I sho  you hat I've arked as Plaintiffs    t . 
 xhibit 5 in this case and ask you to take  . ight. nd, again, y point being, hen a 
             ser ice r a e er as s :tvfERS to esi ate 
 speci en copy f your agree ent for having  t  ,     
 ers s esignated as certif ing fficers.  t t t  r  t ey're i   t  
 . .  s  --      i t  r  r r t  ffi r ; ri ht? 
 certifying officer for  that you're talking  IvIR. CHIN: bject to the for  
 t.  f t e estion. 
 . . t i  t t r ?  . t  t i  ys. 
 . l ,  s  --  s hibit,  . kay. o if it says that, you ould agree 
 this is where  A U is getting authority for   t? 
 i lit  t  t  rt i  ti s.  IvIR. HIN: bject to the for  
 . nd that's because they provide services to  of the question. I don't kno  
 icers  t  t i  t   t ou're t l i  ut. 
 provider of contracts?  .  i    --     
    
 .    el.  issues, once a person is certified by E S 
 . nd that co pany is --        rtif i  ffi r,  :tvfER  r 
 i lit  ti l r l s r  & ankruptcy  undertake any action to verify that those 
 Solutions; right?  persons are actually corporate officers f 
 . .  t e c any, t at t e  a e certifie  
 . And that docu ent is an exa ple of:tvfERS     o? 
 a t rizi  ers s t  si  as lVIER   . ll, fIrst ff, it s t l s   
 rtif in  ffi rs,  r  l e s f  require ent that they ould be officers of 
 t t t ti  i lit ,    , t    r. 
 t  l   i t  t al; i ht?  . ight. nd so you've certified ho ever 
 . .  they've asked; right? 
 . And does that document require that those  . . 
 ers s certif  t   t at t e  are  . nd irrespective of ho  any persons there 
 ffic rs f t t r ration?  re; ri ht? 
 . I : j t t  t  f r .  .  -- the bigger the co pany, the ore 
  t    certifying officers they're probably going 
 lf.     . 
 . hatever it says.  . Especially nowadays; right? 
 .  t e f r  is l a e  fr  t e e .  . I : j t t  t  f r  
 hese persons ho request that you identify  f t  stion, if t at's  
 t e  as certif in  fficers, t e  all i e  stion. 
 you this infor ation and say, yes, these  .  lot ore foreclosures going on today than 
 p ple   rp  rs; ht?  ly; ht? 
a es    
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Page 1331 Page 195
1 A Actually it plateaued off So its held 1 MR WOOTEN How close are you on
2 pretty steady for the last year 2 the tape
3 Q At more or less historically high levels 3 How close are you on the
4 A Yes 4 tape
5 Q Not seen since the Great Depression 5 THE VIDEOGRAPHER Okay Wer
6 A Imonly 54 I dontknow 6 going to go off the record for
7 Q Again when did you implement this 7 a moment The time is now
8 requirement that these persons with signing 8 threeoclockpm
9 authority be officers of the corporation 9 Abrief recess was taken
10 A Within the last couple of years 10 THE VIDEOGRAPHER This is Disk 3
11 Q Is it your contention that anyone who is 11 in the continuing video
12 signing as a certifying officer who is not 12 deposition ofRK Arnold and
13 an officer of the corporation is not 13 the time is now308
14 validly acting on behalfofMFRS 14 Q Mr Wooten continuing Mr Arnold when
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 we took that break to change the tape we
16 of the question 16 were talking about the certifying
17 A No I wouldn agree with that 17 officers Is it your testimony that MERS
18 Q Do you have any idea how many people are 18 has a record of every person that is
19 certified as certifying officers of MERS in 19 certified as a certifying officer in its
20 the country today 20 system
21 A Me personally Me personally 21 A Yes
22 Q Through you personally or through your 22 Q And so if we asked you to give us the name
23 company what you know as CEO ofMERS 23 of every person whosbeen nominated or
Page 194 Page 196
1 A Well you say any idea 1 made by resolution a certifying officer for
2 Q I mean ballpark 2 GMAC somewhere there would be a button you
3 A Wev got a very good idea 3 could push and print that information off
4 Q Do you know exactly how many 4 A Well Imsure its more complicated than
5 A We we have every name 5 that
6 Q Okay And do you track every transaction 6 Q But its available in your computer system
7 that theyundertake in MFRS name 7 right
8 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 8 A We know who the certifying officers are
9 of the question 9 Q And do you know what the total number of
10 A No 10 certifying officers are as of today
it Q Do you have any idea how manytransactions 11 A Again youreaskingme
12 are conducted daily by persons who are 12 Q Well
13 identified as certifying officers ofMERS 13 A MERS knows
14 A I dontunderstand the question any idea 14 Q Sure And but as CEO have you been
15 Q Do you keep any record of the number of 15 privy to that information Have you seen
16 transactions undertaken by persons who are 16 that number
17 designated as certifying officers of NIERS 17 A OhIve you know I hear that number
18 on a daily basis in this country 18 Q Yeah But andImnot trying to hold
19 A There is certain things that the system is 19 you to anything specific Im just trying
20 required to be updated to reflect so yes 20 to get a ballpark Do you not have a
21 Q What are those things 21 ballpark ofhow many people that is
22 A When a loan is paid off when a foreclosure 22 A Thousands
23 begins 23 Q Thousands And you said that certain
002517
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. l  i   f .  it's l   
r tt  steady f r t  l st ar.  
.   r l  i tori l  i  l vels? 3 
. es. 4 
. t  i   t pres ion? 5 
. I'm l  4.  on't ow.  
. in,     t   
r ir t t t t s  rs s it  si i   
t orit    f t  r oration?  
.  t     ars.  
.    t ti       
si i  as  rtif i  ffi r  is t  
 c   t    t  
l    alf f ERS?  
. HIN:   t  f   
  stion.  
. o,  uldn't   t.  
.           
  rti  icers    
t  tr  t ay?  
. e rsonally?  rsonally?  
. r   ers all  r t r  r  
ny,      f .  
  
. l ,    .  
.  , l rk?  
. e've t    i .  
.      ny?  
. e -- e   .  
. .        
  erta e i  E ' e?  
. : je t  t  r   
f t e ti .  
. o.  
. o  a e  idea   trans tions  
 t    s s    
ide fied  ying ficers  ?  
. I d 't nderstand the esti , a  i ea.  
.   ee  a  re r  f the    
trans tions undertaken  rs s  r   
esignated as c rtifying fficers f M   
 a  asis in this c try?  
. here is certain things that the st  is  
re ired t  e pdated t  refle t, s , . 20 
. hat are those t ? 1 
A. hen a loa  is paid , hen  foreclosure 2 
b . 3 
Page 19:5 
lVIR. OOTEN: How close are you on 
t  tape? 
 cl s  ar   o  t  
tape? 
T E I E PHER: kay. e're 
going to go off the record for 
 o ent.    o  
three o'clock p.m. 
(  brief recess as taken.) 
 HER:  i    
in the continuing video 
siti  f .  r old,  
  i   :0 . 
. ( r. t  ontinuing:) r. old,  
e took that break to change the tape, e 
were talking about the certifying 
officers. Is it your testi ony that . S 
has a record f every person that is 
certifie  as a certif i  fficer i  its 
system? 
. s. 
.  so if e as e   t  i e s t e a e 
f r  rs  o's  i t  r 
Page 196 
a e  res l ti  a certif i  fficer f r 
GMAC, somewhere there would be a button you 
could push and print that infor ation off? 
. ell, I'm sure it's ore co plicated than 
t t. 
. ut it's available in your co puter syste ; 
right? 
A. e know who the certifying officers are. 
Q. nd do you kno  hat the total nu ber of 
certifying officers are as of today? 
. gain, you're asking e? 
. ell--
. E  . 
. ure. nd -- but as  have you been 
privy to that infor ation? ave you seen 
 r? 
. , I've -- you know, I hear that nu ber. 
. ea . t -- and I'm not trying to hold 
you to anything specific. I'mjust trying 
to get a ballpark. Do you not have a 
allpar  f h  a  e le t at is? 
. h s . 
. housands. nd you said that certain 
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Page 197 Page 199
1 transactions that were required to be 1 Q And they file documents evidencing the
2 entered on the MFRS system you would have 2 amount of default with those proofs of
3 a record ofthe number ofthose 3 claim
4 transactions that were effected by your 4 A They can
5 certifying officers right 5 Q And if that takes a form of an affidavit
6 A Well we know how many changes in records 6 done in the name ofMERS youreokay with
7 take place 7 that because what the certifying officer is
8 Q As a result of actions by certifying 8 certifying is actually the servicer
9 officers 9 records and the certifying officer is
10 A Not necessarily by certifying officers 10 actually the servicer right
11 Q Okay I guess thatswhat Im trying to 11 MR BROCHL T Object to the form
12 get at Is there any way that N ERS tracks 12 of the question
13 or attempts to track the actions of those 13 A Well if the affiant has personal knowledge
14 persons it has designated as certifying 14 or institutional knowledge thenwer
15 officers 15 comfortable with the affidavit
16 A Well they have limited authority And 16 Q And again if theresa problem with it
17 wer comfortable with them operating in 17 theyr going to indemnify you right
18 the name ofMERS under that limited 18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
19 authority 19 of the question
20 Q And I dontwant to oversimplify this But 20 A Thats one thing
21 the reason that yourecomfortable with 21 Q Theresno vehicle by which you can
22 that is is that your membership agreement 22 electronically track the number of
23 provides an indemnity running to MERS from 23 affidavits or documents that certifying
Page 198 Page 200
1 the member for those types of acts right 1 officers might have executed once they have
2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 2 been given that designation by your
3 A Thatsone thing that gives us comfort 3 company right
4 Q Right And the other reason that you feel 4 A Within the bounds of the limitations of
5 comfortable I would presume or another 5 their authority they can execute as many
6 reason is is because what you indicated 6 documents as are necessary within those
7 that the servicer is actually really acting 7 categories those seven categories that I
8 in his own stead Hes just using your 8 mentioned as long as theyr true and
9 name 9 correct
10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 10 Q What happens if theyr not true and
11 A As mortgagee it correct
12 Q Right As an incident to the work that 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 these servicers do yourefamiliar with 13 A Then that is either pointed out and
14 them filing documents related to both 14 corrected or not
15 foreclosures and bankruptcies where 15 Q How would MERS find out that a certifying
16 mortgagers borrowers have filed 16 officers action wasnttrue and correct
17 bankruptcy because they couldntmake their 17 when it ends up in front of a lawyer like
18 mortgage payment 18 me
19 A Thatsanother category of authority 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 Q Right And they file documents in 20 A It is isntthat what youredoing
21 bankruptcy court called proofs of claim in 21 Q Well yeah I mean what Im saying is is
22 the name ofMERS 22 that short of being sued or short of being
23 A Yes 23 held in a court by a judge whosmad about
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a document is there any way for MERS to 1 A Yeah I wouldntagree with that I mean
2
Q
know that a certifying officer has done 2
A
wev got a very strict membership
3 something improper 3 structure Wev got limitations on their





those seven categories of authority And
6 Q Well letstalk about that instance where 6 if a problem comes to our attention then
7
A
acertifying officer does something 7 we take corrective action up to and
8 improper but nobody bothers to tell MERS 8 including terminating the members
9
Q
I mean you have no way to fmd out on your 9 membership So
10 own do you 10 Q Sure
11
A
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 11 A theresa lot of incentive for the
12 of the question 12 members to go by the rules in executing
13 A Yeah Iwouldn say that 13 these documents within the seven categories
14 Q Does MERS have employees or staffdedicated 14 of authority Thatsthe whole purpose of
15
Q
to auditing the actions of certifying 15 certifying officers And like you
16
A
officers 16 Q And I agree I mean thatsthe purpose
17 A Well we have quality reviews on our loans 17 but Im askingyou is that a practice
18
Q
from time to time 18 A And the knowledge about whether the loan is
19 Q And what is exactly entailed in a quality 19 in default is right there with the
20 review 20
Q
servicer So youreference preMERS
21 A I dontknow 21
A
PreMERS it was always thatway preMERS
22 Q Who would know that 22 So itsthat way postMERS Officers
23 A My team 23 execute documents on behalf of
Page 202 Page 204
Huh corporations
2 My team 2 Q Sure
3 Who would be on your team that would know 3 So the only difference between me and the
4 that 4 certifying officers are they have limited
5 A I dontknow that 5 authority and I have general authority
6 Do you have a department a quality review 6 Right And with respect to that again my
7 department 7 issue basically is the same as what youre
8 Wev got a performance department Wev 8 saying If you have a general officer of
9 got a law department 9 MERS I think youvereferred to them
10 Okay Who heads your performance 10 previously as executive officers and
11 department 11 they go off the reservation and go out and
12 Well I dont Im not exactly sure what 12 start doing things you have a system at
13 your question is about about the 13 MERS to identify that problem and address
14 certifying officers the there is a list 14 it right
15 of certifying officers 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
16 Okay 16 of the question
17 And so what is your question about those 17 A Well Imnot sure I do in the way thatyou
18 certifying officers 18 seem to want to make the distinction I
19 Well my question Mr Arnold is this 19 mean all officers have different degrees
20 MERS really doesn even make an effort to 20 ofauthority
21 keep up with the actions of certifying 21 Sure
22 officers once theyr designated do they 22 Imthe chief executive officer so I have
23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 23 more authority than the next level down
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age l e  
a docu ent, is there any ay for NIERS to  . e .  l n't ree ith t.  , 
kno  that a certifying officer has done  e've t a er  strict e ers i  
so ething i proper?  str t r . e've t li itations  t ir 
. ll, if  llenges it, t  it's  t rit ,  t   r t  it i  
probably true.  t s   t ie   t rit .  
Q. ell, let's talk about that instance where  f  le  e  t  r ti , t e  
a certifying officer does so ething  e ta e c rrecti e acti   t  a  
i proper t  thers t  tell NIE .  i l in  t r i ti  t  ber's 
I ean, you have no ay to f d out on your  r hip. --
,  ?  . . 
I\.4 .. I : j t t  t e f r   . -- re's    e   
of the question.  e ers t    t e r les i  e ec ti  
. eah. I ouldn't say that.    t i  t   ies 
. oes NIERS have e ployees or staff dedicated 14 f t ority. at's t  l  r s  f 
to auditing the actions of certifying  in  .  i e  --
rs?  .  I a ree. I ean, t at's t e r se, 
. ell, e have quality revie s on our loans  t I'm as i   is t at a ractice. 
   t .  .  t e le e a t et er t e l a  is 
. And what is exactly entailed in a quality   t      
view?  r i r.   r f r  r - . 
.  n't w.  -ME ,      -N1E . 













y tea .       
    
uh?  r r ti s. 
y tea .  . r . 
ho ould be on your tea  that ould kno   .  t  l  iffere  t    t  
at?  rtif i  ffi r  r  t   li ite  
 n't  t.  t rit     l thority. 
o you have a depart ent, a quality revie   . ight. nd ith respect to that, again, y 
department?  i  i ll  i  t    t ou're 
e've got a performance department. e've  saying. If you have a general officer f 
got a law department.   --   ou've    
Okay. ho heads your performance  previously as executive officers --  
department?  t   ff t  r s r ti    t  
ell, I don't -- I'm not exactly sure hat  t rt i  t i gs,    t  t 
your question is about --    N1E  t  i tif  t t r l   r  
certifying officers, the --    t  it; right? 
of certifying officers.  I\.4 .. CHIN: j t t  t  f r  
Okay.   t  estion. 
And so what is your question about those  . ll, 'm t    i  t   t t  
certifying officers?    t t    istinction.  
ell, my question, r. Arnold, is this:  an, l  f   i   
N1E S really doesn't even ake an effort to  of authority. 
keep up with the actions of certifying  . ure. 
officers once they're designated, do they?  . 'm t  i  x cuti  f i er,  I v  
. HIN: j t t  t  r .   uthori!  t  t   l v l own. 
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1 Arid as far as our representatives are 1 this affidartofRK Arnold And so its
2 concerned lawyers that work for us have 2 September 25 2009 at 4pm Im this
3 limited authority too So 3 is whatIm doing
4 Q Well they serve at the leisure of the 4 A Uhhuh positive response
5 client right 5 Q And every time they take an act in their
6 A And certifying officers do as well So 6 office as notary theykeep a record
7 certifying officers within the cat those 7 right
8 seven categories that I mentioned they 8 A Yes
9 have latitude to execute documents within 9 Q And so that record if its kept properly
10 those seven categories And the knowledge 10 tells you everything theyv ever done as a
11 about whether those are true or not are it notary right
12 right there at the company that theyr 12 A Witness nods head
13 employed by 13 Q Is that fair
14 Q Sure And I think youremaking this much 14 A I guess it depends on
15 more difficult than the questionIm 15 Q As a hypothetical assuming they do it the
16 asking 16 right way 3
17 What Im saying is is that MERS does 17 A It depends on the state
18 not track the acts of those persons that it 18 Q Sure
19 has designated as corporate officers 19 A But you know its a fair question 4
20 A Well you you know thatsyour 20 Q And you know Im a lawyer with a trust
21 testimony Imnot 21 account Im supposed to keep up with
22 Q No Its a question Does it Do you 22 every deposit and you know every
23 A Yes 23 withdrawal who it was for and what it
l
Page 206 Page 208
1 Q Okay So you track 1 was yourefamiliar with those rules
2 A They have limited authority We have 2 right
3 limited their authority 3 Itsan obligation Pm an officer of
i
4 Q Okay 4 the court right
5 A Officers are certifying officers have to 5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
6 stay within these seven categories and 6 of these questions
7 within these seven categories they have the 7 Q But with respect to your officers
8 latitude to execute whatever documents are 8 Mr Arnold these people that you designate
9 necessary to perform under those seven 9 that you have thousands of you dontknow i
10 categories 10 what these people do on a daily basis do
11 Q Okay Now with respect to the documents 11 you
12 they execute do you have any record of 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 those acts 13 Asked and answered
14 A Certain of those would require updates to 14 A Does Ms Henderson know what youredoing
15 the MERS system 15 Q She knows Imrepresenting her
16 Q Beyond those that require updates do you 16 A And I know that the certifying officers
17 have any record of the acts of your 17 have limited authoritywithin these seven
18 certifying officers 18 categories
19 A I dont understand the question 19 Q Okay And whatImasking you
20 Q Well youveheard of a notary book hadnt 20 Mr Arnold because what your company
21 you 21 deals with is takingpeoples homes from
22 A Yes 22 them in the context of foreclosure Do you
1123 Q Where a notary says today Im notarizing 123 do anything to monitor the actions of these
Pages 205 to 208 t
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ideo iti  K. r ld  ,2  
 1   
 n   f r  r r r t ti  r    f idavit  .K. ...'1101d.   t's 
 r d, l r  t t r  f r    t r ,2009, t  .m. I'm -- t is 
 li ite  t it  t . -- 3 i  t I'm i g. 
 . ll, t   t t  l i   t  4 . h-huh (positive response). 
 t; t?  . nd every ti e they take an act in their 
 .  certif in  fficers  as ell.   office as notary, they keep a record; 
 certifying officers ithin the cat --   right? 
  t ies t t  ti d, t   . . 
  t e     9 . nd so that record, if it's kept properly, 
 those seven categories. nd the kno ledge  tells you everything they've ever done as a 
 t        11 tary; ri ht? 
 ri t t r  t t   t t t ey're  . ( itness s ad.) 
 e ployed by.  . I  t t f ir? 
 . Sure. nd I think you're aking this uch  . I guess it depends on --
 re iffic lt t a  t e esti  I'm  . s a hypothetical, assu ing they do it the 
 asking.  right ay. 
 at I'm s i  is, is t t  s  . It depends on the state. 
 t tr  t  t  f t  r  t t it  . r . 
 has designated as corporate officers?  . ut, you kno , it's a fair question. 
 . ell, you --  , at's   . nd, you kno , I'm a la yer ith a trust 
 testi ony. I'm t --  account. I'm supposed to keep up ith 
 . o. It's a question. oes it? o you?  e er  e sit a ,  , e er  
 . s.  al,        
    
 . .   t  --   -- you're fa iliar ith those rules; 
 . hey have li ited authority. e a e  right? 
 li ite  t eir a t rit .  It's an obligation. r  an officer f 
 . .  the court; right? 
 . ice   -- ti in  ic   t   : It CHIN: j t t  t  f r  
 t  it i  t   t ri ,   of these questions. 
 it i  t   t i  t   t   . ut ith respect to your officers, 
     t    r. rnold, these people that you designate 
 necessary to perfor  under those seven  that you have thousands of, you don't kno  
 t ri s.  hat these people do on a daily basis, do 
 . . , it  r t t  t  t   u? 
 t  t ,     r r  f  R.. BR CHIN: bject to the for . 
  cts?    r d. 
 . ertai  f t se l  re ire ates t   .  . r   t ou're ing? 
 t e . ERS s ste .  . She kno s rm representing her. 
 . Beyond those that require updates, do you  .       c  
   r r  f t  ts f r  have li ited authority ithin these seven 
 certifying officers?  cate ries. 
 . I don't understand the question.  . .  t rm s i  , 
 . ell, you've heard of a notary book, hadn't  .  -- s  t r  
 u?  l  it  i  t i  ople's  fr  
 . s.  t  i  t  t t f f r l sure.   
23 . here a not~ says today I'm notarizing 23  t i  t  it r t  ti  f t  
ages 205   
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Page 209 Page 211
1 people that your company has authorized to 1 Q And how would you know other than bybeing
2 use your name to take peopleshomes 2 sued if a servicer sued in the name of
3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 MERS in Florida on a foreclosure
4 of the question 4 A Ifwe became aware ofit through the normal
5 A Yes 5 course ofbusiness
6 Q Okay And tell me everything your company 6 Q I mean would they update the system and
7 does to monitor and be aware of those 7 say hey wer foreclosing in your name
8 actions 8 select what is it option one when they
9 MRBROCHIN Asked and answered 9 foreclose in your name Is that right
10 A They have to update the MERS system as to 10 A Its actually option two
11 certain of their actions 11 Q Option two Option one is when they
12 Q Okay 12 transfer it out of your name right
13 A They have to perform within these seven 13 A Right
14 specific categories And within those 14 Q And thatsan internal coding in your
15 categories they are the ones with personal 15 system
16 knowledge and they as you mentioned 16 A Yes
17 wer talking about affidavits Those are 17 Q And theyr supposed to put that
18 under oath filed with the court I presume 18 information in there when they start a
19 that those are true And thatsthe 19 foreclosure right
20 structure that we have 20 A Yes
21 Q Okay And do you know every time an 21 Q And so you can know iftheyr foreclosing
22 officer executes an affidavit 22 in your name or if theyr foreclosing by
23 A No I do not 23 virtue of an assignment right
Page 210 Page 212
1 Q Do you know every time an officer testifies 1 A Yes
2 as an officer ofMERS 2 Plaintiffs Exhibit 7 was marked
3 A No 3 for identification
4 Q Would you ever agree to have an employee of 4 Q I show you a copy of a deposition that I
5 a servicer testify as a 30b6 5 received and let your lawyer take a look
6 representative of MERS 6 at that also dated April 22nd 2009
7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 7 Ill give you a minute to take a look at
8 of the question 8 that
9 A Depends on the circumstance Theyr 9 MR BROCHIN Okay I mean I
10 officers ofMERS 10 haventseen this andIm
11 Q Would you well lets talk about 11 just but I do want to note
12 Florida for instance Yall have this 12 for the record it appears to
13 prohibition on foreclosures in your name in 13 be a deposition from a case in
14 Florida right 14 Palm Beach County Florida
15 A Its a moratorium 15 the deposition of some Jill
16 Q Moratorium But as in the membership 16 Orrison taken in Raleigh
17 agreement you state specifically that 17 North Carolina And like
18 members shall not foreclose in your name in 18 other exhibits it too has
19 Florida right 19 markings on it highlights and
20 A Yes 20 the like
21 Q And you charge them how much if they do 21 Q Would you take a moment and just read
22 that 22 through the first fewpages of that
23 A 10000 23 deposition about that voung ladvs
002521
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     ople's es? 2 
. HI : j t    3 
  stion. 4 
. es. 
. kay. nd tell e everything your co pany 
      f  
actions. 
. HIN:   red. 
. hey have to update the l\1 S syste  as to 
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. y. 
.   t   it i  t   
cif  ri .  t in  
categories, they are the ones ith personal 
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. kay. nd do you kno  every ti e an 
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.    r  ti   fficer t tifie   
  ice  fl\1 S?  
. .  
. ld  e er a ree t  a e a  e l ee f  
 s r i r t stif  s   O(b )( 6)  
r r s t ti  fl\1 S?  
. I : j t t  t  f r   
of the question.  
. epends on the circu stance. They're  
ice  l\1 .  
. ld  -- ll, l t's t l  t  
,  . 'a l  is  
prohibition  foreclosures in your na e i   
lorida; right?  
. t's  t ri .  
. r t ri . t s i  t  rs i   
r nt,  st t  s ifi ll  t t   
rs s ll t foreclos  i  r  i   
l ri ; ri t?  
. .  
.   arge the    if t    
t t?  
. $1 , 0.  
  
.   l   w, t  t   i  
ued,   er i   i  t   f 
l\1  i  l ri    f r l sure? 
.         l 
 f i ss. 
. I ean, ould they update the syste  and 
say, hey, e're foreclosing in your na e, 
l t -- at is it, ti  e, e  t e  
f r l s  i  r e? Is t t ri ht? 
. It's actually option t o. 
. ption t o. ption one is hen they 
transfer it out f your na e; right? 
. i ht. 
. nd that's an internal coding in your 
system? 
. s. 
Q. And they're supposed to put that 
i f r ati  i  t ere e  t e  start a 
foreclosure; right? 
. . 
Q. And so you can know if they're foreclosing 
i  your na e or if they're foreclosing by 
irt e f a  assi n ent; ri t? 
. . 
  
(Plai ti  i it    
for identification.) 
. I s   a c  f a e siti  t at I 
 --  l t r l r t e  l  
   -- dated pril 22nd, 2009. 
fll i    i te t  t   l  t 
t. 
. I : y. I n, I 
ven't  t i ,  fm 
just -- t   t t  t  
for the record, it appears to 
be a deposition from a case in 
al  each ounty, lorida, 
the deposition f so e Jill 
rris , ta e  i  alei h, 
 l . nd ke 
t r i its, it, t o, s 
arkings on it, highlights and 
t e i . . 
. ld  t   t  j st r  
t r  t e fIrst fe  a es f t at 
i    y  dy's 
ages    
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1 certifications to what she was there to 1 your seivicer is supposed to indicate uiat
2 testify to and for I donteven mind 2 they transferred that mortgage out of MERS
3 if the others need a break we can take 3 name for the purpose of that foreclosure
4 five or ten minutes and let you sit and 4 right
5 read it and come back on the record if you 5 A Uhhuh positive response
6 want to 6 Q Do you have a system in place to determine
7 A Okay 7 if a foreclosure is instituted in Florida
8 Q You had no idea that foreclosure was filed 8 in MERS name
9 in MERS name in Florida did you 9 A I dontknow I dontunderstand what the
10 MR BROCHIN Youreasking if he 10 question is We we have a moratorium on
11 personallyknew 11 foreclosure in our name in Florida
12 Q Did you know that 12 Q Okay
13 A Whether MERS knew 13 A To institute a foreclosure in the name of
14 Q Well did you personally know that that 14 MERS you pick option two
15 foreclosure action was filed in MERS name 15 Q Right Let me take a look at that
16 in Florida 16 transcript for you I want to pull out
17 A Did I personally know 17 something and let you take a look at it
18 No 18 MR RAMEY And Nick just as far
19 Q As the CEO ofMERS do you have some system 19 as an objection for the
20 in place to be notified iftheres a 20 record since we dontknow
21 foreclosure filed in the name of MERS in 21 what this deposition is or
22 Florida 22 when this action occurred
23 MR RAMEY Is that in Florida 23 wer just taking some of your
Page 214 Page 216
1 MR WOOTEN Uhhuh positive 1 statements right now as if
2 response 2 this was filed at a certain
3 MR RAMEY Okay Sorry It was 3 time and that MERS itself the
4 a North Carolina 4 entity had no knowledge of
5 MR WOOTEN The deposition was 5 it et cetera So Ijust
6 taken by telephone and the 6 wanted that stated for the
7 lady is employed by HomEq 7 record
8 And she in Charlotte 8 MR WOOTEN Well it says
9 A So whats the question 9 April 22nd 2009
10 Q Do you have any mechanism in place to be 10 MRRAMEY Is that when the
it notified if a foreclosure is instituted in 11 deposition was taken
12 the name ofMERS in Florida 12 MR WOOTEN Uhhuh positive
13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 13 response
14 of the question 14 MR RAMEY Okay I was asking
15 A We have a moratorium on foreclosure in 15 when the action was filed
16 Florida 16 MR WOOTEN Well that would
17 Q In your name 17 probably be
18 A In our name 18 Q Because you guys had taken care of all the
19 Q And wev talked about that right 19 pending foreclosures that you knew about in
20 A Yes 20 the name of MERS when these other lawsuits
21 Q And you 21 were going on Trent and some of the other
122 A Several times 22 cases right23 0 And you have an issue where in your system 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Pages 213 to 216






ide  iti  .K. l  t  ,  
I     i I 
1 rtificati s t  t  a  t r  t  I 1 r ser icer is s se  t  iIl icate that 
 testif  t  a  f r. I n't e e  i  --        ' 
 if t e t ers ee  a rea , e ca  ta e   f r t  r s  f t t f r l s re; 
 fi  r t  inutes  l t  sit   i ht? 
 r  it     t  r r  if   . h-huh (positive response). 
 t t .  . o you have a syste  in place to deter ine 
 . a .      t te    
 .  a   i ea t at f recl s re as file    ' e? 
 i  '  i  l ri , i  u?  .  n't  --  on't    
 lVI . I : ou're i  if    .  --    t i   
 ll  w?  f r l r  i  r  i  l ri . 
 . id you kno  that?  . . 
 . et   ew?  .         
 . ell, did you personally kno  that that  ,  ic  ti  t . 
     i  '   . ight. et e take a look at that 
  l rida?  tra scri t f r . I a t t  ll t 
 . i   ll  ow?          . 
 .  . Y: nd, ick, just as far 
 Q. As the CE  of ERS, do you have so e syste  19 as an obj ection for the 
 i  l  t   tifi  i  t re's   , i   on't  
          hat this deposition is or 
 rida?    t  rred, 
 lVI . Y: s   ri a?  e're j st ta i  s e f r 
    
 . TE : h-huh (positive  state ents right no  as if 
 response).        
 . : y. r y.    ti   t t  it elf, t  
  t  li  --  entity, had no kno ledge f 
 R. TE : The deposition as  it, t t r .  I j st 
 taken by telephone, and the       
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 .  at's t  stion?  pril 22nd, 2009. 
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     ri a?  . : -hu  (positi e 
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 of the question.  R. R E : kay. I as asking 
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Page 2171 Page 219
1 of the question I donteven 1 MR BROCHIN But ask but ask
2 understand it but 2 your questions
3 Q Youhad assigned them out ofMERS name or 3 MR WOOTEN What it has to do
4 something like that to deal with them 4 with this transcript is this
5 MR BROCHIN Object to the 5 You have a person who is
6 form 6 employed by HomEq giving a
7 A Notnecessarily 7 deposition as a 30b6
8 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object 8 representative ofMERS when
9 to the form of the question 9 MERS does not even know that
10 I assume this line of 10 the lawsuit is going on
11 questioning has some relevancy 11 MR RAMEY Assuming thatsthe
12 to the case pending in 12 case
13 Alabama 13 MR WOOTEN or that this
14 MR WOOTEN Well if it doesn 14 person is acting in that
15 you can object 15 capacity
16 MR BROCHIN And I assume theres 16 MR RAMEY And once again I
17 some good well Iknow 17 mean
18 But there should be some 18 MR BROCHIN I know thatsyour
19 goodfaith basis here to be 19 testimony and I appreciate it
20 asking questions related to 20 but I still want to try to
21 the purpose ofthe deposition 21 understand what the relevancy
22 NaWOOTEN Yeah The goodfaith 22 is for the witness here that
23 basis is is that there are 23 youresupposed to be taking
Page 218 Page 220
1 thousands and thousands and 1 the deposition of
2 thousands of people certifying 2 And Imsure its not
3 activities on behalfofthis 3 because youreupset over what
4 company every day and this 4 MERS is doing Im sure it
5 company has no idea that its 5 has something to do with the
6 going on Andpeople are 6 lawsuit you have
7 losing their houses because 7 MR WOOTEN It does
8 people are lying in the name 8 MR BROCHIN Yeah okay
9 ofMERS to take their houses 9 Hopefully that will become
10 So thatsthe goodfaith basis 10 clear
it of offering a deposition it Q Would youever agree to designate an
12 MR BROCHIN Well I still dont 12 employee of a servicer who is a litigation
13 understand what it has to do 13 management liaison to act as your30b6
14 with this transcript and that 14 representative in a foreclosure action in
15 testimonywith the case 15 the state of Florida
16 MR WOOTEN What it has to do 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
17 with this transcript is 17 of the question Calls for
18 THE COURTREPORTER Hold on 18 speculation Hypothetical
19 MR BROCHIN that you have 19 A Depends on the circumstance Are you
20 pending in Alabama 20 saying theres lies
21 MR WOOTEN What it has to do 21 You did
22 with the transcript 22 Q Huh
23 Mr Brochin is this 23 A You said there are lies
002523
















































Page 2171   
  estion.  on't  !  . OCHIN: t ask -- t sk 
 it,  --  r stions. 
  i   t  . '  r  . TEN: t i   t   
t    t  l  em?  ith this transcript is this: 
 CHIN: j t t  t    have a person ho is 
--  e ployed by Ho Eq giving a 
t ssarily.  siti  s  0(b)(6) 
 HIN: c se e. ject  representative of. E S hen 
     stion. 9 IvI      t t 
I ass e t is li e f  the lawsuit is going on --
questioning has so e relevancy  R. RA EY: Assuming that's the 
      se. 
la a a.  . : --    
 : el , i  esn't,  person is acting in that 
  j ct.  capacity. 
 HI :    ere's  . EY: d, ce again, I 
  -- l ,  .  --
t t r  l     . BR CHIN: I kno  that's your 
-fait  asis ere t  e  t ti   I r i t  it, 
s i  sti s r late  t   but I still ant to try to 
t  r os   t e siti .  understand what the relevancy 
MR : .  -fait      tnes   t 
i  i , is t t t    ou're s se  t  e ta i  
  Page 220 
  s s   the deposition of. 
t   le rtif ing   'm  t's  
ti e   l   s  because you're upset over hat 
      IvIERS is doing. I'm sure it 
 as  de   t's  as s et i  t   it  t e 
i  .  e le are  la suit you have. 
  ses s   . :  . 
people are lying in the na e  . BR C I : eah, okay. 
 IvIERS t  e  .  Hopefully that will beco e 
 t at's the -faith asis  r. 
f ff ri   siti . 11 . ould you' ever agree to designate an 
1tI . I : ll, I till n't  employee of a servicer who is a litigation 
erstand hat it s    management liaison to act as your 30(b)(6) 
ith this transcript and that  representative in a foreclosure action in 
 ith the se --  the tate  i a? 
1tI . : hat it as t    . I : ject t  t e f r  
ith this tra pt is --  of the question. Calls for 
  : d .  speculation. HypotheticaL 
1tI . I : -- t at  a e  . epends on the circu stance. re you 
pe ding in la a a.  saying there's lies? 
1tI . : hat t has to  1 ou . 
ith the tra scri t,  . ? 
r. r i , is t is.  . ou s d there  i . 
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1 Q Well she testifying as an employee of 1
Q
endorsed in blank correct
2
A
MERS a 30b6representative ofMERS 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 when shenot 3 of the question The document
4
Q
MR BROCHL I Object to the form 4 will speak for itself
5 if thats a question 5 Q Certainly So why dontyou read that last
6 A Are you saying thatsa lie 6 paragraph Pve got highlighted down there
7
Q
That seems to be the word of the day 7 Mr Arnold
8 but 8 A The last beginning paragraph
9 Q Imean is she is Ms Orrison an 9 Q The one that begins right before the end of
10 employee ofMERS 10
A
the page
11 MR RAIEY And with all due 11 A The agencies
12 respect itsmy understanding 12 Q Yes sir
13 that a company can designate 13 A The agencies paren FannieMae Freddie
14
A
another person of the 14 Mac and Ginnie Mae require the promissory
15
Q
different companies that 15 note to be endorsed in blank when the
16 inaudible 16 sellerservicer sells a mortgage loanto
17 MR WOOTEN Sure Thats why I 17 them Therefore the note should remain
18 asked the question 18 endorsed in blankwhen the foreclosure is
19 MR RAMEY Right 19 commenced in the name ofMERS However we
20 Q I mean I asked the question would you 20
A
have been advised that sometimes there is
21 designate a paralegal at HomEq to be your 21
Q
an endorsement of the promissory note to
22 30b6representative 22 the servicer prior to foreclosure We
23 A It depends on the circumstance 23 recommend that the agencies policies be
Page 222 Page 224
MRBROCHIN And he answered it followed
2 Q Okay 2 Okay Part of your preferred rules are
3 And witnesses can make mistakes Imay 3 that the mortgage note promissory note
4 have made one today 4 be endorsed in blank
5 Maybe so 5 MR BROCHIN Object
6 Plaintiffs Exhibit 6 was marked 6 Q preferably right
7 for identification 7 MR BROCHIN Objection Asked
8 Let me show you this document You said 8 and answered several times
9 that your documents were pretty much freely 9 And again these documents
10 available on the Website 10 speak for themselves
11 I apologize Mr Arnold I shouldnt 11 I dontthink wer specific about the type
12 have thrown that toward you I didntmean 12 ofendorsement
13 to I just wanted to make sure it got to 13 Q Has your firm considered the situation
14 you 14 where there is a specific endorsement to
15 Thats fine 15 either an agency or a securitized trust and
16 The document before you is currently on the 16 the servicer then attempts to foreclose
17 Website as the foreclosure practices for 17 with a promissory note that is endorsed to
18 the state ofAlabama And as you said 18 someone other than the servicer or in
19 your company is very transparent That 19 blank
20 document highlighted a couple of entries 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
21 But in particular down at the bottom of 21 Do I have knowledge of that
22 the front page it indicates that MERS would 22 Have you considered that Have yall
23 like to obtain possession of the note 23 talked about that Has tha occurred
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 . ell, she's testifying as an e ployee f  rse  i  ; ct? 
2 ERS -- a 30(b)(6) representative of ERS  . :  t  t e  
 he  e's .    ti .   
 l\II . IN: ject t  t  f r ,  ill  f r it lf. 
5 if that's a question. S . ertainly. So hy don't you read that last 
 . re you saying that's a lie? 6 paragraph rve got highlighted do n there, 
 hat s s t  e the    , 7 . m l . 
8 t --  .  l t i i  r graph? 
 . I ean, is she -- is . rrison   .   t t i  i t re t e   
 employee of ERS?  t e a e. 
 . A1v1E : n  ith   11 . he a e cies? 
 respect, it's y understanding 12 . s, sir. 
 that a co pany can designate  .  i , r , annie Mae, r ie 
 another person of the  ,   ,   r  
 different co panies, that          
 (inaudible) --  /ser ic    t    
 . : ure. hat's hy I  t . ,     
 asked the question.       s   
 R. RA1v1EY: Right.  e     . r,  
 Q. I mean, I asked the question would you         
 designate a paralegal at HornEq to be your  an e rse e t f t e r iss r  te to 
 30(b)( 6) representative.      l ure. e 
 . It depends on the circumstance.     i '   
    
 . I :    .  . 
 . kay.  . y. rt f r r f rr  r l s r  
 . nd itnesses can ake istakes. I ay  t t t  t  t  -- i  t  
 have ade one today.   r  i  l  --
 . aybe so.  . CHIN: ject--
 (plaintiffs Exhibit 6 was marked  . -- preferably; right? 
 for identification.)  . CHIN: jecti n. s e  
 Q. Let e sho  you this docu ent. ou said     s. 
 that your documents were pretty much freely  nd, again, these docu ents 
 i    ite.    t selves. 
 I apologize, r. Arnold. I shouldn't  . I don't think e're specific about the type 
 a e t r  t at t ar  . I idn't ea    r e ent. 
 to. I just anted to ake sure it got to  . s r finn si r  t  sit ti  
 you.  here there is a specific endorse ent to 
 . at's me.  it r   r  c riti  tr t  
 . The document before you is currently on the  the servicer then atte pts to foreclose 
 ebsite as the foreclosure practices for  ith a pro issory note that is endorsed to 
 t e state f la a a. d, as  said,   t r  t  r   i  
 your co pany is very transparent. That  l nk? 
 docu ent highlighted a couple of entries.  . CHIN: j t   r . 
 But, in particular, down at the bottom of  .     f that? 
 the front page it indicates that MERS would  . a e  c si ere  t at? a e y'al1 
 li  t  t i  ss ssi  f t  t   t l   that?  at  --
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Page 225 Page 227
1 MR BROCHLM Object co the form 1 record is clear since I dont
2 Q to your knowledge 2 think I dontknow if you
3
the right to assign the lien is there not
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 3 marked this as an exhibit
4 if thatsa question 4 MR WOOTEN Ihaventbut I can
5 A I dontremember 5 if you want me to
6 Q You would agree with me that if a nonMERS 6 Iva BROCHIN Well Ijust want
7 member owns the note that there would be 7 the record to reflect whats
8
6
no right of a MERS member to endorse that 8 in front ofhim is
9
response
note 9 MR WOOTEN It is the
10 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 10 affidavit
11 A I disagreed with that earlier 11 MR BROCHIN Appears to be the
12 Q The note 12 affidavit with the attachments
13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 13 and specifically pointing to
14 A Yeah As far as our authority to do 14 Rule 3 which is titled
15
authority
something thats going to depend on the 15 obligations ofMERS and
16
Q
circumstances 16 again noting that theres
17 Q With respect to the assignment ofmortgages 17 highlighting and handwritten
18
Whats the title
out of the name ofMERS membership Rule 3 18 marks on it
19 addresses that right of your certifying 19 Q The subsection there that I just pointed
20
16
officers correct 20 out to you Mr Arnold sets forth the
21 A Rule3 21 powers that you grant to your certifying
22 Q Uhhuh positive response 22 officers one ofwhich is the right to
23 A I cantremember the rule number 23 assign the lien There is a limitation on
Pages 225 to 228
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1 Q Do you remember that that is one of the 1
2 powers you grant your certifying officers 2 MR BROCHIN Youreasking him is
3 A Yes Well youretalking about the 3 there a limitation contained
4 resolution appointing the certifying 4 in this document
5 officer 5 MR WOOTEN Uhhuh positive
Q Im talking about Rule 3 of your membership 6
7 agreement 7 Na BROCHIN Objection to the
8 A Okay 8 extent that the document
9 Q It says that your certifying officers have 9 speaks for itself
10 the right to assign the lien right 10 A Yeah And this is not the actual grant of
it MR BROCHIN Object to the form 11
12 The document will speak for 12 Okay
13 itself Ifyou know 13 A This is the this is the agreement with
14 A 14 the member
15 MR BROCHIN Ifyou want to show 15 Q Okay And theresa section in that
him the document but 16 agreement that deals with assignment of the
17 A Whats the title of Rule 3 17 lien right
18 Q Membership I believe 18 MR BROCHIN Objection The
19 Let me show you that And Ill 19 document speaks for itself
20 represent to you that that is an attachment 20 Q What subheading what subnumber under that
21 to the affidavit ofMr Hultman that was 21 paragraph is that
22 filed in this case 22 A Romanette two
23 MR BROCHIN Okay Just so the 23 Q Okay And what is the actual verbiage of
002525
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. h-huh (positive response).  
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 . es. ell, ou're tal i  a t t e 3 
 resolution appointing the certifying  
 ffi er?  
 . I'm talking about ule 3 of your e bership  
 agree ent.  
 . . 8 
 . It says that your certifying officers have  
 the right to assign the lien; right?  
11 . . I : bject to the for .  
 he docu ent ill speak for  
 itself. If you kno .  
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1vIR. TE : h-huh (positive 
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authority. 
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Page 229 Page 231
1
Q
that grant or that authority 1 grants contained in the resolution or is it
2 A To permit such member to assign the lien 2
A
your intention that they be identical
3 with any mortgage naming MERS as the 3 A Generally I wouldnt say identical
4
Q
mortgagee when the member is also the 4 Q But that they convey the same authority
5
A
current promissory note holder or if the 5 A The resolution is what limits the
6
Q
mortgage is registered on the MERS system 6 certifying officersauthority to act
7
A
is shown to be registered to the member 7 This deals with a request from the member
8 Q So what youresaying is when they either 8
A
that we would grant that authority
9 have the note as a holder or when the 9 Q So youretelling them there what they can
10
Q
system shows them as the owner of the 10 request that you grant to them and then the
11 beneficiary beneficial interest 11 resolution grants it
12 A Or registered to the member 12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
13 Q And thats beneficial interest is what 13 A Yes
14
Q
thats referring to right 14 Q And I guess because of the way that you
15 A Or servicer 15
A
answered the question earlier Im trying
16 Q Okay So youresaying that that should be 16 to clarify This says assign the lien that
17
A
interpreted to mean thattheyr either the 17 a current promissory note holder or is
18 note holder or the beneficial interest 18
Q
shownon the system Are you saying that
19 holder or the servicer 19 if they have either the servicing rights or
20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 20 the beneficial interest they have the right
21 of the question 21 to assign the lien
22 A Well this is talking about our 22 A Yes
23 relationship with the members 23 O And that again is subject to what the
Page 230 Page 232
1 Uhhuh positive response 1 actual documents show
2 A And it begins by saying upon request from 2 Yes
3 the member 3 Q So irrespective of the fact that you grant
4 Right 4 them the right to change the name on the
5 we will grant authority 5 lien out of your name they still need the
6 Right 6 legal right to do it based on the documents
7 And then theresa resolution where the 7 that underlie that registration
8 secretary of the corporation grants that 8 Yes And understate law
9 authority on behalf of the company 9 Q Right So if someone attempts to assign a
10 Is the authority granted by the resolution 10 lien out of MERS name that is not allowed
it different from the authority stated there 11 to make that assignment or state law the
12 with respect to assigning the lien 12 fact that youvesaid itsokay for them to
13 A Its not intended to be 13 do that is not relevant right
14 Okay So what wer reading there is the 14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
15 authority that you intend to grant through 15 Our grant of authority for certifying
16 the resolution 16 officer would at all moments be subject and
17 Well this is our agreement with the 17 subordinate to state law
18 member And then the resolution delineates 18 Okay So any argument that the mere fact
19 the seven categories of authority And 19 that you grant the power allows them to do
20 whether that lines up with these Romanettes 20 it is not probative of the legal question
21 or not I dontknow 21 ofwhether they have the separate right
22 Q Imjust asking you are the particular 22 under the state law
23 grants mentioned there identical to the 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
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Page 233 Page 235
1 of the question in that it 1 of the affairs ofMERS
2 asks for a legal conclusion i 2 A No
3 and compound and vague If 3 Q Is it fair to say that persons who are
4 you understand it you can 4 designated corporate officers of or
5 answer it 5 certifying officers of NIERS are basically
6 A Everything is subordinate to state law 6 granted a right to execute documents as an
7 Q So in truth we really dontneed to 7 accommodation of your agency agreement with
8 concern ourselves with the MERS agreement 8 the member
9 We need to concern ourselves with the 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 documents that underlie the transactions to 10 A Accommodation I dontknow about that
11 determine who truly has the right to change 11 word but its its part ofour business
12 these interests under state law right 12 model in our relationship with our members
13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 13 that our members would conduct certain
14 of the question and the term 14 types ofbusiness transactions in the name
15 concern ourselves 15 ofMERS through certifying officers
16 A Everything matters 16 Q And that is because of your status as the
17 Q Right Well your the power you grant 17 mortgagee of record in the land records
18 to GMAC is based upon the premise that they 18 A Yes
19 have the underlying right under state law 19 Q There is no other economic or legal reason
20 to do what they claim to be doing in your 20 for those acts to be conducted in your name
21 name by the grant of that power 21 other than the fact that you exist as
22 A True 22 mortgagee of record
23 Q The grant of the power from you does not 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Page 234 Page 236
1 supercede the state law requirement that 1 of the question
2 they have the right to take that action 2 A True
3 independently of your relationship with 3 Q With respect to ifyoullflip over to
4 them 4 Rule 8a that is your rule that addresses
5 A True 5 foreclosure Is there a highlighted
6 Q Does your company ever audit any actions of 6 portion of that Rule8a
7 any member or anyperson designated as a 7 MR BROCHIN You highlighted a
8 certifying officer of any member 8 good deal of it
9 A We do member audits 9 Q Could you read the highlighted portion of
10 Q And what is contained in that audit 10 that rule
11 please sir 11 A In subA
12 A I dontknow 12 Q Yes 8a
13 Q Do you have an idea of who might know 13 MR BROCHIN Oh8a Im
14 A My team 14 sorry
15 Q Does your companypay any compensation to 15 THE WITNESS Yeah
16 anyperson designated as a certifying 16 A Section 18a
17 officer 17 Q The highlighted portion under subpart A
18 A No 18 If youdjust read the highlighted portion
19 Q Does any certifying officer have any right 19 of that rule
20 to participate in the governance of NVIERS 20 A Section 1 subsection 8a
21 A No 21 Q Uhhuh positive response
22 Q Does any certifying officer have any 22 A Foreclosure proceedings with respect to
23 interest in thedaily contr l for direction 23 such mortgage loans shall be conducted in
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of the question in that it I 1 of the af airs ofJ\1ERS? I asks for a l l conclusion 2 A. o. 
and co pound and vague. If I 3 Q. Is it fair to say that persons who are 
y u understan  it, y u can I 4 designated corporate officers of -- or 
answer it. 5 certifying officers ofMERS are basically 
. verythi g is subor i t  to state law. 6 granted a ri ht to execute docu ents as an 
. SO, i  truth,  real y don't ed to 7 accom odation of your agency agreement ith 
r  o r l  it  th   agreement. I 8 t  ember? I e need to concern ourselves ith the  MR.. BROCHIN: Object to the form. 
t  t t underli  t  tr sactions t  10 . ti  -- I on't  about that 
t r i   trul   t  ri t t  c  11 ord, t it's -- it's part of our business 
t  i  r st t  l w; i ht? 12 odel in our relationship ith our e bers 
: . CHIN:  t  t  f r      l  t certai  
f t  ti      types of business transactions in the na e 
concern ourselves.  of1vIE S through certifying officers. 
.  t rs.  . nd that is because of your status as the 
. i ht. l ,  -,. t    t  ortgagee of record in the land records? 
t   i      t    . s. 
  rl    t t    . There is no other econo ic or legal reason 
           for those acts to be conducted in your na e 
      er?  other than the fact that you exist as 
A. True.  ortgagee of record? 
.           MR.. BROCHIN: Object to the form 
  Page 236 
       of the question. 
         . . 
   ions ip   . ith respect to -- if you'll flip over to 
them?  Rule 8(a), that is your rule that addresses 
A. rue.  foreclosure. Is there a highlighted 
. e       s   portion of that ule 8(a)? 
fui  e ber    e nated    :MR. BROCHIN: You highlighted a 
ing ice  f  r? a good deal of it. 
. e  e ber it .  Q. Could you read the highlighted portion of 
.  hat is c ntained in t t a i ,   l ? 
lea , sir?  .  -A? 
A. I don't kno .  . Yes,8(a). 
Q. o you a e a  idea f ho ig t k ?  :MR. BROCHIN: Oh,8(a). I'm 
.  t .  sorry. 
. oes your  pay a y co pensation to 5 E ITNES : e . 
a  person designated as  ce ifying 6 . Section I-8( a)? 
officer? 7 Q. The highlighted portion under subpart A. 
A. No. 18 If you'd just read the highlighted portion 
Q. Does a  ce tifying o ficer have a  right 19 of that ru . 
to participate in the governance of MERS? 20 A. Section 1, subsection 8(a)? 
A. No. 21 Q. Uh-huh (positive response). 
Q. Does any certifying officer have any 22 A. Foreclosure proceedings with respect to 
interest in the daily c ntrol for direction 23 such mortgage loans shall be conducted in 
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1 the name ofMortgage Electronic 1 the records how would your company be
2 Registration System Inc the name of the 2 harmed in that scenario
3 servicer or the name of a different party 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
4 to be designated by the beneficial owner 4 A Well the intent of the parties including
5 And thats with respect to each mortgage 5 the borrower is that MERS can foreclose
6 loan 6 Q Well have you ever interviewed a borrower
7 Q So that is simply a reaffirmation of the 7 to ask them even if they knew who MERS was
8 principles wev been talking about all day 8 A Its in the first paragraph of the security
9 that the rights ofparties that are members 9 instrument
10 are defined by their agreements and their 10 Q Sure And like we talked about MERS is
11 documents and their transactions 11 the mortgagee Imean
12 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 12 A Yes
13 of the question 13 Q Sower talking about from that
14 A True 14 perspective again MERS is never going to
15 Q And if theyconducted a foreclosure in the 15 suffer a default no matter what a client
16 name ofMERS it would not be because MERS 16 does right
17 has anything at stake other than its name 17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
18 as mortgagee of record It would be for 18 of the question to the extent
19 the convenience of those parties 19 there is a legal question
20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 20 there Thats my objection
21 of the question 21 A Well the security instrument makes MERS
22 A Yeah And you say anything at stake other 22 the mortgagee and thatsexecuted by the
23 than our name Our name is probably the 23 borrower And the security instrument
Page 238 Page 240
1 most important thing that would be at 1 specifically says in another paragraph that
2 stake 2 MERS has the right to foreclose And those
3 Q Sure I understand that you built this 3 documents under federal law are provided to
4 business model within the industry and 4 the borrower well before closing
5 youvegot all these loans registered and 5 Q And if the borrower is dealing with a
6 your name is on all these liens But you 6 lender who uses the MERS as mortgagee form
7 know if a court in Alabama ruled that you 7 and thatsthe only form they use then
8 had no right to foreclose on any loan in 8 that borrowerhas no choice as to whose
9 Alabama 1mean if they didntsay you 9 name is mortgagee of record in the records
10 didnthave the right to serve as mortgagee 10 does it
11 of record you just didn have the right 11 MR BROCHIN Objection Asked
12 to foreclose what harm would MERS suffer 12 and answered I thought we
13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 13 covered that this morning
14 of the question 14 But you can answer it
15 A Yeah I wouldn I wouldn be able to 15 A Well they have a choice as to which lender
16 speculate about that We dontanticipate 16 they use
17 that happening 17 Q And exactly how deep do they have to go in
18 Q Well Im sure you dont Im talking 18 the process to find out that that lender
19 about hypothetically 19 only uses the MERS as mortgagee form
20 If you had the right to continue to be 20 A Maybe walk across the street I dont
21 mortgagee of record but the right to 21 know
22 foreclose was determined by the underlying 22 Q Is it disclosed in a good faith estimate or
23 documents not merely that your name is in 23 any warnings prior to closing if thats the
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 .  . ll,    i t i    
 . SO that is si ply a reaffInnation of the    t    t    l\tfE  s? 
 principles e've been talking about all day  . It's i  t e first ara ra  f t e sec rit  
 that the rights of parties that are e bers  t. 
 are defmed by their agree ents and their  . .  li  e t l  t,  is 
 e ts  t r ctions?   e.   --
 l\I1R BR C I : bject to the fonn  . s. 
 of the question.  . O e're t l i  t  t t 
 . .  perspective again. E S is never going to 
 . nd if they conducted a foreclosure in the    t   at   
 a e f , it l  t e eca se   s; t? 
 has anything at stake other than its name  .M . I :    nn 
 as ortgagee of record. It would be for  f t e esti  t  t e e te t 
 the convenience of those parties?  t r  is  l l sti  
 l\I1R I : bject to the fonn  t r . at's  j ti . 
 of the question.  . l ,  ri     
 A. Yeah. And you say anything at stake other  t  rt a ee, a  t at's t   t  
 than our na e. ur na e is probably the  r.   curit   
a e 238   
 ost i portant thing that ould be at  specifically says in another paragraph that 
 .   has t e ri t to f recl se.  t se 
 . Sure. I understand that you built this  ts r f r l l  r  r i  t  
 si ess l it i  t  i str        i g. 
 you've got all these loans registered and  .      li    
 your na e is on all these liens. ut, you          
 kno , if a court in laba a ruled that you  and that's the only fonn they use, then 
 had no right to foreclose on any loan in   r r       
 laba a -- I ean, if they didn't say you   is rt  f r r  i  t  r rds, 
 didn't have the right to serve as ortgagee   t? 
 of record, you just didn't have the right  . CHIN: j ti n. s  
 to foreclose, hat hann ould ERS suffer?   nswered.  t t  
 l\I1R BROCHIN: Object to the fonn   t  r ing. 
 of the question.  ut you can ans er it. 
 . h.  uldn't --  ldn't  l    . ell, t e  a e a c ice as t  ic  le er 
 speculate about that. e don't anticipate  t  se. 
 that happening.  . nd exactly ho  deep do they have to go in 
 . ell, I'm sure you don't. I'm talking  the process to fmd out that that lender 
 about hypothetically.  only uses the S as ortgagee form? 
 If you had the right to continue to be  . aybe alk across the street. I don't 
 mortgagee of record but the right to  ow. 
 foreclose was determined by the underlying  . Is it disclosed in a good-faith esti ate or 
 ts, t r l  t t r  i  i    i  ri r t  l i  i  that's t  
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1 case 1 1 A Actually it would be required by the
2 MR BROCHIN Objection 2 investor
3 Compound Asked and answered 3 Q Did you take any part in answering the
4 this morning 4 interrogatories that were filed in this
5 A Its in the first paragraph of the security 5 case
6 instrument and federal law requires that 6 A In the Henderson case
7 they be given a copy of those documents 7 Q Nods head
8 well before closing 8 A No
9 Q I just want to make sure I understand You 9 Q Okay Have you reviewed them
10 are perfectly willing to allow any 10 A No
11 beneficial owner of any mortgage note 11 Plaintiffs Exhibit 8 was marked
12 registered on your system to transfer that 12 for identification
13 lien out of your name and conduct 13 Q I show you a documentIvemarked as
14 foreclosure on their own 14 Plaintiff s Exhibit Number 8 Are you able
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 to identify that document
16 A Yes 16 A Its one of the one of the documents
17 Q But you somehow claim to be harmed if a 17 generated out of the MERS system
18 court were to say that you had no 18 Q And what level of access would you have to
19 enforceable interest in the foreclosure 19 have to receive that document
20 proceeding 20 A This would be top level access
21 MR BROCHIN Objection to the 21 Q So that would be somebody way up the food
22 form Youre 22 chain
23 mischaracterizing his 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Page 242 Page 244
1 testimony And I also object 1 of the question
2 for the previous reasons I 2 A It would be somebody that is already in
3 objected when you asked it 3 this file
4 last time 4 Q Okay So is that file frozen from access
5 A Yeah I had trouble following that because 5 to people who are not already involved in
6 the security instrument signed by the 6 it or something
7 borrower gives us the right to foreclose 7 A Yes
8 And if we hold the note like our rules 8 Q And is that because of this lawsuit
9 require itshard to envision that we 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 cantforeclose 10 A No Its because of the access level
11 Q The right to foreclose is defined by state 11 Q Okay And what could a person reviewing
12 law right 12 that document what could they learn from
13 A Always subject to state law 13 the contents of that document What does
14 Q And your MERS as mortgagee form is merely 14 that document tell us
15 an extension of your agreement with your 15 A Its got all kinds of information on it
16 members right 16 but its very basic
17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 17 Q And what exactly is there
18 A Well thats the uniform document thats 18 A You mean every single piece of information
19 used by anyone that is going to register 19 on it
20 the loan on the MERS system 20 Q Well you can summarize it Whats on that
21 Q Absolutely But that form is a form that 21 document just by reading it What am I
22 you require of the members to use who are 22 supposed to be able to determine by that
23 going to register the loan right 23 A Well you determine who the parties to the
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case? I 1 . ctually it ould be required by the 
l\1 . CHIN: j ction.  i stor. 
o pound.  n  ns   . i   take any art i  answeri  t e 
t i  orning.  interrogatories that ere filed in this 
. t's  t  fI t r    ecurit   ase? 
  f r l  r i  t   . I    case? 
t      f t  t   . (Nods head.) 
l  f  l i g.  . . 
.    t    I erstand.   . Okay. Have you reviewed them? 
 rf tl  i   l    . . 
efI        (Plaintiffs xhibit 8 as arked 
   t   t f    f r i entifIcation.) 
        . I s    t rve r  s 
foreclosure on their o n?  Plaintiffs Exhibit u ber 8. re you able 
l\1 . HI :    .  to identify that document? 
. es.  . t's   t  --  f t  ts 
.           generated out of the ERS system. 
         . nd hat level f access ould you have to 
l  i te t i  t  l     i   cument? 
eding?  . This ould be top-level access. 
l\If . HIN: j ti  t  t   Q. SO that would be somebody way up the food 
. ou're  ain? 
i t ri i  is  : . CHIN: bject to the for  
  Page 244 
t .    e t  f t e esti . 
      A. It would be somebody that is already in 
t     t   . 
l st ti . 4 . kay. So is that file frozen fro  access 
. e . I ad tr le f llo in  t t ecause  to people who are not already involved in 
t e it  i t t i e   t   it or something? 
rr er i es s the right t  f r l .  . . 
nd f e ld the te ike r les  . n  is t at eca se f t is la suit? 
i , it's rd to ision t at e  :MR. BROCHIN: Object to the form. 
n't l .  . . t's a se   cess l. 
. he right to foreclose is defmed by state  . Okay. And what could a person reviewing 
la ; t?  t  c ent -- hat could they learn fro  
. lways s ject t  te l .  the tents f t at ent? at es 
. nd o r ERS as rtgagee for  is r l  14 that e t  s? 
 te sion f our ree ent ith our 5 . It's got all kinds of infor ation on it, 
e ; ri t?  but it's very basic. 
l\1 . I : ject to the for .  Q. And what exactly is there? 
. ll, t t's the for  c e t t t's  A. You mean every single piece of information 
used  a yone that is going to re ister   i ? 
the loan n the E S s s . 20 . ell, you can su arize it. hat's on that 
. bs . ut that for  is a form that 1 document just by reading it? hat am I 
you require of the e bers to use ho are  supposed to be able to deter ine by that? 
going to re ister the lo ; ri t? 23 . ll, ou et ine ho the arties to the 
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1 A That sounds like it
Page 247
1
Would that be a MIN transfer audit
loan are 1 A Not really
2 Q Okay 2 Q What can you ascertain from looking at that
3 A The only thing it establishes is that this 3
that same information
document what information can you glean
4
6
is a MOM 4
6
from that document
5 Q Okay Anything else 5 A Idhave to have one ofmy my team help
6 A It says its in foreclosure 6
9
me with that
7 Q Is that part of a standard form of course 7 Q Who would be the person that could
8
it based on what I can tell
that can be generated or is generated 8
I dontrecall
interpret that document for you
9
12
routinely through your company 9 A Somebody on my team
10 A If you have the authority 10 Q Got any idea who that would be
11 Q Is that authority available to GMAC 11 A Well its very its very basic So it
12 A Yes 12 wouldjust need to be somebody that knows
13 Q Is it available to anyone else 13
in the past
how to read it
14 A By this document 14 Q Can I have that document for a moment
15 Q Nods head 15
Q All right The column on the farthermost
please sir
16 A No 16
21
In looking at this document reading
17 Q And when was that document effective 17
Q
from right to left it says that
18
database which would provide you the
MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18
document represents
December 20th 2004 there was a batch
19 of the question 19 uploaded by an organization that was IDd
20 Q Is there any way to tell when that 20 as 1000249 And the next entry says that
21 situation came to be where only GMAC was 21 the transfer status says pending and then
22 aligned with that particular loan 22 complete Would that represent a handshake
23 A Whenever whenever the registration was 23 that we talked about earlier
Page 246 Page 248
and then transfers since then
2 Q l that be a I transfer it 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
3 A A MIN transfer 3 I think the witness said hes
4 Q A MIN transfer audit Would that give you 4 not in a position to offer
5 5 that testimony for this
A Oh you mean a report like that document
7 Q Nods head 7 MP WOOTEN All right Well
8 A I dontknow 8 were Imgoing to examine
Q Have you reviewed the MEN transfer audit 9 him on what he can tell from
10 for this particular loan 10
11 A ll 11 from it
Plaintiffs Exhibit 9 was marked 12 Q And it indicates that all three of those
13 for identification 13 transactions indicated a transfer status
14 Q Let me show you a document Ivemarked as 14 and a transfer success indicator occurred
15 Plaintiffs Exhibit 9 Have you reviewed 15 on 1220 of2004 and that the transfer
16 those documents as part of your employment 16 success indicator was yes Does that mean
17 17 that the handshake was complete
18 A Not really 18 A I dontknow
19 Q Are you familiar with the contents of those 19
20 documents 20 righthand side has a series of
A Generally 21 organizational ID numbers Do you have a
22 Are you able to testify as to what that 22
23 23 identity of each of the entities by that
Pages 245 to 248
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ideo e sition f .K. rnold  ,  
    r 
 loa  . 1 .  l y. ... 
 . kay.  . hat ca   ascertai  fr  l i  at t at 
 . he l  t i  it st lis es is t t t is 3  --  nn    le  
   . 4   ent? 
 . kay. nything else? 5 . I'd  t    f  --    
 . It says it's in foreclosure.   t  t. 
 . Is that part of a standard fonn of course  .        
 t t  e r t  r is r t   i ter ret t at c e t f r u? 
 r ti l  t r  r any?  .    t . 
 . If you have the authority.  . t  i e   t t l  ? 
 . Is that authority available to ?  . l , t's  -- t's  ic.   
 . .  l  just ee  t  e s e  t at s 
 . Is it available to anyone else?     . 
 .  t is ent?  .  I  t t t f r  t, 
 . (Nods head.)  lease, sir? 
 . .     s nt,  
 . And when was that document effective?  fro  right to left, it says that 
 .. I : ject t  t e f r    th, ,     
 f t  sti .  l a e   a  r a izati  t at as I 'd 
 . Is there any ay to tell hen that   249.     s  
 it ti   t   here l     t  tr f r t t   i   t  
 aligned ith that particular loan?  l t . l  t t t   
 . e  -- whenever the registration was      rlier? 
    
  t  tr sf rs, si  t .  .   e . 
 .     J.VUN  dit?  l\II . I : j t t  t  f nn. 
 .   sfer?     t  i  e's 
 .  I  transfer audit. ould that give you  not in a position to offer 
   nnation?  t at testi  f r t is 
 . ,  ea  a re rt li e t at?  ent. 
 . (Nods head.)  :rvnt EN: Ilri t. ll, 
 .  n't .  're -- I'm i  t  i  
 . ave you revie ed the J.VUN transfer audit       l   
 for this particular loan?        l  
 .  n't l .   t. 
 (plaintiffs Exhibit 9 was arked  .  it i icates t at all t ree f t se 
 f r i tification.)  t      
 . Let e sho  you a docu ent I've arked as    f     
 Plaintiffs Exhibit 9. ave you revie ed   -20 2      
 those docu ents as part of your e ploy ent  success indicator as yes. oes that ean 
 in the past?  that the handshake as co plete? 
 . t really.  .  n't ow. 
 Q. re you fa iliar ith the contents of those  . ll ri t. e c l   t e fart er st 
 ents?  right-hand side has a series of 
 . enerally.  r i ti l I  bers.     
 . re you able to testify as to hat that  database hich ould provide you the 
  sents?  ti         
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1 organization ID number 1 United States Government
2 A Yes 2 Q Okay And how are they different from the
3 Q And you can actually look up those entities 3 other investors
4 on your Website by that ID number cant 4 A They probably never actually have the note
5 you 5 Q But you dontknow that
6 A Do those numbers have seven digits 6 A I dontknow that
7 Q Yes they do 7 Q And again you would defer to what the
8 A Yes 8 actual documents say right
9 Q Okay And inexaminingthose documents on 9 A Well if those are documents out of the
10 your Website I represent to you and be 10 MERS system I would certainly go by them
11 glad to take a moment to look it up and 11 Ijust I dontread those in the normal
12 show it to you ifyoud like but that 12 course of my work
13 1249 or 1000249 was a number for GMAC 13 Q Well you understandIvenever seen them
14 Have you reviewed those numbers and are 14 before either
15 familiarwith them 15 A Yeah And theyr not not that
16 A I know they have seven digits and they keep 16 difficult to read I just would be
17 track ofour members 17 guessing
18 Q Okay So if it indicated that on 18 Q Put that with the other ones
19 12 202004 GMAC transferred the note and 19 This is a twopage
20 there was a handshake for it you would 20 Brief interruption
21 have no reason to doubt that thatsat 21 Plaintiffs Exhibit 10 was marked
22 least allegedly what transpired right 22 for identification
23 A Idontknow whether it had to do with the 23 Q Imgoing to clip these separately Well
Page 250 Page 252
1 note or not 1 mark these as Plaintiffs Exhibit 10
2 Q Okay With respect to that particular 2 Do you know what a MIN audit is
3 document there is a date entered of 3 A As opposed to a MIN transfer audit
4 September 18th 2009 And it says that the 4 Q Right
5 MIN transfer confirmation from the current 5 A Imight if I look at it
6 investor and that it was confirmed The 6 Q All right Let me let you take a look at
7 current investor according to the earlier 7 that And again I dontmean to throw
8 transaction 8 that at you Im sorry Imjust trying
9 The number for the current investor was 9 to make sure you can get your hands on it
10 1000375 And when I looked that number up 10 A Uh huh positive response
11 it came back to Ginnie Mae Would you have 11 Yeah These are documents that an
12 any reason to doubt that that was who was 12 expert could read Straightforward but
13 the current investor at the time that the 13 you would have to have experience to be
14 transfer took place 14 able to read them
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 15 Q Okay Would you be able to take your
16 of the question 16 procedures manual and those documents and
17 Q based on your records 17 pretty much be able to tell what was meant
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18 by most of those entries
19 of the question 19 A My team could
20 A Well Ginnie Mae is a little different than 20 Q Sure Let me take a look at that
21 any other investor 21 document
22 Q In what respect 22 At the bottom of this page theres an
23 A Theyr actually a guarantor Its the 23 entry for 12 202004 and it gives an
002531















































Pag  2  
organizati  I  number? 
A. es. 
.   can actual  l  u  t e entiti  
 r i  y t t I  ber, an't 
ou? 
.  t   have sev  igits? 
. s, t y o. 
A. es. 
. ay.  i  xam ing t  t   
r site, I    -- a  e 
l  t  t   t  l     
    i  ou'd l  -- t t t 
,249 --     r f r . 
       
fa iliar ith them? 
. I  t e  a e se e  i its a  t e  ee  
t    r . 
. y.    cat    
-20-2004  tr f rr  t  t   
     ,   
a e  reas  t  t t at t at's at 
   i ; ht? 
.  on't   t    t   
  
note or not. 
. . t  t   a  
nt,  s  te   
t  t , .  it s t t t  
 tra  Ir ation fro  t  re t 
e   t at  as fI .  
c rrent in e , a in  t  the  
transaction ... 
he u ber fo  the rrent inves  a  
1000375. nd hen I looked that nu ber up, 
it  a  t  innie a . ould   
 reas  to ubt that that as  as 
the rre t investor at the time that the 
tra s er too  place --
.MR. : bject to the for  
of the qu . 
. -- based on your re ? 
. : je t to the for  
of the que . 
A. , Ginnie ae is a li tle di ferent than 
a y other invest . 
Q. In hat res t? 
















































nit d St t  overnment. 
Q. Okay. And how are they different from the 
t r investors? 
A. They probably never actually have the note. 
. t  don't k o  that? 
. I don't  that. 
. nd, again, you ould defer to hat the 
actual c e ts say; ri ht? 
. ell, if those are docu ents out f the 
ERS system, I ould certainly go by them. 
I just -- I on't r  t  i  t  l 
c rse f  rk. 
. ell,  rst  I've r s  t  
 ither? 
. eah. nd they're not --  t t 
difficult to read. I just would be 
essing. 
. t t at it  t e t er es. 
This is a t o-page --
(Brief interruption.) 
(Plaintiffs xhibit 10 as arked 
for identifIcation.) 
Q. I'm going to clip these separately. e'll 
Page 252 
 e   l i ti  t . 
o you kno  hat a I  audit is? 
. s opposed to a I  transfer audit? 
. ight. 
. I i t if I lo  at it. 
Q. All right. Let e let you take a look at 
that. nd, again, I don't ean to thro  
that at you. I'm sorry. I'm just trying 
to make sure you can get your hands on it. 
A. Uh-huh (positive response). 
e . hese re e ts t at  
expert could read. Straightfor ard, but 
you would have to have experience to be 
le t  rea  t . 
Q. Okay. ould you be able to take your 
procedures anual and those docu ents and 
pretty uch be able to tell hat as eant 
by ost f those e tries? 
. y tea  could. 
. Sure. Let e take a look at that 
doc . 
At the botto  of this page there's an 
entry for 12-20-2004, and it gives an 
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Page 253 Page 255
1 agency number and says it a part of a 1 asset the note is for the beneficial
2 batch file And then on 8182007 as part 2 interest right
3 of a batch file it indicates that its in 3 A I wouldnt say requires In all of these
4 foreclosure status pending under option two 4 entries youretalking about like you said
5 and says comma retained on MERS So that 5 earlier theres corollary documents
6 would indicate to you that foreclosure was 6 Q Right There are underlying documents
7 instituted in the name ofMERS right 7 Were talking about for the purposes of
8 A Yes 8 your system Everything thatson this
9 Q And the organization ID at that point in 9 report as of this day this information
10 time says 1000375 which earlier I said 10 should have been available to GMAC and
11 when I looked it up was GMAC 11 Ginnie Mae whenever they looked at this MIN
12 A It was GMAC 12 number right
13 Q GMAC GMAC Mortgage LLC 13 A Yes
14 MR BROCHIN I thought you said 14 Q And right above that entry that indicates
15 Ginnie Mae 15 the investor pool number there is an
16 MR RAMEY Yeah You said 375 16 investor Org ID which I read to be the
17 said Ginnie Mae 17 investor organization ID is that correct
18 MR WOOTEN 100249 is Ginnie Mae 18 A Sounds like it
19 MR RAMEY Oh okay You said it 19 Q Okay And it indicates 1000249 is the
20 backwards earlier 20 before value which is the value for Ginnie
21 THE WITNESS Yeah 21 Mae And then the after value is 1000375
22 MR RAMEY Because I did write it 22 which is the value for GMAC Mortgage LLC
23 down whenever it came out the 23 Is that also another handshake evidencing a
Page 254 Page 256
1 first time So that may 1 change in the interest of this loan
2 change how the testimony 2 A Its an update
3 was 3 Plaintiffs Exhibit 11 was marked
4 MR WOOTEN I apologize if that 4 for identification
5 was the case 5 Q Imgoing to hand you another pageIve
6 Q But this follows a theres an entry of 6 marked as 11 It is also dated
7 August 18th 2007 indicating foreclosure 7 December 20th 2004 It indicates that the
8 status September or October 23rd 2007 8 investor organization ID is 1000375 which
9 indicating foreclosure status and 9 is GMAC and the after value is 1000249
10 June 14th 2008 indicating foreclosure 10 which is Ginnie Mae And it also indicates
11 status But then theres an entry on 11 the investor pool number which matches the
12 September 18th 2009 indicating an 12 investor pool number shown on
13 investor pool number and it has a code or 13 September 18th 2009 correct
14 a value that says 634653XSF Somewhere 14 Imean Ill show it to you But you
15 that value is defined in your system isnt 15 can take a look at thatand you can compare
16 it 16 it
17 A Imsure it is 17 Okay Compare it to the numbers on
18 Q And that was intended to identify an 18 that document
19 investor pool right 19 In reviewing those documents that
20 A Whatever that value is shown in the system 20 would indicate to you would it not that
21 Q Okay And yourpolicies and procedures 21 the interest in thatnote changed hands
22 manual requires servicers and investors to 22 first from GMAC to Ginnie Mae on December
23 indicate the pool or the trust where the 23 the 20th of2004 and went to a specific
002532
ideo e siti  f .K. rn ld t r ,  
 1 e  
1  r   it's  fu1: f  I   -- L.~e te is f r t e e eficial ... 
 t  fil .  t e   -18-20 , s rt  i t st; i ht? 
   t  fil , it indicates t t it's i   .  l n't  i .     
 f reclos re stat s e i  er ti  t   e tries ou're tal i  a t, li e  sai  
  s s, , r t ine   NI .  t t  rli r, ere's  t . 
 l  i icate t   t t f re los r  a   . i t. r  r  rl i  t . 
 instituted i  t   fNI ; ri t?  're t l i  t  t  r ose   
 . .   te .  at's   
 . nd the organization ill at that point in  re rt as f t is ay, t is i f r ati  
 ti  s s , i  rli r I s i          
  I l e  it  a  .  i i  a  r t  l e  t t is I  
 . t as ?  nu ber; right? 
 .  --  rt a e, .  . . 
 l\t1R. I : I thought you said  .  ri t  t t tr  t t i icate  
 ie .  the investor pool nu ber, there is an 
 . : . o  i      ill,       
  ie .  investor organization I ; is that correct? 
 . :  is  .  . s  . 
 R. E : h, okay. ou said it  . y.  it i icates  is t  
 ards rli r.   l e,       
  : .  .       75, 
 . : e a se   t    i  i  t  l    t , . 
   t     Is that also another handshake evidencing a 
    
 first ti .  t t    i  t  i t r t f t i  l n? 
   t  t sti   . t's  t . 
  --  (plai ti fs i it    
 . : I apologize if that   ntification.) 
 as  se.  . I'm i  t  a   a t er a e I've 
 . t t is f ll s a -- t ere's a  e tr  f    1.     
 ugust 18th, 2007, indicating foreclosure   t , 4.   t  
 st t s, t r -- r t r r , ,  i st r r i ti  I  is 75, i  
 indicating foreclosure status, and  is ,  t  ft r l  i  0249, 
 June 14th, 2008, indicating foreclosure     e.     
 status. ut then there's an entry on  the investor pool nu ber hich atches the 
 epte ber 18th, 2009, indicating an  i est r l er s   
 investor pool nu ber, and it has a code or  t r th, 9; rrect? 
 a al e t at sa s . e ere  I ean, I'll s  it t  . t  
 that value is defmed in your syste , isn't   t   l  t t t    r  
 t?  . 
 . 'm   .  kay. o pare it to the nu bers on 
 . nd that as intended to identify an   nt. 
 investor pool; right?  I  i i  t  nts, t t 
 . hatever that value is sho n in the system.    t  ,   t,  
 . Okay. And your policies and procedures  t e i terest i  t at te c a e  a s 
 anual requires servicers and investors to  t        
 i i t  t  l  t  t t  t     f2      cif  
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1 pool and then it came back from that pool 1 that it does use the term Government
2 and Ginnie Mae to GMAC in September of 2 National Mortgage Association which is
3 2009 Would you agree with that based on 3 Ginnie
4 those two documents 4 Q Right
5 A I would say that the documents show what 5 A So this report a little more intuitive
6 they show 6 Q Right It gives you the information I gave
7 Q Is that what those documents would indicate 7 you earlier with respect to the
8 to you by those entries 8 organizations ID number and their name
9 A I I dont have experience in reading the 9 right
10 MIN audit reports 10 A Its got names
11 Q Have you ever read a milestone 11 Q Its also got their ID number doesntit
12 A A milestone 12 A Yes
13 Q Uhhuh positive response 13 Q And do those numbers and names match what I
14 A I know what I know what that is 14 told you about the earlier exhibits
15 Q Have you read any before 15 A The second time around
16 A Ive seenmilestones 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
17 Q Do you know what a milestone report is 17 Q So in reviewing that document does it
18 supposed to do or supposed to tell you 18 indicate that Ginnie Mae became an investor
19 A I dontknow that I could answer that 19 on that loan in December of2004
20 Q Well maybe I can fill in the gaps for you 20 A Well its referred to as new investor
21 a little bit 21 Q Okay
22 Plaintiffs Exhibit 12 was marked 22 A And that is December 2004
23 for identification 23 Q And that was done under a process that your
Page 258 Page 260
1 Q I show you this document Its Plaintiffs 1 company calls option one for the
2 Exhibit 12 2 registration of that loan on the system
3 MR BROCHIN Just so the record 3 correct
4 will reflect it that the 4 A It says option one
5 document has highlighted 5 Q Do you know what option one means
6 markings in it multicolors 6 A In this context
7 MR WOOTEN Sure Thatswhat 7 Q Uhhuh positive response
8 you do when youhadnt slept 8 A Transfer beneficial rights option one
9 all night and youretrying to 9 Q Do you know what option one is with respect
10 stay awake You mark it in 10 to the transfer of beneficial rights
11 funny colors it A No
12 Q The milestone report take a minute and 12 Q Do youknow how many options there are for
13 read it over 13 transfer ofbeneficial rights
14 Does it indicate that that loan 14 A No I think its got to do withGinnies
15 transferred from GMAC to Ginnie Mae in 15 special status I dontknow
16 December of2004 16 Plaintiffs Exhibit 13 was marked
17 It would be on your left or your 17 for identification
18 righthand column down at the bottom of the 18 Q I show you this documentIve marked as
19 page 19 Plaintiffs Exhibit 13 Its a portion
20 A In pink 20 of itIve highlighted Does it explain
21 Q There will be a number of colors but its 21 what option one is
22 the lower entries 22 A Its their special status
23 A Well this report is different in the sense 23 Q Right And what does that section sa
002533
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pool and then it ca e back fro  that pool 1 ~ha  it oes use the ter  overn ent 
a  innie ae to AC in te ber f 2 ational ortgage ss , hic  is 
. ould you a ree with that based on 3 i . 
t ose t o nts? 4 . ig t. 
A. I would say that the docu ents show what 5 .  t is ort's  li tle ore i . 
they sho .  . i t. It ives o  t e infor ation I a e 
. Is that wh~t those docu ents ould indicate 7 yo  rli r it  res t t  t e 
to you by those entries? 8 r i ti s' I  er  t ir ; 
A. I -- I don't have experience in reading the  ri t? 
rvn  audit reports.  . I 's t . 
. Have you ever read a ilestone?  . It's also got their I  nu ber, doesn't it? 
.  ile ?  . e . 
. h-huh (positive response).  . nd   bers  es  a  I 
. I  hat --   h   .  t l   t t  li  i its? 
. Have you read any before?  . e  i e . 
. 've  ilest .   I :  t   . 
. o you kno  hat a ilestone report is  . SO i  re ie i  t at c e t, es it 
supposed to do or supposed to tell you?  indicate  i  a    es  
. I n't  t at I l  s er t t.   t t l  i  r f 4? 
Q. ell, maybe I can fill in the gaps for you  . ll, it's r f rr  t    i t r. 
 ttle it.  . . 
(plaintiffs Exhibit 12 was arked  . n     . 
for identification.)  .          
    
Q. I show you this document. It's Plaintiffs   ll  ti    t  
t 2.  registration of that loan on the system; 
:M . I :      rrect? 
ill reflect it, that the  . It sa s ti  e. 
document has highlighted  .       ans? 
arkings in it, ulticolors.  . I  t i  ntext? 
. N: r . at's   . -h  (positi e response). 
you do when you hadn't slept  . r sf r fi i l ri ts, ti  . 
all night and you're trying to  .    t ti   is it  r s t 
stay awake. You ark it in    f r  f  ts? 
funny colors. 11 . o. 
Q. The milestone report, take a minute and  .      ti   r   
r  it er.  transfer of beneficial rights? 
  i      . .  i  t's t t    innie's 
t f    t  i i   i   s ecial status. I on't ow. 
 f2004?  (pl i tiffs i it  s r  
It would be on your left -- or your  f r i entification.) 
right-hand colu n down at the botto  of the  . I sho   t is t I've r  s 
page.  l i ti  i  13. t's --  rti  
A. In pink?  f it I've i hli ted. s it x l i  
. There ill be a nu ber of colors, but it's  t opti n  is? 
the lo er entries.  . It's their special status. 
. ell, this report is different in the sense  . i ht.  at d es t at secti  say 
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Page 261 Page 263
1 option one is 1 foreclosure status
2 A Option one requires no confirmation and 2 A It looks like a seasoned servicing
3 they can remove any interim fonder or 3 transfer
4 warehousegestation lender interests from 4 Q Okay That would have been something we
5 the loan 5 discussed earlier today where there was a
6 Q And byreading option one and looking at 6 fee paid for a servicing change that
7 that milestone report does it appear at 7 occurred on a loan that was more than 270
8 least as it was represented on your system 8 days old is that right
9 that Ginnie Mae became the investor on that 9 A I believe so
10 loan in December of 2004 10 Q And does that indicate who the new servicer
11 A Under option one 11 would have been
12 Q Okay Going back to the previous 12 A The old and the new are the same
13 exhibit I guess it was Number 12 the 13 Q So its Homecomings taking from
14 milestone report it indicates going up 14 Homecomings
15 the righthand column the transfers that 15 A Its GMAC
16 took place on your system registration is 16 Q Or GMAC Im sorry Youreright
17 that correct 17 What is the next status change
18 A It was registered on November 20th 2004 18 indicated by date chronologically on that
19 Q November or December 19 form
20 A The registration 20 A Foreclosure status
21 November 21 Q And what date is that
22 Q Would that be the preregistration with an 22 A August 2007
23 anticipated closing date 23 Q What is the next date entry that indicates
Page 262 Page 264
1 A Thatspossible 1 a change in the investor on that report
2 Q Right If there was a commitment to lend 2 A Looks like September 2009
3 and they knew they were going to use the 3 Q September 2009 And does that at that
4 MOM form wouldn they go ahead and 4 point change from Ginnie Mae to GMAC
5 preregister to get theMIN 5 Mortgage LLC
6 A They can 6 A Old investor to new investor Ginnie to
7 Q Right And thats so they can put theMIN 7 GMAC
8 on the documents right 8 Q And again you can take the pool number
9 A Couldbe 9 that is included on those exhibits and
10 Q Sure Now I know you started in November 10 someone at MERS can tell us whatever
11 but going forward in time from November of 11 information is in the system which
12 2004 is the next entry the December entry 12 identifies what that pool is supposed to
13 where Ginnie Mae was indicated to be the 13 be right
14 investor 14 A What do you mean bypool
15 A Yes 15 Q There is ff youlllet me see that
16 Q And that indicates they took from GMAC 16 milestone report Illpoint it out for
17 right 17 you
18 A GMAC Mortgage is listed as the old 18 Thank you
19 investor 19 Well actually you know what I guess
20 Q Okay And the next transfer occurred 20 you need to go back to Number 11 Because
21 according to the milestone report when 21 the Exhibit 11 would show you and
22 A October 2006 22 there is it a series number that
23 Q Okay And is that the update regarding 23 indicates on that in the upper transaction
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1 or a pool number 1 does that occur Do you know
2 A Investor pool number is what it says 2 A You just wouldn be able to go in and
3 Q Right And is there a specific portion of 3 change anything that had been done Youd
4 your procedures manual that requires that 4 have to update it
5 that be indicated 5 Q So if is there a way to make an entry
6 A I dontknow 6 which would allege that the prior entry was
7 Q You dontknow 7 an error and it be replaced on your system
8 Plaintiffs Exhibit 14 was marked 8 A You could correct a prior entry with a new
9 for identification 9 entry
10 Q Let me show you what Ive marked as 10 Q Would the old entry be deleted ifyou
11 Exhibit 14 I represent to you that that 11 correct it
12 came from your procedures manual And does 12 A No
13 that procedures manual require that you 13 Q So even if say somebody decided that they
14 identify the pool number or the investor 14 didntlike the timing of some of these
15 with a Ginnie Mae loan 15 transfers in one of these reports even if
16 A Ifrequired by the investor 16 they tried to go back and change the dates
17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 17 with a correction it would still show the
18 The document speaks for 18 previous entries
19 itself 19 A Yes
20 A If the investor requires it its required 20 Q Your technology provider where are they
21 Q Right 21 located
22 MR WOOTEN I need to take a 22 A EDS
23 short break and look at a 23 Theyr aworldwide company
Page 266 Page 268
1 couple of things Letstake 1 Q Do they have a location that is dedicated
2 about ten minutes I might be 2 towards your technology systems
3 able to cut off 3 A Well theres I think of it as being the
4 THE VIDEOGRAPHER We are going 4 Plano headquarters
5 off the record at this time 5 Q Plano
6 It is now431pm 6 A Plano Texas
7 Abrief recess was taken 7 Q Thatswhat I was getting at Is that
8 THE VIDEOGRAPHER We are back on 8 the is that your national data center
9 the record and the time is 9 A Thats their national data center But I
10 now43pm 10 know that thereswork done in other
11 Q Mr Wooten continuing Mr Arnold we 11 places
12 looked at several reports generated as part 12 Q Is there a physical location where your
13 of this discovery And specifically to 13 electronic data is centrally reposited
14 those issues is there any method that 14 A Yes
15 youreaware ofwhereby a user ofthe MERS 15 Q Is that Plano
16 system could go back and alter any ofthose 16 A I dontthink so but thats thats a
17 transactions that have been entered or 17 guess
18 registered on the system change any ofthe 18 Q Has EDS created data integrity audits which
19 terms or the timing or anything like that 19 will verify the reliability of the data
20 A No 20 entered in your system
Q Is that a is there some sort of audit of 21 A I dontknow
12122 the technology to assure that that can 22 Q With respect to the various certificationsZ3 take place or some sort of firewall How 23 that vour certifvins officers make in vour
Pages 265 to 268
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   ber?    cur?   ow? 
. I st r l r is t it s s.  .  j st uldn't e a le to go i  a  
. i t.  is t r   ifi  rti  f  change anything that had been done. ou'd 
your procedures anual that requires that  have to update it. 
  ted? S . O  -- i  t    t    t  
.  n't .  hich ould allege that the prior entry as 
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1 name the data that they are certifying as 1 Q Okay Let me ask it this way With
2 correct in your name is not MFRS data is 2 respect to the mortgage servicing
3 it 3 function
4 A Well theyhave either personal or 4 Okay
5 institutional knowledge with regard to the 5
A
that is conducted by a mortgage
6 loan itself 6
Q
servicer correct
7 Q Sure 7 A Yes
8 A And the member 8 Q And that servicer is most likely a member





ofMERS data that actually belongs to the 10 A Yes
11 member correct 11 Q The persons that you have designated as
12 A In some cases 12 certifying officers ofMERS who are
13 Q Right Because other than with respect to 13 employees of that mortgage servicer
14 the entries like wev talked about in your 14 those persons when they certify on behalf
15 system the registrations and the fact 15 ofMERS the servicing activities of the
16
A
that the loan names your company as 16 servicer they are certifying not MERS data
17 mortgagee of record data with respect to 17
A
and documents but the servicer data and
18
Q
the account the documents that created the 18 documents
19 mortgage loan the custodial files all 19
Q
MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 that information would be in the possession 20 of the question
21 of some other entity most likely that 21 A Generally those servicing documents are
22 member making that certification 22 from the member
23 A Yes 23 Q Is the milestone report that we were
Pages 269 to 272




Page 2 Page 272
1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 referring to earlier here Number 12 is
2 of the question 2 that a document or a report that is
3 MR WOOTEN Do I need to reask 3 produced by MERS
4 the question and make sure we 4 Yes Its generated from the MERS system
5 donthave an objection about 5 Is MERS able to go onto the MERS system and
6 that 6 request a milestone report for any MIN
7 MR BROCHIN I do object to the 7 A Yes
8 form of that question 8 And a servicer may also do so
9 When a MERS certifying officer makes a 9 A Yes
10 certification inMERS name based upon the 10 MRRAMEY Just to clarify is
11 mortgage account the mortgage documents it that certify a servicer can
12 the custodial documents the mortgage file 12 go in on any loan that it can
13 those documents are not MERS documents 13 input can it put in the
14 correct 14 milestone report for any loan
15 We have certain documents but none of them 15 that it has an interest in
16 are mortgage documents 16 I should clarify that Its when you
17 So any document related to the servicing of 17 say member it should be the member
18 a mortgage loan other than the MERS as 18 Okay So if a MIN is identified to a
19 mortgagee document the lien that is being 19 servicer or a beneficial owner
20 certified inMERS name is a certification 20 A Yes And Imisspoke Its any servicer
21 ofdocuments that belong to another entity 21 cannot get a milestone report on any loan
22 A When you say any that seems a little 22 Q And I think you and I were talking about
23 categorical to me 23 the same thing but maybe weren clear
002536
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.. I : bject to the for   
of the question. 2 
R.. :     -as   
the question and ake sure we 4 
don't have an objection about  
at?  
l\1R.. HI : I do object to the  
for  of that question. 8 
Q. hen a ERS certifying officer makes a 9 
certification in S' na e, based upon the 10 
mortgage account, the mortgage documents, 11 
-the custodial docu ents, the ortgage file,  
those docu ents are not ERS docu ents;  
rrect?  
. e have certain docu ents, but none of the  15 
are mortgage documents. 16 
Q. SO any document related to the servicing of 17 
a ortgage loan other than the ERS as 18 
mortgagee document, the lien that is being  
certified in ERS' na e, is a certification·  
of docu ents that belong to another entity?  
A. When you say any, that seems a little  
t gori l  .  
Pages    
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. . et e  t t is : ith 
respect to the ortgage servicing 
function --
y? 
-- t at s ducted   tgage 
s r i r; rr ct? 
. . 
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ing icers    
loyees  t t t  i  --
those persons, hen they certify on behalf 
f  t e ser ici  acti ities f t e 
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 t ,   ervicer's ta  
ents? 
.. CHIN: bject to the for  
f the question. 
. e erall  t se ser ici  c e ts are 
r   er. 
. I  t  ile t  r rt t t  r  
  
referring to earlier here, u ber 12 --  
t t  t r  r rt t t i  
  S? 
. . t's     te . 
. Is  a le t   t  t e  s ste  a  
r st  il st  r rt f r  IN? 
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. nd a servicer ay also do so? 
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     i ? 
. I should clarify that. It's --   
say e ber, it should be the e ber. 
. kay. o if a I  is identified to a 
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. s.  I isspoke. It's -- n  r i  
t t  il st  r rt   l n. 
Q. And I think you and I were talking about 
the sa e thing but aybe eren't clear .. 













What I was speaking about is in this 1 Q Does that note have a rider just above the
2 particular case MERS has the right to get a 2
Q
signature line addressing the modification
3 milestone report and GMAC 3 of the terms of that note due to the VA
4 A Yes 4 guarantee
5 Q And whoever the investor on the note is or 5 A I dontunderstand the question
6 was right 6 Q Is there a modification of the terms of the
7 A Yes 7 note with respect to a VA guarantee just
8 Q If MERS presents a note which it has 8 above the signature page of that note
9 obtained possession of that is endorsed in 9
A
MR BROCHIN Objection The
10 blank and a payment is made to satisfy that 10
Q
document speaks for itself
11
A
note as a result of MFRS presentation may it A I have not seen any reference to the VA
12 MERS simply take that money and do with it 12 Q If youwill if youllhand that to me
13 what it wishes 13 Ill tell you
14 A No 14 A It says its insured under the United
15 Q Is that because of the express terms of 15 States Code
16 your agency with your members 16 Q Right And at the top of the note it
17 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 17 says it has a VA number and says that
18 A Its one of the reasons 18
A
itsnot assumable without the approval of
19 Q And its also because you never have the 19
Q
the Department of Veterans Affairs or its
20 right to any of the money under that note 20 authorized agent right
21 A Thatsanother reason 21
A
MR BROCHIN Youreaskinghim if
22 Q And youvetestified previously that you 22 thatswhat it says
23 would consider that almost to be a criminal 23 Q Thatswhat it says right
Page 274 Page 276
action right MR BROCHIN Object to the form
2 No 2 ofthe
3 MRBROCHIN Object to the form 3 AndIllshow that back to you
4 of the question 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 A No I dont I dontthink it would be a 5 of the question
6 criminal act but it would it would be a 6 Q The section under 11 says prepayment and
7 mistake that would need to be corrected 7 acceleration In your experience in your
8 Q In every membership agreement with every 8 employment in the mortgage industry are
9 member you have that same agreement that 9 you familiar with that terminology
10 you will never claim to be entitled to any 10 The two concepts
it of the money from any promissory note it Right And does that paragraph address
12 Yes 12 modifications to the terms of the mortgage
13 Plaintiffs Exhibit 15 was marked 13 based on the guarantee thatsrecited in
14 for identification 14 that paragraph
15 Q I show youwhat Illmark as Exhibit 15 15 MR BROCHIN Objection to the
16 which are documents 61 and 62 by your 16 extent the question calls for
17 Bates stamping Thatsa copy of the note 17 a legal conclusion and the
18 in this case Does that note appear to be 18 document speaks for itself
19 a copy of the note executed by Debra 19 Yeah I dontsee modification
20 Henderson 20 Read that paragraph into the record
21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 21 please sir
22 of the question 22 Prepayment and acceleration paragraph
23 A Appears to be 23 If the indebted secured hereby is
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hat I as speaking about is, in this  . oes t at te a e  rider just above the 
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you will never claim to be entitled to any  .   t . 
of the money from any promissory note? 11 . ight. nd does that paragraph address 
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a copy of the note executed by Debra  . h.  on't  difi tion. 
erson?  .  t t r r  i t  t  cord, 
. CHIN: bject to the for   please, sir. 
of the question.  . Prepay ent and acceleration paragraph? 
. r  t  e.  If t  indebtedn ss secur  r  i  
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1 guaranteed or insured under Title 38
i
1 Q are they any different in any other
2 United States Code such title and 2 state than the explanation provided in that
3 regulations issued thereunder and in effect 3 document
4 on the date hereof shall govern the rights 4 A Generally speaking no
5 duties and liabilities ofborrower and 5 Q Okay Ifyou will let me take a look at
6 lender Anyprovisions of the security 6 that for just a second
7 instrument or other instruments executed in 7 I highlighted a portion of that
8 connection with said indebtedness which are 8 document in pink and that is the
9 inconsistent with said title or 9 acknowledgement clause where the borrower
10 regulations including but not limited to 10 acknowledges that MERS is the mortgagee of
11 the provision for payment of any sum in it record on behalf of the lender is that
12 connection with prepayment of the secured 12 right
13 indebtedness and the provision that the 13 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
14 lendermay accelerate payment of the 14 The document speaks for
15 secured indebtedness pursuant to Section 18 15 itself
16 of the security instrument are hereby 16 Q I mean is that that is in effect
17 amended or negated to the extent necessary 17 Mr Arnold the magic language that is
18 to confirm such instruments such 18 inserted in all these mortgages isntit
19 instruments to said title or regulations 19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
20 Q Are you familiar with any special 20 of the question the term
21 protections afforded by to Ms Henderson 21 magic language
22 by virtue of this loan being guaranteed by 22 A This is the granting clause the words of
23 the VA 23 conveyance
Page 278 Page 280
1 A Well this paragraph seems to say there 1 Q Right That give you the right to sit as
2 cantbe a prepayment penalty and there are 2 mortgagee of record right
3 certain restrictions on acceleration 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
4 Q Okay Are you familiar with any of those 4 A The borrower makes MERS the mortgagee of
5 changes because of the VA guarantee 5 record
6 personally 6 Q Right Thatswhat Im saying That
7 A What do you mean 7 portion of that clause is the language that
8 Q Do you know what the specific protections 8 you rely on to make you the mortgagee of
9 are which are afforded by that clause 9 record for the land record right
10 A Well I know you canthave a prepayment 10 A Yes
11 penalty 11 Q Okay Let me have that document for just a
12 Plaintiffs Exhibit 16 was marked 12 second
13 for identification 13 With respect to this clause youve
14 Q Exhibit 16 is the Hendersonmortgage That 14 explained your concept of legal title as
15 is the standard form language for all 15 being the right to appear as mortgagee of
16 62 million MERS mortgages in existence is 16 record right
17 that right 17 A Its the bare legal title Wer in the
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 18 land records as mortgagee
19 of the question 19 Q The name in the book right
20 A Its an Alabama mortgage 20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
21 Q The clauses dealing with MERS and its 21 A And the interest that goes with it
22 rights 22 Q And the clause says that the borrower
23 A Yes 23 understands and agrees that MERS holds only
002538
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 (Plaintiffs Exhibit 16 was marked  cond. 
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1 legal title to the interest granted by the 1 Q Who prepared it
2 borrower in this security instrument but 2 A Whoever closed the loan
3 if necessary to comply with law or custom 3 Q Okay And this is a standard form
4 MERS as nominee for lender and lenders 4 document Fannie Mae FreddieMac who are
5 successors and assigns has the right to 5 shareholders ofMERS with the MERS
6 exercise any or all of those interests 6 granting clause
7 including but not limited to the right to 7 A Yes
8 foreclose and sell the property 8 Q that you chose MERS chose right
9 Now the clause says if necessary to 9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
10 comply with law or custom right 10 A Iwouldntsay that we chose it
11 MR BROCHIN Youreasking him if 11 Q Who came up with the granting clause then
12 thats what the document says 12 A Well the member is the one that put it in
13 MR WOOTEN Right 13 the document and the borrower is the one
14 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 14 that executed it
15 of the question The document 15 Q The member is actually using a form
16 speaks for itself 16 provided as a uniform instrument by Fannie
17 Q I mean this was your language 17 and Freddie right
18 A Yes 18 A Yes
19 MR BROCHIN Well object to the 19 Q So the actual granting language the
20 form of the question in terms 20 verbiage the terminology that was MERS
21 of what your language means 21 right
22 Q Ifnecessary 22 A Iwouldn say
23 A Thatsthe language where the borrower 23 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
Page 282 Page 284
1 makes us the mortgagee 1 A that
2 Q Ifnecessary to comply with law or custom 2 Q Ifit were notMERS who chose that
3 MERS has the right So if its necessary 3 language
4 to comply with law or custom you have the 4 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
5 right 5 A Fannie and Freddie and the lender
6 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 6 Q And Fannie and Freddie are Class A
7 of the question 7 shareholders ofMERS
8 Q Correct 8 A Yes
9 MR BROCHIN Do you understand 9 Q And tell the ladies and gentlemen of the
10 the question 10 jury what a Class A shareholder is versus
11 A Its the granting clause that the borrower 11 the rest ofus
12 conveys the interest 12 A A Class A shareholder is in a class all
13 Q So if nothing in law or custom is necessary 13 their own
14 and would require you to foreclose you 14 Q And they are afforded special treatment
15 dont have toy right 15 within the classes of shareholders ofMERS
16 MR BROCHIN Hes are you 16 right
17 asking him based on this 17 A Not special treatment They have a few
18 document 18 additional rights
19 MR WOOTEN Imasking him based 19 Q They form the management committee that has
20 on his document yes 20 the right to act as the board of directors
21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 21 in certain circumstances correct
22 of the question 22 A No
23 A Its the borrowersdocument 23 O Thatsnot in vour bvlaws
002539
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1 A Theyr on that committee 1 A Many holders do
2 Q Right Thatsmade up of Class A 2 Q Correct
3 shareholders right 3 A Witness nods head
4 A Well half of half of that committee is 4 MR WOOTEN I think Im done
5 made up of Class A shareholders The other 5 Thank you
6 half are not Class A 6 MR BROCHIN Just put back you
7 Q Okay So when you say that the consumer 7 know on the record so wer
8 obviously a consumer signed this mortgage 8 clear we do not waive reading
9 Ms Henderson But this mortgage was 9 of the deposition
10 presented to her in printed form She did 10 And just I dontknow
11 not write the language thatscontained in 11 if I put this on the record
12 this preprinted form right 12 but this will be attached as
13 A True 13 Exhibit Number l
14 Q And irrespective of your agency grant by 14 MR WOOTEN Sure
15 your member you are not testifying that 15 MR BROCHIN which is a
16 any court should look past the actual 16 discovery and confidentiality
17 documents that underlay this transaction to 17 agreement which has been
18 determine your rights are you 18 signed it doesn look by
19 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 19 all but certainly I would
20 of the question If you can 20 MR WOOTEN Its going to be
21 answer it 21 countersigned by the other
22 A What the court looks like is I am 22 cocounsel Theyv made the
23 comfortable saying that theywould have to 23 agreement And as Ive told
Page 286 Page 288
1 look at the mortgage What else they look 1 Shaun we have no interest in
2 at is up to the court 2 disseminating the video
3 Q You testified earlier that the ownership of 3 Werenot going to do it
4 the promissory note the right to enforce 4 MR BROCHIN Verygood
5 it all of that is determined by state law 5 THE VIDEOGRAPHER This concludes
6 A Yes 6 todaysdeposition The time
7 Q Not by your mortgage or your membership 7 is now519pm
8 agreement 8 Deposition concluded at
9 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 9 approximately 519pm
10 of the question 10
11 A Yeah I you know thatsvery 11 FURTHERDEPONENT SAITH NOT
12 theoretical you know The bottom line is 12
13 youvegot the note Youvegot the 13 REPORTERSCERTIFICATE
14 mortgage And under state law thatsa 14 STATEOF ALABAMA
15 secured transaction 15 MONTGOMERY COUNTY
16 Q And that is assuming that you do not hold 16 I Tracye Sadler Blackwell Certified
17 the note under a separate agreement that 17 Court Reporter and Commissioner for the State of
18 limits your rights to that note correct 18 Alabama at Large do hereby certify that I reported
19 A Well ifyou hold the notes youreholder 19 the deposition of
20 ofthe note 20 RKARNOLD
21 Q But you hold the note with specific 21 who was duly sworn byme to speak the truth the
22 restrictions by written agreement with your 22 whole truth and nothing but the truth in the
123 member 23 matter of
002540
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A. Tneire on that co ittee. 
Q. Right. That's made up of Class A 
shareholders; right? 
A. ell, half of -- ha f of that co i t e is 
ade up of Class  shareholders. The other 
half are not lass . 
Q. Okay. So when you say that the consumer --
obviously a consu er signed this ortgage, 
s. enderson. But this ortgage as 
presented to her in printed form. She did 
not write the language that's contained in 
this preprinted form; right? 
. r . 
. And irrespective of your agency grant by 
your e ber, you are not testifying that 
any court should look past the actual 
documents that underlay this transaction to 
determine your rights, are you? 
.N.IR. I : bject to the for  
of the question. If you can 
 . 
. hat t  rt l ks li  is --   
comfortable saying that they would have to 
  
look at the mortgage. hat else they look 
at is up to the court. 
Q. You testified earlier that the ownership of 
the promissory note, the right to enforce 
it, all of that is determined by state law? 
. es. 
Q. Not by your mortgage or your membership 
agreement? 
R. BROCHIN: Object to the for  
of the question. 
. ah. I -- you know, that's very 
theoretical, you know. The bottom line is 
you've got the note. You've got the 
mortgage. And under state law that's a 
secured transaction. 
Q. And that is assuming that you do not hold 
the note under a separate agree ent that 
limits your rights to that note; correct? 
A. ell, if you hold the notes, you're holder 
f t  ote. 
Q. But you hold the note with specific 
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1 DEBRA A HENDERSON October 6th 2009
2 Plaintiff MrRKArnold
3 vs coMrShaun Ramey
4 MERSCORP INC et al SIROTE PERMUTT
5 Defendants 2311 Highland AvenueBirmingham Alabama 35205
6 IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR IN RE HENDERSON vs MERSCORP INC et al
7 MONTGOMERY COUNTYALABAMA DearMrArnold
8 Case Number CV08900805
Enclosed is a copy ofthe transcript ofyour
deposition taken on September 25 2009 Please read
9 on September 25 2009 the transcript and make any corrections on the
10 The foregoing 288 computer printed pages correction sheet provided specifying the page and
11 contain a true and correct transcript of the
linenumberof eachcorrection
You will find the original signature page attached to
12 examination of said witness by counsel for the the front of the transcript Even ifthere are no
13 parties set out herein The reading and signing of corrections please sign the original signature page
14 same is hereby not waived
and have your signature notarized
15 I further certify that I am neither of Please return the signature page correction sheet
16 kin nor of counsel to the parties to said cause nor and transcript within thirty days The list ofcorrections will be attached to the original
17 in any manner interested in the results thereof deposition and all parties will be notified ofany
18 This 6th day of October 2009 changes
19
Thank you for your prompt attention to thismatter
20
Tracye Sadler Blackwell Sincerely
21 ACCRNo 294
Expiration date 9302010 Tracye Sadler Blackwell
22 Certified Court Reporter Certified Court Reporter
and Commissioner for the State cc MrNicholas H Wooten
23 ofAlabama at Lag a MrShaun Ramey
Page 290
1 January20 2010
2 WITNESS SIGNATURE PAGE
3 sss MrNicholas H Wooten
4 WOOTEN LAW FIRM




IRKARNOLD hereby certify that I have Auburn Alabama 36831
8
read the foregoing transcript ofmy deposition IN RE HENDERSON vs MERSCORP INC et al
9
given on September 25 2009 and it is a true and DearMrWooten
10
correct transcript of the testimony given by me at In response to your inquiry I am writing to confirm
11 that Ihave not received an errata sheet and
the time and place stated with the corrections if notarized signature page from MrRKArnold The12
any and the reasons therefor noted on a separate 30 daysallowed has now expired
13 Sincerely
sheet ofpaper and attached hereto
14 Tracye Sadler Blackwell
15 Certified Court Reporter
16 RKARNOLD cc Mr Shaun Ramey
17 SWORNTO AND SUBSCRIBED before me this
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY ALABAMA
DEBRAA HENDERSON
Plaintiff




I  T  CIRCUIT COURT OF ONT  COUNTY, AB~ 
A . HENDERSON, 
Plaintif , 
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CaseNo~: 
, This DjSCPVery: ~dCoIIfid~~~itYAi~e~~nt{"~gr~·etl1ent"}i~ ··. eilteredintoby· . 
'.. ,~d hetw~C!n ' th~ Plain~ffDebi~Hender~ori 'aI1dh~f~o~efC'Pl~tiff> .or~1teri~efsbrx'')and ...•... 
·DefeIld~tl.:ME~SGOrJ,.·.IP.~·.··ancl·.~~rtgage. EleCtrOniCR~gl~tr~tidn':systeIns> :k6.·.10011ecti~~Lr,, ' •.... 
.... .:-. _::-,: ... :: ..... : .... -.,:: ........ :".::." : >: _:'; .. :: ,":'::- .", .... : :.::" .:", ~:: ...  . 
,'. .. .' · the~'riefe~d~llts;:). · F,9I' . the ' reII1airiaeFqf ,th~ .A.gr.ee1l:Jr#it,Pia.iritifl .an4I>~feIldatjts 
, .' ' ~t\S, '~sA~eeineht jsb.ein~ehiered infO ~icQnneC~6n' witlIth~pres·eIlt 
. lawsuitofDebra: Hend~,.son v: MERSC~RP;lnc.,ei¢I., CV-08-900805.DO,prdently peI1ffmgiri ' 
'the 'Circuit ·COurt.··JMontg6tnery·County., .A1abalI1a ··(the " 'Lawsui~';;.·· :.;. : 
.. "' ~REAS,1(; K.~oId, ~RS'Pr~~dent~d CEO, is being made available • 
for a video depbsitionin thisLa~sui~; "" 
.. 'NHEiEAS, :thepartles aCkl1QWlec1~e .artdagree that videos . are easily 
.. ' ' dissemmated ~d/or pu~Iishedor ofuerV/ise ~ade widely availableviath~1ntemet m:other 
means;. 
'WHEREAS" the ,Parties q,e$irelQptevent nllsrepres.entationsand/or distortions of 
the testimony given at r. Am ld's de siti ; 
DOCSBHMIl650l73\4\ 
NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the above premises the Parties hereby
agree as follows
1 The video recording ofMr Arnolds deposition in this matter will be held
and treated by the Parties their agents their experts andor their attorneys in confidence
2 The video recording of Mr Arnolds deposition in this matter will not
except as herein provided be disseminated or published by the Parties their agents their experts
andortheir attorneys without the prior written consent ofDefendants or via a court order
3 The Parties may disseminate andor publish the video recording of Mr
Arnoldsdeposition to their attorneys agents andorexperts in connection with this Lawsuit
4 The Parties agree that this Agreement does not address the admissibility of
Mr Arnolds deposition testimony or the video recording thereof in any other lawsuit The
Parties further agree that this Agreement shall not be construed as permitting or not permitting
the use of such deposition testimony or the video recording thereof in any other lawsuit The
right to use this video recording is subject to any applicable right to exclude the testimony under
the Rules of Evidence Procedure or the case law applicable to that litigation
5 The Parties agree that they their agents their experts andor their
attorneys will not directly or indirectly publish the video recording of Mr Arnoldsdeposition
via the Internet or other means
6 Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as imposing any duty or
liability on the Plaintiff or any of her agents experts or attorneys if this video is disseminated
by any person not a party to this litigation who obtains a copy of this video recording lawfully
and without the direct involvement and assistance of anyparty to this agreement
DOCSBHM16501734 2
002577
, . .J. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above premises, the Parties hereby 
agree as follows: 
1. The video recording of Mr. Arnold's deposition in this matter will be held 
and treated by the Parties, their agents, their experts, and/or their attorneys, in confidence. 
2. The video recording of Mr. Arnold's deposition in this matter will not, 
except as herein provided, be disseminated or published by the Parties, their agents, their ~xperts, 
and/or their attorneys, without the prior written consent of Defendants or via a court order. 
3. The Parties may disseminate and/or publish the video recording of Mr. 
rnold's deposition to their attorneys, agents, and/or experts in connection ith this La suit. 
4. The Parties agree that this Agreement does not address the admissibility of 
r. Arnold's deposition testimony, or the video recording thereof, in any other lawsuit. The 
Parties further agree that this Agreement shall not be construed as permitting or not permitting 
the use of such deposition testimony, or the video recording thereof, in any other lawsuit. The 
right to use this video recording is subject to any applicable right to exclude the testimony under 
the Rules of Evidence, Procedure or the case law applicable to that litigation. 
5. The Parties agree that they, their agents, their experts, and/or their 
attorneys will not directly or indirectly publish the video recording of Mr. Arnold's deposition 
via the Internet or other means. 
6. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as imposing any duty or 
liability on the Plaintiff, or any of her agents, experts, or attorneys, if this video is disseminated 
by any person not a party to this litigation who obtains a copy of this video recording lawfully 
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D CSBRM\16S0173\4\ 
Nlholas Wooten, Esq. .. . 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
DebraHenderson . 
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. i ··· . ········ . ·· .. ·~ ·· ' · ··.~. '~inIfs~ •....••• 
. · Att()1ll~; fqr,Plaillbff . .... . >. ... .  
Debr~,lIe:fidersQp. .• 
Shaun KRamey,;Esq. 
A;ttomey t6~ Defendants 
MERSCORB,Inc~andMortgage Electronic ·· 







IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE DIVISION
SANDY S TRENT SARALEY INEZ MEISMER
ANDREW TURNER JABINO TURNER
VERONICA TAYLOR RICO TAYLOR
BRUCE S TUCKER MICHELLE TUCKER
and FRANCES PULLINS on behalf of










Monday September 25 2006
VIDEO DEPOSITION OF
RK ARNOLD
called for oral examination by counsel for the
Plaintiffs pursuant to notice duces tecum at the
offices of Capital Reporting Company
8200 Greensboro Drive Suite 900 McLean Virginia
before Donna L Linton of Capital Reporting a
Registered Merit Reporter Certified Court Reporter
and Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of
Virginia scheduled to begin at 105 am when
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, irginia 
onday, epte ber 25,  
I E  I  : 
.K. , 
lle  f r r l e a i ati  by c sel  e 
pl i tif , pursuant to tice duces tecu ,   
ffices of apital eporting o pany, 
00 reens oro , ite , c ea , irginia, 
re onna . inton of apital eporting,  
istered erit rt r, ertified ourt eporter 
a d otar  ic in and for the e th  
irg , scheduled to begin at 10:15 a.m., he  
were present on behalf of the respective parties: 
(866) 448 - DEP  
www.CapitalReporting ompany.com 
I') 
Capital Repot n Corn
Page 2 Page 4
1 APPEARANCES 1 CONTENTS
2 2 EXAMINATION BY PAGE
3 On behalfofPlaintiffs 3
4 BRIAN L WEAKLAND ESQUIRE 4 Counsel for Plaintiffs 6
5 10015 West Broad Street 5
3
6 Glen Allen Virginia 23060 6
7 804 3462400 7 DEPOSITION EXHIBITS PAGE z
8 and 8 1 Trent mortgage document 56
9 APRIL CARIE CHARNEY ESQUIRE 9 2 Taylor documents 83
10 Jacksonville Area Legal Aid Inc 10 3 December 3 2004 document 148
11 126 West Adams Street 11
12 Jacksonville Florida 32202 12
13 904 3568371 13
14 14 Exhibits attached by counsel
15 On behalfofDefendant 15
16 ROBERT M BROCHIN ESQUIRE 16
17 Morgan Lewis Bockius LLP 17
18 200 South Biscayne Boulevard Suite 5300 18
19 Miami Florida 33131 19





Page 3 Page 5
1 APPEARANCES continued 1 PROCEEDINGS 1
2
THE VIDEOGRAPHER This is Tape Number 1
3 SHARON McGANN HORSTKAINIP ESQUIRE 3 ofthe videotaped deposition ofMrRKArnold
4 MERS Vice President and General Counsel 4 taken in the matter of Sandy S Trent et al 3
5 1595 Spring Ell Road Suite310 5 Plaintiffs Y Mortgage Electronic Registration
t
6 Vienna VA 22182 6 Systems Inc Defendant pending in the United
7 703 7611280 7 States District Court for the Middle District of
8 8 Florida Jacksonville Division Case Number
9 ALSO PRESENT 9 306CV374J32HTS
10 WILLIAM C HULTMAN Senior Vice President MFRS 10 This deposition is being held at the
1l Daniel Holmstock Videographer 11 offices of Capital Reporting Company z
12 12 8200 Greensboro Drive McLean Virginia on s
13 13 September 25th 2006 at approximately 107am
14 14 My name is Daniel Holmstock from the firm
15 15 of Capital Reporting Company and I am the
16 16 certified legal video specialist The court
17 17 reporter today isDonna Linton in association with
18 18 Capital Reporting Company
19 19 For the record will counsel please
d
20 20 introduce themselves and whom they represent
21
21 MRWEAKLAND My name is Brian Weakland
22 22 and I represent the Plaintiffs in this action
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Page 5 ,   
1  I , : (cont d)  
2 2 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This is Tape Number 1 I 
3  c  AM , I   of the videotaped deposition of r. .K. rnold I 
4 ERS ice President and eneral ounsel  taken in . the matter of Sandy S. Trent, et al., I I 
5 1595 Spring Hill Road, Suite 3!O 5 Plaintiffs, v. Mortgage Electronic egistrationi ! 6 Vienna, VA 221&2  Systems, Inc., Defendant, pending in the United I 
7 (703) 761 · 1280  t tes istrict ourt for t e iddle istrict  ~ 
B 8 Flori , J s ille ivisi , s  u ber i 
9 ALSO PRESENT: 9 3:06·C - -J- . I 
~ 
10 IL l l\1 C. , Se ior Vice President E S 10 This deposition is being held at the I 
11 Daniel ol st , ideographer 11 offices of Capital Reporting Company, ~ 
12 12 8200 Greensboro Drive, cLean, Virginia, on ~ 
" 13 • '" '" '" '" 13 Septe ber 25th, 2006, at approximately 10: 17 a.m. f 
14 14 y name is Daniel Holmstock fro  the firm ~ 
15 15 of Capital Reporting Company, and I am the ~ 
16 1 6 certified legal video specialist. The court ~ 
17 17 reporter today is Donna Linton, in association with ~ 
1 B 18 Capital Reporting Company. J 
.~ 
19 19 For the record, will counsel please ~ 
20 20 introduce themselves and whom they represent? j 
21 21 MR. WEAKLAND: My name is Brian Weakland, ~ 
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2 (Pages 2 to 5) 





Q Is MERS Corp a public corporation
A No sir
Q Is there anyone at MERS that you would
report to sir
A Other than the board ofdirectors no
Q How many members are there on the board of
directors ofMERS
A Five
Q Are they the samemembers as in the board
of directors ofMERS Corp Inc
A No sir That company has 15 directors
Q Are there any common directors in the two
companies
A There are a few common
Q How long have you been president and CEO
ofMERS Inc
A Over eight years
Q When was MERS Inc incorporated





A It was in the in the summer of1998
Q Were you the initial president and CEO of
MERS
A Yes sir
Q When was MERS Corp Inc incorporated
A 1995
Q What is the business ofMERS Corp Inc
A MERS Corp Inc operates the MERS system
Q Can you tell me a little bit generally
what that entails
A Its an electronic system that keeps track
ofinterest in loans that have been registered
Q MERS Corp does that is that correct
A MERS Corp does that
Q All right What does MERS do then
A MERS serves as mortgagee of record in the
county land records ofthe respective loans
Q Does MERS have separate financial
accounts
A Yes sir
Q Are the assets ofMERS also the ass of




1 MS CHARNEY April Chamey Jacksonville 1
2 Legal Aid on behalfof thePlaintiffs 2
3 MR BROCHIN My name is Bobby Brochin 3
4 Morgan Lewis Bockius and I am counsel for the 4
5 Defendant 5
6 MS HORSTKAMP Sharon Hotstkamp I am 6
7 general counsel with MFRS the Defendant 7
8 MR HULTMAN William Hultman andImthe 8
9 senior vice president ofMERS 9
10 THE VIDEOGRAPHER Okay Will the court 10
11 reporter please swear or affinn in the witness 11
12 WHEREUPON 12
13 RK ARNOLD 13
14 called as a witness and having been first duly 14
15 sworn was examined and testified as follows 15
16 EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR THE PLAINTIFFS 16
17 BY MRWEAKLAND 17
18 Q Good morning sir 18
19 A Good morning 19
20 Q Could you state your name for the record 20
21 A RKArnold 21
22 Q And by whom are you employed 22
Page 7
1 A MERS Corp Inc 1
2 Q In what capacity 2
3 A I am president and CEO 3
4 Q Are you affiliated at all with a company 4
5 called Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems 5
6 Inc 6
7 A Yes sir 7
a Q And how are you affiliated with that 8
9 company 9
10 A Impresident and CEO of that company as 10
11 well 11
12 Q And what is the relationship between 12
13 MERS or rather can we for the record call 13
14 Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems MERS 14
15 A Yes 15
16 Q What is the relationship between MERS and 16
17 MERS Corp 17
18 A MERS is a wholly owned subsidiary ofMERS 18
19 Corp Inc 19
20 Q Is MERS a Delaware corporation 20
21 A Yes sir 21
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       .  l  a e  ee  resi e t a   i 1 
BY R. EAKLAND:  flvf , c.? I I . e  r ing, ir.  . ver eight years. I 
 e  i .  . hen was lvtERS, Inc., incorporated? i ! .        ord?  . hich co pany are you referring to? i I 
 .K. r l . . . I  I 
1. .   ho  are  e l ed?  . S? I , 
 a e  ~  
J 
.  rp., I .  . . i I .   acity? 2 . Tt    -    f . ; 
.     .  . ere  t e i itial resi e t a   f ~ I . re you affiliated at all ith a co pany  ? 
ll  ortgage l tr i  i tr ti  t ,  . es, sir. ~ 
I c.?  . hen was lv1ERS Corp., Inc., incorporated? ~ , 
, 
. , ir.  ~A",. . 1 , , .   r   ffiliate  ith t t  . hat is the business of ERS Corp., Inc.? I 
any?  A. ERS Corp., Inc. operates the ERS system. I 
. 'm       as  . an you tell e a little bit generally ~ 
ll.    tails? I . nd hat is the relations i  et een  . It's an electronic syste  that keeps track l , 
E  -- r r,  e for the r  l  f interest in l a s t at a e ee  re istere . .~ c 
ortga  le tr ic s   ?  Q. MERS Corp. does that; is that correct? ~ 
. e .  . ERS orp. does that. ~ ! . hat is t e relati s i  et ee  ERS a   . All right. hat does ERS do, then? j 
ERS orp.?  . lvfERS ser es as rtgagee f rec r  in t e I. I A. ERS is a holly o ned subsidiary of ERS  county land records of the respective loans. ~ 
r , I c.  . Does ERS have separate fInancial i l 
. Is ERS a elaware corporation?  ts? ; 
. es, s .  . es, sir. 1 
. Is it  rivate c r r ti n? 22 . re the assets oflvtERS also the assets of ; 1 
• .• .,. ;!J ........ . .. .... _'-..;,.~. ·· •. • k~'~I ·." .. .. ......... " ' ~' .  ~~ ... -.... ~~. :..--.... ;~ ... :~"'~ ..... : .. '" .-'", ... . .:-..:..:...... .. .......... :.. ...... ' . "" . .... ; .. , .. ."" .. :. ....... ~ .... .'~ ~.:..._ .. ~;r ................ Il.,; . ...... ." . ~._,.'\r:~:t .• M.: .......... "".;. .......... ,:...: •  ' ''' .... " .; ... ''''" .. _.~ .. ,,' 
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A It was a dispute with the county clerk
Q Was MERS a party to that case
A Yes sir
Q Did VIERS sue the county clerk in that
case
A Yes sir
Q Has that case been completed to your
knowledge
A Thecase has run its course and is now
before the Court of Appeals in New York which is
the highest court in that state
Q Did that case involve MERS trying to get
an order requiring the clerk to file certain MERS
documents
A Yes sir
Q What if you can briefly I dont
want to spend a whole lot oftime on this go
over your educational background
Did you graduate from college
A Yes sir
Q What college and what was your degree
Page 13
A I have a bachelorsfrom the University of
Oklahoma in finance I have an MBA from the
University of Dallas and I have a law degree from
Oklahoma City University
Q rm sorry Oklahoma University
A The bachelors is from the Universityof
Oklahoma
Q Right And your law degree is from
A Oklahoma City University
Q Are you a practicing attorney
A Iam licensed in Oklahoma and Texas
Q Do you practice law in Oklahoma and Texas
A No I dont
Q Is your license are your licenses still
current in those states
A Yes sir both licenses
Q Do you reside in the Commonwealth of
Virginia
A Yes sir
Q Mr Arnoldbefore you became president
and CEO of MERS did you work in the banking
industry




1 N1ERS Corp Inc 1
2 A Only to the extent that its a wholly 2
3 owned subsidiary 3
4 Q Are you here today sir in the capacity 4
5 ofa representative ofVIERS 5
6 A Yes sir 6
7 Q Have you had an opportunity to view the 7
8 notice of your deposition today 8
9 A Yes sir 9
10 Q Are you an individual at MERS who has 10
11 knowledge of the general nature ofthe business of 11
12 MERS 12
13 A Yes sir 13
14 Q Do you have knowledge ofMERSsbusiness 14
15 relationship with mortgage lenders who have 15
16 provided financing for residential real estate 16
17 purchases by the named plaintiffs in this case 17
18 A Yes sir 18
19 Q Are you familiar with MERSsbusiness 19
20 operations in the state of Florida including but 20
21 not limited to its involvement in mortgage 21
22 foreclosure actions and suits to collect unpaid 22
Page 11
1 debts in the state ofFlorida 1
2 A Yes sir 2
3 Q Are you the person at MFRS whosin the 3
4 best position to have knowledge of those areas 4
5 MRBROCHINObject to the form of that 5
6 question 6
7 THE WITNESS Considering all the areas 7
8 combined I believe so 8
9 BYMRWEAKLAND 9
10 Q Now have you ever had your deposition 10
11 taken before 11
12 A Yes sir 12
13 Q How many times 13
14 A As in my current capacity 14
15 Q Yes 15
16 A Once 16
17 Q When was that 17
18 A That was in a I forget the exact time 18
19 but it was in another lawsuit 19
20 Q What state was that in 20
21 A New York 21
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ivIERS Corp., Inc.? 
A. Only to the extent that it's a wholly 
owned subsidiary. 
Q. Are you here today, sir, in the capacity 
of a representative of iYf RS? 
A. Yes, sir. 
.  y u had an opportunity to vie  the 
n ti  of your depositi  today? 
. Yes, sir. 
. r  you  indivi ual at iYf  ho has 
 f t  general t r  f t e busi s of 
MERS? 
. es, sir. 
.     f ERS's i  
r l ti i  it  rt  l r    
r   r  l t  
    fs i   ase? 
. s, ir. 
. r   ili r it  RS's  
s i      i g,  























that litigation was? 
A. It was a dispute with the county clerk. 
Q. Was lvlERS a pa.rty to that case? 
. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did MERS sue the county clerk in that 
case? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has that case been completed, to your 
knowledge? 
. The case s run its course and is now 
before the Court of ppeals in New York, hich is 
t  hi t c rt i  t t state. 
Q. Did that case involve MERS trying to get 
an order requiring the clerk to file certain I'v1ERS 
ocuments? 
. s, sir. 
. at·· if you can, briefly-- I on't 









over your educational background. ~ 
id you graduate fro  college? I 
. , ir. j 























debts in the state of Florida?  
. es, sir. 2 
. re  t   t E  o's i  t   
e   to e ledge  t ose s? 4 
. CHIN: ject t  t e fonn f t  
question. 6· 
Iffi lm : onsidering a l t e s 7 
co bined, I believe so.  
BY 1v1R.. EAKLAND:  
. No , have  ever a  your de s tion 10 
taken before? 11 
A. e , si . 12 
Q. o  any time ? 3 
A. As in my cu rent ca it ? 14 
Q. Yes. 15 
A. Once. 16 
Q. When was tha ? 1 7 
A. That was in a -- I forget the exact time, 18 
but it was in another la suit. 19 
Q. What state was that in? 2 0 
A. New York. 2 1 
Page 13 I , 
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A. I have a bachelor's from the University of i 
Oklaho a in finance, I have an BA fro  the ! ~ niversity of Dallas and I have a law degree fro  ~ 
klaho a ity niversity. ;j 
Q. r  sorry, klaho a niversity? ~ 
A. The bachelor's is from the University of j 
. j 
Q. Right. And your law degree is from? I 
A. klahoma City niversity. j 
Q. Are you a practicing attorney? ! 
.. I a  licensed in klaho a a  e . J ~ 
Q. Do you practice law in Oklahoma and Texas? il ! . , I d 't. 
Q. Is your license - are your licenses still 
cu rent in those st t s? 
. Yes, sir, both licenses. 
Q. Do you reside in the Commonwealth of 
Virgi ia? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Arnold, before you became president 
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1 A Yes sir 1 Q Was the company already incorporated at
2 Q Can you briefly tell me some of the 2 the time you started
3 positions that youveheld 3 A It had been incorporated for a few months
4 A For the five years immediately prior to 4 prior to hiring me
5 coming to MERS I was vice president and counsel 5 Q Were you one of the incorporators of MERS
6 for ATT Universal Card in Jacksonville Florida 6 Corp
7 And prior to that I was counsel for USAA Bank in 1 7 A I was not one of the incorporators I was
8 San Antonio Texas 8 one of the first officers hired
9 Prior to that I practiced law with 9 Q Is there any individual that youcould
10 Holloway Dobson in Oklahoma City Prior to that I 10 point to who would be the main incorporator of MERS
11 worked for Johnson Johnson in Sherman Texas 111 Corp or the driving force or however you would12 Q Is that the corporation Johnson Johnson 12 identify it the individual who was chief person
13 A Yes sir 13 behind MFRS Corp
14 Q In what capacity 14 A Well there are many people that deserve
15 A At that point in mycareer I was an 15 credit for how MERS carne about
16 accountant 16 To answer that question I would say that
17 Q That was before law school 17 I was on the original executive team So it was
18 A Yes sir 18 basically a corporation to the Secretary of State
19 Ive also worked for Liberty National 19 until such time as officers were hired and I was
20 Bank 20 on one of the original teams that was hired
21 Q Okay Tn what capacity 21 Q IJtd ou enerertht afY at IGIERS asta
22 A I was banking officer at that point 22 corpgrahcirrsewmeas mortgagee
Page 15 Page 17 k
1 Q That was prior to law school I various cases and county an records
2 A That was actually during law school So I 2
Y3 graduated from college with a bachelorsfrom OU 3 orthat conce t Iltat conce t I Would ayreadpP y4 went to the Army for four years 9 belongs Canopersotr
5 After that I went to work for dIt it was generat by various
6 Johnson Johnson for two years where I got my MBA 6 committees in the mortgage industry It was
7 and after that I worked ar Liberty National Bank 7 germinated by the Mortgage Bankers Association
8 for three years while I got my law degree 8 Fannie Mae Freddie Mac had a lot to lot of
9 Then I went to work for Holloway Dobson in 9 input into that and it was a collective idea that
10 theprivate practice of law in Oklahoma City Then 10 moved around in the mortgage industry
11 1 went was hired by USAA Bank in San Antonio 11 And ultimately it was determined that it
12 Texas then I was hired by ATT in Jacksonville 12 made a great deal of sense for both the industry
13 Florida and then MERS hired me 13 and consumers and thats when the company was
14 Q Did you live in Jacksonville Florida 14 created on paper and that board of directors hired
15 A Yes sir 15 the first executive team which I was part of
16 Q What time period was that 16 Thank oQ t Would At tie fair to thatay
17 A 1991 through 1995 17 ouwtteie resent thiou the deye went of theY P 1 p18 Q And then you came to Virginia as president 1 MFRS ptoJeetor idea
19 and CEO of MFRS Corp 19 A Weli Idont t to ouerstateanything
20 A Yes sir over the Christmas holidays 2 0
a
except to s 1b T was a keyplayer u the entire
21 Oh check that I came as senior vice 21 process
22 president and general counsel 122 Q Prior to MFRS Corp and MFRS had there
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1 A. Yes, sir. 
2 Q. Can you briefly tell me some of the 
3 positions that you've held? 
4 A. For the five years immediate.ly prior to 
5 coming to MERS, I was vice president and counsel 
6 for AT&T Universal Card in Jacksonville, Florida. 
7 And prior to that I was counsel for USAA Bank in 
B San Antonio, Texas. 
9 Prior to that r practi  law with 
10 Hol  Dobson in Okl a City. Pri r to that I 
11 worked for Johnson & Johnso  in Shennan, Texas. 
12 . I  t t t  corporati  Johnso  & Jolmson? 
13 A. es, sir. 
14 Q. I  t apacity? 
1 5 . t t  poi  i  y reer, I  an 
16 accountant. 
1 7 . t s f r  l  scho l? 
18 . es, sir. 
19 've l   r   
20 Barne 
21 . . I   acity? 
22 .  as  f    i t. 
  
1 . 111at as ri r t  la  sc ool? 


















raduated fro  llege ith  elor's fro  au, 
e t t  e r y  fo  years. 
fter that I ent to ork for 
Johnson & John~on for t o years here I got y , 
and after t..'J.at I orked for Libertj ational a  
for thr e years while I got y Jaw degree. 
Then I went to work for Ho loway obson in 
the private practice of law in Oklahoma Cit . Then 
[ went -- was hired by S  Bank in San Anto i , 
Texas, then I was hired by AT&T in Ja s ille, 
Florida, and then MERS hired me. 
Q. Did you live in Jacks i le, Florida? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What time period was that? 
A. 1 91 through 1995. 
Q. And tben you came to Virginia as president 
and CEO of MERS Co .? 
2 0 A. Yes, sir, over the Christmas holidays. 
2 1 Oh, check that I came as senior vice 
























Q. Was the company already incorporated at 
the time yeu staJted? 
A. It had been incorporated for a few months 
prier to hiring me. 
Q. Were you one of the incorporators of MERS 
Corp.? 
A. I was not one of the incorporators. r was 
one of the first ef icers hired. 
Q. [s there any individual that you could 
point to who. would be the main incorporator ofMERS 
Cerp. or the driving force, or however you would 
identify it, the individual who was chief person 
behind E S Corp.? 
A. ell, there are many people that deserve 
credit for ho  S came about 
To answer that question, I would say that 
I was on the original executive team. So it was 
basically a corporation to the Secretary of State 
until such time as officers were hired, and I was 
on one of the original teams that was hired. 
Page 17 
 committees in the mortgage industry. It was 
7 genninated by the Mortgage Bankers' Associatien. 
8 Fannie ae, Freddie ac had a lot to -- let of 
9 input into that, and it was a cellective idea that 
10 meved around in the mertgage industlY. 
11 And ultimately it was detennined that it 
1 2 made a great deal of sense fer both the industry 
13 and consumers, and that's when the company was 
1 4 created on paper and that beard of directors hired 
1 5 the first executive team wh!ch I was palt ef. 
: ~ ~5'if1l\ > ~" ~' ''"~~V~~~d>: ' 
1~ ·;;; •. ·· 
19 
2 0 
2 1 ~:; __ .o~~s.' 
2 2 Q. Prier to MERS Corp. and MERS, had there 
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1 been any entity in the United States that did a 1 So as far as the number ofhomeowners in
2 similar business 2 the United States that we have a relationship with
3 A No sir 3 visavis MERS thatsprobably only 1 in 4 And
4 Q As we sit here today is there any 4 the numbers I was giving you is on an origination
5 competitor of MERS doing the business that MFRS is 5 basis so were talking only new ones there
6 doing 6 Q Okay So I understand this would it
7 A Nell we think of our competition as 6cins 7 would it be fair to say that Imjust going to
e the status quo and so we do not have a 100 percent 8 say 50 percent because that was the lowest number
9 marketshare for example So there are mortgage 9 you gave me 50 percent of the new loans and
10 companies that that use our system and tliere aie 10 were talking residential loans right
11 mortgagecdmpantes that don And to that extent 11 A Nodding head
12 we wihave to competef r theirhusmess 12 Q Yes
13 Q I see When you say 100 percent of the 13 A Yes sir
14 market share is the market share equal to all of 14 Q Okay 50 percent of the new residential
15 the residential mortgages in the United States 15 loans that are happening in Florida right now are
16 A For the purposes of my answer I thats 16 affiliated with the MERS system
17 what I meant We donthave 100 percent of those 17 A Yes sir And I think the numbers
18 Q Can you estimate what your market share 18 probably would be if we could agree on
19 is 19 50 percent on an origination basis and 25 percent
20 A It would just bean estimate because as 20 of the existing loans out there in the United
21 you may know their the mortgage industry flows 21 States Pm very comfortable with that answer




1 hot and sometimes its its lower 1 for a second
2 We are I would be very comfortable in 2 Would you say 25 percent of all loans in
3 saying that we have a 60 percent market share 3 Florida are involvedwith MERS ti
4 Q Is that share any different in Florida 4 A Well Florida is such an important state i
5 for example 5 Its the its the third or fourth largest state
6 A Probably not If it is it would be in 6 in the United States and so myeducated guess
7 that vicinity 7 would be that that footprint would besimilar to
8 Q Now ifwe ifwe can just look at 8 what wehave nationwide
9 Florida for a second and Imnot going to hold 9 Q I see Okay Give me one second
10 you to that 60 percent number because I understand 10 Now when this case was moved into federal
11 that its its somewhat fluid It is 11 court there was a document called Notice of
12 A I appreciate that because its a its 12 Removal and there were some figures in here Let
13 a dill you know the government revises its 13 me let me see if I can just ask you to comment
14 numbers all die way 18 months after the end of a 14 on these
15 year So it could look like its 60 but in the 15 Well first would you agree that there
16 in the final analysis it could be it could 16 are more than 100 mortgage foreclosure actions
17 be 55 It could even be 50 And on an origination 17 brought in the name ofMERS in the state of Florida
18 basis thatsa different number still 18 in the last four years
19 For example out ofall the loans in the 19 A Well there are nonenow
20 United States that are currently active we 20 Q Right But in the last four years
21 probably only have about 25 or maybe 26 percent of 21 A I Ibelieve that there would be at
22 those 122 least a hundred
002584
. .;-
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,  e.   ay  per t  t  
 r ,        f 
t  i nti l t  i  t  ite  tates? 
.      s er,  -- t at's 
  nt.  n't     , 
,   ti t  t  r t  
is? 
. t  s   a  t  ,  
 rn  ,  -  rtga   l  
     . e  t's  
 
t  ti es it's - it's lo er. 
We are --  o ld   fortable i  
ing that   a 0 ercent ar et . 
. s t at re  ffere   Fl , 
for le? 
.  ri . f it , t   in 
that i . 
. o , if e -- if e  just lo  at 
Florida for a second --  I'm not  to old 
 
 to that  perce t n , ecause I s  
that it's -- it's so ewhat fluid. It is -
. I a reciate dl , because i 's a -- it's 
a d ff - you kn , the govern e t revises its 
u bers a l the a  -- 18 months after the e d   
e . So it could look like i 's 6 , but in the --
in the final a s , it could be -- it could 
be 55, It could e en be 5 . nd on an origination 
basis, that's a different number still. 
For e a le, out of a l the loans in the 
United States that are cu rently acti , we 
probably only have about 25 or maybe 26 percent of 
those. 





































So as f r as the number of ho o r  in 
the United States that we have a relationship with 
vis-a-vis ERS, that's probably only I in 4, And 
the nu bers I as giving you is on an origination 
basis, so e're talking only new ones there. 
. kay.  I rstand this, uld it -
ould it be fair to say that --I'  just going to 
say  ercent,  t t  t  l st r 
   -- 50 percent of the new loans --  
we're talking residential loans, right? 
. ( i  ead,) 
. es? 
. s, ir. 
. kay. 50 percent of the ne  residential 
loans that are happening in Florida right no  are 
affiliated with the . ERS system? 
. es, sir. nd I think -- t   
probably ould be -- if e could agree on 
50 percent on an origination basis and 25 percent 
of the existing loans out there in the nited 
tates, r  very co fortable ith that ans er. 
Q. kay. r just ant to stick ith Florida 
Page 21 
  . 
l   sa   erce t f all l a s i  
ida   t  S? 
A. Well, Florida is such an important state, 
t's t e - it's the third or fourth largest state 
in the United States, and so' my educated guess 
ould be that that footprint ould be si ilar to 
ha  e have n . 
. r s . a . i e e ne s . 
o , hen this case as oved into federal 
c t, the  as a docu e t calle  otice  
Removal and there were some figures in here. Let 
me -- let e see ifI can just ask you to cornrnen t 
 the . 
ell, first, ould you agree that there 
are ore than 100 ortgage foreclosure actions 
brought in the na e of ERS in the state of lorida 
in the last four years? 
A. e , there are none n . 
. Right. But in the last four years? 
A. I -- I believe tbat there would be at 
least a hundre . 
















































Q The notice of removal says if I may
between the period of March 17 2002 through
March 17 2006 there were a total of 19646
pending and completed foreclosures that were
brought in the name ofMFRS as plaintiff in
Florida
Would you agree with that
A That number is taken directly from our
system so yes I would agree with that
Q And those are just the cases themselves
would that be correct
A Those are the cases shown on the MERS
system as being foreclosed in Florida
Q Can you estimate at the time this document
was filed which was in April of this year how
many were pending and howmany were completed
A Nosir I cantestimate that
Q Would you would you agree that the
number of completed foreclosures would bemore than
halfof the 19646
A Well I can say that the document youre
referring to was a document filed with the court
Page 23
for the purpose of removal And whatever that
says that came directly from searches on the MERS
system at the time
Q The document also says that this number is
less than the number of individuals who have been
sued by MERS in Florida would you agree with that
L otherwords
A The number that have been completed
Q No Let me see if I can rephrase that
The number of mortgage foreclosure cases
brought byMERS as plaintiff is less than the
number of individuals and entities who have been
sued by MERS in mortgage foreclosure complaints
A Well that that is a matter of course
because there are multiple borrowers and they would
be sued in the same foreclosure
Q So you agree you would agree that the
number of individuals sued by MERS in foreclosure
actions in Florida in the last four years would be
eater than 19646















































Q Yes And my question is the number of
individuals who have been sued by MFRS would be
greater than that number correct
A Yes sir handing
Q Thank you I believe you testified a few
minutes ago that there are no cases pending at the
moment in Florida where MERS is named as a
plaintiff is that what you said
MR BROCHIN Object to the form I dont
think thatswhat he said but
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q I didntunderstand what you said
A Well any foreclosure filed in Florida
we have a moratorium in Florida on foreclosures so
all foreclosures were to cease in Florida as of I
believe June of 2006
So it if there were a foreclosure it
wouldbe rogue and I do not believe that there is
one
Q When you saymoratorium can you define
what you mean by that
A None
Page 25
Q None Is themoratorium in place to stop
future cases
A The moratorium is in place to keep future
cases from being filedby HERS
Q What about cases that are pending where
MERS is a plaintiff
A Well pending cases we have we have
dealt with them on a case bycase basis Depending
on what what point in the foreclosure process
the case is we have dealt with that on a
casebycase basis Many ofthem have been
assigned out
Q Is there any case that youre aware ofas
we sit here today where MERS is the sole plaintiff
in a foreclosure action in Florida
A Currently pending
Q Yes
A I am not personally aware of that There
may beone
Q Is that what you referred to as a rogue
case
A Well that would be rogue only if its
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I 
Yes. And my question is the number of 1 Q. TIl  notice ofrernoval says, if I may, ! 1 Q. 2 benveen the period of rch 17, 20 2 through 2 individuals who have been sued by E S would be 
3 March 17, 2006, there were a total of 19,64  3 greater than that number, correct? 
4 pendi  and completed foreclosures that were 4 . Yes, sir (handing). 
5 br t in th  na  of E  as plaintiff in 5 Q. Thank you. I believe you testified a few 
6 Florida. I 6 minutes ago that there are no cases pending at the 7 oul  u agree it  that? I 7 moment in Flori  where  i  na ed as a 
8 . That nu ber is taken i tl  fr  our I 8 plaintiff; is that hat you said? 
9 system, so, yes, I l  agr  it  that. 9 R.. BROCHIN: Object to the Conn. I don't .. 
10 .  th  r  j  t  cases t e selves; 10 t i  that's what he said, but -
11 would that be correct? 1   R. EAKLAND: 
12 .  ar  t e  sho  on t    . I didn't understand what you said. 
13 syste  a  i  f l d i  lorida. 13 . ell, any foreclosure fIled in Florida--
1 4 .   ti  t  ti  t i   14 we have a moratorium in Florida on foreclosures, so 
IS  il , i   i  il of t i  ar,  I S all foreclosures were to cease in Florida as of, I 
16  r  i     r  o pleted? 1  eli ve, J  f 006. 
17 . o; sir, r can't esti ate t at.   it - ifthere were a foreclosure, it V. 
18 . l   --       would be rogue, and I do not believe that there is ~: 
" f; 
19   l t        e. ~ 
20 l    9,64 ?  Q. When you say moratorium, can you defme ,. 
21 . ell, I ca  sa  tbat t e .c e t ou're  hat you ean by that? !li ij 
22  .   .  £Ie  t   r   . . . ~ 
a e  Page 25 1 ~ 
~i 
" 1  the s   l. n  t   Q. None. Is the mo.ratmium in place to sto.p  
" i; 
2 , at e re  fro     S  uture es? p' ~i 
3 syste  at the ti e.  A. The moratorium is in place to keep future f.. ., 
. he ent . s s t  wn    cases fro.m being filed by MERS. 
., 
4 :,! [t 
5 ess than t e  f iduals  a e   Q. What about cases that are pending where ;:~ 
6 s e   ERS in ; ld  ree ith t t?  ERS is a plaintiff? ~ ;: 
7 In other words --  A. ell, pending cases, we have -- we have ~ 8 A. he nwnber that e ee  c . l t ?  dealt with them on a case-by-case basis. Depending (' 
Ii 
9 . o. et e see if! can rephrase that.  n hat -- what point in the foreclosure process :j 
10 The wn er of mortgage oreclosure cases 0 the case is, e a e ealt ith t at  a Ii ~ 
~: 
11 brought by ERS s pla ff is le s than the  case-by-case basis. Many ofthem have been if 
12 nu ber of individuals and entities ho have been  assigned out. f~ 
13 sued by ERS in mortgage fo.reclosure co plaints. 13 Q. Is there any case that you're aware of as II n 
14 A. l , that -- that is a ma ter of ourse 14 we sit here today where MERS is the so.le plaintiff H 
15 because there are multiple borrowers and they would 5 in a foreclosure action in Flo ? 1 
16 be sued in the same foreclosure. 6 A. Currently pending? ;~ ij 
17 . SO you agree - you would agree that the 7 Q. es. ~ 
18 number of individuals sued by MERS in foreclosure I am not personally aware of that. There 
i~ 
18 A. :? 
19 actions in Florida in the last four years would be 19 aybe one. ~ ~ i 
20 greater than 19,646? 20 Q. Is that what you referred to as a rogue 1:. 
21 A. And the document says that 19,646 are the 21 ca ? 
., 
22 nwnber of f reclosures? 22 A. Well, that would be rogue only if it's 
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been filed after June And when I say rogue 1 What are the reasons MFRS has imposed a
2 theres a theresa rather harsh penalty 2 moratorium as you are testifying
3 associated with that Theresa10000penalty if 3 A Well as a general proposition and thats
4 that is done which is way more than enough to curb 4 the reason were here today what we do in the
5 the activity by our members 5 realm of foreclosure has been challenged
6 Q 10000 penalty imposed by MERS 6 And rather than cause just compounding
7 A Yes 7 issues as far as the numbers that are piling up and
8 Q On a member 8 how its been done wer not interested in
9 A On a member if hewere to file a 9 misleading anyone And so when that question was
10 foreclosure in our name That was put in place 10 raised really out ofthe clear blue again we
11 until we get all this sorted out 11 have been conducting business for at least
12 Q I see Now you just testified that the 12 eight years without a problem at all and then the
13 pending cases are dealt with on a casebycase 13 question was raised and and that became an issue
14 basis is that correct 14 in the lawsuit
15 A Yes 15 And really as a matter of guidance to our
16 Q Can you enunciate any standards that you 16 members and making sure that wewerenthying to
17 have communicated to servicers or attorneys on how 17 mislead anyone and thinking frankly in terms of
18 to handle these cases that are All pending 18 consumer impact wejust decided that its an
19 A Well themoratorium of course applies 19 incidental part of our business and letsjust put
20 to all cases going forward We had con wehad 20 in a moratorium appeal the cases and lets
21 conducted foreclosures for eight years with no 21 lets find out
22 trouble whatsoever and then encountered some 22 And once we win those which we think that
Page 27 Page 29
1 challenges that seemed to confuse the issue 1 wewill then the problem will be answered with
2 So to keep the problem from getting more 2 clarity and and we can you know we can make t
3 confusing if you will we decided to go ahead and 3 the decision at that point Again like I said s
4 put in the moratorium and appeal those cases So 4 its an incidental part ofour business
5 those cases are on appeal 5 Q Is the moratorium in effect in states
6 And as far as the cases that were pending 6 other than Florida
7 at the time for example some of those are 7 A No sir
8 undisputed cases where the the defendant in the 8 Q Florida is the only state
9 foreclosure action has already voluntarily moved 9 A Yes sir
10 out and in that circumstance we wouldntfeel 10 Q Was the decision for a moratorium done by
11 compelled to assign that out of14iERS 11 you Who decided to do a moratorium
12 On the other hand ifa challenge is 12 A Based upon advice from my team the
13 raised in a foreclosure action we might very well 13 decision was mine
14 assign it out Now we might also attempt to 14 Q Did the board of directors determine to do
15 convince the court that what were doing is fine 15 a moratorium
16 because we believe it is fine 16 A The board of directors approved a
17 So its on its on a casebycase 17 recommended rule that made it made it a board
18 basis just depending on exactly whatsgoing on in 18 rule a membership rule Its a condition of
19 that case Every case is different 19 membership ofMERS
20 Q I didntask you this You touched on it 20 Q The lawsuit were discussing today is a
21 a little bit but I let me ask a question and 21 class action in federal court in Jacksonville
22 see ifyou can give me a more complete answer 122 Did this lawsuit have any effect in MERSs i
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at are t  reasons E  h s i ed a 
moratorium, as you are testifying? 
A. ell, as a general proposition, and that's 
the reason e're here today, hat e do in the 
real  of foreclosure has been challenged. 
nd rat er than ca se j st co i  
issues as far as the nu bers that are piling up and 
o  it's en one, e're not i t  i  
isleading anyone. nd so hen that question as 
raised, really out of the clear blue -- again, e 
have been conducting business for at least 
eight years without a problem at all, and then the 
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islead anyone and thinking, frankly, in ter s of 
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incidental part of our business and let's just put 
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at the ti , for e , s e f those  
undisputed s  here  - t e t in t  
foreclosure a tion has rea  lu t  oved 
,  in t at ircu st , e l n't fe  
e le  t  gn that out o  IYi . 
n the ther ha , if a c a lenge is 
raised in a foreclosure , we ight very e l 
as gn it out , e ight also a te pt to 
c ince the court that what we're doing is fme 
ecause e believe it is fine. 
So it's on -- it's on a case-by-case 
basis, just depe ding on exactly wh t's going on in 
that cas . Every case is di ferent 
Q. I di 't ask you this. You touche  on it 
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rule, a membership rule. It's a condition of 
e bership of . 
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1 decision to have a moratorium in Florida 1 Q William Heller
2 A No 2 A Yes s
3 Q Was there a particular lawsuit that had 3 Q You know that name y
4 that effect 4 A Yes sir
5 A Yes sir The firstone was in Pinellas 5 Q And Mr Heller is an attorney with Akerman
6 County 6 Senterfitt
7 Q Was that the decision by Judge Logan 7 A Yes sir
8 A Yes sir 8 Q Thats AKERMAN SENTERFITT
9 Q Mr Arnold let me ask just a couple 9 And has the law firm of Akerman Senterfitt
10 questions about some of the names that appear on 10 filed foreclosure actions on behalfofHERS
11 Defendants initial disclosures to Plaintiffs 11 A Yes sir
12 I dontmow ifyou have seen this If I 12 Q Do you know the name Marisa Ajmo AJMO
13 may show it to the witness handing 13 A I cant say that I recall that name
14 Do you recognize the name of Donna Glick 14 Q Do you know the law firm of
15 A I have heard that name 15 Shapiro Fishman 1
16 Q Do you know ifshe an attorney with the 16 A Yes sir
17 Law Offices of David Stern 17 Q OutofBoca Raton y
18 A Ibelieve so 18 A Yes sir
19 Q Does Donna Glick have any professional 19 Q And does that law firm prosecute
20 relationship with MFRS 20 foreclosure actions in thename ofMERS s
21 A I believe that Donna is one of the 21 A Yes sir
22 attorneys that files foreclosure actions in the 22 Q Those law firms that wejust discussed
Page 31 Page 33 s
1 name ofMFRS 1 David Stern Marshall Watson Akerman Senterfitt
2 Q Okay Let me show you the next name 2 Shapiro Fishman have they been retained by MFRS s
3 H Keith Tommerson Do you recognize that name 3 toprosecute foreclosure actions in the state of
4 A I dontrecognize the name 4 Florida
5 Q Patricia Arango ARANGO Do you 5 A Yes
6 recognize that name 6 Q Do those law firms billMFRS for their
7 A Ive never heard that name 7 work
8 Q How about the Law Offices ofMarshall 8 A No sir
9 Watson are you familiar with that 9 Q Who do they bill doyou know
10 A I have heard of those law offices 10 A They bill the servicer responsible for
11 Q Okay And what do you know about those 11 servicing the loan
12 law offices 12 Q Are you aware ofwhether these law fines
13 A Ibelieve thats 13 were the law firms involved in the foreclosure
14 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Object to the 14 actions against the named plaintiffs in our case
15 form of the question 15 A I believe there are some I dontknow i
16 THE WITNESS I believe thats a law 16 whether theyr an exact match or not
17 office that prosecutes foreclosures in the name of 17 Q I neglected to ask you about
18 MFRS 18 Henshaw Culbertson Is that another law firm
19 BY MR WEAKLAND 19 that does foreclosure actions on behalf ofMERS
20 Q Barry J Marcus have you seen that name 20 A It might be That that name doesnt
21 before 21 hit me as one of our pause
2 2 A No I havent 22 Q The attorneys who have prosecuted
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decision to have a moratorium in Florida? 1 
A. No. 2 
Q. as there a particular lawsuit that had 3 
that effect? 4 
. es, sir. The first o  was in Pinell s 5 
County. 6 
. s that the decision by Judge Logan? 7 
. Yes, sir. 8 
. r. r old, l t  ask just a coupl  9 
questi  about so  f the na s t t app ar on 10 
Q. William Heller? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You know that name? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And Mr. Heller is an attorney with Akerman 
Sentemtt? 
A. es, sir. 
Q. That's A-K-E-R- -A-N S-E-N-T-E·R-F-I-T-T. 
d h s the law finn of Aker an Senterfitt 
fil d f l r  actions on behalf ofMERS? 
efendant's initial disclosures to Plaintiffs. 11 A. es, sir. 
I on't kn  if  v  seen t is. I ! 12 Q. Do you know the name Marisa Ajmo, A-J- -O? 
 ho  i   t   (h ding).  . I can't say that I recall that name. 
  r co i    of  lick? 14 . o you know the law fir  f ~.( 
. I  r  t t e.  i  & ishman? i 
.    i  he's a  tt  it  t   . s, sir. ~ 
a  ffices f avi  tern? 17 . ut of oca aton? ! 
. I believe so.  . s, sir. I ~ . es  li    r f i l 19 Q. And does that law fir  prosecute ~ 
  E S? 20      f ERS? ~ ~ . I believe that onna is one f the 21 . , ir. i 
tt r  t t fil  f r l r  ti  i  t   Q. Those la  fir s that e just discussed, l 
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na e of ERS. 
. . et e     , 
. eit  r .   re ize t t ? 
.  't rec gnize the . 
. ricia ra , - - - -G-O. o ou 
r ize t at n ? 
. I've never heard that na e. 
.  t the a  fices  arsha l 
ats ; are you fa ia  ith that--
A. I have e  of those la  offices. 
Q. a . nd hat do you kno  a out those 
law offices? 
A. I believe that's -
. I : Excuse e. Object to the 
fonn ofthe question. 
THE ITNES : I believe th t's a la  
o fice that prosecutes foreclosures in the name of 
ERS. 
BY MR. WE : 























David Stem, Marshall Watson, Akerman Sentcrfitt, 
Shapiro & Fishman, have they been retained by MERS 
t  r s t  f r l s r  ti s i  t  st t  f 
? 
. . 
. Do those la  fir s bill ERS for their 
rk? 
A. , i . 
Q. ho do they bill; do you know? 
A. 111ey bill the servicer responsible for 
servicing the loan. 
Q. Are you a are of hether these Jaw finns 
were the la  firms involved in the foreclosure 
actions against the named plaintiffs in our case? 
A. I believe there are so e. I don't know 
whether they're an exact match or not. 
Q. I neglected to ask you about 
Henshaw & Culberts . Is that another law finn 
that does foreclosure actions on behalf of MERS? 
A. It might be. That -- that name doesn't 
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foreclosure actions against the named plaintiffs in
our case do they report to anybody at MERS
A Well we have a certifying officer
colocated with each member and so theres a dual
reporting responsibility there
Q Dual the attorney reports both to the
servicer and to MERS
A Yes
Q The certifying officer is that an
employee ofMERS
A Thatsan officer ofMERS
Q Is there one person who occupies that
position
A There is at least there are four
executive officers ofMERS and then there are at
least one certifying officer colocated with every
one ofour members
Q Are you a certifying officer
A I think I would be more correctly referred
to as an executive officer
Q Do the certifying officers report to you
A Yes sir
Page 35
Q Do the attorneys involved in these
foreclosure actions in Florida ever report directly
toyou
A There have been times whenIve had
conversations with them yes And in fact the
ones that I express personal knowledge of knowing
in several of those cases that was because Ive had
conversations with them
Q Does 1bIERS direct the attorneys in the
foreclosure actions in Florida
A Well MERS sets guidelines of what they
are doing for us which is foreclosures nothing
else And our guidelines are to be followed and
thatsan incident ofmembership
Q Are these guidelines published
A They are published
Q Do the attorneys who do the foreclosure
actions have access to these published guidelines
A They are on our website
Q Is that something that I could access as a















































Q Beyond the website are there any other
resources that these attorneys could look to for
MERSspolicies
A Well the member is another resource The
member has copies of everything having to do with
their membership in MFRS and what the rules and
procedures are
Q Are there opportunities for an attorney
who has a question to go online and get their
question answered
A Theresan opportunity for that and they
can also contact us directly by Email or
telephone or they can post a question on the forum
and it would be answered anonymously if they if
they would like
And thats just for MERS They can also
get all those all that information from the
member also
Q I see Is there a closed list of
attorneys that MERS uses in Florida for foreclosure
actions
A Iwouldntdescribe it as closed because
Page 37
theres always the possibility that a that a new
firm would come in and pass muster There are law
firmsthat we would not use
Q The law firms that you use do you feel
confident that those are law firms that are skilled
in foreclosure law
A Yes I believe I believe I can say
that
Q Have you reviewed anything prior to your
coming to the deposition today
A Yes sir
Q Did you review the files or individual
foreclosure actions of the named plaintiffs
A I dontthink that I went through every
single one of the foreclosure complaints no
Q Is there any foreclosure Imtalking
about the named plaintiffs now any of those
foreclosures that were not brought in the name of
MERS
A I believe they were all brought in the
name of MERS
Q And as we sit heretdo youknow
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1 forecl ure acti s against the na ed plaintiff  in 1 Q, Beyond the website are there any other 
2 our case, do they report to anybody at MERS? 2 resources that these attomeys could look to for 
3 . ell, e have a certif i  of i er 3 MERS's policies? ,. 
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whether all of those foreclosure actions are still
being brought in the name ofMERS
A I tltink those of the named plaintiffs have
been assigned out
Q Okay Letstalk about the assignment
and Im going to talk generally and if I might
get into the individual plaintiffs but let me ask
you just generally
When you say assigned out what is being
assigned
A As I said in the beginning the primary
business of Iv1ERS is serving as the mortgagee of
record in the county land records and thats
pursuant to either a mortgage that has directed
that we are the mortgagee or by assignment making
us the mortgagee So in both of those two events
we are the mortgagee of record in the county land
records
Page 39
Q And are those assignments recorded
A Well its not a requirement that the
assignment be recorded The assignment certainly
could be recorded The assignment would be
available to be recorded
It might be presented to the judge if the
judge wanted to see it but I think when I say
assign out what I mean is MERS is no longer
prosecuting that foreclosure
Q Who are taking these assioitnients from
MEw
A The assignmentwould almost universally be
to the seivtcer It could lie So ahoolcr party
dtrected by the servtcerutrt is psuallrtohe
servtcer
Q Let me back up a little bit because I
i Page 40
1 wanted to you mentioned the term MFRS members
I 2 What is what is a MERS member
3 A Well in its basic form its someone who
4 has someone typically a corporation some very
5 small some very large who has filed an
6 application with us seeking to become a member
7 And part of that is that they have agreed to go by
8 the membership agreement and the rules governing
9 membership
10 Q Does the MFRS member receive stock in the
11 company
12 A No
13 Q xWliat duffes does 7tlER provtdefthe
14
M
15 A We aetve as mortgagee ofrecordruF the
16 county landrerds
17 Q Whywould themember want you to do that
18 A etl rye serves thatshow wekeept
19 traplc Thatshowy the BIERS systemlceeps track of
20 tleanousovneTitpmterestin therioofh And
21 that uray we recerve service ofprocess andso
























Q What what is in the land records ofthe
county What could I see ifI went to the land
records of the county
A You would see one of two things either a
mortgage naming MERS as the mortgagee or an
assignment naming MERS as themortgagee And that
assignment would have been from a mortgage that did
not name MFRS as mortgagee probably
Q Soan initial mortgage could name a MERS
member and then an assignment from that MFRS
member to MERS could appear in the records at some
later point
A Yes sir And maybe one in 20 come in
that way At least 18 or 19 out of 20 come in with
MERSsname on the mortgage
Q Does the mortgage that is recorded
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whether all of those foreclosure actions are still 
being brought in the name ofMERS? 
A. I think those of the named plaintiffs have 
been assigned out. 
Q. Okay. let's talk about the as ignment, 
and I'  going to talk generally and if -- I might 
get into the indivi ual plaintiffs, but let me ask 
you just generally. 
en you say as igned out, at is being 
assigned? 
. As I said i  the beginning, the pri ary 
busi  of lvIERS is serving as t  r  of 
record in t  c t  l  records, and that's 
pur t t  it r a rt  t t has dir t  
t t  r  t  rt  r by assig t i  
us the ortgagee. o i  both of those t o events, 



























wanted to -- you mentioned the term MERS members. 
What is -- what is a MERS member? 
A. Well, in its basic fonn, it's someone who 
has -- someone, typically a corporation, some very 
small, some very large, who has filed an 
application with us seeking to become a member. 
And part of that is that they have agreed to go by 
the membership agreement and the rules governing 
membership. 
Q. Does the ERS member receive stock in the 
co 
;" Q?';;'Vffir~1lftia";i%~&ember Wllnt you to do that? 
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. nd are those assign ents re d? 
A. l , it's not a requirement that the 
.a signment be rec r . The assigrunent certainly 
could be rec r . The assignment ould be 
available to be recorded. 
It might be presented to the judge if the 
judge wanted to see it, but I think when I say 
assign out, what I mean is MERS is no longer 
prosecuting that foreclosure, 
"'~:~' l!1Ji!g:lh~se gnm~ tlr'ftOm 

















Q. What~: hat is in the land records of the 
county? hat could I see if I went to the land 
records of the county? 
A You would see one of two things, either a 
mortgage naming MERS as the mortgagee or an 
assignment naming MERS as the mortgagee. And that 
assignment would have been from a mortgage that did 
not name MERS as mortgagee probably. 
Q. SO an initial mortgage could name a MERS 
member, and then an assignment from that MERS 
member to MERS could appear in the records at some 
later point? 
A Yes, sir. And maybe one in 20 come in 
that way. At least 18 or 19 out of 20 come in with 
MERS's name on the mortgage. 
Q. Does the mortgage that is recorded 
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1 identify the lender 1 the money
2 A On the mortgage 2 A Well theyF giving a mortgage back to
3 Q Yes 3 the party thatsYeudtng themmoneyporthe x
4 A Probably in most cases Itsnot a 4 pur of securing thataoaa tl5eyxe naiiiiiig e
5 requirement but in most cases it would 5 3 rat
u
party thatvutllbeinthecounLylandrecords
6 Q On those mortgages is MFRS named as a 6 And sothat whywhen Isaywerethe
7 nominee for the lender 7 legat Awner of the mortgage alwe dg aS sir tiere 4
8 A Yes although not in every case 8 in tliecounty land records
9 Q What is a nornrrree 9 All the other parties that are involved in
10 A elltlie nommee as a Iguess you 10 a standard loan mortgage loan as Ive described
11 could describertseveral ways Its a fonaioff
11 still do virtually those samejobs Wejust now
12 agency Its a placeholder r4 nttempfto 12 have the MFRS company that has agreed because of
13 make zt clear tlraf We donthave ala oftlre 13 the membership relationship that we have wev
14 interests that wer acgm a representative 19 agreed to be in the county land records to make
15 capacity Thatsthats themeaningofthe word 15 sure that it protects the lien interest so no other
16 nomlriee 16 instrument can prime that first lien position
17 Q IR0i do verywell in real estate law 17 Q Now for the Plaintiff Sandy Trent it
18 in law school so youregoing to have to help me 18 appears that the note shows that she borrowed
19 through this 19 112730 from a company called United Capital
t
20 When there is a mortgage when a buyer 20 Mortgage Corporation
21 buys a house I always thought that you got a 21 Do you recognize that as a member ofMERS




1 Is that what happens in these cases MERS 1 themhave similar names so Im Imnot sure
2 cases 2 Q Okay Thats fair
3 A And thatscommon parlance Its and I 3 In this case MERS was named as the
4 would have to disagree with that to the extent that 4 mortgagee correct
5 what youregetting from the mortgage company is a 5 A Is that are you showing me the
6 mortgage loan Its a lot of times referred to as 6 mortgage
7 a mortgage in the journalistic world but youre 7 Q Illshow you the Illshow you the
8 not getting a mortgage Youregetting a mortgage 8 mortgage is
9 loan or a loan for the purpose ofbuying real 9 MR BROCHIN Maybe we can mark it as an
10 property 10 exhibit
11 The borrower is actually giving back a 11 THE WITNESS The note typically does not
12 mortgage in exchange for that loan so its a 12 refer to MERS
13 secure transaction So the term getting a mortgage 13 BY MRWEAKLAND
14 is actually everyone knows what that means and 14 Q This might not be a good example
15 so its not its not piddled with as far as 15 handing
16 being incorrect 16 A This does not appear to be a MERS
17 But a correct answer to your question 17 mortgage
18 was that would be that the borrower is not 18 Q Okay
19 getting a mortgage Theyr getting a mortgage 19 A Okay rm wrong It is MERS as nominee
20 loan and theyr giving a mortgage back 20 for the loan It is a MERS mortgage t21 Q Buti m this case theyr giving a 21 Q All right So in this case
2 2 mortgage A t toTq personhats ieiding them 22 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Do you have an








identify the lender'? 
A. On the ortgage? 
Q. Yes. 
Page 42 
4 . Probably in ost cases. h's not a 
5 requirement, but in ost cases it ould. 






nominee for the lender? 
. Yes, although not i  ever  c se. 
~,? <.i~n·~~~. . 
16 u. " ~ ;~~:'~~:;f~ 

















18 in la  school, so you're going to have to help e 18 
1 9  . 19 
2 0  t  i   t  -     
2 1   ,   t   t  2 1 
22 rt a e fr  t e ers  ho l a e  you the oney. 2 2 
  
1 s t at   i   ,   
2 cases?  
3 . nd at's  . I 's -- a  I  
4   t  isa ree ith t at t  the te t  4 
5 hat u're etting fr  t  ortgage  i  a  
6 ortgage . t's  l   ti es erred t  s  
7  ortgage i  t e journalistic , t y u're  
8 t tting a ortg . u're tting  ortgage 8 
9 loan r a loan for the purpose  buying re l 9 
10 pr l . 0 
11 he borro er is act lly iving back  1 
12 ortgage in exchange for that loa , so i 's a 2 
13 secure transacti . So the ter  getting a ortgage 13 
14 is actually -- everyone knows what that means,  14 
15 so it's not -- i 's not pi dled with as far as 15 
16 being incorrect 16 
17 But a co rect answer to your question 17 
18 was that -- ould be that the borrower is not 18 
19 getting a mortgage. They're getting a mortgage 19 
Page 44 
a standard loan, ortgage loan, as I've described, 
still dovirtually those same jobs. e just no  
 t  E  co any t t s agreed --  of 
t  rs i  r l ti ship t t  ve, e've 
a ree  to e in t e c nty la  rec r s to a e 
sure that it protects the lien interest so no other 
instru ent can pd e that first lien position. 
Q. Now, for the Plaintiff Sandy Trent, it 
 t    t t  r  
$ I 12,730 fro  a co pany called nited apital 
rt  r ration. 
Do you recognize that as a e ber pf ERS? 
. ell, e have 3,000 e berS and a lot of 
Page 45 
t   si ilar s s  I'm -- I'm t s r . 
. kay. at's fair. 
  as  IvIERS     
ortgagee, correct? 
A. Is that - are you sho\ving e the 
rt age? 
Q. I'll show you the -- I'll show you the 
ortgage. 
. I : aybe e cart ark it as an 
. 
THE ITNESS: The note typiCally does not 
refer to ERS. 
 . : 
Q. This might not be a good example 
(handing). 
A. This does not appear to be a MERS 
ortgage. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Okay, I'm wrong. It is IvIERS as nominee 
20 loan and t y're giving a mortgage back. 20 for the loan. It is a ERS ortgage. 
21 :.<:~~Qn~i~,~r:,;:, 2 1 Q. A l rig . So in this case -
' .~~~~~~!.~~!:~~~~~~;~.:;.,".,;",."~,~ ... ":;.~.,.::.~;::~~ __ ::E:~e.~_""'::"" "NO"'~~~·" ~~~:~~~":':~~~'~::"'~~o~:~~ ,~,~~~~,." ,.J. 
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1 extra copy
i
1 MR BROCHIN Maybe you can act a copy
2 MR WEAKLAND Lets actually lets i 2 too3 mark that as Exhibit 1 which is the the Sandy 3 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 114am
4 Trent mortgage and wellmake a copy at the break 4 Were going off the record
5 if you dontmind 5 Recess
6 MRBROCHIN Okay i 6 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 1132am
7 THE WITNESS Yes This is what we call 7 Were back on the record
8 the MOM MERS as original mortgagee a BY MR WEAKLAND
9 THE REPORTER Imsorry 9 Q Mr Arnold what is the MERS registry
10 MRBROCPUN Can Ijust see the 1 10 A That refers to the MFRS system which is a
11 THE REPORTER whatdid you call it 11 registered trademark for the electronic system
12 THE WITNESS MOM MOM MERS as 12 that keeps track ofmortgage interest and thats
13 original mortgagee 13 owned and operated by MFRS Corp Inc
14 MR BROCHIN So what youregoing to mark 14 Q I see Is that something that I could
15 is the complaint 15 have access to
16 MRWEAKLAND No 16 A You could have access to find out who the
17 MI1 BROURN amended complaint 17 servicer of the loan is
18 MRWEAKLAND Pm going to mark the 18 Q So if I have a if I have a mortgage
19 mortgage 19 thats registered with MERS as mortgagee could I
20 MR BROCHIN Just the mortgage 20 find out who the servicer ofmy loan is
21 MR WEAKLAND Yes 21 A Yes x
22 Iv1R BROCHIN Okay Then theresa note 22 Q Could I find out whowas the current owner
Page 47 Page 49
1 attached Are you going to mark can we just be 1 of mymortgage note 1
2 clear what were going to mark as an exhibit 2 A You would have to fmd that out through
3 MR WEAKLAND Were going to mark this 1 3 the servicer So the reason that we that we
4 1 think its six pages of a mortgage 4 give you the servicer is because the servicer is
5 MR BROCHIN So the recording 5 really the best source for all that information
6 information youre going to mark pages 1386 6 The serv4tcer knows inhere the cote rs the
7 tiuouginl3yl 71 servlcerknoatswhatnestatuofjrdur fayments
8 MR WEAKLAND You have it I donthave 8 are the serytcer would be ableto tell youf r
9 an extra one Sorry 9 example within 48 hours of reeervtng a payment
10 MR BROCHIN You donthave it 10 whether the payment was credtCed to your account
11 MR WEAKLAND No I have a 11 MERS would be unnecessary bamer
12 MR BROCHIN Oh Im sorry 12 there So what our system what the IVIERSs
13 MRWEAKLAND an abstract of it 13 system does is give you the servicer and the
14 MR BROCHIN But I just want the 14 servicer has all that information
15 record to be clear what youre marking as an 15 Q Does MERS have an 300 number that I could
16 exhibit 16 call and ask questions about my loan
17 MRWEkKLAND Okay 17 A The MERS system has a 1800 number
18 THE WITNESS And Imnot that used to 18 Q Okay Is that for
19 reading those so yes it is a mom 19 A You said you said MERS
20 MR WEAKLAND Well actually lets take 20 Q Im sorry
21 a break now its an hour and wellget this 21 A Does that the MERS system is actually
22 marked and come back 22 part of MERS Corp Inc














Pa  461 
extra copy? 
R. EAKLAND: Let's - actually, let's 
ark that as Exhibit I, which is the -- the Sandy 
Tr nt ortgage, and e'll mak  a copy at the break, 
if y u don't ind. 
MR. BROCHIN: kay. 
T  I S: Yes. Thi  is hat we call 
the OM,  as origi al rt agee. 
T  EPORTER: I'  sor y --
R. IDN: Can I t se  t  --
THE REPORTER: -- at id y u l  it? 













MR. BROCH!N: Maybe you can gct a copy, 
THE VlDEOGRAPHER: The time is 1 :14 a. . 
e're going off the record. 
( ces .) 
THE VIDEOGR,-\. HER: The ti e is 11 :32 a.m. 
e're back on the record. 
BY R. EAKLAND: 






ri i l . 13 
A. That refers to the ERS system, hich is a 
registered trade ark for the electronic system, 
that keeps track of mortgage interest. and that's 
owned and operated by ERS Corp., Inc. 
!vI . CHIN:  t ou're goi  t  r  14 Q. I see. Is that something that I could 
1 S  t  l i t -
16 R. EAKLAND: o. 
17 R. OCHIN: --  plaint? 
1 8 . L D: r  i   rk  
1 9 e. 
20 . CHIN: t t  t age? 
21 R. EAKLAND: es. 
22 ! IR.. HIN: .  ere's   
  
1 d. re     - can e just  
2 lea  a  're  t  rl<   xhibit? 
3 . : e're    t is -
4 I  t's  a e  f  rt . 
S . :  t  re r ing 
6 i fonn , y u're goingto  a es 86 
7 thr gh 1 91? 
8 . : o  ha e it.  't ha e 
9 an tr  . . 
10 . I : ou n't have it? 
11 . : o. I have a --
12 . : b, I'm s . 
13 . E : - an abstract of it 
14 . BR l : But -- I just ant the 
1 S record to be clear what y u're marking as an 
16 exhibit. 
17 . WEAKLA : Okay. 
18 THE WITNESS: And I'm not tbat used to 
1 9 reading those, so, yes, it is a MOM. 
20 MR. WE : Well, actuall , let's take 
21 a break now -- it's an hour -- and w 'll get this 
2 2 marked and come bac . 
• ;1:""" ..... ;:. .• ~.-.,. .• ;._,,~~,.J . .. :: ...... ; .. , ..• .. ;;;,.~:~, .•... "~ .. ; ... , ••• ",.,~. ~"" , .'".':; .-; ... t •. • •. '; 
1 5  acc ss to? 
1  A. ou could have access to find out ho the 
1  seryi   t e l  is. 
1  Q. SO if I have a -- if I have a mortgage 
 that's registered with MERS as mortgagee, could I 
 find out who the servicer of y loan is? 
 . . 
 . l  I find t  as t e c rre t er 
Page 49 
 of y ortgage note? 
 A. You would have to find that out through 




give you the servicer is because the servicer is 
r ll t e est s rce f r ll t t i f nn ti . 
. :~~~L,> 
9 ~?w·.x.:~.·~~'.'.' .• ~. :.p.'.'.;e" r .• er·' ..•.. ,'~"thi.;.· •. ~ .. ·.~e·.'.:.;.:.. ;.fhp!.".~:,in.vm.~.:.·i .. ·:.:.·_~~.4.;.·.·.·,:"'en~.·.··.~.:.:.h.·.t·."'.· .. ·,!>_~.,.';.:  :.·.'.;.':·:~as.;;: •• ;.:::_~.  .••. :;;6¥' ;~~~~lt",; .. ~ ~ II MERS ~~~;a b~'an unnece :;';f~~~f~~gpt. 
2 there. So what our system - what the !vIERS's 
3 system does is give you the servicer and the 
14 s icer has all that rn . 
1 S Q. Does ERS have an 800 number that I could 
16 call and ask questions about my Joan? 
1 7 A. TIle ERS system has a 1-800 number. 
18 Q. Okay. Is that for -
19 A. You said - you said MERS. 
20 Q. I'm sorry. 
21 A. Does that - the !vIERS system is actually 
22 part of ERS Corp., Inc . 
13 (Pages 46 to 49) 
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Page 50 Page 52
1 Q Is that something a consumer would call to 1 A and yes sir
2 get information on their mortgage loan 2 Q Does the MERS system have a database that
3 A Yes sir 3 would show the borrowers in Florida
4 Q Do you provide consumers with the name of 4 A Yes sir
5 the most recent or the current mortgage note holder 5 Q If at some point in this litigation we
6 or owner 6 would ask MERS to give us a list of all the
7 A No We provide the servicer the current 7 borrowers in Florida for whom MERS is a mortgagee
a servicer and that can be updated instantaneously 8 is that something that could be accomplished
9 So theres nolag like there would be with the 9 A Its not something that we would do
10 county land records for example 1011 Q Could it be done11 The the servicer that we give you is A It could probably be done
12 the actual company that has you file and that is 112 Q All right Over the break we had
13 the proper company to tell you to answer 13 pardon me
14 whatever kind ofquestion you might have about you 14 Discussion off the record
15 loan 15 BY MR WEAKLAND
16 Q Now the servicer and the mortgage note 16 Q When you say it probably could be done
17 owner could be one 4n e same company is that 17 what would be the difficulties with doing that if
18 cornet t 18 there are airy
19 A Yes sir 19 A Well it would take programming It would
20 Q l5 tTiat sore often the casetGan not 20 take man hours It would be unnecessary Youve
21
m o s aK xka drF YFkaaITv
1 Its Qften ttie case Itsoften o ffi 21 got borrowers in Florida Why whywould we
2 2 case l ke notes fliemselvesare to leLcliq and 22 disclose the name of ofborrowers to anyone
Page 51 Page 53
1 they can move rapidly from party to party They 1 Those people arentinvolved in foreclosures
2 winupnpeoples401 and and so 2 Foreclosures are make up less than
3 its thenumbers you hear on the television 3 1 percent of all the loans that we have on the MERS
4 about how huge themortgage uiduspyis the reason 4 system Less than 1 percent of those loans go into
5 for that larg Yel is because those nofes can be 5 foreclosure and this lawsuit about foreclosures
6 bought and sold and it dnves down the cost of 6 QlflunkIasked yon at on point the
7 getting a home loanbecaus those ziofes are so T srvics thatMERS provides to trievgbers
8 liquid 8 Is foreclosurehtigationonefthose
9 Q DoesMERS keep back of all ofthose sales 9 services thatMERS provides to its fenders or to
1 t1 i f the mortAQadoesR l p itsmebersv
11
AB k
A The servicer keeps track ofthat 11 A Iwould say that thats incidental toour
12 Q blotMERS 12 primary servicewhich is that weagree taserve in
13 A ATot riot1vfERS Ypi could use the system 13 the county land records as themortgagee of record
14 to keep flack of i1 You could ufihze this MERS 14 and w receiveServ c ofprocessgiiiall ofth at
15 system to rack sonicdf thA foramember A 15 becauseofthat
16 iiember might be abbe to use the MERS system for 16 61110104rprimary ptirpses war s any
17 that but really thepaety toebo to to fnd oiitk 17 sort tforeclusui that r e have So I thuik me
18 vrhere the noteis the sewicer 18 propervatadescnbeour anvolvemenl with
19 Q Does the MERS registry list the names of 19 foreclosureU that itsalt incident P ct
20 the borrowers 20 thafwefilemortgagee ofrecor
21 A Its the MERS system 21 Agatn its Less than1percent ofall the
22 Q Yes 22 loans that we have
002592
pi  eporting  
ag  50 
1 . I  t t o ethi    uld cal  t  
2  m1   t ir  l an'? 
3 . s, ir. 
4 .    c  i  t   f 
5 t  t r    curr nt   hol r 
6 or owner? 
7 . o.  r  t  servicer,  rr nt 
B rvi er,      i t ntaneously. 
9  ere's    t  l     
10 t   cords, r xample. 
11  --  ervi      i  
12      our fil ,    
13     l   -   


















. --  s, sir. 
. oes the ERS syste  have a database that 
l  sho  t  rr  i  Florida? 
. s, sir. 
. If at so e poi t i  t is liti ati  e 
l    t  i    li t  all t  
r  i  l i  f r   i  a t e, 
is that so ething that could be accomplished? 
A It's not so ething that we would do. 
. l  i   ne? 
. It could probably be done. 
. l i ht. r  r ak,   --
 . 
(Discus i  ff t  cord.) 
 . L D: 
Q. hen you say it probably could be done, 
hat ould be the difficulties ith doing that, if 
1 8 t r  r  ny? 
19 . ll, it l  t  r r i . It l  
 take an hours. It ould be UlUlecessary. ou've 
  got borro ers in Florida. hy - why ould e 
22 i l s  t   f -- f rr r  t  nyone? 




2 0 the borro ers? 
2 1 . I 's the ERS system --
22 Q. Yes. 
14 (Pages 50 to 5 ) 
1 ose le r n't i l e  i  f r l r . 
2 Foreclosures are - make up less than 
 1 percent of all the loans that e have on the S 
21 
22 
syste . Less than 1 percent of those loans go into 
f r l r ,  t is 
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1 Q That number that youvejust provided is 1 A IJh huh
2 that something that youvedone a study of that you 2 Q Before the break Mr Arnold we were
3 know thatsthe percentage 3 discussing the mortgage loan of Sandv Trent
4 A The less than 1 percent 4 Do you remember that conversation
5 Q Yes 1 5 A Yes sir That is a MERS mortgage
6 A Yes sir Its actually 7 percent so 6 Q Let me let me show you
7 its actually significantly less than 1 percent 7 iVIR WEAKLANDIn factImgoing to have
8 Q So of all the mortgages wherein MERS is a 8 the court reporter mark that as Exhibit 1
9 mortgagee less than 1 percent of those end up in a 9 Plaintiffs Exhibit Number 1 was marked
10 foreclosure filed by MERS 10 for identification
11 A Go to foreclosures 11 BY MR WEAKLAND
12 Q Go to foreclosure 12 Q Now I think this has become a a
13 A That result in foreclosure 13 document with more than one more than one
14 Q And thatsnot youre talking 14 document enclosed
15 nationally now 15 This is I think for the record the
16 A Well I would give the same answer 116 first two pages appear to be the Amended Complaint
17 Thatsa national figure but Florida is so 17 of Foreclosed Mortgage the third page is a
18 s ignificant as a as a percentage of the national 18 titled NoticeRequired by the FairDebt Collection
19 number that I think youd find that its comparable 19 Practices Act and the fourth page starts the
20 in Florida as well 20 mortgage
21 Q In the last four years are there 21 SoImgoing to ask if you could turn to
22 foreclosures in Florida wherein MFRS was the 22 the fourth pageof that Exhibit 1
Page 55 Page 57q
1 mortgagee that were not instituted by MFRS 1 Ibelieve you testified correct me if
2 A Where MERS is the mortgagee 2 Im wrong that this is a MOM or MFRS original
3 Q des 3 mortgagee
4 A Well theforeclosures are nshtute 4 A Yes sir
S Iomtly 1iyrlUlERS and themember Its ttsdone 5 Q Is that is that what the term is
5 to the ratite of MERS becausewer themortgagee of 6 A Nodding head
7 recordand the9agesays tga6we navetnengt 7 Q And you can see that by the language in
8 to foreclose 8 the mortgage is that correct
9 ctlle metpber is heavily involved in 9 A Yes sir
10 that for example we would notgw that a loan 10 Q And you testified that in some casesMERS
11 is m default and shouldg to foreclosure without 11 would not be named on the mortgage but would become
12 the involvement of the member 12 a mortgagee through a later assignment
13 Q km ein r could be a servicer 13 A Exactly And that might be one or two out
14 A Yes srrw 14 of 20
15 Q Allright Sri your expen4nce m Florida 15 Q Does the mortgagem this casein
16 havethe servicers on their own filed foreclosures 16 Exhibit L indicate that MERSs entitled Co Cgllect
17 m cases whereMERS was the mortgagee 17 moneys on theiiderIytnpdebt
18 A Well we have a certifyingofficer 18 MR BROCHIN Objection to the extent the
19 colocated with tllem soItlunk the answer is is 19 document speaks for itself
20 no Its tt proceeds with the involvement of 20 THE WITNESSYasTdon that is not
21 ME1tS 21 theeaseMERS Itas the mortgagemteresipnly
22 Thank youQ Y 22 The lienefrcialownerrtfie serutcer ate floe ones
002593
pi l orti g o pa r.  
a  4  
1 .  b r  ou've j  rovided, is 1 
2 t t so ethi  t t ou've d  a study f t t y  2 
3  that's t  r ntage? 3 
4 .  l    ercent'? 4 
5 . s. 5 
6 . s, ir. t's ct al  .  rcent,  6 
7 it's act aIl  si ifica tl  less t a  I erce t 7 
8 . O  l    i  1--lE  i   8 
9 e, l   1 r      i    
1 0 f    S?  
11 .   r s.  
12 .   l ure . 12 
13 . t lt i  l ure. 1 3 
14 .  t at's t -- ou're tal i  1 4 
15 ti aI  w?  
1 6 . el ,  l     s er.  
1 7 at's a ati al fi re, t l ri a is s  1 7 
1 8 ica    --        B 
19 nu ber that I think you'd find that it's co parable  
20    l .  
2 1 . I  t  l t f r r , r  t r   
22 re los res  rida i  E     
  
Pag e 56 
. Ub-huh. 
. ef re t e break, !vir. mold, e ere 
discussing the mortgage loan of Sandy Trent. 
o you re e ber that conversation? 
. es, sir. hat is a S 0l1gage. 
. t  -- l t  sho  u --
M . EAKLAND: I  fact, I'm going to have 
the court reporter ark that as xhibit 1. 
(Plaintiffs xhibit u ber 1 as arked 
for identification.) 
 . AKLAND: 
.  I t ink tlu     -  
t   t   --    
t l d. 
his is, I think -- f r  record,  
first two pages appear to be the ended Co plaint 
of ForecIosed ortgage, the third page is a --
titled oti<:e g.equired by tbe Fair ebt ollection 
Practices ct, and the fourth page starts the 
rt . 
 I'm i  t  s  if  l  t r  t  
the fourth page of that xhibit 1. 
1 rtgagee  e   s itute   E S?  [ li   t tifie  -- rr t  if 
2 . her     e? 
i!~;r~ 
?;T:('~:~§iij; :';" 
tof  ~~··:.t/: .. ;··«i';~\;. ,! 
1 0 
11 





,~··.~ ~;:r~ft)}{ft~~~gt~ ;¥;qW;~~~1~8~~g~~~g ·.f,!;9,n~-~ , 
ll -the servicer heir oWrdiled:16r.ec{bsures 
:: ~'~;;!~~~j:~m;;:,_), 
22 Q. Thank y . 






















. , ir. 
. Is t t - is t t t t  t r  is? 
. (Nodding head.) 
. nd you can see that by the language in 
the mortgage; is that correct? 
. e , i . 
. nd you testified that in so e cases E S 
would not be na ed on the ortgage but would beco e 
a mortgagee through a later assignment? 
A. Exactly. And that might be one or two out 
f . 
e . . this ' ~.in ~"'b~~O!lttt 
C I : bjeCtion to the extent the 
5 (Pages 54 to 57) 
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Page 58 Page 60
1 that collect the debt 1 money to MERS
2 BYMR WEAKLAND 2 A The borrower does not pay anymoney to
3 Q Sir if you could go to the last two pages 3 MERS
4 of this document and if you could identify what 4 Q Does MERS receive any moneyfrom the
5 this is 5 borrower
6 MR BROCHIN Could you identify what 6 A No
7 exactly by page number or something youre 7 Q Do you know whether theE3U21 stalernenl on
8 referencing 8 these transactions would show a payment to MERS as
9 MRWEAKLAND Well it would be in the 9 a closing cost for the buyer
10 upper righthand part of the page it would be 10 A There would not be a payment to MERS from is
11 page 18 in the fax line 018 and 019 11 the borrower regardless ofwhether it was o thes n r
12 BY MR WEAKLAND 12
T
HL1Dtor notThatmoney rteggldbyorotlo
13 Q And what is this sir 13 HUD1 and ifit were on theHUD 1 that represents
14 A Ibe itsa note promissory notes 14 a payment to the lender
15 Q Would thisbe emortgage 15 Q So the borrower would pay the lender a sum
16 1 Yes sir d 16 ofmoney and the lender would pay the money to
17 Qdknow tie document speaks for itself 17 MERS
18 but can ya ftffifthing on thetocument that would 18 A Ifit were on the HUD1
19
3
indicate that MERS rs a tbHAote 19 Q Is there a standard charge for a
20 A We typreallrare no oiY note5a sottsnot 20 standard charge that MERS imposes for each
21 on this note andL donEthinkyoullndof on 21 mortgage
22 other notes eitfier 22 A Yes
Page 59 Page 61
1 Q And to complete Exhibit 1 if you could go 1 Q What is that charge
2 back to the first page which has a 007 on the 2 A 395per loan
3 top do you see that 3 Q Is therea cost basis that MERS has
4 A Yes 4 developed to reach that figure of395 Is there 5
5 Q And what is this document 5 some rational basis for395as compared to 5 or
6 A Its title is Amended Complaint to 6 10
7 Foreclose Mortgage 7 A A large part of it is the fact that we are
8 Q And rs MERS461abitiff m this a an industry utility created for the purpose of
9 foreclosure Action 9 lowering the cost of borrowing money for consumers
10 A Ces we are 10 And so our prices are kept as low as possible yet
11 Q And on thesecond page there is a 11 high enough to ensure the profitability ofMERS and
12 signature line for Donna Glick Do you see that 12 the care and maintenance of the MERS system
13 A Yes sir 13 Q Is there a per unit cost to MERS for each s
14 Q And who does she represent in this action 14 mortgage Do you understand what I mean
15 A She would represent both MERS and 15 A 1 think I understand whatyoureasking
16 CitiMortgage 16 and it varies widely
17 Q And the third page which is has a 009 17 For example every situation where theres
18 at the top what is that 18 a challenge to a foreclosure the the cost to
19 A The title is notice required by the Fair 19 MERS far outstrip395 But as I said thats
20 Debt Collection Practices Act 20 well less than 1 percent of all of the loans we
21 Q Okay Li the mortgage transactions in 21 charge that for So 99 plus percent of the loans
22 Flonda does themortgagorrtbeborrower pay any 22 just pass and people make their payments according
002594
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this is. 
. CHIN: l   i tif  t 
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8 r ncing? 
9 . AKL D: ell, i  ld  --   
1 0  i t-ha   f  e,  l   
11      ,   . 
12  . AKLAND: 
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I S ' .! ' Q.S~· the ~rrowe~ '~~~il~~y the lender a sum 
16 f e  and t e le er l  a  t e e  to 
 RS? 
 .      -l. 
19 . I  t r   t r  r  f r --  
20 st r  r  t t  i s s f r  
 rtgage? 
 . . 
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1 ;  t  lete i it , f  l   
2   e irs  , ic       
3  -    t t? 
4 . es. 
5 . n   is this nt? 
6 . Its title is ende  lai t t  
7 ForecI?S~~c.>~gage. 
j "~'J1~P~~~0i1~~'f 
. nd on t e second , there  a 11 
1 2 signature line for onna lic .  ou see t at? 
. e , s . 13 
1 4 . nd ho does s e represent in this a ? 
1 5 . he o ld represe t both E  and 
1 6 iti ortga . 
1 7 . nd the third page, hich is - has it 009 
1 8 at the to , hat is t t? 
1 9 . The title is notice re uired by the Fair 
2 0 e t Co lection Practices c . 
21 in,- ;, 
2 2 
16 (Pages 8 to 6 ) 
 . hat is that charge? 
 . $3.95 l . 
3 . Is t r   st sis t t  s 
 e el e  to reac  t at fi re f$3.95? Is t ere 
 so e rational basis for $3.95 as co pared to $5 or 
 $1O? 
7 .  l r  rt f it i  t e f t t at  r  
B an industry utility created for the purpose of 
9 lowering the cost of borrowing money for consumers. 
 0 nd so our prices are kept as low as possible yet 
11 high e gh to e s re the pr fita ility f ERS a  
2 the care a  ai te a ce f t e ERS s ste . 
3 . [s there a per unit cost to E S for each 
4 ortgage? o you understand hat I ean? 
 5 A. I think I understand what you're asking, 
1 6 a  it aries idel . 
17 or exa ple, every situation here there's 
1 B a challenge to a foreclosure, the -- the cost to 
 9 ERS far outstrip $3.95. But as I said, that's 
 ell less than I percent f all f t e loans e 
21 charge that for. So 99 plus percent oftbe loans 
22 just pass and people ake their pay ents according 




1 to the schedule and in those cases the cost is
2 dramatically lower
3 Q There is some cost to MERS though
4 A Yes sir
5 Q for each mortgage
6 A Yes sir
7 Q And the cost would include what types of




12 Q Other than the foreclosure costs and so
13 forth
14 A Well thats thatsa major part of the
15 costs
16 If youretalking about MERS itself MFRS
17 is the company that serves in the county land
18 records and goes forward with the foreclosure to
19 the extent that that becomes required
20 The costs of that litigation are borne by
21 the member and those costs are balled up in the
22 profitability of the member
Page 63
1 Q So if I if what I understand is
2 correct you have less than I percent of all
3 mortgages end up in foreclosure
4 A Ofourmortisges
5 Q Of yourmortgages
6 A Noddinghead
7 Q And the cost oflitigation are not paid by
8 VIERS
9 A I didntsay that The cost of the
10 foreclosure would not be paid by MERS It would be
11 paid by the respective member
12 Cost of litigation generally for
13 example this litigation were talking about
14 involved in right here MERS is the defendant and
15 it adds up to a shocking amount of money
16 Q The395though is less than what is
17 paid to record a mortgage isntthat correct
18 A Well when you asked me earlier about
19 whether MERS has competition thats thats a
20 you know we have to keep our fees as low as
21 possible And so yes thatsa very low fee and
22 it while itsnot related to recording costs it
Page 64
1 gives you an example ofhow low our fees are
2 because yes to record a document with the county
3 land records costs many many many times that
4 much
5 Q Does the borrower pay that fee of
6 recording to the lender as part of the settlement
7 costs
8 A Yes
9 Q So the lender bears the recording fee of
10 the mortgage is that correct
11 A Yes
12 Q The members also pay a membership fee
13 A Yes sir
14 Q correct
15 Is there a flat rate for themembers to
16 pay
17 A Unlike the registration fee which is
18 395 per loan we do have tiers for membership
19 So if you area say a mom and shop sic
20 mortgage company thatsjust very small 50 loans a
21 year youregoing to pay a low membership fee
22 And if youre a Iarge mortgage company probably of
Page 65
1 the names youvecommonly heard Countrywide Wells
2 Fargo Chase theyr going to pay a lot more in
3 the form ofmembership
4 Q Is that based on the number ofloans
5 A Its actually based for example upon the
6 number of certifying officers that they wouldhave
7 So a very a very small mortgage company
8 might have one certifying officer and that might
9 be the CEO So the cost for that mortgage company
10 for us to maintain our relationship with them is
11 dramatically lower than say a Countrywide which
12 may have a hundred or more certifying officers
13 And we keep track ofall our certifying officers so
14 we know who they are
15 Q tom tfiestandpoint does the
16 consiitnerpaymoney tti fERS at any timedpnitg the
17 mortgage loan proCess
18 k Never
19 MR BROCHIN Just so were clear when
20 you you mean sic consumer you mean the
21 borrower
22 MR WEAKLAND Theborrower correct
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. (Noddin  d)  
. nd t  st  litigation   paid  7 
ME S?  
A. 1 't  t t. he st of   
oreclos re ould not be paid  E . It o ld e 0 
paid  the re e e h . 11 
ost ofi tigation -- ge l , fo  12 
exa ple, this litigation e're talking about,  
involved in, right he , ERS is the , and 4 
15 it adds up t  a s ing a ount of mone . 5 
1 6 . he $3.95, thou , is le s than hat is 6 
17 paid to record a mortga ; is 't that COITec ? 1,{, .', 
18 A. e , wben you asked e earlier about 
i?age 64 
gives you an example of how low our fees are 
because, yes, to record a document witb the county 
land records costs any, many, many ti es that 
much. 
Q. Does the bOlTower pay that fee of 
r cordi  to t  l r as art of t  settle ent 
costs? 
. es. 
Q. SO the lender bears the recording fee of 
t  ()rtgage; i  t  cor ect? 
. s. 
Q. The members also pay a membership fee - . 
. s, ir. 
. - or ect? 
I    t   t   t  
pay? 
A. Unlike the registration fee, which is 
$3.95 per loan, we do have tiers for membership. 
So ifYOll are a -- say, a mom and shop [sic] 
ortgage co paJiy that's just very s all, 50 loans a 
year, you're going to pay a lo  e bership fee. 
And if you're a large mortgage company, probably of 
a e 65 
the na es you've co only heard, Country ide, ells 
Fargo, Chase, they're going to pay a lot ore in 
the fonn of membership. 
. ]s that based on the nu ber of loans? 
A. It's actually based, for exa ple, upon the 
number of certifying officers that they would have. 
So a verj - a verj s all ortgage co pany 
might have one certifying officer, and that might 
be the CEO. So the cost for that mortgage company, 
for us to aintain our relationship ith the  is 
dra atically lower than, say, a Countrywide, which 
may have a hundred or ore certifying officers. 
And we keep track of all our certifying officers so 
, Who they are:. 
1 9 whether ERS has co , t t's -- th t's a -- 19 . I : Just so we're clear, when 
20 you kno , we have to k ep our f es as low as 20 you -- you mean [sic] consumer, you mean the 
2 1 poss le. And s , yes, th t's a very lo  fe , and 2 1 b r? 
22 it -- while it's not related to recording costs, it 22 R. EAKLAND: The borrower, correct 
17 (Pages 62 to 65) 





















Q All right But the borrowerslender pays
money to MFRS not only on the mortgage but on the
membership fee
A If they are a member
Q They donthave to be a member
A Theres no requirement to be a member of
MERS
Q Can the lender whosnot a memberof MERS
enjoy any of the MERS services
A No they cannot They have to be a member
and go by the membership agreement and the rules of
membership and part of that is that they would
have to pay the appropriate fees
Page 68
1 national bank or the other large facility that has
2 stainless steel vaults and its its likeinoney
3 And so that note the real question aliout
4 the holderofnote is whohas ati to aecess
5 it and get it but of that facility And and so
6 you know as we as we get mto the foreclosure
T process MERS gains that authop ty to get that
8 note
9 MR WEAKLAND Lets take a break
10 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 1159am
11 This completes Tape Number I of the videotaped
12 deposition ofMrRK Arnold
13 Discussion off the record
14 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 1200pm
15 and this is Tape Number 2 of the videotaped
16 deposition of McRK Arnold
17 BY MR WEAKLAND
18 Q Mr Arnold backing up just a bit we
19 talked about the HUDIstatement and what the
20 borrower pays in closing costs
21 If that 395were listed as a payment as
22 a closing cost would theborrower pay that at the
18 Pages 66 to 69
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Page 67 Page 69
1 Since the molatortum thatswhatdtappentnoan a i 1 time ofclosing
2 largewayhi da 2 MR BROCHIN Objection to the form of the
3 ItsrStl mctdeat of theaact thatwere 3 question I think thats calling for a lot of
4 themortga of record If they choose not to 4 speculation there
5 take advantage ofit thatsno different than that 5 THEWITNESS Yeah I dontknow whats
6 99 percent of the loans that don go into default 6 paid and what not is not paid If its on the
7 Q Initiallywhen the borrower assigns 7 HUD1 its disclosed as a potential fee
8 mortgagen tes LthInk thatiyoutestfiedthat 8 BY MR WEAKLAND
9 MERS tsnot a party to thenortgage note isthat 9 Q Can you give me an idea of the range of
10 correct 10 the membership fees from the smallest mom and pop
11 A The note 11 operation to SunTrust for example
12 Q Attssome tubeduringAhe coarse of loon 12 A The smallest would be what we call a lite
13 servtcmg does MERS become a party to the mortga e 13 membership which would be 264 annually
14 note 14 Q Did you say light
15 A We become a hgldeCofthe note 15 A Thats a lite member Thats a
16 Q ACM time does that happens 16 Q LIGHT
17 A Xt at the tonneof foeclosure 17 A LITE like a litebeer
18 Q T Sju gtner t to forei losureaithe the 18 Q Okay
19 complatntin foreclosure 19 A And that just expresses the fact that
20 A Welt the note is typt4ally held In d 20 theyr tlieyr less of a drain on our on our
21 secure vault And one of the things is guess 21 resources by the way that you think that number
22 tliatsnotcommonly knowns that tlats usually a 22 equates to the savings they would receive for one
002596
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2 BY R. EAKLAND: 
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 iti  f r. .K. r l . 
17  . L ND: 
 . r. rnold, backing up just a bit, e 
    -I t t   t  
Z 0 rr r s i  l si  sts. 
 If that 3.95 were listed as a pay ent, as 
22   t,  b       
a e  
 ti  f l sing? 
2 . . I : bjection to the fonn of the 
3 question. r think that's calling for a lot of 
4 l ti  t . 
5  I : eah, r n't  at's 
 paid and what not - is not paid. If it's on the 
 -l, it's disclosed as a potentia) fee. 
  !'vI . : 
9 . an you give e an idea f the range f 
 0 the membership fees from the smallest mom and pop 
 operation to Sun Trust, for exa ple? 
 , he le  o ld e   c   t  
1 3 e ers i , hich l  e $264 a all . 
4 . id you say light? 
5 . t's a lite e . t's a --
 . -I- -H-T? 
17 . L-I-T-E, like a lite be . 
18 . kay. 
19 . nd that just expre ses the fact that 
20 t ey're -- they're less of a drain on bUr --  our 
2 1 resources by the ay that you think that nu ber 
22 equates to the savings they ould receive for one 
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Page 70j Pae 72
1 loan a month and it goes up to7500 a year for 1 A It could be bought and sold Its a
2 the largest mortgage companies 2 negotiable instrument
3 Q Would the average be somewhere right in 3 Q Are all of those transfers recorded in the
4 the middleofthose two numbers 4 MERS system
5 A Well there are very few large companies 5 A No
6 so I dontknow what the average or the 6 Q Whynot
7 Q I guess the average would be right in the 7 A Well itsaXegotiable instnunent and
8 middle What wouldbe the median 8 theresno requirement to update theMERS system
9 A Well the median both numbers we 9 If the if thememberwantedt do that then
10 have a lot of lite members Over a thousand 10 theycan tltthze theMFRS s stetii for tl But the
11 probably 11 go able insfrumentss 9igned t to
12 Q Out of how many total members 12 move freely eSo it couldbegledged tcan be
13 A I would say3000 The very largest 13 transferred itcan mope
14 mortgage companies begin to drop offpretty 14 Q If I had access into the MFRS registry I
15 quickly So once you get past the top 10 it 15 think you testified that I would be able to see the
16 starts to go down pretty significantly By the 16 current servicer
17 time yourethrough with the top 30 you start 17 A Yes
18 coming out on a on a different list in the 18 Q If that services changed over time would
19 newspaper in the newspaper 19 I be able to see the progression of servicers over
20 Q Okay Are there services servicers who 20 the course ofmy loan
21 are not lenders as members ofMERS1 21 A Well the MFRS system would show the
22 A There are servicers who are not members of 22 current servicer and under the Truth in Lending
Page 71 Page 73
1 MFRS 1 Act the previous servicer would have to have sent
2 Q Let me rephrase that 2 a notification to the borrower to change where they
3 Are there servicers who are members of 3 send the payments and the new services wouldhave
4 MERS who are not lenders 4 to send a letter to the borrower saying now send
5 A Yes 5 the payments to us Its called a hellogoodbye
6 Q Are those servicers included in the3000 6 letter
7 total that you just discussed 7 And so the borrower receives notice that
6 A Yes 8 the servicer has transferred and the MERS flag
9 Q About how many of those would be servicers 9 would point to the new servicer You get the
10 but not lenders 10 current servicer from the MFRS system
ii A In fact I donteven know that we would 11 Q Did MFuRS Ienda y money to any ofthe
12 be able to determine that because they could 12 namedplatntif in thiscase
13 become they could have become a lender or 13 A NY
14 stopped ending 14 Q Did MFRS provide financing for any
15 Q Duune the course of a mortgage loan where 15 residential real estate purchases in Florida
16 the boiiovpr tS paying tt off that ae loang m 16 A No
17 couldbeftansf ned manytimesduringthat period 17 Q MEM to the business of lending money
18 correct 18
19 A The mortgage loan 19 Q Did MERS buy any mortgage loan paper of
20 Q Yes 20 the Plainhffsforfair value
21 A Itieno 21 A No
22 Q Yes 2 2 Q Dtd MFRS buyany residential mortgage loan
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Pa  70 Page 72 
1 loan a onth, and it goes up to $7,50  a year for 1 . 
2 t  l t r  companies.  
3 . l  t e av r  be so  ri ht in 3 
4 t  iddle f t  t  bers? 4 
5 . ell, t r  ar  r  f  l r  co panies,  
6 s   on't   t  aver ge or t  -- 6 
7 . I g  t   l  b  ri t i  t   
8 i dle. t l   t  edian?  
9 . ell, t e edia  -- t  nu ers --   
1 0  a l t f lit  ers. r  t and  
11 ably.  
12 . t    t tal e bers? 
13 .    , 0 .    
1 4 tga e ies i  t   ff tt    Q. If I had access into the MERS registry, I 
15 i kl .    t t t  t  0, it  think you testified that I ould be able to see the 
16 s     i ifi ntly.      ervicer? 
1 7 ti e you're th~ough ith the t9P 3Q; you start  . . 
1 B i  t   --   iff r t list i  t   . If that servicer changed over ti e. ould 
1 9  -- i  t e e s a er. 1 9 I be able to see the progression of servicers over 
2 0 . y. e t e  r  - r s    t e c rse f  l an? 
2 1   e ers  ers  ?  . ell, the E  syste  ould sho  the 
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1 paper in Florida for tair value 1 A No
2 A Would you repeat that 2 Q Is there any consideration that is paid by
3 Q Did MERS buy any residential mortgage loan 3 MERS the orbainal mortgageefor those
4 paper in Florida for fair value 4 assigiaments
5 A No sir 5 A No
6 Q in the business of buying 6 Q Letmeask about mortgage notes Does
7 residential mortgage loan paper for fair for 7 MERS even take an assignment o a mortgage note
e fair ualue 8 A No sir We become the holder oFthe
9 A No sir 9 of themortgagenote
10 Q Has MERS ever obtained a license to act as 10 Q Atwhitpomt do you become the holder of
11 a mortgage lenderin Florida 11 the mortgage IIote
12 A NoSir 12 t1Ysthe li7an begins o mouetoward
13 Q Has MERS purchased theright from any of i 13 foreclosure rtiecomesmore andmore evident that
14 the Plaintiffs lenders to foreclose on their 14 wemight haveto present thenote m foreclosuie
15 mortgageloans 15 andtheres an instruction to MERS that they are to
16 A IVo ir 16 forecloseand tFtat makes ystieholder
17 Q Does M ERS providemoney constderataon when 17 Q wrenSOUsrWin 6at beginsto moue
18 mortgages are assgned taMERS 18 forward tooreciosure what events move the Foan
19 MIT BTTOEHTNExcuseme 19 forwaid to foreclosttteY
20 BYMR WEAKLAND 20 A We11 thecehas o be a default The
21 Q Do youuaderstand 21 memberastodetermmehat theloati is rn
22 MR BROCHIN Ijustwant to seewrat 2 2 default Ar an apdatehas fo lsesett o theMERS
Page 75 Page 77 i
the question said
2 Could you rephrase that 2
3 MRWEAKLANDWhat The last question 3
4 MR BROCHIN Yes please 4
5 MR WEAKLAND Okay 5
6 MR BROCHL or reask it Or could 6
7 the court reporter read back 7
8 MR WEAKLAND Yes I lost it 8
9 THE REPORTER Question Does MERS 9
10 provide money consideration when mortgages are 10
11 assigned to MERS 11
12 THE WITNESS Provide 12
13 BY MR WEAKLAND 13
14 Q Could you do you okay Let me 14
15 let me see if can rephrase that 15
16 Atsomepoipt I flunk you testified that 16
17 mortgagesare as5ioned taulERS maybe not on 17
18 enhm phoneticspelling cases but at souie later 18
19 point i 9
20 A Yes sir 20
21 Q On thoseassigmnents doesMERS pay money 21
22 to the original Mortnahee 2 2
matnote And under themere erstup agreement and
the rules we are to become the holder
Whether or not thenote is actually pulled
out ofthevault and presented in the court depends
on w4 t the judge requi es t depends on the
state So at the time of for example a
foreclosure judgment the note wouldbe
to theiud e
Prior to that its held m as secure a
ation as possib because it is paramount to
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1 money aiid its not a smart idea o have it in
2 briefcases and accordion files and stuff like that
3 So to the extent we can keep in
4 custody thats whatwe do and who has the
5 authority toreceive possessiongfthat note shifts
6 to MERS as we move into the foreclosures
7 Q These notes are held in different banks
8 around the country
9 A Yes sir and theyr typically any
10 mortgage company ofsize is going to have a
11 relationship with a facility like that
12 Q yfien thenate isullOd out ofwhatever
13 depositoryW inis the is there an
14 assigiunent of the note is there some quick c rige
15 done to the nofe or is ttpreserifed to the court
16 exactly as it was in thepault
17 AB It s typtcallypresentedtah
18 courtjust exactly asiapp the vault It
19 couldbendoYSec awe o




























1 beneficial owner of the loan
2 Our job is to serveasmortgagee of record
3 litcounty land records anYTpatt of that iswe
4 would need fo be a party tmthe foreclosure
5 Q Does the servicer have the discretion to
6 work out a deal with the borrower before involving
7 MERS in a foreclosure action
8 A I wouldsay that the servicer always has
9 that authority It is almost always contained by
10 some sort ofrequirement from the beneficial owner
11 So I would say yes the servicer has certain
12 latitude but they they are not the beneficial
13 owner in those cases and so they would they
14 would Have to be operating within instructions
15 For example forgiveness of a late
16 payment A serv might be able to do that
17 whereas they might not be able to accept less than
18 the face value ofthe note
19 Q When a loam a orgaoe loan goes into
20 default rs there anynsltnIY11rRS
21 MR B1ZOClfiN Objectto the farm of the
22 question
Page 81
1 THE WLTNESS IWatticlsayrro Theres an
2 obligation that wewouldpl agile m the
3 foreclosure
4 BY MR WEAKLAND
5 Q Butas far as losingmoney if the
6 borrower dtdnwiiuld MERS losemonev
8 Q Of the named plaintiffsmthiscase did
9 MERS ever acquire ownershipfthe rf id ige
10 not
11 Ae11PzareTtheTaalr9tie
there any procedures in place by MERS that include i3
maybenegotiating a seitlementwth theconsumer
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8  t  ountry? 
9 . s, ir,  ey're l  -- a  
1 0 ortgage co pany of size is going to have a 
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1 . QSI,1~#.~if1 ~;~tqfJh~jp~;:;~:~ :~ ." .. .. 
2 '. ··..'Oll1'j6b,i.!iJg,,~~ty~as}}wrt <:l~~eqrr t r  
! ~" ~;6.tfutt~Xt;~:~1~j~~% ~;;~::.iS we 
 ' .Does the serviCerhav~' ffi dfsttetion to 
6 work out a deal with the borrower before involving 
  i   f r cl r  action? 
 . I lild say t at t e ~ervicer al a s has 
 that authority. It is almost always contained by 
10 so  s rt f rem ~t Jrqll1 th-~)?I<neficial ner. 
  I l  say, s, t  s r i r il .;{ rt i  
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12 latitude, but they -- they are not th~ ber~fic:;ial 
  owner in those cases, and so they would -- they 
14 would have to be operating within instrtlctions. 
 For exa ple, for~veness f a late 
  y ent. ., seniicer rDi t p  l  .t  gO t t, 
1 7 her~  t  i t t  l  fO ~ cept l ss t  
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MR WEAKLAND Lets take a break
THE VIDEOGRAPHER Thetim is 129pm
Weregoing off the record
Luncheon recess
Plaintiffs Exhibit Number2 was marked

























THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 15pm
and were back on the record
MR WEAKLAND Thank you
BY MR WEAKLAND Resumed
Q Mr Arnold let me just go back and touch
on a couple things that 1 didntask you
We talked about the MFRS members and I
thinkwev identified lenders and servicers Are
there any other categories that are MERS members
A There could also be a category ofmembers
who just want to be a part ofMERS say for
example a journalist or or a some expert
in mortgage lending or a county recorder a
county we have county recorders or county
government officials that are MERS members and if
theyr with the government they would not pay the
membership fee
Page 85
Q How does MERS assess the fee for those
members whodonthave transactions on the MERS
system
A As I said in the case of a governmental
entity we would we wouldntcharge it For
example FHA pays no no membership fee
On some of the other categories it would
probably be1000 annually
Q Does MERS make more money from the395
fee or the membership fee
MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
question
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1 for identification.) 
2 THE VlDEOGRAPHER: TIle time is I: I 5 p.m., 
3 and we'r  back on the record. 
4 MR. WEAKLAND: Thank you. 
5 BY MR. EAKLAND: (Resumed) 
6 Q. r. Arnold, let me just go back and touch 
7 on a couple things that [ didn't ask you. 
S e talked about the E  embers, and I 
9 th ink e've i ntif  lenders and servicers. Are 
10 there any other categories that are E S members? 
1 1 A. There could also be a category of e bers 
12 who just want to be a part of ERS, say, for 
13 example, a journalist or -- or a -- some expert 
1  in mortgage lending or a county recorder, a 
 county -- e have county recorders or county 
16 government officials that are MERS. members, and if 









 e bers ho don't have transactions on the ERS 
9 s st ? 
0 A. As [ said. in the case of a governmental 
1 entity, e would -' we wouldn't charge it For 
1 2 example, FHA pays no -- no membership fee. 
13 On some of the other categories, it would 
14 probably be $1,000 anm4111y. 
15 Q. Does MERS make more money from the $3.95 
16 
17 
a break. 18 
fee or the membership fee? 
MR. BROCHIN: Object to the fonn of the 
question. 
19 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The.timeis 12:19 p.m. 19 THE WITNESS: Much more with the 3.95 fee. 
2 0 W 're going o f the recor . 2 0 
21 (Luncheon reces .) 21 
22 (Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 2 was marked 22 
22 (Pages 82 to 8 ) 
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1 A When five foreclose u Florida 1 BY MR WEAKLAND
2 Q 2 Q The risk that you described is a risk of
3 A Yes Ultimately we obtaiuajudgment 3 loss offuture business
4 AndItluik you asked me earlier whether we had 4 A That I suppose would depend upon how
5 whether there was anything at risk in that in I 5 significant our members consider the incident of
6 that foreclosure Anii my answer Was really in line 6 foreclosure to be in the overall MERS proposition
7 with your other questions which was financial 7 As 1 said several times earlier less than
8 risk We are heaydl at risk as far as you know 8 1 percent of loans registered on the MFRS system go
9 having to follow tha rules ofcourt enforcing 9 to foreclosure And and so I think if if
10 our rules Wat our nbers must oby 10 a ifyou lost the ability to foreclose I think
11 Ver also
n we also have Jeopardy as far 11 you know you have you have a loss in our value
12 as if we were to fghm the foreclosure realm 12 proposition
13 that would6e a pare four value prposition that 13 Q Lets take the Trent foreclosure which is
14 A
Irl
would not b there UlAnd I mentioned earlier that 114 in front of you as an example
15 thats that al to our mainli f 15 If for some reason MERS lost that case
16 business wl4kh iss as mortgage of record 16 tell me what item of value or each item of value17
1 B
but it s a pied of061 ers are
entitled to anthat be to for







MR BROCHIN Object to the form ofthe
question
20 So ye e a good bit at ris en 20 THE WITNESS Well it would be to our
21 it comes to th ioree sure itself It hsure ohe 21 value proposition as opposed to you know as is
22 done right ands counter s 22 I as I answered earlier you know we unless
age 8770 Page 891 which is in essenceiuhat has happeneShere in 1 it came to the form ofa counterclaim that we lost
2 this case w 2 we wouldntfinancially lose money if this didnt
3 So we to court a
a
o rt ndwGget 3 ao forward in our name but it would draw away from
4 involved in the forclEisu e we have a lot at riska 4 our value proposition which is that of serving as
5 but of course it wbWdibave to do with whether or 5 mortgagee of record And ourmembers understand
6 not wer doing w 1Vere supposed to do3in terms 6 that to be something thatsstandard and part of
7 of that foreclosure ice ur obligation to foreclose 7 that is that the foreclosure will go through the
8
10
thatwev undertak ough our membership




MFRS process if needbe
So we would lOSG that part of our value
gu1a e n doa gab job in 10 offering
lltheitigattan 11 BY MR WEAKLAND
12 MIRRB OCHIN Object to the form 12 Q What interest is MFRS advancing on its own
13 THE WTFNE Its u n w I wouldy 13 be ealf in the Trgn cas a
19 out 8 e ame a onekm a r 14 a c c ei Vii k ly
15 lof ecfs e d e e t is an 15 piece o tl On o a f
4 16 a Q e t uti a forteI 16 1us e aga aeand17 otrr si a e t 17 tl a e as
18 G e dar a fe 18
19 ort a e d o xoceeding o a the 19 d1ne
2 Oi a thin x 20 la 4g tii t h ho t G G off
o profesic a erwoulYdhave 21
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1 BY MR. WEAKLAND: 
2 Q. The risk that you described is a risk of 
3 los  of future business? 
4 A. That, I suppose, would depend upon how 
5 significant our e bers consider th.e incident of 
6 foreclosW'e to be in the overall MERS proposition. 
7 As I said several times earlier, less than 
8 1 percent ofloans registered on the ERS system go 
9 to f reclosure.  -- and so L think if -- if 
1  a -- if you lost the abilityto foreclose, I think, 
11 you know, you have - you have a loss in our value 
1  proposition. 
 Q. Let's take the Trent foreclosure, which is 
1  in front of you, as an example. 
 If, for so e reason, S lost that case, 
1  tell  t it  f l  -- or eac  i   l  
     l st. . 
1 8 R. CHlN: bject to the fonn f the 
  stion. 
 a THE ITNESS; en, it would be to our 
 value proposition as opposed to -- you know, as 
  -- as I answered earlier, you know, we -- unless 
Page 89 i 
 it came to the form of a counterclaim that we lost, 
 we wouldn't fmancially lose money if this didn't 
 go forward in our name, but it would draw away from 
 our value proposition which is that of serving as 
fuh,,.th,-r or  ortgagee of record. nd our e bers understand 
that to be something that's standard, and part of 
that is that the foreclosUre will go through the 


















So we would lose that part of our value 
offering. 
 . : 
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6 As faraswhether the foreclosurewill be
7 conducted in our name thatsad atton
Wx z
8 ourmemberwouldakehethetth Yr4Yrit c
11 And as Imentioned earlier in Florida
12 wev instituted a moratorium on that aspect until
13 we get all this resolved because we really are
14 looking to better the process and we just
15 determined that to the extent that we have
16 litigation that brings this into question lets
17 put in a moratorium and lets litigate and just do
18 it through the courts like like is really the
19 only way wer going to get a resolution to this
20 Q Is your when I mean your I mean
21 MFRS is MERS bottom line affected whether it
22 wins or loses that case Exhibit I
Page S 1
1 MR BROCHIN Objection I object to the
2 form of the question
3 THE WITNESS I would say absolutely we
4 are affected
5 BY MR WEAKLAND
6 Q How is it affected
7 A It impacts the obligation thatwev
8 undertaken through a membership with the member
9 Q The member stops paying you
10 A No The member paid us We were paid for
11 it
12 Q Okay Again the question is what loss
13 would you suffer financially if you lost that case
14 MERS
15 A Well nowyou say financially We for
16 one thing to litigate the case costs us money
17 as as we sit here today
18 As far as you know financial loss we
19 get into a lawsuit and there are counterclaims
20 cost standpoint
2




TT BRO 06jec ion fo the extent the







3 Q Canyou estimate the total dollar amount
4 ofjudo rents obtained by MFRS in Florida
5 foreclosure actions since 20027
6 MRBROCHIN Hold on a minute
7 Will you re read the question so he could
8 hear it again please
9 THE REPORTER Question Can you estimate
10 the total dollar amount ofjudgments obtained by
11 MERS in Florida foreclosure actions since 2002
12 T I t SS1fi vea cecet c
13 do Imp ug nl ina
14 wohl come olase i a tliatas theoctu reclou
17
18 BY Mlt WEA SID
19 Q Thats okay
20 A Ican easily sayzero
21 11914 er b tk






2 e've instituted a oratoriu  on that aspect until 
3 we get all this resolved because we really are 
 looking to better the process, and e just 
 ined t to e t t t  e a e 
 litigation that brings this into question, let's 
 put in a oratoriu  and let's litigate and just do 
8 it through the courts like -- like is really the 
9 only way wr!re going to get a resolution to this. 
 . Is your -- hen I ean your, I ean 
 E  - is S's  ine fecte    
2 ins or loses that case, Exhibit I? 
 R. BROCHIN: Objection. I object to the 
 fonn ofthe question. 
 T E IT ESS: I would say absolutely we 
  . 
  .. D: 
 . o  is it affected? 
 A. It impacts the obligation that we've 
8 undertaken through a membership with the member 
 Q. The member stops paying you? 
 A. No. The member paid us. e were paid for 
 . 
 Q. Okay. Again, the question is what loss 
 would you suffer financially if you lost that case, 
 IvI RS? 
 . ell,   s  fi ilcially.  -- f r 
  one thing, to litigate the case costs us money 
1  a  - as e sit here today. 
r t i ng Co pany 
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 t     t 
4 fj gmimts tai e   E  i  l ri a 
  s  ? 
 . HI : l  il  nii t . 
7 ill  r -re  t  sti  s   l  
   ain, l ase? 
  T R: stion:   sti  
  t l  ( fj\l  9p   
  i  
1  As far as, you know, financial loss, e 1  
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creditor KMR VVEA LAND Yes
2 A therA judgment dieditor as far as 27 MR BROCHIN Object to the form ofthe
3 MFRS S b6nrned Th6p Irty1k Io 3TRYT d the question
4 iWdY ygesTl 4 BYMR WEAKLAND
51on Wmtotnngst cases e 5 Q Well any of the foreclosure actions of
6 servt
A
C 6 the named plaintiffs
dRat 7 MtBROCHIN Object to the form of the
reel 8 question It calls for a legal conclusion in which
nn ey teaoae r OP 9 Pm sure the operative pleadings would cover
10
ney 10 BYMR WEAKLAND
Q You can answer






16 AWeRZFEnin I Mynt be 9v
17
exampl6 16 foreclosure 4ftthe name of
A
y I ML Guld
018 IVMRSMifil LURgage And it 1Mght be the c Ell
19 that Cit o gagehas claim ffiN t wants to
20 then try tqgg for moge clbut thats




2 tat Our W0ave n6166bwledeofybqtthe4
3 outstaudinebtis WiAlAIlowthat iVskdefault
4 and ourjobjiiforecI6WkAnd the extent of
5 our involvemet t and the Went of our expertise ls
6 that we would dowhatsRwithin the rules
7 ofthe court Wplead thatVid have that mortgage
8 interest mov6dity the court fo probably the member
9 tix ask for
efflIn e3ren case anll
1 wit askedforde sinroutercases
12 t
13 A To the extent that there is something like
14 that that wouldbe the creditor or the the
15 lender or the service going forward and and




21 N4R BROCHIN Are you talking about any
22 foreclosureaction
Page 97
12 MR tf HIN Object to the form of the
13 question It calls for legal conclusions
14 BY MR WEAKLAND
15 Q In Florida
16 MR BROCHIN Same objection
17 THE WITNESS And the reason Im being
18 careful here is because Idontwant I want to
19 give you a fair answer I hope I hope Ive
20 tried to do that all day
21 etn eniew NsWmniifTA













A. To the extent that there is so ething like 
1 4 that, that would be the creditor or the -- the 
15 lender or the se I' going forward and -- and 
22 foreclosure action? 
Page 96 
1 MR. WEAKLAND: Yes. 
2 MR. BROCHlN: Object to the form of the 
3 question. 
4 BY MR. WEAKLAND: 
5 Q. Well, any of the foreclosure actions of 
6 the named plaintiffs. 
7 !vIR. BROCHlN: Object to the form of the 
8 question. It calls for a legal conclusion in which 
9 I'm sure the operative pleadings would cover. 
BY R. EAKLAND: 
: Object to the form of the 
question. It Calls for legal conclusions. 
14 BY . E : 
15 Q. In Florida? 
16 MR. BROCHIN: Same objection. 
1 7 THE WITNESS: And the reason I'm being 
1 8 careful here is because I do 't want - I want to 
1 9 I hope - I hope - I've 
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1 owner wev never claimed toe the bencuclal 1asbee vaeclase at tdan nowe soIc at
2 owner an flit me aeernnfaid 2 sie s Ancl s AAAAIVTN3 rules ake tear erenoUtl atone 3 tnntheshe c
4 Sa for toTiec a ttr ttn form of 4 extent ts ecessaryt i ha c




7 o a flap9en Ott zniahtha en as s erh jotnees RShas n iem udgrie3
8 an a comrnoda o m a c gm sa T m o e e o t e o emivt h
9 no Atha u er h lr sa na gb 1llhat vie wool defer ng to ave happen
10 t o e a specia s1 ai fihata 10 tuh ntheio e s s ld fog s mehotl the
i 1Eerhfntc n he a e o ltor e
y
11 e t to edee ouglito go o tl
1 hat ot utmeto u tobeeor tl a vner 12 1 at ue Pr liat h
13 aJ9d credtor ers it
14 ha daatsforiclosetht e 14 is ne 11j en gta cad
15 I1xe th r3ec Cons qre 15 c tl tnon soe o
16 on c trs wztli o n fr o a s
17 rnem e an e e atc an dow as 17 BYhMftAKL
M18 toontntn t17it ob 18 Q rter Ftlnat FILS19 replosuse gmen Tha x dePi 11 n 19etas uLredgnnen
20 ex
21 reinYe 21 hoes EItS Fepmzts incial
22 Shek7iaCaVECn 77 ctafirrn1ntc4tiv Ttiinftlaaasrrrrnihir9nrkl
Page 99 Page 101
ROGMnc
n n e the 4 s a nx x t n 1 y
rtTt eedbn we a u1c coreE ands 2 MRROCCHIN Object objection Asked
e p p o o e bene m cr er 3 and answered
4 AKLD 9 BY MR WEAKLAND
5 hi
a
9 v a o fo 5 Q Is Ml 11 S o p in
R wow AM 3 jtdgMriteJu ge 6 4 fieY c daments Tore eto
7 compTatnt t erbf e e f1 1 IE as the 7 MR BROCHIN Objection As R and
laiiittJuag attTi tvneol 8 answered
9 en enn the d enti e a third p as 9 THE WITNESS No
e G T e tctedi o 10 BY MRWEAKLANDi
Agta77M
11 MR BROCHIN Excuseme Object to the 11 Q NDEERS involved in 1 s ng lis pendens on
12 question on twofold One youre asking for a 12 the reco foreelos rreaction Florida
13 legal conclusion and youre also asking him to 13 A W lis pedens is Ju make it
4
14 give an answer generically when the it may 14 clear that fiat there certain in s that are
15 differ from case to case depending on the 15 happeningaZ iitigahon iat the d is being put
16 circumstances ofthe file 16 on noticeRa to the a I t that evolves the
17 MRA1 Weu1 b1ectto e 17 lealowner of themortgaglrest we would
18 SSW o e a 18 certainly whateveole then ould be
1 Jtdgm creditor Vtt eon a oA Rve 19 appropna e
2 au eitfor right t ca ecf1 fxomthe 20 So if t ere is a fo closure pe din in
21 bower o d gmenithatwestriz or 21 the name6 RS an the stand in the
theprop rf 22 jurisdiction is that that would someow be
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Page 101 
U".V'-, Ul."· bJect - objection. sked 
 riS\v r . 
4  . : 
 
 
B r . 




13 le  c . and u're als  as ing i  t  3 
1 4 give an a s er ri lly he  the -- it a   4 
15 iffer fro  cas  to cas  g o  the  
6 circumstances of the file.  
7 
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1 expressed in the county land records certainly
i
1 foreclosures are conducted in the jurisdiction and
2 Q The question was has MERS filed lis 2 we relyon the judgmentof our outside counsel to
3 pendens in foreclosure actions in Florida Is your
i
i 3 follow local practice
4 answer yes 4 Q Mr Arnold Imgoing to show you whats
5 MR BROCMN Objection Asked and 5 been marked as composite Exhibit Number 2 which
6 answered ii 6 Ill state for the record is actually three
7 BY MR WEAKLAND i 7 documents all pertaining to the plaintiffs the
8 Q Well is your answer yes 8 Taylors in this case
9 MR BROCHIN Objection Asked and 9 1VIR BROCHIN Let me ask you a question
10 answered 10 for the record You handed me a copyof Exhibit
11 THE WITNESS We may have 11 Number 2 In my copy the third page is blank
12 BYMR WEAKLAND 12 which I believe had some important language on it
13 Q As you sit here today do you know whether 13 MRWEAKLAND May I see the original
14 you have or not 14 Actually Mr Brochin thats whatyou
15 MR BROCHIN Are you talking about any 15 see on page 3 is actually should be on the
16 case 16 bottom of page 2 It just broke like that
17 MRWEAKLAND MERS 17 MR BROCHIN Okay But its justI
18 MR BROCHIN Are you talking about in any 18 dontknow if this is incomplete intentionally or
19 foreclosure action 19 not but the mortgage says page lpage 2 The
20 MR WEAKLAND In Florida 20 third page is blank which says page 2 of 12 paces
21 MR BROCHIN Are you saying 21 and then the fourth page is page 12 of 12 pages
22 THE WITNESS Im saying that we 122 So it seems to be a rather incomplete copy of the
Page 103 Page 105
1 would be 1 mortgage itself
2 MR BROCHIN Excuse me Are you talking 2 MRWEAICLAND Let me take a break to see
3 about anyone in the state ofFlorida or are you 3 if we have the complete document
4 just talking about these six cases 4 THE VIDEOGRAPHER Off the record
5 MR WEAKLAND Im talking about MFRS 5 MR WEAKLAND Yes
6 filing lis pendens in foreclosure actions in 6 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 142pm
7 Florida in the last four years 7 Were going oftthe record
8 MR BROCHIN In any case 8 Recess
9 MRWEAKIAND In any case 9 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 150pm
10 MR BROCHIN Objection to the form of the 10 Were back on the record
11 question 11 BY MR WEAKLAND
12 THE WITNESS It may have happened 1 12 Q Okay Wev scoured our files here and we
13 have no personal knowledge of a particular case 13 dontfind the complete mortgage for the Taylors
14 where it has happened My answer is to the effect 14 Imonly interested really in the first page of
15 that its something that is incident to the 15 that mortgage so if you could look at the first
16 foreclosure itself 16 page of Exhibit 2
17 BYMR WEAKLAND 17 MR BROCHIN Okay So wer wer
18 Q Does MERS have any procedures in place to 18 agreeing
19 advise servicers or attorneys in Florida when to 19 MR WEAKLAND Yes
20 file hs pendegaac opts 20 MR BROCHIN or making it clear for
21 detfries a e for osure 21 the record that the exhibit is not a complete setLkose
2 2 houhi be on ucte irr es an d stay that 2 of the mortgage
002605
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 1  
1  i  t  t  l  r s, certainly.  
2 .  sti     fil d l   
3  i  l  ti  i  l rida'? I   3 
4  s?  
5 /vI . CHIN: j ti . s   5 
6 a s ered. 6 
7  !vI . L ND: 7 
8 . ll, i    s?  
9 tvl . HIN: j ction.    
1 0 ans ered.   
1 1  I :   . 11 
12  . eAKLAND: 1 2 
13 .     y,    r  
14    ti t?   
15 . I : r   t l i  t  15 
16 case?  
17 . : .   
 B tvlR. Q I : re you talking about in any   
19  ti n?  
20 . :  .  
21 . I : re you saying -  
22  I : I'm i  t t  22 
  
1 ~~~-  
2 tvl . I : cus  . re  t l i  2 
3   in    , r    
4 j st t l i  t t ese i  es?  
5 !VIR. : I'm t l i  t tvlE   
 filin  lis e e s in f recl s re acti s in  
7 lorida in the last four years.  
8 . I ; I  any case?  
9 ]vI . \\lEAKLAND: I   .  
1 0 1v1R. I : j ti  t  the   t   
 ti .  
12  I : It ay have happened. I  
1 3 a e   no ledge      
1 4 here it has happened. y ans er is to ~e effect  4 
1 5 t at it's s t i  t at is incidentt  t   
 6 foreclos re its"elf.   
17  . :  
1 8 . oes ERS ha e a  rocedures i  lace t   
a ise ser icers r att rneys in lorida e  t   9 
 
Page 10 4 
f l  r  t d i  t  j i iction, an  
 r ly  t  j nt  r t i  l t  
follo  local practice. 
. r. mold, I'm goi  to sho   hat's 
 r  as sit  i it r , i  
I'll state for the record is actually three 
docu ents all pertaining to the plaintiffs the 
   se. 
!V1R. CHIN: Let e ask you a question 
for the record. You handed e a copy of Exhibit 
Nu ber 2. In my copy the third page is blank, 
hich I believe had so e i portant language on it. 
tvlR. AKLAND: ay I see the original? 
t ll , r. i , t at's -- t  
    i  - t ll  l    t  
tt  f  . It j t. r  li  t t. 
R. CHIN: kay. ut it's just - I 
don't kno  if this is inco plete intentionally or 
not, but the ortgage says page 1, page 2. The 
third page is blank whi~h say~pa,ge2 of Ii pages, 
and then the fOurth p~geis page 12 of 12 pages. 
So it see s to be a: rather inco plete copyo[ the 
Page 105 
rtga e it l  
. KLA.J'\I :     k:   
if e have the co plete docu ent. 
 : f  rd? 
. : . 
 I : e ti e is 1:42 .m 
e're going off the record 
(Re ss.) 
 l EOGIW' ; he ti e is 1 :50 p.m 
're    rd. 
 . ; 
Q. Okay. e've scoured our files here and we 
don't find the co p.lete ortgage for the aylors. 
I'm only interested, really, in the frrst page of 
that ortgage, so if you could look at the first 
 f i it  --
. I : kay. So e're -- e're 
i  -
. : . 
. I : - or aking it clear for 
 the record that the exhibit is not a co plete set 
2 of the ortgage? 
 (Pages 2 t  ) 
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1 MRWEAlaAND Its not the complete I 1 in the foreclosur As long as they following
2 mortgage that is correct 2 our rules and as as the debt ist actually in
3 BY MR WEAKLAND 3 default whatever rights come from the mortgage and
4 Q Now ifyou could look at that first page 4 the mocfgage notevecan and might very well be
5 Is this an M0MMERS mortgage 5 mvoly in any of lat as farasljeing a named
6 A Yes it is u party
7 Q All right So that means that the initial 7 AndIam ca46 between giving you a fair
8 mortgage signed by in this case the Taylors MERS 8 answer and and posgibly leaving something outfi 4
9 was named as the mortgagee 9 here sgfil dying go overboard to make sure
10 Anwehave jeauthori fo foreclose 10 that yal know onceWe go down tlxe foreclosure
11 under the g 11 path weft1n it all the way We lave
12 r Ig SQthlSt erwas s 12
fi
srespanst tly for ho it conduce We have
13 encoun arrm counterclaims oneit manyof which
14 Q Youretheonginal mortgagee 14 have irwolved themselves m Flon
15 A Yes 15 afs whyweput in the oatorium
3
16 Q Okay The fifth page of thI exhibit is 16 because want Vplear answer m thecourts of
t17 entitled note Do you see that sir 17 what she are actin doing Thst thing we want
18 A Yes
n
18 is to U a the pr 66ss of mortgaggendin moreb
i
e of ti eiufi e 19 comp e We wagttomake it
Nor
people to
tt is m o e 2 0 borrd oney aiiess expense them to buy
21
zfi a F
21 ho d sot extent tha becomes
22 4 alwenitaiiiedtLeri a5 t 22 con b we certaly dontwan be part ofaszW
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k
qMUrxtt
of theng e o oses o or losuieI 1 that add Eatswhyie moratonmin Floridak
hQ Idibecause 2 Q y
3 rou physicatl toopassestgn Qt1le note 3 A Ens far as the duc ofthe foreclosure
4 A WVell that note as I said earlier 4 itselfwatever asstreiatedkpq t with
5 proba6y remains in a custodi facility as long as 5 that forecCosure wermvol edin And the part
6 possib 6 1 meantifew minu ago is tCaa none of that
7 Possesst of the note ly has to do 7 money come tai1RS Thats thatsthe onl y
8 with who has lhgauthority togg and get it and 8 differejeW
g
9 during the foreclosure processrteat possession 9 Sawemiohf be mvolvei a party but1 0 needs foeshift taMERS so thatwe can ultimately 1 0 forexams a deficiency for lega l fees thatmx
11 at the request of t e judge present the note to 11 money would ultimately rightfully be paid to theki
12 the defers ant
112 membe wh is the a who footed the bill for theNR
13 And alsoFasf as itemsinvolved in that 13 legal fees Salon
14 udgilaw r we can and re involved in hasJ b
x
o etttC ned at omebiiit MFRS
cu
15 other things gomgong with thntlawsuit one of 15 e
16
which is potentially the filing g he is pendens 16 tngglr au Off Pre17 another fwhichmight be a jirugment for attorney 1 somed en Q s eE gFeeittent
18 fees whickthe mdMage also provides for Another
19 might be some sort deficiencytJudgment that is
2 0 pursued btt will nvind up beiitg paid to MFRS ti to
21 So eve are along for the nlle on the re os re a o der
122 foreclosure fully and so whateverneeds to be pled 22Notyestha snrepresentatiue
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1 R. EAKL ND: It's ot t  co l t  1 
2 rt age, that i  cor ect. 2 
3  R. AKLAND: 3 
4 . w, if  coul  l  t t t f t page. 4 
5 I  t i   -O-   rtgage? 5 
6 . es, it is. 6 
7 . ll ri ht.    t t t  i iti l 7 
8  si d y, i  t  se,  ylors,  8 
9    t  rt age ? 9 
15 A. Yes. 
16 . .     is i   
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a party, but, 
fees, that 
be paid to the 
the b ll  t  
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1 capaety Uecaust wer never the Uenefetal owner E 1 THE REPORTER Question You mentioned
But as far being a olderfor fhe purtiose of 2 that at some point MFRS has the authority to go
3 pi ins a
ar
noteto the ut catme that 3 get the note What triggers that authority Is
the fa igsiiijugenGisissued eetiie 9 there some document or some agreement
5 reponsibfepart foi a 5 Answer Its a rule
yget into ossessiontthe note by 6 Question By whom7 vlrtueofysieallyho ngtlieno e 7 Answer Wemust by MERS For us to doW
8 A Vt ultimately would butmaybeonly as its 8 a foreclosure we must be a holder
9 present Jo the Judgebecause asIaid its 9 Now yes thats in a representative
10 going todi held in a secure facilityns long as it 10 capacity
yY gP
11 possibly can be Thats h you efco ies 11 MR WEAKLAND Tliank you Thats
12 presented I court Tha s why youllget you 12 thats fine
13 could get rtified cop presented court 13 BYMR W D
14 ThatswhA u for exat Ie might have an 14
W
Q ethie g b a xer 1 ake o
15 affidavit saV that thenote is in sucK a place 15 A v tau o ty ae iv1E S m than a an ya
And this is n kddone as d be with t judge in 16
17 control 1 T kWha n7earcy ta11Qn ab u
18 So oncthe judgesys I want tleriote 18 leofrliYrm erhip itt 1rt t at
19 right here in front of m6soI can cancel it so 19 oce asforecl ae v
2 0 that this debtQ and defendant can theiigo on about 2 0 of g
21 their business and declare this foreclosure 21 MP
22 complete we the responsible party 22 E u
Page 111 Page 113
1 Andatvhether or iiot thatnotts in a 1 r tlioi zirlgME erule
2 secure faciT for exam le we would not be 2 to So efoie Iid7RT we ep Y
3 able to go a get that note in the middle of the 3 r
4 night So yes there are characteristicsfa M4 oes IVERaayshave the atttltontxtg go
5 secure facilthat wew Id need to eaI with ae
6 As far as having a rtaiit to go in and get r 04 tf1 a re o rite
7 that note yewe are the older for purposes of
8 foreclosure We would 4ot have any other riQ is d tFD yGr A e were tie
x9 so we don Have the nghtto be paid thenote We rd or ffoFeCos a Wouldnt
10 have tie ngiit to foreclosetlienote We hold die 10 ft nee to lc 6teotlierwi
11 note for theu ose of foreclosureP rP 1 e in e iave anymg ng
12 MR EAKLAND ldMadam court reporter cou 12 witri ae r for a rto iP e p ginsa
13 you read the Iast question back and die beginning a 9
14 ofhis answer
BROCHIN Object to the form of the
15 THE REPORTER Question Do you get into 15 question It calls for legal conclusions relating
16 possession of the note by virtue of physically 16 to a lender
u 77NO517 holding thenote 17 THE PJ NE S Tic o eonfsenliolds18 Answer We ultimately would but maybe 18Aafl thebtt iIgltts s th Ili oy
a19 only as its presented to thejudge because as I l4 oftliur S to t ti tlie fi
20 said its going to be held in a secure facility 20
21 MR WEAKLAND Let me interrupt Go back 21 a o g e e
2 please two questions ago 22 r1T o o o hx a a o




































14 of his answer? 
15 THE REP E : Questi : Do you get into 
1 6 po se sion of the note by virtue of physica ly 
1 7 holding the note? 
18 Answer: We ultimately would, but maybe 
19 only as it's presented to the judge because as I 
20 said, it's going to be held in a secure facility . 
21 MR. WE LAN : Let me inte rupt. Go back, 
22 please, two questions ago. 
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THE REPORTER: Question: You mentioned 
that at some point, MERS has the authority to go 
get the note. What triggers that autlwrity? Is 
4 there some document or some agreement? 
5 Answer: It's a rule. 
6 Question: By whom? 
7 Answer: We must - by ERS. For us to do 
8 a foreclosure, we must bea holder. 
9 Now, yes, that's in a representative 
10 capacity -
11 R. EAKLAND: TIlank you. That's--
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Kpc osdz foreclosure recorded ip courtrecordsunder iiie I
MERS
etpayments CHIN Object to the f6iffi of the
N
ce fwf41VFl 6D 4 4 question
Vines It no evn 5 BY MR VVEAKLAND
6 Q in Florida
7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form ofthe
8 question
eeMONIii 7en P yeen 9 THE WITNESS The the lawsuit that is
10 filed to foreclose on the piece ofproperty
s ageement 11 whatever is involved in that as a characteristic
oq rocedures 12 of of the way foreclosures are done according to
F i J to U1 13 the court rules in that jurisdiction and I
d of 14 realize in this case were talkin about Florida
loreco 15 but this applies nationwide theres always local
16 counsel involved in those pleadings
17 There never been a situation where an
ion ofthe gioney 18 employee ofMFRS has filed a foreclosure action
W 19 Itsalways done with a local attorney licensed to
20 practice law The pleadings plead us in the way
21 I 51 kFeernenft a you 21 necessary to express the interests that Ive
0W2Z ii12 describ Kill1
e
11edto you to yi
01









5 the time essarforeclosrevhi hin any
thejudge6 Id be at the final thinfifevent wou
7 requires
8Di UIUJ No whetherle loan is in WHault
9 thatsadrrninatioWeby the memb They
dthAt We received 10 instructLithe 4e loiis in defaul6and that
agroet tmsery a 11 invokes tlieir contractual relationshiA us so
mortgagee ofrecord in d county landian 12 that now must go forward and foreclose that
VI q01gpeej V Thein uVeVetkrin a 13 mortgage hire counsel to d6thataM V14 member is14 AMoswle invMved there
IVH
g emod15 And a Isaid it91nuch itsmuch likeRiMwlIRV 1P co or its
15 p
16 Ui l6 insur ance Fkttjfense Thorney goingmthere hasARM17 MIRM 17 a routine re ationship with both therneTnb r ande
18 Q foeclosure2 18 NERS A the foreclosure is filed iiidie name of
ip19 Moriga e 19 NERS
20 BY WEAKLAND
ift0MM Or
KMved Ji21 1 aE 7
122 22 s 1udrentulforeclosu e andrunamg
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Page 116 
question. 
 . WEAKLAND: 
. -- in lorida? 
1-'I . CHIN: j t t  t  f nn oft  
estion. 
 S:  -- t e l i   is 
filed to foreclose on the piece of property, 
 i  i l  i  t t s  r t ri  
f --  t .   f    ccordi  to 
the court rules in that jurisdiction --  I 
14 realize in this case e're talking about Florida, 
 t t is a lies ati i e -- there's always local 
  counsel involved in those pleadings. 
1 7 here's       
 l e  f E  s fil   f r l s r  ti . 
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1 MR BROCHIN Object to the
2 BY MR WEAKLAIND
3 Q not not getting the lender involved
4 at all in the process at that point forward
5 MR BROCHIN Object to the fonn of the
6 question
7 TnWITNESSellthat would violate our
8 rules because we haveib have a determination that
9 theresa been a default from the member It
el10 would al iso t wouldalso violatz our contract
11 becauseo rights aidonly that of a mortgagee of
12 record until such time as the member invokes the
13 requirement that ryewould takefhat to the next
14 step and foreclosqand you know whatever other
15 wrongfulness is associated wtfli people that don
16 do then duty anjust take
17 Were verlt were very focused on on
18 minimizing thisothe exteifi that we can So
19 anytime a member choosesnot to foreclose in the
20 name of MFRS wer ere fine with it
21 109 AIDAND













































total of thatswhat wedo
Q The attorneys who fileforeclosure actions
in Florida who have filed foreclosure actions in
Florida on behalf of IVIERS how are they chosen
A Theyare first ofall they have to be
licensed and second they have to want to be in
this sort ofbusiness And foreclosures is a niche
of the of the law the practice of law which
you probably know So unless you are the kind of
lawyer that handles foreclosures routinely you
wouldntbe asked to do this
The member oftentimes has a preference on
which law firm is used and MERS would try very
hard touse that law fine unless we had determined
that we donthave confidence in that lawyer
Q In the class representatives cases who
is the lawyersclient
A Well I would I would use the insurance
defense analogy because I think its applicable in
this situation
The pleadings are in the name of MFRS
There are certain things that MERS would have the
Page 121
right to control For example our name cannot be
used in a way that we determine is a conflict to
what our obligations are
That having been said the information
about the loan itself and where the payments have
been going to and who would need to be involved in
working things out with the borrower thats the
member
So for example you go to a hearing and
theres a request or a suggestion by the defendant
the borrower that they would like to try to work
something out well whether its the MERS
certifying officer who hears that or its the
attorney who hears that they must get in contact
with the member In fact the member might have
been there and heard that
Q So to use your insurance analogy who is
the we have three parties in each of those
cases Youvegot the plaintiff well youve
got the individual policyholder for example and
wellsay thats the same as the borrower okay in
our case
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. ' The'attorneys hofiltf foreclosure actions 
i  Fl ri  -- o  ti  for cl sure acti  i  
Florida on behalf of !'vIERS, ho  are they chosen? 
. ey r  -- first of all, they have to be 
lice se  and, second, t ey a e to ant to e i  
t i  rt of siness.  f l   a ni  
f t e -- of the law, the practice of law, which 
you probably know. So unless you are the kind of 
la yer that handles foreclosures routinely, you 
uldn't  s  t   t i . 
The member oftentimes has a preference on 
which law frrm is used, and ERS would try very 
 t     n    t nni  
that e don't have confidence in that la yer. 
. I  t e class re resentati es' cases,  
is the la yer's client? 
. l ,   --  l    s ra ce 
defense analogy because I think it's applicable in 
 ti . 
The pleadings are in the name of ERS. 
 There are certain things that E S ould have the 
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 right to control. For exa ple, our na e carmat be 
2 se  in a a  t at e eterrnllle is a c flict t  
 hat our obligations are. 
 hat having been said, the infor ation 
 about the loan itself and where the payments have 
6 been going to and who wouJd need to be involved in 
7 orking things out ilh the borro er, that's the 
B e . 
 So, for example, you go to a hearing and 
 0 there's a request or a suggestion by the defendant, 
11 the borrower, that. they would like to try to work 
 s t i  t, ll, t r it's the JvlERS 
 certif ing fficer  ears that r it's t e 
 4 attorney who hears that, they must get .in contact 
 with the member. In fact, the member might have 
 6 ee  there   t t. 
7 . SO to use your insurance analogy, ho is 
1 8 the - e have three parties in each of those 
cases. You've got the plaintiff -- well, you've 
got the individual policyholder, for example, and 
we'll say that's the sa e as the borro er, okay, in 
our cas . 
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Q Well Im trying to use your insurance
analogy
A Yeah And the way I would set it up would
be that we were in the case of the policyholder
Q MERS and the policyholder are in the same
position
A Thatswhat I would say
Q Okay And in your analogy who would be
the insurance company
A The member
Q And who would and the other two parties
would be the insured Imsorry the victim in
the insurance and the borrower
A No not the not the victim The victim
is the policyholder
The the party that injured is
Q The tortfeasor
A the tort is the the tortfeasor
would be the borrower I think if you lined up

























It ultimatelyboils down to the borrower
makinggood on the promise that they made in return
for being able to buy a home They promise to pay
the mortgage loan and they granted a mortgage which
says that if the loan is not paid the house can be
taken So the borrower has an obligation and has
made a promise to pay the note
In a foreclosure scenario they have not
done that So the question is what rules apply and
who is it thats going to enforce the mortgage that
says that they granted the authority to foreclose
Q Okay
A Sowith regard this is all in the
context of your question about the attorneys
representation The attorney really is talking to
two parties there One is the insurance company
which would be the member and the insured which
would be MERS And in both scenarios there are
obligations that go to both of them But in the
case of the lawsuit the named party is the
insured
So that is very close to what happens in
Page 124
1 the MERS context The attorneyhas habitual
2 relationships with mortgage companies and
3 oftentimes they have a habitual relationship with
4 MERS The fact that the two come together in a
5 lawsuit just means that the attorney has to take
6 instructions from both One is paying them the
7 member and the member is only going to pay them
8 for the work that is covered under the membership
9 agreement
10 So theirjob is to foreclose MERS is the
11 party that is actually controlling the foreclosure
12 if you will because itsour name being used
13 That may have been longwinded but thats
14 thats how it lines up
15 Q Okay Does the attorney in the MERS
16 situation a foreclosure case owe a primary duty
17 to MERS or to the servicer
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form ofthe
19 question
20 THE WITNESS The two dontcome into
21 conflict and I need to differentiate it that way
22 I think ultimatelyMERS has the final say but the
Page 125
1 money is actually owed to the member
2 And so the contractbetween MERS and the
3 member is such that we really cantand wontget
4 ourselves in conflict with the member and that I
5 think raises the good example of if the borrower
6 shows up at court and says Ive got a new job and
7 its going to take me a few weeks to get that first
8 paycheck but things have changed and can I get on
9 some sort of a payment plan MERS would have the
10 duty to under our agreement with the member to
11 make sure that the member knows that
12 And as I said earlier the MERS system
13 will show the servicer and so we will tell the
14 entire world who that servicer is So theres
15 really no question who the right party to talk to
16 is We even give a phone number and an Email
17 number sic that they can contact the member
18 So we cantwork out a payment arrangement
19 with them but itsour duty to avail them the
20 opportunity if they want to talk to the member
21 And so our our responsibilities are both to the
22 borrower because we can only go according to the
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mortgage and it has to be in default Our
obligations are to the member by virtue of our
contract with them
MRBROCHIN I need a restroom break
whenever you get a break
MR WEAKLAND Well were good for
breaks
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 218 pan
Wereoff the record
Discussion off the record
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 27pm
Were back on the record
MR BROCHIN The question pending was can
i take a bathroom break
MR WEAKLAND Good thing I was answering
in the affirmative
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Mr Arnold before the lunch break we
were discussing the loan beginning to move forward
to foreclosure certain events happening

























A Well it would depend on a particular
case Each situation is different I would at
the very least the attorney is involved in
drafting the pleading
Q Is the attorney chosen by the lender or
servicer
A iNcRS has the final call on everything
having to do with the foreclosure We do that to
the best of our ability and cooperation with the
member So themember itsthe membersnote
that theyr entitled to get paid on
So to the extent that they have people
that they like to work with we certainly tryto
workwith those people as well And many times
those are thepeople that are most knowledgeable
about a particular situation so it behooves us to
work with the people Chat are the most effective
and knowledgeable
But in the end MERS has the authority to
say yes or no at virtually any point in the
foreclosure And in fact there are attorneys we
will notuse
Page 128
1 Q Is that the certifying officer who passes
2 on the attorneys
3 A The certifying officer would be one The
4 MERS headquarters wouldbe another place where we
5 could run afoul say of an attorney we dontwant
6 to work with
7 But the certifying officer is the MERS
8 officer thats colocated with the member and
9 oftentimes is the one that is in the position to
10 make the best judgment for MERS
11 Q Do you know whether the lawyers that were
12 retained to prosecute the foreclosures of the class
13 representatives in this case or the potential
14 class representatives were initially chosen by the
15 servicers
16 A Those attorneys were chosenby MERS The
17 fact that it was at the recommendation of the
18 member or the fact that it was a relationship that
19 existed in other ways with the member is just a
20 factor that was considered Its MERS that
21 approves using a particular law firm
22 Q Do these attorneys used for foreclosure
Page 129
1 actions in Florida have standard fee agreements
2 that apply in MERS cases
3 MR BROCHIN Yeah I think you
4 MRWEAKLAND Maybe thatsnot correct
5 I may let me rephrase that That wasn very
6 good
7 BY MR WEAU AND
8 Q Are the attorneys who are prosecuting the
9 cases against the class representatives in Florida
10 the foreclosure cases do they have the same fee
11 agreement same language in their fee agreement
12 A Iwouldn know that
13 MR BROCHIN Okay I was going to
14 caution you about some privileged information But
15 if you dontknow you dontknow
16 MR WEAKLAND Okay
17 BY MR WEAKLAND
18 Q Are there anystandards that MERS sets out
19 as far as what can be contained in fee agreements
20 for attorneys working in foreclosure cases
21 A Other than the general caveat that they
22 have to earn the fees that they get paid yo know


























pit l ep rting o  
 12  
  it s t  be i  default. Our 
l  r  to t  e ber by i  f ur 
contract with the . 
R. CHIN: I   r stroo  r ak 
v r  t a ak. 
 EAKLAND: ell, 're go  f r 
breaks. 
 I HER: he ti e is 2: 18 p.m. 
re ff t  ord. 
( isc  ffl  cord.) 
 l :  ti  i  :27 .m. 
e're back on the record. 
 CHIN:  ti  i    















. A L D:     r   
in t e affir ati e. 
  D: 
. r. l ,   l  ak,  
r  i i  t  l  i i  t   f r ar  
 l re,  ts ni g. 
t hat point is the attorney involved in 








Pag  1  l 
. Is t at the certif i  officer ho passes 
on t e attorneys? 
. The certifying officer ould be one. he 
i 
i  headq rt r  uld  anot r pl  ,v re  ~ 
c l  r  afoul, say, of an attor ey e on't ant ;: 
t  rk ith. 
ut the certifying officer is the S 
f i r that's col t  it  t    
oftenti es is the one that is in the position to 
   t r . 
.  u  t r t  l r  t t r  
r t i  t  r t  t  f r l r  f t  l  
re rese tati es in t is case, r t  te tial 
class re resentatives, ere i itiall  c sen  t e 
ervicers? 
A. Those attorneys were chosen by ERS. The 
      ti  f  
e ber or the fact that it was a relationship that 
existed in other ways ith the e ber is just a 
   i red. t's  t t 
a r es si   artic lar la  finn. 













































l . ll, t      1 actions in Florida bave standard fee agree ents ~ 
.   s fe    --   t at a l  in lvffi  cases? ~ 
t   le t, t  tt r e  i  i lve  in  I\II . I  ; h.  t i   -- ;! ~   i . 4 . :  t at's t rr t. i 
. Is   osen  t     I ay -. let e re rase that. at asn't er  1 
service!? 6 . ! 
. Iv1ERS  t  fl l ll On r t i  7  iv1 . KL I'I : 
 t   ith the fore . e  t at   
the best of our ability and cooperation ith the  
r.  t  e ber - t's t e ber's t   
t at t ey're itled t  et  .  
o to the e tent that t e  a e e le  
that t  like to or  it , e  t  t   
r  ith t ose people as ll. nd a  times 1 4 
t ose are the people that are ost kno ledgeable  5 
t  a ticular s t , s   oves s t   
or  ith the e ple t t  t e st e tive  
and kno ledge .  8 
ut in the e d ERS as the a t rity t    
say yes r no at irtually an  i t in t   0 
foreclos r . n , in fa t, there are ttorneys e 2 1 
ill n t us .  2 
Q. Are the attorneys who are prosecuting the 
cases against the class representatives in Florida, 
the foreclosure cases, do they have the sa e fee 
agree ent •• sa e language in their fee agree ent. 
.  l n't  at 
. I : . I  i  t  ; , 
caution you about so e privileged infonnation. But } 
if you don't kno , you don't kno . 
. E L : kay. 
 . : 
. re there any standards that ERS sets out 
as far as what can be contained in fee agreements 
for attorneys orking in foreclosure cases? 
A. Other than the general caveat that they 
have to earn the fees that they get paid, you know, 
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1 the specific amount of the fee that the member is 1 BY MRWEAKLAND
2 paying is is a matter between them and the 2 Q So is the answer no
3 member 3 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the 1
4 Q Do the hourly rates of these attorneys 4 question
5 handling these foreclosure cases in Florida do the 5 BY MRWEAKLAND
6 hourly rates vary 6 Q Let me put that another way
7 MRBROCHIN If you know Ijust want to 7 Is it a true statement thatMERS is the l
8 be careful about privileged information So if 8 creditor to whom Trent owed a debt
9 you I dontknow if you know or not but 9 MR BROCIIIN Object to the form of the
10 THE WITNESS I dontknow but its very 10 question to the extent it calls for a legal
11 competitive Its a competitive sector so their 11 conclusion
12 fees can be vary too widely Iwould guess 12 THEWITNESS I have to agree to that
13 BY MRWEAKLAND 13 being as to a legal conclusion The the
14 Q Now in Exhibit 1 ifwe go back to 14 beneficial owner is not MERS Our interest is as
15 that I can help you out here on page 3 15 the legal owner of themortgage as mortgagee of
16 youve identified this by its heading notice 16 record andwer the owner and holder of the note
t
17 required by the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act 17 forpurposes of foreclosure cT
18 Do you see that 18 So regardless of how the money is
19 A Yes sir 19 ultimately paid or should be paid itwould not a
20 Q And do you knowwhether this notice was 20 come to MERS 3
21 sent to Sandy Trent 21 BY MRWEAKLAND
22 A I dontknow Itspart of that file 22 Q Was the Law Offices ofDavid Stern the
Page 131 Page 133
1 Q Is MERS a creditor to whom the debt is 1 attorney for MERS at the time the complaint was
2 owed in the Trent case 2 filed in this case
3 MRBROCMN Object to the form of the 3 A I canttell that by the file but they
1
4 question to the extent it calls for a legal 4 but they may have
5 conclusion 5 I would say with regard to your question
6 THE WITNESS Are you referring to the 6 about the word creditor if during the process of
7 reference tocreditor 7 a foreclosure the borrower files bankruptcy MERS
B BY NM WEAKLAND 8 would be a creditor in bankruptcy even though no
9 Q Im referring to the language in the on 9 money is owed to us
10 page 3 of that document 10 So the referring to MERS as a creditor by x
11 MRBROCHIN Well that wasn your 11 a law firm who is foreclosing based upon a
12 question though I mean 12 defaulted obligation might very well use the word
t
13 BYNMWEAKLAND 13 creditor in that context because if a bankruptcy
14 Q Well fused the language at on page3 14 was filed then MERS would immediately 1
15 and so myquestion again would be was MFRS the 15 instantaneously based on the automatic stay be a
16 creditor to whom the debt is owed in theTrent 16 creditor and would have to then file a claim in i
17 case 17 bankruptcy as a creditor s
18 NMBROCHIN Object to the form ofthe 18 So its possible to bea creditor without
19 question to the extent it calls for a legal 19 having money owed to you
20 conclusion 20 Q Is that what happened in this case the
21 THE WITNESS Were never the beneficial 21 Trent case
22 owner ofthe loan 122 A We have no beneficial interest in a loan
1


























apit11 eporti  a  
 1  Page  i 
~ t  specific t f t  f  t t t  r i  1  R. EAKLAND: ~ 
yi  i  -- is  tt r t  t e  and t e  . SO is t e ans er no? ! 
e ber.  . OCHIN: bject to the fonn f the f 
.   url   f t  t   estion. 1 
handli  t  l r   ill l rida,   5  R.. AKLA D: i 
rl   ry? 6 Q. Let e put that another way. I 
R. HIN:   . I    7 I  it  tr  state ent t t   t  I 
 r f l b t ri  ti n.  i   i  t   t   ebt? I j 
 -  on't  i     ot,  --  . CHIN: bject to the fonn of the 1 j 
 :  on't ow, t it's ry 1 0 ti  t     l  f r  l l .j 
·1 
etiti . t's  ti  ector, so t ir  nclusion. j 
:1 
fees can be - r   ly,   s. 12 Il  1 :     t  t  'I; 
BY R. EAKLAND:  ei  as t  a le al c cl sion. e -  
. ,   ,     t   fi i l    .   i   1 
that --       --   ,  the legal o ner of the ortgage, as ortgagee of i 
ou've ie    ts i ,    r   e're     f   ~ 
re    i     t.  f r r ses f f recl sure. ! 
   at?  o regardless f ho  the oney is i 
i' . , ir.  lti t l  i   l   i , it l  t ~ 
.        as    . ~ 
   nt?   . : i 






















    I 
.    it  t   t  t i   tt   ~fERS t t  ti  t  l i t  f 
e  i  t e re t case?  l    e? ~ 
. ID : t   nn    A. I can't tell that by the file, but they -- f 
 t   te t t Is    4 but they ay have. ~ 
conclusion. 5 I ould say ith regard to your question f 
E : re    t  6 t t e r  "cre itor," if ri  t  r cess f j 
reference to creditor? 7 a foreclosure the borro er files bankruptcy, ERS I 
it 
 MR. :  ould be a creditor in bankruptcy even though no ~ 
i . fm r e ring t   la a e  t  -  
    . 
. : ll, that n't  
q e , t . I ean --
MR. : 
. ll, I used the language at -- on page 3, 
a  so  question a  ould be as ERS the 
creditor to ho  the debt is o ed in the rent 
case? 
MR. : ject to the for   the 
uestion to the e te t it ca ls for a legal 
conclusion. 
THE ITNE : e're never the be cial 
 e  is ed t  . ~ 











a la  finn ho is foreclosing based upon a 
defaulted obligation ight very weU use the word 
"creditor" in that context because if a bankruptcy 
was flIed, then ERS would i ediately, 
instantaneously, based on the auto atic stay, be a 
r t r a  l  a e t   il   a  i  
bankruptcy as a creditor. 
o it's ssi le t  e a cre it r ithout 
having oney o ed to you. 
. Is tllat hat happened in this case, the 
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1 ever So ifwer referred to as a creditor it 1 Debt Collection Practices Act
2 might very well be either because we had the right 2 Q And I think you testified that Marshall
3 to foreclose or the fact that the bankruptcy code 3 Watson was a law firm that MERS has used in
4 would call us a creditor if theres a bankruptcy 4 foreclosure actions in Florida correct j
5 and you are talking about a defaulted situation 5 A Yes sir
6 So it oftentimes happens that during a 6 Q And the date of this letter is
7 foreclosure there is a bankruptcy And instantly 7 September 1 2004 do you see that
8 in the automatic stay creditors are stayed and 8 A Yes Yes sir
9 MERS is a creditor and would have to file a claim 9 Q Could you read the first paragraph there
10 in bankruptcy as a creditor 10 A The Plaintiff Mortgage Electronic 3
11 So the reference to MERS as a creditor for 11 Registration Systems Inc as nominated forGNIAC f
12 some purposes might might very well be 12 Mortgage Corporation is the creditor to whom the a
13 legitimate Thatsnot because the money is owed 13 debt is owed by those individuals who are obligated
14 to MERS 14 under the promissory note and mortgage
15 Q The second part of that statement the 15 Q Was Mortgage Electronic Registration
16 creditor to whommoney is owed did Sandy Trent 16 Systems the creditor to whom the Taylors owed a 1
17 ever owe any money to MERS 17 debt
18 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the 18 MRBROCHN Object to the form of the
19 question It calls for legal conclusions 19 question to the extent it calls for legal
20 THE WITNESS Our obligation is as the 20 conclusions l
21 mortgagee of record 21 THE WITNESS Well it says as nominee for
22 BYMRWEAKLAND 22 as GMAC Mortgage Corporation
Page 135 Page 137
1 Q I understand that Did Sandy Trent ever 1 BY MR WEAKLAND
2 owe any money to MERS 2 Q Did the Taylors owe any money at any time
3 MRBROCHIN Object to the fonn of the 3 to MERS
4 question It calls for a legal conclusion 4 A They owed money to GMAC Mortgage 3
5 THE WITNESS This 5 Corporation and we are that companysnominee
6 MRBROCHIN Asked and answered 6 Q Did they owe any money to MERS
7 THEWITNESS And this says the 7 MRBROCHTN Objection Asked and
8 plaintiff there are two plaintiffs The money 8 answered
9 is owed to one plaintiff and the other plaintiff 9 THE WITNESS And this is a communication
s
10 has the mortgage interest to foreclose 10 from a from a law firm and it says MERS as
11 So its not a good example because the 11 nominee forGMAC and the Plaintiffs owe money 5
12 the question about creditor does not necessarily 12 BY MR WEAKLAND
Y
13 even apply to MERS in this case Creditor to whom 13 Q Did the Taylors ever owe any money to
14 money is owed theresno question that money is 14 MERS
15 owed to a creditor and that might very well be 15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the 4
16 Citi 16 question
17 BY MR WEAKLAND 17 THE WITNESS No
18 Q Okay Im showing you Exhibit 2 the last 18 MR BROCHIN to the extent it calls
19 two pages of that exhibit and if you could 19 for a legal conclusion It was asked and answered
20 identify what the last two pages are of that 20 MR WEAKLAND Okay Letstake a break
21 exhibit 21 THE VIDEOGRAP14ER The time is 2 41 pm
22 A The title is Notice Required by the Fair 122 This completes Tape Number 2 of the videotaped
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1 ever. So if we'r  referred to as a creditor, it 1 Debt Collection Practices Act. 
2 might very wen be either because we had the right 2 Q. And I think you testified that Marshall 
3 to foreclose or the fact that the bankruptcy code 3 Watson was a law frnn that MERS has used in 
4 would call us a creditor if there's a bankruptcy, 4 foreclosure actions in Florida, correct? 
5 and you are talking about a defaulted situation. 5 A. Yes, sir. 
6 So it oftenti es happens that during a 6 Q. And the date of this letter is 
7 foreclosure there is a bankruptcy. And instantly 7 September 1, 2004; do you see that? 
8 in the automatic stay, creditors are stayed and 8 A. Yes. Yes, sir. 
i 9 M  is a creditor and would have to file a claim 9 Q. Could you read the first paragraph there? 
1 lOin banIauptcy as a creditor. lOA. The Plaintiff, Mortgage Electronic ~ 11 So t e refere ce to  as a credit r for 11 Re!dstration Systems Inc as nominated for M C, 
12 so e pur ses i ht -- i ht v ry el  be 12 M~gage corporati~> is ';he creditor to whom the j.', 
13 l giti ate. That's not c se the y is o  13 debt is owed by those individuals who are obligated ~ 
; 
14 to MERS. 14 under the promissory note and mortgage. i 
I 15 .  c  rt f t t statement, t  15 Q. Was Mortgage Electronic Registration 1 
1 6 r i  t    i  d, i  and  t  Systems the creditor to whom the Taylors owed a l 
17 r    t  RS?  ebt? l 
18 R.. HIN: t  t      MR. BROCHIN: Objectto the form of the ! j 
19 stion.  l  f r l l i .  question to the extent it calls for legal 1 
20  :  l ti      l i . ! j 21 ortgagee of record. 2 1 THE WITNESS: Well. it says as nominee for ~ 
22 . :  asG AC ortgageCorporation. j 
I----------------i------------------I~ 
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1 .   t.   re t   
2 e   t  ?  
3 . : ject t  t e f rm    
4 ti . It ls f  a le  . 4 
5 THE ITNESS: This -  
6 . B I : s e  and .  
7  I : nd this says the  
8 pla ff -- there are t o pla . he one  8 
9 is o ed to one pla f a  the ther plainti f 9 










So i 's not a good exa ple because tile -
the question about creditor does not necessarily 
even apply to ERS in this case. Creditor to whom 
money is owed, there's no question that money is 
owed to a creditor, and that might very we l be 
Citi. 
BY MR. WEAKLAND: 
Q. Okay. Pm showing you Exhibit 2, the last 









 . : 
Q. Did the Taylors owe any money at any time 
? 
A. Tl1ey owed money to GMAC Mortgage 
Corporation and we are that company's nominee. 
Q. Did they owe any money to MERS? 
MR. BROCHIN: Objection. Asked and 
. 
T E ITNESS: And this is a co unication 
from a -- from a law fU'll\ and it says MERS as 
nominee for GMAC, and the Plaintiffs owe money. 
 . : 
Q. Did the Taylors ever owe any money to 
MER ? 
MR. BROCHIN: Object to the form of the 
question --
THE WITNES : No. 
MR. BRO : -- to the extent it cans 












identify wha  the las  two pages are of that MR. WEAKLAND: Okay. Let's take a break.: j 
19 
20 
exhibit? 21 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 2:41 p.rn. t 
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1 deposition ofMr RX Arnold 1 to obtain a judgment butjust can keep it
2 Recess 2 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
3 THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 255 pm 3 question
4 This is Tape Number 3 of the videotaped deposition 4
i
THE WITNESS We have the right to obtain
5 ofMr RKArnold 5 a judgment in foreclosure We have the right to
6 BY MR WEAKLAND 6 foreclose the note which the mortgage is attached i
7 Q Mr Arnold in the cases of the named 7 to giving us the right to foreclose You cant r
8 plaintiffs the debt that they owe is to their 8 foreclose unless its in default
9 lenders is that correct 9 And at the end of the day we take that
10 A Well MERS has the right to enforce that 10 all the way through to conclusion But as you
11 debt but notthe right to apply the proceeds to 11 asked me earlier we donttake that to our balance
12 their business 12 sheet because that debt is actually the
13 Q I understand So the debt is owed to the 13 beneficial ownership of that debt actually belongs r
14 lenders is that correct 14 to another party
15 MR BROCHIN Object to the form to the 15 BYMRWEAKLAND fi
16 extent it calls for a legal conclusion and I think 16 Q You in foreclosure you collect money
17 thats the fifth timeyouveasked that question 17 and give it to a third party is that
18 THE WITNESS The debt is owed and MERS 18 MRBROCEIN Object to
19 has the right to enforce that debt We would have 19 BYMRWEAKLAND
20 to turn those proceeds over to the beneficial 20 Q Is that what youresaying
21 owner and wer never the beneficial owner 21 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
22 So we have al the authority necessary to 22 question I dontthink thats what he said but
Page 139 Page 141
1 enforce the debt and foreclose the property and for 1 also to the extent it calls for a legal conclusion
2 that we become the holder for the purposes of 2 THE WITNESS We dontcollect money We t
3 foreclosure So our right to enforce the debt is 3 prosecute a lawsuit and that is to enforce a note
4 part and parcel to our right to foreclose because 4 And with an abundance of caution or in some some
5 you can only foreclose if the note is in default 5 way his legaljudgment this law firm determined
6 SoMERS has the right to foreclose the 6 that a notice should be sent to the borrower And j
7 mortgage It also part and parcel to that has 7 that that letter looks like a good faith attempt
8 the right to enforce the debt And in these 8 to enforce or to inform the borrower that MERS
9 letters firstof all these letters come from 9 has the right to enforce the debt It doesnmean
10 law firms They didntcome from MERS They 10 that the debt would be applied to our financial
11 typically name MERS as nominee for GMAC or Citi and 11 statements l
12 is pursuant to a right that MERS has to enforce the 12 BY MR WEAKLAND
13 terms of the note So these letters are just 13 Q In the foreclosure actions does MERS
14 informing borrowers that theres a demand for 14 collect something of value on behalfof another s
15 paymentof the note 15 party
16 BY MR WEAKLAND 16 MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
17 Q These letters came from your attorneys 17 question as it calls for a legal conclusion
18 MERSs
18 THE WITNESS Everything we do is in the
19 A Yes 19 context of prosecuting a lawsuit And I as far
20 Q attorneys 20 as the description of who is what in that lawsuit
21 A Yes 21 we are the plaintiff in the lawsuit wev engaged 122 Q Are you testifying that MERS has a right 22 counsel to pursue a lawsuit The attomeymight
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Page 138 
deposition of Mr. R.K Arnold. 1 
( ecess.) 2 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 2:5  p. . 3 
This is Tape Number 3 ofthe videotaped deposit on 4 
of Mr. R.K. Arnold 5 
BY MR. WEAKLAND: 6 
Q. Mr. Arnold, in the cases of the named 
plaintiffs, the debt that they owe is to their 
lenders; is that correct? 
A. Well,  has the right to enforce that 
debt but not t e ri ht to ap ly t  pr eds to 
their business. 
Q. I understand. So the debt is owed to the 
lenders; is that correct? 
R. OCHIN: j t t  t  f r  t  t e 
t t  cal  f r a l l onclusion, and r t i  
at's   ti  ou've  t t estion. 
 I S:   i     
has the right to enforce that debt e ould have 
to tum t se r cee s over to t e beneficial 
owner, and we're never the beneficial owner, 
   l     
  
  e t  r s      
t t e e e t  l er f r t e r s s f 
foreclosure. So our right to enforce the debt is 
part and parcel to our right to foreclose because 
yo  ca  only foreclose if the note is in defa lt. 
 ERS has the right t  foreclose the 
ortgage. It a . part and par l to that, has 
the right to enforce the debt. And in these 
letters •• first of all, these letters co e from 
law firms. They did 't come from ERS. They 
typica ly name ERS as nomin e for GMAC or Citi and 
is pursuant to a right that MERS has to enforce the 
terms ofthe note. So these letters are just 
infonning borrowers that there's a demand for 































Page 140 . 
to obtain a judgment but just can't keep it? 
MR. BROC.HIN': Object to the form of the 
~ . 
. ' i 
1 , 
question. \ 
TIIE WITNESS: We have the right to obtain I 
a judgment in foreclosure. We have the right to 
foreclose the note which the mortgage is attached 
to giving us the right to foreclose. You can't 
foreclose unles  it's in default 
nd at the end of the day, e take that 
all the way through to conclusion. But as you 
asked e earlier, we don't take that to our balance 
sheet because that debt is actually·· the 
beneficial ownership of that debt actually belongs 
to another party. 
 R. AKLAND: 
. u·· in foreclosure you collect money 
and give it to a third party; is that ., 
. ID : bject to -




I i Q. Is that what you're saying? ~ 
R. BROCffiN: Object to the form of the J 
question. I don't think that's what he said. but f 
Page 141 I 
also to the extent it calls for a legal conclusion. 
THE ITNESS: e don't collect money. We 
prosecute a la suit, and that is to enforce a note. 
n  ith  da ce f ti  r i  e -  
a  bis le al jud t, t is la  finn eter i e  
t at a notice s ld be se t t  the b rr er. n  
that .. that letter looks like a good faith attempt 
to enforce •• or to infor  the borro er that ERS 
has the right to enforce the de t. It esn't ean 
that the debt would be applied to our fmancial 
state e ts. 
BY M . E : 
Q. In the foreclosure actions does ERS 
collect something of value on behalf of another 
















Q. These letters came from your attorneys, 17 question as it calls for a legal conclusion. i 
MERS's - 18 THE WITNESS: Everything we do is in the , 
BY MR. WEAKLAND: 
15 
16 MR, BROCHIN: Object to the form of the 
A. Yes, 19 context of prosecuting a lawsuit. And r·· as far ~ 
Q. •• attorneys? 20 as the description of who is what in that lawsuit, j 
Q
A .. AYrese'you teso'fyin= that MERS Ilas a n':::ht 21 we are the plaintiff in the lawsuit, we've engaged ,~,,~, 
~ ~ 2 counsel to pursue a lawsuit. The attorney might ~ 
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very well have determined that there should be a
letter going somewhere and that was an attempt to
comply with whatever Florida law is a good faith
attempt to comply
So at the end of the day our obligation
is to get the foreclosure judgment Any funds that
would come from that the beneficial ownership is
not with MERS Those funds would need to be sent
to themember
BY MRWEAKLAND
Q In the foreclosure actions in Florida
does MFRS obtain something ofvalue that it passes
on to another party
MRBROCHIN Objection to the form ofthe
question on two grounds First it was asked and
answered and second objection to the extent it
calls for a legal conclusion
THE WITNESS Wejustprosecute a lawsuit
Wejust prosecute a lawsuit Thatswhat we do
BYMRWEAKLAND
Q What does MFRS do in prosecuting a lawsuit
that a lawyer couldntdo in prosecuting a lawsuit
Page 143
A Imnot sure I understand that
MR BROCHIN Yeah I was going to say
Imnot sure I understand that either and that
certainly calls for Some legal conclusion and maybe
you could clarify it
BY MRWEAKLAND
Q I mean you testified did you not sir
that all MFRS does is prosecute a lawsuit
MR BROCHIN Objection
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Is that what you testified tosir
MRBROCHIN Well first ofall the
record will speak exactly to what he testified to
in the context of the question asked
MR WEAKLAND Can we read back his
statement
THE REPORTER Which statement
MRWEAKLAND Where he says all we do is
prosecute a lawsuit
THE REPORTER Question fn foreclosure
act














































THE REPORTER In the foreclosure actions
in Florida does MERS obtain something of value
that it passes on to another party
Mr Brochin Objection to the form of the
question on two grounds First it was asked and
answered and second objection to the extent it
calls for a legal conclusion
The Witness Wejust prosecute a lawsuit
Wejust prosecute a lawsuit Thatswhat we do
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Is that testimony accurate sir
MR BROCHIN Object to the form of the
question
THE WITNESS Ibelieve so
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q So MFRS has no direct stake in the outcome
ofa foreclosure action
MR BROCHIN Object to the word
BYMRWEAKLAND
Q is that correct
A Ithink we
MRBROCHIN Object to excuse me
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Object to the form of the question to the extent it
calls for a legal conclusion
THE WITNESS We we have a stake in the
litigation We have an obligation to go forward
with it and follow the rules and we have we
have a lot at stake Ifwe ifwe lose then it
takes away from our value proposition Wehave
its very important to us that we be able to
perform whatever obligations we have as the
mortgagee of record We have the rights of any
mortgagee ofrecord and that iswhat this lawsuit
will prove
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Mr Arnold MERS files foreclosures to
collect debts in Florida does it not
MRBROCHIN Object to the form of the
question It calls for a legal conclusion
THEWITNESS We file lawsuits to
foreclose on property and to enforce the terms of
the note that pledged the property for payment of
thenote
BY MRWEAKLAND
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Q Does MERS collect debts in Florida
MRBROCHIN Objection to the form of the
question to the extent it calls for a legal
conclusion and to theextent its been asked and
answered onnumerous occasions
THE WITNESS We do not collect debts in
Florida We prosecute lawsuits
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Do the mortgages that the plaintiffs have
in this case require them to repay the loan to
MERS
A No The notes will designate exactly
where those payments should be sent They should
never be sent to MERS
Q Do those mortgages secure the performance
by the plaintiff performance to MERS of any
obligations
A Only to the extent that we have the right
to enforce the note and weredoing that as these
notices say Were doing that as nominee We had
the right to foreclose We had the right to


























Q Do those mortgages provide that MERS has
the right to accelerate sums upon default
MR BROCHIN Objection to the form of the
question I believe themortgages although not a
complete one as an exhibit speak for themselves in
terms ofwhat they do and do not say




A Thatstypically a provision contained in
a note
Q I understand that But do the accelerated
payments go to MERS
A No Payments never go to MERS We dont
have thebeneficial interest
Q Is MERS licensed as a debt collector in
the state of Florida
A No sir














































break tomake sure that we have everything
altogether that we want
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is308pm
Were going offthe record
Recess
Plaintiffs Exhibit Number 3 was marked
for identification
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is316pm
Wereback on the record
MR WEAKLAND Thank you
BY MR WEAKLAND
Q Almost done here MrArnold
A No problem
Q Imshowing you whats been marked as
Exhibit 3 and you see on the bottomthere is a
notation MERS 0041 and on the second pageMERS
0042
A Yes sir
Q Do youknow if this document was produced
by your counsel in response to a document request
in this case
A Imnot sure how it was produced
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Q Was this document in the files ofMERS if
you know
A I dontknow that either
Q Have you ever seen this document before
A Im not sure I recall seeing this
particular document
Q Doyou see the date on this document
A December 3 2004
Q And do youknow who Frank Reder is
REDER
A Idontknow Frank Hesprobably an
attorney for Butler Hosch
Q Is Butler Hosch one ofthe law firms
that has been retained byMERS to prosecute
foreclosure actions in Florida
A Yes sir they are
Q In your preparation for the deposition
today sir did you have a chance to review the
complaints in foreclosure that werefil dagainst
the named plaintiffs
A I think thatwas one ofthe first
questions you asked me and I Idontrecall
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going through each of the foreclosure complaints
Q Have you seen them at some time in your
capacity as CEO ofVIERS
A Weil Im familiar with with whata
foreclosure complaint is As far as the and
they may have even been at that table I dont
I dontrecall going through the foreclosure
complaint itself
Q Sir yourehere today in your capacity as
the corporate representative ofMERS
Is there anybody else at VIERS who would
have knowledge of Exhibit 3 being in the files of
MERS
A This this letter
Q Yes
A From the law firm
Q Yes
A Are you telling me that this was produced
pursuant to a request for documents
MR BROCHIN No MayI Leisjust be
clear what the question was




THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 320pm
Weregoing offthe record
Discussion offthe record
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is 321 pm
Werebackon the record
THE WITNESS So we got all that worked
out
BY MRWEAKLAND
Q I think we have a wev agreed to a
somewhat cloudy understanding ofthis document
MR BROCHIN Awhat
MRWEAKLAND A cloudy understanding of
this document
MRBROCHIN Oh cloudy You want to
know if I understand you right where Exhibit 3
came from when we produced it
MRWEAKLAND Yes
MR BROCHIN And I will go back and find
















































Q Generally sir does MERS retain
litigation files on foreclosure actions
A Generally no Although to the extent that
there would be counterclaims and there would bea
need for somebody at headquarters to get involved
that would become a file But as a general
proposition they are handled by the certifying
officer and colocated with themember
Q I thinkyou testified that you have
reviewed some documents before you came here today
A Yes sir
Q Can you just generally describe what those
documents are
A Of course the the complaint in this
lawsuit our answer the rebuttal filing Ive
reviewed our rules and procedures Ive
reviewed one of your first questions was the
general business ofMERS and Ive spent a good bit
of time making sure that I could fairly answer that
on behalf ofmy team
The documents that had to dowith some of
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the notices that you asked me aboutIve looked at
those The foreclosure rules in detail Ive
looked at those We spent a few days getting ready
for it over the you know a day here and a day
there getting ready for it
MR WEAKLAND Okay Thatsall I have
MR BROCHIN Okay
MR WEAKLAND Will you read or waive
MR BROCHIN No we do not waive he
does not waive reading We want to read
THE VIDEOGRAPHER The time is324pm
on September 25th 2006 This completes the
videotaped deposition ofWRX Arnold
Whereupon at 324pm the deposition
ofRK Arnold concluded
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on September 25th. 2006. This completes the 
videotaped deposition of Mr. R.K. Arnold. 
(Whereupon, at 3:24 p.rn., the deposition 
ofR.K. Arnold concluded.) 
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IDONNA L LINTON RMRCCRCLR the
officer beforewhom the foregoing deposition was
taken do hereby certify that the witness whose
testimony appears in the foregoing deposition was
duly sworn by me that the testimony of said
witness was taken byme in stenotypy and thereafter
reduced to typewriting under my direction that
said deposition is a true record of the testimony
given by saidwitness that I am neither counsel
for related to nor employed by any of the parties
to the action in which this deposition was taken
and further that I am not a relative or employee
of any counsel or attorney employed by the parties
heretonor financially or otherwise interested in
the outcome of this action
DONNA L LINTON RMRCCRCLR





1 Robert M Brochin Esquire
2 Morgan Lewis Bockius LLP
3 200 South Biscayne Boulevard Suite 5300
4 Miami Florida 33131
5 IN RE SANDY TRENT et al v MERS
6 Dear Mr Brochin
7 Enclosed please find your copy of the
8 deposition ofRK Arnold along with the original
9 signature page As agreed you will be responsible
10 for contacting the witness regarding signature
11 Within 30 days of receipt please forward
12 errata sheet and original signed signature page to
13 counsel
14 Ifyou have any questions please do not




19 Donna L Linton RMRCCRCLR
20 ReporterNotaryPublic
21 cc Brian L Weakland Esquire

























IRKARNOLD do hereby acknowledge 1 have read
and examined the foregoing pages of testimony and
the same is a true correct and complete
transcription of the testimony given by me and any
changes or corrections if any appear in the
attached errata sheet signed by me
Date RKARNOLD
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Kept oy police see also Arrest recoro tiooKing
Bench conference A meeting at the judges bench
prior to during or after a trial or hearing between
counsel and the judge to discuss a matter pertaining to
such proceeding Commonly called to discuss questions
of evidence out of hearing of jury it may or may not be
made part of the written record of the proceeding
Benchers In England principal officers of each inn of
court in whom the government of such is vested See
Inns of Court
Bench legislation See Judgemade law
Bench mark A mark on a fixed and enduring obje
indicating a particular elevation and used as a reference
in topographical surveys and tidal observations Ace
Const Co v U S 185 CtI 487 401 F2d 816 820
Standard unit for basis of comparison
Bench trial Trial held before judge sitting without a
jury jury waived trial
Bench warrant Process issued by the court itself or
from the bench for the attachment or arrest of a
person either in case of contempt or where an indict
ment has been found or to bring in a witness who fails
to obey a subpoena
Bene biyniy Lat Well in proper form legally
sufficiently
Benedicta est expositio quando res redimitur a de
stractione benadikta eat ekspazishGyowkw6ndow riyz
radimatar ey dast6kshiy6wniy Blessed is the exposi
tion when anything is saved from destruction It is a
laudable interpretation which gives effect to the instru
ment and does not allow its purpose to be frustrated
Benefice benafas In ecclesiastical law in its technical
sense this term includes ecclesiastical preferments to
which rank or public office is attached otherwise de
scribed as ecclesiastical dignities or offices such as bish
oprics deaneries and the like but in popular accepta
tion it is almost invariably appropriated to rectories
vicarages perpetual curacies district churches and en
dowed chapelries A term derived from the feudal law
in which it signified a permanent stipendiary estate or
an estate held by feudal tenure 4 BlComm 107 See
English Patronage Benefices Measure Act 1986 The
modern term designates an office with care for souls but
not an office as vicar or in a church
Benefice beyneyfiys Fr In French law a benefit or
advantage and particularly a privilege given by the law
rather than by the agreement of the parties
Benefice de discussion Benefit of discussion The
right of a guarantor to require that the creditor should
uia
Lu wie c ngiisn taw aoctrine cnat cne executor
properly accounting is only liable m the extent of the
assets received by him
Beneficiaire beyneyfiysyer The person in whose fa
vor a promissory note or bill of exchange is payable or
any person in whose favor a contract of any description
is executed
Beneficial Tending to the benefit of a person yielding
a profit advantage or benefit enjoying or entitled to a
benefit or profit This term is applied both to estates as
a beneficial interest and to persons as the beneficial
owner
Beneficial enjoyment The enjoyment which a man has
of an estate in his own right and for his own benefit and
not as trustee for another
Beneficial estate An estate in expectancy is one where
the right to the possession is postponed to a future
period and is beneficial where the devisee takes solely
for his own use or benefit and not as the mere holder of
the title for the use of another
Beneficial holders of securities In securities Iaw
persons who have the equitable or legal title to shares
but who have not registered the shares in their names
on the records of the corporation
1dnefai Profit benefit or advantage result
ing from a contract or the ownership of an estate as
distinct from the legal ownership or control When
considered as designation of character of an estate is
such an interest as a devisee legatee or donee takes
solely for his own use or benefit and not as holder of
title for use and benefit of another
In trust law refers to interest of the beneficiary in
right to income or principal of trust funds in contrast to
trustee who holds legal title
tSennenclaL ownek m Term applied most commonly to
cestui que trust who enjoys ownership of the trust or
estate in equity but not legal title which remains in
trustee or personal representative Equitable as con
trasted with legal owner
One who does not have title to property but has rights
in the property which are thenormal incident of owning
f the property The persons for whom a trustee holds
title to property are the beneficial owners of the proper
ty and the trustee has a fiduciary responsibility to
them
Beneficial power A power which has for its object the
donee of the power and which is to be executed solely
for his benefit as distinguished from a trust power
which has for its object a person other than the donee
and is to be executed solely for the benefit of such
person
002619
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    sav   struction.    title for use and benefit of another. 
   i     tru- In trust law, refers to interest of the beneficiary in 
t,    l      . 
right to income or principal of trust funds, in contrast to 
Benefice lben;lf:lS/.  l i ti l l , i  its t i l trustee who holds legal title. 
se se, t is ter  i cludes ecclesiastical refer ents t . \,~e)i{ffigr~"~g~1i';~ Term applied most commonly to 
hich a k  li  fice is tt d, t ise -· .. cestui que trust who enjoys ownership of the trust or 
scribed as ecclesiastical dignities 01' offices, such as bish- estate in equity, but not legal title which remains in 
ic , ,  e lik ; t  lar t - trustee or personal representative. Equitable as con-
tia , t is  invariably riated to re , trasted with legal owner. 
icara , perpetual , s ict , d -
dowed chapelries. A term derived from the feudal law, One who does not have title to property but has rights 
in which it signified a permanent stipendiary estate, or in the property which are the normal incident of owning 
estat h ld b I.' d 1 te 4 Bl n. 107 S f the property. The persons for whom a trustee holds an e e  leu a n . .l.Almm. . e 
English Patronage (Benefices) Measure Act, 1986_ The title to property are the ben~ficial owners of the proper-
odern term designates an office with care for souls but ty, and the trustee has a fiduciary responsibility to 
not an o fice as vicar or in a chur - them. 
Beneficial power. A power which has for its abject the Benefice lbeyneyfiys/. Fr. In French la , a benefit or 
advantage, and particularly a privilege given by the law donee of the power, and which is to be executed solely 
for his benefit; as distinguished from a trust power, 
rather than by the agr ement cf the parties. 
which has for its abject a person other than the donee, 
Benefice de discussion. Benefit of discussion. The and is to be executed solely for the benefit of such 
right of a guarantor to require that the creditor should person. 
NOMINATION TO A LIVING
Nomination to a living In English ecclesiastical law
the rights of nominating and of presenting to a living
are distinct and may reside in different persons Pre
sentation is the offering a clerk to the bishop Nomina
tion is the offering a clerk to the person who has the
right of presentation Also called Advowson
Nominativus pendens n6man2tayvas pendenz Lat
A nominative case grammatically unconnected with the
rest of the sentence in which it stands The opening
words in the ordinary form of a deed inter partes This
indenture etc down to whereas though an intelligi
ble and convenient part of the deed are of this kind
Nomina transcriptitia n6manatrnskraptishiy In
Roman law obligations contracted by literxie literis
obligationes were so called because they arose from a
peculiar transfer transcriptio from the creditorsday
book adversaria into his ledger code
Nomina villarum nbmana valeram In English law
an account of the names of all the villages and the
possessors thereof in each county drawn up by several
sheriffs 9 Edw II and returned by them into the
exchequer where it is still preserved
Nomine n6maniy Lat By name by the name of
under the name or designation of
Yamiaee lnomanyt One who has been nominated or
proposed for an office One designated to act for anoth
er in his or her place
A form of securities registration widely used by insti
tutional investors to avoid onerous requirements of es
tablishing the right of registration by a fiduciary
One designated to act for another as his representa
tive in a rather limited sense eg stock held by broker
age firm in street name to facilitate transactions even
though customer is actual owner of securities It is used
sometimes to signify an agent or trustee It has no
connotation however other than that of acting for an
other in representation of another or as the grantee of
another Schuh Trading Co v Commissioner of Inter
nal Revenue C0AM95 F2d404 411
Nominee trust An arrangement for holding title to
real property under which one or more persons or corpo
rations pursuant to a written declaration of trust de
clare that they will hold any property that they acquire
as trustees for the benefit of one or more undisclosed
beneficiaries
Nomine pona n6maniy piyniy In the name of a
penalty
In the civil law a legacy was said to be left nornine
pcenm where it was left for the purpose of coercing the
heir to do or not to do something
The term has also been applied in English law to
some kinds of covenants such as a covenant inserted in
a lease that the lessee shall forfeit a certain sum on
non payment of rent or on doing certain things as
plowing up ancient meadow and the like
Nomocanon nowmokan 1 A collection of canons
and imperial laws relative or conformable thereto The
first nomocanon was made by Johannes Scholastt onaetdecimm
554 Photius patriarch of Constantinople in 883 payments ma
piled another nomocanon or collation of the civtEaa is of church
with the canons this is the most celebrated Balaacao gs belonging G
wrote a commentary upon it in 1180 2 A collections wnglitofthe ehe
the ancient canons of the apostles councils and fak ae Lack of
without regard to imperial constitutions eneral the legal
Nomographer nom6grofar One who writes on ec jrears of
subject oflaws um or non





Nomotheta n6wmathiyta A lawgiver such as o modo
and Lycurgus among the Greeks and Cmsw
I
habet c
and Sylla among the Romans se
u yeytar klak
Non Lat Not The common prefix of negation anneyshiov
Nonability Want of ability to do an act in lays ntly than ac
sue A plea founded upon such cause o ahter a signi
Non acceptance A buyersright under a coq
cum mans
non a lata
sale to reject the goods because ofnonconform vortat k
the contract UC 2601 Failure or refus iywtestat6ram
drawee to accept a draft or bill The refusalto ifica lon of wog
anything oimable tc
Non acceptavit non aksepteyvat In common
t ancestral esta
pleading the name of a plea to an action of4 a a er than by
brought against the drawee of a bill of exchan r or by de
which he denies that he accepted the same a being no ot1
Non access Absence of opportunities for sexual aired by pi
Kcourse between husband and wife or the ahsen ar esa djstirgu
such intercourse Defense interposed by alleg d t atioa of lavn4
in paternity cases as great east
Non accipi debent verbs in demonstratioaemi nuous easement
qux competunt in limitationem veram ndn P o appearance
debant vbrba in demanstr6yshiy6wnam flo the defenda
k6mpatant in limateyshiyownam viram Words fault
not to be taken to import a false demonstrationw assessable T
may have effect by way of true limitation does not cant
Non accrevit infra sex annos non akriyvat
Th
not due upon
holdiknows It did not accrue within six years y u ng of sue
apulationof a plea by which the defendant sets up the state aga
limitations against a cause of action which le hon after ticent
after six years a shall hav
23LEd 2
Nonacquieseence An administrative agencys
en a assympait nideclining to be bound by judicial pr
contrary to the agencys interpretation dfits
c aeon of assn
statute until the Supreme Court has ruled on avers the
At its most extreme it is the policy of disrd by the p
decisions of federal courts within the circiiii t psit inf
they sit when those decisions conflict with IIgws He
tarys own policies Stiebergerv Heckler flame of the pl
FSupp 1315 1321 A more limited version o o assumpsit
cys refusal to give nationwide effect to the hol ditur
particular court of appeals Lopez v Heckle
t 1 Per
He whc
Cal 725 F2d 1489 1503 Sometimes abbrenti confesses
nonacqu or NA Compare Acquiescence eofmeeting de
Nonadmission The refusal of admission lgn law of
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA
Jewelean Jackson Ethylon and William Brown
Brenda Doane and David Williams on behalf
of themselves and all others similarly situated
Plaintiffs
Civil Action No 08CV305 JNEJJG
V
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc and Richard W Stanek in his official
capacity as Sheriff of Hennepin County
Defendants




William C Hultman being duly sworn deposes and states
EXl11BR
I am a Senior Vice President ofMERSCORP Inc MERSCORP and the
Secretary and Treasurer ofMortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS Except
as to the matters stated upon information and belief I have personal knowledge of the facts and
circumstances of the matters stated herein
MERS AND THE MFRS SYSTEM
2 MERSCORP is the operating company that owns and operates the MERS
System The MERSO System is a national electronic registry established to trackbeneficial
ownership interests and servicing rights in mortgage loans MERS serves as the common
nominee or disclosed agent for approximately3100 mortgage lenders in the United States
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1. I   i r ice r i t f   , I . ("MERSCORP")   
ecretar  a  reas rer f ortga e lectr ic e istrati  ste s, I c. ("MERS',). Except 
as t  t e atters state   i f r ati  a  elief, I a e ers al le e f t e facts a  
ircumstances  t  att  st t  r in. 
ERS  E E S®  
. ERSC RP is the operating co pany that o ns and operates the ERS® 
ste .  E S® ste  is  ti l ele tr ic r istr  st lis  t  tr  fi i l 
o ners ip interests a d s r i ing rights in ortgage l . ERS s r es s t   
no inee or isclose  a e t f r a r i ately ,1 0 ortgage le ers in t e ite  tates. 
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Although the mortgage industry has historically used agents egservicers in
mortgage related transactions and activities even prior to the creation ofMERS theMERS0
System keeps trackofsuch servicers andsuerinquinesasto who currently services agiven
mortgageka providing cntieal inforniatiothat was not avaiTalSle prior tolrere on of
MERS
4 MERS is made the mortgagee and is the agent or nominee for the MERS Member
Lender in the MERS Mortgage As set forth in the accompanying memorandum Minnesota
statutory law specifically recognizes an agent or personal representative of a lender as a proper
mortgagee
5 MERS becomes the mortgagee with respect to such mortgage loans as nominee
for such lenders in one of two ways i the borrower and the lender name MERS as the
mortgagee of record at the time the mortgage loan is originated sometimes referred to by the
acronym MOM standing for MERS as Original Mortgagee or iithe lender causes a
mortgage loan that was previously originated or acquired by such lender to be assigned of record
to MERS so that MERS becomes the mortgagee of record in the land records in which the
mortgage was recorded In either case the security instrument constitutes a MERS Mortgage
6 TheMERS Mortgage names MERS as mortgagee in the original security
instrument It identifies the name and address ofthe mortgagor the borrower the lender and
MERS as the mortgagee It provides a description of the secured real estate and refers to the
note executed contemporaneously with the mortgage Themortgage also demonstrates a
conveyance ofan interest in the security real estate to the lender and to MERS as the mortgagee
and as nominee for the lender The mortgage is signed by the mortgagor and such signature is
also acknowledged by a notary More importantly forpurposes of this proceeding the MERS
002622
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ender in th,e S Mortgage~ s set forth in the acco panying e orandum, innesota 
statutory la  specifically recognizes an agent or personal representative f a lender as a proper 
e. 
S. S beco es the ortgagee ith respect to such ortgage loans, as no inee 
f r  l r , i    t  s: (i) t  rr r  t  l r    t  
ortgagee of record at the ti e the ortgage loan is originated (so eti es referred to by the 
 "MO ", standing for "MERS as riginal ortgagee"), or (ii) the lender causes a 
ortgage loan that as previously originated or acquired by such lender to be assigned of record 
to , so that E  beco es the ortgagee of record in the land records in hich the 
mortgage was recorded. In either case, the security instrument constitutes a ERS ortgage. 
6. The ERS ortgage na eS S as ortgagee in the original security 
instru ent. It identifies the na e and address of the ortgagor (the borro er), the lender, and 
E S, as the ortgagee. It provides a description of the secured real estate and refers to the 
note executed conte poraneously ith the ortgage. he ortgage also de onstrates a 
conveyance of an interest in the security real estate to the lender and to ERS as the ortgagee, 
and as nominee for the lender. The mortgage is signed by the mortgagor and such signature is 
also ackno ledged by a notary. ore i portantly, for purposes of this proceeding, the E S 
2 
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Mort identifies that MERS serves as the disclosed agent for the lender and the lenders
successors and assigns and sets forth MERS rights relating to the read iopertgynSfYtent
7 Once NEE becomes the mortgageeofrecord MERS remain the mortgageeof
record when beneficial ownership interests orsera qn rights are sQdifxomonedMERSNferi ber
to anothaxpadtserdnsfer s ttack6delectronicallyQntbeMjfE At all times during
this process the original mortgage or an assignment of mortgage to MERS remains of record in
the public land records where the security real estate is located providing notice ofMERS
disclosed role as the agent for the MERS Member Lender and the lenderssuccessors and
assigns
8 The homeowner is notified by both the selling MERS Member and buying MERS
Member under applicable federal and state laws of any transfer Anyone has access to the
updated servicer by calling a toll free number that appears on every recorded document naming
MERS as the mortgagee In addition the MERS System identifies each county clerksoffice
in which MERS Instruments are recorded If rights are transferred from a MERS Member
which has appointed MERS to act as the lenders agent to a nonMERS member which has not
appointed MERS to act as their agent on the loan an assignment from MERS to the nonMERS
member is recorded in the county where the secured property is located To date approximately
53 million mortgage loans have been registered on the MERSO System nationwide
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THE MFRSSYSTEM PROVIDES SUBSTANTIAL BENEFITS
TO LENDERS TITLE COMPANIES AND BORROWERS
9 Upon information and belief in 2007 there were approximately 11 trillion in
residential mortgage loans outstanding in the United States Over the life ofamortgage loan
servicing rights of a loan maybe sold and resold many times By serving as the agent for the
MERSMember Lender and by tracking transfers occurring in the mortgage markets MERS
provides tremendous benefits to and has been accepted and is regularly used in the primary and
secondary mortgage market
10 The MERS System benefits both lenders and consumers Lenders are benefited
because transfers amongMERS Members can be reflected instantaneously on the nationwide
MERS System electronically on the date on which they ocmr n l rem fited
because onguattng lenderstypical y pass the coatsofassignine its onto Ihefiorroweis toxthe
r extent tlley know inadvanc that loan wlll fie sold nunediatelys bseqz rifto theclosgr
Through the use of theMERS System these costs are eliminated On over 53 million
mortgages in which MERS has been retained as the agent for the MERS Member Lender in the
aggregate these cost savings to consumers are substantial The MERSt System further benefits
consumers by speeding up the flow of fund and enabling the consumer to easily and instantly
determine which lending institution Ownsrservices his or her mortgage loan by calling a toll
free number which is available 24 hours a dayseven days a week When using MERS the
lender may seek reimbursement from the consumer as borrower of a nominal disclosed fee of
495as the lenderstransaction cost to enroll the borrowersmortgage loaAin the MERS
System Bycontrast if the MERS Mortgage is not used the borrowerwill Da approximately
400 or more to record an assignment of a traditional mortgage from one lender to another
lender as well as additional document preparation fees to prepare such assignment
4
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T
11 Thetitle industry recognizes theauthonty ofMERS to act as the agent for the
lender and the lenderssuccessors and assigns The primary benefit ofMERS to the title
industry relates to the loan payoff and lien release process The title industry has confidence that
when MERS is the mortgagee the chain of title is clear without the worry of unrecorded
incorrect or intervening assignments In addition the title industry recognizes real property
instruments executed by MERS in its agency capacity for the MERS Member Lenders rAe
Olt
12 It is also important to a title company and to consumers to be able
expeditiously find the name of th current servicing agent of a mart ale loan to ascertain the
amount ofthe loan payoff This can sometimes be a time consuming and frustrating task
because the land records throughout Minnesota do not reflect the name ofthe services but rather
the entrty that i mailyheldthe mortgage lien that mayor may not be the current lien holder or
current loan services WithoutMERS even afterChecking the land records a title companywill
typically ask the borrower to provide additional information such asmpayment coupons
to confirm the identity of the servicing agent The title industry and consumers greatly benefit
from MERS because knowing that MERS has been contractually retained to act as the lendrs
agent by serving as the mortgagee in the land records provides them with an efficient and reliable
method of obtaining the name of the current servicer This allows the payoff process to be faster
which results in a faster and reliable lien release process
13 The MERS Mortgage permits anyone who examines it in the public records to
contact MERS via a toll free telephone number to identify the current servicer ofthe given
mortgage loan Again the identity of such services has not been shown in the public records in
the past nor is there any legal requirement to file or record the identity ofmortgage loan
servicers in public recorders offices This information however in light ofmultiple transfers of
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rr t l  s r i r. ifh f ,  ft r chec i  t  l  r r s,  titl  y ill 
t i ll   t  rr r t  r i  Hi h l i f ation,  s onthly t  
t  finn t  i tit  f t  r i i  nt.  titl  i tr   s rS r tl  fit 
fr  Elt  ~Useknowi:  ili t  ll  AA tr t ll  r t i  t  t  t  l nder's 
t  s r i  as t  rt a  i  t  l  r r s r ides t f: l it   ffi i t  r li l  
et  f tai i  the a e f t e c rre t ser icer. is all s t e a ff r cess t  e faster, 
ic  r s lts i   fast r  r li l  li  r l s  r ss. 
. The E S ortgage pennits anyone ho exa ines it in the public records to 
t t E  i   t ll-free t l   t  i ti  t  t i e   t  i  
ortgage l . i , t e id tit  f s  s r icer as t  s  i  t  li  r r s i  
t e st, r is there a  le al r ire t to fil , r r r  t  i tit  f rtga  l a  
s r icers in lic r r rst ffic s. is i f r ti , r, i  lig t f lti l  tr sf rs f 
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notes and rriortggesin the secondary mortgage markeE is cnfi al tp the efficient andI i e
operation ofsuch market It enables consumers mortgage lenders servicers and title insurers to
arrange among other things for consolidations modifications releases or discharges of such
mortgages in a timely and reliable manner When such arrangements have been completed then
MERS also serves as the mortgagee of record to execute and deliver such consolidations
modifications releases or discharges or similar documents as the nominee for the lender
MERSHAS AUTHORITY TO CONDUCTTHE FORECLOSURESOv
14 A reading of each MERS Mortgage shows that all of the borrowers have
expressly conveyed a security interest in the real estate that serves as collateral for the loan to to
MERS as the nominee for the designated lender and the lenderssuccessors and assigns
15 The MERS Mortgageclearly discloses that MFRS serves as the mortgagee and as
i
nominee for the lender its successors and assigns
16 The MERS Mortgage clearly demonstrates the lenders delegation of authority to
MERS and the borrowersacknowledgement and acceptance ofMERS as the disclosed agent of
the lender and its successors and assigns
8
17 The MERS Mortgage expressly authorizes RS to foreclose on the subject
property in accordance with the terms of the mortgage and security instrument on record in the
County RecordersOffice The language contained in the mortgage states
For this purpose Borrower does herebymortgage grant and convey to MERS
solely as nominee for Lender and Lenders successors and assigns and to the
successors and assigns of MERS with power ofsale the following described
property
THERE ARE NO ASSIGNMENTS OF PLAINTIFFS MORTGAGES
0
002626
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. operation of stieJi; marKet. It enabl  consumers, ortgage lenders, servicers and title insurers to 
arrange, a ong other things, for consolidations, odifications, releases or discharges of such 
rt a es in a ti el  and reliable anner. e  such arran e e ts have been co pleted, then 
E S also serves as the ortgagee of record, to execute and deliver such consolidations, 
dif ti s, r l  or  or si il r cu ents,  t   f r th  l der. ~,,1 
.v~'\{}:! • 
  I     S~odO~ ( C: 
. .---
14.  i        l    rr   
sl    ecurit    t  l t   r    f r  l  t  t  
E S as the no inee for the designated lender and the lendet'ssUCGeSsors aodas$lgns. 
15.   rt  l rl  is l s s t t E  s r s as t  rt   ~ ~ to () ~ 
.-H",~ I r -U~ (' I ~t~Q r~ 
ine    r,    signs. ?! t1>-J~ ,~- J pW ) ) 
16. he S ortgage clearly de onstrates the lel1der's delegation ofaufhorlty to 
- '-~""--.-- ---------
ERS, and the borrower's acknowledgement and acceptance of : ERS"li thedi~closed agent of 
--t e r,  ts rs  S . 1 
& 
11. e E  ortgage l  .UIhO,*RS to foreclose on the subject 
property in accordance ith the ter s of the ortgage and security instru ent on record in the 
-------ounty ecorder's ffice. The language contained in the ortgage states: 
For this purpose, orro er does hereby ortgage, grant and convey to E S 
(solely as no inee for ender and ender's successors and assigns) and to the 
successors and assigns of E S. ith po er of sale, the follo ing described 
p perty ... I' 
THERE ARE NO SSI ENTS F P INTIFF ' ORTGAGES 
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18 Jewelean Jackson obtained a loan from BNC Mortgage Inc on
February 20 2006 which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically
designated as the mortgagee on the property located 1618 Fremont Avenue North Minneapolis
Minnesota which was filed with the Hennepin County Recorder Ion February 27 2006 asp
Document No 8755757
19 Ther 6a beenioassignme tai fChe7ew0eaWOrntxtadentified in the
preceding paragraph
prtzetwashesuby ct aforeclosure proceedin s commencedonl1ERS S i
behalfasriagagee ofrecord
21 Ethylon and William Brown obtained a mortgage loan with Mortgageit on
June 7 2007 which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically designated as
the mortgagee on the property located at 2025 James Avenue North Minneapolis Minnesota
Said mortgage was filed with the Hennepin County Recorder on July 3 2007 as Document
No 9002744
22 There has been no assignment of the Ethylon and William Brown mortgage
identified in the preceding paragraph
23 The property was the subject of foreclosure proceedings commenced on MERS
behalf as mortgagee ofrecord
24 David Williams obtained a loan from Ownit Mortgage Solutions Inc on
July 7 2006 which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically designated as
the mortgagee on the property located at 3953 20th Avenue South Minneapolis Minnesota
Said mortgage was filed with the Hennepin County Recorder on July 25 2006 as Document
No 8834546
002627
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18. Jewelean Jackson obtained a loan from BNC Mortgage, Inc. on 
February 20, 2006, which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically 
designated as the mortgagee on the property located 16 I 8 Fremont Avenue North, inneapolis, 
21. thylon and illia  ro n obtained a ortgage loan ith ortgageit on 
June 7, 2007, which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically designated as 
the mortgagee on the property located at 2025 James Avenue North, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Said mortgage was filed with the Hennepin County Recorder on July 3,2007, as Document 
No. 9002744. 
22. There has been no assignment oftbe Ethylon and illiam Brown mortgage 
ide ified in the re i g . 
23. The property was the subject offoreclosure proceedings commenced on MERS' 
behalf as ortgag e of re . 
24. David illiams obtained a loan from Ownit ortgage Solutions, Inc. on 
July 7, 2006, which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically designated as 
the mortgagee on the property located at 3953 20th Avenue South, inneapolis, innesota. 
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25 There has been no assignment of the David Williams mortgage identified in the
preceding paragraph
26 The property was the subject of foreclosure proceedings commenced on MERS
behalfas mortgagee of record 1A l C ri l 7 cVC rQr
27 Brenda Doane obtaineda 1ro AcEF drtedI oine Lenders Idcon Apr t 7 J
2006 which loan is secured by a mortgage in which MERS is specifically designated as the
mortgagee on the property located at 6423 Grand Avenue South Minneapolis Minnesota Said
mortgage was filed with the Hennepin County Recorder on May 25 2006 as Document
No 8802955
28 There has been no assignment of the Brenda Doane mortgage identified in the
preceding paragraph
29 Theproperty was the subject of foreclosure proceedings commenced on MERS
behalf as mortgagee ofrecord
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
30 MERS status as a nominee is a common occurrence in public land records
Based on my experience grantors grantees lenders and other parties in real estate and loan
transactions frequently confer rights to a nominee agent fiduciary or trustee to enable
that individual to act on their behalf
31 MERS regularly participates in a variety of transactions in furtheranceof its
delegation of authority as nominee or agent of the lender including but not limited to execution
and delivery of mortgage assignments consolidation modification and extension agreements
releases ordischarges of mortgages and acts as the petitioner in mortgage foreclosure
proceedings
002628
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25. here has been no assign ent f the avid illia s ortgage identified in the 
i  r graph. 
26.  r rt  s t  subj t f f r l s r  r /dings   ' .,! . 
• J i/' . <-1-: t- I ,-J{ ~ \ r>-l~ r;l/,cN .K"'O ,I':) I d 41AN? l@!~ 
half    cord. ./ lv'l, t Jl'()rJ' t;;11..} i uv- r;. v l I J ( I~ '". _ 
27 '~'I'.!lii~ill>Miilel! ilto,",'lri!ilYA~!Iii>JI!i>i1!" tOl\ ori;Jric",lt ilr , ~.L:!1":f 
2006, hich loan is secured by a ortgage in hich E S is specifically designated as the 
ortgagee on the property located at 6423 rand venue, South, inneapolis, innesota. Said 
ortgage as filed ith the ennepin ounty ecorder on ay 25, 2006, as ocu ent 
o. . 
28. here has been no assign ent of the renda oane ortgage identified in the 
i  r ph. 
. The property was the subject of foreclosure proceedings commenced on ERS' 
  t a    . 
I  I  
30. E S' status as a "nominee" is a co on occurrence in public land records. 
ased on y experience, grantors, grantees, lenders and other parties in real estate and loan 
transactions frequently confer rights to a "no inee," "agent," "fiduciary," or "trustee" to enable 
t in ividual     lf. 
. ERS regularly participates in a variety of transactions in furtherance of its 
delegation of authority as no inee or agent of the lender, including hut not li ited to execution 
and delivery f ortgage assign ents, consolidation, odification and extension agree ents, 
releases or discharges of ortgages and acts as the petitioner i  ortgage foreclosure 
r i s. 
8 
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32 MERS operates the MERSO System in all fifty states and the District of
Columbia MBRSMortgages and RS Idstrumother NM and f rdc
aceeptedwby clexks and countyrecorders thUt Stit6oip e
ta 1c
33 IN and the other parties to these instruments W
ulstri llnotmerely be acgepted prreqqrghng but dsoenforc iththeirect in jaeotdanwwi
Therefore affiant respectfully requests that this Court recognizeMERS as the lawful
nominee and agent of the lender and give full effect and validity to MERS actions including
MERS foreclosure proceedings regarding the mortgages at issue in this proceeding




Subscribed and swom to before me
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32.  erates t e ® yste  i  all fift  states a  the istrict of 
ol a. ERS: oft~  and, othetME  fu nun~n~~8IIQ fote¢lo$J:U"~ll' ~eltegu1ady 
.~~ epl¢d-~Y9;v¢f.~!ilQ~~unty¢tetkg;'andk¢gYiit~;¥~e9td~~s~~~gJj:f)J.ihrtll~1))iit~4;_~ ~t~\' {l> Ptl3 J iircJi4i~t~)ho1:lla~;l'eC<j'me~aAdregi~~~\~j,l~e:Sota.. !l5 JA i C~lly;t1t4 ~,~ . 
,.'" ......... ,... '. -- ..... "t,,·,',··,,;·',·'. ', .. '~',"~"?"'." .. <".-." " ..' ., .. ,.. g./ J IVI , r ~/I'.iN.f::J;:J 
33. ~;jand  t r rt  t  t  struments.;fiUl¥iW.l~i;l..d:lfi~:.$i-eli';!~O; (ti!1 S 
;instiili.tients:wilLnottn~  p  ;~<;~ :te4.iQ '~~(di  Q talso,eI1f0f _ d Uiaccotdart~~w h.,thek7 
Jt. ~te.;:YTherefore, f i t ctf ll  t  t t t i   r ni    t  l l 
"~\-t5 S' 5fv1 i ee a  a e t ft  le er,  i e f ll effect a  ali it  t   acti s, i cl i  .~rJf, 
'vi . E S' foreclosure proceedings regarding the ortgages at issue in this proceeding. 
     T. 
  I INA ) 
) S. 
  l  ) 
s ribed  s rn to fore e 
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y
AGREEMENTFORSIGN7KCAU1HORnly
MERSCORP INC MIERS and its subsitliury MCiTGAGE FC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS tPIC 1Yashirgtnn Mutual Bank rA K
Ftdel3 yNatitrnalForeelosurcc Bankruptcy SdIutionsFl lel IhErcbv r
rite registration SystemsIncMSj S Partyl framandagainst any and all
i party claims fie5ek penalties ftncs forfettur rcalonable Worn yfet s and related
udgmcnts and any othercoostee and expenses that result from the n4igenooVitro and omiom breach Of conficfcntialtty a willful rniseonduct of Fiidelify in
Performing certain duties where McIrWv Etcet onic Registration Systems lnc Is thecnortpgoe of record
6 Fidelity shall maintain appropriate insurance covcragathat siUxll nciudc rCSye a for any
n liBM errors and omissions or willful misconduct of all cmptoyecs authorized to sign as
officersofMartgngopjectronia Registration Systeln1Inc
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08/16/2005 TIJE 14: 58 FtU. 
AOREEM NTFORSIGNl C:A 1'}lORlTY 
MERSCOQP. fNC.("MERS") ,und Us;subsidiary, MORtCACE 
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., Wa.birigtonMutuaIBalik.F.A. 




Th,: pi.n:posc or thisagreetnent for signing authorlW(thc:'~Agl"C 
and obligations 'df'tnc 'patti"" whenPidclity 'pcrIorms .... , ...... I.V 
u.tt~h~ corpora(e~hition(thc I~RCS(l1ution,.r~athur,to- , 
on the MERS®Systom,and,*hQWn ontheMERS® Sysletn lo~e " 
~ . . 
tRIV~~l"Y .imormatiOJt and instt'UctloWl (0 
~1'!e~J'<~-'u:u' nicRegi$t~tjon :syStem.~tfnc. ,acts ' 
,~t'!~"firKre,!'~ ,tIlatMERS 'ana ,Mot1gage'ETeetrQnic 
DS , " c rthe accUrilcy.of any lnfo.nnatlo!l~pr.-o"ld~ 
n~ eredi~t~c'¥Ef{S®'Systemby'Orot1:bdutlf 
,~~~'infotmalion nr'lnstrucd()n$ between WAMUaoo 
~Cl!~lOS " wo p~ttiei$. 
d .,' '8 n ", "" nify:undhold AarmlessMERS, Mortgage EJcetronic 
ttmls. Inc. a,~n:lployc¢. dir~btorioffi~~agent<Jl" ·affiU. ofMERS or 
... . me Rcgistrtrtion ~)'Slem~. J nc.(''MeRSParty''~ froill lln4.againstany and all 
~party clai~) tos.,)e8, pi=naltie3t fines, forfeituros,rcasortablenttomeyfees nridrcilat.ed 
.·udgments, and any otherC<lsts. feeSande1tperisestha~ rcsult from the negligence, 
erro . ami o isman.<J,brcuch ·of confidcnti81i(yor wiJ[fu) misc.'Onducl at" Fidelity, 1n 
performing certain dutIes where M()~gage 'Stectl'onicR.~gistl'lttion Syste s, Inc. is the 
mortgagee ofrceord. 
6. PLdclityshan r 1ain a propriateinsurancc coverage that shall include «;overage for any 
negligence, errors and omissions or willful misconduct ofall cmpl~ authodzcdto si,gnas 
officers ot'Mortsnge·81ectronicRog{stration SYSl t ~. Inc; 
08162005 TUB 14 58 FAX
7 Upon termination of the contract betwcon WAMU and Fidelity thix egrccmant sbaHconcgrrcntly terminate and the corporate resolution shall be revoked at such tine
R This Agreement shall he gnvcd by and construed in aceordaneo with the laws of theCofVirginia without regard to iL4 choice of law provisions
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7. Upon tenniU!l.ti()J1 of the contract between WAMU ItrId Fidelity, this agreement shall 
CODc.:urrcntly terminate a.nd the corpomte rcsolution shall be revoked at such time. 
8. This Agreement !lhaU be governed by and construed in accordance with 
Comm(mweulth of Virginia without regard to iL'I choice of law provit;iotls. 
The parties have exe uted thls Agre ment intending to be bound as of 
I  1'  ,  
laws of the 
62005 TUB 1458 FAX
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRA110NSYSTEMS INC
CORPORATE RESOLUTION
Be It Resolved that the attached list ofcandidates arc cmployeos of Fidelity National Foreclosure
Bankntptcy Solutions and are hereby appointed as assistant secretaries and vice president of MortgageElectronic Registration Systems Inc MP and as such am auihorired to
execute any and all documents necessary to foreclose upon theproperty securing mortgageloan registered on the MFRS System that is shown to be registered to the Menot limited toa substitution of trustee on Deeds ofTrust b TrusteegtDec up t a dean
but
behalf ofMFRS c Affidavits of Nanmilitary Status d Affidavits of1
of Debt f quitclaim deed gAffidavits regarding i otsemonom nts
s
ost promi o
of promissory notes to VA or HUD on behalfof MFRS as a u cd p fth s process
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MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGlSTRA'l'lON SYS·rEMS, INC. 
CORPORATE RESOLlrtlON 
Be it Resolved that the nttached list of candidatc., arc cmployeos of' Fidelity NltlionaJ Foreclosure & 
Banknlptc), Solutions. and I1r~ hereby appointed as assistant secretaries and vice presidents of Mortgage 
Electronic Registration Systems. Inc., (I( BRS't) and, a$ such. are lIuthori .. .ed to; 
@004/005 
























Fidelity National Foreclosure Bankruptcy Solutions
Mortgage Electronic Retristration Systems Xric
ertifyin Officers









FIdelity National Forcclosure & Bankruptcy Solutlous 
























(Tn alphabetical order by last nam~) 
14M05/005 
A Close Window





Version 11 11 November 1999
Foreclosing a loan in the name of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc is something new in the foreclosure arena However when the role of
MERS is examined it becomes clear that MERS stands in the same position to
foreclose as the servicer MERS like the servicer will be the record mortgage
holder It is through the mortgage or deed of trust that MERS is given the
authority to foreclose
To help make a smooth transition from foreclosing loans in the name of the
servicer to foreclosing loans in the name of MERS we have developed state by
state recommended guidelines to follow These guidelines were developed in
conjunction with experienced foreclosure counsel in your state We have been
able to keep the MERS recommended procedures consistent with the existing
foreclosure procedures The goal of the recommended procedures is to avoid
adding any extra steps or incurring any additional taxes or costs by foreclosing
in the name of MERS instead of the servicer
MERS will continually review the guidelines and if necessary will issue
revisions The recommended guidelines to follow in your state are as follows
Mortgages are foreclosed non judicially under power of sale Local counsel
advises that a foreclosure can be brought in the name of MERS Notice of the
foreclosure sale is published with Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc MERS named as the foreclosing entity instead of the servicer
The agencies Fannie Mae Freddie Mac and Gmriie Mae regWrethe
promss ry note be erido rsed Inblank whertthe sellerservicere ls a





If) Close Window 
E S Recom ended Foreclosure Procedures for 
L BAMA 
Version 1.1, 1  ove ber 199  
Foreclosing a loan in the na e of ortgage Electronic Registration Systems, 
Inc. Is so ething ne  in the foreclosure arena. owever, hen the role of 
MERS is examined, it becomes clear that MERS stands in the same position to 
foreclose as the servicer. MERS, like the servicer, will be the record mortgage 
holder. It is through the ortgage or deed of trust that ERS is given the 
authority to foreclose. 
 l    t  t iti  f  f l i  l  i  t   f t  
servicer to foreclosing loans in the name of MERS, we have developed state by 
state recommended guidelines to follow. These guidelines were developed in 
j i  it  ri ced l  l i  r .    
able to keep the MERS reco ended procedures consistent with the existing 
foreclosure procedures. The goal of the reco ended procedures is to avoid 
adding any extra steps or incurring any additional taxes or costs by foreclosing 
in t  e f  i t  f t e r i r. 
S ill continually revie  the guidelines and, if necessary, ill issue 
revisions. The recom ended guidelines to follow in your state are as follo s: 
Mortgages are foreclosed non-judicially under power of sale. Local counsel 
advises that a foreclosure can be brought in the na e of MERS. Notice of the 
foreclosure sale is published with Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, 
Inc. (ME ) named as the foreclosing entity instead of the servicer. 
TI:!!1f1g~nCi¢ '_€f'ariiife M ~; 're'adie Mac ahd in.rifeMae) f:eql1ire- ~6~ 
pro_mlss.qrY:-!iM:f)?~~ridorseiliriblahk 'w en:ttle'seller'ls r lcer'selrsa ... _ 
mortgage tiiah:to:rthe-(i:i.; Therefore,thenote shOuld,remainendor'sedih blank 
At the foreclosure sale the certifying officer will instruct the foreclosing
attorney regarding the bid to be entered on behalf of MERS If the bid is the
highest bid then the auctioneer will be instructed to deed the property directly
to the investor We have been advised that this is the same procedure followed
when foreclosing in the name of the servicer Because the MERS
recommended procedure follows the same procedure that is used when the
servicer forecloses in its name no additional taxes are incurred by foreclosing
in the name of MERS
Evictions are handled the same way they are handled when the servicer
commences the foreclosure as the foreclosing entity If it Is an FHA insured
loan and an eviction is necessary then the auctioneer deed can be issued to
the servicer This way the eviction can be brought in the name of the servicer
Once the eviction is completed then the servicer can issue a deed to HUD
Again you should follow the same procedures you follow when foreclosing in
the name of the servicer
If the debtor declares bankruptcy the proof of claim should be filed jointly in
the name of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc and the servicer It
is advised to file in both names in order to disclose to the court the relationship
of MERS and the servicer The address to be used is the servicer address so
that all trustee payments go directly to the servicer not to MERS The Motion
for Relief from Stay may be filed either solely in the name of MERS or jointly
with the servicer If MERS is the foreclosing entity then it is MERS that needs
the relief from the bankruptcy
002635
t the foreclosure ale, the certifyi  offi r will instruct the forecl si  
attor ey regarding the bid to be entered on behalf of MERS. If the bid is th  
highest bid, then the auctioneer ill be instructed to deed the property directly 
to the investor. e have been advi  th t thi  is the sa  pr c r  follo  
 f r cl si  i  the na  of the servicer. e  the  
rec  pr  fol o s t  sa  pr  t t is use   the 
servicer forecloses in its na e, no additional taxes are incurred by foreclosing 
in the na e of MERS. 
i   handl  t    t   handl   t  s r i  
  f r l r  a  t  f r l i  ntity.  i  Is an F -i r  
l    i ti  is cessary, t  t  ti    be issu  t  
 rvicer.  ay, t      i  t   f t  rvicer. 
 t  i ti  i  pleted, t  t  i   iss   deed t  D. 
Again, you should follo  the sa e procedures you follo  hen foreclosing in 
the na e of the servicer. 
If the debtor declares bankruptcy I the proof of clai  should be flied jointly In 
    l i  i i  t s, .   rvicer.  
is advised to file in both na es in order to disclose to the court the relationship 
    i r.      i   rvicer's   
that all trustee pay ents go directly to the servicer, not to E S. The otion 
for Relief fro  Stay ay be flied either solely in the na e of ERS or jointly 
it  t  r i r. I'f  is t  f r l i  tity, t  it i   t t  
 r lief   t . 
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For the Plaintiff
JOHN GRUNER ESQ Via Telephone
Shapiro Fishman LLP
2424 North Federal Highway Suite 360
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Deposition of Jill Orrison taken by the
Defendant at HomeEq 701 Corporate Center Drive
Suite 300 Raleigh North Carolina on the 22nd
day of April 2009 at 1127 am before Meredith
R Johnson Notary Public
C O N T E N T S
The Witness Jill Orrison
Examination By Mr Ice4





1 Deposition of Jil  Or ison, taken by the 
2 Defendant at HomeEq, 701 Corporate Center Drive, 
3 Suit  300, Raleigh, North Carolina, on the 22nd 
4 day of April, 2009, at 11:27 a.m., befor  eredith 
5 R. Johnson, otary Public. 
6 
7 
8 The itness: 
ON EN T S 
ill rri n 
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41 P R O C E E D I N G S
2 Whereupon
3 Jill Orrison
4 having been duly sworn
5 was examined and testified as follows
6 EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT
7 BY MR ICE
8 Q Could you state your full name for the
9 record please
10 A Jill Orrison
11 Q Okay And what is the business address
12 A 701 Corporate Center Drive Raleigh
13 North Carolina 27607
14 Q Thank yau And I understand that youm
15 employer is IomEq
16 A Yes
17 Q And yagc title there ple46cagain
18 A Litigation Management Laaison
19 Q Are you an employee of MERS
20 A No
21 Q Ar4 you compensated by in any way
22 A No
23 Q Area you shareholder of MERS
24 A No










PRO C E E DIN G S 
Whereupon, 
Jil  Or ison, 
havi  been duly sworn, 
s exa i  and testifi  as fol ows: 
EXA I  B  COUNSEL FOR EFENDANT 
B  R. I E: 
oul   st t  y r f l  na e f r t  








y.  t    dress? 
701 orporate enter rive, aleigh, 
























l;i YO'qrtiUe'therepl:e:a$e,:aga.iI?'~ •. 
tI fiija ti6n gemE:!Ji  ia; $ ~ .. 
t~yoti n e loyee Or ltf . S '? 
q. 
re'yc;l'!l cQqiPensatedb'Y .ME.RS in any aY? 
N<?· 
A+:.E! you share lder of M~ ? 
No. 
IS s tton Fun in , LC a shq;reholdet of 
4 
51 MERS
2 A I dontknow
3 Q Is Barclays Capital a shareholder of
4 MERS
5 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
6 A I dontknow
7 Q Who is RK Arnold
8 A I dontknow
9 Q Who is thepresLdent and CEOaf MERS
10 Corp and the subsidiary of MERS
11 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
12 A I don t know t
13 Q Who is the eXecutive price presid nt and
14 product division manager ofMERS
15 MR GUNER Objection
16 A I don t know
17 Q Who is the senior Vice president and
18
corporate division m4n4ger of MERS
19 MR GUNER Objection
20 A I dontknow
21 Q Whos the vice president of the customer
22 group of MERS
23 MR GUNER Objection
24 A I dont kn6w








I don't know. 
Is Barclays Capital a shareholder of 
4 MERS? 









I dOn't know. 
ho i  R,.IC ,r,1} ld? 
I don I t know. 
ho  t  presj,q,eIT  , Ro.C:E.;O ,Qf , ,  




MR. GUNER: j ction. l vancy. 
A 
Q 
;',1: bhr't ,;·kii ; 
   x c t  ivj,Ce :reSidentano. 
14  isio  ager",O;f,ME·RS;;? 














w o s th~ s rtiOrvi preside.n"j: ~nc;:i 
c ratediv :s:i;.onJ!l~nager f ME~, ? 
MR. GUNER: e . 
A I d n'tkrt . 
Q 's the vice president of the customer 
group ofM ? 
MR. GUNE : Objec io . 
A 
Q 
I qem't kno . 
Have you ever heard the name Dan 
5 
C1 McLaughlin Bill Hultman or Douglas Danko
2 A I cant recall no
3 Q Does MFRS have a legal department
4 MR GUNER Objection
5 A I dontknow
6 Q Is Sharon Horstkamp the VP and general
7 counsel of M8R8
8 A I dontknow
9 Q Nave you ever spokea with her
10 A No
11 Q Have you ever spoken with Richard
12 Anderson at MERS
13 A No
14 Q Have you spoken with Chris Mullins at
15 MERS
16 A No
17 Q Have you ever spoken with Joseph Patry
18 at MERS
19 A No
20 Q Have you ever spoken with Brandie
21 Peeples at MERS
22 A Yes
23 Q Who is Branelse Peeples
24 A An employee of MERS
25 Q Okay What is her position there
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I can't recall, no. 
Does E S have a l gal depart nt? 
MR. GUNER: bjection. 
A I on't know. 
Q Is Sharon Horstkarop th.e V~andgener~l 
l o·f ERS? 




H  ¥9ueve;I;~poJ~., .11. W t  er'? 
o. 
.  y r ~~  ,ttl;lr.ich,;t  











18 at MERS? 
19  
o. 
ave u s e  it  hri ~ulJ.iIlS<;it 
. 
Have you eVer spokenw,ithJoseph,E?atry 
No. 
20  a e ou e er e  ith rand.,te 










ho is Brand.ie l s? 
An e ploy e of MERS. 
Oka . What is her position th ? 
6 
71 A I dontknow
2 Q Have you spoken with her with respect to
3 this case
4 A No
5 Q Would you agree with me that anyone in
6 the MERS legal epartmentwould have more
7 knowledge than you would on the items in Exhibit
8 B
9 MR GUNER Objection Form
10 A I dontknow
11 Q Who decd ded that yirx trrould appear for
12 MFRS today
13 A HongServicing
14 Q Why at HtimEq Servicing
15 A Calhp Axtel
16 Q Doyou know if MFRS was consulted about
17 your appearance today as a on behalf of MtRS
18 MR GUNER Objection
19 A I dontknow
20 Q Do you think that anyone who works at
21 MERS as an employee is aware that you are
22 testifying today on behalf of MFRS
23 A I dontknow
24 Q Do you have signing authority to sign as
25 an officer of MERS
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1 A I don't know. 
2 Q av  y  spoken it  her with respect t  
3 this case? 
4 A No, 
5  l   agr  it. me t:;h t any  i  
6 t  H  l l de artment .would ave  
















wl;l~!a  o EqBervit:::l. g? 
t y tei . 
Q. you   HE  a  o:lted ti  
17 ourc;ippearance   -'-'  l   E ? 
18 . O E ; ti . 
19 A I ori'tkno . 
20   ou t ink that ne h  rks t 
21 ERS s a  e loyee is are  <ouare 
22 t ing today on orMERS? 
23 A I d n r'tk . 
24 Q o you have signing thoritytb ign as 
25 a  officer  E ? 
7 
A1 A No
2 MR GUNER Objection
3 A No I dont
4 Q Who at MERS would have more knowledge of
5 the subjects on Exhibit B to your deposition
6 notice
7 MR GUNER Objection Form
8 A I dontknow
9 Q By the way is there anyone in the room
10 with you other than the court reporter
11 A No
12 Q Does your room have in it a computer
13 thats connected to the records at HomEq
14 A No
15 Q Lets take a look at item number one
16 which is The MFRS rules of membership including
17 but not limited to rule 8c to wit
18
In the state of Florida the
19 authority to conduct foreclosures in the
20
name of MERS granted to a Members
21
Certifying Officers under Paragraph
22
Three of the Members MERS Corporate
23
Resolution is revoked Effective June
24 1 2006 the members shall be sanctioned







~·1R. GUNER: Objection. 
A 
Q 
NO, I don't .. 
Who at MERS would have more knowledge of 





MR. GUNER: bjection. Form. 
A 
Q 
I don't know. 
y t  ay, i  t r  any  i  t  roo  






  r      t r 






et's e    te    
16 hich is "The ERS r les of e bership including 
17 t  limited to r le (c) t  : 
18 In the t te f l ri , the 
19 ty to conduct foreclosures in the 
20 name of MERS granted to a e er's 
21 Certifying Officers under Paragraph 
22 Three of the Member's MERS Corporate 
23 Resolution is revoked. E fective June 
24 1, 2006, the members sha l be sanctioned 
25 $10, 00 per violation for commencing a 
8 
V1 foreclosure in Florida in the name of
2 MERS
3 Are you the person at MERS with the most
4 knowledge regarding this rule
5 MR GUNER Objection regarding any questions
6 concerning item number one on Exhibit B to the
7 notice of taking deposition based on relevancy
8 with regard to this foreclosure action
9 You can answer Jill
10 A No
11 Q Who at MERS would have more knowledge
12 MR GUNER Objection Form
13 A I dontknow
14 MR ICE at was the specific fort
15 objection
16 MR GUNER Calls for speculation Youd
17 like het to know as to who woxld have more
18 knowledge out of potentially hundreds of people
19 that work for MERS
20 MR ICE Speakingof which potentially
21 hundreds of people working at MERS
22 MR GUNER I just put that out there I
23 donteven know how many it is
24 4 The question to the witness is you are
25 not one of those employees correct
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1 f r cl sure in Flori a in the name of 
2 MERS." 
3 Are you t e person at MERS it  the most 
4 k  regardi  thi  rule? 
5 MR. GUNER: bjection regardi  any questi s 
6 concerni  i  nu ber o  o  xhi it B t  t e 
7 ti  f t ki  epositi  b sed  r l  
8 i   t  t  f l  cti n. 









 t  l   r  l dge? 
MR. GUNER: j cti n. r . 
A I on' t . 
R. I : What asfhe ci l fdrm 
15 jection? 
16 
17 . like r  kh \.1 !'i  ·wh6Wou h~v:em,oJ;Eil 
18 kno ledge t 6f t ti ily htthdreds f e le 
19 thatw t  forMER . 
20 R. ICE: Spea.kingo.f which,poterttially 
21 hundreds of people working tME  --
22 MR. G r·j'ER: I j'ust put. that out the . I 
23 d n • tev  know how mc;iny t is_ 
24 Q 




2 Q Even though as it stands today MERSis
3 the plaintiff in this action correct
4 A Yes
5 Q When did you first become familiar with
6 that rule 8c
7 MR GUNER Objection Form
8 A IM not familiar with it
9 Q Well whens the first time you saw the
10 rule
11 A Reading it on Exhibit 8
12 Q Okay I take it tl erf you didntrave
13 any involvement in having this rule passed
14 correct
15 A Right
16 Q You didnthave any involvement in
17 presenting or advocating for this rule forMERS to
18 pass this as one of its membership rules correct
19 A correct
20 Q Do you know when it became a rule
21 A No
22 Q Do you know what the process is at MERS
23 to have these membership rules passed
24 A No







Even though, as it stands today, MERS is 
3 the pL inti{  i  thi  action, correct? 
4 A Yes. 
5 Q hen: di  you fi t beco  f ili r wit  












I 'tit t f ili r i ;i: ,. 
ell, hen' sth  t t   aw: t  
ding  on~;{l:1;Lbi t . " 
okciy. 1 ta e it then',y6  ctidn'it:h~*e 
13 rt  riv61vernentin V  n, r1.ili:!.pass.ei;i, 
14 Gor.teGt? 
15 A i ht. 
16   i n't   lve e   
17 I'lting : ng  is le   










o you kno  when it beca e a r ? 
No. 
Do you know what the proce s is at MERS 










2 Q Did you ever have an opportunity to vote
3 for or against the rule
4 A No
5 Q Do you know what the purpose of the rule
6 is
7 A No
8 Q Would you agree With Me that the MERs
9 legal department employees would know more about
10 that tban you do
11 MR GUNER Objection Form
12 A I arttknew
13 Q Are therq any other ts tes herem mbers
14 cannot sue in MERE nam67
15 A d6ntknow
16 Q Do you know why Florida is singled out
17 in tbisrple as a state where members cannot suez
18 in a MERV inembersname
I
19 A No
20 Q is RoirfEq a mb tof1MERS1
21 A Net
22 Q Is Barclays Capitalk Real Estate Inc
23 doing business as HoAEq Servicing a ineinberof
24







Did you ever have an op ortunity to vote 












Do you know what the pur  of t e rul  
No. 
l   gt' e' wit  me t at,thieMERS 
9 l l rt t iri loy eswoul     
10 t at,tn:ctri.  o?' 
11 MR. GUNER: j cti . orm. 
12 J\, +: ..• q9.I1 l !;~P:r.· 
13 Q tl1:er~a:IlY .9J:;lil r stq:tE:S w ~reJne Pe ~ 





! dOn't . 
o you kno  hy l rida is sJ..ngleo out 
17 in h  r1,lJ,e s ,8 ate ere bers ~nnpt·;S1Je 












ts omEq am.$t1lQ~r·ofMERS7 
Nd,. 
Q Is Batc1ays C?B:i:ta:1 l: Estat , InC:'. 
doing busine s as HOl1:l~q S~ c;inga mem r of 
MERS? 
A I \i n r t kno :. 
1  
12
1 Q Is Sutton Funding LLC a member of MERS
2 A I dontknow
3 Q Is Barclays Group US Inc a member of
4 MERS
5 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
6 A I dontknow
7 Q Now this case was institued inthe name
8 of MERS correct It was commenced in the name of
9 MERS correct
10 A Loo3cs like yes
11 Q Okay Who made the decision as to using
12 MERS name as a plaintiff in this case
13 MR GUNER Objection Calls for legal
14 conclusion
15 A I dontknow
16 Q Do you know whether the person who made
17 that decision was someone at MERS
18 A No I dont
19 Q Do you know whether the person that made
20 that decision was someone at HomEq Servicing
21 A No I dont
22 MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered
23 Q Would you agree with me that Rule 8c









Is Sut on Funding, LLC a ember of MERS? 
I don't know. 





MR. GUNER: bjection. Relevancy. 
A I do'n "t:, , now. 
Q  t isc:;:  :a9ipsti u ed in the  
8 f S, o:rrect? r  s' coritrn~n  i  .herram  f 




A k13 J lkelt/~~~' 
 ay.   t  i i   t  i  
'    l i ti    se? 
13 R. GUNER: j cti n. ll  f r l l 





I n't . 
       a e 







A , I on't. 
 o ou n  et er the rs  t t ade 
that ecision as so eone t o Eq er ici ? 
A , I n't. 
MR. GUNER: e . sked and a s . 
Q ould you agree with me that Rule 8{c) 
24 of the MERS' rules of e bers ip were violated in 
25 this cas ? 
12 
13
1 MR GUNER Objection Calls for a legal
2 conclusion
3 A I dontknow
4 Q Well the rule is pretty
5 straightforward It says you cantbring it in
6 MERS name and this case was brought in MERS
7 name right
8 A Its brought in MERS as nominee for
9 Equifirst
10 Q Right Is it your testimony that adding
11 the phrase nominee for Equifirst takes it out of
12 this rule
13 MR GUNER Objection Calls for legal
14 conclusion
15 A I dontknow
16 Q Has HomEq been fined 10000 in this
17 case for having brought this case in the name of
18 MERS
19 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
20 A No
21 Q Why not
22 A I dontknow
23 Q Does anyone at MERS even know about this
24 case That it was brought in the name of MER
25 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
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1 MR. GUNER: Objection. Calls for a legal 
2 conclusion. 




Q ell, the rul  is pret  
straightforward. It says you can't bring it in 
RS' na  and t i  c  was br t i  S' 
7 name, right? 
8 A t's br t i   a    
9 guifirst. 
10  i ht. Is it your testi ony that adding 
11   "no ine   quifirst"    f 
12 this rule? 
13 MR. GUNER: j cti n. alls f r le al 
14 conclusion. 
I n't . 15 
16 
A 
 as  ee  ine  $1 ,000  is 




R. ER: ti . 
A o. 
21  hy n t? 
22 A I don't know. 
elevancy. 
23 Q Does anyone at MERS even know about this 
24 case? That it was brot1g'htiil th-e a e ··bf ,M RS1 
25 MR. GUNER: Obje . Relevancy. 
13 
14
1 A I dontknow
2 Q And I should rephrase that and say
3
anyone other than you because youre being
4 produced here today as an employee of MERS
5 correct
6 A Im not an employee of MERS no
7 Q Isnt it true that HomEq filed hundreds
8 of cases in Florida in the name of MERS
9 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
10 A I dontknow
11 Q Were you aware of any cases filed in
12 Florida in the name of MERS other than this one
13 A I dontknow
14 Q You dontknow whether you were aware
15 A Im not aware no
16 Q Okay So I take it from that youre
17
not aware that there was a change in a number of
18 cases at least 28 that Im familiar with in Palm
19 Beach where the party plaintiff was changed from
20 MERS to some other plaintiff
21 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
22 Q that were all serviced by HomEq
23 A No Im not aware
24 Q Were you aware that in the 28 cases that






I don't know. 
And I should rephrase that and say 
3 anyone other than you because you're being 

























I'm not an emplo'  ofMERS, no. 
Isn't i  tr  that HomEq fi  hundreds 
i  l ri  i  t  na e of MERS? 
GUNER: bjection. elevancy. 
I don't know. 
   f an   e   
       s ne? 
I don't know. 
 n't     are'? 
'm  , . 
. So I take it fro  t at, ou're 
17 t a are that there as  hange in a u ber  
18 cas , at least 28 that I'm fa liar ith in al  
19 Beach, here the party lai tiff as changed from 









-- that were all serviced by Ho q. 
No, I'm not aware. 
Were you aware that in the 28 cases that 
25 I l oked at in Palm Beach where MERS was 
14 
15
1 substituted in for another party plaintiffs the
2 new party plaintiff was a bank that was operating
3 as a trust well let me end the question there
4 In whose name was the trust
5 MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered
6 A No Imnot aware
7 Q And were you aware that this is the only
8 case out of all of thosewher Sutton at least
9 that I was able to find information about who was
10 substituted that this is the only one that Sutton
11 was substituted
12 MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered
13 A No Im not aware
14 Q If in fact thats true and Sutton
15 this is the only case where Sutton Funding LLC
16 was substituted or attempted to be substituted as
17 a party plaintiff do you have any explanation for
18 that
19 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
20 A No
21 Q Do you know of any other firms other
22 than Shapiro and Fishman that HomEq directed and
23 started foreclosures in the name of MERS
24 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
25 A I dontknow
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1 substitut d in for another party plaintif s, the 
2 new party plaintif  was a bank t at was operating 
3 as a trust -- ell, l t me end the question there. 
4 In whose na e was the trust? 





NOt I'm not a are. 
 r   a r  t t t i  i  t  onl  
8  t f ll f those where Sutt  -- t l st 
9    l  t   i    s 
10 sti  t   t  l    tt  
11 as substituted? 










A , 'm  are. 
 f,  t, at's ,   --
t is s t  l  ase re tt  i ,  
as tuted  te    tuted s 
a art  l i tiff, do you have any e la ation f r 
that? 




Do you know  any other firms other 
22 than Sha iro and Fishman that o Eq directed a d 
23 started foreclosures in the name of ME ? 
24 
25 
MR. GUNER: je . 
A I d 't kno . 
Rele a c . 
15 
16
1 Q Do you know who made the decision to
2 change all the cases from MFRS to other entities
3 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
4 A No
5 Q Do you know who made the decision to try
6 to change the name of the plaintiff in this case
7 from MERS to Sutton Funding LLC
8 A No
9 MR GUNER Again
10 Q Item number two oft the list is The
attached trainingdeartmerzt brolule Exhibit 1
12 including but not Iited to the statement that
13 foreclosure th the name of MERSr is allowabI6 in
14 all states except Florida but D4E1xS maynewer be
15 pled as note owner Are you the person at MER8
16 with the most knowledge rf tzat training
17 departmentbrochu e2
18 MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered
19 A Npi Im not
20 Q Had you ever read that br knout about
21 that before getting the notice for Eh
22 deposition
23 A No
24 Q I take it then that you did not
25 participate in drafting the brochure is that
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1 Q Do you know ho made t  decisi  to 








o  o  o ade t  decisi  t  tr  
6   t   f t  laintiff i  t i   




MR. GUNER: ain. 
10 Q e '. U!n ~r  pnth~J. ~t  "Th  
11 ttq. . rao ipil'l9 ct~l?:a:rt:mfFnt rocl'fui-e '('Exhib t i) 
12 c:;J;t,lqj;,n  1::>11'1:;, ).'?ljf: J;irq:j1;: ,q: ·tPt,l:1~$J,p.t~!Tl:ent, b:a  
3' fbre(::~osure"fii   efME 'S al16 ie  
14 ll st t ,$ e~9e,pi;: fl9ti  t M RSmaynev r e 
15 ,d oS e ,owner.' rr 'A   pei' rta1: S 
16 it  t e Qi ,:knp~l~og O'  ,that J:i~:l ing, 









. E : t . s e   . 
,A J;j,o, I 'm , 
 a  you y  re  h~  9t W' ~out 
that before ge ting ·the ti ·  this 
osition? 
A N ; 
Q I take i , th , that you id not 





3 Q Do you know who did
4 A No I dont
5 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
6 Q Would you agree that with me that
7 whoever did would have more knowledge about the
8 brochure than you did
9 MR GUNER Objection Form
10 A Yes
11 Q The rule that MERmayneverfie peed as
12 the note owner was violated in this case correct
13 MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered at
14 length
15 A I
16 MR ICE Just so were clear on the record
17 John my first questions on item one were about
18 bringing it in MERS name Now my questions are
19 about specifically pleading MERS as the note
20 owner I dontthink its been asked and answered
21 until now
22 MR GUNER Thatsfine
23 Q What was in all that I missed the
















Do you know who did? 
o, I don't. 
GUNER: bjection. elevancy. 
oul  yo   t t it  e t t 
7 r i  l  have or  k  abo t t  








~ r l  tMER:Smciyiriever15~ ' l   
12     l.olat.ediIith.  -ca , rrect? 
13 MR. GONER: j cti n. s e    t 
14 l th. 
A I donYt kiibw .. 15 
16 MR. ICE: t  're le r  t e r r , 
17 J ,  irst ons n te  e ere  
18 bringing t in E ' na . ,  es ions re 
19 a out i ic lly lea ing E  as the ote 
20 o ner. I d n't think t's been as ed a  s ered 
21 u til no . 
22 
23 
MR. GUNER: t's fine. 
Q What was -- in l th , I i sed the 




1 Why dontI just read the question
2 again
3 The question is the rule that MERS may
4 never be pled as the note owner was violated in
5 this case correct
6 A I dontknow
Q Well you would agree with me that the
8 complaint alleges thatMERS is the owner of the
9 note correct
10 A MFRS as the h6frtinee for Equifirst
11 Q Okay Is the caner of the note
12 correct
13 A Asnomnee for Equifirst
14 Q Youre4greeig with me that as nominee
15 for Equifirst MERS is the owner of the note
16 correCt
17 MR GUNER Asked and answered
18 A Its downasMERSas nominee for
19 Equifirst that was theplaintiffo the note
20 on the ompla n
21 Q Okay And the complaint alleges that
22 the plaintiff owns the note correct
23 A I dontknow




1 Why don't I j st read the question 
2 again. 
3 The question is, the rule that MERS may 
4 v r be l  as t  note owner w s vi  i  
5 t i  case, orrect? 
6 A I don't know. 
7 Q (':!ll; yo;  'W  agr  i   ' t t  
8 pl iht :I1EH~'e  thiitMER  i  t  ri  f t  
9 te, orreCt? 
10 A E::R;Sa  t  nom  r i . 
11 Q 
12 cor+;.eqt? 
13 A t,' nomiIi.eefo'rEq L 
14  du'tec;\greeJ.ti ; ithtnetha   i e  
15  quifirst:/~J!:RSis he    te, 
16 correct? 
17 R. GUNER: s e   r . 
18 A 
19 if t, that as thep+ail'itiff.on the ,te 
20 ohthe c p::~~I ;t. 
,."""'j • 
21  O a . nd the c laint alleges that 
22 the f o ns the n , ct? 
23 A I n't kno . 
24 MR. GUNER: O je . Calls for legal 
25 conclusion. 
19
1 Q Do you have the complaint in front of
2 you the original complaint
3 A No I dont
4 Q Are you familiar with Rule 8 section
5 tai of the rules of MFRS membership that has the
6
same rule that MERS cannot be pled as the note
7 owner are you familiar with that rule
8 A No
9 Q Are you familiar with rule 8 section
10 2aIII which states If the note is lost or cannot
11 be located the member shall not commence a
12 foreclosure action in the name of MERS but rather
13 must assign the mortgage out of MERS
14 A No Imnot
15 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
16 Q Would you agree with me that in the
17 original complaint the allegation was that the
18 note was lost
19 A Im sorry what was that
20 Q Would you agree with me that in the
21 original complaint the plaintiff MERS as the
22 nominee for Equifirst alleged that the note was
23 lost
24 A I dontknow






Q Do you have the complaint in front of 
you, the origi al complaint? 
A 
Q 
No, I don't. 
Are you famili r with Rule 8, section 
5 2 I of t  r l  of MERS' membership that has the 
6 sa  r l  t t MERS cann t be pl d as t  not  















Q  y  f ili r    cti  
aI I i  t t s, "If t  t   l  r t 
 ted,   ll    
      ,   
 i   t a    ERS?" 
A o, I'm t. 
R. GUNER: ti . l . 
Q o ld ou ree ith  t at   
iginal l i t, t e le ion as that  
note was lost? 
A I'm s , hat as t t? 
 ould you a ree ith e that in the 
21 original co , the i tiff, MERS as the 






I d 't kno . 
Are you familiar with Rule 8, se tion 2C 
19 
20
1 of the MERS rules of membership which says that
2 The member will be fined a thousand dollars for
3 each instance where it believes a note is lost
4 while using the MERS name as the plaintiff
5 MR GUNER Im going to object on all
6 questioning regarding the MERS rules of membership
7 based on relevancy and Ms Orrison already
8 stated she has no knowledge regarding the rules of
9 membership
10 So if youd like to continue I mean
11 youre just racking upyour court reportersbill
12 with these questions If thatsyour intention
13 feel free but wev already advised you that
14 she not an employee of MERS and she does not
15 have knowledge of MERS membership rules
16 MR ICE Are you acknowledging John that
17 you didnt produce the person today with the most
18 knowledge of the items on my list
19 MR GUNER Well Tom we did move for a
20 protective order and we did inform you that Jill
21 Orrison was going to be the one produced today and
22 you were informed that she was not an employee of
23 MERS or Sutton Funding prior to this deposition
24 I can continue on as youd like
25 MR ICE And we advised you its really
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1 of t  S rul s of membership which says that, 
2 "T  member il  be fi d a th and dol r  for 
3 eac  i t  where it beli  a not  i  l t 
4 hil  usi  t  RS' na e as t  plaintiff?" 
5 R. GUNER: I'm goi  t  obj t on al  
6 questioning regarding the MERS rules of e bership 
7 s  o  r l  a  s. rrison's lr  
8 t  s   n   r r i  t   f 
9 bership. 
10   ou'd li e t  ti e, I  
11 ou're j t r i  p your rt r porter's ill 
12  s  sti s. If t at's r i t ti , 
13 f l fr , t e've alrea  a ise  you t t 
14 he's t  loyee      t 







R. I E: re  ac le i , J , t t 
 i n't produce t e rs  t  ith t e st 
no ledge  the ite s n  t? 
MR. GUNER; l , , e d ove   
r te tive rder  e i  infor  ou that i  
rrison as going to be the one produced today and 
22 you ere informed that she as not an e ployee f 
23 MERS or tton Fu ing prior to this de iti . 
24 I can continue on as y 'd like. 
25 MR. ICE: And we advised you -- it's really 
20 
21
1 disingenuous to leave the record like that We
2 advised you that we didnt think she qualified for
3 that but you insisted on producing her anyway is
4 that right
5 MR GUNER You insisted on taking the
6 deposition We moved for a protective order and
7 it was denied and thatswhy wer here today
8 MR ICE Okay So you prdi ced rMe who
9 is not an employee of SRS and does not have the
10 requlsti rJMowledge
11 MR GUNER Well Z guess that 8 to be
12 deteipminpd
13 BY MR ICE
14 Q Okay Number three The MERS Training
15 Bulletin number 2008 03 date March 24 2008
16 including but not limited to the statements that
17 the MERS rules of membership do not allow
18 foreclosure in the name of MFRS in the state of
19 Florida Are you even familiar with that
20 training bulletin
21 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy to all
22 questions concerning item number three on Exhibit
23 B in reference to this foreclosure action
24 A No Via not
25 Q Did you participate in drafting that
002656
1 di i  t  l av  t  record li  that. We 
2 advised you t at e didn't think she qualifie  for 
3 t at, but yo  i i t  o  producing r anyway; i  
4 t t ri ht? 
5 MR. GUNER: ou insisted on taking the 




















it as e ie  and t at's hy e're ere t day. 
MR. ICE: () kay,   ; 't6cltt '  $-oi'rteQne  
 ri  empIQy,~·  9t:Jl!!E    ri t   
~gl;lis:.t.t~¥no l ge. 
MR. GUNER: l;l tle s  's   
t r,.tlij.n<e;d" 
BY MR. ICE: 
 y. u ber three, tiThe ERS raining 
lletin r 08-03 t  arc  , , 
lu ing   i ited   ts  
'the  les      
foreclosure n the a e  E   t e   
Florida. '" re ou  i  th t 
trcdning e ? 
. : j ti . elevancy to all 
ons concerning ite  nu ber three n t 
B in reference to this foreclosure a . 
A ~P:, r om: n t .. 





3 Q Do you know who did
4 A No
5 Q WoUld You agree with me that person
6 would know more about the bulletin than you do
7 A Yes
8 Q Number four TMPhe memberikhich is
9 conducting the foreclosure in MERS name Wha i
10 that
11 A I don tCrlow
12 Q YOu dontknow what znpmb r of MERE is
13 concl inq tha s foreclosure in name
14 A Na
15 Q Is HomEq conducting this foreclosure in
16 MFRS name
17 A Youre referring to HomEq as a member
18 Q HomEq Servicing the company you work
19 for
20 A Its Barclays Capital Real Estate as
21 nominee Im sorry Its Barclays Capital Real
22 Estate doing busine as HomEq Servicing
23 Q Is conducting this foreelosure in MERS
24 name












Do you know who did? 
No. 
oUld you agr  it  Ille ;i  per;  





 r ur, "':Phe ztteInber' W ich: i  














 g.b 't kno . 
 <;io 't lmQ,\", '?  tn§ro!?:e.'f MEl~Si  
ndtictingthls f r i:::lO.sur.ein ME'RS"i, ~ e? 
A ~o" 






ou're      er? 
o Eq ervicing, the co pany you ork 
t's a lays tal eal state as 
21 no inee --I'm s . It's, 8 r l,ays a ital 'Real 
22 state doing busine$,s a:;; Horo)l:q -S~rllicing. 
23 Q Is conducting th $':EQ:recLQ~,~r~in ERS I 
24 name? 
25 A As the servicer f.p~ the , y :;;; Se vicer 
2  
23
1 for as the servicer yes
2 Q Im sorry as the servicer for HERS
3 A Yes
4 Interruption
5 Q There was a noise there did I get an
6 answer to the question
7 A Yes
8 Q Okay And the answer was yes to the
9 question
10 A Right
11 Q Okay Do you know who the certifying
12 officers for MERS are at HomEq servicing
13 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
14 A No
15 Q Who at MFRS would know that more than
16 yourself
17 MR GUNER Objection Form
18 A I dontknow
19 Q Who at HomEq Servicing would know that
20 more than yourself
21 MR GUNER Objection Form
22 A I dontknow
23 Q That was item number five by the way
24 Number six is How MERSbecame the legal andor
25 equitable owner of the note as alleged in
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1 for as the servicer, yes. 







(In rr ption) 
r  s a noi e there, did I get an 
6 answer t  t  question? 
7 A Yes. 







kay. o you kno  ho the certif i  
12 icers      rvicing? 

















MR. GUNER: . r  .. 
A I don't kno . 
 ho at o Eq icing ould kno  that 
ore than yo elf? 
MR. G ER: e . F . 
A I don't kno . 
Q That was item nuInberfive, hy th'eway. 
Number six is "How MERSbecame the legal and/br 
equitable owner of the note as a leged in 
23 
24
1 paragraph six of the complaint Are you the
2 person at MERS with the most knowledge of that
3 subject
4 A No
5 MR GUNER Objection Asked and answered
6 A NO 11 rJ9t
7 Q Who at MERS would have more knowledge of
8 that
9 MR GUNER Objection Form
10 A I dontknow
11 Q Number seven is How MERS acquired the
12 right to enforce the subject note when lost or
13 destroyed as alleged in paragraph 26 of the
14 complaint Are you the person at MERS with the
15 most knowledge of that subject
16 A No
17 Q Do you know who at MERS would have more
18 knowledge than you
19 A No I dont
20 Q Number 8 is The meaning of MIN Status
21 Active on the MERS servicer identification system
22 including but not limited to the following quote
23 from the administrator on the MERS forum And
24 its a lengthy quote you have that in front of
25 you correct
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1 paragraph six of t e complaint." Are you the 
2 person at MERS with the.mostk:nowledge O't that 
3 suloje~t? 








o, I'm not. 




MR. GUNER: bjection. orm. 
A 
Q 
I on't ow. 
r  i  "H   ir  t  
12     j     r 
13   lege       
14 c plaint." re        






o     ERS   re 





, I on't. 
umber 8 is "The eaning of IN tat s: 
21 ctive on the ERS ser icer ide tification syste  
22 including, but not limited to the following quote 
23 from the a nistrator on the MERS fo ." And 
24 i 's a lengthy quote, you have that in front of 




2 Q Are you the person with the most
3 knowledge on that subject
4 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
5 A No
6 Q Who at MERS would have more knowledge
7 than you on that subject
8 A I dontknow
9 Q Is the loan which is the subject of this
10 lawsuit deactivated from the MERS system
11 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
12 A Im sorry what was the question
13 Q Is the loan is the subject loan
14 Mr Perstensloan deactivated from the MERS
15 system
16 A I dontknow
17 Q Do you even know what that means
18 deactivated from the MFRS system
19 A Im assuming taken off a computer system
20 for them or something I dont know
21 Q Is there someone at MERS who would know
22 that
23 MR GUNER Objection Form
24 A I dontknow






















Are you the person with the most 
on that subject? 
GUNER: Objection. Relevancy. 
No. 
Who at MERS would have more knowledge 
on t at subject? 
I don't know. 
I  t  l n i  i  t  subj ct f t i  




R. GONER: j cti . l v ncy. 
A 
Q 
I'm rr  t as t  estion? 
s t e l a  -- i  t  j t l n, 






I don't kno . 
o you e en  hat that ea s 
18 "deactivated from the ERS s ste ?" 
19 A I'm assu ing taken off a co puter syste  






Q Is there so eone at MERS who would kno  
MR. GUNER: Obje . For . 
A I don't know. 
Q Number 9 is another quote from the 
2S 
26
1 administrator on the MERS forum Are you the
2 person with the most knowledge of the information
3 in that quotation
4 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy Any
5 questions concerning number nine as it relates to
6 this foreclosure action
7 A No
8 Q Who at MERS would have more knowledge of
9 that subject
10 A I dontknow
11 Q Number 10 is the MIN transfer audit for
12 MIN 100200104102419476 Are you the person at
13 MERS with the most knowledge about that transfer
14 audit
15 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
16 A No
17 Q Im sorry I talked over you What did
18 you say
19 A No
20 Q Okay Who at MERS would have more
21 information about that
22 A I dont know
23 Q Do you know what MIN the MIN at the
24 beginning of that means
25 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
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1 administrator on the MERS forum. Are you the 
2 person with the most knowledge of the infor ation 
3 in that quotation? 
4 MR. GUNER: Objection. Relevancy. Any 
5 questi s concerning number nine as it rel t  to 




ho t MERS would hav  or  kno l  of 
7 
8 
9 t t subject? 
10 
11 
A I on't know. 
Q      t f r i  f r 
12 IN 100200104102419476. r   t  r  t 
13         
14 audit? 
15 R. GUNER: ti . l . 
16 A No. 
17 Q I'm s rr , I talke  er . ha ·  






Oka . ho at ERS ould have ore 





I d 't kno . 
Do you know what MIN, the MIN, at the 
24 begi ning of that means? 
25 MR. GUNER: Objection. Relevancy. 
· 26 
27
1 A I just found out before walking in here
2 it stands for mortgage identification number
3 Q And thats a MERS mortgage
4 identification number correct
5 A Yes
6 Q Thats a number assigned to each loan in
7 MERS correct
8 A Im assuming yes
9 Q Okay Did you also find out what a
10 transfer audit was
11 A No
12 Q Did anyone give you the MIN transfer
13 audit before your appearance at this deposition
14 A No
15 Q Do you as the person working at HomEq
16 have access to the MERS tracking data
17 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
18 A No
19 Q Is there someone at HomEq who does
20 A I dontknow
21 Q Did you ask anyone if they could get you
22 this MIN transfer audit before you appeared for
23 your deposition today
24 A No
25 Q Do you know whether that number that
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1 I just found out before walking in here 
2 it stands for mortgage identifi ti  number. 
3 Q And that's a MERS mortgage 






That's a number as igned t  each l n i  





I'm assuming, yes. 
kay. i   l   t t  






       



















Do you, as the person working at HomEq, 
ess  the E   ta? 
MR. GUNER: . l . 
A No. 
Q Is there so eone at o Eq who does? 
A I d n't kn . 
Q Did you ask anyone if they could get you 
MIN transfer audit before you appeared for 




Do you know whether that number that 
27 
2 B
1 Ive listed out there is the one thats on Mr
2 2erstensmortgage
3 A No I dont
4 Q Number 12 is the MIN audit as opposed
5 to the transfer audit the MIN audit for that
6 same MIN number Are you the person at MERS with
7 the most knowledge of that
8 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
9 A No
10 Q Do you know who at MERS would have more
11 information about that
12 A No
13 Q Do you know who at HomEq would have more
14 information about that
15 MR GUNER Objection Form
16 A No
17 Q What is a MIN audit
18 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
19 A I dontknow
20 Q Do you know how it would differ from a
21 MIN transfer audit
22 A No
23 Q Next one number 12 is the same
24 question as to a MIN summary Are you the person






r Ve li t d out there i  the one that's on Mr. 
Persten's ortgage? 
A No, I don't. 
Q r 12 i  t  MIN audit -- as opposed 
5 t  the tra sfer audit -- t  MIN audit f r t t 
6 sa e I  number.  y  t  person at  it  
7 t  t  of that? 









    t     
infor ation about that? 
A o. 
          
14 infor ation about t at? 












h t is  I  dit? 
MR. GUNER: . . 
A I n't kn . 
 Do you kno   t ould ffer from  




Next one, number 1 , is the sa e 
24 question as to a MIN su a . Are you the person 
25 at MERS with the most knowledge of the MIN summary 
28 
29
1 for the MIN number identified on Exhibit B
2 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
3 A No
4 Q Do you know what a MIN summary is
5 A No
6 Q Number 13 is a meaning of foreclosure
7 pending Option 1 in a MIN summary Are you the
8 person with the most knowledge of that subject
9 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
10 A No
11 Q Number 14 is the meaning of foreclosure
12 pending Option 2 in the MINs summary Are you
13 the person at MERS with the most knowledge
14 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
15 A No
16 Q Number 15 is the identity of the
17 investor org if any with respect to again that
18 same MIN number Are you the person at MERS with
19 the most knowledge of that subject
20 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
21 A No
22 Q Who at MERS would have more knowledge
23 than you on that subject
24 MR GUNER Objection Form


















for the IN number i entifi  on Exhibit B? 
MR. GUNER: bjection. Relevancy. 
A No. 
 Do you know hat a MIN sum ary is? 
o. A 
 er 1  i  a eani  of f r l s r  
ndi  (O o  ) i  a I  summary. re you t e 
 i  t  t k  f t t ubject? 
MR. GONER: bjection. elevancy. 
A No. 
 r   t  i   l  
i  (Option ) i  t  IN's s ary. r   
t  rs  t S it  t  st le e 
MR. GUNER: j ction. cy. 
A No. 
 u ber  is t  i tit  f t e 
17 in est r r , if a , ith r s t t  i  t t 
18 same MIN number. re you the ers n t ERS ith 
19 the ost no ledge  that j ct? 






ho at ERS ould have ore kno ledge 
23 than you on that s j ct? 
24 
25 
R. GUNER: . Fo . 
A I d n't kno . 
29 
30
1 Q Isntit true that the investor org
2 identified on that MIN number is Deutsche Bank
3 MR GUNER Objection Form
4 A I dontknow
5 Q Number 16 is the Florida law firm which
6 are members of MERS Are you the person at MERS
7 with the most knowledge of that subject
8 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
9 A No
10 Q Would yob aqreo with methat saznebody
11 who actuaTlyorks at MERS z ould know that
12 MR GUNER Objection Form
13 A Y
14 Q Number 17 MERS official positiiin oti
15 whether attorneyscoducting fordl sures on behalf
16 of sere cers or investors may actseertifyin
17 officers and if so whetherIuth attorneys may
18 execute assignments totheir own I6ji Are
19 you the person at MERS with the mast Jmowledge of
20 that subject
21 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
22 A No
23 Q Who at MERS would know more than you
24 about that subgect
25 MR GUNER Objection Form
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1 Q Isn't it tr  that the inv stor org 




MR. GUNER: bjection. Form. 
A I don't know. 
Q N r 1  i  t  Fl ri  la  fi  i  
6 are e bers f ERS. r  you t  perso  at RS 







MR. GUNER: bjection. el vancy. 
A No. 
Q w ldyoll qg;r:ee. it  Itte'Aiha:t sQfu:ep  
. : j cti n. rm. 
,t¢,:s,~,; , '
u ber i~iME  'officialposit.i6  n 
15 E; eJ:,' ,~ttorneyscQRc ;i:Mc:t~:rtg orClo5ures,tln l  
16 t vic9rS i ts '  etas c rti g 
l7 ic  (an  if ~o/li!F~:th:e.rsucha  to'rneys a  
18 e te a riInerits,tb'th~H 6WhCJ.i~.El1t,$C!iA,i'~' 
19 you th~ pe+$onat;MERS~it:l1-the ITIqst kn;o ledge f 




MR. GUNER: t . elevancy. 
A No. 
Q Who ,at MEB,S wo.uld know more than you 
24 about that s j ct? 
25 MR. GUNER: Objectio . For . 
30 
31
1 A I dontknow
2 MR ICE What is the form objection
3 MR GUNER Calls for speculation as to what
4 someone else might know at MFRS
5 Q Let me rephrase the question this way
6 do you know who at MERS if anyone would have
7 more knowledge than you about that subject matter
8 A No
9 Q Number 18 The statement on the MERS
10 website that beneficiaries of MERS include
11 consumers and how that comports with the fact that
12 mortgage loan that mortgage loan information such
13 as that in the MIN audit transfer audit and MIN
14 summary is not made available to the consumer
15 Are you the person at MERS with the most knowledge
16 of that subject matter
17 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
18 A No
19 Q Do you know who at MERS if anyone
20 would have more knowledge than you on that subject
21 matter
22 A No I dontknow
23 Q Nineteen is The MERS corporate officers
24 self appointment schemethrough its corporate











A I don't know. 
MR. ICE: t i  the for  objection? 
MR. GUNER: Calls for speculati  as t  what 
so eone el  i ht know at ERS. 
 t e r r s  t e question t i  ay, 
d     t RS, i  anyone, oul  h v  
r  l  t   abo t t t subj ct atter? 
A No. 
  8, "Th  t   t   
10 i   f e     
11 r    t t rt  it  t  t t t 
12 a        
13 s t t i  t  I  dit, tr f r udit, a  I  
14     i    sumer." 
15 re you the person at ERS ith the ost kno ledge 












o you kno  h  t E ,  a , 
ould have ore knowledge than you on that subject 
atter? 
A N , I d n't kn . 
Q Ninet en is "Th-e ERS c :te officers 
24 self-appoiht emt sche e througbits corporate 
25 res lution and how thatcottiport$ 'fNith the 
31 
32
1 solemnity requirements of Florida statutes Are
2 you the person at MERS with the most knowledge of
3 that subject matter
4 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
5 A No
6 Q Would you agree with me that somebody in
7 the legal department at MERS would be able to
8 speak to that
9 MR GUNER Objection Form
10 A I dontknow
11 Q Number 20 MERS official position on
12 the meaning of and wev been talking a little
13 bit about this today as nominee for under
14 Florida agency law including but not limited to
15 whether the certifying officer of one MERS member
16
may execute documents on behalf of MERS as nominee
17 for some other member of MERS the nominating
18 member particularly where and then it gives
19 four different areas or four different scenarios
20 where people might be certifying officers or
21 trying to certify documents as certifying
22 officers You have that in front of you and you
23 see the entire question
24 A Yes I do
25 Q Are you the person at MERS with the most
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32 
1 solemnity requirements of Florida statutes." Are 
2 you the person at MERS with the most knowledge of 
3 that subject matte~'?c 
4 MR. GUNER: Objection. Relevancy. 
5 A No. 
6 Q ould you agree with me t at somebody in 
7 the legal depart ent at MERS would be abl  t  
8 speak to that? 
9 R. GUNER: bjection. Form. 
10 A I on't know. 
11 Q  0, " E ' f  siti   
12 t e eaning f" -- and e've been tal i  a littl  
13     -- "as    
14 Florida agency la , including but not li ited to, 
15 et e  t e ying ice   e   
16  te c e ts  l   ERS s inee 
17 for 'some other e ber of ERS, the no inating 
, c la ly re'" and then it gives 
19 four i ferent areas or four i ferent s rios 
20 where people might be ce tifying o ficers or 
21 trying to ce ify documents as ce tifying 
22 officers. You have that in front of you and you 
23 s e the entire que ? 
24 A Yes, I do. 
25 Q Are you the person at MERS with the most 
33
1 knowledge of the subject matter in item 20 of
2 Exhibit B to your deposition
3 MR GUNER Objection Relevancy
4 A No
5 Q Do you know if there is anyone at MERS
6 who has more knowledge than you on that subject
7 A I dontknow
8 Q On any of these that wev been talking
9 about did you contact anyone from MERS to see if
10 they knew any the answers to any of those
11 questions
12 A No
13 Q Do you feel You have the authority to
14 bind MERS with of the answers thatyouve
15 given to this depositsbon
16 MR GUNER Objection Calls for legal
17 conclusion
18 A No
19 MR ICE Let me just check my notes over I
20 think thats pretty much wrapping it up Do you
21 haveany questions John
22 MR GUNER I have no questions
23 MR ICE Let me just double check here
24 There was one thing Its not actually
25 a question I forgot to make the notice of
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1 knowledge of the subject matter in item 20 of 








Do you know if t r  is anyo e at MERS 





I don I t know. 
On any of these that welve been talking 
9 bout, i   t t an  f   t   if 





Q t)O   'y ha.   .uth ity ' 
14 bindME S i thany of 'itheans er s '. t at you t ve '. 
15 e  thls'dep tion? 










MR. ICE: Let me just check my notes o er. 
think t t's pretty much wrapping it u . Do you 
have. any que , J ? 
MR. GUNER: I have no ques ions. 
MR. ICE: Let me just double check here. 
There was one thing. It's not actually 




1 appearances at the beginning I am appearing on
2 behalf of Mr Persten
3 John can you make your appearances
4 please
5 MR GUNER John Guner on behalf of the
6 plaintiff
7 NIi2 ICE And the plaintiffbreinqV4o
8 MR aW8R The plaintiff is listed a8 MERS
9 c4rrel tly
10 MR ICE Okay So you are reprasenting MERS
11 today
12 N1R GUNER That is hbra they re l steel as
13 nominee far Equifits t Corporaton
14 MR ICE okay Well l Isnota hair its
15 listed but are you appearing as the r attorney
16 today
17 MRGUNER Counselor Ive stated my
18 positiQn Inot the one thats bezng deposed
19 here Ive made my appearance
20 MR ICE I just like to know whoa shows up at
21 my depos In this particular deposition were you
22 appearing on behalf ofSutton
23 MR OUNEE Im sorry
24 MA ICE In this deposition the MERS
25 deposition Were you appearing also an behalf of
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34 
1 appearanc s at the begin ing. I am appearing on 
2 behalf of r. Persten. 
3 John, can you ake your appearances, 
4 l se. 
5 MR. GUNER: John r on behalf d th  
6 pl~inti:fff . 
7 .'~ -'-NEC-:EC$',;--Andthe -p-lqintlf-f-'qeipv-wno"?--ec 
;Ma. GtroE :  l intiff i  l  s' ;S & . 
9 1+:J::'+.~ntly. 
10 
11 t'lft.i?y ~ 
2M~, GtiNER;~ i$bQwt;heY"J'  li~~E}Q;<3:iS, 
13 in efot' i i:ts Coitpor·atlb~ l';. 
14 MR. lCE: 'okay. l  j): Jp19~J;}.QW" '  " 
 li.steg,1:::l~tare you appearing as J::ne_ir~att.p:rney 
16 t ay?, 
17;MR.GUNER!' buns~lor" I've' t ted  
18 ositiQIh or'm ctlqttn otlr=:t:hat 's psting;ge ose  
19 here. I 've ade y FlPp ar- l) ~. 
20 R. ICE: I j tt$,:t. Ii ke,1:Q kn.OW who' sho s up at 
21  de . , .In this particular deposition, were you 
22 a : cj; E,tgQ-n be ). fb;fS,d;tt.on? 
23 ~ .Gt1 R: t'm s rry? 
24 HR. IC : In this deposition; the MERS 
25 de i , were you appearing also on be alf of 
35
1 Sutton
2 MR GUNER Mr Ice Im not the one being
3 whos deposed here today
4 MR ICE Okay So youre refusing to
5 announce whoyoule appearing for
6 MR GUNER Im under no bbligation to ann8wer
7 any of your question otherthan7makiqmy
8 appearance anal making 45
9 MR ICES Okay What aboutHolnEq are you
10 representiriq Hom her t dq re o a9q
11 MR GUNER Again same 1afi8Wer
12 MR All right Weil adh t h
13 further questions Thank you very much
14 MR GUfq8R Thank for your time today
15 Signature waived
16 Whereupon at 121 pm the
17











2 MR. GONER: Mr. Ice, I'm not the one being 
3 ho's deposed here today. 
4 MR. ICE ~ kay. So you Ire refusi  to 
5 anno  h  you're appearingfo+,., 
6 ~J!L UNER: I ':qt und~r n  obli ti  t  answer 
7any-of-your- 'qu~stions- -other ,tll'ran~ma:kirr9'1ttr 
a p :eatance'attd ~~in.  .qPj£}ct:i:qAsc; 
9 MR. ICE: kay-. t botltHomE , ' t  y  
10 en tingHomEq'her'eto.day;?-
11 MR ; GUNER: airi, ' a e'~ii$t;.;~:f:~ 
12 R; 'tCE:  ht; ;ttjr'd i't ave: <a.t:),lr 
13 f rt r sti ns. il  6li'~eiYi:n ch. 
14 . NE :  you for' your ti e tOday. 
15 (Signature i ed.) 
16 (Where , t 2:11 .m., t  
17 taking of the instant deposition 


































STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
COUNTY OF WAKE
I MEREDITH R JOHNSON the officer before
whom the foregoing deposition was taken do hereby
certify that the witness whose testimony appears
in the foregoing deposition was duly sworn by me
that the testimony of said witness was taken by me
to the best of my ability and thereafter reduced
to typewriting under my direction that I am
neither counsel for related to nor employed by
any of the parties to the action in which this
deposition was taken and further that I am not a
relative or employee of any attorney or counsel
employed by the parties thereto nor financially
or otherwise interested in the outcome of the
action
This the 1st day of May 2009
MEREDITH R JOHNSON
Notary Public in and for
24 County of Gaston
State of North Carolina
25 Notary Number
002671
1 CERTIFICA':I'  OF REPORTE  
2 
3 STA  OF N RTH CAROLINA 
4 COUNTY OF WAKE 
5 
6 I, EDIT  . JOHNSON 1 t  f  ef r  
7   i  ositi   t ken, do her by 
8 rtif  t at the itness hose testi ony appears 
9 i  t  i  positi   l  s r   e; 
10  t  t ti   i  it e   t   e 
11   t   il   f   
12  ri    i ction;    
13 it  l f r, l t  tOt r l   
14    es       
15 i on  l  th       
16 ive  e       
17 e l e   t  rties t r t , r fina i ll  
18 r t ise ntereste   e tco e  e 
19 action. 
20 i , the t   , . 
21 
22 
23 ERE ITH . J SON 
otary ic in and for 
24 
25 
ou ty  aston 
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Page 1 of 1
MILESTONES for 1000375 05741644069
Description Date Initiating
Organization User















1000375 GMAC Mortgage LLC
latch
1000375 GMAC Mortgage LLC
B atch










MIN Status Active Registered






MIN Status Active Registered
Foreclosure Status Foreclosure
Pending option 2retained on
MERS
Quality Review N
MIN Status Active Registered
Foreclosure Status Reinstated or
modified option 2
Quality Review N





New Servicer 1000375 GMAC
Mortgage LLC











MIN Status Active Registered
Servicer 1000375 GMAC Mortgage
LLC
httpshvwwmersonline org lnersmiiiinfolminviewmiles j spaux7756F557F6FB45F13E923009
MFRSHenderson 0093002677
I  for 1000375-0574164406-  
Description Date 
Foreclosure Status 06/1412008 
Update 
Foreclosure Statu.~ 1012312007 
Update 




RegisttatiOit . U12012004 
Initiating 
Organization I User 
l.Qilllill GMA  Mortgage. L C 
Jen ifer Harken 
1000   rt age.  
Balch 
100   rt age.  
Batch 








~ C ort , LLC 
Batch 
Page 1 of 1 
Mil stone Infor ati  
Batch NUn1ber: 6 812,87 
TransftF JlF~ 09/1SfcZOO9 
IN Status: Active (Registered) 
Forecl sure Status: Foreclosure 
Pending (option 2). retained on 
S 
alit  eview: N 
MIN Status; Active (Registered) 
r cl ure latus: ei sllll  OT 
odified (option 2) 
uality Review: N 
Quality Review: N 
MIN Status: Active (Registered) 
e  ervicer: IOO0  
ortgage. LLC 
l  ervicer:   
ortgage. LL  
Batch u ber; 
clive (Registered) 
~N~  t 
National Mortgage Association 
.... 1000375 GMAC 
ortgas;e. LLC 
MIN Status: Active (Registered) 







TheTransfer ofBeneficial Rights TOB transaction is used to
track the transfer of beneficial rights from one investor to another
There are two types of investors in the MERSOD System
M fberlmrestors lnvesidithaaletlF 12 Me er
Member Investors sign a MERS Application pay MFRS
membership fees and have full access to theMERSOD System
As aMember Investor you have the choice ofprocessing
confirmations of TransferofBeneficial Rights transactions and
all other transactions manually or automatically
ArgnMet bgojnvestors
Nan Member Investors do not sign a MFRS Application or pay
MFRS fees and have no ability to access the IV ERS System
confirm MERS transactions or retrieve MFRS reports A
MERS Member must represent them on the MFRS System
There are wo types cxf TOB transactionsQtx theMERSystern
eitherofrtIuchmaybe Fnitiater 5irttne ot viibael
Used and b 0 6n 1 or A enc
Maw Gmme Mae and Fannie Mae to clains
such as Freddie
investor rights on
loans transmitted via MIDANET GinnieNet HORNET etc
Option gtrattsers xequtre no conflrrnahon and rernbve any
TnterlmFurider or WatehouselGestation Lender interests from
theloarYr
Used by most MERS Members Option 2 transfers require
P71111
IFFS confirmation from the new Investor They do not remove
Interim Funder or Warehouse Gestation Lender interests fiom
the loan
The MFRS System will allow a MN to coexist in an Option 2
TOB batch and a Transfer of Servicing TOS batch only if the
New Servicer and New Investor are the same entity
The MERS System will allow a MN to coexist in an Option 1
TOB batch and a Flow or Seasoned TOS batch
MERS Procedures Manual Release 180W81og Transfer ofBeneficial Rights 65
MERSHenderson 0171002678
r f r f enefic al Rights 
• 'PlAINTI F'S 
I ~fr , 
ver i  
The Transfer of Beneficial Rights (TOB) transaction is used to 
track the transfer of beneficial rights fro  one investor to another. 
here are t o types of investors in the Nf ® System: 
,.~ .. '7Me1ifljeril/i!Nestor&·f.htVe'St(ji'ji:W1iiJ;'a't~'MF/RS'MtmlihjW:; 
Member Investors sign a MERS Application, pay J'vfERS 
membership fees, and have full access to the ERSIil System. 
As a Member investor, you have the choice o/processing 
confirmations o/Transfer o/Beneficial Rights transactions and 
all other transactions manually or automatically. 
• Non" 1fib1!tJme t  
Non-Member Investors do not sign a MERS Application or pay 
MERS fees and have no ability to access the MERSIIil System, 
confirm ERS transactions or retrieve ERS reports. A 
E S e ber ust represent the  on the ERS® Syste . 
'~~:::~:~~t?~~~~~~t~~~tf~~~~~~:bt=:S~SY~¥ilin;' 
";i1tJt'1fiJ~~>; 
:u'§~d,p~li~YOption l(or;Agenqy} irlyestors~u()~ -~.Eteddie 
Mac;;'{1'iiilii~Mie/and annie ae, to claim investor rights on 




Used by most .MERS embers. Option 2 transfers require 
confirmation from the new Investor. They do not remove 
Interim Funder or arehouse/Gestation Lender interests fi'om 
the loan. 
The MERS® System will allow a MiN to co-exist in an Option 2 
TOB batch and a Transfer of Servicing (TOS) batch only if the 
New Servicer and New Investor are the sa e entity. 
The MERS® System will allow a MIN to co-e...:ist in an Option 1 
TOB batch and a Flow or Seasoned TOS batch. 
MERS Procedures Manual- Release 1 .0-6/8/09 Transfer of Beneficial RIghts. 65 
MERS/Henderson 0171 
9 Enter the following miscellaneous information if
applicable
Required when registering loans investor funding amount
sold to Fannie Mae or Freddie
Mac
Investor funding date if Investor requires it
Investor loan number ifrequired by the Investor
FHANA Case Number or ivII Certificate Number
Requrredwhen registpiingloans Torrens Certificate Number
rsruedint aGinnie Maeor Fannie
Mae pool
a Agency ID if required by the Investor
Investor pool number ifrequired by the Investor
MERSHenderson 0137
Taxpayer Identification Number of third party
For all MOM Loans you must originator if applicable
receive and enter ail security
Instrument recording information 10 Enter the following security instrument information
willhin 30 calendar days ofthe
Registration Date MOM indicator
Defaults to MOM MERS is the original
If MFRS is not named as the mortgagee on the security instrument
original mortgages on the security
instnrmerd youmust prepare and Set to NonMOM only if the loan was originated on
send to the county recerderan a standard security instrument and assigned toassignment to MFRSWthin 14
calendardays after the registration MFRS




a supdatesentdat You must lso update mortgagee nor assigned to MERSsee the
the MERS System with the iRestration chapter
recorded assignment and securly
instrument i tormation riithin six Orimortgagee or beneficiary ifMERS is not
months of the registration date
Refer totheOUaJifvAMMO mortgagee on the security instrument
p foradditional Trustee ifaapplicable
informaUan
Security typeegMortgage DOT etc
Recording and rerecording information
11 Enter the following assignment information on the MERS
System if the loan is not recorded with MFRS as the
PLAINTIFFSEXHIBIT original mortgagee on the security instrumentAssignment typeAssignment sent dateAssignee name and address
Assignor name and address
Although recording information is
typically not available at loan Recording and rerecording information including
closing the registration transaction Recording date
Is not considered complete until
recording Information has been Recordi instrument or document numberg
entered You must however order Recording book or Liber numberthe Assignment Sent Date for a
loan assigned into MFRS Recordig page or folio number
MERS Procedures Manual Release 180 61809
MFRS Loan Registration 31
002679
Required when registering loans 
sold to Fannie Mae or Freddie 
Mac. 
Requfred when registenng loans. 
rssued ha Ginnie Maeor Fannie 
Mae pool. 
r all  ans,  t 
r i   t r ll oJrit  
Ins!ru ent recording InfollTlalion 
ilf1i   l   f t  
Registration Dale 
If MERS is not named as the 
original ortgagee on the security 
instru ent, you ust p.repare and 
send to the county recorder an 
assignment fo MJ:RS wllf1ln 14 
c l r a s aRer t  r istr ti  
date. You must update lf1e MERS· 
Syslem to reffect the assignment 
sent dale. You must also update 
the ERS- Syste  with the 
recorded s i t  s rity 
instrument InlollTla1ion wllhin six 
monthS of the registration dale. 
Refer to Ihe QualifY SS!J!'8I!Cg 
pmcedUr9.1 MMUal for addilionat 
infonnadon. 
; PLAlNJ1FPS i "EXHIBIT 
§ /'1 
Although recording infonnation is 
typically not avaUabie at Joan 
closing, lf1e reglstraUon transaction 
Is not considered com piela until 
recording InfonnaUon has been 
eRlerecJ. You must, however, enter 
the Assignment Sent Date for a 
loan assigned into MERS. 








Investor funding amollnt 
Investor funding date (if Investor requires it) 
Investor loan number, if t·equired by the Investor 
FHA  A Case N r or Ivfl Certifi te r 
T rr  ertifi t  r 
Agency ID, if required by the Investor 
Investor pool nu ber, if required bj: dIe Investor 
Taxpayer Identification Number ofthird-party 
ri i t r (if pplicable) 
10. Enter the follo ing security instru ent infor ation 
•  i i tor: 
• Defaults to MOM -!VIERS is the origjnal 
mortgagee on the security instrument 
• Set to Non-MOM only if the Joan was originated on 
a standard security instrument and assigned to 
E  
• r l s it r ri jnat  it   s 
mortgagee nor assigned to IvlERS, see the 
iRegistration chapter 
• Original mortgagee or beneficiary, ifMERS is not 
mortgagee on the security instrument 
• Trustee, ifappJicable 
• Security type (e.g. ortgage. T, etc.) 
• Recording and re-recording infonnation 
I 1. Enler the following assign ent information on the ERS® 
Syste  if the loan is not recorded with ERS as the 
original ortgagee on the security instru ent. 
• Assignment type 
• A signment sent date 
• A sign e name and a dre s 
• A signor name and a dre s 
• Recording and fe-recording information, including 
~ Recording date 
~ Recording instrument or document number 
==> Recording book or Liber number 
==> Recording page ai' folio number 
MERS Procedures Manual- R lease 18.0-6/8/09 MERS Loan Registration. 31 
MERS/Henderson 0137 
The following reports are generated as a result of the Registered
Loans in Rated Securities process For a detailed description of
each report see the MERS Reports Hartdboolc




Nf intenance Verrfrcation Report
IYlarnienance Reject1Ycn wings
MERS Procedures Manual Release 180 61809 MERS Registered Loans In Rated Securities 64
MERStHenderson 0170002680
Reports 
The follo ing reports are generated as a result of the Registered 
Loans in Rated Securities process. For a detailed description of 
each report, see the ~ Reports aitdbook: 
* Transjer'OjBene}1dal Rights RejeCtsl atnings 
>1< Pending Transfer o/Be'nejiCfaIRights 
'I< Overdue'Trgns!er9! ~e1'iifIcidlRights. 
* P hysiciiiTransjeroj 13eniijidicilkights 
* Maint'enance erification eport 
, Mainiendilce RejecflWainings 
MERS Procedures Manual- Release 1 .0-6/8/09 MERS Registered Loans in Rated Securities. 64 
MERS/Henderson 0170 
NOTE UA NC LA21 0566931
LOAN NO 874164406





NOTE v: .A. NC: LAPp·- 05 5931. 
NOTICE: THIS LOA1~ IS NOT ASSUMABLE WITHOtJT THE 
APPROVAL OF THE DEPARThIENT OF VETERANS AFFAlRSOR 
ITS AUTHORIZED AGENT. 




5645 Sweetwood Way Montgomery, ALJ'!5'1l7 
. [Prop$] .fdiii=} 
1 •. BORROWER'S'PROMISETOPAY 
In c.cetuIIl for aloan that, I have received. I;ptomise to pay U.s. $ 108,51):0 •. 00 (fhisamaunt i$·eaiIed. 
·Principar"),plusiiltetesr., to the order of the Lender •. The Lendeit is . 
GMAC Mortgagl!l corporat:lon • 
lWiIImake'alI~fB.1IIidi:r ihl'a ijote.in t¥forril of caSh;.checkor IIIilIIey order. 
I~~ the~clerinay IioInster this No~ The te.cder orany.ooe whp takes this Note· bytr.mSfer aIId whO 
isentitledro ~v~'i1a~~.~er~~te·i~ ~ed·lhe·Nate ijolder." . 
"... . . ~.. . . 
2~ ~ .. '~':r.' .,~ ~~"'¥[~ : ;;::.~ ~··~::~:··-7"~ .. ~ .... ~, : '. .' : '. . . ", . 
In~~i1llie char~ Qn:UnpaidJl~Jpal until the'fiill· amoun~ofP.rincipaIhasbeel[.llaid. i:wi1Ipay int~ ~ta·· . 
::;=~~iy:~ ~on2 i&;~e'~ lwiU pay both befure:and after any~t ~edm 
3. pA.YM:ENrs.. . ... 
(A} Tllnil.and:1>Jace<if;PaylD.eiits . '.' 
·.;t!~Fa~~Z=~:~17r~~~·!;~tri;=~~~~.any~ei: . 
cbames~ibed. pelQI,l' !hat Ilm!Y.o~ WJder. fhia·Noie. . Each. I00l1tbly:p~wiIlbe appiied~ orits scb.edjlI.ed due 
'2i~I]J:§~~~ 
~~~~~a:§~~~~ 
linay ~ a.foll Ptepa}'Iill:ntm-;partlalPi:l:pllJuicnts WlIb.putPliyingaJ·rq,ilyment Charge. .'I1iC Note Holde£will . 
Wlemy~t:piI~ to .. reduce 'the, amOUntofl'riiicipal·lbatlGWe~Under tbi(NQI'e; However, liJ.e'NotitHoiderIIiay apply. 
my Pri:pay'l'lx:nttCl'theilccruedanduupliidinteIest.onthe.PrqJayll1ei1t;liiilount,before: applying 1IlY .. Prep~ ttrredJl!:e 
1he.I>rfucipal amount of the Nole; .. If I:miikea .. pamalPrepaymen4tliere Wilibe·uo Changea>m;the due date or in. the. 
~ormymonthly·payxueiltun1essthe!i{o\:eHoldCr 3gree;inW.ti.fu1.gtotho~~ge!. . . .. 
S'~~~~~lies'~~WaDtndWhlCh~~l~~;mfinany~~ so ~.~ mm~ 
or OtherloanchartcS i:oIiectedOrtobecollei:tediri CO!Jnedion wiihtiuslouexceed thepeImitted limits,. then: .(a) arjy 
si1chloan ~e shalrbe redu= by the .amOi.iDt necesWy' totediicetheciIargetothe~~:aod(br.8IIY'·~' 
lIlteady COP~ed ftoml1le\vllicli. excteded.:peroiittedlii:ilitil will. be Ietimdcdtil:me. The.Note 1ioldctiDaychoo5o'.'to~ 
this refundbYreducil!g'lhePrilicipall owe.il.ndet'thisNore o(~ iIialcl:i!8 a directPajmenifO Ii1e.Ihrefo:ad mIuce3 PrinclpaJ"tfleredDction wilFpe ~.ai.'apadiat~ayuient ..... . .. . ". . , . " 
.' . '" , .' 6..~cmROWER'SFAlLUREroPAY,ASImQTJIRED 
WLateCbarge lor Overdue' ~ '. '.' ' .. , . .... . . 
If Ihe.Nc:iteHoIderhaSnoireci:i.vedthefoll·amolliit ofmymonthlypaytlient by the end af:LS cale.ru:Jar days. 
after thedateiUs diIC, I will pay awecliarge to the Noti,Holder.The~ ofthe.Charge'1JllilHie '4 .01>0%' 
cif my-ovadue pa,YlllCDtof prin.a1idintetest.r win pay this late chargeproi:nptly.but enly once oneac!t.latepayment, (B)Default.. '. . .... .'. •.. . ..... ' .. ,.' ....... '. . . 
·lfldo.notpay·the~·lIIIIOUIIt·of each mootbly p~~ onthedatoit is dll~ I will be in defalilt; (C}Notlce or Detmili ....• .' ' . . . . . ... .' .'. . . 
IU aiIlJn def2uJ.t, the NQ~HoIder may send me awrittennoticeoteliing-Illflthat'if r do not pay the overdac iIinOtrin 
by ii cCrtii.indale. the Note Holder mayreqiiiIe me.topzy iillmcdiately thefullamDlllltofPrincipal which luis not been 
paid and all tbcintere$ttb:ttI owe bnthat.3IllllUlIt. That.datelllllSt be. at 1east 30 darS after tI.i.c.date1lUwbicb. thenotice'!s 
lll3iled to "meordeJiverCd by tither means. . 
CD) No Waiver BYNoteHlllder .. . 
• Even if, at a tllll!t \vhen:'l am ill defiiiilt, the Note Holder docs Dot .require.~·to pay immedirudymfull as descnbed 
above,the NotcHoldcrwill still have thenghtto do so ifl am in defaitlt at:Oatet time. 
MERS/Henderson 061 
EPayment of Vote HoldersCosts and Expenses
If the Note Holder has required me to pay immediately in full as described above the Note Holder will have the
right to be paid back by me for all of its costs and expenses in enforcing this Note to the extent not prohibited by
applicable law Those expenses include for example reasonable attorneys fees
7 GIVING OFNOTICES
Unless applicable law requires a different method any notice that must be given to me under this Note will be
given by delivering it or by ranging it by first class mail to me atthe Property Address above or at a different address if I
give the Note Holder a notice ofmy different address
Any notice that must be given to the Note Holder tinder this Notewill be given by delivering it or by mailing it by
first class mail to the Note Holder at the address stated in Section3Aabove or at a different address ifI am given a
notice of that different address
8 OBLIGATIONSOF PERSONS UNDER THISNOTE
If more than one person signs this Note each person is fully and personalty obligated to keep all of the promises
made in this Note including the promise to pay the fidd amount owed Any person who is a guarantor surety or
endorser of this Note is also obligated to do these things Any person who takes over these obligations including the
obligations of a guarantor surety or endorser of this Note Is also obligated to keep all of the promises made in this
Note The Note Holder may enforce its rights under this Note against each person individually or against all of us
together This means that any one ofus may be required to pay all of the amounts owed under thisNote
9 WAIVERS
I and any other person who has obligations under this Note waive the rights of Presentment and Notice of
Dishonor Presentment means the right to require the Note Holder to demand payment of amounts due Notice of
Dishonor means the right to require the Note Holder m give notice to other persons that amounts due have not been
paid
10 ALLONGE TOINS NOTE
If an allonge providing for payment adjustments or for any other supplemental information is executed by the
Borrower together with this Note the covenants of the allonge shall be incorporated into and shall amend and
supplement the covenants of this Note as if the alloW were apart of this Note Check applicable box
Graduated Payment Allonge Other specify Other4
11 UNdFORMSECUREDNOTE
This Note is a uniform instrument with limited variations in some jurisdictions In addition to the protections given
to the NoteHolder under this Note a Mortgage Deed of bast or Security Deed the Secuity Instrument dated the
same date as this Note protects the Note Holder from possible losses whichmight result if I do not keep the promises
which I make in this Note That Security Instrument describes how and under what conditions I may be required to make
immediate payment in tjdlof all amounts Iowe under thisNote Some of those conditions are described as follows
PREPAYMENT AND ACCELERATION If the indebtedness secured hereby is guaranteed or Insured
under Title 38 United States Code such Title and Regulations issued thereunder and in effect on the date hereof
shall govern the rights duties and liabilities ofBorrower and Lender Any provisions of the Security Instnmreat or
other instruments executed in connection with Bald indebtedness which are inconsistent with said Title or
Regulations including butnot limited to the provision for payment of any stem in connection with prepayment of
the secured Indebtednes and the provision that the Leader may accelerate payment of the secured indebtedness
pursuant to Section 18 of the Security Instrument are hereby amended or negated to the extent necessary to
conformsuch instruments to said Title or Regulations
WITNESS THE HANDSANDSEALOF THE UNDERSIGNED
PAY TOTHE ORDER OF 0 11 seat












M1I jLTEVMWRATENarE ra toe yead vn
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002682
(E) 1'm   N c lder's st.  IUl   
       t  y i i t l  i  l  li  bove, t       
.    i  ac!;:    aU f i    lI llS   f  !   to  went t r hi it d  
 .  :; ,  l , o l  tt ys' f es. 
. I  ll  
e   l     thod,   t DJIIS   i l1   er   il   
i   li ri  it   maili  it  int l  il t   t t  t  re    t  i t r a  ifT 
  t     f  i  ss. 
ny lIOtice that wt be given to the ote older under this ote Ul be given by delivering it or by ailing it by 
  n          ecti  (A)   t  i t  i !  i   
ti   t t i t ss. 
. I I    O  I   
If r  t   rs  si s t is t ,  rs  is f ll   c~onal  li t  t   ll f t  r ls s 
 i  t i  te,  t      full  ed.  n a  i   arantor. SW'ct   
  t i  t . i  l  li t  t   t  t i s.   b  t  r t  li ti , i l i  t  
obligations of a guarantor, surety or endorser of this ote, is also obligated to keep all of the pro ises ade i  this 
ote. The ote older ay enforce its rights 1lIlder this ote against each person individually or against all of us 
ther.      f    r i    U   t   1I!Ider i  te. 
. I  
       li ti s Ull  t i   i  t   f t t  ti  f 
i r. "Pre t ent"  lite i t t  eq~ t  t  t eJ: t   t f ut  <I . "Notice Qf 
or" eans    i     to   t    t t lS     
id. 
0.   TBIS  
 10     djust: en1S  t  m  r  Onn ll     
OIl'Ower t et er it  t iJ ote, t e c e a ls f lite all e s all e i c I ORt  i t  and s all a e  and 
supple ent the covenanlS f this ote as if the allonge ere a art f this ote. [Check applicable box] 
o   lo  0 llt r [s ify] 0  [spc:r:ify] 
. I    
'Ibis t  i   1IIIifunn i tm t it  ll lt  ri ti  i  e jw:is i ti . I  diti  t  Th  r t ti  i  
19   B   t  t ,  ort ,   Trus   orl  e  (the " curi  &trument"), t  t  
 t   t i  t . r lA!ClS t  t  l  fr  i l  l s  i  i t r lt i    lIOt  t  r is  
ic  I lll8  i  This te. at ec rit  I stI c t dcsI:ribes  a  er at c itio s I a  e r iI  to a e 
e iat    full f       .        l s: 
P P   I . If the indebtedness secured hereby it guaranteed or insured 
 tl  , .nited t s e.  ru     CUll    t1'c    B  
shall em t e ri ts, ties a  lia ilities f rr er a  e er.  r isi s f t e ecnrit  J sttument r 
 lttl = t  wcerute     sai  t         
l ti s, i l i . t t li ite  t , t  r i i  f r y:tll Ill: f  u  i  lD! C!io  it  Pr !lt f 
  i ss   ision   n   rate t    e te ness 
  ti  L    curit  l n c t,       t   D CCSS IY  
  i t e ts t  i  itle  l ti ns. 
WITNESS nm BAND(S) AND SI!AL(S) OF nm UNDIlRSl!lNl!P -,-,~ 
•      c.;.~;...=..::..;...,._(J":""---'-IJ.:....~~ _____ -~enderso  ·Botrowct (Se l) 
ich4  Hob/in! 
i ite  igninG fficer 
 e t r 
B I  
(S l) 





(Sig  Original Only] 
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D Lender is
GMAC Mortgage Corporation
Lender is a Corporation organized and existing under the
laws of Pennsylvania Lendersaddress is
100 Witmer Road PO Box 963 Horsham PA 19044
E Note means the promissory not signed by Borrower and dated November 19
2004 The Note states that Borrower owes Lender
One Hundred Sight Thousand Five Hundred and oo2oo
Dollars US 1085 00 plus interest Borrower has promised to pay this
debt in regular Periodic Payments and to pay the debt in full not later than
December 1 2034
M Property means the property that is described below under the heading Transfer of
Rights in the Property
G Loan means the debt evidenced by the Note plus interest any prepayment charges
and late charges due under the Note and all sums due under this Security Instrument plus
interest
M Riders means all Riders to this Security Instrument that are executed by Borrower
The following Riders are to be executed by Borrower check boa as applicable
Adjustable Rate Rider Condominium Rider D Second Home Rider
Balloon Rider Biweekly Payment Rider 0 14 Family Rider
M VA Rider Planned Unit Development Rider
Othersspecify
n Applicable Law means all controlling applicable federal state and local statutes
regulations ordinances and administrative rules and orders that have the effect of law as well
as all applicable final non appealablejudicial opinions
n Community Association Dries Fees and Assessments means all dues fees
assessments and other charges that are imposed on Borrower or the Property by a condominium
association homeowners association or similar organization
l ElectronicPmds Transfer means any transfer of fWnds other than a transaction
originated by check draft or similar paper instrument which is initiated through an electronic
terminal telephonic instalment computer ormagnetic tape so as to order instruct or authorize
a financial institution to debit or credit an account Such team includes but is not limited to
poutofsale transfers automated teller machine transactions transfers initiated by telephone
wire transfers and automated clearinghouse transfers
L ITAcrow Items means those items that are described in Section 3
M A4iscell2tneous Proceeds means any compensation settlement award of damages or
proceeds paid by any third party other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages
described in Section 5 for idamage to or destruction of the Property ii condemnation or
other taking of all or any part of the Property Cit conveyance in lieu of condemnation or iv
misrepresentations of or omissions as to the value andor condition of the Property
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(1» "Lender II is 
GMAC ort ge Corporation 
Lender is a Corporation 
la s of Pennsylvania 
organized and existing under the 
Lender's ad res  is 
100 it r Road, P.O. Box 963, Horsham, PA 19044 
(E) ° ote" eans the pro issory note signed by Borro er and dated Nove ber 19 I 
2004 . T  Note states that Bor o er o s L nder 
 r  Ei t s  i  r  and 00/100 
ollars ( .S. $ 108,500.00 ) plus interest. Borrower has promised to pay this 
bt i  r gul r eri i  ay ts and t   the debt i  full not l ter t n 
 ,  
(F) "Property" eans the property that is described belo  under the heading "Transfer of 
 i  !  roperty. fl 
( ) IILoan" means the debt evidenced by the Note, plus interest, any prepayment charges 
and late charges due under the Note. and all sums due under this Security instrument, plus 
interest. 
(H) "Riders" eans all Riders to !his Security Instru ent that are executed by Borrower. 
 f ll i  i rs r  t   t   rr r [c  x as pplicable]: 
o just    
o Balloon Rider 
!XI VA ider 
D  r 0 
D i eekly ay ent ider D 
D    i  
c  e i r 
1-4 Family Rider 
o ther(s) [s ify] 
(l) "A plicable " ea s ll c tr lli  a lica le fe eral, st t  a  l cal st t t s. 
regulations. ordinances and ac1ministrative rules and orders (that have the effect of la ) as ell 
as all applicable final. non-appealable judicial opinions. 
(J) "Community Association Dues, Fees, and Assessments" means all dues. fees. 
assessments and other charges that are imposed on Borrower or the Property by a condominium 
ss i ti , e ners as iation r i il r r i ti . 
(K) IIEleclronic Funds ra sfer" eans allY transfer f r..!.Tlds, other than a transaction 
originated by check. draft, or similar paper instrument. which is initiated through an electronic 
tex inal. telephonic instru ent, co puter, or agnetic tape so as to order. instruct. or authorize 
a financial institution to debit or credit an. account. uch ta . includes, but is not ll ited to, 
point-of-sale transfers, automated teller machine transactions. transfers initiated by telephone. 
ire tra sf rs, and automated le ringhouse tra sf rs. 
(L) ''Es r  Ite s" eans those ite s that are es ribed in Se tion . 
(M) "Miscellaneous Proceedsll means any compensation, settlement. award of damages, or 
proceeds paid by any third party (other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages 
described in Section S) for: (i) damage to, or destruction of. the Property; (ii) condemnation or 
other taking of all or any part of the Property; (iii) conveyance in lieu of condemnation; or (iv) 
misrepresentations of. or omissions as to, the value andlor condition of the Property. 
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N Mortgage Insurance means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of
or default on the Loan
0 Periodic Payment means the regularly scheduled amount due for 1 principal and
interest under the Note plus ii any amounts under Section 3 of this Security Instrument
P RESPA means the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 12 USC2601 et seq
and its implementing regulation Regulation X 24 CFRPart 3500 as they might be
amended from time to time or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs
the same subject matter As used in this Security Instrument RESPA refers to all
requirements and restrictions that are imposed in regard to a federally related mortgage loan
even if the Loan does not qualify as a federally related mortgage loan under RESPA
Q Successor in Interest of Borrower means any party that has taken title to the
Property whether or not that party has assumed Borrowersobligations under the Note andor
this Security Instrument
TRANSFER OF RIGHTS IN 1 PROPERTY
This Security Instrument secures to Lender i the repayment of the Loan and all renewals
extensions and modifications of the Note and ii the performance of Borrowerscovenants and
agreements under this Security Instrument and the Note For this purpose Borrower
irrevocably mortgages grants and conveys to MERS solely as nominee for Lender and
Lenderssuccessors and assigns and to the successors and assigns of MERS with the power of





See attached Legal Description Schedule A
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Alabama 36117 Property Address
1tip CO1
TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property and
all easements appurtenances and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property All
replacements and additions shall also be covered by this Security instrument All of the
oregomg is referred to in this Security Instrument as the Property Borrower understands and
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( ) " ortgage Insurancell eans insurance protecting Lender against the nonpay ent of, 
or default on, the Loan. 
( ) "Periodic Payment" means the regularly scheduled amount due for (i) principal and 
i terest under the Note, pl s (ii) any amounts under Section 3 of this Security Instrument. 
( ) IlRESPAII means the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (12 U.S.C. §260l et seq.) 
and its i ple enting regulation, Regulation X (24 C.F.R. Part 3500), as they might be 
amended fr  ti  t  ti e, Or a  additi nal or succ ssor l i l ti  or regulation that governs 
the same subj ct at er. A1; used in thi  ecurit  I st ment. " PA" refers to all 
require ents and restrictions that are i posed in regard to a "federally related ortgage loan" 
ev  i  t e  d  D t qualif  as a "fe r ll  r l t  rt  loan" under ESPA. 
( ) "Successor in Interest of orrower" eans any party that has taken title to the 
Property, hether or not that party has assu ed orrower's obligations under the ote andlor 
 ecurit  I tru ent. 
TRANSFER OF RIGHTS IN THE  
his ecurit  I str e t sec res t  e er: (i) t e re a e t f t e an. and ll renewals. 
e te si s a  ificati s f t e te;  (li) t e erf r a ce f rrower's c e a ts a  
a ree e ts er t i  ec rit  I str e t a  t e te. r t is r se, rr er 
irre aca l  rt a es, r ts a  c e s t   (s lel  as i ee f r r a  
Lender's successors and assigns) and to the successors and assigns of ERS, with the power of 
le.  l    l    
t  
rr  f in  urisdiction] 
 t  
[Name f ec r i  J ris kti l 
  e  ion  "A" 
LOT 19, BLOCK C, ~CCORDING T  T E MAP  WYNBROOK PLAT NO. 4,. AS 
~~¥~~RtP~8~y~FAfIbRaR,I'NT~~A9FKOBI ~f.T*' ~~E 9s.PROBATE F 
INE LS  I ING  . 
ic   bas t  es   




, la   ("Property Address"): 
[Zi  ode) 
TOGETIIER ITH all the i provements now or hereafter erected on the property, and 
all easements, appurtenances, and fixtures now ar hereafter a part of the property. All 
replace ents and additions shall also be covered by this Security Instrument~J\ltof the 
foregaipg is, referred to. in this Security Instru ent as the ·Property;·::a.~i:.r~~~~#~#.,as:.,~~ 
, (;reestfuit ·MERS.holds,ifill'le· altitle.to,the.intereSts, anted .b;,BOrrowet;:;iiirfliiS:Secun': ' .:r~) •• ' •• 
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BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby
conveyed and has the right to grant and convey the Property and that the Property is
unencumbered except for encumbrances of record Borrower warrants and will defend
generally the title to the Property against all claims and demands subject to any encumbrances
of record
THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniform covenants for national use and
non uniform covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security
instrument covering real property
UNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Tender covenant and agree as follows
L Payment of Principal Interest Escrow Items Prepayment Charges and Late
Charges Borrower shall pay when due the principal of and interest on the debt evidenced by
the Note and any prepayment charges and late charges due under the Note Borrower shall also
pay funds for Escrow Items pursuant to Section 3 Payments due under the Note and this
Security Instrument shall be made in UScurrency However if any check or other instrument
received by Lender as payment under the Note or this Security Instrument is returned to Leader
unpaid Lander may require that any or all subsequent payments due under the Note and this
Security Instrument be made in one or more of the following forms as selected by Lender a
cash b money order c certified check bank check treasurerscheck or cashier check
provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal
agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic Funds Transfer
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received at the location designated in
the Note or at such other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice
provisions in Section 15 Lender may return any payment or partial payment if the payment or
partial payments are insufficient to bring the Loan current Leader may accept any payment or
partial payment insufficient to bring the Loan current without waiver of any rights hereunder or
prejudice to its rights to refuse such payment or partial payments in the future but Lender is not
obligated to apply such payments at the time such payments are accepted If each Periodic
Payment is applied as of its scheduled due date then Leader need not pay interest on unapplied
funds Lender may hold such unapplied finds until Borrower makes payment to bring the Loan
current If Borrower does not do so within a reasonable period of time Lender shall either
apply such funds or return them to Borrower If not applied earlier such funds will be applied
to the outstanding principal balance under the Note Immediately prior to foreclosure No offset
or claim which Borrower might have now or in the future against Lender shall relieve Borrower
from making payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument or performing the
covenants and agreements secured by this Security Instrument
2 Application of Payments or Proceeds Except as otherwise described in this
Section 2 all payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the following order
of priority a interest due under the Note b principal due under the Note c amounts due
under Section 3 Such payments shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order in which
it became due Any remaining amounts shall be applied first to late charges second to any other
amounts due under this Security Instrument and then to reduce the principal balance of the
Note
LOAN NO 574164406
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BORROW""d. COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby 
conveyed and has the right to grant and convey the Property and Ihat the Property is 
unencumbered, except for encumbr  of record. Bor ower war ants and will defend 
generally the title to the Property against all claims and demands, subject to any encumbrances 
of record. 
THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT comW s uniform. covenants for national nse and 
non-unifor  covenants' with li ited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a unifoIlIl security 
inst:rmnen.t covering real property: 
UNIFORM COVENANTS. Borrower and Lender covenant and agree as follows: 
1. ay ent of rincipal, Interest, scro  Items, repay ent Charges, and Late 
harges. orro er shall pay hen due the principal of. and interest on, the debt evidenced by 
t e t  and  r t char s n  l t  char   under t e t . Borro r shall also 
pay funds for Escro  Ite s pursuant to Section 3. Pay ents due under the ote and this 
curit  I str nt ll   i  .S. rrency. ever, if ny check: or ot r instrU t 
received by ender as pay ent under the ote or this ecurity Instru ent is retIll'lled to ender 
unpaid, Lender ay require that any or all subsequent pay ents due tmder the ote and this 
Security Instru ent be ade in one or ore of the fono ing fonns, as selected by Lender: (a) 
cash; (b) oney order; (c) certified check, bank check, treasurer's check or cashier's checIc, 
provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal 
cy, tality,  ntity;  Cd)   sfer. . 
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received at the location designated in 
the ote or at such other location as ay be designated by ender in accordance ith the notice 
provisions in Section 15. Lender may return any payment or partial payment if the payment or 
partial payments are insufficient to bring the Loan cun-ent. Lender may accept any payment or 
artial a e t i s fficie t to ri  t e a  c rre t, it t ai er f a  ri ts ere er r 
prejudice to its rights to refuse such pay ent or partial pay ents in the future, but ender is not 
obligated to apply such pay ents at the ti  such pay ents are accepted. If each eriodic 
Payment is applied as of its scheduled due date, then Lender need not pay interest on unapplied 
funds. lender may hold such unapplied funds until Borrower makes payment to bring the Loan 
current. If Borro er does not do so ithin a reasonable period of ti e, Lender shall either 
apply such funds or return them to Borrower. If not applied earlier. such funds will be applied 
to the out.staruiing principal balance under' the ote i ediate..1y prior to foreclosure. o offset 
or clai  hich orro er ight have no  or in the future against Lender shall relieve orro er 
from making payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument or performing the 
covenants a d agree ents secured by this Sec rity Instr e t. 
2. pplication of Pay ents or Proceeds. xcept as other ise described in this 
Section 2, all payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the following order 
of priority: (a) interest due under the Note; (b) principal due under the Note; (c) amounts due 
under Section 3. Such payments shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order in which 
it became due. Any remaining amounts shall be applied first to late charges, second to any other 
amounts due under this Security Instrument, and then to reduce the principal balance of the 
Note. 
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If Lender receives a payment from Borrower fur a delinquent Periodic Payment which
includes a sufficient amount to pay any late charge due the payment may be applied to the
delinquent payment and the late charge If more than one Periodic Payment is outstanding
Lender may apply any payment received from Borrower to the repayment of the Periodic
Payments if and to the extent that each paymept can be paid in full To the extent that any
excess exists after the payment is applied to the full payment of one or more Periodic Payments
such excess may be applied to any Iate charges due Voluntary prepayments shall be applied
first to any prepayment charges and then as described in the Note
Any application of payments insurance proceeds or Miscellaneous Proceeds to
principal due under the Note shall not extend or postpone the due date or change the amount of
the Periodic Payments
3 wads for Escrow Items Borrower shall pay to Lender on the day Periodic
Payments are due under the Note until the Note is paid in full a sum the Funds to provide
for payment of amounts due for a taxes and assessments and other items which can attain
priority over this Security Instrument as a lien or encumbrance on the Property b leasehold
payments or ground rents on the Property if any c premiums for any and all insurance
required by Lender under Section 5 and dMortgage Insurancepremiums if any or any sums
payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of Mortgage Insurance premiums in
accordance with the provisions of Section 10 These items are called Escrow Items At
origination or at any time during the term of the Loan Lender may regaire that community
Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any be escrowed by Borrower and such dues fees
and assessments shall be an Escrow Item Borrower shall promptly famish to Lender all notices
of amounts to be paid under this Section Borrower shall pay Lender the Funds for Escrow
Items unless Lender waives Borrower obligation to pay theFunds for any or all Escrow Items
Lender may waive Borrowersobligation to pay to Lender Funds for any or all Escrow Items at
any time Any such waiver may only be in writing In the event of such waiver Borrower shall
pay directly when and where payable the amounts due for any Escrow Items for which
payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and if Lender requires shall furnish to Lender
receipts evidencing sack payment within such time period as Lender may require Borrower
obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be deemed to be
a covenant and agreement contained in this Security Instrument as the phrase covenant and
agreement is used in Section 9 If Borrower is obligated to pay Escrow Items directly
pursuant to a waiver and Borrower fails to pay the amount due for an Escrow Item Lender may
exercise its rights under Section 9 and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated
under Section 9 to repay to Lender any such amount Lender may revoke thewaiver as to any
or all Escrow Items at any time by a notice given in accordance with Section 15 and upon such
revocation Borrower shall pay to Lender all Funds and in such amounts that are then required
under this Section 3
Lender may at any time collect and hold Funds in an amount a sufficient to permit
Lender to apply the Funds at the time specified under RESPA and b not to exceed the
maximum amount a lender can require under RESPA Lender shall estimate the amount of
Funds due on the basis of current data and reasonable estimates of expenditures of future Escrow
Items or otherwise in accordance with Applicable Law
LOAN NO 574164406
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If Lender receives a pay ent fro  Borrower for a delinqnent Periodic Pay ent which 
i cl es a suff~jent a t t  a  a  late c ar e due, t e ay e t ay b  applie  t  the 
delinquent pay ent and the late charge. If ore than one Periodic Pay ent is outstanding, 
ender ay apply any pay ent received fro  orro er to the repay ent of the Periodic 
Pay ents if, and to the extent that, each pay «;lt can be paid in full. To the extent that any 
excess exists after the pay ent is applied to the full pay ent of one or ore Periodic Payments, 
s c  e cess a  e applie  to any late c ar es e. l tar  re a e ts shall e applied 
      t   r  i   te. 
ny application f pay ents, insurance proceeds, r iscellaneous roceeds to 
ri ci al due under t e ote shall t extend r st e t e due ate, r change t e a ount, f 
 ri  y nts. 
3. Funds for scro  Ite s. orro er shall pay to ender on the day eriodic 
jllll t     t  t , til t  t  i  i  i  f ll,   (th  "Funds") t  i  
 ll}'Ill Il     r: (a)   B    i    t  
ri rit  r t is c rit  I str t s  li  r r   t  roperty; (b) l s l  
Pll:y ents or ground. rents on the roperty, if any; (0) pre iu s for any and all insurance 
required by Lender under Section 5; and (d) ortgage Insurance pre iu s, if any, or any su s 
l   rr r t  r i  li  f t  t f rtga  I r  r i  i  
 ith     to.     "Esc  s.·  
ri i ati  t at any ti e ri  t e ter  f the a , e er ay require that Co11l1nUllky 
ssociation ues, Fees and ssess ents, if any, be escro ed by orro er, and such dues, fees, 
and assess ents sball be an scro  Ite . orro er shall pro ptly furnish to ender all notices 
of a ounts to be paid under this ection. orro er sball pay ender the unds for scro  
Ite s unless ender aives orrower's obligation to pay the Funds for any or all scro  Ite s. 
r  ai e rr er's li ti  t   t  r  f r  r ll r  It  t 
 ti .  s  i r  l   i  riti . I . t  t f s  i r, rr r ll 
a  irectly, e  and ere a a le. t  a ts e f r a  scr  Ite s f r ic  
pay ent of unds has been aived by ender and, if ender requires, shall furnish to ender 
i t  i i  u h t it i   ti e i   e er  i . rrower's 
obligation to ake such pay ents and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be dee ed to be 
 e t  r t t i  i  t is rit  t t,  t  rase "covena t  
agree ent" is used in Section 9. 1f Borrower is obligated to pay Escro  Ite s directly. 
pursuant to a aiver, and orro er falls to pay the a oWlt due for an scro  Ite , ender ay 
exercise its rights under Section 9 and pay such a ount and orro er shall then be obligated 
under Section 9 to repay to Lender any such a ount. Lender ay revoke the aiver as to any 
or all Escrow Items at any time by a notice given in accordance with Section 15 and, upon such 
revocation, Borrower shall P3¥ to Lender all Funds, and in such amounts, that are then required 
 t i  ti  3. 
Lender ay, at any ti e, collect and hold Funds in an a ount (a) sufficient to per it 
ender to l  the ds at the ti e s ifie  er ,  (b) t t  e  t  
a i u  a ount a le er ca  re uire er . e der s all esti ate t e a t f 
Funds due on the basis of current data and tCa80nable estimates of expenditures of future Esctow 
Ite s r t ise i  a rda ce ith pplicable a . 
 : 74164406 
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The Funds shall be held in an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal
agency instrumentality or entity including Lender if Lender is an institution whose deposits
are so insured or in any Federal Home Loan Bank Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the
Escrow Items no later than the time specified under RESPA Lender shall not charge Borrower
for holding and applying the Funds annually analyzing the escrow account or verifying the
Escrow Items unless Lender pays Borrower interest on the Funds and Applicable Law permits
Lender to make such a charge Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law
requires interest to be paid on the Funds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any
interest or earnings on the Funds Borrower and Lender can agree in writing however that
interest shall be paid on the Funds Lender shall give to Borrower without charge an annual
accounting of the Funds as required by RESPA
If there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall
account to Borrower for the excess funds in accordance with RESPA If there is a shortage of
Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall notify Borrower as required by
RESPA and Borrower shall pay to Lender the amount necessary to make up the shortage in
accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12 monthly payments If there is a deficiency
of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall notify Borrower as required by
RESPA and Borrower shall pay to Lender the amount necessary to make up the deficiency in
accordance withRESPA but in no more than 12 monthly payments
Upon payment in fff of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall
promptly refund to Borrower any Funds held by Lender
4 Charges Liens Borrower shall pay all taxes assessments charges fines and
impositions attributable to the Property which can attain priority over this Security Instrument
leasehold payments or ground rents on the Property if any and Community Association Dues
Fees and Assessments if any To the extent that these items are Escrow Items Borrower shall
pay them in the manner provided in Section 3
Borrower shall promptly discharge any lien which has priority over this Security
Instrument unless Borrower a agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by
the lien in a manner acceptable to Lender but only so long as Borrower is performing such
agreement b contests the lien in good faith by or defends against enforcement of the lien in
legal proceedings which in Lendersopinion operate to prevent the enforcement of the lien while
those proceedings are pending but only until such proceedings are concluded or c secures
from the holder of the lien ail agreement satisfactory to Lender subordinating the lien to this
Security Instrument If Lender determines that any part of the Property is subject to a lien
which can attain priority over this Security Instrument Lender may give Borrower a notice
identifying the Lien Within 10 days of the date on which that notice is given Borrower shall
satisfy the lien or take one or more of the actions set forth above in this Section 4
Lender may require Borrower to pay a one timecharge for a real estate tax verification
andor reporting service used by Lender in connection with this Loan
5 Property Insurance Borrower shall keep the improvements now existing or
hereafter erected on the Property insured against loss by fire hazards included within the term
extended coverage and any other hazards including but not limited to earthquakes and
floods for which Lender requires insuran This insurance shall be maintained in the amounts
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including deductible levels and for the periods that Lender requires What Lender requires
Pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the term of the Loan The insurance
carrier providing the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lenders right to
disapprove Borrowerschoice which right shall not be exercised unreasonably Lender may
require Borrower to pay in connection with this Loan either a a onetime charge for flood
zone determination certification and tracking services or b a oneti charge for flood zone
determination and certification services and subsequent charges each time remappings or similar
changes occur which reasonablymight affect such determination or certification Borrower shall
also be responsible for the payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency in connection with the review of any flood zone determination resulting from an
objection by Borrower
If Borrower fails to maintain any of the coverages described above Lender may obtain
insurance coverage at Lender option and Borrowersexpense Lender is under no obligation
to purchase any particular type or amount of coverage Therefore such coverage shall cover
Lender but might or might not protect Borrower Borrowersequity in the Property or the
contents of the Property against any risk hazard or liability and might provide greater or lesser
coverage than was previously in affect Borrower acknowledges that the cost of the insurance
coverage so obtained alight significantly exceed the cost of insurance that Borrower could have
obtained Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 5 shall become additional debt
of Borrower secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest at the Note
rate from the date of disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from
Lender to Borrower requesting payment
All insurance policies required by Lender and renewals of such policies shall be subject
to Lendersright to disapprove such policies shall include a standard mortgage clause and shall
name Lender as mortgagee arWor as an additional loss payee Lender shall have the right to
hold the policies and renewal certificates If Lender requires Borrower shall promptly give to
Lender all receipts of paid premiums and renewal notices If Borrower obtains any form of
insurance coverage not otherwise required by Lender for damage to or destruction of the
Property such policy shall include a standard mortgage clause and shall name Lender as
mortgagee andor as an additional loss payee
In the event of loss Borrower shall give prompt notice to the insurance carrier and
Lender Lender may make proof of loss ifnot made promptly by Borrower Unless Lender and
Borrower otherwise agree in writing any insurance proceeds whether or not the underlying
insurance was required by Lender shall be applied to restoration or repair of the Properly if the
restoration or repair is economically feasible and Lenderssecurity is not lessened During such
repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to hold such insurance proceeds until
Leader has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work has been completed
to Lenderssatisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly Lender
may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series of
progress payments as the work is completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or
Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such insurance proceeds Lender shall not be
required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such proceeds Fees for public adjusters
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or other third parties retained by Borrower shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and
shall be the sole obligation ofBorrower If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible
or Lenders security would be lessened the insurance proceeds shall be applied to the sums
secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with the excess if any paid to
Borrower Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order provided for in Section 2
If Borrower abandons the Property Lender may file negotiate and settle any available
insurance claim and related matters If Borrower does not respond within 30 days to a notice
from Lender that the insurance carrier has offered to settle a claim then Lender may negotiate
and settle the claim The 30dayperiod will begin when the notice is given In either event or
if Lender acquires the Property under Section 22 or otherwise Borrower hereby assigns to
Lender aBorrowers rights to any insurance proceeds in an amount not to exceed the amounts
unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrnmerrt and b any other of Borrowersrights other
than the right to any refund of unearned premiums paid by Borrower under all insurance
policies covering the Property insofar as such rights are applicable to the coverage of the
Property Lender may use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the property or to
pay amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument whether or not these due
6 Occupancy Borrower shall occupy establish and use the Property as Borrower
Principal residence within 60 days after the execution of this Security Instrument and shall
continue to occupy the Property as Borrower principal residence for at least one year after the
date of occupancy unless Lender otherwise agrees in writing which consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld or unless extenuating circumstances exist which are beyond Borrower
control
7 Preservation Maintenance and Protection of the Property Inspections
Borrower shall not destroy damage or impair the Property allow the Property to deteriorate or
commit waste on the Property Whether or not Borrower is residing in the Property Borrower
shall maintain the Property in order to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in
value due to its condition Unless it is determined pursuant to Section 5 that repair or
restoration is not economically feasible Borrower shall promptly repair the Property if damaged
to avoid further deterioration or damage If insurance or condemnation proceeds are paid in
connection with damage to or the taking of the Property Borrower shall be responsible for
repairing or restoring the Property only if Lender has released proceeds for such purposes
Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series of
Progress payments as the work is completed H the insurance or condemnation proceeds are not
sufficient to repair or restore the Property Borrower is not relieved of Borrowersobligation for
the completion of such repair or restoration
Lender or its agent may make reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property
If it has reasonable cause Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property
Lender shall give Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection
specifying such reasonable cause
8 BorrowersLoan Application Borrower shall be in default if during the Loan
application process Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borrower or
with Borrowersknowledge or consent gave materially false misleading or inaccurate
information or statements to Lender or failed to provide Lender with material information in
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or other third parties. retained by Borrower shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and 
shall be the sale obligation of Borrower. If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible 
or Lender's security would be lessened, the insurance proceeds shall be applied to the sums 
secured by this Security Instrument, whether or not then due, with the excess, if any, paid to 
Borrower. Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order provided for in Section 2. 
If BOII'Ower abandons the Property, Lender may file, negotiate and settle any available 
insurance claim and related matters. If Borrower does not respond within 30 days to a notice 
from Lender that the insurance carrier bas offered to settle a claim, then Lender may negotiate 
and settle the claim. The 3()'day period will begin when the notice is given. In either event, or 
if Lender acquires the Property under Section 22 or oilierwise, Borrower hereby assigns to 
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policies covering the Property, insofar as such rights are applicable to the coverage of the 
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commit waste on the P.roperty. Whether or not Borrower is .residing in the Property, Boll'Ower 
shall maintain the Property in order to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in 
value due to its condition. Unless it is determined pursuant to Section 5 that repair or 
restoration is not economically feasible, Borrower shall promptly repair the Property if damaged 
to avoid further deterioration or damage. If insurance or condemnation proceeds are paid in 
connection with damage to, or the taking of, the Property, Borrower shall be resp<lllSible for 
repairing or restoring the Property only if Lender has released proceeds for such purposes. 
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the co pletion of such re air or res . 
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If it has reasonable cause, Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property. 
Lender shall give Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection 
specifying such reasonable cause. 
8. norrower's Loan Application. Borrower shall be in default if, during the Loan 
applicati()n process, Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borrower or 
with Borrowers knowledge or consent gave materially false, misleading, or inaccurate 
information or statements to Lender (or failed to provide Leader with material infoonation) in 
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connection with the Loan Material representations include but are not limited to
representations concerning Borrowers occupancy of the Property as Borrower principal
residence
9 Protection of LendersInterest in the Property and Rights Under this Security
Instrument If a Borrower fails to perform the covenants and agreements contained in this
Security Instrument b there is a legal proceeding that might significantly affect Lenders
interest in the Property andor rights under this Security Instrument such as a proceeding in
bankruptcy probate for condemnation or forfeiture for enforcement of a lien which may attain
priority over this Security Instrument or to enforce laws or regulations or c Borrower has
abandoned the Property then Lender may do and pay for whatever is reasonable or appropriate
to protect Lenders interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument including
protecting andor assessing the value of the Property and securing andor repairing the
Property Lendersactions can include but are not limited to a paying any sums secured by a
lien which has priority over this Security Instrument b appearing in court and c paying
reasonable attorneys fees to protect its interest in the Property andorrights under this Security
Instrument including its secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding Securing the Property
includes but is not limited to entering the Property to make repairs change Ioeks replace or
board up doors and windows drain water from pipes eliminate building or other code
violations or dangerous conditions and have utilities turned on or off Although Lender may
take action under this Section 9 Lender does not have to do so and is not under any duty or
obligation to do so It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability for not taking any or all actions
authorized under this Section 9
Aay amounts disbursed by Leader under this Section 9 shall become additional debt of
Borrower secured by this Security Instrument these amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate
from the date ofdisbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from Leader
to Borrower requesting payment
If this Security Instrument is on a leasehold Borrower shall comply with all the
provisions of the lease If Borrower acquires fee title to the Property the leasehold and the fee
title shall not merge unless Lender agrees to the merger in writing
10 Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition of
making the Loan Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain the Mortgage Insurance
in effect If for any reason the Mortgage Insurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be
available from the mortgage insurer that previously provided such insurance and Borrower was
required to make separately designated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance
Borrower shall pay the premiums required to obtain coverage substantially equivalent to the
Mortgage Insurance previously in effect at a cost substantially equivalent to the cost to
Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect from an alternate mortgage insurer
selected by Lender if substantially equivalent Mortgage Insurance coverage is not available
Borrower shall continue to pay to Lender the amount of the separately designated payments that
were due when the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect Lender will accept use and retain
these payments as a non refundable loss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance Such loss
reserve shall benonrefundable notwithstanding the fact that the Loan is ultimately paid in full
and Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such loss reserve
Lender can no Ionger require loss reserve payments if Mortgage Insurance coverage in the
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Secarity Instrument, ( ) there is a legal proceeding that might significantly affect Lender's 
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If this Security Instrument is on a leasehold, Borrower shall comply with all the 
provisions of the lease. If orro er acquires fee title to the Property, the le;JSeb.old and the fee 
title shall not erge unless ender agrees to the erger in riting. 
10. ortgage Insurance. If Lender required ortgage Insurance as a condition of 
making the Loan. Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain the Mortgage Insurance 
in effect. If. for any reason, the ortgage Insurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be 
available fro  the ortgage insurer that previously provided such insurance and orro er as 
required to make separately designated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage hisurance, 
Borrower shall pay the premiwns required to obtain coverage substantially equivalent to the 
ortgage IDliutance previously in effect, at a cost substantially equivalent to the cost to 
Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect. from an alternate mortgage insurer 
selected by Lender. If substantially equivalent Mortgage Insurance coverage is not available, 
Bonower shall continue to pay to Lender the amount of the separately designated payments that 
were due when the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect. Lender will accept, use and retain 
these payments as a non-refundable loss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance. Such loss 
reserve shall be non-refundable. notwithstanding the fact that the Loan is ultimately paid in full. 
and Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such loss reserve. 
Lender can no longer require loss reserve payments if Mortgage Insurance coverage em the 
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amount and for the period that Lender requires provided by an insurer selected by Lender again
becomes available is obtained and Lender requires separately designated payments toward the
premiums for Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition of
making the Loan and Borrower was required to make separately designated payments toward the
premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain
Mortgage Insurance in effect or to provide a non refundable loss reserve until the Lenders
requirement for Mortgage Insurance ends in accordance with any written agreement between
Borrower and Lender providing for such termination or until termination is required by
Applicable Law Nothing in this Section 10 affects Borrower obligation to pay interest at the
rateprovided in the Note
Mortgage Insurance reimburses Lender or any entity that purchases the Note for
certain losses it may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed Borrower is not a
party to theMortgage Insurance
Mortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insurance in force from time to
time and may enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk or reduce
losses These agreements are on teams and conditions that are satisfactory to the mortgage
insurer and the other party or parties to these agreements These agreements may require the
mortgage insurer to make payments using any source of fonds that the mortgage insu mayhave available i rerwhich may include funds obtained from Mortgage Insurance premiums
As a result of these agreements Lender any purchaser of the Note another insurer
any reinsurer any other entity or any affiliate of any of the foregoing may receive directly or
indirectly amounts that derive from or might be characterized as a portion of Borrowers
payments for Mortgage Insurance in exchange for sharing or modifying the mortgage insurer
risk or reducing losses If such agreement provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of
the insurer risk in exchange for a share of the premiums paid to the insurer the arrangement is
often termed captive reinsurance Further
a Any such agreements will not affect the amounts that Borrower has agreed to
pay for Mortgage Insurance or any other terms of the Loan Such agreements will not
increase the amount Borrower will owe for Mortgage Insurance and they will not entitle
Borrower to any refund
b Any such agreements will not affect time rights Borrower has if any with
respect to the Mortgage Insurance under the Homeowners Protection Act of 1998 or any
other law These rights may include the right to receive certain disclosures to request and
obtain cancellation of the Mortgage Insurance to have the Mortgage Insurance tsmiated
automatically andor to receive a refund of any Mortgage Tnsurance premiums that were
unearned at the timeof such cancellation or termination
11 Assignment of Miscellaneous Proceeds Forfeiture All Miscellaneous Proceeds
are hereby assigned to and shall be paid to Lender
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amount and for the period that Lender requires) provided by an insurer selected by Lender agam 
becomes available, is obtained, and Lender requires separately designated payments toward the 
premiums for Mortgage Insurance. If Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition of 
making the Loan and Borrower was required to make separately designated payments toward the 
premiums for Mortgage Insurance, Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain 
Mortgage Insurance in effect, or to provide a non-refundable loss ,reserve, until the Lender's 
requirement for Mortgage Jnsurance ends in accordance with any written agreement between 
Borrower and Lender providing for such termination or until tennination is required by 
Applicable Law. Nothing in this Section 10 affects Borrower's obligation to pay interest at the 
rate provided in the Note. 
Mortgage Insurance reimburses Lender (or any entity that purchases the Note) for 
certain losses it may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed. Borrower is not a 
party to the rt  Insurance. 
ortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insurance in force from time to 
time, and may enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk, or red\1Ce 
losses. These agreements are on terms and conditions that are satisfactory to the mortgage 
insurer and the other party (or parties) to these agreements. These agreements may require the 
mortgage insurer to make payments using any source of funds that the mortgage insurer may 
have available (which may include funds obtained from Mortgage Insurance premiums). 
As a result of these agreements, Lender, any purchaser of the Note, another insurer, 
any reinsurer, any other entity, or any affiliate of any of the foregoing, may receive (directly or 
indirectly) amounts that derive from (or might be characterized as) a portion of Borrower's 
payments for Mortgage Insurance. in exchange for sharing or modifying the mortgage insurer' 8 
risk. r re ci  losses. If such a ree e t r i es t at a  affiliate f e er takes a share f 
the insurer's risk in exchange for a share of the premiums paid to the insurer, the arrangement is 
t  t e  "captive i r nce.· t r: 
(a) Any such agreements will not affect the amounts that Borrower has agreed to 
pay for Mortgage bsurance, or any other terms of the Loan. Such agreements will not 
increase the amount Borrower will owe for ortgage Insurance, and they will not entille 
orro er to  ref . 
(b) ny such agree ents ill not affect the rights orro er has - if any - it  
resp.ect to the Mortgage Iusurance under the Homeowners Protection Act of 1998 or any 
other law. These rights may include the right to receive certain disclosures, to request and 
obtain canceUation of the ortgage Insurance, to have the ortgage Insurance termmated 
automatically, andlor to receive a refund of any Mortgage Insurance premiums that were 
unenrned at the ti e of such ca lation r te . 
11. Assignment of iscellaneous ProceedS; Forfeiture. ll iscellaneous Proceeds 
are hereby a signed to and shall be paid to Lender. 
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If the Property is damaged such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall applied to restoration
or repair of the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and Lender
security is not lessened During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right
to hold such Miscellaneous Proceeds until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such
Property to ensure the work has been completed to Lender satisfaction provided that such
inspection shall be undertaken promptly Lender may pay for the repairs and restoration in a
single disbursement or in a series of progress payments as the work is completed Unless an
agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings
on such Miscellaneous Proceeds If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or
Lenderssecurity would be lessened the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums
secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with the excess if any paid to
Borrower Such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied in the order provided for in Section 2
In the event of a total taking destruction or loss in value of the Property the
Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument
whether or not then due with the excess if any paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which
the fair market value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss
in value is equal to or greater than the amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument
immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss is value unless Borrower and Lender
otherwise agree in writing the sums secured by this Security Instrument shall be reduced by the
amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds multiplied by the following fraction a the total amount
of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value divided
by b the fair market value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or
loss in value Any balance shall be paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or Ioss in value of the Property in which
the fair market value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss
in value is less than the amount of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking
destruction or loss in value unless Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the
Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether
or not the sums are then due
If the Property is abandoned by Borrower or if after notice by Lender to Borrower
that the Opposing Party as defined in the next sentence offers to make an award to settle a
claim for damages Borrower fails to respond to Lender within 30 days after the date the notice
is given Lander is authorized to collect and apply the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to
restoration or repair of the Property or to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether
or not then due Opposing Party means the third party that owes Borrower Miscellaneous
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If the Property is damaged, such Miscellaneous Proceeds shaU.be applied to restoration 
or repair of the PrOPerI¥, if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and Lender's 
security is not lessened. During such repair and restoration period, Lender shall have the right 
to hold such iscellaneous Proceeds 'anill Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such 
Property to cusure the work has been completed to Lender's satisfaction, provided that such 
inspection shall b  undertaken promptly. Lender may pay for the repairs and restoration in a 
si le disbursement or in a series of pr ress payments as the work is completed. less an 
agree ent is ade i  riting or pplicable a  requires interest to be paid on such 
Miscellaneous Proceeds, Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings 
on such iscellaneous Proceeds. If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or 
Lender's security ould be lessened, the iscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the su s 
secured by tbis Security Instru ent, hether or not then due, ith the excess, if any. paid to 
rrower. c  iscella e s r cee s shall e applie  i  t  r er r i e  f r i  ecti  2. 
. In the event of a total taking, destruction, or loss in value of the Property, the 
iscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the su s secured by this Security Instru ent, 
t r r t t e  e, it  t e x ss, if any, i  t  rrower. 
I  t e e e t f a artial taki g. estmction. r l ss i  al e f t e roperty i  i  
the fair arket value f the roperty i ediately before the partial taking, destruction, or loss 
in value is equal to or greater than the amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument 
inunediately before the partial taking, destruction, or loss in value, tmless orro er and ender 
otherwise agree in writing, the sums secured by this Security Instrument shall be reduced by the 
a ount of the iscellaneous Proceeds ultiplied by the follo ing fraction: (a) the total a ount 
f the s s sec re  i e iatel  ef re t e artial ta i , estruction, r l ss i  al e i i e  
by (b) the fair market value of the Property immediately before the partial taking, destmction, or 
 i  .   ll    r. 
In the event of a partial taking, destruction, or loss in value of the Property in which 
t e f ir r t l  f t  r rt  hn i t l  f re t  rti l t i , struction, r l ss 
in value is less than the a ount of the sums secured i ediately before the partial taking, 
destruction, or loss in value, unless Borrower and Lender o~ise agree in WIiting, the 
iscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether 
r t t   re t e  n . 
Itthe Property is abandoned by orro er, or if, after notice by Lender to orro er 
t at the pposing rt  (as fine  i  t  ne t s t ) ffers t  a e an r  t  ttIe  
clai  for da ages, orro er fails to respond to ender ithin 30 days after the date the notice 
is given, Lender is authorized to collect and apply the iscellaneous Proceeds either to 
restoration or repair of the Property or to the su s secured by this Security fustru ent, whether 
or not then due. "Opposing PartyU means the third party that owes Borrower iscellaneous 
Proceeds or the party against ho  orro er has a right of action in regard to iscellaneous 
Proceeds. 
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Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding whether civil or criminal is
begun that in Lendersjudgment could result in forfeiture of the Property or other material
impairment of Lenders interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument
Borrower can cure such a default and if acceleration has occurred reinstate as provided in
Section 19 by causing the action or proceeding to be dismissed with a ruling that in Lenders
judgment precludes forfeiture of the Property or other material impairment of Lenders interest
in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument The proceeds ofany award or claim for
damages that are attributable to the impairment of Lendersinterest in the Property are hereby
assigned and shall be paid to Lender
All Miscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Property
shall be applied in the order provided for in Section 2
12 Borrower Not Released Forbearance By Lender Not a Waiver Extension of
the time for payment or modification of amortization of the sums secured by this Security
Instrument granted by Lender to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not
operate to release the liability of Borrower or any Successors in Interest of Borrower Lender
shall not be required to commence proceedings against any Successor in Interest of Borrower or
to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify amortization of the sums secured by
this Security Instrument by reason of any demand made by the original Borrower or any
Successors in Interest of Borrower Any forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or
remedy including without limitation Lendersacceptance of payments from third persons
entities or Successors in Interest of Borrower or in amounts less than the amount then due shall
not be a waiver of or preclude the exercise of any right or remedy
13 Joint and Several Liability Cosigners Successors and Assigns Bound
Borrower covenants and agrees that Borrowersobligations and liability shall be joint and
several However any Borrower who co signs this Security Instrument but does not execute the
Note a cosigner a is cosigning this Security Instrument only to mortgage grant and
convey the cosigner interest in the Property under the terms of this Security Instrument b is
not personally obligated to pay the sums secured by this Security Instrument and c agrees that
Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend modify forbear or make any
accommodations with regard to the terms of this Security Instrument or the Note without the
cosigner consent
Subject to the provisions of Section 18 any Successor in Interest of Borrower who
assumes Borrower obligations under this Security Instrument in writing and is approved by
Lender shall obtain all of Borrower rights and benefits under this Security lnstrameaL
Borrower shall not be released from Borrowersobligations and liability under this Security
Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in writing the covenants and agreements of
this Security Instrument shall bind except as provided in Section 20 and benefit the successors
and assigns ofLender
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Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding, whether civil or criminal, is 
begun that, in lender's judgment, could result in forfeiture of the Property or other material 
impair ent of Lender's interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument. 
BOII'Ower can cure such a default and, if acceleration has occurred, reinstate as provided in 
Section 19, by causing the action or proceeding to be dismissed with a ruling that, in Lender's 
judgment, precludes forfeiture of the Property or other material impairment of Lender's interest 
in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument. The proceeds of any award or claim for 
da ages that are attributable to the i pair ent of Lender's interest in the Property are hereby 
as igned and shall be paid to Lender. 
All Miscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied fD restoration or repair of the Property 
shall be ap lied in t e or r provi d for in Section 2. 
12. orr r t Released; For r  By Lender Not a aiver. Extension of 
the ti e for pay ent or odification of a ortization of the 8UIl1S secured by this Security 
I tr t r t  by r to rr r or any u s r in I t rest of rr r shall not 
r t  t  rel se t  li bility of rr r or any  i  I t of Bor ower. L r 
shal  t  r i  t   r i  agai t n  Successor i  I t t f rr r r 
to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify amortization of the sums secured by 
this Security Instru ent by reason of any demand made by the original Borrower or any 
Successors in Interest of Borrower. Any forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or 
remedy inclUding, without limitation, Lender's acceptance of payments from third persons, 
entities or Successors in Interest of orro er or in a ounts less than the a ount then due, shall 
not be a aiver of or preclude the exercise of any right or re edy. 
13. Joint and Several Liability; o-slgners; Successors and Assigns ound. 
Borrower covenants and agrees that Borrower's obligations and liability shall be joint and 
s v ral. r, a  rr er  -sig s t i  rit  I str t t s t t  t  
te (a "c -si r"): (a) is co-signing this Security Instrument only to mortgage, grant and 
convey the co-signer's interest in the Property under the teIlllS of this Security Instrument; (b) is 
not personally obligated to pay the su s secured by this Security Instru ent; and (c) agrees that 
Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend, modify, forbear or make any 
a odations it  re r  t  t e t r  f t is rit  I str t r t  ote itho t t e 
-si er's c s t. 
ject to the provisions f ecti  , a  ccess r i  Interest f rr er  
assumes Borrower's obligations under this Security Instrument in writing, and is ap'proved by 
Lender, shall obtain all of orro er's rights and benefits under this Secu..";'ty ht.sL'1lment. 
Borrower shall not be released from Borrower's obligations and liability under this Security 
Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in writing. The covenants and agreements of 
this ity Instrument shall bind (exce.pt as provided in e tion 2 ) and benefit the s ccessors 
and assigns of Lender. 
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14 Loan Charges Lender may charge Borrower fees for services performed iu
connection with Borrowersdefault for the purpose of protecting Lender interest in the
Property and rights under this Security Instrument including but not limited to attorneys fees
property inspection and valuation fees In regard to any other fees the absence of express
authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific fee to Borrower shall not be construed
as a prohibition on the charging of such fee Lender may not charge fees that are expressly
prohibitedby this Security Instrument orby Applicable Law
If the Loan is subject to a law which sets maximum loan charges and that law is finally
interpreted so that the interest or other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection
with the Loan exceed thepermitted limits then a any such loan charge shall be reduced by the
amount necessary to reduce the charge to the permitted limit and b any sums already collected
from Borrower which exceeded permitted limits will be refunded to Borrower Lender may
choose to make this refund by reducing the principal owed under the Note or by making a direct
payment to Borrower If a refund reduces principal the reduction will be treated as a partial
prepayment without any prepayment charge whether or not a prepayment charge is provided for
under the Note Borrowers acceptance of any such refund made by direct payment to
Borrower will constitute a waiver of any right of action Borrower might have arising out of such
overcharge
1S Notices All Notices given by Borrower or Lender in connection with this
Security Instrument must be in writing Any notice to Borrower in connection with this Security
Instrument shall be deemed to have been given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail or
when actually delivered to Borrowersnotice address if sent by other means Notice to any one
Borrower shall constitute notice to all Borrowers unless Applicable Law expressly requires
otherwise The notice address shall be the Property Address unless Borrower has designated a
substitute notice address by notice to Lender Borrower shall promptly notify Lender of
Borrower change of address If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting Bonrowerschange
of address then Borrower shall only report a change of address through that specified
procedure There may be only one designated notice address under this Security Instrument at
any one time Any notice to Lender shall be given by delivering it or by mailing it by first
class mail to Lendersaddress stated herein unless Lender has designated another address by
notice to Borrower Any notice in connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed
to have been given to Lender until actually received by Lender If any notice required by this
Security Instrument is also required under Applicable Law the Applicable Law requirement will
satisfy the corresponding requirement under this Security Instrument
16 Governing Law Severability Rules of Construction This Security Instrument
shall be governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdiction in which the Property is located
All rights and obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any requirements
and limitations of Applicable Law Applicable Law might explicitly or implicitly allow the
parties to agree by contract or it might be silent but such silence shall not be construed as a
LOAN NO 574164406
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. 14. Loan Charges. Lender may charge Borrower fees for services performed in 
connection with Borrower's default. for the purpose of protecting Lender's interest in the 
Property and rights under this Security Instrument, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, 
property inspection and valuation fees. In regard to any other fees, the absence of express 
authority in this Security Instru ent to charge a specific fe  to Borro er shall not be construed 
as a prohibition on the charging of such fee. Lender may not charge fees that are expressly 
prohibited by thi  Security Instru ent or by l l  Law. 
If the Loan is subject to a law which sets IIllOOnmm.loan charges, and that law is finally 
interpreted so that the interest or other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection 
ith the oan exceed the per itted li its, then: (a) any such loan charge shall be reduced by the 
amount necessary to reduce the charge to the pennitted limit; and (b) any sums already collected 
fro  Borro er hich exceeded per itted li its ill be refunded to Borrower.' Lender ay 
choose to ake this refund by reducing the principal o ed under the ote or by aking a direct 
pay ent to Borrower. If a refund reduces principal, the reduction will be treated as a partial 
prepayment without any prepayment charge (whether or not a prepayment charge is provided for 
under· the Note). Borrower's acceptance of any such refund made by direct payment to 
Borro er ill constitute a aiver of any right of action Borro er ight have arising out of such 
r r e. 
5. ti s. ll tices i   rr r r r i  cti  it  t is 
Security Instrument nmst be in writing. Any notice to Borrower in connection with this Security 
Instru ent shall be dee ed to have been given t() orro er hen ailed by fust class ail or 
when actually delivered to Borrower's notice address if sent by other means. Notice to anyone 
Borrower shall constitute notice to all Borrowers unless Applicable Law expressly requires 
otherwise. The notice address shall be the Property Address unless Borrower has designated a 
t       r. orro er shall pro ptly notify Lender of 
Borrower's change of address. If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting BOIIOwer's change 
Df address. then Borrower sball only report a change of address through that specified 
r ce re. here ay be only one designated notice address under this ecurity Instru ent at 
anyone time. Any notice to Lender shall be given by delivering it or by mailing it by first 
class mail to Lender's address stated herein unless Lender has designated another address by 
tice to rr r.  tice i  e tion ith this rit  Instr e t s ll t  e e  
to have been given to Lender until actually received by Lender. If any notice required by thls 
ecurity Instm ent is also required under pplicable a . the pplicable a  require ent ill 
s tisfy t e co res nding re uire ent r this Se ity .Instru t. 
16. Governing Law; Severability; Rules of Construction. This Security Instrument 
shall be governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdiction in which the Property is located. 
All rights and obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any requirements 
and limitations of pplicable La . pplicable La  ight explicitly or i plicitly allo  the 
parties to agree by contract or it ight be silent, but such silence shall not be construed as a 
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prohibition against agreement by contract In the event that any provision or clause of this
Security Instrument or the Note conflicts with Applicable Law such conflict shall not affect
other provisions of this Security Instrument or the Note which can be given effect without the
conflicting provision
As used in this Security Instrument a words of the masculine gender shall mean and
include corresponding neuter words or words of the feminine gender b words in the singular
shall mean and include the plural and vice versa and c the word may gives sole discretion
without any obligation to take any action
17 BorrowersCopy Borrower shall be given one copy of the Note and of this
Security Instrument
18 Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest In Borrower As used in this
Section 18 Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property
including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed contract
for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement the intent of which is the transfer of
title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred
or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or
transerred without Lendersprior written consent Lender may require immediate payment in
full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument However this option shall not be exercised
by Lender if such exercise isprohibited by Applicable Law
H Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The
notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in
accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security
Instrument If Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender
may invoke any remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further notice or demand
onBorrower
19 BorrowersRight to Reinstate After Acceleration If Borrower meets certain
conditions Borrower shall have the right to have enforcement of this Security Instrument
discontinued at any time prior to the earliest of a five days before sale of the Property
pursuant to any power of sale contained in this Security Instrument b such other period as
Applicable Law might specify for the termination of Borrowersright to reinstate or c entry of
a judgment enforcing this Security Instrument Those conditions are that Borrower a pays
Lender all sums which then would be due under this Security Instrument and the Note as if no
acceleration had occurred b cures any default o any other covenants or agreements c pays
all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instrument including but not limited to
reasonable attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees and other fees incurred for the
purpose of protecting Lendersinterest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument
and d takes such action as Lender may reasonably require to assure that Leader interest in the
Property and rights under this Security Instrument and Borrowersobligation to pay the sums
secured by this Security Instrument shall continue unchanged Lender may require that
Borrower pay such reinstatement sums and expenses in one or more of the following forms as
selected by Lender a cash b money order c certified check bank check treasurers check
or cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are
insured by a federal agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic Funds Transfer
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prohibiti  against agreement by contract In the event that any provision or clause of this 
Security Instrument or the ote conflicts with Applicable Law, such conflict shall not affect 
other provisions of this Security Instru ent or the ote which can be given effeet ithout the 
confli ti  provision. 
 used in thi  ecurity Instrument: ( ) words f the asculi  gender shall an and 
i l  corresponding n ut r words or words of the fe ini  gender; ( ) words i  the singul r 
shall ean a  i cl e t  l ral an  vice ersa; an  (c) the rd " ay" gives sale discreti  
i t any bli ti  to take any action. 
17. orrower's opy. Borro er shall be given one copy of the ote and of this 
r t: nt. 
8. f r  t  r rt   a efi i l I t in rrower. 3 used i  thi  
cti  . "Inter t i  t  roperty" s any l l or nefi i l i t r t i  the roperty, 
i l ding, t ot li it  t , t  neficial i t r t  tr f rr  i    f r eed, contr ct 
r ed, t l  l  t t r escrow r e ent, t  i t nt f ich i  t  tr sf r f 
  r    t    ser. ' 
If all r  rt f t  r rt  r any I t r t i  t  r rt  is s l  r tr sf rr  
(o   OI Q  i    t l  and  f  t i  rr r i  l   
transferred) without Lender's prior written consent, Lender may require immediate payment in 
full of all su s secured by this Security Instru ent. o ever, this option shall not be exercised 
by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by pplicable La . 
If e r r is  t is ti , r ll i  rr r ti  f cceleration.  
notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days fro  the date the notice is given in 
accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower ust pay aU S1lIIl8 secured by this Security 
Instru ent. If Borrower fails to pay these su s prior to the expiration of this period, Lender 
 e  ies mrl    curi  e t      
on Borro er. 
. rrowerts   state fter r ti n.     
conditions, Borrower shall have the right to have enforce ent of this Security Instru ent 
discontinued at any time prior to the earliest of: (a) five days before sale of the Property 
pursuant to any power of sale contained in this Security Instrument~ (b) such other period as 
pplicable La  ight specify for the ter ination of orro er's right to reinstate; or (c) entry of 
a judg ent enforcing this Security Instru ent. hose conditions are that orro er: (a) pays 
ender ll s s ic  t  l   ue r t is rit  Instr e t a  t  ote as if  
acceleration had occuued; (b) cures any default of any other covenants or agreements; (0) pays 
all eltpenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instru ent. including, but not li ited to, 
reas a le tt r ' fe s, r ert  i s ti  ~ l ti  f s,  t er fees inc rre  f r t  
purpose of protecting Lender's interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instru ent; 
and (d) takes such action as ender ay reasonably require to assure that ender's interest i  the 
Property and rights under this Security Instrument, and Borrower's obligation to pay the sums 
secured by this Security Instrument, shall continue unchanged. Lender may require that 
Borro er pay such reinstate ent su s and expenses in one or ore of the follo ing for s. as 
selected y Lender: (a) cas ; (b) oney r r: (c) rtifled chec , ba  c ec . tr s rer's check: 
or cashier's check, provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are 
insured by a federal agency, instrumentality or entity; or (d) Electronic Funds Transfer. 
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Upon reinstatement by Borrower this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby shall
remain fully effective as if no acceleration had occurred However this right to reinstate shall
not apply in the case of acceleration under Section 18
20 Sale of Note Change of Loan Servicer Notice of Grievance The Note or a
partial interest in the Note together with this Security Instrument can be sold one or more
times without prior notice to Borrower A sale might result in a change in the entity known as
the Loan Servicer that collects Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security
Instrument and performs other mortgage loan servicing obligations under the Mote this Security
Instrument and Applicable Law There also might be one or more changes of the Loan Servicer
unrelated to a sale of the Note If there is a change of the Loan Servicer Borrower will be
given written notice of the change which will state the name and address of the new Loan
Servicer the address to which payments should be made and any other information RESPA
requires in connection with a notice of transfer of servicing If the Note is sold and thereafter
the Loan is serviced by a Loan Servicer other than the purchaser of the Note themortgage loan
servicing obligations to Borrower will remain with the Loan Servicer or be transferred to a
successor Loan Servicer and are not assumed by the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided
by theNotepurchaser
Neither Borrower nor Lender may commence join or be joined to any judicial action
as either an individual litigant or the member of a class that arises from the other partys
actions pursuant to this Security Instrumen or that alleges that the other party has breached any
provision of or any duty owed by reason of this Security Instrument until such Borrower or
Lender has notified the other party with such notice given in compliance with the requirements
of Section 15 of such alleged breach and afforded the other party hereto a reasonable period
after the giving of such notice to take corrective action If Applicable Law provides a time
period which must elapse before certain action can be taken that time periodwill be deemed to
be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph The notice of acceleration and opportunity to cure
given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to Borrower
pursuant to Section 18 shall be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective
action provisions of this Section 20
21 Hazardous Substances As used in this Section 21 a Hazardous Substances
are those substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances pollutants or wastes by
Environmental Law and the following substances gasoline kerosene other flammable or toxic
petroleum products toxic pesticides and herbicides volatile solvents materials containing
asbestos or formaldehyde and radioactive materials b Environmental Law means federal
laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the Property is located that relate to health safety or
environmental protection c Environmental Cleanup includes any response action remedial
action or removal action as defined in Environmental Law and d an Environmental
Condition mesas a condition that can cause contribute to or otherwise trigger an
Environmental Cleanup
Borrower shall not cause or permit the presence use disposal storage or release of any
Hazardous Substances or threaten to release any Hazardous Substances on or in the Property
Borrower shall not do nor allow anyone else to do anything affecting the Property a that is in
violation of say Environmental Law b which creates an Environmental Condition or c
which due to the presence use or release of a Hazardous Substance creates a condition that
LOAN NO 574164406
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Upon reinstate ent by Borro er, this Security Instru ent and obligations. secured hereby shall 
re ain :fully effective as if no a l r ti  had oc rr . Ho e er, this right to reinstate s all 
not a ly in the case of accelerati . under Section 1 . 
20. Sale of te; hange of oan ervicer; otice of rievance.  ote or a 
partial interest in the Note (together with this Security Instrument) can be sold one or more 
times without prior notice to BOIIower, A sale might result in a change in the entity (known as 
the "Loan icer") that collects ri ic Pa ents due r t  ote nd t is rit  
Instru ent and perfonns other ortgage loan servicing obligations under the Note, this Security 
Instru ent, and Applicable Law, There also ight be one or ore changes of the Loan Servicer 
nrelate  to  e f the t . If there is  change f the oan i , rr er l e 
given written notice of t1w change which will state the name and address of the new Loan 
Servicer, the address to hich pay ents should be ade and any other infol1ll8.ti.on ESP  
re uires in ti  it   tic  f tra sfer f r i i ,  the ote i  l   t r ft r 
t e oan is s r iced by a oa  r i r ther t  t  rchas r f t  t , t  rtgage l  
servicing obligations to Borrower will remain with the Loan Servicer or be transferred to a 
successor Loan Servicer and are not assu ed by the ote purchaser unless other ise provided 
by the.Note purchaser. 
either orr er r e der a  , j i , Gr  j in  t  a  j i i l ti  
(as eit er an in ividual litiga t r t e e ber f a class) t t arises fro  the t er arty's 
actions pursuant to this Security Instrument or that alleges that the other party has breached any 
provision of, or any duty owed by reason of, this Security Instrument, until such Borrower or 
ender b  tified t  t  t  (with  tice i  i  liance it  t  i t  
of Section 15) of such alleged breach and afforded the other party hereto a reasonable period 
after the giving of such notice to take corrective action. If pplicable La  provides a ti e 
period wbich must elapse before certain action can be taken, that time period will be deemed to 
be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph. The notice of acceleration and opportunity to cure 
given to orro er pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to orro er 
pursuant to Section 18 shall be dee ed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take cGrrective 
action provisions of this Section 20. 
.  s. s     : (a) "Hazardo  tances" 
are t se s sta ces efi e  as t ic r azar s s sta ces, ll ta ts, r astes y 
     s: li , , t r    
petroleu  products. toxic pesticides and herbicides, volatile solvents, aterials containing 
asbestos or for aldehyde. and radioactive aterials: (b) "Envi.ro nental La · eans federal 
laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the Property is located that relate to health, safety or 
enviromnental protection: (c) "Environmental Cleanup" includes any respoDSe action, remedial 
ti . r r l ti , s fi  i  ir t l ;  (d)  "Environ e t l 
ndition" an   i  t t  e,  ,     
nviron ental leanup. 
orro er shall not cause or pennit the presence, use, disposal, storage, or'release of any 
 t s,  t t  t  l    tances,   i  t  roperty, 
rr r ll t , r ll  any  l  t  o, nyt i  ff ti  t  r rt  (a) t t i  i  
violation of any Environ ental Law, (b) which creates an Environ ental Condition, or (c) 
which, due to the presence, use, or release of a Hazardous Substance, creates a condition that 
 :  
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adversely affects the value of the Property The preceding two sentences shall not apply to the
presence use or storage on the Property of small quantities of Hazardous Substances that are
generally recognized to be appropriate to normal residential uses and to maintenance of the
Property including but not limited to hazardous substances in consumer products
Borrower shall promptly give Leader written notice of a any investigation claim
demand lawsuit or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party
involving the Property and any Hazardous Substance or Environmental Law of which Borrower
has actual knowledge b any Environmental Condition including but not limited to any
spilling leaking discharge release or threat of release of any Hazardous Substance and c any
condition caused by the presence use or release of a Hazardous Substance which adversely
affects the value of the Property If Borrower learns or is notified by any governmental or
regulatory authority or any private party that any removal or other remediation of any
Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary Borrower shall promptly take all
necessary remedial actions in accordance with Environmental Law Nothing herein shall create
any obligation on Lender for an Environmental Cleanup
NON UNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as
follows
22 Acceleration Remedies Lender shall give notice to Borrower prior to
acceleration following Borrowersbreach of any covenant or agreement in this Security
Instrument but not prior to acceleration under Section 18 unless Applicable Law provides
otherwise The notice shall specify a the default b the action required to cure the
default c a date not less than 34 days from the date the notice is given to Borrower by
which the default must be cured and d that failure to cure the default on or before the
date specified in the noticemay result in acceleration of the sums secured by this Security
Instrument and sale of the Property The notice shall farther informBorrower of the right
to reinstate after acceleration and the right to bring a court action to assert the
non existence of a default or any other defense of Borrower to acceleration and sale If the
default is not cured on or before the date specified in the notice Lender at its option may
require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument without
further demand and may invoke the power of sale and any other remedies permitted by
ApplicableLaw Lender shall be entitled to collect all expenses incurred in pursuing the
remedies provided in this Section 22 including but not limited to reasonable attorneys
fees and costs oftitle evidence
If Lender invokes the power of sale Lender shall give a copy of a notice to
Borrower in the manner provided in Section 15 Lender shall publish the notice of sale
once a week for three consecutive weeks in a newspaper published in
Montgomery County Alabama and thereupon shall
sell the Property to the highest bidder at public auction at the front door of the County
Courthouse of this County Lender shall deliver to the purchaser Lendersdeed conveying
the Property Lender or its designee may purchase the Property at any sale Borrower
covenants and agrees that the proceeds of the sale shall be applied in the following order
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adversely affects the value of the Property. The preceding t o sentences shall not apply to the 
presence, se, r storage on t  ro rt  f s all ntiti  f r s Substances that are 
generally recognized to be appr ri t  to noIIIl.l!l residential us s and to ai t  of the 
Property (including, but not li ited to, hazardous substances in consu er products). 
orro er shall pro ptly gi e en er ritte  notice of (a) an  investigation, claim. 
demand, lawsuit or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party 
i l i  t  r rt   ny r  Substance or nvir ntal  of i  rro er 
 t l l dge, (b) any nvir IllIJ tal ondition, i l i  b t ot li it d to,  
spilling, leaking, is arge, r l s  r t r t f r l s  f any r s ublltance, and (c)  
conditi  caused by the presence, use r release f a azardous ubstance hich adversely 
affects the value of the Property. If Borrower leams, or is notified by any governmental or 
 uthority.   t  rty. t t  l    f  
azardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary, orro er shall pro ptly take all 
sary r i l ti  i  r  it  ir t l w. t i  r i  all cr t  
 li ati   e er f r a  vb: e taI lea p. 
- IF  E fS. orro er and Lender further covenant and agree as 
follo s: 
. ccelerati ; e e ies. e er s ll i e tice t  rr er ri r t  
accelerati  f n i  rrower's r  t a  c e a t r r t i  t i  ecurit  
Instrument (but not prior to acceleration under Section 18 unless Applicable Law provides 
otherwise). The notice shall specify: (a) the default; (b) the action required to cure the 
default; (c) a date, not less than 30 days fro  the date the notice is given 10 orro er, by 
  t   r d; Bnd (d) t          
t  ifie  i  t e ti   r lt i  l r ti   t   r   t is rit  
Instru ent  s le f t e r rt . he tice ll further i f r . rr r f t  ri t 
to reinstate after acceleration a  t e right to ring a c mt action t  assert t e 
- te ce   t   er se      le.  e 
default is not cured on or before the date specified in the notice, Lender at its option ay 
require i mediate pay ent in full of all su s secured by this Security Instru ent ithout 
further de and and ay invoke the power of sale and any other re edies per itted by 
Applicable Law. Lender shall be entitled to conect all expenses incurred in pursuing the 
re edies provided in this Section 22, including, but not li ited to, reasonable attorneys' 
fees and costs of title evidence. 
If Lender invokes the power of sale, Lender shall give a copy of a notice to 
Borrower in the manner provided in Section 15. Lender shall publish the notice of sale 
once a eek for three consecutive eeks in a ne spaper published i  
ontgomery County, AlabamR, and thereupon shall 
sell the Property to the highest bidder at public auction at the front door of the County 
Courthouse of this County. Lender shall deliver to the purchaser Lender's deed conveying 
the Property. Lender or its designee ay purchase the roperty at any sale. orro er 
covenants and agrees that the proceeds of the sale shall be applied in the following order: 
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a to all expenses of the sate lucluding but not limited to reasonable attorneys fees b
to all sums secured by this Security Instrument and c any excess to the person or persons
legally entitled to it
23 Release Upon payment of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender
shall release this Security Instrument Borrower shall pay any recordation costs Lender may
charge Borrower a fee for releasing this Security Instrument but only if the fee is paid to a third
party for services rendered and the charging of the fee is permitted under Applicable Law
24 Waivers Borrower waives all rights of homestead exemption in the Property and
relinquishes all rights of curtesy and dower in the Property
BY SIGNING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants















   581 
(a) to an expenses of the salel including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneyst fees; (b) 
to all su s secured by this Security Instru ent; and (c) any excess to the person or persons 
n  e title  to . 
23. elease. pon pay ent of all su s secured by this Security Instru ent, Lender 
shall release this Security lnstru ent. Borro er shall pay any recordation costs. Lender ay 
charge Borrower a fee for releasing this Security Instrument, but only if 1h.e fee is paid to a third 
party for services rendered and the charging of the fee is per itted under Applicable Law. 
. a e . orro er aives l ts  estea   in  t   
relinquishes ll rights f curtesy and do er in the r ert . 
 SI I  , orro er accepts and agrees to the ter s and covenants 
contained in this Security Instru ent and in any ider executed by orro er and recorded ith 
it. 
it s: 
 O:  
JrAl\£\ -SinJl.F:urily-F."'/.MaolFNddlall!A<ot!NIFOl!ll(lNSTRm.1ENT I1C11111.3ODl /01 
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INDIVIDUAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT
STATE OF ALABAMA
COUNTY OF Montgomery SS
I the undersigned Notary Public in and for the State and County aforesaid hereby
certify that
Debra A Henderson
whose names islare signed to the foregoing instrument and who istare known to me
acknowledged beforeme on this day that being informed of the contents of the said instrument
heshelthey executed the same voluntarily on the day the same bears date
19th dayof November 2004




This instrument was prepared by
Lynn Russell
for GMAC Mortgage Corporation
ALABAMA Lot
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STATE F ALABA A 
  r  }ss 
I, the ersi e  tary blic in a  f r t e tate a  t  af resaid, ereby 
rtif  t t 
r  . K rs  
• 
s  ame(s) is/ r  si  t  t  f r i  i str ent,   is/ r   t  e, 
      t at, i  i   t   f t  sai  i tru ent, 
e/sh /the     l t ril   t    s   te. 
~ t  y   ,  
 I  ,   r nto t   and o i i l eal. 
~  is  ires 
~/III') r 
is  as  : 
n  l  
f r:  ortga  r r ti  
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VA LOAN RIDER
NOTICE THIS LOAN IS NOT ASSUMABLE
WITHOUT THE APPROVAL OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS OR ITS AUTHORIZED
AGENT
THIS VA IRAN RIDER is made this 19th day of November
2004 and is incorporated into and shall be deemed to amend and supplement the
Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the Security Instrument of the same date given
by the undersigned the Borrower to secure BorrowersNoteto
GMAC Mortgage Corporation




VA GUARANTEED LOAN COVENANT In addition to the covenants and agreements
made in the Security Instrument Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
If the indebtedness secured hereby is guaranteed or insured under Title 38 United States
Code such Title and Regulations issued thereunder and in effect on the date hereof shall govern
the rights duties and liabilities of Borrower and Lender Any provisions of the Security
instrumett or other instruments executed in connection with said indebtedness which are
inconsistent with said Title or Regulations including but not limited to the provision for
payment of any sum in connection with prepayment of the secured indebtedness and the
provision that the Leader may accelerate payment of the secured indebtedness pursuant to
Section 18 of the Security Instrument are bereby amended or negated to the extent necessary to
conformsuch instruments to said Title or Regulations
LOAN NO 574164406
MULTISTATE VA LOAN
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  LOA     !  t  y f e er • 
2004 •  is i l r t  i t  a  s all  ee e  t   a  s l t t  
,     curit   (the "Se  o e t") of the sa e date given 
by the undersigned (the "Bol'Iower") t   rrower's t  t  
 rt  ti  
(the "Lender") and covering the r ert  escri e  i  the ecurity I str e t and l cate  at: 
G4    a  
t ery,   
(Pro rty } 
V.A   : In addition to the covenants and agree ents 
    nt.    rt      : 
If t e i e te ess sec re  ere  is ara tee  r i s re  er itle , ite  tates 
ode, such itle and egulations issued thereunder and in effect on the date hereof shall govern 
the rights. duties and liabilities of orro er and ender. ny provisions of the Security 
I wn .l    str e ts t  i  r. ti  it  i  i t  i   
i c Siste t ith sai  itle r e latioDs. i cl i . t t li ited t , t e r isi  f r 
pay ent of any su  in connection ith prepay ent of the secured indebtedness and the 
r i i  t t t  n r  l r t  t f t  r  ndeb~es  r t t  
ti   f t  rit  I str nt, r  r   r t  t  t  t t ss r  t  
     tle  l ti s. 
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TRANSFEROFTBE PROPERTY If all or any part of theProperty or any interest in it
is sold or transferred this loan may be declared immediately due and payable upon transfer
assumption of the property securing such loan to any transferee assumer unless the
acceptability of the assumption and transfer of this loan is established by the U S Department
of Veterans Affairs or its authorized agent pursuant to 38USC3714
An authorized transfer assumption of theproperty shall also be subject to additional
covenants and agreements as set forth below
a ASSUMPTION FUNDING FEE A fee equal to onehalf of 1 percent 50 of the
unpaid principal balance of this loan as of the date of transfer of the Property shall be payable at
the time of transfer to the Loan Holder or its authorized agent as trustee for the U S
Department of Veterans Affairs If the assumer fails to pay this fee at the time of transfer the
fee shall constitute an additional debt to that already secured by this instrument shall bear
interest at the rate herein provided and at the option of the payee of the indebtedness hereby
secured or any transferee thereof shall be immediately due and payable This fee is
automatically waived if the assumer is exempt under the provisions of 38USC 3729 c
b ASSUMPTION PROCESSING CHARGE Upon application for approval to allow
assumption and transfer of this loan a processing fee may be charged by the Loan Holder or its
authorized agent for determining the creditworthiness of the assumer and subsequently revising
the Holders ownership records when an approved transfer is completed The amount of this
charge shall not exceed the maximum established by the U S Department of Veterans Affairs
for a loan to which 38USC3714 applies
e ASSUMPTION INDEMNITY LIABILITY If this obligation is assumed then the
assumer hereby agrees to assume all of the obligations of the veteran under the terns of the
instruments creating and securing the loan includingtheobligation of the veteran to indenmify
the U S Department of Veterans Affairs to the extent of any claim payment arising from the
guaranty or insurance of the indebtedness created by this instrument
TffiS SPACE INTENTIONALLY LEFTBLANK
LOAN NO 574164406
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  H  ROPERTY: If all or any part of the roperty or any interest i  it 
i  l   t nsfer ed, t i  l n y  l r  i i t l    l   tr nsfer 
("ass i ") f t  r rt  securi  s  l  t  any tr sf r  (Ha s "),  t  
cceptabilit  f t  assmnpti   tr sf r f t is l  is stablis  b  t  . . rt t 
f o     t    t   .S.C. 714. 
 t i  t msfer ("as mption")  t  rt  all l   j t t  dditi l 
t   t   t f t  low: 
(a) I  I  :  fee e al t  e-half f  erce t (.50%) f t  
unpaid principal balance of this loan as of the date of transfer of the roperty shall be payable at 
          t  t,     . . 
rt t f t r  ff ir .  t  r f il  t   t i  f  t t  ti  f tr sfer, t  
f  s ll stit t   iti l t t  t t lr  s c r   t is i str ent, s ll r 
interest at the rate herein provided, and, at the option of the payee of the indebtedness hereby 
secured or any transferee thereof, shall be immediately due and payable. This fee is 
auto atically aived iftheassu er is exe pt under the provisions of38 .S.C. 3729 (c). 
(b) SS PTI  P ESSI  E: pon application for approval to allo  
assu ption and transfer of this loan, a processing fee ay be charged by the Loan older or its 
authorized agent for deter ining the creditworthiness of the assumer and subsequently revising 
t  l er's ers i  rec r s e   a r e  tr sf r is c lete .  a t f t is 
charge shall not exceed the axi u  established by the . S. epart ent of eterans ffairs 
  loa  t  i   .S.C.  li . 
(c) I  I I  I I I : If t i  li ti  is ss d, t  t  
   t  wn     igations   etera  er  rms   
i tr ts r ti  a  Sec ri  t  l , i cluding·the li ti  f t  t r  t  i mnif  
the . S. epart ent of eterans ffairs to the extent of any clai  pay ent arising fro  the 
r t  r i s rance f t e indebtedness r t   t i  i str t. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF Borrower has executed this VA Loan Rider
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I  I  EOF. or o er has executed this VA Loan ider. 
~tIlI~(J-=---,-,~d::.....-,t:...:~~~ __ (Seal.) 
_.  .  -Borrower 
__________________ (Seal) 
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March 6 2012
JonK Steele





I am an Advisory Title Officer for TitleOne Corporation inBoise Idaho I have
ovex twenty years of experience in the Title Industry My CurriculumVitae is attached
hereto I have never testified as an expert witness I am providing my expert report and
opinion without compensation
I have been requested byMr JonM Steele withRunft Steele Law Offices to
give myprofessional opinion of the chain of title for Mr Gregory Renshawsproperty
located at 3480 South Pimmit Place Boise Idaho 83706 and legally known as Lot 12 in
Block 8 of Lakewood Unit No I5B Ada County Idaho The statements made by me in
this letter are not made by me as an employee of TitleOne but are mystatements as an
individual
Upon thorough examination of the recorded documents I find the following
Gregory AllenRenshaw and Melissa Renshawobtained the property on January
22 1991 by Warranty Deed Instrument No 9103546 Subsequently the
Reensshawsdivorced and the property was granted to GregoryA Renshaw by
Judgment and Decree ofDivorce Case No 25892D and recorded October 21
1996 as InstrumentNo 96087733 Mr Renshaw obtained a Deed ofTrust from
Wells Fargo in 2002 refinanced with Wells Fargo in 2003 again in 2004 and then
again in 2006 These loans have been reconveyed and released of record
MrRenshaw then clarified his ownership by Quit Claim Deed recorded July 3
2007 as Instrument No 107095031 and refinanced the 2006 Wells Fargo loan by
obtaining a loan with Homecomings Financial on July 3 2007 Deed of Trust
Instrument No 107095032 Thisdocument references Homecomings Financial
LLCFKAHomecomings Financial Network Inc as the Lender andMRS
as Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc as a separate corporation that is
acting solely as nominee for Lender and Lender successors and assigns and that
MERS isthe beneficiary under the Security Instrument An Appointment of
Successor Trustee recorded on August 13 2010 as InstrumentNo 110074819
whereinMERS appointed PioneerTitle Company ofAda County dba Pioneer
Lender Trustee Services co Executive Trustee Services LLC as the Trustee A
Notice ofDefault was recorded August 18 2010 as Instrument No 110074820




urrft & l   s, P Le 
020 W.  t. te.  
i e,   
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:   
 r. teele~ 
I   i r  itl  ffi r f r itl  r r ti  i  i e, I o. I  
over t enty years of experience in the itle Industry. y urriculu  itae is attached 
eret . I a e e er testifie  as a  e ert it ess. I a  r i i   e ert re rt a  
 t  sation. 
     r.  .    &   ,  
give y professional opinion oftb.e chain of title for r. regory enshaw's property 
located at 3480 outh i it lace, oise, Idaho 83706 and legally kno n as ot 12 in 
l c   f a e  it . 1 , a ty, I a o. e state en1s a e  e i  
this letter are not ade by e as an e ployee of itle ne but are y state ents as an 
i i i l. 
 t r  i ti  f t  r r  ts I fi  t  f ll i g: 
• regory llen ensha  and elissa ensha  obtained the property on January 
22, 1991 by arranty eed Instru ent o. 9103546. ubsequently, the 
enshaw's divorced and the property as granted to regory  ensha  by 
.ent  e ree  ivorce  . -D   t  , 
  s r ent . .1'f .        
ells Fargo in 2002, refinanced with ells Fargo in 2003, again in 2004 and then 
i  i  . hes  l s   r   r le s  f r r . 
• "Mr. Rensha  then clarified his o nership by uit Clai  eed recorded July 3, 
 as I str e t .1  and refi a ce  t   ells ar  l a  y 
obtaining a loan ith o eco ings inancial on July 3,2007, eed of rust 
Instnnne t .  . is c e t refere ces ec i s i a cial, 
LL  (FIKJA o eco ings Financial et ork, Inc.) as the Lender and ''MERS'' 
as ortgage lectronic egistration Syste s, Inc. as a separate corporation that is 
a ting s l l  s inee f r e r  er's s ess rs  ssi s  t t 
:MER  is the fi iar  r t e rit  I tr t.  p int e t f 
uccessor rustee recorded on ugust 13, 2010 as Instru ent o. 110074819 
herein.  appointed ioneer itle o pany f da ounty dba ioneer 
e r ruste  r ices /o ti  rustee r i s,  s t e r st .  
otice f ef lt as re r  ugust 1 ~   I str t . . 
 I stm e t .  r r  e r , , t  ffid it  
  
MailingAidavit ofPosting and Service and Legal Proof of Publication were
recorded On December 9 2010 a Lis Pendens was recorded listing Gregory
Renshaw as Plaintiff as InstrumentNo 110115789 Case No CVOC1023893
A Recission ofNotice ofDefault was recorded August 3 2011 as Instrument No
111062668
In my profession I routinely examine a chain of title for a property to prepare a title
commitment after a foreclosure is complete As a prerequisite to issuing a title
commitment I must verify the foreclosure was done according to underwriting
requirements and Idaho code I am looking to see who initiated the foreclosure
proceedings I have been trained in my position by the Underwriters that I work with to
verify that ifMFRS is listed on the Deed ofTrust as Nominee for the Lender then there
must be an Assignment fromMERS to the last Lender that the Note was transferred to
that such Assignment must be recorded and then the foreclosure proceedingsmustbe
done in that Lender name
Since the inception ofMFRS Chartered in 1997 Assignments within the MFRS system
were no Ionger recorded in each county upon each transfer I have access to the tMERS
website and have researched the MIN number 100062604737936361 for MrRenshaws
Deed of Trust The MERS website shows that GMAC is the current Lender holding the
Note for this loan The fact that there was not an Assignment fromMERS to GMAC
recorded in Ada County is a concern for me as a Title Examiner and Iwould consider this
to be a cloud on the chain oftitle had the property gone through foreclosure and I was
now being asked to insure a subsequent owner of the property
It is important to note that the examination process is also a risk assessment process If
there is no MERS Assignment we would consider there to be a greater risk should we
with out underwriter blessing choose to insure the property If there is a MERS
Assignment we would consider the risk to be minimal
Attached are the following
1 My Curriculum Vitae
2 Copies ofthe recorded documents that I have referenced above
3 Judge Williamson Memorandum Decision and Order dated August 3 2011
4 Trotter v Bank ofNew York Idaho Supreme Court 2012 OpinionNo 22
5 Virgil Ralph v Met Life Home Loans Case No CV 20100200 Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Motions for Summary Judgment
6 My email correspondencewithMr Steele






ili , ffidavit fPos-r...   r i   l r f  li ti   
rec r ed.  ece er , 0, a is e e s as rec r e  listi  re r  
  l intif ,  t  . 789,  o. -O -I023898. 
         ,    o. 
111062668. 
I   r f ssi  I r ti l  i   i  f titl  f r  r rt  t  r r   titl  
it t ft r  f r l r  i  l t .   r r i it  t  i i   titl  
i nt,   i    VIla     r riti  
r ir t   I  e. I  l i  t    i iti t  t  f r l r  
r cee i s, I a e ee  trai e  i  y siti   t e er riters that I r  it  t  
rif  t t i  E  i  li t   t    r t  i  f r t  el', t  t re. 
               , . 
t t  s i e t t    t  t  l  i  t  
 i  t t der's . 
   E  (Charte   997})    E   
r   l r r r  i  eac  t    tr sf r. I a e ss t  t  ~ 
     1Y1IN    r. . baw's 
  st   it   t t  i  t  t  l i  t  
   .  t        l\IlE    
                  
t   a "clo "  t e c am f title a  t e r ert  e't r  f recl s re a  I s 
 i   t  i r   t r f t  r rty. 
It i  i rt t t  t  t t t  i ti  r ss i  ls   "ris  ss ss enf' r ss. If 
t r  is  1f  i nt,  l  i r t r  t    r t r ri  l  , 
ith out underwriter's blessing, choose to insure the property. If there is a  
s i t,  l  i r t  ri  t   i i al. 
ttac e  are t e follo ing: 
.  rri l  ita  
2. opies of the recorded docu en1s that I have referenced above . 
3. J e illia son's e orandu . ecisi  a  r er ate  st ,2  
4. rotterv. ank of e  ork, Idaho Supre e ourt 2012 pinion o. 22 
5. irgil alph v. et ife o e oans, ase o.  2010-0200, rder ranting 
i  rt a  i  i  rt tio s f r r  J t 
.  il rr  it  r. t l  
. : ERS e   : r. shaw's  
i r l , 
'I -'-e. 
, ,L/..ttltit (..~t~t . .-. 







HEIDI EXIERYADVISORY TITLE OFFICER
ONCE ADDRESS
TitleOne Corporation




2006 to present TitleOne Corporation Advisory Title Officer Treasure Valley
Title Team Leader
2002 to 2006 AmeriTitle Company Senior Title Officer
1992 to 2002 SawtoothTitle Company Title Officer
PROFESSIONAL CONTINUING EDUCATION
Idaho Land Title Association Annual Training Seminars 1993 through 1999
2002 through2012
American Land Tittle AssociationAnnual Training Seminars 199579
2001 through 2011
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS




URRICULU :  
 ~I RY, IS   mC  
FFICE : 
itIeOne r rati  
 .  t, .  
,   
(208) 489-7265 
ax: (208) 921-8457 
EMPLOYMENT: 
 t  res t - TitleOne Corporation, Advisory Title Officer, Treasure Valley 
tle   
2002 to 2006 - eriTitle o pany, Senior Title fficer 
1   - a tooth itle o pany, itle fficer 
I  I 1  I : 
Idaho and itle ssociation nnual rainlng e inars - 1993 through 1999 r 
2002 through 2012 
American Land Title Association Annual Tralrting Seminars -1995, 1997, 1999, 
2001 through 2011 
I  I : 
eighborhood ousing ssociation - dvisory oard e ber 








GRANTOR of 13nis Ad Count Maizo clas Hereby rmi bar ire ell d
ticn t unio GIZE RY AlI1NRE4S431Wand MELIS IGII I ENSt AV
hu awl tac JCIRNTIFS whosc rcirrew addreri k 34M
Imunit 1L Bvsk the following Jcscrilled
C lum ldtizn to it
lrrt d in 131 k S rfIAVOO5 UN NO 1 iii auurdiii
jo t1r trI661I plat tbercof fi cd i c ok 56 of Mal at t
5lt4 and 5105 Rccards of Ada Gaualy Idaho
More cem lionly lnoun as SouilsP
TO ILEfAND fO 1101 the said premitis wick theiralspumcni
unto the mid Graim es Owit lcirs and assips ftlra cr Anti ilia tid
Granwrti do itrr ti coviisant to and with tht said GranEces that titc
the owucrs in cc ia1PIC of said prcmix4S IIIt fleey are fire from
encui hminces and that thcy trill warrant and dtfond lie sanic frctl al
lawriI Ciimr
VICKI 3 tiES GORFXIN101
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GH XTO . of 1301.";:, .\ib. .C(")Ul1ty. ld:lhlJ. d\J":~ bl!t"coy ~(,m!. h:lr~::in. 't.'11 ;!od 
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BOISE i K tJ 3 Q IS
James E Scanlan
Attorney at Law AMNAV
1000 South Roosev ov 21
Post Office Box 89 5
Boise Idaho 83797E
Telephone 208 Rja rJl4Sis j OF
Facsimile 2083361263
Attorney for Plaintiff
IN THM DISTRICT COURT OF T4B FOURTH 7fJtICIAL DISTRICT
















TA CAUSE coming on regularly to be heard on the 30th
day of November 1994 before the Court without a Jury the
Plaintiff appearing In person and by James E Scxrnla his
Attorney and it appearing to the Court that the De fendant was
duly served with copies of the Complaint and Summons on the
7th day of September 1994 the last known address of said
Defendant being co Ada County Jail 7200 Barrister Drive
Boise ID 83704 the default of the Defendant having been
duly and regularly entered and it further appearing that the
Defendant is not now nor has been for six months serving in
the Armed Forces of the United States nor is she a minor or
incompetent




'1,D:-. Gil. r~f:CCRC~.f.'~ii:--, -, ~', "~;~', '::- i~i2..::-"-:-'-,:::':~:-:-'---:-''-'-;fI;-;;t{'~-E::::-O-?'''''':-/ ~---.,-: 
J .. DA'.'Hj ;!:..··!~·,}~RO ~ _P.M __ """--"';'~~....,JJ 
9C1SE ID NOV 3 0 10 James E _ Scanlan 1-1. _ C(. ... S4 
Attorney at Law ~~ '4~~~ 
1. 0 South R005~~OCT 21 Pl~:' ~2 ~U4:-~ 
Post  ice Box e9'§1i a I.. A ,fl.lUI Of-PUN 
Boise, roaho a37Q'lL_!L~_ ~,.i· _ ~
,Telephone: (20S) Riak-.J.l.4.S',i:! R ';JE~T OF 
Fa si il : (208) ,336-1263 
ttorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE ISTRl T   THE F RT  JUDICIAL IS ICT 
... , 
F HE S TE P I Jl  r IN   UE OID-IT'f F  
GREGOR.Y . RENSHA , 
l intiff l 
VS. 











 , 92-D 
JUDGMENr  
  RCE 
T"..dIS CAUSE, co ing on regularly to be heard on tbe 30t:h 
day of November, 1994, betore the Court without a jury! the 
Plaint~ff appearing in person and by Ja es E. c~'la , his 
Attorn~y, and it 'appearing to the ourt that the efendant was 
duly servea w~th copies f the o plaint and Su ons on t e 
7th day of S'eptember. 994 ~ t  l t  a r  f i  
f c t i  lo da. t  ',J il.  rri t r ri e, 
Boise, I  83704, t e efa lt f t e efendant ~aving ~ 
duly and regularly enteIed, and it, further appearing that the 
efendant is not now 'nor has been tor six onths serving in 
t  r ed rces f t  ite  tates, no~ i  sh  a i r r 
inco petent; 
JODGMENT J1..ND D EE F DI  - 1. ' 
PLF 03506 
TiixER8UPON oral and documentary evidence havis g been
introduced the Court having waived Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law the cause being thereupon submitted to the
Cat for disposition and the Court being fully advised in
the premises HEREBY OMERS ADXX5E3 AM DECREES
1 That the Fonds of Matrimony heretofore and now
ecsting between Plaintiff and Defendant are forever dissolved
a tbe parties are each restored to the status of single
persons and Plaintiff is hereby granted a Decree of Divorce




2 That Plaintiff is hereby awarded as and for his
Zy o separate property the following
UY
91g ALRE PROPERTY14 00
Xm Marital residence located at 3480 S PiPlace Boise
Idaho 83706 more particularly described to wit
n c
o Lot 12 Block Lakewood Unit No 158
Ada County Idaho
PERSONAL PROPERTY
1984 Dodge Van VIN 2BH5l1T7F70213
Household Furnishings
isPersonal Effects
3 That Defendant is hereby awarded as and for her
separate property the following
1384 BMW 3201
Fur Coat estimated value of50800
Her Clothing
Her Personal Effects
4 Each party is hereby ordered to assume and be
responsible for all debts they incur far their persoral health




WEER.EUPO . eral and docu t:a,-y evidence having been 
introduc , the. ourt having waived Findings of Fact a  
Conclusions of La ; the cause being thereupon s itted to the 
ourt fc~ is iti n"  the Court being fully a ised in 
the p~e i  i HEREBY RDE  I ADJ"UC-GES A."lD DE : 
:l.. ' That the b s f lIIatrimony er t fore  o  
xisting et een l?laintiff d efenda t r  fore er iss lve  
nd th , rties are h restored to the t tus f i le 
persons, and Plaintiff is hereby granted a Dec~ee of Divorce 
from the e e   e s f irrec cila le 
differences; , 
. hat i t  s ~  /    s 
~a~t  property, the, follo ing: 
 T : 
t  de ce cate    s. immit F . oise~ 
a  1 6, re rti l r1  scri d. t  ~it~ 
t . . l  8 1  i  . 2  B , 
da ccunty~ Idaho. 
-PERSON  ERTY: 
~984 Dodge Van (VIN 2BHB11T7~7a2~3) 
l  p r i~ n9  -
His'Personal ff ts ' 
" 
. at efe a t ,i.s r..ere~y a ar ed, as a  fOr er 
. , 
separate Froperty. the fol~owing! 
9   i 
Pur oat (escimated'va1ue of $6,000.00) 
er lothing , 
r per l f t  
. Each party i'6 hereby r r  t  a~  and be 
responsible for a,11 debts they incur for tl~eir perB~nal hea~t.h 
JUDG ENT AND DECREE OF DIVORCE - 2 
PLF 03507 
Ccare and such otLner debts as each party may have incurred
if a debt was jointly incurred the patty receivirg the
benefit of the items purchased will be responsible for said
debt and hold the other party harnnless and indemnify the
other party from any debt they may be required to pay which is
the responsibility of the other party
5 That the Plaintiff is ordered to Continue the
contribution of his Social Security Benefits payments to
Richard and PeggyCmingham as guardans of the minor
children of the partiesuntil further Order of this Court
DAThis 5 day of 0AAYtkt 1994
2
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, ~~  s ch w~  ts  b t  a  e n~ ed_ 
I  a t as jointly i , the rt.  cei ving .he 
it f the ite s ~ chased ill e re i le  i  
t d ld the t  ~ armless nd/or indemnify t  
tile=: rt  fro  aIJ.y t t  a  e r ire  t   i  is 
t e e onsibi~i   tile t er rty. 
S. 'Tl"..a.t' the i  s e   c ti e the 
t t.ion  s c. a  rit  I1-efits e ts t  
..... 
chard and Peggy unningham,  ians  t  i r 
ildre  f t e arties/'until f rt r ~  f t is urt. 
ATED s ?;, 0-1"- day of tJ ~ \.--..-1-- I :19 . 
C- ~~lmN1IRD.  
J GME T  ECREE F I RCE -  
' L   












Gregory A Renshaw who acquired title as his sepeT2te estate
do hereby conicytdest mmise and ioreuee quita4im own
GroxoryA Renshaw an unmarried man
whmaddr is 3480 South Pimmit Ave Seise ldaho83706
tba roilowb gdescribed premises to wit
Lot 12 Black 8 in akcwood Unit 9Io 158 according to the plat thereat glad in Book 56 of Pats at Pages
104and5105 records ofAda County ldaho
torpdw widt choir 4Vveteaaocex
Dared June 272007
ryaa
STATE oF7dahoCanty ofADA ss
on this 27 day of hme in dw year of2007 before me she undersigned notxy publso pcsonplly appeared
CmmA Raashawlmawn or idewirwd tamc to be thepersonrsonswhose nais a6uraxd w dw within
insasmrent and adtaowladged to me Omthe executed the same
DianaLHotterrdorf






, lOA CDUMrf lW'.JlIIDfn J. IlAVIU NAYMIIDl A1I!owrr" 3.00-· -1' f 
• 
am~E /I)AJjO lTTilM1 02::8 ?II 
I Pioneer Title _ ~~~ 1IIIB~!!!\glllmllll 
OtHS BEYOND 
1372·S. Eagle RlIadJ Meridian, h1al!o ~6421 (208) 838· 7Zl0 
Q ITCLAl " DEED 
OtegOI)' A. Renshaw, wilD acqllircd litle as hls seper.rte esllltr: 
do hereby ~. rd-. tmnisc aIld forever quit claim unto 
Gregory A. CIl$n , a  1I11!1Wrled lUlIZl 
~ ~ is 3430 ScuIb P;.JIlIIlitAlIl:.. Baise, Idaho 83105 , 
Lot 12, Bleck 8 ill Lakewood UaitNo. ISS, a.tcDTding to tl!eplat thc:reot \ired in BookS6 of Plats atP~ 




STA  O 16aho. oulII  f A, u. 
On this 17 day of!uae, irllbe year of 1007, befoN mr; the uni!=igned. lIotH71 public p~ly appe:m:d 
Gtqo;y A. R4PWw1moWll at ~ IO-mc IQ be rhe pCI3ClI2IPc.t3ODl whose _ is S1Ibs.:ribcd to dtowirhin 
insttumenI, and adalowledgtd 10 lIIe Umthc ~tcd the S1U:!lc, 
Diana 1.. Bot endorf . 
l ly l'ublU: ctldabo 
. ReRdU1g III eridian, Idaho 
COllllllission ex m April 5, 21llJ 
PLF 03509 
Roturn o HdrnecemingsFinancal
One Meridian Crossing Ste 100
Minneapolis MAT 55423
Loan Number 0473q363 ADA COUFf RECORDER J DAVID NAVAHO AMOM
IGME IDAHO 0007 022 PIS
s
OEM SonnieobablIP9
RECORDED REWEST OF I06950 2
Pimleer
Prepared By Homecomings Financial
188 106th Ave 15 Suite 600
BelIevue WA 98004
SIN MSS
jSp2ct Aloe Tluc fineForBahlDEED CATRUST
MM 100062604737935361
DEFINITIONS
Words used in aiWdple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in
xdoos 3 11 13 13 20 and 21 Certain rules regarding the usage of words used is this document arc
also provided in Scudoo 16
I
A Secinitp bstrument means this document which isdated JUNE 27TH 2 007
together with all Riders to this document
M Borrower is
GREGORY A RENSHAW ESTT An
Borrower is the trustor under this Security Instrument
G Lender is HtmcomlmS FINANCIAL LLC FxA HOMECOMINGS FINAPfCIAL
NETWORX INC
Lender is a LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
organized and existing under the laws of DELAWAR
MANOSinpieFamilynnie Mae1Freddie Mac UMF011M INMUMENT WrM MERS Form 30191101
MFM7770091006 1 047379363
Waltars Khiwar Financial 5ervicas
IiVMAObAIIDmeoet






One eridian r , 
inneapolis MN 55423 
l an a a : 047-37~36 -5 
".---_. 
ADA ~!l Nr( ftft R J. Jl ID HAl MO 
BOlSE IDAHO fllD3I07 0 : 8 PM 
DEJIUTY !  It GIIerbHDg 




Prepared By: o eco ings iDancial 
 l 5th ve NE, ite  
ell vue, i\. 004 
1IlIIJlIIRIIJIIHDlIIJII1I11111IU 
1B7el95E332 
~2~;. ~ & 
-----------lSpace llove1'hi"l Une For Recording Thlb)i----------
 OF RUST 
~ ~ 5 b  
I S 
onls used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and othr:r words are defined in 
Sa:tiocs 3, 11, 13, 18, 20 and 21. Certain rules regarding dle usage of ords used in this docu ent are 
also providal in Section 16. . 
(A) "Security Jo tr ent" ·.means  a cwnCIlI, b   r   'I'. , :  01;-r' p 
ether it     s nt. .M '. . 
. (B) "Borrflwern is ~ 
lt Cl 'l . HA , A ~",ld'E' 3 M'E  Ul'\~-e.o. ,....-o-n. . 
rr r i  t  tr st r undeX' t is ecurit  I strument •. 
(C) "Lender"js HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL, LLC (F/K/A HO ECO INGS FINANCIAL 
ORK, I .) . 
e ci' is     
organized and existing ~er the Jaws of ELAWARE 
IOAHO·SingJc ami/y-Fannie J r i  c Ni On  I SlRl1ME  l1H  For  3013 1101 
Fm7170 (0912006) I 047~3m63-O 
olter  1u er i i l S r i il  :::':;IQ))~SO" . r~~'~' mlllllBlol1 
PLF 03510 
Letzdersaddress iS Z88 106TH X4zNUE NEE SUITE 600
BELLEVUE WA 98004
OD Trustee is POrILER TITLE COMPWfOF ADA COUNT7
1 11 RS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc NE2RS is a separare corporation that 13
acting sole y as a nominee for Lender and Lenders svcccssors and assigns 1hlyRS is the bewriciary
tender ibis Security instrument MFRS is organized and existing under the laws of Delaware and bas au
address and telephone number of PO Box 2026 Flint M 45501 2026 tat SSS 679MFRS
b dote meatus the promisseq note signed by Borrower and dated JUNE 27TH 2007
The Note states that Borrower owes Lender TA3 HuNDiZED THIRTY SZX THQU TWO
HT7iEED FIFTY AM NO00 Dollars
US 236 2500 plus interest Bormwt has promised to pay this debt in regular Periodic
Payments and to pay the debt in full not later than JULY 2ST 2037
iProperty means the proparty that is described below under the heading Transfer of nights in the
RLoan means the debt evidenced by the Note plus interest any prepaytreat charges and late charges
due under theNote and all sums due under ibis Security Instrument plus interest
1 Riders means all Riders to this Security LLgrum that are executed by Borrower The fallowing
Riders are to be executed by Borrower fcbcck box as applicable
Adjustable Rate Rider Condominium Rider Second Home Rider
Balloon Rider Planned Unit Development hider 14Family Rider
VA Rider Biweekly Payment Rider Othersspecify
J Applicable Law means all contrcliiag applicable federal state and local statutes regulations
ordinances and administrative rules and orders that have the effect of law as well as all applicable final
nonappealable judicial opinions
gC0nMWcity Association Dues Fees and Assessments means all dues frees assessments and other
charges that are unposed on Borrower or the Property by a condominium association homcowsrers
association or similar organization
L Electronic rands Transfer means any transfer of fords other than a transaction originated by
check draft or similar paper insuument which is initiated through an electronic terminal telephonic
instn xzont computer or magnetic tape so as to order instruct or authorize a financial institution to debit
or credk an accotmt Such term includes but is not limited to pointsale transfers automated reller
machine tmndous transfers initiated by telephone wire transfers and automated elem nghouse
transfers
MEscrow IteoW means these items that are described ta Section 3
oMiseellanem Proeee means any conttrettsatioa settlement award of damages or proceeds paid
by any third party other than Worance proceeds paid under lute coverages described in Section 5 for W
damage to or destruction of the Property ii comlemuation or other taldng of all or any pant of the
Property iii conveyance in lieu ofconor iv misrepresentations o or omissions as to the
value andor condition of the Property
0 Mortgage hmrance means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of or default on
the Loan
P Periodic Paymem ateans the regularly scheduled amount due for 1 prinicipaI and interest tinder the









Lender's address is las 1061'S AilE DE NE. SUITE 600 
BELLEVUE, WA 98004 . 
( ) "Trustee" is P!ONE'"..:.R. TITLE COMP.!I.N"! OF ADA COUNT! 
(E) l'l\IIERS" is Mortgage Elecrror;ic Rezistration Systems, Inc. MERS is a sepatare corporation that is 
acting sole!y as a nominee for Lender and Lender's· successors and assigns. !vIElG is the beneJici.a.ry 
under UJjs Security Instru ent. MERS is organited and e:dsting under the laws of Delawnre, ;md bas an 
address and telephone number of P.O. Box 2026, Flint, !\on 48501-2026, tel. (838) 679-MERS. 
(F) "Note't means the pro issory note signed by Borrower and dated JUNE 27T . 2007 
The Note states that Bo rower owes Lender T'RO atINORED TH!RTY SIX T OUSAND TI'l  
HUNDRED FIFT'l ~.N.D NO/).OO Dollars 
(U.S. $ 23' , 50. 0 ) plus interest. Borrower has promisz:d to pay this debt in regular Periodic 
Payments and to pay dIe debt in full not later than J Ly 1 . 2 037 
(G) "Property" means tIte property mat is described below under the heading "'ItanSfer of Rights in the 
Property. • 
(H) "Loan" eans [he debt evidenced by me ote, plus intereSt, any pRpltyment charges and late charges 
due under the Not~. and all su s due under this Security Instru ent, pl~ interest. 
(I) 1tJliders" meatlS all Riders to this Secu.ritJ Insttutnent that are executed by B<lnower. ne fQl10wing 
iders are [() be executed by orro er. [cbeck box as applicable1: 
CiI djustable ate i er ~ i i  ider § Second Rome Rider B a1f(lon i er la e  nit: e elop ent Rider I -4    ider Biweekly Payment Rider ther(s) [s cifY] 
(J) "Appliable Law" means all controUing appUcable fed~. state and local statutes, regulatioIlS, 
ordinances and d~tiv  rules and orders (mat have the effect of la ) as ell as all applic:rble fmal,· 
noo-appealab1.e judicial opinions. 
00 "CoUllDUlJity A.ssoclation Dues, F~. and Assessments" means all dues, fees, assessments and other 
charges that are .itnp<Jsed on. Barrower or the PropertY by 3 CQodominil.lzn association. homwwners 
association or similar organization. . . 
(1.) "E1ec:trook Fuuds Transfer" tnelIIl$ any mnsf'er of funds., oilier than a transaction originated by 
check. draft. or si ilar puper ilIStru ent, hich 13 initialerl througb an elecuooic ter inal. telephoaic 
instrument. computer. or magnetic tape so as to order, instruct, or authorize a financial institntion to debit 
or credit. an aCCOlmt. Such ter  includes, but is not li ited to, point-of-sale tr.mst'ers, auto ated rell!!:( 
lD2:Chinc ttanslICrlons. transfers initiated by relepoone, wire transfers. and automated clearinghouse 
cransfers. . 
(M) ''Escrow lteus" me:ttlS those items tba! are described in Section 3. 
(N.) "M.isceJ1aneollS l'.roi!eeds" means any compensation. settlement, award of damages, or procCC13.s paid 
by any third party (other than insurance proo:eds paid under tho ~erages described in Section 5) for. (i) 
damage to, 01" destruction of, die Property~ (ii) condemnation or ather taking of aU or 311y pan of the 
Property: (iii) convcyance in liell of condemnation; or (iv) misrepresentations of. or oIO.issions as to, the 
value lUld/or condition of the Property. . 
(0) "Mortgage lDsuraace" means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of, ur default 00 • 
. mcLean. . . 
(p) ·Perlodfe Payment·· ntea.DS me regularly scheduled amount due for (j) prinCipal am! interest U11der the 
...... : (ji) ."'Y """""'" •• "". S"",," 3 oflhls Sccurl<y ~&
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IRtESPA means the Real Estate Settietecnt Procedures Act 12USCSection 2601 et set and Its
implementing regulation Rmlatiou X 24CFR Part 3501as they might be amended from time to
time or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the same subject matter As used
in this Security Instrent RESPA refers to all requirtrnerus and restrictions drat are imposed in regard
to a federally related mortgage loan evert if the Loan does not qualify as a federally related mortgage
Ion underRESPA
R Successor in Interest of Borrower means any parr that has taken d c to the property whether or
not that party has assumed Borrower obligations under the Note andorthis Security Instrument
TRANSFER OF RIGHTS IN THE PROPERTY
i
The beneficiary of this Security Instrutnetu is MERS sorely as notnitsee for Lender and Lenders
successors aad assigns and the successors and assigns of MFRS This Security Instrument secures to
Lender the repayment of the Loan and all renewals extensions and modifications of the More and it
the performance of Botrowei s covenants and agreements under this Security Instrument and the Note For
this purpose Borrower irrevocably grants and conveys to Trustee in trust with power of sale the
followingdescribed property located in the COUNT Tyree or Recording Jurisdiction
of AAA Marne of Recording Jurisdiction
Legal description attacked hereto and made a part hereof
parcel ID Number 016RS125660450 which currently has the address of
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
IStmej
BOISE Ci Idaho 83705 IMP Coital
Property Address
TOCrETFIER v fm all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property and allandeasements appurtenances and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the Property All replacements
additions shall also be covered by this Security instrument All of the foregoing is referred to in this
Security Instrument as the Property Borrower uuderstands and agrees that MERS Bolds only legal title
to the interests granted by Borrower in this Security instrument but if necessary to comply with law or
custom MERS as nazi im for Ixoder and Lender successors and assigns has the right to exercise any
or all of those interests including but not limited to the right to foreclosure and sell the Property omd to
take any action inquired of Lender including but not limited to releasing and canceling this Security
ltls rmnt
BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed and has
the iright to gent and convey the Property and that the Property is unencumbered except for encumbrances
of record Borrower warrants and will defend generally the title to the Property against all claims and







(Q) "BJl:SlI " meaDS the Real E...-tate Settlement Procedures Act (12 U.S.C. Section 2601 et seq.) and its 
impiementing reg!1tatian. Regulation X (24 C.F.R. Part 3500). as they might be amended from time to 
time, or any addjtional or succeSsor legis1ariDn or regulation that governs the same subject ltlatter. As. used 
in this Security Instrument, "RESP A ~ refers to aU requiremen£s and restrictions chat are imposed in regard 
to a "federally rclared mortgage loan" even if !he Loan does nol qualify as a "federally related mortgage 
loan" uIlderRESPA. . 
(R) "Suctessor in Interest oC Borrower' means any PattI that has taken t1d~ to the Property. whether cr 
Wlt dlat party has assumed Borrower's obligations under the Note and/or this Security Instrument. 
TRANSFER OF RIGHTS IN THE PROP .lITY 
The benefiCiary of this Security lnstrumcnt: is MERS (solely as nominee for Lender and Lender's 
successors aDd assi.$tIS) and the successors and assigns of MERS, This SecuritY Instrument secures to 
l.eo. T: (I) !he repayment of the I.naa, and all renewabl. e:<te.'lSi9llS and mcdifications of rhe Nore; and (ii) 
the peOOIJll3JlCe of Borrower's Coyenan£s and agrec:mc:nfs under this SecuritY Instrument and the Note. For 
this purpose. BorJowcr hTcvocably grants and con'leys to Trustee, in trust, with power of sale, tbe 
following described property located in the C O TY rrypt of Dg J s4 lll j 
of ADA !Name of r ing J i } : 
Legal description attached hereto and made a part hereof 
Parc::[ ID Number: 015RS1256.,0450 
3480 SOOTH PIMMIT' PLACE 
i  c mntly s t  r ss f 
BOISB 
ePI'openy Add.'1:SS"): 
(city], I ho S S . 
[SlIt!~~ 
{Zip Code} 
TOGETHER WlTII ali the improvemellt3 now or hereafter erected on the propertY. and all 
easements, appurtenances, and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property. All replacements and 
additioos sball a1so be covered by this Security Iostrument All of the foregoing is referred to in this 
Security Instnunent as the • Property. " Borrower understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal title 
fO the interests granted by Sorrower in this Security lnstrwnent. but, if necessary to comply with law 01' 
custom, MERS (as nominee for Leoder and Lendc:r's successors and a3Signs) has the right: to e.'tcrcise any 
01' all of those interests, including, but nol: limited to. the right to foreclosure and sell me Praperty; aDd to 
take any action .required of Leader illCluding, but not li.rn1[eQ to. releasing and canceling this Security 
I:n ttument" . 
BORRO ER COVENANTS that·Borrower js lawfully seised of !he estate hereby conveyed 3ild has 
the right to grant and convey the ProPertY and that the Property is Wlf:lICWnhc:red, except for encumbrances 
of record.. Borrower warnmts and will defend generally the title to the Property agai~t all claims and. 
demands. subject fQ ~y eacumbrances of record. '. ~. . 
~"bJ2~ 
VMP"'..eA{lOllDflO6I ~.3~18 form30131101 
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TTDS SECURITY Ilr1sTRNrrT cumbines uniform covenants for nationat use and noruniform
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform securitg instrument covering real
property
1N1FOR COVENANTS Borrower and Lender covenant and agree as follows
1 Payment of Principal ItIMMt Fsmow Items Prepayment Charges and Late Chars
Borrower shall pay when due the principal of and interest on the debt evidenced by rite Note and any
pregaymertt charges and late charges due under the Note Borrower shall also pay fonds for Escrow Itenns
pursuant to Section 3 Paymenm due under the Note and this Security Instrument shall be made in US
currency However if any check or other instrument received by Lender as payment under the Note or this
Security Instrurrtear is returned to Leader unpaid Lender may require that any or ail subsegtteai payments
due under the Note and this Security Instrument be tirade in one or more of the following forms as
selected by Lender a cash b money order c terrified check bank check treasurers check or
cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are insured by a
federal agency instrtmrentality or cretin or d Electronic Funds Transfer
Payments are deemed received by Lender when reiv d at the location designated in the Note or at
such other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice provisions in Section 15
Leader may return any payment or partial payment if the payment or partial payments are insufficient to
bring the Loan cu Lender may accept any payment or partial paymcat insufficient to bring the Loan
current without waiver of any rights hereunder or prejudice to its rights to refuse such payment or partial
payments in the future but Lender is not obligated to apply such payments at the time such payments are
accepted if each Periodic Payment is applied as of its scheduled due dace then Lender need not pay
iritetesi onunapplied funds Lender may hold such anapplied funds until Borrower retakes payment w bring
tho Loan current If Borrower does not do so within a reasonable period of time Lender shall either apply
such funds or return tbcm to Borrower If not applied earlier such fiends will be applied to the outstanding
principal balance under the Note immediately prior to foreclosure No offset or claim which Borrower
aright have now or in the fugue against Lender shall relieve Borrower from making payments due under
the Note and this Security Instrument or perf6aaing the covenranm andagnzehts secured by this Security
2 placation of Payarerrts or Proceeds Except as otherwise described in this Secdoa 2 all
payments accepted and applied by Leacher shall be applied in the following order of priority a interest
due under du Note b principal due under the Note e amounts due tender Section 3 Such payments
shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order in which it became due Any remaining amounts
shall be applied first to late charges second to any other amounts due under this Security Instrument and
then to reduce the principal balance of the Note
If Lender receives a paytrtent from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic payment which includes a
sufficient amount to pay any late charge due the payment may be applied to the delinquent payment and
the late charge Ifmore than one Periodic Payment is outstanding Lender may apply any payment received
from Bormwer to the repayment of the Periodic Payments if and to the extent that each payment can be
paid in M To the extent that any excess exists after the payment is applied to the full payments of one orshall
mare Periodic Payments such excess may be applied to any late charges due Voluntary prepaXments
be applied fast to any prepayment charges aid then as described in the Note
Any application of payments insurance proceeds or 141iscellancous Proceeds to principal due under
the Note shall not extend or postpone the due daft or change the amount of the Periodic Payments
3 fiends for Escrow Itenos Borrower shall pay to Lender on the day Periodic payments are due
under the Note until the Note is paid infull a sum the Funds to provide for payment of amounts due
for a taxes and assessments and other items which cast attain priority over this Security instrument as a
lien or encumbrance on the Property b leasehold payments or ground rents on the Property if any c
premiums for any and all insurance required by Lender under Section 5 and d Mortgage Insurance
prey ums if any or any sums payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of Mortgage
lasutaace preariutas in accordance with the provisions of Section 14 These items are called Escrow
Items At origination or at any time during the terra of the Loan Lender may require that CoautstiuityAssociation Dues Fees and Assessments if any be escrowed by Borrower and such dues fees and
assessments shall be an Escrow Item Borrower shall prornpPy furnish
txLeal
es of amounts to
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T.dlS SECURITY INSTcRlJMENT cumbines uniform covenarus for national use and nOll-unifonn 
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to cODSIlrure a unifonn securit7 instrument covering real 
propetty. 
UNlF R..V1 COVE .."f1'S. Borrower and Lender covenant and agree as follllws: 
1. paymeut of Principal, Interest, Escrow Items, :Prepayment Charg~. and Late Charges. 
Borrower shan pay when duL". the principal of, and interest on, the debt evidenced by the Note and any. 
prepayment dlarges and lare charges due UDder the Note. Borrower shall also pay funds for Escrow ItelDS 
pursuaaC to Section 3. Paymenrs due under the Note and rhis Security Instrument shall be made in U. S. 
currency. However. if ;my check or other instrument received by Lender as pa~t under the Note or this 
·Security Inscnunenr is returned ~o Lender unpaid, lender may require lhat any or all subsequent payments 
due under [he Note and this Seeurl!y Insuu =nt be made in am: or more of the folloWing for s, as 
selected by Lender: (a) cash; (b) money order; (c) cenified check, bank check, treasurer's check or 
cashier', cheek, provided any such check is drawn upon an jnstitutioo whose deposits are ~I'.surcd by a 
federal agency, instrumentality, or entit"r. or (d) Electronic Funds Transfer. . 
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received at the location designated in the Note or aI 
sucb other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice provisiOtlS in Section 15. 
Lender may return any pay ent or partial pay ent if the pay ent or partial pay ents are insufficient to 
bring the Loan current. Lender rnay accept any payment or partial payment insuffICient to bring the Loan 
currcm, wilbom waiver of any rigbrs hereunder or prejudice to jrs riglus to refuse such payment or partial 
paymentS ill the future, but Lender is not obligated to appty such payments at the time such pa.:ymentS qrC 
accepted. If each Periodic PajllDCnt is applied as of its scheduled due dace. then Lender need not pay 
mresc on unapplied funds. Lender may hold sucb unapplied funds nntil Borrower makes payment [0 bring 
thO Loan currens:. It' Borrower does ·DOt do so itbin a reas~le period of ti e, Lender shall either apply 
such funds or rerum the  to orro er. If not applied earlier, such funds ill be applied to the outstanding 
principal balance WIder the Noce immediately prior to forecloslJte. No offset 01" claim which Borrower 
might have now or in the furore against l.endCr siron relieve Borrower from. making payments due under 
the Note and this Security Instrument or pe.rfotming the coveoants and agreements secured by this Security 
Instrument. . 
. . Application of Payments or PnKeeds. Except as otherwise described in this SectiOJ1 2. aU 
payments accepted and appUed by Lender shall be applied in the following order of priority: (a) inleTest 
due \Ulder the Note; (b) principal due under the NQ(e; (c) a ounts due under Section 3. Such pay ents 
shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the otder in wbich it became due~ Ally remaining amouncs 
mall be applied first 11) lare charges, second to any other amoun!S due under this Security In.strument, :md 
tben to redw::e the principal balance af che Note. . 
If Lender res:eives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which. includes a , 
sufficieoL 1IIftOunt to pay an.y late charge due, the payment may be applied to the delinquent paymeru: and 
the late charge. If more than one Periodic PayttleXlt is outs.r.aru1ing. Lender may apply any paywent received 
from Borrower to lhc repayment of the Periodic Pa,.ments if, ~ to the extent that. each payt1leot can be 
. paid in full. To the extent that any excess e:Usrs after the payment is applied to the full pay ent of one or 
more Periodic Payments. such excess lIlaJ be. applied to any lace charges. duc. Voluntary prepa~ments shall 
be applied f1I"St to any prepayment c:harg1:$ and then as described in the Note. 
Ally application of payments. insurance praceed5. or ~f1sceUaneous Proceeds to principal due under 
the Notc $hall not extend or postpOne Ihe due dale, or change the 3lI\QlUlC, of !he Periodic P-J.yments. 
3. Funck focEscrow Items. :Borrower shall pay to Lender aD the day Periodic Pay ents are due 
under the NOte. until the Note is paid in ·full, a sum (u-.e "Fandsj to provide foipayment of amounts ~e 
for. (3) tueS and assessments and other items whicli can attain priority ow,," this Security Instrument as a 
lien or encumhranct: on the PrDpeny; (b) leasehold paJIllent5 or ground rents on the PropertY, if any; (c) 
premiums for any acd. all insur3nce required by Leader under S~n 5; and Cd) Mortgage Insuram:e 
premiums .. if any, or any sums payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of th~ payment of Mottgage 
Inaurance premiums in accordance with me Pl"visiocs of Section 10. These i~ are called -Eacrow 
Items. - At origination or at any rime during the term of the Loan. Lender rmt.y require lhat Coaununity 
Association Dues.. Fees, and AssessmentS, if any, be escrowed by Borrower, and such dues, fees and 
........... _ be an ""- Item ____ ""II ",_,ly fumOb ~~~f """""IS to 
VMPIIP-6AIID) J0608J • ,. .... 4 at II  .• .Form 3013 1/01 
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be paid under this Section Borrower shall pay Lender the Funds for Escrow Items unless Lender waives
Borrowersobligation co pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items Lender may waive Borrower s
obligation W pay to Lender Funds for any or allFscrow Items at any time Any such waiver may only be
in writing In the event of such waiver Borrower shall pay directly when and where payable the amounts
due for any Escrow Items for which payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and it Lender requires
shall furnish to Lender receipts evidencing such payment within such time period as Lender may require
Borrower obligation w make such payments and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be deemed to
be a covenant and agreement contained in this Security Instrument as the phrase covenant and agreement
is used in Section 9 If Borrower is obligated to pay Escrow Items directly pursuant to a waiver and
Borrower falls to pay the amount due for an Escrow Item Lender may exercise its rights under Section 9
and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to repay to Leader any such
amount Lender nay revoke the waiver as to any or all Escrow Items at any time by a notice given in
accordance with Section 15 and upon such revocation Borrower shall pity to Lender all Funds and in
such amounts that are then required under this Section 3
Lendermay at any time collect and hold Funds in an arnount a sufficient to permit Lender to apply
the Funds at the time specked under RESPA and b not to exceed the maximum amount a lender can
require under RESPA Leader shall estimate the amount of Funds due on the basis of current data and
reasonable estimates of expenditures of ftuure Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with Applicable
Law
The Funds shall be held in an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency
instrumentality or entity including Lender ifLender is an institution whose deposits are so insured or in
any Federal Hoare Loan Bartle Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the Escrow Items no later than the Close
specified under RESPA Lender shalt not charge Borrower for holding and applying the Funds actnatally
analy2ing the escrow account or verifying the Escrow Items unless Leafier pays Borrower interest on the
Funds and Applicable Law permits Leader to make such a charge Unless an agreement is made in writing
or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on the Funds Lander shall not be required to pay Borrower
any interest or tarttings an the Funds Borrower and Lender can agree in writing however that interest
shall be paid on the Funds Lender shall give to Borrower without charge an annual accounting of rile
Funds as required by RESPA
If there is a surplus of Fonds held is escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall account to
Borrower for the excess funds in accordance with RESPA If there is a shortage of Funds held in escrow
as def under RESPA Lender shall notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to
Lender the amount necessary to make up the shortage in accordance with SPA but in so more than 12
monthly payments If there is a deficiency of funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall
notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to Lender the annourt necessary to make
tip the deficiency inaccordance with RESPA but in no more than 12 monthly payments
Upon payment in full of ail sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall promptly refiund
to Borrower any Funds held by Lender
4 Charges Lifers Borrower shall pay all tales assessments charges flues and impositions
attributable to the Property which can attain priority over this security Instrument leasehold payments or
ground rents on the property if any and Cotntnunity Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any To
the extent that these items are Escrow Items Borrower shall pay them in the manner provided in Section 3
Borrower shall promptly discharge any lien which has priority over this Security Instrument unless
Borrower aagrees in writing to the payment of tlsc obligation secured by the Beer is a manner acceptable
toLdcr but only so loug as Borrower is performing such agreement b contests the lien in good faith
by or defends against enforcement of the Lien in legal proceedings v hick in Lenders opinion operate to
prevent dte enforceumat of the lien while those proceedings are pending but only until such proceedings
are concluded or c secures from the holder of the lien an agreement satisfactory to Lender subordinating
the lien to this Security Imm9ment If Lender determines thatany part of the Property is subject to a lien
which Carr attain priority over this Security Instrument Lender may give Borrower a notice identifying the
f VMP6Attt7mean paw s or is




be paid under this Section. Borrower shall pay Lender the Funds for Escrow Items unless Lender waives 
Borrower'; obligation co pay the Funds for any or ail Escrow Items. Lender may waive Borrower's 
obligation to pay to Lender Funds for any or all Escrow Items at any time. Any such waiver ay only be 
in writing. In the evem. of such wai'/cr, Borrower shall pay dircctIy, when. and where payable, the a ounts 
dl1e for any Escro  lteIIlS for which payment of FWlds bas been waived by Lender and. if Lender requir~, 
sbaJ1 furnish [0 Lender receiprs evidencing such pay en1 within such time period as Lender may require. 
Borro er's obligation to make such pay ents and to provide receiptS shall for all purposes be dee ed to 
be a covenant and agre--..mem contained in this Security Instru ent, as the phrase "covenant and agree ent" 
is used in Seaion 9. If Borrower is. obligated to pay Escro  Items dire tl , pursuant to a ai r. and 
Borrower fails to pay the a ount due for an E:sc:row Ite . Lender may exercise its rights under Section. 9 
and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to repay to Lender any suCh 
a ounr. lcJlder Ill:ly revoke the waiver as to any ar ail Escrow Ite s at any ti e by a notice gi'len in 
co~ with Sc tiOll 15 a , upon s ch 1'eyocarlo~ o ro er s ll ay to ender all , nd in 
such a ounts. title are then required under this ection 3. 
Lend~ may, at allY time; collect acd hold Funds ill an amount (a) sufficient to permit Lender to apply 
t  unds at t e time s ecified under . and (b) not to exceed the lIWi  a t a Jender ca  
n:quire under ESP . Lender shall estimate the a ount of Funds due on the basis of auTent dara' and 
reasonable estimau:s of expenditures of furore Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with Applieable 
la . 
  s l be    . nos  c ts arc im     cy, 
iDstru cntalicy. or ear.itj (incillding Lender, if Lender is an institlltion whose deposits are so insured) or in 
any Federal ome Loan Bank.. under shall apply me FWids to pay the Escro  Ite s no later than the time 
spet:ified under RESPA. Lender shall not charge Bprrower for holding and applying the Funds, annually 
arJaly2ing the escrow account, or verifying ~ Escrow Items. unless Lender pays Borrower interest on rhe 
Funds and App1:ic3ble Law permitS Lender to lrnIke such a charge. Unless an agrecmeIIt is made in writing 
or Applicable Law requil'C$ interest to be paid on the Funds. Lemter shallllOt be required to pay Borrower 
any interest or t'mIings on the Fuods. Borro er and Lender can agr.ee in. riting. however, that mtercsl 
sb Il be ;rl   the s. e er s ll i e t  rr er, ir t c ar e. a  a al acc ti  f !h  . 
Funds as required by RESPA. 
If there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow, as defined ur..der RESPA, Lender shall account to 
   &  i  3C1;Otdanc   PA .•        l  i  scrow. 
as ermed 1UIiier PA. e er s all tif  rr er as re ire   PA, and rr er s all a  ttl 
Lender the 3IIloum ~ry t.O ake up me shortage in accordam:e with RESPA, but in no ore \:ban 12 
DIOmhly payments. If there is a deficiency of Funds held in escrow. as defined under RESPA. Lender shall 
notify BorroW4:'( as required by RESPA, and Borrower shan pay to Lender the amount necessary ro make 
up IfIe deficiency ill: accordAutce with RESPA, but in no more than 12 mOlltbly payments. . 
Upon pa~£ in full cf all SWIlS securl:d by this Security Instrument, Lender shall promptly refund 
to BonoweI' any Funds held by Lender.. . 
4. Cbarges; Liens •. &rrower shall pay all ta:tes, lIl!se3Sment3, charges, fines, and impositioN 
attributable to me Property which can attain pcierity over this Sceuruy IostnlUl.etlt, Ie;~hold payments or 
ground rena en tile Property, if any, apd Community Association Dues. Fees, and Assessments, if any. To 
the eArent tllat these ite s are St:ro  Ite s, orro er sball pay theJn i  the anner provided i  Section 3. 
Bocrower shall promptly discharge any lien which. has priori't}' OVet dUs Security tllStl1lQ'lellt anless . 
Borrower. (a) agr= in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by the lien in a anner acceptable 
to Lender, but arty so locg as &Tro er 13 perfonnmg such agreement~ (b) contestS the lien in good faith 
by, or defends against enforcement of the lien in, legal ~Qgs wbich in Lender"s opinion operate to 
prevect cite enforc:1DI:Ilt of tho: lien while those proceedings. are pending, but only umil such proceedings 
are COIlCluded; or (c) ~res froIll the holder of the llellan agrecmem: satisfactory to Lender subordinating 
tbe lien to this Security fnslJ'llment. If Lender determines that :any l'lUt of the Property is subject te a lien 
w~icb can anain priority over this SecwitJI Instrwnent. Lender rmy give Borrower a notice identifying the 
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Lien Within 10 days of the date an which that notice is given Borrower shall satisfi the lien or take ore or
more of the acrions set forth above in this Section 4
Ieadc may require Borrower to pay a one tune charge for a real estate lay verification andor
reporting service used by Lender in connection with this Loan
5 PrnpetfInstmce Borrower shall keep the irnproventsnow existing or hereafter erected an
the Property insured against loss by fire hazards included within the terra extended coverage and any
other hazards including but not limited to earthquakes and floods for which Lender requires insurance
This insurance shall be maintaisted in die amounts including deducrable levels and or the periods that
Lender requires What Leader requites pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the term of
the Loan The insurance carrier providing the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lenders
right to disapprove Borrowerschoice which right shall not be exercised ttthreasaaabty Lender may
require Borrower to pay in connection with this Loan either a a onetime charge for flood zone
determination certification and tracking services or b a onetime charge for flood zone deteunination
and certification services and subsequent charges each time remappings or similar changes occur which
reasonably blight affect such determina6an or certification Borrower shall also be responsible for the
Payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency is cormectian with the
review of any flood zone deterrmivatiott resulting from anobtion by Borrower
If Borrower fails to malroin any of the coverages described above Lender may obtain insurance
coverage at Lenders option and Borrowersexpense Lender is under no obligation to purchase arty
particular type or amount of coverage Tberefore such coverage shall cover Lender but mighr or aright
not protect Borrower Borrowersequity is the Property or the contents of the Property against any risk
hazard or liability and might provide greater or lesser coverage than was previously in effect Borrower
adatowledges that die cost of the insurann coverage so obtained might signifmtly exceed the cost of
insurance lilac Borrower could have obtained Any atriounss disbursed by Leisier under this Section 5 shall
became additional debt of Borrower secured by thisSecurity InsMment These amounts shall bear interest
at the Note rate from the date of disbursearent and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from
Lender to Borrower requesting payment
All insurance policies required by Lender and renewals of such policies shall be subject to Lenders
right to disapprove such policies shall include a starulard mortgage clause and shall name Lender as
mortgagee andor as an additional loss payee Lender shalt have the rigN toold the policies acrd renewal
certificates If Leader requires Borrower shall promptly give to Lender all receipts of paid premiums and
renewal notices if Borrower obtains any farm of insurance coverage not otherwise required by Lender
for damage to or destruction of the Property such policy shalt include a standard mortgage clause and
shall name Lender as mortgagee andoras an additional loss payee
in the event of loss Borrower shall give prompt notice to the insurance carrier and Leader Lender
may make proof of loss if not made promptly by Borrower Unless Lender and Borrower otherwise agree
in writing any insurance proceeds whetber or not the underlying insurance was required by Lender shall
be applied to restoration or repair of the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and
Lenderssecurity is not lesedDuring such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to
hold such insurance proceeds until Lender bas had in opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the
work has bees completed to Lenders sadsfa don provided iliac such inspection shalt be undertaken
promptly Lender array disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series
of progress payments as the work is completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law
requires interest to be paid on such iasum ace proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any
interest or earnings on such proceeds Fees for public adjusters or other third parties retained by
Borrower deal not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and shall be the sole obligation of Borrower if
the restoration or repair is not economically feasible orlenderssecurity would be lesseried the insurance
proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by tins Securiry instrument whether or not then due with
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lien. Witbin 10 days of the date en which that notice is given. Eorrower shall satfsrJ the lien or take one or 
more of the actions set forth above in this Section 4, 
l..ender may require llonuwer to pay a <llle-time charge for a real estate ta."t verifica~otl 'JJ)Jj/ot 
reporting service used by Lender in COttIlCCt1on wid! this Loan. 
5. Pr3perty ~nstll':ltIce. Borrower sball keep Ihe improvements now existing or hereafter erected on 
the Property insured against loss by fire. ~d  included within the teIItl Hex.tended coverage," and any 
other hazards including. but DCr limited to, earthquakes and floods, fOT hich Leuder requires inmrancc. 
This insurance shall be maintained in me a oDIlts (including deductible le ls) and for the periods that 
Lender requires. Wbat Lender r'=Guim> PUTSuant to the preceding sentences can change dUt'ing the term of 
the Loa . 'The insurance canier pro iding the insurance shall be chosaa by orro er subject to eo er's 
right to disapprove Borrower's choice, which right shan not be exercised unr~ably. Lender may 
require Borrower to pay. in cormection with this Loan. either: (a) a one-titru: cbarge for flood zone 
det.ennination,' certification and [racldng services; or (0) 3 one-rime charge for flood %One tm i ti  
and certifl.Qtion se;vices and subsequent charges each time remappings Of similar cmmges OCCllr which 
reasonably might affect such determination or cenifit.1lion. Borrower shall also be responsible f~r the 
payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Emergency Management Agew:.y in c;ormection with dle 
review of any flood mne dctetmination resulting from an objel:tion by Borrowcr. 
If orro er fails ro aintain any of the (;Overages described above, ender ay obtain insur3IlCt: 
covOJage, at Lender'1j option iUld Borrower's expense. Leoder, is under no obligation to purcha..~ any 
particufur type or amol1ilt of coverage. Therefore. such covexagc sfIall cover Le.nder. but might or might 
not protect Borrower. Borrower's equity in the Propeny, or tlle contents of the Property, against aJ1Y risk, 
hazard or liabUit)' and Dligbt provide ~tcr or lesser covetagf) than was previowly in effect. Borrower 
actnowlcdges Ehat me cost of the ~ wverage so obtlined migltt signifu:amIy exceed the cost of 
insur:mce that orro er could have OOIaIDed- ny amounts disbursed by ender under this Section 5 shall 
beca e additional debt of orro er secured by this Security Instru ent. These'a otUll3 sbaU bear i~erest 
at tho ote r.lCC fro  the dare f disbursement and shill be payable, '!lith such i terest.  tice fro  
Lender to Borrower RqUesting payment. 
All iosunnce politle!! reqllircd try Ltnder and reneW31s of such policie$ $ball be subject to Lender's 
right to disapprove such poUciC3. shall include a st:mdard mortgage elause. and shall name Lender as 
mortgagee and/or as all additl(lnal los:i payee. LeIIder shall have the rigfU to hold the po1i4:ies and renewal 
certificates. If Lender n:quires.. Borrowa' .shal] promptly give to Lender aU receipts of paid premiums and 
renewal ootices. If Borrower'obtains any fm  of illSUran«:C coverage, not othexwisl: tequired by Lender, 
for damage to, or destruction of, the Praperry. such policy shall include' a st;uldard mortgage clause and 
sball Dame Lender as xr.ortgagee and/or as aI1 addjtiomiJ loss payee. ' , 
III the event of loss, orro er shall give pro pt notice til Ibe insurance carrier and Lender. Lender 
may m.:lke proof of loss if not made promptly by Borrower. Unless lAnder and Borrower otherwise agree 
in wril~ any iD.su~ proc~s, whether or not the underlying insurance was required by Lender. shall 
be applied m restOration or repair of the Property. 'if the restoration or repair is economically fl:3.Sible ana 
Lender's seeuricy is noC lessened. During such repair and restoration period, Lcndtr shall have the right to 
boJd sucb insurance proceeds un[il Lender has had ;in opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the 
worf has been completed to Lender's satismction,. provided that such inspection shaI! be underrllken 
promptly. Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a sinal~ payment or in a series 
of progress paymems as the work is completed. Unless an agreement is 'made in writing or Applicable Law 
requires i:n£ercst to be paid OD such insuram:c prcceeds. Lendc:r shall not be required to pay BOrrower any 
interest ot e:unings on such proCeeds .. Fees for public adjusters, or other third parties, retainet1 by 
'Borrower sbal1 not be paid out of the insur.mce proceeds and shall be the: sole obligation of Borrower. (f 
the restoration or repair is 110( economically f~"ble or Lender's ~urity would be lessened, the insurance 
:~~~~~~~=d~~=4S~~~~~:': 
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the excess if any paid ro Borrower Such insurance proceeds shag be applied in the order provided for in
Section 2
if Borrower abandons rho Property Lender may rite negotiate and settle airj available insurance
claim and related matters if Borrower does not respond within 30 days to a notice from Lender fiat the
insurance carrier has offered m seule a claim then Lender may negotiate acd settle die claim The 30day
period will begin when the notice is given In either event or if Lender acquires the Property under
Section 22 or otherwise Borrower hereby assigns to Lender a Borrowersrights to any insurance
proceeds in an amount not to exceed the amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument and
b any other of Borrowersrights other than die right to any refund of unearned premiums paid by
Borrower under all insurance policies covering the Property insofar as such rights are applicable to the
coverage of she Property Lender may use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the property or
to pay amounts unpaid under the Nate or ibis Security lnitrument wbedier or not then due
6 Occupattey Borrower shall occupy establish ark ase tic Property as Borrower principal
residence within fin days after the execution of this Security InstjuinPnt and shall continue to accupy the
Property as Borrower principal residence for at least one year after the date of occupancy unless Larder
otherwise agrees in writing wfkb consent shall not be wireasonably withheld or unless extenuating
circumstances exist which are beyond Borrower control
7 Preservation Mainteoauee and Protecton of the Property Inspections Borrower shall not
destroy damage or impair the Property allow the Property to deteriorate or cbstimit waste on the
Property Whether or not Borrower is residing in the Property Borrower shall maintain the Property in
order to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in value due to its condition Unless it is
determined pursima to Section 5 that repair or restoration is not economically feasible Borrower sbali
proutp ly repair the Property it damaged to avoid further deterioration or damage if instimnez or
condcamatioa proceeds are paid in connection wirb damage to or the taking of the Property Borrower
shall be responsible for repairing or restoring the Property only if Leader has released proceeds for such
purposes Lewder shay disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series of
progress payments as the work is completed If the insurance or condemnation proceeds are not sufficient
to repair or restore the Property Borrower is not relievcd of Borrowers obligation for the completion of
such repair or restoratiou
Lender or its anent may make reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property If it has
reasonable cause Lender racy inspect tbe interior of the improvements an the Property leader shall give
Borrower mice at the time ofor prior to such an interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause
S BorrowersLoan Application Borrower shall be in default if during the Loan application
process Borrower or any persons of entities acting at the direction of Borrower or with Borrowers
knowledge er consent gave materially false misleading or inaccurate information or statements to Lender
or failed to provide Lendcr with material information in cotit ection with the Loan Material
representations include but are not limited to representatioiss concerning Borrowersoccupancy of the
Property as Borrower principal residence
9 Protection of LendersInterest is the Property and Bights tinder this Security InArtttnent If
a Borrower fails to perform the covenants and agrcements contained in this Security fnstrurnertt b there
is a legal proceeding that might significantly affocx Lendersinterest in the Property andOr rights under
this Security Instrument such as a proceeding in bazikruptcy probate for condemnation or forfeiture for
enforcement of a lien which may attain priority over this Security Instrrrrtent or ro enforce laws or
regulations orcBorrower has abandoned the Property then Lender may do and pay for whatever is
reasonable or appropriate to protect Lendersinterest in the Property and rights under this Security
Instrument including protecting ar4lor assessing the value of the Property and securing andJor repairing
the Property bendersactions can include but are not limited to a paying any sums secured by a lien
which bas priority over this Security Instrument b appearing in court and e paying reasonable




the exceSS. if any. paid to BorrowC!'. Such insurmce proceeds shall be applied in the oldet provide<! foc in 
Sectio1l2. 
If orrower abandons the Propert , Lendet may file, negotiate an  settle an') a ail3ble lm;ur'J.Ilcc 
clai  and related atters. IF Borrower does o~t respond within 30 day~ to a notic~ fro  Leader ma( the 
insurnnce emier has o fered to settle a clai , then ender ay negotiate arA s tle the cla . he D-day 
period iU begin hen the Dmice is given. In either event, or if lender acquires the roperty under 
ti  22 ()t' ot er ise, orro er hereby assigns to ender (lI) rr er's rigbts to a  insurance 
proc eds in an a cunt noe to excee  the a ounts unpaid under tbe ote or t is rity IllStrt Ie t,  
(b) any other ot Borrower's rights (~ther than [be right to any refund Df unearned premiums paid by 
orro er) under all insurance policies covering the PiOpert)', insofar as such rights are applicable to the 
coverage of the Property. Lendet may use the'insu.r.mce proceeds either to repair or restore the Property or 
to pay amounts unpaid under the Note or tb1s Secur:ity Jnsirnmen[, wbeuler or JlOt then due. 
6. ct au.c  •. orro er s all cc , esta lis , and use the r ert  as rr er's ri ci al 
residence ithin 60 d<tYs fter t e e e tion f t is ric  IDstroment  s ll tinue to occ y t e 
Property as orro er's principal residence for at least o.nc year after the date of occupancy, unless Lender 
other ise agrees in writin~ llicb consent shall not be unreasonably ilbheld, or unless c.'ttenuacing 
ircu stances i t hich are  rr er' 5 tr l. 
7. Prrsenratiooj ainteDanee and PrGtemoD or the Property; lnspediollS_ .Borrower shaU not 
. destroy, damage OT impair the Prope~. allow the Property to deteriorate or commie w.tste on the 
.Ptopeny. hether or cot Borrower is residing in the Propeny, Borrower shall maintain the Property in 
order to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in value dne to its condition. Urue"":> it j& 
detennined pursuant to Section S mar zepalr or restoration is not econo ically feasible, orro er shall 
peompt1y repair the Property if damaged to avoid furtber 4eterioxatioa or da.otlge. H iu.surance or 
condemnation pfO(:ceds are paid in connection wirb damag~ to, or the t3king of, the Propeny, Borrower 
shall be responsible for repairing or restoring the Property oaly if Lentter has released proceeds for such 
plJ1'}J04eS. Lender may disburse pt'o~ for the repairs and restoration in II single payment or in a series of 
progress p3j1IIleDtS as the work is. corop1Cted. If the insurance or I;otldemnation proceeds are noi suffIcient 
to repair or restore the Property, Borrowc( is not reliC'/cd of Borrower's obligation for tbe completion of 
such repair or resroratiOIl. . 
Lender or its agent may make reasonable entries upon and icspections of the Propert)'. If it has 
~nablc cause., e er may inspect the- i teri r f t e i r e eurs o  m  r erty. Lender sball giv~ 
BorroW\:%' notice at the time of or prior to such an .interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause. 
. orrower's oan pplication. orro er shaIl be i  default if. during tbe oan application 
process, Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direcrlon of Borrower or with Borrower's 
knowlrogc- or consent gave materially false, misle3di~. or itlaccur.lte hlformation or stltetnents to Lender . 
(or bilcd to provide Lender with material information) in collllectionwim the Loan. aterlal 
teprcsent:ltions include. but are not Jimired to,representaDoris concemlng Borrower's occupancy of the: 
Property as Borrower's principal residence. . 
. r t ti  r enderts I t r st in t  r ert   Ri t  U er t is ceurlt  I strument. [f 
(a) Borrower faiJ~ to perform the coverumts and agr=ments contained in chis Security Instrument. (b) there 
is a leg:ll proce:ding that might significantly affect Lender's interest in the Property and/or rights un<iq 
this SCCllrity Instrument (such as a proceeding in bankruptcy. probate. for tondemnation or forfeiOll"et for 
enfon;e ent of a lien hich ay attain priority over this· Sccutity Inst:rument or [C alfOla: la s or 
regulations), ode} I:lorrow~ has. abandoned the Property. tben Lender- may do and pay for whatever is 
reasonable ot: appropriate to protect Lender's -interest in the Jtroperry and rights under this Security 
. Instruuient. including protecting aqd/or assessing the valne of the Property. and securing andJor repairing 
me Propeny. Lender's actions C3Il include. but are not li ited to: (a) paying any sums secured by a lien 
wbid> h2s priority "'''' Ih~· So:uritJ _, (1)) ap"."ru,g in "'~) p.ytns <=mabie 
. "'11f_1s: ~ 
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attorneys fees to protect its interest in the Property andlor rights under this Security Instrument including
its secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding Securing the Property includes but is not limited to
entering the Property to make repairs change locks replace or board up doors and windows drain water
from pipes eliminate budding or other code violations or dangerous conditions and have utilities turned
on or off Although Lender may take action under this Section 9 Lewder does not have to do so and is not
under any dur1or obligation to do so It is agrees that Lender incurs no liabilirf for not taking any or alI
actions authorized under ibis Section9
Any amounts disbursed by Leader under this Section 9 shall become additional dent of Borrower
secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate from the date of
disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from Lender to Borrower requesting
paym
this Security Instrumenr is on a Icasebold Borrower shall comply with all the provisions of the
lease If Borrower acquires fee title to the Property the leasehold and the fee title shall not merge unless
Lender agrees to the merger in writing
10 Mortgage Insurance if Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condirion of making rite Loan
Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain the MortgageInsurance in effect If for any reason
the Mortgage Insucmcecovetag required by Lender ceases to be available from the mortgage insurer that
previously provided such Insurance and Borrower was required to make separately designated payments
toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to obtain
coverage substantially equivalent to the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect at a cost substantially
egnivalem to the cast to Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect from an alternate
mortgage insurer selected by Lender If substantially equivalent Mortgage Insurance coverage is not
available Borrower shall continue to pay La Lender the amount of the separately designated Payments that
were due when the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect Lender will accept use and retain dose
payments as a nonrefundable loss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance Such loss reserve sball be
nonrefundable notwithstanding the fact that the Loan is uldmately paid in fait and Lender shall not be
required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such loss reserve Lender cati no longer require loss
reserve payments if Mortgage Insurance coverage in the amount and for the period that Lender requires
provided by an insurer selected by Lender again becomes available is obtained and lender requires
separately designated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Imsurance If Lender required Mortgage
Insurance as a condition of making the Loan and Borrower was required to make separately designated
payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to
t maintain Mortgage Insurance in effect or to provide a nofrrefundable loss reserve until Leaders
regairemm for Mortgage Insurance ends in accordance with any written agreement between Borrower and
Lender providing for such termination or until termination is required by Applicable Law Nothing in this
Section 10 affects Borrower obligation to pay interest at the rate provided in the Note
i Mortgage Insurance reimburses Lender or any entity that purchases the Note for certain losses it
may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed Eormwer is not a party to the Mortgage
Insurance
Mortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insurance in force from time to time and may
enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk or reduce kisses These agreements
are on terms and conditions tbat are satisfactory to the mortgage insurer and the other party parties to
these agreements Tbese agreements may require the mortgage insurer to make payments 113109 any source
of funds that the mortgage insurer may have available which may include funds obtained from Mortgage
Insurancepreatil
As a result of these agreements Lender any purchaser or the Note another insurer any r6rtsurer
any odrer entity or any affiliate of any of the foregoing may receive directly or indirectly amounts that
derive from or might be characteerized as a portion of Borrowers payments for Mortgage Insurance in
exchange for sharing or modifying the mortgage insurer risk or reducing losses If such agreement
provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of the insurer risk in exchange for a share of the
premiums paid to the insurer the arrangement is often termed captive reinsurance Further
a Any such sgreements will got affect the amounts that Borrower has agreed to pay For
Mortgage Insurance or any other terms of the Loan Such agreenmats will not increase theamomt
Borrower will owe for Mortgage Insurance and theywill not entitle Borrower to any refund
NMPO6Ain1omost Phe a or t6
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attorne"JS' fe::s to protecr its interest in the PropewJ and/or rights under this Security Iastnunent, including 
its secured posiriQn in a bankruptcy proceeding. Seeming the Property includes, but is not limited to, 
entering the Property to make repairs, change locks, replace or boord up doors and indo s, drain water 
from pipes, eJimiDare building or other code violations or dangerous conditions, and have utilities turned 
on or off, AlthQugh L¢nder may take action under this Section 9, Lender docs no! have to do so and is no! 
~e  any duty or obligation to do s . It is agreed that Lender incurs no lia ilit"1 for not tIlting any or ail 
actions authorized under Ibis S ction.9. 
Any a ounts disbursed. by Lender under this Secti(ln 9 shall become additioual debt of orrower 
secured by thi$ Security Instru ent. These amcun£S shall bear interest ae the Note rate from the date of 
disbursement and shall be payabte. with SllCh interest, upon notic:: fro  Lender to Borrower requesting 
payment. 
If this Sa:ur:il:y JnsttuInen[ is on a leasebold. Borro er shal! co ply ith aU the pravisions of the 
l~e.. If orro er acquires fee tide to the Propel1'J. the leasehold and the fee title shall RO[ erge unless 
Lender agI"eC$ to the erger in riting. 
10. ortgage lnsurauce. If Lender required ortgage Insurance as a conditiOIl' CYf making me Loan, 
orrower shall pay rhe pre iu s required to aintain the ortgage lnsurancc i  effect. If. for any reason, 
the ortgage Il1SUI':IIlCC.covc:rage required ~ ender ceases to be available fto  the ortgage insurer tbat 
previously provided. such insurance and Borrower was required ro mak~ separately designated paymcnfS 
to ard the pre iu s for Motf~age InsuraDl:e, orro er shall pay the pre iu s required to obtain 
coverage substmtially equivalent [0 Ihe ortgage Insurance previously in effect, at a cost subszantially 
eqwvalenr: to the cost to Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance prcviousJy in effect, from an alternate 
mortgage insurer selected by Lender. If substanl:ially equivalexl[ ortgage Insurance coverage is oot 
llVllilable, orro er sball conthme to pay III ender the ~t of Ihe separately designated pay ents that 
Wa'C due when Ihe _ranee coverage ceased to be in effect. Lender ill accept. use aDd retain these 
payments as a DOD-rcfundablc loss reserve in lieu of ortgage Insurance. Such loss reserve shall be 
non-refundable, notwithstanding the fact tIuU the Loan is ultimately paid ill full, and Lender shail not be 
required tD pay Borrower any interest or earilings on such loss TC3crve. Lender can no longer require 10M 
reserve p-.tyments if ortgage lnsU1'llJ1Ce coverage Cm the a ount and for !:he period that Lender requires} 
provided by an insurer selected by Lender again becomes availab-Ie, is obtained, and Lender requires 
~ly dcslgnated pqments (ow"rd the premiums for Mortgage Iru.'UI'3~. If Lender fe1t1Jired Mortgage 
1nsu ce   :oru:lidon f i  tb   .a  rr ct s r ir  t   r t l  i t  
payments toward the premiumS for ortgage Insurance, Borrower shall pay the premiums required-to 
aintain ortgage Insurance i  effect. or to provide a non-refundable loss reserve. until ender's 
requirement for ortgage Insutance ends ill accordance with any written agree ent between Borrower and 
Lender providing for such termiDation or until tcmllnation is required by Applicable Law. Nothing in this 
ti   t  r wer's li ri  t   i rere t t t  r t:  i  i  t  t . ' 
Mortgage Insurance reimburses Lender (or any entity that purchases the Note) for certain losses it 
may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed. Borrower is, not a pany to the ortgage 
I sUllll1Ce. . 
Mortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insuraru:e in force from time to time, and may 
enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk, or reduce losses. These agreements 
are on rmns and coDditions tb:at are satisfactory to the ortgage insurer and the other party (or parties) to 
tJu= qreements. These agreements may require tbe mortgage irusuter to make payments using any source 
of funds chat the ortgage insurer ay have available ( hich ay include funds obtained fro  ortgage )osurnnce premiwns).,· . 
As a result of chese agreements, Lender. any purchaser or the Note, anotlter insurer, any reinsurer, 
an,! other entity, or any affiliate of any of the foregoing, Dlay receive (directly or indirectly) amountS that 
derive fro . (ot ight be characteri%ed as) a portion of orrower's pay ents for Qrtgage Insu1'3nCe, In 
excbange fOI sharing or odifying the ortgage insurer's ri:sk. or reducing losses. If such agreement 
provides that an affiliate of leJJder Utkes a share of the insurer's risk in exchange for a share of the 
premiwns paid to the insurer. the arrangement is often tenned "captive rcinsutaJll:e." Further: 
(a) AIl.y such agreements will .DOt .freet the amounts that Borrower bas agreed to pay rol" 
Mortgage lnsur:I~t or any other terms or the Loan. Such agreeDlCZlu wiD not increase the aJnount--
Bo<romr mo OW< tor Mortpg.~. and they wiD DOt..-~M:'-' 
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b Azy such agreements will not affect the rights Borrower has if any with respect to the
Mortgage Inmcs under the Homeowner Protection Act of 1995 or any other law These rights
may include the right to receive certain cTiselosures to request and obtain cancellation of the
Mortgage Insurance to have the Mortgage Insur terminated automatically andorto receive a
refund of any Mortgage Insurance premiums that were unearned at the timeof such cancellation or
termination
11 Assignment of Miscellaneous Prods Forfeiture All Miscellaneous Proceeds are hereby
assigned ro and shall be paid to Lender
If the Property is damaged such Wwellaaeous Proceeds shall be applied to restoration or repair of
the Property if the restoration or repair is economticaliy feasible and Lenders security is not lessened
During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to hold such Miscellaneous Proceeds
until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work has been completed to
Lenders satisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly Lender may pay for the
repairs and restoradoa in a single disbursement or in a series of progress payments as the work is
completed Unless an agreement is tirade in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lender security would
be lessened the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instnment
whether or not then due with the eaass if any paid to Borrower Such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be
applied in the order provided far in Section 2
In the event of a total taking destruction or Ioss in value of the Property the Miscellaneous
Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Securiry Instrument whether or not then duo with
the excess if any paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which the Fair market
value of the Property ittunediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value is equal 10 or
greater than the amount of the sums secured by this Security Insmiment immediately before the partial
taking destruction or loss in value unless Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the sums
secured by this Security Instrumtcm shall be reduced by the amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds
jmultiplied by the following fraction a the total aunounr of the sums secured immediatcly before the
partial taking destruction or loss in value divided by b the fair market value of The Property
ithtnuediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value Any balance shall be paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the lsroperty in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value is less than the
amount of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value unless
Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums
secured by this Security Instrument whether or not the sums are then due
If the Property is abandoned by Borrower or if after notice by Leader to Borrower that the
Opposing Party as defined in the neat sentence offers to make an award to settle a claim for damages
Borrower fails to respond to Lender within 30 days after the date the notice is given Leader is authorized
to collect and apply the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to restoration or repair of the Property or to the
sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due Opposing Parry cans the third party
i that owes BorrowerMiscellaneousProce d or the party against whom Borrower has a right of action in
regard to Miscellaneous Proceeds
Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding whether civil or criminal is begun that in
Luxlersjudgment could result in forfeiture of the Property or other material impairment of tenders
interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrunent Borrower errs cure such adefault and if
acceleration has occurred reinstate as provided in Section 19 by causing the action or proceeding to be
dismissed with a ruling that in Lender judgment precludes forfeiture of the Property or ocher material
inhpairrnent of Lendersinterest in the Property or rights under this Security Fnstru rent The proceeds of
any award or claim for damages that are attributable to the impairment of Lendersinterest in the Properly
are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender
All Miscellaneous Pttaceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Property shall be
applied in theorder provided for inSection 2
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(0) ny such agTe ients will not affect the lights Bornlwer has - if any - ith respect to the 
origage h:Isnrance under the Ho eowners Protedon Act of 1998 or any other Jaw. These rights 
ay indude the right to reccive certain disclosurts. to request and obtain c:lDcelIafion of the 
:Mortgage Insurance, to ha"e the ortgage Insurance tenumated autc aticaUy, and/or to receve a 
refuod or any Mo11g11~ .f.nsur:ml:1l pre iu s that ere unearned at the 1inle of such C'JnceUation or 
te o titl . 
11. ssignment 0{ iscellaueous roceeds; Forfeiture. ll iscellaneous roceeds arc hereby 
zsigned to and sball be paid to Lender. 
If the Property is da a . :iuc  Miscen neous ~eds s ll e a lie  to rc t f3tion  re i  f 
the r ert , if the resr ration or r ir i  i ll  feasi le  er's s rit  is t less . 
During such repair and restOration. period, Lender shall ha.ve the right to bold such isceUaneous Proceeds 
untIl Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such roperty to ensure the ork has been co pleted to 
Lender's satisfaction. provided that such in..-pectionshall be undemken pro ptly. Lender ay pay for the 
repairs and restor<ltion i  a single. disburse ent or i  a series of progress pay ents as the ork is 
co pleted. nless an agree ent is made in riting or pplicable La  requires interest to be paid on such 
iscellane s' r s, ender sbaI! t be r ire  t  ay 'QrTower  iru r r r mia s a   
isceflaneous r cee s. If t e rest rati  r re air is t ec icall  feasi le r e er's sec rit  l  
e les . t e iscellaneous r cee s ll be lie  to t  s s r   t i  rity I tru t, 
lt tll r r t the  due, ith rh.c Cll.'tSS~ if a . paid to rr er. uch iscellane s r cee s sbaI1 be 
applied in the order provided for in Section 2. . 
 the ent   l cal . Cc ,  loss in l e  t e rt ,  isceUaneous 
Proceeds slmlJ be applied to the su s secured by this Security lllstru ent. hether or not men due, ith 
the excess, if any, paid to orro er. 
In (be event of a paftial taking. deStruction. or loss in value of the Property in hich the fair arket 
vahle of the Property immediately before the partial tiking, destruction. or los! in value is equal to or 
greater than the a ount of the su s secured by this Security Instru ent i ediately before the partial 
Cl i . str ti . r 10s$ i  l . l ss rr r  r t r is  r  i  riting" t  s s 
ml  s  nsttu enl l         isce laneous  
multiplied by the following fraction: (a) the total amoUnt of the sums secured immediately bcfon; the 
partial taIcing, destruction,. or Jc>:!.:1 in ~alue divided by' (b) ~ fa.ir market value of the Property 
immediately before the partial Wdng. desnuction. or loss in value. ny balance shall be paid to orro er. 
In the cvent of a partial taking. destruction. or loss in value of the l'roperty in hich rhe fair arket 
value of the Property i ediately before the pani31 taking. destruction. or loss in value i3 less than the 
3lIlount of !he su s secured i ediately before the rti l taIdng. destruction. or loss i  value, unless 
orro er and Lender other ise agree in r..ring, rhe iscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the .swns 
secured by Ibis Security (nsttwnenl: hether or nor the su s are then due. 
1f the Property is abandoned by Borrower, or if, after notic: by Lender to Borrower that the 
Opposlng Patty (as defmed in the cett SCtltence) offers to make an award to settle a claim for damages, 
Borro er fails to respond to Lender ~tllin 30 day's after the date me notice is given. Lender is authorized 
to collect and apply the iscellaneous Proc:ed$ either to restoration or repair of d1c Property or to the 
SIUllS secured by this Security Instrument, whether or not then due. "Opposing Party" means the chird party 
mat o es orro er iscellaneous 'Proceeds or the party against ho  orro er has a right of action i  
regard to Miscellaneous Proceeds. 
Borrower shall be in defaalt if any action or proceeding, whether civil or cri inal. is begun that. in 
Letxler's judg ent, could result in-forfeiture of the Property or other aterial i pait enC of l.ender's 
interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument. Borrower c:::.u:l cure such a, ~uLt and. if 
accelerati  has cc rred, rei state as r i e  i  ecti  ,  e:lWling t e acti  r r cee i  t  e 
dismissed with a ruUng that, in Lender's judgment, precludes forfeirure of the Property or other material 
jmpainncnl of LeJu1er's int~st in the PropclljI or rights under this Securjty Instrument. The proceeds of 
any award or clai  for da ages that arc attributable co the i pair mc of Lender·s interest in the Property 
.are hereby assigned alId shalJ be p-..ud to Lender. 
All iscenaneous Proceeds that Me not applied to restoration or repair of the Property shall be 
applied in the order provided for in Section 2. 
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12 Borrower Not Released Forbearance By Lender Not a W21ver Extension of the time for
payment or modification of amortization of the sours secured by this Security instrument granted by Lender
to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall nor operate to release the liability of Borrower
or any Successors in Interest of Borrower Lender shall not be required Co commw proceedings against
any Successor in Interest of Borrower or to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify
amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instttunenc by season of any demand made by the original
Borrower or any Successors in interest of Borrower Any forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or
remedy including without linritation Leadersacceptance of payments from third persons entities or
Successors in Interest of Borrower or in amounts less than the amount rhea due shall not be awaiver of or
preclude the exercise of atiy rigbt or remedy
13 Joint and SeveralLiahillty Cosigners Successors and Assigns Bound Borrower covenants
and agrees that Borrowersobligations and liability shall be joint and several However any Borrower who
I casigns this Security Instrument but does not execute the Note a cosigner a is cosigning this
Security Instrument only to mortgage grant and convey the cosigner interest to the Property under the
itermsof this Security Instrument b is not personally obligated to pay the sums secured by this SecurityInstrument and c agrees that Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend modify forbear o
make any accommodations with regard to the terms of this Security Instrument or the Note without the
cosigner consent
Subject to the provisions of Section 18 any Successor in Interest of Borrower who assumes
Borrowersobligations under this Security Instrument in writing and is approved by Lender shall obtain
all of Borrowers tights and benefits under this Security Instrument Borrower shall not be released from
Borrowersobligations and liability under this Security Instrumen unless Lender agrees to such release in
writing The covenants and agreemetus of this Security Instrument shall bind eewept as provided in
Section 20 and benefZt the successors amd assigns ofLender
14 Loan Cbargm Lender may charge Borrower fees for services performed in connection with
Borrowersdefault for the purpose of protecting Lendersinterest in the Property mid rights under this
Security Instrument including but not limited to attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees
In regard to ray other fees the absence of express authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific
fee to Borrower shall not be construed as a prohibition on the charging of such fee Lender Tray not charge
fees Otic are expressly prohibited by this Security Instrument or by Applicable Law
If the Loan is subject to a law which sets maximum loancharges and that law is finally interpreted so
that the interest or other lotus charges collected or to be collected in connection with the loan exceed the
permitted limits then a any such loan charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce the
charge to the perraitted limit and b any sums already collected from Borrower which exceeded permitted
limits will be refunded to Borrower Lender may choose to make this refund by reducing the principal
owed under the Note or by making a direct payment to Borrower If a refund reduces principal the
I reduction will be treated as a partial prepayment without any prepayment charge whether or not a
prepayment ebarge is provided for trader the Note Borrowersacceptance of any such refund roade by
i direct payment to Borrower will constitute a waiver of any right of action Borrower might have arising out
of such overcharge
15 Notices All notices given by Borrower or Lender in connection with this Security imtrumenr
must be in writingAny notice to Borrower in connection with this Security Ira nlment shall be deemed to
have beat given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail or when actually delivered to Borrowers
notice address if seat by other means Notice to any one Borrower shall constitute notice to 211 Borrowers
j unless Applicable Law expressly requires otherwise The notice address shall be the Property Address
unless Borrower has designated a substitute notice address by notice to Lender Borrower shall promptly
notify LenderofBorrower change of address If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting Borrower
change of address then Borrower shall only report a change a address through that specified procedure
There may be only one designated notice address under this Security Instrument at any one tine Any
notice to Lender shall be given by delivering it or by mailing it by first class mail to Lendersaddress
stated unless Lender has designated another address by notice to Borrower Any notice in
connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed to have been given to Lender until actually
received by Lender If any notice required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applicable
Law ttse Applicable Law requirement will satisfy the corresponding requiremeunder this Security
Instrument
Inidat1
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.12. :Borrower Not hlease , Forhearance By Lender Not a :Uver. Extension of the time for 
payment or modifiCation of amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrumeo[ granted by Lender 
to BQl1tlwer or any Successor in Interest of .Borrower shall not opernte to release lhe liabili.ty of orro er 
01' any Successors in Interest of Borro er. Lender shall not be required CO co mence proceedings against 
any Successor in Interest of Borrower or to refuse to extend ti e for pay ent or other ise odiry 
a ortization of the su s sec red by this Sec rit  Instr ment by reas  of any e a  ade by the original 
Borrower or any' Succ-essors in lnterest of Borrower • .ArJ.y forbe::lra.nce by Lender in exercising aJl'f right or 
remedy including, without limitation, Lender's acceptanc= of paymenrs from third persons, entities or 
Succe3S0rl in Interest f o ro er r in a ounts le s than the a ount t en du , l t be . aiver of or 
preclude the exercise of any right or remedy. 
13, Joint  Several Liability; o-signenj uccessors and sslgllS ound. orrower covenants 
a d agrees that rr r's Obligations nd lia ilit'J s all be joint a  se eral. e er, a  orro er ho 
co-signs this Security Instru ent bur does not ex~tlte the ote (a ·co-sigocrU): (a) is -s ing this 
ecurity IJlStIUlIII:nt only to ortgage, grant and COJlVey the CQ-signer's intereSt in the roperty undtr the 
terms of this Security IllStrUlllellt; (0) is noe personally obligated ro pa.y the sums secured by this .SC1:urity 
losttumcnt; and (c) agrees that Lender and any other Borro er can agree to extend, modify, forbear OJ: 
~ a y a e -dli l1$ ith re r  t  t  t :nns f t is rit  Instru ent r the te ith t t  
co-signer's coosenr. 
Subject to the provisions of Section 18, :my uccessor i  Interest of orro er ho assu es 
Borro er's obligations under this Security Instru ent in riting. and is approved by Lender, shall obrain 
ll f rr er's rights a  fils r t is alcicy I str t. rr er s .'lll t  r le s  fr  
Borro er's obligations and liability under this Security Instnunent unlC3:S Lender agrees to such release in 
writing. The covenanm and agreements of this Security Instrument shall bind (e.:u:ept as provided in. 
ecti  )  e efit t  s ccess rs 3lld assi s f e er. 
14. Loan Charges. Lender ay charge Bo.rro er fees for services perfor ed in connection ith 
Borrower's default, for the purpose of protecting Lender's interest in lite Property and right3 under this 
Security TostrnmeJ1(, including, but not limited to, attDme}'S' fees., property inspeetiOD am! valuation fees, 
In regard to any other fees, the absence of express :tUthority in this Security Insr.ru ent tQ charge a speciflc 
fee to orro er shall not be comtrued as a prohibition on the charging of such fee: Lender mAY not cllarge 
fees c1l2c ace expressly prohibited by this Securi[)' Instrument or by Applicable Law. 
If the Loan is subject to a law which sets maximum loan' charge$, and. that law is finally interpreted so 
t t t e i terest r t er l an c ar es c llecte  r t  e c llecte  i  c ecti  it  dI  Lo  e cee  t e 
permitted Iinlits. then: (a) any such lo~ clutrge s11all be reduced by tile amount necessary to reduce the 
dlarge to the pennitted li iC; and (b) any su s already collef:tcd fro  orro er hich exceeded per ined 
lu,uts will be refunded to Borrower. Lender may choose to make tbis refund by reducing the principal 
owed uOOer the Note or by m.aIdug a direct payment to Borrower; If a refund r~uces principal, It:e 
n:duc1ioo ill be treated as a partial prepay ent· ithout any prcpay e.ot charge ( hether or not a 
prepay ent charge is provided for under the ote). Borrower's acceptaoce of any such refitnd made by 
direct paYJll.CDt to Borrower will constitute a aiver of any right of action Borrower ight have arising out 
of such ovucharge. 
15. otices. AD notices given by orro er or Lender in connection ith Ibis Security r~"trumenr 
must be: in writing. Arty notice ED Bon:owet in cOMection with this Security Insn1lment shall be deemed to 
have been given to orro er hen ailed y first class ail or hen actually delivered to Borrowet:'~ 
notice addn:ss if sent by other me3l1.~. Nodce to anyone Bonuwer shaU constitute notice to all Borrowers 
UruC3S Applicable Law expre:ssly requires otherwise. The notice address shall be the Property Address 
WJless Borrower has designated a subStitute notice address by notice to Lender. Borrower shall pro ptly 
nDtify Lender.of Bon:ower's change of address. If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting BOlrOwet'S 
change of ~dress. then Borrower slla/1 only report a cbange of .address through that specified procedur~ 
1'hue ay be. only one designated notice address under this Security Instru ent at anyone time. ny 
notice to Lender sbaD be given by delivering it OT by mailing it by first class mail to Lender's address 
stated· herein unless ender has designated anomer address by nocice to orro er. ny notice in. 
connection ith this Security Instru ent shall not be dee ed [0 have been given to ender uotil acrually 
received by Lender. If any· ootice required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applicable 
Law. the pplicable La  require ent will satisfy "the corresponding reqUirZ WIder this SecuritY ~. . ... -Lt?m' "''''13 1101 
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Id Governing Law Severabiiity times of Construction This Security Instrument shall be
governed by federal law and die law of the jurisdiction in which ttm Property is located All tights and
obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any requirements and limitations of
Applicable Law Applicable Law might crplicidy or implicitly allow the parries to agree by contract or it
mighr be silent but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibition against agreement by contract In
the event that any provision or clause of this Security Instrument or the Note coufficts with Applicable
Law sudh conflict shall not affect other provisions of this Security Instrument or the Note which can be
given effect without the conflicting provision
As used in this Security Inmument a words of the masculine gender shall mean and include
corresponding neuter words or words of the feminine vender b words in the singular shall mean and
include the plural and vice versa and c the word may gives sole discretion without any obligation to
take any action
17 BorrowersCopy Borrower shall be given one copy of the Note and of this Security Instrument
1 18 Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18
Interesr in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited
to those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed izssrailment sales contract or
escrow agreement the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future dare to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or ifBorrower
is not a natural person and a beneficial fruerest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior
written consent Lender may require immediate payment in frill of all sums secured by this Security
IDS n nlew However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by
t Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall
provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15
within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay
these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by this
Security Instrumem without further notice or demand on Borrower
19 Borrower Right to Reinstate After Acceleration If Borrower meets certain conditions
Borrower shall have the right to have enforcement of this Security Instrument discontinued at arty time
prior to the earliest of a fivedays before sale of the Property pursuant to any power of sate contained in
this Sennuity Instrument b such other period as Applicable Law might specify for the termination of
Borrower right to reinstate or c entry of a judgment enforcing this Security Instrument Those
conditions am that Borrower a pays Lender all stuns which then would be due under this Security
Instrument and the Note as if no acceleration had occurred b cures any default of any other covenants or
agreements c pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instrument including but not limited
to reasonable attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees mad other fees incurred for the
purpose of protecting Lender interest in the Property and rights corder this Security Instrument and d
takes such action as Under may reasonably require to assure that Lendersinterest in the Property and
rights under this Security Instrument and Borrowersobligation to pay the sums secured by this Security
I Instrument shall continue unchanged Lender trey require that Borrower pay such reinstatement sutras and
expenses is one or more of the following forms as selected by Lender a cash b money order e
certified check bank check treasurerscheck or cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon
an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic
Funds Transfer Upon reinstatement by Borrower this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby
shall remain fully effective as if no acceleration had occurred Howevcr this right to reinstate shall not
apply in the case of acceleration under Section 18
20 Sale of Note Change of Loan Servicer Notice of Grievance The Note or a partial interest in
the Note together with this Security Instrument can be sold one or more times without prior notice to
Borrower A sale might result in a change in she entity known as the Loan Servicer that collects
Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security instrument and performs odw mortgage loan
servicing obligations antler the Note this Securiry Insnenrand Applicable Law There also might be
one or more dmgcs of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a sale of the Note If there is a change of the Loan
Servicer Borrower will be given written notice of the change which will state the name and address of the
new Loan Serviccr the address to which payments should be made and any orb information RESPA
Inl
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Hi. Governing La ; Seye.rability; Rnles of Construction. Tnis Security Instrument shall be 
governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdiction in whicll me Properr, is located. All rights and 
obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any require entS and limitations of 
Applicable Law. Applicable Law might c:plicidy or implicid y allow the parties Ul agree by COntraCt {lr it 
might ~e ~cnt. but such silence shall not be construed <LS a prohibition ag:tinst agree ent by contracr. In 
the event that any provision or clause of lhis Security Instru ent or the Note conflicts with Applicable 
La , such conflict shllll I10t affect otber provisioos of this Security Instnunent or me N{)te hich can be 
given effect witbout ttre conflicting provision. 
s wred in this Security lnsttu ent: (a) ords of the asculine gender shall ean and include 
corresponding neuter ords or ords of the fe inine gender; (b) ords in fhe singular shall ean and 
include the plural. and vice. versa; and (c) tIle ord "may' gives sole discretion ilhout any obligation to 
rake any action. 
17. OlTo ers opy. orro er shall be given One copy of the ote and of this ecurity Instru ent. 
IS. ramfer f the r rty r a e eficial Interest iII rr er. s se  i  t is ecti  . 
-lnreresr i  the ropertyft eans my legal or benef1cial interest in the r ert , including. but not li ited 
to, [bOse beneficial interes13 vansferred in a bond fer deed, conmer for deed. insrall ent sales coni:ract or 
escro  agree cnr. the intent of hich is the transfer of [itle by Borro er at a future date to a purchaser .. 
11 aU or any part of the PropertY OJ any Interesl i  the Property is sold or tmnsferred (or if orro er 
is ot  natural ers  and  fl ial inlen:st i  rr er i  s l  OT tr Sf rr ) itli t er's rior 
written consent. l.coder ay require i.auru:diatc pay ent in full of an su s secured by this Securiry 
Instnunem. However. fhis option shall not be exercised by :lender if such exercise is prohibited I>y 
Applicable Law. . . 
]f Lender exercises thi$ optio~ Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration. The notice shall 
provide a period of not less than 30 days from the dare the notice is given in accordance with Section ] 5 
within which BQrrowel' Ulust pay all sums seeured by this Security lIlStIUIllent. If Borrower fails to pay 
tbese SlUII3 prior to the e..tpiration of this period. Lender ay invoke an, re edies per itted by this 
Security Instru enr imont f1.1rtller OOlic:e or dema11d on Borro er. 
19. orrower's i t (I) einstate fter Aeeeler~tiDn. If orro er eets certain conditions. 
orro er shall have the right to have enforce ent of this ecurity Instru ent discontinued at any ti  
prior to rbe earliest of; (~ tIve. days before sale of the Property pursuant to any power of sale contained in 
this Security Instru ent; (b) such _ otbc~ period as pplicable a  ight. specify for the wnnination of 
Borrower', right to reinstat~; or (e) entry of a judg ent enforcing this Securiry Instru ent. Those 
c:ODditions are that Borrower: (a) pays Lender all sums which then would be due under this Securi.tY 
.In.stro e t  t  (c    l   rr d; (b) Cllres  lt   ili    
agremlents; (c) pays all expenseS incurred in enfutCmg this ~urity Instrument, including, but not limited 
to. reasonable attorneys' fees, propertY inspection and valuation fees, and other fees incurred for the 
purpose of protecting !.:ender's interest in the Property and rights llIlder this Security Instrument; aad (d.) 
takes such action as LeDder may ~ly require to assure that Lender's interest in the Property and 
rights under this Security fu:ttrumellt t and Borrower's obligation to pay the su s secured by this Security 
Icst.rume:nt, sbaJI condnue uncbanged.. Lender II'.ay require that Borrower pay stich reinstate ent sums and 
~enses in one or m~rc of the foUowmg forms. as selected by Lender: (a) cash; (b) moocy order: (c) 
certified check, bank check, treasurer's cbcclc or cashier's check, provided any sudl check is dr.l n upon 
an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal ageru:y. iostrumcntllit'j or entity: or Cd) Electronic 
Funds Transfer. Upon reinstatemt:nt by Borrower, this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby 
shall re ain tuny effective as if no acce1enJtion bad occurred. However. tltis right 10 reinstate shall not 
apply in the case of acceleration under Section 18. . . 
. . 20. S:de of ote; ChaDge ut LoaD Servicer; otice of rievance. The ote or a patt'ial interest in 
the Nate (rogether with thls Security Instru.mem) can be sold ooe or .IIlIm times without priar notice to 
Borrower. A sale DJight rt3u1r in a change in the entity (known as the "Loan Scrvicer-) that collects 
Periodic PaJ. cnts due under the ote and this Security Instru ent and perfor s otl'..er ortgage loan 
~cing obligations tlllde.r the Note, this Security Jnstrumenr. and Applicable Law. There also roight be 
ODe or more cllanges of me Loan Setvicer unrelated 10 a sale of the NOle. If there is a change of the Loan 
Servicer. Borrower will be given written nolice of me cbange which ..viII state the na e and address of me 
n   erviccr. t e ~  t  ich ~ should b    ~orm:J.tion RESP~ 
IAIJ ~ 
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requires in connection with a notice of transfer of servicing if the Note is sold and therm er the Loan is
serviced by a Loan Services other than the purchaser of the Note the mortgage loan servicing obligations
to Borrower will rennin with the Loan Servicer or be transferred to a successor Loan Servicer and are not
assumed by the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided by the Note purchaser
Neither Borrower nor Lender may commence join or be joined to any judicial action as either an
individual litigant or the member of a class that arises from the other parrysions pursuant to this
Securirj Instrument or that alleges that the other party bas breached any provision of or any duty awed by
reason of this Set Art Instrument until such Borrower or Lender has notified the other party with such
notice giver in compliance wirh the requirements of Section 15 of such alleged breach and afforded the
other party hereto a reasonable period after the giving of such notice to take C017tctivc action If
Applicable Law provides a iirne period v4hmust elapse before certain action can be taken that tine
period will be deemed to be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph The notice of acceleration and
opportunity to cure given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to
Borrower pursuant to Section IS shall be deemed to satisfy the Mice and opportunity to take corrective
action provisions of this Section 20
21 Hazardotu Substances As used in this Section 21 a Hazardow Substances are those
substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances pollutants or wastes by Environmental law and the
following substances gasoline kerosene other tlanunabie or toxic petroleum products toxic pesticides
and herbicides volatile solvents materials containing asbestos or formaldehyde and radioactive materials
b Environmental Law means federal laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the Property is located that
relate to health safety or environmental protection c E1161mrental Cleanup includes any response
action remedial action or removal action as defined In Environmental Law and d an Environmental
Condition means a condition that can cause contribute to or otherwise trigger an Envuoumend
Cleanup
Borrower shall not cause or permit the presence use disposal storage or release of any Hazardous
Substances or threaten to release any F3azardous Subst on or in the Property Borrower shall not do
nor allow anyone else to do anything affecting the property a that is in violation of any Environmental
Law bwhich createsanEnvironmenial Condition or c which dire to the presence use or release of a
Hazardous Substance creates a conditioa that adversely affects the value of the Property The preceding
two sentences shall not apply 10 the presence use or storage on the Property of small quantities of
Hazadous Substances that are generally reco to be appropriate to natural resideacW uses and to
malnmDance of the Property including but not lWaited to hazardous substances in consumer products
Borrower shall promptly give Lender written notice of a any investigation claim demand lawsuit
or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any
Hazardous Substance or Environmental taw of which Borrower has actual knowledge b any
Environmental Condition including but nor limited to any spilling leaking discharge release or threat of
release of nay Hazardous Substance and c any condition caused by the presence use or release of a
Hazardous Substance which adversely affects the value of the Property If Borrower learns or is nodtted
by any governmental or regulatory authority or any private party that any removal or other remediation
of any Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary Borrower shall promptly take all necessary
remedial actions in accordance with Environmental Law Nothing herein shall create any obligation on
Lender for an Environmental Cleanup
im
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require:; in connecrion with ~ notice of transfer of sel""/icing. If the Noce is sold and therl2ft.er the Loan is 
serviced by a Loan Setvicer other than the purchaser of the Note. the mortgage loan serJicing obligations 
to Bonower will remain with me Loan Servicer or be transferred to a successor Loan Senoicer :md are not 
assumed by !.he Note purchaser unless otl:ienvise provided by the Note purchaser. 
Neither Borrower nor Lender may commence, join. or be joined to any judicial action (as either an 
individual litig3I'.t or the member of a class) that arises from the other party's aaions pursuant to this 
Securirj InstIllment or that alleges that the other party has breached any provision of. or any duty owed by 
reason of, this Security Instrument. until such Borrower or Lender has notifted the other party (with such 
notice given in compJiance wich the requircmentl of Section 15) of such alleged hreach and afforded the 
other party hereto a reasonable period after me giving of such notice to take corrective action. If 
Applicable Law provides il rime ped!Jd which :must elapse before certain action can be taken,. that time 
period will be- deemed to be reasonable for puxposes of this pat".tgraph. The I19ti.ce c)f acceleration and 
opportunity to cure given to Borrower ~ursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to 
Borrower pursuanc to Section 18 sbalJ be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective 
actloo provisions oftrus Section 20_ 
ll. :zar as S t nct".5. 3 s  in t is Section : (a) " a:zar us t " c t ose 
subSl:UlCeS defined as t ic r azar us s sta ces, ll t3 l3. r astes y nYiroomentalla   t  
fonowing StIbsCa.aces: g2S0Iine. kerosene, other flammable or toxic petrOleum products. toxic pesticides 
and berbicides, volatile solvents, aterials containiog asbestos or for aldehyde, and radioactive aterials; 
(b) -Environmental Law· means federal laws and laws of tbe jurisdiction where the Property is located that 
relate EO bealtb, safety or environmental protection; (c) "Envjromnentai Cleanup' includes any response 
action. re edial action, or re ovai ac:tlmt, u £termed in Environ ental Law; and (d) an -Environmental 
dU u"   -n iti    ll5 , ib te .  is  n   ir mnent3l 
a~~ . 
l!orro er shall nor cause or penniE the presence. use. disposal. storage" or release of any azardous 
ubs~ ot'threaten CO release 3Ily Ea2ardous Sllbst.anc:es,on or in. the Property. Borrower shall not do, 
nor allow anyone else to do, anythiIig affecting.the Pr~ (a) that is in violation of any Environmental 
Law, (b) which creates an'E"nvironmeniaI Condition. or (c) which, due to the presence, use, or rele-.JSC of a 
HatMdous Substance. creates a colldition that adversely ~ the value of the Property. The preceding 
twO seIl£tnces shall not apply IO the presence, use, or storage on the Property of s all quantities of 
;lZlIdous Substances that are ~ly recogni:zed to be appropriate to nonnal rcsidencia1 uses and to 
ainwwlte of the Property (including. but not IUnited to, hazardous substances m consu er products). 
"Borrower shall pro ptly give Lender written norice of (a) 31ly investigation. claim. de and. lawsuit 
or adler action by any govemm.ental or regulatory agency or private PartY involving th~ Property and any 
azar s ubstmce or ir a c tal La  f ic  Borro er bas actual know1edae, ( ) a y 
nviroO taI olJdition, inclU i g but not li it  to, any spilling. lealdng, discharge. r l s  or t reat of 
release of any Ha2ardous Substance. and (c) any condition caused by the presence. use or release of a 
Hazard~ Substance hich adversely affects ~ value of the Property. If Borrower Jearns, or is ootifr.cd 
by any g~etnmentaI Of regulatory authority. or any private party. that any removal. or other remediation 
of any Hazardous Substance affecring the ~ropctty is necessary. Borrower shalt" promptly take: all necessary 
[eI)lCdial actions in accordance with Environmental Law.' Nothing herein shall create any obliga.tioo On 
Lerurer for an Environmental C1e:mup. 
,~ 
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NONUNIFORM COVENAIN7SBorrower and Lender further covenant and agree as foliaws
22 Acceleration Reneedies Lender shall give notice to Borrower prior to acceleration following
Borrowersbreach of any covenant or agreement in this Security Lutrument but rat prior to
acceleration under Seetzon 13 unless Applicable Law provides otherwise The notice shall specify a
the default W the action required to cure the default c a date mat less than 30 days from the date
the notice is given to Borrower by whicit the default must be cured and d that failure to cure the
defmdt on or before the date speed in the notice may result in acceleration of the sutras secured by
this Security Instrument and sale of the Property The notice shall farther lufornt Borrower of the
rigbt to reinstate after acceleration and the right to bring a court action to assert the non existence of
a default or any other defetrse of Borrower to acceleration and sale U the default is not cured on or
before the date specified is the notice Leader at its optionmay require immediate payment is full of
all sum secured by this Security Instrument without further demand and may invoke the power of
sale and any other remedies permitted by Applicable Law Leader shag be entitled to collect all
expenses incurred is pursuing the ret nedies provided in this Section 22 including but etot live
to
seasonable attorneys fees and casts of title evidence
N Lender invokes the power of sale Leader shall execute or cause Trustee to execute written
notice of the occurrence of an event of default and of Lenders election to cause the Property to be
sold and shall cause such notice to be recorded in each county in which any part of the Property is
located Lender or Trustee shill mail copies of the notice as prescribed by Applicable Law to
Borrower and to other persons prescribed by Applicable Law Trustee shall give public notice of sale
to the persons and in the manner prescribed by Applicable Law After the brae required by
Applicable Lave Trustee without demand on Borrower shall sell the Property at public auction to
the highest bidder at the time and place and under the terms designated in the notice of sale in cue or
more parcels and in any order Trustee determium Trustee may Postpone We of all or any parcel of
the Fraperty by public announcement at the time and place of any previously scheduled sale Lender
or its designee may purchase theProperty at any sale
Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser Trustee deed conveying the Property without any
covenant or warranty expressed or implied The recitals in the Trusteesdeed shall be prim facie
evidence of the truth of the Statements made therein Trustee shall apply the proceeds of the sale in
the following order a to all expenses of the sate including but not limited to reasonable Trustees
and attorneys tees b to all sums secured bythis Security Instrument and c any excess to the
person or persons legally entitled to It
23 Reconveyance Upon payment of all sums secured by this Security IAsttuunent Lender shall
request Trustee to reconvey the Properly and shall surrender this Security Iosuument and all notes
evidencing debt secured by this Security Instrument ro Trustee Trustee shall reconvey the Property
without warranty to the person or persons legally entitled to it Such person or persons shag pay any
recordation costs Lender may charge such person or persons a fee for reconveying the Property but only
if the fee is paid to a third parry such as the Trustee for services rendered and the charging of the fee is
permitted under Applicable Law
24 Substitute Trustee Lender may for any reason or cause from time to time remove Trustee and
appoint a successor trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder Without conveyance of the Property the
successor trustee shall succeed to all the title power and duties conferred upon Trustee herein and by
Applicable Law
25 Area and Location of Property Either the Property is not more than 40 acres in area or the
Property is located within an incorporated city or village
triwa
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NON-UNIFORM C VENAi.'I1'S. Borrower and Lender further covenant and agr e as follows: 
22. Acceleration; :Remedies. Lender shall give notice 10 Borrower prim' to act2leranon following 
~rrower's br23Ch of any Ctlvemmt or agreement in this See'llrlty Instrument (but nct prior to 
accelention under Section 18 unless A plicable Law provides otherWise). The uatit% shall s.pedfy: (a) 
the debult; (b) the action required to cure the default; (c) a date, IItlt less than 30 days from the date 
the JJOlice is given to BOIl'DWer. by which the. default must be cured; and (d) that failure to clD'e the 
default on or before the date 3pecified in the notie:: may result in ac:cekratioD of the sums secured by 
this Security lDstrument and sale or the Property. The Botie:: shall further iufQml Borrower of the 
right to reinsta1e after aa:eIer:ltion and the right to bring a court .action to .assert the non-existence of 
. a default or any oilier defense aC Borrower to acWeration and sale. If tile defau1t is not cu1'1ld on or 
before tile date specified in the Dotice, Lender at its option. may require immediate payment in fuD nf 
an sums secured by this Security Instrummt without further demand and may invoIre !he power of 
sale and an, oIher remedies per itted by Applicable La . Lmder shall be entitled to CtlUect all 
expcmses incarred in puculng the remedies provided jn this Sedion 22, including, bat aot limited to, 
R3S0Dllble attorneys' fees and costs of title evideoce.. 
If ender invokes the po er or s l , n r s all elreCt1te r cause 11IStee to ut:Ute ritten 
notice of the occurrmce of 211 event of default :and f Lenders election to calISe the ropert)' to be 
SDld, and shall C1USe sum llOtice to be recorded in each i:lJunty in which auy part of the Property is 
located. .Lender or Tmstee sball ail copies of the notice as prestribed by pplicable La  tG 
Borrower and to otber persons prescribed by AppUcable Law. Trustee shall ~ve public notice of sale 
to the persons and in the IJIaJmCf prescribed by AppliQble Law. Arter tire time required by 
AppJiahle Law, Trustee, without deJrumd on &n-ower. shall sell the Property at public auction to 
the bi:hest bidder at the time and place and under the terms designateyi in me noti~ of sale in. CIte or 
more parceJs and in auy order Trustee determiDes. Trustee may postpone sale of alloraD)' parcel of 
the Property by pWJk anno1lDCmlent at the time and place of any previously .scheduled sale. Lender 
or itS desigDl!e may purcJwe the Property at any $:lie. 
rustee s lf deliver to the purchaser rustee's deed conveying the Property ithout any 
C01'enant 01" warranty, expressed 01' imptied. The reeitals in the Trustee's deed shan be prima facie 
eyidmce f the math of t  state ents ade therein.. rustee sbaD apply t  proc:eeds of the sale in 
the following order: (a) to aU ape.u.ses of the sale, iDcludiDg. but DOt Umited to, reasonab1e T:rustee's 
and attorneys' tes; (b) to .:ill. sums secured by.this Security InstnuneBt; and (c) a.n.y excess to the 
person or periODS leplly eutitJed to it. 
23. cou~ Upon payment of all sums seQltcd by this Security Instrument, Lender shall 
request 'Trustee to reconvey the Property and shall surrender this ~ty IDStt1lIllent and aU notes 
evidencing debl secured by mis SeCu..-jty Instrument to Trustee. Trustee sllall reconvey [he Property 
without warranty to the perSOD or persons legally entided to it. Such person or persons shall pay my 
recordation COStS. Lender may charge such person or persom a fee fur reconveying the Property, but only 
if the fee is paid to a third party (such as the Trustee) for services re.ndcrcd and the charging of the fee is 
permitted UIJ!er Applicable Law. 
24. SUbstitute Trustee. Lender ay, for any reason or cause, fro  ti e to ti e re ove Trustee:md 
appoint a successor trustee [0 any Trustee appointed hereunder. Wttbout' conveyance of the Property, the 
succ=sor UUSl:ee shall succeed to aU the title, power and duties conferred upon Trustee herein and by 
Applicable Law. . . . 
. . 
25. Area and Locanon or Property. Either the Property is not morc than 40 acres in· aTe:l or the 
ProPerty is located within an incorporated citY or village. 
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BY SIGNING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained is This


















B  Sl lNG BEL . EQrrower accepts and agrees to the ter s" and covenants contained in flus 
Sc:curit)' lnstru ent and in any Rider exccutdby Borro er and. recorded witb it. 
itne:l:!es: 
________________ (Seal) 
- rr er 
-----------------------(~) --------------------------(~) 
'&ln er -a rr r 
----------------------. (~) _______________________ (S~) 
- ¢  ·aorrolVCl' 
-----------------------{~) -----------------------(~) 
-Ilo.m-r -Bomlwer 
pe-6A{lD11D61m l'a!l814 ot \5 Fonn 3  :  
~ (W'..oo6) ~ 4 -379~ J-6 
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STATE OFHARD County ss
On this day of u a007 before me
4tEaA5tt hP




known or proved to me to be Este person who executed the fazegving instrument and acknowledged to
me that ltefshritbey executed the same







My cram 4sion Expires DIANAIL HOMNDORF
COMMISSION EXPIRES0410513
a C BESIDING MERIDIAN IDAHO
o 3
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S TE F IDAHO, County Ss: 
2 7 • before e. 
kno n or proved to e to be the person(s) ho e.:recuced Ihe foregoing ins'u'1llJJ.ent, and ackno ledged to 
e that helsbe/tbey executed the sa e. 
In itness here f I ha e ere t  set  hand and affi;(ed my offlCial ::e:ll the day and ye:rr in t is 
certifica:e~~~t .. !~e written. ~ ,,''''\t.~Cl'.1'~~ ~ ~ i
'
.,.,t-,"'-r' vY ... 't~ :..,~--=-~-~;;;-..:::::....---------$'" ~"iI. ' . •• ~.P ~\~"'H.'" 0 ,. Ola ;K! . ~ 1:31 ,,_...... .~;- CI ~ t 
~ i : "':',. J Jl My ComJIIisiion Expire: [lI  1.. TTENDORF \ 1.},,:U!'! ... \ ... J'~ t: I I  XPIRES 4105113 V;;'-"=;;~-:t-~·l R : .  ~'%...; ll~ .v ~~ 
~tI-: .... =:::.~ 
 1J-6 IID) (ll6Q1J 
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PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT RIDER
THIS PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT RIDER is made this 27TH day of
JUNE 2007 and is incorporated into and shall be
deemed to amend and supplement the Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the
Security Instrument of the same data given by the undersigned the Borrower to
secure BorrowersNote to
HOM COMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINCS FINANCIAL IETWOPI INC
the Lender of the same date and covering the Property described in the Security




The Property includes but is not limited to a parcel of land improved with a dwelling
together with other such parcels and certain common areas and facilities as described in
COVENArZS CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
the Declaration The Property is a part of a planned unit development known as
i SOt7rFAST BOISE LA WOOD SUBDIVISI
Name of Planned Unit Development
ithe WWI The Property also includes Borrower interest in the homeowners association ar
equivalent entity owning or managing the common areas and facilities of the PUD the
Owners Association and the uses benefits and proceeds of Borrower interest
PUD COVENANTS In addition to the covenants and agreements made in the Security
Instrument Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
A PUD Obligations Borrower shall perform all of Borrowers obligations under the PUDs
Constituent Documents The Constituent Documents are the 10 Declaration ii articles of
incorporation trust instrument or any equivalent document which creates the Owners
Association and iii any bylaws or other rules or regulations of the Owners Association
Borrower shall promptly pay when due all dues and assessments imposed pursuant to the
Constituent Documents
MULTISTATE PUD RIDER Single Family FannieMaeFreddie Mac UNIFORM IN T
Form 3150 9101 WCEIN66 09AWS r 047379393e





.NNE     
I  L ED NIT  I  is  t i   ay f 
JO , J , nd i  incorporated i to d a l  
e ed t  a end  s l t t  rt , ed f l,lSt,  ecurity  (the 
"Security Instru ent") of the e , given  the dersigned {the - Bo rower"} to 
re er's t  t  
ECO lN'GS INANC A , L  (F/K/A I CS Jo.N I.. NETI1f RK, C_) . 
'the "Le ern ) f th~ e te  ri  t  r perty d~ bed i  t  rity 
I tru ent  l t  t: 
80 O  I I   
I , I  06 
[Property ] 
he roperty includes, but is not li ited to, a par~1 of land i proved ith a d elling, 
together ith other ~uch parcels and certain co on areas and facilities, as described in 
C E mS, C ITI S I AND RES'l"RICTIONS 
(the "Dedaration"). e  s  t f  t  it t   
5or.rraEAST / ~KO D S I  
[Na     l entJ 
{the "PUD-}. he roperty also i cl s rrower's i t r st i  t  rs ss ci ti  ot 
equivalent entity owning or managing the common areas and facilities of the PUD {the 
·Owners ss ciation"}  t  s s, clits  r c s 01 rrower's i t r st. 
 . I  iti  t  t  c v ts  r ts  i  t  c rity 
In3tru ent, orro er and ender further covenant and agree as follo s: 
.  b&gations, orro er shall perfor  all f orrower's ohligations r 1he UC's 
t  ts.  "Co -utue t cu ents-   til l r tion; (ii) r   
i c r ration, tr st i str t r y iv l t c t i  cr t s t  rs 
ss ci ti n: a  (iii) y y-laws Of t r r l s r r l ti s f t  rs ssociation-
orro er shall pro ptly pay, hen due. all dues and assess ents i posed pursuant to the 
stit t nts. 
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B Property Insurance So long as the Owners Association maintains with a generally
accepted insurance carrier a master or blanket policy insuring the Property which is
satisfactory to Lender and which provides insurance coverage in the amounts including
deductible levels for the periods and against loss by fire hazards included within the term
extended coverage and any other hazards including but not limited to earthquakes and
floods for which Lender requires insurance then G Lender waives the provision in Section 3
for the Periodic Payment to Lender of the yearly premium installments for property insurance
on the Property and ii Borrowersobligation under Section 5 to maintain property insurance
coverage on the Properly is deemed satisfied to the extent that the required coverage is
provided by the Owners Association policy
What Lender requires as a condition of this waiver can change during the term of the
loan
Borrower shall give Lender prompt notice of any lapse in required property insurance
coverage provided by the master or blanket policy
In the event of a distribution of property insurance proceeds in lieu of restoration or
repair following a loss to the Property or to common areas and facilities of the PUO any
proceeds payable to Borrower are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender Lender shall
apply the proceeds to the sums secured by the Security Instrument whether or not then due
with the excess If any paid to Borrower
G Public liability Insurance Borrower shall take such actions as may be reasonable to
insure that the Owners Association maintains a public liability insurance policy acceptable In
form amount and extent of coverage to Lender
D Condemnation The proceeds of any award or claim for damages direct or
consequential payable to Borrower in connection with any condemnation or other taking of all
or any part of the Property or the common areas and facilities of the PUD or for any
conveyance in lieu of condemnation are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender Such
proceeds shall be applied by Lender to the sums secured by the Security Instrument as
provided in Section 11
E Lenders Prior Consent Borrower shall not except after notice to Lender and with
Lenders prior written consent either partition or subdivide the Property or consent to V the
abandonment or termination of the PUD except for abandonment or termination required by
law in the case of substantial destruction by fire or other casualty or in the case of a taking
by condemnation or eminent domain ii any amendment to any provision the Constituent
Documents if the provision is for the express benefit of Lender iii termination of
professional management and assumption of self management of the Owners Association or
iv any action which would have the effect of rendering the public liability insurance coverage
maintained by the Owners Association unacceptable to Lender
F Remedies It Borrower does not pay PUD dues and assessments when due then
Lender may pay them Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this paragraph F shall became
additional debt of Borrower secured by the Security Instrument Unless Borrower and Lender
agree to other terms of payment these amounts shall beer interest from the date of
disbursement at the Note rate and shall be payable with interest upon notice from Lender to
Borrower requesting payment
lnitiat
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8. roperty Ins ra ce. So l   t  ers ss ciation ai tai s, it   enerally 
accepted insurance rri r, a Dmast r" r "blank t" olicy insuring th  r rt  ich is 
s tisfactory to nder and ich r vi s i surance c v rage i  t  ts (including' 
uctible l v ls), for the ri s,  i st l ss y fir" ha.<:ards i cl ed it i  tl1e t r  
-extended c erage,"  ny ther z r s, incl i , t t li ited t , rt uakes d 
floods, for which Lender requires insurance, then: (il lender waives the provision in Section 3 
f r the eri ic t t  l er f t e rly r i  i t ll ts f r r rt  i r  
 the r rt ; d (ii) rr er's ligation r tion  to i t i  r rt  i r  
coverage on' the Property is dee ed sa1isfied to the extent that the required coverage is 
r vid   t  r  ss i ti  li . . 
t r r ir s s  iti  f t is i r   ri g t  t r  f t  
l . 
Borro er shall give Lender pro pt notice of any lapse in require<:! property insurance' 
coverage provided by the aster or blanket policy. 
I  the t f  i t i ti   t  insurance  i  li   t ti   
repair following a loss to the Property, or to common areas and facilities of the pun, any 
proceeds payable. to Borrower are hereby assigned' and shall be paid to Lender_tender shall 
apply the proceeds to the sums secured by the Security Instrument, whether or not then due, 
lth the excess, if anYI paid to Borro er. 
c. liQ Ua iJity l s rll ca. rr er s aD t  s  ti  s   r s l  t  
i Uf'  t  rs i ti  i t i   rlC li ilit  s rance li  a t l  I  
f , t.  ~tent  era e  lender. 
. onde nation. The proceeds of any a ard or clai  for da ages, direct or 
consequential, payable to Borrower in connection ith any conde nation or other taking of all 
r  t f ~ t   t     f iliti   t  ,  f r.  
conveyance in lieu of conde nation, are hereby as;igfled and shall be paid to lender. Such 
proceeds shaD be applied by lender to the su s secllred by the Security (nstru ent as 
provided in Section 11. 
. Lender's rior ~n$el1t. orro er shall not, e}(cept aftar notice t ' Lender and ith 
nder's ri r ritt  t, it r rtiti  r SUbdivi  t  r rt  r t t : {il t  
t r t r i ti  f t  , .e t f r t r t r i ti  re ire   
l  i  t   f t ti l tr ti   fir! ( t r h  r I  t   f  t i  
by conde nation or e inent do ain; (ii) any a end ent to any provision'of the "Constituent 
Docu ents" if the provision is for the express benefit of Lender; (iii} ter ination of 
professional anage ent and assumption of self-management of the Owners Association; or 
(iv) a  ti  i  l   t  ff t f r ri  t  pu~lic lia ilit  i s ra ce r  
maintained by the Owners Association unacceptable to lender. 
F. e edies. It orro er does not pay O dues and assess ents ~h  due, then 
lender ay pay the . ny a ounts disbursed by Lender under this paragraph F $haH beca e 
additional debt 01 orro er secured by the ecurity Instru ent. nless orro er and Lender 
agree to other terms of payment. these amounts shall bear interest from the date of 
i t t t  t  t   ll  yable, it  i terest,  ti  fr   t  
orro er requesting pay ent. ~ . 
I itials(' ~ , 
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BY I NING L . Borrower accepts and agrees to the ter s and covenants contained in 
this P  i . 
______________ ISeaJ) 










- rr r 
_________________ {Seal} 
-Borrower 
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FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE FJDER
QISOROneyear Index As Published In The Wall Street Journal Rate Caps
i
THIS FIXEDIADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER is made this 27Tz day of JUia 2007
and is incorporated into and shall be deemed to amend and supplement the
Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the Security Instrument of the same date given
by the undersigned Borrower to secure BorrowersFixedlAdiustabie hate Note the
Note to HOMSCOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC F KA HOMECOMINGS FTPrAYCI L
NETWORK INC
enderI of the same date and covering the property described in the Security Instrument
and located at 3480 SO PIM IT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
IProperty address
THE NOTE PROVIDES FOR A CHANGE IN 80RROWEFYS FIXED INTEREST
RATE TO AN ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE THE NOTE LIMITS THE
AMOUNT BORROWERS ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RAVE CAN CHANGE AT
ANY ONE TIME AND THE MAMMUM RATE RORROWER MUST PAY
ADDITIONAL COVENANTS In addition to the covenants and agreements made In the
Security Instrument Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
A ADJUSTABLE RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
The Note provides for an initial fixed interest rate of75000 Ya The Mote also
provides for a change in the initial fixed rate to an adjustable interest rate as follows
4 ADJUSTABLE 99TSEST RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
1A1 Change Dates
The initial fixed interest rate I will pay will change to an adjjustabie interest rate on the
first day of JMY 2012 and the adjustable interest rate I will pay may change
on that day every 12th month thereafter The date on which my initia fixed interest rate
changes to an adjustable interest rate and each date an which my adjustable interest rate
could change is called a Change Date
MULTISTATE FIXEDIADJUSTAIBLE RATE RIDER WSJ OneYear LIBOR Single Family
Fanrde Mae uniform Instrument
Form 3187 6101
Walters Kluwer Financial Servi
VMP O 168R 1040102r 10473793636






IXEDI ADJUSTABLE  RI  
(LmOR ne-Year Inde  (As lished I  e ll treet J l)- ate s} 
I  I / L   I  is  t is 21 .:i  f .ruNE. 07 
, a d is incorporate  into a d  e e  to a e d a  le e t e 
ortga , eW f r st, r rit  e  (the · e rit  I str e t"' Qf e   en 
by the undersigned [WBorro er") to secure Borrower's Fixed/Adjustable Rate Note (the 
"N t ") t  ' E INGS DT I , C [F/ /A o~m I  url\.'iCIAL 
'l' , nrc _ } 
("Lender") of the sa e date and covering the property described in the Security Instru ent 
 locate  at: SQ OUTH MIT LACE 
ElOI ,  06 
{Property Address] 
       BO ROWER'S   
    I  .   I I   
 ROWER'S  I  T     
  I    XI   B   . 
I I  ; I  iti  t  t  t   r t   I  t  
c ritY I str nt, rr r  r f rt r CQvenant  r  s f ll s: 
.       
he ote provides for an initial fixed interest rate of .5 0 %.  Note- l  
provides for a change in the initial fb<ed rate to an adjustable interest rate, as follo s: 
.  IN ERE    l    
(AI Cbange Oates 
 i iti l fi e  i tere t r t  I in  ill  t   just bl  i t r t r t   t  
fil"$t day of JUL , U , and the adjustable interest rate I will pay ay change 
 t t  r  t  t  t r fter.  t   i   i itiaf fi  i t r t r t  
changes to an adjustable interest rate, and each date on which my adjustable interest rate 
could change, is called a "Change Date." 
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ni   U   
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o  r i i l ~rvi 
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Beginning with the first Change Date my adjustable interest rata will be based on an
Index The Index is the average of interbank offered rates for oneyear US
dollardenominated deposits in the London market 1 U80R as published in The Walt Street
Journal The most recent Index figure available as of the data 45 days before each Change
Date is called the Current Index
If the Index is no longer available the Note Bolder will choose a new index that is based
upon comparable information The Note Holder will give me notice of this choice
CCalculation of Changes
Before each Change Date the Note Holder will calculate my new interest rate by adding
TWO AND ONE FOURTH percentage points
2500 to the Current Index The Note Holder will then round the result
of this addition to the nearest oneeighth of one percentage point 0125 Subject to the
limits stated in Section 4D below this rounded amount will be my new interest rate until the
i next Change Date
The Note Holder will then determine the amount of the monthly payment that would be
sufficient to repay the unpaid principal that I am expected to owe at the Change Data in full
on the Maturity Date at my new interest rate in substantially equal payments The result of
this calculation will be the new amount of my monthly payment
DLimits on Interest Rate Changes
The interest rata I am required to pay at the first Change Date will not be greater than
225000 or less than25000 Thereafter my adjustable
interest rate will never be increased or decreased on any single Change Date by more than
two percentage points from the rate of Interest I have been paying for the preceding 12
morrths My Interest rate will never be greater than 125000
El Effective Date of Changes
My new interest rate will become effective on each Change Date I will pay the amount
of my new monthly payment beginning on the first monthly payment date after the Changei
Date until the amount of my monthly payment changes again
FNotice of Changes
The Note Holder will deliver or mail to me a notice of any changes in my initial fixed
interest rate to an adjustable interest rate and of any changes in my adjustable interest rate
before the effective date of any change The notice will include the amount of my monthly
payment any information required by taw to be given to me and also the title and telephone
number of a person who will answer any question 1 may have regarding the notice
S TRANSFER OF THE PROPERTY OR A BENEFICIAL INTEREST IN BORROWER
t Until Borrowers initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security instrument shall
read as follows
Inifials





(B) e nde  
eginning ith the first hange ate, y adjustable interest rate ill be based on an 
IOde . he "Index'" is the a era e f i terbank ff01ed rates f t e·year .S. 
l r-de inated it  i  the  et {"USOR-.,  ll  i   ll  
J r l.  t reca t I x fi r  a aila le s f t e te  ys f t  c  a ge 
t  is ll  the "Cu rent I ex." 
If the Index i   longer a aila le, t e ote H l er ill c ose a  i e  t t is ase  
n parable i f r ti . ! t  l r in i e  ti  f t i  i . . 
lel i lation f anges 
efore  ge t , the ote lder ill l late   i ter st r te  i  
    r e tage i t  
( .2500 %)  e  x.     e     
f l is iti   t e t - i t   e e tage i t 0.125%1. ject  t  
li its st ted i  tion (01 h l , t is r de  t «l    i terest r t  til t  
I'Iext Change ate. 
he te lder ill  ne e t  l')e      
sufficient to repay the unpaid principal that I a  expected to o e at the hange ate in full 
on the aturity ate at y ne  interest tate in substantially equal pay ents. he fl:lSUIt of 
t is l l ti  ill  t e  t f  t l  nt. 
(D) I it   l 1erest t  a es 
he interest rata I a  required to pay at the first hange ate ill not e greater than 
12 _ 5001> %    .5 00 %. reafter,  J  
i terest rate ill e er e i crease  r ecrease   y si le a e ate  re t a  
two percentage points from the rate of intereSt I have been paying for the preceding 12 
onths.  interest rate ill never be gteate( than . 2. sooo %a. 
IEl Effectiw Date of Changes 
y e  interest rate ill beco e effective  eacA hange ate. I ill pay t e a ount 
of my new monthly payment ~ginning on the first monthly payment date after the Change 
t  til t  t c   t i  t  gain. 
(F) tic  f s 
 t  l r ill li r r il t    tice f  s i   i iti l fi  
interest rate to an adjustable interest fate and of any changes in y adjustable interest rate 
. before the effective date of any change. he notice ill include the a ount of y onthly 
pay ent, any Information required by I!!w to be given to me and also the title and telephone 
nu ber ot a p~rson ho ill ans er any question I ay have regarding the notice. 
B.       l I llN    
1. ntil orrower'$ initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under 
  t   i   ove,    f  ecurit  I  hal  
  l s: 
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Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest In Borrower As used in this
Section 18 Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the
Property including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future data to a
purchaser
If all or any part of the Property ar any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent Lender may
require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited
f by Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of
acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date
the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay
all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay these sums
prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by
this Security Instrument without furtherno ice or demand on Borrower
2 When Borrowers initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument
described in Section 81 above shall then cease to be in effect and the provisions of Uniform
Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall be amended to read as follows
Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this
Section 18 interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the
Property including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intern of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
H all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower is sold or transferred without Lenders prior written consent Lender may
require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited
by Applicable Law Lender also shall not exercise this option if Sal Borrower causes
to be submitted to Lender Information required by Lender to evaluate the intended
transferee as if a newIcan were being made to the transferee and Ibl Lender
reasonably determines that Lenderssecurity will not be impaired by the loan
assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or agreement in this
Security Instrument is acceptable to Lender
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law Lender may charge a reasonable fee
as a condition to Lendersconsent to the loan assumption Lender also may require
the transferee to sign an assumption agreement that Is acceptable to Lender and that
obligates the transferee to keep all the promises and agreements made in the Note
and in this Security instrument Borrower will continue to be obligated under the
Note and this Security Instrument unless Lender releases Borrower In writing
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in full Lender shall
give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less
than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within
Initials










ransfer  the Property r  e icial Interest I  orr . s sed in this 
Section 1 , -Interest in the r rt " eans  legal r be ficial int r-est In the 
r rt , incl i , t t li ited t , those fi i l i t r sts transferred i   
bond for , contract f r , i t ll t les  r  t. 
the intent of ich is the tr fer f title y orrower t  M r  te t   
purchaser. 
If all or any rt f t  r rty or ny Interest i  t  r ert  is s ld r 
transferred (or if t r  t.  l ers    ficial interest  
rr r s  r tr f ) th  er's  ri ten t, l   
r ire i ediate y ent i  f U f ll  ~ ep  t is rit  I tr t. 
, this tion ll n t e ised  e der if s ch ise is i ite  
y li l  law. 
If ender exercises this optian, ender shall give orro er notice f 
accelerati .  tice s ll r vi   ri  f t l ss t   ys fro  t e t  
the notice is given in accordance ith Section 15 ithin hich Borro er ust pay 
ll su s secured y this ec m  Instru ent. If rr r fails t  pay t ese s s 
prior to the expiration of this period, Lender ay invoke any re edies per itted by 
this ecurity Instru ent ithout further. notice or de an'd on orro er. 
. hen rrower's i itial fixe  i terest r t  s t   j st le i terest r te r 
the terrTl$ stated in ection  above, nifor  ovenant  f the ecurity Instru ent 
bed  i  ,81 a   Ce    i  t,     ,  
t  f t  rit  I tr t ll   t  r   f ll s: 
ra sf r f t  r rt  r  fi i l I t r :st·in rr er. s  i  t i  
~ti  , -Interest in t e r erty" ea s .,  legal ar beneficial i terest i  t e 
Property, including, but not. li ited to, those beneficial interests transferred in a 
 f r ad, Olltract f-or d, n a~lme  s l s tr t r s r  r nt, 
 t nt     r  tle  r   r     
purchaser. . 
11 all or any part of the rop.,rty or any Interest in the roperty is sold or 
tr f rr  (or if rr r is t  ttJr J rs   8 fi i l i t r t i  
    f rred) t  lender's  tte  o nt,   
r ir  i i t  y t i  f ll f ll s s s c r  y t is c rity I str ent. 
ver, t is ti  s ll t  r is  V le r if s  r is  is r i it  
by ppllcable law. ender also shall not exercise this option if: (a) orro e/ causes 
to be sub itted to Len~er infor ation required by Lender to evaluate the intended 
  i   ew loan      f r e;  ( ) len  
reasonably determines that lender's seclJrity will not be impaired by the loan 
assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or agreement in this 
Security Instrument is acceptable to ender.' . 
To the extent per itted by Applicable a , lender ay charge a reasonable fee 
  i i   ender's     su ption.  l   i  
the transferee to sign an assu ption agree ent that Is acceptable to Lender and that 
obligates the transferee t  keep all the pro ises and agree ents ade In t  ote 
 i  t i  eurit  I tr nt. rr r ill ti  t   obli t  r t  
Note and this Security Instrument unless Lender releases Borrower In writing. 
If l. r x rcis s t  option t  r it  i i t  y t i  f ll, r shall 
give Borro er notice of acceleration. The notIce shall provide a period of not Je::ll$ 
than 30 days fro  the dat~ the notice is given in accordance it" ection 15 ithin 
p8·168  (0401).02 
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lwhich Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Securty Instrument If Borrower
fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any
remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on
Borrower
BY S NING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained




















ich r r t  l  '  t is ity nt. f  
f ils t   t   ri r t  t  ir ti  f t i  ri , l r  i   
i s r i ted  is i   i t t r i  r   
rr r. 
  f   rr r cc ts d r s t  t  t r s  c v ts contaif!e~ 
i  t i  . JAdjustable te ' 
________________________ (Se&) 
-Sorra r 
____________ ~_ (Seal) 
-Borrower 





- arr r 
_______________ (Seal) 
-  
_________ --___ {se.an 
-B e  
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Lot 1 Block 8 in LakewoodUnit No 15B arding to theplat therec4 filed in Book Sb ofPlats at Pages 5104









ot 12, lock 8 in ake ood nit o. 15B. accordlllg to theplilt thereo~ filed i  ook 56 of Plats at Pages S104 
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A 0UfrWXTOF 3 CCX R TRUSTS
ILNOWALLhMNI BYTMZMS2ANIS
Am fire grantors GREGORYAMSHAW AN UNVARAMMAN andPIONEERnnzCOWANY OF
ADACOUNTYWthe traAce and MFRS MORTGAGEELECTRONIC l2EMMAnON SYSTE INC
SOLELY ASNOl4IIliEEFOR HOAIECOML 40S FINANCVJ ILGqWA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NEIWOMINCA LIMITED LIABUMCOWANY is the benefciazy under that certain Deed ofTrmat dated
612007autdecrrdedm71313007 Book Papa as InstnsaeutNo I 7093032 andre rmords ofAda
Coulity Idaho
The nndersigtted who is the present beneficiary under said Deed ofTrust desims to appoint a near trustee to the
place and instead of the originalkustmnamed above
NOWTIMREFORE in view ofthe greanises the uadmigncd hereby appoints PIONURTffL8 COAPrSNY
OFADA 0DtT Wdba PIONUR L E WERTRUSMSUYIMCIO Fatecutive Triistee Services LLCat
2255 North Ontario Strcet Suite400BurbankCalifornia 915043 204ssnccemr trustee undersaid Deed of
Trust tohave all the powers of 3ai4original titterer rffectivo fatwith
INWrrWSSHMCFtheferal nedbeneficiaryhas beretmto set hishand if the undersigned is a




On 8I 2010 before rue Sally Beltran aNotary Public personally appeared Derma Fitton who proved tome on
tht basis of sadsizammy evidence to be the persons whose namcsishm suhscrled and sworn to tiiewithin
instmment and acknowledged to me that helshaftey executed the some in htsatheir authorized apaeitylesland
bout by hiatherAhokmss on the inWaxnant thepermnsorthe entity upon behalf ofwhidt theperson
acted axwftdthe instrrnment
ICMfY underpanaltq Ofperjury WKlerthe lav is of theState ofCalifornia Iat do foregomg paragraph is vue md
cornet
6PlINESS and o 1 seat
14LY EiB71







exeC tive r ste  rvi s,  
5   t t, i e 00 
r ank,. j  1504-3120 
K  lLl'4E   ..B.ESE PRE Ei'\fl' : 
.-e!be gr.mt«(j) REO R  . RENSHA ,  tJNMAR.RIED  and PIONEER 'IlTLE C MP  F 
  isi  u.tee.  "ME "   REGlST.RAnO  MS, ., 
  OMINEE  M INO  l."I IAL, LC fJ/Kl   ~l .lfCIAL 
'l ORK. C.)  I  I Bll.JTY htn'Mrr i  t o fid I   t lllt c:rtal   f us  t  
rnaOf17. md Jeeonled on / /200 . ok I ge, 3S I trum nt .1 (YJ095 ,  re-recorded. rec r    
County. Idaho. . . 
. . 
 mt r.d n ,  b t ' r t fi i r  IDl r jtl ~  fTl11St h'c.1 t  i t  w 1nIStI:  In t J, 
piau and ~ ollhc arlginal trusteenmned above; . 
. HE , m i  it e pr mis s, hc~ bcrc  a i ts I EE  IT E MPA  
J' COm.'TY  I EE  END  sru ERVICES ao Ex ~vc rustI;C r i s, Iit 
'2~ rt  t ri  treet, uite400 r nk. aDfcmia 1504-3120, ~  trn3te r s i  ee  f 
o t, t   U e owm  :i i  i inal trustee, ~ fnnhwit . 
I  ITNESS'WHEREOF, me- undersigned. 0enefic.i.tuY as hereunt  !let is hand; if t e lDlders.igned .is a . 
cor:porati~ .it  QUr  its m rat   t  l;:e i   ffixed mmt   its l  t crl: ' fficer(s). 
¢ 8110/20 0 A.ON!CRE IS1'RATIONS~INC. 
IS   
s~  m  
~of~Angeles } S 
 SlI0I  ef re me, lly: ltr:m a tar  ublic. pmsonally a eare  o ta itt   proved t  e  
the bam ofsatfsfitctaly f.Wide:nce to be thctper3oo(:s) bose namc(s) ~ 3Ubscribe4 md s orn to.W: ithin. 
Il b:tt . Dt  lm .   Ibat clthc   1&e a   ialhc:r/t i   ~city(ies).  
fhat  ~erIthe.ir SIiguaturc(s)  t  :insttm e t t  j)C1'sou(s).  t  tit  ~ l   i l t  mOn(s} 
acted, cx.ccutedthe iUrumcnt. .'. . 
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NOTICE OF D3CIF AELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE 1S HEREBYGIVEN tMtPIONMTCOMPANY OFADACOUNTY D13A
PIONEER LEMERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under theDeed ofor
Transfer in Trost executed byGREGORY ARENSHAW ANUWARkMMAN as
Csrantor to PIONFTcRTITLECOMPANYOF ADA COUNTY as Trustee in favac ofERS
MORTGAGELEMONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELYASN RE
FORHOMECOMENGS MANCIALLL K1AHOMECOMN S FINANCIAL
hTEFWORKINC ALIMHEDLIABII7TYCOIViYANY asBeneficiary dated 612712007
recorded 71312007 as Insftzaent No 107095032 andreecorded official records ofAda
County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is prmealy heldby3irlRTGAGE
FECTItOMC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC MdDeed of Trust covers real graperiy
sittuuted in said County describing land as follows
LOT12BLOCK INLAKEWOODUNIT NO 15BACCORDING TOTHE PLAT
TMFMINBOOK56 OF PLATS ATPAGES 5104 AND5105RECORDS OF
ADACUUNfYIDAw
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that breach ofthe obligation for which mwhtwder is security
has ocamed under the Deed of TmsttNote elatedb12712007 Thenature of such hreaah being
Failure to pay the monthlypayment due5112010 ofprincipal interest audlor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subseguseust suns advanced bybeneftciaay pmmant to the tcsand conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is786630as of8102010
All delinquencies are nowdue together with unpaid and acmwng taxes assessments maitres
fees ettgarney fees costs and advances made to protect the secturfty associatectwith this
foreclosare Theunpaid p6acipal balance of23654OG togetherwith igterCher at the
current ratof75Per anmmu from 41112410 uwR paid
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The declarant whose signature appears below states that he Is over the age of eighteen 18
years is employed in Riverside County California acting on behalf of ExecutiveTrustee Services
is not a party to the within action and that on August 27 2410 he personally Served the Notice
of which the annexed is a true copy by depositing in the united States Mail a copy of such Notice
Inasealed envelope sent Certified Mail with postage prepaid such envelope being addressed to
the person named at the addresses below
I declare Ader penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and carrect
Gomez
7113 8257 147CB413 4939 7113 82571474 5413 5602 7113 82571474 5413019
TSN ID220315C TSN tID220315C TSN ID2203315C
GREGORYARENSHAW OccupatttTanants LAKEWOOD PARK HOMEOWNERS
3480 SPIMIT PL 3480 SMIT PL ASSOCIATiou
BOISE ID 837066427 BOISE 10 83706927 746 E BRIDGEWATER CT
BOISE ID 83700412
7113 82571474 54135426 7113 82571474 5413 5033
TSN 0220315C TSN 10220315 C SLACKALGAR ILAKEWOOD PARK HOMEOWNERS LAKEWOOOMB HOMEOWNERS
Commiaslan i82609QASSQCIATi014 ASSOCIATION
Notary Public Cuifomia386 EFAIRBROOK DR 746 E BRIDGEWATERCT
99 R a CountyBOISE ID 837065279 8016E ID 837066424 acv coif Eapiras Cac 8 2012
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
Su cri etl and sworn tQ or affirmed before me on this day of J month
year by Anthony Gomez proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be
the person who appeared before me
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Watz AffidaVit tr. 181.2796 
i t r :  
  U l  ) 
 ~ fUVE~l  ) 
he declarant, hose signature appears belo , states that he Is over the age of eighteen (18) 
years; is employed In R,.lverside County, Calffornlai acting on behalf of executiVe Trustee Services; 
fs not ~ party t  the ithin action; and that on ugust 27,2010, he ers all  served the otice, 
or which the annexed Is a true copy, by depositing in the United States all a copy of such Notlce 
In a· sealed v l , s t rtifi  il, · it  st e r i , s c  v l  i  r ss  t  
the person(s) named at the addresses below •. 
der penalty of perjury that the foregoIng Is true and correct. 
z 
8 1" 4·5413 9  
Stol #: 1D-220315-C 
.RENSH  
ao  IMMIT  
I , 10 83706-6427 
·71     0  
 fl.; 1O- 203 -C 
  EOWNER'S 
O ION 
386  I   
I . 10 3706-5279 
  U I  ) 
  I I  ) 
 1   0  
. #: 1 - -C 
ccupanf3/Tanants 
6  PIMMIT l 
,  706-642  
.  Z   
 #: ICl- -  
 f#15B MEOWNER'S 
I I  . 
5    
BOISE. 10 3706-a424 
3 501  
TS  #: 1 -220 -C 
  I  
IATION 
1     
I , 10 3370IJ-64Z4 . 
. B  . B  ~ l$.  1# 1826Q90 x :C. tar  lIC· _lI i  J i . iverside t  ... My Comm. ell~l,..a Oae 8. 2012 
Su);$'~~ed and s orn to (or affirm~d) before e on this /Lj day of ~. ( nth), 
dtt'i(? (year), by Anthony o ez, proved to e 00 the basis of satlsfa~ori evidence to be 
the person ho appeared before e..' . 
~ 
_____________ (Signature of Notary} 










The declarant whose signature appears below states that he is over the age of eighteen 18
years is employed in Riverside County Cailfornia acting on behalfof Executive Trustee Services
Is not a party to the within action and that on August 27 2010 he personallys rved the Notice
of which the annexed is a true copy by depositing in the United States Mail a copy of such Notice
In a sealed envelope sent First Class with postage prepaid such envelope being addressed to the
personsnamed at the addresses below
I declar uFder penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct
X
A a ony Gomez
2239131642 22391311x43 2239131W
TSN ID220315C TSN ICS220315 TSN ID220315
GREGORY A RENSHAW OccupantdTenants IAKEWOORPARKHOMEOWNERS
3480 S PIMMIT PL 3180 S PIMMIT PL ASSOCWTION
BOISE ID8706427 BOISE D 837066427 746 E BRIDGEWATERCT
BOISE ID 837066424
2239131@45 2239131646
TSN ID220315 C TSN tID22031C peepA BLACK
LAKEWOOD PARK HOMEOWNEITS LAKEWOOD 15BHOMEOWNERS Commission 18260911
ASSOCIATION ASSOCIATION
388 E FAIRRQOKDR 746 E BaibGEWATER CT
Notary psl4iiC Celftorala
RiversweCaumy
BOISE ID 837065279 BOISE ID 637066424 My Comm Expires Dec 8 2012
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
Subinribed and sworn to or affirmed before me onthi day of month
year byAnthony Gomez proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be
the person who appeared before me
Pape 1 of 1
100




WaIz AffidaVit tt. 1312457 
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ef. o.: 9  
i t hlD: 9  
  U I  ' ) 
I\l   l I  ) 
The dedarant, hose signature appears belQ , states that he is over the age of eighteen (18) 
r ;     Q ty, lif r ia; l   lf of   i ; 
I  t  rt  t  t  it i  ti ;  t t  t , ,  ersonally'served t  ti , 
f hich the annexed is a true copy; by depositing in the nited tates ail a c  f such otice 
I  a s l  e el e, s t ir t lass, it  st e re ai , s  e el e ei  r  t  t  
erson(s)  t !:h  resses ~ ! . 
 1t'/ f rj r  t t t  f r i  f  tr e  rr ct. 
 ,  
,  
 It ~D-22031 -C 
 . .  
    
. 10 :)700-6427 
1316  
 #: 1 - 203t5-C 
lAK   R'  
I I  
6  AJRSROOI<  
, 10 -5279 
  I I  
   
3'f.6  
M fl.: 1D-2 315-C 
s/  l  
4   I  l 
. 10 -64  
5 
 #: -220315-C 
 #15  EOWNER'S· 
 , 
  RID   
I , 108 -642  
9131644 
 #: JO-2 315-C 
I..AKEW Q  E: NER'S 
IA  
    
l , 10 :3706-5424 
) 
) 
~Jj   6m t  (or ffir ) f r    his /0   ~~ (m th), 
, CZit/t2 (year), bY'Anthony o ez, proved to e on the basls of satIsfactory evidence to be 
the person ho appeared befol'e e. 
~ 
___ _,.....-____ "';""' __ (Signature of Notary) (Seal of otary) 
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ge  01  
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NOTICE IS HERBY GPIEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA CCUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES the duly appointed Successor Trustee will vn1912010 at
100 PM recognized tocai time In thelobby of Pioneer Title Company of Ada County located at
8151 West Rifleman Street Bolse 113 07K will sell at public allcUW to the highest bidder for cash in
lawful money of the United States a0 payable at the Ilene of sate the following described real property
and personal property situated in the County of Ada State of Idaho and described as follows LOT 12
BLO 8 IN LAKEWOOD UNIT PTO 15B ACCORDING TO THE PLATTHEREOF FILET IN BOOK 58
OF PLATS AT PAGES 5104 AND 5105 RECORDS OFADACtlfVTY IDAHO
The Trustee has no knowledge of a more particular description of the above referenced real
property but for phases of compliance with Section 60113 Idaho Code the Trustee has been Informed
that theaddress sometknes associated with said real properly Is 3480 SOUTH PiMMITPLACE
BOISE Idaho 83700
Said sale wig be made withoutczvenant orwerratji regarding title possession or encumbrances
to safisfy the obligation secured by andlTursuahtcfhea4bwerof tale conferred in the Deed of Trust
executed by GREGORY A RENSHAIF AN NMARRIEDMAN as grantors to PIONEER TITLE
COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Tniste for the benefit and security of HERS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR 140MECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC FIKIA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LMILITY
COMPANY as Benefrcfary dated 12712007 recorded73207 as Instrurnent No 107035032 and re
recorded records ofAda County Idaho tfie beneficial Interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
THE ABOVE GRANTORS ARE IWED TOCOMPLY WITH SECTION 451806A IDAHO
CODE NO REPRESENTATION is 141ADE THAT THEY ARE OR ARE NOT PRESENTLY
RESPONS113LE FOR THIS OBLIGATIOti
The Default forwhich this sale Is to be made is the fal to pay when due under Deed of Trust
and Note dated 61L77 The monthly payments far Principal Interest and Impounds Ofapplicable of
147656 due per month from51120101hmugh 1212912010 and all subsequent payments until thedate of
safe or reinstatement The principal balance owing as of this date on the obligation secured by said Deed
of Trust is2365000plusaccrued Interest at the rate of75 annum from 41112010
PLF 03539




T.S. o.: 1O-220315-C 
o ' o.: 936  
P .N.: D1-6R512S6604SO 
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recorded. recctd$ of da ounty, Idaho, the beneficial Interest in hIch is presenHy held by  
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 NJ   E}wnEO ,  I  I  5- 505(4)(A}, I  
,  E  JS -,,'l P    e,'  M  , f:NTL  
RESPONSJBi.E FOR THIS BllGATIONj' ' 
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 f lt f r hich t is sale Is t    i  t  failum t  ~ tl  , r  f r t 
and Note (fated 6127/2(J(J7. The onthly pay ents for PrIncipal. Interest and JrnpoUfld$ ~f applicable) of 
1475.56, due per onth to  51112010'lt!rough 1.2129J2010, and an subsequent pay ents until the date of 
s l  r r i st t t  ri cf l l c  O ing s f t is t   t  n ti  s c r  y s i  P  







,   
NOTICE C F TRUSTEESSALE
6
TSNo ID 6dii 15 ra
Loan NQ047379336
APN 16R512566WO
Ali delinquent amounts are now together with accruing late charges and Interest unpaid
and accruing taxes assessments trusta fees attorney fees and any amounts advanced to protect
the securty associated with this foreclosure The Benettclary elects to sell or cause the trust property to
be sold to satisfy said obligation
Dated 825010 PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADACOUNTY
dba PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEESERV1CF By
ire Trustee Services As Attorney In Fact
000 Ortegaatif aed signatory
CIO Executive Trustee Services LLC
25 Vodhrtaria Street Suite 400Buanlc
lit cndii5043124
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d; 125/2010 I  nn.     ' 
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'. ,~.s_$t,~h.:9ntatioStreet, uite 400 Ufbank, 
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NOTICE i2QrBY MAHO LAW
Martgags forealdrsare is a legal proceeding wheiv 8 buder Wmia etes a borrowe interrA
in party to sadsfy unpaid debt secured by the property Tanis CAu mesa that when a
homeowner gets behiud on ttis or her mortgage paywuts the lender roves a We of the
homeon whbh the mortgage loan b based
Someiuvfd W1s or businesses muysa ldey can save your home from f closu ritYou
should be raatious About suet ciaiune It is impoatmt tidat you uaderst udl all the terms of
a plan to rescue you trom mortgage forectasura 34d bow it spilt affect roa It may remit
in your ring valuable egdty that voa may have be Your hoarse
If passible you sboald consultwith as xdoYtnavor financial professional to find out what
other options you amy have Da not delay seeking advice because the longer yon VAlt
the Weropdigns youmay hAYe
You way find befpfol informtion online One escenent source Is the DepAVIneut of
Housing And Utban Devpment H wahsite wWb can be rouad st
httgflwivwhRdgovfacerlosurei deacttm JMD also maintains 0a Its tvebeite A lint of
approved housing taunselarswho dau provide free information to AAtist bomeawners with
1lnaauial problems Another Boost warev of Inform don is found at the OMca of the
Attorney tlaaeralswebsito at httpJhvnvw2itsteJdnnslnM
7Gnder Idaho law you haven live 5day to rescued or undo certaizn contracts or agreements
that relate to transferring Interests in gropwq or money in a forecluSU IV situtdou An




OTICE lUQ"(7ll(D):BY IDAHO LA  
. ert;ag. fOfedO$ai'e u ~ 1eg:a1 r~ whel~ a lender ~ a bOJTo er', m14'l'J'St 
iD Pl'9pfrty ~ H sfy mtpRi.cl debt lJecured y thf prop9rty. nb en" e:llD tUt 2  a. 
1l0JDeUwner ge.. beJWld oa bls or mr QI011pge [CI}'1DC'uB. the If,nckof fones " sal • • t tlJ.9 
1I0D» oll icl1 th~ ot1p,," loan is ba:sed.. 
o e tnc1iriduab or bu$iaeue, ay.slll' they C31l "s:aw" your ho e Jrom ~clO$tlr". ou 
awd h t Utious ao t $1JclJ t.lItiDu, t Is Jmp l1 lt (b t Y011 oDderstltnd D 6M ter s r 
a la  to ,,~" YGllfl'om orfp e tOl"84:Io.iure * hQW td affect y u. It ay re It 
In your kmnI ~1 bl  equity that yon :ty haw in yotU' holm. 
If possible, 1" IIIltouid C!OIlSlIlt -with IUt attol.'Uoy- or IinlllJdal professional· to iIDd out 'What 
otber op&n$ Y01l IU1 h:rve. Do no. delay seeking adv1C't. becaUse the loDger you wait, 
the Aow.r OP~DS you msylaave, 
YOll mar IiBd htlptm iDtormatfOIl onUne •. Cne e:s:ce&nt source is the Depmment .of 
&1ISiD; aad dJaD coTtIop1WlDt (lIOlJ) eb$lte ~h caD. be rowtd at 
..http:{IwWw.hJlll.pvlfom:loaUntmcJeLdm...lf(;. RJ maiutabts0.l111$ ~t • .. b  .t 
appJ'lJnd Itouslq ~. who ~ Pl'Ovi~ fr" fDformation to :t$,f5t IMDleownen with 
1Ina.dal problem$. Motller good IIOIIre~ o( ill1'ot'l1lJltion is found at the omter of the 
tton.y ~l's mbsJf& it ''http://mnvl.$tateJd.uJqf". 
Under ldahG la , yOG h;t'V6 ftve (S) dlljJ to l'eSCJad Ol'UlliLJ cll'lobda cORtntds r .eemeam 
1lbU rtb ... to ~I Inferests i  pnrperty or oD,. fD. a t.redIlS 1"e tita1lticaJl,. n 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES the duly appointed Success Trustee will on 12129010 at
t FM recognized1Orne in Vw lobby of pioneer rAls Cornpany of A it Gcunty basted at
8151 west Rifleman tiheet liaise ID 83764 will sell at public aueborr to the NEghest biddor forCsh in
lawful money of file United Sates all payable at the time of sate the foitowing described real property
and personal property situated in the Counts of Ada State of idaha and described as follows LOT 12
BLOCK 8 IN LAKEVKM UNIT NO 16 ACCORDINo TQ TIME PLAT THEREOF FILPfIN BOOK 56
OF PLATSAT PAGES 5904 APfD 51k5 CtfW401AbA d0UNTY IDAHO
The Trustee has no knowledge of a more particular description of the 816 raierenwd real
property but for purposes of compliance with Section 60 113 Idaho Code theTrustee has been informed
that the address sorneftes associated with said real property ls3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE Idaho 83706
Said sale will be made without cat6naier n5r r title possession or encuthbrances
to sa the obligation secured by and1a thOC1 csvhke cf vale conferred In the Dead of TnM
executed by GREGORY A RENSHAW AN UNMARRIEO MAN as grantors to PIONEER TITLE
COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for the 4enetirt and security of NIERS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC FIWA H0MECOMItjGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY as Beneftery dated62712007 recorded 7132007 as Instrument No 107095032 and re
recorded records of Ada County Idaho the beneficial Interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
THE ABOVE GRANTORS AROYAMED TO COMPLY WITH SECTION4E1506AIDAHO
CODE NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THEY ARE OR ARE NOT PRESENTLY
RESPOWISLE FOR THIS OBLIGATIOK
The Defeat fer which this We 13 to be made i the falttietopay when due under Deed of Trust
and Note dated6270 ThemonthlypaytscPirfcip1iterestend Impounds iF applicable of
1476 56 due per month from 1112010 gh1f25tdall selbsequem payments until the dateof
safe or reinstatement The principal balen owing as of this date bn the obtigaUan secured by said Deed
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OTl~E" OF T~OSTE 'S ' 
~, 
I  I   I . t ,  ii       
I    I  t e dulY i t  esscr r st , vml  1212912010 at 
1:00 P  (reccgnized local time), In the Ioeby of Pioneer rille ompany of ~ COunty, hxateG at 
8151 W9St ifletmln SlJwt, Boise. 1083704, ill sell t lic auction, t  the hig st ~r, for cash, In 
la ful oney of the nited Statl;ls, all payable at the· ti e of safe. the follo Ing described rea! pttlperty 
and personal property, situated in the Count'/ of Ada, Sta~e of IdahO. ,and descrlbed as follows: L T 12, 
BLOCK 8 IN AK~ UNIT NO. 15Q"ACC.ORDt~ 19 THE PlAT THEREOf, FH.EO IN BOOK 56 
   S 1  l'lO S105, ~C lJ'W~ 'O;f~A COUNi , I . . 
 r st e   l  Of  r  rti l r ri ti  f 1h  above ref renood r l 
property, but fur purposes of compliance with Section 60'-113 Idaho Code. the Trustee haS been Informed 
that the. add~ sometfmes associated With said real prop,erty 1$:'.3.480 SOUTH P1MMJT PLACE 
I , I  0 •.. •• i ;"', 1-~;" ".~' 
• {'o t, I':. : .. ··::·i . • 
aid $ale ill be ade ithout d¥enaQt.or;~~ rega,ding i l , i   m r.  
to atisfy the li ti  r d  and""~urslSahb:to th'ii~~owe(of s:al  f rr  i  't  e  f ru5t 
executed by: E Y A. E S A , A  RRIa:l'MAN. '8S grantors, to PI EE  nn  
'   /ADA i , s rUst . f r t  ~ ~  s c rity f "M " TGAGE, 
I- I  I I  , I .,   I   I  
l I l, t  (FJKJ  O M'~  A I  , I C.) - I I  I I I  
PA Y, as eneticiwy. dated 6127/2007~ ~rde  7/312007, as Instru ent No; 1070950;32 and Ill-
re<:erded , r c r s Of da ounty, Idaho, the fici l Interest In hich 1$ presently held by t  , 
I  I I  . C.. . 
 M   E.~   ' I  I  5-1506(4)(A), I  
.    "M O   , ,   ,  
PONS'JI3L   I  U I ro;" " , . 
. , ,', . 
. The efault for which Iflis $sle Is to be ade I~ ~~ faillli:~'_to pay when due, !,meter Deed of Trust 
   12712007, ~e onthl:iy.'pa~tsl:fO(P~~CiP~I; '1 \tere.6t a  I $ (if liC le)  
. .  P r t  fr  5/1J Q  . 9 :~~W;~d aD SU s U nt t  til t  ate,of . 
.ale or reinstate ent. The principal balan, OWing as ofihis. date on the obligation secured by said eed 
of Trust is $2361250.00, plus accrued Interest at the rata of.7'.5% per annum from 41112010. (.. a' 
!. 
J, 
. :.~ ~ ~: :~ 
. ~" ... /,' I' ::., 
PLF 03543 




All delinquent amounts are nowldue together with accruing late charges and Interest unpaid
and accruing taxes assessments trustee fees attorney fees and any amounts advancd to protect
the security assoclaW with this foreclosure The Beneficiary elacts to sell or cause the trust properly to
be said to satisfy said obligation
Dated di2 2010 PIONEERTITLE COMPANY OFADACOUNTY
dba PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SlEFMCES By
xMq716v Trustee Services AsAftomey In Fad
Vii k
eOrtejaauthorized signatory
3 ClOExedutive Trustee Services LLC
ZZ6NcrthOntario Street Suite 400 Burbank
d 15043120
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l an N .: 047379363$ 
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ll delinquent a ol,lnts are now~ue, together ith accruing late charges, and Interest, unpaid 
and accruing taxes, assess ents, trust"'$ fees, attorney's fees, and any a ounts advanced to protect 
the security associated ith thl:J forecfos.;,re. The Beneflcla!"'1 elects to sell or cause the trust :property to 
be sold to satisfy said ~bligation. " .' , 
t : 8125J2010 
". 
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PO Boxd0 Boise tD 837070040
LEGAL PROOF OF PUBLICATION
JACMInts lAdNwnW ratlat Po xrtAma ads I Lfrm
1 00005MOSO IZGAL NOTICE 3MI3930Pi nnW1 37750 1 2 50
Aftentlon MichelleValdez
ASAP
3210 EL CXMINO REAL SUITE 200
IRMNE CA 92623
LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF IRUSTPS SALE
TSNo0420335C Loan No04737MG36
AM5R51256604M
NOMICE IS HERESY GIVEN that PIONEER ME COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
ftPIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES the dulyapanted Slrctae
Trustee will on 122972010 at100 PM recngttized Iorai tuna III the
If I veer Title Company of Ada Couty locobd at MI Wei 11111m an
Sired 8t313e ID 83704 will sell atpublic aucdan to the hijpest bidder for
cash in IxdW money of the United Statas ail payable at the time of sale the
following demdbed reel propV and persona praperhr situated in the
Coo of Ada State of Idaho and described as follawx LLOT 12 BLOCK 8
IN
unty
UNIT NO 158 ACCORDING TO THE PLAT TI ERE BLED IN
BOOK 56 OF PLATS t4T PAGES 5104 AND 5105 RECORDS OF AlitC
TY IDAHO The Trusts has no kncwledge cf a more particular descrlptlon of
the above referenced real property taut far purposes of empi nc WM
Secdon 60113 Idaho Cade the Trustee has been Informed that the address
crated with said real pro ls 34 SOUTH PI1tAMIT
Idaho 3706 Said sale 9in11 made wlthtxtt coaenalrt a
ng title possession or encumbrances to satiety the obdp
and pursuant to thepower of sale conferred in the Dead of
GREGORY A RENSiAW AN UNMARRIED MAN as
EER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for the
MIOMECtJHNGS FINANCIAL NEMRK INC A LIsUED LIABILITYANY as Benefeciary dated27007 recorded732007 as Instru
ment No 107095032 and rerecorded records of Ada C Idahoo the
berleflcial Interest In which is presentyheld by MORTGAGE ECTRQNIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC THE R80YE GRANTORS ARE NAMED TO
coINPLY WITH SECTION 45156jQ IDAHORCODENoESPROSEi4T F ROISMATHAT THEY ARE OR
THIS OBUGATION The Default for which this sale is to be made is the Wiilum
to pay when due under Deed of Trust and Note dated527007 The
monthly payments for Principal Interest and l surds Of applicable pt
147658 due per month fromx1010 through t229ZO10 and all soh
sequentpaymer un ill the date sale or reisement The prindrA bal
onceWhifas of this date ai the obligation secured by said Dodd of Trust is
523fi250Ot7s accrued intaest at the rats cF 77 5576 per aralum from
lIttll0 A6 delhiquent arttatnts sire new due tteb er milt aGCfuing late
charges and interest Irlpa acrd accruing taxes assessments ttttslwces
fees aFtorne fees and any amotatnts advanced to protect the sec11 as
sttlated utattl tins ttxsclosirre The BeneFciary elects to sett or cause the
dust oopperty tr7 xe sdd to say said obf alTOn Dated 8f25 410 PIO
NEERTl3LE COttIPANY OF ALfA COUIifTrd PIQtIEER LEASE TRUSTEE
SERVICES By Executive Trustee Services As Aftq In Fact Dee Ortega
at herized sit C IExc11aeTrustee Services LLC 2255 North Ortar
o Stream St a 44 i nit California 915D43126 Sale Line 714 730
2727 AWS 3708930 Pub Oct 157229 Nov 5 2010
GOf3523956D1 M
TINA BARTLMT beingduty
swops deposes and says That
she is the Principal Clerk of The
Idaho Slatesmdna
nswspaperprinted and
published at Boise Ada County
Slateof Idaho and having a
general circulation therein and
which said newspaper has been
continuouslyand unintarruptodty
Published in said County during
a period ofMake oonsecull
mopriartolhetirst
Publication of the 11011ee a copy
of which is attached hereto Uai
said ncdae was published in The
Idaho Slafesman In conformity
with Section 61310tdaho
Carle as amended for
4 Insertions
beginning issue of 10x1512010





On this 5 day ofNovember inthe
year of2010 before meaNotary
Public personallyappeared
befora meTinaBartlett known or
iderttifiod to me to be the parson
whose name fubscribed to the
within Iminunent and being by
firstduly sworn declared that the
statements tharebi arebus and
nawledged to me that she
exacod the same
lyT
Notary Public for 16e110
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warri!l1li' remin  titl , i  li  m:u m   i~ t  liga-
tion secured'" by and P!cIl'Stlant t  t  ower of s l  wrr  i  t  eed d 
Trust exeCl.tea bY:  . ENSHAW>  PifARRIE  ,  
ruantnrs in PIONEE  l      ~ .   
w,e!'t 30d seC1Jf'ity of'MERS" MORTGAGe ELECTRONIC "'REGlsrRATION SYS~ 
TEM~l !fif:~ .. SOLE1Y IS NOMl'lEE FOR HOMECOMINGS F\NANCI~b .. , LLC (FNA MOMt.CCMlNGS A l l ETWOR , C.)  llMrrE  f\C U  .... COMPANY r. as 8enftiary. dated 6/27/2007, recorded 713/2001, IS Inslru- On this 5 day of NoVl!lmber In ~d!l 
t . 1.0709 .  -reeor  I    ounty, lt ,  ~:n::~==;~~::~ct:u, 
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sequent payments lIltil \:he date of sale r reiiStatement. he .P!'lncioaJ bat-- . 
a  ow n( u   ~ e m l:It  l1 nOll   i  ~r:t   rust 1$ ~~ 
S236,250:00 DIus· ·accfueJ1 interest at ttte rate d 1.5% ?:t amu  fro  
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I DEC 9 S 2010
J 4AAi Qrvk
r DEPUTY
JON M STEELE ISB 9 1911
RTNIFT STEELE LAW OFFICES ADA COURrYRECORDERJ DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 1601 a
1020 WNain Street Suite 400 Hill IDAHO 1W116 114AMUi
Boise Idaho 83702 RECOR0E a1flurC OF 11111111 film 1111
Phone 208 333 9495 Ruin A a ftt law 110115 789
Fax 208 343 3246
Eimaii35teeieramf ste lecom
Attorneys forPlaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIALDISTRICT OF
TEM STATE OF IDAHO INI ANA FOR THE COUNTY OFADA
0
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
CASE NO CV OC 103898
LIS PENDENS
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC aUtah Corporation
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
DelawareLimitedLiability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEESERVICES LLC aDelaware
Limited Liability Company DOES1Y and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
NOTICE IS 1 REBYGTVLNpursuant to Idaho Code 5505 that the above entitled
action was commenced on the 6th day of December 2010 in the aboveentitled District Court of
the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada by the Plaintiff
against the abovemined Defendants and that the complaint alleges Breach of Fiduciary Duty
breach ofIdaho Residential Mortgage Practices Act Breach ofIdaho Financial Fraud Prevention
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 l\c'  
I .  HE EBY'GIVEN  t    § -5 , t t t  a e titl  
 a  e   t e    e  , i   ve- e     
the ourth Judicial istrict of the State of Idaho, in and for the oupty f da, by the laintiff 
against the above-named efendants, and that the co plaint alleges reach f iduciary uty. 
breach f Idaho esidential ortgage ractices ct, reach f Idaho inancial raud revention 
US  - ~ e t 2 
  
Act Breach ofCoved of Gocd Faith and FairDeaHng UnjustEricbnent Acting in Concert
Negligence Tarfious Taaterference With Contract WrongfW Foreclosure Slander of Title and
Fraud located at 3430 S Pfinndt Place Boise in the County of Ada State of Idaho and more
particularity described in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof















SUBSCRIBED ANDSWORN to before me thist day ofDecember 2010
RZS7
yDMP Notary Public for the State of IdahoT III 7
Isy C Residin at




LIS PFtiDENS Page 2 of2
PLF 03548
002753
---_ ... - ... -
ct, reac  f ovenant f o  ait  a  air ealing. j st nrichme t, cti  i  ncert, 
li nc!!, or-i s Interferer..  wit  tract, r ful Ol'e l s r , l r f itle>  
r ud, l t  t   . . 1mmit l ce, i  i  t  t  f a, t t  f I   r  
artic larl  escri e  i  ::uiibit "Ai. attached hereto and ade a art ereof. 
    af  10. 
~'FT & E  F . L  
BT- J~~ 
tt r  f r ~t f  
t  f da' ) 
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IS EN E S - a e  cf  
  
cXCMT4
Lot 17 Sbck 8 t Cahwaodtait No lSAacrdiag to to plat thamf filed in Back Sa of Plat at Page 5104
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_. __ :....-.. -_.-
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Lot J 2, Bled: g it. LakewQoo t:nit No. 152, occorriin~ to the piat dlen:or, filed in Ecole Sa o(PIat.> at Pages 5J04 





Fztecutive Tram Services LLC
2255 NordzOntario Suet State 400
Burbank CA 915043120
ADA COUN Y RECORDER Christorher D Rich AMOUNT 100 1









RESCISSION OF NOTICE OF DEFAULT
WFIAS Notice of Default and election to sell was recorded on 082312010 as
In rurnent No 1 10074320 Mortgage records ofAda Coini Idaho tinder the terms of a Reed
of Trust executed by GREGORY A RENSHAWAN UNMARRIED MAN to PIONEER
TITLB COMPANYOF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for HERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMR4a FOR HOMECOMINGS
FINANCLkL LLCFKAHOMECOU NGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LI1vffTM
LIABIL COMPANY as Beneficiary Recorded 07312007 as InstrientNo 107095032
RemdsofAda County Idaho
NOW THEREFORE the undersigned does hereby rescind cancel and withdraw said notice of
default provided however that such rescission cancellation and withdrawal shall be deemed
only an election withoutprejudice not to proceed with sate of the property covered by said deed
of trust pursuant to said notice and shall in no way jeopardize or impair any of the right
rcdies or provisions sectored to the boefidary under said deed of tr w2 nor modify or alter in
any respect any of the afirecnts conditions or ooligafions thereof
PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA COLNITYdba PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE
SERVIC
Ambar Lars A ithorize d Offacer
PIONEERTITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dbaPIQILMMER TRUSTEE
SERVICES byExecutive Trustee Services as AttorneyinFact
State ofCalrar ia
County of Los Angeles
On t before ute tenonDeArmanDavis Notaryblzc personally appeartd AmbatLars
who pro d to a oa die basis of satlsfaeuary evidence to be the persau whose nanse islace subsczibed to the
within iastrament and acknowledged to me that heshd disy executed the smw is bisIi Aheir authorized
capscWlvs and that byhisallheiirsiwtu cson dw itnstrumcnt the pcmnsor the entity upon behalf or
which the persoa acted execute theWit




is Notary Public c4oiikwnia
tot Angeles County





Ct>rdin  ~qu ed :  /IIT  -OR  i cher .   0. 0  
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     . NSHAW.      
I LE    TY,  tr t   "ME '·   
 , l C'7   INEE   
IAL.  (FIKIA MI   TWO~ C.)  lMITED 
IABILITY , as eneficiary. ecorded 07/0312001 as Instrument o. 107095032, 
ecords f cla Ounty3 I a o. 
 T EREF RE, the undersigned does hereby resciJld, cancel and ithdra  said notice of 
lt i , r, t t  cis ioD, ceJl 1i   it l ll  '  
l   dec ~ it t r j i , t t  r  it  s l  f t  r rt  r   i   
f tr st, rs a t t  said tice, and s an i   ay je ar ize r i air any f t e ti t, 
rem dies r r lslOtlS :secur  t  t  eneficiar  lJIlder i   f trust, r if  r lt r i  . 
any respect any oftb.e agreements, conditions or obligations thereof. . 
     U  ah     
~~ .4~ttn~ .  ra, u rize  fi  
. mL  co.      IONEER ENDE   
sERVICES~ by xecutive rustee Services, as Attomey4in-F~ 
  alitonJa 
t  f 1.os Mi l  . 
 01 ( 1 (.I before me, Shanon De' ArlDan-Da'Yis NOtary 'Pubn~ personally app~d bar La~ 
 ~Jd t  e n th  h ~ f tW'actox  .vl  t   t  rson(s) s  me(s) i.s/ar  trl  t  t  . 
i£hiD inst u e t  l  ta  t t e/shel the  c n  t  ame in. isIhcr/!hciJ:  
pwityfJeS),  t t  bMcr/their i~')  the in. tr c: t .t  ersall(S), at tb.ct tiq  lf r 
which the per:!OI1(;i) acted, C'Xecute the .instru.tnent. . 
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INC a Utah Corporation
HOIECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGA ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS DiC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC aDelaware





MOTION TO DISMISS OR FOR
SU OAARYJUDGMENT
Hearing on Defcndants Homecomings SHIERS and Bxecutive Motion for Judgment on the
Pleadings was held an fine 29 2011 PlaintiEwas represented by don Steelo and Defendants by
Mchael Rae FOUDWing additional briefing Cis motion is now befflre the
comt for decision
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL B kCKGROUND
Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw has brought suit gauzy various banking entities iacluciing
Debndts Colonial First Lending pup Ino Col4rial Homecomings Financial LLC
Flomecomings iviortgage Electronic Registratiot System Inc 1yMS and Executive Trustee
Services LLC Executive
b 2007 Mr Rensbaw contacted Colonial about refinancing his home located a
Pfimnit Pl Boise First Am ComFI 112 Colonial recommended SvLr Rezzshaw otazRECEIV Dn
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. O}fRlS'rUPHeR 0, RICH. a. 
5yt,/ANINEKORSEH 
IN THE DI RICT COT..1RT OF THE FOTJRTH JUDICIAL DIS'TRICI' OF OaR1m' 
TE  STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MJA 
GREGORY RENSHAW) an individual, 
VS. I 
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP, 
I C .• a Utah Catporation; 
ME  lNANClAL, LLC, a 
l  i  i bilit  o pany; 
MORTGAGE ElECTRONIC 
I  T , lN .,  
Delaware Corporation; EXECUTIVE 
S  SBRV1CES~ IL , a ela are 
i t .  y;  1· V, 
and  I  I-V:> 
Defendants. 
Case No. cv.oc~9'i' 
MEw!ORANDUM DECISION 
A  ORDE DEFBNDANT'S 
MOTIONTOD~MmSORFOR 
SUMM:ARY JUD ENT 
Hearing on Defendants Homecomings, MERS and Executive Motion for Judgment on the 
Pleadings was held on June 29, 20tl. Plaintinwas represented by Jon Steele and Defendants by 
Michael Roe. Follo"vlng additional briefing. this motion 13 now bef-ore the 
. . 
court for decision. 
FACTS AND PRoCEDURAL BACKGR.OlJND 
Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw .has brought suit against various ban1cing entities including 
Defendants Colonial First Lending Group> Inc. (Colonial); HOmeCOItlmgs Financiat, LLC 
(Homecomings); Mortgage Electronic Registration Systcm~ Inc. (MERS); andt Executive Trustee 
Servic~~ LLC (Executive). 
In 2001, Mr. Renshaw contacted Colonial about refmancing his hom.e located a :vED 
Pimmit Pt, Boise. First Am. Compi., 112. Colonial recommended Mr. Renshaw 0 t~~afI 11 
through HomeccmiDgs. Colonia! is Homecomings' authorized mortgage broker and gentA~£,O' 211 
1 ~BU~~:========~ 
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1I6 CnALpriJ 17 2007 Cclmial prepared and delivered to Ranskav aaaod Faith Estimate
This document estimated Rens1wvsinterest rate would be735 and his loan origination fee
would be2362513 Id123 RensiawgX1e Colonial pernissicon to verify his income and he
was si bacquen dy approved far the 10M On June 27 2007 Renmshw went to Pioneer Title Co
Pieneer to close the loan Id 131 While there Renshaw signed a Residential Loan
ApplacationBOnly Period Adjustable State NoteFixedAdjustable Rate Rider and Deed
Of Trust
The Loytt Application stated that RaashawsnaOnNy income was5400 but
Renshaw now clauns his monUy income was only1463 Id 1r436 Renshaw claims
Colonial and INOeco intentionally misrepresented his income in order to generate
additional loan bes Id Tke Loan Application also states it ig a conventional mortgage but
Renshaw claims it is not a conventional mortgage Id 13738 The Note set interest at75r
and set his moafhdy payments at 147656 Id Ex 3 Renshaw was also charged318961 in
loan otigination fees Id Ex 8
The heed of Trust states I3sameconaings is the lender Rensbaw is the borrower Pioneer is
the trustee and MERS is acting solely as a norunee for Lender Id Ex 7 The deed further
states f RS is the beneficiary under this secmity instrument Id Renshaw claims ft
somethn o between Xe27 2047atdAugust 2020 Ehe Note and Deedof Trust were sold stWor
transferred to various eatities and these transfers were not disclosed to him id 147 Renshaw
also aticV s these sales transfers ar a 49ents were never recorded in Ada County
Mr Rmsbaw failed to make his scheduled payments beginning may201 andiAugust
he was served with a Notice of Default Notice of TrusteesSale and Debt Validation Notice
fd Ex 9 10 11 These documents state that AMRS is the beneficiary and Pioneer is the
Tru Id The Notice ofDefault and Notice of TrusteesSale were executed by aecutive as
attorney in fact forPioneer Mdm in Sapp ofPfWon IudgmertEx E Thereafter Renshaw
sa a several quaHcd written requests to Defendants Id EY 12 R neverclaims he
received a straight answer to these requests
Currently before the Court is a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings brought by
Defendants Homecomings MERS and Executive Defendants also ask the Court to take judicial
notice ofExbibits C through F in its Memorandum in Support ofMotion
LEG4LSTAIjDARD
A claun for relief shall contain a short and plain statement of the claim sbowing the




116. On Apr.J 17, 2007, Colonial prepar~d and delivered to Renshaw a ':Gt."'Qd Faith Estimate." 
TIlis document estimated Renshaw"s interest rate would be 7.~75% a.'1d his loan origination fee 
would be $2,362.50. Id. t 1[28. Renshaw gave Colonial permission to verify his income, and he 
was subsequently approved for the loan. On June 27, 2007, Reruiha'!~,r went to Pioneer Title Co. 
(Pioneer) to close the loan. Id" 1 1. Vibile ther~, Renshaw signed a Residential Loan 
Application. Interest Only Period Adjustable R.ate Note, Fb:edl Adjustable Rate Rider~ and D~ 
of Trust. The Loan Application stated that Renshrrw's monthly mccme was S5AOOt but 
Renshaw oow claims his m.cnilily ~come was only $1,463. ld .• 1P4-36. Renshaw claims 
Colonial and Homecomings intentioDally rnisrepre.sented his income in order to generate 
additional loan fees. ld. The Loan Application aLso states It is, a "conventional mortgage," but 
! 
Retm1aw claims it is not a conventional mortgage. Jd.) 137-38. The. Note set interest at 7.5%, 
and set his monthly payments at $1,476.56. Id.. Ex. 5. Renshaw was also charged $3.189.61 in 
l a  ri i ati  fees. Id.~ x. 8. 
The Deed of Trust states Homecomings is the lender, Renshaw is the borrower. Pioneer is 
the trustee and MERS is IJacting solely as a. nominee for Lender.~' Id, Ex. 7. The deed .further 
states, c'ME-~ is the beneficiary under this security instrument." ld. Renshaw el s that 
so etime between June 27,2007, atl.dAugust2010, tllc Note:: and DeedofTnlSt were sold and/or 
tran8ferred to various entities and these transfers were not disclosed to him. ld, ,47. :Renshaw 
also aIleW..s these sales, transfers or assignments were never recorded in Ada County. 
Mr. Renshaw Wled to make his scheduled payments beginning May 20101 and in August 
he as served with a Notice of efault. Notice of Trustee's Sale and Debt Validation otice. 
14., EX. 9, 10, 11. These documents state that :MERS is the beneficiary and Pioneer is t11e 
Trustee. [d. The Notice 0fDefauIt and Notice of Tmstee's Sale were executed by Executive as 
attorney in fact foc Pioneer. Mem. in supp. of Motionfor Judgment~ Ex. E. Thereafter Renshaw 
sent several qualified written requests to Defendants.. ld.~ Ex. 12. ~'"'llSha.w claims he never 
received a straight answer to these requests. 
Currently before the Court is a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings brought by 
Defendants Homecomings, .M:SS and E](ecuti ve. Defendants also ask the Com to take judicial 
notice of Exhibits C tbrough F in its Memorandum in Support of Motion. 
LEGAL STAl'lDARD 
A claim for relief shall contain. a short and plain statement of the clann showing the 
pleader is entitled to re~et; and a demand for judgment for the reliefhe seeks. Idaho R. Civ. P. 
2 
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8a12011 Eah alteent oLa pleading shall be simple concise and direct No tecbniesl
forms ofpleading or InOtions are required Idaho R Civ P8a12011
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12c allows a pa to move for judgment on the
Pleadings 1R0P 10c states a copy of any wriitcu insten which is an exhibit to a
pleading is a part thereof for all poses On a12cmOticm the moving party admits all the
aPlegations of the opposing partyspleadi gs and cortcomitanay admits the trait of its own
allegations which in advemary has denied Stm1b v 610002 111 Idaho 211 212 723 P2d
755 756 1986 A motion for judgment cn the pleadings will only be grzated when the
pleadings fail to state a cause of action Bowman V Bohwj 36 Idaho 162210 P 135 1r22 If
matters outside the pleadings are considered by the cotut the motion shall be treated as one for
summary judgment IdahoR Civ P 12c2011
A4ZY5iS
Before addressing the merits ofDefendants motion the Court will consider Defendants
request to FlawJudicial notice t2kOn of exhibits C through F in it Memorandum for Judgment on
tie Fleadirgs These exhibits consist ofthe Deed ofTrast notice ofDefault PioneersLimited
Power ofAttorney and other documents allegedly given to Plaintiff
The only facts which a court may properly consider oa amatron to dismiss forflure to
state a claim are those appearing in the complaint supplemented bysuch facts as the court may
properly jurl Uffy notice Hellaekralc vJendts I18 Idaho 273 276 796 P2d 150 153 Ct
App 1990 However because a comt considering a motion to dismiss has no right to Dear
evidence and since judicial notice ismlya substitute for the conventionalmeth d of takiig
evidence to establish facts the court has no right to take judicial notice of anyttning with the
possible exception of facts of common knowledge which controvert mierments of the
complaint Id
Defendants argue that because these exhibits are public records the Court may properly
takejudicial notice of them The Court believes tho statement in Flellicksor is controlling in Ibis
case The Relltrkson CoMV5 statement that only facts of common knowledge should be
judicially noted when considering a motion to dismiss is directly on point The information
contained in Defendants exhibits is not facts of common knowledga The Court therefore





8{a)(l) (2011). ''Each ayarment of a pleading shaIl be simple, concise, and direct. No technical 
forms of pleading or motions ar~ required: t I<L'1ho R. Civ. P. 8(eXI) (2011). 
IdahO Rule of Civil Procedure 12(c) allows a party to move for judgment 0[1 the 
pleadings. L~C..P. IC(c) states, "a copy of any 'Written instrument which is an exhibit to a 
pleading is a part thereof for all purpOSf5." On a 12(c) motion, the movmg party "admits all the 
allegations of the opposing Pa:rtYs pleamr.gs and concomitantly admits the untr'J.th of its own 
allegations whlch its adVer33.Lj' has detlled.f ' Sterling v. Bloom, 111 Idaho 211, 212, 723 P.2d 
755, 156 ( 86). A motion for judgment on the pleadings will only be granted when the 
pleadings faU to state a cause ofection. Bowman 11. Bo/mey, 36 Idaho 162,210 P. 135 (1922). If 
tt r  t i  t  l i  ar  i r  by t  court, t  ti  slmn be tr m d as one f t 
: 
su ary judg ent .I a . iv. P. 12(c) (2011). 
..'l'ALYSi$ 
efore addressing the erits of efendants' otion, the ourt ill consider efendants' 
request to have judicial notice. taken of exhibits C through F in it Memorandum. for Judgment on 
the Pleadings. These exhibits consist ()fthe Deed of Trnst, Notice of efault, Pioneer's Li ited 
  ttOIIl ,  t  e ts ll l   t  l intif . 
""fh.e l  facts i   rt  r rl  c.onsi er n  oti  t  is iS3 f r failure t  
state a. ciaim are those appearing in the complaint, supplemented by such facts as the court IDa"j 
properly judicially notice." Hellick!olt v. J.enkins. 118 Idaho 273,276, 796 P.2d 150, 153 (Ct. 
-
App. 1990). However. b~ause a court considering a motion to dismiss ''bas .no right to hear 
evidence; and since judicial notice is merely a subati1:L.rte for the conventional method of taking 
evidence to establish facts, the. court has no right to take judicial n(ltice of anythln& with the 
possible exception of facts of common knowledge whlch controvert aver ents of the 
co l i t." Ii. 
Defendants argue that becaill:le these exhibits are public records, the Court may properly 
take judicial notice of them. The Court believes tI~e statement in Hellicb.on is controning in this 
ease. The H211icbon Cou. .·fs statement that only ('.facts of common knowledge" sho~d be 
. . 
judicially noted whm considering a motion to dismiss is directly on pdne. The infonna.tion 
contained in Defendants' exhibits is not facts of common knowledge. The Court therefore 
denies Defendants' request to take judicial notice of these exlt.ibits. 
L Unjust E uicbment 
3 
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In Count V of his emended Complaint Plaintiff claimsHecogawas unjustly
etched by the payment of fees and other cnargea associated with obtaining the loan Plaintiff
claims that or AprI17 2067 Colaral gave him a good fair estimate which outlined possible
fDancc charges he may incur Compl 127 rite obtaininga the lean PWnt11T was
Charged 65 by Homeccnmings ftrr a Iender loan charge 1d 141 At the hear ag on this
Motion Plaintiffs counsel arnd that this amount wn higher than to amow stated in he
good faith estirrate Therefore Plaintiff claims it would be unjust for Homecomings to retain
this matey
A prima facie case of unjust enrichment consists of three elements 1 there was a
bemerat wnfaved upon e defendant by the plaintiff 2 appleiaEon by the defendant of such
benefit and 3 acceptance of the benefit under circumstances that would be inequitable for the
defendant to retain the benefit without payment to the plaintiff for the value thereof1
Co Inc v Knudson 144 Idaho 547 558 155 P3d 251 272 2007 7he doctrine of unjust
enrchment does not operate to rescue a part from to consequences of a bargain which turns
out to be aband one George v Tamer 103 Idaho 40 43 696P2d891 89419s
Plaintiff paid Homecomings 685 and in ret got a loan for 236 Plaintiff hm
not alleged this was anything other tla bargained for ccchange While Plaintiffbas stated the
535 charge was higher than the amour disclosed in the estimate the estimatewas not abinft
contract The estirnmte explicitly states the fees listed are mates actual charges may be more
or less FsrstAm Campd Rx 1 Because Plaintiff received value from Homecomins it was
not inequitable forHomecomings to charge Plaina lender loan charge Plaintiff has therefore
failed to alloge facts indicating Homecomings accepted the benefit under circumstances making
it inequitable for Homecomings to retain the bereft Count V of Plaintiff s AmdedComplaint
is therefore diwsed
U Breach ofContract
In COVII Plaintiff claims Homecomings has breached the Nate and Deed ofTrust
IM order to survive a motion to dismiss Plaintiff must allege that a valid contract existed
betty himself and defendant and that defendant engaged in conduct that violated that
GOntiact Fiidepetttlenf Sc1101011Jtsl of Botfe OV a Harris Family Ltd Partr3epshp 154 Idaho
583 588 244P3d382 387 2011
PlaMffhas shown he ertered into a contract with Homecomings FistAm Compt EX




In Count V of his Amenrled Complaint Plaintiff claims Homecomings was unjustly 
enriched by the payment of fees and ether charg~ a5sochrted with obtaining the .loan. Pla:intiff 
claims that on April 171 2007, Colonial ga-ve him a "good farJI estimate~ which outlined possible 
finance charges he may incur. F.7:Jt hll. C011'.pl., ,27. After iJbtaining the loan, PlaintL.Cf was 
chnrged $685 'by Homecomings for a "lender loan charge." .ld., 141. At the headng on this 
Mo~on. Plaintiff's cou sel argued that tris amount was bigher than the amount stated in t  
good faith estimate. Therefote, Plaintiff claims it would be unjust for Homecomings to retain 
tbismoney. 
"A prima :fuele case of unjust enrichment consists of three elements: (1) there was a 
benefit conferred upon ~e defendant by the pla.intiff; (2) appreciation by the defendant of such 
bene.fit; and (3) accepb.nce of the benefit Lmder circumstances that would be inequitable for the 
defendant to retain the benefit without payment to the pIaintiff for the value thereo.f.u Y4nderjcrd 
Co., Inc. v. Knw1sc~ 144 Idaho 547, 558, 165 P.3d 261. 272 (2007). liThe doctrine of unjust 
enrichment does not operate to rescue a party from the consequences of a bargain which turns 
out to be a bad one:t George v. Tt.m1ler, 1081daho4Dt 43. 696 P.2d g91~ 894 (1985). 
Plaintiff paid Homecomings $685 and in return got a loan for $236)50.00. Plaintiff has 
not alleged this was anytbing other thnn a bargained for e~cchange, "While Plamtiffhas stated the 
$685 charge was hlgher than the amotmt disclosed. in the estitnate, the estimate ~ not a binding 
cont!a.et The estimate explicitly states, "the fees 1isted are esfunlrtes-actual charges may be more 
or less." Fint Am. Compl., EJt. 1. Because Plaintiffrecei1Jed value from HomecomingsJ it was 
not mcquitable for Homecomings to charge PWntiff a lender loan charge. Plaintiff has therefore 
failed to allege facts indica.ting HomeGonllngs accepted the benefit und~ circumstances making 
it inequitable for Homecomings to retain the benefit. Count V of Pla1ntifr s Amended Comptamt 
is therefore dismissed. 
n. Breach of Contract 
In Count vn Plaintiff claims Homecomings has breached the Note and Deed ofTcust. 
In order to survive a motion ~ dismi.ss, plaintiff must allege that a valid contract existed 
between himself and defendant, and that defendant engaged in conduct that violated that 
contract lndeptmdeni School Dist. of Boise City v. Han'is FamUy Ltd. PCl1'tnership, 150 Idaho 
583, 588~ 2 9 P.3d 384 387 (20 I 1). 
Plaint:iffhas shown he entered into a. contract with Homecomings. First Am. Compl.~ Ex. 
5. Pl~ff also cJaiins Homecomings does not have the right to initiate foreclosure of his 
4 
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Plaintiff also lairs Homecomings iitegaay scheduled a forecPestire sale
Iu 152 Vjewigg all facts in Plai4tis uor Plaintiff has alleged the necessary element for a
breach of contract actionhameceminas Motion is therefore denied as to Comt VIE
M Breath ofCove of Good Faith and Pair Dealing
In Count VIIPluntiff claims HoraecOmiags breached its covenant ofmooed faith and fair
dean
The shed covenant of good faifr squires only that the pies perform in good faith
the Obligations imposed by their a evrnert loner a lficran Tech109 r Inc 129 Idaho 241
247 923P2d 486 492 Ct App 1996 Me implied covenant of good hitia is violated only
whenaparty violates xtullifres or siguificantIy imnain any benefit of the contra Id izernal
quotation omitted
As stated abode Plaintiff hw sufficiently alleged a breach of contract claim Plaintiff has
thereforc also sufficiently pleaded a cause of action for breach of the implied covetian of good
faia Homecominbs Motion is denied as to Count VIII
IV N gUgence
In Count 1X Plaintiff claims Homecomings MFRS and aecutive negligently
commenced foie Imme againstPal ifrs holiae
Tbe elements of a comaoM law negligence action are 1 a duty recognized by law
rewiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard of corduct 2 a breach ofthat duty 3
a causal connection between t a defcndanes Conduct and the resulting injury and 4 actual loss
ar damage Mck jl n Racque6all Club Inc v Id Fh7t Nat Patzk NA 119 Idaho
1715176 804Pd904 944 905 1991
Plaintiff has alleged Defendants owed him a duty to provide certain notices and to not
wrongfully foreclose On hisly Plaintiff has also alleged Defendants breached these
duties and as a result Plairitif mffested injury Taking all ofPl1WiC alleo3tonsas true he has
sufficiently stated a cause of action for negligence Defdants Motion is therefore denied as to
CountM
V Tortions interference with Contract
In Count X Plaintiff claims MFRS is not a putty to the Note or Deed of Trust and that




prcrpe.."t'J. Id.,169-78. Pla.intiff also claims Eomecomings illegally scheduled a foreclosure sale. 
Id.,152. 'tJewing all facts in Plaintiff's raver. plaintiff has alleged the necessar"1 elements for a 
breach of CODtra.ct acticn. Homecomings' Motion is therefore denied as to Count vrr. 
m. Bre:2cit of COYenan.t of Good Faith and Fair Dealing 
In. Count VIII Plaintiff claims Homecomings breached it.s covenant of good faith. and fair 
dealing. 
The im:plied covenant of good faith "requires only that the pru:iies perform. in good faith 
the obligations imposed by their agreement." Jone8 v. Mkron Teeltnolcgy, Inc.~ 129 Idaho 241. 
241,923 P.2  486~ 492 ( t. Ap . 19 6), uThe implied covenant of good faith is violated only 
when II party violate8, llttllliles or significantly impairs any benefit of the contract" ld. (mternal 
quotation omitted). 
As stated above, Plaintiff has GUfiicient1yalleged a breach of contract claim. Plaintiffhas 
therefore also sufficiently pleaded a cause of action for breach of the implied covenant of good 
faith. ec i gs' ti  U! i   to Count VITI. 
IV. Nqligence 
In Count IX Plaintiff claims Homeconrlngst MERS and Executive negligently 
enced fozeclooure against laintiffs m . 
"The elements of a common la.w negligence ~tion are (1) a duty, recognized by law1 
r~quirlng the defehdant to conform to a certain standard of cotWuct; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) 
a caU$li connection between the defendanfs conduct and the resulting injury; and (4) actual loss 
Or damage. U Black Canyon Racquetball Club. Inc. Y. Idaho Firti Nat. Bl1nk, NA., 119 Idaho 
1 1, 75-176,804 P.2d 900,904- 905 (199 ). 
Plaintiff has alleged Defendants owed him n duf'tJ to provide certain notices and to not 
wrongfully foreclose on his property. Plain~ has ruso a11~ged Defendants breached these 
. . 
dutiest and as a result PIairitiff sufieJ:ed injury. Taking all ofPl8in.tif'f"s allegations as true. he has 
sufficiently stated a cause of action for negligen~. Defendants' Motion is theref,?re denied as to 
COI.lIlt IX. 
v. Tortious Int rference with Contnct 
In Count X Plaintiff claims},!!ERS is not a PartY to the Note or Deed of Trust, and that 
~ intentionally int rfered ~it  the Note and Deed of Trust 
PLF 03556 
Tortious inteerce With cont has four elments 1 to existen of a contract 2
ImOwledge Of ccntract on the par cf the defendant 3 interltiOnal interf causing a
brwh of the contract anal 4 injury to the plairtiff resrdting tram the breach Bybee v
Imac145 Idaho 251 259 178P3d 616 624 2008 It is well established law in Idaho that a
Pty carot forouslyinterfere with its own contract Jekc w v Bcise Cascade Corp 141
Idaho 233 243 108 P3d 380 390 2005 Thus a claim for tortuous inteffer with
contractual relations requires proof that the defendmt is a stranger to the contest BECO
ConssrtactionCo v JUBEA9kzeers Inc 145 Idaho 71924 184P3d 844 849 2048
Tae Deed of Trust sxplici states t1W MEERS is the nominee for Lewder and Lenders
saccwsoars The Deed of Trust also states that WERS is the benefciary under this Security
bmtiument FiwAm Corntn7 While INTERS role in this case is still not completely clear
it is clear that AMS was not a stranger to this contact and AMRS played some role in relation
to Pl it s Deed of Trust Because a party to a contract cannot tortions interfere with his
Own contract Plaintiff has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted Court X of
Plaintiffs Complaint is therefore dismissed
VI Wroagfni Foreclosure
In Count Plaintiff clai Honecomngs IWIERS and Executive commmced
foreclosure proceedings LZ ti7elatiort of Idaho lav and MSi4letnber ip Rules Plaintiff
claims that neitherHomecoming nor NERS has an interest in the Note or Deed of Trust
The traditional ripeztess doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintff to prove 1 tlsat the
case presents definite and concrete issues 2 that a real and substmlial controversy exists and 3
that there is a present need for adjudication Non vCerrusa137Idaho 748 801 53 F 3d
1217 12202
Plaintiff fails to allege that his home has been foreclosed on VVuile ho does allege
Defendants seat hint a Notice of Default and Notice of TrusteesSale it appears the trustees
sale was never conducted UntilMiff can claim his home has been foreclosed on his claim
ofwrongful foreclosure is not ripe for adjudication Count XI of PlaantiffsComplaint is
therefore dismissed
VII Slander of Title
10 Count XXI Plaint ff claims HomecMUngs INTERS and Executive caused a cloud to be
placed on the title ofhis property by instituting foreclosure
PLF 03557
002762
~CTortious interference W'ith ccntract has fuur elements: (1) the existence of a contract; (2) 
bowiedge of·t1le contr...£! on the part of the defendant, (3) intentional interference causing a 
breru;h of the contract; and (4) injurj to the plaintiff restilting from the breach." Bybee v. 
Isaac, 145 Idaho.1SI, 25~> 178 P.3d 616, 624 (2008). "It is well established law in Idaho that a 
pmty. cannot tortiously i.'lterfere with its own. contract." Jenki.1f3 v. Boise Cascal!.e Corp., 141 
Idaho 23 , ~43, 108 P.3  380, 390 ( 0 5). ThU.S, lea claim for tortuous interference with 
contractual relations requires proof that the defendant is a stranger to the contract" BECO 
CC113truction Co., Y. J-U-B ElJ.gi.neer;, Inc.~ 145 Idaho 719$ 724.184 PJd 844,849 (2008). 
rae Deed of Trost explicitly states that MERS is the nominee for Le."lder and Lender's 
successors. The Deed of Trust also state.s that c'MERS is t~e beneficiary under t:his Security 
Instrument." Fin.t Am. Campi., ,7. \V.a.i!e }..fERSl roIe in. this case is stiIl not completely clear, 
it is c]ear that MERS1 was not a stranger to this contract and'M:ERS played some role in relation 
to Plaintiff's Deed of Trust Becanse a party to a contract camlot tortiously interfere with his 
own contract, Plaintiff has failed to state a claim. upon which relief can be granted. Count X of 
Plamtiffs o plaint is there-iora dismi~ed. 
L rOll f'ttI i)r foslIre 
In Connt XI lai tiff claims omecomings, !vI S and xecutive co enced 
forecloStn"e proceedings L"1 v101atioll of Idaho la~v and MERS Membership Rules, Plaintiff 
cl.aims that neither lIo eco ing nor !t!ERS has an interest i  the ote or eed of rust. 
"The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to. prove 1) that the 
case presents definite and concrete i~ues, 2) that a real and substantial controversy e:dsts~ and 3) 
that there is a present need for adJudication.» Noh v. Cenar1Wct,137 Idaho 79-S, 801, 53 P.3d 
1217,1220 (2002). 
P1a.intiff fails to allege that his home has b en foreclosed on. W.nil.e he does allege 
Defendants sent hi'll a Notice of Default and Notice of Trustee~s Sale, it appears the trustee's 
sale was never conducted. Until Plaintiff em claim his home .has be!m fore.cIosed on, his claim 
of wrongful foreclooure js not ripe for adjudication. Count XI of Plaintiff's Comp.laint is 
therefore dismissed. 
VTI. Slander of Title 
In Count XU Plaintiff claims ~omecomings, MERS and Executive caused a cloud to be 
pla~ on the title of his jJroperty by instituting forecl9Sure. 
6 
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SlMder of title requires Proof cf fOUT eleMeIts 1 publicaLzon of a slCerous
sagent its falsity 3 malice and 4 resulting special damages Mcpheters v
138 Ida1a391 39s f P3d 317 321 2003 nezt itsofspecial dmmages are claimed they
shall be ideIra d by category and the specific dollar amount nvy be stated Idaho R Civ P
9g110
Plaintiff in this case has failed to allege the fourth element of a sor der of title claim
Plaintiffscomplaint only states that as a pro irnat cause of this slander of tMle Renshaw has
sufferedcamages in an amount to be proven at trial This fails to meet the requirements of
IRCP9 that plaintiff ideil the category of special damages The Court finds tit
Plaintiffhas failed to state a claim for dander of Title Count Xti of his Complaint is therefore
dismissed
VIII FrMmd
In Col Plaintiff claims Homeaamdngs AERS and Executive defrauded him by
knowinglymaking maternal false statements offact
The lof fraud arc 1 a repxeseutation 2 its falsity 3 its materiality the
speaker knowledge about its falsity or ignorance of its truth 5 his intent that it should be
acted qTon by the persor and in the manner reasonably contemplated 6 the hearers ignorance
of its falsitX 7 his reliance on the repr4sentatiou 8 his rights to rely thereon 9 his
eousequent and proximate injury Jat m 141 Idaho at 239103P3d at 336
In his Complaint Plaintiff alleges Defendants made the folIow false statements
I Tbat AMS is the beneficiary of the Deed ofTrust
2 That MGRS has the authority to foreclose on Rmsbawls property
3 That Homecomings has theaurnityto foreclose ouRenshawsproperty and
4 That Executive has the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperly
1ir31 Am Compl 1135 Plaintiff also claims he relied on tae truth of these staicments to his
detament However the Court has been unable to fsnd any allega ion ofhow Plaintiff relied on
these sWernents Plaintiff has not alleged what actions he took as a result of these statements
Plaintiff has failed to state a cause of action for Eraud because he has failed to allege any facts






"Slander of title requires proof of four elements; (1) publication of a slanderous 
statement; (2) its falsity; (3) malice; and (4) resulting special da."'llages." McPheteJ'3 v. Ma'ik, 
138 Idaho 391, 395,64 P. d 317) 321 (20 3). W',(len items of special damages are claimed, they 
shall be iderr"Jfied by categClry and the specific dolIar amount may be stated. Idaho. R. Civ. P. 
9(g) (2010). 
Plaintiff in this ~e has failed to allege the fourth element of a stander of title claim. 
Plaintiff s complaint ()n1y 5tates that I'as a proximate cause of this slander of title, Renshaw has 
suffered damages in an. amount to be proven at trial." This faila to meet the requirements of 
I. . CoP. 9{g) that plafutif ' idelltifj the category of special damages. Tae Court finds that 
Plaintiff has failed to state a claim for Slander! of Title. Count XII of hk Complaint is therefore 
diSDlissed. 
vm. Fr.md 
In Count xm Plalntiff claims Homecomings, l\IIERS and Executive defrauded him by 
l   C!i I    ct. 
 elements  m  re: "(1) a representation; {2} i~ falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the 
speaker's knowledge about its falaity or ignorance of its tnlth; (5) bis intent that it should be 
acted tZPon by the per-An and in the mann~ reasonably c01ltemplated; (6) the hearers ignorance 
of its falsity; (7) his reliance on the representation; (8) his rights to rely thereon; (9) hi~ 
consequent a  pr .imate i j xy." Jenkins, 141 Idaho t 239~ 108 P.3d at 8 . 
In his Complaint, Plaintiff alleges Defendants made the folloW:.llg false statements: 
1. '!'hat MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed ofTtust; 
2. That MERS has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property; 
:3. That Homecomings has the' authority to forec!ose on Renshaw's property; and 
4. That ExecutiVe has the authOrity to foreclose on Renshaw's property. 
First Am. Campl., ,135. Plaintiff aI30 claims he relied on the truth of these statmnents to his 
detriment. However, the Court has 'been unable 'to :find any allegation of how Plaintiff relied on 
. . 
these statements. plaintiff has not aJ!.eged what actions he took as a result of these statements. 
Plaintitl' has failed to state a cause of action for fraud because be bas failed to allege any facts 
auggestingthat he relied upon these statements. COllllt xm of Plaintiffs Complaint is therefore 
dismissed. 
IX. Unjust Enrichment 
7 
PLF 03558 
n Catnt leiT Plaintiff claims
omeeo493yam andLecnti1ev be lnjustly
enriched by the payment of fees astd b y the equity ir1a tifrshome
traditiorl ripeness doctrine requires a pedtfonvr or plaintiff to prove 1 t t the
caseprsents definite ltd ccttcrete issues 2 that a real and substantial ccntrover exists aad 3
that there is a present need for atlucedM p1OA137 Idaho at f3I 43P3d at 1220
Flairtix fails to allege his home has been foreclosed on Ile le does allege
Defendants seat him a Notice of Default and Not of Trustees Sale it appears the t ees
sale was never condWed PladjTonly claims these Defendants W71 be unjustly emviched if
foreclosum oecaM Until such tine Plaintiff camaet claim that Defendants have been unjustly
enriched CountXIV ofPlainEffs Complaint is therefore dismissed
X Idaho ConsumerPratectou Act
IA Cotutt W Plaintiff clams IlomecOm gs MFRS and Executive violated the Idaho
ConsumerPmtdonAct ICPA 48603 and 436030
A person Violates the ICPA wben he engages in any act or practice which is misleading
falsc or deceptive to the ccnsuaner LC 4860317 2010 A person also violates the ICPA
when he engages in any act or practice which is unconscionable IC 435030 2010 All
claims under the ICPA must be brought within two year from the data fire cause of action
accrued IC 48519 2410
Plaintiff closed his loan an June 27 2007 Because a cause of action under the ICPA
must be brought within two years any claims under this secton relating to the original loan
documents are barred by the statute of limitations
Wni1e Plaintiff does Spot specifically allege the actions fhat constitute the violation ofthe
ICPA it is possible to read Plaintiffs complaint as suggesting that violations also ocmtured in
2010 For example Plaintiffhas alleged that none of these Defendants had the right to initiate
foreclosure on his home The Court Ends this allegation if taken as true is suffi to state a
claim under eithnr LC 4M or 48603C Defendants Motion is therefore denied as to
Count XV1
XI RESPA
In Count XVII PLitztiff claims Homecomia violated the Real Estate Settlement
Procedures Act RESPA by failing to properly respond to two qualified written requests
PLF 03559
002764
In Count XIV Plaintiff claims Homecomings. wIERS and Executive wilL be tmjustly 
eu.iched by the payment of fees lk'1O. by the equity in Plaintiff s home. 
"The traditiotm1 ripene.1S doctrine requires a petitioner or :plaintiff to prove 1) that the 
case pres nts definite a,.,d concret  issues, 2) that a real and substantial controversy exists, and 3) 
that there is a present need for adJuclication.." Noh,137 Idaho at 801, 53 P .3d at l~O, 
Plaintiff fails to allege his home has be n foreclosed an. W11i1e he does allege 
Defe."l(hmts sent him a Notice oi Default and Notice of Trustee's S.11e, it appears the trustee's 
sale was never conducted. Plaintiff only claims these Defendants will be unjustly enriched if 
foreclosure occU!S'. Until such time, Plaintiff cannot claim that Defendants have been unj1l5.tly 
enriched. Count XIV ofPlalntiffs Cornp,Iilint is therefore dismis ed. 
x. I 3  c su r rotecti n t 
In Count XVI Plaintiff cWms Homecomings, MERS and E..""(ecutive violated the Idaho 
ODSll  rotection t (I  A) §§ -6   - . C. 
A person violates the rep A when he engages in my act or practice which is misleading, 
faIse, or deceptive to the consmner. Le. § 48~603(17) (2010). A persnn also violates the ICPA 
hen he engages i  any act   i h.  . le. § 48-603C (2010) • .All 
c1atms under the ICPA must be brought within two ye3l'3 ~om the date the cause of ac1ion 
accrued. le. § 8-619 (20 0). 
plaintiff closed lrls loan on June 27. 2007. Because a cause. of action u:nder the ICP A 
must be brought w:itbin two years, any claims ur.der this section relating to the original loan 
documents are batted by the statuto of limitations. 
While Plaintiff does not specifically allege the actions that CODstitute the violation of the 
ICPA, it is possible to read Plaintiff's compWnt as suggesting that violations also occllIl'ed in 
2010. For example, Plaintiffhas alleged that none of these Defendants had the right to initiate 
foreclosure on his home. The Court finds this a.llegatioo7 if taken as trne) is sufficient to state a 
claim under either Ie. § 48--603 or § 48-603C. Defendants' Motion is therefore denied as to 
CountXVL 
XL RESPA 
In Count XVII Plaintiff claims Homecomings violated the Real Estate Settlement 
Procedure$ Act (RESP A) by failing to properly r~spoIld to two qualified written requests. 
8 
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Ellern Ser ricer cr a federally reiaEed n ortgae11as a duty to respond to qualified tvrittea
requestsfcm the Iaar war relatiro to the 3eric g cfthe Ioan 1USC
Plaintiff complains that he made two quaUed wntten requests to Homecomings anal
I3onzecox it gs failed to resnond in accordance with RESPA Assuningthese facto are trite this
alegaEon is sufficient to state a clairn for a violeton ofRESPA Homecomings Motion is
therefore denied as to CoinXVII
ML Aidtb andAbetting
1c comet XVlU Plaintiff claims VMS and Ezecudve had Imowledge of Homecomings
frau and the two fities providedsubzLnntW assistance to Homecoming to achieve the fraud
As stated above Plaintiff bzs failed to properly plead a came of action for fraud because
he has not alleged how he relied on any of efendams Use statents Because Plaintiffs
fraud claim has been dismissed it is also proper to dismiss his claim thatiDMS and Executive
aided Homecoming in committing fraud Count XVIII of Plamilscomplaint is therefore
dismissed
ttl
Ia Cotmt XLXPlaiataff claims Homecomings violated the Horne Affordable Modification
Program HAW
Federal Courts appear to be in ft9eeri1 that ILkWT does not create a private right of
action See Mark v Bank ofAca jVA 2014 WL 257298 D Ariz 2410 Boyd v US
Bank fVd vraj Basco Acmes Marta Loan Trrt Benzes 20031 2011 vVL 1374986ND111
2011Mabatv Sierra pacifzcMorrg Co Inc 2410 WL2574161EDCad 2010
Because does not create a private right of action Plaintiff has failed to state a
claimmderHANT Count XIX ofPlaintiffs complaint is therefore dismissed
CONCLUSION
Defendants Motion for Judgment on the pleadings is grantd in part and denied in gait
Defendants Motion is hereby granted as to counts V X 3a XII XIII XIV XVIII and XIX of





Everj serricer of a federally relmed mortgage has a duty to respond to qualified written 
requests fi.-Cll'l the bor ower elanng to the servicing of the loan. 12 U.S.C. § 2605(e)(1)(A). 
Plaintiff complains that he made two qualified writt~ requests to Homecomings and 
Homecomings failed ·to respond in acrordance with RES? A. ASSlL"'"Illng these facts ate truej this 
allegation is sufficient to state a claim for a violation ofRESPA. Homecon:rlngs' Motion is 
therefore derJed as to Count XVII. 
XlI. iding and et ing 
In count xvm Plaintiff c1aims MERS and E.1:ecutive had knowledge of Homecomings 
fraud, and the two entities provided substantial assistance to Ho eco ing to achieve the fraud. 
, 
s stated abov~ P1ai:ntiff has failed to properly plead a canse of action for fraud because 
he has not alleged bow he relied on .my of Defendants' false statements. Because Plainti:ff's 
fraud clai  has been dis is8ed, itls also propel to cfu iss his clai  that :MBRS and xecutive 
i    i  f ud. Count xvm of Plaintiff's complaint is therefore 
dismissed. 
XIII. RAMP 
In. ount I  Plaintiff clai s o eco ings violated the ome ffordable odification 
 (H MP). 
Federal Courts appear to be in ngreement that HA;.\IIP does not create a private right of 
action. See Marks v. Bank af America, N.A., 20tO ~VL 25n9S.3 (D. Ariz. 2010); Boyd Y. U.S. 
Bank. N..A.., ex reI. SIl3CO Aames Mqrtg. Loan Trust, Serie3 2003-1, 2011 WL 1374986 (N.D. Ill. 
2011); Manabatv. Sierra PaciflcMong. Co" Inc., 2010 WL2574161 (B.D. Cal. 2010). 
Because RAMP does not create a private right of action, .Plaintiff has failed to state a 
clai  -under.HAlVIP. COtmt XIX ofPlaintifrs co plaint is therefore dis isse . 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants' Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings is granted in part and denied iII part. 
Defendants' Motion is hereby granted as t() counts V, X, XI, XU. XIII, XIV, xvm and XIX of 
Plaintiff's Complain1. Defendants' Motion j., hereby denied as to counts VII, vm, IX, XVI, and 
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Stephen Kenyon Clerk
Appeal from the District Court ofthe First Judicial District ofthe State of Idaho
Kootenai County Hon Lansing L Haynes District Judge
The district courtsorders granting the motion to dismiss and decying the motion
to compel are affirmed
Vermont R Trotter CoeurdAlene pro se appellant
Routh Crabtree Olsen PS Bellevue Washington and Fulbright Jaworsld
LLP Minneapolis Minnesota for respondents Joshua Schaer argued for Bank of
New York Mellon and ReconTrust Company Robert I Pratte argued for
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
HORTON Justice
Vermont Trotter Trotter is a homeowner in default on his home loan ReconTrust the
trustee appointed by the beneficiary of the deed of trust notified Trotter of the default and
initiated a nonjudicial foreclosure on the deed of trust pursuant to TC 451505 Upon receiving
notice of the trusteessale Trotter sued ReconTrust Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc VIERS andBkof New York Mellon Trotterscomplaint alleged that none of the
PLF 03563
002768
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defendants had standing to initiate a foreclosure under IC 451505 Bank ofNew York filed
a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claira pursuant toIRCP12b6on the grounds that it
had complied with all statutory requirements to foreclose and that standing is not a requirement
ofnonjudicial foreclosures underIC 451505 The district court granted the motion
On appeal Trotter argues that before any party may initiate a nonjudicial foreclosure
under IC 451505 it must affirmatively demonstrate its standing to foreclose by proving it has
an interest in both the deed of trust and the promissory note it secures Additionally Trotter
asserts that MFRS was never the true beneficiary of the deed of trust and therefore lacked the
authority to assign it to Bank of New York Consequently he argues Bank of New Yorks
appointment ofRecmTrust as successor trustee was invalid and neither ReconTn st nor Bank of
New Yorkhas standing to foreclose We affirm
IFACTUAL ANDPROCEDU BACKGROUND
In June of 2005 Vermont Trotter executed a Note and a Deed ofTrust in which MBRS
was the named beneficiary as nominee for the lender Cou atrywide Home Loans Tic The deed
of trust was recorded on June 24 2005 The deed of trust encumbers zeal property located at 512
South 14th Street in CoeurdAlene This is Trotter primary personal residence
According to the district court MERE executed a Corporation Assignment of Deed of
Trust that was recorded in Kootenai County on August 24 2009 The effect of this assignment
was to name Sank ofNew York Mellon as the beneficiary under the deed of trust Bank ofNew
York Mellon then recorded an Appointment of Successor Trustee naming ReconTrust as the
successor trustee The same day ReconTrust also recorded a Notice of Default ReconTrust
executed a Notice of TrusteesSale on or about September 2 2009 which set the date of the
trustees sale as January 11 2010 Trotter acknowledged receipt of the Appointment of
Successor Trustee Notice ofDefault and Notice ofTrusteesSale
Prior to the scheduled trusteessale Trotter filed a complaint requesting declaratory and
injunctive relief asserting that Bank of New Yorkmay not foreclose until it demonstrates it has
legal standing to do so and alleging that he has not been provided with any document showing
how Bank ofNew York became the beneficiary on the deed of trust orwhether it ownshis loan
Additionally Trotter alleged in the complaint that his loan was placed in a loan trust that may
1 The ternlBa k ofNew Yorle is used to describe the defendants as a group except where the context indicates it
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have been insured against borrower default He contends that if the trust received payment on an
insurance policy there may not be a default that would permit foreclosure The district court
issued a temporary restraining order TRO which cancelled the sale scheduled for January 11
2010 and enjoined any sale of the property through Januaiy 22 2410 The district court issued a
second TRO on February 5 2010 cancelling the rescheduled trusteessale and ordering Bank of
New York not to reschedule the sale without further order ofthe court
Bank of New York then filed a 12b6motion to dismiss Trotter opposed the motion
and moved the court for an order to compel Bank of New York to fully comply with his
discovery requests The district court denied Trottersmotion to compel and granted the motion
todismiss The court found that l ERS was the beneficiary under the deed of trust and that
AERS had properly assigned its rights as beneficiary to Bank of New York pursuant to IC
451502 The court thus found Bank ofNew Yorksappointment of ReconTrust as successor
trustee valid tmder IC 4515042 and therefore as a matter of law that ReconTrust was
vested with the powers of the original trustee The court denied Trottersmotion to compel as
moot and vacated the restraining orders Final judgment was entered for Bank of New York and
Trotter timely appealed Trotter was represented by counsel in the district court but on appeal
he has proceeded pro se Trotter requests a declaratory judgment that Bank of New York and
ReconTrust lack standing to foreclose Bothparties request attorney fees
H STANDARD OF REVIEW
Appeals from an order of si mxy judgement are reviewed de novo and this Court
standard of review is the same as the standard used by the trial court in ruling on a motion for
summary judgment Curlee Y Kootenai Cnty Fire Rescue 148 Idaho 391 394 224P3d
453 461 2003 citations ornitted Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings
depositions and admissions on file together with the affidavits if any show that there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgement as a
matter of lawIRCP56c Under this standard disputed facts are construed in favor of the
non moving party and all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the record are drawn in
favor of the non moving party Curlee148 Idaho at 394 224P3d at 461 here the evidence
reveals no disputed issues ofmaterial fact then only a question of law remains over which this
Baak of New York filed a 12b6motion but also asked the district court to take judicial notice of several
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458, 461 (2008) (citations omitted). u ary judg ent is appropriate if "the pleadings, 
depositions, and ad issions on file, together ith the affidavits, if any, sho  that there is no 
genuine issue as to any ater..al ~act and that the oving party is entitled to a judg ent as a 
atter of law." I.Re.p. 56(c). nder.this standard, "disputed facts are construed in favor of the 
non- oving party, and all reasonable inferences that can be dra n fro  the record are dra n i  
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Court exercises free revives Lockheed lartin 0677 v Idaho Stare Tax Comm 142 Idaho
790 793 134 P3d 641 644 20067 However the adverse pasty may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials in the pleadings but must set forth specific facts showing there is a
genuine issue for trialIRCP56eTherefore when this Court reviews an order granting
aumiaryjudgment conclusory assertions unsupported by specific facts are insufficient to raise
a genuine issue ofmaterial fact precluding suirraaayjudgment Mareci V CoeurDAIene School
Bast Xo 271 150 Idaho 740 744 250 P3d 791 795 2011 citing Goodman v Lothrop 143
Idaho 622 627151P3d 818 823 2007
This Court exercises free review over interpreting a statute meaning and applying the
facts to the law VIP VC v Dakota Co 141 Idaho 326 331109P3d714 719 2005 Pro se
litigants are held to the same standards and rules as those represented by an attorney Twin Falls
Caty v Coates 139 Idaho 442 445 80P3d10436 2003
IIIANALYSIS
A The district court properly granted Bank ofNew Yorksmotion to dismiss
The district court granted Bank of New Yorksmotion to dismiss after it considered the
statutory requirements for a nonjudicial foreclosure set out in IC 451502 through 1515 the
Idaho Deed of Trust Act or the Act Trotter claims that the district court examined the wroug
issue in this case His contention is that a party must have standing to initiate a nonjudicial
foreclosure Trottersarguments related to this issue can be summarized as 1 in order to initiate
a nonjudicial foreclosure on a deed of tract the foreclosing party must first prove that it has
standing to initiate foreclosure under the statute and 2Ndespite being named as the
beneficiary on the deed of trust had no authority to assign its interest in the deed oftrust to Bank
ofNew York because it is only a nominal beneficiary Thus Trotter argument is not that the
procedural requirements under the Deed of Trust Act were not satisfied but that before a party
may make use of those procedures it must demonstrate its right to use them Trotter also
references the allegation in his complaint that the sale ofhis promissory note to a securitized
loan trust may have liquidated7 his loan obligation and thus eliminated the possibility of
default on his part We review only the first argtmnent because the others are not supported by
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nty. v. tes,  I a  , ,  .3d 043, 1046 (2 3). 
m.ANA  
 ..  t     I.:   ork's   i s. 
       rk's        
st t t r  r ir ts f x  j i i l f r l s r  s t t i  I.C. §§ 45~1502 through -1515 (the 
I    r t t r t  ct). r tt r l i  t t t  i tri t ou..'i: i  t  r n  
issue in this case. is contention is that a party ust have "standmg" to initiate a n01l~judlcia1 
f r l r . tterts t  l t  t  till  i    i  s: ) i   t  i itiat  
a non-judicial foreclosure on a deed of trust, the foreclosing party ust .first prove that it has 
"standing" to initiate foreclosure Undel" the statute; and 2) :MERS, despite being na ed as the 
beneficiary on the deed of trust, had no authority to ~ssign.its interest in the deed of trust to ank 
of e  ork because it is only a "no inal" beneficiary. hus, rotter's argu ent is not that the 
r ce ral re ire e ts er t e ee  f r st ct ere t satisfie , t t at ef re a art  
     .roced r , i   strate     . rotter s  
references the allegation in his co plaint that the sale of his pro issory note to a "securitized 
loa  tr st" a · a e "liquidated" is l a  ligation tuld t s eli inate  t e ssi ilit  f 
default on his part. e review only the first arg nent because the others are not supported by 
e t  t   are t e re . 
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I A trustee is not required to rove it has standing befor foreclosing on a deed of trust
Trotter argues that before a patty may foreclose under the Act it must establish its
standing to foreclose by proving that it is the current owner of the note and mortgage At oral
argument before this Court Trotter also sug4ested that a trustee may not initiate nonjudicial
foreclosure proceedings under the Act unless it has authorization tozn the beneficiary We
disagree While it is titre that a partymust have standing before it may invoke the jurisdiction of
a court the foreclosure process in the Act is not a judicial proceeding Fed Horne Loan Jldortg
Corp v Appel 143 Idaho 42 46 n1 137P3d 429 433n12006 Insteadtheprocedures to
foreclose on trust deeds outside of the judicial process provide the express lane alternative to
foreclosure in the judicial system and strip borrowers of protections embedded in a judicial
foreclosure Id Thus as an alternative that is outside the judicial process the Act sets forth
all of the requirements to foreclose on a deed of trust
This Court interprets statutes according to their plain and express meaning and when
they areuuhigucus this Court gives effect to the legislatures clearly expressed intent
KootenaiHosp DUt v Bonner Cnty Rd ofCpnMrs149 Idaho 290 293 233 P3d 121255
2010 Trotter asks the Court to find a standing requirement in the Act without provid a
tomal basis or citing to controlling precedent However nothing in the text of the statute can
reasonably be read to require the trustee to prove it has standing before foreclosing Instead
the plain language of the statute makes it clear that the trusteemay foreclose on a deed of trust if
it complies with therequirements contained within theAct
The Act states that a deed of trust executed in conformity with this act may be
foreclosed by adveidsement and sale in accord with the procedures it describes IC 45
1503lThose procedures are set forth in IC 451505 which states that the trustee may
foreclose a trust deed by advertisement and sale if four requirements are met
1 The trust deed any assignments of the trust deed by the trustee or the
beneficiary and any appointment of a successor trustee are recorded in mortgage
records in the counties in which the property described in the deed is situated and
2 There is a default by the grantor or other person owing am obligation the
performance of which is secured by the trust deed or by their successors in
interest with respect to any provision in the deed which authorizes sale in the
event ofdefault ofsuch provision and
3 Trotter cites no controlling cases regarding IC 451503 1505 or 1506 The only Idaho cases cited are In re
Wilhelm 407 BR392 Bantu D Idaho 2009 and A re Sheridan No 0820381TLM 2009 WL 631355 Bankr
D Idaho Mar 12 2009 federal bankruptcy cases that are inapplicable in the context of nonjudiciat fOCCClOSEire
PLF 03567
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1.  tr"I.lSte  i     1)rove i   t i  efore f l i   a  f t. 
r tter ar es t at ef re a art  ay f recl se er t e ct, it st establis  its 
standing to foreclose by proving that it is the current o ner of the note and ortgage. t oral 
ar e t ef re t is ourt, r tter als  s geste  t at a tr stee ay t i itiate j icial 
f r l r  r i  r t  t l  i1:  uthor.. ti  from t  neficiary.  
disagree. bile it is true that a party ust have st:m.ding before it ay invoke the jurisdiction of 
a court, the foreclosure process in the Act is not a judicial proceeding. Fed. Home Loan J.~fortg. 
orp. v. ppel, 143 Idaho 42, 46 n.l, 137 P.3d 429,433 n.! (2006). Instead, "[t]heprocedures to 
f recl se  tr st ee s tsi e f t e j icial r cess r i e t e e .press-Iane alter ati e t  
oreclo~  i  t  j i i l t   tri  rr r  f r t t~o   i   j i i l 
foreclosure." ld. Tb.us, as an "alternative" that is "outside the judicial process," the ct sets forth 
          t. 
This ourt interprets statutes "according to their plain arui express eaning, and hen 
they are unambiguous this ourt gives effect to the legislature'S clearly expressed intent." 
t i s . ist. v. r ty. B . ofCQ1J~rlrs-,  I  0, ,  .3d 212, 1215 
(2010). rotter asks the ourt to find a standing require ent in the ct, ithout providing  
te."'CtUal basis or citing to controlling precedent.:l o ever, nothing i  the text f the statute can 
r s l   r  t  r ir  t  tr st  t  r  it s "sta ing" f r  f r l si g. I st , 
the plain language of the statute akes it clear that the trustee ay foreclose on a deed of trust if 
t ie    re e ts    t. 
he ct states that "a deed of trust executed in coofonnity ' ith this act ay be 
f re l s   rtis t  le" i  r  it . t  r w:es it s nD s. I.e. § 5-
1503(1). hose procedures are set forth i  I.C. § 45-1505, which states that j'the trustee may 
foreclose a trust deed by advertise ent and sale" if fmU" require ents are et 
(1) he trust deed, any assign ents of the trust deed by the trustee or the 
beneficiary and any appoint ent of a successor trustee are recorded m ortgage 
r r  in t  tie  in hich t e r rt  no  i  t   i  it t ;  
(2) There is a default by the grantor or other person o ing an obligation the 
rfonna ce f hic  is s r   t  tr st e  r  t ir s cCesS9fS I  
interest ith respect to any provisiop. i  the deed hich authorizes sale m the 
t  fa lt f  r i i ;  
3 rotter cites no c tr lling cases re ar i  I.e. §§ -150 . -150 , r -150 . e l  I a  cases cite  are In re 
il1lel , 07 .R. 92 (Ba kl·. . Ida o ) and In e i , . - -T ,  I. 31355 (Ba ia. 
D. Idllho ar. 12, 2009). federal bankruptcy cases that are inapplicable in the context of nonjudicial foreclosure. 
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3The trustee or beneficiary shad have a filed for record in the ofhce of the
recorder in each county wherein the trust property or some part or parcel is
situated a notice of default identifying the deed of trust by stating the name or
names of the trustor or trustors and giving the book and page where the same is
recorded or a description of the trust property and containing a statement that a
breach of the obligation for which the transfer in trust is security has occurred
and setting forth the nature of such breach and his election to sell or cause to be
sold such property to satisfy such obligation
4 No action suit or proceeding has been instituted to recover the debt then
remaining secured by the trust deed or any part thereof or if such action or
proceeding has been instituted the action orproceeding has been dismissed
IC 451505 Additionally once the notice of default has been recorded the trustee must give
fornal notice of the trusteessale to parties specified in the statute See IC 451506 These are
the only requirements that precede foreclosure We hold that pursuant to IC 451505 a
trustee may initiate iacgjudicial foreclosure proceedings on a deed of trust without first proving
ownership of the underlying note or demonstrating that the deed of trust beneficiary has
requested or authorized the trustee to initiate those proceedings
The record confirms that the Appointment of Successor Trustee Notice of Default and
Notice of TrusteesSale complied with the statutory requirements and were recorded as specified
in the statute and the district court found that the defendants met the requirements ofIC 45
1505 and 451506 Because there is no statutory requirement for the trustee to prove standing
before initiating a nonjudicial foreclosure on a deed of trust we affirm the district courtsorder
dismissen Trottersclaims
2 The Court declines to review the remainder ofTrotters arguments
Trottersarguments that a 1MS had no authority to assign the deed of trust to Bank of
New York and b his loan obligation may have been satisfied by an insurance policy thereby
precluding foreclosure are not supported with relevant legal authority
The Idaho Appellate Rules require an appellant to support its contentions with citations
to the authorities statutes and parts of the transcript and the record relied uponIAR35a6
Thus it is well settled that an issue on appeal will not be considered if it is knot supported by
propositions of law authority or argument Bowles v Pro Indiviro Inc 1372 Idaho 371 376
973 P2d 142 147 1999 quoting State v Zicho 129 Idaho 259 263 923 P2d 966 970
1996 Even where an issue is explicitly set forth in the partysbrief as one of the bases for




(3) e tr stee r e eficiarj shall a e (a) t11ed f r recor  in the office f t e 
recorder in each county herein the trust property, or so e part or parcel, is 
situated, a notice of default identifylng the deed of tr.Jst by stating the na e or 
 f t  tr t r r tr t r   i i  t     r  t  sa  i  
corded, r  scri ti  f t  tr t r perty,  containi g a state ent t t a 
reac  f t e li ati  f r ic  t e tra sfer i  tr st is securit  has ccurred, 
 t i  f   t r  f  c    l cti  t  el  r  t   
l   rt  t  ati f   li ation ... 
(4)  ction, sui      i ti  t   t  t t  
re ai i  sec re   t e tr st deed, r a  art t ereof, r if such acti  r 
r i  s ee  i stit te , t e acti  r r ceed:i  as  is issed. 
Ie. § -1 . i i al y,        r ed,  t  t i  
rm l tip   t  ste 's l  t  ti  i i   t  t t t .  .C. § -1 .   
t e l  re ire;ne ts that rece e f recl s re. e l  that, rs a t t  I.e. § -1 , a 
tr t   i iti t  nonj i i l f r l r  r i     f tm t it t first r i  
   rl     t t     fi :Jt  ~ 
requested or authorized the trustee to initiate those proceedings. 
e rec r  confi:r s t t t e i t e t f ccess r r stee, tice f efault, and 
ti  f r tee's l  lie  it  t  t t t r  r ir t   r  r r   ifi  
in the statute, and the district court found that the defendants et the require ents ofLC. §§ 5-
 a  -15 . eca se t ere is  stat t r  re ire e t f r t e tr stee to r e sta i  
f r  i itiati   j i i l f re los re    f trllSt,  ffinn t  i tri t urt's r !' 
i i ing tter's l i . 
. he t i es t      t er's lr t . 
r tter's ar e ts t at (a) MER  a   a t rit  t  assi  t e ee  f tr st t  a  f 
e  ork, and (b) his loan obligation ay have been satisfied by an insllrance policy, thereby 
precluding foreclosure, are not supported ith relevant legal authority. 
The Idaho Appellate Rules require an appellant to Stlpport its contentions "with citations 
to the autholities, statutes and part3 of the transcript and the record relied upon." I.A.R. 35(a)(6). 
Thus,. it is "well settled" that an issue on appeal ill not be considered if it is "not supported by 
propositions  l , ~l1.1thodty,  r ent." o les ll. ro In i is , I ., 32 Ida o , , 
973 P.2d 142, 147 (1999) (quoting State v. ichko, 129 Idaho 259, 263, 923 P.2d 966, 970 
(19 6)). en here an issue is uexplicitly set forth i  the arty's brief' as e f the ases for 
appeal, if it is "only entioned in passing and not supported by any cogent argu ent or 
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authority it cannot be considered by this CourtDawson v Cheyovich Fcrrily Trxt 149 Idaho
375 33233 234P3d 699 70607 2010 citing Lzarr a v Boise Cnty ex rel Bd ofComrn
138 Idaho 324 330 63P3d 450 456 2003
Trotter has not provided any controlling precedent to support his assertion that i4ERS as
the lendersnominee could not assign its interest in the deed of trus Rather his argument relies
on two memorandum decisions from theUS Bankruptcy Court for the District of Idaho that are
inapplicable here Those cases are related to standing in bankruptcy proceedings and whether
INTERS met the statutory constitutional and prudential requirements to bring a motion in
bankruptcy court See Sheridan 2009 WL 631355 at 4 71lhelm 407BRat 398 Neither case
supports Trotter assertion that under Idaho law MFRS could not assign its interest in the deed
of trust
In addition to the lw1c of cited legal authority Trotter does not point to any language in
the deed of trust itself that would support his ardent that NIMRS is not the benefMary The
record on appeal does not include the deed of trust and therefore it cannot be considered on
appeal Chisholm v Idaho Dept of Water Res 142 Idaho 159 162 125 P3d 515 518 2005
However the district court found that iviERS was the beneficiary named in the deed of trust
Because it is the appellantsburden to produce a record demonstrating error if a party
appealing an issue presents an incomplete record this Court will presume that the absent portion
supports the Endings of the trial court State v Willoughby 141 Idaho 482 433 211 P3d 91 97
2009 citations omitted We therefore presume that the deed of trust supports the district
courtsfinding that TVIERS could assign its interest to Bank ofNew York Because Trotter has
not presented any argument or authority supporting his claim that 1WRS had no authority to
assign the deed of trust he has waived the issue
Trotter also mentions in his initial brief that summary judgment was not appropriate
because his loan obligation may have been satisfied by insurance payments after it was
securitized and placed in a mortgage loan trust In support of this assertion of error Trotter cites
no legal authority but instead refers the Court to the allegations in his original complaint This is
insufficient to satisfyIAR35x6Because he mentions this argument only in passing and
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In addition to the lack of cited legal authority, rotter does not point to mlY language i  
the deed f trust itself that l  s rt is argument that ~ is t t e e eficiary. e 
r r   l  t i l  t   f tr t,  t r f r  it t  i r   
al. i l  .  't  t  s., 1  , ,1  .3d515,  (2 5). 
r, t      M    fi i .   i     t t 
eca se it i  t e a ellant's r e  to r ce a rec r  e strati  err r, if "a art  
li   iss  r s ts  i l t  r r , t is Ot.U"t ill r s  t t t e. s t rti  
ts  fi    i l urt."  . il hby, 7  , 88,2  .3d ,  
(2009) (citations o itted). e th~efore presu e that the deed of trust supports the district 
urt's :finding t t wI  l  ssign. its i t r st t   f  rk. s  r tt r s 
not presented any argu ent or authority supporting his clai  that lMERS had no :mthority to 
i  t   f tr t,   i  t  i . 
rotter also entions :in is initial brief that su ary judg ent as not appropriate 
s  is l  li ti     s tisfi   i s r  t  aftel" it s 
s ritize   la  i   rt  l  tr st. I  s rt f t is ss rti  f rr r, r tt r ites 
no legal authority, but instead refers the Court to the allegations in. his original co plaint. This is 
ins fficie t t  s tisf  I.A.R. 5(a)(6). s   ti s t is r t l  i  ssi   
ithout sUpporting argu ent or authority, the argu ent is aived and e decline to consider it. 
 
  
B The issue of whether to compel further discovery is moot
An issue is moot when it does not present a real and substantial controversy that is
capable of being concluded through judicial decree of specific relief Ameritel Inns Inc v
Greater Boise Auditorium Dist 141 Idaho 849 851119P3d 624 626 2005 The district court
dismissed Trotters case with prejudice Because we off the district courts dismissal the
motion to compel presents no controversy in which the district co grant relief Therefore the
issue is moot
C Bank of New York is entitled to attorney fees
UnderIC 12121 the prevailing party may be awarded attorney fees when this Court
is left with an abiding belief that the appeal has been brought or defended frivolously
unreasonably or without foLmdation karlson Y Hanis 140 Idaho 561 571 97P3d 428 438
2004 IRCP 54elIsere Bark of New York is the prevailing party and Trotters
arguments were not supported by relevant authority He cited neither Idaho cases related to the
Deed of Trust Act nor persuasive authority that addresses analogous issues instead relying on
cases applicable to judicial proceedings and thus irrelevant to the dispute before us As such his
appeal was without foundation Therefore we award Bank ofNew York costs and attorney fees
IVCONCLUSION
We affirm the district courts orders granting Bank ofNew Yorksmotion to dismiss and
denin7Trottersmotion to compel Costs and attorney fees on appeal to Bank ofNew Yorlc
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ORDER GRANT I G IN PART AND DEFYING IN PART MOTIONS FOR
SUINItARY JUDGMENP
In his mater bath Parties moved for partial sumnnaty judgment The plaintff
moved for svnary judgment on the basis that defendant lacked statutory authority to
maintain a nonjudicial roreclusure defendant Failed to comPty446IC 451505 prior
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efendants. } ------~~~==--------~ 
ORDER GR<\.N'11NC IN PART AND DENYING IN PART OTIONS F R 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
In this matter both parties movca for p~a! sumlMl'y judgment. The plaintiff 
moved for sumnUlry judgment on the basis that defendant lacked star..ltory authorky to 
maintain a non-judicial Ibtedo!:iure. defendant f.tiled to com ply with I.e. § 4S~ I 50S prior 
Page 1 of'lJ 
ORDER GRANTING 1N PART A.'JD DENYIN.G IN PART MOTIONS FOR 
StJMMARY JUDGMENT ' 
PLF 03572 
touitiating the foreclosure and defendant i not the real party in interest T1defendant
moved for suinmary judgment on three issues defendant properly proccedewith lie
foreclosure deendant has complied with RAMP and defendmit is the prDper party in
interest
REVS INTRODUCTION
Transfers of real prcapwtj have traditionally required a public proclamation of the
transfer of ownership wide a memoriali2atian of the transfer The historical and long
obsolete medhod vas by INtI7 of seisin where the psrtles to tlic transaction would enter
the property and the transfOror would physically hard over dirt to the transferee in L4 e
presence of witnesses Recordation oftitle in tho legal snystein the Unite States inherited
from English common law dates to the Domesday Book a project cottapleted in I0
Wftqh it did not include all counties in England HIstorically land transfers must
involve the government in some way Currently land transfers are recorded purvant to
the tawsof the State of Idaho and the other United States In an attempt to stremlime
mortgam transfers for invets 4nd speculators the Mortgage Electronic Ragistradon
System NIERS was created Menyarp Inc x Romalit e 8NY3d90 361NB2d81
NYL006 IVERS is a private corporation fanned bymembers who trade titleswithin
the system by various means
Thecreation of MERS and the dilfricultierencountered during fotecl sures in
which MERS tiers tire involved have created problenm for court5around tJte country
There is o split of authority on same of ale issues presented by this ease After a caroled
examination of the decuenents reflecting the chain of iitle in this case an analysis ofthe
Who statute on wrist deed foreclosures and the persuasive authority found in case law
Page 2 of 11




to jdtiuting tbe foreciast:r~ and defl!nrlant L~ nnt the l'eal party in (n!erest. The defcndunt 
oved for SlImmllt:t judgrnent 011 three issues: defendurtt properly proceedt.'ti witJ\ the 
rorecl(lsure. dcfend.'lnt has co plied ith HA P, and defendant is the proper party ill 
interest. 
M R  I TI N 
 rnnsrel's of rea1 property have tl"'.ldltioool I y l'equit~d II. public pl'oda ation 0 f the 
h'llnsf~r of ownership with a nlemorializ.ation of the trru1Sfcl'. The hlstoric~ and 101116 
 tll  W'JS  liVC1'Y  B  is in,   tl i  t  the t acti  l  nter: 
tIl  r rt   t  tr'tlTIsfel' r l  i (! ll  n  r irt t  t  tr f r  i  the 
presence of itnesses. ecordation cftitfe in the legal !:.'Ystem the nited States inherlted 
fro  English COtnnlOn la  dates to the o esday Book, a p~iect com~Ieted in lOS7s 
although it did not jnclude all counties in Engla.l1d. lstorical ly t land transfel's ust 
in~lve the govern ent in so e vvny. un·ently.land tl'atl3r~3 IU'C l'ecorded pLu'Suant to 
tile l s f t  mte f I , ll  t  othe..r it  t t s. I   tt t t  stl' a lin  
rt.gage nln e ~ f r i vesta\S tlL'l  l t r j t  ortga  l tr i  e i tr ti ll 
t  ~r S) W1ll:I t . l'sor , I . v. () 'lJfI~,  .Y.3d ,8  .E.2d  
(N. Y. 2006). ME S is a private corporation formed by e bers ho trade titles ithin 
, e   arious en . 
he- creation of F..RS and the ifficulties enc:ount.ered ri  foredoS11!'eS in 
which ERS u-aosrers nre involved have created proble s far ~urt.'l around the country . 
. There Is a Splil ofauthority on so e ofrJle issues presented by tIJis case. fter a careful 
t;(a hmiion or the dOCUl~ents ret'~ling the chain ofii!.le in thts~. an allalysis ofll1e 
Id<lho statute on U'1,lst deed foreclosures, and the persul.l:dve llutbOlity found in ease la  
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OR ER G TING IN P RT AND DE."tYING IN P RT OT10NS FOR 
S R  J E  
PLF 03573 
from otlier states or the tedmi courtsitappears thatMetLife the defendant in this
action lots not have the ability to forecittsr on the pimntilfssproperty at this time
tMzLife floes nct now helve y ordedbeneficial interest in the real property at issue
although it probably now has the bene0cial iitteistof the blast deed M issue For that
Mson partial suminwjitidgment far the plaintiff is appropriette for the reasons set Forth
below
PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On October 1 2006 the plaindtr Virgil Ralph Dolph executeda note Note in
the amount oF5023100 payable to fast Horizon Home Loans a division ofrfirst
TecBukNA Fiat Horizon Tine zloty contains no reference toMIRS This
note uas secured with aDeed ofTrust on the real Property located at 908 A Str4
Rupert Who 83350 The Deed of Trust identifies Ralph as the borrower First Horizon
as the Lender Laid tile and Eserovv az the Trustee aad MFRS as tlebeneficiary
The Deed ofTrust fur er states The beneficiary ofthis SSeccity Isistruraea is
MERSsolely as the nominee for Lender and Lenderssuccessor and assigns and the
sciccessors and assig of MFRS Further in the Deed ofTrust It slates Borrower
tmderstauds and agrees that N ERs holds only legal title to the interests granted by
Bor ower in this Security Instrument bui ifn cssary toComply with law or custons
MFRS as nominee for Lender and Lenderssuccessor and assigns has the tight to
exercise any or all of those iirterests including but not limited to die right to forcelosure
and sell the Property and to taste arty action rewired of render including but not limited
0relea ins artd csncelling tlyis Securityfj1St7UMCi1L
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from ocher stales Qr the l'Ccie:-u! COlU'(.S. it ~ppear:l that Met ife, tIle defendant in (his 
action. uoes net have the ability to fQl'eclt}~ on the plaintiff's property at this time, 
MctLife does not now hflve <l.'1Y !"l;\;ordcd benefiditl interest hl the rea! property at issue, 
al1110ugh it probablY ]!Ow h.us the benetjciru interest of the tl:ust deed it{ issue. for that 
\'eSsen partiuJ 3UIDln j' jtLdg ellt for ~he plaintiff is appropriate for ihe reasons set forth 
below. 
PROCEDURAL I TORY 
On October 1, 2006 the piaintif't~ Virgil Ralph (Ralph), e:<ecuted,a, noh~ (Note) in 
tbe a t ofS5D, 2  payable to Firm orizon o e oans, a division ofFiriil 
e.nne~ an   A. ( irst rizon). h  N te c tnms  referellE.:·e t  ERS. Ilis 
note was secured with a Deed of Trust on {he ren] property Iocated at 908 A Sl.l:eet. 
upert, [daho 83350. he eed of rust Identifies alph ,1  '4borraw~". First Horizon 
as the "Lender, Land rule and Escrow as the nTrustee~', and MEltS as the "benefic.iary". 
The Deed ocTrust further stales "The beneficiary· of this Seeurity histrument is 
MERS (solely as tile nomrnee for Lender and Lender's successors and mgns) and the 
StICCessors and ass:ign:s of ~lERS." Further in the eed ofTrtlst it !tate:! "&rra er 
understands and agrees that MERS holds coly legal title to the interests grantoo by 
Sor.rower in this Security Instrument, btlt, if necessary to cot-nply with Inw or custom. 
MERS (as nomine: for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns) has the right; to 
exercise any or all o.fthose interests, including, but not limited t01 the right to fOl1:c!osure 
and seJllhe Pl"Opcrty; and 10 take;my action required of Lcnd~l' including, but not Umited 
lOt r Jeasing and ca.nceWng tbis Secur ty rl'lStrlU11~11l" 
P~lge 3 C) r Jt 
ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART M T10NS FOR 
SU MARY JUDGMENT 
PLF 03574 
Ralph faiieito male the payments requirevi under the Note beginning on
Movelbc r I 220CS Onlebmxrf 23 2009 miawignment of the Heedofrrust was
executed by MIERS aisistant secretary Michael Fisher to trvtetLife The language of die
assignn7entsUitesthat For value received the undersigned corporation hereby grants
assigns and transfers to IvletL ill Flome Loens a division ofMletLife lankNA all
bereiicial interest under that certitin Deed ofTrust toetifter with the Promissori Nate
secured by said Deed of Trust and also all rights acerued or taa accrue under said Deed of
TrustThis assignment was mcorded in MinidoU County or March 4 2009
A Notice ofDefault was prepared by Lynn Darling of Transztatian Title and
Fsvrow on March 3 2044 and recorded on March 4 2009 A Notice ofTrusteesSale
ww also prpared by Lynn Darling ofTransnation Tisle and Escrow on Mtath 3 2009
Which set a foreclosure sale date of July 16 2009 On March 4 2009 art Appointment of
SumorTrustee was recorded in Minidolca Cotuity uz which Michael Fisher oil MetLife
appointed Trarisriation Title and Escrow as the successor trustee
The 3cheduledd foreclosure date was postponed multiple lutes At some point
proceeding were begun on a HAIUIP loan modificatlan On Marcb 26 2410 a Vertled
ComAaintwas filed by Ralph An Order CorfirmiAg Temporary Restraining Order was
Entered on April 20 20 10 eCecti mly staying the foreclosure stile On June 3 2011 1110
defendant MetLifo filed aMotion for Sumniaiy Judgniciii And For ReleaseOf Order
Continuing Tempornry Restraining Order On June 6 2011 die plaintiff Ralph riled a
Motion for Summary Judgment This Order is in response to those motions
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Ralph r~iled to make the ptlymcnts required onder the Note bcghu1ing on 
Novembl!f 1, 20C8. 011 Fe ruarJ 23,20 9 all assIgnme t oflhe De~ of Trust was 
e.."(ecuted by MERS assistant secretarJ Mici1a~! Fisher to MetLife. The language oftl,e 
assignment 'suttes tha.t "For value received, the underS!b'l1ed corporati{)n hereby grants, 
assigns. and transfers [0 MetLil~ Home LoE'..ns, a division of et Life Bank. N.A. all 
benefidal iClierest under r.haf (''ertait'l Deed ofTrust ... together with the Promissory Nate 
secured by said Dt.-ed of Trust an.d also nll rights acct'Ueti or to a~crue under said eed of 
rust" is assign ent as rec r ed i  i i oka OUnty on arc  4, 20~. 
 otice of efuwt as prepared by Lynn arfing O(Tr'<ll1snntion TItl-e and 
Escr    , 09 At.I  r C:OJ'de   t  ~ 09.  ti  r ste 's Elle 
Yt1.Ui also prepared by ynn arling of ransna.tlon ide and scro  911 ru'cll 3,2009 
wbidI set a foreclosure sale date of Iuly 16~ 2009. On areh 4. 2009 ~ Appoint ent. of 
uccessor r ste  as r r  i  inidoka unt  ll'l i  EvIichael' is r 01' t if  
t  ran n Qn tle    t   . 
The ",cheduled foreclosure dnte was postponed multiple times. At. some point 
oc~ings ere  on It J\{P l a  i i tIo .  arch , 0 lO  erified 
ornpJaint vros flIed by alph. n rder onfirming Te jlontlJ' estraining rder as 
entered 011 Aprll20,2010 effectively staying tl1C foreclosure sale. On June 3.201 I. the 
defe llllt. et ife. filed a otioc far S m 1'Y J lent And For elease f OL'der 
Continuing Tempornry Restraininjii Order. On June 6, 2011 U1C plaIntiff; RaJphy OOled a 
otion for Summary Judgnlent. This Order is in response [0 those ~otions. 
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Suriirrw7jedgmenr is proper if thepleadings depasitiQas and adn3isions on
Me togriher wid1 the affidavits i f arty show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material faact and thrt the moving Marty is entitled toJudgment a3 a matter of taw
IRCP56cScrana Inc v Green t IJAl w TrMst113 Idaho 283 1999 The cotcrt must
fiberilly construe till disnutcd Facts in favor cFthe nontnoving pw and draw all
reasonable inferences and conclusions Supported by the record in favor ofthe psnty
opposing the motion Bonv4aAvee 11 Idaho 539 541 i993 If conflicting
f lfwences are possible summaxy judgment should be denied Only if there is no genuine
issue ofmaterial fact after the aMdavits pleadings and deposition have been construed
in the light most favorable to the nonmovingshould summaryiudgrnent be
awmded Lromts Y CityofF 119Idaho 434 1991
B DefendantLacLStatutory Authority to Maintain a NonJudiebil Foreclosure
UnderIC45 1505 the trustee May foreclose a mist deed if The trust deed any
assignments of the twist deed by the beneficiary are recorded fit raortV recods
its courtes in which the property dcseribed in the deed is situated The only recorded
assignment of the trust deed is by Mortgage Electronic Reoistration Systeris Inc
MERS to MetLife Ba4NAdated February2300 That doc0 nerat purports to
transfer all beneficial interest MERS had to Metl ire
IraOrder to comply with 1C45 1505 tfen MERS moist have been the
benefici u y of the trust deed and must have had a beneficial interest to transfer The
definiiion ofbenefcimy under 1C 451502 is the person named or otherwise
Page 5 of 1 l





A. S;t n lUjl.) alt Sta12c~rd 
Sumro i' judg ent IS proper '·iftJ--.e pleadings, depQ&tiOQS, and admissions on 
tile.logether with the affidavits, iran)" shaw (hat there is n!) genuine issue as to any 
aterial fact and Liult the oving pat!'; is entitled to jtldg ent 33 a matter of' law," 
l.R.C.P. 56(c); ScO'fla. Inc. v. Green Wlllo-w Tr.lSt, 133 Idaho 283 (1 99i)). The COlll't must 
nbl:}1'~Hy construe aJl disputed facts in favor of the non-tn<>vmg party, and draw all 
reasonable inferences and conclusions supported by the record in favor of the- Plllty 
opposing the motion. BoI1Z II. Sllt.fweek~. J 19 Idaho 539,541 (1999). Ifconflicring 
illfi:tences are pos~ible, summary judgment should be denied. Only if there is no genuine 
issue of aterial fact after tbe affidavits. pleadings. and depositions have been cormtrued 
in the light .most favorable to tl1enon·rnovmg·party should summary judgment be 
ar , o i.r v. l lJjHailey, i I 91daho 434 (1991). 
. efendant L-aek.l Stlltutl.llj uthority to llintllin It on..Judici.'11 Foreclosurtt 
Under I.e. 45-1505(1) the tt'ustee inay foreclose a trust deed if l'The truat deed, any 
i e ts of the fn1st dee  b  ••• t  bene.fkiary •. , ~re recorded in mortg3ge records 
in counties in whi¢h the property described in the deed is situated", The only t'I..~orded 
a.'~slgnment of the trust deed is by Mortgage Electronic Registration Systen13, inc. 
(MERS) to MetLife Bank, N.A. dated Februttry 23. 2QG9. 1'Mt dO("'1.unent pUl'port~ to 
transfer a l beneficial interest MERS had to M~tLit , 
In-order 10 comply with I.e. 45-1505(1) then, rvtERS mLlSt have been the 
beneficillr)' of the tt'Ust dc:ed and must have had a beneficial interest ~o transfer. '[lIe 
ddinition ofbenetidW')' under I.e. 45-1.502(1) is t'the person named or otherwise 
PageS of 11 
OHDF.R GRANTING IN PART AND DE Y1NG !N PART MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PLF 03576 
designnteJ in a trust deed as tite pxrso a fir whose bercfa a tiuStdeed is given or his
successor in interest and who shalt not be the trustee While Idahosstatute allows a
designated better c and MERS is givei Ilse title hrttcficGryundo the deed of trust
it ra way is it Ule whosc bcneflt the trust deed is given rhis is because flit Icnder
is retaining all tltc hallmarks ofthe bcneiiciary and the language In ttte deed limits what
MERS is TM3 interpretatioct oflC45 1502 is similar to dratofa federal distrlct
courtsinterpretation ofORS 867051 an Oregon statute nearly identical to IC 43
1502Iwhen applying idenlicai Mw1tS Iangtrage in a deed of trust Hovka vNorfiar
Trustee Services Inc 2011 WL 2119103DOr May25 2011 In one case in tin17o
District bankrupfcy court course for MERS has conceded that it is not an ecorlomio
beneficiary as it will receive no value from the foreclosed prop it or collect Money
under the note In rt Sherhfan No 0820331TLNI Skrtcy13dahoi412 2009
Under that concession it is diflcult to sec any benefit that IvfERS receives from the deed
oftrusL Pursuwt toIC451502 tic beneficiary under this deed oftrut is the
tender First Horizon Nor Loans a DiAsiort ofFirst Tennessee BarakNA first
Florizfln and any of its assigns
The specific language of the deed of taut states that MERS holds only the legal
title in the deed oftrust not tite equitable title This language clearly states that MERS
has no beneficial inierest in the deed of trust There is also nothing in the deed oftrust to
wzsestthat MERS has authority to transfer the Now In reiLMeTm 447 BR 392
Brun tD1fi o2009 As such Vic only interest MERS was capable ofassigning was
its legal interest in dic deed of trust This is the only interest that MERS was capable of
assigning when it recorded the February 23 2009Assigtnten ofDumd ofTrust While
Page fr of 1 f




desig!Jt1led in a !rWlt deed us tile person for who!!/! benefit a. tl'll.'lt deed is givel1. or bis 
successor ill inLeres1, <l  whe Sl1 lllot be Ihe lm-lteet>, hile lr.1ahQ's statut  allows a 
designated bend!cillt"j, aud M S is given the tjtle "henefidary'" undc)J' the de~d of trust, 
in no way is it tIle-party b se bt: etit Ule trust d~~-d is given.. T is is because tlle le er 
is retaining all the ha[ll11ll:ks of the beneficlat"} and the w.Ob1'J.lage ill the deed lin'lits what 
/VIE  is. his i t .l' r t li [l of 1. C. 5 .. 1502(1) is simiUu' t  that of a fedel'Ul di. trl t 
court's i ter retati  fOR  86.705{ I). an re  stat te ne!trly i entical t  te. 45~ 
I 502(1),  pl i  i Iilf nl ERS l gl.m  i  a ed crtr .li ow v. Or!m·l'f!.rl 
Tru:;lee Sitrviczs.lnc., 2011 ~L 2119]03 ( .Or. a.y 25.2011). In one case in 1'In Idaho 
isoi t r te  COUl't. unsel f r .  b s  t t it is t  "ec;o:tlomi~ 
beneficiary" as it wU1 receive no value from the foreclosed pt'o:p~rty or collect money 
under the note. lnJ't! SherMan. No, OS-20J31-TLM (Bkrt(y.D.IdaJlO r"fan:h 12. 20(9). 
naer that conce..'<Sion, it is difficult to see 1ny benefit that M S receiVe::! fro  the deed 
oftr\1St. Pul'Su.antto I.e. 45-15U2(1)1 U'l!:n~l beneficiary Wlder thi3 deed of trust is the 
lendert F~t orizon Home Lol.Uls~ a ivision of First Tennessee Bank N.A, (First 
H o )  oo   ts i ;i. 
The speciiic lal1guage of the deed oflrtlst states that ERS holds only tbe !egaI 
title i~ the deed ortrLJst. not the equ[table title. TIlis language clearly states that MERS 
h2!s no benefkiaI il1terest in the deed ot' ln~st. There is also nothing in the deed of trust to 
S'Uf-Sest that ERS has a Ulority to transfer rhe . In re Wilhelm, 07 , . 92 
(Bankr. D. r<fuho 2009). As suc1~ Ule only interest ERS wli!I·capuble of assigning was 
its legal interes[ j~ the deed of trust. This IS the only interest that ERS W'.l.S capable of 
assigning when it recorded ti.e February 23, 2009 Assig.linlt:nt of Deed of Trust. hile 
Page (). ot' 11 
ORDER GR NTING IN P RT AND DENYING IN PAR ~IOTroNS FO  
S R  JUOO ENT . . 
PLF 03577 
this maybeulIdent to ailow 1brnonJudicial fcsreclosir insmc seaw under1io
law theassianment orthe l emMicial interest or equitable title in the dee9 o1tra5imust
be recorded prier to leitiating anonudicixl fcsrecEwure Once again this wire coaclusiora
mias reached by a 41dezal district court when applying ORS 35735lan Oregon statute
newly identiml to I C 451505 Hooker 2011 L119103 at3
This interpretation ofdie statute is also in line Svdi the longstanding rule that the
security railows the note FAxher 2311 AWL 211903at 4 clthm CmTamar Y Longan
83 US 271 2711272 Transfe ing ate security wighout the vote is a legal ntdlity ld It
the defendantsinterpmtatioaofM s nbiIities was ccM0 MFRS would bo able to
transfer the doftmst to an iliflnite nLmbt r ofpgzties without any public retold
However tI se transfers absent a sinmitaneous transfer of the note result in nothing
more than an infinite number ofle i iiuliitk6uridtr federal acid Idaho law Id IC45
15050 The language in the deed ortrust regarding IMERS does not expressly or
implicitly grant HERS that authority to trander any irimrest in the note In rc Wilhelm
407BR392 dankr D Idaho 2009 So even ifYfERS was capable oftransferring a
beneficial interest in the deed of trust a legal nullity would aria It appears that MetLife
is now the holder of the note However kletLife conceded it could not prove the date of
the transfe
The defendant has cited case law fiom differeNjurisdictlons tlalat have reached
variing conclusiOa4l Ira Gamsv Ccunhywh Lome Loam lnc I rGalApp01149
CalApp 2011 a court found that MFRS had authority to foreclose on behalf of the
note holder because of the authority granted to it under the Reed of Trta While the
langztaoe in that Deal of Trust is ntical to the language found in the cummit Deed of
Paage7of11




this muy be suflicic!n  t(} ~l1  1-01' l1on~fu¢tc lll fOl'et.:losure in s(,me Sf:l!.eS. under J&lho 
law {he assignme t of t e bt:neticl111 jn[eres~. or equitabl  title, in the d~~ ofU'ust ust 
r-;c recorded pri~r to initiating a non-judiciaJ fOJ'edo:mre. Once again {his same conclusion 
was l'ene e  by a fuderaf district COlU"t when applying  86,7 (1). an regon statute 
neru1  i entical tQ I.c' 5~r5C (t). ookllr. 2011 Wi.. 21 9103 ltt * , 
This interpretaHon of the statuie Is ufso in linc wrJl tlle Iongstru1ding rule that the 
security foUoVt'S the note. H()()la!J~ 2011 WL 2119! 03 at *4 citing: Cal"prmle}' v. Longan. 
83 u.s, 271,274 (HU2). TJ'anstel1'ing the security without tile note is a legal nullity.·ld. If 
t  fendant)s i r ret ti n f. ERSis abilities as o~t, l\'IE S ould be able to 
transfer the deed at'trust to an illfinite m.:mb<,..'r cfpartJes wlthout any public record. 
Howevel'~ these transfers. ~bsent Il simultaneous transfer of rile note. result in nothing 
 t   i i it   flega1·.i'l Uitle:r ri er f r l n   l .ld.: I.e. -
1505(1). TIle language in the deed of trust l'egllrding ERS does not e:c.presslYI 01" 
i plicitly, grant MERS f:hat authority to transfer any interest in the note. In r~ llhei , 
407 B.R. 392 (Bank .. , D. Idaho 20(9). So even ifMERS was capable of transferring a 
beneficial iI'lterest in the ceed of 1rust, a leg~l nulIlty wouid <lose. It appears iliat etLife 
.is now the holder oft11e note, Howev~rf MetLife conceded it could not prove the date of 
the transfer. 
oo defendant has ci~-d case la  fl'o  dlt1'el'ent jutisdicdons tint have reacbed 
vnrying co{]clusior...~, In Gcmes )/, COUl'l!}'ywide Home loans. Inc •• 192 CaLApp.4th 1149 
(CatApp, 201 J), a court found that ERS had a ili tily to foreclose on be alf fdle· 
note holder because of the aut rlty grllnted to it under the D ed of ntSt. hile the 
langll~e in that Deed of Trus( is identical to fhe kmgunge fOUlld itl the current Deed of 
. Page 7 0(11 
ORDER GRANTING IN P RT AND DENYING IN PART MOTrONS FOR 
S l\-lARY JUDGNIENT 
PLF 03578 
iruA die issues are very diJfTeat Rather Lie current issue isSimilar to that f4un iti
Doble a California BarArtptcy case Cleat distinguished Gox5 fit re Doble Igo 10
11296MJVII a BkrtySDCaJApril 14 2011 jIn Doi e that court RoundHhats no
staimtojyautlirif to assign tle beneficial teresE t Ehe do oftrtsE under icti al
deers of irv longge Id
This court is not deciding whether HERS does or tiesnot have the auchority to
foreclose or behalf of the note holder Rather d1il court inust deftarsine whether a
bemehiclart os detined imdzr ldalolaw has the ability to foreclose prior to recording its
beneficial interest in die property IfypetcteticallyassErtung this court was to adapt the
Gomas interpretagon of1VIERS authority MetLife would Dave been able to foreclose on
the property on the behalf ofFirst Igodxon as iyIERS was capable ofassigning its
nornince status to luteLifeat undL Idaho lTNMctiifeviould be unable to foreclose
on its own behalf until its beneficial interest was Lecorded ft Minidoka County As this is
not Viepresent issue Gomex isnapJicable in this situation
Another case cited by the defense is a federal district court decision applying Utah
law Fos lff v RacaN ins Campazrty Islas 2011 WL 839363 D Utah March 10 2011
In that decision the court feu W that in applying Utah law Weadcai Ind of Trust
language made MFRS the beneficiary and as such MERS was able to transfer that
beneficial interest to another bank M Folvles bighligits thestruggle of the courts out r
MFRS shah courts looking at the same crust decd lauguago have come to the opposite
conclusion of this court and tltc cases cited in this order This court studs the reasoningin
lrtfhelm Booker Doble andShaslan snore persuasive In re Wilhelm 407BR392
Staffof the Idaho steel Frtate Cminiamlon v Nadtufv 135 Idaho 630 200 1 amsidering unpublished
opWonsas an example not as bintitns precedent is approprkne
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Trust, the issues are very different. Rather t!~  cUrl'I=nt issue is s nl r to that f,;~ nd ill 
oble. n CalH mi  Bml.~"t!ptcy cuse that disti i  Gome.y. n1 PI! Dahle, No.1 0-
I  296-MM13 ( l"tc1,S.D.CaJ. pl'iI 14,201 ol .. r  oble t t CCUl·t found Ml~RS had Ita 
statuto1), autiHirity to assign ·th  benefici l ulterest of the d~ed of trust under kielltical 
d f IrJst lU1g~g . ld. 
This court is not deciding whether MERS does. or dees not, have the auchor1ty to 
fU  n t= lf f  'tote ider. t r this rt ml,lSt termi  t r a 
bene.liciaJ"lJ. os defined under Idaho law, hail tie llbility to foreclose prior to reeording its 
belteficlal inte1'est in r:he property. HypctbetkaHy. a,suming this co\.lrC was to adopt the 
o fJS i t r r t ti  fME  t ority, t if  l  h  ee  bl  t  f r l s   
the pTOPel'ty on the bdUllf afFirst Horizon. as ?vIERS was capahle.of as3l~iiJ'l.S its 
mi e  t t  t  M tLi . Yet ccer I .'l.h  la-vv. l!tLife w l   l  t  l  
on .j~ own behalf until its beneticial interest was l"Ccorded in inidoka County. As this is 
t tIle r s t iss e, e.r is in pli l  i  t is sit ti n. 
nother CJlSe cited by the defense is a federal district court decision applying tah 
law. Fowle}" v. RecDl1tru.rJ Company, N.A .• 1Q 11 L 839863 (D. Utah arch In, 20 Jl), 
In tn t i i u. t e rt ou~ t at i  i i  tab l , id nti l Deed ofTrl.ls~ 
}unguuge ade ERS dle e eficiar , arA as s ,  as a le t  tr sf r t t 
beneficial il1tert.'St to anothel' bank. Id Fowll!1' llighJi.@.J1ts the strug,g].e of tl,e courts over 
E S. Utah courts looking at the s~n1e irust deed language have co e to the opposice 
conclusion oflbis COloJrt and the cases cited in thIs order. This court finds the reasoning·jn 
Wilhel . Hooker, ohl!!, and Sheridan more persua3iY~. In N ilhel , 407 .R. 392 
I Slujfofthe /dQho /lila} Es(ate COIl7I11i.'I.riQIlI'. NCJI'dtlJlg. J1.'; Idaho 630 (200!) (considering unpublished 
opinions as an C::l2lmple, not as bindulg precedeD!, is appl'Oprizrtc). 
Page 8afll 
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S ARY IUD ENT 
PLF 03579 
BankrD Idaho21lnraktta Norlhwast 7istecfSeritr bv 2011 W1 21 l 91 L3
DOr May 25 200 l hz1rjb1e No 1011297MM13 BkricySDCalApril 14
2131 In re Skvfdan No 08 10331 TL MBkrcyDldatoMarch 122009 An
import tnt reason isthe conflicting Wrg in t1edet41 of trust injectingMERS into the
transaction Lassendally MLRS wants to limit its status on one hand but SWn all the ruts
of a bonefioimy or the lender ifsorretiting goes wrong on the ocher There is no good
reason toallow IVERS to defir itself in a conflicting manner to the detrimcni aFthe
grantor of the deed of trust or potentially t the lender or in derogation of the Ijalo
statute
Additionally neither party snowed the Statute of Frauds Flawever to be an agrent
for the poses ofa transfer ofreal property the autl oddly ofthe agent must be in
writing IC9543 The ttnabiguodsrdaiquas to MFRS in the dead of trust poses a
prOblent On this issue r4otHngin the deed oferase suggests MFRS itselfho the authoricy
to sell or assign the beneficial interest Thus it is not clear how MFRScould purport to
transfer First Horizon beneficial interest in the deed of trust to Mature
There is also nothing in tine record showing how NIER5sactions Sirenecessary
to comply wiilt law ar taltom as the language in flhe deed of trust describes Commercial
cotivenience does not equal necessity and the law in Idaho can be followed In ar
Stlkwar 443BR 314 324 BaarSDCal 2011 A bitofwont by First Horizon does
not make t5e transaction impossible
As than is no recorded assign rent front 1irst Horizon the letider wider the deed
oftrust that holds the beneficial inter to the defendant Met 1fe Home Loans a
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( ankr. D. fdaho 2()09); /-lookrt/" 11. Nonhwr!st 1ii.I.'1Ief! Ser~jCt!s, /;1(:., 2011 WL 21 ] 9 I 03 
( .O . May 25,2011); hU'e l){)"'e, No. to"1 J296- 13 ( krtcy.S.D.Cal. April 14, 
20 II}; In }'~ Sherfd(Itl, No. 08-2038 - M ( krlcy.D.ld.-tho MaJ.-ell 1 , 20 9), AD 
ill1po!'trutt reason is the conflictIng language in fhe deed Qftcust injecting· !viERS into the 
transaction. Esselltialiy MERS wallts to limit irs. status on one hand bllt grun all the rights 
of a. beneneilll')' or the lender if sorr~thlng goes wrong on the other. There is no good 
reason to allo  ME S to define itselfill a eonflicting anner to the detri ent of the 
grantot· r the d~ed f trust. or potentially to rIle lend~, or in derogmion f the Idaho 
statute. 
Additionally. n~lther party argued the Statute of Frauds. Hawever~ to oe an agent 
for the ~ of a transfer of real pro~rt)I. the authority Qfthe agent must be in 
riting. Le. §9-505(4). The ambfguobsTllilguage as to ERS in me de..-d oftl'llst poses a 
proolem on this issue. Not."tipg in the deed oftrost 5l,lggests MERS itselfhas the authotl~ 
to sell or assign the beneficial interest Thus, it is not clear how ERS could purport to 
tra e  irst i on's b ~fi  i terest i  t    tr st t  etLif . 
There is also nothing En the record showing how ~!ERSls actions 'overe necessary 
to co ply itll ra  r ~u.'ltorn, as the la uage in L1e d..~d f tr st escri es. er i l 
eocvenlence oes t e al necessit , a d the la  h1 f  ca  be f ll e . In }'it 
&tl(.JZ~, 448 B.R. 814, 824 (Btulkr. S.D. Cal. 2011). A bit ofworl< by First Horizon does 
not ake !be transaction impos . 
As thel'e is no retorded assignment froul FirsL orizon, the lender under the deed 
of trust that holds ~e beneficial interest, to the defendant. Met Ute Home Loans~ 0. 
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ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PLF 03580 
division of filet Lie Sark MA thedtmdant facks statutory authority to
proceed with 2 notejadiciziibreclosure at this time
C PvMetLife Nat I a Compfiance IC451585
Since Meth fe was ineapable of initiating a nonjudicial Foreclosure thejare
1apabP ofcomplying with IC451545
D SummArf Judgment Denied as to the RAMP Issue
There is no evidence in thy record to detmmine at which time NletLife became the
udder of the note and thus d7e benefcixyof Lhe deed of trust As such the court is
unable to determine at what paint in time lVeWfe became cawble ofinitiating HAMP
prviceedinms vrritb the plaintiff Suamaryjudgment on the Inter is thus inappropriaty ai
this time
CONCLUSION
Plalneifismotion far partial sumn2ry judgLis granted trecausr of defendants
lack ofsWutory authority to forecloseDefendwtmotion for partialsaryjudgnt
is denied regarding statutory compliance and FAMP Compliance
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division or M t Ut~ Be.nk, N,A, (MetLiJe)\ the defenduot tack:~ Sltltll(ory aut.~(jrity to 
proct!ed it  a non~jlJd!cUl[ f rcclosure at this li e. 
. MclLif.: ot In o plmD f I.C. 45-1 0  
Sine:: C:lLife as i c bl  of i iti ti  a non-ju i i l for~closure. they are 
i./lC pable f l  i  I.C. 5-1 0 . 
. ary t ~"'ID t j d liS t  t  EA  I  
 i  o. i  ill U1C recor  t  ter i  l i  ti  MetUfc!  t  
hol  f'rll  te, o  fu  th  eneficiary  th   f tl st.  such. t  rt  
uc:lble to deter ine at bat point in ti e Me1Life bt.'ca e capable f i itiati  W 
proceedings wlth the plalnuft:  Wll mary judg ent on the llU1tter fS tl,us inappropriate at 
this ti e. 
. 10  
PlaIntiff's otion forpartiaI su nutry j'l.IdgmCllL is g.ooanted becQ.Use of defendant's 
Jack of statutory authority to foreclose. efendarttls otion for pa."1:ial SUlr.r.nary judgment 
is denied regarding statutol'Y co pliance and }{A1<lP co pliance. 
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CEIZTIFICATEOF SERVICE
Sanlos Garza DepaEy Clerk for die County or Ariinidoka do hereby certify flint
tin3le 1fday of 2011 I fled the original anti caused to be
served a true attd COMM copy di the above acd fore4oing document ORDER
GRANTING P1 FART AND DENYING IN PART STWMARY JUDGMENT to each of
thePersons as listed below
LaE Burn
Ringert Law Chartered
455 S Third Street PO Box 2773






Idaho Legal Aid Services Inc
475 Folk Street
Twin falls ID 83301












CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
£, Srmtl)S Gu.r.za, Deput.y Clerk for the County ocMinidoka, do hereby certify tImt 
on the --1..0.-. day of A-ve u d· \ 2011. r tiled [he ol'igitull and C<'UlSed to be 
served a true and correct copy of (he above and foregoing dccmnent: ORDER 
GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART SUMMARY JUDGM...~T to e::tC!h of 
the persons as li3ted below: 
Lau12 E. Burri 
Ringert La  Chartered 
$  S. Tilir  treet, .O. Box 2n3 
oise, l  83101-277J 
.ichael F. rt  
 gaJ i  ervict.'S, lnc. 
47.5 Polk treet 
i  Fall , I   
-..:::. U,S. M~H, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand DeBvery 
_ Overnight an 
Via Facsimile 
-L .S. Mail. Postage Prepaid 
and ellvery 
=.Ovemight ail 
 Facs mil  
   I I  '  
BY:.~..-Tt ........ 'lS"" 
. Santos Garza 
eputy Clerk 
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Sent Tuesday Februarj 14 2012 455 PM
To Heidi Emery
Cc Karissa Armbrust Kkrmbrust@runftsteelecom
Subject RE Expert Witness
That works Thank you
From Held Emerymaiitohemery@TitfeoneCorpcom
vM y
Sent Tuesday February 14 2012 323 PM
To Jon Sieele
Cc Karlssa Armbrust
Subject RE Expert Witness
Lets plan on next Wednesday here at my office on River Street from 200 to 400 if that works for you
Now serving Eastern Idaho Clint Nra to meet the team
Heidi Emery
Treasure Valley Title Team Leader
TrdeOne Corporation P 2084897265
1101 W RiverSt Suite 201 F 2082875322
Boise Idaho 83702
wwniT1tieOnerrxpco
14t3TICE This efectronlc transmission contains information which may be conttdentlel or privileged The Information isntended to be for the use orthe Individual or
entihj named above If youare not the intended recipient please be anrare that any cnsclosure copying d1aftuticn cr use of the contents of this information is
prohited iaou receved the electronictransmission ineM please oh7 sender and deletethc3 copy ou received
From Jon Steele maItJS ee3eCarunftsteeleco 1
Sent Tuesday February 14 2012215 PM
To HedlEmery
Cc Karissa Armbrust
Subject RE Expert Witness
Thanks Heidi I would like to meet with you next Monday Tuesday orWednesday at your convenience any tune any
location that fits your schedule Iwould like to have two hours with you for our first meeting
From Heidi EmeryImafitohemer@ itieOreCorpcoml
Sent Tuesday February 14 2012 200 PM
To Jon Steele
Cc Karissa Armbrust
Subject RE Expert Witness
Hello Jon
I have recOved approval from mycompany and confirmed that it is not a conflict of interest for me to work with you as an
ExpertWitness Please let me know when you will need me and approximately how much time will be involved Thanksl
Now serving Eastern Idaho C116k here to meet the team
Heidi Emery
Treasure Valley Title Team Leader
TitleOne Corporation











 rks. n   
Jon Steele 
Tuesday, February 14,  4:5  P  
' i i ery' 
arissa r brust ( Ar t runfisteefe.com) 
RE: x rt it  
.............. __ ._, ......... _ •• ______ ~ _____ .. _ .... ~ ____ ~~ .......... _ .. _ ............... _ .. ~_ .... , ________ • __ ... oJo. __ , ... __ .... _ .......... ~_ .... _ ......... _._._._ .......... _.,.. ........... _ ........ _ .......... _ ..... ~ ..... _'._ ............. __ • 
r m~ eidi r  [ ailto:hemery@Ti leOneCorp.com] 
ent: ay,  , 3:23  
To: Jon steele 
c: Karlssa r brust 
U j ct: ;  itne  
et's l   t  r  t  ffi   i r tr t fr  : 0 t  :00 if t t r  f r u. 
   . q d  hers    . 
  
  r   lea  
itl   
 , i  t.. it   
i , I  9  
NW.TlUe neCc.rI2..001J1 
: -43 -72  
: -28 -53  
NO I : iS f dr k: tr i i  1ai  f f nn ti  i    il tial r ri il .  I f r ti  i  i t  t   f r t  lAse f t  i M l r 
tit'!  . If  r  t t  i t  r i i t, l   w r  t t  disclosur , i . istributio  or  f !  t t  f t i  I f r ti  i  
.e..~~. ~m~~~ !!Ie,c~ ~!l'Ij.~J.t![O.!~pl  ~-1.!!!~.~8!.~!lCJ!~~~.!!!'~P.Y,.1C2  ~..!.~:. _. __ ~.~ .. ~_ ... ~_~_. __ . _ .. _ 
:   {ro ilto:JStee!e@runftste le.ccm] 
t: , r  , :15  
: eidi  
: ri  r br st 
t: :  i  
Thanks eidi. I ould like to eet ith you next onday, Tuesday or ednesday at your convenience, any time, any 
location that fits your schedule. I ould like to have t o hours ith you for our first eeting. 
r : eidi r  [mailto:hemelY(C)JJtleOneCorg.com] 
s t: T , ebruary , 2012 : 0  
o: Jon teele 
: riss  r r st 
j : : xpert itness 
HeUoJ , 
I have received approval from my company and confirmed that it is not a conflict of interest for me to work with you as an 
Expert Witness. lease let e k  hen you ill need e and approxi ately  c  ti e wiJ! be i v lv . anksl 
Now serving Eastern Id . eHd here to meet the t . 
eidi ery 
Treasure Valley Title T earn Leader 
TitleOne Corporation 
101 . River S ., Suite 201 
1 
P: 208-489-7265 




NOTICE Mis Jectronicransmfsslonwritains information wfvcr nay be conftdertfai or privileged The information Is Intended to be for the use of he individual or
onSty named above If you are not the intended recipient please be aware that any disclosure ccpyirg distribution or use of the contents cf this tnfonnaticn is
prohibited T ou receive this electroni transmission in errorp notify the sender and delete the copy yeu received
teFrom Jon S le rmailtoStdleerunfee6eom
w
Seat Friday February 10 2012 317 PM
To Field Emery
CcKArmbunftsteeleo
Subject RE Expert VIAtness
Hi Heidi
Thanks for the update
From Heidi Emery mailto hemenr@TitleOneCorpcomlG
vV
Serrt Friday February 10 2012 817 AM
To Jon Steele
Subject RE Expert Witness
Hello Jon
I am stlll out on medical leave unto Monday but Ijust checked my emails from home so I wanted to get back to you on this
to let you know 1 received it Do you have any idea when you may need me to testify July 11 2012 at the Ada County
Courthouse If you are able to assist I will need an expert report from you no later than March 10
On Monday I will talk to our legal counsel and the President of TltleOne and get back to you Thank you Thank you I
talked to your mom earlier this week and sent her my fee agreement today Talk to you next week
Now serving Eastern Idaho Chyle tiers to meet the team
Heidi Emery
Treasure Valley Title Team Leader
TitleOne Corporation P 2084897265
9101 W RiverSt Suite 201 F2082875322
Boise Idaho 83702
wAArwTte0necoM
NOTICE This electronic transmission contains Infornaticn which may be confidential or privileged The information is intended to be for the use of the individual or
entlby named above If you are not the intended recipient please be avrare that any disclosure copying distribution bt use of the contents ofthis information is
prohibited Ifycu received this electronic transmission in error please nog the sender and delete thecoxycu received
From Jars Steele rmailtoJSteelerunfsteelecoml




I enjoyed meeting your mother this am I am confident we can solve the Walker lawsuit Hopefully quickly
As I mentioned to you I would like to retain you as an expert witness in a district court case challenging a home
foreclosure Attached is the district court decision which addresses Mr Renshawshomeowners claims As of now the
lawsuit alleges that the defendants Homecomings MERS and Executive Trustee Services have
1 Breached the contract
2 Breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
3 Negligently commenced foreclosure
4 Breached the Idaho Consumer Protection Act
5 Breached RESPA by failing to respond to a qualified written response
Colonial First Lending Group is no longer a defendant Mr Renshawschallenge does not ask for a free house Mr
Renshaw admits owing the money But not to Homecomings His loan was assigned at least several times And each of
PLF 03585
002790
. Ofte. l.cfahc 83702 
TiCE: This ;jjectronic ! an mL'lSion con i  Information wh;cl1 ,11a  be contlder. l i r privileged. ;,  infor nallon Is Inter.oed to be for the use of m  individual or 
entity  aliove. If y  r  not U1e i t  recipient. f s  be aV.'lire mat y disclol3ure, copying, distrib ti  or se or the conte ts af thi& informatio  is 
.e~I!i.~ted .. !fJ2.!!..~~~1.~~~.~~_~.']smj~.i!?n..!!.'_~.l!9 ,.E!!a.~~~9.! 'Lihe.~.~f!~.!'§D~~.~l~~.!!:l~.~qp'y'~.~~~q:. ___ ....... _ ..... _._. __ ._._ .. _ .... __ .. __ 
rom: Jon t el  [ ailto:Jstee!e©runftstee! .com] 
ent~ riday, Fe r r  0/ 3:17  
: Heidi ry 
c: Armbrust;@runftsteele.com 
 E: x rt Witne  
tii eidi, 
 f   ate. 
r : eidi ery [ aifto;he erv itl ro.c ml 
n  iday{  ,  :17  
To: Jon Steele 
U j ct: E:   
ll  n. 
J a  stili out on edical leave until onday but I just checked y e ails fro  ho e so I anted to get back to you on this 
t  l t y  k  I r c iv  it.  y  v  y i   y  y   to t stify? J ly ,  t t   ty 
rt use. If  r  l  t  i t I ill   rt r rt fr    l t r t  r  0m• 
n onday, I ill talk to our legal counsel and the resident of Title ne and get back to you. Thank you. Thank you. I 
talked to your o  earlier this eek and sent her y fee agree ent today. alk to you next eek. 
 i   . nclt h ;:!  t  . 
i i  
  itl   r 
itl  r r ti  
1  .  t.,   
,   
W'.4fW.TrtfeOneQQr.Q.SQ!!! 
: 8- -72  
: -28 -5  
I ; hls l tr i  tr i i  t ins I f nnall  hic  y  fi nll l r ri il .  i f r ti  i  nt~mded t   f r t   f t  i i I U l r 
llt>j  abQve. If ye  re t t  i t  r ci i t, l s  be w re t t y cisclostJr , c y! 9. istri ti  or s  f t  o ntents f t is i f r ti  is 
.P.!2.~L~e ..!!J.9u .J!'l~~J!!..~L~£!a..i!!!!~ia  i£I.~!!.9!~.EJ~s~.n.9.~}h~ ~.~~L~~.~L~ ~.~.e'£pYlE~.~~·"_,_,,,_ . __ ._~"._""",, __ ." ... __ "". 
r : Jon t l  [maHto:JSt eie@M.I fl:steele.coml 
t: , r  , 1  :51 r-l 
:   
t:  it  
i i i, 
I enjoyed eeting your other this am. I am confident we can solve the alker lawsuit. Hopefully, quickly. 
s I ti  t  you. I l  lik  to r t i  you as an x rt it ss in  istrict c rt case c ll i   ho e 
foreclosure. ttached is the district court decision hich addresses r. enshaw's (ho eo ners) clai s. s f no , the 
la suit alleges that the defendants (Homeco ings,  and xecutive rustee ervices) have 
1. Breached t  contr ct 
. Breached the covenant f  fait  and fair ealing 
3. egligently co enced f r l r  
4. Breached t e Idaho Onsumer rotection ct 
5. reached ESPA by failing to r  to  lifi d ritten r . 
Colonral First l ing roup is o longer  defe a t. r. s aw's challenge does not ask for a fre  s . r. 
Renshaw ad its owing the oney. But not to Ho eco ings. His Joan was assigned at least several tI es. And each of 
2 
L   
thecdefandants admit they have no financial interest in Mr Renshaws loan Mr Renshawscontention s and the
defendants admit that they have no interest ofany kind in Mr Renshaw loan The lawsuit asks for a 7ury to determine
Mr Renshawsclaims Ass you cnow all of these issues are zwept under the rug in a nonjudicial foreclosure
I will ask the court to allow me to also claim slander of title as the recorded does cloud the title This issue of MERS
commencing foreclosures is a hot topic Attached is a copy of the Trotter decision which was just published last Friday
Trotter approves of the lenders foreclosure but declines to reach the ultimate issue of whether MFRS has the authority
to foreclose and whether Trotters loan was paid in subsequent transfers Also attached is a decision from the Fifth
District Twin Falls that denies the lender the authority to foreclose as the MGRS assignment was not recorded
Iwould like to retain you as an expert on several issues
2 The documents that are and are not recorded on this loan
2 Whether the recorded does cloud the title
3 The process of obtaining title insurance on foreclosed propety
4 Your understanding MFRS
There are plenty ofdetails but this is the case in a nutshell Please let me know if you are available for this assignment
Thanks
Jon MSteele
Runft Steele Law Offices PLLC







~ €:(j f.;nd t  ad it they hav  no financ';}/ inter t in r. Renshaws loan. r. Renshaw's contentio  i , and the 
defendants admit, that they have no interest of any kind in r. Renshaw's loan. The la suit asks for a Jur'l to deter ine 
r. enshaw's .:laims. ss you imo  all f these issues are 5 ept under the rug in a nonjudicial foreclosure. 
I ill  t   t  all   t  also clai  slander f titl  as t  recor  docs cloud th  title. This issue of MERS 
commencing foreclosures is a hot topic. Attached is a copy of the Trotter decision which was just published last Friday. 
Trotter approves of the lenders foreclosure but decIines to reach the ulti ate issue of hether MERS has the authority 
t  f r clos  and t r r tt r  loa  s i  i  su s t transfers. lso ttached' is a decision fro  the ift  
i tri t (T i  alls) t t denies t  l r t  t rit  t  foreclose as t  E  aSSi nt s t recorded. 
I  Iil<  t  r t i   a   t  s v r l issues. 
1.   t  re,  r  t r ed,  t is l an. 
.  t  r  c  l  t  title. 
3. The process of obtaining titre insurance on foreclosed property. 
.  r t i  E . 
There are plenty of details, but this is the case in a nutshell. Please let me know if you are available for this assignment. 
Thanks 
Jon . teele 
Runft &   i s, U  
1  . i  t., t   
8oise~ I   
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC a Delaware
Corporation EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE
SERVICES LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Company DOES 1V and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
DEPOSITION OF HEIDI EMERY
Case No
CV OC 1023898
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chartered
101 S Capitol Boulevard Tenth Floor
Boise Idaho
Tuesday May 8 2012
Beginning at 1 pm
QnA COURT REPORTING LLC
Patricia J Terry CSR RMR CRR
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Q Illreal briefly go over some quick
1 THISDEPOSITION was taken on behalf ofthe
FOR THE PLAINTIFFS
HEIDI EMERY
2 Defendants the 8th day ofMay 2012 at Moffatt
Mr Jon M Steele
4
3 Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chartered 101 South
Attorney at Law
head so that the record is clear what your answer
4 Capitol Boulevard Tenth Floor Boise Idaho
RUNFT
1020 W
st STEELE LAW OFFICES
1020 est Main Street Suite 400
5 before Patricia J Tery Reporter and Notary
Boise Idaho 83702
8
6 Public within and for the State of Idaho to be
Telephone 2083339495
complete Just wait until I finish my question or
7 used in an action pending before the District Court
Facsimile 208343246
Email jsteele@runftsteelecom
Exhibit No Description Page Marked
8 ofthe Fourth Judicial District ofthe State of
FOR THE DEFENDANTS
12
9 Idaho County ofAda said cause being Case No
Mr MatthewJ McGee
IfIm not being clear or you dont
10 CV OC 1023898
Attorney at Law
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT
Exhibit No 3 22211 memo from 14




Exhibit No 4 Diagram of foreclosure 15
101 South Capitol Boulevard Tenth Floor
And ifyou do end up needing a break
13 HEIDI EMERYPost office Box 829
Exhibit No 5 Documents from file 15 19 break after whatever the pending question is has
Boise Idaho 83701
2 0







Email mjm amoffattc m
24 high school college etcetera
DEPOSITION OF HEIDI EMERY0582012 A Well I attended Twin Falls High
17 BYMR McGEE
18 Q Good afternoon Ms Emery My name is
19 MattMcGee and Im an attorney for the defendants
20 Homecomings Financial Mortgage Electronic
21 Registration Systems Inc and Executive Trustee
22 Services
23 And let me just start by asking Have
24 you ever had your deposition taken before
DEPOSITION OF HEIDI EMERY0582012
25 A No
INDEX OF EXAMINATION 1
DeponentsName Page Number 2 rules that might make the process a little
3 smoother When youreanswering a question make
Examination byMr McGee 4 sure its a verbal answer rather than a nod ofthe
Examination by Mr Steele 59 5
Further Examination by Mr McGee 66 6 is
7 Also I think some folks have a
tendency to anticipate a question before its
9
INDEX OF EXHIBITS 10 do your best to wait until Im finished asking my
11 question and Illdo my best to wait until your
Exhibit No 1 Notice ofdeposition 11 answers complete
duces tecum 13
Exhibit No 2 Opinions 14 14 understand the question please go ahead and let me
15 know And Illdo my best to rephrase it or ask it
A Knight re MERS again
17
process 18 just go ahead and let me know and well take a
Exhibit No 6 MERSCORP Inc rulesof 47 been answered in the event its in the middle ofa
membership 21
Lets start Why dontyou just tell
23 me a little bit about your education background
25
2 Pages 2 to 5002796
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Facsi ile: 208.385.5384 
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a ination  r. c ee........................  
a ination  r. teele.......................  
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*** 
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 I  I   t  n hal  f t  
2 f ts t  t  y f   t ffatt, 
3 o as, rret ,  & i l s, artered, 1  South 
 apit l l vard, t  Floor, ise, I ho, 
 before Patricia J. Terry, Court Reporter and otary 
 ubli  it i   f r t  t t  f I ho, t   
 se  i  a  acti  endi  ef re t e istrict rt 
8    udici l tri t f   f 
9 Idaho, County of da, said cause being Case o. 
   898. 
 The following testimony as adduced, to it: 
12 * * * 
 I I RY, 
14 havin  been first duly s orn, ti   ll s: 
 
  
1 7  . : 
18 . ood afternoon, s. ery. y na e is 
19 att c ee, and I'm an attorney for the defendants 
2 0 o eco ings Financial, ortgage lectronic 
21 i t ti  t s, c.,  ti  t  
2 2 rvi es. 
  And let me just start by asking: Have 
  you ever had your deposition taken before? 
 . o. 
Page 5 
 Q. I'll real briefly go over some quick 
2 rules that ight ake the process a little 
3 smoother. hen you're answering a question, make 
 sure it's a verbal ans er, rather than a nod of the 
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ls , I t i  s  f l s   
tendency to anticipate a question before it's 
complete. Just wait until I finish my question or 
do your best to wait until I'm finished asking my 
question, and I'll do my best to wait until your 
answer's co plete. 
t . es ription Page arked  
i it .  tice f eposition..........   
uces   
t .  inions......................   
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I I  F I I . (05/08/2012)  
If I'm not being clear or you don't 
understand the question, please go ahead and let e 
know. And I'll do my best to rephrase it or ask it 
again. 
nd if you do end up needing a break, 
just go ahead and let e kno  and e'll take a 
break after hatever the pending question is has 
   the  t's  e iddle   
question. 
Let's start. hy don't you just tell 
e a little bit about your education background, 
high school, college, et cetera? 
A. ell, I attended Twin Falls High 
 (Pages 2 t  5) 
3 Pages 6 to 9
DEPOSITION OF HEIDI EMERY 0582012
Page 6 Page 8
1 School And then I had an injury so I was not 1 that question again
2 able to complete my high school education at the 2 Q BY MRMcGEE Yes Do you know
3 school So I did home schooling through an 3 Mr Renshaw personally
4 accredited high school and received my diploma that 4 A Yes
5 way 5 MR STEELE ImSteele
6 Then I was starting to go to CSI 6 THE WITNESS Oh Mr Renshaw Im sorry
7 College of Southern Idaho and due to the injury 7 1 apologize
8 and the recovery from that I did not finish that 8 MR STEELE Thatsquite all right Take
9 college education So then I went directly into 9 your time
10 the title industry field And once I settled into 10 THE WITNESS I do not know Mr Renshaw
11 that career I didnt go back to college after 11 Q BY MR McGEE Okay
12 that 12 A I apologize
13 Q Okay And when was that When did 13 Q Do you know any ofhis family members
14 you start in your career in the title industry 14 A No
15 A 1990 15 Q So howexactly did you become aware of
16 Q 1990 16 this particular litigation
17 A 1990 17 A Thatswhere it came into play that I
18 Q Where did that begin 18 had met Mr Steele and once he knew that I worked
19 A That was in Ketchum Idaho at a 19 for a title company and in this industry he asked
20 company called Sawtooth Title Company 20 me if I knewabout MERS and what I knew about MERS
21 Q Okay And youvebeen doing it ever 21 And we started that conversation and he asked me
22 since 22 if I had any interest in being an expert witness
23 A Ive been doing it ever since yep 23 Q What do you know just generally
24 Q Whats your current position 24 about the case
25 A Currently Im an advisory title 25 A Well I have read through the
Page 7 Page 9
1 officer with Title One 1 documentation that Mr Steele provided me and I
2 Q What does that entail 2 know that Mr Renshaw is in a position of default
3 A That means I am inhouse underwriting 3 He had defaulted on his loan and he is
4 The other title examiners come to me to review 4 questioning whether MERS has the authority to
5 files and questions And then I work directly with 5 foreclose on his loan There were a lotofother
6 the underwriter 6 things in there but I think thatsthe main thing
7 Q Okay In reviewing your expert 7 that I have focused on
8 disclosure documentation I noted that yourenot 8 Q Okay And just to be clear the
9 receiving compensation for your testimony in this 9 documentation that Mr Steele provided andwell
10 case is that correct 10 get to the actual document in a moment Wellget
11 A Thatscorrect yes 11 to the documentation provided in the expert
12 Q Why is that 12 disclosure in a just a moment Ijust want to
13 A Mainly because I am doing this because 13 clarify and make sure that the documentation that
14 I am interested in the process Ive never been an 14 Mr Steele provided is the same documentation that
15 expert witness before and I was just interested to 15 is appended to your letter
16 see what the process was Im also very interested 16 A Yes
17 in the outcome ofthese types of trials and how it 17 Q Okay Just out of curiosity do your
18 relates to the industry thatIm in And so I felt 18 supervisors know that you are testifying as an
19 that given that it wasn necessary for me to be 19 expert in this case
20 paid for my time 20 A Yes
21 Q So do you know Mr Renshaw personally 21 Q In light of the nature of your
22 A Idontknow him personally I have 22 business and Title Onesclientele did they
23 retained him my husband has retained him as well 23 express any reservations about your testifying in
24 as mymother 24 this case
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that question again? 
.  R. c EE: Yes. o you kno  
r. enshaw personally? 
. s. 
R. TEELE: I'm teele. 
T E IT ESS: h, r. Renshaw. I'm sorry. 
I apologize. 
R. STEELE: hat's quite all right. ake 
r ti . 
 S: I do t  r. shaw. 
.  R. c EE: kay. 
. I apologize. 
. o you kno  any of his fa ily embers? 
. o. 
. SO ho  exactly did you beco e a are of 
t i  rti l r liti tion? 
. hat's ere it carne i t  la  t at I 
  r. t ele,        
f r  titl    i  t is i stry,  s  
  [     t I   . 
nd e started that conversation, and he asked e 
if I   i t r st i  i   rt it ss. 
Q. hat do you know, just generally, 
  se? 
A. ell, I have read through the 
Page 9 
docu entation that r. Steele provided e, and I 
know that r. Renshaw is in a position of default. 
  f lte   is l ,   is 
questioning whether ERS has the authority to 
re lose  s .       
things in there, but I think that's the main thing 
t a    cuse  . 
Q. Okay. And just to be clear, the 
documentation that Mr. Steele provided --  e'll 
get to the actual document in a moment. We'll get 
to the documentation provided in the expert 
disclosure in a just a o ent. I just want to 
clarify and ake sure that the docu entation that 
r. Steele provided is the sa e docu entation that 
is appended to your letter? 
. e . 
Q. Okay. Just out of curiosity, do your 
supervisors know that you are testifying as an 
expert in this case? 
. e . 
Q. In light of the nature of your 
business and Title One's clientele, did they 
express any reservations about your testifying in 
this c e? 
. . 
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Page 10 Page 12
1 Q Okay So what materials did you 1 ofdeposition duces tecum to Heidi Emery In
2 review during preparation for this deposition 2 responding to this notice did you go through each
3 A I reviewed the recorded documentation 3 ofthese numbered items
4 I reviewed the divorce case ofMr Renshaw to 4 A Yes
5 determine that they were divorced I reviewed the 5 Q And I see youve brought some
6 MERS website and entered in the MIN number to 6 documents with you We have discussed one document
7 determine who the MERS website was showing as the 7 in particular that wasn part of your disclosure
8 current lienholder 8 materials Are there any other documents that you
9 Q And is that the extent of your review 9 brought with you today that are responsive to these
10 of documentation for purposes of this deposition 10 requests that youre aware of
11 A I did review a memo from one ofthe 11 A This is the documentation that youve
12 underwriters for Title One in relationship with 12 already been provided with indicating And these
13 MERS and I have a copy of that 13 are copies of the Trotter case and another case
14 MR McGEE Counsel Id obviously request 14 that Ive highlighted I have an outline of some
15 that we can get a copy of that 15 notes ofmine just as kind of some points of
16 THE WITNESS And that has a memo from the 16 amassed questions on how you know things to
17 underwriter as well as the attachment 17 remind me of how I want to respond So I have my
18 MR STEELE Do you want to make a copy 18 outline I have a copy of what you just provided
19 MR McGEE Ill very quickly step out 19 to me again
20 MR STEELE Could you make me a copy too 20 And I do have here this is an outline
21 MR McGEE Yes ofcourse 21 that I have provided to the title officers at the
22 Discussion held off the record 22 company that I work for And this is an outline of
23 Q BY MR McGEE My next question is 23 the foreclosure process So this is something that
24 Did you have any conversations with Mr Steele in 24 I rely on whenImworking with my coworkers And
25 preparation for this deposition 25 then I printed off some copies of some Idaho Code
Page 11 Page 13
1 A Yes I did 1 to refer to
2 Q And can you tell me about the content 2 Q Okay And again
3 ofthose conversations 3 A Whatever youdlike
4 A I can We met for about 45 minutes 4 Q as with that other document Ill
5 and I asked Mr Steele what I should expect from a 5 go ahead ifyou dontmind and take the three or
6 deposition since Id never done it before And he 6 four documents you identified there I think I
7 told me to expect a lot of questions from you and 7 dontcare about the statutory code but
8 that some of those questions may be intended to 8 A My notes
9 discredit my experience or my knowledge in the 9 Q Your notes and this flowchart
10 field and that I needed to answer every question 10 A Okay
11 you asked and that my only obligation was to tell 11 Q And just real briefly the two cases
12 the truth and to explain my opinion And that was 12 you identified were which ones Trotter and
13 about it 13 A Trotter and Virgil Ralph which are
14 Q Did you have any conversations with 14 both part of this package also Theyr just
15 the borrower Mr Renshaw 15 duplicates ofwhatsalready in the packageyouve
16 A No 16 received
17 MR McGEE Lets see Lets go ahead and 17 MR McGEE Again Ill step out very
18 mark this Exhibit 1 1 guess that the scheme wer 18 briefly
19 going with 19 Discussion held off the record
20 Exhibit 1 marked 20 THE WITNESS Did they bring back my notes
21 Q BY MR McGEE Ms Emery will you 21 Q BY MRMcGEE Would you prefer that
22 briefly take a look at that Have you seen this 22 we take a quick break until we get the copies made
23 document before 23 in the event you need those notes
24 A Yes 24 A Yes please
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. kay.   t ri l  i   1 
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 l older. 8 
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.  i  i       t  11 
r riters f r itl   i  r l ti i  it   
S,       t.  
. c : ounsel, I'd, obviously, request  
t t   t   f t t.  
 :        1 6 
r ri r,     ent. 1 7 
. :       opy? 18 
. : I'll r  i l  st  t.  
. : ould you ake e a copy, too?  
. : ,  .  
(Discussio  el  ff t e record.)  
.  . c : y next question is:  
i     rs ti s it  r. t l  i   
re arati  f r t is eposition?  
  
1 . ,  i .  
2 .     e    2 
3  t se r ati ns? 3 
4 . I .  t f r t  i t s,  
5    r. t le t  l  t   5 
6 i  ce 'd r ne t .   6 
7 t l  e t  t  l t  ti  ro     
8 that s e f t se estions  e intended t   
9 discredit y experience or y kno ledge in the  
 field and that I needed to answer every question  
11 you asked and that y only obligation as to tell 11 
12 t e truth a  t  e lain  i i .  t at as  
 t . 13 
14 . id  e  c ers tions it   
15 the r, . aw?  
 . .  
1 7 . : t's s . t's  ead  1 7 
 ar  this ibit . I uess t t's the s e e e're  
1 9 ing it .  
20 (Exhibit  ar ed.)  
21 .  . c : s. ery, ill you  
22 briefly take a look at that? Have you seen this  
2 3 e t r ?   
24 . e .  
25 . nd I'll represent t is is t  tice 25 
 1  
f siti   t cu  t  i i ery. I  
r s i  t  t is otice, i  y   t r  ac  
f t   items? 
. s. 
.  I see ou've r t s e 
docu ents ith you. e have discussed one docu ent 
in particular that asn't part of your disclosure 
aterials. re there any other docu ents that you 
r t it   t a  t at are resp si e t  t ese 
  ou're  f? 
. i  i  t  t ti  t t ou've 
already been provided ith (indicating). nd these 
are copies f the rotter case and another case 
that I've highlighted. I have an outline of so e 
notes of ine, just as kind of so e points of 
a assed questions on ho  -- you know, things to 
re ind e of ho  I ant to respond. So I have y 
outline. I have a copy of hat you just provided 
to e again. 
     -- t i     
that I have provided to the title officers at the 
co pany that I ork for. nd this is an outline f 
the foreclosure process. So this is so ething that 
I rely on when I'm working with y coworkers. And 
then I printed off some copies of some Idaho Code 
  . 
. kay. nd again --
. hatever you'd like. 
. -- as with that other docu ent, I'll 
 l  
 d,   n't i ,  t  t  t   
four docu ents you identified there, I think --  
don't care about the statutory code, but --
A. y notes. 
. our notes and this flo chart. 
A. Okay. 
. nd just real briefly, the t o cases 
 i e tifie  ere ic  es? r tter a d? 
. Trotter and irgil alph, hich are 
both part of this package, also. They're just 
duplicates of hat's already in the package you've 
i . 
MR. McGEE: Again, I'll step out very 
briefly. 
(Discussion held off the record.) 
THE ITNESS: Did they bring back y notes? 
Q. BY MR. McGEE: ould you prefer that 
we take a quick break until we get the copies ade 
in the event you need those notes? 
A. Yes, please. 
R. c REE: Let's go off the record. 
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Page 14 Page 16
1 Recess 1 Q BY MR McGEE Ms Emery have you
2 MR McGEE Why dontwe go ahead and go 2 seen Exhibit 5 before
3 back on the record Ms Emery wer back on the 3 A Yes
4 record Just for clarity sake Im going to run 4 Q Can you describe it for me
5 through these documents of which I just made copies 5 A This is the letter that 1 wrote to
6 from your file real briefly and mark them as 6 Mr Steele stating who I am and when I examined the
7 exhibits We may come back to them later For 7 documents ofrecord as well as other documentation
8 the time being 1 just want to make sure theyr 8 1 have access to and websites what my opinion is
9 exhibits 9 ofthe documents in the Renshaw regarding the
10 Why dontwe go ahead and mark your 10 Renshaw property
11 notes Exhibit 2 11 1 also am explaining a bit about what
12 Exhibit 2 marked 12 1 look for when I am examining a chain oftitle
13 Q BY MR McGEE Ms Emery if you 13 And it has my curriculum vitae attached copies of
14 wouldntmind just take a look at that and 14 the recorded documents thatIve referenced a copy
15 confirm that that is a true and accurate copy of 15 of Judge Williamsonsmemorandum decision and
16 the notes you brought with you today 16 order a copy of theTrotter versus Bank ofNew
17 A Yes it is 17 York Opinion No 22 a copy ofVirgil Ralph versus
18 MRMcGEE Thank you Exhibit 3 18 MetLife Home Loans summary judgment a copy ofmy
19 Exhibit 3 marked 19 email correspondence with Mr Steele and last
20 Q BY MR McGEE Exhibit 3 appears to be 20 a printed copy of the MERS website for the MIN
21 a memorandum from Allan Knight to all agents in 21 number attached to Mr Renshawsdeed oftrust
22 Alaska and Wyoming and all agents and direct 22 Q A little bit earlier in your testimony
23 operations in Idaho dated February 22 2011 23 there you mentioned I believe the documents
24 Previously you testified that this is part of your 24 information and websites that you had access to
25 file 25 Other than the documents youveprovided today as
Page 15 Page 17
1 Does the copy youre reviewing right 1 part of your file and the documents you just read
2 now appear to be a true and accurate copy ofthat 2 can you identify what documents information and
3 memo 3 websites yourereferring to Or is that it
4 A Yes it is 4 A This is it
5 Q And is this a document on which you 5 Q Okay Lets turn to your letter On
6 relied to form your opinions 6 the first page here it looks like its identified
7 A Partially yes 7 as Plaintiffs Bates No 03500 There a bullet
8 Q Exhibit 4 8 point theres two bullet points Ijust want to
9 Exhibit 4 marked 9 real briefly run through that second bullet point
10 Q BY MRMcGEE Ms Emery real briefly 10 with you And I supposeIlljust go ahead and
11 just for the record Exhibit 4 was also part of 11 read it and ask you questions as I go Thats the
12 your notes Will you again describe what this 12 best way to do it
13 exhibit is 13 Now after the incidents identified in
14 A This is a flowchart ofthe foreclosure 14 the first bullet point there you go on to say
15 process starting with the notice of default 15 Mr Renshaw then clarified his ownership by
16 recording and ending with either a foreclosure sale 16 quitclaim deed recorded July 3rd 2007 as
17 or a postponement And this is a document that I 17 Instrument No 107095031 and refinanced the 2006
18 prepared and provided to the title officers at the 18 Wells Fargo loan by obtaining a loan with
19 company that I work with for reference 19 Homecomings Financial on July 3 2007 deed of
20 Q Okay And this Exhibit 4 is a true 20 trust Instrument No 107095032
21 and accurate copy of your flowchart 21 Does that accurately represent
2 2 A Yes it is 22 strike that
23 MR McGEE Thank you Wellgo ahead and mark 23 In your expert opinion do you see any
24 this Exhibit 5 24 cloud in the title as of this particular juncture
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a  1  
Q. B  R. c EE: s. E ery, have you 
s  i it 5 efore? 
. s. 
.   scri  it f r e? 
.  i  t  l tt r t t I   
r. Steele stating ho I a  and hen I exa ined the 
t  f r cor   el   t r ntati  
I have access to and websites, what my opinion is 
f   i    -- regarding the 
s  r perty. 
I als  a  ex lai i  a it about at 
I look for hen [ a  exa ining a chain of title. 
nd it has y curriculu  vitae attached; copies of 
t  r r  ts t t I've r f renced;   
f Judge illia son's e orandu  decision and 
er;   f t  tt      
ork, pinion o. 22; a copy of irgil Ralph versus 
etLife Home Loans summary judgment; a copy of my 
e-mail correspondence ith r. Steele; and, last, 
a ri te  c  f t e  e site f r t e I  
   . nshaw's  f t st. 
.  little it rli r i  r t sti ny, 
there, you entioned, I believe, the docu ents, 
infor ation, and ebsites that you had access to. 
ther than the docu ents you've provided today as 
Page 17 
part of your file and the documents you just read, 
can you identify hat docu ents, infor ation, and 
e sites ou're referri  t ? r is t at it? 
. s  . 
. kay. Let's turn to your letter. n 
the first page, here, it looks like it's identified 
 l i tif 's  . 0. ere's  e  
point -- there's t o bullet points. I just ant to 
real briefly run through that second bullet point 
ith you. nd I suppose I'll just go ahead and 
read it and ask you questions as I go. That's the 
best way to do it. 
, fter t e i idents i tified i  
the first bullet point, there, you go on to say, 
"Mr. Rensha  then clarified his o nership by 
quitclai  deed recorded July 3rd, 2007 as 
ns r  . 031  inance    
ells Fargo loan by obtaining a loan ith 
o eco ings Financial on July 3, 2007, deed of 
rust nstru e t . 095032." 
oes that accurately represent --
e t t. 
In your expert opinion, do you see any 
cloud in the title as of this particular juncture? 
. . a   -- may I say something 
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Page 18 Page 20
1 else 1 title
2 Q No Running through the second 2 A Potentially yes
3 sentence there it essentially identifies the 3 Q So your answer is the same as with
4 document correct the deed oftrust document 4 respect to the appointment of successor trustee
5 A Imnot sure I understand 5 A Thatscorrect
6 Q The next sentence after the one I just 6 Q Okay The next sentence reads By
7 read and Illread it if you prefer it 7 Instrument No 110113217 recorded December 1 2010
8 appears to identify the deed of trust document 8 the affidavit ofmailing affidavit of posting and
9 Instrument No 107095032 is that correct 9 service and legal proofofpublication were
10 A Correct 10 recorded
11 Q The third sentence states An 11 Same question as the last Does this
12 appointment of successor trustee recorded on 12 particular document cloud the title
13 August 13 2010 as Instrument No 110074819 wherein 13 A This particular document does not
14 MERS appointed Pioneer Title Company of Ada County 14 cloud the title in my opinion
15 dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services care of 15 Q Okay On December 9 2010 a lis
16 Executive Trustees Services LLC as the trustee 16 pendens was recorded listing Gregory Renshaw as
17 After reviewing that sentence and 17 plaintiffas Instrument No 110115789 Case No CV
18 after review of the documents do you see a cloud 18 OC 1023898 Does this lis pendens cloud the title
19 in the title at that juncture 19 A Yes
2 0 A Im notunderstanding your question 2 0 Q A rescission ofnotice ofdefault was
21 Are you asking me if that particular document 21 recorded August 3 2011 as Instrument
22 Q Yes Does that document cloud the 22 No 111062668 In your expert opinion does this
23 title in your expert opinion 23 rescission ofnotice ofdefault cloud the title
24 A Potentially It doesn it raises 24 A No
25 a question for me that document does 25 Q Inyour expert opinion does this
Page 19 Page 21
1 Q So your answer is maybe 1 rescission ofnotice ofdefault cure any clouded
2 A Yes It isnta blackandwhite 2 title from previous documents
3 answer This is where as a title examiner 3 A Yes
4 1 start examining risk 4 Q So thats the end of your title
5 Q So related to the foregoing documents 5 analysis strictly based on the documents reflected
6 do you not examine risk there 6 in the chain of title correct
7 A Yes 7 A Correct
8 Q I should clarify Maybe Illstrike 8 Q Is title clouded on Mr Renshaws
9 that question That wasn a very good question 9 loan
10 With respect to the first sentence 10 A I dontunderstand the question
11 that I read identifying the quitclaim deed and the 11 Q Is the chain of title clouded at
12 deed oftrust Instrument No 107095032 do you not 12 present in light of the recorded documents we just
13 examine risk when yourelooking at those 13 reviewed
14 documents 14 A Yes
15 A I do examine risk However Im not 15 Q Setting aside the lis pendens is the
16 the title examiner who examined the risk on the 16 clouded title excuse me Setting aside the lis
17 deed of trust that was insured So when my 17 pendens is the chain of title clouded
18 examination of risk comes in it is later down the 18 A Potentially yes
19 line when future documents start to be recorded 19 Q Can you explain that
20 Q Okay Why dontwe go ahead and 20 A Currently there is a trustee that has
21 continue The next sentence states Anotice of 21 been appointed as successor trustee That
22 default was recorded August 18 2010 as Instrument 22 appointment was done by MERS So there is a
23 No 110074820 23 question in my mind as a title examiner ifMERS had
24 Does this notice ofdefault document 24 the authority to appoint the successor trustee as
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fa lt as recorded ugust , 010  Instru ent  
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oes t is notice  e a lt e t  4 
present in your expert opinion a cloud on the   
age 20 
title? 
. otentially, s. 
. SO your ans er is the sa e as ith 
t t  t  i t t f s r tr stee? 
. hat's rrect. 
Q. Okay. The next sentence reads, "By 
Instru ent o. 110 I 13217 recorded ece ber I, 2010, 
the affidavit of ailing, affidavit of posting and 
service, and legal proof of publication ere 
corded." 
 sti  s t  l st. s t is 
r  t l  t  itle? 
. i  rti l  t  t 
cloud the title, in y opinion. 
. ay.  ece er ,2  a lis 
pendens as recorded listing regory ensha  as 
l i tiff s I str t . 5789, s  .  
 1023898. es t is lis e e s cl  t e title? 
. s. 
.  rescissi  f tice f efa lt as 
recorded ugust 3,2011, as Instru ent 
o. 111062668. In your expert opinion, does this 
 f      itle? 
. o. 
. In your expert opinion, does this 
  
rescission f notice f default cure any clouded 
title fro  previous docu ents? 
. . 
. SO that's the end of your title 
a al sis strictl  ase   t e c e ts reflecte  
    ; rrect? 
. ct. 
. Is title clouded on r. enshaw's 
n? 
A. I don't understand the question. 
Q. Is the chain of title clouded at 
present, in light of the recorded documents we just 
r ? 
. . 
Q. Setting aside the lis pendens, is the 
loude  t tl  -- excuse e. Setting aside the lis 
, is t  i   title l d? 
. otentially, yes. 
. an you explain that? 
. urrently, there is a trustee that has 
been appointed as successor trustee. That 
appointment was done by ERS. So there is a 
question in y ind, as a title exa iner, if ERS had 
the authority to appoint the successor trustee, as 
 s -- l t's s . at's ll. at c e t 
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1 is still of record 1 buyer seller realtors lenders involved in a
2 Q Okay So in your expert opinion how 2 transaction Its a document where we are
3 would one go about curing the clouded title in this 3 committing the title insurance company is
4 case 4 committing an underwriter to insure another party
5 A What I have been trained to accept 5 except for any items that we take exception to and
6 wouldbe an assignment from MERS to the lender on 6 once the requirements listed in the document have
7 the MERS website which in this case is GMAC So 7 been met
8 if I had that assignment of record there really 8 Q You state that you are looking to see
9 is not a cure in my mind for the appointment 9 who initiated the foreclosure proceedings is that
10 successor trustee unless it came directly from the 10 correct
11 lender 11 A Yes
12 Q So I guess to follow up if after that 12 Q Why
13 assignment to GMAC Mortgage occurred GMAC Mortgage 13 A Because I have been trained in my
14 executed an appointment of successor trustee naming 14 profession to not accept a foreclosure that has
15 another trustee would that cure it 15 been initiated where MERS is the lender
16 A From an examining standpoint yes 16 Q Is that the only reason yourelooking
17 Q Now please clarify what that means 17 to see who initiated the foreclosure proceedings
18 From an examining standpoint 18 A No Im also looking to see who wer
19 A Well examining a chain of title is a 19 dealing with who will be handling the foreclosure
20 risk assessment So when Imdoing that risk 20 and what company is actually facilitating the
21 assessment I am doing my best as an examiner to 21 foreclosure for information purposes for the file
22 determine Is the proper party executing the 22 Q So your expert testimony is that the
23 documentation There has been much discussion 23 only reason yourelooking to see who initiated the
24 about whether MERS has authority And at this 24 foreclosure proceedings other than for
25 point we are in a bit ofa land mine as a title 25 informational purposes is because of the MERS
Page 23 Page 25
1 examiner or a mine field as a title examiner 1 controversy
2 because we do not have blackandwhite answers to those 2 A No The MERS controversy is one of
3 questions 3 the issues We are looking to see who initiated
4 Q Okay So maybe Illask the question 4 the foreclosure proceeding because if it were
5 another way If MERS executed an assignment to 5 another company similar to MERS Idbe interested
6 GMAC Mortgage and recorded it and GMAC Mortgage 6 in that company also Its not just MERS
7 executed an appointment of successor trustee 7 Q Are you aware of any other company
8 naming for example Pioneer Title as trustee the 8 similar toMERS
9 loan would be insurable correct 9 A No
10 A In my opinion the risk would be much 10 Q In your letter you state Ihave been
11 less and I would proceed with insuring 11 trained in my position by the underwriters that 1
12 Q So the title would be insurable in 12 work with to verify that if MERS is listed on the
13 your expert opinion 13 deed of trust as nominee for the lender then there
14 A Yes 14 must be an assignment from MERS to the last lender
15 Q In the next paragraph of your letter 15 that the note was transferred to that such
16 again were on the second page now you state 16 assignment must be recorded and then the
17 that you must verify the foreclosure was done 17 foreclosure proceedings must be done in that
18 according to underwriting requirements and Idaho 18 lendersname
19 Code as a prerequisite to issuing a title 19 Did I state that correctly
20 commitment 20 A Yes
21 Is that a correct statement 21 Q When did you receive that training
22 A Correct 22 A Ithas been ongoing through my career
23 Q What is a title commitment 23 in the title industry Its continual training
24 A Title commitment is a compilation of 24 Q Okay Specifically with respect to
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. Because I have been trained in y 
profession to not accept a foreclosure that has 
 iat      l der. 
. Is t t t  l  r s  ou're l i  
t  s   i itiate  t  f r l s r  r edings? 
. o. I'm also looking to see ho e're 
li  it ,  ill  dli  t  f r l sure, 
and hat co pany is actually facilitating the 
foreclosure for infor ation purposes for the file. 
Q. SO your expert testi ony is that the 
only reason you're looking to see ho initiated the 
foreclosure proceedings, other than for 
i ti l s, i    t   
age 25 
troversy? 
. o. he  controversy is one of 
the issues. e are looking to see ho initiated 
the foreclosure proceeding because, ifit ere 
another co pany si ilar to ERS, I'd be interested 
in that company, also. It's not just ERS. 
. re you a are of any other co pany 
  S? 
. o. 
Q. In your letter, you state, "I have been 
trained in y position by the under riters that I 
work with to verifY that if ERS is listed on the 
e   tr st  inee  t  l r, t e  t  
st e a  assi e t fr   t  t e last le er 
t at t  t  as tr sf rr  t , t at s  
assignment must be recorded, and then the 
foreclosure proceedings ust be done in that 
le er's e." 
Did I state that correctly? 
. . 
. hen did you receive that training? 
A. It has been ongoing through my career 
in the title industry. It's continual training. 
Q. Okay. Specifically with respect to 
the assign ent fro  ERS, when did you first begin 
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1 to be trained about that 1 Q So when you did that were you
2 A I donthave that exact date 2 ignoring your training or
3 Q Was it in 2002 3 A No We continued with the risk
4 A Well I became aware ofMERS in the 4 analysis and we would inspect the property to see
5 1990s With respect to foreclosure the MERS 5 if it was occupied And if the property was
6 issue probably 2005 is when our underwriters 6 abandoned we would make a risk decision with our
7 started training us more indepth on the issue 7 underwriter to insure those specific transactions
8 Q So in approximately 2005 did the 8 Q So with the exception of these few
9 underwriters train you that there must be an 9 transactions have you always followed the
10 assignment from MERS to the last lender 10 procedure or policy wherein you look for an
11 A Yes Thatswhen I apologize I 11 assignment from MERS to determine insurability
12 dontrecall if that was when the assignment from 12 A Yes
13 MERS issue came to the forefront I donthave the 13 Q In your expert opinion why is it
14 exact date that they started that training 14 sufficient that the MERS assignment go to the last
15 Q Thatswhat Im interested in Can 15 lender that the note was transferred to as opposed
16 you give me an estimate as to when this assignment 16 to each successive lender
17 of MERS issue kind of entered your sphere As an 17 A Because of the way the MERS system was
18 aside I recognize that youreconstantly training 18 created and has functioned Ifwe made the
19 in your profession 19 decision to not do that we wouldntbe able to
20 A Yes 20 insure very many transactions and its a business
21 Q But you must have some idea over the 21 decision that our underwriters and our company have
22 course of the last three four five or six years 22 made
23 about when this idea that an assignment from MERS 23 Q Okay And maybe I need to be clear
24 to the last lender that the note was transferred to 24 about this Youreoffering your testimony
25 had to occur before a foreclosure could commence 25 individually and aside from Title One correct
Page 27 Page 29
1 Can you give me at least an estimate as to when 1 A Correct
2 that began 2 Q And you do purport to be a title
3 A 2005 3 expert correct
4 Q 2005 4 A Correct
5 A 2006 is probably actually when I came 5 Q So in your expert opinion why is it
6 to work here at Title One 6 sufficient that the MERS assignment go to the last
7 Q And specifically what underwriters 7 lender that the note was transferred to as opposed
8 gave you that training 8 to each successive lender
9 A Commonwealth I had come from First 9 A Are you speaking ofthe last lender on
10 American Underwriting and then I came to 10 the MERS system
11 Commonwealth Underwriting and at that time United 11 Q Yes
12 General and Fidelity 12 A Thats what Im referring to Because
13 Q And all of those underwriters were 13 in my opinion the MERS system has been tracking
14 providing that training 14 each transfer So the last listed lender would
15 A Yes 15 be the last assigned lender of the note And
16 Q Do you recall whether in 2005 or at 16 thatswho I would rely on as the most recent
17 any time thereafter you issued a policy to a lender 17 lender
18 or purchaser after a foreclosure commenced and 18 Q So in otherwords your expert opinion
19 completed while MERS was the nominee beneficiary 19 is that the MERS system is a reliable means of
20 A Yes 20 tracking loan transactions in the secondary market
21 Q You did 21 A Yes for my position in my
22 A Yes 22 employment
23 Q Can you tell me how many 23 Q For your position in your employment
24 A It would be simply a guess Not very 24 thats a fair qualification What about in your
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. SO in your expert opinion, hy is it 
sufficient that the S assign ent go to the last 
l r t t t  t  s tr sf rre  t , s s  
t   i  l er? 
A. Are you speaking of the last lender on 
the S system? 
. s. 
. hat's hat I'm referring to. ecause, 
in y opinion, the ERS syste  has been tracking 
 f r.  e  s    
be the last assigned lender of the note. nd 
that's ho I ould rely on as the ost recent 
r. 
. SO in other ords, your expert opinion 
is t t t e  s st  is  r lia le s f 
trac ing l a  tra sacti s in t e sec ar  arket? 
A. Yes, for y position, in y 
e ploy ent. 
Q. For your position, in your e ploy ent, 
that's a fair qualification. hat about in your 
expert opinion? 
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1 A Are you speaking in general or are you 1 A Yes My experience of dealing with
2 speaking for insurability I guess Im not 2 claims as well as materials that Ive read one of
3 understanding your question 3 the exhibits here indicating with MERS asking
4 Q Well why dontwe startwith for 4 their members not to foreclose in the name ofMERS
5 insurability 5 So its been my research and my training combined
6 A Yes 6 Q Among the documents appended to your
7 Q Okay In your letter here you state 7 letter is the Idaho Supreme Courtsdecision in
8 you would consider that the lack of assignment from 8 Trotter v Bank ofNew York Mellon Did you rely
9 MERS to GMAC Mortgage to be a cloud on the chain of 9 on that opinion to arrive at your expert opinion in
10 title had the property gone through foreclosure and 10 this case
11 you were being asked to insure the subsequent owner 11 A No
12 of the company is that correct 12 Q The other case in your package of
13 A Yes 13 materials is Ralph v MetLife Did you arrive
14 Q What in your expert opinion is a cloud 14 did you utilize that opinion at all to arrive at
15 on the chain oftitle 15 your opinion
16 A A cloud on the chain oftitle is 16 A No
17 something that would raise a red flag for me as an 17 Q Do you rely upon a review of state or
18 examiner in being able to insure the property So 18 federal court case law to arrive at your opinion
19 itssomething that I would feel needs to be 19 A Yes
20 cleared before I would be comfortable insuring 20 Q Can you explain
21 cleared or reexamined for risk before I would be 21 A Well for example the Trotter case
22 comfortable insuring 22 will be filtered through the underwriters that
23 Q And when you say cleared do you refer 23 I work with when they make a decision to change
24 to actual actions or just reanalysis 24 their processes if they make a decision to change
25 A Thatswhy I clarified my statement 25 their processes So I would say through the
Page 31 Page 33
1 Cleared to me would be actual documentation 1 underwriter at some point my opinions for risk
2 Reanalysis or reassessment for risk would be 2 assessment and insurability will be formed based on
3 branching into the possibility of doing an 3 case law
4 inspection to determine occupancy and other risk 4 Q So in other words your expert opinion
5 analysis 5 is essentially a restatement of policies handed
6 Q And when you refer to actual 6 down by underwriters
7 documentation yourereferring to actual 7 A Partially yes
8 documentation recorded in 8 Q When you say partially what do you
9 A Correct 9 mean
10 Q the land records correct 10 A Well their understanding of case law
11 A Correct 11 is directly reflected in how they will train us in
12 Q So what is the basis of your expert 12 the future depending on case law and how theywill
13 opinion that the lack of a MERS assignment prior to 13 train title officers that work for agents of the
14 a foreclosure sale creates a cloud 14 underwriter in the future I also form my opinions
15 A Could you repeat that please 15 based on what I am personally reading aside from
16 Q Yes What is the basis of your 16 the underwriter So I combine those things
17 expert opinion that the lack of a MERS assignment 17 together for risk analysis
18 prior to a foreclosure sale creates a cloud in the 18 Q And so in this particular case the
19 title And maybe Ill ask it a different way Is 19 things that you were reading are the documents
20 the basis ofyour expert opinion that the lack of a 20 youveprovided foryour file here today
21 MERS assignment prior to a foreclosure sale creates 21 A Correct
22 a cloud from the instructions and training from 22 Q In your expert opinion if a borrower
23 underwriters 23 is in default does a statutory trustee have to
24 A Yes 24 demonstrate that it received authority from the
25 Q Anything else 25 beneficiary to initiate foreclosure proceedings and
002803
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underwriter, at so e point, y opinions for risk 
assess ent and insurability ill be for ed based on 
 . 
. SO i  t er r s, r e ert i i  
is, essentially, a restate ent of policies handed 
  erwriters? 
. Partially, yes. 
. hen you say "partially," hat do you 
an? 
A. ell, their understanding of case law 
is directly reflected in ho  they ill train us in 
the future, depending on case law, and how they will 
train title officers that ork for agents f the 
under riter in the future. I also for  y opinions 
based on hat I a  personally reading, aside fro  
the under riter. So I co bine those things 
together for risk analysis. 
Q. And so in this particular case, the 
things that you ere reading are the docu ents 
you've provided for your file here today? 
. t. 
. In your expert opinion, if a borro er 
is in default, does a statutory trustee have to 
de onstrate that it received authority fro  the 
beneficiary to initiate foreclosure proceedings and 
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1 exercise the power of sale 1 officer have you been involved in approving a
2 A Can you restate that please 2 lender policy issued to insure a loan funded
3 Q Yes In your expert opinion if a 3 through the MERS system
4 borrower is in default does a trustee have to 4 A Yes
5 demonstrate that it received its authority to 5 Q In your experience as a title officer
6 initiate foreclosure from the beneficiary And 6 have you been involved in approving a lender policy
7 maybe Ill state it a little more clearly 7 issued to insure a loan funded where MERS is listed
8 If a borrower is in default does a 8 as a beneficiary
9 trustee have to show the borrower that it has the 9 A Yes
10 authority of the beneficiary in order to foreclose 10 Q About how many
11 A I do not believe that theresa 11 A Thousands I donthave an exact
12 statutory responsibility for the trustee to have to 12 number
13 prove that 13 Q Since 2005 can you give me an
14 Q In your expert opinion is MERS a valid 14 approximate number as to how many lender policies
15 beneficiary under the Idaho Trust DeedAct 15 you have insured that did not name MERS as the
16 A No 16 beneficiary
17 Q In your expert opinion does MERS have 17 A Again I do not have an exact number
18 the authority to assign a deed of trust 18 Hundreds ifnot thousands
19 A I think its questionable I dont 19 Q What about on residential properties
20 know the answer to that 20 Can you narrow it a little bitmore
21 Q So you do not have an expert opinion 21 A I would say that narrows it down a
22 as to whetherMERS has the authority to assign a 22 bit But still wev done hundreds of policies
23 deed oftrust 23 lender policies where MERS is not listed
24 A I have an opinion in that I rely I 24 Q Can you give me kind of an idea as to
25 have relied on those assignments I do not have an 25 the proportion of policies involving MERS as
Page 35 Page 37
1 opinion as to whether it is the correct way to do 1 opposed to policies that do not involve MERS
2 things because it hasn been proven to me whether 2 A 1 would say over half have involved
3 it is the correct way ornot the correct way 3 MERS
4 Q So again you do not have an expert 4 Q Are you aware that the property did
5 opinion as to MERS authority to assign a deed of 5 not go through foreclosure in this case
6 trust correct 6 A Yes
7 A I rely on assignments by MERS in my 7 Q And you are aware that the notice of
8 profession so Im not sure how to answer that 8 default has been rescinded correct
9 Q Well its a yes or no question Do 9 A Correct
10 you have an opinion an expert opinion that MERS 10 Q Your opinions in this case are based
11 does not have the authority to assign the deed of 11 solely on a hypothetical sale is that correct
12 trust 12 A Yes
13 A No 13 Q So in other words you offer your
14 Q Do you have an expert opinion that 14 opinion about a clouded title only as if the
15 MERS does have the authority to assign the deed of 15 scheduled foreclosure sale had proceeded is that
16 trust 16 correct
17 A No 17 A I offer my opinion as to a cloud of
18 Q So again I ask Do you have any 18 title pre foreclosure or post foreclosure So not
19 expert opinion as to MERS authority to assign a 19 only if the sale was completed
20 deed oftrust 20 Q Okay So Ill turn your attention to
21 A Again I dontknow how to answer 21 the letter real quickly It states The fact
22 that because my 22 that there was not an assignment from MERS to GMAC
23 Q Yes or no 23 recorded in Ada County is a concern for me as a
24 A No 24 title examiner and I would consider this to be a
25 Q So in your experience as a title 25 cloud on the chain oftitle had the property gone
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 a e i s re  t at i  t a e  as t e 
beneficiary? 
. gain, I do not have an exact nu ber. 
s,   nds. 
. hat about on residential properties? 
  rr  it  littl  it ore? 
. I l  sa  t at arr s it  a 
bit. ut, still, e've done hundreds f policies, 
l r li i , r   i  t li t d. 
. a   i e e i  f a  i ea as t  
the proportion f policies involving , as 
Page 37 
se  t  licies t at  t i l e S? 
. [ ould say over half have involved 
. 
. re you a are that the property did 
t  t r  f r l s r  i  t is se? 
. s. 
.   r  r  t t t  ti   
   i d; rrect? 
. rr ct. 
. our opinions in this case are based 
l l    t ti l l ; i  t t rrect? 
. . 
. SO in other ords, you offer your 
i ion a t a cl e  title l  as if t e 
scheduled foreclosure sale had proceeded; is that 
ct? 
. [offer y opinion as to a cloud of 
title re-f recl s re r st-f recl s re.  t 
only ifthe sale as co pleted. 
Q. Okay. So ['11 tum your attention to 
t e letter r l i l . It t t s, "The f t 
that there was not an assign ent fro  ERS to G AC 
recorded in da ounty is a concern for e as a 
title exa iner, and I ould consider this to be a 
cloud on the chain of title had the property gone 
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1 through foreclosure and I was now being asked to 1 MFRS
2 insure a subsequent owner of the property 2 Just checking the time
3 Is that an accurate statement of your 3 Q In your expert opinion if the
4 opinion 4 foreclosure sale had proceeded without a MERS
5 A Yes 5 assignment is it accurate to say that the cloud
6 Q So today youreadding the opinion 6 would be a cloud on the purchaserstitle to the
7 that theres a cloud preforeclosure as well 7 property
8 A The assignment issue would be a 8 A Yes
9 concern for me as a title examiner if I were 9 Q In your expert opinion if the
10 insuring property that had gone through 10 foreclosure sale had proceeded without a MFRS
11 foreclosure 11 assignment wouldMr Renshaw have any right
12 Q So again in other words your opinion 12 title or interest in the real property
13 about the clouded title resulting from the lack of 13 A Yes I would consider the foreclosure
14 a MERS assignment is offered only as if the 14 to be potentially invalid
15 scheduled foreclosure sale had proceeded correct 15 Q And what do you base that opinion on
16 A Correct 16 A In my opinion if the foreclosure is
17 Q Had the foreclosure sale occurred you 17 invalid then it was not a valid foreclosure which
18 might be asked to insure the party that purchased 18 would then mean that Mr Renshaw would still be
19 the property is that correct 19 entitled to the property because the foreclosure
20 A Yes 20 sale hadntcompleted properly
21 Q Based upon your opinion about the 21 Q Sure But my question is What is
22 cloud on the title is it possible that the 22 the basis of your opinion that the foreclosure sale
23 foreclosure sale purchaser of the Renshaw property 23 is invalid
24 might not be able to insure the property 24 A Iftheres not been an assignment Is
25 A Could you restate that question 25 that what
Page 39 Page 41
1 Q Based on your expert opinion about the 1 Q Is that the basis of your opinion
2 clouded title is it possible that the foreclosure 2 A Well Im asking Imnot
3 sale purchaser of Renshaw property might not be 3 understanding your question
4 able to come to you as a title examiner and insure 4 Q Yes If theresnot been an
5 the property 5 assignment maybe I can clarify a little bit
6 A Thatscorrect 6 here You testified that and correct me if Im
7 Q And if that occurred would Mr Renshaw 7 wrong here You testified that in your expert
8 be damaged by the cloud in any way 8 opinion if the foreclosure sale had proceeded
9 A Not thatImaware o Not to my 9 without a MERS assignment Mr Renshaw may have
10 knowledge 10 some right title or interest in the real property
11 Q Ifyou did offer insurance would 11 because the foreclosure sale may have been invalid
12 there be some type of an exclusion or exception in 12 Is that accurate
13 the policy related to this MERS cloud 13 A Correct
14 A No 14 Q What is the basis for your opinion
15 Q And is that because you simply would 15 that the foreclosure sale may have been invalid
16 not insure it I apologize ifIm not being 16 A Because if the lender or entity who
17 very clear but I want to clarify The reason 17 commenced and completed foreclosure was not the
18 there would be no exclusion or exception in the 18 lender there had not been an assignment then
19 policy is not because you wouldntissue it Its 19 I guess Im still not understanding your question
20 because ofsome other reason is that correct 20 The basis of it is that the training that Ive
21 A Yes 21 received is that there has to be an assignment So
22 Q What is that other reason 22 the basis is if theres no assignment that could
23 A Because wev made a risk just the 23 potentially invalidate the foreclosure
24 company I worked for with the underwriters made a 24 Q So youve testified that as a title
25 risk decision to insure it without exclusion from 25 examiner youreexamining risk is that correct
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1       i  s   1 E S. 
age 40 
2 i r   t r  t  roperty." 2 t cki  t  ti e. 
3 I  t   t t t   3 . I  y r ex ert opinion, ift e 
4 pinion? 4 foreclosure sale had proceeded ithout a S 
5 . es. 5 ssign ent, i  it r t  t   t t t  cl  
6 . O, t ay, ou're  t    l    l   t  rchaser's titl  t  t  
7  ere's  l  re- l ure,  ell? 7 property? 
8 .  si t i  l   a 8 . s. 
9       x i r  I  9 . In your expert opinion, if the 
1 0   t    10 foreclosure sale had proceeded ithout a E  
11 foreclosure.  assign ent, ould r. ensha  have any right, 
12 . O, ain,   s,  i  12 title, or interest in the real property? 
1 3     l      13 . s.  l  i  t  f l  
1 4   i t i   l    t  14 to be potentially invalid. 
15     ; r ect?  . nd hat do you base that opinion on? 
1 6 . rrect.  A. In y opinion, if the foreclosure is 
1 7 .   s   urred,  1 7 invalid, then it as not a valid foreclosure, hich 
1 8 i t   t  i  t  t  t t a  18 l     r.  l  till  
1 9  erty;   rrect?  e title  t  t e r ert  eca se t e f recl s re 
20 . es. 20 sale hadn't co pleted properly. 
2 1 .   r i i  t t   . Sure. ut y question is: hat is 
22    ,   e    t  sis f r i i  t t t  f r l s r  s l  
2 3 re los re l    t   rt    alid? 
24 i t t  l  t  i r  t  r erty?  . If there's not been an assign ent. Is 



























. ased on your expert opinion about the  
l  titl , i  it i l  t t t  l  2 
sale rc aser f enshaw's r ert  i t t e  
 to e t   s  title er  s re 4 
t  r erty? 5 
. hat's correct. 6 
. nd  t at ,  .   
e   the l  in  y? 8 
. t t t I'm are f. t t    
l .  
. If  i  ffer ins ra ce, o ld  
there be so e type f an exclusion or exception in  
t  li  related to t is ERS l d?  
. .  
. nd is t t se ou si l  ld  
not insure it? I apologize ifI'm not being  
r  l r, t I a t t  l rif . he re s  1 7 
there ld e  e lusio  or on i  e 18 
lic  is t because ou l n't issue it? It's  
a se  s e ther re ; is that ct? 2 0 
. e .  
. hat is that ther r on?  
. ecause e've ade a ris  -- just the  3 
co pany I orked for, ith the under riters, ade a  
ris  sion to insure it ithout lusion fro   
Q. Is that the basis of your opinion? 
A. ell, I'm asking. I'm not 
understanding your question. 
. .  t ere's t   
assi e t -- a e I ca  clarif  a little it 
Page 41 
.  ie   --    I'm 
wrong here. You testified that, in your expert 
opinion, ifthe foreclosure sale had proceeded 
without a ERS assignment, r. Renshaw may have 
so e right, title, or interest in the real property 
because the foreclosure sale may have been invalid. 
s  urate? 
. ct. 
Q. hat is the basis for your opinion 
that the foreclosure sale ay have been invalid? 
. Because if the lender or entity ho 
c e ce  a  c leted foreclosure as t t e 
le der -- there had not been an assign ent, then--
I guess I'm still not understanding your question. 
The basis of it is that the training that I've 
received is that there has to be an assignment. So 
the basis is, if there's no assignment, that could 
potentially invalidate the foreclosure. 
Q. SO you've testified that, as a title 
examiner, you're examining risk; is that correct? 
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1 A Yes 1 mortgages in its name The 90 days was allowed to
2 Q So your opinion of invalidity is based 2 the members if they wanted to comment on that
3 on an underwritersassessment of risk is that 3 proposed rule
4 correct 4 Q Okay Im turning to the second page
5 A That together with MERS instructing 5 here that I believe yourelooking at And I see
6 their members not to foreclose in their name 6 where youretalking about the 90 days to comment
7 Q Yourereferring to MERS instructing 7 on the proposed rule right
8 the members not to foreclose in their name Is 8 A Right
9 that in one ofthe documents wev 9 Q It says Members will have 90 days to
10 A Yes 10 comment on the proposed rules The following
11 Q Can you identify which exhibit that 11 paragraph looks to be
12 is 12 A Regarding the 90day and the
13 A Exhibit 3 13 verification
14 Q So lets look at Exhibit 3 then Can 14 Q Yes
15 you tell me what the date is ofthis memo 15 A throughMERS Yes I understand
16 A February 22 2011 16 what youresaying
17 Q And are you aware ofwhen 17 Q So in other words it appears that
18 Mr Renshawsforeclosure proceedings were 18 MERS members with appropriate verification were
19 initiated 19 allowed to foreclose in MERS name
2 0 A The notice ofdefault was recorded 20 A During that 90day period
21 August 18 2010 21 Q for 90 days after February 17th or
22 Q So the initiation of foreclosure in 22 February 22nd or whatever the case may be is that
23 Mr Renshawscase predated this memo is that 23 correct
24 correct 24 A Yes AndIm not aware ofany cases
25 A Thatscorrect 25 where they were that I was involved in where
Page 43 Page 45
1 Q The memo states The gist of this 1 they obtained the verification to allow that in
2 proposed rule will be a requirement that the 2 that 90 days
3 members not foreclose in MERS name If a member 3 Q So is it your understanding that this
4 determines that it will commence a foreclosure in 4 MERS rule that members not commence foreclosure in
5 MERS name during this 90day period two weeks 5 their name was not in effect when Mr Renshaws
6 advance notice must be given to MERS to permit 6 foreclosure proceedings were initiated
7 verification of the appointment and current status 7 A Thatscorrect
8 of the certifying officer proposed to participate 8 Q So youve relied on that rule as the
9 in the foreclosure No foreclosure may be 9 basis for your expert opinion that the foreclosure
10 processed in MERS name without first obtaining 10 sale may be invalid correct
11 this verification 11 A No I rely on this indicating in my
12 Is that accurate 12 daytoday functions as a title examiner So 1
13 A Thats what the memo states yes 13 wasntinvolved in this in 2010 to make an opinion
14 Q So ifIm understanding this 14 based off of something that hadn happened yet
15 correctly as ofFebruary 22 2011 approximately 15 Q So in other words whenwer talking
16 six months after Renshaws foreclosure proceedings 16 about the invalidity of the foreclosure sale
17 commenced MERS was going to allow its members to 17 youre not actually opining that it was invalid
18 continue foreclosing in MERS name for an 18 Youreopining that per the underwriters it may be
19 additional 90 days ifMERS verified certain 19 invalid correct
20 information Is that your understanding 20 A Correct
21 A No They were proposing this rule 21 Q Now under Idaho law if the
22 that there be this requirement But ifyou 22 foreclosure sale was not invalid would Mr Renshaw
23 actually read the statement from MERS they 23 have any right title or interest in the real
24 instructed on February 17th they told their 24 property






















































. O  i i   i li it  i   
  derwriter's  f ri k; i  t  
correct? 
. at, t t r it   i tr ti  
i       i  e. 
. ou're    t  
the e bers not to foreclose in their na e. Is 
t t i   f t  ts e've--
. es. 
.   i ntifY i  xhi it t t 
is? 
. i it . 
. O l t's l  t i it  t n.  
 l         o? 
.  , . 
.    e   
r. nshaw's s    
i iti ted? 
.  ce  t   
st , 10. 
. O  tiatio   re os   
r. shaw's  re ated t is o; i  t t 
correct? 
. at's t. 
  
.   , "The    
s  l  ill   ire e t t t t  
ers  re los   ' .    
t ines t t it ill ence  ore los  i  
'  ing s -da  i ,  ' 
advance notice ust be given to  to per it 
rific ti  f t  i t e t  rr t t t  
of the certifYing officer proposed to participate 
i  t  fore l s r .  fore los r   e 
processed in ' na e ithout first obtaining 
t is erification." 
Is that rate? 
. t's hat t  e o st t , . 
. O if 'm s g t is 
correctly, as of February 22, 2011, approxi ately 
six onths after enshaw's foreclosure proceedings 
co enced, E S as going to allo  its e bers to 
continue foreclosing in ' na e for an 
itio l 0 s if RS erified rtain 
infor ati n? Is that your erstanding? 
. .  ere r si  t is le 
t at t ere e is re r . ut if o  
t ll  rea  the t t t fro  E , t  
instructe  -- on February 17th, they told their 



















































a e 4 
ortgages In Its name. The 90 days as allo ed to 
t e e ers if t ey a te  t  c e t  t at 
r se  r le. 
. kay. I'm turning to the second page 
ere t at I elie e ou're l i  at.  I see 
ere ou're tal i  a t t e  a s t  c e t 
on the proposed rule; right? 
. ight. 
Q. It says, "Members will have 90 days to 
co ent on the proposed rules." The follo ing 
paragraph looks to be --
. egarding the 90-day and the 
ri  --
. s. 
. -- t r  . es, I ersta  
hat you're saying. 
. SO in other ords, it appears that 
ERS e bers with appropriate verification were 
l    i  '  --
. uring that 90-day period. 
. -- for 90 days after ebruary 17th or 
February 22nd, or hatever the case ay be; is that 
rrect? 
. es.  I'm t a are f a  cases 
here they ere --    e    
t e  tai e  t e erificati  t  all  t at i  
t t  . 
. O is it r rst i  t t t is 
Page 45 
 l  t t  t e ce l  i  
     f   r. shaw's 
foreclosure proceedings were initiated? 
. at's r ct. 
. SO you've relied on that rule as the 
basis for your expert opinion that the foreclosure 
sale ay be invalid; correct? 
A. o. I rely on this (indicating) in y 
a -to-da  f ctions as a title e a i er.  I 
asn't involved in this in 2010 to ake an opinion 
based off of something that hadn't happened yet. 
Q. SO in other words, when we're talking 
about the invalidity of the foreclosure sale, 
you're not actually opining that it as invalid? 
You're opining that, per the underwriters, it may be 
i li ; ct? 
. t. 
Q. o , under Idaho la , ifthe 
foreclosure sale as not invalid, ould r. ensha  
e  ri t, titl , r interest in t  r l 
property? 
. . 
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Page 46 Page 48
1 Q In your expert opinion if the 1 I can ask that a better way
2 foreclosure sale had proceeded without a MERS 2 This rule does allow a MFRS member to
3 assignment is it accurate to say that the cloud 3 conduct foreclosure both judicial and nonjudicial
4 could impact the future marketability of the 4 in a membersname except in the state ofFlorida
5 property 5 Is that your understanding
6 A Yes 6 A Thatshow I read this yes
7 Q After the foreclosure sale in your 7 Q So does it appear that referring to
8 expert opinion how would the future marketability 8 Exhibit 3 this is the rule that was changed
9 of the property affect Mr Renshaw if at all 9 A I dontknow this to be I mean I
10 A Can you repeat that please 10 would be relying on you that this is the most
11 Q In your expert opinion after the 11 recent rule
12 foreclosure sale how would the future 12 Q No And I do not represent that its
13 marketability ofthe property affect Mr Renshaw 13 the most recent rule I represent that this is the
14 A Are you asking if the foreclosure had 14 rule in effect as of June 2009 as it appears just
15 completed based on the information of record as it 15 looking at the document
16 is Im still not understanding Im sorry 16 A It appears that way to me
17 Q Is the basis ofyour opinion if 17 Q So it would seem that this memo
18 this hypothetical foreclosure sale ofMrRenshaws 18 applies to an amended Rule 8
19 property had occurred how would the future 19 A Amended since this indicating
20 marketability of the property actually affect 20 Q Yes
21 Mr Renshaw 21 A Yes
22 A Oh I understand If the property was 22 Q Now are you aware ofwhether the
23 not insurable so if a title company did a title 23 underwriters from which you received training
24 examination and determined there was a clouded 24 reviewed these rules
25 title because possibly the foreclosure was invalid 25 A I am not aware ofthat
Page 47 Page 49
1 then the marketability of the title may be affected 1 Q Do you anticipate that they would
2 because Mr Renshaw may still have a right title 2 A I dont I dontknow I dontknow
3 and interest in the property 3 if my underwriters have this
4 Q So in other words the future 4 Q Prior to receiving the memo reflected
5 marketability of the property would not actually 5 in Exhibit 3 were you aware of any rule one way or
6 impact Mr Renshaw but he may have a right to the 6 the other
7 property 7 A No
8 A Which I would say impacts him 8 Q as to whether MERS could commence
9 MR STEELE Can we at some point take a 9 foreclosure or whether a lender could commence
10 short break 10 foreclosure in MFRS name
11 MR McGEE Absolutely Yes Why dont 11 A Not a rule no
12 we take a break right now 12 Q So until February 22 2011 the date
13 Recess 13 of this memo youwere unaware of any rule
14 MR McGEE Ms Emery wer back on the 14 precluding a lender from initiating foreclosure in
15 record Wellgo ahead and mark this Exhibit 6 15 MERS name is that correct
16 Exhibit 6 marked 16 A Yes any rule
17 Q BY MR McGEE Ill represent to you 17 Q I have another hypothetical since wer
18 Ms Emery that these are MERSCORP Incsrules of 18 dealing with a hypothetical ofa foreclosure sale
19 membership June 2009 version Id ask you to turn 19 in this case If MERS had executed an assignment
20 to Rule 8 page 25 Ifyou want to take a couple 20 ofthe deed of trust to GMAC Mortgage the day
21 minutes to just read through that rule 21 before the scheduled sale would that impact your
22 Does this appear to be the amendment 22 title assessment
23 to the rule or does this appear to be the rule 23 A Yes because I would think thats
24 referred to in the memo from Allan Knight 24 really clouding it up because then the notice of
25 designated Exhibit 3 that we just discussed Maybe 25 default had already been recorded It would just
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1 .   x rt i i n, i  t  1 
2     i    2 
3 si n ent,       t  l  3 
4 l  i    arketabilit  f t   
5 perty? 5 
6 . . 6 
7 . t   s  ale, i    
8 expert opinion, ho  ould the future arketability 8 
9 ft  r rt  ff t r. nshaw, i  t ll? 9 
lOA. a   re eat t at, lease? 10 
11 .   r  i i n,   11 
12 os re le,      
13 r t bil     f  r. enshaw? 13 
14 .   i   t  l s   14 
15 l t d,         15 
16 i ? I'm till t r t ndi g. I'm orry.  
17 .       --   
18 s     r. nshaw's 18 
1 9 r ert  a  ccurred,  l  t e f t re   
20 arketability f the property actually affect  
21 r. e shaw?   
2 2 . h, I rst . If t  r rt  s   
23 t i l  --    title  i   titl  23 
24   ne     ude   
25 tle , sibl ,  os re  li ,  
age 47 
1   i    tle     
2  r.   till   ri t, titl ,  
3   n  rty.  
4 . O,   ,  t re  
5 ar eta ility f t e r ert  ld t act all   
6 i t r. a ; t e    i t t  t  6 
7 erty? 7 
8 . hich I o ld  i pacts i .  
9 . : a  e, at s e i t, ta e a  
1 0  ak?   
11 . : s l t ly. es.  n't  
12 e take a break right no ?  
1 3 (Re ss. )   
14 . c : s. ery, e're back on the  
 r r . e'll    r  t is i it .  
16 (Exhibit 6 arked.)  
1 7 .  . c : I'll r res t t  ,   
18 . , that these are E , co's rules f  
19 rs i , J e 9 rsi . I'd s  ou t  t r   
20 to ule , page . f ou ant t , ta e  le  
2 1 inutes t  just read t rough t t r l .  1 
2 2 oes this appear to be the a end ent  2 
23 to the r l , r es this ear to be the r le  
24 referred to in the e o fro  llan night  4 
2  esignated ibit  that e just disc ssed? aybe  
Page 48 
I  s  t t  tt r ay. 
 r l   ll   E  r t  
conduct foreclosure, both judicial and nonjudicial, 
i   ember's name, x t i  t  st t  f l ri a. 
Is that r understanding? 
A. That's how I read this, yes. 
. SO does it appear that, referring to 
Exhibit 3, this is the rule that was changed? 
.  on't  t i  t   -- I ean, I 
l   r l i    t t t is is t  st 
 le. 
. o. nd I do not represent that it's 
t  st r t r le. I r r s t t t t is is t  
rule in effect as f June 2009, as it appears j st 
looking at the docu ent. 
. It appears that ay to e. 
. O it l  s  t t t is  
a lies t  a  a e e  le ? 
. ended since this (indicating)? 
. es. 
. s. 
. o , are you a are of hether the 
under riters fro  hich  received training 
e e   l s? 
.      t. 
Page 49 
Q. Do you anticipate that they would? 
.  n't --  n't .  n't  
if y under riters have this. 
. rior to receiving the e o reflected 
in Exhibit 3, were you aware of any rule one way or 
t e t er--
. o. 
. --       
oreclos re  t e      
oreclos re  E ' e? 
. ot a rule, no. 
Q. SO until February 22, 2011, the date 
of this memo, you were unaware of any rule 
precluding a lender fro  initiating foreclosure in 
' na e; is that correct? 
A. Yes, any rule. 
. I have another hypothetical since e're 
dealing ith a hypothetical of a foreclosure sale 
in this case. If ERS had executed an assignment 
of the deed of trust to GMAC Mortgage the day 
before the scheduled sale, ould that i pact your 
title ssment? 
. es, because I ould think that's 
really clouding it up because, then, the notice of 
default had already been recorded. It would just, 
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Page 50 Page 52
1 in my opinion muddy the waters at that point It 1 Q And it would indeed be the province of
2 doesnt help it 2 an Idaho state court to make the determination
3 Q You note that title examination is a 3 correct
4 risk assessment process is that correct 4 A Correct
5 A Yes 5 Q Okay Again in your letter you
6 Q Can you explain what risks youre 6 stated If there is a MERS assignment we would
7 referring to 7 consider therisk to be minimal
8 A What would the risk be to a potential 8 When you say we who are you
9 owner in the future Thats the main risk that 9 referring to
10 wer looking for or potential lender in the 10 A Myself and the underwriters that I
11 future So the risk would be anyone coming and 11 work with at the company that I work with work
12 challenging the foreclosure and the validity of the 12 for
13 foreclosure 13 Q So
14 Q Any risks unrelated to foreclosure 14 A I should have made the statement as an
15 A When Im examining title 15 Istatement
16 Q Yes 16 Q Okay So essentially your primary
17 A On any transaction yes there are 17 opinion is that there is a higher risk for title
18 other risks not associated with foreclosure 18 insurers if theresno MERS assignment is that
19 Q Can you briefly describe them 19 correct
20 A Previous liens and judgments against 20 A Thatscorrect
21 the property or the owner of the property 21 Q And again Mr Renshawsproperty was
22 Deceased parties Divorce situations So 22 not foreclosed in this case right
23 potential interest holders in the property 23 A Correct
24 Q Okay Without a MERS assignment in 24 Q So if MERS executed an assignment of
25 the chain of title whatspecifically is strike 25 the deed oftrust to GMAC Mortgage GMAC Mortgage
Page 51 Page 53
1 that 1 appointed a successor trustee recorded that
2 Other than the potential that a court 2 appointment in the county records and proved to
3 may find the foreclosure sale invalid without a 3 you that it holds a duly endorsed note after a
4 MERS assignment are there any other risks in 4 foreclosure of the property there would be no
5 insuring post foreclosure 5 cloud correct
6 A Could you state that question again 6 A I do not see a cloud with that
7 Q And I may need to lay the foundation a 7 process correct
8 little bit better You previously testified 8 Q Andjust looking at that process
9 that in response to a question about 9 title would be insurable correct
10 MrRenshawsright title and interest in the 10 A Insurable on that issue yes
11 property you testified about the potential 11 Q Previously we were discussing MERS
12 invalidity of the foreclosure sale correct 12 authority to assign a deed of trust Would it be
13 A Correct 13 kind ofa mess if the courts held that MERS does
14 Q And I assumed but I should probably 14 not have the authority to assign a deed of trust
15 ask that potential invalidity would be in the form 15 for you in your profession
16 of a ruling from a court of law is that correct 16 A Yes
17 A Yes 17 Q What do you think would happen
18 Q Other than such a ruling when youre 18 A Well potentially I could see us not
19 examining this MERS assignment issue are you 19 being able to do nonjudicial foreclosures Wev
20 looking at any other risks 20 been following whats happening in Oregon and Utah
21 A Not related to the MERS issue 21 and it is creating a bit of a mess It drags out
22 Q So in other words its only a risk 22 the process
23 because no Idaho court has spoken directly to the 23 Q Is that good for you or bad for you
24 issue is that correct 24 A Itsbad for me
25 A Correct 25 Q And by bad do you mean its just more
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1 i   i i n,  t  t rs t t t oint. It 1 
2 esn't l  t. 2 
3 .     i t    3 
4   s;   rrect? 4 
5 . s. 5 
6 .   l i  t i  ou're 6 
7 referri  t ? 7 
 . at l  t e ris  e t  a te tial 8 
9  i  t  t re? at's t  i  i  t t 9 
 e're l i   --  t ti l l  i  t  10 
11 f t re.  t e ris  l  e a e c i  a  11 
12 l   s    li i   t  12 
 re.  
14 .     cl sure?  
 .  'm i  l ? 15 
16 . .  
1 7 .   tr saction, s, t r  r    
18 t r ris s t ss i t  it  f r l s re. 1 8 
19 .   i l  i  t em? 19 
 . re i s lie s a  j e ts a ai st 20 
2 1    e    rt . 2 1 
22 eceas  rti . i r  it ti .  22 
 potential interest holders in the property.  
24 . kay. ithout a  assign ent in  
25 the chain of title, hat specifically is -- t  25 
  
1 t at.  
2 t er t a  t e te tial t at a c rt  
3  i  t e re los re le i li , it t  3 
4  ssi nt, r  t re  t r ris s i   
5 i s in  t- l ure? 5 
6 . l   t t  t t ti  ain? 6 
7 .        t   7 
8 little bit better. ou previously testified  
9 t t --  s       
10 r. shaw's ri t, titl ,  i t r st i  t e  
11 property, you testified about the potential  
 i li it   t  foreclosure l ; rrect?  
1 3 . ct.  
14 .  I  -- t I l  l  14 
15  -- that potential invalidity ould be in the for  15 
1 6 f  r l in  fro   rt f l ; is t t rr ct?  
 . . 17 
18 . t r t a  s h  r li ,  ou're  
 e a i ing t is  assi e t iss e, are   
 0 l i  t  t r ris s?   
2 1 .  ate  t  e E S is .   
 . O i  t r r , it's l   ris   
23 because no Idaho court has spoken directly to the  
 4 s ; is at ct?   
 . t.  
  
.  it ld, i ed,  t  i  f 
    t    t r i ation; 
correct? 
. rrect. 
Q. kay. gain, in your letter, you 
stated, "Ifthere is a  assign ent, e ould 
i  t  i  t   inimal." 
   "w ,"  r   
 o? 
. l   t     
 it  t t   t t I  it  -- r  
f r. 
. --
. I l     t t    
"I" t te ent. 
. kay. o, essentially, your pri ary 
opinion is that there is a higher risk for title 
i s i  t ere's   ssign ent; i  t t 
rrect? 
. at's rr ct. 
Q. nd, again, r. Renshaw's property as 
t f recl se  in t is case; ri ht? 
. ct. 
Q. SO if E S executed an assign ent of 
t e ee  f tr st t   rt a e,  rt a e 
Page 53 
appointed a successor trustee, recorded that 
a i t e t i  t e c t  rec r s, a  r e  t  
you that it holds a duly endorsed note, after a 
f r l s r  f t  r rt  t r  l    
l ; rrect? 
.       t   
r cess, c rrect. 
Q. nd just looking at that process, 
title l   i r ble; rrect? 
. Insurable on that issue, yes. 
Q. Previously, we were discussing ERS' 
authority to assign a deed of trust. ould it be 
  es    ts     
not have the authority to assign a deed of trust 
for you in your profession? 
. . 
. hat do you think ould happen? 
. ll, t ntially, I l    t 
ei  a le t   j icial f recl s res. e've 
been follo ing hat's happening in regon and tah, 
and it is creating a bit of a mess. It drags out 
the process. 
. Is that good for you or bad for you? 
. t's   . 
Q. And by "bad," do you mean it's just more 
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1 work 1 Q Knowing what you know about the chain
2 A The process is longer Its more 2 of title in this case would you have filed a
3 work and potentially less business for my 3 lawsuit against Homecomings
4 profession 4 A As Heidi Emery
5 Q Oh Can you explain how it would be 5 Q If the foreclosure was happening to
6 less business 6 you if you were in Renshaw shoes would you have
7 A If properties had to be judicially 7 filed a lawsuit against Homecomings Financial LLC
8 foreclosed then title companies acting as trustees 8 A No
9 would not be facilitating foreclosures Attorneys 9 Q Why not
10 would be 10 A Because Ive never sued someone and it
11 Q In the capacity ofyour position do 11 just is not in my nature to sue them to sue the
12 you do trustee work 12 lender
13 A I do the title reports to facilitate 13 Q Okay So when you call Homecomings
14 nonjudicial foreclosures Theyr called TSGs 14 the lender
15 Trustee Sale Guarantees So part ofwhat I do is 15 A To sue the entity purporting to be the
16 prepare the title report in contemplation of a 16 lender
17 nonjudicial or a judicial foreclosure 17 Q Now is it your opinion that
18 Q So Title One your employer does 18 Homecomings is purporting to be the lender in this
19 act as a trustee Theyr either appointed or 19 case
20 named on deeds of trust as a trustee is that 20 A Yes
21 correct 21 Q What do you base that opinion on
22 A Thatscorrect 22 A That there was no assignment recorded
23 Q Whatsyour personal opinion about 23 changing the lender
24 MFRS 24 Q So do you know how MERS works
25 A I clearly remember the day that MERS 25 A Yes I do I believe I do
Page 55 Page 57
1 came into my life in this industry My personal 1 Q Okay So in your expert opinion
2 opinion is that I would have preferred MERS not 2 Homecomings does not have to do anything to purport
3 exist and that the individual assignments record 3 to be the lender Is that accurate
4 each time a loan was transferred 4 A Im not understanding your question
5 Q Now would that result in how would 5 Q Well as you described in your report
6 that impact your business out of curiosity 6 GMAC Mortgage is the servicer correct
7 A Its a clear cleaner chain oftitle 7 A Correct
8 chain of transfers of a deed of trust and note So 8 Q Theyr the last person on the MERS
9 there wouldn be any question in my mind when I 9 system SoImcurious about how you come to the
10 was going to prepare a title report for foreclosure 10 conclusion that Homecomings purported to do
11 as to who the lienholder was 11 anything in this case
12 Q Would life without MERS mean more 12 A The notice ofdefault states that MERS
13 business for you do you think 13 as nominee for Homecomings Financial a limited
14 A No I dontthink it would mean more 14 liability company as beneficiary
15 business I just think it would mean different 15 Q Can you tell me what page youre
16 business The business I do would be different 16 looking at and identify the exhibit
17 Q How long have you held this opinion 17 A Im looking at the first page of the
18 about MERS 18 notice of default recorded as Instrument
19 A Since its inception 19 No 110074820
20 Q Never liked MERS 20 Q Right Can you identify the little
21 A Never liked MERS And the title 21 page number in the bottom right corner
22 companies that I have worked for have taken the 22 A Sorry Let me look through this
23 stand that MERS is not the best way that this 23 package here 03534
24 should be handled That has been my opinion 24 Q And thats part of exhibit
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1 . i  t   bo t t  c ai  
2 f titl  i  t is se, l    fil   
3 la suit against o ecomings? 
 A. As Heidi E ery? 
 Q. If the foreclosure was happening to 
6 you, if you ere in enshaw's shoes, ould you have 
7 filed a la suit against o eco ings Financial, LLC? 
 . o. 
9 . hy not? 
lOA.  've      
 j st is t i   t r  t  s  t , t  s  t  
12 l er. 
13 . kay. So hen you call o eco ings 
   --
 A. To sue the entity purporting to be the 
16 er. 
1 7 . o , is it your opinion that 
18 o eco ings is purporting to be the lender in this 
 se? 
 . . 
  Q. hat do you base that opinion on? 
22 A. That there was no assignment recorded 
 changing the lender. 
 . SO do you kno  ho   orks? 
2 5 . ,  .  li   . 
  
1 Q. kay. So in your expert opinion, 
 Homecomings does not have to do anything to purport 
3    er?   curate? 
 A. I'm not understanding your question. 
5 Q. ell, as you described in your report, 
  ortgage is the servicer; correct? 
7 . ct. 
 Q. They're the last person on the ERS 
 syste . So I'm curious about ho  you co e to the 
 conclusion that Homecomings purported to do 
 anything in this case. 
 . he notice f default states that , 
 as nominee for Homecomings Financial, a limited 
 liability co pany, as beneficiary. 
 . an you tell e hat page you're 
 loo ing at a  i e tifY t e e i it? 
 A. I'm looking at the first page of the 
 tice  t e   s e  
 . . 
 . i t. a  o  i tifY t e little 
  page nu ber in the botto , right comer? 
 A. Sorry. Let me look through this 
 package here. 03534. 
 4 Q. And that's part of exhibit? 
 . it . 
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1 Q Exhibit 5 So explain to me again 1 A Which is correct on my vitae
2 where youreseeing Homecomings purporting to do 2 Q I think you were asked about the best
3 anything in this document 3 way to handle foreclosures And your comment was
4 A I dont see where theyr purporting 4 that MERS is not the best way What is the best
5 now thatIve reread it 5 way
6 Q So is it your expert opinion that the 6 A I dontbelieve I said MERS is not the
7 reference to Homecomings Financial LLC is merely 7 best way to handle foreclosures
8 identifying the document of record the deed of 8 Q Okay What do you think is the best
9 trust 9 way to handle foreclosures
10 A Yes 10 A My opinion the best way to handle
11 Can I retract my statement that 11 foreclosures is nonjudicially because its quicker
12 Homecomings is purporting to be the lender 12 less expensive for the lender
13 Q Sure Maybe Illask you again Is 13 Q Okay And typically are there three
14 Homecomings purporting to be the lender in the 14 parties to a nonjudicial foreclosure
15 chain of title in this case 15 A Therestypically three parties to a
16 A Theyv purported to be the lender on 16 deed of trust Theres a borrower a trustee and
17 the deed of trust page 03510 17 then the lender beneficiary
18 Q With respect to the notice of default 18 Q Is that how youvebeen trained there
19 and the initiation of foreclosure proceedings have 19 are three parties to a deed of trust
20 they taken any action of record 20 A Yes
21 A Not that I see 21 Q Does it complicate things that MERS
22 MR McGEE I thinkIm done with direct 22 becomes essentially a fourth party
23 Mr Steele 23 A Yes
24 MR STEELE Would you like to take a 24 Q Why is that
25 break 25 A Well because its not clear how MERS
Page 59 Page 61
1 THE WITNESS Sure 1 is involved at times
2 MR McGEE Why dontwe take just a short 2 Q Okay On Exhibit 3 which is a memo
3 break 3 from Allan Knight last sentence he says
4 Recess 4 Although I know ofno such decisions in our
5 5 states I do know of successful cases in Oregon
6 EXAMINATION 6 that have challenged MERS unrecorded assignments
7 BY MRSTEELE 7 Do you know what he means by that
8 Q Ms Emery I think you pointed out an 8 A Yes
9 error on page two of your report 9 Q Whatsthat
10 A Yes 10 A There have been cases in Oregon that
11 Q which is Exhibit 5 What is that 11 have challenged that there are not successive
12 typo error 12 recorded assignments from each assignee to the end
13 A In the third paragraph I realized I 13 lender
14 had a typo because I stated Ifthere is no MERS 14 Q When you say successive recorded
15 assignment we would consider there to be a greater 15 assignments why would a title company want to see
16 risk should we with our underwriters blessing it 16 recorded successive assignments
17 should say 17 A Because that would be the proof to us
18 Q Our rather than out 18 that the note has transferred from one lender to
19 A Correct 19 the next lender
20 Q And then you alsomentioned there was 20 Q Okay And prior to creation ofMERS
21 a correction on your CV 21 how was that handled
22 A I believe when he asked me what year I 22 A Thats how they handled it prior to
23 started in the industry I said 1990 It was 23 the creation ofMERS one lender would sell a
24 actually 1991 24 note to another lender They would actually
25 Q Which is correct on your CV 25 physically transfer the original note They would
002810
  Page 6  
1 . i it .  ex lai  t  e a ai  1 . i  is rr t   it e. 
2  ou're ei    t   2 . I t i  y  r  s  b t t  st 
3 t i   t i  u ent. 3 way to handle foreclosures. And your comment was 
t t  i  ot t  st ay. t i  t  t 
ay? 
4 . I on't s  r  they're urporting,  
5  t t I've r -rea  it.  
6 . SO is it your expert opinion that the 6 . I don't eli   ai     t  
best ay to handle foreclosures. 7 r f r  t  i  i ncial,  i  r l  7 
8 ti   t  ord,    8 . kay. at   t i  is t e est 
ay to handle foreclosures? 9 ~~  
10 . s.  . y opinion the best ay to handle 
foreclosures is nonjudicially because it's quicker, 
less expensive for the lender. 
11     t t t t 11 
12 i  i  r rti  t   t  l der?  
13 . ure. e ' l   i .   . kay. nd, typically, are there three 
parties to a nonjudicial foreclosure? 1 4       i     
15 i   titl  i  t is se?  A. There's, typically, three parties to a 
deed oftrust. here's a borro er, a trustee, and 
then the lender beneficiary. 
1 6 . hey've t  t   t  l   1 6 
17    st,  0.  
18 .       f  18 Q. Is that how you've been trained, there 
are three parties to a deed of trust? 1 9  t  i iti ti  f f r l s r  r i s,  1 9 
20      cord? 20 . . 
2 1 . ot that I see. 2 1 . oes it co plicate things that S 
22 . : I t i  I'm  it  ir ct,  becomes, essentially, a fourth party? 
23 r. Steele.  . . 
24 . : l   li  t  t    . hy is that? 
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 1 : re. 
. c : hy don't e take just a short 
r k. 
(Re ss.) 
I TIO  
 . L : 
. . r , I   te    
rr r  e t  f r r rt --
. . 
. -- c   t .    
 ror? 
. In t e t ird r r , I re lized I 
a  a t p  eca se I state , "If there is   
assign ent, e ould consider there to be a greater 
ris  s l  e ith r er riters' lessing" it 
s l  . 
. "O r" rather tha  "out"? 
. orrect. 
. nd then o  als  e tioned t ere as 
 rre tio  n our ? 
A. I believe when he asked me what year I 
st te  in the industry  s id . It as 
actually 1991. 
. ic  is rrect n our ? 
Page 61 
    s. 
 . kay. n Exhibit 3, hich is a e o 
 fro  Allan Knight --   -- e says, 
4 "Althoug       i i s i   
 states, I do kno  of successful cases in regon 
6 that have challenged S' unrecorded assignments." 
7    t  s  t at? 
8 . . 
 . at's t at? 
lOA. There have been cases in Oregon that 
 have challenged that there are not successive 
 recorded assignments from each assignee to the end 
 r. 
 . hen you say "successive recorded 
 assign ents," why would a title co pany want to see 
16 recorded successive assign ents? 
1 7 A. Because that ould be the proof to us 
  t e   ra e re  r   e er t  
  t r. 
 Q. Okay. And prior to creation of ERS, 
   as t  dled? 
 A. That's how they handled it prior to 
 3 the r ti  f ; e lender l  s ll  
 note to another lender. They would actually, 
 physically transfer the original note. They would 
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1 record an assignment of the deed of trust in the 1 this opportunity to request a loan modification
2 records of the county And then the next time that 2 It has to be provided to the borrower They have
3 process occurred the same process would happen 3 30 days after notice to complete that and return
4 Q And do you know is there an Idaho 4 that to the beneficiary They have to return it
5 statute that requires assignments to be recorded 5 via certified mail return receipt requested
6 A Yes 6 Then the beneficiary has 45 days to
7 Q Is the fact that there was no 7 notify the borrower in writing if theyr approving
8 assignment recorded in this case one of 8 it or denying it And the beneficiary has to
9 the concerns you had 9 provide proof to the trustee that theyv complied
10 A Yes 10 Then the affidavit of compliance is recorded at
11 Q I think you said that MERS somehow 11 least 20 days before the sale date So if not if
12 complicated your profession is that correct 12 it doesn qualify because its not a primary
13 A Yes It complicates the title aspect 13 residence or a state or federally regulated
14 ofmy profession 14 beneficiary then that further action is not
15 Q How does it complicate that 15 required
16 A Well again we are not really ever 16 Q Okay When do these additional
17 sure how MERS is acting what capacity theyr 17 steps what is the purpose of these additional
18 acting in 18 steps
19 Q Okay Can I ask you a couple 19 A The purpose is consumer protection to
20 questions about Exhibit 4 20 allow them time to try and do a modification
21 A Yes 21 Q And do you know when these additional
22 Q which is the diagram that you 22 steps became effective
23 prepared Could you basically explain that diagram 23 A You know I dontrecall the date that
24 to me 24 these steps were effective The notification of
25 A Yes So the first step is that the 25 the postponement I know was iust in September of
Page 63 Page 65
1 trustee records a notice ofdefault And thats at 1 2011 I donthave the date on here that the
2 the request of the lender And then the trustee 2 modification requirement was implemented
3 creates the notice of trustee sale and sets the 3 So then 30 days prior to the sale we
4 sale date 4 check for IRS tax liens and then we proceed with
5 Q Can I interrupt you a second 5 the sale
6 A Umhmm 6 Q Okay And who provides you the papers
7 Q Are there any special requirements 7 that state theyv complied with the opportunity to
8 about who can be a trustee 8 request a loan modification
9 A Yes 9 A The beneficiary
10 Q What are those 10 Q And when I say papers I mean
11 A Theres statute that its a title 11 actually what do those papers consist of
12 insurance company abank lender I can look at 12 A Its an actual affidavit document
13 the exact statute or an attorney licensed with 13 Q That says theyv complied theyv
14 the Idaho State Bar 14 offered the opportunity
15 Q Okay Go ahead Im sorry 15 A Yes
16 A Do you want me to move on 16 Q to this borrower
17 Q Yes 17 A Yes
18 A Okay Then we go on to the posting 18 Q to request the loan modification
19 and service and there are specific dates for 19 A Yes
20 the certified mailing time frames and the posting 20 Q Does that document does that get
21 that have to be complied with 21 recorded
22 Now there is a relatively new 22 A Yes 20 days prior to the sale
23 procedure thats in place If it was a state or 23 Q Do you know why Why is it that that
24 federally regulated beneficiary and it was their 24 requirement went into effect
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 an ssi t f t  d  of tr t i  t e 1 this opportunity to request a loan odification. 
r  f t  county.  t n t  ext ti  t t  It has to be provided to the borrower. They have 
 occur ed, t    l  appen.  30 days after notice to co plete that and return 
.     -- is t r  n I   that to the beneficiary. They have to return it 
t t t  t t i  assig t  t   recorded? 5 via certified mail, return receipt requested. 
. es.  Then the beneficiary has 45 days to 
.   t t t t    7 notity the borrower in writing if they're approving 
ssi t  i  t i      it or denying it. nd the beneficiary has to 
t    ad? 9 provide proofto the trustee that they've co plied. 
A. es.  e  t e affi avit f co plia ce is rec r e  at 
.    sai  t t  o   least 20 days before the sale date. So if not, if 
  r f ssion;  t t r ect?  it doesn't qualify because it's not a pri ary 
. s. I  icate  t     residence or a state- or federally-regulated 
  sion.  beneficiary, then that further action is not 
.   it li t  t at?  required. 
. l , ain,    al    . ay.   t s  diti l 
    cting,  ci  hey're  ste s -- at is t e r se f t ese additi al 
 .  teps? 
. y.       19 . The purpose is consu er protection, to 
    --  allo  the  ti e to try and do a odification. 
A. es.  . nd do you kno  hen these additional 
. --        st s  ff ctive? 
r ared? l  , sically, l i  t t i r   . ou kno , I don't recall the date that 
t  e?  these steps ere effective. The notification of 
. .   irs      25      j     
    
tr stee rec r s a tice f efa lt. n  t at's at 1 .  n't        
 est   r. nd   ste   odification require ent as i ple ented. 
 t e ce  s      3  t e   a s ri r t  t e sale, e 
sale date.  check for I  tax liens and then e proceed ith 
.   interrupt   cond?  e . 
A. -h .  . kay. nd ho provides you the papers 
. re ere  al re   that state they've complied with the opportunity to 
t     tr st e?  request a loan odification? 
. es.  . The beneficiary. 
. hat re e?  . And when I say "papers," I mean --
. ere's t t te t at it's  title  actually, hat do those papers consist of? 
insurance c ,  a  le der -- I  lo  t 12 . t's   id t t. 
the e act t t te --   t rney icens  ith  . hat says they've co plied, they've 
the Idaho tate ar.  offered the opportunity --
. . o . I'm s .  . e . 
. o you a t e to ove ?  . -- t  s e  --
. e .  . e . 
. . hen e  on to the sting  . -- to request the loan odification? 
and service, and there are specific dates for  . e . 
the c rtified ailing time fra es and the posting  . oes that docu ent -- does that get 
that have to e co plied wit . 21 re d? 
o , there is a relatively e  22 . Yes, 20 days prior to the sale. 
procedure th t's in pla . If it as a t - or 23 . o you kno  hy? hy is it that that 
federally-regulated be eficiary a d it as their 24 requirement went into effect? 
primary residence -- if it is -- there as t  be 25 . onsu er protection. 
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1 Q When you say consumer protection what 1 counties in which the property described in the
2 do you mean by that 2 deed is situated
3 A Well because there had been so many 3 Q So again my question is That
4 complaints that I mean my understanding is that 4 statute requiring that assignments be recorded is
5 there had been so many complaints that various 5 just for a trustee foreclosing a trust deed is
6 parties were that parties were in various stages 6 that correct
7 of trying to modify their deed of trust and that 7 A Thats correct
8 there had been examples of foreclosures proceeding 8 Q It doesn apply generally right
9 even though the borrower was in the middle of a 9 A Correct It applies if the trustee is
10 modification process And so this was to clarify 10 wanting to foreclose
11 had they had the opportunity to modify or not 11 Q WhatIm getting at is a lender thats
12 MR STEELE Thats allIve got for you 12 assigning a trust deed doesn actually have to
13 Thank you 13 record that assignment if theyr not foreclosing
14 THE WITNESS Okay 14 the property correct
15 MR McGEE I have just a couple of very 15 A Correct
16 quick questions to follow up 16 Q You testified in response to a
17 17 question from Mr Steele that typically a deed of
18 FURTHER EXAMINATION 18 trust involves a borrower lender and trustee Is
19 BY MRMcGEE 19 that an accurate representation of your answer to
20 Q Now you mentioned enactment of 20 Mr Steele in that regard
21 legislation in 2011 1 assume youretalking about 21 A Yes
22 what youvedescribed as consumer protection 22 Q Earlier in the deposition I think you
23 actions right 23 testified that over 50 percent of your work Im
24 A Yes 24 not sure in what regard involved MERS So is it
25 Q That was enacted in 2011 25 really typical that a deed of trust only involves
Page 67 Page 69
1 A Yes 1 the borrower lender and trustee or is that just
2 Q Is that your understanding 2 the way you would like it to be
3 A Yes 3 A Well I guess typically now deeds of
4 Q So those would not have applied to 4 trust have a fourth party MERS
5 Renshawsloan correct 5 Q So your statement that typically a
6 A Correct 6 deed of trust involves a borrower lender and
7 Q Okay And are you also aware that 7 trustee was not an accurate statement
8 Renshaw was not in the middle ofa loan 8 A Correct
9 modification 9 Q Does Oregon law apply in Idaho
10 A Imnot aware if he was or not 10 A No It does though impact us in that
11 Q You testified that there is an 11 we watch closely what other states are doing
12 Idaho statute requiring that assignments of deeds 12 Q Sure So do you watch federal
13 of trust be recorded I need some clarification on 13 district court opinions from judges here in Idaho
14 that statement Are you referring to a requirement 14 A I hear about them yes
15 that assignments be recorded before foreclosure or 15 Q And
16 are you referring to some statute that requires 16 A I dontactively seek them out
17 that assignments of deeds of trust be recorded in 17 Q What have you heard about the district
18 general 18 court opinions coming out of Idaho
19 A Im referring to 451505 that states 19 A I dontrecall right now I really
20 Foreclosure ofdeed of trust when The trustee 20 dont
21 may foreclose a trust deed by advertisement and 21 Q Do you know if theyr similar to the
22 sale under this act if The trust deed any 22 opinions coming out of Oregon
23 assignments of the trust deed by the trustee or the 23 A I dont recall right now Im sorry
24 beneficiary and any appointment of a successor 24 Q Do you know if the Oregon cases that
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15 t t i n ents e e  ore or l r ;   
1 6 are you referring to some statute that requires   
1 7 t t i n ents  eeds  trust e , in   
18 general?  
1 9 . I'm referring to -1505 t t t t ,  
 "Foreclosure  eed t t, . he trustee  
2 1  foreclose  trust eed  rtise t  2 1 
22 sale under t is act if: he trust ee , a   
23 ents e trust eed  t e trustee  the 23 
24 e eficiar , a d a y a intment f a s ccessor  
2 5 trustee re recorded in rtgage re rds in the  5 
age 68 
counties in which the property described in the 
 i  situated." 
. SO again, y question is: That 
stat te re uiri  t at assi e ts e rec r e  is 
just for a trustee foreclosing a trust deed; is 
 or ect? 
. hat's orrect. 
. It doesn't apply generally; right? 
. orrect. It applies if the trustee is 
ti  t  f r l se. 
. at I'm etti  at is a le er t at's 
assigning a trust deed doesn't actually have to 
record that assign ent ifthey're not foreclosing 
t  r erty; orrect? 
. rrect. 
. ou testified in response to a 
ti  fr  r. t l  t t, t i ally,    
tr st i l es a rr er, le der, a  tr stee. Is 
that an accurate representation of your answer to 
r. Steele in that regard? 
. . 
Q. Earlier in the deposition, I think you 
t stifie  t t r  r t f r r  -- 'm 
not sure in hat regard -- e  .    
really typical that a deed of trust only involves 
Page 69 
the borrower, lender, and trustee; or is that just 
t    l  li  it t  e? 
. ell, I guess, typically, no , deeds of 
trust have a fourth party, ERS. 
Q. SO your statement that, typically, a 
deed of trust involves a borro er, lender, and 
rustee     t te ent? 
. ct. 
. oes regon la  apply in Idaho? 
. o. It does, though, i pact us in that 
we watch closely what other states are doing. 
. Sure. So do you atch federal 
district court opinions fro  judges here in Idaho? 
. I hear about the , yes. 
. nd--
A. I don't actively seek the  out. 
Q. hat have you heard about the district 
court opinions co ing out of Idaho? 
A. I don't recall right now. I really 
on't. 
. o you kno  if they're si ilar to the 
opinions co ing out of regon? 
A. I don't recall right now. I'm sorry. 
Q. o you know if the Oregon cases that 
you've been atching actually represent ost of the 
 (Pages 66 to 69) 
  I  (05/08/2012) 
1 Q Do you know the legal status of MERS
2 in Idaho
3 A With the Trotter case thatswhat I
4 believe is the current status ofMERS yes
5 MR McGEE I donthave any further
6 questions
7 MR STEELE Thank you
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1 opinions coming out of Oregon or are they just 1 CERTIFICATE
2 kind ofoutliers 2
3 A I believe that they represent most of 3 1 PATRICIA J TERRY Certified Shorthand
4 whatshappening in Oregon currently
4 Reporter do hereby certify
5 Q So its your opinion that in Oregon
5 The foregoing proceedings were taken before
6 district courts the majority of the courts in
6 me at which time the witness was placed under




The testimony and all objections made were
8 A Yes Thatsmy understanding 9 recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter
9 Q And can you tell me what the basis of 10 transcribed by me
10 that understanding is 11 The foregoing is a true and correct record to
11 A Just discussions at my place of 12 the best ofmy skill and ability
12 employment 13 Pursuant to request notification was provided
13 Q With whom
14 that the deposition is available for review and
14 A Our legal counsel
15 signature and
15 Q Your legal counsel has represented to
16
17
1 am not a relative or an employee of any
attorney nor am I financially interested in the
16 you that the majority of cases coming out of 18 action
17 Oregon 19 I have hereunto set my hand and seat this 29th
18 A Not the 20 day ofMay 2012
19 Q prove problematic for MERS or are 21
20 those just the ones that you hear about 22 sPatricia J Terry
21 A Possibly just the ones that I hear
22 about
23 PATRICIA J TERRY CSR RMR CRR
23 Q So you really dontknow the legal 24
Idaho CSRNo 653
My commission expires
24 status ofMERS in Oregon do you August 9 2013





















































 0 Page 72 
i i s i  t f regon, r r  t  j t  TI I  
kind of outliers?  
. I li  t t t  r t t   I, ATRICIA 1. RRY, rtif  hort nd 
hat's i  i  r  rrently.  eporter,  ereby certify:  he foregoing proceedings ere taken before . O t's  i  t, i  r   e, at hich ti e the itness as placed under 
t  rts,  j r    s i  7 ath; 
r  r  fi i  f lt it  t   system?   t sti  an  ll o j ti   r  
. es. at's  erstanding.  rec r e  stenographicall   e a  ere t ereafter 
.    t U   t     tr scri   e; 
t t r t i  i ?  he foregoing is a true and correct record, to 
.        t e est f  skill a  ability; 
l nt.  Pursuant to request, notification as provided  that the deposition is available for revie  and .  om?  si ature;  
.   el.  I a  not a relative or an e ployee of any . our legal counsel has represented to  att rney, r a  I fi a ciall  i tereste  i  t e 
 t t t  j it    i  t   ti n. 
r  --         l  t  
A. ot the--  a  f a  2. 
. -- r e r l ti  f r S,  r   
s  s      r out?  /s/ Patricia J. erry 
. i    es     PATRICIA 1. TERRY, CSR, R R, CRR 
about.   o.  . O   n't     y c issi  e ires 
status f  in regon; do you? st , 13. 
. o.  
  
. o you kno  the legal status of  
i  I ho? 
. ith e t  , at's at  
elie e is t e c rre t stat s f , es. 
. : I n't   f rt r 
t . 
. : a  . 
(The e sition c cluded at :17 .m.) 
(Signature re ested.) 
*** 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURTOF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN ANDFORTHE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
vs
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
CASENO CV OC 1023898
AFFIDAVIT AND TESTIMONY OF RICHARDMKAHN
STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF MIAMIDADE
1 The deponent first duly sworn deposes and says an oath as follows
2 L MY name is Richard M Icahn
3
4 2 1 am the principal founder and senior mortgage foreclosure fraud examiner of Forensic
5 Professionals Group USA Inc dba FPGUSA
b
7 3 Let me briefly summarize my experience for the Court I have had a professional career
8 in mortgage analysis residential and commercial real estate mortgage backed securities
9 and lender financing that has spanned more than thirty five years and billions of dollars in
10 equity and mortgages I have experience in courts including County State From Circuit to
11 Supreme and Federal from District to Appeals including Federal Bankruptcy and
12 Appeals I am FPG iJSAcqnaiifying exert witnecc on all FPUSA issunnces I have held
13 licenses in securities real estate and mortgage finance My book available on
I Affidavit of RichardM Kahn Borrower GREGORYRENSHAW
PLF 03000002815
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laintiff. 
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  I I-DADE ) 
1  nt, irst l  ,     t   ll s: 
 1. y e   . K  
3 
 . I a  the ri ci al, fo er a  se i r rt a e foreclosure fra  e .a iner f re sic 
 r fessj al"s r up , I c. d/b/a -US . 
6 
7 3. Let e briefly su arize y experience for the ourt. I have had a professional career 
8 in mortgage analysis. residential and commercial real estate, mortgage backed securities 
 and lender financing t ul has spanned ore (han t irt  five years and billions f llars in 
10 equity and ongages. [ have experience in courts including ounty, State (fro  ircuit to 
11 Supreme), and Federal (from Dlstrict to Appeals) including Federal Bankruptcy and 
 " ls. I  O-IISA'jI fJIHllifying 1"1C(lfIr't itnl''';;'; n all C-US  U:snann~e5;. I e l  
 license~ in securities. real estate, nnd ortgage finance. y book (available on 
































AmazoncomWinning Against Foreclosure A Strategic Guide details how to identify
lenders who made predatory loans sold those loans and are now foreclosing on loans
for which they were paid in full and are creating false fictitious and fabricated
foreclosure documentation for submission into court in order to obtain property as a
windfall profit by wrongful foreclosure
My experience includes
4 years on Wall Street working for Merrill Lynch There I was involved with one of
CEODonald Regansprojects appointed in the capacity of National Real Estate Tax
ShelterProduct Manager ofMerrill Lynch This is the sameMr Regan who went on in
1981 to become the 66th United States Treasury Secretary and then White House Chief
ofStaff in President Ronald ReagansAdministration While at Merrilt Lynch I
analyzed structured and handled billions of dollars in mortgage backed securities and
syndicated real estate investments across Merrill base of six thousand account
executives
Sixteen years as founding partner of an off Wall Street firm Affiliated Real Estate
Analysts AREA specializing in securitized mortgage backed securities real estate
transactions mortgage financing lender compliance analysis and forensic discovery
Thirteen years as principal partner and broker of record of in the real estate mortgage
brokerage residential and commercial lending My skills in real estate and mortgage
analysis established a track record of success without one compliance violation
complaint or bad loan buy back
In 20081 founded Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc FPGUSA to provide
credible mortgage analysis as part of a legal defense against wrongful foreclosure In
2011 I founded FPGUSA Academy to train and educate Mortgage Foreclosure Fraud
Investigators to learn our methodology practices and receive certification and ongoing
education and support from a qualifying expert
Affidavit ofRichard MKahn Borrower GREGORY RENSHAW
PLF 03001002816
mazon.c m) i i  i t r l r  -  tr t i  i  tail  o  t  i ntif  
 le ers  a e re at r  l ans. s l  t se l a s a  are  f recl si   l a s 
 f r ic  t e  ere ai  in f ll ao  are creati  false, fictiti s a  fa ricate  
4 f l  t ti  r u i i  i t  t i   t  t i  r rty   
 l    f l l ure. 
6 
7   i l es: 
8    ll t t i  r elTiH ch.  r  i l  it    
 C.E.O. onald Regan's project." appointed in the capacity of ational Real Estate Tax 
 Shelter Product anager of errill Lynch. (This is the sa e r. egan ho ent on in 
  t   t  t  it  t t s r s r  r t r  a  t  it  s  i f 
 of Staff in President Ronald Reagan' s d inistration.) hile at errm Lynch, I 
13 analyzed, structured and handled billions of dollars in ortgage backed securities and 
    est e ts  errill's      
15 ti . 
16 
17 i te    i  t     H t t i , iliat  l t t  
 nalysts (A A), i li i  i  riti  rt   ecuriti s, r l st t  
19 transactions. ortgage financing. lender co pliance analysis and forensic discovery. 
20 
21 irtee  rs  ri i l rt r  r r f r r  f i  t  r.e l t te, rt  
 brokerage, residential and co ercial lending. y skills in real estate and ortgage 
 analysis established a track record of success ithout one co pliance violation. 
 c lai t r a  l a  y ack. 
 
 In 2008 I founded Forensic Professionals roup S , Inc. (FP -USA), to provide 
27 credible mortgage analysis as part of a legal defense against wrongful foreclosure. In 
 20] 1 I founded FP -US  cade y to train and educate ortgage Foreclosure Fraud 
 Investigators to learn our ethodology, practices and receive certification and ongoing 
30 ti   t fro   li ing t. 
31 
ffida it  ichard . a  :   
  
I During the tenure of my experience I have been intimately involved in the following
2 Borrower loan origination underwriting and the assignment and assumption of
3 securitized residential and commercial mortgage loans warehousing aggregation
4 sponsoring bankruptcy remote enterprise of depositor structured investment vehicles
5 special purpose vehicles collateralized debt obligation manager loans in securities
6 out document custodian credit enhancement creation of trusts and pooling
7 agreements issuance of asset backed securities and specifically mortgage backed
8 securities by special purpose vehicles in which an entity is named as trustee for the
9 holders of certificates of mortgage backed securities securitization of mortgage loans
10 accounting in the context of said securitizations REMIC vehicles pooling and
11 servicing of securitized loans trustee sales trustees sale of certificates to investors
12 institutional investor guidelines underwriting securities the securities industry
13 securities regulation securities administration investor insurances derivative
14 securities derivative aftermarket trading master loan servicing sub servicing default
15 servicing and foreclosure both in non judicial process with trustees involved without
16 court intervention and judicial process and civil complaint procedure with court
17 intervention and the Uniform Commercial Code
18
19 4 I have developed my own process and methodology for discovering and reporting a
20 foreclosure that may appear to be legitimate to a Judge when in fact the foreclosure is
21 being conducted with fabricated fictitious forged documents including Assignments
22 and claims that are used to gain standing of ownership or rights and authority to
23 foreclose My process exposes bogus questionable foreclosure transactions using false
24 and misleading documents When lenders mortgage servicers and local trustees are
25 using questionable wrongful or unlawful practices to foreclose I and my firm FPG
26 USA perform the investigation accumulate the evidence report it and provide expert
27 witness support so the litigant has the opportunity to introduce their own evidence to
28 controvert the lendersclaims so that a judge may rule in consideration of our findings
29
30 5 I have been retained by the borrowers or their legal representatives in this matter to
31 review the timeline and documentation presented perform an indepth investigation and
3 Affidavit ofRichard MKahn Borrower GREGORY RENSHAW
PLF 03002002817
uring the tenure of y experience I have been inti ately involved in the follo ing: 
 rr er l a  ri i ation, er riti  a  t e assi e t a  assu pti  f 
3 securitized residential and co ercial ortgage loans, arehousing, aggregation, 
4 sponsoring, bankruptcy re ote enterprise of depositor, structured invest ent vehicles, 
 i l r  i l , ll t r li  t li ti  r (loa  i , securiti  
6 out). docu ent custodian, credit enhance ent, creation of trusts and pooling 
7 a ree ents, iss a ce f asset ac e  sec rities a  s ecificall  rt a e ac e  
 rities  i l r s  i l  i  i   ntir  i    t t  f r t  
 holders of certificates of mortgage backed securities. securitization of mortgage Joans, 
10 accounting in the context of said securitizations, E I  vehicles, pooling and 
11 servicing f securitized loans, trustee sales, trustees, sale of certificates to investors, 
 institutional investor guidelines, underwriting, securities, the securities industry, 
13 ri  l ti n. curi  i i tr ti n, e  i s ra ces, r e 
 securities, derivative after arket trading, aster loan servicing. sub-servicing, default 
 s r i i   foreclosure t  i  -judi i l r cess it  tr stees i l e  it t 
]  court intervention and judicial process and civil co plaint procedure ith court 
17    for  r  . 
t  
19 4. I have developed y o n process and ethodology for discovering and reporting a 
 foreclosure that ay appear to be legitimate to a Judge hen in fact the foreclosure is 
21 i  t  it  fa ricate . fi titi s, f r  c e ts i cl i  ssi e ts 
 and clai s that are used to gain standing of ownership or rights and authority to 
 foreclose. y process exposes bogus, qUe8tiomlble foreclosure trcmsactions using false 
 and isleading docu ents. hen lenders, ortgage servicers and local trustees are 
 using questionable, wrongful or unlawful practices to foreclose, I and my firm FPG-
 USA perfor  the investigation, accu ulate the evidence, report it and provide expert 
 itness support, so the litigant has the opportunity to introduce their o n evidence to 
 controvert the lender's claims so that a judge may rule in considel'atioo of ollr findings. 
 
 .  a e een retained by t  rro ers r th ir le al re res tatives i  t is tter t  
31 review the ti meline and documentation presented. perform an in .. depth investigation and 































opine as to whether the party seeking to foreclose in this case is in fact the owner of the
promissory note secured by a mortgage or deed of trust or the duly appointed
representative thereof upon which the partysseeking to foreclose is claiming
ownership or rights and authority to represent the true owner and foreclose
6 I have been retained by Mr Renshawsattorney Jon M Steele of the Runft Steele
Law Office PLLC To the date of this affidavit I have devoted 25 hours to Mr
Renshawscase at my senior qualifying expert shop rate of 199 per hour and an
additional 7 hours at my expert witness consulting and pre trial rate of 399 per hour I
expect to devote additional hours to Mr Renshawscase at 399 per hour for deposition
preparation deposition trial preparation and trial Mr Steeleslaw firm has paid a total
of1122 for my services to date
7 1 do hereby certify that the reports I have issued in this case specifically the Forensic
Lender Discovery Document Review and Assessment dated December 22 2010 and the
Forensic Lender Discovery State One Loan Securitization Audit Report dated January
04 2011 and their contents unless otherwise specified in the report to any particular
item are my expert reports and may be submitted to the Ada County District Court or
to any court borrowerscounsel may decide
8 All references in this affidavit are to Gregory A Renshaw and the loan on his primary
residence at 3480 South Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706
9 1 do hereby certify that the report and its contents unless otherwise specified in the
report to any particular item are my written testimony and may be submitted into court
as such at the option of the client and or their legal representative
10 do hereby attach my updated Declaration and Resume since the ones issued are over
one year old
4 Affidavit of Richard M Kahn Borrower GREGORY RENSHAW M
PLF 03003002818
i  s t  t r t  rt  seeki  t  f r l s  i  t is s  is i  f t t  r f t  
 pro issory note secured by a ortgage or deed of trust or the duly appointed 
 representative thereof, upon hich the party(s) seeking to foreclose is clai ing 
   ts  t ri  t       cl se. 
S 
6 . I   r t i   r. enshaw's tt r ey,  . t ele, f t  ft & t l  
  ffi , .      f i  I      I'. 
8 Renshaw's case at y senior qualifying ex pelt shop rate of $199 pel" hour and an 
-9 additional 7 hours at my expert witness consulting and pre-trial rate of $399 per hour. I 
10 expect to devote additional hours to r. Renshaw's case at $399 per hour for deposition 
11 preparation. deposition, trial preparation and trial. r. Steele's law fir  has paid a total 
  $J 122   ices t  te. 
 
 7. I do hereby certify that the reports I have issued in this case, specifically the Forensic 
 r is r  t i   t t  r .   t  
16 Forensic Lender Discovery State One Loan Securitization Audit Report dated January 
17 04, 2011 and their contents, unless other ise specified in the report to any particular 
 it , r   rt r oru    s itt  t  t   t  istri t rt r 
19 t   rt rrower's l  i . 
 
21 8. ll references in this affidavit are to regory . Rensha  and the loan on his pri ary 
 dence  0 t   , ise  . 
23 
 9. I do hereby certify that the report and its contents. unless otherwise specified in the 
 report to any particular ite , are y ritten testi ony and ay be sub itted into court 
26 as such; at the option of the client and or their legal representative. 
 
2  0. I o r  ttach y ate  l r tion  es e i  t   iss  r  er 
29 ne year . 
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11 I have been asked to comply with Idaho Rules of Civil ProcedureIRCPRule
26b4Aiand make the following sworn oath statements in conjunction with this
request
a My opinions if any are expressed in my reports with the factual basis identified
therein
b Any exhibits I may use are identified in the Timeline and Documentation or
within the body of the reporting as submitted
c My qualifications as a witness are contained in this affidavit the Declaration
and Resume
d I have been interviewed approximately eight times on regional and national
radio in reference to my area of expertise A list is on my web site fpgusacom
in the BLOG and PRESS section
e I reference my book Winning Against Foreclosure in my Declaration I am
currently in editing on a new book The Nitty Gritty of MBS galley name to be
released Q2 2012
f Due to the nature of my business I will answer the rule of listing any other cases
in which I have testified as an expert at trial or deposition over the preceding
four years by the following
L I provide my reports as written testimony to be used in court Do to the
manner of facts presented in the fashion they are presented I am rarely
called upon to provide oral testimony 1 have issued over 100 of these
reports since 2009 My declaration defines the states in which these
reports have been issued 1 have had dozens of expert witness fee based
hours paid for my services on a pretrial and consultation basis in
preparation of hearings and trial but very few have actually come to
require my actual oral testimony in addition to my written testimony
ii I have issued dozens of written testimonies but 1 do not track where or
when my clients use the testimony in court
iii In the past month or so I have been admitted as an expert to testify in
Monroe County Florida before Judge Garcia in the case of ETrade v
S Affidavit of Richard M Kahn Borrower GREGORYRENSHAW
PLF 03004002819
11. 1 have been asked to co ply ith Idaho ules of ivil Procedure (LR.C.P.) ule 
2 26(b)(4)(A)(i) and ake the follo ing s orn oath state ents in conjunction ith this 
 st. 
4 
 .  i i s, jf ny. ar  r ss  i   r rts it  t  f t l sis i tifi  
6 d ~in. 
 .         t    t   
 it i  t e  f t e re rti  as s b itted. 
 .  lifi ti s s  itness r  t i  i  t is ffi vit, t  l r ti  
lO  u e. 
II . I a e ee  i t r i  a r i atel  ei t ti es  re i al a  ati al 
12 radio in reference to y area of expertise.  list is on y eb site fpg-usa.com 
13 i  t e    ction. 
 e. I reference y book inning gainst Foreclosure in y ecJar'cuion. r a  
IS currently in editing on a ne  book he itty ritty of S (galley na e) to be 
]  e   ] . 
17 f. ue to me nature of y business I ill ans er the rule of listing any other cases 
18 in which I have testified as an expert at trial or deposition over the preceding 
 four ears y the follo ing: 
20 i. I r ide  r rt   ritte  t ti  t    i  rt.  t  t  
 anner of facts presented in the fashion they are presented I a  rarely 
22 called upon to provide oral testi ony. I have issued over 100 of these 
 re rts si ce &.  eclarati  efi es· t e states i  ic  t ese 
 reports have been issued. 1 have had dozens of expert itness fee based 
 hours paid for y services on a pre-trial and consultation basis in 
2  preparation of hearings and trial but very few have actually come to 
27 require my actual oral testimony in addition to my written testimony. 
28 i . 1 e ss  zens  tte  t onies     ra    
 he   lients se the testi on  in rt. 
30 iii. In the past onth or so r have been ad itted as an expert to testify in 
J onroe ounty FloridQ before Judge CZlI-.;iil in tile I,;a~e f Tr.loe v. 































Mato The court accepted my written testimony over strong objection
and opposing counsel requested and borrowers counsel agreed to
depose me in April I agreed and it was granted Last month in February
I was admitted to testify in Colorado before Judge Barton in Schwitzer v
Wells Fargo against rigorous opposition from Wells Fargos counsel
Judge Barton questioned me extensively to my qualifications and
admitted me against objections I testified for 2 12 hours on two
occasions I also was asked by the court to provide exhibits and a written
testimony supplement Stage 2 within hours and I did
iv I was admitted as an expert against rigorous opposition in Maricopa
County Arizona but I dontremember the case or judges name I had
submitted a couple dozen written testimonies to the firm Their attorney
who handled that case was to my recollection Richard Claris
v I was accepted upon motion of Trusteesapplication by Wayne Siginon
Trustee with O Max Gardner III being of counsel in the United States
Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of North Carolina Charlotte
Division in re Victoria Leigh Sprouse Ch 7 The Trustee investigated
my qualifications Max Gardner questioned me over the course of
several hours in months prior and stated in court and obtained court
authorization I issued my written testimony and never heard anything
more
vi In the vast majority of cases I issue my written testimony and never hear
more My expert witness fees and deposition fees are 399 per hour I
presume as just happened in Judge Garcias courtroom that borrowers
counsel petitions the court for opposing lenderscounsel to pay my
deposition fees and that may have some reason why I have not been
deposed to now I issue comprehensive affidavits of experience and my
written testimony reporting is based upon facts that can be confirmed in
the public domain as identified
vii I have submitted over 100 written reports as my written testimony since
2008 that I do not know off hand the court or use in court As a rule I do
































lo.  c rt t   itt  t sti ony  str  j ti  
 si  s l r st  a  rrower's s l r  t  
depose e in pril. I agreed and it as granted. Last onth in February 
I  itt  t  t tif  i  l r  f r  Ju  rt  i  ch ir r . 
ll  r  i t ri r  iti  fr  ll  argo's sel. 
 t  ti   t i l  t   aliti ti   
itt   i t j ti .  t ti i  f r  In   t  
i s.  l   sk       x i i     
t ti  l t (Sta  ) it i  r   I id. 
iv. I as ad itted as an expert against rigorous opposition in aricopa 
t  riz a t I on't re e er t e case r j ge's a e. I a  
sub itted a couple dozen ritten testi onies to the fir . Their attorney 
 l  t t   t   r ll ti  i r  l rk. 
v. I as accepted upon otion of Trustee's application by ayne Sigmon, 
ruste  it  .  r r III i  f s l i  t  it  t t s 
t  t  t  e t  i t i t  t  li  l tt  
ivision in re: ictoria Leigh Sprouse Ch 7. The Tnlstee investigated 
 lifi ti ,  r r ti   r t  r  f 
l  i  t s i r  t t  i  t  t i  t 
authorization. I issued y ritten testi ony and never heard anything 
. 
vi. In the vast ajority of cases I issue y ritten testi ony and never hear 
ore. y expert itness fees and deposition fees are $399 per hour. I 
presu e as just happened in Judge arcia's courtroo  that borrower's 
counsel petitions the court for opposing lender's counsel to pay y 
deposition fees and that may have some reason why I have not been 
deposed to no . I issue co prehensive affidavits of ex.perience and y 
ritten testi ony reporting is based upon facts that can be confir ed in 
t  li  i  s i ti i . 
vii. I have submitted over 100 written reports as my written testimony since 
 t      f   t r se  t. s  r le   
























not review legal pleadings or court documents unless they pertain to the
mortgage analysis aspect of the forensic investigation
viii Attached hereto are my Declaration and Resume of experience I have
performed dozens of forensic Mortgage analysis securitization and loan
audits for attorneys and borrowers fighting foreclosure in various State
and Federal courts including civil and bankruptcy Including such states
as Alabama Arizona California Colorado Florida Georgia Hawaii
Idaho Illinois Indiana Maryland Michigan Minnesota Nebraska New
Jersey New Mexico New York North Carolina Ohio Oregon
Pennsylvania Texas Utah Virginia Washington and Wisconsin
I make this affidavit on personal knowledge with the understanding that I am swearing or
affirming an oath attesting to the truthfulness of my claims made I understand and accept that
the making of false statements knowing they are false misleading or misrepresentative can
result in penalties including fines and also imprisonment
Further the affiant saith naught
RichardM Kahn
Affiant












not review legal pleadings or court docu ents unless they pertain to the 
rt  l i  aspect of t  f r i  i stigation. 
iii. tt  r t  are  l r ti  n  su e of x eri nce. I v  
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IFPGI Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
Mortgage Analysis as a Part of a Credible Defense against Foreclosure All Courts All States
LISA ITM
A I Richard M Kahn am an experienced mortgage analyst and my firm of which I am the
principal and Senior Qualifying Expert Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc FpG
USA specializes in providing third party forensic mortgage analysis to attorneys to use
fighting foreclosure in court
B I have been actively involved in and earned my living in the fields of mortgage backed
securitization real estate mortgage lending and mortgage analysis for more than 30 years
My resume may be obtained fromhttpvvwwfp2usacomRKResumect and is attached
hereto for convenience
C I am the author ofWinning Against Foreclosure a Strategy Guide written for attorneys
available on AmazoncomMore information is available at http wwwfns
usacomlijrAFWinnins6 This the first book in a series My second book is expected to
be released Q2 2012
D FPGUSA specializes in securitized loan audits and provides mortgage analysis and reporting
services in all US States I offer my services as expert witness on my evidentiary findings
issuances for a nominal fee via teleconference and or video conference
E I have performed dozens of forensic Mortgage analysis securitization and loan audits for
attorneys fighting foreclosure in various State and Federal courts including civil and
bankruptcy Including such states as Alabama Arizona California Colorado Florida
Georgia Hawaii Idaho Illinois Indiana Maryland Michigan Minnesota Nebraska New
Jersey New Mexico New York North Carolina Ohio Oregon Pennsylvania Texas Utah
Virginia Washington and Wisconsin
F My evidentiary findings reports are intended as written testimony based upon research and
discovery They seek to present facts which are undisputable due to the quality of the source
and not objectionable because they pertain to material issues They are intended to serve as
evidence orproof and may include my personal clarification for the purpose of establishing
the basis of facts contained therein
G Our fees are collected upon the placing of an orderswithout contingency of their results
Neither FPGUSA nor I have any financial interest in the outcome of this case In all regards
I am a disinterested person within the meaning of l tUSC1014
By my signature below I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing declarations are true
and correct
4Wza
Richard M Kahn Signed on Marc 9 2012
Principal Sr FPGTlSA Mortgage Foreclosure Fraud Examiner
FPGUSAsSenior Qualifying Litigation Support Expert




Forensic Professionals roup SA, Inc. 
 l i  as a art of  i   gai t For cl  - l  rt  - l  t t  
TM www.fDI!-Usa.com J)h: 786-329-5588 fax.: 305-675-7676 rkahn@fol!-tlsa.com 
DECLARATION OF RICHARD KAHN 
. I, ichard  ahn, a  an experienced ortgage analyst and y fir  f hich I a  the 
ri i l  ni r lif i  x ert, r si  r f ssi ls r  SA, I c. ("FP -
SA"). i lj  i  rO i i  t ir  rt  f r sic rt  l i  t  attor  t   
   ourt. 
. I a e ee  acti el  i l e  in a  ear e   li i  in t e fiel s f rt a e ac e  
securitizati n, real estate, rt a e le i  a  rt a e a al sis f r re t a   ears. 
 r s    t i  fr  ttp://www.fpg- sa.comlRK e~ume.cfm a  is tt  
eret  f r c enience. 
. I a  the author of inning gainst oreclosure, a trategy uide, ritten for attorneys, 
il l   azon.com.  i ti  i  il l  t ttp:// w ;fpg-
usn.com/\VAF inning.cfm. his the first book in a series. y second book is expected to 
   . 
. -US  s ecializes i  sec ritize  l a  a its a  r i es Ol1gage a al sis a  re rti  
ser ices i  all .S. tates. I ffer  ser ices as e ert it ess   e i e tiar  fi i s 
       lo   e. 
. I  rf r e   f f r i  ortga  l is. riti ti   l  it  f r 
attorneys fighting foreclosure in various State and Federal courts including civil and 
r t . I l i  s  st t s as l , riz , lif r i . l r o, J ri , 
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F. y evidentiary frodings reports are intended as ritten testi ony based upon research and 
is r .  s  t  res t f ts i  r  is t le  t  t  lit  f t  s r e 
 t j ti l   t  rt i  t  t ri l i .  r  i t  t  r   
evidence or proof and ay include y personal clarification for the purpose of estabfishing 
t e i   a t  t i  t i . 
G. Our fees are collected upon the placing of an order(s) without contingency of their results. 
Neither FPG-USA nor I have any financial interest in the outco e of this case. In all regards, 
I a  a disinterested person ithin the eaning of 11 .S.C. § 101(14). 
By my signature below, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing declarations are true 
d rrect 
ichard . a , igned  arc 9, 2012 
ri i l. r. -US  ortgage reclosure Fraud a iner 
FPG-US 's e i r alifying uti ation ppon xpert 
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Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
Mortgage Analysis as a Part of a Credible Defense against Foreclosure AllCourts AllStates
Mortgage Foreclosure Fraud Investigations
wwwfpgusacom ph 7863295588 fax 3056757676 rkahn@fpg
RESUME OF RICHARD KAHN
PROFILE
Mr Kahnsprofessional career in Mortgage analysis residential and commercial real estate
Mortgage backed securities and lender financing has spanned over thirty five years and billions
of dollars in equity and Mortgages He has appeared and testified in a range of courts including
County State from Circuit to Supreme and Federal District and Bankruptcy courts He is FPG
USAs qualifying expert witness on all FPGUSA issuances Mr Kahn is also author of the
Winning Against Foreclose series of books
EXPERIENCE
1973 through 1978
4 years on Wall Street working for Merrill Lynch There I was involved with one ofCEO
Donald Regansprojects appointed in the capacity of National Real Estate Tax Shelter Product
Manager of Merrill Lynch This is the sameMr Regan who went on in 1981 to become the 66th
United States Treasury Secretary and then White House Chief of Staff in President Ronald
ReagansAdministration While at Merrill Lynch I analyzed structured and handled billions of
dollars in mortgage backed securities and syndicated real estate investments across Merrill base
of six thousand account executives
1978 through 1995
Sixteen years as founding partner of an off Wall Street firm Affiliated Real Estate Analysts
AREA specializing in securitized mortgage backed securities real estate transactions
mortgage financing lender compliance analysis and forensic discovery
1995 through 2015
In what began as a computer science programming education project Mr Kahn founded
Mallpark Inc an online virtual mall and merchant services corporation Mallpark grew to
provide services to over 5000 business members
1995 through 208
Thirteen years as principal partner and broker of record of in the real estate mortgage brokerage
residential and commercial lending My skills in real estate and mortgage analysis established a
track record of success without one compliance violation complaint or bad loan buy back
2008 through Present
Mr Kahn Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc FPGUSA to provide credible mortgage
analysis as part of a legal defense against wrongful foreclosure In 2011 founded FPGUSA
Acadratty to train and educate Mortgage foreclosure Fratid Investigators to learn our
Affidavit of Richard M Kahn Borrower GREGORY RENSHAW 6
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methodology practices and receive certification and ongoing education and support from a
qualifying expert
Court Experience
From 1980 through 2003 Mr Kahn has appeared in numerous courts in both civil and federal
bankruptcy cases All cases in which Mr Kahn was personally involved were won settled or
worked out
Author
Mr Kahn authored the popular Winning Against Foreclosure a Strategy Guide that reveals the
non regulated commercial and investment banking actions that precipitated wrongful foreclosure
by predatory lenders Mr Kahn is currently authoring his second book in the series
Teaching
2006 through 2007 Two full years teaching one three day Florida Mortgage Broker Licensing
Course per month for the locally prestigious Gold Cost Professional Schools in their Miami
Florida campus
1975 thorough 1978 Mr Kahn was a regular speaker and educator in the area of mortgage
backed real estate syndication at the prestigious Merrill Lynch University located in One Liberty
Plaza Wall Street Manhattan New York
PROFESSIONAL LICENSESH LD
FLCorrespondent Mortgage tender Licensing Whale Mortgage
2005 through voluntarily termination without issues in 2009 Florida CL Lic
2 initial Florida CLLic
Mortgage Broker Licensing
Voluntarily terminated without issue in 2011
51995
Mortgage Brokerage Business Licensing
Upgraded to Lender License in 2005
51995
Real Estate Broker Licensing
Current and voluntarily inactive without issues
31995
1011986 Currently Inactive
Series 7 SEC NYSE NASD Securities Licensing
1993 to 1995
1974 to 1978
1 Affidavit of Richard M Kahn
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Florida Lic MOB
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Rtbrtgage Analysis as a Part ofa Credible Defense against ForeclosureAlt CourtsAlf States
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FLD SECURITMATION AUDIT COVER SHEET
Send us an email with as much of the following documentation that you have but please at this timesend no
more than what is listed belowwith check marks Include this page as the cover sheet
Court pleadings ifapplicable
The Note with any riders
The Mortgage deed of trust
Proof of recordation if available
Mortgage statement most recent and if more than one servicer over term one from each
Any legal or of kW papers racelved from the lender andortheir attorney
Thecourt docket if handyand there is one
Brief detall of the case M your own words Include court type Judicial or nonjudicial process and pleading stage with
the results you expect to achieve with the findings and any other pertinent brief details you feel are applicable
Your Name Joia position
If you are not the attorney attorneyfirmname
Your email 0 I ankruptcy Currently NA
Work PhZ 33344S Cell circie Judicial njudicial
Are you already a registered FRGUSAClient Yes
f No Your State
At what stage is this case 01IM rYd illk ta1PJ Q Y3 1 241012010
Borrowers Names tr In r IPropeState d4ju
Name of partysseeldng toforecim lP sa NLn 5 Ff ltlart e l
Have you been advised of the Trust Name of the owner of your loanAl
Ex Bank Name as Trustee for XYZ Mortgage Trust Series XXXX
IfYes Trust Name
Is this a purchase or refs R Name of current loan servicer
Year loan was originated Property Type circle all that app l esidentia coatd
Commercial investment Primary Residence 2Home Mobile Home Vacant Land Condo Coop
Have you made a QWR Did you request True Owners Name Yes No
If yes did you receive a response already Yes 1 No
Type of loan FixedARM Interest Only Option Arm etc R A
If foreclosure sale pending enter date Z i Last four 4Fs ofSocial
Was a loanmod request made Ifso status ex denied 0
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3480 South Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706
Jon Steele Attorney
This report is authorized for use by both the borrower and attorney designated above The content
constitutes written evidentiary findings testimony by the expert whose name appears at the bottom
of this report The expert issuing this report is considered a 35 year veteran highly qualified
independent party with no finandal interest in the outcome of this case and attaches hisher
declarations The expert stands ready to testify before any State or Federal court as an expertwitness
in support of the attorneysfoundation of evidence and judicial notice This report is based upon facts
documentation investigation and review of the evidence A sworn oath is provided
rrUUtA provtaes forensic lender securidzation and compliance analysis research discovery and reporting
services Our research and examinations are based upon facts written documentation established government
compliance guidelines rules regulations Our principal qualifying expert has over thirty five years experience in
mortgage backed securitfzation real estate finance and mortgage lending FPGUSA reports are designed for use in
court by attorneys We offer veteran highly qualified expert witness testimony in support of our findings FPGUSA is
an Independent third party with no financial interest in the outcome of cases In which our reporting is used FPGUSA
does not provide legal accounting real estate or mortgage lending advice and nothing issued or received should be
construed as such If you need those services contact duly licensed professionals In the area of your concern FPG
USA aggressively pursues our intellectual property rights all material is copyright protected and where noticed is
service marked trademarked and patent or patent pending No unauthorized use of any materials is allowed without
express written permissibefore the fact See our website for additional informationhttwwwfociusc m
I I P a g e 02010 FPGUSA All Rights Reserved Borrower Greg Renshaw
PLF 03012002827
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declarations. he expert stands ready to testify before any State or Federal court as an expert itness 
in support of the attorney's foundation of evidence and judicial notice. This report Is based upon facts, 
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Disclaimer Notice 
FF>G-USA provides forensic lender securitization and compliance analysis, research, discovery and reporting 
services. Our research and examinations are based upon facts, written documentation, established government 
compliance guidelines, rules, regulations. Our principal qualifying expert has over thirty five years experience in 
ortgage backed securitization, real estate, finance and ortgage lending. F -USA reports are designed for use In 
court by attorneys. We offer veteran highly qua6fied expert witness testimony in support of our findings. FPG-USA is 
an Independent third party with no financial interest in the outcome f cases In hich our reporting is used. ·US  
does not provide legal, accounting, real estate or ortgage lending advice and nothing issued or received should be 
construed as such. If you need those services, contact duly Ucensed professionals In the area of your concern. FPG-
USA aggressively pursues our intellectual property rights, all aterial is copyright protected and where noticed. Is 
service marked, trademarked and patent or patent pending. No unauthorized use of any aterials is allowed without 
ex ress wri ten is ion before the fa . See our website for additional infor ation h :/Iwww.sa.com. 
I  02010 FPG-USA. All Rights Reserved Borrower: Greg Renshaw 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND QUALIFYING EXPERT
Richard Merrill Kahn is considered a veteran highly qualified expert in private and public mortgage
backed securities syndication real estate acquisition management and disposition residential and
commercial mortgage lending and mortgage analysis in the process He is author of Winning Against
Foreclosure His experience spans more than thirty five years from his beginnings on Wall Street
workingas Merrill LynchCEODonald RegansNational Real Estate Tax Sheltered Product Manager
Mr Kahnsresume is online at http wwwfpgusacomRKesumecf Information on the Winning
Against Foreclosure book ws can be found online athttpwwwfpgsoWAF
Mr Kahn has been on the mortgage banking investment banking and lending side until 2008 when he
turned his experience to become qualifying expert of his firm FPGUSA to supply forensic mortgage
analysis as part of a credible defense against foreclosure in court
ABOUT FPGUSA
FPGUSA provides highly qualified expert forensic mortgage analysis discovery investigation and
reporting Our reports are more than informational we provide expert witness services to back them
up in court Anything less will not get serious attention by lenders or in court Our senior qualifying
expert has over 35 years in mortgage backed securitization real estate lending and finance
We service all states judicial and non judicial process Civil and Bankruptcy Pre Foreclosure and
Foreclosure We only work for the borrower side of transactions We specialize in working with
attorneys and supporting the evidence process for judicial notice We do not work for the lender side
in foreclosures FPGUSA accepts new clients and cases selectively
AUTHENTICATE THIS REPORT Attach report and send to info@fpgusacom for authentication
PURPOSE AND FINDINGS
FPGUSA has been hired to investigate the referenced foreclosure documentation and investigate the
legitimacy of claims being made by the party seeking to foreclose The borrowerstook a loan and are
in default A wrongful foreclosure can have disastrous results to borrower in the future The
borrowersattorney ordered outside third party expert investigation to answer four simple questions
1 Has the party seeking to foreclose demonstrated true beneficial ownership
2 Have claims of financial interest been fully disclosed and represented truthfully
3 Have all beneficial owners and parties been voluntarily disclosed
4 Have all material facts documents and agreements that govern the transaction been disclosed
If the answer to any of the above questions is no then we are to report our findings based on facts
and documentation which should not be objectionable because they pertain to material issues and the
documentation upon which they rely is of a source considered credible and reliable Whereby we
present this report and are prepared to support the findings in court
1 I P a g e 02010 FPGUSA All Rights Reserved Borrower Greg Renshaw
PLF 03013002828
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legiti acy of clai s being ade by the party seeking to foreclose. The borrower(s) took a loan and are 
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borrower's attorney ordered outside third party expert investigation to ans er four si ple questions. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND STATEMENT OF THE EXPERT
Assessments are opinions of the expert based upon cursory review of the documentation
We will accept this case for an upgrade to a Stage One Evidentiary Findings trust not id
Although the parties are claiming Freddie Mac owns this property no evidence is provided In
fact Freddie Mac may own the property but the likelihood is they are making the payments on
this defaulted mortgage to the true investors who own this mortgage Those investors have not
been disclosed Nor have the rights to service this loan which are in writing under Freddie Mac
rules been evidenced So far we only see bald claims
We believe the original lender on the initial original mortgage was paid in full on this mortgage
in the Freddie Mac securitization
It appears this foreclosure process is being undertaken with faulty chains of title and failures to
provide the disclosures and conduct mediations required by law Not disclosing underlying sales
and transaction disclosure of a securitized loan appears not to be revealed in full
We suspect state consumer protection requirements have not been followed Freddie Mac
provides numerous aggressive loan modification programs none of which appear to have been
presented to this borrower I understand the borrower is a quadriplegic which apparently
makes it more difficult to communicate with him but to my knowledge that is not an excuse
under the laws not to follow the mandated procedures Check your state law lenders may be
required as they are in many states to advise borrower who obtained mortgages between
certain dates to explore alternatives to foreclosure with the borrower and to request mediation
and face to face meetings We will investigate this further in the Stage One
There many more issues that will be examined and reported on in the Stage One Not
identifying the real owner of this loan and the company that legally has the servicing rights and
their written guidelines exacerbates the problems of not being able to deal with the real
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owner All to the end of making it harder for this borrower to contact their mortgage owner
and avoid foreclosure
This is especially important in the case of a quadriplegic who built a customized home to enable
him to function more independently Providing inaccurate documents not disclosing conflicts
of interest stating faulty claims of title and failures to provide the disclosures and conduct
mediations required by law are all practices that Attorney Generals in every state have banded
together to investigation expose and stop In October 2010 all the state Attorney Generals
forma a multistate task force to investigate these and other practices currently affecting
hundreds of thousands of mortgage foreclosures across America FPGUSA is committed to
discovering and reporting information to assist in exposing such practices which can only serve
to deprive homeowners of their legal right to assert legitimate defenses in an action to save
their homes
Such failures potentially injure not just the homeowners denied the protections afforded to
them under our laws but also subsequent purchasers of foreclosed properties financial
institutions who might be inclined to lend on such properties and the title insurance companies
who insure the chain of title to those properties
We invite you to orderthe Stage One Trust Not Id in our alacarte reporting services area of
our securitization audits If you choose to do so please also send us your most recent mortgage
statement All but a nominal amount of the cost of this Assessment is automatically discounted
from the regular price when you order the upgrade In the manner specified
Z i
Richard M Kahn Signed on December 22 2010
Principal Senior Qualifying Expert
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Mortgage Analysis as Part of a Credible DefenseAgainst Foreclosure
FORENSIC LENDER DISCOVERY
STAGE ONE
LOAN SECURITIZATION AUDIT REPORT
January 04 2011
Gregory A Renshaw
3480 South Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706
Jon M Steele JSteele@runftsteelecom
USE OF
This report is authorized for use by both the borrower and attorney designated above The content
constitutes written evidentiary findings testimony by the expert whose name appears at the bottom
of this report The expert issuing this report is considered a 35 year veteran highly qualified
Independent party with no financial interest in the outcome of this case and attaches hiser
declarations The expert stands ready to testify before any State or Federal court as an expert witness
In support of the attorneysfoundation of evidence and judicial notice This report is based upon facts
documentation investigation and review of the evidence A sworn oath is provided
DisclaimerNotice
FPGUSA provides forensic lender securitization and compliance analysis research discovery and reporting
services Our research and examinations are based upon facts written documentation established government
compliance guidelines rules regulations Our principal qualifying expert has over thirty five years experience in
mortgage backed securitizatton real estate finance and mortgage lending FPGUSA reports are designed for use in
court by attorneys We offer veteran highly qualified expert witness testimony in support of our findings FPGUSA is
an independent third party with no financial interest in the outcome of cases in which our reporting is used FPGUSA
does not provide legal accounting real estate or mortgage lending advice and nothing issued or received should be
construed as such If you need those services contact duty licensed professionals in the area of your concern FPG
USA aggressively pursues our intellectual property rights all material Is copyright protected and where noticed is
service marked trademarked and patent or patent pending No unauthorized use of any materials is allowed without
express written ission before the fact See our website for additional information h J1wwwfsacom
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compfiance guidelnes, rules, regulations. Our principal qualifying expert has over thirty five years experience in 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND QUALIFYING EXPERT
Richard Merrill Kahn is considered a veteran highly qualified expert in private and public mortgage
backed securities syndication real estate acquisition management and disposition residential and
commercial mortgage lending and mortgage analysis in the process He is author ofWinning Against
Foreclosure His experience spans more than thirtyfve years from his beginnings on Wall Street
working as Merrill LynchCEODonald RegansNational Real Estate Tax Sheltered Product Manager
MrKahnsresume is online at http wwwfpgusacomRKesumecf
Mr Kahn has been on the mortgage banking investment banking and lending side until 2008 when he
turned his experience to become qualifying expert of his firm FPGUSA to supply forensic mortgage
analysis as part of a credible defense against foreclosure in court
ABOUT FPGUSA
FPGUSA provides highly qualified expert forensic mortgage analysis discovery investigation and
reporting Our reports are more than informational we provide expert witness services to back them
up in court Anything less will not get serious attention by lenders or in court Our senior qualifying
expert has over 35 years in mortgage backed securitization real estate lending and finance
We service all states judicial and non judicial process Civil and Bankruptcy Pre Foreclosure and
Foreclosure We only work for the borrower side of transactions We specialize in working with
attorneys and supporting the evidence process for judicial notice We do not work for the lender side
in foreclosures FPGUSA accepts new clients and cases selectively
Attach report and send to info@fpgusacomfor authentication
PURPOSE AND FINDINGS
FPGUSA has been hired to investigate the referenced foreclosure documentation and investigate the
legitimacyof claims being made by the party seeking to foreclose The borrowerstooka loan and are
in default A wrongful foreclosure can have disastrous results to borrower in the future The
borrowersattorney ordered outside third party expert investigation to answer four simple questions
1 Has the party seeking to foreclose demonstrated true beneficial ownership
2 Have claims of financial interest been fully disclosed and represented truthfully
3 Have all beneficial owners and parties been voluntarily disclosed
4 Have all material facts documents and agreements that govern the transaction been disclosed
If the answer to any of the above questions is no then we are to report our findings based on facts
and documentation which should not be objectionable because they pertain to material issues and the
documentation upon which they rely is of a source considered credible and reliable Whereby we
present this report and are prepared to support the findings in court
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Based upon my personai investigation and the facts discovered I can testify that
1 this loan has been securitized
2 subsequent sales or transfers of the loan have not been revealed
3 Mr Renshaw Note and Deed of Trust
a have been paid in full
b have been separated bifurcated
4 the Trustee documents are faulty
5 the chain of ownership is faulty
6 robo signing has taken place
7 the documentation has been reverse engineered
8 federal loan modification requirements have not been met and
9 consumer protection requirements have not been followed
1 find misrepresentation in the foreclosure procedure with intrinsic and extrinsic concealment in
the process The Trustee appears to be willfully employing questionable faulty practices to
foreclose
Idaho Attorney General AG Lawrence Wasden is a member of the National Attorney General
Mortgage Foreclosure Multistate Group The Attorney Generals are investigating lenders
mortgage servicers and local trustees for questionable practices such as those I find in this case
and asking that foreclosures be suspended while investigation into the underlying transaction
and its legality can be established This loan appears to have multiple issues of concern
enumerated by the joint AG task force
All references in this report to the Note and Deed of Trust refer to the Note and Deed of Trust
executed by Mr Renshaw on June 27 2007
I am available through the borrowersattorney for mediation and litigation support
Richard M Kahn made01420 1
Principal SeniorQualifying Expert
httowwwnaaaorgiointstatementofthemortzaiteforectosure multistatearouoh if notavailable on the
NAAG website please find printout attached Ex 20101013Jointstatementofthe mortgageforeclosurepdf
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1
A TIMELINE AND DOCUMENTATION
2 04172007 Good Faith Estimate
3 735 Line 801 Loan Origination 1 236250
4 Complaint exhibits 1 2
5
6 0627007 NOTE 23635075 1st pmt0812007147656
7 Pay to 188106th Ave NE Ste 600 Bellevue WA 98004
8 Fixed to July 2012 then Adjustable LIBOR 1 yr25 margin above Index
9 Max125
10 Endorsed Pay to Homecomings Financial LLC a DE carp
11 Note Rider Initial Interest Rate75through July 2012
12 No mention of MERS on Note
13 Complaint exhibit 5 signed by DorothyOkech
14
15 0627007 Deed ofTrust Prepared by Homecomings Financial
16 188106th Ave NE Suite 600 Bellevue WA 98004
17 MIN 100062604737936361 MERS PO Box 2026 Flint MI 485012026
18 888679MERS
19 ARM PUD
20 Standard MERS language solely as nominee for lender and lenderssuccessors
21 and assigns Secures to LENDER
22 Deed of Trust bears NO assignments on Its face
23 Return to Homecomings Financial One Meridian Crossing Ste 100 Minneapolis
24 MN 55423
25 Standard Single Family Fannie Freddie Uniform Instrument with MERS
26
27 627007 LoanApplication Colonial First Lending Group Inc 4506 South Wasatch Blvd
28 Salt Lake City UT 84124 by C Casey Little via telephone
29 Income reported5400 per month page 2 of Loan Application Complaint
30 Exhibit 4 standard
I Note Had a conversation with Ms Okech01420 1 Asked about the endorsement being drawn in blank or to a
party and she had no recollection Said she floated in many areas of Homecomings and signed documentation as a
team member but didn investigate the supporting documentation She said she was not an assistant secretary in an
executive capacity such as a secretary in a corporation She was assisting in processing department as she recalled
More in a capacity as assistant to someone who may be a secretary She recently was admitted to the MNBar I
contacted through the Bar email provided dokech2Q01@vahoocom Attached find an email confirm from Ms
Okech that a conversation too place 1867 Dellwood Ave Roseville Mn 551136103 Phone 651 4938620 Fax
6514938620
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Fannie Mae Uniform Residential Loan Application Form 1003 is disputed by the
borrowerwhose only income is Social Security disability of approximately
1400No HAMP loan workout evidenced
Appears to be a stated income stated asset loan
Borrower signed an Authorization for lender to investigate but it is not clear
where income verification above the social security amount was performed by
the mortgage brokerlender
HUD1 appears to pay off
Collections to NCO6000
Action Collections 1216
Credit acct to HSBC 7815
Credit Acct to HSBC 4792
Credit Acct to Discover 315
Credit acct to B of A 453
Credit acct Wells Fargo 5101
PLUS
Fees to Colonial First of3189 425 misc
Title charges of 860 1320 150
The above numbers are unsubstantiated not detailed as to their particular
accumulation and specifically no loan history accounting directly from the
lendersaccounting records is provided Because of this a reliable forensic
accounting cannot be performed
061020 9 Homecomings Financial A GMAC Company notice to GregoryA Renshaw
Loan servicing transfer notice Affiliated servicers Homecomings and GMAC
Balance due2365075monthly pmt147656
Present Servicer Homecomings
New Servicer GMAC Mortgage Inquiries
PO Box 4622 Waterloo IA 507044622
Charles Hoecker VP Customer Care Signature illegible
Homecomings GMAC
In Misc GMAC Letters and Notices file
06102010 Acceleration letter Account 0473793636
Mentions HUD approved counseling available on FHA guaranteed loans by calling
8005694287 with loan counselor phone number 888 7144622
Signed Collection Department Loan Servicing
Attempt to collect a debt
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In Misc GMAC Letters and Notices file
08102010 Notice of Default and Election to Sell under Deed ofTrust
0473793636 Pioneer Title Company of Ada County DBA Pioneer Lender Trustee
Services by Executive Trustee Services as Attorney in Fact
By Carlos Magno Authorized Signatory Signature illegible
Notarized in Los Angeles CA on08102010 personally appeared before Sally
Beltran Complaint exhibit 9
0826010 Notice ofTrusteesSale
Pioneer Title Company of Ada County DBA Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
Makes claim to be duly appointed successor trustee
Claims authorization conferred in initial Deed of Trust by Renshaw to Pioneer
Title Company of Ada County Signed by Dee Ortega authorized signatory as
Attorney in Fact COExecutive Trustee Services LLC 2255 North Ontario Street
Ste 400 Burbank CA 915043120 sale line 7147302727 Complaint exhibit 10
0827010 Debt Validation Notice
By Executive Trustee Services LLC 2255 North Ontario Street Ste 400 Burbank
CA 9150431208182601600
Claims debt owed to MERS
No mention of foreclosure alternatives attempting to collect a debt
Complaint exhibit 11
1052010 Jon Steele Atty forRenshaw letter to multiple parties
Questions beneficial ownership of the Deed of Trust and MERS
Notices documentation defects Makes mention of 40 state attorney general
investigation In actuality it is 50 attorney generals in the National Attorney
General Mortgage Foreclosure Multistate Group Their joint statement is
publically available on the National Association of Attorney Generals NAAG
website 3 Our investigation into this case discloses numerous types ofdefects of
concern to the Attorney Generals as the basis of their requesting judiciary to halt
foreclosures pending investigation into the chain of title Complaint Exhibit 12
110320 0 GMAC letter to Jon Steele Atty for Renshaw Acct Num 0473793636
Gregory A Renshaw References copies of Note Mortgage HUD1 and account
3 htW wwwnaaaorgiolntstatementafthemorta foreclosuremultistate zroupphD Ifnot available on the
NAAG website please find printout attached Ex 20101013Jolntstatementafthe mortgageforeclosurepdf
6 j P a g e 02010 FPGUSA All RlghtsReserved Borrower Gregory A Renshaw
PLF 03022002837
r i  f i l   SA, Inc. 
1 I  i   tt r   ti  ile. 
2 
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6 y rl  no, t ri  i t r  (Sign t r  illegible) 
7 otarized in Los ngeles. A on 08/10/2010 personally appeared before ally 
8 ltran. l i t i it  
9 
10 8/26/2010 ti  f r ste 's l  
  i l      O      
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18 8/27/2010 t li ti  ti  
19  i   i , ,   i  t, t  0, , 
  -312 18- -160  
 l i  t  t  . 
22  ti  f f r cl s r  lt r tiv s, tt ti  t  c ll ct  t 
 l i t i it  
24 
25 0/15/2010  t l , tt  f r  l tt r t  lti l  rti s 
26 ti    f      . 
 otices docu entation defects. akes ention of 40 state attorney general 
28 investigation. In actuality it is 50 attorney generals in the National Attorney 
29 r l rt  r cl s r  ltist te r . ir j i t st t t is 
30 publically available on the ational ssociation of ttorney enerals (N ) 
 website.3 ur Investigation into this case discloses nu erous types of defects of 
32 rn t  t  tt r  r l  s t  sis f t ir r ti  j i i r  t  lt 
 foreclosures pending investigation into the chain of title. o plaint xhibit 12 
34 
35 1/03/2010  l tter t  J  t l , tty f r s . cct  0473793636 
 r ory . . f r s i  f t , rt , D·l  t 
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NAAG webSite, please find printout attached. _Ex_20101013Jolnt-statement-of-the-mortgage-foreclosure.pdf 
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Cif Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
1 history Claims current master servicer is Freddie Mac To our knowledge Freddie
2 Mac does not service any loans Claims current owner of the loan Freddie Mac
3 8609 Westwood Center Dr Vienna VA 22183 Phone 703 9032000
4 GMAC is currently the loan servicer and all inquires should be directed to GMAC
5 Account transferred to GMAC attorney trustee to begin foreclosure
6 proceedings Alleges other information requested is subject to business and
7 trade practices which are proprietary and confidential or is not applicable to this
8 account Provides a general inquiry phone number and does not identify a
9 person writing Complaint Exhibit 13
10
11 1120 0 Steele letter to GMAC
12 GMAC claim of Freddie Mac being owner
13 Steele None of the default documents refer to or mention Freddie Mac
14 Steele Request to cancel TrusteesSale scheduled Dec 29 pending provision of
15 documents requested with notice of intent to sue if docs not provided within 15
16 days Complaint Exhibit 14
17
18 111192010 GMAC to Jon Steele Atty for Renshaw Acct Num 0473793636
19 Response to QWR inquiry
20 12 Original Note and Deed of Trust previously sent110320 0
21 3 Subject to business and trade practices proprietary and confidential
22 Mr Renshaw entire file
23 46 Refer to note holder information in response made 110320 0
24 7 See copy of letter advising servicer change from Homecomings to GMAC
25 89 See default letter sent June 2010 For updated amount contact
26 Executive Trustee Services at 8006653932
27 MERS self serving explanation and organization statement Laws of Delaware
28 address PO Box 2026 Flint MI 485012026 888679MERS
29 Complaint Exhibit 15
30
31 12062010 Complaint and Demand forJury Trial CV OC 1023898
32 4th Judicial District Court of Idaho County of Ada
33 Plaintiff Gregory A Renshaw
34 Defendants Colonial First Lending Group Inc a Utah Corp
35 Homecomings Financial LLC a Delaware LLC
36 MERS a Delaware Corp
37 Executive Trustee Services LLC a Delaware LLC
38
7 f P a g e 02010 FPGUSA All Rights Reserved Borrower Gregory A Renshaw
PLF 03023002838
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Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
1
2 B SECURITIZATIQN ISSUES
3 1 According to the documentation of initial original Note and Deed of Trust submitted the
4 parties seeking to foreclose are claiming this loan is what is commonly referred to as a
5 portfolio loan One that is originated and serviced as an investment by the lender This
6 is not the case Homecomings Financial securitized its loans Homecomings is not
7 revealing its corporate structure see item 3 below
8 2 According to evidence discovered through numerous Securities and Exchange
9 Commission SEC corporate filings this loan was securitized meaning grouped into a
10 pool of thousands of other mortgages and sold to investors in the form of certificates
11 with bond like securities attributes
12 3 Homecomings corporate financial structure is as follows
13 i Homecomings Financial LLC Homecomings is a wholly owned subsidiary of
14 Residential Funding Company LLC
15 ii Residential Funding Company is wholly owned by Residential Capital LLC
16 iii Residential Capital LLC iswholly owned by General Motors Acceptance
17 Corporation GMAC
18 iv GMAC is wholly owned by the General MotorsCorporation
19 v Residential Funding Company has Sponsored and retained Master Loan Servicer
20 rights via securitization and financesit operations primarily through its
21 securitization programs
22 a Homecomings has provided many billions of dollars in mortgages to
23 Residential Funding Company in the securitization process including billions of
24 dollars of securitizations around the time this loan was issued
25 b Homecomings acts as a sub Servicer in these securitizations selling the
26 mortgages allowing Residential Funding Company to retain Master Loan
27 Servicing and designate Homecomings as a subservicer
8 1 P a g e 02010 FPGUSA All Rights Reserved Borrower Gregory A Renshaw
PLF 03024002839
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1 c Homecomings earns a profit from the initial sale of the mortgage into the
2 securitization process which they have not disclosed and then an ongoing
3 profit from the annual loan sub servicing fees
4 dlnthe five years leading up to this loan securitization Residential Funding
5 Company has securitized nearly a quarter trillion dollars 228 billion dollars in
6 prime and non prime residential mortgages According to the SEC filings these
7 amounts include1256631 Individual prime and nonprime loans Upon
8 information and belief this loan is one of those 125 million loans
9 e Of the 228 billion in loan amounts representing 125 million loans the initial
10 original loan Note and Deed of Trust similar to the initial originals presented in
11 this case have been sold and paid for in full in cash around the time of loan
12 origination by the securitization investors Upon information and belief this
13 loan is included in those sales and the original lender Homecomings has been
14 paid in full just as they have on all those other loans Homecomings is not
15 disclosing this fact in this foreclosure case
16 f In all the above cases registered with the SEC the individual loans properly
17 endorsed Notes and properly assigned Deed of Trusts are certified to have
18 been placed into the possession of a Master Document Custodian
19 g We find no Document Custodian form of document request nor do we find
20 any documents issued from the document custodian
21 h It appears Mr Renshaw has only been provided the initial original Note and
22 Deed of Trust In cases like this where the parties seeking to foreclose only
23 submit old outdated initial original loan documentation we assume none of
24 the parties has the current holder in due course originals in their possession
25 We only find the initial originals from before the loan wassold into
26 securitization These loan documents are not the holder in due course originals
27 one expects to find in court foreclosure cases
28 1 Improper recordation endorsement and assignment are critical defects
29 according to the SEC filings and can result in the investor owners demand for
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A Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
1 immediate repurchase at full loan amount even though the Note is in default
2 and the property value is likely to be upside down This scenario locks the
3 original lender Homecomings Sponsor Depositor and Master Servicing entities
4 into predictable and substantial losses
5 1 Note the recent28billion put back Bank of America paid
6 to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac reported by Bloomberg Jan 3
7 2011 for that exact reason A costly example that the news
8 wires are saying is a great deal for Bank of America and
9 letting them off easily
10 4 The parties seeking to forecloseMr RenshawsNote and Deed of Trust are portraying
11 his loan ownership very differently than the ownership set forth for these entities in the
12 SEC filings by Residential Funding Company and Homecomings At the end of this
13 report I provide several charts that reflect the sales and transactions represented by the
14 SEC filings GMAC Master Servicer and sub servicers also subscribe to Outsource
15 Provider assistance a party that contracts vertically to provide all services so I include a
16 chart on that as well
17
18 C OWNERSHIP THAT IS UNCLEAR AND FAULTY
19 1 Our findings reveal that the partysseeking to foreclose Mr RenshawsNote and
20 Deed ofTrust have not disclosed that the Note and Deed ofTrust have been sold
21 and that they have been paid in FULL at or around the time this loan was originated
22 2 The current holder in due course Note and Deed of Trust appear to have been
23 separated bifurcated
24 3 MERS is claiming ownership see next section This claim has been well litigated and
25 found to be false unless MERS possesses the original Note and Deed of Trust or
26 authorization or authorization from the holder in due course owner In this case
27 neither of these requirements is met See MERSsection below
28 4 Freddie Mac claim of ownership
101 Page 812010 FPGUSAAll Rights Reserved Borrower Gregory A Renshaw
PLF 03026002841
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1 i Freddie Mac a government sponsored enterprise requires the properly
2 endorsed original Note and properly assigned Deed of Trust originals be held
3 with the document custodian in every Residential Mortgage Backed Securities
4 ii Freddie Mac has two basic lines of business
5 a The Guarantee business involves the securitization of mortgages
6 ie purchasing loans from lenders bundling the loans into mortgage
7 backed securities MBS and selling the securities through Wall Street
8 firms Freddie Mac assumes the underlying credit risk on the
9 mortgages they securitize in exchange for a guarantee fee In this
10 case the investors are the beneficial owners We find no pooling and
11 servicing agreement and no holder in due course ownership
12 documents No evidence is supplied to prove ownership outside a
13 bald claim
14 b The Mortgage Investment business involves their retained
15 mortgage portfolios which include whole loans Freddie Macsown
16 MBS and private label securities primarily backed by subprime and
17 AltAmortgages Freddie Macfunds the investment portfolios by
18 issuing corporate debt and generates income from the spread
19 between the interest rates on their mortgage holdings and their
20 funding and hedging costs
21 c Freddie Mac is backed by the USTreasury through the purchase of
22 shares of preferred stock
23 d As a government sponsored enterprise the recordation is meticulous
24 No evidence is supplied to prove ownership outside a bald claim
25
26 D Mortgage Electronic Registration System MERS Issues
27 1 We find Trustee Notices whereby MERS is claiming rights that it is the beneficiary of
28 the Deed ofTrust and entitled to enforce and foreclose the Deed of Trust under
29 state law
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1 1 We find several revealing facts about the MERS assignment of the Deed of
2 Trust that appear not to provide MERS with standing
3 a MERS is named in the Deed of Trustas a beneficiary on the initial
4 original solely as the nominee of the Lender holding only legal title
5 to the interests granted to LENDER under the Deed of Trust
6 1 MERS was never conferred any economic benefit
7 2 MERS collects no money from Mr Renshaw under this Note
8 3 MERS will not realize the value of Mr Renshawsproperty sold
9 through foreclosure of the Deed of Trust in the event the Note is
10 not paid
11 4 MERS has no financial interest in the Note
12 5 MERS will suffer no injury if the Note is not paid
13 6 MERS will realize no benefit if the Deed of Trust is foreclosed
14 7 Does not satisfy requirements of constitutional standing
15 8 The MERS executive signed by MERS published rules is an
16 employee of the loan Servicer
17 9 MERS not entitled to payment from the borrower
18 10 MERS not enforce the security for non payment
19 2 MERS permits loan servkers who are active members of MERS to designate a loan
20 servicer employeesto become a MERS agent who then can post servicer and
21 investor data information into the MERS database registry where it can be viewed
22 online
23 i We find no MINS Summary provided for examination by MERS or any party
24 seeking to foreclose against Mr Renshaw
25 iii What we do find are a series of conflict of interest with parties signing on
26 behalf of MERS In accordance with MERS published MERS rules of
27 membership loan servicers designate their employees to perform MERS
28 related services These parties are not executives of the MERS corporation In
29 this case we find the loan servicer is seeking to foreclose via their MERS
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1 employee without demonstrating current holder in due course
2 documentation or providing other authority to do so
3 iii In Mr Renshawscase the loan servicer employee acting as a MFRS
4 executive appears to have entered GMAC Mortgage LLC in Waterloo IA as
5 the loan servicer and also entered The investor has chosen not to display
6 their information For assistance please contact the servicer in the Investor
7 owner area reporting on the MERS website The loan servicer GMAC
8 designated and directed employee is acting as MERS representative to access
9 and enterdata and transferringownership away from the true holder in due
10 course owner using what has become known in the industry as theMERS
11 Sham coined in Florida
12 3 When examining MERS claims of real party in interest in a foreclosure case we can
13 look to a number of revealing precedents across the United States
14 i MERS is completely prohibited from making beneficial ownership claims
15 based upon acting as a nominee under the mortgage in Florida unless it is
16 actually the true beneficial owner and proves it Otherwise MERS claims of
17 that sort have been labeled a sham
18 ii In Idaho we note the Chief Bankruptcy Judges decision In Re Sheridan for
19 guidance on MERS capacity This was a March 2009 decision
20 iii The multistate case consolidation to Nevada Appeals Court December 2009
21 affirmation on MERS standing covered 27 similar cases in its consolidation of
22 state cases We use these and other confirmed case law on the MERS
23 ownership issue for guidance in our forensic investigations and analysis
24 iv While we have found in cases such as in Hawaii where MERS in fact can
25 demonstrate it is indeed the owner we find no evidence that would establish
26 that MERS had the right to assign ownership or Trustee rights of ownership
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a Absent that evidence we find MERS has failed to establish the nature of
its relationship with the holder in due course beneficial owners in writing
b Although it would be inappropriate to consider the initial original
documents since subsequent sales have taken place of all rights title and
interest in examining the initial Note and Deed of Trust we find no
evidence that MERS has had any ownership interest at any time MERS
was never a real party with beneficial ownership interest at any time
c Nor do we find any evidence of an ongoing agency relationship to prove
that MERS has any rights under an initial original Deed of Trust The
evidence reveals that the Note and Deed of Trust have been sold along
with all beneficial rights therein to currently undisclosed parties
1 For example if ownership of the mortgage wastransferred to
an entity that was not a member of MERS as in the billions of
loan securitizations of the parties MERS would not have had
the right to act as the database recording entity it is absent a
written agreement otherwise The assignments would have
had to be recorded in the traditional manner by recordation
in the local county property clerks office where the property
is located
I Membership in MERS is available to loan servicing
members Non servicing related investor purchasers of
loans owners in due course are typically not members of
MERS Therefore we cannot make a presumption that
subsequent purchasers of this loan designate any MERS
employee of any previous owners loan servicer as their
current representative without a specific writing from the
current holder in due course authorizing it We find no
such documentation in this case
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ii Once the initial originals Dote and Deed of Trust are sold
as they have been in this case what we do find is a series
of unsubstantiated bald claims withoutdocumentary
evidence of any relationship with the current holder in due
course real party in interest We only find
documentation showing MERS was an agent for the initial
original lender Homecomings who sold all rights title and
interest according to SEC filings
5 MERS has only one office
ttiwwwmersinco gcontactlindexaspx
To contact MERS by MAIL PHONE or FAX you may do so at the following
MERS 1818 Library Street Suite 300 Reston VA 20190 Phone 800 6466377
Fax 703 7480183
6 According to Idaho Secretary of State business records Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc at 921 S Orchard St Ste G Boise ID 83705 expired
Dec 31 2009 This coincides with the expiration date of the Michigan registered
name See next item
7 In viewing the Deed of Trust there is a MERS Michigan PO Box The Michigan
Corporation Division Entity department advised that they only have an expired
registered name on record for Mortgage Electronic Registration System as of
12312009 According to the department the registered name simply holds
that name so no one else can use it ID 997377
24 E Reverse Engineering the Chain ofTitle
25 1 The National Attorney General Multistate Task Force has described robosigning to
26 include several material issues which we find evidence in Mr Renshawscase
27 L Documents asserting claims without knowledge of the facts or
28 confirming their accuracy
29 ii Employees of foreclosure trustees signing documents posing as the
30 corporate officer in this case authorized signor or attorney in fact
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K20 Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
1 without evidencing the documentary proof of such a role of a party to
2 the foreclosure such as MERS a bank or mortgage servicer
3 iii Reverse engineering the chain of title making it appear as though the
4 loan was passed from company to company when in fact the underlying
5 loan documentation Note and Deed of Trust evidences this is not the
6 case
7 iv Trustee appears to be foreclosing on Mr Renshawshome without a
8 clear chain of ownership for the loan or the security interest
9 V According to the Attorney GeneralsMultistate Task Force Trustees
10 have a statutory duty to perform all foreclosures in good faith and owe
11 that duty to both the homeowner and the lender in this case we find
12 the Trustee has failed to consider Mr Renshawsinterest A debt
13 collector is the Trustee
14
is F Loan Servicing Issues
16 1 Both GMAC and Homecoming
17 1 Have not disclosed any verifiable documentation such as a pooling and
is servicing agreement upon which they base any authority or rights to act
19 on behalf of the true albeit undisclosed current owner of this loan
20 ii Have not disclosed that private party agreements exist between the true
21 owner of this loan and parties servicing the loan that govern this loan
22 transaction and affect the underlying Note and Deed of Trust by detailing
23 subsequent sales endorsement transfers and loan servicing As
24 previously stated the ownership documents presented are not the
25 current ownersholder in due course originals
26 iii Have not disclosed that the loan servicer sole financial interest is limited
27 to their annual loan servicing fees
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RM Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
1 iv Have not disclosed the loan servicer annual loan servicing fees which
2 are reportedly in the less than 13of 1 of loan amount a mere 375
3 per 1000 of loan amount
4 2 We find no evidence submitted that demonstrates the party seeking to foreclose
5 is the authorized servicer on this loan
6 i Evaluating the Servicersclaims
7 a Servicers collect principal and interest payments made by Mr
8 Renshaw on behalf of the true owner Fees are associated with
9 servicing the loans in the pool In this case where we find the
10 party claiming to be a loan servicer the basis upon which they
11 make that claim at this time has not been demonstrated Is it by a
12 pooling agreement Is it by holding the current holder in due
13 course loan ownership documents or authorization Servicers
14 factor in selling profits on sales of mortgages that may be held
1s against any losses Servicer has not proven authority of the true
16 holder in due course owner
17 b Servicer is not a true owner of the loan but is a third party vendor
18 of the real party in interest Servicer is making claims and
19 asserting claims of another the real party in interest but has not
20 provided written documentation of authority from the
21 Noteholder true owner
22 c We find conflicts of interest between the loan servicer and MFRS
23 claims of ownership as we believe the party acting as the MERS
24 agent is actually an employee of the loan servicer according to
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